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JANUARY 1955 ECONOMIC REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT

MONDAY, JANUARY 24, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT COMMIrTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT,

Washington, D. C.

(This hearing was held in executive session of the committee, but is made a
part of the printed record by mutual consent)

The joint committee met at 2 p. In., Senator Paul H. Douglas,
chairman, presiding.

Present: Senator Douglas, chairman, and Senators Sparkman,
O'Mahoney, Flanders, and Watkins, and Representative Patmah,
vice chairman, and Representatives Bolling, Mills, Kelley, Wolcott,
Talle, and Curtis.

The CHAIRMAN . The meeting will come to order.
I should like to welcome the new members of the committee, Con-

gressman Mills of Arkansas, Congressman Kelley of Pennsylvania,
and Congressman Curtis of Missouri, and Senator O'Mahoney who
was on the committee when it was first organized, and who served
as chairman during two sessions of Congress. We are happy to have
you with us.

You probably heve -received the plan we have for the hearings. It
is in the notebook which was prepaied for you on Wednesday.

Might I say we have fixed rules of procedure, parliamentary rules,
and the rules of gentlemen with respect to the rights of each other
and of witnesses.

We have made an informal agreement with Mr. Burns for today,
which I will announce, as to certain ground rules for questioning which
I would suggest.

Representative CURTIS. As I understand your explanation of the
rules of procedure, they are unwritten, and as we go along if anyone
feels that a matter of procedure becomes important, I presume the
chairman would entertain discussion of it.

The CHAIRMAN. It was the sense of the committee that we invite
representatives of the Council of Economic Advisers to appear. A
transcript will be made of the questions and answers which is a differ-
ent procedure than that which prevailed last year.

I had a conference with Dr. Burns on this and we have worked out
an agreement which I would like to have him confirm. Then we will
see if it meets with the committee's approval.

This is a meeting in executive session and, of course, we should
respect an executive session and not make any statements outside about
what transpires in executive session.

Dr. Burns will testify and will have the right to correct the tran-
script as far as his own answers are concerned, and that corrected tran-

1



2 JANUARY 1955 ECONOMIC REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT

script will then become a part of the printed record, the printed record
of the hearings, which I think is more satisfactory than having a tran-
script made available only for members and the staff.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask whether each member
of the committee, likewise, will have a chance to check his own ques-
tions ?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, should we adopt the rule-I think

it is the rule in the Senate and the House-that that will be done as
long as it does not change or render meaningless the import of the ques-
tion and answer in relation to each other?

The CHAIRMAN. I think that rule of the Senate and House is a good
one. It is sometimes stretched a little, and we will not hold anyone
rigidly to it, but people should observe it as sort of a moral guide.

Representative WOLCOTT. Mr. Chairman, going backward a little on
this, I understand that you and Dr. Burns have talked this over, and
it is agreeable with Dr. Burns, but I think we should have some doubts
in our mind as to whether this constitutes a precedent.

If you recall, several years ago this question of whether the Coun-
cil of Economic Advisers should appear and testify before the com-
mittee was the indirect, if not the direct, cause for a major split in the
Council of Economic Advisers resulting in the resignation of one.

So last year when the new Council of Economic Advisers was set up
we agreed that it would be left to Dr. Burns' discretion as to whether
he should have a transcript made of his initial statement.

We thought at that time that Dr. Burns might feel more at liberty
to discuss the matter more freely than he would otherwise, if no tran-
script was made, and the committee members would perhaps feel freer
to question and get background on economic thinking at the White
House level if it was not on the record. That was the genesis of that
issue, and I was a little disappointed, frankly, that this agreement has
been made, whereby we would make a transcript of Dr. Burns' testi-
mony, because I think it might cramp our style somewhat, and I am
sure it will cramp his style, because he speaks for the President, you
know. He is adviser to the President. He cannot divorce himself from
that position. He cannot talk as a taxpayer. He cannot talk as just an
economist. He must talk as an adviser of the President, and whatever
he says will have to, of course, be considered as coming from the Presi-
dent himself, and as being the President's viewpoints, so I wondered if
perhaps we were not defeating our purpose in putting him on the
record. Would he feel as free to talk to us and as frank to talk to us
as he would otherwise?

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I think the question goes
a little bit deeper than that, because in the case that resulted in
the resignation of Dr. Nourse, it seemed that the basic question was:
Was the Council giving advice to the President or speaking for him?

Now, if the Council is giving advice to the President, the Presi-
dent does not necessarily take it. If he does it is very fortunate, and
there is no dichotomy in the situation. But if the President receives
advice, and does not take it as he has a perfect right to, it puts the
Chairman of the Council in a very difficult situation in regard to
having a record made of what he says. I hope that has been in Dr.
Burns' mind in agreeing to speak. I do not know whether we ought
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to ask him whether he speaks for the President or whether he speaks
to him.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Flanders, I was going to mention, when
the gentleman from Michigan brought up this matter, that I told
Dr. Burns privately I thought there were certain questions which
would be improper. I think that no committee has the right to inquire
of a confidential adviser to the President what advice he has
submitted.

I know this is not military affairs or foreign affairs, but, generally,
I think communications between the Council and the President, and
between the Council and other governmental agencies, between other
governmental agencies and the President, are privileged, and are not
matters for inquiry, but I thought that questions might be addressed
to the body of the report.

Are there motions?
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Chairman, I do not like to pro-

long this. As those who were present at the other meeting of the
committee know, I have definite feelings on this matter. But I am
prepared to let the modus vivendi that has been developed operate
without any further pressing of my point. However, I would want
the record to show that I felt, if the thesis that has been propounded
in various fashions is the correct interpretation of the law, that we
were in a very peculiar position of being a committee by law required
to advise the Congress on matters which give to its opposite number in
the executive a right to express its opinions at it wishes in public state-
ments and speeches, to be examined by us as to those same opinions.
Furthermore, it leaves the country in the position of having a Cabinet
officer who is responsible to the President for each of the separate
segments of an economic program, but of having nobody in the execu-
tive who speaks for the President on the details of the general eco-
nomic picture.

The Secretary of the Treasury has certain economic responsibilities.
The Secretary of Commerce has certain economic responsibilities.
But there is nobody in the executive-since we cannot ask the Presi-
dent to come here and speak-there is nobody in the executive who is
responsible for discussing with the Congress the overall problems
of the economy.

I just raise those points simply for the record.
Representative CuRTis. Will the gentleman yield just a minute

for a question? This is just for information, but do members of the
Council of Economic Advisers require senatorial approval?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Representative CuRTIs. They do? So they are in exactly the same

category. I did not know.
The CHAIRIMAN. Any motions?
If not, is the agreement which I have outlined satisfactory?
Representative BOLLING. To make it formal, I move that it be the

proceeding under which the committee operates.
Senator SPARKMAN. I second the motion.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there discussion?
Representative WOLCOTT. I think I have stated my position, and I

think the other positions are clear. We do not want to have this estab-
lished as a precedent. In voting the affirmative, it will be with the

3
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understanding that this will not be cited as a precedent which might

be taken by this committee later on both, with respect to Dr. Burns
and Cabinet members.

I think under those circumstances perhaps personally if the vote is

taken I shall pass.
Senator SPARKMAN. It seems to me that this relates purely to this

onDi agreement, and certainly it would not be a precedent. This is an

agreement worked out which is satisfactory both to the chairman and
to Dr. Burns.
* The CHAIRMAN. If Dr. Burns wants to add anything, the oppor-
tunity is given to him.

ARTHUR F. BURNS, CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS,

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Dr. ButRNS. I would like to add a word.
Senator Douglas, you have reported accurately the understanding

that you and I reached. I only wish the committee to know that I

entered into that agreement with some feeling of regret. I was faced

with a choice of testifying with a transcript or not testifying at all.

May I recall that when I came up for confirmation before the Senate
Banking and Currency Committee, Senator Sparkman asked me the

question whether I would ever return to testify. What I told him

then is still valid today, namely, that I feel that every citizen, no

matter what the circumstances might be, when called upon by a con-

gressional committee to testify, should respond to that request.
I did not choose to request the committee to excuse me from testify-

ing. I will testify for the record, because I deem it better to do that

than to have a transcript taken that is restricted to the members of

the committee. But I feel that an unwise decision has been reached
in insisting on a transcript, and that the purpose that we all have in

common, namely, to further the goals set by the Employment Act,

may not be promoted by this decision.
Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, there is one point that surprised

me just a little in the agreement. I had thought that we had discussed
having a record made, but not having it published.

The CHAIRMAN. That is correct.
Senator FLANDERS. In many of the proceedings of the Foreign Rela-

tions Committee, and in many of the proceedings of the Armed Serv-

ices Committee, with which I am more familiar, a record is made which
is available to committee members only, and which is held as a con-
fidential document.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that was the motion and agreement which

was reached by the committee, and that was the proposal which I

made to Dr. Burns to which he took very strenuous exception. It

was in an effort to accommodate Dr. Burns that I accepted the other
proposal, namely, that he have a chance to correct the record. And
that it be printed as a part of the published proceedings.

Now, if Dr. Burns wishes to return to the earlier proposal, namely,

that it not be printed, that was a decision made, and, of course, that
is acceptable to me. I want to make clear that the alteration was

made at his request. It was agreed to in order to be as accommo-
dating as possible.
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, is not this comparable to
something like when the President extends for 3 years the Reciprocal
Trade Act; then his Cabinet member who is responsible for that
appears before a committee that is investigating the subject matter,
and testifies even openly and publicly, and answers all questions
relating to it?

Now, there are other situations. For, example, Mr. Wilson may
recommend a certain amount for national defense. Well, he and his
assistants come to the Hill. They testify publicly for the record, and
they answer any kind of a question that anyone wants to propound,
and in view of the fact that the President, himself, even goes before
representatives of the press and voluntarily answers any question
that the members of the press may want to ask him, it occurs to me
that this is very much in order.

Dr. BURNs. May I comment on that, Senator Douglas?
The CHAIRMAN. Surely.
Dr. BURNS. I do not think that the position of a member of the

Council is comparable to that of a Cabinet officer. A Cabinet officer
has administrative duties that are prescribed by law. The Council
of Economic Advisers has no operating or administrative duties what-
soever. Its sole function

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Now let us drive down a peg there. You
say that the Council of Economic Advisers has no administrative
duties.

Dr. BURNS. The sole function of the Council is to advise and assist
the President. The Council has no other operating or administrative
responsibilities.

Vice Chairman PATMAA. But are you not supposed to follow
through, like the Cabinet officers and go before the committees.
You know when you file your report at a certain time, we are supposed
to have hearings and make our report also -within a limited time.

Dr. BURNS. You see, a Cabinet officer has duties that are prescribed
by law, administrative duties that are prescribed by law, and in that
sense is accountable to the Congress. To the best of my knowledge
and understanding, the Council has no such function.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Dr. Burns, I want to say this gently and in
all kindness. I can understand the position which you have appar-
ently taken and the logical conclusion of that is that you should not
testify before any congressional body at all. Now that is a perfectly
legitimate position to take, and had you taken that position, I would
have made it clear that there was no bad motive on your part in not
wishing to testify. We would have been glad to make a public state-
ment respecting your right not to testify.

But if you do testify, then it is certainly true that it is for this body
to prescribe the rules under which you testify. We will try to be as
accommodating as possible, but we have to proceed under the rules upon
which we agreed.

Dr. BURNS. I take no exception to that, Senator.
Senator SPARK-MAN. Mr. Chairman, may I say just this word to Dr.

Burns. I said this in the meeting the other day, you will recall. I had
thought that perhaps the happy solution to it would be the thing that
was mentioned a few minutes ago, and that is making a transcript but
keeping that transcript as a part of this committee's files, available to
the individual members to see in the committee room and not a part of

5
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the record. We follow that in the Foreign Relations Committee all
of the time. I suppose 90 percent of our testimony there is taken in
executive session, and it is never released unless the committee votes
specifically to do so, and even in that event, it would not be done with-
out allowing those from the executive departments who testified to
edit it so as to take out those parts they did not want made public.

As far as I know, it has never been violated in our committee. And I
thought perhaps that that would be the happy way here, because it
would give all of us a chance to pry into this thing, to probe as deeply
and as far as we want to, and yet it would give you freedom to discuss
the thing as if it were off the record, and the only written part would be
for the benefit of the members of this committee, and not for publica-
tion in any form whatsoever.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Curtis.
Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, do I understand that the

sense of the motion would include what Senator Sparkman has just
outlined? I did not understand that.

Representative BOLLING. No; the motion was to ratify the agree-
ment reached between the chairman and Dr. Burns.

Representative CURTIS. So it would not include that.
Representative BOLLING. Which would provide for a correction

and then publication.
Vice Chairman PATMaAN. May I say this, Mr. Chairman: It occurs to

me it is a wonderful opportunity afforded the President to make clear
and plain some things in this report that will be very much misunder-
stood and even disturbing if not explained.

In other words, we will bring out any criticism that could possibly
be offered, and Dr. Burns can explain it, and that is helpful to the
President. They should want that opportunity and if denied that
opportunity, they would have a right to object.

Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, I was present at the meeting
on the 1fth of January, and likewise in 1953 when this matter was
discussed. My personal choice is that we operate as we have in the
past, and I want to state the reason for it. I think if we operate as
we have in the past, the Chairman of the Council of Economic Ad-
visers will not feel the degree of restraint that he will feel if we operate
under the second method, and since he will not feel that restraint, I
think his testimony for the members would have greater value.

That is simply how I feel about it.
The CHAIRMAN. There is a motion before the committee.
Representative CURTIS. Senator Sparkman, did you have in mind

offering your suggestion as an amendment?
Senator SPARKMAN. No; I made that proposal before the committee

the other day, and I think the committee was favorably impressed
and I understand from the chairman that he discussed it with Dr.
Burns, but that Dr. Burns preferred the second form rather than this.

Dr. BURNS. If faced with those two choices.
Senator SPARKMAN. Yes, that is my understanding; I mean as be-

tween the two.
The CHAIRMAN. Are we ready for the motion?
(A vote was taken and the motion carried.)
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Senator FLANDERS. I must say I voted for it, but I do not under-
stand why Dr. Burns is for it. That is what puzzled me.

Senator O'MAIONEY. Mr. Chairman, may I have a word?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator O'MAHONEY. Who was it that once said economics is not

an exact science. I have listened to this discussion on both sides and
I have the feeling that it is a purely technical discussion, based upon
fears of things that probably will never arise. I have not any doubt
in the world that the President of the United States has the authority,
as he has exercised it from the time of George Washington down to the
present, to deny certain information to the Congress, but we are here
adealing with matters of opinion, and I doubt very much whether any
question will be asked at any time that will cause the members of the
Council of Economic Advisers the slightest embarrassment, as to what
they said to the President on such and such a date and what he said
in response to that, so we are not likely to get into that sort of discus-
sion.

The CHAIRMAN. If such a question is asked, the Chairman will rule
it out of order.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. And properly so.
Senator O'MAHONEY. So what we are dealing with here are matters

of opinion dealing with the economy of the United States, which I
think the members of the committee and the members of the Council
can discuss with perfect poise and lack of fear.

Representative WOLCOTT. I say very lightly, is the judgment of
whether it is to be embarrassing or not to be left solely to Dr. Burns?
Is that very likely? He was explaining the objection, he said, if he
was asked an embarrassing question.

The CHAIRMAN. I said I would sustain any objection to a question
which went into a confidential relationship.

Representative WOLcoTr. I said very lightly, will that be left to the
discretion of Dr. Burns?

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will make a ruling, but of course, the
rulings of the Chair are always subject to correction, so the gentle-
man from Michigan will have an opportunity to correct the Chair.

Representative WOLCOTT. I am getting a little enlightened on the
question, because I think Dr. Burns will be given to understand by
this colloquy that if there is anything which is of a very confidential
nature he can suggest that part and you will not require him to answer.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think the questioning will go beyond the
text of the report, which I assume is not confidential since it has been
published.

Senator WATKINS. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me it opens up some
possibilities where if we insist on an answer from Dr. Burns it might
reveal that he is in opposition to the President's view on this particular
matter. If I am a lawyer, an adviser to a man in a professional
capacity (and I think an economist will probably admit to the same
class), I give advice to my client, he may choose not to follow that
advice.

The CHAIRMAN. May I ask this: Would you regard it as permis-
sible to question the members of the Council upon the report which
they. themselves, wrote?

Senator WATKINS. Well, I do not know that they prepared it.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes.

58422-55-2
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Senator WATKINS. The final work, and the final authority for it, is
the decision of the President.

The CHAIRMAN. The two reports are the letter of transmittal of the
President to the Congress, which I take it is the first one, and then
there is the report of the Council to the President.

Dr. BURNS. I must correct that, Senator Douglas.
Senator WATKINS. The opening statement, Mr. Chairman, begins,

"I am hereby presenting my economic report * * * and that is
signed by the President.

The CHAIRMAN. Is part 2 signed by the President? Did the Presi-
dent prepare this or did the Council of Economic Advisers?

Dr. BURNS. It is submitted by the President as his report, and
naturally in writing that report he had the advice and assistance of
the Council.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Burns, is it your understanding then that if we
question the members of the Council upon the report which is printed
this will be a violation of the confidence between the President and
the Council, though the report is printed and made a matter of public
record? Is it your contention that this should be insulated from
questioning?

Dr. BURNS. No; I would not want to make a blanket statement on
that, Senator. There may, however. be some questions concerning this
report that might prove embarrassing, because this is the President's
report and I am his confidential adviser.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I would say that under those conditions it
would be quite proper for you to say "For various reasons I think it
inadvisable for me to reply to the question," and in that event we
would not put you under oath nor would we say that you would have to
plead the fifth amendment in order to try to avoid the question.

Dr. BURNS. I think my presence here and what I have said before
should make it very clear that I do not seek cover under the fifth
amendment or under any other provision of the law.

The CHAIRMAN. That is understood.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Suppose we proceed and wait until a real

question appears rather than a hypothetical one.
The CHAIRMAN. Are we ready for the question? We are.
(A vote was taken and the motion carried.)
Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, point of order. Did we not

vote on that once?
The CHAIRMAN. We voted on a similar motion, I think, but I am not

certain. We voted on the transcript, but I am not certain that we
voted on this point of the questioning of Dr. Burns.

Representative CURTIS. I do not know whose motion it was that we
were voting on.

The CHAIRMAN.- If it is held that the previous motion carried with
it both of these motions, I would be very glad to ask to cancel the last
motion.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Chairman, I may be confused at this
point. I think there was just the one motion that I made, that the
agreement between Dr. Burns and the chairman would prevail. I
was not aware that Senator Sparkman made a motion. I thought
that the reason that the motion. was put again was that there was
further discussion before any announcement on the motion.
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The CHAIRMAN. Have we voted on this motion?
Representative BOLLING. Well, it was not announced that the motion

had carried.
The CHAIRMAN. I will announce that it has carried. I wonder

if we could proceed with the examination. I understand that Dr.
Burns does not have a formal statement to submit.

Dr. BURNS. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. He is going to answer questions on the report. May

I say that in order that everyone may have a chance to question, I pro-
pose to begin by limiting myself to 5 minutes and then we will proceed
with alternate questions from the Republican side and the Democratic
side with each person limited to 5 minutes.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
Does that mean 5 minutes of time that you take up or that the witness
takes up?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let us say that is a total of 7 minutes, with
the understanding that the witness should be brief, too.

Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. Well, I have known witnesses on this sub-
ject to take up more than 5 minutes. I am thinking of days gone by
in the Banking and Currency Committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Let us be expeditious and not monopolize the ques-
tions. Let us distribute it between sides with reasonably concise ques-
tioning and answers.

Dr. Burns, I would like to. raise some questions about the year 1954,
if I may. I want to verify certain statements. On pages 15, you state:

While the physical body of nondurable manufactures declined 6 Dereent be-
tween July 1953 and March 1954, the'production of durables declined 14 percent,
and manufacturing production as a whole 10 percent.

I take it that that is correct.
Dr. BURNS. To the best of my knowledge.
The CHAIRMAN. And there wvas substantially no increase in produc-

tion as evidenced by table B-1 on page 77 between March of 1954 and
August of 1954?

Dr. BURNS. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Therefore, there was a decline of 10 percent in

industrial production from July of 1953 to August of 1954?
Dr. BURNS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, may I ask a question about the volume of

employment, table B-7 on page 87: There is a statement that from
July 1953 to March 1954 there was a total decline in nonagricultural
employment of 1,464,000. Is that correct?

Dr. BURNS. That is correct, on the basis of seasonally adjusted fig-
ures.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. And from March 1954 to August a further
decline of 496,000?

Dr. BURNS. That is again correct on the basis of seasonally adjusted
figures.

The CHAIRMAN. So that the total decline in employment from July
1953 until August of 1954. was 1,960,000 or virtually 2 million?

Dr. BURNS. As shown by the Bureau of Labor Statistics' figures.
The decline is somewhat smaller according to the census figures.

The CHAIRMAN. And during this time the working population was
increasing in size?

9
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Dr. BURNS. During that period the working population increased
in size; yes.

The CHAIRMfAN. Do you have an estimate as to the probable in-
crease?

Dr. BURNS. Well, let me look up the figures.
The CHAIRMAN. Does it amount to about 700,000 for the year?
Dr. BURNS. I will have to consult the record on that. Historically

the increase in the labor force has varied'a good deal from year to
year.

The CHAIRMAN. I know, but the average is roughly about 700,000.
Dr. BURNS. The average in recent years has been between 600,000

and 700,000. However. if I am to testify about the last year, 1954, I
would have to consult the figures on that.

The CHAIRMTIAN. Now then, you have a decline, in other words, of
10 percent in production ?

Dr. BURNS. Not in total production. but in industrial production,
that is manufacturing and mining combined.

The CHAIRMAN. And a decrease of virtually 2 million in the num-
bers employed?

Dr. BURNS. In numbers employed in nonagricultural establish-
ments, as measured by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, when adjusted
for seasonal variations.

The CHAIRMAN. That is correct. Now, the former definition of
the phases of the business cycle by Wesley Mitchell, who was your
teacher and mine. was that the phases of the business cycle were re-
vival, prosperity, recession, and depression. Leaving out the naughty
word "depression," would you characterize this period then as a period
of revival?

Dr. BtRNS. I must first make a technical point, Senator Douglas.
The four phases of the business cycle to which you referred by name
were used in the manner you indicated by Wesley Mitchell for a
certain period of time. I worked with Mitchell for a good many
years, as you know. In the course of this work at the National Bureau
we tried out a variety of concepts and plans of measurement. For the
purpose of working out a chronology of business cycles, we finally
distinguished troughs, expansions, peaks, and contractions.

We first tried the earlier scheme, namely, revival, prosperity, re-
cession, and depression. We found, however, that it was very diffi-
cult to apply this scheme to historical intervals. So from about the
middle 1930's, in the course of our efforts to develop a chronology of
business cycles, we used the classification that I have just named, that
is, trough, expansion, peak, and contraction.

Now, turning to your specific question as to the year 1954
The CHAIRMAN. The period July 1953 to August 1954.
Dr. BURNS. The period from July 1953 to August 1954 was, using

the Bureau's terminology, a period of business cycle contraction.
The CHAIRMAN. Business contraction?
Dr. BURNS. That is correct.
The CHATIRMAN. Now, I notice an article by Professor Schlichter

in the current Business Review, in which he speaks of the recent reces-
sion.

Dr. BURNS. That is a widely used term.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think recession and contraction are funda-

mentally the same?
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Dr. BURNs. I think that it is a matter of linguistic preference. The
term "recession" is very widely used. It has no precise scientific
meaning. The reason the National Bureau adopted the term "con-
traction" and its affiliates is that these terms are descriptive of eco-
nomic movements and do no more than that.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you say that the term "recession" is descrip-
tive, too, of contraction?

Dr. BuRNS. Well, the difficulty with the term "recession" is that it
lacks a unique descriptive meaning.

Let me tell you a little of the history of the term, as used at the
National Bureau. The first definition that we gave to the term "re-
cession," for the purposes of measurement, was that of an interval
from the midpoint of expansion to the midpoint of contraction, so
that the phase of recession overlapped upon the phases of expansion
and contraction.

Later on we found ourselves using the term "recession" in another
way. Recession was the month which followed the peak in activity,
or the quarter which followed the peak in activity, or the year which
followed the peak in activity. This usage also-seemed unsatisfactory.

.We finally gave up the term in describing historical intervals.
Now, let me add that I have no quarrel with anyone who wishes to

speak of the interval from July 1953 to August 1954 as a period of
recession. I have spoken of it that way myself, and you will find that
in one or two or three places in this year's Economic Report the term
is used that way. It is not a scientific term. but it is popular, is
used widely, and when applied to recent events this term is not likely
to lead to serious misinterpretation.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank you for that statement. The comment
which I am going to make is not addressed to you, but I wish that a
similar restraint in language were observed by others who took um-
brage at the characterization of this period as being one of recession,
because the use of that term was denounced as a treason toward the
American people and an attempt to get the United States into a depres-
sion. But waiving that question, there is one omission in your report
which somewhat startled me, and that was the fact that there was vir-
tually no mention made of agriculture. Perhaps I may have been in
error, but as I read the-.report through 2 or 3 times I did not
find any reference to farming. There were tables in the rear about
farming, but there is no textual statement about farming; am I correct
in suggesting that there is little discussion of farming?

Dr. BURNS. You are correct in suggesting that there is relatively
little discussion of farming.

The CHAIRMAN. I think no discussion of farming.
Dr. BURNS. No, that is incorrect. There is some discussion in -the

text, and much more in the appendix. You will find farming taken
up in various places in the report.

The CHAIRMAN. I think there were four sentences about farming.
Dr. BURNS. Well, I am not in a position at this moment either to

confirm or deny your precise count of the number of sentences. The
important thing is what they say.

The CHAHZMAN. Now, you have prepared some very valuable sta-
tistical tables in the rear of your report, table D-37 on page 177 gives
the parity ratio, andI find that in December it was 86.

Dr. BURNS. That is correct.
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The CHAIRMAN. Which is -the lowest, I may say, as far as I can find,
that this ratio has been since 1940.

Dr. BURNS. 1940 or 1941, I cannot remember.
This relationship between prices paid by farmers and prices re-

ceived by farmers is commented on in the text of the report. The
numerical figure you have cited is shown in a chart which is contained
in the report. It is commented on later in the report itself, and, of
course, it is reported in the table you have just quoted from.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that this is a situation to which
the committee should address itself, or is that an improper question?

Dr. BURNS. I think the committee should address itself to all im-
portant economic questions, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, is this an important issue?
Dr. BURNS. I think it is a question that certainly deserves the at-

tention of your committee, just as it deserves and is receiving the
attention of the executive branch.

The CHIAIRMAN. I was somewhat surprised that I found, I think,
almost no recommendations on this subject, and no analysis of this
problem in the report.

Dr. BURNS. There is some analysis in the report. As for recoin-
mendations, may I remind you that the Congress last year passed
several basic agricultural bills, and that it is the recommendation of
the President, as stated in his state of the Union message, that the
bills that were passed by the Congress be allowed to take effect. It
is important that the new program for agriculture be given a chance
to prove its worth.

The CHAIRMAN. Did the Council take into consideration the drought
which has hit the southeastern portion of the country, and which has
now gone up into the central agricultural beltt?

Dr. BURNS. From time to tine we have considered what is happen-
ing in that area of agriculture and we have taken the drought into
account as best we could.

The CHAIRMAN. I cannot find references to drought. Perhaps I
am in error.

Dr. BURNS. This report, Senator Douglas, does not contain, to the
best of my recollection, any reference to the drought. May I say,
however, that this report is not a record of all of the council's think-
ing on all of the economic questions facing the country. It couldn't
very well do that, as you must know.

The CHAIRMAN. I think I have taken up my share of the time. Mr.
Wolcott.

Representative WOLCOTT. I find, Mr. Chairman, on page 78, dis-
cussion of the agricultural production problem that is quite volumi-
nous.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but I was speaking of prices.
Dr. BURNS. There is a discussion of prices as well, Senator Doug-

las. I can find the page for you if you would like it.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have further questions?
Represenative WOLCOTT. In evaluating the gross national product

you have taken into consideration agricultural income, have you not?
Dr. BURNS. Yes; definitely.
Represenative WOLCOTT. That is all.
The CHAIRAMAN. Mr. Patman.
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, I do not believe I could
ask any question and get the answer in 5 minutes. I do not object to
your rule. I am heartily in favor of giving all the members a chance
and being in favor of the rule, I think I will read off some statements
that I have marked out here in the form of questions and then since
a record is being made, just let Dr. Burns answer them for the record
later on.

The CHAIRMAN. If lhe is willing to do that, that will be fine.
Dr. BURNS. Does that mean that I am to answer the questions now

or after the meeting ? I am not clear about that.
Vice ChairmanI PAT31AN. You can answer the questions after the

meeting. I do not think we would have the time during the meeting.
Dr. BURNS. I see.
Vice Chairmaii PATMAN. Suppose I just go ahead. I have about

3 pages here. Most of it is double spaced. It would take about 5
minutes, and if you want to answer then, it would be all right with
-me, but I would like to raise them.

Representative WOLCOTT. May I suggest that perhaps Dr. Burns
does not understand our procedure of allowing a witness or a Member
of the Senate or House to revise and extend his remarks; that is
what he is getting to, is answering a question in the revision of the
remarks. 'Will that be what you want?

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Yes. Of course, I assume after we go
around the table we will be given another opportunity.

The CHTAIRAMAN. Oh, yes.
Vice Chairman PATIrAN. And when I am reached next time it is

possible I will ask some of them, individually.
Although the Economic Report notes "the income shares of both

farm and business proprietors in 1954 were at postwar lows," there is
no further discussion of this economic development elsewhere in the
report. The implications of this fact are that the terms of trade which
are reflected in the movements of prices went against the farmers and
the small-business man in 1954.

What significance does this have upon the so-called flexible
monetary and stable price policies? Does the mere stabilization of
a wholesale price index-

Dr. BURNS. I did not hear that question. Does it what?
Vice Chairman PATAIAN. Does the mere stabilization of a whole-

sale price index or the retail price index mean that there are no im-
balances developing in the economy? Does not the experience of
the 1926-29 period raise questions concerning the validity of this
assumption? Does not the experience of 1953-54 indicate that un-
sound structural dislocations have taken place underneath the cover
of a stable-price level?

The Economic Report mentions the farm problem briefly as fol-
lows:

The introduction of flexible price supports for basic crops and the moderniza-
tion of the parity formula will facilitate the adjustment of our farming enter-
prises to changing markets and thus help to improve the outlook for the farmer.

How will the outlook for the farmer be improved? Will his
share of the personal income disbursements which the report notes
is at a postwar low be raised? How much will it be raised and how
will this increase occur?
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Farm income fell at an annual rate of $2 billion from the first to

the fourth quarter of 1954, or 15 percent. Will the improved outlook
for the farmer restore this $2 billion drop in farm income? The farm
partity ratio in the fourth quarter was 87, the lowest level in 14 years.

Will it be restored to 100 percent of parity?
The Economic Report cautions that the "continued economic re-

covery must not be jeopardized by overemphasis of speculative
activity." lAThen the Federal Reserve Board moved to reduce margin

requirements by 33 percent in early 1953, did it thereby overemphasize
speculative activity? *When the Treasury and the administration
urged a reduction in the taxes on excess profits, on dividend income,

and an acceleration of the rate of recovery, tax free, of investment
expenditures, did it encourage speculative activity? Is the economy
more or less stable today than it was at the beginning of 1953 prior
to the inflation of stock prices?

Much of the postwar prosperity has been attributed to the fact that

income has been widely distributed in the hands of all of our families.
The narrowing of inequality in income distribution in the 20 years

since 1929 has been hailed as a modern revolution by economists of

varied views. What significance for income distribution and the

inequality of distribution is there in the behavior of personal income
shares in 1953 and 1954? For example, the Economic Report shows

that labor income from wages and salaries fell as did farm and

other proprietor shares. However, investment income shares rose;

particularly impressive was the rise in the personal interest share
which rose 10 percent in the last 2 years. Do these trends not indicate

a redistribution of income that favors a relatively small group at the

expense of a relatively large number of income receivers? In brief,

are we moving toward greater inequality in income distribution?
Maintenance of a stable price level seems to be given the highest

priority in administration declarations dealing with economic policies.
Does the mean that the behavior of some price index rather than, say,

the amount of unemployed, is used as a guide for economic policy
decisions?

In formulating the stable-price policy and in implementing it, what
thinking has been done about the implications for price relationships
within a stable level of average prices? For example, what consid-

eration has been given to problems arising from the fact that certain
prices, notably those for agricultural commodities, are highly sensi-

tive and tend to fluctuate far more frequently and freely than the prices
of most manufactured goods and some industrial raw materials? In

implementing the stable-price policy, are the effects of price changes
considered in combination with each other and with the behavior of
Poncommodity prices such as services, rents, wages, interest rates?

How was this done, for example, in evaluating the prospects of infla-

tion in early 1953? How is this done in evaluating the prospects for

price changes currently? For example, prices of industrial supplies
have been rising recently while the prices of the farm commodities
thatbusiness buys have been dropping. What consideration has been

given to these divergent moves by the monetary authority in imple-
menting the stable-price policy?

If you do not know, what are your ideas on it? I suspect I have
taken up my time. I will not insist on the answer to any of them now
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because my time has expired, Mr. Chairman. 11When you get back
to me I will pick out 1 or 2 of them.

The CHAIR-MAN. Congressman Talle.
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, my mind goes back to the 83d

Congress when Dr. Colin Clark, a Britisher, was here for what I think
was a rather informal colloquium, and he proposed at that time that
our country proceed to spend $20 billion immediately; otherwise the
British Empire would probably go bankrupt. Subsequently Dr.
Crowther, editor of the London Economist, was here, and he did not
go along with that idea.

Later on came a professor from The London School of Economics
to whom the staff put what I thought was a very interesting question,
inasmuch as it was a reversal of a former question: WThat effect would
a depression in the British Empire have upon the United States?
Commenting on the thoughts of Professor Slichter, whom the chair-
man mentioned, I noticed that he made a statement some time ago
about the possibility that perhaps the old ideas about the business
cycle are no longer valid, that you do not have now familiar four
phases, but on the customary business cycle curve there may be a num-
ber of smaller cycles, because he showed that in the recent slowdown
of business some industries reemained stable; others declined; and
others expanded.

He pointed to the expansion in the British Isles, and in Europe, so
he raised the question about the validity of our former adherence to
the four phases of the business cycle, saying that perhaps that con-
cept no longer has any validity, or at least less validity than before,
because of certain things that can now be done, and have been done,
to obviate a depression.

If "you choose to comment on that, Dr. Burns, I would be glad to
have your ideas, whether you think there is validity to Professor
Slichter's views on that or not.

Dr. BURNS. I hesitate to address myself to Professor Slichter's
views, not being entirely sure what those views are. Let men' say only
that I think that it is premature to conclude that the business cycle has
been ironed out, that it is premature to conclude that we will not have
business fluctuations in the future.

However, there are reasons for believing that if we continue to
pursue the policies that have been pursued in recent years, business
fluctuations can be kept within moderate compass. More than that,
I do not think that either economists or Government officials can
safely assert at the present time.

Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, may I ask another question?
The CHAIRMfAN. Certainly.
Representative TALLE. Dr. Burns, I should like to ask if the Coun-

cil is satisfied with the steps taken to improve economic statistics in
the 1956 budget?

Dr. BURNS. The Council is pleased by the increased emphasis on sta-
tistics that is given in the President's budget message for 1956. Con-
gressman Talle, your committee has rendered a great service in em-
phas.izing the limitations of Federal statistical programs. The work
of your committee has had a very large influence on the Executive in
planning an improved statistical program for the coming year.

Representative TALLE. For the other members of the committee,
Senator Carlson, Mr. Bolling, and myself, I say thank you, Dr. Burns.
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The CHAIRMAIN; Congressman Bolling.
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for

inclusion in the record of an editorial in Business Week of January
8, 1955, Forecasting: How Good Is it?

Also a speech of Stephen K. Bailey of Princeton University, on
Political Elements in Full Employment Policy, on December 9.

I would like to have these included in the record at the appropriate
place.

The CH-1AIRMAN. Without objection, these materials will be included
in the record.

(The material referred to is as follows:)

[Business Week, January 8, 1955]

FORECASTING: How GOOD Is IT?

All the economic forecasts on the outlook for 1955 are now in, and the predic-
tions provide a remarkable picture. Not one economist of any note foresees a
decline ahead, and at the same time, very few are predicting a sharp and sudden
rise to boom conditions. The consensus is that the next 12 months will. see
business activity climb above 1954's level and perhaps over the peaks reached
in 1953.

Rarely have so many predictions been so substantially in agreement, a fact that
focuses attention on the current state of economic forecasting.

Forecasting has assumed enormous importance in our economic system. The
Federal Government, for example, must base its policies on assumptions about
the future. In fact, the terms of the Employment Act of 1946 specifically charge
the President's Council of Economic Advisers with the task of gathering informa-
tion on prospective trends in order to make constructive recommendations.

Business, too, bases its decisions on forecasts. In a new booklet titled "Busi-
ness and Economic Forecasting," the United States Chamber of Commerce points
out that the business executive, "even if he has little faith in forecasting," is
nevertheless "constantly engaging in an art that he claims to be of dubious
merit."

THE RECORD IMPROVES

Until last year. forecasting was considered by most economists as extremely
perilous. In general. their postwar record left them little to boast about.

But last year. came a change for the better. There were some forecasters, like
Colin Clark, who prophesied doom. and some, like W. S. Woytinsky, who pre-
dicted a continuation of the boom. The overwhelming majority, however, pre-
dicted that 1954 would see a mild decline, while many went further out on a limb
and said that there would be an upturn in the latter part of the year.

The fact that actual activity was in line with predictions has' given forecasters
confidence in their analytic tools. At the annual meetings of the American
Economic Association (p. 104). for instance, delegates were no longer so reluctant
to talk about their record. R. C. Turner of Indiana University spoke for many of
his colleagues when he declared that "much of the pessimism regarding the
potentialities of forecasting" is "exaggerated or outdated."

There is no doubt that last year's record was impressive, and many have
marked a turning point in short range-6 months to a year-forecasting. The
economists themselves freely admit that they have benefited by greater compre-
hension of the changes that have taken place in our system and continual improve-
ment in statistical data.

Forecasters also admit a debt to the statistics on intentions to spend. such as
the 'McGraw-Hill survey of business plans for new plant and equipment (Busi-
ness AVeek-Nov. 6, 1954. p. 30) and the Michigan Survey Research Center
reports on consumer intentions (Business Week-Nov. 27. 1954. p. 124).

Considering the variety of tools at the disposal of our forecasters, it may ap-
pear easy to chart the immediate future. But our economy is so complex and
changes so quickly that it takes great skill and judgment to forecast with any
accuracy.

Even the most self-assured forecasters at the AEA meetings made plain that
their predictions depend for the most part on good statistics. They feel that the
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Government must continue to improve its statistical information, particularly in
such fields as construction, inventories, and unemployment.

Moreover, most economists, including those who have faith in their short-range
forecasts, agree that their medium- and long-range predicting is still little better
than informed guesswork. In fact, most of the predictions that we have for 1960
or 1965 are merely projections of desirable objectives. Yet the AEA emphasized
that both Government and business need to know more about long-term conditions
if we are to avert the cyclical fluctuations we have experienced in the past.

If economists get better data and improve their methods, the bright record
made in the last year will undoubtedly be improved. This is essential if we are
to achieve a full measure of progress and stability.

POLITICAL ELEMENTS IN FULL EMPLOYMENT POLICY

A paper delivered before the American Economic Association, Detroit, Mich.,
December 29,1954, by Stephen K. Bailey, Princeton University

Earlier in this century, a distinguished economist wrote a book the last chapter
of which was entitled, "If I Were Dictator." It was a glowing account of what
economic measures would save society if only politicians were not around to
louse things up.
* My theme today is built-around the-dismal forecast;,now widely shared by most

economists, that politicians are likely tod be around-for some time to come. Let me
hasten to add, however; that there are stabilizing factors at work and that the
secular trend is bullish, although the rate of development may not be great
enough to guarantee in the short run the maximum utilization of all the resources
of the American Economic Association and the American Political Science Associ-
ation.

It is 10 years, almost to the day, since a group of economists, political scientists,
and politicians sat around a table on Capitol Hill and drafted a so-called full
employment bill. In the eyes of history, this temporary confluence of professions
may have been of more importance than the Employment Act itself. For one of
the central problems before both economists and political scientists is how to make
politicians as smart as we are and (if I may be pardoned a heresy) vice versa.
This is what Lord Macauley had in mind when, referring to currency reform in
the reign of William II, he said, "It would be interesting to see how the pure gold
of scientific truth found by the two philosophers was mingled by the two statesmen
with just that quantity of alloy which was necessary for the working." '

The problem is not new. What is new is the degree of our own self-conscious-
ness that an interdependency exists. One of the salutary results of the Employ-
ment Act has been the forcing together of professional economists and profes-
sional politicians on a scale hitherto unknown in this country. In Mr. Nourse's
felicitous expression, "the research division, the engineering division, and the
sales division," have been constrained to sit down together. Even if Mr. Nourse
himself found this confluence at times an unhappy one, he has enormously in-
creased our sum of knowledge about the pitfalls of this necessary collaboration.

I do not wish this morning to attempt a detailed summary of the obvious. You
are more fully aware-than I of the political elements in full employment policy.
In fact, the most sophisticated writing in this field has been done by economists,
not by political scientists. I need only refer to the writings of Mr. Blough and
Mr. Nourse to make my point. They, and others, have listed the tough ones.

But purely as a preliminary catechism, let me recapitulate a few major points:
J1. America is a vast and highly pluralistic society. There is no hand, seen or

unseen, which is capable of homogenizing all of the diverse political and regional
appetites of our country into a uniform, grade A public interest. This frequently
leads to shifting compromises and second-bests in economic as in most other
policies.

2. Full employment in a free society is an aggregate concept. The constituent
pressures on a Congressman are often highly "unaggregate."

3. Politicians, like some other people who shall remain nameless, occasionally
differ on the subject of what policies actually will produce a condition of full
employment. The difference between politicians and others in this respect is that

1 Quoted in C. H. Hankin, The Mental Limitations of the Expert: India. Butterworth
& Co., Ltd., 1921. p. 2T.
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if politicians guess wrong, they run the risk of losing their jobs. They have a
tendency, therefore, to do a very cowardly thing: they hedge.

4. There is in America a tradition of what Burt Marshall has called "seren-
dipity." Serendip is an ancient term for Ceylon. Mythology recalls that there
were once three princes of Serendip. In Mr. Marshall's words, these three princes
were "special favorites of benign fortune. Things never worked out as the
princes planned them, but they always worked out remarkably well, nevertheless,
and the princes wvent through life blessed with unintended and unforseen happy
consequences." 2 The principle of serendipity accounts for whatever truth there
is. in Grover Ensley's claim that, on the whole, congressional action in the eco-
nomic field during the past 10 years has been sounder than the advice of eco-
nomic experts. Serendipity makes some Congressmen smug-more smug, per-
haps, than is warranted by an uncertain future.

5. The phrase "full employment policy" seems to imply a consistent and co-
ordinated Federal effort. That coordination is made remarkably difficult by. the
extraordinary jogs in Pennsylvania Avenue from 17th Street, NW., to Second
Street, SE. Twists of institutional jealousies and prerogatives in the tax and
appropriations lanes alone make driving hazardous and destinations uncertain.

6. Even within the executive branch, departments like Agriculture, Labor,
Commerce, Interior, Treasury, and the Veterans Administration do not always
see eye to eye with each other-or with the President. And there is of course
the problem of independent and quasi-independent agencies like the Federal
Trade Commission, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Federal Reserve,
and Mr. Wright Patman.

7. Even within the Executive Office of the President, there is no assurance
that all those who should, actually will meet together in the lobby of the Sher-
man Adams hotel.

8. State and local governments make decisions about spending and invest-
ment on the basis of political considerations frequently ignored by department
heads and Presidential advisers in Washington. I happened to be mayor of
Middletown, Conn., when Mr. Humphrey, with the help of some friends in the
Federal Reserve, slammed on the brakes in the spring of 1953. Fortunately for
Middletown (and perhaps for Mr. Humphrey and the United States), his foot
slipped. We would have built the schools anyway, but an interest rate of 1.90
is a lot easier on the books and the ballots than 3.25. And never underestimate
the power of local officials. Representative Seely-Brown is a Republican and
I am a Democrat, but I called him Seeley and he called me Steve.

9. State and national elections come periodically. It is becoming increasingly
obvious that a healthy readjustment is easier in odd years than in even.

10. Finally, the apocalyptic spectrum known as international relations is in
the hands of politicians, here and abroad. Full employment policy is mightily
conditioned by international events; even if the reverse is also true.

These are some of the major political variables which stand between the
scientific economist and consistent economic policy. They are what I would call
the centrifugal forces in our Government. The search of both economists and
political scientists in the past two decades has been for countervailing, centrip-
etal forces which might increase the rationality of decisionmaking in the field
of economic policy. We have a long way to go, but I think we ought to count
our blessings. Progress has been made, and the progress is impressive.

The first centripetal force has been in the field of economics itself. Through
brilliant analytical work, the economics profession has narrowed to its own
areas of disagreement. There are few economists left, for example, who would
argue for a tax rise in a major depression, as Roosevelt did. The crystallizing
orthodoxies of the economics profession make their way into both branches of
the Federal Government, and after a slight delay have an enormous impact
upon policies. As Lord Keynes wrote so brilliantly:3

"The ideas of economists and political philosophers, both when they are right
and when they are wrong, are more powerful than is commonly understood.
Indeed the world is ruled by little else. Practical men, who believe themselves
to be quite exempt from any intellectual influences. are usually slaves of some
defunct economist. Madmen in authority, who hear voices in the air. are dis-
tilling their frenzy from some academic scribbler of a few years back. I am

2 Charles Burton Marshall, The Limits of Foreign Policy: Henry Holt & Co., New York,
1951, p. 46.

3 J. M. Keynes, General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money: Macmillan & Co.,
Ltd., London, 1936, pp. 383-384.
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sure that the power of vested interests is vastly exaggerated compared with
the gradual encroachment of ideas."

There has been a heartening increase in agreement among the members of
the Joint Committee on the Economic Report during the past 6 years, and I
submit that this increase would have been impossible without the establish-
ment of prior agreement within the economics profession itself.

The second centripetal force has been at the level of exer-ntive organization.
The tentative, and almost accidental, character of executive branch interest
in problems of economic stabilization 40 years ago is reflected in a letter written
to President Wilson by his Secretary of Commerce dated May 7, 1913. The
letter reads as follows: :

"SIR. There is much practical wisdom in the suggestion made by you to Secre-
tary McAdoo yesterday, respecting the advancement of public works under pres-
ent conditions, that I venture to add a word in the same line.

"The point of attack in the matter will not be with the executive departments.
These, inspired by you, will act quickly when authorizations and appropriations
allow. It is the chairmen of the two Appropriations Committees who control
the situation. I would suggest a conference, at early convenience with these
chairmen and with Mr: Underwood, and others if you prefer, to point out to
them the practical value to us now (not at a future date, but today) of such
appropriations as wil permit the progress during this summer and fall of con-
tract work as fully as possible.

"The Department of Commerce has asked appropriations for lighthouse and
other work already authorized, aggregating something over a million dollars,
at many different points. They are no more needed than other public works,
but they would add to employment and the distribution of funds, and if appro-
priations were deferred to the next session of Congress a year would be lost,
during which much might happen. Practical commonsense would seem to indi-
cate the wisdom not only of appropriations for needed public works, but the
political expediency of having those appropriations quickly, for the reason so
cogently stated by the Secretary of Labor yesterday.

"Respectfully."
In regard to Executive-legislative relationships, this letter is as hot as tomor-

row's headlines. Many of the problems it raises are still unanswered. But
there have been major changes in the institutional mechanisms for appraising the
President of what he can or should do. The great landmarks in this develop-
ment have been, of course, the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921; the Reorgani-
zations Acts of 1939, which established the Executive Office of the President;
the Employment Act of 1946; the National Security Act of 1947; and the subse-
suent administrative additions and changes which have been made within the
Executive Office framework itself. The executive departments and agencies
still ride off in a variety of directions; strategic and tactical moves in relation
to Congress are still handled gauchely at times; but the clearance and advisory
mechanisms in the Executive Offiee have markedly increased the chances that
policy freewheeling will be a matter of political choice not of staff default. And
these mechanisms are constantly being refined. The reconstitution of the Council
of Economic Advisers in 1953, for example, established an Advisory Board on
Economic Growth and Stability under the chairmanship of Arthur Burns. This
interdepartmental Board includes representatives, at the Under or Assistant
Secretary level, of Treasury, Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor. It also in-
cludes a member of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
the Assistant Director of the Bureau of the Budget, and Dr. Gabriel Hauge of
the White House staff. There is Do necessary magic in interdepartmental com-
mittees. Washington probably suffers from too many of them. But in this
particular case, an interdepartmental advisory committee may be an extremely
useful educational and policy coordinating device.

A third series of centripetal forces have developed in Congress and in the
structure of political parties. The Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 was
not an unmixed blessing in this regard, but it did result in the establishment of
majority and minority party policy committees in the Senate, it did cut down on
the number of standing committees, and it did focus attention on the problem of
diffusion in congressional activity. The very existence of the Joint Committee
on the Economic Report and the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation

'Letter from William C. Redfield, central records of the Department of Labor In the
National Archives.
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with their respective staffs indicates that Congress is aware of the need for a
more unified appraisal of fiscal and economic programs.

Both Republican and Democratic National Committees have increased their
research services to Congress, and have sincerely tried to find common denom-
inators of agreement on economic issues within their respective parties.

Regularized channels of communication between the President and the Con-
gress have increased in quality and quantity during the past two decades. I
refer not only to the care now taken in the preparation of the three annual
Presidential messages: The state of the Union message, the budget message,
and the Economic Report; but to the new liaison status given to the Vice Presi-
dent, the weekly meetings between the President and his congressional leaders,
and the more systematic use of department heads in defending the President's
program before the Congress.

These are all encouraging signs. But, unfortunately, centripetal mechanisms,
no matter how carefully they are designed are not enough. As J. S. Mill once
said, "In politics, as in mechanics, the power which is to keep the engine going
must be sought for outside the machinery." In the final analysis, economic
stabilization like any other policy goal- depends upon the system of value pri-
orities and the political skills of those who wield political power. No matter
where we turn in government we find that economic goals are conditional. Man
does not live by bread alone. The goals of physical survival and of freedom
itself are not necessarily in conflict with, but they are certainly antecedent to,
and higher on the value ladder than, any circumscribed economic goal, no
matter how desirable. To get at these value interrelationships we need a lot
more than a Council of Economic Advisers or a Joint Economic Committee. We
need political leadership at both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue-leadership which
is capable of performing the highest task of statesmanship: the mobilizing of
power behind articulated goals. In the kind of governmental system we
have in America, this is an extraordinarily difficult assignment. Lines of respon-
sibility and accountability are not clear cut. The vast and frequently competing
congeries of power represented by interest groups in our society are not easily
moralized or even contained. The shifting sands of public opinion and the
swiftness of changing events makes the very task of goal-setting and political
implementation extremely hazardous. And yet the mobilization and harnessing
of political power is the only master key to the development of consistent pro-
graming in the economic or any other field.

This puts an extraordinary burden upon the President of the United States.
Mir. Truman realized this when, without prophetic insight as to his successor,
he stated that the President's desk is like a general's. Truman outlined what
he called the five vital steps of strategy: (1) Estimate your own resources;
(2) estimate your enemy's resources; (3) form a judgment as to what is to be
done; (4) implement that judgment with a plan: (5) persuade your leaders
of the value of that plan, and mass your forces for the attack.

This is almost a perfect description of what most Presidents have not done,
or have done badly. Presidential leadership means what human leadership
has always meant: taking account of multiple forces and interests in a more
subtle and forceful way than traditional, formal procedures generally permit.
Possibly the greatest single weakness of the present administration is its faith
that institutional arrangements, secretariats, and rationalized divisions of labor
in the executive branch are by themselves adequate to deal with the complex
and diverse value configurations of our national polity. The setting and drama-
tizing of goals, especially in the economic field, has been intermittent, often con-
tradictory, and almost casual. It was not until the exigencies of a political
campaign forced the issue, that the President was willing to set economic goals
for longer than a month or two in advance. I only hope and trust that this re-
luctance to perform the highest function of Presidential leadership was not
due to staff suggestions that because forecasting is not economically "scientific,"
the President should ignore his prophetic role. If this was the case, it only
lends fuel to the fire of my own conviction that untainted, professional, scientific
economists belong back in a dark corner of the Budget Bureau, not at the level
of direct advice to the President. However hard it may be on the egos of some
economists, the Council of Economic Advisers was not sPt up to please the Ameri-
can Economic Association. The Employment Act is quite clear about the policy
functions of the Council. The act states explicitly that each member of the
Council shall be a person who, and I quote, "As a result of his training, expe-
rience, and attainments. is exceptionally qualified to analyze and interpret eco-
nomic developments, appraise programs and activities of the Government in
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the light of the policy declared in section 2, and to formulate and recommend
national economic policy (not "alternative economic policies," hut "national
economic policy") to promote employment, production and purchasing power
* * s." [Italics supplied.]

The Council, in short, was established to help the President perform his goal-
setting function; to help him as a sorter of values, and to help him in his role
as a mobilizer of political power. This makes the Council, inevitably, a partici-
pant in the political process, not an adjunct thereto. The act implies that mem-
bers of the Council should be something more than economists, that they should
be in tune with the value premises of the President, and that like the President
they should be politically expendable with changes in administration.

I am aware that this is a controversial subject among economists-and that
I am taking an unpopular position. But I must, as a political scientist, state my
position with some emphasis. I do not believe that economists have any right to
participate in high policymaking without running the risks of political involve-
ment and political compromise. Those who will not play unless they are guar-
anteed immunity against politically tailored value commitments remind me of
the early Fabian socialist, Joseph Burgess, who refused to compromise on some
issues during a general election and thereby lost his seat in Parliament. George
Bernard Shaw complained bitterly as follows: 5

"When I think of my own unfortunate character, smirched with compromise,
rotted with opportunism, mildewed by expediency * * *, putrified by permeation
* * * I do think Joe might have put up with just a speck or two on those white
robes of his for the sake of the millions of poor devils who cannot afford any
character at all because they have no friend in Parliament. Oh these moral
dandies, these spiritual toffs, these superior persons. Who is Joe anyhow that
he. should not risk his soul occasionally like the rest of us?"

If an- economist wishes to limit his activities to objective economic analysis,
he has a perfect right to do so; but that right should be exercised about 3 steps
or 3 blocks removed from the President. What some economists call the "scien-
tific" function is an indispensable function in modern government, but it is a
totally different function than that prescribed for the Council of Economic Ad-
visers by the Employment Act. If the Employment Act had established the
Council as a Supreme Court of Economic Truth, it would have created an ad-
ministrative monstrosity. The Presidency creates a magnetic field which struc-
tures everything it touches with the electricity of politics. An economist has
no option. He must either escape the field completely, or he must be drawn into
the magnetic orbit. The economics profession cannot have it both ways. It
cannot claim political immunity for Mr. Burns and at the same time ignore the
fact that he made a major public speech in Detroit, Mich., 2 weeks before a
national election.

With all due respect to Mr. Nourse, the tortured early history of the Council
was in part his own making. He attempted to make the Council into something
it was never intended to be, and at its peculiar level, never can be: an oasis
of pure economic science. Mr. Burns, with rare and notable deviations, has
doubled in spades. This perspective has tended to make the Steelman's and the
Hague's, the Snyder's and the Humphrey's the true economic advisers to the
President, and his stringently limited the Council as a true policy arm of the
Chief Executive. Mr. Keyserling may have carried the logic of his own position
and personality to unnecessary extremes, but this was in part an understandable
reaction to the sincere but pristine myopia of his distinguished predecessor.

The present sorry and bitter hiatus between the Council and the joint com-
mittee is more than a matter of personalities. It is a direct outcome of a
misreading of the proper role of the Council. There may be good tactical rea-
sons for keeping the Council away from public hearings before congressional
committees, but there is every reason in the world to keep constant and friendly
informal contacts rolling between the Council and the joint committee. There
is every reason, that is, if both the Council and the joint committee are policy-
oriented. If the Council is not policy-oriented-if it conceives of its chief
function as that of adding up freight car loadings to give the President a
Monday morning statistical summary of current indexes and short-run projec-
tions-the joint committee is inevitably left.high and dry as a potential weapon
of Presidential influence in the field of economic policy.

6 Hesketh Pearson, G. B. S. (Harpers Bros., New York, 1942), p. 156.
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Goal setting, although the supreme task of a President, is not worth much
unless there is political followthrough. In the economic field, unless the Coun-

cil helps-at least covertly-in this followthrough, the President must depend

upon ad hoc expedients which lack both the strength of considered strategy
and the ideological force of economic sophistication. A little recent history is
perhaps germane at this point:

In November 1947, the Council of Economic Advisers reported to the Presi-

dent and the Cabinet that the then inflationary dangers were serious to both
the short-run and the long-run stability of the economy, and suggested a 10-point
legislative program to handle the situation. The 10-point program was sub-
mitted to a special session of the 80th Congress with neither proper bill drafts

nor executive branch clearance on testimony to back it up. As far as I can
judge from a study of the records, there was not even a suggestion of strategic
thinking about pressure groups and congressional support. In January 1948,
the President reiterated this demand for anti-inflation legislation in his state

of the Union message. Again there was no conscious strategic planning in the
Executive Office or elsewhere for the active mobilization of a working coalition

to get results. In the summer of 1948, President Truman called a special session
of Congress and again submitted an anti-inflation program. Virtually, the only

concession to strategic thinking this time was a hurried call to Paul Porter
to testify after a superficial briefing, before a congressional committee on behalf
of the President's program.

After the November elections, and in preparation for the 81st Congress, the

President appointed Dr. Nourse, then Chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers, as head of an ad hoc Cabinet committee to work out an omnibus
economic stabilization bill. In January 1949, after much of the technical pre-
paratory work had been finished, Secretary of Agriculture Charles Brannan took

on the job of developing agency and congressional support for the bill. Here,

after 15 months of virtual futility was the first serious attempt to look at the

economic stabilization program in terms of building effective consent behind
it. But even here, the strategic planning was pitifully inadequate.

All this adds up to the fact that the development of a consistent economic
policy in the Federal Government cannot even be approximated without the
central formulation of a political program and the mobilization of a successful
coalition of power to carry the program through.

I cannot conclude without pointing out that Presidential leadership-even with
the aid of a policy-oriented Council-is only one facet of this problem. Congress
must respond with a more consistent power focus than it has developed up to
now. That focus can never be as clear as the President's for the kaleidoscopic
representative function of the Congress interferes-and probably should inter-

fere. But the tolerance for programmatic anarchy should, in my estimation, be
narrowed. Insofar as the force of ideas is important here, the Joint Economic
Committee even now performs a significant function; .although that function
could be strengthened if a more sophisticated provision were made for a "legisla-
tive clearance" liaison between the members and the staff of the joint com-
mittee on the one hand, and the member and staffs of the standing committees
dealing with major economic legislation on the other. It is possible that a
Joint Economic-Budget Committee, as suggested by Mr. Colm, might help in

the development of more consistent economic policies; although, if the Congress
went that far, I think I should prefer a Joint Committee on the State

of the Union which might operate each year for not longer than 3 weeks, and
whose sole job it would be to hear testimony on the interrelationships of the
three Presidential messages.

But again, the real key here is not minor institutional changes to help spread
the cold light of reason. The Spanish writer, Unanumo, thinking of Goethe's
dying words, "Light, light, more light," declared passionately, "No, warmth,
warmth, more warmth; for we die of cold not of darkness. It is not the night
that kills but the frost."

The great job of the Congress and of our political parties is to build responsible
communities of interest around the major value goals of our society; not to

reflect, but to refract and moralize, the divisive pressures in our democracy.
Whoever, through personal leadership or through refining the administrative and

political instruments of government, is able to develop more cohesive and re-

sponsible power behind more coherent and intelligently constructed programs will
have solved the key political elements in full employment policy.
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Representative BOLLING. Then there are some excellent questions
which have been prepared by the staff, and since I am going to leave
in a few minutes I would like to ask that the questions not answered
at the session be presented to Dr. Burns so he can respond in writing
to those that he thinks appropriate. (Seep. 42.)

Then somewhat facetiously and exceding any legitimate authority,
I -would like, on behalf of the chairman, Senator Douglas, and myself,
to welcome the cosponsorship of the President for that proposal the
Senator and I made last year for a coordinator of public works, and
get some comment from Dr. Burns as to-and this is one of the ques-
tions prepared by the staff-as to the administrative machinery for
Coordinator of Public Works, and the execution of the public works
program that already exists. To throw in as a second question
here: Wasn't this program on public works actually handled by the
Council, and was this not an operating function of the Council?

Dr. BuRNS. I would like to answer your questions concerning pub-
lic works to the very best of my ability. You have asked several
questions, and I will do my very best with the questions as I have
understood them.

Let me say at the start that I think the members of this committee,
in urging the coordination of public works planning, have rendered a
very useful service. A unit was established in the Council for public
works planning last April. A Coordinator of Public Works Plan-
ning was first appointed to the Council's staff. Then a small group
of experts was assembled to assist him in that work. This is an ac-
tivity in which members of the Council have taken a very keen interest.

We feel-I personally feel, and so do my colleagues-that this activ-
ity is so important that it should be enlarged and put on a semiperma-
nent basis. The President's recommendation in his state of the Union
message, and once again in the Economic Report, is designed to do
that.

For many years we have gone along in our country making ad
hoc decisions about public works. At long last we now have the be-
ginnings of a mechanism for doing systematically, within the Federal
Government, what many States and municipalities have been doing
for years. I think it is a progressive step.

The CHAIRMAN. I may say that I also wish to thank the Council
of Economic Advisers, and the President, for adopting the principles
of the Bolling-Douglas bill, and I ask that it be made a part of the
record.

(The material referred to is as follows:)

[S. 2913, 83d Cong., 2d sess.]

A BILL To establish an effective program for the planning and construction of needed
public works and to create the Office of Public Facilities Administrator

Be it enacted by the Senate and Houwe of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congre8s assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Public
Facilities Act of 1954".

SEC. 2. It is hereby declared to be the purpose of this Act, in the interest of
maximum economic and military security, (1) to provide a means whereby the
Federal Government can more effectively take advantage of available manpower
and productive capacity, in a manner consistent with the declaration of policy
of the Employment Act of 1946 (and particularly with respect to cooperation
with State and local governments), to develop needed public facilities for the
general welfare, safety, and productivity of the people of the United States, and
(2) to offset declines in private investment, production, and employment by the
construction of carefully planned and needed public facilities to contribute to
continued economic stability and growth.

58422-55--3
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SEC. 3. (a) To assist in carrying out the purpose of this Act, the President is
authorized to appoint, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, a Public
Facilities Administrator in the Executive Office of the President (hereinafter
referred to as the "Administrator"). The Administrator shall receive com-
pensation at the rate of $17,500 per annum.

(b) The Administrator shall be Chairman of an Advisory Committee con-
sisting of the following: Commissioner of the Bureau of Public Roads: Com-
missioner of the Office of Education; the Surgeon General of the United States
Public Health Service; Chief of Engineers; Chief of the Forest Service: Gen-
eral Services Administrator; Housing and Home Finance Administrator; an As-
sistant Secretary of the Interior; an Assistant Secretary of Labor; an Assist-
ant Postmaster General; an Assistant Secretary of Defense; Director of Defense
Mobilization, and the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission.

SEC. 4. The President, with the assistance of the Administrator and the Ad-
visory Committee, shall devise programs for submission to the Congress, con-
sistent with the purpose of this Act, to aid in the construction of needed public
facilities by the Federal Government, State and local governments, and author-
ities set up under the jurisdiction of State and local governments. In develop-
ing Federal programs for the assistance of State and local governments, and pub-
lic authorities set up under the jurisdiction of State and local governments, con-
sideration shall be given (among other means) to the desirability of providing
(1) direct financial assistance, (2) a secondary market for securities, (3) loan
guarantees, (4) reimbursable loans for advance planning, or (5) technical as-
sistance.

SEC. 5. Whenever the President, after consultation with the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers and the Administrator, determines that acceleration or contrac-
tion of the construction of needed public facilities will be consistent with the
purpose of this Act, he may designate the fields and areas in which Federal pub-
lic-works programs and Federal assistance to State and local government pro-
grams should be increased or decreased, and any money authorized and ap-
propriated for use in these fields and areas shall be allocated or placed in reserve
by the Bureau of the Budget accordingly.

SEC. 6. The President shall include in his Annual Economic Report to the
Congress (1) specific information on the reservoir of public facilities needed and
planned by Federal, State, and local jurisdictions, (2) a statement of the policy
of the Federal Government with respect to the construction of such facilities,
and (3) recommendations for such legislation to implement that policy as he
may deem appropriate.

SEC. 7. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums (not to ex-
ceed $100,000 in any one fiscal year) as may be necessary to provide for the com-
pensation and operating expenses of the Administrator.

Representative BOLLING. That is all I have, Mr. Chairmnan. Thank
you.

The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Curtis.
Representative CURTIS. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Mills.
Representative MILLS. Dr. Burns there were some questions sug-

gested for. the Council, or 1 or 2 of them, on which I would like to have
comment, now, before I forget them.

What rates of national economic growth should Government eco-
nomic policy attempt to facilitate?

Dr. BuRNs. That is a question to which neither I nor, if I may be
so bold as to say that, any other person can give a responsible quanti-
tative answer.

I am inclined to think that we ought not to be satisfied with any
rate of growth that we attain. We ought to try to better it. But I
would hesitate about expressing that thought in a numerical phrase.

Representative MIT'Ls. Well, let me ask you this question: Wlhat is
the objective of the President with respect to balancing the budget,
and which budget; the cash budget, or the administrative budget, and
so on?'
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Dr. BURNS. At this particular point, Senator Douglas-
The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Mills.
Dr. BURNS. Yes, butI must address a question to the chairman now.
I have been asked a question concerning the President's personal

objectives as to the budget, and it is not clear to me that that is a
question I should try to answer.

Representative MILLS. Well, it was leading up to another question,
so I will withdraw that one and ask another one.

The CHAIRMAN. You assume, Air. Mills, the policy that has been
announced heretofore. I think the President has announced his
policies on that.

Representative MILLS. That is not really important to the question
I had in my own mind.

I am wondering if in the opinion of the Council a continued pro-
gram of deficit financing in 1956 will affect the soundness of the very
sound American dollar?

Dr. BURNS. Well, as I see it, in fiscal year 1956, we are likely to
have in a practical sense a balanced budget. Let me explain that.
The President's budget message indicates a prospective deficit, when
the budget is taken on the conventional basis, of $2.4 billion, if I
recall the figure correctly. It also indicates a surplus of $600 million,
again if my memory is correct, for fiscal year 1956, on the basis of
the cash budget.

Now, these are the figures presented in the budget message, and
repeated in the Economic Report.

May I-
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead. I was just thinking of another question,

but that was improper of me and I rule myself out of order.
Dr. BURsS. Well, you are perfectly in order, as far as I am con-

cerned, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. No; go ahead, please.
Dr. BuRNs. It is my expectation and hope that the budget showing

for fiscal year 1956 will be better than the figures I have cited. A
continued effort to reduce expenditures will be made, so that the pro-
jected figure on expenditures for fiscal year 1956 may well turn out
to be a. little on the high side. As I see it, we are in the immediate
vicinity of a balanced budget.

I have not yet answered your question. I wanted the arithmetical
aspects of the budget to be perfectly straight, or as straight as I can
make them, before doing that.

Representative MILLs. Dr. Burns, I am hopeful that your optimism
with respect to the budget will be realized, but in the event that it
is not realized, and deficit financing continues into fiscal year 1956,
and may be even projected into-fiscal year 1957, would that not be
inflationary and therefore affect the soundness of the dollar as it exists
today?

Dr. BuRNS. I find it impossible to answer that question in the
abstract.

The existence of a budget deficit, as such, may or may not generate
inflation.

In the first place, you have to draw a distinction between the conven-
tional budget, on the one hand, and the cash budget, on the other. My
opinion is that Federal finances are neutral, by and large, with respect
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to the economy when the cash budget is in balance, and that nowadays
means a deficit of 2 or 3 billion dollars in the conventional budget.

This general statement, however, is of limited value. In practice
you have to look at the particulars of any given year or any given eco-
nomic situation. At a time when there are extensive unused resources,
the existence of a deficit, even on a cash basis, need not mean that in-
flationary pressures exist. It may mean just the contrary. The very
fact that you have unused resources may well mean that there is a
downward pressure on prices, even though you have an unbalanced
cash budget.

Representative MILLS. Well, do I understand, then, Dr. Burns, that
it might be possible for the Congress to further reduce taxes on indi-
viduals without necessarily constituting a threat of inflation?

Dr. BURNS. You will have to specify particulars before I could
answer that question responsibly. If you are thinking of conditions
as they are today, I should think that a reduction in taxes at the pres-
ent time by the Congress would be extremely unwise and that--

Representative MILLs. I did not mean unwise now. I may be able to
agree with you on the wiseness of it.

Dr. BURNS. I am coming to your point.
Representative MILLS. All right.
Dr. BURNS. And it might incite inflationary pressures.
Representative MILLS. Well, you have confused me a little bit now.
Dr. BURNS. I would be very glad to clarify, if I may.
Representative MILLS. I might say that it is not difficult for me to

be a little bit confused in the field of economics, but I am trying to
rationalize the situation.

Now, if an unbalanced budget of $2.4 billion would not be inflation-
ary for the coming fiscal year and would not make unsound the sound
American dollar we have, another $21/2 billion of deficit financing
might be inflationary; is that-your point?

Dr. BURNS. I have not expressed any opinion as to whether a deficit
of $2.4 billion in fiscal year 1956 will or will not be inflationary. Be-
fore I could express an opinion on that, I would have to specify the
economic shape that is assumed for that year.

Representative MILLS. Well, on the assumptions that you make for
the year, I assume that you make certain economic assumptions upon
which you base your predictions.

Dr. BURNS. MY judgment on the basis of those assumptions, as
of the present, is that the budget for fiscal year 1956 will not be in-
flationary. That is my present view.

Representative MILLS. Well, on the basis of the same assumptions,
would it be inflationary if the deficit were increased by two or two
and a half billion dollars, if that $21/2 billion represented a decrease
in personal income taxes which would be expected to enter into the
normal channels of trade?

Dr. BURNS. If the budget deficit were increased beyond the present
estimate of $2.4 billion, which, as I stated, I think is probably on
the high side, we would be taking a risk of exciting inflationary pres-
sures.

Representative MILLS. But if your optimistic hope is realized, and
I say I concur in your hope that it is realized, that we get definitely
into a balanced situation, on the basis of the estimates of our future
economic situation, and reduction in expenditures, then the $21A/ bil-
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lion loss in tax reduction would not be inflationary because it would
just take the place of the $2.4 billion which is now estimated in the
budget.

Dr. BURNS. Well, if my present optimism is fulfilled, Congress-
man, the national income will be even a little larger than the figures
that underlie the present budget estimate. To set about and create
a budgetary imbalance at a time of very high employment involves,
I think, taking.a grave risk with the country's money.

Representative MILLS. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I may say, that in the discussion of the 1954-55

budget, last January, at that time the adminstration estimated that
the deficit for 1954-55 would be $2.9 billion, and they now estimate
that it will be $4.5 billion, so as it was there was an underestimating
of the deficit for this year of $1.6 billion.

Dr. BURNS. Yes, that is true; and it was due to two factors. One
was a decline in economic activity and the other was a larger tax
reduction than the President recommended in his budget message.

Representative MILLS. Well, Mr. Chairman, that arouses a further
question on that point, if I may.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, please.
Representative MILLS. What reductions other than a billion dollars

of excises did we vote last year that the President did not recommend?
Dr. BURNS. I do not believe that there was any in addition, but

there was that.
Representative MILLS. Well, that would not make that difference.
Dr. BURNS. Well, the difference between the two figures cited was

less than $2 billion, and $1 billion is one-half of $2 billion. Beyond
that, and putting to one side what was done to reduce expenditures
below the original estimate, we did have a decline in economic activity.
- Representative iA[iT Ls. Well, that is the main reason for it. I would
think that is the main reason for the difference in the earlier estimate
and the later realization.

Dr. BURNS. It was certainly a factor in the situation.
The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Curtis.
Representative CURTIS. No, I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator O'Mahoney.
Senator O'MAHONEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Burns, my concept of this report, as all reports of the Council

of Economic Advisers, is in the nature of a recommendation to the
Congress for its guidance in approaching the problems that will have
to be met on the economic side. I would like to ask, if I may, what
assumptions you made or were made in the preparation of this report
and its recommendations, as to whether it is a report on a peacetime
economy, a defense economy, or an international cold-war economy.

Dr. BURNS. Your last term is perhaps the most nearly descriptive.
We have a peacetime economy at the present time, but a peacetime
economy with military budgets vastly larger than any that we' have
been accustomed to associate with a state of peace.
*Senator O'MAHONEY. Then you would agree that if the military
budget were severely cut there would have to be substituted for it sub-
stantial expenditures of a civilian nature, a public-works nature, or
something in the normal category of peacetime operations to maintain
employment and profits on anything approximating their present
levels?
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Dr. BURNS. Well, as you put the question, it is purely a matter of
arithmetic, is it not?

Senator O'MAHONEY. I think so.
Dr. BuIRNS. That if one part of the Nation's total of expenditure,

namely, that devoted to military purposes, is reduced, then if we are
to maintain economic activity at an unchanged level, then surely other
parts or other categories of expenditures will have to show increases.
If this is what you mean, of course, you are right.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Then to maintain an international cold-war
economy, I take it you would agree that we must be prepared to con-
tinue those expenditures which are necessary to keep our defense flow-
ing and, at the same time, to shade toward balancing the budget in
order to maintain the strength of our own capitalistic economy?

Dr. BURNS. I know nothing about military matters-but it is per-
fectly clear to me that we must spend whatever is required to maintain
the defensive strength of our country.

Now, as for the budget, we should strive by and large for a balanced
budget, but we should also be prepared for deficits at certain times,
and for surpluses at other times, depending upon economic condi-
tions.

Senator O'MAHONEY. To what extent can we safely hold out to the
people, and I am asking now on the part of the economy, the hope of
further tax reductions while we hope to maintain or strive toward
a balanced budget?

Dr. BURNS. Let me sav this, Senator: We have a tax structure at
the present time that was built up to meet the Korean threat. I fear
that if our present taxes are continued for a very long time, they would
constitute a drag on the economy.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Well, we now have the Formosan threat pre-
sented to us today in a message from the President. We cannot disre-
gard that, can we?

Dr. BURNS. I do not think we can disregard anything that in any
way threatens the security of our Nation. I think we must start from
that, since nothing is more important than that.

Senator O'MARONEY. I think we all agree on that. Yesterday the
Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Humphrey, on Meet the Press, re-
sponding to the pointed inquiries of representatives of the press, spoke
of the possibility of continuing decreased expenditures and he dis-
cussed the likelihood that expenditures would continue to fall.

Is that the assumption on which this budget is -based?
Dr. BURNS. The assumptions concerning expenditures are stated in

the budget message, and repeated in the Economic Report. Certain
figures concerning prospective expenditures are put down. Now, those
of us who are concerned with these matters in the executive establish-
mnent continue to hope that a little less than that will be spent, though
we all recognize that additional cuts in expenditure from now on are
going to be very much harder to make than the cuts that were made
during the past 2 years.

Senator O'MAEoNEY. Secretary Humphrey also stated in that inter-
view that it would be necessary for the Treasury to ask Congress for
a higher debt limit toward the end of this fiscal year. You, of course,
had that in mind in the preparation of this economic budget. There
are expenditures in this budget amounting to $14 billion plus, esti-
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mated as obligations which must be paid no matter what happens, as,
for example, the interest on the national debt, social-security payments
when unemployed, when people are thrown out of employment, and
the like.

And now there is talk of a very large broad-gage road program
which is highly necessary, but which is to be financed in a manner by
which the Government, the Federal Government, will guarantee the
bonds and the moral obligation, certainly not a constitutional obliga-
tion, would be imposed upon the Congress during 30 years to make
appropriations necessary to cover the interest upon those bonds.

Have you taken that interest cost into consideration in your think-
ing about the interest on the national debt?

Dr. BURNS. Well, of course we have considered the economic im-
plications of the highway program. I must say this, Senator, that
the precise shape of the program and its proposed financing will not
be known until the President's message on that subject is presented
to the Congress.

Senator O'MAHOXE Y. Well, let us not tie it to the President.
Dr. BURNS. The reason I say that, Senator, is that I am not at all

sure that some of the remarks that you made concerning the financing
of the highway program will turn-out to be valid when the President's
recommendations on this subject are submitted.

Senator O'MA]1ONTEY. My remarks will not be valid?
Dr. BURNS. I say, they may not be.
Senator O'MAIIONEY. I did not get the negative. I was wondering

whether you were making that statement. I wanted to make it clear.
I cited it merely as an illustration and not as a basis for argument

because a similar proposal was made last year, or the year before, if
I remember correctly-and this I think originated in Congress-but
with respect to the building of post offices, it was an attempt, by the
issuance of bonds, to authorize an expenditure of Federal money with-
out increasing the national debt, and that has always seemed to me
to be a pure illusion.

If the Congress of the United States is under obligation to make
appropriations to meet obligations, no matter what the legal form that
was used to create the obligation, it becomes part of the debt; do you
not agree with me?

Dr. BURNS. I think there is-a great deal of force to your observa-
tions, Senator.

Senator 0'MAHoNEY. Well, now, do you have recommendations in
this report which will enable the Congress to take efficient means of
keeping the national debt down, or is the situation which confronts the
Nation one that will require us to continue to raise the debt?

Dr. BURNS. I can only say this: If we are to modernize our high-
ways on the scale which seems required by current conditions, we have
a choice between taxing ourselves very heavily for the purpose or
borrowing the money for the purpose. My guess would be that if we
decided to do it on a pay-as-you-go basis, year in and year out, the
modernized highway program which we all agree is desirable, if not
necessary, would be much d elayed.

Senator O'MAHoNmy. Well, I have always been an advocate of the
pay-as-you-go program. The reason I feel that way is not only be-
cause of old-fashioned ideas of -living within one's income, whether
one is an individual or a State, although I recognize that the State
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can do what an individual cannot do with respect to neglecting the
payment of its debts, but it was all based upon the fact that experience
teaches us that the cost of things that we are now paying and feel
compelled to buy has increased by such leaps and bounds that unless
we do follow the pay-as-we-go program and let the people know the
cost of what they are buying, we are likely to increase the burden of
the debt, whether it is concealed by bonds, supposedly revenue bonds,
or bonds such as suggested by the post-office bill last year, so as to make
it impossible for the country to meet this obligation.

Dr. BURNS. Well, you have raised, I think, an interesting and funda-
mental question. I only wish we had the time and opportunity to un-
ravel this problem.

Senator O'MAHONEY. This I know, Dr. Burns. Let me say this:
I sat on the Defense Appropriations Committee, and I saw the figures
showing the tremendous increase in instruments of war that we were
buying. Now, that cost has been increasing. I remember when
Secretary Lovett appeared before our Subcommittee on Defense Ap-
propriations, and compared the number of electrical wires in a modern
plane, the plane that we were trying to finance then, with the number
of wires in the best and most destructive plane that we had at the end
of World War II, and my recollection is that the new plane which we
were building had about 25,000 wires as compared with about 5,500 of
the other. In other words, the increasing cost of war is just multiply-
ing beyond all imagination, and I feel, therefore, that an economic
report must make these things absolutely clear when we talk about
debt and the financing the debt, and the interest on the debt.

Dr. BURNS. There is one sentence in the Economic Report that per-
haps should have been expanded upon that deals with the very basic
question which you have raised. With your permission I would like to
read it.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Surely.
Dr. BURNS (reading):
Although a steady pace of construction financed through the sale of bonds to

the public would normally be the best procedure, expenditure and financing plans
could be adjusted in the interests of general economic stability.

Now that I look at it, I would like that sentence better if it read
"should be" adjusted.

Senator O'MAHONEY. What page is that?
Dr. BURNS. This is on page 62.
In other words, there may well be times within the next 10 years

when in view of the state of the economy the only wise course would
be to pay for the highway program by taxation rather than by issuing
bonds.

Senator O'MAZONEY. Or by tolls?
Dr. BURNS. Yes. Well, tolls, after all, are a form of taxation.
Senator O'MAHoNEY. Surely, but the fellow who is using the road

knows he is paying for it.
Dr.-BURNS. That is right, and that form of taxation, I think, is one

to which the Congress would be well advised to give very serious atten-
tion.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Now, let me'ask you to turn' your attention to
pages 18 and 19 of the report. The third s'entence on page 18 reads as
follows:

Consumers not only maintained their spending at a consistently high level, but
reduced their rate of saving during 1954.
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Is there any information as to whether that reduction of saving was
a matter of compulsion because other sources of income had dlsap-
peared, or was it because savers had come to the conclusion that there
was no cold war, and no great economic problem, and that they were
free to spend their savings?

Dr. BURNS. Well, what actually happened during the year is that the
disposable income of the people increased, and the proportion of that
income which was spent on consumer commodities and services in-
creased.

Senator O'MAHONEY. No, I am referring to the statement that the
rate of saving was reduced. In other words, the average citizen must
have come to the conclusion that he did not have to save as much or he
was compelled to reduce his savings.

Dr. B1RNS. Well, the rate of savings was reduced in the sense that
the proportion of dollar savings to the total disposable income of the
people fell somewhat during the year. Now, why people acted in
that fashion is a question that-

Senator O'MAHONEY. Well, I did not ask you to speculate on it. I
wanted to know whether you had gathered any information as to what
the real reason was.

Dr. BuRNs. I have no information that I would regard as authori-
tative as to the reasons for this decline in the rate of saving.

Senator O'MAIHONEY. Well, now, let me skip to page 19 and I will
close my questioning with this: In the second paragraph on the top
of page 19 you are discussing the fact that the Government was not
satisfied with the passive role; it tried to act definitely to bring about
the results it had in mind:

One of the earliest acts of the new administration, after taking office in
January 1953, was to remove price and wage controls in order to restore the
functions of the competitive markets. WVth a boom psychology existing at the
time, and unemployment at a vanishing point, this reform carried the danger of
inducing fresh inflation. A precautionary policy of restricting credit expansion
was therefore adopted. The aim was to prevent a reckless increase of invest-
ment and a deterioration in the quality of new credits, such as had often char-
acterized the closing stages of economic booms in our history.

There follows a discussion of credit restraint, and why later on in
the year it became evident that that was no longer necessary.

That is all preliminary to the statement that yesterday in the New
York Times, in the business section, I read, and today, on the first
page of the New York Journal of Commerce, the statement that the
Treasury is now contemplating issuing another long-term high-in-
terest bond.

Does that mean, if it is true, that the Treasury is contemplating an-
other move toward the restraint of credit, or does it feel that inflation
is pending?

Dr. BURNS. I feel, Senator O'Mahoney, that that question should
be answered by the Secretary of the Treasury.

Senator O'MAIONEY. Well, I asked it only because the first phase
of that policy is discussed at length here, and after having explained
the abandonment of the policy-

Dr. Bu-RNs. I merely mean that I do not now feel free to discuss
policy further.

Vice Chairman PATAIAN (presiding). We will state for the benefit
of the gentleman from Wyoming, Friday and Monday we will hear the
Secretary of the Treasury.
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Senator O'MAHONEY. May I ask one further question, then?
On page 7 you have a paragraph entitled "Enlarging the Oppor-

tunities of Competitive Enterprise." The first sentence refers. to
private enterprise. The second paragraph deals with the Govern-
ment's action in redrawing the line separating private and public
empires.

I wonder if you would give us the definitions that you have in mind
of the competitive enterprise, private enterprise, public enterprise,
whether all private enterprise is competitive or whether public enter,
prise is competitive at any time, and so forth.

Dr. BURNS. I wish I could say, Senator O'Mahoney, that all private
enterprise is competitive. Unhappily I cannot. I do feel, however,
that it is an ideal that is well worth striving for.

Senator O'MAHONEY. And you wish this report to be interpreted as
being inspired by the desire to promote competitive private enterprise,
not monopolistic private enterprise?

Dr. BURNS. You have expressed my thought completely, Senator,
and I wish to thank you.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Well, I will end on that note.
Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. I believe we have gone around the table

now. Do any other members desire to ask questions? Mr. Mills,
did you have something?

Representative MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I hesitate to pursue the mat-
ter. I had one other thought. Senator O'Mahoney has gone into it in
part.

Dr. Burns, in this matter of issuing bonds, debentures which are
not included as a part of the public debt, does that seem to be a growing
tendency, and, if so, is it a sound proposition?

Dr. BURNS. It certainly is a growing tendency on the State and
local levels.

Representative MILLS. I mean in the Federal Government now.
Dr. BURNS. To the best of my knowledge there is no such tendency

within the Federal Government.
Representative MILLS. Well, I had in mind certain bonds and deben-

tures authorized, I believe, by the distinguished gentleman over here,
in the Commodity Credit Corporation, which, of course, have been
issued for some time.

Representative WoLcorr. I will call attention to the fact that at one
time we had 18 billion outstanding in RFC debentures, so when Dr.
Burns said there might be some contractions on our activity, I think
we should have in mind as to what has been going on in these lending
agencies.

Representative MILLS. I did not like it then, Mr. Wolcott, as to that
being outside of the Government debt. You know of no trend, then,
on the part of the Government to issue notes and debentures and not
have them considered in the public debt?

Dr. BURNS. I am not aware of any significant trend in that connec-
tion, except that the question has come up in connection with the new
highway program. It has been variously discussed in that connection.

Representative MILLS. Those of us who may say that it may be han-
dled that way may be wrong, I remember you suggested to Senator
O'Mahoney, so I will not pursue it.
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* Senator O'MAHONEY. May I ask, Dr. Burns, whether you have per-
sonally given any thought to the suggestion that has been made tnu-
merous times in the past that the Federal budget should be cast in a
new form and consideration be given to capital investment and current
expenditures, dividing the two, and if so, if you care to express any
opinion about it?

Dr. BURNS. I have considered that question over the years and I
have considered it since I have been here in Washington. I feel it
would be desirable to shift emphasis from the present conventional
budget to a cash budget. I think the cash budget is more significant
from the viewpoint of the impact that Federal operations have on
the economy.

As for a capital budget, I could make out an excellent case for it
theoretically, but life being what it is, and people being what they
are, and all of us being subject to temptation, I would be very reluc-
tant indeed to recommend at the present time the adoption of a capital
budget. It is not enough to be able to argue the theoretical side of
that case to one s own satisfaction and perhaps that of others.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Thank you, sir.
Representative MILLS. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Burns, let me get your

views as an economist on certain recommendations which have been
made to the Congress with respect to taxes.

As a prelude to my question, I call attention to the fact that in
1954, when the President requested a continuation of the corporate
tax rate at 52 percent for the year, I voted against it in the Ways and
Means Committee, as my colleague from Missouri will remember.
You have indicated already that certain rates of taxation, if contin-
ued indefinitely, might well become a burden. I suppose you mean
a regressive operation. How long can we continue this 52 percent
corporate rate on the basis of your present estimates without it be-
coming an undue burden upon business so as to prevent expansion?

Dr. BURNS. I wish I knew enough to answer your question pre-
cisely. Unhappily, I do not. I think we are subjecting our economy
to a severe test in imposing a rate of taxation on business firms which
is that high; and I do not deem it wise to continue to subject our
economy to that test for very long.

On the other hand, there are considerations of fiscal prudence that
we also cannot ignore. At a time when business activity is as good as
it is at present, and when we are still operating at a deficit, it would
be unwise, I think, to give up, right now, any taxes.

Now, to be sure, one might reduce the corporate tax and then make
up the revenue that is lost in some other way, but you know as well
as I do that this would be very difficult to accomplish, so that for the
coming year, taking things all in all, I think we should continue with
the present excessively high rate of taxation on corporate firms.

Representative MMLS. In other words, you do not expect any serious
economic consequences?

Dr. BURNS. Not over the coming year.
Representative MILLS. Extended to April of 1956, would you not

expect any serious consequences?
Dr. BURNS. No.
Represenative MILLS: Do you consider as an economist that it would

be possible during the course of the next year for this tax rate to be
passed on to the consumers as a part of the price?
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Dr. BURNS. WVell, this is a very interesting and very difficult ques-
tion. During the next year I would expect business conditions on the
whole to be highly competitive and, therefore, the ability of business
firms to pass on the corporate profits tax would be restricted.

The ability of corporations to pass on that tax depends, among
other things, on the intensity of business competition. Expecting,
as I do, business to be highly competitive, I would also expect., and for
that reason, the ability of corporations to pass on that tax to con-
sumiers to be relatively restricted.

Representative MILLS. Then does not that mean that it becomes
more onerous under those circumstances than it has been in the past
year or the past several years?

Dr. BURNS. Well, I would not say that it would become more
onerous. Business has been highly competitive during the past year.
With our economv recovering I would expect corporate profits after
payment of taxes to be appreciably higher than they have been in
the recent past.

Representative MILLS. But I am thinking in terms, Dr. Burns. of
whether or not during the course of the coming year we may reach
a point where this rate of taxation will be so onerous that business
will not be able to keep pace with the rate of growth that is needed
economically in the country.

Dr. BURNS. No, I do not expect that to happen.
Representative MILLS. You do not?
Dr. BURNS. You must remember that while the corporate tax has

remained at 52 percent. business has profited from recent legislation.
The excess-profits tax went off. Further, the tax reform bill, which
was passed last year, liberalized depreciation allowances and im-
proved the climate for making business investments as well as the
means for doing so.

Representative MILLS. Dr. Burns, I am afraid that sometimes we
lose track of the fact that the excess-profits tax affected only about
50,000 of our corporations, and I think there are some 400,0100 cor-
porate taxpayers. I think we also overlobk the fact that under the
bill passed last year there are many corporations that will not receive
any benefit from the so-called fringe benefits in the legislation. The
depreciation provision that you referred to in the report will be of
advantage, of course, to a corporation desiring to expand, but I am
thinking in terms of smaller businesses who have not yet had any
material benefit from a discontinuance of the excess-profits tax.

Now, how much longer can we expect them to live under these
heavy rates of taxation and the need that exists for expansion?

Dr. BURNS. You are quite right in saying that many of our small
businesses did not have excess profits and, therefore. were not subject
to that tax, so that the removal of that tax was of no advantage to
them.

On the other hand, some of the provisions in the Internal Revenue
Code passed last year, such as liberalized depreciation, and the allow-
ing of business firms to treat research and development expenditures
as current expenses, are very favorable to small-business firms. Be-
yond that, it is worth keeping in mind that in the case of very small
businesses a large part of the profits is frequently paid out in the
form of salaries.
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Representative MILLS. I am glad to hear that this bill that was
passed last year may help small businesses some in the case of depreci-
ation.

Dr. BURNs. I think it will.
Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Curtis.
Representative CURTIS. Could I ask a question or questions? Mr.

Mills' line of questioning has suggested these.
The CHA1RM}IAN. Certainly.
Representative CURTIS. Dr. Burns, along the lines of the discussion

Mr. Mills went into, of course you do adhere to the theory that any
tax can get to the point of being so high that it produces diminishing
returns, But I assume that from your answer vou do not feel that this
52-percent corporate tax has reached that point?

Dr. BURNS. No, I do not feel that it has as of the present. However,
I would not like to look forward to continuation of that tax in the
indefinite future.

Representative CURTIS. I have already discussed a little bit with
some of my colleagues on Ways and Means, and one of the staff mem-
bers of this committee, a situation that exists in three specific instances
in the city of St. Louis, and I know exists throughout the country,
where due to the corporate tax structure we find-I will mention spe-
cific names, because I am not entirely sure what the reason is-take the
Medart Co. of St. Louis, an established concern over a period of some
75 years, making pulleys and transmission machinery, and I under-
stand that they were filling a very vital economic function. However,
due to a little change in the corporate ownership set up, and and solely
because of taxes, I understand that company was bought out not for
the purpose of operating it but solely for the purpose of junking it,
getting rid of all of the trained personnel that had been collected
together.

Just the other day a big dry-goods firm in St. Louis was purchased,
Rice Stix, and although they claim they are not going to junk the
company, it looks like they are going to.

I saw in the paper just the other day, I think it is the Follansbee
Steel Co. in West Virginia, the same procedure exactly, and we had
it called to our attention-I think Mr. Mills Will remember when we
were discussing this-that other people knew of situations where the
scavenging industry was going around and picking up these going
concerns.

Now, I may be wrong, but I have an idea that that might be to a
large extent the result of our corporate tax, and, if it were, I suggest
that we might well be at this point of diminishing returns, I think it
is something on all of these tax rates, that the economists should be
looking into, whether we have not reached the point of diminishing
returns, and do not quite realize it. Maybe that is the reason for this
increase in bigness that we see going on in the automotive business
where small companies are going down because it is the consolidations
that become necessary in order for them to survive this climate.

Contrary to Mr. Mills' suggestion on this excess-profits tax, I fought
against the continuance even for the 6 months, having been on theSmall Business Committee for 2 years, of the House, which held hear-
ings in some 40 cities throughout the country, and if there is one thing
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that we saw it was the effect of the excess-profits tax on your new type
of industry, your growth industry, and, as I expressed it, it was a, tax
on growth, and I felt clearly that that tax had gone way beyond the
point of diminishing returns, and by our elimination of it we probably
gained more taxes.

Well, I could not help but make those remarks in view of his dis-
cussion, because, in my opinion, these taxes are so high now that any
time we alter one phase of it we begin to have a tremendous econornic
effect, one way or another, and I think we need an awful lot of help
in studying what we are doing whenever we do tax a thing in a cer-
tain manner or relieve a tax in another manner.

Representative MILLs. Have you yielded that point?
Too much emphasis, it seems toe me, Mr. Chairman, taxwise. is

placed on the necessity for revenue at the given moment. That is the
reason I was prompted to ask Dr. Burns these questions that I did ask
him.

Representative CURTIS. Let me close this statement by emphasizing
a specific tax that there has been no study on, I regret to say, and I
wish there was. The liquor tax of $10.50 a gallon, and at the same
time the industry says-I do.not know the truth of it, or not-but
says that illegal liquor manufacture is going rampant throughout the
country, so that your legal industries where we collect the tax are
making less and less of the goods that are being sold.

Now, if that is so, the cost of collection, and also the fact that we
do not collect, might actually be such that we are beyond the point
of diminishing returns on that.

That makes a neat little package for studv. I asked the Treasury
if they would not make a real study of that, because I do not know
whether it is true or is not true, but somewhere we should be able to
get these economic facts.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator O'MAHONEY (presiding). Are there any other questions?
Well, if there are no other questions, the Chair will express the

appreciation of the committee to Dr. Burns, and his colleagues, for
their appearance here. I am sorry that our session has been so short.
I think it could have been made much longer to the benefit of the
members of the committee.

Dr. BURNS. If there is any statement called to my attention that
is inaccurate, or needs further amplification, I shall be only too happy
to admit to error.

Senator O'MAHONEY. If error is committed.
Dr. Bu-RNs. If error is committed.
Senator O'MAHoNEY. Thank you very much.
The committee will reassemble Wednesday morning, 10 o'clock, in

the Senate Office Building, room 318.
(The following materials were subsequently submitted for the

record:)
JANUARY 25, 1955.

Dr. ARTHUR F. BURNS,
Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR ARTHUR: In accordance with the procedure agreed upon, I enclose a

copy of the stenographic transcript of the committee hearing of yesterday at
which you testified. It is my understanding that after you have made such
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corrections as you believe desirable to clarify your testimony, the transscript
will be returned for publication as a part of the record of the hearings.

The questions which Vice Chairman Wright Patman wished you to answer
later for the written record are on page 39 and following pages of the tran-
script. The additional questions on the enclosed sheet are those which Con-
gressman Richard Bolling requested be submitted to you for the record. This
list contains only those questions which were not covered yesterday.

In order to give you as much time as possible but still meet our deadline for
processing the printed record, I am requesting the return by Saturday, February
5, of your corrected- transcript, with your answers to the additional questions
submitted.

Sincerely yours,
GROVER W. ENSLEY, Staff Director.

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE CouNcmL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS,
Washington, February 9, 1955.

Mr. GROVER W. ENSLEY,
Staff Director, Joint Committee on the Economic Report,

Congress of the United States, Washington, D. C.
DEAR aIR. ENSLEY: I am enclosing a corrected transcript of Tmy testimony be-

fore the Joint Committee on the Economic Report on January 24, 1955. I am
also enclosing replies in triplicate to the questions submitted by Vice Chairman
Wright Patman and Congressman Richard Bolling.

I believe it to be the sense of the joint committee that my testifying for the
record on January 24 will not be treated as a precedent. Since the written
replies to the submitted questions are merely a continuation of matters that
could not be covered at the hearing, I trust that I am right in thinking that this
part of the proceedings also does not establish a precedent.

With sincere appreciation of the courtesy extended to me and my Council
colleagues by the joint committee, I am,

Very truly yours,
ARTHUR F. BURNS.

REPLIES TO ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY REPRESENTATIVE WRIGHT
PATMAN

Question. Although the Economic Report notes "the income shares of both
farm and business proprietors in 19-54 were at postwar lows," there is no further
discussion of this economic development elsewhere in the report. The implica-
tions of this fact are that the terms of trade which are reflected in the move-
ments of prices went against the farmers and the small-business man in 1954.
What significance does this have upon the so-called flexible monetary and stable
price policies?

Answer. The maintenance of a healthy agriculture and the continued prosper-
ity of small business are vital objectives of economic policy. Their importance
was stressed in the Economic Report for January 19-54 and again in this year's
Economic Report. Both farmers and small businesses have special problems
in financing their needs, and special provisions have been made by the Government
to serve- these needs.

The monetary and credit polices of the Federal Reserve Board are designed
to serve the needs of the economy at large. Their aim is to promote the growth,
at high levels of employment and production, of the economy as a whole, not
of this or that segment of the economy. In order to realize this aim, monetary
policies must be flexible,, that is, they must be adjusted so as to help check re-
cessionary developments at certain times and inflationary developments at other
times. Furthermore, the debt management policies of the Treasury and the
credit policies of the Federal Reserve Board must be in harmony with each other.
The problems of individual sectors of the economy can often be traced to their
special circumstances and are dealt with best through measures designed to cope
with these circumstances.

Two major factors are responsible for the reduced share of income disburse-
ments going to farm proprietors in recent years. One is the decline in the num-
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ber of farm proprietors and unpaid family workers engaged in agriculture rela-
tive to the total labor force. This reflects a long-standing and persistent trend
in our economy, namely, the shift of employment away from agriculture and
toward industry, trade, and the services. Even in the absence of changes in
agriculture's terms of trade, the share of the national income earned by.farm
proprietors would have declined.

The other factor is the decline that has occurred during the postwar period
in the farm parity ratio. Prices received by farmers have declined each year
since 1951, though the decline from 1953 to 1954 was much smaller than during
the 2 preceding years. Prices paid by farmers rose from 1951 to 1952 and then
declined somewxhat. These contrasting movements reduced the parity ratio from
107 in 1951 to 89 in 1954 and contributed to the recent decline in farmers'
share of income disbursements.

The movement of farm prices and incomes in 1954 should be viewed in histori-
cal perspective. The inflationary rise in farm prices late in 1950 and early
in 1951 reflected the sharply, increased demand for farm products which fol-
lowed the outbreak of hostilities in Korea. Prices of some farm products re-
ceded shortly afterward, reflecting an abatement in speculative demand as
buyers came to realize that their fears of grave shortages were unjustified.
Later the sharp decline in. agriculural exports and the expanded output of basic
crops, the latter stimulated by high and rigid price supports, contributed to a
general decline in agricultural prices.

The bulging surpluses of farm products which have accumulated in recent
years constitute a burden on the agricultural price structure. They clearly
reflect an imbalance between production and markets which requires correc-
tion in the long-run interests of agriculture. The farm program enacted by the
Congress in 1954 was designed to correct this condition.

Turning now to the self-employed outside agriculture, it should be noted that
their total dollar income was higher in 1954 than in any previous year except
1953. The decline from 1953 to 1954 was a little over 1 percent. This decline
is much too small to serve as a basis for any conclusion that an imbalance has
developed between self-employed business and professional persons and other
income recipients. It is true that the share of the Nation's total income dis-
bursements received by self-employed business and professional persons has
declined fairly steadily during the postwar years; but that fact must be read in
the light of another fact, namely, that this trend has closely paralleled the
decline in the proportion that this self-employed group constitutes of the Nation's
labor force.

Statistics on the share of a given group in the Nation's total income can be
highly misleading if we do not stop to examine what changes may have occurred
in the number of persons participating in that share.

Question. Does the mere stabilization of a wholesale price index or the retail
price index mean that there are no imbalances developing in the economy?
Does not the experience of the 1926-29 period raise questions concerning the
validity of this assumption? Does not the experience of 1953-54 indicate
that unsound structural dislocations have taken place underneath the cover of
a stable price level?

Answer. Mere stability of an average of prices, whether at wholesale or at
retail, does not of itself give assurance that there are no serious imbalances
in the economy. This has been made clear more than once in our history and
not only by the experiences of 1926-29. In fact, no single indicator can be used
as a test of the degree of balance or imbalance.

The fact remains, however, that approximate stability in the general level
of commodity prices contributes significantly to economic stability. Readjust-
ments in individual parts of the economy are more readily made when there
are no general disturbances in commodity prices, because such disturbances
can and commonly do give rise to the need for still further adjustments. To
quote from the Economic Report: "Because of the overall stability of prices,
the inventory adjustments during 1953-54 were not aggravated by adverse
expectations concerning prices, such as often tend to: develop when economic
activity declines." (P. 95.)

The fact that there was a stable price level during 1953-54 did not obscure
the need for economic readjustments, nor did policy decisions rest on any such
invalid assumption. Changes that took place in the economy during 1953-54
were in part the result of the termination of hostilities in Korea, and in part
the result of adjustments in consumer and related markets, as explained in detail
in the Economic Report.
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Structural, episodic, or cyclical changes are always taking place in a dynamic

and progressive economy and they are often accompanied by divergent move-
ments in the prices of particular commodities and services. Price changes are a
vital part of the mechanism by which a free enterprise system adapts itself to
other economic changes. They may reflect altered competitive conditions, lower
costs of production achieved by new and more efficient technologies, shifts in
consumer demands and preferences, or other factors. In some cases, and this
is true of the prices of some farm and other raw products in recent years, they
may represent an adjustment of temporarily inflated prices to levels that are
more nearly in keeping with the state of long-run demand.

Question. The Economic Report mentions the farm problem briefly as follows:
"The introduction of flexible price supports for basic crops and the modernization
of the parity formula will facilitate the adjustment of our farming enterprises to
changing markets and thus help to improve the outlook for the farmers."

How will the outlook for the farmer be improved? Will his share of the personal
income disbursements which the report notes is at a postwar low be raised? How
much will it be raised and how will this increase occur?'

Farm income fell at an annual rate of $2 billion from the first to the fourth
quarter of 1954, or 15 percent. Will the improved outlook for the farmer restore
this $2 billion drop in farm income? The farm parity ratio in the fourth quarter
was 87, the lowest level in 14 years. Will it be restored to 100 percent of
parity?

Answer. It must be borne in mind in interpreting the Department of Commerce
series on farm proprietors' income by quarters that farm income, like many
other economic magnitudes, shows greater variation on a quarterly than on an
annual basis. Furthermore, the estimate of $11 billion for the fourth quarter
of 1954 was necessarily based on incomplete data and even the first quarter figure
of $13 billion is subject to revision. In any case the methods of adjusting net
farm income for seasonal variation are rather rough, particularly when major
changes are taking place in the composition of farm output. In an industry like
farming, with its annual cycles of production, estimates of net income on an
annual basis are much more significant. These show a small decline from $12.2
billion in 1953 to $11.9 billion in 1954.

The Department of Agriculture has estimated that farm operators' net income
in 1955 will be close to that of 1954. This implies an average 1955 income level
well above the figure previously cited for the fourth quarter of 1954.

The number of farm proprietors and unpaid family workers engaged in agri-
culture will probably continue to decline during the next few years, while the
Nation's total labor force continues to grow. This trend may prevent any rise
in the percentage of total income disbursements going to farmers as a group.
However, income per farmer and per family member engaged in agriculture may
be expected to rise during the years ahead, as increases in productivity and
income per worker occur in the economy as a whole. This trend in agriculture
will be facilitated by the maintenance of a high level of employment in the
nonfarm sector.

At present, as in immediately preceding years, accumulated surpluses con-
tinue to be a major hindrance to a recovery in the level of farm prices. In the
absence of inflationary developments, the surpluses of several major crops must
be reduced before prices can rise appreciably, and this process requires time.
The flexible price-support program enacted last year was designed to facilitate
this adjustment process. After existing surpluses have been worked off, and
especially under conditions of high employment, an improvement in the relation
of agricultural to industrial prices may be expected. The precise level of the
parity ratio cannot be responsibly predicted at this time.

Question. The economic report cautions that the "continued economic recov-
ery must not be jeopardized by overemphasis of speculative activity." When
the Federal Reserve Board moved to reduce margin requirements by 33 percent
in early 1953, did it thereby overemphasize speculative activity? When the
Treasury and the administration urged a reduction in the taxes on excess profits,
on dividend income, and an acceleration of the rate of recovery, tax-free, of
investment expenditures, did it encourage speculative activity? Is the economy
more or less stable today than it was at the beginning of 1953 prior to the infla-
tion of stock prices?

Answer. Margin requirements on stock exchange transactions were reduced
in February 1953 from 75 to 50 percent. The 75 percent requirement had been
established in January 1951 with the object of preventing an excessive use of
credit in stock-market transactions during an inflationary period. The 1953
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action, on the other hand, was taken in the belief that even a 50-percent margin
requirement would provide sufficient assurance against an unwise use of credit
in the situation then prevailing. The increased amount of credit used by pur-
chasers of securities after the margin requirements were lowered, does not
support the conclusion that the effect of the February 1953 action was to encour-
age undue speculative activity. It may also be recalled that stock prices declined
during the greater part of 1953.

The tax reductions and the tax reforms of 1954 were parts of an economic
program aimed at increasing business and consumer confidence and thus con-
tributing to the resumption of economic growth. The elimination of the excess-
profits tax, the reduction of personal income taxes, the reduction of the double
taxation of dividends, the provision for liberalized depreciation for tax pur-
poses, and the removal of various inequities in the taxation of personal income
were simply the tax portions of a comprehensive program for promoting eco-
nomic growth and for strengthening the resistance of the economy to inflationary
or recessionary influences. A judicious appraisal of any part of this program
requires that account he taken of the other parts of the program that were
simultaneously proposed and subsequently enacted.

The proposals to remove the excess-profits tax, to reduce the double taxation
of dividends, and to liberalize depreciation allowances on new capital invest-
ments were designed to strengthen the willingness of investors and businessmen
to put funds into risk-taking and job-creating investments. Other parts of the
tax, social security, housing, and related programs were designed to strengthen
more directly the confidence of consumers in their own and their country's
economic future. The effects of the overall program are traced and appraised
in the economic report. Suffice it to say here that the measures that bore
directly on investor and business groups would have been less efficacious if they
had not been accompanied by other measures that impinged directly on con-
sumers, and that the same would be true of the latter measures if they had not
been accompanied by the former.

The rise of stock prices during the past 16 or 16 months, which occurred
despite a decline of corporate profits below their early 1953 levels, fundamentally
reflects our generally improved prospects for economic growth, to which all of
the economic programs enacted last year contributed. Although the tax changes
constitute an important element in this overall program, it would be incorrect to
regard them as the sole or the principal cause of the rise in security prices.

In view of the adjustment which has already been made to lower levels of
defense expenditures and of the balance that now exists between production
and sales, the economy is less vulnerable to recessionary influences today than
it was in the spring of 1953. The rise of stock prices which began in Septem-
ber 1953 has, thus far, been a factor making for economic expansion. On the
other hand, as the Economic Report points out, the recovery movement must
not be jeopardized by excessive speculation. It was for this reason that the
Federal Reserve Board acted in January 1955 to limit the use of credit in stock
market purchases. Developments in the securities markets should and will
be closely watched.

Question. Much of the postwar prosperity has been attributed to the fact
that income has been widely distributed in the hands of all of our families.
The lessening of inequality in income distribution in the 20 years since 1929
has been hailed as a modern revolution by economists of varied views. What
significance for income distribution and the inequality of distribution is there
in the behavior of personal income shares in 1953 and 1954? For example, the
Economic Report shows that labor income from wages and salaries fell as did
farm and other proprietor shares. However, investment income shares rose;
particularly impressive was the rise in the personal interest share which rose
10 percent in the last 10 years. Do these trends not indicate a redistribution of
income that favors a relatively small group at the expense of a relatively large
number of income receivers? In brief, are we moving toward greater inequality
in income distribution?

Answer. Statistical records of income distribution show a long-continued
tendency for the labor share of total income disbursements to increase and for
the investment share to decrease. Minor fluctuations from year to year that run
counter to these trends, such as occurred in 1954, cannot be regarded as a re-
versal of long-run tendencies. It is apparent from table B4 (p. 82) of the
Economic Report that year-to-year variations often occur without changing
such underlying trends. The increase in the investment share from 1948 to
1950 and the decline in the labor share from 1949 to 1950 are examples of such
temporary shifts.
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In connection with the most recent changes, the following figures should be

kept in mind: Labor income constituted 69.3 percent of total personal income
in 1952, 70.5 percent in 1953, and 69.5 percent in 1954. The corresponding per-
centages for transfer payments are 4.8, 4.8, and 5.4: for proprietors' incomes
14.5, 13.3, 13.0: for investment income (which includes dividends, interest, and
rents) 11.4,11.5, 12.1.

While the group receiving wages makes up the largest single income group,
it would be a mistake to assume that those who receive investment income make
up only a small group in the population. For example, a substantial proportion
of the rent component of investment income accrues to homeowners, who are
credited with the rental value of their dwellings in national income totals. In
view of the wide distribution of homeownership, a large proportion of the higher
rental incomes accrued to families of modest means.

Similarly, interest incomes are widely distributed. A large part of the total
stems from interest on IJnited States savings bonds and on savings deposits,
returns on shares in savings and loan associations, and net earnings on life-insur-
ance policy reserves. Since the owners of these assets are numbered in the tens
of millions, it is clear that a substantial part of the 1954 increase in interest
incomes was either received by, or accrued to the benefit of, persons with moder-
ate incomes.

Unfortunately, the available data do not provide an adequate basis for measur-
ing the changes in income shares received at various income levels. Certain
recent surveys, however, indicate that there has been no trend toward greater
inequality in the size distribution of incomes during the postwar period. In
fact, the proportion of total income before taxes that is received by the top fifth
of the Nation's spending units is estimated to have declined from 48 percent in
1947 to 46 percent in 1953. Although no figures for 1954 are as yet available, it
seems reasonably certain that no appreciable change occurred between 1953
and 1954.

Question. Maintenance of a stable price level seems to be given the highest
priority in administration declarations dealing with economic policies. Does
that mean that the behavior of some price index rather than, say, the amount
of unemployed, is used as a guide for economic policy decisions?

Answer. The Economic Report stresses the need for maintaining high and
satisfactory levels of employment as well as the desirability of general pricestability. These are not inconsistent goals of policy. Both are necessary ele-
ments of a program to promote the objectives of the Employment Act. As everystudent of economic history knows, price inflation has often been followed by
severe unemployment. For this reason, if for no other, close attention must be
paid to what is happening in the sphere of prices.

In reaching decisions concerning economic policy, consideration must be given
to a large number of factors. These include the state of employment, unem-
ployment, prices, production, sales, inventories, new orders, credit, interest rates,business investment, consumer spending, the rate of saving, and many others.
Neither prices nor unemployment, important as they each are, can be taken as
the sole guide for economic policy. To confine attention to an index of prices or
to the level of unemployment would impede the search for adequate measures to
reduce unemployment or to prevent its increase.

Question. In formulating the stable price policy and in implementing it, what
thinking has been done about the implications for price relationships within
a stable level of average prices? For example, what consideration has been
given to problems arising from the fact that certain prices, notably those foragricultural commodities, are highly sensitive and tend to fluctuate far more
frequently and freely than the prices of most manufactured goods and some in-
dustrial raw materials? In implementing the stable price policy, are the effects
of price changes considered in combination with each other and with the be-
havior of noncommodity prices such as services, rents, wages, interest rates?
How was this done, for example, in evaluating the prospects of inflation in
early 1953? How is this done in evaluating the prospects for price changes cur-rently? For example, prices of industrial supplies have been rising reasonably
while the prices of farm commodities that business buys have been dropping.
What consideration has been given to these divergent moves by the monetary au-
thority in implementing the stable price policy? If you do not know, what areyour ideas on it?

Answer. The long-range objective of monetary policy is to promote stable eco-
nomic progress at high levels of employment and production. The stabiliza-
tion of any single average of prices is not the primary aim of monetary policy.
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However, Government officials who are responsibly concerned with monetary
matters must give close attention to thhe movements of general prices and of
changing price relationships, since such movements may affect economic growth
and stability.

Although major sectors of the economy often show diverse movements, not
only with respect to prices, but also as to wage rates and other market phenomena,
it is beyond the scope of monetary policy to undertake to influence specific prices
or groups of prices. The basic aim of monetary policy is to help create condi-
tions that are favorable to the maintenance of general economic activity at high
levels, thereby facilitating the readjustments that may be required by ahy im-
balances in the economy.

In addition to the policies that are aimed at influencing general credit con-
ditions, it is important during periods of serious readjustment in any part of
the economy to make certain that an adequate supply of credit at reasonable
rates is available to the industry making the readjustment. This was done with
reference to agriculture during 1953-54, when ample credit was available to the
producers and processors of farm commodities. When the purpose is to modify
the relation between prices received and prices paid by farmers, other means
than general monetary measures must be adopted. It was for this reason
that flexible price-support legislation was enacted during 1954.

At a time when part of the economy is experiencing great prosperity while
another part is undergoing serious readjustment, it is obviously desirable that
the policies pursued by Government do nothing to accentuate the lack of balance.
During the early months of 1953, the plant and equipment of many industries
were utilized to full capacity, labor was working overtime, unemployment was
approaching a vanishing point, and the demands for credit kept increasing.
While wholesale prices of farm products were declining, the prices of industrial
commodities were edging up. Furthermore, price and wage controls had recent-
ly been removed, with a view to restoring the functioning of competitive markets.-
In these circumstances, a continued rapid expansion of credit could not effect
an appreciable increase in production or employment but could bring about a
substantial increase in prices of industrial commodities. It was in the light of
this situation that a precautionary policy of monetary and credit restraint was
adopted.

Subsequent events during 1953-54, both with reference to credit and business,
are set forth in some detail in the Economic Report in chapter 2, entitled "A
Year of Economic Transition." This chapter also describes the actions taken
by the Federal Government and the effects of the policies pursued during the
period.

A moderate rise in both industrial and farm prices, reflecting strong demands
both at home and abroad, has recently occurred. Interest rates and bond yields
have also increased somewhat. At present, monetary policy is fostering increases
in output and employment, so as to realize our full productive potential, but it
is also seeking to avoid the strains and excesses which often accompany a
recovery movement of the type we are now experiencing.

REPLIES TO ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY REPRESENTATIVE
RICHARD BOLLING

Question. In its report to the President on its activities during 1954, included
in the Economic Report as appendix C, the Council of Economic Advisers refers
to the various public and private groups or agencies utilized in preparing the
Economic Report. Would you expand upon this, particularly the following
points: What use was made of private research agencies? Were advisory com-
mittees of representatives of industry, agriculture, labor, consumers, State and
local governments, and other groups used by the Council of Economic Advisers?

Answer. In its report to the President, the Council did not refer to "various
public and private groups or agencies utilized in preparing the Economic Report."
The Council merely expressed its appreciation of the assistance it had received
from public and private groups in carrying out its varied responsibilities during
the calendar year 1954.

Numerous private research agencies advised the Council on particular prob-
lems or made available to the Council the results of their investigations, often
prior to their publication. The institutions that deserve special mention are the
National Bureau of Economic Research and the Brookings Institution.
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The National Bureau of Economic Research made continuously available to
the Council the results of its business cycle studies, especially the results of its
experiments with techniques of short-run economic forecasting. The Bureau sub-
mitted from time to time special statistical reports at the Council's request. At
the Councils' request the Bureau also organized a special conference on business-
cycle policies, for which numerous university and government specialists pre-
pared papers. None of this work involved any expense to the Council.

The Brookings Institution rendered a very useful service, also without any
expense to the Council. by organizing meetings with economists to help the Coun-
cil in its appraisals of the economic situation and of desirable paths of policy.
Two such meetings were held last year. Most of the participants, numbering
about 20. came from the great centers of learning in different parts of the
country.

The Council has found it more helpful to meet informally with groups or com-
mittees of a changing composition than to work with formal committees of
fixed composition. The full Council or one or more of its members
met from time to time during the past year with representatives of the Commit-
tee for Economic Development, the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
the Business Advisory Council for the Department of Commerce, the American
Federation of Labor, the Congress of Industrial Organizations. the United Steel-
workers of America, the International Association of Machinists. the Governors
Conference, the American Farm Burcau Federation. the National Grange, the
Conference of Business Economists, and many other organizations or groups.

Question. Did the Council of Economic Advisers, in cooperation with other
executive agencies, develop a set of economic assumptions with respect to the
coming year to be used to assure internal consistency in the President's program?
According to the New York Times of January 18. 1954. Secretary Humphrey an-
nounced that the budget estimates assume that personal income vill rise from
$286.6 billion in calendar 1954 to $298.5. billion in calendar 1955v while corporate
profits before taxes are assumed to rise from $36 billion to $38.5 billion. What
levels of gross national product, national income, prices, employment and unem-
ployment would be consistent with these assumptions as to personal income and
corporate profits? It is recognized. of course, that these are not predictions or
forecasts, but assumptions for purposes of preparing an internally consistent
program.

The Council could not very well function without making judgments, assump-
tions. and projections concerning the economic future. Miuch of this estimating
has been expressed in formal, arithmetical terms for the year 1955. The results
of these intricate labors have been made available to the agencies of the Govern-
ment that are especially concerned with the development of the President's pro-
gram.J"T would be difficult to go beyond this statement without disclosing how
the Council's confidential advise to the President and the members of the Cabinet
was presented and useiLi

Question. What interpretation does the Council give to the declaration of
policy of the Employment Act of 1946? What relative weight does it attach to
the act's requirement that the President define "levels needed" of "employment,
production, and purchasing power"?

Answer. In brief, the Council interprets the declaration of policy of the Em-
ployment Act as followvs: (a) It is a continuing policy of the Federal Govern-
ment to promote high and expanding levels of production, employment, and
national income; (b) the Federal Government has a continuing responsibility
to help keep our Nation's economy firmly on the narrow road of reasonably full
employment without price inflation ; and (c) the specific policies pursued in
working toward these objectives should strengthen our system of free and com-
petitive enterprise. A fuller statement of the Council's position can be inferred
from the Economic Reports of the President for January 1954 and January
1955, and can be obtained more directly from addresses by the Chairman of the
Council. Copies will he gladly supplied to the Joint Committee, if desired.

It is clearly of the utmost importance that the Economic Report analyze the
existing economic situation, that it indicate whether the economy is on the
upgrade or declining, that it appraise the prospects for the coming year, if not
for a longer period, and that it set forth a program of policies and actions that
seems likely to insure a high and satisfactory level of employment and produc-
tion, without price inflation. This statement is amplified in the response to the
next question.

Question. The Employment Act, in section 3 (a), states that the Economic
Report of the President shall set forth "the levels of employment, production, and
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purchasing power obtaining in the United States and such levels needed to carry
out the policy declared in section 2." The President's Economic Report, on page
24, states: "With economic activity continuing to expand, it is reasonable to
expect that the Nation's output within the coming year will approximate the
goals of maximum employment, production, and purchasing power' envisaged
by the Employment Act."

What are these levels or goals for 1955 in terms of employment, unemploy-
ment, production, and purchasing power?

What specific forces do you see operating in the economy that will raise
levels of demand sufficient to meet the goals of the Employment Act?

Answer. Section 3 (a) of the Employment Act states that the Economic Report
of the President shall set forth "the-levels of employment, production, and pur-
chasing power obtaining in the United States and shic7l levels needed to carry
out the policy declared inr section 2." [Italics added.] The act does not clarify
the italicized phrase. Its interpretation is left to the President and his Council
of Economic Advisers. The phrase can be interpreted as calling for a numerical
specification of economic goals, or it can be interpreted as calling for as good
a specification of objectives, whether in terms of numbers or otherwise, as can
be made. In the former case, one would assert that "to carry out the policy
declared in section 2," employment must be X, production must be Y, etc. In
the latter case, one might assert that "to carry out the policy declared in section
2," employment must be a little higher, or substantially higher, etc.; the drop
in employment and production, if any, during the recent past, after allowing
for an increment of growth, would suggest the general order of the magnitudes
that are involved.

For internal purposes the Council utilizes and makes all sorts of quantitative
estimates. It seems unwise, however, to publish near-term estimates that rest
heavily on assumptions and conjecture, and that is bound to be the case with
numerical "goals" or "targets." The use of such estimates by the President.
in his Economic Report would not render a useful service to the nation.

The present Economic Report, like its predecessor, does not specify numerical
goals for the coming year. If these had been presented, neither the economic
analysis of the report, nor its recommendations of policy, would have been inm-
proved in any way. The impression might, however, have been created that
economists or Government officials can reliably esimate how much our economy
is able to produce under conditions of full employment, that they can reliably
judge what the numerical magnitude of employment should be, and that they can
reliably estimate the quantitative effects of specific public policies or programs.
All this may become true in the future; it is not true today.

It is important to recognize the limitations of economic knowledge, and how
difficult it is to make useful economic predictions or projections. Serious un-
certainties surround even historical descriptions, such as the average rate of
growth of production during the past decade or the gross national product during
a particular year or quarter. Under ideal conditions of measurement, the gross
national product should be the same, whether measured from the expenditure
side or the income side. In current practice the two figures are sometimes very
different, and it is impossible to tell which is the more accurate. According to
the figures from the expenditure side, the annual rate of the gross national
product decreased $14.4 billion between the second quarter of 1953 and the third
quarter of 1954. If, instead, we take figures estimated from the income side.
we find that the drop in the gross national product was at a Tate of $7.4 billion
during this period.

Economists who are familiar with statistical vagaries such as this, and who
know how difficult it is to measure with tolerable accuracy even experiences of
the past, will hesitate to specify numerical goals for the Nation's economy over
the next 6 months or year or two. They know that in setting goals some arbitrary
assumptions must be used and that alternative assumptions, which often are no
less reasonable than the particular ones selected, can lead to such a wide range
of results that the calculated goals cannot have great value-for policy decisions.

For example, if we are to specify numerically what the gross national product
would be in a later period under conditions of full employment, we must rely
on a great variety of assumptions. The most important of these relate, first, to
the increment of the labor force, second, to the increment of productivity, using
this term in the sense of a ratio of output to labor input. The basis for such
assumptions is past experience, very largely. But what do statistics tell us
about the increment of the labor force between, say, the final quarters of suc-
cessive years? For the civilian labor force, the figures range from about 100,000
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to 1.4 million between 1947 and 1954. excluding the drop between 1950 and 1951.
For the total labor force, the figures range from 50,000 to 1.5 million. If we
attempt to look a year ahead, which figure within the indicated range shall we
use? Not being content with any of them, we might take their average, but what
reasons have we for supposing that the year ahead will be an average year? This
variability of economic experience is, of course, reflected also in the case of
productivity increments. We might assume that the gain in productivity will
be 2.5 percent, as some historical averages suggest. But statistical estimates
recently made by the staff of the Joint Committee show that in years that have
immediately followed business-cycle troughs since 1911, the increment in produc-
tivity has ranged from a minus 4.4 percent to a plus 7.9 percent.

We must always remember that ours is a free economy. In such an economy
the number of women who decide to look after their homes rather than seek
gainful employment varies from year to year, and so it is also with the number
of youngsters who decide to continue with their schooling rather than locate a
job. Suppose, for example, that the Economic Report set forth in numerical
terms the level of the gross national product "needed" during the coming year.
Mlay not the goal be missed merely because the increment to the labor force or
the productivity gain turns out to be much smaller than expected? In that
event, may there not be some pressure to embark on policies that will make
a misjudged piece of arithmetic come true? On the other hand, suppose that
the goal is realized. but that this happens because an unexpectedly large increase
in productivity compensates for a failure of employment to rise sufficiently.
Mlay not the realization of the prescribed goal blind some people to the need for
coping with the unemployment that actually exists? These are some of the
many questions that the Council has had to consider in interpreting the italicized
phrase of the Employment Act that was quoted earlier.

The Council's appraisal of the economic outlook for 1955 is indicated in the
Economic Report. After noting that the economy has recently been operating
at a high level and analyzing the forces now at work, the report proceeds to
appraise what seem to be the likely developments. It points out that the
annual rate of the gross national product increased by about $51% billion (6½2
according to more recent estimates) between the third and fourth quarters of
1954, and that the current recovery has some momentum. It describes the
economic forces now in motion and concludes: (a) That they hold out the promise
that we shall achieve a high and satisfactory level of employment and produc-
tion within the current year, and (b) that if this expectation is not fulfilled
the Government must be ready to revise its policies so as to help to bring this
result about as promptly as feasible. This is a reasonably clear indication of
how the economic situation is judged. It admittedly leaves room for discussion
concerning the interpretation of some of the phrases used, but this difficulty could
not be overcome by specifying numerical targets.

In handling problems of economic policy, nothing is more important than full
recognition of the limitations of economic forecasting, and therefore of the
need, first, for flexible policies, second, of being in a position of preparedness to
meet various economic contingencies. These are the matters that the Council
has repeatedly stressed. And let it be said here that, although 4 percent of the
labor force is nowadays widely regarded as an approximate measure of the
average amount of frictional and seasonal unemployment, the Council has not
favored this or any other rigid figure to serve as a trigger to governmental
action or as a measure of good performance. When the President's Economic
Report of January 1954 was presented, the latest figure of unemployment then
available stood at 3 percent. Yet that report counseled the Congress that it was
essential "to avoid the adverse consequences that existing uncertainties might
generate," that "it makes a vital difference whether an unemployment rate of
3 percent is reached by rising up to that figure or declining to it," and that
"prudence as well as zeal for economic improvement require that public policy
contribute both to the immediate strength of the economy and to its long-term
growth" (pp. 72, 75).

Question. On page 21, the report says:
"This remarkable result-namely, a rise in disposable personal income accom-

panying a 10 percent decline of industrial production-has no parallel in our
recorded economic history."

This statement has been widely quoted. For example, it is one of the im-
portant points in a column by Carroll Kilpatrick, Bases of Recovery: A Slump
Analyzed, in the Washington Post and Times-Herald of January 25. In view
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of the wide publicity that has been given to this statement, would you clarify its
meaning.

According to the tables, D-11, page 148, and D-26, page 164, industrial produc-
tion declined 14 percent between 1944 and 1945, but disposable personal income
rose from $146.8 billion in 1944 to $150.4 billion in 1945, or 2.5 percent. Again,
in the following year, 1945 to 1946, industrial production declined by 16 percent,
but disposable-personal income went up from $150.4 billion to $159.2 billion, or
almost 6 percent. These are comparisons of annual averages.

If the comparison rests on gross national product in constant dollars rather
than on the index of industrial production, then it still appears contrary to the
facts. According to table D-2, page 138, of the Economic Report, and table D-3,
page 140, gross national product in constant prices declined between 1.5 per-
cent and 2 percent between 1944 and 1945, and about 11 percent between 1945 and
1946, although disposable personal income rose between each of these years as
indicated above.

Answer. The statement quoted from the Economic Report should be clarified.
In the first place, it rests on the assumption of a generally stable price level,
such as prevailed in 1953-54. In the second place, it refers to a phase of busi-
ness-cycle contraction.

Quite clearly, a rise in disposable money income that merely reflected higher
prices could be accompanied by a fairly sizable decline of industrial produc-
tion. Tlhis happened in numerous countries during World War I and during
other inflationary episodes. A rise of disposable income that merely reflects
higher prices has little or no significance.

Approriate figures for the period 1944-46, which was characterized by con-
traction when viewed in terms of annual data, do not contradict the quoted
statement. Since this was a period of rising prices, the dollar figures on dis-
posable income are inflated. After allowance is made for the rise in prices,
as should be done, the disposable income in 1946 turns out to be lower than in
1944, just as industrial production was lower. The disposable income in 1944,
when deflated by the Consumer Price Index with 1954 as base, is $224.4 billion:
the corresponding figure for 1946 is $219.3 billion. When the Department of
Commerce price index for consumer expenditures, with 1954 as base, is used
instead, the figures for disposable income in 1944 and 1946 are $215.6 and $208.6
billion, respectively.

Annual figures for 1944-46 distort the cyclical movements of this period.
That is a common failing of annual data except when they are used to describe
farming or other very special economic situations. For purposes of business-
cycle analysis, it is usually necessary to observe records for shorter time units.
Thus, according to the chronology of business cycles developed by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, a peak in economic activity was reached in the
first quarter of 1945; the trough came in the fourth quarter of that year; and
the next year was a period of expansion. There was, to be sure, a moderate
reduction and subsequently a mild increase of industrial production between
the last quarter of 1943 and the first quarter of 1945. But these flutterings dur-
ing 1944 are not indicative of a general cyclical fluctuation; the gross national
product continued its wartime rise throughout that period.

Let us now compare the movements of industrial production and disposable
personal income during the business-cycle contraction that extended from the
first quarter of 1945 to the fourth quarter of 1945. During this interval the
Federal Reserve index of industrial production (1947-49=100) fell from 125 to
87. The disposable personal income, even when no adjustment is made for price
changes, fell from an annual rate of $152.3 billion to an annual rate of $147.8
billion. These comparisons rest, as they should, on seasonally adjusted data.
The disposable income would, of course, show a steeper decline if the figures
were expressed, as they should be for the present purpose, in dollars of con-
stant purchasing power.

Question. The economic report, on page 13, states: 'The primary contractive
factor during the latter.part of 1953 was the adjustment of inventories. - This
role shifted to defense spending after the turn of the year."

Is it correct that the decline in defense spending began simultaneously with,
if not somewhat before the adjustment of inventories? Is it correct to say that
military orders to industry for future deliveries began declining even earlier?
Furthermore, hasn't the adjustment in inventories been concentrated largely in
the durable goods industries, particularly those affected directly or indirectly
by the planned reduction in defense spending which got under way not later than
the spring of 1953?
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If these beliefs are correct, then would not the council conclude that the pri-

mary factor in the contraction of 1953-54. from its beginning to the present, was
the change in the direction and magnitude of defense spending combined with
a reduction in business fixed investment, with inventories merely reflecting these
underlying forces?

Answer. The statistical facts that underlie the quoted statement are as fol-
lows: The annual rate of the gross national product declined $9.4 billion between
the second and fourth quarters of 1953. National security expenditures fell
$3.7 billion over the same interval, while inventory investment declined $9.6
billion. Clearly, the adjustment of inventories was the primary contractive
factor during this period. However, between the last quarter of 1953 and the
first quarter of 1954. the rate of inventory liquidation remained unchanged.
whereas a reduction of security expenditures accounted for nearly four-fifths of
the $4.7 billion decline in the annual rate of the gross national product. More-
over, there was little change in the rate of inventory investment in the second
and third quarters of 1954. Meanwhile, expenditures for national security con-
tinued to decline materially; but this decline was offset by increases of private
domestic investment in fixed capital, personal consumption expenditures, State
and local expenditures, and foreign investment, so that the gross national prod-
uct remained virtually unchanged. Thus, after the turn of 19.54, inventory
adjustments exerted little additional contractive influence on economic activity;
and after the first few months of the year, the contractive influence of reduced
security expenditures was counterbalanced by expanding outlays in other sectors
of the economy. By the early fall of 1954 the balance shifted in the direction
of expansion and a new upswing of economic activity got under way.

The questions raised concerning the quoted statement do not deal with the
problem treated in the text at that point; namely, the relative impact of inventory
adjustments and reductions of national security expenditures during the period
of declining production that preceded the stabilization of aggregate economic
activity in the spring and summer of 1954. The questions that have been posed
seem to be concerned with the problem of whether the entire contraction. which
extended from July 1953 to August 1954, was in some basic sense a response to
declining expenditures for defense. Let us turn to this problem.

The onset of contraction during 1953 was the result of a combination of causes.
including the decline in the flow of new defense contracts. However, it appears
that the principal factor at the beginning of the contraction was an imbalance
which developed in the early months of 1953 between the production and sales
of consumer goods. In the words of the economic report:

"In our economy, or in any other of which we have definite knowledge, occa-
sional imbalances between production and sales are virtually bound to occur.
Such a condition developed in 1953. After the steel strike in the summer of
1952 was settled, production, employment, and incomes increased sharply. So,
too, did consumer spending, though at a somewhat lower rate than the increase
of personal incomes. The rate of general economic expansion was reduced, but
continued to be fairly rapid, during the early months of 1953. Total spending by
consumers roughly kept pace with their rising incomes during these months:
however, spending on commodities, as distinct from services, tapered off. In-
ventories. therefore, kept rising, particularly those held by retailers. About the
same time the flow of new defense contracts, which tie up inventories of factories
on a larger scale than civilian production, diminished sharply. In view of these
developments, as well as the general quickening of deliveries, many business
firms deemed it prudent to bring their inventories into better balance with sales
and incoming orders. The effort to adjust inventories led to scattered declines
in production, which became visible in the Nation's aggregate of industrial
production after July 1953" (pp. 11-13).

Thus, the process of inventory adjustment in the civilian sector got under
way before defense spending began to fall in the third quarter of the year.
However, as the Economic Report points out:

"This economic readjustment was complicated and aggravated by the close of
hostilities in Korea. With the war at an end, the need for many types of
defense goods diminished. At the same time, basic defense plans were being
modified to strengthen our economy for what might prove a very long period
of "cold war." The changed situation in Korea, the revisions of military pro-
grams, and improvements in the administration of our Defense Establishment
brought about a sizable drop of military and related expenditures. A larger
reduction was carried through during 1954 than had been anticipated, and it
called for further readjustments by the economy. For the decline of defense
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spending not only reduced the Nation's stream of expenditures for final use;

it also accentuated the efforts of businessmen to cut inventories" (p. 13).
The recent contraction impinged on numerous industries, not only those

engaged in the production of defense goods. To quote once more from the
Economic Report:

"The impact of inventory liquidation and of the cuts in defense expenditures
was heaviest on those engaged in the manufacture of durable goods. Other

factors added to the downward pressure on this sector of the economy. Al-
though total spending by consumers was virtually unchanged between the second

quarter of 1953 and the first quarter of 1954, their outlays on durable goods

were considerably reduced. Investors in fixed capital likewise reduced their

outlays on equipment, though not on construction. In consequence, while the

physical volume of nondurable manufactures declined 6 percent between July

1953 and March 1954, the production of durables declined 14 percent and manu-

facturing production as a whole, 10 percent" (pp. 13, 15).
Changes in inventory investment are not merely passive responses to current

or expected changes in sales. A decline in production stemming from inventory
adjustments releases contractionary impulses which are capable of spreading
through the economy with cumulative impact. This did not happen during the
early stage of the contraction of 1953-54 because, as the Economic Report ex-

plains in detail, the confidence of businessmen and consumers remained high.

When the demand for final products is well maintained, the cumulative depress-
ing influence of inventory reductions is avoided. The process of bringing in-

ventories into better balance with sales is therefore facilitated; the decline of

total production remains moderate; and inventory change accounts for a large
proportion of the decline that occurs in production. This was the essential char-
acter of the 1953-54 contraction in its early stage, and that is why it was de-
scribed as an inventory adjustment in the Economic Report for January 1954.

But as this year's report makes clear, a substantial decline of defense spending
was later superimposed on the inventory contraction. This complicated and

aggravated the decline; nevertheless, final sales, taken in the aggregate, con-
tinued to be well maintained, for reasons that are explained in the Economic
Report for January 1955. No simple characterization of the entire contraction,
such as is suggested by the question that has been posed, would be accurate.

(Whereupon at 4:30 p. m. the committee adjourned to reconvene
at 10 a. in., Wednesday, January 26,1955.)
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT,

Washington, D. C.
The joint committee met at 10 a.m.. Senator Paul H. Douglas (chair-

man) presiding.
Present: Senator Douglas, Representative Patman (vice chailr-

man), Kelley. Talle, and Curtis.
The CHAIRIAN. This is the second meeting of the committee during

the current hearings. The first meeting was held with the Council of
Economic Advisers in executive session, but it Avill be made a part of
the printed record by mutual consent.

Let me state for the record that the committee also invited a member
of the Council of Economic Advisers, or its staff, to participate in this
panel, but the invitation was declined.

The topic today is the appraisal of the economic philosophy and facts
underlying the President's Economic Report. We have specifically
asked the members of the panel to discuss four questions.

I will make the rounds on the first question, and then members of
the committee can ask questions briefly of the participants. When
that is finished we will start on the second question, and similarly
through the third and the fourth.

I may say that we invited Mrs. Wickens and Mr. Paradiso to testify
as individuals. We did not go through the respective Secretaries of
Labor and Commerce, so thiat I do not think that they should be ques-
tioned on policy, but merely on facts.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, it is a little after 10. What
is your plan with reference to the hearings this afternoon? Do you
expect to continue on if we do not finish before 12, and obviously we
will not?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Curtis.
Representative CURTIS. I would just like to ask, as I did in our pre-

vious meeting, being a new member I am very much interested in the
procedures to be followed, and I was wondering, apparently this panel
technique has been used before. What is the situation in regard to
interrogation of Government officials from the standpoint of the panel
itself, rather than members

The CHAIRMAN. I would say this morning, in view of the fact that
Mrs. Wickens and Mr. Paradiso weere invited as individuals, and since
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they are subordinates in the Department, that we should not question
them on policy. They are not, strictly speaking, policymaking officials.
Since they are not responsible for policy they should not be asked to
express their opinion on policy, but I do think that it is proper to
question them on the facts which they state, or on the legitimacy of
any forecasts which they may make.

Representative CURTIS. Well, Mr. Chairman, I was more concernedI
with who will be permitted -to ask- questions. As I understand it,
there was an informal agreement between you and one of the memii-
bers of the committee in regard to that point.

The CHAIRMAN. You will certainly be permitted -to ask questions.
Representative CURTIS. Oh, I understand that I will be because I

am a member of the committee.
The CIIAIRMAN. Just what is it that you are trying to establish 1
Representative CURTIS. I will be very blunt, then. AWihat I am try-

ing to establish is whether or not you intend to have the members of
the panel ask questions of the various Government officials.

The CHIAIRI'NA. Well, I think that would be proper. My tentative
ruling is that that would be proper, but that would only be after the
members of the committee have asked their questions.

Representative CURTIS. I am not worrying about the timing as
much as I am about the propriety, because this is a congressional comn-
Inittee, a joint committee, and I might state here for the record that
I am even more disturbed about the fact that this committee has had
no discussion in executive session of these procedures or I would have
had an opportunity of expressing things that disturb me on it.

In fact, everything that has been done to date by this committee
has been done ahead of time, and has not been done with the oppor-
tunity of members of the committee having an opportunity to express
their views. It puts me in an embarrassing spot. Here we are ready
to proceed. I hate to hold up proceedings. I am fully aware of the
fact, Mr. Chairman, that you have the votes to go ahead and do any-
thing you please, but I think that many of these things should be
discussed ahead of time, at committee meetings, and these have not
been discussed, and I have had no opportunity of presenting views.
In order to make the record complete, Mr. Chairman, I want to point
out that this entire agenda of what is to be done, who is going to be
called, who is on the panel, has been done ahead of time. I have had
no opportunity, and many of the other members have had no0 oppor-
tunity, of suggesting names of those who might be on the panel: The
procedures-and I am not asking that my views be carried out-I am
simply saying that I have had no opportunity of expressing my views,
and I am going to register a formal protest on the manner in which
this committee has been set up and the working procedure.

Vice Chairman PATIrAN. May I answer Mr. Curtis, Mr. Chairman?
Representative CURTIS. I would be happy for that.
Vice Chairman PATAIAN. I admit that a lot of what you say is true,

and it came about by necessity and the law. The law sets up certain
deadlines. The President's report is presented at a certain time. and
this committee must act on it within a certain time. :

The CHAIRMAN. March 1.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. March 1, to be exact.
In order to meet those deadlines it is necessary that planning com-

mence very early, even in December.
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Representative CURTIS. Will the gentleman yield?I am not objecting to the planning, I am objecting to the fact thatthe planning became an actuality without anybody having an oppor-tunity to discuss it.
Vice Chairman PATMrAN. It was absolutely necessary, Mr. Curtis; itcould not have been done any other way.
Now, we expect this thing to be a continuing thing, not just 1 year,but next year, and so on.
Representative CURTIs. I understand.
Vice Chairman PATMEAN. And for this year it was absolutely neces-
sRepresentative CURTIs. Well, I might state that I disagree that it isabsolutely necessary to disregard orderly procedure, and I think thatis what has been done.
The CHAIRMAN. May I say the tentative plans were discussed withthe two ranking members of the majority, the gentleman from Michi-gan, Mr. Wolcott, and the Senator from Vermont, Mr. Flanders, and,as I understand it, was approved by them. The gentleman from Mis-souri was not appointed to this committee, I-believe, until last Wednes-day.
Representative CURTIS. And the committee did not exist, sir, untilI was appointed.
And I might say this: I am not raising this point because I am thegentleman from Missouri, or anything else. I am here representing,as I see it, the House of Representatives. I am also representing theother members of my body, and I say that if my views are not beinggiven an opportunity of being presented, then you are disregardingproper procedure.:
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Missouri recommendthat the hearings be canceled until proper procedure is followed?Representative CURTIS. I think that would be very proper.Vice Chairman PAT3rAN. I hope the gentleman will not insist onthat, and I suggest as an alternative that if he feels that there is acertain viewpoint not represented by members of the panel, and hewants someone particularly summoned for this committee, or re-quested to come, we will do that, if it can be agreed upon,. and I believethe chairman will agree to it.
Representative CURTIS. I appreciate that point.A more major point, of course, is this technique, and something thatdoes involve policy of what position the members of the executivebranch of the Government are in. If they are called before a com-mittee of the House and Senate, a joint committee, and asked to answerquestions propounded to them by people who are not members of thecommittee, or members of the staff of that committee, and that is amatter that I would like to have discussed in an executive session.I understand, though, that you had some discussions, Senator, withSenator Watkins on that, and it was my understanding that there wasa tentative agreement that questions by the panel would not be pro-pounded to the executive department people.
Now, I am anxious, of course, to get as much information as thiscommittee can, but I am concerned about the techniques.Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, in order to satisfy thegentleman, if it can be agreed upon, we will not only permit him, if
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it is all right with the chairman, to have any other person lie wants-

after these hearings, if he feels that certain viewpoints are not repre-

sented, but we can have an executive session before the panel inter-

rogates one another.
Now, I understood awhile ago that that was one point the gentleman

was insisting on, that the panel not interrogate each other.

Representative CURTIS. No, I was not insisting on anythinig. I was.

mainly pointing out that I did not know what your procedures were,

but the one particular thing that is of concern to me right now is the

question of the propriety of members of the panel who are not inem-

bers of the committee or of the staff asking questions of the executive

department members.
I know they are concerned about it, Senator, and their concern does

not lie to the standpoint of not wanting to cooperate with this com-

mittee. I know-at least I hope you feel that is not in this picture.

It is a question of where do the executive department's prerogatives

and rights begin and end, and where does the congressional board

begin.
Vice Chairman PATIAAI. That has been discussed for years.

Representative CURTIS. I understand that, Mr. Patman, but I also

understand that this is a committee that is only organized and becomes

a new commnittee each time, and as a member of that committee, even

though I might be the junior member, which I certainly am, as a mem-

ber of that committee I feel that it is important for me to understand

these basic things, and actually have the committee vote on it.

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Missouri propose that

we suspend the meeting so that the committee can go into executive

session now?
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I would object to that, Mr. Chairman. I

hope the gentleman will not insist on it.
Let us get started and then have an executive session before we per-

mit the members of the panel to interrogate one another. I understand

that is your point, sir.
Representative CURTIS. Yes; that is the only thing that concerns me

righ now.
May I ask the chairman, Is that the way we work the procedure?

The CHAIRMAN. What is the question of the gentleman?
Representative CuRTIS. I was asking the question in reference to

what Mr. Patman, of Texas, just said, that the idea would be for the

panel to go on with their discussion, but before the members of the

executive department begin to participate, or were asked questions,

that we go into an executive session, and I ask the chairman if that was

the way that he intended it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I had not intended it, but if the gentleman

from Missouri desires it I will be very glad to favor it.

Representative CURTIS. Yes; I would appreciate it if we do before

we come to that point because that is the only point I have iminedi-

ately in mind.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I have one other matter because we have not

had an organizational meeting, this has just been called to my atten-

tion, this question of staff. I received your letter of January 22, 1955,

in which you have advised us that you, as chairman, are just going

ahead and discharging one of the staff members, and made a deci-

sion-
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The CHAIRMAN. I think we should deal with that question in execu-
tive session.

Representative CuRTIs. Well, I would have thought so, sir, but you
have already done it, sir, and that is why I was raising the point. This
is the only opportunity I have had because you have not called an or-
ganizational meeting.

The CHAIRMrAN. I shall be very glad to call a meeting to consider this
matter at 12 o'clock, if there is not pressing business on the floor of the
Senate.

I do not think that is a matter for discussion in a public meeting.
Representative CURTIS. Well, I had hoped that it would not be, and

I hoped that I would have an opportunity before now to discuss some
of the procedures and the techniques and, indeed, what powers the
chairman is going to have, because, to date, sir, it almost looks as if it is
a one-man committee, and I cannot participate in such proceedings.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I am sure the gentleman is mistaken about
that, and I think when he knows all of the facts concerning it it he will
retract that statement.

Representative CURTIS. I did not make a positive statement; I said it
appears to be at the present time. If there is further information on
the subject that would change my opinion I certainly will be very
happy to have further information.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. There is lots of further information.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Missouri wish to raise

other points?
Representative CURTIS. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Missouri wish to move

that this meeting adjourn?
Representative CURTIS. No, in light of the Chairman's statement

that we would have an executive session before the witnesses are inter-
rogated by the panel, and since the chairman said that we would have
an executive session with respect to the staff, then I will not ask that.

The CHAIRMAN. The first question is: What are the facts respecting
population force, labor growth, employment, unemployment, layoffs,
part-time employment, productivity, production, private investment,
consumption, Government demand for goods and services, and savings
since 1952?

That is a rather large order, and I would imagine that various mem-
bers of the panel will wish to speak on specific questions.

I am going to begin with Mrs. Wickens who is Acting Commissioner
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. I imagine that she will probably
want to discuss the earlier questions here. These are purely factual
questions.

OPENING STATEMENT OF MRS. ARYNESS JOY WICKENS, ACTING
COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

Mrs. WICKENS. Mr. Chairman, that is correct. I have a somewhat
longer statement than I believe your time will permit, which I would
appreciate an opportunity to insert in the record.

I would like to deal with the facts in connection with labor force,
employment, unemployment, labor turnover, and hours of work, and
I have a number of charts which are also before the members of this
committee in connection with my statement.
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There has been a subtantial growth in the labor force of the United
States over the past 8 years, amounting to nearly 7 million workers,
or more than 10 percent. This is shown on the first chart which is
also displayed behind me for the members of the committee. The
labor force is largest in the summer months when children are out of
school, and smallest in the winter months when outdoor activities are
curtailed.

The total labor force in the year 1954 averaged 67.8 million people.
The Armed Forces are counted as a part of the Nation's labor force
since they represent employment for many men who would otherwise
be in the civilian labor force.

In the early years of the period shown on the chart, 1947-50, Armed
Forces numbered about a million and a half. In the last 3 years
they have exceeded 3 million, with the result that this type of employ-
ment has absorbed a part of the growth in the labor force, so that
the peak annual average of 63 million in the civilian labor force, which
was reached in 1950, was not again exceeded until 1953.

This past year the civilian labor force averaged 641/2 million.
Now, looking to the future, on the basis of the growth of the popu-

lation and recent trends in labor force participation by men and
women of different age groups, it is estimated that in this year, 1955,
the net growth of the total labor force will be about 700,000. If there
is a decline of 340,000, as scheduled, in the Armed Forces, and some
of those men go to school instead of coming into the labor force, it
may be that there will be a further addition to the civilian labor force
of about 275,000. Taking these two elements together, then, there
may be an increase of as much as a million in the civilian labor force.
However, this is by no means a fixed figure. This is the first point
1 wish to emphasize.

In the United States it is every man's choice whether he will or will
not work at a particular time, and this choice is conditioned by a
number of factors, including the economic climate. The makeup of
today's labor force is illustrated by the second chart. This is as of
April 1954, Mr. Chairman, and comes from the census.

This is a chart, a small copy of which you have before you. (The
charts referred to appear on pp. 117-122.) You will see that the great
majority of men from' 20 to 55 are consistently in the labor force.
The participation rates of the other groups shown in the chart are
much more likely to vary with economic conditions, and they provide
flexibility in the labor force. I am referring to the teen-agers, to the
adult women who are housewives, and come and go from the labor
force, and to men and women over 65. D

For example, during World War II it was to these groups that
we looked for enormous expansion in the labor force. They left
their other pursuits. Under other conditions, as of now, if there are
no marked patriotic incentives, these people do not come into the labor
force. So that what happens in 1955 cannot be predicted with
accuracy.

What I have indicated is that a million is the expansion we might
estimate. It might be a little more than this. It is more likely to be
a little less.

Now, how is this flexible labor force employed? Here I. have to
make two general points because they concern trends we expect will
continue. The first is the decline in agricultural employment and the
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rise in nonagricultural employment, and the second is the trend toward
the production of services and away from the production of goods.

In the years between 1947 and 1954 you will see the narrowing of
the blue bar. Agricultural employment declined from 81/4 iillion to
61/2 million, while nonagricultural employment expanded from less
than 50 million in 1947 to over 55 million in 1953, which was its peak.

Now, coming back to the point of goods and services, at the turn
of the century 2 out of every 3 workers in. the United States were
engaged in producing goods, and 1 of 3 engaged in producing services,
but by 1950 this proportion had been reversed, and over half, 53
percent, produced services and 47 percent were engaged in the pro-
duction of goods.

We, therefore, as we look ahead, must realize that certain types of
occupations have been consistently increasing. The next chart shows
in more detail the makeup of employment in industry. These are
payroll employees. The figures are somewhat smaller than the census
figures because they do not include unpaid family workers, domestic
servants, and self-employed people. These figures come from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Now, the rise in employment, which is not shown on the chart as a
whole from 1947 to 1954, amounted to 4.8 million; and excluding the
bulge in 1953, only three-quarters of a million of this rise was in
manufacturing. Trade alone accounted for 11/3 million of this rise.

Now, we would anticipate that there would be a continuing rise
in employment, in trade, and in the service occupations, as shown in
more detail on the chart.

However, let us take the specific development in 1953 and 1954.
We find that employment in manufacturing shows the greatest fluc-
tuations. It always has. For 1954 as a whole the total number of
employees declined by a net of 1.4 million; 1.2 million of this was in
manufacturing. About 300,000 was in mining and transportation,
closely allied with manufacturing

On the other hand, those other types of industries which have been
expanding since the end of World War II either held their own or
expanded slightly with a net growth of about 170,000.

These annual averages obscure the fluctuations during the year.
The crux of the employment situation has been in manufacturing;

in fact, in hard-goods manufacturing, where the number of people
employed is still well below earlier levels, but as the year closed the
trend was upward.

I want to make one general point, and that is that the peaks which
we reached in manufacturing employment in 1953 are not necessarily
meaningful goals. The peak in 1953, you will see by the bulge on the
chart here, was affected by a number of special circumstances, rather
than the normal and orderly flow of demands in the civilian economy.

It was a confluence of developments: Pent-up consumer demand
was released by easing of credit restrictions. And there was the steel
strike in the summer. Defense-production expansion reached its
climax in early 1953. I am now talking about the actual production
of the goods. At the same time, business outlays for long-run capital
expenditures based on earlier plans also enlarged. Therefore, I wish
to say that I think we had a somewhat unusual peak. We had un-
usual peaks like this in World War I, in World War II, in the boom
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period of 1929, and it took some time for the economy's production to
come back to those levels.

The current levels of durable goods employment, that is if you take
December 1954, are as high as in any postwar month before early
1952. Now, I do not mean that this level is optimum or desirable,
but I just want to emphasize that I think this peak was an exception.

In the final months of 1954 there was increasing strength in the
nondefense sectors of the economy. Manufacturing was better sus-
tained than could be expected for the season, not merely in automobiles
but in other consumer hard goods. Furniture, construction supply
industries, even the shoe industry, trade, commerce, finance, and
Government, especially the State and local governments, were at high
levels, and there is every reason to anticipate continued growth in these
types of employment.

Now, a more sensitive indicator of the current well-being of the
nonfarm economy, is the factory workweek.

The remaining point I want to make has to do with unemploy-
ment, which is covered by the last chart. The rates were higher for
1954 than they have been for the earlier years; however, you will
note that the 1954 rate declined as the year went on, and in the last
quarter of the year we had 2.8 million unemployed, or 4.4 percent of
the labor force.

The CHAIRMAN. These are Department of Commerce figures?
Mrs. WICKENS. Yes, all Department of Commerce figures, Bureau

of the Census.
The second point in this connection is the duration of unemploy-

ment. The number of people out of work for a relatively long period
(15 weeks or more) was highest in the spring and diminished as the
vear went on, so toward the end of the year there was a substantial
reduction in long-duration unemployment.

I would like to point out that there is a great deal of mobility into
and out of employment, not only from and to housework, but from
and to schools.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make one final point: We are
now nearing the seasonal peak of unemployment and I have presented
some figures to the comniittee as to what unemployment may total
within the next 12 months with only seasonal factors operating. The
main point is it may go up by a million from December to February
merely because of the seasonal factors. In summary, I would say
that the recovery of this autumn-winter has reversed the downward
trend in employment, and that there is considerable improvement in
the labor market, but there remain, of course, areas and industries in
which unemployment is serious. The extent of the recovery will be
discussed by other members of this panel.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Wickens.
Vice Chairman PATNIAN. One question to clarify, Mr. Chairman,

please.
On this unemployment chart I notice that in 1954 for the first 4

months, January, February, March, and April, the unemployment.
was higher than in 1949.

Mrs. WICKENS. Yes, sir.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. And it is up close now to 1949.
Do you anticipate it will go above 1949 before the end of the year
Mrs. WICKENS. No, sir; I would not.
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The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions of Mrs. Wickens?
(Mrs. Wickens' prepared statement appears at p. 116.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Paradiso.
Vice-Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, don't you think it would

be a little fairer to the panel if we permitted them to proceed even
without the slightest interruption, or at least for a certain number of
minutes each, to let them get their statements in, their preliminary
statements, before noon, and then after noon we could make other ar-
rangements about putting their whole statement in.

Ask the panel what they think about that.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we are taking up four questions, each one

at a time.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. All right. I was just looking at it from

the standpoint of the panel in order to be fair to them, to not permit
them all to be heard under the circumstances.

The CHAIRMAN. I think they should be permitted to file this mori-
ing for the record and for the afternoon papers, but that we should
proceed with the questioning by topics. They certainly should-be
permitted to make any general statements that they want to make.

Mr. Paradiso.
Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question? I

was concerned about your remark. The purpose of the panel is to in-
form the committee, is it not, or is this purpose a publicity stunt'?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that was probably a facetious remark.
Representative CUIRTIS. Oh, I am sorry.
The CITAIRMAN. I may say that in this connection, that same pur-

pose has not been unknown on the part of Members of both Houses
of Congress, and both parties.

Representative CURTIS. And I might state, Mr. Chairman, that is
exactly my concern about how the panel is set up and so forth, because
we do know from a practical standpoint, that has been done and why
I felt it was important that the matter be discussed ahead of time.

The CHAIRMAN. It has even been known to be done by Cabinet of-
ficers, and quite recently I might say.

Mr. LUFDICKE. If I understood your questions, wasn't the idea that'
each of the panel members would be limited to 2 minutes or so-

The CHAIRMAN. Three to five minutes.
Mr. LUEDICKE. And we should talk to, and add something to the

written statements on any of the four questions individually, rather
than all four at the same time.

The CHIAIRNIAN. Mr. Paradiso.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS PARADISO, CHIEF STATISTICIAN, OFFICE
OF BUSINESS ECONOMICS, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Mr. PARADISO. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the committee for
asking me to come here and discuss these questions. I am going to
confine myself, however, to the Government sector, and I will do this
very briefly in two parts.

In the first part I will discuss the recent trend in the Government
transactions from the point of view of the national income and )rod-
ucts accounts. Later I am going to try to translate into the same
accounts the implications of the President's budget oln the economic
situation.
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So now I want to give a very brief discussion of the recent past in
terms of Government transactions in these accounts. Just prior to
the outbreak of hostilities in Korea, the total Federal purchase of
goods and services amounted to annual rate of about $21 billion. Of
this total, $17 billion represented national-security purchases. This
was about 6 percent of the total value of the Nation's output as
measured by the gross national product, as compared with 42 percent
during the peak of the World War II effort.

Following the outbreak of the Korean war in June 1950, expendi-
tures mounted very rapidly with the result that the Federal Govern-
ment purchases of goods and services reached a peak annual rate in
the second quarter of 1953 of $62 billion. Of this total, national se-
curity purchases amounted to an annual rate of $54 billion, or more
than 14 percent of the total output. The rise in these expenditures
had a very important direct and indirect impact on the private
economy. I need not cite these effects since they are well known.

Suffice it to say that the impact was felt throughout the entire
economy and, together with the expansion in major sectors of private
demand lifted production, employment, investment, and purchasing
power to new highs.

With the truce in Korea and the reappraisal of defense programs,
Federal purchases of goods and services were reduced in the past
year and a half from the post-Korean peak annual rate of $62 billion
in the second quarter of 1953. to an estimated annual rate of about
$47 billion in the half year just past. Most of the drop occurred in
national-security purchases and centered in the hard-goods categories,
especially tanks, noncombat vehicles, and ammunition.

This reduction was one of the factors in the decline in production
and employment in the manufacturing sectors. The details of these
developments are clearly portrayed in the Economic Report of the
President transmitted to the Congress a few'days ago.

Turning to the current and the next fiscal Year, the Federal pro-
grams reflected in the President's budget shape up as follows in terms
of the national income and product accounts.

For fiscal 1955 the President's budget implies an estimated total
purchase of goods and services amounting to $47 billion. This is about
equal to the first half of fiscal 1955, at annual rate, as published in
table D-1 in the President's Economic Report. Thus, the President's
budget implies that Federal purchases of goods and services will show
little change from recent rates during the remainder of the current
fiscal year.

Furthermore, for fiscal year 1956. government purchases of goods
and services are estimated to be about half a billion dollars lower
than in fiscal 1955. Thus, little change is implied in these purchases
during the next fiscal year as well for the total, and for national se-
curity and other types of purchases.

Government expenditures other than purchases of goods and serv-
ices based on the national income and product accounts show a
moderate rise during fiscal 1955 and 1956, with the increases taking
place primarily in higher benefit payments under the OASI program
and in veterans' educational and training benefits.

Federal receipts in fiscal year 1955 will be lower than in fiscal year
1954, reflecting primarily the lower rates of taxation. Receipts are
projected to rise in fiscal 1956 as a result of a higher level of business.
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In terms of the administrative budget, the budget message set forth
a deficit in both the current and next fiscal years, although the size of
this deficit in fiscal 1956 is almost cut in half from the 4.5 billion
estimated in fiscal 1955.

On a cash basis, the budget message estimates the 1955 deficit at
$2.4 billion which shifts to a $0.6 billion surplus in fiscal 1956.

In the framework of the national income and product statistics
published by the Department of Commerce and included in the Eco-
nomic Report, Government receipts and expenditures are recorded
on a somewhat different basis than either in the administrative budget
or in the cash statement. For instance, two major differences from
the cash statement are that business taxes are reported on a accrual
rather than on a payment basis, and purchases from business are re-
corded when delivered rather than when paid for. Details of these
differences and an explanation of the concepts are given in the 1954
National Income supplement to the Survey of Current Business,
United States Department of Commerce, pages 143-149.

In the current and ensuing fiscal years, these diffeiences are of minor
importance. Thus, the net budgetary position of the Federal Gov-
ernment on a national income and product basis is very similar to
that shown by the cash statement.

The following table presents estimates of Federal receipts and ex-
penditures on the basis of the administrative and cash budgets and the
national income and product accounts.

TABLE I.-Federal Government receipts and expenditures: 1953-56 administrative
budget, cash budget, national income accounts

[Billions of dollars]

Fiscal years

Actual Estimated

1953 1954 1955 1956

Administrative budget:
Receipts -64.8 64.7 59.0 60.0Expenditures -74. 3 67.8 63. 5 62.4
Surplus -- 9.4 -3.1 -4.5 -2.4

Cash budget:
Receipts ------ 71.5 71.6 66.6 68. 8Expenditures -76.8 71.9 69.0 68. 2
Surplus -- 5.3 -. 2 -2.4 .6

National income accounts:
Receipts -- 70.5 66.6 64.3 68.1
Expenditures -75. 3 75. 6 67. 9 67. 7
Surplus -- 4.8 -9.0 -3.7 .4

Source: Administrative and cash budget data for 1954-56 from the Budget of the United States Govern-ment for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1956; 1953 data from the Budget for fiscal year 1955. National
income accounts data from the U. S. Department of Commerce; estimates for 1955 and 1956 are based on the
estimates in the budget for fiscal year 1956.

NOTE.-Detail will not necessarily add to totals because of rounding.

Mr. PARADISO. I shall rest at this point with respect to the very
brief summary of the recent 18 months and later I shall make a brief
statement on the translation of the President's budget in these same
terms.

The ChIAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Paradiso.
Mr. Colm.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF GERHARD COLM, -CHIEF ECONOMIST,
NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION

Mr. COLom. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much having been in-
cluded in this panel. I would like to say at the beginning I am ex-
pressing my own views and not necessarily those of the organization
by which I am employed. If I have 2 minutes for comments covering
the period from 1.952 through the end of 1954, on the American econ-
omy, then I would like to characterize what has happened in that
time, as follows:

During this period we have turned from a national-security buildup
to what I perhaps might call a continued war-preparedness economy.
I think that this transition is the most important fact of the period
from 1952 through 1954. How much of that transition has been ac-
complished? From the second quarter of 1953, which was the peak of
the national-security program, to the fourth quarter of 1954, national-
security expenditures of the Government have declined by an annual
rate of $14 billion. At the same time we also had a decline in private
national-security expenditures, that is, defense-supporting invest-
ments, by an annual rate-we have no exact figures-which we estimate
at $4 billion.

That means a total decline in private and public national security
outlays by $18 billion.

Now in the same period of time, the productivity of the economy has
increased. Starting from the second quarter of 1953, assuming that
in that quarter we had what we may call moderate overemployment,
we estimate that the increase in potential production to the end of the
year has been at least $12 billion. That leads me to the conclusion
that in order to shift from a full employment buildup economy to a
full-employment, continuing-preparedness economy, we needed an in-
crease in nondefense public and private activities by about $30 billion.

Now the actual increase, excluding the temporary change in inven-
tories, was $16 billion; $7 billion in consumer spending; a $3 billion
increase in residential construction; perhaps-this is a- very vague
estimate-a $2 billion increase in business outlays other than for de-
fense-supporting facilities; and a $4 billion rise in -State and local
government outlays. That gives me $16 billion.

So, Mr. Chairman, with respect to the one question I wanted to dis-
cuss under this first item, I have reached the conclusion' that in the
transition from a full employment national security buildup economy
to a continuing-preparedness economy, we have made the adjustment
about half way-$30 billion goal, $16 billion accomplished. This
accomplishment in the past year and a half is cause for satisfaction. It
speaks for the vitality of the American economy, but it also states the
fact that one-half of the adjustment is still ahead of us.

(Mr. Colm's prepared statement appears at p. 124.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Keezer.

OPENING STATEMENT OF DEXTER 1. KEEZER, DIRECTOR, DEPART-
MENT OF ECONOMICS, McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING CO.

Mr. KEEZER. Mr. Chairman, I do not think I have anything to say
on this question which would be helpful to the committee. I interpret
"the facts" to mean what actually has happened. We accept the
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statistics of the Government, broadly speaking, on all of these matters
and 1-accept the Economic Report of the President as a competent and
honest statement of the facts.

(Mr. 1Keezer's prepared statement appears at p. 127.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Butler.

OPENING STATEMENT -OF WILLIAM F. BUTLER, CONSULTING

ECONOMIST, CHASE NATIONAL BANK

Mr. BurLER. It seems to me the most significant point about recent
economic trends in this: The curve of business activity turned up
smartly in the fourth quarter of last year. Total activity recovered
in 3 months over one-third the ground lost in the preceding 15 months.

The upturn was not only vigorous but also broadly based. If you
run-through the catalog of economic statistics, you'll see that the vast
majority of series was moving up in strong fashion in the final months
of 1954. In past recovery periods, upturns in various areas of the
economy were spread over a considerable period. This time almost
everything-production, employment, man-hours, new orders, con-
sumer expenditures, corporate earnings-moved up at once.

Now it seems to me there are a number of other important trends
discernible in recent experience. To save time I will merely list them:
First, consumer markets have been showing increasing strength. The
ratio of consumer spending to posttax income moved up from 91.4
percent to 92.8 percent during 1954. That is a seemingly small, but
very significant change. The University of Michigan's survey of con-
sumer buying plans also point upward. People's evaluation of buying
conditions have increased from an index of 100 in September-October
1953 to 118 in October 1954.

Second, while private debt has risen rapidly in the postwar period,
ratios of debt to income still seem reasonable. Thus we seem to be in
a position to handle a moderate rise in all types of debt.

Third, stock market price averages rose more than 40 percent last
year. As measured by past relationships to earnings and bond interest
rates, common stock prices were very low when the rise began. At the
end of 1954 they stood somewhat above their long-term relationship to
these basic factors. However, common stock prices are not as far out
of line- with earnings, dividends, interest rates, and book values as
they got in past periods that preceded a major break in the market.

Fourth, the recent surge in business activity was partly due to a very
high level of auto production and construction of new homes. In both
areas, current activity seems to be higher than basic demand factors
would justify. In autos, the current high level of output is largely
a seasonal phenomenon-it's the normal rush to get ready for heavy
spring sales.

Our statistics may be overstating the extent of the housing upsurge.
Nevertheless, it is important to watch the housing market as the
months go by.

To sum up: The record shows that the economy has successfully ne-
gotiated the difficult shift from a defense boom to a more normal pros-
perity. In the process, the decline in production and employment was
remarkably moderate. And, in large part because of appropriately
timed tax cuts, buying power in the hands of consumers and businesses
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was maintained at a high level. What is more, economic activity is on
the upgrade now. When all the statistics are finally compiled, they
should show a sharp upturn in production and employment in the
fourth quarter of 1954.

Thus, the economic atmosphere is clearing up rapidly.
.(Mr. Butler's prepared statement appears at p. 133.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hoover.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CALVIN HOOVER, PROFESSOR OF ECO-
NOMICS, DUKE UNIVERSITY, AND FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE
AMERICAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION

Mr. HOOVER. Mr. Chairman, I do not wish to add or to try to add
anything to the factual material before us and I do not wish to ques-
tion any of the estimates which have been made. I also accept the
Economic Report of the President as a competent, workmanlike job.
I shall have comments to make on the other questions, particularly
the third and fourth. Thank you.

(Mr. Hoover's prepared statement appears at p. 137.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Hoover. Mr. Luedicke. I may

say that Mr. Luedicke has prepared a very thorough statement amount-
ing to 42 pages, for which we thank him. But it will be impossible to
deliver it in the course of a few minutes so I wonder if you would be
willing to summarize your views on this first topic.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HEINZ LUEDICKE, EDITOR, JOURNAL OF
COMMERCE

Mr. LUEDICKE. I don't think, Mr. Chairman, I have to add verv
much to the first question except perhaps to draw attention to the
question of inventories as one factor in recent developments. We
have heard a great deal about it; inventories have been declining to be
sure, but they have not been declining at such a rapid pace as has been
generally believed.

(Mr. Luedicke's prepared statement appears at p. 139.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Luedicke.
Mr. Ruttenberg.

OPENING STATEMENT OF STANLEY RUTTENBERG, DIRECTOR,
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND RESEARCH, CONGRESS OF
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. RurrENBERG. Mr. Chairman, If I were to take just a minute or
two, I think there are five points which I should like to make and I
shall make each of them very briefly.

First, I should like to point out that the monthly average of non-
agricultural employment in 1954 was less than in 1953 and in 1952.
The same is true of manufacturing employment, being less average
monthly in 1954 than the average monthly figures for 1953 and 1952.
It is also true of mining. It is true that in construction, interestingly
enough, in spite of the continued large scale expenditures for con-
struction, that construction employment average for December 1954,
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was less than for December 1953. And the average figure for the
year 1954 was about equal to the average figures of 1953 and 1952, even
though construction expenditures have gone up.

The second point that I would like to direct the attention of the
committee to is that unemployment averaged in 1954, 3.2 million. It
averaged in 1953, 1.5 million; unemiployment more than doubled over
the year. The December figure of 2.8 million, compares to 1.8 million
in the previous December 1953, although by some peculiar method of
correcting the December 1953 figure, we have gotten it revised upward
to 2.3. 1 think the explanation accompanying this upward adjust-
ment of the December 1953, figure is one that I could characterize
as being straight guesswork, because there was no real way to adjust
it upward.

Thirdly, I should like to call the attention of the committee to an-
other problem, the answer to which I don't have, but it is a problem
that disturbs me in terms of current employment. Agricultural em-
ployment, over a great many years has shown a continual decline.
The year 1954 figure shows a considerably lesser decline than in
jrevious years.

I don't know the explanation for this. In many areas throughout
the United States-workers have a farm, they raise a few products,
but they also work in an industrial plant. There was a study made,
by the Census Bureau, 1949-50, relating to this same situation. The
study indicated as I recall that there was a tendency for industrial
workers who may have lived on a farm but who also worked in a plant,
to be classified as industrial employees, but when they were laid off of
their industrial job, they went back to their little farm where they
raise what they raised the year before, and as a result they were classi-
fied as being employed on a farm.

Secondly, I think another possibility could well be that industrial
workers laid off, returned to their family, to their fathers and
mothers who have farms, and they sit on the farm and they are waiting
there and when something has to be done on the farm they move out
and help their father or they help their brother or their family, and
as a result the Census Bureau enumerator classifies the employee as
on the farm.

This shows up, it seems to me, and it is something that deserves care-
ful attention. If this is true, the decline in employment and the rise
in unemployment is greater than the figures indicate.

Now the fourth point which I should like to make relates to the field
of productivity. I note with a great deal of interest something which
disturbs me no end in the President's Economic Report. On page 5 of
that report is a series of 5 lines, 5 graphs. The heading is output per
man-hour in major industries, 1909-53.

These five lines indicate what we term productivity or increases in
output per man-hour. It is interesting to note at the bottom the source
of this material is the Council of Economic Advisers based on data
from various Government and private sources. There is no Govern-
ment data published now that is available that deals with the problem
of manufacturing-mining productivity. There are some productivity
figures for specific industries. The Department of Labor is engaged
in preparing this material, but there is a very careful preparation
taking place in the Department of Labor of a statement of limitation.

That document indicating the limitations of the productivity figures
has not been published. The Department of Labor is holding up re-
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lease of the figures on productivity until the statement of limitation is
available.

It seems to me that the Council has released those figures or compara-
ble figures based upon such material of the Department of Labor with-
out the qualifying statements which the Department of Labor is now
engaged in preparing.

Secondly, I should like to point out in connection with the pro-
ductivity figure, that nowhere in this report are-the lines that appear
on page 5 discussed. There is no table in this report relating to pro-
ductivity. There is nothing, in other words, in this report that I can
find that in any way discusses these five lines. The third point which
I should like to make is that this chaip is prepared in such a way as
to lead the non-technician astray. It is a semilogarithinic chart. It
does not show arithmetic proportions.

I am not saying that the technician can't interpret this chart cor-
rectly. He can do that. Let me edirect your attention to the line on
manufacuring. Notice the chart. Notice the bottom line is labeled 25..
Then there is a 50 figure. Then a hundred. Then 2 lines, and thene
the top line is 250. The distance between 25 and 100, 75 points, is less
than the distance between 100 and 250, which is 150 points. So that you
tend to show a large increase below the line of 100 and a small increase
above the line of 100.

Now as I say, I am not saying that a nontechnician will not properly
interpret this chart in terms of trend, but a layman or the average Con-
gressman excluding, let us say, the fine economists that are on this
committee-but the average individual and Congressman will mis-
interpret these figures.

Now the fifth point which I should like to make very briefly is that
certainly it is true that consumer income, consumer disposable income
after taxes, has gone up. Consumer expenditures have continued to
rise during 1954. I should just like to call the attention of the com-
mittee to the fact that per capita disposable income, disposable income
available to each individual after taxes, has declined, because of the
rising population. While we might take solace temporarily in the
overall figure of disposable income going up, we can take little solace,
it seems to me, in the fact that per capita it has gone down. Popula-
tion has gone up and incomes haven't kept pace with rising population.

Let me say in conclusion, sir, that I am fully aware of the position
that Mr. Butler has taken, that there has been an increase in the econ-
omy in the last quarter of 1954. I think a great deal of this is peculiar
in terms of the automobile industry, and steel rates reflect the auto-
mobile upturn. Whether or not this will continue into 1955 remains
to be seen. I am not so sure, but I would urge that in looking at the
upturn of the last quarter that we do it at least with a bit of skepticism.

(Mr. Ruttenberg's prepared statement appears at p. 156.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Gainsbrugh.

OPENING STATEMENT OF MARTIN GAINSBRUGH, CHIEF ECONO-
MIST, NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Mr. Chairman, I feel-honored to be asked back
again and, as in the past, I would like to confine my comments to trends
and to the outlook and refrain policy recommendations.
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First, in ffiy.opinion I find the 1955 Economic Report several cuts
above its predecessors in the quality of its analysis. I think there will
be professional agreement on that position. I am particularly de-
lighted with the extended statistical appendix contained-

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I didn't understand that statement. Will
you repeat it?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I am impressed with the professional competency
of the 1955 Economic Report. I think it is a cut above any we have
had.

The CHAIRMAN. You think it was an improvement over 1954.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. 1954, yes. I would particularly direct the atten-

tion of the committee to the table which appears on page- 85. 'For the
first time, to my knowledge, the Council has looked at current gross
national product figures and called attention to the differences in these
highly important figures that are used by all of us in terms of current
analysis, when you look at them from the charges against the national
product and then when you look at them from the expenditures side.

I found it hard, Mr. Chairman, to come to grips with question No.
1. I would like to deal with it primarily on the basis of what the
battery of statistics indicate from 1952 on, rather than deal with
each series seriatim; In my mind they reveal 4 major differences over
the past 2 years. First, the economy since 1952 has been undergoing
a broad shift of activity and.resource allocation away from Govern-
mnent and toward the private sector.

Secondly, within the private sector there has been a shift away from
capital formation and toward consumption. In combination these
shifts have acted to move the composition of national output toward a
sustainable normal peacetime balance.

Third, there has been a steady relatively rapid rate of national
growth in terms of population, creating increasing pressure upon the
market.

Fourth, there has been a complete cycle in the inventory demands
of business, starting with the sudden exhaustion of steel and auto-
mobile inventories in mid-1952, running through accumulation, then
through rapid liquidation and now we begin 1955 with a new phase
of inventory accumulation. The restraining impact of inventory
liquidation in 1954 is removed as a contracting factor as we enter
1955. The rest of my comments are directed to factors contributing
to the favorable economic climate which has increasingly prevailed
during the past 2 or 3 years, and I spell these out under 6 headings.

First, tax reductions, and what that has done to support consump-
tion and investment.

Second, flexible monetary policy and how that helped offset the in-
ventory cycle.

Third, the strength of foreign economies and what this has meant
in terms of dampening down our domestic recession. And now three
major points at the close, some of which do not necessarily agree with
the position of the previous speaker.

In the last 2 years wage adjustments in the American economy for
the first time in more than a decade have been more reasonably in line
with the rate of increase in productivity. In the aggregate, unit labor
costs have not changed to any significant degree. As a result pres-
sures on prices from the cost side have been only moderately upward
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and there has been a relative degree of price stability. This has led
to a restored sense of value among consumers and business enterprises.

As a result of price stability, both consumers and business appear
over the past 2 years to have attained a reasonable degree of confi-
dence, as to prospective returns on investment and as to the report.

(Mr. Gainsbrugl's prepared statement appears at p. 159.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Keyserling.

OPENING STATEMENT OF LEON H. KEYSERLING, ECONOMIC CON-
SULTANT, PRESIDENT OF CONFERENCE ON ECONOMIC PROGRESS,
AND FORMERLY CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS

Mr. KEYSERLING. I hope that the committee will reward my waiting
until last with patience with respect to my remarks. My friend sitting
on my left has said this Economic Report is the best written ever.
That reminds me of the Texas millionaire

The CHAIRMAN. He qualified that later, that it was the best since
the last year.

Mr. KEYSERLING. That was under pressure from the chairman. It
reminds me of the Texas millionaire who said that if he was the
richest man in the United States, he was sorry for the second richest.
By the same token, if this is the best Economic Report ever written,
I am sorry about the jobs we did earlier.

I think we are threatened by a long-term trend of rising chronic
unemployment. I see no signs of improvement sufficient to reverse
this trend, without more effective policies. I would like to cite a few
facts in support of this proposition, and then correlate them with other
economic developments. In 1954, compared with 1953, the level of
full-time Census Bureau unemployment rose from 2.5 to 5 percent
of the labor force, or from 1,620,000 to 3,230,000.

Allowing for seasonal variations, a 200,000 allowance, I would say
that at the end of 1954, the level of full-time Census Bureau reported
unemployment seasonally adjusted was in the neighborhood of 3
million, and the level of true unemployment in the neighborhood
of 3.7 million. By true unemployment, I include the full-time equiv-
alent of part-time unemployment, shorter hours, temporary unemploy-
ment, and so forth.

In addition, there have been profound changes in the structure and
utilization of the labor force, which incidentally explains the great
variant between the deficit in unemployment and the deficit in output.
The deficit in output in the fourth quarter of 1954 was about $30
billion (annual rates) or about 7.7 percent of the full production level.
The excess unemployment was about 3.1 percent of the labor force.
The difference betwen those figures is explained by the changes in
the composition of the labor force. The most striking example is
that in 1954 agricultural employment remained relatively stable.
Manufacturing employment dropped by more than a million. That
happened in many other parts of the economy, so that you had a pro-
gressive shifting of people to low er paid, less productive jobs.

A still more striking fact is that in December of 1954, with a level
of production in construction, manufacturing, and mining combined,
higher than at the end of 1953, unemployment was 1.1 million higher
-in other words employment was 1.1 million lower; you don't have
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unemployment breakdowns for sectors of the economy. So you had
the startling factor of a 5 percent decrease in the employment of labor
with an increased product, which is about equivalent to about a 5
percent productivity increase.

Now, I. ask, where are the people going next year. Mrs. Wickens
has said that we may look forward to an increase of about a million in
the labor force. Add to that, depending upon what one regards as
the optimum level of unemployment, a million and a half desired
reduction in unemployment, and you have a job of creating 21/2 million
new jobs, plus this problem of the composition of the labor force.

Are they going back into manufacturing, which has disemployed
5 percent of its labor with-an increased product? Are they going into
agriculture, in the face of mounting talk of agricultural surpluses?
Or are they going into trade?

Now, let's look at trends in national output-resulting as of now
in a $30 billion deficit in national product (annual rate). I regard
those trends as highly unfavorable; they need to be measured, not
against the levels of 2 or 3 years ago, but against maximum employ-
ment and production levels now, which manifestly must change with
growing productivity and a growing labor force. In the fourth
quarter of 1954-and I think we would all agree that the recent up-
turn has ben caused primarily by a seasonal spurt in automobiles,
much similar to the 1953 spurt-thle level of output in the fourth
quarter of 1954 was only about 1 percent higher than for the year as
a whole.

According to my calculations, which may be wrong, we would need
in 1955 an expansion of about 6 percent in total output about the 1954
level to reduce unemployment to what I would regard as tolerable
levels under the standards of the Employment Act.

Where is is coming from? Personal income before taxes rose only
about $5 billion from the first quarter of 1953 to the fourth quarter
of 1954 (annual rates). The increase in consumer spending of about
$9 billion was supported almost entirely by tax reductions and by a
change in the rate of savings, which I believe went down too rapidly-
tile savings of liddle- and low-income families-even if the nowv
attained rate is sustainable for a long run.

I do not believe that tax reductions and further reductions in sav-
ings can make up the current deficit of about $131/2 billion in the an-
nual level of consumer spending. The level of business investment
tends to portend a slightly moderate decline. The levels of Govern-
ment expenditures are projected budgetwise to decline substantially.

Therefore, I would expect, with growing productivity, that the
true level of unemployment in 1955 would be considerably higher than
in 1954. The most optimistic forecasts are that the economy overall
may expand about 3 percent in 1955. If it expands only 3 percent,
and that is an optimistic forecast, I would expect the true level of
unemployment sometime within 1955 to rise by 1 to 2 million. How
much of this would be shown by the Census Bureau recorded figures
would depend o0l ho1w much of the unemployment was concealed
through forced reductions in the workweek to share unemployment,
through further adverse changes in the composition of the labor
force, through the further saddling upon agriculture of the burden
of carrying too large a percentage of the labor force, and so forth.
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Finally, I think that the Economic Report masks and avoids these
questions because it rejects the statutory mandate of the Employment
Act to define needed levels of employment, and in the absence of that
definition cannot make a really penetrating analysis of our present
economic situation or where we ought to be going.

(Mr. Keyserling's prepared statement appears at p. 162.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Keyserling.
The chairman is going to waive the asking of questions to Mr. Pat-

man.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Gainsbrugh, I wanted to ask if you believe that the farmers

have profited along with industry?
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. They have not. The 1954 picture shows a re-

duction in income of the agricultural sector. The outlook is for
further reduction of the income of the agricultural sector in 1955.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Do not you consider that a disturbing
picture?

Mr. GAINSBRUGHI. There are numerous elements of weakness in 1955.
The agricultural sector is one of the primary areas of weakness.

In addition to its current weakness flexible price supports intro-
duced in 1954 may further endanger their position. Fortunately they
have a strong balance sheet position. They did not expand their debt
in World War II as they did in World War I. Their debt levels are
barely above where they were pre-World War II. Their savings and
asset position has remained strong over the past decade or more ever
since the beginning of World War II.

There has also been an increased flow of population away from the
farms. Income per capita and income per farm family has not been
as markedly reduced as the overall agricultural income figures indi-
cate.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Now, this report that you have com-
mended, and I commend the tables and the information, I think it is a
devastating report for the administration if you analyze it and evalu-
ate it-for instance, on page 83, it says the income shares of both farm
and business proprietors in 1954, 4.1 percent and 8.9 percent, respec-
tively, were at postwar lows.

Now, although the report admits this terrible condition of the farm-
er, and the small-business man, being at the lowest point since the
war, can you point out to me any remedy that is suggested, or anything
that is offered in the way of hope as being held out to these two classes
and groups who are admittedly in the postwar low in this report?
- Now, where is there anything in this report that offers them any hope

of any kind whatsoever?
Mr. GAINSBRRUG. In my response to question 4, as distinct from

question 1, I in general follow the same lines you presented, namely,
that the council was derelict in its appraisal of the agricultural sec-
tor. It has too quickly disposed of the problems of the economy in
1955, largely on the basis that we have entered the recovery phase of
the business cycle and that momentum alone will carry us through
1955.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Here is a chart that I prepared a couple
of months ago. It is very similar to the one on page 42 of the Presi-
dent's report. I means it contains information that is comparable.
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Now, if you will notice there in 1951, about the time of the so-called
accord-you know what I mean by that, the shotgun wedding or some-
thing-the prices of the farm products, the prices of things that the
farmers sell-you see the farmer sells in the wholesale market and buys
in the retail market-the things that the farmers sells, the line has
gone down ever since, and is still going down. And you recognize
in the President's report that he admits that it is much lower than it
has ever been.

In other words, it is now about 86, parity ratio, compared to 100 in
1952.

Now, where is there in this report anything that offers any hope
or encouragement to the farmer?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I assume that may be a separate message.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. A separate message; however, the separate

message is not in here, and that is just an assumption of yours. What
do you believe caused that line to consistently go down since the mon-
etary policy became effective on March 4, 1951?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. You have another session devoted to agriculture,
but in response to your question I would say the ills and evils of agri-
culture now are directly attributable to the policies that were pursued
in terms of rigid support, in terms of overexpansion of agriculture in
the earlier years.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Overexpansion of agriculture?
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. That is correct.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Is it not a fact that the reason farm prices

have consistently gone down is because farm prices respond very
quickly to changes in monetary policy, more quickly than any other
segment of our economy, and in view of the fact that they respond so
quickly, the farmers stake nearly all of the beating in a change of mione-
tary policy for the reason that there are so many of their fixed charges
that are inflexible?
. You take the things that the farmers buy, like utilities, electricity,
gas, water, telephone, freight rates, and things like that: They are
fixed, and they are constant. And the industrial prices, as shown
on page 42 of the President's report, of finished goods and semiproces-
sed materials, which, of course, are in the so-called monopoly groups,
they remain steady and even rise.

Don't you see in that convincing evidence that the monetary policy
that has been in effect has hurt the farmers more than any other
group except perhaps, the small-business man?

Mr. GAINSBRtGH. Frankly, Mr. Patman, I would place my empha-
sis upon the economic characteristic of agriculture, its relative inelas-
ticity of supply in periods of war and in periods of crisis. It takes
a while for nature to come to our rescue and meanwhile, there is pres-
sure upon the price structure which drives agricultural prices up.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I know. You are expecting the farmer to
wait for nature to take care of him. But what about these other
groups? You see the Government is taking care of them.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. We gave them a while to readjust postwar levels
of consumption. We also gave them rigid supports for the basic com-
modities. We recognized that the prices of agricultural commodities
would be driven up in World War II. We wanted maximum produc-
tion for the farms, and we pledged for a period of years after World
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War II we would continue to support agricultural prices at levels
above their warrant relative to the current market. Production did
not come down to market levels. It did not adjust to existing levels
of demand.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. That is right, they did not. But don't you
think we should do something about it?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I think we are in the flexible price program.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I know, but the farmer is tired of this flex-

ing. He has been flexed too much, flexing farm prices downward
and flexing interest rates upward, so he has felt it both ways. Get-
ting less for what he produces and paying more.

Don't you feel that agriculture represents such a major part of our
country in purchasing power, and those who are dependent upon the
farm products that are produced, that they represent such a major
part of the purchasing power of this Nation that it makes restoring
agriculture one of our No. 1 problems, a must problem, commencing
right now.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I agree, but I doubt that it can be done through
monetary methods.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. At least they can pull the monetary dogs
off and help them a little in that way, in other words stop the squeeze
by reason of monetary policy?

Mr. GAINSBRUTGH. I think the more basic problem, however, is the
readjustment of agriculture to the existing levels of demand in post-
war, postdefense markets.

Vice CHAIRMAN. And don't you find that the monetary policy has
definitely been detrimental to agriculture in that you take, for in-
stance, the early part of 1953, and when the hard money, high interest
policy, was effective at its worst, it reflected an unfavorable liglht on
farm products, most unfavorably?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. If you look at your own chart. however. you will
see that the break began back in terms of prices received as early as
1948. There was an upsurge following Korea, but prices had been
going downward quite a long period before the change in monetary
policy.

Vice Chairman PATMTAN. That was when they were tampering with
the short-term monetary rates. when they arbitrarily raised the rates,
in 1947.

But, of course, they went up in 1951, and then when they had that
famous accord, and then they have been going steadily dlownward
since.

But you do recognize that agriculture represents the No. 1 economic
problem for the country to give economic attention to?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I would put it high on the list.
Vice Chairman PATMAIN. And in view of the President's report

here, on page 83, the economic shares of both farm and business
properties in 1954, 4.1 percent and 8.9 percent, respectively. were at
postwar lows-don't you think that the small-business man is entitled
to consideration, too. as a major problem?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. May I have that reference again?
Vice Chairman PATMrAN. Yes, on page 83, near the top of the page,

the second sentence, I believe.
If you will notice the last 2 years, the income of the large concerns

has increased, but the income of the small-business man has decreased-
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WHAT THE PRESIDENT'S 195, ECONOMIC REPORT SHOWS

The President's Economic Report clearly shows that farmers and
small-business men have been severely damaged by the economic poli-
cies of the'administration the past 2 years. On page 83 of his report
there is the following statement:

The income shares of both farm and business proprietors in 1954 4.1 percent
and 8.9 percent, respectively-were at postwar lows.

Earlier in the report the President casually dismissed the economic
crisis that confronts the American farmer in the following words:

The introduction of flexible price supports for basic crops and the moderniza-
tion of the "parity" formula will facilitate the adjustment of our farming enter-
prises to changing markets and thus help to improve the outlook for the farmer
(p. 7).

The falling income position of the farmer is clearly revealed in an
appendix table on page 147 of the President's Economic Report. It
shows that the income of United States farm proprietors fell in every
quarter of 1954. Here are the figures adjusted to annual rates.
1st quarter--------------------------------- $13, 000, 000, 000
2d quarter-----------------------------------------______-- 12,200,000,000
3d quarter------------------------------------------------- 11,600,000,000
4th quarter------------------------------------------------ 11,000,000,000

These figures show a $2 billion or 15 percent fall in the annual rate
of farm proprietor incomes from the beginning of 1954 to the end of
the year. As against the deteriorating economic position of farmers
and small-business men the Economic Report shows a clear gain foi
investors in 1954. From the opening to the closing quarter of 1954
the annual rate of income receipts from investment sources-rental
income, dividends, and interest-rose by $1.5 billion. As a percentage
of total personal income disbursements in 1954 interest income amount-
ed to 5 percent, the highest share since the end of World War 11. Since
1952 the interest share of personal income has risen by 11 percent whila
the income share of farm and other unincorporated proprietors has
fallen by 10 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, without prejudice or invidi-

ous comparison, I should like to pay a compliment to Mr. Gainsbrugh.
I have had the opportunity of hearing him on a number of occasions.
I am pleased with his presentation and his clarity as well as depth
of thought.

Mr. Gainsbrugh, you have pointed your finger straight at the target
when you call our attention to the nature of agriculture.. Government
took the farmer's sons, and industry attracted his hired men as World
War II progressed. Therefore, the war forced the farmer to mecha-
nize. That would have come about in time anyway, I think, but war
forced mechanization on him sooner than under conditions of peace.
because of the high investment, modern farm machinery requires the
size of a farm in relation to manpower to become larger than before.
Otherwise it would not be an economical unit to operate.

A farm paper the other day raised the question-How big is a farm?
I think it is a very good question.

So I would say that we should at this time expect more stability in
employment on our farms for the reason that there is relatively little

6S422-55-6
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opportunity for a decline. If you have one able-bodied man operating
a farm of, say, 160 acres, by employing much machinery, there is no
opportunity for unemployment on that farm unless the farmer decides
to quit. This is true of many farms today.

I am not surprised at all at the stability of employment in agricul-
ture.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kelley.
Representative KELLEY. Mr. Chairman, as a new member of this

committee, I am impressed with one fact often in listening to these
renowned economists, that economics is not an exact science. I may
be provincial when I say this: I come from the great State of Pennsyl-
vania where manufacturing and mining are very prominent. I do
know that there is a great deal of unemployment, and there has been,
since the beginning of 1953, with the advent of the increase in interest
rates. I cannot see that there has been much improvement in employ-
ment in the great State of Pennsylvania when you have 950,000 people,
Mr. Chairman, receiving surplus food in that great State. You know
that there is something wrong with the economy, and there is a great
deal of unemployment, a great deal of underemployment, too, by the
way. I am not optimistic enough to think that there is going to be a
great deal of improvement in 1955, Mr. Chairman. I hope I am wrong.

I have been engaged in industry all of my life, and I have been
affected by it as many others have, who were in my same position, but
I am not very hopeful for 1955.

That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Curtis
Representative CURTIS. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I have 3 questions

in mind, and I think the first 1 I would like to address to Mr. Gains-
brugh because he raised the question, but any other comments from the
panel I would appreciate.

I was very interested in your comment on the failure of the report
to refer to the capital-gain situation that exists in the economy.

Now, I might state that my interest lies primarily from the tax
angle of the thing, just what economic effect some of our tax laws are
having. One thing that I have observed, of course, is the relationship
of equity capital as a method of financing our industrial expansion in
regard to borrowing, and I am disturbed by that ratio.

Of course, borrowing escapes the 52 percent corporate tax, and
naturally if industrial expansion is done through borrowing the equity
interest remains proportionately the same, but as the venture suc-
ceeds the value of the equity holdings, of course, increase, increase
tremendously, as a matter of fact, and those that have these equity
holdings realize an ample gain, and that is held at a 25-percent rate.

I was wondering whether you felt that our tax laws were contribut-
ing at all to this economic situation that you have mentioned?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I think without question the volume of securities
that are held in the box, if we had such figures, would be far higher,
relatively as well as absolutely, than at any time in our Nation's his-
tory. I think the primary reason why so much remains in the box-
and by remaining in the box thinning the-supply so the pressure drives
stock prices up-the primary reason so much remains in the box is
the capital-gains tax. The fact is even if investors hold for 5 or 10
years, even if they are not in the market for quick speculative profit,
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they are still subjected to just as high a tax, should they attempt to
realize their capital gains.

I will bow to other members of the panel on this question, though.
Representative CURTIS. Coupled with that is the question of whether

the 52 percent corporate rate actually is not contributing to this situ-
ation, also, because, after all, bank borrowing and the interest paid on
bank borrowing or on corporate bonds, is exempt from the 52-percent
tax. In fact, it is a deductible item from the taxable income of the
corporations, and I know many situations where corporations already
because of the tax structure have called in a pro rata of their equity
stock and refunded through the technique of borrowing or from issu-
ing bonds, again theoretically, I suppose, to escape the 52-percent tax.

I was wondering whether or not you did not feel that that was a
contributing factor. to this economic picture that you have suggested.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I have not given any study to that problem. I
do think there is a corollary to it, that as a result of the rise in the
value of equities, equity financing may be more readily accomplished
now than it was several years past when some of the corporations were
driven into debt contracts in order to secure their capital requirements.

Representative CURTIS. I am very happy that you refer to the fact
of this omission. I feel, too, that it is a very important factor in our
economy, and I suggest that probably taxes have a great deal to do
with it.

Now, the second question, and I will again address it to you because
you started the comments on it, or the questions were asked of you:

In this farm picture nothing was mentioned much about the decline
in farm exports, and it has always been my observation-I may be
wrong-but after world wars where the production abroad in agri-
cultural products has. of course, declined during the war period,
where many of their fields were actually battlefields, and certainly
their farm labor was engaged in military occupation, that this coun-
try not being subjected to that, has found that they could be the pro-
ducer for those markets that have been relinquished.

I wonder if you would comment on that. Is it a fair observation
to say that a great deal of our farm problem today comes from the
decline in the export market, and that export market no longer exists
as a result of these countries that were at war having gone back into
their normal agricultural production?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I think there can be no question that in the im-
mediate postwar years one of the primary outlets for our agricultural
production was to provide food and sustenance to those nations that
had not yet reconstructed their agricultural economy. Increasingly
they have become more and more self-sufficient,, and as a result that
outlet for our surplus is not so large as it was.

I think there is another factor, too: In supporting agriculture, peg-
ging prices, we may have dried up part of the markets that were tra-
ditionally ours pre-World War II, and that are no longer open to us
on a competitive price basis.

Representative CuIRTis. You mean because we have pegged them
they cannot flow, because of the differential in the world market and
the market here?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. It is adverse to us; yes.
Representative CURTIS. Thank you.
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Now, I have a third question and I would direct this to Mrs. Wickens.
I was on the subcommittee of Ways and Means studying our social-

security laws, and we had testimony at that time by our census people,
and I had my eyes opened as to what the actual census figures in regard
to labor force were.

Now, it is my understanding that a labor-force figure actually has
no relation to the potential labor force in this country; does it, Mrs.
Wickens'?

Mrs. WICKENS. Well, people coming into the labor force are. of
course, by their o-wn appraisal, either considered as available for jobs,
looking for jobs actively, or they are out of jobs.

Now, in the sense of potential, sir, I tried to point out that the po-
tential size of the labor force is very much greater than the number
who at any one time may include themselves as out of work, looki ng for
work, or at work. Many people, older women, forinstauce, will come
into the labor market if there are incentives to bring them in. Thus,
it is not a fixed figure. It depends upon the attitudes of individuals
with reference to their attachment to the labor force.

Representative Cu-RTIS. I see, and it is based upon the people who
are actually working and perhaps going back a few years as to whether
they had worked.

Mrs. WICKENS. No, sir; they are asked the question as of a particu-
lar week, whether they were at work, whether they had a job, but were
not at work, but expected to be called back, or whether they were un-
employed, and actively seeking work during that period.

Then there are additional questions about their age, and their status,
for example, a woman who is a housewife, and children, whether they
are at school, and it is from a series of questions of this kind that these
figures are derived. You know that there is also a table that shows
the proportion of people working part time, but who would like to
have full-time employment. There are a variety of additional details
here, so that many more facts are available about employment than the
total figures suggest, but the labor force in the United States is a highly
flexible figure which varies in any one year by about 3 million,
seasonally.

The ChIAIRMAN. I would like to mention in connection with a ques-
tion of Mr. Curtis, that on page 160, in the first column it is stated that
on a seasonally adjusted basis the number employed outside of agricul-
ture, in July 1953, was 49,905,000, or approximately 49.9, and for
December, 48.349, let us say 48.4, or a net decline in employment of
11/2 million.

Mrs. WICKENS. Are you referring to table A-22 sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Thiat is right, page 160, if those figures are correct.
That is my first point, that there has been a decline in employment on

a seasonally adjusted basis from the peak to December of 11/2 million.
Your testimony indicated that the normal increase in the size of the

working population-I do not say working force, but working popula-
tion-is at a rate of a little less than 700,000 a year.

Since there was a passage of a year and a half of time here you would
expect, therefore, an increase in the working population of a million
persons?

Mrs. WlICKEsS. Well, somewhat less than that-oh, in a year and a
half, that is right; yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. So that in December the economy fell short of em-
ploying-fell short by 21/2 million of employing-the same propor-
tion of the working population as it had been able to achieve at
the peaks?

Mrs. WicKENs. I want to check the arithmetic.
*The CHAImNAN. Well, it is rather simple, 1.5 to 1.

TMrs. WICKENS. I was trying to figure a percentage in my mind.
The CHAIRMIAN. Well, in absolute numbers, then.
We will waive the question of percentage.
In absolute numbers, it fell short by 21/2 million.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. May I offer a comment in that connection, Mir.

Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. On page 160, it is indicated that the figures of the

BLS relate to a more limited segment than the census. Domestics,
self-employed, etc., are all excluded from this BLS table. They are,
however, included in the census table on page 153, which shows total
nonagricultural employment.

I am delighted that you have used the seasonally adjusted figures
because I would like to see every series, wherever possible, shown on
a seasonally adjusted basis. In this particular series we do not have
the seasonally adjusted figures. However, the figures that are shown
fail to reveal the gap that appears in the BLS series.

That may be due to seasonal fluctuation, but I cannot tell since the
seasonal figures are not shown. The figure for the first half of 1953,
on page 153, for nonagricultural employment, is 55.5 million, and
for December 1954, onpage 154, is 55.3 million.

The CHAIRIMAN. Is this based on the sample of 25,000 families?
Mr. GAINSBIRUGH. This is based on the census reports.
The CGAIRMAN. I do not think we should take up our time with

elaborate discussion of that sample, but I would say that because of
an insufficient sample, and the definition of whether a person is seek-
ing work or not makes this point highly subjective and conjectural.
While I do not want to take up too much time with that point I think
we should not place too great credence upon the Bureau of the Census
figure.

-Mr. GAIN SBRUGHI. It does, however, have this qualification, if I
might give it: The BLS figures are picked up from employees' rec-
ords as distinct from the census figures which are obtained through
individual sample approach. AVn individual could have conceivably
had dual employment in July 1953 and be reported twice by BLS.
The number of dual jobholders may have been reduced from July
to the present without signifying an increase in unemployment.

The CHAIRMAN. Mir. Keyserling.
Mir. KEYSERLING. Mr. Chairman, I would like to call the attention

of the committee to just a few figures on a seasonally adjusted basis
in the fourth quarter. These are official Government figures-Re-
serve Board. I do not make up figures of my own.

Taking total nonagricultural wage and salary employment, that
is as distinguished from agricultural, the seasonally adjusted figure
on employment for nonagricultural wage and salary employees as a
whole showed almost no change in the fourth quarter of 1954, despite
the heralded business upturn. The index was 110 in December. This
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was lower than the index for 1954 as a whole. It was much lower
than the 113.3 index for 1953, as a whole.

The picture is much more striking with respect to manufacturing
production work. Here the seasonally adjusted index of employment
was 101.8 in December, or no higher than in November. It was
lower than 1954 as a whole, and distressingly below the 112.0 index
for 1953 as a whole.

Now, the question I ask is this: If the seasonally adjusted index of
employment for such wide sectors of the economy as manufacturing
production workers and total nonagricultural wage and salary em-
ployment showed no improvement in the last quarter of the year,
therefor, then the level of unemployment must have been-because.
of the figures that the chairman gave on labor force growth-very
much higher. Unless we assume that more and more people, rela-
tively, are going into agriculture, what is going to happen in 1955.
when the average rate of increase in output, according to most esti-
mates, will approximate the fourth quarter, 1954, rate of increase?
Even the gentleman here who referred to the fact that business was
on the up and up said that the level of increase in automobiles and
steel was much higher than could be sustained.

With the labor force expanding, with automation increasing the
rate of productivity, with the rate of productivity now much higher
than it was in 1953, though masked by a change in the labor force,
where are the increasing number of workers, the increasing number
of unemployed, going to be absorbed?

Mr. RUrTENBERG. Mr. Chairman, may I add a word here?
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Mr. RuTTENBERG. Mr. Gainsbrugh points out that the BLS em-

ployment, as contrasted to the Census Bureau figures on nonagri-
cultural employment, excludes self-employed persons, domestic serv-
ants, and unpaid family workers. If we were to assume complete
accuracy of the BLS nonagriculture figure, and complete accuracy
of the census figure on nonagriculture, it seems to me that we could
take little satisfaction from the fact that the Census Bureau figure
does not show such a large decline. It shows, if I interpret this cor-
rectly, the transfer of workers from the nonagriculture categories
as those indicated by the BLS, to the categories of unpaid family
workers, domestic servants, self-employed, and proprietors. In the
main, these categories would reflect income levels to the individuals
at a much lower level than their incomes would have been had they
been retained in the nonagriculture employment of manufacturing,
mining, transportation, trade, etc.

An important comparison would be what has happened to the in-
come receipts and not necessarily to the employment.

I would just like to point that out.
Mrs. WICKENS. Mr. Chairman, may I say a word at this point:

There are two things we need to keep in mind. The seasonally ad-
justed figures for wage and salary workers, as reported on page 160,
do show a rise from the low point. Secondly, however, there is no
question whatsoever but that they are substantially lower than they
were at the peak.

Now, another question was raised about the seasonal movement in
the last quarter of the year on unemployment. I have some seasonally.
adjusted unemployment figures here-which are census figures ad-
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justed by us for internal use and are not as precise as we wish they
were-but they also show a continuing decline in unemployment,
seasonally adjusted, beginning in September of 1954 and continuing
through December.

Of course, again, this total is substantially below the peak, or sub-
stantially above the low-I will turn it around the other way.

Now, Mr. Ruttenberg earlier raised a point about the validity of
the Census Bureau's revision of its December 1953 figures from its first
published figure of 1.8 to a revised figure of 2.3.

I do not wish to discuss this in detail, because I am not familiar
with the process, but there is a basis in fact for this revision, in that
the Census Bureau, in introducing its new and enlarged sample in
January 1954, had previously conducted sample surveys on that same
new basis in November and December, and there is general agree-
ment among statisticians that the unemployment figures for the latter
part of 1953 were understated, both as regards the size of employment
and the size of the labor force, because of the field enumeration tech-
niques then being used.

In other words, I think we must accept the census revision as more
nearly comparable to the figures we are using today.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mrs. Wickens.
Well, now we are almost at 12. If people believe that question 2

can be speedily answered in one wrord by each of these members of
the panel we could finish question 2. If, however, there are a lot of
qualifications which must be attached to each word, I think we better
adjourn until 2 o'clock.

What is the feeling of the group? Can you deal quickly with this
subject? If we can deal quickly with it I think perhaps we will leave
out the two Government officials here, lest they be placed upon the spot
in characterizing 1954.

Mr. Colm, the question was: "On the basis of economic develop-
ments in 1954, how would vou classify the calendar year 1954 with
respect to the four phases of the business cvcle"-and I again refer to
the earlier volumes of the Bureau of Economic Research-"of expan-
sion, recession, contraction, and revival ?"

Mr. COLM. Mr. Chairman, I am afraid it will take 2 sentences rather
than 1 word, you permitted.

According to the definitions of the National Bureau, a distinction is
made between phases in the business cycle and transitions, which are
more nearlv a turning point. According to that the 1954 phase would
be called mainly, excluding the last quarter, a period of contraction.
and we are now at the point of a revival, and there may be controversy
whether we are in a real phase of expansion already or still at the point
of revival.

The CHAIRMrAN. What is the difference between recession and con-
traction ?

Mr. COLMM. The difference between recession and contraction. ac-
cording to-that is not my terminology-according to the National
Bureau-is that the recession is really the turning point, contraction
is a phase in the cycle.

The CIAniMAN. You mean the contraction is a continued recession?
Mr. COL3M. Contraction extends over a period of time.
The CHAIRMAN. Contraction is recession intensified.
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Mr. COL3f. Pardon me. the intensified recession is called a crisis.
The CHAIRAMAN. Wrell, contraction is recession prolonged?
Mr. COLA. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CIHAIR3MAN. Then it is a prolonged recession.
Mr. COLM,. Expansion and contraction are relating to a phase and

recession and revival to the turning point.
The CHAIIRMIAN. Does that suggest the possibility that some gentle-

mhen downtown in proposing to substitute the term "recession" for
"contraction" have jumped out of the frying pan into the fire?

Mr. COLMr. I think he is taking his lead from a book published in
the vear 1927.

The CHAIR-MAN. You say that a contraction is a prolonged recession.
Therefore, it is a naughtier word than "recession." is it not, if under-
stood?

Mr. COLM. Well. Mr. Chairman, in Mitchell's book of 1927 it is not
the question of more severe or less severe; it is only the question of
the turning point or a phase.

The CHAITRMIAN. Well, I do not want to be accused of badgering the
witness, but if the witness does not choose to answer the question, that
is all right.

Representative CURTIS. I think the witness has answered it.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Keezer.
Mr. KEEZER. Since this involves'concepts invented by the National

Bureau, I asked the National Bureau to answer the question, and the
National Bureau says it does not answer this question any more, that
it has abandoned these concepts of expansion, contraction, recession,
rand revival, and use simply expansion and contraction.

In that terminology I was informed by one of the senior members
of the Bureau's staff that, in his judgment, we were in a period of
contraction until August of 1954 when we turned to a period of ex-
pansion.

The CHAIRMAN. Mir. Butler.
Air. BUTLER. I would agree with that analysis. I think that the

outstanding feature of the business situation since about August has
been that activity has started to move up.

The CHAIRMAN. And before August?
Mr. BUTLER. Well, it moved down the first quarter; held level in

the second and third quarters; and turned up in the fourth quarter.
The CHAIRMAN. Mir. Hoover.
Mr. HOOVER. Mr. Chairman, I am relieved to know that the National

Bureau refuses to answer this question because I did not look it up
myself, what they had formerly said even.

Mr. KEEZER. If I used the word "refused," I probably exaggerated.
They said they did not care to answer it.

Mr. HOOVER. I did the exaggerating.
It will take me more than a sentence, but it -will not be long.
We were apparently in a period of contraction during the first half

of 1954. The national economy apparently definitely entered a period
of recovery during the last quarter of 1954. The crucial and obvious
question is whether the forces behind this rate of recovery are strong
enough to carry us to the attainable trend line of annual increase in
national product, and whether we can in the future maintain this rate
of production increase upon the basis of present economic policies.
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Novw, I am afraid that sentence sounds as though I were sharply
critical of present policies. It is not so intended at all. It may well
be that we can attain and maintain these rates of increase, but this is
a matter which could be discussed more appropriately under the
other questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Luedicke.
Mr. LuEDIC1iE. I think it is true. as Professor Hoover said, that these.

answers really should come under question No. 3, rather than here.
I am at a loss to give you a specific answer on it, but I am intrigued

with one thing, that we actually probably do not know enough as yet
about the 1953-54 recession, or the bump, or whatever you want to call
it, and I am further intrigued with the similarity to 1948 and 1949 in
trying to explain the 1953-54 recession. The similarity is that we
had in early 1950 a pretty smart recovery, and we cannot be for sure
whether, if it would not have been for the start of the Korean war,
that the upturn in 1950 would not have been abortive.

I am very much in doubt, in my own mind, about whether we are
not in very much the same situation now. In other words, we have a
smart recovery, the smart recovery, however, has a number of artificial
features which are not to my liking, and I have an idea that by mid-
1955 we may be very much in the same position as we were in mid-1950.

So that actually we have had two small bumps since the end of
World War II. We have proven that, through Government policy,
we were able to handle those two bumps very satisfactorily, because
we stopped them without getting any worse. But we still have not
had the showdown test as to the solidity of the expanding economy
that started with World War II.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ruttenberg.
Mr. RUTTENBERG. Might I just help to correct Mr. Luedicke's im-

plication which I am sure he did not mean, by mid-1950 we had a
Korean incident. I hope by mid-1955 we do not have a Formosa inci-
dent.

Mr. LUEDKICKE. That is, of course, my sincere hope also.
Mr. RUTTENBERG. We will leave that aside.
I shall leave to the more competent theoretical analysts on the panel

the answer to this question. They will probably come up with the
answer in the terms of National Bureau, probably by 1958 or 1960.

The only thing I know, sir, is that the economic situation as it stands
today is in a slight upward trend, not nearly having recovered the
downturn that occurred in the 1953-54 period. Whether or not the
economic policies as now projected by the administration will bring
us back in 1955 to anyways near maximum employment production
purchasing power remains to be seen.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gainsbrugh.
Mr. GAINSBRUCIT. I, too, went back to the records. This will add

additional confusion. This is Arthur Burns' definition of terms in
one sentence:

A cycle consists of expansions occurred at about the same time in many eco-
nomic activities, followed by similarly general recessions. contractions, and re-
vivals, which merge into the expansion phase of the next cycle.

My own appraisal would lead me to believe that an inventory reces-
sion began in July of 1953. It continued through August or Septem-
ber of 1954. In the fourth quarter of 1954 we moved definitely into
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the expansion phases of that new cycle, and on the basis of our Eco-
nomic Forum's forecast and our survey of business expectations of
Board Associates, 1955 ought to be a year of expansion sustained
throughout the year.

The CTI 1 IRMAN. Mr. Keyserlinug.
Mr. KEYSERLTNG. Mr. Chairman, with all due respect to the 'Bu-

reau, I think that the four classifications undermine cleai economic
thinking. I will give a simple illustration.

Suppose in any year the rate of productivity increase and the growth
in the labor force required a 4-percent increase in total output to
maintaini maximum production. Suppose that year's output actually
grew by 2 percent, would that be a year of expansion, revival, contrac-
tion, or recession?

Now, what has actually happened since the beginning of 1953 is
that our economy has shown what I firmly believe to be a long-term
chronic trend of failure to absorb increases in productivity and in-
creases in the labor force.

Further, I believe that in the first three quarters of 1954 that dis-
parity was intense and in the fourth quarter of 1954 the expansion
was less than enough to cure the disparity even in the fourth quarter,
so that we had in the fourth quarter a slower rate of falling behind,
but a falling behind, nonetheless.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I may announce that at 9:30 tomorrow morning we will have an

executive session in room 324.
(Whereupon, at 12: 06 p. in., a recess was taken until 2 p. m. of the

same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

The joint committee met at 2 p. In., the Honorable Senator Paul H.
Douglas, chairman, presiding.

Present: Senator Douglas, chairman, and Senator Sparkman, Rep-
resentative Patman, vice chairman, and Representatives Bolling, Mills,
Kelley, Talle, and Curtis.

Senator SPARKMAN (presiding). Let the committee come to order,
please. Senator Douglas is delayed for a short time in getting here, so
I will start the meeting off in his place until he does come. I am sorry
that I was not here this morning, but our Foreign Relations Committee
was wrestling with another subject that kept us pretty well tied down,
this Formosan declaration. I understand you finished the first two
items this morning and we are .down now to the third one: "What pur-
pose, in terms of carrying out the objectives of the Employment Act, is
served by defining the needed levels of employment, production, and
purchasing power, and for how far ahead should they be defined ?'

Mrs. Wickens, will you comment on that?
Mrs. WICKENS. Mr. Chairman, I should like to make two comments

on that. They have come from my experience as a statistician. In the
first place, it is far safer to predict or shall we say, to analyze long-run
trends than it is the very short-term. A variety of unexpected circum-
stances may readily alter a situation in a short term whereas over the
long run you have such factors as population, and so on, which can be
more safely predicted.
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Secondly, I think we should caution that the kinds of figures that we
are working with here are subject to wide margins of variability. I
would not use the term "error," because I do not mean arithmetic mis-
takes, but failure to have adequate information upon which to make
precise estimates. Therefore, none of these projections can be precise:
and finally I want to say with particular reference to the year just
ahead of us, that there have been changes in the makeup of the indus-
trial structure of the country, that is, the employment structure of the
country, in 1954.

There may be changes in 1955 which will affect the rate of output
and of participation in the labor force and hence, make forecasting
very difficult.

The CHAIRA:AN (presiding). Mr. Paradiso.
Mr. PAPNDISO. Mr. Chairman, I do not think I have anything more

to contribute on that than what Mrs. Wickens has said, so if you do not
mind, I will pass.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Colim.
Mr. COLM. Mr. Chairman, I think this is a very important ques-

tion. The question raised is significant for the change in philosophy
and thinking on the business cycle. In this respect the wording of the
Employment Act, I think, can be regarded as a milestone in our think-
ing. The act was designed to aid in the growth and stability-of the
economy and of the social system of competitive enterprise. It states
that it is a policy of the United States Government to use all prac-
ticable means within the provisions of the act to promote maximum
employment production and purchasing power. In simple language
this means satisfactory levels of employment and production and pur-
chases.

The act recognizes that satisfactory levels cannot be ascertained by
reference to the past and here, I think, Mr. Chairman, we have the
deeper reasons why these concepts of contraction and expansion which
were discussed before lunch, why these concepts which were formu-
lated during the 1920's are inadequate with respect to our present
thinking.

We are not using the. past, but we are using what a satisfactory
level is as our standard. The act, therefore, prescribes specifically
that the President's Economic Report should set forth the "needed
levels" and also a program for carrying out the policy declared in the
act-in effect, for reaching these needed levels. In a period of rapid
increase in the labor force and in labor productivity, it makes a great
difference whether existing levels of employment and production are
evaluated against past levels or needed levels.

For instance, by comparison with the past, one can come to the con-
clusion that 1954 "will go down in history as one of our most prosperous
years," as it is expressed in the President's Economic Report on page
11. By comparison with needed levels, it becames apparent that 1954
was a year in which production was about $20 billion below a level of
satisfactory employment.

(The following chart demonstrates actual levels of production dur-
ing the last 2 years and alternative courses for the coming years-seen
in the perspective of "maximum production.")
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Mr. COLM. The wisdom of the forward-looking orientation of the
Employment Act was most dramatically demonstrated when in 1950
a large defense program was under discussion. Those who measured
the effect of the proposed defense program against the past came to
the conclusion that it would necessitate a drastic curtailment in con-
sumnption. Those who measured it against the growing potential of
the ensuing year recognized that a rise in the defense program plus a,
rise in the levels of consumption and investment would be feasible,
which gives you an entirely different appraisal of one particular pro-
gramn.

It is perhaps the most encouraging fact in our modern economy that
business managers are increasingly adopting the same sort of forward-
looking point of view in their investment planning. Thus I believe
that the work done by the Council of Economic Advisers, by the joint
committee, and by private research groups in implementing the pro-
visions of the Employment Act, not only results in more adequate Gov-
ernment policies, but also aids business planning and thereby reduces
the burden of the Government's stabilization job.

The fact that last sear's Economic Report did not posit needed levels
of production and purchasing power caused considerable disappoint-
ment-this year's Economic Report takes a step in that direction,
though it falls short of what was envisaged in the Employment Act
in my judgment.

The question 3 which is here under discussion also requires a state-
ment about the time period, for which needed levels of employment,
production, and purchasing power should be projected. On this ques-
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tion the Employment Act itself is silent. The National Planning
Association has made a recommendation in this respect in a joint
statement. It recommended that this committee, the Joint Committee
on the Economic Report, be renamed the Joint Committee on Eco-
nomic and Fiscal policy, and consider needed levels of employment,
production. and purchasi ng power extending over an extended number
of years together with the budget outlook covering the same number
of years.

This statement is available to the committee if it -wishes to have it.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to make it a matter of the record?
Mr. CoLMi. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be so done.
(The information referred to follows:)

THE NEED FOR FURTHER BuDGET REFORM

A Joint Statement unanimously adopted by the NPA Board, Agriculture, Busi-
ness, Labor, and International Committee Members Present at the 20th
Anniversary Joint Meeting of the National Planning Association Held in
Washington, D. C. on December 13 and 14, 1954

I

The budget is a means and not an end. It is a means for aiding in the for-
mulation and execution of those Government programs for national security
and well-being which the country needs and can afford. It is a means for
developing revenue and debt policies. Expenditure, revenue, and debt policies
should be so interrelated that they promote national economic growth and help
in counteracting inflation or deflation. Budget presentation, guides for budget
policies, and the budget process should all contribute to reaching these ends
with a minimum of cost to the Nation.

II

Over the last decades considerable progress has been made in presenting the
Federal budget in a more meaningful and more understandable manner. For
instance, steps hiave been taken to transform the budget from the old "line item"
appropriation system to the more meaningful "performance" or "program" budget
recommended by the Hoover Commission. Nevertheless, the budget still adds
together incommensurable items without proper classification. Cash and non-
cash items, outlays for acquisition of assets and operating expenditures, expenses
for semicommercial transactions and administrative expenditures are not always
clearly separated. Furthermore, certain activities which used to be financed
with public funds are now financed, at least temporarily, by private funds (e. g.,
certain farm price support operations and lease-purchase contracts for the con-
struction of post-office buildings). Therefore, the budget totals and subtotals
have little economic or financial significance. Arbitrary changes in definitions
and the organization of programs could result either in substantially higher or
substantially lower expenditure totals. We need a budget presentation which
gives clearly defined totals and economically significant subdivisions.

III

In recent years it has been increasingly recognized that adherence under all
circumstances to the rule of an annually balanced budget in its conventional-form
would in all likelihood lead to serious economic disturbances. This is particularly
true in a period such as the present when the budget has to bear the extraordinary
expenditures necessitated by the cold war. In these circumstances, considera-
tions, in part emotional and in a measure realistic, prevent the levying of taxes
adequate to cover budgetary requirements.

To move in the direction of meeting this situation, as well as to give effect to
the growing realization that fiscal policy can exercise a profound influence in
resisting both inflationary and deflationary movements in the economy, several
advances have been made or proposed during the last decade for relaxing the
rigidity of the annually balanced budget rule.
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First, some progress has been made in the use of the so-called consolidated
cash budget instead of the conventional budget when considering the budget
totals from an economic aspect.

Second, there has been wide acceptance of the idea that expenditure and
revenue programs should be so formuilated that the consolidated cash budget
would be balancitd or show a surplus under conditions of high employment. This
would automatically lead to deficits if employment and production remained be-
low a full employment level. Such a policy would preclude the taking of perverse
fiscal measures-that is, measures which would aggravate business fluctuations.

Third, without taking a position we note that proposals have been made from
various sources that the budget which should be balanced or have a surplus
under conditions of high employment should be the cash budget of current ex-
penditures. This would mean that certain capital outlays of the Federal Govern-
ment could be financed by borrowing.

While these various proposals may move in the right direction, they do not
establish a close and direct relationship between the economic analysis which
the President is obliged by the Employment Act to include in his Economic Report
and the budgetary and fiscal proposals which are to be presented in the budget
message under the Budget and Accounting Act. The following paragraphs
present for discussion a proposal which would aim at a formulation of budgetary
and fiscal policies in a longer range economic perspective. Also, it would aim at
permitting such changes in expenditure and tax programs as would be desirable
in order to counteract economic fluctuations.

IV,

We propose that, in line with the intent of the Employment Act of 1946, each
Economic Report should contain an economic projection (including estimates
concerning the Government sector of the economy) covering a number of years
and showing where imbalances might be likely to develop in the national economy.
Correspondingly, each budget message should contain a budget outlook covering
the same number of years and demonstrating the changes in expenditures,
revenue, and debt policies which would be needed to meet the Government's re-
sponsibilities under the Employment Act and to promote a better balance in the
economy. These estimates would permit deliberation of budget policy for the
ensuing year in the longer range perspective of several years, and would help
insure that economic trends were taken into consideration. Experience with in-
formal economic and budget projections made within and without the Govern-
ment justifies the proposal that they be made a regular feature of official
documents.

V

Consideration of the budget in a longer range perspective might make possible
a greater steadiness in expenditure and tax policies. However, it should be
recognized that changes in tax legislation or expenditure programs might he
necessary in order to counteract business fluctuations and, further, that such
changes should be adopted at early stages of fluctuations in order to forestall as
far as possible an inflationary or deflationary spiral.

VI

In order to increase the flexibility of the budget it would be desirable for
Congress to make some appropriations for nonroutine programs (mainly public
works) without stringent limitation on the time during which such appropria-
tions should remain available for spending. The Executive would be authorized
to speed up or slow down various projects in this category depending on the eco-
nomic outlook. An improved coordination between Federal, State, and local poli-
cies is needed in order to develop a national public works policy which embraces
activities of all levels of government.

VII

A serious deficiency in the budget process is that, at the present time, no con-
gressional committee gives specific consideration to the budget as a whole. This
function should be given to the Joint Committee on the Economic Report which,
under its present assignment, has to concern itself with budgetary and fiscal
policies anyway. It might then be renamed the Joint Committee on Economic.-
and Fiscal Policy. The joint committee would then concern itself with the overall
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aspects of the financial program of the Government. It would examine the long
term budget outlook proposed by the President in his budget message and also
any changes.in expenditure programs and tax legislation recommended by the
President for the purpose of counteracting business fluctuations. The joint com-
mittee could either. approve or modify the President's recommendatibns or recom-
mend changes of Jts own in existing programs.

VIII

It would be desirable if the Congress would adopt each year a concurrent reso-
lution which would outline the broad order of magnitude of the budget over a
period of years and the recommended principles of financing. Such a resolution
could state that there should be an excess of revenue over total expenditures, or a
balance, or that a part of the expenditures should be financed by loans. It could
also set forth the changes in the longer range program, if any, which are con-
sidered necessary for the purpose of counteracting business fluctuations.

Although such a resolution could not deprive Congress of its power to make
changes in expenditure programs and tax laws at any time and independently
of each other, it would encourage a determination of budget policy in line with
economic requirements and at the same time maintain the awareness of the
relationship between changes in expenditures and changes in taxation or debt
policies.

Ix

There may well be a different of opinion as to whether steps toward further
Federal budget reform should be taken by Executive order or by legislation.
But such differences should not be permitted to delay the thorough revision of
budgetary concepts and methods without which vital decisions affecting national
security and economic health cannot be made successfully.

Members of the NPA Board of Trustees and the Agriculture, Business, Labor,
and International Committees, who were present when this statement was unani-
mously adopted at the NPA 20th anniversary meeting on December 13 and 14,
1954, are:

H. Christian Sonne (chairman,NPA board of trustees), chairman of the board,
Amsinck, Sonne & Co., New York, N. Y.

Stanley Andrews, executive director, national project in agricultural communica-
tions, Michigan State College, East Lansing, Mich.

Frank App, president, Northeastern Vegetable & Potato Council, Bridgeton, N. J.
Frank Altschul (chairman, NPA International Committee), chairman of the

board, General American Investors Co., New York, N. Y.
John A. Baker, legislative secretary, National Farmers Union, Washington, D. C.
Solomon Barkin, director of research, Textile Workers Union of America, New

York, N. Y.
William L. Batt, Philadelphia, Pa.
Laird Bell, Bell, Boyd, Marshall & Lloyd, Chicago, Ill.
Murray R. Benedict, professor of agricultural economics, University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley, Calif.
John D. Black, professor of agricultural economics, Harvard University, Cam-

bridge, Mass.
Louis Brownlow (vice chairman, NPA international committee), Washington,

D. C.
Eugene Burgess, department of economics and social sciences, industrial rela-

tions section, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.
Harry 1B. Caldwell, master, North Carolina State Grange, Greensboro, N. C.
John F. Chapman, associate editor, Harvard Business Review, Boston, Mass.
Harry W. Culbreth, vice president, public relations, Farm Bureau Insurance Cos.,

Columbus, Ohio
Joseph W. Fichter, farm consultant, Oxford, Ohio
Clinton S. Golden (chairman, NPA labor committee), executive director, trade

union program, Harvard University, Boston, Mass.
David Heaps, New York, N. Y.
Marion H. Hedges (vice chairman, NPA labor committee), Washington, D. C.
Oscar Heline, president, Farmers Grain Dealers Association of Iowa, Marcus,

Iowa
Peter Henle, assistant director of research, American Federation of Labor,

Washington, D. C.
A. C. Hoffman, vice president, purchasing, Kraft Foods Co., Chicago, 111.
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Joseph D. Keenan, secretary-treasurer, building and construction trades depart-
ment, American Federation of Labor, Washington, D. C.

Murray D. Lincoln, president, Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Cos., Columbus,
Ohio

John C. McClintock, assistant vice president, United Fruit Co., Boston, Mass.
John K. Meskinien, Director, Office of Labor Affairs, Foreign Operations Admin-

istration, Washington, D. C.
C. Clyde Mitchell, chairman, department of agricultural economics, University

of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.
Arthur Moore (vice chairman, NPA agriculture committee), the Washington

Bureau, McGraw-Hill Publications, Washington, D. C.
Donald R. Murphy (chairman, NPA agriculture committee), editor, Wallaces'

Farmer and Iowa Homestead, Des Moines, Iowa
George Nebolsine, Coudert Bros., New York, N. Y.
Eric Peterson, general secretary-treasurer, International Association of Ma-

chinists, Washington, D. C.
Clarence E. Pickett, honorary secretary, American Friends Service Committee,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Morris S. Rosenthal, New York, N. Y.
Harry J. Rudick, Lord, Day & Lord, New York, N. Y.
Stanley Ruttenberg, director, Department of Education and Research, Congress

of Industrial Organizations, Washington, D. C.
Beardsley Ruml (chairman, NPA business committee), New York, N. Y.
Theodore W. Schultz, chairman, department of economics, University of Chicago,

Chicago, Ill.
Ted F. Silvey, National Congress of Industrial Organizations headquarters,

Washington, D. C.
Lauren K. Soth (vice chairman, NPA agriculture committee), the Des Moines

Register and Tribune, Des Moines, Iowa
Robert C. Tait, president, Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Wayne Chatfield Taylor, Heathsville, Va.
Howard R. Tolley, Alexandria, Va.
Marcel J. Voorhies, vice president emeritus, American Sugar Cane League, Baton

Rouge, La.
Ralph J. Watkins, director of research, Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., New York, N. Y.
Edward H. Weyler, secretary, Kentucky State Council of Carpenters, Louisville,

Ky.
Clarence A. Wimpfheimer, chairman of the board, American Velvet Co., Stoning-

ton, Conn.
David J. Winton, chairman of the board, Winton Lumber Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Arnold S. Zander, international president, American Federation of State, County,

and Municipal Employees, American Federation of Labor, Madison, Wis.
J. D. Zellerbach, president, Crown Zellerbach Corp., San Francisco, Calif.

Mr. CoLM. It is important that projections be presented for the
more distant future, perhaps 5 or even 10 years ahead. We need also
projections for the more immediate future. We need goals but also
a consideration of the path that promises to lead to those goals.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Colm. Mr. Keezer.
Mr. KEEZER. I would like to offer a footnote on the usefulness of

long-distance projections. I suspect that in my office we have broken
the record for long-distance projections. We have gone to 1970. I
shall give you a copy of the report.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is how do you get there?
Mr. KEEZER. We get there, of course, by a technique with which

you are thoroughly familiar, Mr. Chairman, but we have reason
to believe that these long-range projections are influential in encourag-
ing long-range planning of investment by business firms.

We have been making surveys of plans for business investment
for the past 7 years. Seven years ago considerably less than half of
the companies which cooperated in or surveys had any long-range
plans at all for investment. Last year ovei 90 percent of the respond-
ent companies-and there was a much larger group of companies
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than there were 7 years ago-had plans which enabled them to give
us some kind of an estimate of their investment over a period of 4
years. I think there is a causal relationship between the extensive
development and use of long-range projections and the increase in
long-range planning of business investment. I think it is also fair
to add that the development of long-range plans produces a tendency
to stick to what is planned.

In 1954 there was only a slight decline in business investment as
compared to the previous years. The plans announced were fulfilled
to a very high degree and I believe it is reasonable to say that-

The CHAIRMAN. What was the difference between the actual invest-
ments and your projected investment?

Mr. KEEZER. Well, it is not modest to say so, but I think what I said
a year ago turned out to be almost exactly right-that business invest-
ment in new plant and equipment would be about 5 percent off in
1954, as compared to 1953. When we come to the fourth question
I will have something to say about plans for 1955.

I think short-range projections are also useful and necessary. I do
not think that it would contribute anything if I were to say that
they have to be used with caution as a guide to action by the Govern-
ment because of unexpected short-run developments. For the long
run, I do think we have rather persuasive evidence that these projec-
tions are serving a decidedly constructive rule in our economy.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Butler.
Mr. BUTLER. In my opinion, projections of past trends in employ-

ment, productivity, production, and consumer and business purchas-
ing power are invaluable for analytical purposes. You need to know
what the economy's potential is in order to understand where you are
at any given time.

Having said this, let me now stress the importance of interpreting
all such projections most carefully. As one of my colleagues says,
these figures are fine as long as you do not believe them fully.

Now in interpreting such projections, three things should be kept
in mind. First, in the current state of the art of economic forecast-
ing, there is a margin of error involved in all projections. I person-
ally think the margin has been narrowing steadily. The more com-
petent practitioners have come amazingly close to the bull's-eye in
the postwar period.

Nevertheless, most economists would agree that there should be a
margin of tolerance of at least 5 to 10 billion in all estimates of what
gross national product will be in a year in the future. Moreover, all
economic projections are based on a set of assumptions which are not
always explicitly set out. Some of the key assumptions frequently
made are no change in the international scene, no wave of speculative
psychology, no prolonged and widespread labor management disputes,
no large shifts in Government monetary or fiscal policies.

Now economists generally say that changes in any of these assump-
tions require a reappraisal of the business outlook. However, those
who are repsonsible for framing policy-in a world as uncertain as
that we now live in-should keep a wary eye on the things that econo-
mists assume to be equal.

The second point is that all projections of our economic growth .po
tential are based on long-run trends. Yet in looking at the next year
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or 2, short-run factors may be most important. There is the old say-
ing that in the long run we are all dead.

All of this applies with greatest force to the assumption in these
projections that productivity will rise at the rate indicated by its long-
run trend. The record shows that productivity increases have been
anything but regular. In some years there was little advance. In
others productivity leaped ahead at more than twice the long-run
average. To make the point in specific terms the growth in gross
national product resulting from the long-term rate of increase in
productivity now amounts to about 9 to 91/2 billion a year.

Suppose, first, that the Government were to adopt fiscal and mone-
tary policies on the assumption that this amount of growth would be
forthcoming and suppose, second, that no rise in productivity oc-
curred. If the economy had already enjoyed reasonably full employ-
ment, the result would be a large dose of inflation.

The point is that in the present state of our knowledge about short
and long-term trends in productivity we should treat projections with
great caution.

Now a third point about projections of our economic potential re-
lates to the period that should be considered in formulating economic
policies. We are below our potential now, but business activity is
moving up. If the projections for the year ahead show that activity
will continue to increase, should we take steps now to accelerate the
advance?

For all of these reasons, I believe projections of the economy's po-
tential are an important and a necessary tool.

However, I believe they must be interpreted with great care. If
they show a large gap between expected production and the potential,
either on the side of inflation or deflation, then I believe economists
should point this out and indicate what steps might be taken to close
the gap.

*We have powerful weapons against both inflation and deflation.
We can reduce taxes and make credit available if deflation threatens;
and we can check an inflationary move by running a surplus in the
Government cash budget and restraining credit.

However, the area that lies between inflation and deflation may be
much broader than most analysts suspect. When we are in that area,
as I believe we are today, Government policies should be directed at
encouraging private economy's long-run growth potentials. But we
need to be always alert to economic developments. If, as the year
progresses, it should become clear that the current rise in business
activity will be short-lived, we should be ready to cope with the situ-
ation. And, if the area between inflation and deflation is fairly
broad-say on the order of $15 to $29 billion-there is elbowroom in
which to operate.

Thus, in the unlikely event that the private economy should need
bolstering, we can apply the appropriate monetary and fiscal meas-
ures. Now in this connection, I am intrigued by the suggestion of
a number of economists that tax cuts designed to stimulate the economy
should be made for temporary periods, for instance, a year.

Thus, Congress would have the opportunity to review the economic
situation later on-if the economic winds had shifted to the inflation-
ary side, the tax cut could be permitted to expire.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hoover.
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Mir. HOOVER. Mr. Chairman, the purpose of defining needed levels
of employment, production and purchasing power is to provide bench-
marks by which we can judge whether monetary, fiscal or other policies
should be more or less stimulative, restrictive or merely stabilizing
in their effects on the economy and thus, to judge whether or not the
objectives set forth in the Employment Act are being effectively pur-
sued.

I think it is quite clear that we have the physical capability of in-
creasing our gross national product by some 4 or 5 percent per year.
Incidentally, that estimate is higher than I think most people would
agree with. This would mean, as outlined in the report of this com-
mittee's staff, that our gross national product 10 years from now would
be some $530 billion, assuming substantially unchanged prices. Here
again, I should say that I believe the compound percentage rate that
the committee uses would not be as large as the one I have mentioned
although on a simple basis it would be 5 percent over the whole period.

I think that it is useful to make successive 10-year projections of
this sort in order to enable us to judge whether or not the general trend
is in line with our potentialities. However, these projections would
need to be supplemented by continuing annual studies in which new
estimates of attainable levels of employment, production, and pur-
chasing power, for periods immediately ahead would be made, and
of course, new ones for longer periods also.

Particularly at a time when we are likely to need all our resources
i our struggle with the Soviet tyranny, either for the provision of
means of armed defense or to keep our standard of living as much in
advance of that of Soviet Russia as it now is, we cannot afford to let
our national income lag substantially behind that which we are ca-
pable of achieving.

Projections of the sort made by the staff of this committee and simi-
lar projections are most useful in enabling us to do just that.

The CHAIRM AN. Air. Luedicke.
Air. LLUEDICKE. Mr. Chairman, I believe that we are now really get-

ting into the subject we are mostly concerned with here and rather
than just follow my notes, I would like to throw caution to the wind
and stick my neck out although I know there are at least two gentle-
rnen on my right who will take me up sharply on these subjects.

The CHAIRMAN. Do not believe that the world is unfriendly before
it actually turns out to be so.

Mr. LtTEDICKE. First of all with respect to long-range projections:
I have looked into some of them. As it just happened, a very good
friend of mine. an economist up in New York, has just made a com-
parison of seven of these recent long-range projects. He is Julius
Hirsch, and with the chairman's approval he would very much like
to submit his study on these various long-range projections for the
record of these hearings. I think his study is rather interesting and
if it is in order I would like to submit it for the record.

There are some very large differences among these seven long-range
projections. By the way, Dexter Keezer's study is not the longest
one. The Paley report went to 1975. But it is a bit disturbing if
you see those very large differences in these projctions. Secondly,
when you do try to make such long-range projections, you have to
average things such as the annual increment of the labor force or
the annual productivity gain, and so far I do not think the economists
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have come up with any usable method for this. So here you are
working, even on the long-range projections, with a number of un-
certain factors, but as the chairman said, the important thing is not
where we'll be in 1970 or 1975, but how we are going to get there, and
that, of course, brings us directly to the purposes and the aims of
the Employment Act: specifically the Employment Act, section 3 and
section 2. These are the sections we are most concerned with. Sec-
tion 3 is being interpreted by some of my friends as really requesting
the Council to specify needed levels of expansion for a year or for 2
years in advance.

Well, I find it extremely difficult to reconcile section 3 and section
2. Here in section 3 we are supposed to set exact figures on what to
aim at and yet in section 2 we have a declaration of purpose of the
act which is rather, well, let us say a bit on the fuzzy side, inasmuch
as it contains at least 3 or 4 important qualifications in what to do
about reaching maximum employment.

The way it looks to me, the one thing we must avoid is overstimula-
tion of the economy because of inflationary dangers. The opposite
extreme is the necessity of having the Government take over increas-
ingly more functions in the economy because private enterprise is
not willing or not able because of existing profit conditions, to fulfill
the investment function.

I think there is general agreement to this extent that those two
extremes are not good. Now, we come to the question of what purpose
can actually be served by stating at this particular time of year,
whether at the end of this year, gross national product should be 370
or 380 billion dollars or any other specific figure.

I personally have more confidence in a policy that watches economic
trends and adopts policies according to the general trends as they
develop. Both under President Truman and under President Eisen-
hower we have had able economists to advise the President and to
submit programs that actually worked out rather well first in cushion-
ing the 1948-49 decline and then in cushioning the 1953-54 decline.

I think it is not always understood just how much has been done, for
instance, this past year, in order to stabilize the economic level. So
here we have had two different administrations, certainly showing the
bipartisan nature of this type of problem, who have both been suc-
cessful in smoothing out a minor recession.

Mr. Gainsbrugh this morning used for both these recessions, the term
"inventory recession." I wish I could feel sure that that was all we had
in those 2 years. I am rather intrigued with the possibility than in
1948 and again in 1953, we had two periods where underlying vulner-
abilities in the economy started to break through so that we were
actually acting to stabilize and smooth out these vulnerabilities that
tried to break through.

High inventories were 1 of these vulnerable points in 1948; the
decline in farm prices was the.second 1. There are 4 or 5 different
vulnerabilities that developed in the course of 15 years of overstimula-
tion and the question I would like to pose, rather than answer, is "How
are we to know at this particular time, where the economy really ought
to be now? How far has the overstimulation of two wars, then the cold
war, then the unprecedented consumer-goods boom that we had after
World War II, how far have these factors really pushed us up?" As a
matter of fact, have they not pushed us up so fast that if we were to try
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to equal that pace, we would certainly have to do things that would not
be sound from a current point of view?

I am posing that question because I have argued the point several
times and I have been getting the answer from other economists, for
instance, Mr. Ruttenberg, and Mr. Keyserling, that it is wrong to as-
sume that stimulation of this sort will necessarily lead to inflation.

I am not sold on their confidence, because in order to equal the two
wars, plus all of these other factors, we would have to go to town
in such monumental efforts to stimulate the economy, that I am afraid
the purchasing power of the dollar could not be defended successfully.

Actually I do not agree with the administration's premise, that we
have successfully completed the transformation from a war to a peace
economy. I cannot quite see it that way because, of course, at the
moment the economy still rests very largely on defense. And my good
friend, Professor Slichter, who has just written about this in Harvard
Business Review, says that in his opinion, if defense does go down, we
will have to replace it with something real big in the way of natural-
resources development.

Now, d6esn't this suggest that we are really getting to the point
where we are providing the economy with a permanent cushion on
which it can build, on which it can overdo expansion if no check of
some sort exists there? I would rather see it firmly established once
again that we are still having an economic system that is not only
based on proper rewards, and I think at the moment incentives are not
big enough for the individual as well as for the corporation, but that
also includes a system of penalties. Unless you have rewards and
penalties, you will not have the basis for dynamic growth in this
country.

All that, I think, is much more important than to argue about
whether the goal for this year should be $5 billion higher in gross
national product or $5 billion lower, and unless we have confidence
in those who are shaping economic policy during the year, and your
committee most certainly plays a very leading role in that picture, I
think the figures which we put down on paper are not going to mean
much.

The CHAIRTNAN. Mr. Ruttenberg.
Mr. RUTTr-NBERG. Mr. Chairman, a great deal of what I want to

say is in my prepared statement, and has in part been said by Ger-
hard Coln. I should like to add just a few additional words.

I agree wholeheartedly with the purpose and intent of the Employ-
ment Act of 1946. I think that the Council of Economic Advisers
and the President in the Economic Report have advocated their re-
sponsibilities under the terms of that act. I do not see how it is pos-
sible to intelligently evaluate the kinds of economic policies which are
essential in our economy unless we have some framework or some
guidepost against which to test them. The Employment Act of 1946
is very clear. It specifically says in section 3, that-
the President shall transmit to the Congress, etc., an Economic Report setting
forth, one, the levels of employment, pjoduction, and purchasing power obtaining
in the United States, and such levels needed to carry out the policy of section 2.

The policy of section 2 is, of course, as we all know, "to promote maxi-
mum production, employment, and purchasing power."
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This the Council has not done. This the President in his Economic
Report has not done. In going through the President's report there
is only one reference to this problem, maybe two. One reference is
on page 4, where he says, if I can pick it up in the middle of the sen-
tence, within the very top paragraph of the page:
that our country can within a decade increase its production from a current
annual level of about $360 billion to $500 billion or more, with the figures ex-
pressed in dollars of the same buying power.

This is the only reference to this problem in the entire report. If
one were to project this and assume that within a decade, 10 years,
1965 or 1964, we will be at $500 billion, this actually means if this were
spelled out, that in 1955 we would attain a level of gross national prod-
uct a little higher than 1954, but about equal to or slightly higher
than in 1953.

The other reference in this report to this problem, and it is an in-
direct reference, is on page 48. If I might quote and I hope not out
of context, the top paragraph of the page, which says in the beginning
of the second sentence:
The vigor of the recent recovery taken in conjunction with investment and
expenditure plans already set in motion, suggests that economic expansion will
continue during the coming months.

Then it goes on to say:
It holds out the promise that we shall achieve a high and satisfactory level of
employment and production within the current year.

What is that high level we are going to attain? What is a satis-
factory level in the judgment of the Council and the President? I do
not think it is possible to really know the answer to this until you have
sat down and observed what is the potential growth in the American
economy.

There are certain things we know and which are essential. The labor
force is growing. We can make projections on that basis that are fairly
accurate, certainly within a period as far as the labor-force figures are
concerned, within a period of 14 or 15 years in the future because we
know of children that are already born.

Second, we can make projections in terms of productivity and par-
ti cularly of automation and I wish there were time to discuss the prob-
lems of automation further here.

I would like to inject at this point just parenthetically that I think
the problems of automation in the f uture years and even currently are
so phenomenal and so extremely significant that it would be well worth
the time, energy, and expenditure of funds by this committee, to engage
in an investigation of the problems of automation.

What are the effects of this new technique of displacing manpower
with machines, displacing human intelligence with a computer? What

'are the implications of this for the future economy? I just inject that
at this point to say that I think an investigation of these problems
would be worth while. Maybe not of the scope of Senator O'Mahoney's
temporary National Economic Committee-probably not of that scope,
but of that general nature. I think it is important. Well, aside from
that digression-

The Employment Act of 1946. section 3.1, says:
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A program for carrying out the policy declared in section 2, to promote maxi-
mum employment, etc., together with such recommendations for legislation as
we may deem necessary or desirable-

this is the purpose, this is the function of the President, and the
Council-in order to do this, in order to develop a program, it is essen-
tial to know the framework, the guideposts against which you are
going to set that program.

I should like to make a distinction between what I think Mr. Butler
had to say and what I think is in reality what we are talking about.

There is a difference between predictions of what is going to happen
in 1955 and projections of the potential growth that should occur with-
in the economy.

The only way that you can judge in 1955 and 1956 whether economic
policies are attaining maximum employment is to have some frame-
work against which to set it, and it is for that very basic and funda-
mental reason that I would think it extremely important for the Coun-
cil of Economic Advisers, for the President to set forth projections for
next year, for the year after, and for a period of 10 to 15 years into the
future. I do not think it is unreasonable to do this. The Paley Com-
mission did, and Mr. Paley himself, recently revised those igures,
and he said that by 1975 it will take "a whopping $700 billion" to pro-
vide full employment opportunities. I do not think that is unuseful.
To the contrary, I think it is very helpful that such a projection be
made.

I would hope that just because the Council and the President have
abdicated this responsibility that the Joint Committee itself will con-
tinue to do what it has in the past and continue to put out pamphlets
such as the potential economic growth of the United States during
the next decade setting forth what the potential growth should be in
the economy It is against these potential growths that we judge the
success or failure of economic policies.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ruttenberg.
Mr. Gainsbrugh.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Mr. Chairman, I would like to reserve my time for

question 4 on the outlook, and have only a few short comments on
question 3.

The first is that it helps us to appraise the diagnosis and prognosis
of the Council if they do offer a few quantifications of what their ap-
praisal of the economy promises at the start of the year in terms of
subsequent activity. I have read the Council's report intensively from
cover to cover and yet I got far more out of a few figures in the budget
message than I did out of the Council's entire report in terms of the
administration's expectations for 195.5. In the budget message the
Treasury does specifically state it anticipates that personal income will
be at $2981/2 billion in calendar 1955, continuing into the first 6 months
of 1956. (See correspondence, page 1146, for further details.) That
immediately gives us the dimensions of the anticipations of the ad-
ministration.

I think those figures and the accompanying profits estimate set a
boom characteristic, a boom pattern to the economy in a way that is
not made at all clear by the language used in the report. A single
figure is in this instance worth two or three chapters of text. However.,
and this is my second comment, I am not as concerned as some of my
colleagues seem to be about the fact that this model building is not
being done by the Council. We owe a great deal to this committee
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for taking on the assignment which was not previously performed by
any governmental agency of building up economic models as you have
done for the year immediately ahead. You show on the basis of stated
assumptions what the probable level of production would be at high
employment and what the foreseeable levels of demand would be. I
would recommend that the Joint Committee continue its work and
issue three types of forecasts and keep revising them, reviewing them
quarterly in the case of the short-range, every 1 or 2 years in the case
of the middle-range, and every 5 or 10 years in the case of the long-
range. The types of projections already worked out by the commit-
tee-the short-range projections done for 1955, and as you contemplate
for 1956 and the middle-range for the decade 1965-are very helpful
in analyzing economic growth.

I know of nothing that has been more influential in helping shape
business confidence over the long run than the explorations that have
gone on of market potentials through the work of your committee,
through the work of the National Bureau, the Conference Board, the
20th Century Fund and of other economic research institutions.

Businessmen are now convinced as they never were before of the
long-range economic growth, the long-range market potential of our
economy. I, for one, would like to see you expand what you are doing.
And if I might offer one fleeting comment on policy I would much
rather see it done here than done within the Council. because here the
staff is sheltered by the fact that this is a congressional committee;
that it has a majority and a minority viewpoint; and that both of
those viewpoints can be voiced in developing models for the short-
range, the long-term, and even the middle years.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kevserling.
Mr. KEYSERLING. Mr. Chairman, I think this is the most important

question that could possibly be before the committee. The reason that
the question may not have seemed too important is that most of the
discussion with respect to it is not directed to the question. There is
no question here as to whether one believes that the Government
should intervene at a particular stage or another in the economic
process. There is no question here as to proper policies for fighting
inflation or deflation. There is only one simple question: What is
the difference between a forecast and defining a need, and in what
respect are the two relevant to the making of economic policy, which
this Congress must do, and which the President must recommend.

Now, the difference between a forecast and defining a need is plain
and simple. If you say that there is likely to be more trouble in the
Far East, that is a forecast. If you start devising a national policy
as to how our defense forces can be employed and expanded or con-
tracted to meet that problem, that is. a matter of defining a need, and
of national policy. If you say that unemployment is going to be
too high or too low, after the level has been forecast, that is a matter
of defining a need, and of national policy, and not a forecast. All
national policy is designed to change forecasts. No law is ever needed
except to change what the maker of the law thinks would happen if
the law were not enacted.

Now let's apply that to this specific year. Suppose the true unem-
ployment level is 3.7 million. I think it is. If the executive branch
of the Government and the Congress do not define a need-in other
words, if they make no judgment as to whether that level of em-
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ployment or unemployment is too high or too low, if they make no

judgment as to whether they take 4½ million rather than 3.7 million

or 11/2 million rather than 3.7 million as consistent with maximum

employment and a healthy economy, there is no basis on which to rest

immediate policies, quite aside from whether different people would

agree as to what the policies should be.
Similarly with respect to national output, if the forecast indicates

that national output is likely to rise 1 or 2 or 3 percent, until one

moves on to the question of what changes in the national output are

likely to accomplish the desired policy with respect to the level of

em loym en t , there is no basis for evaluation of policy.
lbet me take the case of agriculture, which Congressman Patman

raised as a striking example. Agricultural income has declined $4

billion at an annual rate since 3 years ago. A forecast might tell us

whether it was likely to decline further. I think it will. But that has

nothing to do with the definition of need in the making of national

policy, because those who believe that agricultural income should de-

cline further, they would say "Sure, the forecast shows it is going to

decline further. hut we don't need to do anything." The only way

one could devise an agricultural policy would be to make an analysis of

the economy which indicates whether a billion dollar agricultural de-

cline is consistent with the national economic interest that you want to

preserve and maintain.
Therefore, there is an absolute difference between the determination

of needs and the making of forecasts, and I would challenge anybody

to find in this Economic Report on any central problem of the Amer-

ican economy, a definition which sheds light on what adjustments we

need to make in the economy during 1955 and consequently what

policies should be adopted. And yet the act specifically says first make

the forecast, then correlate the forecast with the need, and then devise

policies to close the gap between the forecast and the need.
There is no delineation in the Economic Report of what the level of

unemployment ought to be. There is no delineation of what the level

of production ought to be. There is no delineation of what farm in-

come ought to be. Thus there is no basis on which to carry out farm

policy, housing policy, or any other policy which the Congress must
meet.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Talle, do you have a question?
Representative TALLF. No questions at this time.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Patman?
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I would like to comment briefly on what

Mr. Keyserling said about the farmers' income. The falling income

position of the farmer is clearly revealed in an appendix table on page

14 of the President's report. It shows that the income of United States

f arm proprietors fell in every quarter of 1954 and here are the figures

on an annual basis. First quarter, 13 billion; second, 12.2; third, 11.6;

fourth quarter, $11 billion.
Now, as Mr. Keyserling says, we have the forecast and we must do

something to meet the need. In other words, to adjust that. And do

you see anything in this report, Mr. Keyserling that offers a remedy?
Mr. KEYSERLING. One of the issues of national policy is whether we

should do anything to meet the need. If this report said that the de-

clining level of agricultural income was making for a better adjust-
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ment in the American economy, I would say that they were fulfilling
their responsibilities, although I would not agree with their conclu-
sions. But they do not evaluate the trends in terms of needs at all,
and therefore they are derelict.

Vice Chairman PAT31AN. Now, I would like to ask this question of
anyone who will answer it, Mr. Chairman. It is on small business.
This morning we mentioned about farmers and small business suffer-
ing more than any other two groups in our economy. Now, the
records disclose a corporation with total assets of under $250,000,
the profit late last year was 4.1 percent on stockholders equity after
taxes. Now that profit rates goes on up according to assets to over
$100 million; it is 12 percent. It gradually goes up. The big corpo-
rations had a greater profit rate than the small ones last year. Now,
as to the change in profit rate, the corporations with total assets of
less than $250,000, they suffered a decline of 61.4 percent, from the
first half of 1952 through the first half of 1954, whereas the cor-
poration with assets of over $100 million had an increase of 6 percent.
It shows that the smaller they were, the more they suffered, the larger
they were the more they profited.

Now, I would like to know if any member of the panel would like
to comment on that and suggest anything in this report that offers any
remedy for that terrible condition.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any comments by members of the panel
upon that statement? Mr. Luedicke.

Mr. LUEDICIHE. One might say that in the sphere of small or me-
dium-sized businesses the question of insufficient incentives is now
getting perhaps the biggest demonstration. I have watched with
some concern now for the past few years that what you might call
a profit squeeze is really being reflected much more sharply in the
case of the smaller companies than the bigger ones. Taxes and prob-
ably overhead costs are largely responsible for that. They are getting
out of hand with respect to the small businesses. The danger is very
real to lose sufficient incentives to exist and grow properly. Some
people are afraid whenever "profit" is being mentioned. I am not a
bit afraid of that. The economy as we want it and as we have to have
it, has to function on profit. It is a profit system, and I think the
smaller businesses at the moment are in a very dangerous squeeze on
their profit margins.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, you raised a question there that
disturbs me. You are afraid that they just do not work hard enough.
You do not think they have the incentive or that the larger they are
the more efficient they are?

Do you say that the larger concern is more efficient than the smaller
concern ?

Mr. LuEDICIE. I did not mean to give the impression that they do
not work hard enough, Senator. I was thinking more of the tax
situation.

There is nobody in this economy that works harder than the small-
business man. We all know that. But the present tax structure
probably takes too much away from the incentive for hard work.

Vice Chairman PAT31AN. Well, it is a fact that the larger concerns
can fix their own prices pretty well and the last year they have profited
greatly by repeal of the excess-profits tax, for instance. Now, they
did not reduce their prices by reason of that. They just kept on
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charging the same prices, and they got a sort of windfall out of that.
Now, the smaller concerns that are not in a position to maintain

their prices, some of them had to lower their prices, and, furthermore,
the larger concern in buying the raw materials, don't you think they
are in a position of advantage over the smaller concern?

Mr. LuEmcKE. Well, on the price angle, Mr. Patman, anybody who
did buy an automobile in the latter part of 1954 knows darned well
that he did not pay the full list prices. Actually, I believe that the
price stability, as it was reflected in our prices indexes, was not quite
as "stable" as it appeared in the indexes. We have also heard of
increasing trouble with fair trade price maintenance. We are getting
greater pressure on the prices of big companies, too.

When it comes to the ability of small business to compete with large
business, I will say that I think there are disadvantages in size, as you
say raw material purchases and so on, but there are also advantages.
And, lest we forget the small-business man is trying to become a bigger
businessman, and ultimately a big-business man. The tax system
should help him, not hinder him.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. But aren't you disturbed about this merger
movement? Take a small concern that is struggling along in competi-
tion with a larger concern. Don't they have a great incentive to sell
out to the larger concern because the larger concern can bring them
into their social security system that they have in the larger one, and
give them real security; whereas they do not have good security in the
smaller concern, and do not you think that is a great incentive and
talking point for the officers and directors and principal owners of a.
small concern to sell out to the laroer one?

Mr. LUEDICKE. That again probably would depend on the individual
situation rather than on a generalization. When we are talking about
the present merger movement, obviously the mergers in the automobile
industry are of a different character than if a steel company were to
buy out a small steel company, or any other large company were to
absorb some small local company.

One thing that seems to be a very strong factor in the present eco-
nomic system is that there is this trend to bigness and that this bigness
is not necessarily creating monopoly, but, rather, intensified com-
petition.

I am intrigued with the idea that in the automobile industry the only
workable basis for competition is to have a number of equally strong
companies to compete.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. A number, you mean a half dozen or a
doien?

Mr. LUEDICKE. Well, I did not want to mention any definite num-
ber.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. You know it would be dangerous to have 2
or 3; wouldn't you? Wouldn't you think that would be a short step to
socialism?

Mr. LIFDIcKE. Well, I do not know, Mr. Patman. This is a leading
question.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Anyway, Mr. Chairman, I will not take up
any more time, but I just want to return to this one statement in the
President's report, which is really disturbing to me:

The income shares of both farm and business proprietors in 1954, 4.1
percent and 8.9 percent, respectively, were at postwar lows. Now, after
making that statement, which is really admitting a lot, I am really
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surprised and disappointed that something has not been suggested in
here to remedy this alarming situation.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Curtis.
Representative Cumris. Yes; I would like to pick up some of the

line of questions of Mr. Patman.
One thing I would like to know: In the figure you quoted, Mr.

Patman, of the ratio of profits of small to large business, you men-
tioned 1 year. I wonder if th4 is a trend? My observation would
be this, and if anyone on the panel has the information I would
be happy to be set straight as to what it actually is. My information
is that the ratio of earnings of large business to small business has
always been considerably greater because the industrial deaths occur
more in the smaller concerns, and I am wondering whether the figures
you have in this year, Mr. Patman, are an indicated trend that is
becoming more so or simply an observation that we do have this
difference between small and large?

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I think that is a good question.
Now, the figures that I have read represent a trend between the

first half of 1952 and the first half of 1954. In other words, there
was a reduction for corporations with total assets of under $250,000,
during that 2-year period from the first half of 1952, and the reduc-
tion of the profit rate is disturbing. It was 61.4 percent, just in that
2-year period, and I have it here broken down into several categories.

Profit rate,Corporations with total assets of: percent
Under $250,000-- ----- - _ 4.1
$250,000 to $1 million--------------------------- 6. 4
$1 to $5 million…--------7 -------------------------- 5. 7
$5 to $10 million--------------------------------- 7.6$10 to $50 million-------------------------------------- 8. 7
$50 to $100 million-------------------------------------- - 8. 6
Over $100 million------------------------------------------------ 12. 0

All sizes ---------- I -- 9. 9
Similarly, the changes in profit rates, after taxes, between the first half of

1952 and the first half of 1954 were as follows:
Change in

profit rate,Corporations with total assets of: percent
Less than $250,000_-____________________________________________ -61. 4
$250,000 to $1 million------------------------------------------- -28. 8
$1 million to $5 million.--- -------------------------------------- 28. 8
$5 to $10 million- -____________________________ -10. 6
$10 to $50 million----------------------------------------------- -8. 5
$50 to $100 million-.. __ _9 5
Over $100 fslillion----------------------------- ----- +6.1

All sizes…-.------------------------- -------------------------- 2. 0

Profit per C indollar of profit rate
sls from 1stsls half of 1952

Corporations with total assets of- Cents
Less than $4 million-0.9 -60.9
$ to $1 million-1.9 -17.4
$1 to $5 million - 2.1 -19.3
$51to $10 million-3.4 -2.9
$10 to $50 m illion - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4.0 _$50 to $100 million -4. 0 0$Over$lo0tmillion-4.0 -2. 5Over $10O million ------------------------------------------------------------ 6.3 +10.5

All sizes-4.5 +7.1
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Annual rates of profits (as percent of stockholders' equity) of manufacturing
corporations, by size of corporation

BEFORE TAXES

1st half Ist half Ist half Change 1952
of 1952 of 1953 of 1954 to 1954

Corporations with total assets of-
Less than $34 million - - 18.0 17.5 8.1 -55.0
$34 to 81 million- -18. s 10 . 6 13.2 -28. 7
$1 to $5 million - -205 20. 7 13.3 -35.2
$5 to $10 million-- 21.8 26.4 17.3 -20. 7
$10 to $50 million - -23. 4 25. 4 16. 1 -22. 7
$50 to $100 million - -22. 3 24. 6 17. 7 -20. 7
Over $100 million - -24. 2 27.9 22. 1 -8. 7

All asset sizes -22. 8 25. 7 19.2 -15. 8

AFTER TAXES

Ist half Ist half Ist half Change 1952
of 1952 of 1953 of 1954 to 1954

Corporations with total assets of-
Less than $34 million------------------ 10. 6 10. 1 4. 1 -01.4$34 to $1 million - - 7. 8 9. 1 6 4 -18.0
$1 to $5 million - -8. 0 8.9 5. 7 -28. 8
$5 to $10 million - - 8. 5 10. 6 7.6 -10. 6
$10 to $50 million 0. 5 10.6 8.7 -8.5
$50 to $100 million - - 9. 5 10.0 8. 6 -9.5
Over $100 million - -11. 3 12. 0 12. 0 +6.1

All asset sizes-1- 1- ------------------- 11.0 9. 9 -2. 0

Profits per dollar of sales of manufacturing corporations, by size of corporation
BEFORE TAXES

Ist half ist half Ist half Change 1952
of 1952 of 1953 of 1954 to 1954

Corporations with total assets of- Cents Cents Ces Percent
Less than $5i million-.9 3.9 1.9 -51.3$3i to $1 million -5.5 5.3 4. 0 -27. 3$l to $Smillion-------------------- 6.8 0. 9 4. -28.0
$5 to $10 million --- 8.9 9 7. 6 -1t47
$10 to $5o million -9.9 10.3 8.3 -16.2
WS to $100 lmilion-97 10.1 8.2 -15.5
Over $100 million -12.4 12.8 11ts -7.3

All asset sizes -9.6 10.2 8.7 -9.4

AFTER TAXES

Corporations with total assets of-
Less than $34 million-2.3 2.3 0.9 -60.9
$34 to $1 million -2.3 2.5 1.9 -17.4
$1 to $5s milion-2.6 3.0 2.1 -19.3
$s to $10 million - 3.5 9 34 -2.9
$10 to S50 million -0 4 3 4t 0
$50 to $100 million-.1 4.1 40 -2.5
Over $100 million-5.7 5. 5 6.3 +10. 5

All asset sizes-.2 44 t 5 +7.1
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Annual rates of profits (as percent of stockholders' equity) of manufacturing
corporations, by size of corporation.

BEFORE TAXES

Full year
|st half 1954

1952 1953

Corporations with total assets of-
Less than $Y, million - -17.0 12.4 8.1
$S4 million to $1 million -- 16.7 15.6 13. 2
$1 to $5 milli-n- -19.6 17.4 13.3
$5 to $10 million - -21.2 22.3 17.3
$10 to $50 million - -22.8 22. 5 18.1
$50 to $100 million - -21.9 21.8 17.7
Over $100 million- 23.6 25.1 22.1

All asset sizes -22.1 22. 6 19. 2

AFTER TAXES

Corporations with total assets of-
Less than $1/4 million - -9.3 6. 8 4.1
$y to $1 million - -7.2 7.1 6.4
$1 to $5 million - - 8.0 7.5 5.7
$5 to $10 million - -8.8 9.2 7. 6
$10 to $50 million - -9. 7 9.9 8.7
$50 to $100 million - -9.9 9. 4 8.6
Over $100 million - -11.8 12.1 12.0

All asset sizes -10.3 10.5 9.9

Representative CURTIS. Well, of course, I was thinking more of a
broader trend. I am very much interested in the point as we served
together on the Small Business Committee, and I know we share a
great concern about the welfare of small business, but I would be
interested in knowing what the overall trend is.

One other observation: In reference to the excess-profits tax, our
committee, the Ways and Means Committee, conducted hearings, of
course, on the extension of that, and if you recall in our Small Busi-
ness Committee, Mr. Patman, we had hearings throughout the country,
the year you were chairman. That was one matter that the smaller
businesses were presenting at all times, and the Small Business Com-
mittee stated, I believe, as a matter of fact in one of their reports,
that that was the tax that was hurting small business, and our observa-
tion after our studies was that it was a tax on growth of the companies,
and actually that was encouraging this very tendency of merger with
larger companies you speak of.

You have a new company going into a new kind of business, a new
device, and because it could not expand through keeping its capital it
was a very easy mark for a very large concern buying them up, par-
ticularly if they had tax credits on their books. It. to me, is very

Vice Chairman PATMEAN. I was not trying to justify the tax; I was
justifying it as an illustration.

Representative CURTIS. The only reason I point it out is you men-
tion larger corporations getting more profits as a result of the tax
going o f when what I think we did is save the lives of many good small
companies by eliminating it. But it goes back to this basic thing that
we mentioned this morning, and the one concern that I have on this
economic report: Our tax rates in all fields now are so high that the
slightest variation of tax language has an economic effect, and I wish
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that more attention were paid to this problem of the effect of tax laws
on the economic course in the country.

Mr. GAINSBRTJGHE. May I offer this comment, Mr. Chairman: I think
if you were to examine the history of the profitability of the smaller
enterprise, and of the larger enterprise, you would find this cyclical
characteristic: In the upswing business profits move up more rapidly
for small-scale business than they do for large-scale business, and,
conversely, in a period of contraction or recession, or whatever other
descriptive phrase we want to use, small-business profits go down
more markedly than do large business. The comparison of mid-
1952 with mid-1954 therefore may not be directly pertinent because the
periods are in two different stages of the business cycle.

Secondly, the recession did hit particularly hard the apparel indus-
try, textiles, the needle trades, and so forth. They are more typically
small scale in character than the durable-goods industries. Your fig-
ures may likewise reflect the particular impact of recession upon
specific sectors of the economy, particularly specific sectors of manu-
facturing.

The CHAIRAiAN. How could that be in view of the fact that the de-
cline in the durable-goods industries was much more severe than in
consumers' goods? If the decline was less in consumer's goods, why
would it be that the profits of the consumers' goods industries would
fall more rapidly?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I do not have the answer to that too clearly in
my own mind, Senator. There may have been some relief from excess
profits situations in durable goods tax carryovers and textile prices
were especially weak-but my comnment was to suggest you would get
further if you broke this down by particular types of industries and
then compared the results for like phases of business cycles.

Vice Chairman PATAN. Would it not be more favorable to
the typical large concern because a larger concern has stable prices
more than a smaller concern, and the durable goods industry, all of
them, of course, I think the records show that their prices were pretty
stable, particularly in the large concerns.

Mr. HoovER. Actually, Mr. Chairman, if I may say so, I was going
to make very much the same comment that Representative Patman has
now made, that this is indeed characteristic that during a boom period
while the soft consumer goods industries do quite well both with respect
to prices and as far as volume of production and employment is con-
cerned. Indeed, prices in the small-scale consumer goods industries
may rise further than they do in the large-scale producer's goods indus-
tries or in the durable consumer goods industries. On the down side
while the small-scale consumer goods industries may maintain produc-
tion and employment pretty well, prices fall off. I am only repeating
what Representative Patman says, but it is very characteristic of this
kind of cyclical movement.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, I do not know whether this is

the best place to raise this question or not, but it seems that this dis-
cussion has developed into a general appraisal of the whole situation,
and some criticism of the report, itself. When the report came out,
and all of the comments were made, I could not help but wonder at
what seemed to me to be a contradiction. Everything was pretty and
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rosy, and yet I knew that at that same time 10 percent of the people
of my State were on emergency rations, and that there were many
spots throughout the country where unemployment was really serious,
and people were suffering. At the same time we had this condition
in agriculture that as far as I know no one disputes is very, very bad,
and we have a bad condition in small business. Both groups are
caught in the squeeze.

Now, are we getting a correct, honest, full appraisal of the economic
situation when we get a report that carries a picture to the country
that everything is pretty and on the upgrade, when we know there is
suffering and misery and considerable despair in many segments of
the economy?

I shall just welcome some comment on that.
The CHAIRMAN. We are going to have a session tomorrow on unemn-

ployment in specific areas of industry that will take up some of those
questions. I have been getting the figures on the numbers of emer-
gency food orders in various States, and they are really very startling.

In justice to the Council, I think we should say that they did prepare
a chart showing percentages of unemployment by States, which is re-
produced there, and, of course, that shows that the coal-mining States
have been hit the hardest.

Senator SPARKMAN. It is true, Mr. Chairman, that many charts
appear in the appendixes, but I refer particularly to the publicity that
went out over the country, and it was to the effect that we were in an
unusually good economic condition. It seems to me the report should
have been more realistic.

At any rate, I invite suggestion on that, and it seems to me in view
of the discussions we have had on these other points it would be ap-
propriate at this time.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Keyserling.
Mr. KEYSERLING. I think that Senator Sparkman is basically right.

I think that basically the report presents a distorted picture. The
reason gets back to the very point we were discussing a few minutes
ago, about the difference between trends and needs.

Now, in view of the rate of the productivity of the American econ-
omy, and the growth of the labor force, par for the course changes
every year. In other words, the amount of demand for goods and
services, the amount of employment that you have to have, goes up
from year to year to maintain maximum employment and production.
When it does not go up enough, the people who are hit first and hit
hardest are those unable to protect themselves, small business, agri-
culture, and the unemployed.

Now, that is what has been happening. In the first three quarters
of 1954, in the main, the economy was fairly stable if you look at the
indexes of business activity; if you look at the stock market, or lf
you look at the profits of large concerns, it was booming upward. If
you thought in terms of needs, in terms of par for the course, it was
going backward.

Therefore, you had more unemployment, progressive decline in
farm income, progressive rise in the failures of small business.

Now, I think this report makes the wrong basic measurements of
what is prosperity, and what are the conditions of maximum employ-
ment and production, for the very reason that you cannot find in the
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body of the report the measurements of need which respond to the
Employment Act of 1946, which I think is a good law.

There is nothing in the report which says what the needed level of
employment is. There is nothing in the report which says what the
needed level of production is. There is nothing in the report which
says or analyzes seriously what the needed level of farm income or
consumer income, or of business income, might be to restore a lower
level of unemployment. On none of those points is there any com-
ment. That is the difference between needs and forecasts.

Mr. KEEZER. Mr. Chairman, I am not particularly prepared to de-
bate the report on as broad a basis as has been indicated. But I think
I would be remiss if, in the light of the turn the discussion has taken
I did not say that all of my studies indicate that the statement that
1954 was our most prosperous peacetime years is true. I think it is.
clear that we had a very mild recession, that since August, roughly,
the economy has been expanding. I think we all know that there are
areas of agriculture and industrial districts, and pockets of unem-
ployiuent. But I think that to suggest-after all, we are dealing with
a broad picture-that there is something wrong with the report on
this account would be quite unjustified. I take it to be a demonstrable
fact that we are in a prosperous period; this is the record.

This ought to be the group to check on it. We are here as tech-
nicians, not as statesmen.

Is there any question that that is true?
Mr. KEYSERLING. I do not think that is responsive to the Employ-

ment Act. The Employment Act does not set the target of having a
reasonably good economic year for some people. It sets a target of
good conditions for the great majority of the people-in our country, and
no serious hardship for the others.

Now, I think that is an attainable goal. I could say we did have
a generally prosperous year in 1954. But it was a declining year for
agriculture, it was a declining year for labor in terms of rising unem-
ployment. It was a declining year for small business. It was a year
when consumers in middle and low income groups had to draw on their
very limited savings to buy the necessities of life, and I think we
have to focus on those things because those are the breaking points
in the ice, the smooth ice, of the economic outlook.

If we do not watch them, because they are small, or because the
act calls for, namely, not to wait until everybody falls through the
ice.

I think if you let unemployment rise, if you let farm income go
down further, the time will come when the big business as well as the
small, the employed worker as well as the unemployed, the retail
worker as well as the farmer, will also fall through the crack. If you
want to wait until then to define the condition as calling for action,
very well, but I do not think that is what the Employment Act calls
for. I do not think there is a difference in definition of the current
situation. I think there is a difference in interpretation of the act.

Mr.' Rurr=NBERG. Mr. Chairman, I would like to respond to Sen-
ator Sparkman's question in this way:

As I read this report, I think it might be correct to say on page 2
you find the philosophy of the Council and the President. Here in
the first 2 paragraphs on page 2 is a discussion of 2 alternatives, and

58422-55--8
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I think it might be well to direct your attention to them. Beginning
in the second sentence it says:

Some citizens lacking faith in the abililty of the private economy to generate a
high level of activity espoused a steadily increasing role of Government.

Then it drops down and says:

Other citizens adherent to what they regard as the ultimate economic verities
are critical of any Government, which is designed to prevent or minimize the
rigors of depressed income and employment.

It says these are two doctrinaire positions. Then it sets up the al-
ternatives. "The American people believe firmly that econoinc free-
dom will not passively accept depression or inflation" what they are
saying here, it seems to me, is that those who advocate Government
action are for inflation, those who say that the Government should
stay out are for depression.

In 1954 we had neither depression nor inflation, therefore we must
have done a pretty good job, and I think it is with that philosophy in
mind that they come to the conclusion that everything is rosy. Mr.
Keyserling points out, everything cannot be rosy if the figures we
talked about this morning, which everybody agrees to, are accurate.
That is, that unemployment over the year has doubled, that industrial
production having returned to its last year's level in December has
done so with employment below last December, a million below last
December, a million below the peak.

These, it seems to me, are the facts. It is accurate to say that gross
national product in the fourth quarter of this year showed a rise
from the third quarter, things looked good, automobile production is
booming, steel production is currently booming, booming relatively
to the year 1954, and, therefore, things look rosy. We have avoided
depression, on the one hand, we have avoided inflation, on the other;
let us not rock the boat. This is a failure to recognize the basic ob-
jective of the Employment Act, which is to promote maximum em-
ploynient, not partial employment.

The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Mills.
Representative MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I am not certain that the

question I have in mind is apropros at this time. However, I do
desire the panel to discuss in connection with the next question, if they
will, this thought: *What rates of national economic growth should
Government economic policy attempt to facilitate in the coming year?

The CHAIRMAN. That is a very good question.
Does anyone want to reply to it.
Mr. HOovER. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hoover.
Mr. HOOVER. I have already stated that we should try to maintain

a rate of something like 4 or 5 percent. I think we may need more
stimulus than present policies provide if we are to attain this rate
of growth. Having said that, fairness compels me to go on and
say that we should not forget that this is a very delicate matter, to
know how stimulative or how restrictive our economic policy should
be in order to attain this growth rate. I could be quite wrong in
my estimate of what degree of stimulation the economy needs just
now. It must be noted, too, that at one time there was, I think,
quite a. real problem of stopping inflation.
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Now, you carried out a particular anti-inflationary policy, and

along with stopping inflation you also got a recession.
The CHAimNIAŽN. WAchen did you think that the problem of stopping

inflation occurred? Was it in 1953 or had it been in 1951?
AIr. HOOVER. It well may have been 1951, but on my part this is

largely hindsight. If you had asked me in 1951 I doubt whether I

would have given that answer.
I hope everybody else knows the answer better than I do on these

matters, you see, because unfortunately I do not. I have to admit a
very large margin of error. Yet we must repeatedly make value

judgments and act or refrain from acting on the basis of very im-
perfect knowledge. It is simply impossible to avoid the exercise of

judgment because a decision to refrain from lowering the interest rate

or to refrain from increasing the budgetary deficit or to do the

opposite will alike affect the rate of growth in national income.
The CHAIRMAN. A very wise man. But you would say a failure

to grow at a rate of 4 or 5 percent should be a matter of concern.
Mr. HOOVER. Yes. However, I would point out that you cannot be

sure about it. If mv recommendation were followed, it might well
turn out that you would get more inflation than we would want. As
you ask me right now, I gave a recommendation. That recommenda-
tion might result in action which would be wrong. I do not think
so or naturally I would not make such a recommendation.

The ChAIRMIAN. Does anybody want to comment on that statement?
Mr. KEEZER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a question which

might throw some light on this. It might be addressed to Mrs.

Wickens, and perhaps there is no answer, but a rough calculation
seems to be that productivity increased in 1953 at the rate of about
4 percent. In 1954 an equally rough calculation indicates it in-
creased about 1 percent.

Is there some validity in those figures?
Mrs. WICKENS. In reply to that. Mr. Chairman, I do not think that

there is any good over-all measure except the ratio of the number
of persons employed to gross national product. Any rough measure-
ment of that kind will indicate the wide fluctuations from year to

vear. And while I am speaking, I might point out that the Council,
in discussing long-term growth, would not have to asuine it would
be the same rate every year. We are talking about long-term growth.
There will be years below and years above. It is expecting too much
of a free-enterprise economy to expect it to adjust to a rate of growth
in a straight line.

Mr. KEEZER. Mr. Colm favors me with some figures on this subject
which are about what mv rouch figures indicated. Productivity
increased at a rate of 4 percent in 1953, and at a rate of 1.2 percent
in 1954. I bring up the point because it seems to me to have some
bearing.

The CHAMRM3AIN. Are you speaking of total productivity?
Mr. KEEZER. Output per man-hour.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a very different thing.
Mr. KEEZER. But it seems to me it has an important bearing on the

possibility of having a precise year-to-year growth figure.
Mr. COLm~. MIr. Chairman, if I may add a comment on my own

figures, I do think that the low productivity per man-hour for the
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year 1954 is a function of the recession, that the figures for 1952 and
1953 and previous years which are all between 3, 4 and 5 percent, are
more indicative of a longer run trend than the figure for 1954 which
is extraordinarily low, one of 1.2 percent. This is comparable with
what happened when we had a decline in 1949. It dropped from 4.9
percent in 1948 to 1.5 percent in 1949.

(The following table was subsequently supplied for the record.)

Annual productivity increases

Civilian employment
Average Average Total Gross OutputIncrease
weekly annual man- private per man- over

Total Govet- Private hours hours hours product hour previous
ment year

(A) (B) (0) (D) (E) (F) (0) (H) U)

1947 dol- 1947 dol-
Millions Milon Millions Millions iars lars Percent

1939-------- 45.8 3. 7 42.1 42. 7 2, 220. 4 93, 479 145. 0 1.551 -------
1940 ------ 47 5 3 8 43. 7 43.0 2, 236.0 97, 713 158 6 1. 623 +4.61941 30.4 4.1 46.3 43.9 2, 282.8 305,694 181.7 1.719 +5.9
1942 53.8 4.8 49.0 45.1 2, 345.2 114,913 198.7 1.729 +.6
1943 - 54.5 S. 5 49. 0 47. 4 2, 464.8 120, 775 209. 0 1. 730 +. I
1944 54.0 5. 3 48. 5 45. 1 2, 345.2 113, 742 222.0 1.952 +12. 8
1945 52.8 5. 5 47. 3 44. 3 2, 303.6 108, 960 218.0 2.001 +2. 5
9146 - 5. 2 5. 1 50. 1 42. 5 2, 210.0 110, 721 211.2 1.907 -4.7
1947 58.0 5.0 53.0 41.6 2,163.2 114, 650 215.6 1.881 -1.4
1948 ----- 59.4 5.1 54.3 49.8 2,121.6 115,203 227.3 1.973 +4.9
1949 58.7 5.3 53.4 40.3 2, 095. 6 11, 905 224.0 2. 002 +t. 9
1950 - - 60.0 1.5 54.5 ----- 246.6 - - --
1951 - 61.0 5.8 55.2 40.3 2,095.6 115,677 259.9 2.247 2 +12.2
1952 61.3 6.1 35.2 40.5 2, 106. 0 116, 251 269. 3 2.317 +3. 1
1953 62.2 6.1 56.1 40.1 2,085.2 116,980 281.9 2.410 +4.0
1954 61.2 5.9 35.3 38.9 2, 022.8 111,861 272.9 2.440 +1.2

1939-54 av-
erage -+3.1

I Output per man-hour in 1950 could not be computed because the census Bureau's figures on average
weekly hours for that year are distorted by the fact that the weeks during which surveys were made thatyear included an unusually large number of holidays.

2 Percentage increase from 1949 to 1951.
Sources:
(A) P. 1I3, Economic Report of the President, January 1955.(B) Table 26, national income, 1954 edition, A Supplement to the Survey of Current Business, General

Government employees only. 1954 figure estimated.
(c) (A) minus (B).
(D) From Annual Reports on the Labor Force. Adjusted to take account of the fact that some employees

were not working during survey weeks (because of vacation, temporary layoffs, etc.) and therefore worked
zero hours.

(E) (D) times 52.
(F) (0) times (E).
(G) P. 140, Economic Report of the President, January 1955.(H) (0) divided by (F).

The CHAIRMAN. I do not want to interrupt, but I think that what
Congressman Mills is asking about and what Mr. Keyserling and
Mr. Hoover dealt with was productivity for the economy as a whole,
not productivity per man-hour. As a matter of fact, very frequently
in a recession productivity per man-hour rises quite appreciably even
though the total index of production is falling and I think what Mr.
Mills meant was, at what rate should the economy grow ?

Mr. HOOVER. Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, if I may say so, the
gross national product would have to advance at a greater rate than
the per man-hour rate, you see, if the two were to move as they ordi-
narily would do.

The CHAIRMAN. The population -is growing, I assume at a rate of
about 1.2 or 1.3 percent a year. Mr. Keyserling.
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Mr. KEYSERLING. I have a point in response to Congressman Mills'
question. If you start from a maximum employment economy, your
economy needs to grow each year by the rate of productivity growth
plus the growth of the labor force, minus long-term desirable reduc-
tions in hours, once you have decided what you regard as an optimum
level of employment.

Now if the economy had grown from the first part of 1953 at a
modest rate of productivity growth, measured over the record of the
few vears before, then plus the absorption of this labor force, we
would have been by the end of 1954, at a gross-national-product level
of about $391 billion, or about $30 billion higher than we actually
were (annual rates).

Therefore, one might say that to restore full maximum production
by next year, we would have to grow by that same rate projected
from early 1953, and get a level above $400 billion in 1955. How-
ever, that would be an inflationary rate of growth. which is another
way of saying in 1 year you cannot pick up what you have lost through
2 or 3 years of what I would regard as neglect. Therefore, it would
be fair to set as a need-I call it a need-a considerably lower rate of
growth than would bring us to where we would have been in 1955
had nothing happened. It certainly must be sufficient to pick up
the growth in the labor force, or unemployment will rise. It cer-
tainly must be sufficient to pick up the excess number of unemployed.

Well, how big is that excess number? That depends on your
national-need definition of what level of unemployment national
policy should regard as consistent with maximum employment. So
if you do not define that need, you haven't any basis on which to rest.

I don't see how we could get the level of unemployment down to
what I would regard as the maximum employment level without the
:economy growing by about 6 percent above the 1954 level in 1955, and
Xabout. 8 percent in the fourth quarter of the year above the fourth
quarter of 1954 level. Now, that does not really disagree with the fig-
ures that Mr. Hoover stated, because the 4 to 5 percent figure that he
gives is the growth figure at full employment. We have an addi-
tional job, this year, because if we only pick up productivity and the
new labor force, we would not be making up anything on the excess
unemployment, and we would not be bringing the kind of advance
in the economy which would stall the downtrend in agricultural
decline and remedy the small-business problems.

So my estimate is, and others may have different estimates, that if
you reallv want to reduce unemployment to the neighborhood of 2
million, you would have to expand about 6 percent over the course of
the year. Until you make some such framework of the need-some-
body else might take a different figure, 3, 5, or 7-there is no basis
for evaluating national policy.

It is like saying you should not make an estimate of tax revenues,
and should not make an estimate as to the extent you want to balance
the budget, because you may be wrong on the estimates of revenues and
also on your policy determinations with respect to the need to balance
the budget.

However wrong you may be, you can't exert any national policy
without, (1) making a forecast, and (2) bringing in between that fore-
cast and the policy determination an estimate of need. You can't
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jump from the forecast to the policy. You have to forecast, then say
here is what we need to do, and then here is how we hope to get there.
It seems to me that is explicit.

Representative MILLS. Just one further question of Mr. Keyserling.
As I understand it, you do not see anything in the report which would
bring about Government economic policy to facilitate that growth,.
that rate of growth.

Mr. KEYSERLING. I say first that the report makes no analysis of the
basic needs and, therefore, does not relate the policies to needs, which
I think any national economic analysis directed toward a policy should
do.

It does not set the Federal budget or any other policy in the frame-
work of the need and, therefore, the policy is completely unrelated to
the need. Furthermore, it does not even state the need. It makes no
commitment whatsoever as to what the level of unemployment ought
to be, or the level of production, or the dispersion of purchasing power.

For all that you could gather from this report, the report might be
intimating that we ought to have a million higher level of unemploy-
ment. or a million lower level of unemployment. If you don't take
a position on that, you have no basic policy.

The CHAIR-MAN. Is there any further discussion on this point and
in particular does anyone want to comment on Mr. Hoover's statement
that if the economy fails to grow at the rate of say 4 or 5 percent a
year, that it should be a matter of concern?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I for one must take reservation at a figure that
is pitched as high as 4 percent or 5 percent. I find nothing in our
past that says we have made sustained progress at so high a rate.
Much of this discussion, it seems to me, has been concentrated on the
hole in the doughnut rather than on the doughnut, itself. The level
of retail trade in December continuing into January is the highest we
have ever had. We have a highly active automotive industry, a
booming construction industry. I think the Council is basically right
when it says the policy pursued in 1954 gives promise of further re-
covery in 1955.

I may quarrel with them on the basis of their expectations for boom
dimensions in the economy by 1955, but at all previous periods of
prosperity there have been declining industries at the same time
there was expansion. National policy has tried to deal with the
problems of the peripheral, the fringe groups that are being dis-
advantaged in the process of economic expansion. But national policy
has also been centered on seeing to it that the healthy sectors of the
economy were not interfered with.

Special programs are suggested in the Economic Report to deal
with the problems of depressed areas. There has been a Presiden-
tial message designed to deal with the problem of agriculture.
There have been numerous other attempts to deal with the problem
areas. But the basic point of this Economic Report, if I can re-
peat it, is that recovery has begun; as best it can be discerned by the
Council it anticipates this recovery will grow in dimensions during
the course of the year and that by the year end, contrary to Mr. Key-
serling's opinion, we will be at levels which they state will approach
reasonably full employment.

Mr. KEEZER. Mr. Chairman, I do not see how anybody could pos-
sibly take exception to the statement that if the economy is not
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growing at a rate which reflects the increased labor force and in-
creased productivity, it is a matter for concern. But should not we
perhaps make a distinction between concern and action, because we do
have these unexpected fluctuations from time to time and if each dip
were immediately made the subject of action to bring it up to a steady
rate of orowth. I think that might-

The CHAIRMAN. How long would you say this dip would have to
continue before you thought action would be justified?

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Farm prices in particular, may I add,
Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. I am speaking of production and Mr. Patman is
speaking of farm prices.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, that is an outstanding example.
The CHAIRMAN. You say do not worry about a year. Would you

worry about 2 years, would you worry about 3 years, would you
worry about 4 years?

Mr. KEEZER. I don't believe I said I would not worry about a year.
I intended to say I could see dangers in using a hair trigger which,
upon the first dip, would bring immediate action to have something
done about it. I think it would be foolish to give a formula answer
in days, months, or weeks.

Vice Chairman PATI[AN. But would you excuse me, Mr. Chairman,
on farm prices do you not think something should be done now in
view of the fact that they have gone down so consistently so long
over a period of years? Do you not think it is going to upset our
entire economy eventually in some way if something is not done to
correct that situation?

Mr. KEEZER. Well, I wish we had an expert on agriculture on oir
panel to deal with that question.

Representative KELLEY. I do not know whether the matter has bemin
discussed or not, but I think this mater of public works should hav',
been given some attention.

As you say, there are areas of depression, there have been and are
great areas of depression in the last year, and I wonder why some-
thing has not been done in the matter of public works. Certainly
the legislation was proposed in the House and in the Senate. I think
the depressed areas, so many of them and so severe, would warrant
something of that sort.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there comment on that?
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. I think some initial attempts were made. One

of the difficulties of Government action is the time required to move
-in, including a program of public works and very frequently your
program of public works comes along at a later time when it is no
longer needed. It may take 6 months or a year to get actual produc-
tion under way. There were also steps taken toward the placement of
defense contracts in depressed areas.

That type of activity did go on. In this problem of depressed
areas and depressed communities, I think much could be said for the
need for self-help of tie affected community. Some of them have done
far better jobs than others of appraisal of their economic resources,
in attracting new industries and in trying to adjust to the changing
patterln of markets. There is a limit in my mind to the desirability
of Federal action pivoted around the sustaining of a depressed area.
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It may be more desirable in some instances to have your resources
fluid, to retrain these people, to move or attract them into other areas
and into other industries in which they can make a more effective con-
tribution to national output than they can in their particular location.

Representative KELLEY. Of course, that presents a very serious
social problem. Most of these families have built their homes, they
have raised families, they have established themselves in a community,
and they cannot very readily be moved. And besides, it is difficult-
you take a whole group of workingmen and their families and trans-
port them some place and find jobs for them. As a rule there are
not any jobs in this kind of a period even where you have areas of
fairly good employment. There are not so many jobs waiting for
people. It is a human problem.

Senator SPARKMAN. Someone has facetiously said that it would
create a traffic jam. People going from the coal-mining sections in
my State, would meet the people coming from the plants in the North-
ern States.

The CHAIRMAN. Have we finished discussing topic 3?
How many expect economic activity to be higher in 1955 than in

1954? Could we take a poll on that?
(Show of hands.)
The CHAIRMAN. Apparently, all of you. I do not know whether

Mr. Gainsbrugh is more assertive or more optimistic. His hand went
up higher than anybody's. It was unanimous though, I think. How
'many expect economic activity to be higher in 1955 than it was in
1953 ?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. For the year 1953 or for peak rate in the second
quarter?

The CHAIRMAN. For the full year.
(Show of hands.)
The CHAIRMAN. There are three. The others, I take it, do not

expect it to be higher.
Senator SPARKMAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, those who expect 1955 to

be higher than 1954-
The CHAIRMAN. That was everybody.
Senator SPARKMAN. That was everybody. I wonder how many

of them think-
Mr. LuEDIcmE. I am not so certain.
Senator SPARKMAN. I noticed two hands just barely went up. I

was wondering since we have devoted a good bit of time to the dis-
cussion of this productivity factor, if they would likewise hold up
their hands to the question, do they believe that the increase in 1955
would be enough to make up for the productivity factor, the increase
that would be normally expected and needed?

Mr. GAINSBRU1GH. That phrase, productivity, bothers me. If you
.will rephrase your question to how many believe unemployment will
be higher or lower, because I think that is the area we want to deal
with, we might be able to answer.

The CHAIRMAN. Let us start with economic productivity. How
many expect economic productivity to be higher; I think everybody
agrees it will be higher in 1955 than in 1954. How many expect pro-
ductivity to be higher in 1955 than in 1953?

Mr. LuEDIcKE. Are you talking about gross national product?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
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Mr. GAi.NSBRUGH. Not just output per man-hour.
The CHAIRMAN. That is not involved.
Mr. LuEDIcyiE. Gross national product, it is then?
The CHAIRMAN. I do not like it myself, but everybody is expressing

it that way.
Senator SPARKMAN. But is it enough just to expect gross national

product to be greater?
The CHAIRMAN. No, Jolm, we are just taking one step at a time,
Senator SPARKMAN. I was wondering if you would take that other

step.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes. How many expect gross national prod-

uct-I personally think national income ought to be the test, but that
is neither here nor there. How many expect gross national product.
to be higher in 1955 than in 1953?

Mr. RutTENBERG. Was not that what you intended the first ques-.
tion to ask?

The CHAIRMAN. No, the second, the first dealt with 1954.
(Show of hands.)
The CHAIRMAN. The others apparently do not. Now may I ask

those who believe that 1955 will be higher than 1953, do you expect
it to be more than 3 percent higher?

Mr. RuTTENBERG. Senator, could I be presumptions enough to sug-
gest this question?

The CHAIRMAN. No; I would like to have my question go further.
Mr. Rrt 'u=ERG. This would be a kind of a paraphrase of that

question.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, how many believe it is going to be more than

3 percent higher than 1953?
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. What is the figure for 1953?
The CHAIRMAN. 365 billion.
Senator SPARKMAN. That would be about 11 billion more.
Mr. GAINSBRUGHI. Our Economic Forum believes the GNP in the

fourth quarter of 1955 will be about $370 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it would have to go up for the year to about

376 to be 3 percent higher.
Senator SPARKMAN. That is the average of the year.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, apparently no one seems to believe that.
Mr. Butler.
Mr. BUTLER. I think that the annual rate at the end of the year

will be 3 percent above the 1953 average, but the average for the
year will not.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, in the meantime, the population has
increased, the working population has increased, and the output
per man-hour has increased, so that that would still indicate a very
appreciable amount of unemployment at the end of the year, even
if the most optimistic estimates were to be made.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if you would in-
clude in your predictions what is going to happen in one segment of
the economy in which I am greatly interested, and all of those
who come from primarily agricultural States, and that is what is
going to happen to the farmer. His condition is going to improve or
continue to go down.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, we would like to hear comments on
that. I don't want to make a partisan statement, but as I under-
stand it-
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Senator SPARKMIAN. That is gross income for the farmer, his share
of the dollar.

Mr. LUEDICKE. I expect pressure on prices to continue, though
moderately.

Senator SPARKMAN. You mean going down?
Mr. LUEDIcIEC. Yes, moderately.
Mr. GAINsBRUGH. Acreage restrictions and greater resort to

flexible price supports indicate lower levels of farm income.
* Senator SPARKMAN. At the same time is the price of the products
he has to buy going to continue to rise? In other words, is the
squeeze going to become tighter and tighter?

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. It has not been rising in recent months. I would
anticipate price stability in the prices paid by farmers.

Mr. TLuEDICKE. I would expect some pressure in that area too,
especially later in the year.

Senator SPARKMAN. If you have another steel rise
Mr. LUEDICKE. Well, steel always comes late.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Patman suggested another question on the

farm situation. How many believe that the net income of the farms
ers, the net income of the farmers, which I suppose is price times
quantity minus expenses, will be higher in 1955 than it was in 1954?

Senator SPARKMAN. Net income?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. It was down to about 11 billion at the

last report, on an annual basis.
Senator SPARKMAN. You do not expect it to be higher?
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. No; I am asking them.
The CHAIRMAN. How many expect it to be lower?
Mr. LuEDICKE. Not much lower, but some.
The CHAIRMAN. Nearly everyone, I think, expects it to be lower.
Representative MiLLS. Mr. Chairman, may I propose a question.

Does that mean then that you anticipate that the farners, the per-
centage of farm income as measured by the total income will be less
this year than last year?

The CHAIRMIAN. They all seem to think that national income or
gross national product for the country as a whole will be higher, but
they all seem to believe that the farmers' income will be lower.

Representative MILLS. As a percent of national.
The CHAIRMAN. In absolute terms, so the percentage terms would

be still lower.
Representative MILLS. Right at that point, if I may, I was just

going to suggest that my recollection of the percent of the farmers'
income as measured in percentage of the total income this year, or for
1954, was less than it was in 1932, is that right, the percent of farm
income of the income of the whole country was less than it was in
1932 ?

Mr. RuITENBERG. Of course, there were fewer farmers.
Representative MiLLs. Wite can't alibi it too much, though.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. You drew one inference from our consensus that

I would like to take a reservation on. You said on the basis of a show
of hands it seemed apparent that the expansion in the economy in
1955 would not be sufficient to diminish the level of unemployment.
I think that was the tenor of your comment.
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The CHAIRMIAN. No, would still leave an appreciable amount of
unemployment and less employment and more unemployment than
there was in 1953.

Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Than there was in 1953?
The CHAIM-3AN. Yes. Of course, we shouldn't necessarily take

these predictions as being gospel truth.
Mr. Colm.
Mr. COLM. Mr. Chairman, your last statement-that we should not

take these predictions as gospel truth-is in line with a comment I
would like to make. I participated in the show of hands because I
wanted to be responsive to the question of the chairman, but I have
some hesitation in making outright predictions without more specifi-
cally formulating the assumptions under which they are made. I do
not believe that we are able really to make such absolute, unqualified
predictions.

The CHAIRMAN. We assume that the international situation will
not change, which is a very dubious assumption in view of what is
going on. There is a hot battle on the Senate floor on this very issue
now.

Mr. COLM. AIr. Chairman, this is a very important qualification,
but there is a second one. I personally expect that the business re-
vival underway will continue for several more months, but I am
somewhat dubious as to whether that revival will continue for the
rest of the year.

I could imagine that the Cong ess, recognizing that situation, might
adopt measures or speed up measures which are not now contemplated
for this year, for instance, a tax reduction, or a public roads program
which under present plans would only start in the subsequent year.
I would like to say that at least my vote was under the tacit assump-
tion that there would be no change in present policies. Now, this, I
think, is a very important second qualification.

Air. KEEZER. Mr. Chairman, I have a piece of good news I hope I
am going to be able to give the committee.

The ChAIJARAN. Well, we are very glad to hear it. We want to
hear good news.

Vice Chairman PATMrAN. We are all ears on that.
Mr. KEEZER. In October we made a check on business plans for

investment in new plant and equipment in 1955. I think historically
that range of investment has been the most unstable part of our
economy. This check of preliminary plans indicated that investment
in 1955 in industrial plant and equipment would be down approxi-
mately 5 percent from 1954.

In anticipation of coming here today and meeting with this com-
mittee, wve made another check of the larger companies and -we found
no downward revisions and we found several very substantial upward
revisions. So it now appears that between the time we made our
preliminary check and the time of this hearing that the outlook for
investment in industrial plant and equipment has improved and that
if one had to make a judgment at this time it would be that there
would be little or no decline in 19.55 as compared with 1954.

Vice Chairman PATM1YAN. Did you also determine whether they are
going to get their money for expansion?

Mr. KEEZER. We are constantly looking at that. Depreciation
allowances alone will provide about 60 percent of the money required
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by nonfinancial corporations to finance the investment in new plants
and equipment they now seem to be planning for 1955.

Vice Chairma PATMAN. What about the fast amortization? Would
that provide quite a bit of it?

Mr. KEEZER. That is lumped in the total depreciation allowance,
and I think, Mr. Patman, there is a little indication of one develop-
ment in this field which you will find encouraging. It is that the
smaller companies which had declines in their capital investment over
a period of years are beginning to increase them again.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. How much will they get for the expansion
program from retained earnings which, of course, I would assinne
would include the factors that you mention?

Mr. KEEZER. The amount in percentage?
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Yes.
Mr. KEEZER. I would have to check the figures.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, practically all of it, wouldn't they,

in retained earnings?
Mr. KEEZER. I say between depreciation allowances and retained

earnings there is enough to pay the bulk of the planned investment of
industry in new plant and equipment in 1955; that is correct.

Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. Yes. Now, what chance has a small con-
cern in this country that does not have that advantage against a large
concern with this enormous costless capital? In other words, most of
their capital or expansion comes about from prices, that by reason
of their secure position and their monopolistic position they are able
to fix their prices, and the consumers will pay these prices at a rate
that will give them their capital for expansion purposes?

Now, that is really costless capital to them. The consumers have
paid it. Now, what chance has a small concern that must go into the
money market and borrow its money and pay a pretty high rate of in-
terest on it, and keep on paying interest on it. and keep on borrowing?
What chance has that small concern against the branch of a big con-
cern across the street that has available all of this costless capital?

Mr. KEEZER. It is my impression that we have more small business
enterprises in the United States today than we have ever had.

Am I correct in that?
Vice Chairman PATMAN. What is your feeling about the outlook

for this year? You know this report is not very optimistic about
small concerns.

Mr. KEEZER. Well, limiting myself to the one thing about which I
have some factual information, I could say that our recent survey gave
some indication that the smaller companies are increasing their capi-
tal investment. These are smaller companies, not tiny companies.

Representative MILLs. Mr. Chairman, may I propound a question
which you went into just a little bit. It is a slight variation of your
question, but I would like to know of the panel whether or not a rise
in gross national product anticipated in 1955 over 1954 will be enough,
in your opinion, to reduce 1954 levels of unemployment, or will un-
employment be higher in 1955?

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Keyserling.
Mr. KEYSERLING. My guess would be that if the growth in the na-

tional product is held within the limits suggested, that the level of
unemployment in 1955 would average considerably higher than in
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1954, which was twice as high as in 1953. This is another way of say-
ing, with the growth in gross national product at less than 3 percent,
1955 would be a worse year than 1954, and not a better year, as meas-
ured against par for the course.

Mr. COLm. Mr. Chairman, I would like to bring to your attention
the most recent survey by Dun & Bradstreet on business expectations.

For the second quarter of 1955, as compared with the second quar-
ter of 1954, 71 percent of all concerns interrogated expect an increase
in sales, but only 16 percent expect a rise in the number of employees.

Now, those are business expectations for the second quarter of 1955.
Mr. GAINSBRUGH. Mr. Chairman, on page 73 of the Business Out-

look, our 15-man economic forum came up with this anticipation of
unemployment, second half of 1955. The arithimetic average of $2.8
million is close to our existing levels of unemployment. They were of
the belief that by the second half of 1955 unemployment in the light
of the rising tendencies of the economy throughout 1955 would be no
higher than it is currently.

Mr. RUrrNBERG. Mr. Chairman, might I just add, when you asked
the first question about the 1955 rise in gross national product over
1954, I raised my hand only very slightly.

I think there will be a rise. The rise will be relatively insignifi-
cant. I think unemployment in 1955 will average a million to a
million and a half higher than the average of unemployment in 1954.
While I answered the question affirmatively that gross national prod-
uct in 1955 will be up over 1954, it will be up not near enough to prevent
unemployment from rising about a million to a million and a half.

Mrs. WICKENS. Mr. Chairman, I believe that the answer to this
question will vary with the members of the panel in terms of their
views on three things: First, the rate of productivity; second, the
additions to the labor force; and, finally, their assumptions about the
gross national product.

If you take, for example, the figure of 21/2 percent a year as the long-
term average increase in what we loosely called productivity, that is
the output per man-hour, and you assume an addition to the civilian
labor force of about a million people, it would take about $375 billion
of gross national product in 1955 to absorb a million additional per-
sons.

Now, Mr. Keyserling some time ago talked about an increase of
$30 billion. His figure of $30 billion was estimated from the peak
of 1953, which would give you much higher levels than if you begin
with the end of 1954.

Mr. KEYSERILING. I do not project 1955 needs from the 1953 peak.
As I have said, I project them from where we are now.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; Mr. Butler.
Mr. BUTLER. My analysis of the business outlook leads me to the

conclusion that activity will reach a rate at the end of this year of
around $375 billion. That will be just about enough to absorb the
growth in the labor force. However, I think there is beginning to

some evidence that this advance will continue into 1956. If so,
in 1956 will begin to make progress in reducing unemployment.

The CHAIuMAN. In other words, would you expect an increase in
unemployment in the first part of the year, a decrease in unemploy-
ment the last half of the year, so that at the end of the year the average
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would be approximately where it was and permanent rises in produc-
tion would have to wait until 1956?

Mr. BUTLEit. Yes. I am thinking in terms of seasonally adjusted
figures.

Vice Chairman PATAIAN. I want to ask Mr. Keezer one question,
please.

In view of the sharp drop in profits for the small- and medium-sized
concerns the last 2 years, what factors should be an incentive to the
small concerns to increase their capital now; increase their investment?

Mr. KEEZER. Well, you increase your investment in the light of your
expectations.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. In other words, they would have to dis-
regard the past were their profit rate was very low, that is the last
2 years?

Mr. KEEZER. I think that in recent years there was this large expan-
sion in defense facilities that was accomplished mostly by the larger
companies. When we come back to another type of economy the
smaller companies see opportunities that did not exist earlier. This
evidence I offer I don't offer as powerful and conclusive. We simply
see a little evidence that smaller companies which had been decreas-
ing their investment are now increasing it slightly.

Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, could I just ask a question
on these figures on unemployment?

In these answers I gathered the impression that you were using
absolute figures rather than percentage figures, ratio of unemployed
to the employment; is that correct? Of course, I realize that the
differential is not too much, but what we are really concerned about
is the percentage.

The CHAIRMAN. Does anybody want to volunteer any information
on that?

Mr. Kelley, are there any questions you wish to ask?
Representative KELLEY. No, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We want to thank you for coming. We do not

want to shut the meeting off if people think there are other subjects
to be explored. Does anyone have any comment that they want to
make, either a member of the committee or the panel ?

Representative MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I do not know that this has
been focused exactly. We have discussed it in connection with the
rate of unemployment anticipated in 1955, but I wonder whether or
not in the opinion of the panel unemployment will be higher in 1955
than in 1954, on the average, or even in the last quarter?

The CHAIRMAN. Is anyone willing to make a statement on that?
We will take a poll on that. How many think it will be higher,

unemployment?
(There was a show of hands.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, indeed.
(The extended statements of the panel are as follows:)

RECENT CHANGES IN EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Statement by Aryness Joy Wickens, Acting Commissioner of Labor Statistics,
before the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, considered the President's
Economic Report

You have requested the members of this panel to answer a series of questions
on the state of the Nation's economy in the light of the objective of the Em-
ployment Act of 1946 to "promote maximum employment, production, and pur-
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chasing power." I shall address my observations to your first question, namely,
what have been the economic developments since 1952. I shall discuss them in
terms of the labor force, employment and unemployment, labor turnover, and
hours of work. I have here with me several charts which illustrate these
developments.

Our first major concern is the working population of the country. There has
been a substantial growth in the labor force in the United States over the past
8 years, amounting to nearly 7 million workers, or more than 10 percent (see
chart 1). This growth is sometimes obscured by the marked ups and downs
within each year. The labor force is largest in the summer months when
school children enter the labor market and lowest in the winter, with a range of
around 3 million from the high to the low. In 1947 the total labor force aver-
aged 61.8 million; in 1950,64.7 million; and in 1954, 67.8 million.
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The Armed Forces are counted as part of the Nation's labor force since they
represent employment for many men who would otherwise be in the civilian
labor force. Also, of course, a large proportion of the members of the Armed
Forces return to the civilian labor force after some years of service. In the
early years of the period shown on the chart, 1947-50, the Armed Forces num-
bered roughly 1.5 million. In the later years, 1951-54, they exceeded 3 million.
As a consequence of this expansion in the Armed Forces after the Korean inci-
dent began, the civilian labor force has not grown in every year. As a matter
of fact, the peak annual average level of 63 million in the civilian labor force
in 1950 was not again reached until 1953 because the expected net addition was
absorbed in the Armed Forces. This past year the civilian labor force aver-
aged 6412 million.

With these facts as background, I should like to discuss the expectations for
1955. On the basis of the growth of the population and recent trends in labor-
force partcipation by men and women of different age groups, it is estimated
that the net growth of the Nation's total labor force in the next 12 months will
be about 700,000. At the same time a decline of 340,000 is anticipated in the
Armed Forces, according to a recent statement by the President. It is likely
that about one-fifth of these men will return to school, with the other 275,000
becoming available as civilian workers during the year. Taking these two ele-
ments of increase together, then, there may be a net addition to the civilian
labor force of something close to a million persons during 1955.

However, this is by no means a fixed figure. It depends upon the decisions
of millions of people as to whether they will or will not actually seek work.
In the United States, it is every man's and woman's choice whether he or she
will or will not work, and that choice is conditioned by changes in the economic
climate.

The makeup of today's labor force can be illustrated by the chart which shows
the labor force by age and sex in April 1954 (chart 2). You will notice that
the great majority of men from 20 to 55 are consistently in the labor force. The
participation rates of the other groups shown in the chart are more likely to
vary with economic conditions, thereby providing considerable flexibility in the
labor force.

In April 1954 a majority of teen-agers were in school, a majority of adult
women reported themselves as housewives, and the bulk of the men and women
over 65 were out of the labor force because of retirement or inability to work.
However, large numbers of these groups do have jobs, and the proportions which
are in the labor market depend to a large extent on circumstances. For example,
during World War II millions of persons who ordinarily did not work, took
jobs. Under other conditions, when there are no patriotic incentives or when
jobs are hard to get, many students, housewives, and older workers do not bother
to seek work.

Because labor-force participation varies with circumstances and the choice of
individuals, one cannot say with complete certainty what the net additions to the
labor force will be. I have estimated that the net addition to the civilian labor
force for next year will be nearly a million workers but it could vary either way.

EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENTS

Now, how is this flexible labor force employed? Since the end of the war,
and indeed over the last half century, there have been two distinct trends.
The first has been the decline in agricultural employment and the rise in non-
agricultural occupations. The second has been the trend toward the production
of services and away from the production of goods. As a matter of fact, in
1900, 2 out of 3 workers in the American labor force were engaged in the pro-
duction of goods and 1 out of 3 in the production of services. By the mideentury
mark, the American economy reached the point where more workers (53 percent)
were actually engaged in the production of services than in the production of
goods (47 percent).

In the years between 1947 and 1954, shown on chart 1, agricultural employment
has declined from Sad million to 6V2 million, according to reports from the Bureau
of the Census. Nonagricultural employment has expanded from less than 50
million in 1947 to over 55 million in 1953.

My next chart (chart 3) shows in more detail the makeup of nonagricultural
employment and illustrates the shift in emphasis from goods to services. These
data are based upon payroll reports to the Bureau of Labor Statistics by a large
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group of American establishments. In 1953, these employees numbered slightly
less than 50 million. (This is a smaller level than the census total by about
5 million because the census includes domestic servants, self-employed and unpaid
family workers who are not covered in payroll reports from employers to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.) Of the rise since 1947, amounting to 4.8 million,
only three-fourths of a million was in manufacturing. The rest was concentrated
in trade, finance, services, and government. Trade alone accounted for 1½
million of the increase since 1947.

POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE
BY AGE AND SEX
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EMPLOYEES IN NONAGRICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENTS
BY MAJOR INDUSTRY DIVISION, 1939-1954
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Coming down to the specific developments of 1953 and 1954, we find em-
ployment in manufacturing and allied activities showing the greatest fluctu-
ations. For the year 1954 as a whole, the number of employees declined by a
net of 1.4 million from 1953. Most of this decline (1.2 million) was in manu-
facturing. About 300,000 was in mining and transportation which are closely
associated with manufacturing. On the other hand, the industries which have
been expanding since the end of World War II either held their own or continued
to make small but significant gains. There was an increase of about 170,000
employees in finance and services and government combined.

The annual averages which I have been using are excellent for revealing the
long-term movements and general levels. They obscure the contours, however,
the ups and downs within the year. Manufacturing employment, for instance.
reached a low point on a seasonally adjusted basis in late summer and has been
rising since.
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The erur of the present employment situation, obviously, is manufacturing,

especially hard-goods manufacturing, where the number of jobs is still well below

earlier levels, although the trend now is upward. Previous peaks. I must em-

phasize, are not necessarily meaningful goals in any sense of the word. When

hostilities broke out in Korea, for instance, when we were anxious to rebuild our

defense economy in a hurry, there was a lavish hiring of manpower in anticipa-

tion of needs. some of which never actually materialized. As a result, the metal

goods industries increased employment very sharply in the first S months after-

the Korean outbreak, and then made no substantial gains thereafter until the

upturn which began in the fall of 1952.
The bulge in employment levels, starting at that time and'continuing until the

downturn in mid-1953, was not the result of a normal and orderly flow of de-

mands. Instead, the increase resulted from a series of special developments, all

of which clime to a head almost simultaneously. Pent-up consumer demand was

released by the removal of credit restrictions in Mlay 1952, hut the effect was

delayed by the steel strike in the summer and thus was concentrated in the final

months of 1952 and early 1953. Relaxation of materials controls in late 1952

gave an added fillip to demand. Coinciding with this great surge of consumer

demand, the defense production expansion reached its culmination in early 1953.

at the very same time that business outlays for new plant, and equipment also

were rising rapidly as a result of long-range plans.
The current levels of durable goods employment (December, seasonally ad-

justed) are as high as in any postwar month before early 1952. This is not to

say that the present levels are optimum or desirable. But I do want to point

out that the peaks from which we descended were abnormal in the sense of a

smoothly functioning economy whose major impetus is an orderly flow of con-

sumer and investment demand.
During the final months of 1954, there was increasing strength in the non-

defense sectors of the economy. Manufacturing employment was better sus-

tained than could be expected for the season. Trade, commerce, finance, and

Lroverninielit. especially State and local government, were at high levels and there

is every reason to anticipate eontinued growth in these types of emnlployment.

Hours of work
A more sensitive indicator of the current well-being of the nonfarm economy

is the workweek. Hours of work began to fall in the spring of 1953, several

months before the general downturn in employment. The year 1954 began with

a substantial decline in the average factory workweek which brought the Jan-

uary figure below the 40-h1our workweek for the first time since January 1950.

The workweek began to rise in the spring of 1954, also several months before

the recent employment upturn. By the end of the year factories were once

again averaging a little more than 40 hours a week.
Because information on the workweek in American industry is such an im-

portant indicator of the general state of the economy and because it so often

leads other economic developments, we expect. to develop additional informa-

tion on the extent of overtime hours and part-time work in American industry
in this coming fiscal year.

UNEMPLOYMENT

The result of the business declines of 1953-54 was an increase in unemploy-

ment, which is portrayed in the next chart (chart 4), which shows unemploy-
ment as a percentage of the labor force. Because there is considerable season-

able variation in unemployment during the year, the chart shows the percentages
on a month-by-month basis for certain selected years. Note that the rates are

substantially higher for 1949 and 1954 (5.5 and 5 percent) than for the high

prosperity years of 1948, 1952, and 1953 (3.4, 2.7, and 2.5 percent respectively).
Note also that while the 1954 unemployment rate was higher than in 1949 in the

early months of the year, it was lower throughout the second half of the year.

We ended 1954 with approximately 2.8 million unemployed, or 4.4 percent of the-

labor force in the last quarter.
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UNEMPLOYMENT AS A PERCENT
OF THE LABOR FORCE
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A certain amount of unemployment exists in any rapidly changing economic
system. So long as we have free enterprise and free labor, there will be situa-
tions under which workers are laid off or, as often happens in prosperity periods,
they voluntarily quit to look for better jobs. In boom years, such as 1952
and early 1953, the voluntary quits run some 2 to 3 times as high as layoffs.
As soon as business begins to turn downward and jobs are less plentiful, quits
fall rapidly as layoffs increase. So the total separation rate often remains
high under both conditions.

The other side of labor turnover is the accession rate. In times of expand-
ing employment, the hiring rate goes up-not only to add to staff but to re-
place quits. Conversely, in times of business contraction the employer does
not try to replace all the workers who leave. Nevertheless, at all times, even
in deep depressions, some hiring is going on.

This constant turnover of jobs necessarily results in some workers being out
of work for certain periods of time, even if the employment level is stable or
rising. If employment conditions are good, the length of unemployment for
individual workers will be short; it does not take long for a worker to find a
job.

In this past year, the Census Bureau reports that the number of persons
experiencing long-duration unemployment (15 weeks or more) reached a peak
of 1 million in the spring. This figure has been declining since then, and the
year ended with a total of 700,000 long-term unemployed-about bne-third
less than at the 1954 peak.

The same general developments are shown by data from the Department
of Labor's Bureau of Employment Security which indicates a decline during
the latter part of the year in the average duration of joblessness among per-sons receiving unemployment compensation.
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There is one more aspect of unemployment which should be carefully noted.
In a gross figure of, say, 2.8 million unemployed, there are many different kinds
of workers. At one extreme there are heads of families in the prime of life,
experienced workers whose unemployment has the most serious consequences for
themselves and their families, as well as for the Nation's economy. At the
other extreme, the unemployed person may be a worker who never works more
than part-time and who voluntarily leaves the labor market from time to time.
Ranged in between are men and women of all age groups and with varying
attachments to the labor force. Some people work only during the summer
months, others over the period of Christmas trade.

Thus, of the 2.8 million unemployed in December 1954, as many as 11/4 mil-
lion, or 40 percent, had become unemployed only since November. These
people-2 out of every 5 unemployed persons in December-had been seeking
jobs for 1 month or less. Moreover, not all of these short-term unemployed
had lost jobs during the month. Of the 11,4 million in this category, 350,000
had moved into unemployment from keeping house, going to school or some
other activity outside of the labor force. The remainder had been working in
some farm or nonfarm job the previous month.

During the very same time (between November and December) a large group
of persons moved out of the unemployed category. In fact, the number leaving
unemployment (11/3 million) was as large as the number moving into unemploy-
ment status (1% million). Of those who left the ranks of the unemployed,
some 800,00" found jobs and about 500,000 withdrew from the labor force.

Despite these figures I have given, we know much too little about the unem-
ployed-their industrial attachment, their previous service in the labor market,
their age, sex and other characteristics. The Department of Labor is now
planning to expand its program of current statistical reports and analytical
studies of the unemployed. We need more information from time to time on
where unemployment is developing, in what locations and from what industries,
on the composition of the unemployment load at any one time, and particularly
on the characteristics of those workers who are outside the unemployment com-
pensation system, either because they have exhausted their benefit rights or
have not been covered under the system.

No matter what the level of unemployment may be, this last group is a matter
of serious concern. It is among this group that skills are being lost and morale
is being destroyed by prolonged unemployment and destitution. Apart from
all other community or Government programs designed to create jobs, there
ought to be special effort made to meet the needs of these particular individuals
for whom unemployment has such serious consequences, whether in good times
or in bad.

So far as the immediate future is concerned, the outlook, apart from seasonal
factors, is improving. The turnover data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
show that accession rates have been rising in recent months, as I indicated
earlier. Layoff rates have been declining. The hours of work in factories
have lengthened. In December, factory employment held steady although it
usually drops.

Due to seasonal factors, however, there is almost certain to be a sharp increase
in unemployment during the winter months. The heaviest unemployment of
the year usually occurs in January and February. Thereafter the spring re-
vival in agriculture, construction and other industries normally produces jobs
which again reduce unemployment. As we have already indicated, the year
1954 ended with a total of 2.8 million unemployed. Starting with that figure,
for December, here is what the unemployment picture would look like during
1955 if seasonal changes were the only factors operating during the year.

TABLE 1.-Volume of unemployment in 1955 if seasonal influences were the only.
factors operating during the year

[In millions]

.Tanuary------------------------- 3.5 July----------------------------- 3.3
February------------------------ 3.8 August- -------- 2.8
March ……--------------------------3.5 September----------------------- 2.7
April -------------- 3.1 October… __-__-____-__-___-2.5
May----------------------------- 2.8 November------------------------ 2.8
June--------------- -- - --------- 3.4 December- - _______________ 2.8
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This, of course, is not a forecast of unemployment. I have introduced it only
to emphasize the marked effects of seasonal factors on the level of unemployment.

Thus, in sumary, the recovery of this autumn and winter has reversed the
'downtrend in employment and there has been considerable improvement in the
'labor market. There remain, of course, areas and industries in which unemploy-
ment is serious. The extent of the recovery and of the absorption of the potential
additional workers will depend upon a number of factors which other members
of this panel will analyze.

STATEMENT IN RESPONSE TO FOUR QUESTIONS ON THE ECONOMIC PHILOSOPHY AND
FACTS UNDERLYING THE PRESIDENT'S ECONOMIC REPORT

(By Gerhard Colm, chief economist, National Planning Association)

Question 1. What are the facts respecting population growth, labor force,
employment, unemployment, layoffs, part-time employment, productivity, produc-
tion, private investment, consumption, Government demand for goods and serv-
ices, and savings since 1952?

The following appear to me as the most important facts respecting the
American economy since 1952:

1. Defense expenditures dropped sharply between the second quarter of
1953 and the fourth quarter of 1954. Federal purchases of goods and services
for national security declined from their peak of $54 billion (annual rate) in
the second quarter of 1953 to about $40 billion in the fourth quarter of 1954. We
estimate that private defense-supporting investments, measured by facilities
put in place under the rapid tax amortization program, declined in the same
period from about $6 billion (annual rate) to perhaps $2 billion. Thus, over
a period of a year and a half, the annual rate of public and private demand
connected with the national-security program declined by about $18 billion.

2. During this same period of a year and a half the productive capacity of
the economy has increased. Allowing for a normal rate of inventory accumula-
tion, I believe that aggregate "final demand" would have had to increase by about
$12 billion if we were to have had a satisfactory level of employment in the final
quarter of last year. This is a conservative opinion which assumes that we had
something like overemployment in the second quarter of 1953.

3. To maintain a satisfactory level of employment, a large increase in non-
defense demand would have been needed-to offset the decline in defense
demand and to absorb the potential output from the increase in productive
capacity. . Using the above estimates of $18 billion and $12 billion respectively,
this would have required an increase in private and public nondefense demand
of about $30 billion.

4. The increase in nondefense demand which actually occurred was not suf-
ficient to bring about a satisfactory level of employment by the final quarter
of last year. An increase of about $16 billion, or a little over half of the needed
increase, took place. (This figure again excludes the change in the rate of
inventory accumulation.) The rate of consumer buying went up by about $T
billion, residential construction by about $3 billion, business investment in plant
and equipment other than for defense by about $2 billion, and State and local
purchases by about $4 billion.

It appears that we have accomplished a little over half of the transition from
full employment with a defense buildup to full employment with a continuing
cold-war preparedness program. That we have accomplished this degree of
adjustment is a cause for great satisfaction. It proves the vitality of our
economic system. On the other hand, it is important to recognize that about
one-half' of the needed transition still remains to be accomplished.

Basis of figures used in reply to question 1:
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Annual rates of expenditures

[Billions of dollars] .

4th quarter, 1954 Change
2d quar-
ter, 1953,

arctlu~al , Actual plym ent Actual Needed

Defense expenditures:
Federal -54 40 40 -14 -14
Private --------------------------- 6 2 2 -4 -4

Total defense demand -_ - 60 42 42 -18 -18
Final nondefense demand - 305 321 335 +16 +30

Total final demand- 365 363 377 -2 +12
Inventory change -+5 -2 +3 -7 -2

Gross national product -370 361 380 -9 +10

Question 2. On the basis of economic developments since 1952, how would you

classify calendar year 1954 in respect to the four phases of the business cycle

identified in the earlier volumes of the National Bureau of Economic Research-
as expansion, recession, contraction, and revival?

If I understand correctly the terminology used by the National Bureau of

Economic Research in describing business cycles, "expansion" and "contraction"
refer respectively to the upswing and downswing; a "recession" is the transitional
phase between an expansion and a contraction; and a "revival" is the transitional
phase between a contraction and an expansion.

On this basis I would say that a recession occurred early in the second half

of 1953, followed by a contraction which extended through the first half of

1954. A revival occurred early in the second half of 1954 and we are at present
in the expansion phase of the cycle.

In addition, the national bureau uses different terms for a different intensity

of the movement. A severe recession was called a crisis, a severe downswing

a depression. These latter terms would not apply to the events of the year
1954.

Question 3. What purpose, in terms of carrying out the objectives of the

Employment Act, is served by defining the needed levels of employment, pro-

duction, and purchasing power, and for how far ahead should they be defined?
The Employment Act was designed to aid in the growth and stability of the

economy and of the social system of competitive enterprise.
It states that it is the policy of the United States Government to use all

practicable means, within the conditions of the act, to promote "maximum
employment, production, and purchasing power." In simple language, this

means satisfactory levels of employment, production, and purchasing power.
The act tacitly recognizes that satisfactory levels cannot be ascertained by

reference to the past. It prescribes that the President's Economic Report should

set forth the needed levels and also a program for carrying out the policy
declared in the act-in effect, for reaching the needed levels.

In a period of rapid increase in the labor force and in labor productivity, it

makes a great difference whether existing levels of employment, etc., are

evaluated against past levels or needed levels. For instance, by comparison
with the past one can come to the conclusion that 1954 "will go down in history

as one of our most prosperous years" (President's Economic Report, p. 11).

By comparison with needed levels, it becomes apparent that 1954 was a year

in which production was about $20 billion below a level corresponding with

satisfactory employment.
The wisdom of the forward-looking philosophy of the Employment Act was

most dramatically demonstrated when in 1950 a large defense program was

under discussion. Those who measured the effect of the proposed defense pro-

gram against the past came to the conclusion that it would necessitate a

drastic curtailment in consumption; those who measured it against the growing

potential recognized that a rise in the defense program plus some rise in the

levels of consumption and investment would be feasible.
It is perhaps the most encouraging fact in our modern economy that business

managers are increasingly adopting the same sort of forward-looking point of
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view in their investment planning. Thus, I believe that the work done by theCouncil of Economic Advisers, by the joint committee, and by private researchgroups In implementing the provisions of the Employment Act not only resultsin more adequate Government policies but also aids business planning andthereby reduces the burden of the Government's stabilization job.The fact that last year's Economic Report did not posit needed levels ofemployment, production, and purchasing power caused considerable disappoint-ment. This year's Economic Report takes a step in that direction though itfalls short, in my judgment, of what was envisaged in the Employment Act.With respect to the time period for which needed levels of employment,production, and purchasing power should be projected, the Employment Actis silent. The National Planning Association made a recommendation inthis respect in a unanimously adopted joint statement by members of thevarious committees (board of trustees, agriculture, business, labor, and inter-national committees) who were present at the recent annual meeting. It rec-ommended that the Joint Committee on the Economic Report be renamed theJoint Committee on Economic and Fiscal Policy and consider projections ofneeded levels of employment, production, and purchasing power extendingover a number of years together with a budget outlook covering the samenumber of years.
In general, it may be said that it is important to give benchmark projectionsfor 5 or 10 years ahead, but it is equally important that projections be pre-sented regularly for the immediate future. We need goals but also a consid-eration of the path that promises to load to these goals.
Question 4. What are the implications of recent trends and present indica-tions for employment, unemployment, hours of work, productivity, total produc-tion, private investment, levels of consumption, Government demand for goodsand services, and savings for the coming year?The rise in economic activity during the last 3 months is most encouraging.If the same rate of growth should continue over a period of a year or two, itwould bring us to a full employment level.
The economic report expresses this hope (p. 24) but does not state whetherthe factors responsible for the current upswing are likely to continue or whatother factors are likely to come into play. The biggest single change whichoccurred between the third and fourth quarters of 1954 was the reduction in therate of inventory liquidation. The first quarter of this year may well see a changefrom liquidation to accumulation of inventories. This suggests a continuationof the present expansion for several more months. Of course, each expansioncreates its own markets-to some extent. However, we cannot rely on thisfactor to support expansion for more than a short period of time. Inventoryliquidation did not cause a spiraling deflation-correspondingly we cannot ex-pect the end of inventory liquidation in itself to cause sustained expansion. Itis true that an increase in production creates an increase in employment and inearnings and spending. However, employment does not rise quite in proportionto production because labor output per man-hour continually increases. This isborne out by the experience of the recovery movement in 1949-50 and also by theexperience of recent months.
Perhaps the most important fact of the current economic scene is that indus-trial production (in manufacturing and mining) was in December 1954 3 percentabove the previous December while employment in these industries was 4 per-cent, or 800,000, lower. In the construction industry the number of employedworkers was about 3-percent lower although construction activity rose sub-stantially. It is true that labor income as a whole has remained about thesame as it was a year ago because wage-rate increases made up for the declinein employment. However, the fact that consumption actually increased in theface of the recession was mainly due to tax reductions and a rise in unemploy-ment compensation and other social-security payments. Thus, we have no assur-ance that the current expansion by itself will generate the markets needed forcontinued expansion.
Looking ahead a year or so, it appears that business investments in plantand equipment will most likely move on an even keel. Government activitiesalso promise to move on an even keel, at least until the new road-constructionprogram and school-construction program which are recommended in the Presi-dent's message get underway. The outlook for consumer buying is good. Con-sumer attitude surveys and observations of the retail trade indicate thatconsumers think it is a good time to buy. Also, the rise in residental construc-tion will help in lifting purchases of furniture and household equipment.
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Many of these purchases will be financed by installment credit which is rising
again. Thus, even though some of the facors presently making for expansion
are of a temporary nature, other factors may life total activity in the year 1955
above the 1954 level.

However, we should remember that an expansion which would bring us close
to a full employment level by the end of the year would necessitate an increase in
consumption of about $20 billion (annual rate). Even a quite optimistic evalu-
ation of the expansionary factors which are now foreseeable does not make such
a rise appear likely unless one assumes that further policies designed to pro-
mote expansion, and particularly to expand consumers' markets, will be adopted.

Considerations like these led the NPA group to which I referred before to
recommend that Government measures for increasing consumer purchasing power
to the extent necessary should include:

"Further reduction in taxes, particularly those affecting consumption; and
further improvements in social-security legislation.

"Acceleration of badly needed public undertakings, including construction of
roads, schools, and hospitals.

"Further measures designed to facilitate the purchase and renovation of homes,
urban and rural; the modernization of farms and farm equipment; and the im-
provement of diets of low-income groups.

"Among possible non-Government measures for maintaining purchasing power,
we consider the most important to be a rise in wage rates and a reduction in
prices in accord with increases in productivity."

STATEMENT TO THE JOINT COMMITTEE OF THE ECONOMIC REPORT ON THE OUTLOOK
FOR PRIVATE INVESTMENT WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE To NEW INDUSTRIAL PLANT
AND EQUIPMENT

<By Dexter M. Keezer, vice president and director of the department of
economics, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc., New York City)

My special assignment as a member of this roundtable is to discuss the outlook
for that segment of gross national product represented by private investment.
It is that segment which includes new industrial plant and equipment, additions
to business inventories, new residential, commercial and other private construc-
tion, farm equipment and equipment and vehicles for use by doctors and other
professional men.

It is only the outlook for that part of private investment represented by new
industrial plant and equipment which I have any special competence to discuss.
This competence grows out of the fact that, in my department of the McGraw-
Hill Publishing Co., we make surveys of plans for new industrial plant and
equipment. We also maintain a monthly index of new orders for machinery,
which reflects the new business obtained by suppliers of new equipment. Our
latest checkup on business plans was made in October 1954, with a partial recheck
earlier this month (January). Our latest index of new orders is for December
1954. Except in this special field of new industrial plant and equipment, my
comments on the outlook for private investment simply represent my roundup of
estimates made by those whom I believe to be competent authorities.

New industrial plant and equipment accounted for $21.8 billion of an estimated
$46 billion of gross private domestic investment in 1954. (This $21.8 billion
includes only outlays charged to capital account, except in the oil industry,
where all expenses of drilling oil and gas wells have been included. Certain
other outlays charged to current account are included in estimates of private
domestic investment but are not included in the plans reported by companies in
our surveys.)

It now appears that industry is planning to invest very close to the same
amount in new plant and equipment in 1955 that it did in 1954. This conclusion is
based primarily on an extensive check on the plans of manufacturing, mining,
transportation, and utility companies which we conducted in October 1954. This
check showed that industry (as represented by the above categories) bad pre-
liminary plans to spend $20.7 billion on new plant and equipment in 1955, or
within 5 percent of the 1954 total.

Here is a table which shows the principal results of our checkup. The full
details are attached as an appendix.
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Industry's plans for capital spending in 1955

[Millions of dollars]

Industry 1953, 1954, esti- 1955, Percentactual I mated I planned change5

All manufacturing -$10, 026 $9, 249 $8, 598 -7Petroleum industry -4, 600 4,875 4,920 +1Mining -506 380 311 -1&Railroads-1,312 851 769 -10
Other transportation and communications -2, 954 2,922 2, 640 -10Electric and gas utilities -4, 548 4,274 2 4, 206 -2

All industry 5------------------------------------ 23,271 21,784 20, 727 -5

I U. S. Department of Commerce; Chase National Bank; McGraw-Hill department of economics.
X Electrical Wcrld, American Gas Association.
a Petroleum refining, included under both manufacturing and petroleum, is included only once in the

total.

When these figures were first made public, many persons expressed surprise
that the indicated decline for 1955 was so small. However, I think we may be
reasonably confident that if present plans are carried out expenditures on new
plant and equipment in 1955 will actually come very close to 1954, as indicated.

During the 7 years that we have been taking these surveys, they have proved
remarkably accurate in indicating the trend of investment for the year ahead.
Actual investment has been within 4 percent of plans reported by the survey
in every year, except 1950, when all plans were altered by the Korean war.

We do not conclude from this experience, however, that we have a sure-fire
forecasting instrument. We recognize that-

The years during which the surveys have been conducted have, with two
brief interludes, been boom years and years when there has been specially
heavy demand for capital goods.

The surveys of plans have never been through the test of a severe reces-
sion or depression.

The investment performance of individual industries has sometimes
missed the mark indicated by the survey of plans considerably further than
the investment performance for industry as a whole. We haven't had
enough experience to know whether we can confidently expect the errors
in individual industries to cancel out as well as they have thus far.

Until the surveys are tested by a lot more experience we are reserving judg-
ment on their forecasting value. In the meantime, we claim nothing for them
except as a report of recent plans. Instead we heavily emphasize the proposition
that our survey reports potential capital investment and is no promise of what is
actually going to happen.

All of our earlier surveys were made in January and February of the year
for which plans were reported. This year, in an effort to provide early in-
formation we have made this preliminary check in October. We do not yet
know whether plans reported as early as October will always prove to be as
accurate as plans reported later. For a more conclusive indication, we must
await the regular McGraw-Hill survey and the annual survey conducted by the
United States Department of Commerce and Securities Exchange Commission,
to be made in February.

However, a recheck of larger companies participating in the October survey,
which we have just made in the past 2 weeks, indicates that any large revisions
to date have been upward. Some increases have also been indicated by public
announcements of plans.

Most of the upward revisions we have noted are in manufacturing. There have
been some upward revisions in the field of "other transportation and communica-
tions." In the utility field, our magazine Electrical World has now completed
a more comprehensive survey covering about 95 percent of the electric power
industry, in terms of present capacity, and finds little change from the October
estimates.

An improved outlook for investment in new industrial plant and equipment
since October is also confirmed by the improvement in the McGraw-Hill index
of new orders for industrial machinery. For the last 3 months of 1954, the
average of this index is 11 percent higher than in the last 3 months of 1953.
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I would be glad to provide the committee with a detailed description of the
McGraw-Hill new orders index if it is desired.

Finally an ample supply of funds available to finance plant and equipment
expenditures at a high level appears to be in prospect. In 1955, depreciation
funds alone will amount to approximately $14 billion for all nonfinancial cor-
porations. This is over 60 percent of planned expenditures for new plant and
equipment, adjusted to a corporate basis. There is the benefit that in 1955
earnings after taxes will be somewhat higher than in 1954; and the position of
security markets gives promise of being favorable for new issues. Thus, for
corporations as a whole the realization of present plans does not seem threatened
by financial obstacles.

From all this information, it seems probable that industry's expenditures on
new plant and equipment will be within 5 percent of 1954, as indicated by our
October survey, and may very well show no decline at all. Moreover, as indi-
cated by the behavior of the new orders index, the rate of these expenditures
is likely to increase as the calendar year 1955 goes on. This is the most im-
portant single phase of the outlook for private domestic investment, since in-
dustrial plant and equipment accounts for almost half of all domestic invest-
ment, and is far larger than any other item in the total.

I now turn briefly to a discussion of the other investment sectors:

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION

The United States Departments of Labor and Commerce have jointly made
a forecast that in 1955-

Expenditures for residential construction of all kinds will be 13 percent
higher than it was in 1954 (about $15 billion as compared to about $13.5
billion) ; and

Expenditures for commercial construction of all kinds will be 7 percent
higher than in 1954 (about $2.3 billion in 1955 compared with $2.16 billion
in 1954).

Several private agencies have made comprehensive forecasts of construction
activity in 1955. All of them indicate an increase this year. Recent statistics
on contract awards, which lead actual construction by some time, lend support

to the expectation that construction activity will carry on into 1955 at a high
level. For the last 3 months of 19134, contracts for residential and commercial
construction collected in the 37 Eastern States by the F. W. Dodge Corp. were,
substantially higher than they were for the same period in 1954 ($1,979 million
compared to $1,772 million).

Contract awards for new residential and commercial construction, as com-
piled by Engineering News-Record, are at the highest level since this series was
started in 1925. For the months of October, November, and December, 1954,
these awards totaled $1,428 million, compared with $950 million in the same
months of 1953. The recent awards data indicate that the value of construction
for some months'ahead will be well above the same period in 1954.

The contract award figures compiled by Engineering News-Record cover only
large-scale projects, with a relatively long construction time span. They do not
cover smaller commercial projects or construction of individual homes other
than that by mass builders. Where the construction time span is shorter, as
in the case of small-scale construction of individual residences, activity is sub-

ject to relatively rapid change. Some experts in this field are fearful that the
present state of home building cannot be sustained through 1955 without creating
widespread vacancies and thus prompting a reduction of activity. However,
there seems to be general agreement that for the year 1955 as a whole the volume
of residential construction will exceed that of 1954.

FARM EQUIPMENT

This is not a field we follow closely. I have merely noted the forecast of the
Department of Agriculture that purchases will be about as high in 1955 as in
1954 (The Farm Cost Situation, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1955 outlook
issue. October 1954).

INVENTORY

For the past year, business has not been adding to its inventories. It has been

drawing them down, and this component of investment has been negative by
about $4 billion. The latest figures published by the Department of Commerce
show that this rate of decline continued through the third quarter of 1954.
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As to what happened in the fourth quarter, we can only guess. It is our impres-sion from conversations with businessmen that the desire to reduce inventorieshas been substantially less in recent months. In some industries, there haveevidently been attempts to rebuild stocks to a level more consistent with theincreased volume of business. However, sales have been higher than many peopleexpected; and, on balance, it seems entirely possible that total business inven-tories were again reduced in the fourth quarter.
Since this seems to have been involuntary in many cases, and since manyproducers now claim that inventories are low in relation to expected sales volume,we think it probable that there will be some addition to business inventories in1955. The change from a substantial negative to even a moderate positive figurefor this component would mean an addition to private domestic investment.

CONCLUSION

Considering the overall outlook for investment, which includes plant andequipment, residential and commercial construction and inventories, our studyof these categories leads us to expect some increase in 1955 over 1954, and arising trend throughout the calendar year 1955. The tables below are intendedto illustrate this trend. Estimates for the fourth quarter of 1955 are includedto be as helpful as possible indicating the prospective situation in the Govern-ment's fiscal year 1956. The figures are not presented as precise estimates, butto indicate the general magnitude of investment demand, based principally on our'own surveys of business plans. In the other sectors, we have simply tried toreflect other expert opinion and to be conservative.

Private domestic investment

[Billion dollars]

1955, 4th
1913 actual 1954, esti- 1955, esti- quarter an-mated mated nual rate,

estimated

New industrial plant and equipment I (covered byMcGraw-Hill survey) . 23.3 21. 8 20.7 21. 2Other nonresidential construction and equipment 2 14. 7 14.3 14.9 15.0Residential construction - -11.9 13.3 14.1 13. 7Change in business inventories - -1.5 -3. 4 2. 3 3.0
Gross private domestic investment- 51.4 46. 0 52.0 52.9

X Includes all expenditures charged to capital account and current account expenditures of the oil industry($600 million in each year).
2 Current account expenditures of all other industry, commercial plant, and equipment, farm constructionand equipment, professional automobiles and construction of private schools, hospitals, churches.

APPENDIX

SUMMARY OF THE OCTOBER 1954 Af'GRAW-HILL St']RVEY OF BUSINESS PLANS FOR NEW
PLANTS AND EQUIPMENT

Industry now plans to spend $20.7 billion on new plants and equipment in 1955,compared to an estimated expenditure of $21.8 billion in 1954. Manufacturingcompanies plan to spend $8.6 billion for new plants and equipment next year-7 percent less than in 1954. Mining, electric and gas utility, railroad and othertransportation, and communications industries also expect to reduce theircapital spending in 1955. But petroleum companies now plan to increase capitalspending slightly next year.
Survey results indicate that capital spending by manufacturing companies maylevel off in 1955, ending the decline that started late in 1953. A majority ofmanufacturing companies now expect to invest as much in 1956 as in 1955, andabout as many companies plan to increase capital spending in 1956 as plan toreduce it.

Capital spending in manufacturing
Companies in most of the major manufacturing industries report plans for asomewhat lower level of capital investment in 1955. Increases are indicated forcnly two of the major categories of manufacturing-primary metals, up 1 per-cent, and miscellaneous manufacturing, up 5 percent. Miscellaneous manufac-
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turing includes lumber. apparel. furniture and other industries not covered by
the other major manfacturing classifications. Most of the declines expected in
major manufacturing groups are small: textile companies plan to reduce capital
spending by 1 percent, chemical processing firms by 2 percent, food and beverages
by 10 percent. The only large decline expected for a major manufacturing group
is in metalworking-17 percent (table 1).

A much wider range of plans appears when these major industrial classes are
broken down into smaller parts. Within chemical processing, for instance, stone,.
clay, and glass companies plan to increase their capital spending-by 23 percent
in 1955, whereas chemical, paper, rubber, and petroleum-refining companies.alf
expect lower capital expenditures. Plans in metalworking range all the way
from an increase of 9 percent for "other metalworking"-including instruments,
fabricated metal products, and ordnance-to a tremendous decline of 40 percent
for the automobile industry. Automobile companies invested an estimated
record $1,350 million last year, bue expect to cut that sharply to $811 million
in 19.55. The 1954 figure included unusually high expenditures for new tools and
body dies in connection with model changes at all major companies. This type
of expenditure will not be repeated in 1955. (Note: This is a field in which
revised programs may eventually bring 1955 expenditures closer-but not up
to-1954.)
Elnd of the defense boom?

There are clear signs in the survey results that the post-Korea boom in defense
industries no longer has a major effect on their capital spending. Most of the
manufacturing industries that expanded rapidly in connection with the defense
expansion programs of 1951-53-steel, nonferrous metals, machinery, electrical
machinery, chemicals, petroleum refining, transportation equipment-cut their
capital expenditures fairly sharply in 1954. Next year, most of them plan to
reduce capital spending by less than the average for other, nondefense industries.
There are exceptions to this rule. But, in general, capital expenditures by the
defense industries show a tendency to level off after coming down from the peak
of their defense expansion.

Plans in other industries

The petroleum industry is the only major nonmanufacturing industry fully
covered by this survey that anticipates a higher level of capital spending in 1955
(table II). Petroleum companies report plans to spend about 1 percent more for
new plants and equipment in 1955 than in 1954. This is because they expect to
increase capital spending for crude-oil production by 7 percent, to $83,473 million.
Capital expenditures for refining and transportation of petroleum and petroleum
products are expected to decline.

Present plans call for a reduction of 18 percent in capital expenditures in
mining. The decline is mainly in coal mining-where planned investment is off
40 percent, to $121 million. Capital spending for iron mining, other than
taconite, is expected to decline by 13 percent. Companies are putting more of
their investment into taconite developments and iron ore developments outside
the United States. (No figures on these are yet available.)

In nonferrous mining, where expenditures dropped sharply in 1954, present
plans call for spending 17 percent more next year. This may reflect more favored
tax treatment, as well as improving market conditions, and a special factor in
the uranium boom.

Railroads, which cut capital spending sharply in 1954, expect to reduce it by
another 10 percent in 1955, to $769 million. Other transportation and commu-
nications industries-shipping, trucking, airlines, telephones-also expect a cut
of 10 percent, to $2,640 million. The electric and gas utilities plan a small
reduction of 2 percent in their outlays for new plants and equipment in 1955.

The McGraw-Hill survey does not regularly cover the majority of commercial
establishments, which account for almost one-quarter of business' capital expen-
ditures as reported by the United States Department of Commerce. However,
this year a limited sample of major chain and department stores was included
on a trial basis. The result indicates that their capital expenditures will be
substantially increased in 1955 over the 1954 level. Because the sample was
small. this figure has not been included in the overall statistics presented in this
report. But it can be regarded as a favorable element.

End of decline in sight?
Results of the survey indicate that capital spending by manufacturing com-

panies may level off in 1955, ending the decline that started late in 1953. The
majority of manufacturing companies-57 percent-now expect that they wilt
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;spend about as much for new plants and equipment in 1956 as in 1955. The
number of companies that expect to increase capital spending in 1956-21 per-

,cent-is about the same as the number that expect to cut it-22 percent. (See

table HII.)
Plans for 1956 are, of course, highly tentative. But past surveys have indi-

cated that companies are inclined to underestimate their capital spending for

more than 1 year in advance, so the response to this survey is distinctly favor-

:able to the prospect of capital spending by manufacturers at a level at least as

high in 1956 as in 1955.
A somewbat larger proportion of companies in nonmanufacturing industries

currently expect to cut their capital spending in 1956. About 25 percent of

companies in the mining business think that they will reduce capital spending
in 1956, while 16 percent expect to increase it. About one-half the railroads

and 57 percent of the other transportation and communications companies now

think they will reduce capital spending in 1956. But as many petroleum com-

panies expect to increase as cut it. Taking all industry together, more than

one-half-55 percent-of companies now expect to spend about as much for new

plants and equipment in 1956 as in 1955, while 21 percent expect to increase

capital spending, and 24 percent to cut it down.

How the survey is made

Companies cooperating in the survey employ more than 60 percent of all

workers in the group of industries where capital spending is highest. Coverage

'in other industries is not so complete, but companies are carefully chosen to

represent an accurate cross section of their industry. Companies in the survey

employ between one-quarter and one-third of all the workers in industry.

The estimate of capital spending by electric utilities was supplied by Electrical

World. The American Gas Association provided figures for gas utilities. Cor-

respondents for Business Week personally interviewed many company execu-

tives, and other McGraw-Hill magazines helped in conducting the survey in their
own fields.

TABLE I.-Capital spending plans of manufacturing companies for 1955

IMillions of dollars]

1954 esti- 1955 Pchance
Industry 1953 actul mated ' planned 1954-55

Primary metals-5- ------ --- -- ---- ------- $1, 634 $1,134 $1,145 +1

Iron and steel - -- ------------------------------ 1,189 830 805 -3

Nonferrous metals--304 340 +12

Metalworking-Z~~~~~~~~~~~~~2942 3,235 2,693 -17
'Metalworking -- :---- --- --- --------------- 2,-942-3,-235-2,-683--1

803 694 685 -1
Machinery 45------------------------------ -- -1 461 431 -6
Electrical machinery -------- 1 1 811 -40
Autos 1,000--- ---- -- --- --- -- --- - - -1,3 0 8112 -40
Transportation equipment (including aircraft) --- 168 160 32 -17
Other metalworking- 490 .570 621 +9

Chemical processing-- ---- -------- ---- 3,162 3,011 2,943 -2

Chemicals ---------------------------------- 559 1,328 1,269 -4
Paper-~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~431 448 423 -6

Papher.------------------------- 158 133 121 -9

stone, clay, and glass --------------------- - 339 1331 41 +23
Petroleum refining -75 767 717 =-7

Food and beverages- ------------------------------ 8 764 686 -10

Food- 525 49 5438 +10
Beverages------------------------ 293 265 138 -48

Textiles-~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~351 290 258 -1
Textiles - ----------------------------------------------- 351 29 853 +5

Miscellaneous manufacturing -1----------,119 815 83 +5

All manufacturing -- ----------------------------- 10,026 9,249 8, 598 -7

l United States Department of Commerce; Chase National Hank; McGraw-Hill department of economies
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TABLE II.-Capital spending plans of nonmnanufacturing industries for 1955

[Millions of dollars]

Industry 1953 actual '

Petroleum industry - -----------------------
Production-
Transportation-
Refining-
Marketing - ----------------
Other-

Mining-
Coal-
Iron ore ------------------------------------------
Nonferrous---------------
Nonmetallic -

Railroads -------------
Other transportation and communications-
Electric and gas utilities-

$4,600
3,100

450
675
325

50
506
264

74
115

53
1,312
2,954
4,548

1954 esti- 1955
mated I planned

$4, 875 $4, 920
3, 261 3,473

391 285
767 717
374 375

82 70
380 311
204 121

61 53
73 85
42 52

851 769
2,922 2,640
4,274 ' 4, 206

U. S. Department of Commerce: Chase National Bank: Mc(raw-Hill department of economics.
2 Excludes taconite.
3 Excludes mining by manufacturing companies.
' Electrical World; American Gas Association.

TABLE III.-Preliminarv investment plans for 1956

Primary metals - -----------------------------------------
Steel ----------------------- -- - - - - -
Nonferrous-

Metalworking-
Machinery ---------------------------
Electrical machinery-
Autos ----------------------------------------------
Transportation equipment (including aircraft)
Other metalworking-

Chemical processing-
Chemicals
Paper
Rubber-
Stone, clay, and glass

Food and beverages ----------------------
Textiles ----------------------------
Miscellaneous manufacturing
All manufacturing
Petroleum industry-
Mining ------ ----------------------------------------
Railroads -------------------------------
Other transportation and communications .
All industry

Percent of companies answering

UpI' Down ' I About same I

19
8

29
19
23
13
0

15
21
29
37
48
90

23
9

14
21
27
16
13
43
21

35
17
10
17
Cl

21
2511
33
25
20
24
51
22
21
17
26
22
27
25
48
57
24

l l l~~~~~~~~4

7521
64
6666
75
70
46
46
4328
36
6956
74
60
57
46
59
39
0

55

' Compared with 1955.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. BUTLER, CONSULTING ECONOMIST, THE
CHASE NATIONAL BANK

Question 1. What are the facts respecting population, growth, labor force,

employment, unemployment, layoffs, part-time employment, productivity, pro-

duction, private investment, consumption, Government demand for goods and

services, and savings since 1952?
Since I assume that other members of this panel will deal with specific trends

in the items listed, I shall confine my remarks to overall economic develop-

ments.
It seems to me that the best way to characterize what has been happening

to the economy in the past 2 years is in these terms: "The economy has been

coping vigorously with the problem entailed in shifting from a defense h-nm

to a more normal prosperity."

Percent
change
1954-55

+1
+7

-27
-7
0

-15
-18
-40
-13
+17
+24
-10
-2
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National security expenditures more than tripled between 1950 and the second
quarter of 1953-when they reached a peak rate of $54.3 billion. In the final
quarter of 1954, national security expenditures were down to a rate of $40.6
billion. That's a drop of $13.7 billion in a year and a half. And $10 billion of
the drop came during 1954.

The widely advertised inventory readjustment in 1953 and 1954 was to a con-
siderable extent a result of the sharp decline in defense outlays. The shift
from building inventories to cutting them placed a $10.2 billion drag on the
economy (as measured from the second quarter of 1953 to the third quarter
of 1954).

Consequently, the truly remarkable fact is that the 1953-54 recession was
one of the mildest on record. In face of a $24 billion decline in national se-
.curity expenditures and inventory buying, gross national product dropped only
$14.4 billion from top to bottom. That's a real tribute to the resiliency of the
.private economy.
o A second significant point about recent economic trends is this: the curve
of business activity turned up smartly in the fourth quarter of last year.

Total activity recovered in 3 months over one-third the ground lost in the pre-
ceding 15 months.

The upturn was not only vigorous but also broadly based. If you run through
the catalog of economic statistics, you'll see that the vast majority of series
was moving up in strong fashion in the final months of 1954. In past recovery
periods, upturns in various areas of the economy were spread over a considerable
period. This time almost everything-production, employment, man-hours, new
orders, consumer expenditures, corporate earnings-moved up at once.

A third signiticant fact-of which I am sure much will be more this morning-
is that the current level of economic activity is below the economy's potential.
Gross' national product is $10 billion to $15 billion below the joint committee
staff's estimate of potential output. But, as I just attempted to demonstrate,
business activity is moving up.

-Now, it seems -to me that there are a- number of other important trends dis-
,cernible in recent experience. To save time I'll merely list them:
* (1) Consumer markets have been showing increasing strength. The ratio
of consumer spending to posttax income moved up from 91.4 to 92.8 percent

*during 1954. That's a seemingly small, but very significant, change. The Uni-
.versity of Michigan's surveys of consumer buying plans also point upward-

people's evaluation of buying conditions have increased from an index of 100
in September to October 1953 to 118 in October 1954.

(2) While private debt has risen rapidly in the postwar period, ratios of
debt to income still seem reasonable. Thus, we seem to be in a position to
handle a moderate rise in all types of debt.

*- (3) Stock market price averages rose more than 40 percent last year. As
measured by past relationships to earnings and bond interest rates, common
stock prices were very low when the rise began. At the end of 1954 they stood
somewhat above their long-term relationship to these basic factors. However,
common stock prices are not nearly so far out of line with earnings, dividends,
interest rates and book values as they got in past periods that preceded a major
break in the market.

(4) The recent surge in business activity was partly due to a very high level
of auto production and construction of new homes. In both areas, current activ-
ity seems to be higher than basic demand factors would justify. In autos, the
current high level of output is largely a seasonal phenomenon-it's the normal
rush to get ready for heavy spring sales. And our statistics may be overstating
the extent of the housing upsurge. Nevertheless, it's important to watch the
housing market as the months go by.

To sum up: The record shows that the economy has successfully negotiated
the difficult shift from a defense boom to a more normal prosperity. In the
process, the decline in production and employment was remarkably moderate.
And, in large part because. of appropriately timed tax cuts, buying power in
the hands of consumers and businesses was maintained at a high level. What
is more, economic activity is on the upgrade now. When all the statistics are
finally compiled, they should show a sharp upturn in production and employment
in the fourth quarter of 1954. Thus, the economic atmosphere is clearing uprapidly.

Question 2. On the basis of economic developments since 1952, how would you
classify calendar year 1954 in respect to the four phases of the business cycle
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identified in the earlier volumes of the National Bureau of Economic Research-
as expansion, recession, contraction, and revival?

It seems to me that my earlier statement answers this question. Economic
activity declined in the first quarter of calendar 1954, leveled out in the next
two quarters, and turned up in the final quarter. I'm not sure that the National
Bureau categories are fully adequate to describe a readjustment in which a mas-
sive decline in'defense spending was the initiating factor. However, it seems
to me that the evidence shows that we have been in the revival stage of the cycle
since the fourth quarter of last year.

Question 3. What purpose, in terms of carrying out the objectives of the Em-
ployment Act, is served by defining the needed levels of employment, production,
and purchasing power, and for how far ahead should they be defined?

In my opinion, projections of past trends in employment, productivity, pro-
duction and consumer and business purchasing power are invaluable for ana-
lytical purposes. You need to know what the economy's potential is in order to
understand where you stand at any given time.

Having said this, let me now stress the importance of interpreting all such
projections most carefully. As one of my colleagues says: "These figures are
fine so long as you don't believe them fully."

In interpreting such projections three things should be kept in mind:
(1) In the current state of the art of economic forecasting, there is a margin

of error involved in all projections. I personally think the margin has been nar-
rowing steadily-the more competent practitioners have come amazingly close to
the bull's-eye in the postwar period. Nevertheless, most economists would
agree that there should be a margin of tolerance of at least 5 to 10 billion dollars
-in all estimates of what gross national nroduct will be a rear in the future.
* Moreover, all economic projections are based on a set of assumptions which
iare not always explicitly laid out. Some of the key assumptions are in some
instances: No'change in the international scene; no wave of speculative psy-
chology;, no prolonged and widespread labor-management disputes; no large
shifts in Government monetary or fiscal policy. Economists generally say that
changes in any of these assumptions require a reappraisal of the business out-
look. * However, those who are responsible for framing policy in a world as
uncertain as that we now live in should!,keep a wary eye on the things that
economists assume to be equal.

*(2) A second point is that all projections of our economic growth potential
are based on long-run trends. Yet in looking at the next year or two, short-run
factors may be most important. As the saying goes: "In the long run we are
all dead."

All this applies with greatest force to the assumption in these projections that
productivity will rise at the rate indicated by its long-run trend. Now the
record shows that productivity increases have been anything but regular. In
some years there was little advance; in others productivity leaped ahead at more
than twice the long-term average.

* To make the point in specific terms, the growth in gross national product
resulting from the long-term rate of advance in productivity amounts to about
9 to 9%2 billion dollars each year at the present time. Suppose the Govern-
ment were to adopt fiscal and monetary policies on the assumption that this
amount of growth would be forthcoming and suppose no rise in productivity
occurred. If there had already been reasonably full employment the result
would be a large dose of inflation.

The point is that, in the present state of our knowledge about short- and
long-term trends in productivity, we should treat projections with great caution.

(3) A third point about projections of our economic potential relates to the
period that should be considered in formulating economic policies. We are
below our potential now, but business activity is moving up. If the projections
*for the year ahead show that activity will continue to increase, should we take
steps now to accelerate the advance? This is another way of asking how
close we can expect to come in any given year to the ideal of continuous high-
level production.

To sum up: I believe projections of the economy's potentials are an important
and necessary tool. However, I believe they must be interpreted with great
care, for reasons which I have attempted to explain. If they show a large gap
between expected production and the potential-either on the side of inflation
or deflation-then I believe economists should point this out and indicate what
steps might be taken to close the gap.

58422-55-10
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We have powerful weapons against both inflation and deflation. We can re-
duce taxes and make credit available if deflation threatens; and we can check
an inflationary move by running a surplus in the Government budget and re-
straining credit. However, the area that lies between inflation and deflation
may be. much broader than most analysts suspect. When we are in that area,
as I believe we are today, Government policies should be directed at encouraging
the private economy's long-run growth potenitials.

However, we- need to be alert to economic developments. If, as the year
progresses, it should become clear that the current rise in business activity will
be short-lived, we should be ready to cope with the situation. If the area
between inflation and deflation is fairly broad-say on the drder of 15 to 20
billion dollars-there is elbowroom in which to operate. Thus, in the unlikely
event that the private economy should need bolstering, we cdn apply the ap-
propriate monetary and fiscal measures.

In this connection; I am intrigued by the suggestion of a number of' 6con-
omists that tax cuts designed to stimulate' the economy should be' imade for
temporary periods, for instance for a year. Thus, Congress would have the
opportunity after some such period as a year to review the economic situation-
if the economic winds had shifted to the inflationary side, the tax cut could
be permitted to expire.

Question 4. What are the implications of recent trends and present indica-
tions for employment, unemployment, hours of work, productivity, total pro-
duction, private investment, levels of consumption, Government demand for
goods and services, and savings for the coming year?

As I interpret this carefully worded question it asks the panel members
for their view of the business outlook in the coming year. I can sum up my
answer this way: I believe 1955 will be a year of high-level activity and also
a year of lively competition. I expect that gross--national product -will rise
about'4 percent this year-and that's a good incrdase; 'even measuted-against
the economy's performance in recent years. However, the economy has the
capacity to turn out an even greater volume of goods-so competition for
markets should be almost as intense this year as last.

For the benefit of those who like to see an economic projection laid out in
neat numerical fashion, here is ho*, the major components of gross national
product seem to line up-on the basis of a set of assumptions I shall set forth.
(The figures I am about to give will be expressed in seasonally adjusted annual
rates.)

With the information now at hand, it seems to me that you can project
both Government expenditures, and private expenditures on fixed investment,
with a reasonably high degree of assurance.

Government expenditures on goods and services should go up from $74.3
billion in the fourth quarter of 1954 to $77.1 billion at the end of this year.
State and local governments will account for the $2.8 billion rise.

Next, private fixed investment should increase about $800 million. I would
interpret the McGraw-Hill survey, plus trends in things like new orders, as
pointing to no change in the level of business investment in new equipment.
Construction is one of our strongest areas today. Though I suspect that home-
building' is running at a rate that exceeds basic' demand, I still look for an
increase of $500 million in total construction by the end of the year. And
net foreign investment should show a $300 million plus. All in all, fixed invest-
ment should rise from $50.7 billion in the fourth quarter of 1954 to $51.5 billion
by the final quarter of 1955. Thus, both the Government and private fixed
investment areas promise to expand moderately this year.

Economists used to debate at length over trends in Government spending
and private fixed investment. While the debate involved a lot of esoteric
words, the two main issues were: First, what were business and Government
plans for the period ahead; and, second, how would these plans be altered if
business activity went up or down.

With the new tools available-a realistic Federal budget plus surveys of
business investment plans--we can project these areas of the economy with a
high degree of assurance. For instance, the Commerce Department's surveys
of business plans to invest in new plants and equipment have come within 5
percent of actual results in the postwar neriod.

Moreover, there is good reason to expect that plans will remain resonably
firm this year if business activity increases. The Federal budget assumes a
4 percent rise in disposable income. According to McGraw-Hill and Dun &
Bradstreet surveys, businessmen are planning on an increase in sales.
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In looking ahead of business trends, the difficult areas to protect-and at
the same time, the most important ones-are inventories and consumer expendi-
tures. And the key item is consumption, for there seems to be no reason to
expect any important change in the ratio of inventories to sales. In other words,
inventories will trail along with any change in sales.

Here is where we badly need better data, better statistics. 'We need more
survey work-like the Michigan surveys of consumer buying intentions, some
of which are financed by the Federal Reserve. And we need much more informa-
tion on inventories.

Our lack of precise knowledge about these key areas can be dramatized by
reference to Mark Twain. After listening to a series of estimates of the length
of the Mississippi River, he marveled at the fascination of a science where one
gets such wholesale returns of conjecture out of such a trifling investment of
fact.

In that vein, here are my conjectures about consumer expenditures and
inventories for 1955. Such meager evidence as we have-through surveys,
recent trends, and analysis of past trends-seems to point to an increase in
consumer spending. As a rough guess, the ratio of consumer spending to dis-
posable income might rise from 12.8 percent in the fourth quarter of last year
to around 94 percent late this year.

With income rising-in part because of the increase in consumer expenditures-
that would mean a rise in consumer buying of about $8 billion. To keep
inventories in line with this increase in sales, business would have to increase
them by $2.5 billion. Clearly, trends in the consumer area will be of crucial
importance in determining the level of general business in 1955.

Thus, under all the assumptions I have set forth, the numbers line up this
way:

Fourth quarter 1955 Fourth quar

Billion
Government - - $77.1 billion, up $2.8 billion from f74. 3
Fixed investment -- $51.5 billion, up $0.8 billion from- 50 7
Consumption - $245.5 billion, up $8.0 billion from 237.5
Inventories - - Up $2.5 billion from -- 1 5

Total - - $376.6 billion, up $15.6 billion from. 1.0

As I pointed out earlier, projections in such specific terms tend to exaggerate
the precision that surrounds business forecasts. There seems to be no way
to determine just what the margin of error may be. But, granted no changes
in the international and domestic scene that cannot now be discerned, it seems
to me that this can be said:

The odds are very high that gross national product in the fourth quarter of
1955 will stand somewhere between $370 and $380 billion.

STATEMENT OF CALVIN B. HOOVER

Senator PAUL H. DOUrLAS, JANUARY 21, 1955.
Chairman, Joint Committee on. the Economic Report.

My dear Senator DOUGLAS: Herewith are my answers to your four questions
as set forth in the sheet accompanying your letter of January 19:

Answer to question 1: The facts having to do with the subjects mentioned
are in general as the are set forth in the President's report or in the reports of
other governmental agencies available to the committee. I have no wish to
dispute any of the data presented nor do I feel that I have other data to add
to those available to the committee.

It is in the interpretation of the facts, the recommendations for action or for
refraining from action and the timing of action, if any, that the factor of per-
sonal judgment enters.

For example when statistics show that personal saving continued high al-
though diminishing slightly in 1954, what conclusions are we to draw from this?
Should we conclude that if less had been saved less would have been available
for investment in industry and more would have been consumed while total
national income would have remained unchanged? Or should we draw the
conclusion from the data that the maintenance of savings in proportion to con-
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sumer expenditures at as high a rate as that of 1954 was in itself a factor in
limiting national income? This is only one exampleof what I mean by differ-
ences in interpretation of the facts.

Answer to question 2: We were apparently in a period of contraction during
the first half of 1954. The national economy apparently definitely entered a
period of recovery during the last quarter of 1954. The crucial and obvious
question is whether this rate of recovery is great enough to carry us to the at-
tainable trend line of annual increase in national product and whether we can
in the future maintain this rate of production increase upon the basis of present
economic policies.

Answer to question 3: The purpose of defining needed levels of employment
production and purchasing power is to provide benchmarks by which we can
judge whether monetary, fiscal or other policies should be more or less stimula-
tive, restrictive or merely stabilizing in their effects on the economy and thus
to judge whether or not the objectives set forth in the Employment Act are being
effectively pursued.

It is quite clear, I think, that we have the physical capability of increasing
our gross national product by some 4 or 5 percent per year. This would mean,
as outlined in the report of this committee's staff, that our gross national product
10 years from now would be some $530 billion, assuming substantially unchanged
prices.

I think that it is useful to make successive 10-year projections of this sort
in order to enable us to judge whether or not the general trend is in line with
our potentialities. However, these projections would need to be supplemented by
continuing annual studies in which new estimates of attainable levels of em-
ployment, production and purchasing power for periods immediately ahead
would be made.

Particularly at a time when we are likely to need all our resources in our
struggle with the Soviet tyranny either for the provision of means of armed
defense or to keep our standard of living as much in advance of that of Soviet
Russia as it now is, we cannot afford to let our national income lag substantially
behind that which we are capable of achieving. Projections of the sort made by
the staff of this committee are most useful in enabling us to do just that.

Answer to question 4: Recent trends do indeed show that the contraction
which began in the second half of 1953 has been halted and that some recovery
has taken place. We are, indeed, just approaching the levels of national-in-
come productivity reached in 1953. The peak level of 1953 would not, however,
be an acceptable goal for 1955. As I have pointed out, our failure to attain and
maintain a trend rate of increase per annum of some 4 or 5 percent would be
serious from the standpoint of our national security.

Unfortunately the statistical data which we have does not enable me to
answer the really crucial questions in this connection with certainty and pre-
cision. These questions are: First, will consumer purchasing power, plus gov-
ernmental demand for goods and services plus private and corporate invest-
ment be large enough to keep the productive forces of our national economy
operating at their practicable capacity? Second, if the prospect is that "off-
sets to saving" will not be great enough to absorb all the saving which people
would like to do if they were fully employed, what additional measures beyond
those proposed in the President's report might be taken? Third, what should be
the magnitude and timing of these measures?

The legislative measures proposed by the President appear well balanced in
their design to encourage the expansion of business activity and of consumer
purchasing power while attempting to balance the budget and to maintain a
stable price level. It may well be that nothing more will be required to attain
the desired rate of increase in our national income. If so, we can be devoutly
thankful.

We must recognize, however, that we may have to make the hard choice be-
tween a further stimulus to business through decreased taxation or increased
expenditures for national defense or other necessary expenditures and attaining
a balanced budget. It is not easy to make such a choice. What makes the
matter even tougher is that we cannot be certain as of this moment which our
choice should be. There are no simple or precise statistical indicators to give us
the answer. We can only look at the rates of increase in our working popula-
tion, the rates of increase in productivity per man-hour, the expected increases
in consumption and in saving and investment and then make our own estimate.
AMost of the really critical data upon which we must make our estimates, how-
ever, reflect the effects not of independent but of dependent variables. (For
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example, the volume of savings is dependent to a large extent upon opportunities
for investment.)

If I had to make an estimate, mine would be that a greater stimulus to con-
sumption and investment than is now apparent will probably be required if we
-are to attain and maintain the desired levels of increase in gross national prod-
uct. But I would be less than honest if I did not point out that if my estimate
turns out to have been wrong, Government policy based upon it would result in
-a further unbalancing of the budget accompanied by inflationary pressures. The
evil most recently suffered seems to us always to be the worst. It is a major
accomplishment to have attained the price stability which we now have. I
fully realize that this stability should not be lightly jeopardized. Yet on bal-
.ance I think a further stimulus to our economy is likely to be needed.

It should be noted that the successful implementation of the President's recom-
mended policies and measures in the fields of agriculture and international trade
are likely to depend upon the maintenance of adequate purchasing power in our
domestic market. Trade not aid can be substituted for governmental grants-in-
.aid to foreign countries only if domestic purchasing power is available to take
off the market the additional imports which are received in payment for our
formerly unrequited, i. e., unpaid for, exports.

Similarly, we must depend upon the maintenance of substantially full employ-
ment in industry if we are to be able to avoid high and rigid price supports and
comprehensive and complicated controls in agriculture and if we are to avoid
the accumulation of burdensome agricultural surpluses.

Respectfully yours,
CALVIN B. HOOVER.

APPRAISAL OF THE ECONOMIC PHILOSOPHY AND FACTS UNDERLYING
THE; PRESIDENT'S ECONOMIC REPORT, 1955

ANSWERS TO PREPARED QUESTIONS AND GENERAL BACKGROUND MATERIAL PRESENTED
TO THE COMMITTEE By DR. HEINZ E. LUEDICKE, EDITOR, THE JOURNAL OF COM-
MERCE, NEW YORK

QUESTIONS TO ANSWERS PREPARED BY SENATOR PAUL H. DOUGLAS, CHAIRMAN,
- JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT

Question 1. What are the facts respecting population growth, labor force, em-
ployment, unemployment, layoffs, part-time employment, productivity, production,
private investment, consumption, Government demand for goods and services,
and savings since 1952?

Answer. The statistical record for the period from 1952 to the start of 1955
shows a pattern from boom to superboom; the culmination of this trend by
mid-1953; followed by a period of readjustment lasting until mid-1954; then
a slow recovery start and a rather pronounced speedup in the recovery since late
October 1954.

Significant features in this pattern were the turn from virtual full employment
in the first half of 1953 (which was an overtime economy) to a level of unem-
ployment of about 4 millions by early 19354. This was smaller than the unem-
ployment peak in late 1949 and early 1950, but thus far unemployment has shown
a marked degree of stickiness. It has not reacted promptly to the upturn in
production. This is probably in part a byproduct of rising productivity.

The period also brought the culmination of the post-Korean plant expansion
boom. For the past 2 years, plant and equipment expenditures have been
gradually declining. The decline does not seem to be over as yet.

By mid-1953 it was evident once again that the then prevailing rate of industrial
output was supportable only by substantial production for inventory. This was
the second time since the end of World War II that inventories had become top-
heavy in the opinion of businessmen.

A $10 billion swing (annual rate) occurred from inventory accumulation to
inventory liquidation, but at no time did the rate of inventory liquidation become
panicky. Chief reasons for this were the continuing stability in the commodity-
price level and the easy money market that did not make it necessary for banks
to call inventory loans. By the same token, however, the inventory situation
has not improved sufficiently to be regarded as an element of strength in the
1955 outlook. The current rush for some steel items and the appearance of a
few scattered commodity-price increases probably are temporary repercussions
of the speededup automobile boom.

The picture at the start of 1955 is characterized by the prevalance of buyers'
markets in virtually all sectors of the economy: there is moderate pressure on
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commodity prices: likewise no inclination to add to inventories or to lengthen
commitment ranges; finally, greater accent on productivity gains because of
competitive pressures which discourage the translation of higher wages into
higher prices.

Continued strong spots are construction and consumer spending both to a
large extent dependent on continuation of the current high level of cosumers'
confidence in the economic outlook.

Question 2. On the basis of economic developments since 1952, how would you
classify calendar year 1954 in respect to the four phases of the business cycle
identified in the earlier volumes of the National Bureau of Economic Research-
as expansion, recession, contraction, and revival?

Answer. Any categorical classification of 1954 might be misleading. Look-
ing at the 1953-54 pattern, certain similarities with 1948-49 are unmistakable.
Both these periods started off with pressure to lighten inventories; neither did
get much beyond the stage of a mild inventory recession, but in both instances
the termination of the inventory liquidation was sparked by the injection of
artificial (inflationary) stimulants. It is frequently overlooked that the Eisen-
hower administration in 1954 followed a quite aggressive policy of nudging
business along, considering the cumulative impact of tax cuts, liberalized real-
estate mortgage provisions, pronounced credit ease and a number of secondary
steps.

Even so, the situation likely to prevail by mid-1955 should resemble the situa-
tion just prior to the outbreak of the Korean war. There are reasons to believe
that the 1955 recovery start, just like early 1950, will prove abortive, and that,
currently just like then, Government intervention merely served to postpone
the showdown about the solidity of the overstimulated combined hot- and cold-
war boom plus the unparalleled postwar consumer-goods replacement boom after
the end of World War II.

The postwar record of both the Democratic and the Republican govern-
ments indicates considerable success in postponing, if not preventing, any post-
war recession of serious proportion. This has been done primarily by freezing
into the economy numerous inequities and maladjustments developed during
the active phase of the two war booms.

The two "bumps" in 1948-49 and 1953-54 were exactly that. They helped to
alleviate a few troublesome spot situations, but it would appear premature to
be lulled into a false sense of security by them.

The question of whether we'll get by without a typical postwar recession that
might really test the Employment Act defenses still remains unanswered.

It is important to know, therefore, that the human impact of any such period
of adjustment, if and when it comes, will be cushioned by the "security floor"
that has been created since the mid-1930's for the individual and the Amer-
ican family.

Question 3. What purpose, in terms of carrying out the objectives of the
Employment Act, is served by defining the needed levels of employment, produc-
tion, and purchasing power, and for how far ahead should they be defined?

Answer. No economic planning can function without a certain degree of
economic forecasting.
* However, the pinpointing of annual employment and production or GNP
goals uder the Employment Act seems an extremely hazardous and objection-
able procedure.

Even the development of long-range normal-growth projections is subject to
criticism because it necessitates the use of more or less arbitrary "averages"
for such key factors as the annual increment of the labor force or annual
productivity gains. These averages are based either on past performance or
on personal "hunches." Neither method is satisfactory. It is therefore not
surprising that existing long-range GNP projections show considerable varia-
tions.

The margin of error is compounded if an attempt is made to translate such
long-range projections into near-term goals for 1 or 2 years ahead. In that case,
they are not only useless, but psychologically and politically dangerous.

The forecasting neded for a reasonable interpretation of the Employment
Act goals for any short period, can best be accomplished by an intelligent and
openminded study of available business indicators and their behavior against
the background of the whole economy. Unemployment and related figures must,
of course, be given a high priority in such evaluation of current trends and near-
by prospects.
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Uninformed use of GUP projections is apt to cause more harm than good.

These projections should be taken with a grain of salt. But long-range pro-
jections for 10, 15 years, or even longer ahead are not nearly as objectionable
as their use in short-term forecasting.

The use of long-range GNP projections as guideposts for industrial ex-
pansion will be limited until this statistical yardstick is further refined. Mean-
while, investment spending will remain dependent on sales and profits prospects.

It would be highly dangerous if the feeling were to spread that industry
might as well go ahead taking chances, because the Government won't have
any choice but to bail it out in case of trouble. The spread of such an attitude
would jeopardize the preservation of a free and competitive-enterprise system
because such a system can function dynamically only as long as a system of
rewards and penalties exists.
-Question 4. What are the implications of recent trends and present indications
for employment, unemployment, hours of work, productivity, total production,
private investment, levels of consumption, Government demand for goods and
services, and savings for the coming year?

Answer. The key question for 1955 is whether or not the current upturn in
industrial production will carry through. This appears rather dubious in
view of the fact that the automobile industry at the start of the year was
running at an annual rate of production of somewhere between 8 million and
9 million cars and trucks. 1Part of this production is for "protective" purposes
and it seems likely that production will level off as soon as the industry's labor
problems are solved. Steel, rubber, glass, and a host of other industries will
take their cue from automobiles. In addition, the textile cycle-now on the
upswing-may have passed its peak by early fall.

Hence, industrial production is likely to level off and probably sag moderately
by mid-1955.

Much will depend on construction. Should construction, and particularly
home building, waver in the latter part of the year-and such a possibility cannot
be ignored, what with mortgage credit now being overstimulated and perhaps
requiring corrective action before long-business activity could well resume the
1954 decline, unless the administration acts promptly to hold any new decline
to mild proportions.

Regardless of the element of further Government stimulation, indications are
that the recovery pattern this time may prove to resemble a W rather than a
V. The second bottom of the W may occur in mid-1955. This would be before
the initial repercussions of the new highway program can make themselves
felt.

The combination of a possible production lag by midyear and continued efforts
to push productivity higher probably will result in an average level of unem-
ployment for the year slightly higher than 1954.

Without additional stimulation, both defense spending and business spending
will tend to drag lower in 1955. As far as defense spending is concerned,
increased State and municipal spending will offset further defense cuts and
may even result in a small net increase in total Government spending.

Business spending will tend lower because plant and equipment expenditures
probably will slide off further and inventory policies will remain ultraconserva-
tive. Chances are that total business inventories by the end of 1955 will be
lower rather than higher than at the start of the year.

Consumer spending this year is not likely to receive another lift from addi-
tional tax cuts. It is closely tied to the factor of "confidence." Unless there
is a serious shock to public confidence-and a sharp break in the stock market or
Government action to tighten up on real-estate credit could cause such a shock-
it is reasonable to expect consumer spending to continue at a high level.

Perhaps the most critical single feature to watch for in 1955, is the possible
appearance of some saturation in consumer demand for durable consumer goods.
including homes.

Temporary as such saturation would be, and despite the fact that there still
are large population groups with substandard living conditions, it could nut
a serious damper on near-term business prospects.

And it certainly would play havoc with the theories of those economists who
believe that all we have to do to insure prosperity is to nut more znnnpv itoa
the hands of the consumer.
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PRESENTATION OF BACKGROUND MATERIAL

I. The Aim of the Employment Act
II. Maximum Growth versus Stable Price Level

III. The Function of "Maximum Employment and Production" Goals

IV. The Future of the Business Cycle

I. THE ATM OF THE EMPLOYMENT ACT OF 1946

The established aim of the Employment Act of 1946 is "to promote maximum

employment, production, and purchasing power?
This goal-partly because of its legislative history-is often confused with

"full employment." Congress rightly shied away from the phrase "full employ-

ment" because of its economic and political implications. The phrase still sur-

vives as a political argument, but not as the basis of responsible economic debate.

A goal of "full employment" actually could be accomplished relatively easily

if it were interpreted to mean merely to provide a "job" for everybody able

to work.
Various dictatorships have successfully accomplished this. In that process,

they have even dropped two of the personal qualifications of the Employment Act.

As it is, the Employment Act speaks only of persons "able, willing, and seeking

to work." These latter two qualifications spell the difference between a free

economy and a dictatorship.

IMPORTANT CONSTRAINTS

Actually, the Employment Act mandate "to promote maximum employment,

production, and purchasing power" is couched in language which places consider-

able constraints on the choice of methods to be used by any administration in

applying the act. These are threefold:
(1) The act charges the Federal Government to provide "useful" employment

opportunities, including self-employment, for those able, willing, and seeking to

work;
(2) The Federal Government is to use only such means as are "practical" and

"consistent with its needs and obligations and other essential considerations of

national policy"; and
(3) Its actions under the Employment Act are to be used "in a manner calcu-

lated to foster and promote free competitive enterprise and the general welfare."
These restrictions, imposed by the Employment Act, rule out:
(1) Heavy reliance on makeshift work of the leaf-raking variety;
(2) Any large-scale exercise of additional economic functions by the Federal

Government-such as the replacement of private enterprise in the field of capital
investment unless private enterprise cannot fulfill certain functions; and

(3) Any policies that would ultimately result in a further debasement of the

currency.
The third qualification-falling under the "general welfare" term-is the most

important one. Yet it is the one which, wittingly or unwittingly, all too often
is shrugged off or ignored.

II. MAXIMUM GROWTH VERSUS STABLE PRICE LEVEL

Is a policy of insisting at all times on maximum employment, production, and

purchasing power compatible with the maintenance of a stable currency?
Liberal economists, such as Mr. Leon Keyserling, have consistently denied that

the discharge of the Federal Government's obligations under the Employment
Act necessarily involves the danger of inflation.

Others, such as Prof. Sumner H. Slichter, have admitted the existing conflict
between these two objectives, but have boldly resolved it by claiming that "in the

kind of economy possessed by the United States a slowly rising price level is

actually preferable to a stable price level." 1

RECORD STILL INCONCLUSIVE

The record for the period from the enactment of the Employment Act of 1946

through 1954 still is inconclusive as far as the problem of maintaining maximum

employment, production and purchasing power without a gradual rise in the
price level is concerned.

1Reprint of a discussion on How Bad Is Inflation? between Prof. Sumner H. Slichter
and the editor of the Journal of Commerce, September 1952.
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Starting from the fantastic degree of overstimulation during World War II
that permeated the whole economy-not by choice but by necessity 2-_our econ-
omy has been under the influence of strong upward forces. Following the war,
there was first the unequaled consumer goods replacement boom and, starting in
mid-1950, the Korean war and now the need of maintaining a high level of
defense expenditures so long as the cold war persists.

Twice during this period of overstimulation, the economy broke stride and
faltered-once in 1948-49 under Democratic leadership and then again in 1953-54
under Republican leadership.

In both instances, artificial stimulants were applied. These were far more
potent than generally realized, particularly in 1953-54, and they were sufficient,
in both instances, to cushion the decline before it attained serious proportions
and speed.

The remedial measures taken in both instances must be classified as infla-
tionary. The fact that none of the two episodes was followed by any pronounced
rise in the price level does not disprove this. It merely confirms that, in both
instances, buyers' markets conditions blocked any immediate increase in the
price level. Moreover, there will always remain some doubts with respect to
the solidity of the recovery in 1950. The possibility cannot be ruled out that,
without the start of the Korean war, business activity once again would have
declined during the latter part of the year.

Similarly, the solidity of the 1955 recovery still remains open to some doubt.
It will be tested during the latter part of the year.

Summed up, it still is by no means proven that a reasonable maximum em-
ployment level can be maintained by props that are not strong enough to lead
to an increase in the price level.

Consequently, the controversy over which is the lesser of two evils-some
"hard core" unemployment or a continually rising price trend-still is far from
resolved.

THE ARGUMENT FOR INFLATION

Professor Slichter believes that-once the element of war and defense over-
stimulation is removed from the economy-the only feasible way of maintain-
ing maximum employment, and production and purchasing power, is by a policy
deliberately designed to result in an annual average increase in the price level
of 2 to 3 percent.

While Professor Slichter admits the "obvious injustice of even a slow long-
term rise in prices, he claims that the maintenance of a stable price trend-

(1) would require that the country considerably relax its efforts to keep
business recessions as mild as possible;

(2) would require the acceptance of chronic unemployment or drastic
intervention- by the Government in the relations between employers and
employees; and

(3) would severely handicap the United States in its efforts to contain
communism by building up the economies of the free world.3

Professor Slichter argues that since some form of "injustice is inescapable
* * -policies-that produce a slowly rising price level spread the injustice thinly
over a large part of the population. The policies necessary to keep prices stable
create unemployment and thus concentrate injustice'upon a few."

There are two major objections against such a policy:
(1) It is extremely doubtful that a deliberate long-range inflationary

policy can be sufficiently "controlled" at all times. If it is to take the place
of hot or cold war stimulation, it is likely to gather speed and culminate
in a flight from the currency into goods-which still is the classical demon-
stration of inflation. While rapidly rising productivity provides a natural
defense against inflation, it would involve a considerable risk to base long-
range national policy on such a Maginot line.

2 C1O-UAW President Walter P. Reuther describes this labor overstimulation as follows:
"When the war came along * * * factories began to boom; we put every able-bodied man
and woman to work. After we had all the able-bodied people on the job we got the
grandfathers and grandmothers out of retirement and we put them to work, and every
major company had a very simple employment policy-the employment director was in-
structed, when somebody applied for a job, not to ask any questions, but just to feel them,
and if they were warm, put them on the payroll." Speech before the Economic Club of
New York, January 17, 1955.

a See the reprint mentioned above. To the best of our knowledge, Professor Slichter has
not subsequently denounced or materially amended these views.
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(2) The idea that slow inflation would "spread injustices thinly over a
large part of the population" is unacceptable as basis of national economic
and social policy. A far better solution, in the case of temporary economic
balances, is to rely on what is now commonly described as the "security
floor" for the individual citizen or the American family.

It may be questioned whether or not the present "security floor"-pri-
marily consisting of unemployment insurance, old-age and disability in-
surance-is adequate. At any rate, it would appear to be sounder economic
policy to strengthen the "security floor" than to impose a general tax in
the form of inflation, because inflation is the most cruel and vicious form
of taxation ever devised by man. It is obvious that inflation would hit
those depending on fixed incomes particularly hard. But the typical Ameri-
can "small capitalist" type of wage earner also would not escape the ravishes
of such a policy.

AN ULTIMATE COLLAPSE?

It is rather significant that there is a growing concern over the stability of
the currency. This concern shows up in the form of a more and more often re-
peated question. This question is being asked not only by businessmen-perhaps
not even primarily by businessmen-but by the "public," including wage earners,
and it runs bluntly like this: "Is there any chance of escaping an ultimate
currency breakdown if we keep on stimulating the economy?"

The answer to this question still is that no such currency collapse is likely
In this country.

However, the reason for this belief is not the simple assertion that "it cannot
happen here," but something far more significant.

While in each economy there are groups who obviously would profit by in-
flation-who actually have a vested interest in continued inflation-the over-
riding consideration in this country is that we and particularly our labor
force is rapidly becoming a nation of homeowners, savers, hold6rs of life
insurances, and beneficiaries of private and social-security pensions.

Since these people with a newly found vested interest in a stable currency
also have political votes, it is almost a foregone conclusion that any administra-
tion whose policies were to be recognized as a threat against the interests of
these small capitalists, would promptly be turned out of power.

This is the most potent factor against a policy of continued overstimulation,
even though it is designed to prevent any economic "adjustments."

A number of liberal economists and union spokesmen have repeatedly de-
clared that we cannot hope to, and should not try to, equal the hot- and cold-war
overstimulation of the past 15 years. Nevertheless, there are some who still
are aiming that high.4

Such an aim would necessitate a massive program of inflationary stimulants.
If superimposed on a reasonably sound economy-and we would so classify the
economy today-there is no reason to doubt that it would be a reasonably simple
matter to strain the boom to the proportions of a superboom once again.

But any policy aimed at superboom conditions would run contrary-to the -gen-
eral aim of the Employment Act. Economists of both a Democratic and a Re-
publigan administration-while serving on the President's Council of Economivc
Advisers-have repeatedly gone on record as being opposed to inflationary over-
stimulation.
* Any policy of economic intervention that does not respect the "integrity of
the currency" is bound to prove harmful in the long run.

Hence the specific problem in economic planning today is to find the dividing
line between sound economic zrowth and artifical overstimulation.

And more specifically the question arises: Is there any way of determining
-this dividing line other than by trial and error which means by maintaining
an econorhy from which all self-regulating features (or safety valves) have not
been removed by well-meant, but unsound experimentation?

III. THE FUNCTION OF "MAXIMUM EMPLOYMENT" GOALS

The desire to popularize the Employment Act:and to draw it into politics
has led to a number of practices which are scientifically questionable.

' Steelworkers and the National Economy, a special report by David, J. McDonald,
president, United Steelworkers of America, p. 12: "When, however, a substantial demand
for goods and services disappears-as is now the case in the Government and private
investment sectors of the economy-it should be perfectly clear that the slack must be
taken up by an increased demand elsewhere."
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Specifically, they have led to a second-best-is-not-good-enough attitude which

claims that to fulfill the purposes of the Employment Act, the economy must

expand every single year.
The statisticians among the followers of this economic cult believe that it

is not only possible, but necessary to calculate and to maintain a normal-growth

line and to measure growth against such a line from year to year in order to

determine whether or not the economy is gaining or losing ground against

the norm of maximum employment, production and purchasing power.
This type of "model building" has become very popular among union leaders

and liberal economists.
5

THE ROLE OF LONG-RANGE PROJECTIONS

All economic planning involves a certain degree of economic forecasting.

Regardless of how an administration defines the maximum employment pro-

duction and purchasing power level of the Employment Act, the formulation

of its policies for the attainment of that level necessitate a number of economic

trend evaluations and projections.
Obviously, no administration can base its policies on arbitrary forecasts

because economics are not an exact science which permits any "hedgeproof"
forecasting.

Actually, the difficulties are even more basic than that because even the

projection of long-range normal growth lines defies any scientific approach.

Long-range growth projections admittedly serve a useful double purpose:

(1) Psychologically: They are an effective reminder that there is no

call for dusting off the theory of "economic maturity" that dominated
economic thinking in the early thirties with devastating results; and

(2) Economically: They offer certain guideposts for the formulation of

industrial and communal expansion programs and regional plant location

decisions which, following further refinements may prove quite valuable.

Meanwhile, there is an acute danger of statistical misuse of these projec-

tions because they have not yet been sufficiently perfected .
This danger is particularly acute if an attempt is made to formulate near-

term expansion goals by using a long-term trend line. The fact of the matter

is that at least two of the most important specific factors in the construction

of any normal-growth line are highly variable. They are:
(1) The annual increment to the labor force; and
(2) The annual gain in productivity.

It is easy enough to go back and calculate average growth figures for the

past 20 years or even longer periods. In such calculations, year-to-year

increases in the labor force and productivity can be averaged out and not lose

their meaning.
However, such percentages, based on previous experiences, are hardly valid

when it comes to a projection of the future.
Calculations for future growth must rely on estimated increases in such items

as population, size of labor force, workweek, productivity gains, disposable in-

come, and consumer expenditures.
The difficulties in making such estimates are clearly demonstrated by compar-

ing some of the recent calculations of long-range economic growth.'
By far the most critical point of difference among these projections are the

sharp differences in calculating future productivity gains (in percent of cumu-
lative annual increase).

Some of these productivity estimates are as follows:

S The term "liberal" economists Is used in a rather loose sense throughout. It Is used
to indicate the opposite of conservative but is not supposed to have any political connota-
tions. It has become general usage to describe these economists as "Fair Dealers."

6 Julius Hirsch has just completed a comparison of seven long-range growth projections.
It is available In manuscript form under the title: "Our Economic Future. A Comparison
of Seven Long-Term Projections." New York, 52 Wall Street, January 7, 1955.
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In forecasts for 1960: Percent
Low projection, Weyerhaeuser ---------------------------------- +1.5
Medium projection, Colm ------------- …±------------------------ +2. 5
High projection, Leon Keyserling -------------------------- +3. 54

In forecasts for 1975:
Low projection, Weyerhaeuser-±-------------------------------- +1. 5
Medium projection, Paley Report…±------------------------ -- +2. 5
High projection, Julius flirsch…±---------------------------------+ 212-3

It is obvious that such differences in the calculation of future productivity
gains will have an important bearing on the future projects of gross national
product.

The comparison made by Julius Hirsch shows the following estimates for the
gross national product for various target dates:

Gross national product estimates

(In billions of dollars]

1961 1952 1960 1965 1970 1975

Julius Hirsch : 345 440 530 763Com329 -- 425EnsleyI ---- ---- 525-535Weyerhaeuser- -248 412 465 527 586Keyserling - - - 5o-600M cGraw Hill --------------------- -415 062
Paley report-- -- - ------ 329- 634

I Joint Committee on the Economic Report: Potential Economic Growth of the United States Duringthe Next Decade, October 1954.

Under these circumstances, it is obvious that the fixation of annual progress
"goals" under the Employment Act is not only useless, but highly questionable.

Whenever pressure is exerted on an administration to pinpoint its economic
goal for any specific year, the suspicion is that this is done for political rather
than economic reasons.

The determination of the degree of success or failure in attaining the goal
of maximum employment, production and purchasing power, defies the use of
mathematical or rigid statistical yardsticks. Such determination can be ac-
complished only by flexible use of available business indicators and their proper
interpretation against the background of the whole economic process. Unem-
ployment trends, of course, will have to get a high ranking in the selection of
these yardsticks.

To repeat: There is nothing in the Employment Act-nor in the parliamentary
proceedings prior to its enactment-that can be interpreted as a mandate to
bring about uninterrupted annual growth.

Actually, the American economy has never experienced any period of conse-
quence during which such a pattern prevailed-except under the stress of a
dominating war emergency.

Those economists who develeped the "second-best-is-not-good-enough" theory
of economic growth cannot cite the Employment Act as authority for their views.

As has been shown, they are not on solid ground, either economically or statis-
tically. All current attempts to demonstrate a "gap"-annual and cumulative-
between an arbitrary maximum growth line and the actual performance of
GNP are not scientifically supportable, because they are working with invalid
yardsticks.

From a long-range point of view: the overriding goal of current economic
policy has to be the return from a pattern of overstimulated to supportable
growth and not the continuation, and further aggravation of overstimulated
growth. From this point of view a roughly sidewise business movement would
appear satisfactory. It would give the economy a chance to grow into its current
productive plant without harsh transitional pains, but also without further
jeopardy to the economic and ideological basis of our free and competitive
economy.

'A study made by Stanford Research Institute for the Weyerhaeuser Lumber Co., 1954.The American Economy in 1960, December 1952.
J Conference on Economic Progress: Toward Full Employment and Full Production,uly 1954 .
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MISUSE OF GNP

Those economists who are pleading for an immediate closing of the "gap"
between what they consider the maximum employment-growth line and the
actual performance of GNP, base their policy recommendations on what prob-
ably is an' objectionable use of gross national-produet figures.

Their argument runs something like this: Since GNP roughly corresponds to
consumer spending, business spending, and Government spending, a decline in
any, or any two, of these categories can be made up by increases in the other
one or two, as the case may be. Since we are now confronted with a decline in
Government and business spending-their argument continues-it follows that
consumer spending must be boosted. That can best be (lone by increasing the
amount of money in the hands of consumers through higher wages and higher
social-security benefits.

This type of economic reasoning sounds simple and attractive, but it is faulty.
It amounts to a very crude formulation of the so-called purchasing-power theory
which'ignores the fact that there is an important difference between business
and Government spending on the one hand and consumers spending on the
other.

This faulty interpretation of the role of consumer spending received its great-
est impetus when a group of economists and statisticians started to compute the
gross national product (a relatively new concept in economics that took the
place of national income) from the expenditures-rather than the income side.

Although the totals, regardless of the method used, theoretically should come
out at least very close, that is not the case. After the end of war, the GNP
figure, computed from the expenditures side, came into almost uniform use.

This statistical procedure-perfectly logical in its conception and most of its
uses-seems to have encouraged the popular belief that all three major types of

-"spending" are functionally of equal importance.
i That led to a dangerous oversimplification, because it obscured the important
fact that consumer spending actually is the function of the two other types,
Government and business spending which have a high multiplying effect. (The
role of savings and dissavings is deliberately eliminated in this discussion.)

There is no such thinig as to raise consumer expenditures indefinitely by
cutting up the available national income "pie" in such a way that consumers
are getting more and management is squeezed further.

Such a policy of raising consumer funds, and presumably consumer expendi-
tures, may be effective in a depression when investment spending is at a stand-
still and some push is needed to start at least some wheels turning again. It
also may do the trick of augmenting consumer spending for a short period of
time when a feeling of confidence prevails and some companies, despite competi-
tive pressures, are willing to take a chance on higher wages in the hope that
they can avoid strike interruptions and thereby hold their competitive po-
sitions.

As a matter of long-range policy, this approach is faulty because a policy
aimed at continued redistribution of national income to benefit workers alone
will soon undermine the incentives for further growth.

Labor must share in the fruits of greater productivity. That, after all, has
been the formula for American industrial success all along. Labor must not,
however, be permitted to monopolize these productivity gains.

Personal, as well as managerial "incentives" must be maintained-"restored"
is perhaps an even better word-if our economy is to keep on functioning as
a free and competitive enterprise system.

IV. THa FUTUns OF THIE BuSINESS CYCLE

When the authors of the Employment Act charged the Federal Government
with the task of promoting maximum employment, production and purchasing
power, they wisely added that this was to be done within the scope of a "free
enterprise system."

This qualification can hardly be ignored as an empty phrase, as it reflects
a firm conviction on the part of the authors of the act that no amount of eco-
nomic experimentation is worthwhile unless our economic system maintains its
dynamic character.

Those responsible for the formulation of economic policy under the past
two administrations-one a Democratic one and one a Republican one-have re-
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peatedly stated that their aim was not directed toward the elimination of all,
even minor, business fluctuations.

t

Nevertheless, the popular belief that the Federal Government is charged with
the responsibility of preventing any interruptions in the economic growth of the
country persists.

The fact that-without respect to party lines-the economy suffered two,
"bumps" in the postwar period, does not seem to discourage those who live in
the happy dream that the economic millenium has arrived.

Both these "bumps" were terminated rather quickly and without damaging
after-effects, with the help of a number of positive economic measures inaugurated
by the Government in office. There is an inclination now to classify both of
them as relatively minor "inventory"-recessions.

The ease with which these two recessions were stopped has had two unfor-
tunate results as far as the development of contemporary economic thought is
concerned. I

The feeling is now widespread that all similar business slowdowns can
be quickly halted so that busineses as well as consumers can proceed
securely in the belief that "nothing can go wrong." And

(2) This, in turn, is leading to the political clamor for affirmative action
by the Government "at the slightest sign of trouble." 8 This obviously
reflects the philosophy that as long as the Government can prevent setbacks,
it has a moral obligation to do so.

The economic progress since the end of World War II and the ease with

which the two recessions of 1948-49 and 1953-54 were overcome have led to a
widespread feeling that the economy is basically 'sound" and that, now that
the 1954 decline has been reversed, progress will' be resumed from a "solid base."

Actually, it may well be that the progress, made under the stimulus of World
War II, the postwar consumer goods replacement boom and the Korean war
plus all of its cold-war implications has not yet been sufficiently "digested."

Under the influence of the unparalleled overstimulation of the past 15 years,
a number of vulnerabilities have developed under the surface of the economy
that have not yet been tested and that may yet break through the surface to
create some real postwar readjusment problems.

Chief among these vulnerabilities are:
(1) The rate of plant expansion since the early forties;
(2) The accumulation of inventories;
(3) The sharp expansion in personal indebtedness, particularly in the

home mortgage field;
(4) The artificially high support of farm prices without adequate pioduc-

tion or marketing curbs; and
(5) The possibility that we are far closer to a temporary saturation of

consumer demand for consumer durables than most observers seem to think.
Two of these vulnerabilities have already broken through the surface:
(1) There have already been two waves of inventory liquidation-and

even now the widely held optimism that we are at the threshold of another
period of inventory accumulation seems rather premature.

(2) Farm prices and farm incomes have been declining since 1948-with-
out showing any partiality to the party in control. Yet even so, agriculture
today can hardly be regarded as on a sound base.

Vulnerabilities, by definition, are weak spots that do not necessarily have to
break out into the open. There is constantly a threat that they may-but
it is not beyond the realm of posibility that, through orderly adjustment processes,
these weak spots disappear.

Most of the current literature about the elimination or destruction of the
business cycle is predicated on the fact that thus far the Government has
succeeded-once again without respect of party lines-to stabilize the economy
at a level that seems to have frozen in the overstimulation of the past 15 years
rather successfully-and that, therefore, continuation of this millenium canf
be achieved.

Conclusive evidence to this effect can be found in the annual and (originally) semi-
annual economic reports signed by Air. Leon Keyserling and the Presldent's reports, since
Dr. Arthur F. Burns took over the chairmanship of the Council of Economic Advisers.

8 Steel Workers and the National Economy, p. 7: "Thus, the monumental Employment
Act reposes both the power and responsibility upon the Federal Government to assist the
national economy at the first sign of difficulty, even before distress overtakes us."
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PAST AND FUTURE CYCLE PATTERNS

This type of reasoning still seems to take too much for granted.
Theoretically, it would be possible to equal the artificial stimulants of the

past 15 years though at a price of falling back on unsound budget and wage
policies.

One of the most dangerous fallacies behind this reasoning is the expectation
that increases in consumer demand brought about by profit squeeze will induce
industry to keep up plant and equipment expenditures at a sufficiently high
rate.

This is-usually described as the trickle-up theory which, in the opinion of
union economists and leaders, is far more effective than the trickle-down theory,
which seeks to maintain adequate investment incentives as the spark of our
free competitive enterprise system.
. There is ample historical proof that prosperity depends on an adequate level
of investment spending. But there is no statistical record of any period in
which the trickle-up theory pulled the economy out of a, slump.
* Looking over the record of past recessions, it is quite obvious that we have
learned successfully how to lock a barn after the horse was stolen.

After each depression legislation was passed to make a recurrence of that
particular type of depression next to impossible, In that process we have also
learned that no two depressions are alike.

The one thing we have not yet conquered, however, is the ingenuity of man to
get himself into trouble.

We may be successful in the future in keeping speculative excesses out of such
fields as stock market credit, mortgage credit or consumer credit. We may
even halt the deterioration of the farmer's purchasing power and we may succeed
in maintaining a reasonably high, level of investment spending.

After all the airay of props at our disposal for all of these things is impressive.
It includes margin regulations, housing regulations, farm price supports, stock-
piling of metals, minerals and other materials, all the instruments of credit
policy and a shelf full of public works programs, including the new highway
program.

And yet what would happen if the next recession-instead of being set into
motion by a cut in plant expenditures, or another cut in inventories, or another
drastic drop in farm prices, or by credit excesses in one of the 3 or 4 vulnerable
major fields-were to be generated by a temporary saturation of consumer
demand for all kinds of durable consumer goods, including housing?

There are signs that people are becoming less gadget-minded than they were.
That could mean a sign of saturation.

While it is true that a large part of the population still is living at sub-
standard' levels, nothing short of a gigantic giveaway program could create
effective demand among this group overnight and any attempt of accomplishing
this goal through a policy' of boosting minimum Wages further would certainly
result in serious economic dislocations.

Maintenance of the dynamic character of the economy does not only require
the existence of sufficient profit incentives-for the individual as well as
for the corporation.

It also means that there must be penalties for errors in economic judgment.
Only an economic system based on rewards and penalties can remain truly

dynamic and free.
I It is for this reason that economic intervention on the part of the Government
must not attempt to eliminate the need for all corrections. It is one thing-
and an eminently necessary one-to cushion the human impact of economic
maladjustments-such as chronic unemployment in areas with a displaced in-
dustry. The proper way of accomplishing this is by wise social measures. The
wrong way is the use of well-meant, but fuzzy economic legislation that freezes
such inequities and maladjustments into the economic structure.
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APPENDIX TO STATEMENT BY H. E. LUEDICKE

EVALUATION OF THE 1955 ECONOMIC REPORT

I. AN INTERPRETATION OF THE REPORT

(From the Journal of Commerce of January 21, 1955)

By H. E. Luedicke

Economic planning in 1955 should be concentrated "on basic policies fostering
long-term economic growth," rather than "seek to impart an immediate upward
thrust to general economic activity."

This statement from the President's economic report to Congress best sums
up the current thinking on economic growth within the Eisenhower adminis-
tration.

It is based not only on the administration's view that "our economy is now
undergoing a cumulative expansion of some strength," but also on its belief
that there is inherent danger in continued overstimulation of the economy.

As the report puts it: "Our economic policies must be designed not merely
to foster growth, but to foster a rate of growth that can be sustained."

NO ONE-WAY STREET

"As we proceed," the report warns, "we must keep in mind the historical fact
that growth has generally been attained by spurts of activity, followed by
pauses or setbacks."

If we are to escape the "risk of generating overconfidence and subsequent
reaction," it is important to keep in mind the limitatiobs of Government inter-
vention for the purposes of smoothing-out business fluctuations.

In what was billed in advance as the first complete discussion of the Eisen-
hower administration's philosophy on economic growth-developed by the Presi-
dent and his chief economic advisers-the economic report flatly acknowledges
the Government's responsibility for intervention under the Employment Act of

0 1946, but just as flatly states that such intervention must be kept within limita-
tions and should not be expected to accomplish the miracle of eliminating all
business fluctuations.

Says the report: "We have learned from experience that the Government
can do a great deal to moderate economic fluctuations, but there is as yet no
good basis for the belief that it can entirely prevent them. A democratic govern-
ment needs time, especially when current reports are conflicting, to meet a given
economic situation. Moreover, the effects of its actions-whether in aug-
menting or restraining demand-require time to work themselves out.

"Government ought not to continuously be veering its course, although it
should act promptly and decisively when a threat to economic stability emerges."

CANNOT STAY ALOOF

"The economic effects of Government operations are now so large and so
pervasive that it is no longer reasonable to suppose that Government either
can or should remain aloof from what goes on in the private economy.

"We have learned from experience that Government can pursue policies
that not only promise to bring a stabler prosperity to economic life, but also
to expand the scope and add to the vigor of private enterprise.

"Our aim must be to build on this experience, to pursue policies that will
facilitate the growth of private enterprise, and to equip ourselves with better tools
for checking any recession or inflation that might develop."

THE NO. 1 SAFEGUARD

The most striking difference between the economic philosophies of President
Eisenhower and his advisers on the one hand and formeri President Truman
and his Fair Deal advisers on the other hand lies in the emphasis with which
(1) avoidance of inflation and (2) preservation of the free enterprise system are
stressed.

Basic as the Government's obligation to promote the objective of maximum
employment and maximum production is (under the Employment Act), the act
states that the means used to fulfill this obligation must be (and here we again
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quote from the report) "consistent with the 'needs and obligations' of the
Government and 'with other essential considerations of national policy.'

"In other words, in implementing the Employment Act, the Federal Govern-
ment is subject to certain constraints. Among other things, it must honor the
constitutional rights of individuals; it must respect the authority of the States;
and it must protect the integrity of the money in which contracts are expressed
and payments made."

This emphasis on the "integrity of the money" is repeated several times in
the report.

POTENTIAL THREAT

In this connection, the point is being made that inflation as well as depression
"carries the danger of undermining, sooner or later, our system of free com-
petitive enterprise."

Dealing with critics on the right as well as on the left, the report goes on
to say: "The obligation of the Federal Government under the Employment Act
to 'promote maximum employment, production and purchasing power,' and to
do so by means that are consistent with 'other essential considerations' of
national policy, is not always remembered.

"Some citizens, lacking faith in the ability of the private economy to generate
a high level of activity, espouse a steadily increasing role for Government. They
urge new public undertakings and unbalanced budgets as devices for augmenting
private demand, often with little regard to the cause or magnitude of any
deficiency in demand.

"Other citizens, adhering to what they regard as the ultimate economic veri-
ties, are critical to any Government action that is designed to prevent or to mini-
mize the rigors of depressed incomes and unemployment.

WARNS ON EXTREMES

These are extreme and doctrinaire positions. If the one is insensitive to the
inequities of inflation, the other is insensitive to the misfortunes of depression.
Each carries the danger of undermining, sooner or later, our system of free
competitive enterprise * *.

"The need of our times is for economic policies that, in the first place, recognize
the proven sources of sustained economic growth and betterment and, in the
second place, respect the need of the people for a sense of security as well as
opportunity in our complex and industrialized economy."

BASIC ECONOMIC TENETS

In an explanation of the current and future policies of the Eisenhower admin-
istration, the Economic Report says that these policies rest on the following six
basic propositions:

1. Competitive markets, rather than governmental directives, are as a rule
the most efficient instruments for organizing production and consumption.

2. A free economy has great capacity to generate jobs and incomes if a feeling
of confidence in the economic future is widely shared by investors, workers,
businessmen, farmers, and consumers.

3. The Federal Government creates an atmosphere favorable to economic
activity when it encourages private initiative, curbs monopolistic tendencies,
whether of business or labor, avoids encroachment on the private sector of the
economy, and carries out as much of its own work as is practicable through pri-
vate enterprise.

4. The Federal Government generates confidence when it restrains tendencies
toward recession or inflation, and does this by relying largely on indirect means
of influencing private behavior rather than by direct controls over people,
industries, and markets.

5. The Federal Government contributes to economic growth when it takes its
part at the side of the States, in promoting scientific research and in providing
public facilities, such as highways, hospitals, harbors, and educational institu-
tions, on which the expansion of the private economy heavily rests.

6. The Federal Government strengthens the foundations of the economy when
it widens opportunity for its less fortunate citizens and, working in cooperation
with the States and localities, helps individuals to cope with the hazards of
employment, illness, old age, and blighted neighborhoods.

58422-55-11
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STRONG AND HUMANE

"These economic tenets are basic and inseparable. They constitute guides to

policies which, if pursued persistently, will advance us toward the goal of an

increasing national income, shared equitably among those who contribute to its

growth, and realized in dollars of stable buying power.
"In broadest outline, they constitute the framevork of an economic system

that is at once strong and humane, a system that can provide both greater

material abundance and a better quality of living."

ROLE OF INCENTIVE

The two chief goals of public policy are defined in the report as strengthening

the "floor of security for individuals and families" and, "to protect incentives

and encourage a spirit of enterprise and innovation among people.
"The man or woman who, in the hope of personal betterment, works harder,

designs a new product, creates a newv method, invests in a new business,, moves

to a new job, or suggests a new idea to his employer, must believe that the

rewards of initiative and effort are worthwhile." Through all of its policies the

Government must encourage enterprising action by business managers, investors,

and workers, in an environment that is kept basically free and competitive.

TIED TO TAX POLICY

The Eisenhower administration still sticks to its guns as far as the use of

tax cuts for the strengthening of corporate incentives is concerned.
The report stresses that, assuming a further tax cut is in order next year,

Congress should "continue the program which was begun last year of reducing

barriers to the free flow of funds into risk-taking and job-creating investments."

This would be in continuation of the 1954 tax law, as the report puts it, "to

promote the vigor of competitive enterprise," such as the liberalization of depre-

ciation allowances, the-extension of the period over which business losses can be

carried back for tax purposes, the liberalization of the rules for plowing back

of earnings for expansion purposes, the encouragement of research and develop-

ment expenditures, and the limited tax credit on dividends received by share-

holders.
WHAT AIBOUJT TIIE CYCLE?

While the economic report stresses that Government planning at the moment

is primarily directed toward long-range growth, it also emphasizes that "the

Government must remain ready to deal with any setback that might develop."

A good deal of confidence is expressed that, in view of past experiences and

the weapons in the administration's antirecession kit, the "business cycle is now

undel reasonable control."
This does not mean, however, that the administration believes it has con-

quered the cycle. To the contrary, the report stresses that even an expanding

economy "does not escape the need for moderating the business cycle."
Says the report: "A view fundamental to the economic program presented in

this report is that the best way to avoid economic recessions is to have the

economy growing vigorously. Yet it is necessary to recognize that, at times,

growth processes may falter, and that on other occasions the forces of growth may

generate inflation * * *
"Hence the program recommended in this report has been formulated not only

to foster economic growth, but to foster a reasonably stable process of growth."

II. A PHILOSOPHY OF GROWTH

(Ain editorial in the Journal of Commerce, of January 21, 195.5)

Economic growth is sound only, says President Eisenhower's 1955 economic

report to Congress, if it prevents both deflation and inflation, if it is held' to a

rate that can be sustained, and if it does not destroy incentive as the chief

motivating force in the economy.
This declaration clearly defines the economic philosophy of the. Eisenhower

administration and demonstrates that its economic policies differ not only in

-degree, but in principle, from those followed by former President Truman and his

Fair Deal advisers.
For this reason, this year's economic report is a valuable contribution to the

development of contemporary economic thought in this country. - It will leave
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its mark-even if some of. the specific economic predictions prepared by the
Council of Economic Advisers for the President should not fully stand up as-the
year progresses.

* * * * * * *

The economic report pledges the Eisenhower administration to full support of
the Employment Act of 1946 under which any administration in power-be it
Republican or Democratic-is committed to promote "maximum employment,
production, and purchasing power." The Eisenhower administration will
"act" whenever need for economic action appears and will act "promptly and
decisively."

But-and this is the all-important qualification in its commitment-it has
very definite ideas as to what the Employment Act meant when it stated that
the methods to be used in promoting maximum employment, production, and
purchasing power must be consistent with the "needs and obligations" of the
Government and with "other essential considerations of national policy."

These "other essential considerations" are primarily the protection of the
"integrity of our money" and the prevention of economic overstimulation,
merely for the purpose of living up to a preconceived and more or less arbitrarily
determined growth pattern.

* * * * * S *

The Eisenhower economists do not deny that further progress can be made in
smoothing out the .fluctuations of the business cycle-but the report states
emphatically that "experience affords no good basis for a belief that the
Government can entirely prevent fluctuations."

As a matter of fact, the report contains a poignant reminder that historically
our growth has generally been attained "by spurts of activity followed by pauses
or setbacks."

This does not represent a callous acceptance of the human miseries that ac-
company any economic setback of consequence, but it does reflect-at least
by strong implication-a convictiun that no economuic system can be kept
"dynamic" if all self-regulatory features are removed from it.

No system of free competitive enterprise can long endure even if it, grudg-
ingly, admits the justification of "rewards" for incentive and success, unless
it also maintains penalties for economic failures and does not try to soften
these for social reasons.

Now that we have, over the past two decades, built in this country a strong
"floor of security for individuals and families," it should be recognized that
this degree of protection enables us to pursue sound economic policies with
far greater assurance than would have been the case without the existence
of these forms of protection for the individual and the American family.

* *s * * *S e *

The trouble is that many of those primarily interested in social rather than
economic progress are not satisfied with the gradual strengthening of this
"security floor." They want to make sure that this floor never becomes
effective and they are willing to substitute "security" for incentive as the
key motivating force in the economy.

Any economic policy based on such an attitude, sooner or later, will lead to
the destruction of the dynamic character of our economy, as it will lead either
into inflation or into a planned economy. Such a planned economy could
develop under any of half a dozen names, from managed economy dowvn the
primrose path to outright socialism, but regardless of its specific label, it would
still add up to the end of dynamic economic progress.

* * * * * * *

The President's Economic Report clearly accepts the premise that over-
stimulation compounds the danger of generating inflation-which, in the final
analysis, would not only negate what our social reformers try to accomplish,
but actually would lead to a rapid deterioration of the standard of living for
large parts of the population-not only those who depend on fixed incomes
but the majority of our wvorking force as well-because our workers are rapidly
moving into the category of small capitalists with huge vested interests in
homes, insurance, savings, and pensions.

Those pushing for year-to-year, mathematically determined, economic gains
usually deny that their policies involve the danger of further deterioration in
the purchasing power of the dollar. They have never proven their point,
largely, of course, because their reasoning defies any proof in the mathematical
sense.
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That is why they will find it quite easy to make converts for their ideas-
until the inflationary consequences of their policies become apparent. That
could be the case if, following a change in administration, they would once
again find a sympathetic ear in Washington.

We feel confident that in such a case there would be a dollar revolt-strictly
through the ballot box-before any real inflation tragedy becomes inevitable.
The days of any administration playing with the inflation match most certainly
would prove numbered.

It is for this reason that the Eisenhower administration's strong commit-
ment to protect the "integrity of our money" deserves strong commenda-
tion.

III. GOALS AND PROGRAMS

(An editorial in the Journal of Commerce, of January 24, 1955)

The President's Economic Report, submitted to Congress last Thursday, is a
candid document, even if the administration's critics once again are clamoring
that it is too evasive.

The 1954 Economic Report was severely criticized by Democrats, union econ-
omists and assorted other Fair Dealers because the President did not specifically
estimate the size of the output increase required to maintain "maximum em-
ployment, production and purchasing power" as envisaged in the Employment
Act of 1946 and then offer a precise program for achieving such an output
goal.

Despite these attacks, the President and his economic advisers once again
decided against pinpointing an annual goal-and they are just as right about
the omission this year as they were a year ago.

* * * * * * *

One of the key sentences in the report states that "it is reasonable to expect
that the Nation's output within the coming year (1955) will approximate the
goals of maximum employment, production and purchasing power envisaged by
the Employment Act."

No attempt is made to say whether this goal for the current year should be a
gross national product of $365 billion, $370 billion, or $375 billion; not even
a relatively wide range is given to indicate what approximate level of business
activity, in the eyes of the administration's economists, should be attained
this year.

This refusal to offer a specific forecast does by no means reflect a coy attitude
on the part of the President's economic advisers. After all, there is nothing
cagey about their general forecast of continuing improvement in economic
activity. They do see the current upturn "powerfully supported by underlying
forces of economic growth."

Their only hedge concerns the likely duration of the current upturn. In this
respect, they refused to go on record for the whole year. Instead, they merely
stated that economic expansion will continue "during the coming months."

* * ::* * * *

This qualification, it seems to us, is particularly important for a correct inter-
pretation of the Eisenhower approach to the problem of economic planning.

What the 1955 Economic Report says in effect is this: The administration
believes that the recovery forces now at work will prove strong enough to give
us a satisfactory year within the meaning of the Employment Act of 1946. With
this in mind, the administration is proposing a program of economic legislation
designed to strengthen the long-range soundness of the economy. Should it
become apparent during the course of the year that the administration's evalua-
tion of 1955 was too optimistic, it then will become necessary for the administra-
tion to switch the emphasis in its program to measures designed for greater
near-term effect. In such a case, care will be taken, however, that such measures
do not cause a new wave of overstimulation.

It is quite clear that at the moment the administration's economists are con-
cerned about overstimulation rather than a resumption of the decline. The
complex issue of what to do about curbing overstimulation without knocking
the props out from under the economy, is now under serious study.

* ::* * * * *

The advice against use of a crystal ball in pinpointing the economic goal for
the current year, given to President Eisenhower by his economic advisers, is
absolutely sound.
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It shows a refreshing degree of candor in buking away from what can-
only be described as the statistical numbers game.

There is nothing wrong with the use of fairly general, long-range growth
goals-such as President Eisenhower's $500 billion gross national product
projection for 1965. When it comes to 1-year projections of this type, however,.
the door is wide open to statistical abuse.

What earthly purpose can be served by putting down any specific number
that cannot be scientifically supported? And the truth of the matter is that:
there is no formula, method, or procedure available to economists today too
determine what our economic growth should be from one year to the next.

It is one thing to calculate long-range averages for past performances in order
to dramatize what has happened but any attempt to use these percentages-with
respect to such factors as the increase in the labor force or the annual pro-
ductivity gain-for the purpose of pinpointing near-term expansion goals is
just so much statistical flimflam.

* * * * * * *

It is of course only too obvious what the administration's critics really have
in mind in trying to make the administration put down a specific goal for the
current year.

They want such a figure not for purposes of economic analysis but rather
for purposes of political attack. What could be sweeter for the opposition than
to have the administration "on the hook" by naming any specific figure-if it
does not prove right at the mark?

Instead of falling into this trap, the Economic Report offered a piece of per-
tinent advice to all of those who have a tendency of rushing in with economic
predictions where angels fear to tread. Said the report: "At this juncture of
our economic life, when confidence is running especially higher, it is well to
keep in mind the sobering fact that there is no way of lifting more than a
corner of the veil that separates the present from the future. * * * How far
the expansion will carry, it is impossible to say with great assurance."

Based on this sober appraisal of the science of forecasting, the 1955 Economic
Report sums up the administration's obligation under the Employment Act as
follows: "The uncertainty of economic predictions requires that the Federal
Government be prepared to adjust its policies promptly if economic events should
not bear out current expectations."

This is all the assurance, we believe, that is necessary at this time-and all
that can be given.

IV. THAT, CERTAIN EXTRA

(An editorial in the Journal of Commerce pf January 25, 1955)

The old saw that you can lead a horse to water, but that you cannot make it
drink, has a direct application in economics.

The President's Economic Report to Congress, in one of its key sentences,
draws attention to the role played by confidence in the shaping of economic
progress and in the success or failure of specific economic policies.

* * * * * * *

This paragraph deserves far greater attention than it has found thus far.
Here it is: "It is well to recognize that the reasons for the success of recent
policies are not to be found in them alone.

"Tax reductions, however attractive they may seem when the economy is
declining, will not necessarily lead to an increase of spending or investing.

"Easier credit conditions, larger bank reserves, even a larger money supply
will not necessarily put new money to work in industry.

"Management of the public debt so as to avoid competition with mortgages
and other capital issues will not necessarily increase private capital formation.

"If such policies are to be of material help in stemming a contraction, there
must be a pervasive feeling of confidence on the part of the people.

"The effectiveness of a particular policy, whatever be its sphere or expres-
sion, is conditioned by the mood of the time, and this is bound to reflect people's
attitudes toward Government policies at large. It is not merely the intrinsic
merit of the individual policies that were pursued but also the fact that each
was part of a cohesive program for strengthening the confidence of the people
in their own and their country's economic future, that accounts for our recent
success in curbing economic contraction."

* * * * * * *
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This is not a startling net discovery, but it is a valuable piece of homespun
economic philosophy that all too often has been ignored in the ideological con-
troversies of our time.

In effect, the President's emphasis of the important role played by confidence
in our economic life, is one of the strongest possible arguments for his middle-
of-the-road economic policies.

It negates the rather arbitrary point of view-so strongly defended by union
economists and other adherents of the purchasing power theory in its crudest
form-that the trickle-up theory is always good and the trickle-down theory is
always bad for the economy.

These two terms have become quite popular in recent years. The distinction
between the two lies in the determination of the starting point for any economic
intervention by the Government: should the purchasing power be boosted first
in the expectation that the prospect of larger sales will then automatically in-
duce industry to expand at a rapid enough pace to support a rising economic
trend.

Or should the economic policy of the Government be directed at the restoration
and maintenance of adequate personal and corporate (profit) incentives because
such a pattern would be the soundest way of bolstering wage and salary incomes
and thereby keep purchasing power and consumer expenditures on a solid basis?

*t * * * * * c

The answer of the Eisenhower administration to this dilemma is that neither of
these theories is sound per se; neither is applicable at all times.

Once confidence has been destroyed, businessmen will pull in their horns and
any attempts to stimulate investment spending will be rather hopeless. Simi-
larly, measures designed to stimulate consumer expenditures during a period
characterized by a general lack of confidence will not be automatically successful.
Nevertheless, under such conditions the only practical policy to be followed by
a Government is to channel more purchasing power into the hands of the con-
sumer because this at least promises to get the wheels slowly spinning again.

* * * * * * *

From this, it follows that the prime consideration of a government must be to
prevent any such loss of confidence.

In this the Eisenhower administration wvas singularly successful when in mid-
1953 storm clouds- started gathering. At that time, it made it clear that its
future economic policies would be governed by keeping the currency sound, re-
storing and maintaining adequate economic incentives for the individual and the
corporation and working toward a sounder financial structure of the Federal
Government.

Not all of its initial goals were immediately reached. For instance, balancing
of the budget proved rather more difficult than anticipated.

However, the important thing was that the proclamation of these principles
created an atmosphere in which the peddlers of gloom found it extremely difficult
to sell their wares.

* * * * * * *

By the same token. confidence remains one of the key factors in the shaping of
1955 business trends.

Chances are that the intangible, and yet so real, factor of confidence this year
will have to absorb a few unpleasant shocks. Things are not likely to go quite
as smoothly as the President and his economic advisers hope.

The crucial question then will be whether or not the Eisenhower administra-
tion-and all of us who believe in the current system of free and competitive en-
terprise in the United States-have succeeded in selling the idea that adherence
to these principles is a safer bet for our long-range future than to chase the
pot of gold at the end of some beautiful rainbow.

STATEMENT BEFORE THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT ON THE
ECoNOmIc PHILOSOPHY AND FACTS UNDERLYING THE PRESIDENT'S ECONOMIC
REPORT, PRESENTED ON BEHALF OF THE CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZA-
TIONS, BY STANLEY H. RUrrENBERG. DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
AND RESEARCH, CIO. JANUARY 26, 19'55.5

When some economic analysts see neither depression nor inflation in sight, they
conclude that the economy is healthy. Under the guise of avoiding these two
economic extremes, they complacently assume that nothing needs to be done about
the economy's failure to provide "maximum employment, production, and pur-
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chasing power." By following this complacent approach, they also ignore the
legislative intent and statutory mandate of the Employment Act of 1946.

In his Economic Report, the President seems to have followed their fallacious
reasoning: He states:

"Some citizens, lacking faith in the ability of the private economy to generate
a high level of activity, espouse a steadily increasing role for Government. * * *
Other citizens, adhering to what they regard as the ultimate economic verities,
are critical of any governmental action that is designed to prevent or to mini-
mize the rigors of depressed incomes and unemployment.

"These are extreme and doctrinaire positions. If the one is insensitive to the
inequities of inflation, the other is insensitive to the misfortunes of depression.
* * * The American people believe firmly in economic freedom, but will not
passively accept depression or inflation."

However, these two economic bogeymen are not the only alternative economic
problems facing the American people. During the past year, no one has pre-
dicted a serious depression. Nor has anyone been advocating a policy that will
lead to runaway inflation.

At the moment, the economy is operating at relatively high levels compared.
with those of the 1940's, but in 1954 it was still lagging behind 1953. With a
growing and expanding economy and the need for further expansion, we cannot
afford to be smug about past achievements. Nor can we gloat over the fact that
a depression has been avoided. A realistic appraisal recognize that the serious
economic downturn has been prevented, for the most part, because of the many,
built-in stabilizers adopted during New Deal and Fair Deal days. But in spite
of these builtin stabilizers, the economy still lags behind the levels necessary "to
promote maximum employment, production, and purchasing power."
* Employment in manufacturing industries is still running more than a million
behind a year ago. Unemployment, on the average in 1954, was more than double
the average of 1953. Industrial production has advanced in the last few months,
but it is still 5 percent below the 1953 peak. Steel production in 1954, at 88
million tons, was the lowest sonce 1949. Auto production, in spite of the spurt
in the last 2 months of 1954, was still a little more than 10 percent behind 1953
and almost 20 percent behind peak production. Business expenditures for new
plant and equipment for 1954 ran 6 percent behind 1953 and will continue to
lag behind during the early part of 1955. Gross national product, while advanc-
ing in the fourth quarter of 1954 to an estimated $361 billion, is still 3 percent
below the peak reached in the second quarter of 1953. These are just a few
examples of the economic factors that indicate that 1954 was below the levels of
1953.

Of course, there are some examples of factors which showed a rise in 1954:
Construction, both of new homes and of other types, personal consumption
expenditures and expenditures by State and local governments. But these en-
couraging increases were not enough to offset the declines. As a result, the
economy operated at lower levels in 1954 than in 1953.

Within the last 2 or 3 months, there have been signs of an upturn in the
economy: Industrial production has regained half of its 1954 loss. Auto
production is currently running at a rate higher than at any time during the
last 50 months. Steel production is above a year ago, but unfortunately, less
than 2 years ago. There has been a slight strengthening in the employment
picture, resulting, for the most part, from improvements in the production of
automobiles, but unemployment remains a million above a year ago, with part-
time employment still greater.

The optimists now conclude that all is well and nothing needs to be done,
because the economy was prevented from drifting too far downward in 1954
and now shows signs of improving. Such a conclusion is highly questionable.

The President, in his Economic Report, says. "The vigor of the recent re-
covery * * * holds out the promise that we shall achieve a high and satis-
factory level of employment and production within the current year." If this
is the underlying objective of the administration's program for 1955, it shows
a disregard for the welfare of the American people. After all, a high level
may not be satisfactory.

The President continues: "* * * the wise course for Government would be to
concentrate this year on basic policies for fostering long-term economic growth.
We should direct our program for 1955 principally to this purpose, rather than
seek to impart an immediate upward thrust to general economic activity."

Even though one might agree with the overall intent of this objective, one
cannot help sensing the callous disregard for the problems of those hundreds
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of thousands and millions of workers who are still unemployed or whose skills
are being only partially utilized by the American productive processes.

The implication of the President's policy seems to be that an upward thrust
now would be inflationary, or in some way, injurious to our economy. As long
as capacity is in excess of existing production levels, an upward thrust will not be
inflationary. As long as unemployment is in excess of 1% million to 2 million
workers, an upward thrust is absolutely essential.

To the unemployed worker or to the worker drawing only a partial week's
pay, nothing-absolutely nothing-is more important than a job and an in-
come on which he can support himself and his family. To direct economic
policies toward the long run is important, but to disregard simultaneously
economic policies to alleviate the short-run problems is dangerous. We do
not ask the President just to loolk at the trees and forget the woods. But we
do ask him to realize that the woods are made up of very important trees, and
that they should be considered of equal importance to the total forest.

It is argued, in the economic report, that we must watch our rate of eco-
nomic growth because if it is too fast, or if we develop maximum employment,
production, and purchasing power year in and year out, the result will be in-
flationary. Because of this fallacious assumption, the administration fails to
take cognizance of the scope of the economic problems confronting the Na-
tion. Emphasis is placed on the negative: Avoid inflation at all costs. Only
lip-service is paid to the positive goals of promoting maximum employment, pro-
duction, and purchasing power. Nowhere in the report can one find-and I
have looked rather carefully-a statement of the objectives and goals neces-
sary to the attainment in 1955 and the years immediately following of maxi-
mum employment, production, and purchasing power.

Thus the President and his Council have refused to carry out the legisla-
tive intent and purpose of the Employment Act of 1944.

In order to set goals for 1955 and succeeding years, two important factors
must be considered:

1. Growth in population and labor force: The net increase in the labor force
ranges from 600,000 to 800,000 each year. This figure will increase further in
the years immediately ahead, because there will be more people in the age cate-
gories included in the labor force.

2. Rapid advance of productivity: Large scale expenditures for new plant and
equipment in the immediate post-World War II years has brought a great
growth in the rate of productivity, a rate equal to, if not in excess of, any
period in American history.

With the development of automation and the further application of its basic
principle of displacing human labor with machines for nonroutine processes
means that productivity growth will be even greater in the immediate future.
With the application of automation to the already advanced techniques of tech-
nological development, the rate of growth may well be currently, and in the
immediate years ahead, close to 4 to 41/2 and perhaps even 5 percent.

(As an aside, I should like to insert a recommendation: The possible effect of
automation upon the American economy is so far reaching that a serious study
and interpretation of the problem should be immediately undertaken by Con-
gress. I recommend that a full-scale investigation of the problems which will
accompany automation be undertaken by the Joint Committee on the Economic
Report.)

To project future rates of growth of the economy on the basis of only a 2-to-21/ 2 -
percent increase in productivity (as the administration and even the joint com-
mittee-in The Potential Economic Growth of the United States During the
Next Decade have done) to come up with a $500-billion gross national product
over the next decade, is to fail to provide the goals necessary for "maximum
employment, production, and purchasing power."

If the administration looks toward a $500-billion gross national product by
1965, their economic policies during the present year are designed to attain only
a gross national product about equal to that of 1953. The administration regards
this as a successful reversal of the 1954 downturn. But to return only to 19.53
levels will be far short of the levels necessary to provide job opportunities for all
Americans able and willing to work.

But the President and the Council seem to gloat over the possibility of a 1955
gross national product in excess of 1954's or even as high as 1953's. We, as
Americans interested in the welfare of all our people, cannot be content with
such a slow rate of advance in America's economic activity. We cannot see how
one can believe in a growing and expanding economy and be satisfied with the
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possibility of attaining levels of 2 years ago. In 1955, we should have a gross
national product in excess of $400 billion. In 1954, we should have had some-
thing like $380 to $355 billion. The failure to attain this rate of growth is a
failure to meet the obligations of the Federal Government established by the
Employment Act of 1946.

To reach at least a $400 billion goal for gross national product in 1955 requires
an increase in the rate of consumer expenditures considerably above that antici-
pated even in the joint committee's own report, The Potential Economic Growth
of the United States During the Next Decade. An increased rate of consumer
expenditures will necessarily be accompanied by an increased rate of business
expenditures.

Therefore, economic policy must be designed to increase consumer income, to
establish incentives for American consumers to fill their needs by buying the
products of American industry. It should not be designed, as the Republican
administration insisted in 1954, to stimulate business incentives first, and thus
put the cart before the horse.

As a first step by the Government, individual income taxes must be cut
The best method for accomplishing this reduction is by increasing personal
individual income-tax exemptions.

In addition, the minimum wage should be raised to $1.25 per hour and toe
coverage under the law should be extended. The administration's recommenda-
tion for a 90-cent minimum for certain workers and extended coverage with
a lower minimum for other workers is not adequate to meet the needs of 1955.

Unemployment compensation benefit amounts, duration, and coverage must
be increased. Reliance on State action to meet these goals, as the President
and the administration have advocated and practiced, is unrealistic. The
States' failure to take adequate action in the past has already brought about
the deterioration of our unemployment compensation system-that is, the decline
in benefits as a percent of xvages, referred to in the President's Economic Report.

In addition, Federal programs designed to provide improved public roads,
additional homes, schools, hospitals, and airports, as well as many new com-
munity facilities, must be Immediately instituted. Efforts to get the con-
struction done by State and local governments, as the administration apparently
intends, will not produce the necessary results. The financing of the Federal
Government's share through public authorities needs to be examined very care-
fully before it becomes accepted Government policy.

Collective bargaining in 1955 will make a major contribution toward stimu-
lating the economy through negotiation of wage increases, the guaranteed
annual wage, and improved health, welfare, and pension programs.

The combination of these programs will go a long way toward filling the
existing gap between current levels of economic activity and those necessary
for the attainment of maximum employment, production, and purchasing power.

STATEMENT OF MARTIN R. GAINSBRIJRH, CHIEF EcoNoMIsT, NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL

CONFERENcE BOAin

The 1955 Economic Report, in my opinion, is several cuts above its predecessors
in the quality of its analysis, and particularly in the detail with which it de-
scribes the rapidly changing current scene. The extended statistical appendix
will be appreciated by all concerned with current economic analysis. A com-
parison with the appendix published with last year's report discloses at least
8 entirely new tables, and at least 4 which have undergone major improvement.
The expanded statistical section is of special value at a time when the trend
of business is changing so rapidly. In fact, the report draws conclusions which
do not seem entirely justified unless they are viewed in the light of the report's
own estimates of extremely current figures. The broadly optimistic tone of the
report, and the pace of the recovery described therein, rests heavily upon the
rough estimates the council draws for the closing months and final quarter of
1954.

Turning to question No. 1, I propose to describe briefly the half dozen or so
major influences which to my mind underlie the specific trends in individual
statistical series in the period since 1952. Four of these influences were of
overriding importance.

First, the economy since 1952 has been undergoing a broad shift of activity
and resource allocation away from Government and toward the private sector.
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Second, within the private sector there has been a shift away from capital
formation, and toward consumption. In combination, these shifts have acted
to move the composition of national output and expenditures toward a normal
peacetime balance.

Third, there has been a steady and relatively rapid rate of secular national
growth in terms of population, and in terms of productive assets.

Fourth, there has been a complete cycle in the inventory demands of business,
starting with the sudden exhaustion of steel and automobile inventories in mid-
1952, running through rapid accumulation in mid-19.53, and rapid liquidation in
the first three quarters of 1954. By all indications, 1955 begins with a new
phase of inventory accumulation. These basic trends in the economy have been
working themselves out in an economic climate very favorable to stability.
Six important elements in this favorable institutional environment are:

(1) The shift of activity from the Government to the private sector was
facilitated by a balanced program of tax reduction. This acted to cushion th
demands of the business sector against the consequences of inventory recession.
It similarly cushioned consumption, notably for durables, against the income
losses associated with inventory recession.

(2) The consequences of the inventory cycle were offset, to some degree, by
a complete and parallel cycle in monetary policy.

(3) Foreign economics were gradually regaining their strength. Improve-
ment in economic conditions abroad meant increased competition in many
markets for American exports. But it has also meant that the relatively
shallow decline in American imports did not precipitate or accentuate recession
abroad. This, in turn, has meant that the world markets have acted to
dampen domestic recession, rather than to amplify it.

(4) In the last 2 years, wage adjustments in the American economy have
been more reasonably in line with the rate of increase in productivity than
previously. In the aggregate, unit labor costs have not changed to any signifi-
cant degree, although, of course, significant changes have occurred in individual
industries. As a result, upward pressures on the general price level from the
cost side have been relatively moderate, and the price level itself has been
characterized by an extraordinary degree of stability.

(5) In an atmosphere of price stability, both consumers and business over
the past few years appear to have developed a substantial degree of confidence,
not only in prices, but in the future of general business conditions, in prospec-
tive returns on investment, and in their prospective incomes. Documenting this
confidence statistically is, of course, rather difficult, although we should know
something more about it after the release of first-quarter surveys of anticipated
business expenditures for plant and equipment, and the survey of consumer
finances. However, I think that the current level of business outlays for plant
and equipment. viewed in the light of the rapid decline in the rate of such out-
lays associated with the accelerated amortization program, is an indication of
business confidence in the future. It is also an indication of the increasingly
widespread practice of budgeting capital outlays over the longer term, and
this practice in itself betokens confidence in the economic future.

(6) Finally, I would stress the favorable background of substantial liquidity
in the private sector. While our knowledge of the balance-sheet position of
business and consumers is not nearly as well developed as our operating state-
ments for these sectors. I believe that the relative stability reflected in the
Nation's operating statements owes much to the strong net-worth position of
business and individuals, as reflected in aggregate balance sheets. In this
connection, the almost total lack of reference to balance-sheet data is one
of the few prominent analytical shortcomings of the Economic Report. As a
result, the report ignores what I consider to be one of the substantial influences
on personal spending in 1954-55. namely, the huge capital gains, most of them
unrealized, accruing to individuals as a result of the advance in security prices
during the year.

REPLY TO QUESTION NO. 4

Under this question. I propose to confine my remarks to some agreements and
some disagreements, with positions taken in the Economic Report, and then to
express some reservations about the confidence of the report in our ability to
control the business cycle in the future.

Our economic forum and survey of the board associates' opinions support
the view taken in the report that business is now in the recovery phase
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of a short-term business cycle. The pace of the recovery may be somewhat
exaggerated in the latest available figures published with the report, but I do
not contest the report's conclusion-that the recovery is vigorous. That expan-
sion is now notably concentrated in a few areas-in automobiles, in steel, and
generally in inventory demand. Fully three-fifths of the rise in gross national
product from the third quarter to the fourth quarter of 1954 was accounted
for by the lessening of the rate of liquidation of business inventories. It seems
entirely probable that the further rise now occurring in the first quarter of
19.55 reflects a swing of inventory policy into significant accumulation. It also
seems likely that the rate of accumulation will mount throughout the first half
of 195.5. Speculative inventory accumulation is, of course, characteristic of the
recovery phase of the short-term business cycle; it may well be accentuated
this year, in view of the reopening of several pivotal wage contracts.

Residential construction activity is another area in which the recovery is
concentrated, and here, too, the vigor of the recovery owes much to the speculative
building on easy credit. Construction contract awards are now overwhelmingly
concentrated in one-family dwellings built for sale rather than for occupancy.

Without disputing the reality of the recovery, it seems to me essential to point
out these speculative elements already present in the recovery. And I believe
the Economic Report is somewhat remiss in not pointing to a corollary of this
proposition, namely, that in many nonspeculative areas, recovery has not be-
gun, and is not yet evident. In agriculture, for example, incomes are apparent-
ly still in a declining phase as a result of price weakness and crop restrictions.
Capital goods are still undergoing a period of digestion after the enormous pro-
duction of the last several years (much of it related to defense demands).

Finally, in one nonspeculative area, retail trade, very rapid recovery may
taper off. Inventory accumulation and rising rates of residential construction
will generate additional income to hear on retail markets, but the sudden ex-
pansion of consumer demand between November and January has brought the
personal saving rate to about its lowest level of recent years. It may therefore
be reasonable to expect henceforth a somewhat lower marginal propensity to
spend in the consumer sector.

This suggests certain reservations about those sections of the report which
imply that our control over the business cycle has risen to such a degree that
painful fluctuations are now extremely improbable. The evidence favoring
the proposition that we now hold virtually complete control over the cycle can
be drawn only from the experience of 1953-54. The recovery of.1949 was so
dominated by the continuing strength in housing and automobiles, to mention
onlv two of a whole range of postwar backlogs, that it is inapplicable to the
atmosphere of the late 1959's; and the experience of 1953-54 while certainly
encouraging, is still far from conclusive. Control of the business cycle implies
the ability, and the willingness, to control booms as well as recessions. The
American record on controlling booms is not notably good.

One remaining acute problem in the fold of Government-business relations is
how to make a Government program effectively counterrecessionary during re-
cession, without distorting ensuing recovery into inflation.

The Government messages of this January illustrate how difficult is this
matter of tools and timing. For while the Economic Report describes a re-
covery which has obviously speculative components, the budget message still
includes a number of expansionary programs instituted more than a year ago,
when the administration was under extreme pressure to alleviate unemploy-
ment.

This illustrates a proposition which was apparently lost sight of in the more
enthusiastic sentences about our control over the business cycle: the legitimate
range of tools at the disposal of Government for combating business recession
is significantly narrowed if it is borne in mind that inflation tomorrow is as
inequitable as unemployment today.
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STATEMENT OF LEON H. KEYSERLING'

HIGHLIGHTS OF STATEMENT

The true level of unemployment, counting not only full-time unemployment
but also the full-time equivalent of part-time unemployment and temporary
layoffs, rose from 1,844,000 in 1953 as a whole to 4,083,000 in 1954 as a whole, an
increase of more than 120 percent. It rose from 2.9 percent to 6.3 percent of the
labor force. There has not been much significant improvement in recent months.
Allowing for seasonal adjustment, the true level of unemployment in De-
cember 1954 was about 3,700,000.

Moreover, a large part of the labor force has been forced to shift from more
productive and highly paid work to less productive and less well paid work,
which is a burden upon the whole economy. Agricultural employment was fairly
stable in 1954, but nonagricultural employment fell by almost 1.4 million, manu-
facturing employment by about 1.2 million, and mining employment by about
11.7 percent.

Combining manufacturing, mining, and construction, production in the fourth
quarter of 1954 was higher than in the fourth quarter of 1953, but employment
was down more than 1.1 million, or more than 5 percent. With automation
and technology on the march, hard-core unemployment is bound to increase
greatly well within 1955 unless the economy expands more rapidly than any
current signs now indicate, and much more rapidly than the more optimistic
forecasters indicate.

Total output in the fourth quarter of 1954, while about the same as in
the first quarter of 1953, was at an annual rate about $30 billion below maxi-
nmum output-due to growth in productivity and in the labor force. This deficit
in output correlates well with the excess amount of true unemployment plus the
.bad utilization of the labor force caused by the recession.

The Council of Economic Advisers, through the medium of the President's
Ecomonic Report, have furnished a good historical account of past events. But
they have overlooked the explicitly stated responsibility under the Employment
Act (and also the requirements of sound economic analysis as a guide to policy)
that they define needed levels of employment, production, and purchasing power.
The report offers almost no indications as to whether the advisers believe that
unemployment is too high or too low or about right: as to how much total
output would need to grow to restore maximum employment and production; or as
to what adjustments in purchasing power throughout the economy would help
to restore maximum employment and production. Evading this central task,
the advisers provide no basis on which to evaluate whether recommended policies
and programs are too big or too small, 'well-directed or misdirected.

The economic advisers make a few forecasts, surrounded by many hedges.
But the Employment Act did not set up a forecasting agency. It set up a
national economic policy coordinating body, with forecasting to be used mainly
as one tool for the formulation of policies. To be sure, there are a number of
random policies and programs set forth in the Economic Report. But they do
not stem from the economic analysis, because the analysis does not define needs.

Under the circumstances, although the meaning of the Employment Act is
unmistakably clear, the joint committee might consider advising the advisers to
carry forward the responsibilities which the act imposes upon them.

If the American economy in 1955 averages a 3 percent higher level of output
than in 1954, which is in accord with optimistic forecasts, this would not be
nearly enough growth to reduce unemployment sufficiently, absorb new entries
into the labor force, and keep up with advancing technology. With only a 3
percent rate of growth, the true level of unemployment for 1955 as a whole
might average around 6½2 million, contrasted with slightly above 4 million in
1954. The level of full-time Census Bureau unemployment might be considerably
below 61/2 million, due to forced reductions in hours of work to share unem-
ployment, temporary layoffs, etc.

All this can be changed by appropriated policies and programs.
To restore maximum employment and production by the end of 1955, the

level of total output for 1955 as a whole needs to be in the neighborhood of
$378 billion, or about 6 percent above the $357 billion level for 1954 as a whole.

Total output would need to reach an annual rate of about $390 billion in the

I Chairman, President's Council of Economic Advisers, 1950-53: vice chairman, 1940-50.
Consulting economist and attorney. President, Conference on Economic Progress.
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fourth quarter of 1955, or more than 8 percent above the $361 billion level in
the fourth quarter of 1954.

Unemployed manpower and other idle resources are a progressive threat to
our economy if their realities are ignored. But unemployed manpower and
other unused resources are an enormous potential asset, because they give us
the power if brought back into use to enlarge our economic strength, and thus
without excessive strain to place a large enough offering upon the altar of
freedom. The fact that we could now produce at an annual rate $30 billion
higher than we are now producing, and can raise this much further in the
year ahead, makes it folly in the face of the rising Communist threat to let any
of our fields lie bare. This is the challenge of the Employment Act; and it is
as important or more important now than ever before to rise to the challenge
and not to evade it.

Answers to the specific questions raised by the joint committee are as
follows:

Question 1. What are the facts respecting population growth, labor force,
employment, unemployment, layoffs, part-time employment, productivity, pro-
duction, private investment, consumption, Government demand for goods and
services, and savings since 1952?

To answer this question in full would require a complete economic history
of the past 3 years; consequently, I shall stress the items which according to
my analysis seem to me of greatest significance in the current economic situation
and with respect to the economic outlook.

EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Total employment in 1954 averaged about 1 million lower than in 1953, and
more than 4.50,000 lower than in 1952. But unemployment grew faster than
employment fell because the labor force grows from years to year.

Full-time unemployment, as shown by the official figures of the Census Bureau,
rose from 1,602,000 in 1953 to 3,230,000 in 1954. It rose from about 2.5 percent
of the labor force to 5 percent.

I use the term 'true level of unemployment" to include not only full-time of-
fically reported unemployment, but also temporary unemployment, part-time
unemployment, reduction in hours of work to share unemployment, etc., trans-
lated into their equivalent of full-time unemployment. In doing this, I allow for
the long-term trend toward reductions in the workweek, at about 0.7 percent a
year. On this basis, I estimate that the true level of unemployment rose from
1,844.000 in 1953 to 4,083.000 in 1954, an increase of more than 120 percent. It
rose from 2.9 percent to 6.3 percent of the labor force.

In addition, due to scant work opportunity, the labor force in 1954 grew by
about 400,000 less than normal growth in a maximum-level economy. So the
denial of work opportunity was considerably higher than shown by the figures on
unemployment. Furthermore, the years 1953 and 1954 caused millions of people
to move from more productive and better paid work to less productive and lower
paid work. For example, in 1954 agricultural employment was almost stationary,
while nonagricultural employment fell by almost 1.4 million; employment in
manaufacturing fell about 1.2 million; mining employment declined about 11.7
percent.

This deterioration in the utilization of the labor force can be shown as follows:
In the fourth quarter of 1954, our total national output was running at an an-
nual rate almost 7.7 percent below the maximum production level. But the true
level of unemployment was only about 3.7 million, seasonally adjusted. This
was only about 2 million, or about 3.1 percent of the labor force, above the inaxi-
mum employment level of unemployment. The disparity between the production
deficit and the surplus unemployment shows that a very large number of
workers were being underused and underpaid in agriculture, and in trade and
industrial work unprotected either by (a) collective bargaining, or (b) an ade-
quate-or any-minimum wage base.

The employment and unemployment picture has not changed much for the
better in recent months. Total employment declined almost 700,000 from the
third quarter of 1954 to the fourth quarter. There is usually a seasonal decline
in the final quarter, but total employment in fourth quarter 1954 was still about
three-auarters of a million below the level in the last fourth quarter (1952)
before the recession started. And these employment figures take no account of
the great growth in the labor force in 2 years.
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Total full-time unemployment in the fourth quarter of 1954, as officially re-
corded by the Census Bureau, was 2,825,000, compared with 3,230,000 in the third
quarter. But seasonally adjusted, the drop in total full-time unemployment was
only about 200,000, and thus seasonally adjusted full-time unemployment in the
fourth quarter of 1954 was about 3 million. Full-time unemployment remained
more than 1,450.000 higher than in the fourth quarter of 1952, and more than 1
million higher than in the fourth quarter of 1953.

Due to a reduction in temporary layoffs, and some increases in working hours,
the true level of unemployment in the fourth quarter of 1954 was reduced to
about 3½ million, or about 3.7 million when seasonally adjusted. This contrasted
with less than 2½2 million, seasonally adjusted, in the fourth quarter of 1953.

There has been little or no real improvement in the most recent months. Total
full-time unemployment fell less than 300,000 from September to December, but
much of this was due to seasonal factors. In December, full-time unemployment
of 2,833,000 was about the same as in November, higher than in October, 1.4 mil-
lion higher than in December 1952, and about 1 million higher than in December
1953. Seasonally adjusted, full-time unemployment in December 1954 was about
3 million, and the true level of unemployment was about 3.7 million.

In the fourth quarter of 1954, manufacturing employment was about 250,000
higher than in the third quarter. This was due largely to the upswing in new
model auto production and its impact upon steel; the maintenance of this rate
of upswing is highly dubious. In any event, manufacturing employment in the
fourth quarter remained about 1 million lower than in the fourth quarter of
1953. There was practically no improvement in manufacturing employment from
month to month during the fourth quarter of 1954. Mining and construction
employment in December were lower than in November, and lower than for the
fourth quarter as a whole.The available seasonally adjusted figures are most revealing. The adjusted
index for total nonagricultural wage and salary employment showed almost no
-change in the fourth quarter of 1954; this index stood at 110.3 in December, which
-was very slightly lower than in the index for 1954 as a whole, and much lower
than the 113.6 index for 1953 as a whole. The seasonally adjusted index of
employment for manufacturing production workers was 101.8 in December 1954,
or no higher than in November. It was lower than the 102.1 index for 1954 as
a whole, and distressingly below the 112.0 index for 1953 as a whole.

These figures are most alarming because a sizable increase in production has
been accomplished without a comparable increase- in employment, due to techno-
logical advance. Combining manufacturing, mining, and construction, produc-
tion in the fourth quarter of 1954 was higher than in the fourth quarter of 1953,
but employment was down more than 1.1 million, or more than 5 percent.

With automation and technology on the march, hard-core unemployment is
bound to increase greatly well within 1955, unless the economy expands much
more rapidly than any current signs now indicate, and much more rapidly than
the more optimistic forecasters indicate.

PRODOUCTIVITY

The outlook for unemployment is greatly influenced by productivity trends.
Higher productivity displaces workers, unless the economy expands sufficiently.

In the postwar years 1947-53, the annual average rise in productivity for
the economy as a whole was about 3.7 percent. Generally speaking, years of
maximum prosperity have registered an accelerating rate of productivity ad-
vance, more so in peacetime than in wartime. Hence, it is fair to conclude that
in early 1953, before the recession started, our potential for productivity advance
for the economy as a whole was not less than 3.7 percent per year. The recession
reflected the failure to expand total output enough to absorb this productivity
potential, plus growth in the labor force.

In 1954, according to preliminary estimates, productivity growth for the
economy as a whole vas much lower. This was due to recessionary influences,
and to shifts in the composition of the labor force, as workers were forced into
less productive work. But there was no slackening of technological progress;
just the contrary. Preliminary estimates for 1954 indicate that the annual rate
of productivity gains in manufacturing averaged about 4 percent for the year
as a whole, and reached an annual rate of growvh of about 0 percent in the
fourth quarter.

Technology is still on the march. Any movement toward economic expansion
will make the average productivity picture for the economy as a vhole come
closer to the technological picture. Automation accentuates all this. Thus
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the true productivity potential of the American economy is higher than ever
before. This obviously enlarges vastly the amount of expansion of output
and demand required to restore maximum employment and production.

TOTAL PRODUCTION

The annual rate of gross national product was $361.8 billion in the first quarter
of 1953. It rose considerably in the second quarter, then dropped sharply
through the first quarter of 1954, then stabilized for the 2 middle quarters of
1954 at about $355.5 billion, and then rose to $361 billion in the fourth quarter.

The fourth quarter 1954 annual rate of gross national product, while about
the same as the first quarter 1953 level, was about $30 billion below the maxi-
mum employment and production level for the fourth quarter of 1954, i. e.,
about $391 billion. This results from projecting, from the first quarter of
1953, at a 3.7 rate of annual growth in productivity, plus an 0.8 percent rate
of increase in total working hours (resulting from a 1.5 percent annual growth
in the labor force under maximum conditions less a reduction of 0.7 percent per
annum to take account of normal long-range trends in working hours).

This $30 billion deficit in the annual rate of total output, in the fourth quarter
of 1954, correlated well with the excess amount of true unemployment plus under-
utilization of labor due to undesirable shifts in the composition of employment
caused by the recession.

CONsUMER ExPENDITURES

To maintain maximum employment and production, consumer expenditures
would have needed to rise, at annual rates, more than $21 billion from the first
quarter of- 1953 to the fourth quarter of 1954. Actually, they rose only about
$9 billion, resulting by the fourth quarter of 1954 in a deficiency of consumer
spending at an annual rate of about $12.4 billion.

Comparing the same two periods, personal incomes before taxes rose only
$5.3 billion, at annual rates. In the absence of the big changes in taxes and in
the rate of savings which took place, personal incomes before taxes would have
needed to rise about $19.6 billion more than they actually did, or by about $25
billion, to have maintained an adequate level of consumer spending. This
$19.6 billion deficiency in consumer incomes before taxes was reduced to a $12.4
billion deficiency in consumer spending by changes in taxes and in the rate of
savings having an annual value of about $7.2 billion in the fourth quarter
of 1954.

Whether or not the big changes in taxes and in the rate of savings were
desirable, these "shots in the arm" cannot indefinitely and in huge magnitudes
take the place of the necessary growth in consumer incomes.

The failure to expand consumer incomes and savings sufficiently was central
to the ofset and maintenance of the recession. There are as yet no signs of the
sources for even a nearly sufficient expansion of consumer incomes. The Presi-
dent's economic advisers do not appraise needed levels of consumer incomes;
this is the most striking example of their failure to comply with the mandate
of the Employment Act that they set forth needed levels of purchasing power.

COVERNMENT DEMAND FOR GOODS AND SERVICES

Even if consumer outlays had expanded sufficiently, public outlays for goods
and services-Federal, State, and local-in the fourth quarter of 1954 were at
an annual rate about $10.7 billion below the requirements for maximum employ-
ment and maximum production. This was because public spending declined
about $8.7 billion over this period, instead of increasing by about $2 billion
Since there was an actual rise of $3.3 billion in spending by State and local
governments, an adequate level of public outlays would have been maintained if
the reduction in Federal spending had been held to $1.3 billion. Instead, the
slash in Federal spending was about $12 billion.

The severe slashes in Federal spending had a far greater impact than the hare
figures reveal; because every dollar of Federal spending induces 2 to 3 dollars
of private spending. Comparing the fourth quarter of 19.54 with the first quarter
of 1953, a reduction of $12 billion in the annual rate of Federal outlays was
accompanied by the development of a $30 billion deficit in total annual output.

If maximum employment and production had been maintained, the higher level
of Federal spending requisite to this end would have been consistent with a more
nearly balanced budget, especially since in the absence of recession smaller tax
reductions would have been necessary.
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The Council of Economic Advisers, unfortunately, has presented no analysis of
the needed levels of public outlays, consistent with maximum employment and
production without inflation. This is one of their serious derelictions under the
mandate of the Employment Act. They have not set the Federal budget in the
perspective of the national economy.

PRIVATE INVESTMENT OUTLAYS

In the fourth quarter of 1954, total private domestic investment was running
at an annual rate about $6.8 billion below the maximum economy level. Of this,
however, about $4.5 billion was represented by inventory liquidation instead of
accumulation. Only about $2.3 billion represented a deficiency in new construc-
ion and producers' durable equipment.

The deficit in fundamental private investment was not a byproduct of inade-
quate funds or incentives. If the level of consumer expenditures and outlays,
-and of public outlays, had been kept high enough, the level of business invest-
ment in construction, plant and equipment would have been sufficiently higher
than it actually turned out to be.

The changes in the inventory picture have been largely responsive to, rather
than the causes of, more fundamental economic maladjustments. The Council
of Economic Advisers has, I believe, been seriously in error in terming the reces-
sion an inventory recession. Profound forces productivity, income flow, ag-
agricultural decline, ete.-have been at work, and these advisers do not squarely
face, nor do the advisers appraise the significance of these profound forces for
the immediate or long-range future.

SAVINGS

The pinch put upon consumers in 1953 and 1954 forced an excessively rapid
drawing down of saving, as many consumers were forced to spend a larger part
of reduced incomes. The rate of personal saving out of personal income was
7.8 percent in 1952, 8 percent in 1953, and 8.6 percent in the fourth quarter of
1953. It dropped to 7.7 percent in 1954, and to 7.2 percent in the fourth quarter
of 1954. Regardless of the desirable level of saving in the long run, this drastic
and precipitate reduction worked hardship upon millions of families, as could
be clearly demonstrated by looking at the figures on the distribution of savings
among American families.

Question 2. On the basis of economic developments since 1952, how would you
classify calendar year 1954 in respect to the four phases of the busines cycle
identified in the earlier volumes of the National Bureau of Economic Research-
as expansion, recession, contraction, and revival?

In the context of the current economic situation, I do not find these four cate-
gories particularly meaningful. They seem to me to be based upon a type of eco-
nomic analysis, as applied to the current American economy, which is now inade-
quate. This type of analysis, I believe, does not sufficiently measure changes in
the economy against the need for growth; it tends to measure changes too much
with reference to fixed previous levels, and therefore tends to produce many mis-
leading conclusions.

For example, the gross national product hardly changed at all in the first
three quarters of 1954; and in the fourth quarter it was about 1 percent higher
than the average for the year as a whole and somewhat under 2 percent higher
than in the third quarter. By measurement against previous fixed levels, one
would say that the economy moved sideways-neither expanding, receding, nor
contracting-for the first three quarters of the year, and then revived or ex-
panded substantially in the fourth quarter. But this seems to me a highly mis-
leading emphasis.

It is closer to reality to say that the economy in the first three quarters of
1954 fell further and further behind "par for the course," which gets higher
with the advance in productivity and the growth in the labor force. Conse-
quently, we were much worse off in the third quarter of the year than in the
first quarter. This conclusion is not vitiated because, in the short run, concealed
unemployment and unfavorable shifts in the use of the labor force may mask
some of these highly adverse developments. The best proof of this principle is
that there was more than twice as much unemployment in 1954 as in 1953, and
this could never be explained simply by looking at the gross national product
which declined only from $364.9 billion in 1953 to $357.1 billion in 1954.

Similarly, it is superficial to measure the upturn in output in the fourth quar-
ter simply by comparing it with the third quarter. It must also be compared
with the level that would represent maximum output in the fourth quarter, which
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was higher than the level that would represent maximum output in the third
quarter. An "upturn," if not sufficiently sizable, may be entirely consistent with
a deteriorating situation insofar as the upturn does not keep up with the growth
factor, or at least begin to remedy the accrued deficiencies of previous lack of
growth. Some of the already cited figures on unemployment, for example, show
little basic improvement.

Furthermore, the economic situation must be evaluated in terms of a wider
variety of indices than those commonly used to measure whether the economy
is expanding or contracting. For example, the materials in the President's
Economic Report, prepared by the Council of Economic Advisers, would convey
to the casual reader the impression of a distinct revival or expansion in the fourth
quarter. But nowhere do these materials make any claim that the unemploy-
ment situation has been substantially changed, when allowance is made for sea-
sonal factors and for the composition of employment. In fact, the advisers sys-
tematically avoid real analysis of unemployment, its causes or cures.

My own view is that 1954 could not be characterized as anything other than a
year in which we fell dismally short of maximum employment and maximum
production-which I deem in accord with the Employment Act to be imperatively
valid goals for the American economy. And because the end of the year, allowing
for the growth factor, found us further from these goals than the start- of the
year, I am less optimistic for 1955 as a whole than I was for 1954 as a whole
from the viewpoint of levels of unemployment.

Whether 1954 should or should not be called a year of recession or contraction,
it certainly was a year in which we lost ground by the tests which I believe to
be most valid. At the end of the year, our total output was further below maxi-
mum output than at the start of the year. At the end of the year, there was
more hard-core unemployment than at the start of the year, the allocation of
the labor force was more disturbing, and the corrective distance that we needed
to go to restore either maximum employment or maximum production was
greater.

Question 3. What purpose, in terms of carrying out the objectives of the
Employment Act, is served by defining the needed levels of employment, produc-
tion, and purchasing power, and for how far ahead should they be defined?

The purpose of the Employment Act is to promote maximum employment,
production, and purchasing power, while considering certain other important
objectives as well.

If maximum employment means optimum employment, different people may
define it in different ways. One person may think that we should have 4 million
unemployed, and another person might think we should have 11%2 million unem-
ployed. Vastly different consequences of policy and program would result from
these two different positions.

But if the needed level of employment is not defined at all, there is no basis
for testing whether an asserted current economic condition or outlook is assur-
ing or not because there are no standards against which to measure it. The
Council of Economic Advisers does not define maximum employment. They do
not even tell us whether they regard the current level of unemployment as far
too high, far too low, or just about right. Thus, when they say 1955 looks good,
we cannot tell whether they feel that it would be good if unemployment were
to be reduced by 2 million, or whether they feel that it would be good even if
unemployment were to grow by 2 million.

In my opinion, this is a rejection not only of the philosophy but also of the
legal mandate of the Employment Act. It seems to me to be an avoidance of
responsibility because national economic policies and programs are designed to
achieve objectives, and no adequately concrete objective is stated by the advisers.

Maximum production means a sufficient level of output and demand to be con-
sistent with maximum employment. If maximum employment is not defined,
maximum production cannot be defined either. And without defining maximum
production, we cannot determine whether the current situation or the outlook
for the months and year ahead is good or bad or indifferent. If we have maxi-
mum production now, a 4-percent growth in the economy during 1955 would be
fairly good; but if we are 20 or 30 billion dollars short of maximum production
now, we need a much bigger growth to restore it.

The Council of Economic Advisers, in my opinion, seems to avoid the mandate
of the Employment Act that needed levels of production be defined. From read-
ing their materials, one can gather that they feel that the economy ought to
grow in 1955, and that it wvill grow some. But this is far too vague to provide
a sound basis for either a formulation or a critique of policies or programs.
How much must we grow to absorb productivity? A growing labor force?
Those now unemployed?

58422-55 12
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Only the rash would attempt precise answers to these questions. But no defi-
nition whatsoever of the needs reflects no analysis adequate to set forth problems
or devise solutions.

Maximum purchasing power means, in the final analysis, a flow and dispersion
of income among various sectors of the economy which will promote equilibrium
at maximum levels of employment and production. The Council of Economic Ad-
visers undertakes no general analysis of this problem-if they did, how could
they possibly have ignored the whole problem of a declining agriculture in a
report which purports to deal systematically and comprehensively with the cur-
rent problems of the American economy? But this is not surprising: If the prob-
lems of maximum employment and production are avoided, there is no base upon
which to analyze purchasing power needs. What trends in farm income are
desirable? What supplements to consumer income, especially for low-income
families, are within the range-of sound policies and programs?

The Employment Act is, in the final analysis, a vehicle for the prudent and
sensible development of consistent national economic policies and programs. But
the ultimate purpose of such policies and programs, manifestly, is to promote the
utilization of our labor force and other resources in ways which avoid excess
waste of manpower and excess waste of opportunity for enjoying maximum out-
put. It would seem obvious beyond the need for argumentation that no systematic
formulation or evaluation of such policies and programs can have any sound
point of departure, unless that point be a definition of what quantities of employ-
ment and production connote maximum employment and production, and what
allocations of purchasing power are consistent with maximum employment and
production.

The importance of defining these needed levels, as explicitly required by the
Employment Act, may quickly be grasped by a reading of the Economic Report.
The economic advisers have prepared for the President a thoroughly competent
collection of historical data on recent economic trends. But a reading of the
report, because it does not define needed levels, reveals no discussion of crucial
issues such as these:

How are trends in productivity shaping the size of the task of maintaining
niaximum employment and production? How are changes in the composition of
national income shaping the problem of maintaining maximum purchasing power?
Are we progressing or not progressing, measured not against the levels of 6
months or a year ago, but measured against the changing levels required for a
maximum economy? What are the implications if the current deficits in output
and demand increase, and these deficits may increase even if the economy grows
but does not grow enough.

The economic advisers make a few forecasts, surrounded by many hedges. But
the Employment Act did not set up a forecasting agency. It set up a national
economic policy coordinating body, with forecasting to be used mainly as one tool
for the formulation of policy. To be sure, there are a number of random policies
and prgrams set forth in the Economic Report. But they do not stem from the
economic analysis, because the analysis does not define needs.

Under the circumstances, although I believe that the meaning of the Employ-
ment Act is unmistakably clear, I feel that the joint committee might consider
advising the advisers to carry forward the responsibilities which the act imposes
upon them.

I believe that the Employment Act requires that- needed level of employ-
ment, production, and purchasing power be defined at least for the full year
in which the January Economic Report of the President is submitted. They
should now be defined for at least 1956. For certain long-range programs, and
as a further guide to our problems of economic adjustment, it is desirable to
project some needed levels for several years ahead, say to 1960. But such pro-
jections are of little value unless they are used to shed light upon immediate
problems, needs, policies, and programs. If a happy portrayal of what we
might accomplish by 1960 is used as a substitute for a clear definition of what
we should begin doing now, the happy portrayal becomes a mere distraction,
and to that extent is injurious.

Question 4. What are the implications of recent trends and present indications
for employment, unemployment, hours of work, productivity, total production.
private investment, levels of consumption, Government demand for goods and
services, and savings for the coming year?

I do not believe that the rate of economic upturn in gross national product
and in the industrial production index during the fourth quarter of 1954 can
be maintained throughout 1955. Nor do other observers. This upturn was
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predicated largely upon a rapid fourth quarter expansion of automobile produc-
tion, with impact upon steel and other industries. On page 24 of the Economic
Report, the tentative forecasts made by the economic advisers with respect
to investment, consumption, and Government spending, even if achieved in
actuality, do not add up to anything like sustained expansion of these indexes
at the fourth quarter 1954 rate.

An assumption that, with luck, the economy in 1955 as a whole might have
a total output 3 percent above the 1954 level would seem to me a fairly optimistic
assumption-and certainly no more pessimistic than what one can derive from
reading the Economic Report. I believe that we might, under existing policies
and programs, register a 3 percent higher level of total output, at least in the
first half of 1955, than in 1954 as a whole.

But those who take comfort in what would result from this rate of expansion,
have, like the economic advisers, made no estimates whatsoever of the amount
of expansion required to absorb excess unemployment, absorb new entries into
the labor force, absorb those who have been kept out of the labor force by re-
cessionary conditions, absorb the growth in productivity which is certain under
current technological trends if the economy advances; and, in addition to all this,
restore a product mix in the use of the labor force more healthful and less
wasteful than that which now exists.

If the level of total output in 195-5 should be 3 percent above 1954, that would
not be nearly enough expansion to meet these problems. An expansion in these
proportions would result in an increase in hard-core unemployment. An ex-
pansion of only 3 percent would mean that the level of true unemployment for
1955 as a whole might average around 6'/2 million, contrasted with slightly above
4 million in 1954. The level of full-time Census Bureau unemployment might
be considerably lower than 6Y2 million, due to forced reductions of hours of
work to share unemployment, temporary layoffs, etc. This level of unemploy-
ment would be complicated by further pressing of the labor force into relatively
less productive areas where more workers cannot be efficiently used under gen-
eral economic conditions far short of maximum employment and production.

The budgetary intentions of the Federal Government,. as now announced,
combined with the basic weaknesses in the consumer income structure, the
continuing deterioration of agriculture's position, and the high improbability
that the downward trend of fundamental business investment will be reversed
under these combinations of circumstances, would seem to offer little prospect
that the economy as a whole will average sufficient growth in 1955 to prevent
the gradual accumulation of hard-core unemployment.

All this can be changed by appropriate policies and programs. But these kinds
of programs and policies seem to me to require a much more basic economic analy-
sis and a much firmed adherence to the need-defining requirements of the
Employment Act-than the advisers under the act have thus far displayed.

To restore maximum employment and production by the end of 1955, the level
of total output for 1955 as a whole needs to be in the neighborhood of $378 billion,
or about 6 percent above the $357 billion level for 1954 as a whole. Total output
would need to reach an annual rate of about $390 billion in the fourth quarter
of 1955, or more than 8 percent above the $361 billion level in the fourth quarter
of 1954.

Unemployed manpower and other idle resources are a progressive threat to
our economy if their realities are ignored. But unemployed manpower and other
unusued resources are an enormous potential asset, because they give us the
power, if brought back into use, to enlarge our economic strength, and thus
without excessive strain to place a large enough offering upon the altar of
freedom. The fact that we could now produce at an annual rate $30 billion
higher than we are now producing, and can raise this much further in the
year ahead, makes it unconscionable in the face of the rising Communist threat
to let any of our fields lie bare. This is the challenge of the Employment Act;
and it is as important or more important now than ever before to rise to the
challenge and not to evade it.

The CHAIMNIAN. The meeting tomorrow will be in the same room at
1]0 o'clock. We take up the problems of regional and industrial unem-
ployment.

There will be an executive meeting at 9: 30 in room 324.
(Whereupon, at 4: 10 p. in., the committee adjourned until Thurs-

day, ,January 27, 1955, at 9:30 a. in.)
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 27, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

JoINr CoMmIrEE ON THE EcoNomIc REPORT,
Washington, D. C.

The joint committee met at 10: 30 a. in., Senator Paul H. Douglas,
chairman, presiding.

Present: Senator Douglas, chairman; Senator Sparkman; Senator
Watkins; and Representatives Bolling, Kelley, and Talle.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, we are very glad, indeed, to welcome
you here, and appreciate your taking this time to be with us.

The subject we are going to consider this morning, as you know,
is the problem of regional and industrial unemployment. We invited
the Secretary of Labor to come, or to send a representative. We are
very pleased that Mr. Goodwin, who is the Director of the Bureau of
Security of the Department of Labor, is here.

Has the Department of Commerce sent a representative?
Mr. ENSLEY. Yes; Mr. Roterus.
The CHAIRMAN. The procedure which we are going to use is to ask

each person rather briefly to discuss the questions which we have sub-
mitted. We suggest that you take not more than 5 or 5 to 7 minutes,
although representatives of the Departments will be permitted a longer
period of time in which to speak.

I think that no questions concerning policy should be submitted
to the representatives of the Departments, namely, Mr. Goodwin and

Mr. Roterus. They are not policymaking officials, and, therefore,
should not be questioned about policy. Nor should they be questioned
about conversations which they may have had with other members
of the executive department, or any agreements or disagreements which
they may have with the executive policy.

We do this in order to preserve the sanctity of the executive depart-
ment which has not always been carefully followed before certain com-
mittees, but which we are anxious to protect.

With that statement, Mr. Goodwin, would you lead off on this
question. I am going to ask all of you to discuss question 1 first,
before we turn to the second question:

What are the facts respecting employment. unemployment, layoff,
part-time work, and living conditions in depressed regions and in-
dustries? And in this connection if there is any information on the
number receiving food relief I think that would be appropriate.

Mr. Goodwin.
171
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OPENING STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. GOODWIN, DIRECTOR, BUREAU
OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR

Mr. GOODWIN. Mr. Chairman, I have a brief statement which I
would like to make at this time.

I welcome this opportunity to appear again before your committee.
I wish to discuss with you our experience with regional and industrial
unemployment, some of the conditions which give rise to local un-
employment, and programs which are designed to deal with these
problems. I would also like to submit, in a few days, a somewhat more
detailed statement relating to regional and industrial unemployment
over the past year.

A year ago in January claims activities were rising substantially
more than seasonally, and instead of declining in February, as it
usually does, insured unemployment continued to rise through March
and April to 2,181,000. Thereafter, the average weekly volume
declined steadily to less than 1.5 million in November.

The rise in insured unemployment was accompanied by a rise in
the number of claimants exhausting unemployment benefits. The
number of exhaustions rose from 94,000 in January to 171,000 in
August, and then tapered off to 152,000 in December. The total
number of exhaustions for the year was 1,762,000. As may be ex-
pected, the largest volumes of exhaustions generally occurred in those
States which experienced the heaviest levels of insured unemployment.

The economy began to improve this past fall, and the seasonal
increase in insured unemployment, which usually begins in November,
did not develop this year until December when the volume moved up
to 1.7 million. Furthermore, the rise this year was somewhat smaller
than usual.

During 1954, $2 billion in benefits was paid to about 6.6 million
individuals under State unemployment-insurance programs, as com-
pared with $962 million paid to 4.2 million individuals in 1953.

It is too early to tell yet what January will show, but insured unem-
ployment rose as usual in the first week to 1,857,000. Normally
insured unemployment begins to turn down toward the end of January
and early February.

The volume of insured unemployment varied widely among differ-
ent regions, States, and areas over the past year. The largest volumes
of insured unemployment were experienced in the middle Atlantic and
east north central regions which account for about half of the covered
workers of the Nation, and which have a heavy concentration of dura-
ble goods manufacturing. In these regions which include New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and
Wisconsin, cutbacks in such industries as steel, autos, military hard-
ware, heavy industrial machinery, machine tools, railroad equipment,
and farm machinery contributed significantly to insured unemploy-
ment levels. Curtailments in apparel manufacturing also caused
some unemployment in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.

The highest rate of insured unemployment, as distinct from the
numbers of workers involved, were experienced in West Virginia,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, New Hampshire, Oregon, Pennsyl-
vania, Maine, and Rhode Island.
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PROBLEM OF LOCALIZED UNEMPLOYMENT, EXTENT AND CAUSES

While the State figures on insured unemployment provide a valua-
ble indicator of the relative impact of unemployment among different
sections of the country, they do not, of course, tell the whole story
about the problem of localized unemployment. The Bureau of Em-
ployment Security classifies 149 major local areas according to their
relative degree of unemployment.

Our January 1955 classification shows that 105 areas which account
for close to 80 percent of the 32.5 million nonfarm wage and salaried
workers surveyed had only moderate unemployment. Some 44 other
major areas had substantial unemployment and were classified in
group IV in January. Of these, 35 had between 6 and 12 percent
of the work force unemployed; the other 9 had unemployment in excess
of 12 percent. About one-third of the Nation's total unemployment
is centered in areas classified in group IV.

At this point, I wish to emphasize that not all of these areas are
confronted with long-term unemployment problems. A very large
share of the more than 1 million unemployed workers in the group IV
areas are concentrated in areas with short-run unemployment prob-
lems, stemming from temporary dislocations in specific industries.
No single cause can fully explain serious unemployment in some areas
while the Nation as a whole is generally prosperous.

Several contributory factors, however, can be isolated. Among
these are:

1. Short-run cutbacks in consumer demand for certain products.
The Detroit and Pittsburgh areas early in 1954 illustrate the effects of
such cutbacks in the auto and steel industries.

2. Long-term loss of an industry's competitive market position.
Employment in some areas has been declining over long periods of
time because of the inroads of competing products upon the market
position of basic local industries. This has frequently been accom-
panied by geographic shifts of the industries effected. Many textile
areas in New England have experienced this problem. Many Peim-
sylvania anthracite coal mining areas, such as Scranton, Wilkes-Barre-
Hazleton, and Pottsville have suffered employment losses due to com-
petition from other fuels.

3. Exhaustion or depletion of natural resources: Coal-mining areas,
where the most accessible veins have been exhausted or depleted, have
been hardest hit. To a lesser extent areas dominated by such indus-
tries as lead, zinc, and silver mining, and lumber have also developed
labor surpluses as a result of the depletion of natural resources.

4. Technological changes: Changes in methods of production or ma-
terials used for certain items have resulted in substantial labor sur-
pluses in some areas. For example, the change-over from cotton cord
to nvlon cord in rubber tires has created heavy unemployment in the
Cedartown-Rockmart area of Georgia. Similarly, the change to diesel
engines has contributed to labor surpluses in the important railroad
and locomotive repair center of Altoona, Pa.

5. Lack bf an adequate industrial base: In some areas locally avail-
able employment opportunities are not sufficient to support a growing
population and labor force on a year-round basis. Among these are
the seasonal resort areas of Atlantic City, N. J., Asheville, N. C., and
Ronceverte-White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.; the tobacco processing
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centers of Durham and Winston-Salem, N. C., and the Great Lakes
shipping ports of Duluth, Minn., and Superior, Wis.

6. Shifts in Government activities: Some areas are or have been in
the labor-surplus category because of changes in emphasis of our
defense program. Cutbacks in ordnance requirements over the past
2 years, for example, have contributed significantly to the development
of surplus conditions in many small areas.

PROGRAMS TO ALLEVIATE UNEMPLOYMENT

To over 40 million workers the first line of defense against un-
employment is unemployment insurance. It is automatic in the sense
that it goes into effect without requiring special State or Federal
action. It directly supports the purchasing power of those seeking
work and it is of known amount and duration so that recipients and
the communities in which they live can plan their own actions with
a full knowledge of the facts.

In addition to the system of State unemployment insurance laws
which operate in all States, the District of Columbia, Hawaii, and
Alaska, there is Federal legislation providing unemployment insur-
ance for railroad workers, Korean veterans, and civilian employees
of the Federal Government.

As recommended by the President, State unemployment insurance
programs should be improved by broadening coverage and by increas-
ing the amount and duration of benefits. The Secretary of Labor
has communicated with the State governors urging that action be
taken to revise State laws so that they may more adequately carry
out the basic objectives of a sound unemployment insurance system.
I want to emphasize that unemployment insurance is a first line of
defense, and is one of the built-in economic stabilizers. Unemploy-
ment insurance in itself does not spark a resumption of economic
activity but it provides time for other programs to get under way.

The nature of the unemployment problem and the kind of action
required to deal with the problem differ from one locality to another.
For this reason the primary responsibility for dealing with localized
unemployment problems rests with the local community whose re-
sources and facilities must be coordinated to overcome the condi-
tions which give rise to the unemployment. State governments share
with local governments the responsibility for cooperating with the
local community groups to develop action programs which will bring
about economic diversification and stimulate employment opportun-
ities. The role of the Federal Government is to cooperate with State
and local governments in these efforts. It brings to bear its technical
resources in helping to determine the character of the problems and
it helps to develop courses of action to deal with the problem. In
addition to its general national economic policies and programs it
modifies its own operations and activities to provide assistance to
local areas experiencing serious unemployment.

Federal programs to alleviate unemployment in labor surplus areas
include three broad fields of activity: Technical assistance to the
States and the communities primarily through the Departments of
Commerce and Labor; certain special provisions in procurement
policies benefiting bidders from areas of substantial labor surplus;
and assistance through accelerated tax amortization to benefit new
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or expanded plants necessary to strengthen the mobilization base
located in areas of labor surplus.

In addition, programs that are not directly linked to area unemploy-
ment may be of some assistance to areas of substantial labor surplus.
These include the program for urban renewal under the Housing Act
of 1954; Federal assistance for school, road. and hospital construction;
the construction, or expansion of Federal installations such as Atomic
Energy Commission plants and Defense Department installations, and
the programs of the Small Business Administration. Unemployment
is also a consideration in adjusting many other broad Federal pro-
grams such as foreign-trade policy and the development of river basins
and harbors, and flood control.

The program of the Department of Labor with regard to local
area unemployment includes both the determination and publication
of the facts and technical assistance through the State employment
security agencies to the communities themselves in organizing their
own community resources. Forty-two State unemployment insurance
laws specifically provide for programs to alleviate and prevent unem-
ployment. The community employment development program is now
one of the important programs in the employment security system. In
a typical situation a representative from the Department of Labor is
sent to assist State technical staffs and the local office manager in a
thorough review of the facts concerning a locality's labor market, the
basic causes of the unemployment, and the employment outlook as
far forward as key employers in the area can estimate their labor
requirements. The local office manager, with the assistance of the
Department's representative, stimulates local civic leaders, key em-
ployers, and major union leaders to cooperate in working out an overall
program for the community. This program lays heavy stress on de-
veloping further the assets of the community and correcting weak-
nesses. It points generally to the types of industries that are neces-
sary not only to provide additional employment but to balance the
local economy. Primary stress in all of this work is laid upon local
responsibility and local initiative.

The Department of Commerce, through its area development divi-
sion, works closely with us in providing assistance to communities of
substantial unemployment. The Department of Commerce repre-
sentative, Mr. Roterus, will, I am sure, elaborate on the activities of
his Department.

Federal procurement policies to assist areas of substantial labor
surplus have now been extended to include offshore procurement.
These policies include Defense Manpower Policy No. 4, as amended in
November 1953, and Executive Order 10582, which modifies the appli-
cation of the "Buy American Act." Under DMP-4, a procurement
agency may set aside a portion of a procurement for the specific pur-
pose of offering it to firms in labor-surplus areas at an acceptable price
determined through free competitive bidding. While this program
has not resulted in the redirection of a large volume of contracts to
such areas, the wide dissemination of the list of labor-surplus areas
has resulted in manufacturers in these areas receiving more attention.
The total volume of contracts secured by them has been significant.
From January 1 to September 30, 1954, a total of over $900 million
in Defense Department contracts was placed in surplus-labor areas.
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On December 17, 1954, the President issued Executive Order 10582
to expand offshore procurement. However, the order permits the
rejection of a foreign bid in any situation where the domestic low bid-
der would produce most, of the materials in areas of substantial labor
surplus, providing such action is determined to be in the national
interest. This policy is still too new to measure its results.

A more basic program is the granting of additional accelerated tax
amortization to firms that locate in areas of substantial labor surplus.
The program is more basic since it creates a permanent business
activity. This policy was initiated in November 1953 by the Office
of Defense Mobilization and came after a great volume of applica-
tions had already been processed, so that relatively few industries
remained eligible for accelerated amortization. Nevertheless, through
December 1954, some 31 facilities involving a total capital investment
of $204 million have been certified for areas of substantial labor sur-
plus. These facilities, when completed, are expected to provide jobs
directly for nearly 9,000 workers. As we all know, such employment
will create secondary jobs in trade, service, and other supporting
activities.

RECENT PROGRAM1 DEVELOPM1ENTS

Some months ago the Council of Economic Advisers set up a task
force to examine and evaluate programs designed to assist areas of
substantial labor surplus. The President's Economic Report recog-
nized that the procurement and tax-amortization policies have been
of rather limited assistance, but recommended their continuation.
Further, the report strongly urged the strengthening of the technical
assistance programs, especially those conducted by the Departments
of Commerce and Labor.

The Department of Labor is reviewing past experience in this field
and what can be done to assist areas experiencing substantial unem-
ployment. It is obvious, however, that the initiative and responsibil-
ity of the local community and State governments are of basic
importance in resolving localized unemployment problems.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Goo4win's statement, and a supplemental statement sub-

sequently submitted appear at pp. 236, 242.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Roterus.

OPENING STATEMENT OF VICTOR ROTERUS, CHIEF, AREA DEVEL-
OPMENT DIVISION, OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES, UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Mr. RoTER-Is. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, members
of the panel, I have a rather brief statement, but I have cut it further
to stay within the 10 minutes allotted me.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. RoTERus. Areas of spot unemployment are principally of two

types-the temporal type which appear and vanish with the fluctua-
tions of the national economy and those of a chronic type which may
persist even when the national economy is at high levels. The latter
areas particularly present special problems and needs. Since Mr.
Goodwin, of the Department of Labor, has discussed the extent of
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these areas and the reasons why they are faced with long-term unem-
ployment problems, I should like to confine myself, first, to several
observations about the problems and needs of these areas, and second,
to how our particular program attempts to assist these communities
in meeting their problems and needs.

NEEDS OF SURPLUS LABOR AREAS

Areas of long-term unemployment have these characteristics, among
others:

(1) They need either a complete revitalization of their existing
industries, or where these industries face a shrinking future, new
activities-a new economic base-are needed to keep pace with na-
tional progress and to provide increasing job opportunities.

(2) Many of these areas, exclusively schooled in the development
of one type of resource or industry, are not prepared to move inci-
sively into new product fields or to serve new and changing markets.

(3) The know-how with which to take the necessary steps in devel-
oping a revitalized local economy based on local resources and advan-
tages is often lacking.

(4) The knowledge and ability to make use of existing State and
Federal aids in buttressing local area development efforts are likewise
lacking.

(5) Despite the most arduous local efforts at a solution-which
usuallv is determined to be the establishment of new lines of indus-
try-these efforts sometimes die on the vine because effective contact
has not been made with the executives of private industry whose
decisions as. to new and branch plant locations are a vital key to
expanding job opportunities.

AREA DEVELOP1MENT PROGRA-M OF TH1E DEPARTMENT Ol' COIMMAIERCE

Acting on suggestions of the President's Advisory Board on
Economic Growth and Stability, the program of the Area Develop-
ment Division of the United States Department of Commerce was
expanded last spring to assist labor surplus areas in their efforts to
deal with their own problems. The Department gave the Division
the assignment of serving as a focal point and clearinghouse in the
Federal Government for area groups and delegations seeking assist-
ance to relieve local area unemployment. As a result, the Division
has attempted to meet the demands of local delegations and congres-
sional requests with prompt and orderly handling and, when indi-
cated, appropriate units of the Federal Government have been called
on and have cooperated on the problems on which they were capable
of making a contribution. In addition. the Division began fashion-
ing a program to assist State and local groups in working toward new
employment opportunities in the areas of labor surplus.

The elements of this program can be briefly summarized as follows:
1. Several employment development kits and aids were prepared.

A canvass was made of local and State programs, and the actions of
many communities were summarized in a simple Community and Area
Development Checklist, which I have here (exhibit A).

(The exhibits referred to in Mr. Roterus' testimony are on file with
the committee.)
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Mr. ROTERns. This checklist is a brief compendium of the types of
actions that various aggressive communities had taken to cope with
problems of industrial development, retail and service trade expan-
sion, tourist and recreation development, local government aids, and
so forth. The checklist also enumerated actions that had been effec-
tively taken by the various States.

Another self-help tool that the Division has provided to meet the
know-how needs of many local areas for establishing new industry
based on local resources is a Community Industrial Development Kit
(exhibit B). This kit covers a range of topics including (a) the sur-
vey of what prospective industry wants to know about your commu-
nity; (b) promotion stage-how to find the industrial prospects; and
(c) advice on how other communities have gone about this job.

The Division found that many communities had been successful in
establishing new industries through the device of the planned indus-
trial park which in essence is similar to a high-class residential sub-
division. To make these experiences available to all communities
determined to expand and diversify their economic base, the Division
just recently issued a how-to-do-it publication entitled "Organized
Industrial Districts; a Tool for Community Development."

That is this document here (exhibit C).
I might add that in the Northern States this device has not been

used as much as in developing the West and Southwest.
The second part of the program we are developing goes to the

heart of the matter of establishing new industry to take the place of
old or declining industries in areas of surplus labor. Once a com-
munity has organized for this effort their prime need is to come into
direct contact with firns planning expansions. In this connection
we have tried various devices to assist communities in need. Several
times a month, for example, leading executives from the various types
of private industry are called to industry conferences held by the
Department of Commerce. Time is allotted on the agenda of these
conferences to discuss the problem of surplus-labor areas. the stake of
private industry in their solution, and the conference is asked to give
earnest consideration to the advantages of these areas in their plan-
ning for future plant locations.

Right now there is a meeting of machine-tool executives in the De-
partment of Commerce, and this story is being brought to their
attention.

Another effort in the direction of encouraging diversification of
the local economies was the new products, new methods, and patents
exhibit held in Detroit last October in which State and local govern-
ments, labor unions, and private industry cooperated with the De-
partment. The Department of Defense, which has spent billions of
dollars in research, put on public view new products, processes, and
materials which have commercial development possibilities, and which
they are eager to get into civilian production for quick defense con-
version when the need arises. We are now engaged with the Depart-
ment of Defense in looking into possibilities for extending this
exhibit to other sections of the country, preferably on a regional
basis.

Another effort to enlist private industry into the program for assist-
ing labor surplus areas was in cooperation with the Society of Indus-
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trial Realtors. A task force appointed by this society visited Law-
rence, Mass., as a test case, and made a report which has general
application to the problems of all labor surplus areas. Using the
methods outlined in this report members of the task force are actively
negotiating with several manufacturing firms with respect to possible
locations in that area.

I might add that this type of effort does not have overnight results,
and it takes persistent work. For example, Cumberland, Md., from
whose representative we are going to hear today, is a case in point.
Some time ago the Commerce and Labor Departments, in cooperation
with State agencies, conducted an industrial development survey there.
This survey and report provided the city's first inventory of available
industrial sites. The report also outlined a detailed program for
local action with complete responsibility for industrial development
work lodged in one agent. The Area Development Division later
called to the attention of the industrial development department of
the railroad going through Cumberland and to industry executives
the available governmental incentives for plant locations in labor sur-
plus areas. A few months ago these various and associated efforts-
Federal, State, local, and private-bore fruit in the fact that a large
glass company began construction of a $33 million plant which will
employ upward of 800 people. With this stride forward and with
the aggressive local efforts now active in the Cumberland area, I ven-
ture to say that we have not yet seen the end of new development in
Cumberland.

Another important activity of the Division which has been lim-
ited by the available personnel has been the on-the-spot assistance
to State and local groups in combating problems of local unemploy-
ment. Division representatives, on request of local delegations and
Members of the Congress, have made field visitations to communities
in Indiana, Kentucky, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Vir-
ginia, and a number of communities in New England. These visita-
tions are the perfect time to inform the local development groups
how to make full use of aids and programs of the Department of
Commerce and other agencies which can be helpful on specific local
problems. We have found that most communities are appreciative
not only of our technical assistance but apparently get a morale boost
in their own efforts through personal contact and assistance.

These visitations are always conducted in cooperation with State
planning and development agencies with whom the Division main-
tains a close working relation through informal bulletins, an annual
conference in Washington, and other means. Followups in Washing-
ton with other agencies able to provide particular types of assistance
and the continuing contact with local and State groups entailed by
the field visitations are illustrated by our reports on recommendations
made to the President by the Northeast Pennsylvania Industrial De-
velopment Commission (exhibit D), and drought relief and area devel-
opment recommendations, eastern Oklahoma (exhibit E). In these
visitations we have received the full cooperation of representatives
of the Small Business. Administration, the Department of Labor,
the Department of the Interior, the Housing and Home Finaince
Agency, the Department of Defense, and others.
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The Economic Report of the President for 1955 recommends fur-
ther strengthening of the area-development program of the Depart-
ment of Commerce. If additional funds are made available during
the next fiscal year the Division will step up its various activities.

In particular, we shall increase our on-the-spot assistance to labor-
surplus areas by stationing-area-development specialists in the field.
These specialists would give personal and continuing consultation
to labor-surplus-area groups in followup of requests for such help
made to the Congress and executive branch. They will also keep
us informed of what successful devices are beingf used by various
labor-surplus communities in attacking their problems, and this in-
formation will be made the subject of a periodical bulletin which

'ill be made available to all local labor-surplus mreas.
Further, out of our experience in the field wo expect to make sug-

gestions as to what the Federal Government might do further in
assisting these spot areas of unemployment to -et back in step with
national growth.

(The exhibits referred to in Mr. Roterus' testi mony are on file with
the committee. His prepared statement appears at p. 260.)

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
In view of the fact that the first two witnes ;es have not confined

themselves, and perhaps it is quite proper that they should not, to
the first question, but dealt with the second, third, and fourth ques-
tions, I think that the other members of the panel should be free to
discuss the subject as a whole.

Mr. Thomas, from Pennsylvania.

STATEMENT OF LESTER THOMAS, INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTA-
TIVE OF THE UNITED MINE WORKERS

Mr. THOMAS. Mv statement before this committee today will be
confined solely to the' coal-producing areas of the State of Pennsyl-
vania and the serious problem in unemployment that now exists in
these areas.

Anthracite region:

Prospective labor market conditions in amth'racite labor market area of
Pennsylvania as of November 1954

Definition of classification:
IV-A---6-11.9 percent of labor force unemployed.
IV-B-12 percent or more of labor force unemployed.

POTTSVILLE (SCHUYLKILL COUNTY) AREA

Current area classification-IV-B Very substantial labor surplus:
Civilian labor force ----------------------------------------- 82, 750
Unemployed -_--------------------- 16, 350
Employed----------------------- ---------------------------- 66,400
Percent unemployed ------------------------------------- 19. 8

SCRANTON AREA

Current area classification-IV-B-Very substantial labor surplus:
Civilian labor force ------------ - 105 050
Unemployed ___________________________________ _15, 600
Employed -_______________________________________________ - 89,450
Percent unemployed-------------------------------------------- 14. 9
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SUNBURY-SHAMOKIN-M1OUNT CARMEL AREA

Current area classification-IV-B1-Very substantial labor surplus:
Civilian labor force…-------------- --------------- ------_ ______- 68, 770
Unemployed ------------------------- ______________________ 10,500
Employed--------------------------------------------- 58, 270
Percent unemployed-1 ______--_________________________ 15.3

WILKES-BARRE-HAZLETON AREA

Current area classification-IV-B-Very substantial labor surplus:
Civilian labor force--------------------------------------------- 147, 650
Unemployed ---------------------- ________.________---________ 22,900
Employed ----------------------------------------------------- 124, 450
Percent unemployed---------------------------------- - 15.5

CLEARFIELD-DU BOIS AREA

Current area classification-IV-B1-Very substantial labor surplus:
Civilian labor force--------------------------------------- 35, 900
Unemployed -_______________________________________________ 5,- 100
Employed ------------------------- ________________________ 30, 800
Percent unemployed--------------------------- --- 14.2

INDIANA AREA

Current area classification-IV-B-Very substantial labor surplus:
Civilian labor force ------------------- ------------------------ 21,150
Unemployed -------------------------- _____________________- 2,800
Employed ----------------------------------------------------- 18,350
Percent unemployed--------------------------- 13.2

JOHNSTOWN AREA

Current area classification-IV-B-Very substantial labor surplus:
Civilian labor force-------------------------------------------- 102,300
Unemployed -______________________________________________ 19, 100
Employed ---------------------------------------------------- 83, 200
Percent unemployed_------------------------------------___ 18. 7

KITTANNING-FORD CITY AREA

Current area classification-IV-B-Very substantial labor surplus:
Civilian labor force-------------------------------------------- 23, 400
Unemployed -________________________ ------ --____ 3, 350
Employed ----------------------------------------------------- 20, 050
Percent unemployed-------------------------------------------- 14.3

UNIONTOWN-CONNELLSVILLE AREA

Current area classification-IV-B-Very substantial labor surplus:
Civilian labor force-------------------------------------------- 53, 400
Unemployed--------------------------------------------------- 13,100
Employed ----------------------------------------------------- 40, 300
Percent unemployed------------------------------------_ 24. 5

PITTSBURGH AREA

Current area classification-IV-B-Very substantial labor surplus:
Civilian labor force-------------------------------------------- 924,300
Unemployed ------------------------------------------ - -- 87, 000
Employed ----------------------------------------------------- 833,200.
Percent unemployed- -________________________________________ 9.4
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Labor force, employment, and unemployment in the anthracite region, by labor
market area-Bimonthly, November 1953-November 1954

1954
Novem-

Labor market area ber
1953 Mrh Septern- Novem-January March May July ber ber

Scranton (Lackawanna
County):

Total civilian labor force --- 105, 650 105,050 105,150 105,000 105,900 105,050 105,200
Employment -94, 700 92, 350 92, 200 89,050 87, 950 89, 450 89, 850
Unemployment -- 10.950 12, 700 12, 950 15, 950 17, 950 15, 600 15, 350
Percent of labor force 10.4 12.1 12.3 15. 0 16. 8 14.9 14. 6

Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton
(Luzeme County):

Total civilian labor force 148, 400 146, 950 148, 050 148, 350 149, 450 147, 600 146, 200
Employment - - 132, 600 128, 550 126, 600 124, 750 124, 050 124, 700 124, 650
Unemployment - - 15,800 18,400 21, 450 23, 600 25, 400 22, 900 21,550
Percent of labor force ---- 10. 6 12. 5 14. 5 15.9 17.0 15.5 14. 7

Pottsville:
Total civilian labor force 83,150 83, 500 83, 950 83, 700 83,450 82, 750 82, 450
Employment -- 73,150 70, 650 70, 400 66, 750 64, 700 66, 400 68,070
Unemployment 10, 000 12, 850 13. 550 16,950 18, 750 16,350 14, 380
Percent of labor force - 12.0 15.4 16.1 20.3 22.5 19.8 17.4

Total, 3 labor market areas:
Total civilian labor force- 337. 200 335, 500 337, 150 337, 050 338, 800 335, 400 333, 850
Employment- - 300, 450 291, 550 289, 200 280, 750 276, 850 280, 550 282, 570
Unemployment- - 36, 750 43,950 47, 950 56,300 61,950 54,850 51, 280
Percent of labor force- 10. 9 13. 1 14. 2 16. 7 18.3 16. 4 15 4

Sunbury-Shamokin-Mount
Carmel: 2

Total civilian labor force (3) (3) 68, 450 (3) (3) 68, 770 (3)
Employment -- - (3) (3) 58, 450 (3) (3) 58, 270 (3)
Unemployment -- (3) (3) 10.000 (3) (3) 10, 500 (3)
Percent of labor force (3) (3) 14. 6 (3) (3) 15. 3 ()

Total, 4 labor market areas:
Total civilian labor force (3) (3) 405, 600 (3) (3) 404,170 (3)
Employment -(3) (3) 347, 650 (3) (3) 338,820 (S)
Unemployment -(3) (3) 57. 950 (3) (3) 65,350 (3)
Percent of labor force- (3) (3) 14.3 (3) (3) 16. 2 (3)

I The Pottsville area covers all of Schuylkill County and the boroughs of Lansford, Summit Hill, Jim
Thorpe, and Mauch Chunk Township, in Carbon County.

2 Area covers Snyder, Union, Northumberland, and Montour Counties and Conyngham Township and
Centralia Borough in Columbia County.

3 INA.



Coanpensable unemployment compensatton clatms filed in the anthracite region durinC 1954, by loca offce

Local office January February March April May June July August Septem- October Novem. Decem- Annualber her her total

Total ------------------ 168, 269 153, 903 200, 336 197, 552 202, 370 210, 749 191, 061 178, 677 173, 592 147, 716 131, 434 137, 348 2,093, 007

Carbondale- 6,214 6,859 8,913 8,228 7,457 7,729 6,745 6, 677 6, 394 5,577 6,092 6, 50t 83, 386
Hlazleton -23,186 17,857 20,205 22,535 21, 714 21,498 16,498 14, 755 13,312 11,793 12,074 13, 276 208, 763
Jim 'I'horpe -4,365 5,095 6,136 7,060 7, 512 8,492 8,566 6,556 6,963 5,119 4,200 4,970 75, 070
Moahanoy City I -------------- ----------- ---------- ----- 3,019 2,315 2,469 2,197 2,918 2,097 2,151 10. 360Milton- - Cit - 4,626 4,505 5,400 4,619 4,228 6,863 4,607 3,584 2,971 2,216 2,277 3,027 48, 923
Mount Carmel -9,384 6,643 12, 930 12, 412 11. 579 11,021 8,651 9,025 8,490 6,937 5,824 6,554 109, 360
Nanticoke -6, 599 5,745 7,955 9,611 9,158 9,958 8,837 9,014 8,543 5,598 4.186 4,373 89, 577
Olyplhant---------- ---------------------- 7,974 6, 991 10,470 7.723 9, 8t9 12, 028 10,301 10,056 10, 064 8, 775 6,582 6,689 107, 522
Pittston ------------------------------ 9,672 8, 355 11, 220 10,772 12,U)55 14, 176 13, 462 14, 620 14, 704 12,947 11, 422 10, 995 144. 440
Pottsville- - ---------- 11, 002 10,108 12, 108 12, 735 13, 7.58 14, 712 10, 591 10, 065 10,288 8, 551 7,288 9,248 130. 454
Scranton -22. 926 19,058 22, 838 21.947 22. 890 25, 829 23, 316 22, 011 20, 223 19, 366 18, 954 20, 903 260, 261
Shanloki-00 6,564 0, 200 8.901 7.918 8.370 8,654 9,266 7,107 5,716 5,288 5,278 4,764 84. 207Shenandoah --------------------------- 12.367 9.890 12,080 15. 020 13,157 9, 581 10,359 10,138 8,993 8,687 7,060 7, 391 124, 723
Sunbury --- 9,540 10, 048 11,135 10, 507 9, 01 8, 058 7, 493 7,350 7,305 6,676 6,230 7,316 1005 609
Tamaqa --------------------------------- 5, 873 6,913 12, 672 11.869 16, 872 11, 039 20, 369 15, 492 15, 894 12, 563 10 964 7,542 148, 062
Wilkes-Barre - --------- 27, 977 29, 556 37, 253 34, 595 34, 670 38, 142 29, 685 29, 668 31, 625 25, 505 20, 906 21, 642 361, 224

I Office opened June 1954.
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Estimated net unemployment compensation benefit payments in the anthracite
region during 1954, by local office

Amount of
Local office: benefits paid

Total___---------- $49, 274, 000

Carbondale-------------- 1, 677, 000
Hazleton… _______ 4, 717, 000
Jim Thorpe -- ______ 1,911, 000
Mahanoy City_---------- 720, 000
Milton--…--------------- 1, 161, 000
Mount Carmel ……---------- 2, 720, 000
Nanticoke ……-------------- 2, 124, 000

Local office-Con.
Olyphant----------------
Pittston…------- --------
Pottsville…--------_______
Scranton----------------
Shamokin---------------
Shenandoah_------------
Sunbury ---- __----------
Tamaqua----------------
W ilkes-Barre .-----------

Amount of
benefits paid
$2, 539, 000
3,450, 000
3,202,000
5, 972, 000
1,984, 000
2, 766, 000
2, 428, 000
3, 593, 000
8, 310, 000



Exhaustions of unemployment compensation benefits in the anthracite region during 1954, by local office.-

Local office January Febru- Mac p1 ofe-OtbrNovemn- Decem-i Annualary ch Aprl May Juno Jlly Augus ter Octoberbsr bar ber total

Total ----- 1, 554 1, 648 2, 010 2, 118 2,372 2, 911 3, 029 3,356 3, 962 5, 055 4,077 3, 348 35, 440

Carbondac--64 05 64 81 99 132 107 119 169 179 135 136 1,350
Hlazleton------------------ 127 171 209 208 240 278 279 359 358 508 424 329 3,490
Jin Thorpe ---------------- 43 28 46 55 98 .100 115 136 135 109 102 110 1, 077
Mahanoy City I-------------- ---------- ------- - - - 11 41 64 49 67 391 60 683
Milton------------------- 66 76 81 10 4 143 123 91 75 47 74 71 1,043
Mount Carel--40 35 58 63 94 98 90 130 118 406 207 171 1,810
Nanticoke --------------------- ------- 119 266 135 78 75 88 127 193 311 481 175 152 2,200
Olvypl-ant ---- ---------------------- 137 98 101 78 1(6 120 157 134 163 252 373 219 1,938
Pittston-119 93 124 150 140 144 204 270 232 404 383 253 2,516
Pottsville-92 76-1-------------------- 2 76 125 174 182 179 191 198 205 190 52 175 1,839
Scranton------------------ 240 231 292 305 330 346 342 405 395 440 495 426 4,247
Shan'okin ---------- ---- 64 84 110 92 98 129 117 125 148 165 118 135 1,359
Sh'nandioah -9-------------- 8 108 102 137 159 340 106 119 120 518 198 209) 2,280
Sunbury--- -------------- 63 74 142 170 107 258 175 163 209 144 124 156 1,845
Tairaqua------------------ 52 45 75 04 97 114 140 177 568 237 157 142 1,868
'Wilkes-Barre---------------- 230 228 286 301 393 425 715 669 701 908 609 604 6,189

lOffice opened June 1954.
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In the period November 1953-November 1954, unemployment in
the Scranton, Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton, and Pottsville areas combined
increased by 18,000. Prior to November 1953, the unemployment
problem in these combined areas was very acute. This rise in un-
employment in the past year can be attributed directly to the declining
employment in the anthracite mines and its adverse effect on railroad
and other employment within the area.

In the 3 areas employment in mining decreased by 14,000. Added
to this were declines in transportation and other trades, which brought
the total drop attributable to mining to approximately 18,000 in a
1-year period.

As recently as January 10 of this year mining employment loss, ap-
proximating 1,700, occurred in the Shamokin-Mount Carmel area,
which had been already hard hit by unemployment, totaling in the
neighborhood of 10,500.

According to the Anthracite Institute, 1954 commercial production
of anthracite coal dropped 12.6 percent below the output in 1953 and
36.6 percent below the output of 1952. The decline in production was
attributed to the continued competition of domestic and imported
fuel oils and natural gas, together with above normal temperatures
during the first half of 1954.

Data respecting average man-days worked in the anthracite coal-
mining industry during 1954 are not yet available from the Pennsyl-
vania department of mines. However, according to information pro-
vided by local employment-office reports, staggered or short work-
weeks marked the industry through most of the year. The reports
show that reduced work schedules were adopted by such large oper-
ators as the Glen Alden Coal Co., Lehigh Navigation Coal Co., Le-
high Valley Coal Co., Hudson Coal Co., and the Philadelphia &
Reading Coal & Iron Co.

The seriousness of the unemployment problem in the anthracite
region can best be described by giving the number unemployed in the
various areas of that region:

Pottsville area, unemployed as of November 1954, 16,350; percent
inemployed of entire labor force, 19.8 percent.

Scranton area, 15,600 unemployed; 15.9 percent.
Shamokin-Mount Carmel area, 10,500 unemployed; 15.3 -percent.
Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton area, 22,900 unemployed; 15.5 percent.
In further describing the seriousness of this situation, I want to

point out the amount of moneys that have been paid to unemployed
persons in this area. During the year 1954 there was a total of
2,093,007 compensable claims paid in the anthracite area, totaling
$49,274,000.

Bituminous region:
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Labor force, employment, and unemployment in selected labor market areas in
the bituminous region-Bimonthly, November 1953-November 1954

- -1954--

Labor market area Novem- 1 Sepem- Novem-
January March May July Se m N em

Pittsburgh: I
Total civilian labor force 9- 42, 500 938,800 935,800 932,200 930, 700 923,200 920, 900
Employment -905, 000 879, 800 861,800 854, 200 844, 700 836,200 834,900
Unemployment -37, 500 59, 000 74, 000 78, 000 _86, 000 87, 000 86,000
Percent of labor force .4.0 6.3 7.9 8.4 9.2 9.4 9.3

Uniontown-Connellsville (Fay-
ette County):

Total civilian labor force-- 51,150 51,100 52,200 54,100 54,300 53,400 53,250
Employment--------- 44, 350 42,150 39, 850 40, 950 41,350 40,300 39, 950
Unemployment -6,800 8,950 12,350 -13,150 -12 950 13,100 13,300
Percent of labor force - 13.3 17.5 23.7 24. 3 23.8 24.5 25.0

Johnstown:
32

Total civilian labor force. 102,700 102,400 102,200 101,800 104, 300 102,300 101,900
Employment -93,150 90,100 87,650 84, 550 83,800 83,200 83, 000
Unemployment -9,550 12,300 14,550 -1-7,250- -- 20,500 19.100 18,900
Percent of labor force ----- 9.3 12. 1 14. 2 16. 9 19. 7 18.7 18. 5

Indiana (Indiana County):
Total civilian labor force--- 21,400 (3) (3) 21,250 (3) (3) 21,100
Employment- 19,500 (3) (3) 18,450 (3) (3) 18,600
IUnemployment. -------- 1, S00 (3) (3) 2,80 (39 (3) 2,5300
Percent of labor force -- 8.9 (3) (3) 13. 2 (3) (3) 11.8

Clearfield-Du Bois: 4
Total civilian labor force - (3) (3) 31, 500 (3) (3) 31,900 (3)
Employment - --------- (3) (3) 29,100 (3) (3) 28,000 (3)
Unemployment - (3) (3) 2,400 (3) (3) 3,000 (3)
Percent of labor force -- ---- (3) (3) 7. 6 -(3) (3) 12.2- (3)

Kittanning-Ford City (Arm-
strong County):
Total civilian labor forceounty) 21,800 22,850 (3) (3) (3) 23,400 (3)

Employment --------- 20,150 19,250 (3) () (3) 2l, 050 (3)
Unemployment -1,650 3,600 (3) ((3 )._ ..(3 ) - 3,350 (3)
Percent of labor force 7.6 15.8 (3) (3) (3) 14.3 (3)

I Area comprises Allegheny, Beaver, Washington, and Westmoreland Counties.
2 Area comprises Cambria and Somerset Counties. . . _
3 INA.
4 Area comprises all of Clearfield County, and the boroughs of Brockway, Fa!!s Creek. Sykesville, pds

Reynoldsville, and the townships of Snyder, Washington, and Winslow in Jeffersols County; also Philian
burg and South Philipsburg Boroughs and Rush Township in Centre County.

Estimated net unemployment compensation benefit payments in the bituminous
region during 1954, by local office

Amount of
Local office: benefits paid

Total_-------------. $45, 867, 000

Barnesboro-------------- 1, 095,000
Brownsville------------- 1, 994,000
Charleroi---------------- 2, 780, 000
Clearfield---------------- 1,117, 000
Connellsville------------- 1, 863,000
DuBois-___ I--------- . 799,000
Greensburg…--------- ---- 2, 307, 000
Indiana ------------ . 1, 837, 000
Jeannette--------------- 2,321,000
Johnstown--------------- 6,591,000

__ S ~mount of
- ,benefits paid

Kittanning-__ . _______ $1, 693, 000
Latrobe----------------- 2,020,000
Mount Pleasant_____----- 949, 000
New Kensington -- . . 4, 583,000
Philipsburg ……------------- 1,172,000
Portage ---- -- - . 1,062,000
Somerset---------------. 2, 466, 000
Uniontown-------------- 3,623,000
Vandergrift------------- 1,792,000
Washington------------- 2, 771,000
Waynesburg ------- . 1,032,000



Exhaustions of unemployment compensation benefits in the bituminous region during 1954, by local office

Local office January ryJun July August Septem- Otober Novem- Decem- AnnualIr M ber cer ber total

Total ------------------ 1,834 1; 786 2,494 3, 26) 3,430 3, 852 3, 832 4,905 4,928 5,145 4,138 4,051 43,6C

Barnesboro - - 46 39 47 56 68 80 82 112 96 123 103 144 _ 9fB;rownsville ------ 32---3--0 67 53 76 92 96 134 130 321 219 687 164 131 2, 14(Charlero -- -150 128 146 150 174 210 174 243 331 371 327 231 2,641Clearfield 27 42 54 70 56 76 87 88 89 63 94 81 831Connellsville - -88 107 114 131 156 154 135 213 249 205 193 162 1,907Duois - -- 71 23 35 63 60 57 66 3 88 68 66 69 705Greensburg - - 132 175 184 176 207 241 201 200 210 222 233 264 2,451Indilana ------------------- 68 83 108 139 107 164 188 307 167 163 114 143 1,748
Jeannette 15340--77 11 135 165 180 197 222 260 183 178 203 267 2,178Johnstown ----------------- 216 216 325 487 433 530 404 606 704 735 755 718 6,189Kittanning ----------------- 50 61 112 156 184 139 223 194 107 84 88 87 1,485
Latrobe---- ::--:::::--::::::::::::: 74 94 145 189 258 196 176 181 177 215 229 223 2,157Mount Pleasan' I- - - - -- 29 5 67 110 63 116 135 St 68 90 814New KensIngton--------------- 271 153 248 378 492 496 476 841 482 456 105 289 4,387Phlilpsburg ----------------- 27 46 62 70 63 69 100 101 157 139 106 110 1, 010PdrfageC ---------------- ----- ---------- ------- - - - - - 10 104 93 151 190 117 116 781
Somerset ----------------- -11ll 02 109 177 181 190 352 223 241 345 198 220 2,239Uniontown ----------------- 180 187 265 307 238 336 337 516 661 370 373 300 4,070
Vandergrift---------- -8------ 4 17 135 161 262 202 211 202 175 163 302 114 2,002
Washington --------------- - 162 89 117 160 138 173 171 282 195 171 104 205 1,9607Waynesburg ----------------- 37 30 51 63 64 88 70 47 ill. 146 396 83 986

I Office opened March 1954. * 2 Office opened June 1954.
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Compensable unemployment compensation claims filed in the bituminous region during 1954, by local office

Local office

Total -----------

Barnesboro ----------------
Birownsville -...
Charlerol -.--------------------.--..
Clearfield -....
Connellsville- -. -
lDuBois --- --.- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----
6lreensburg-------------------

Indltiua --------
Jeannette ----------------------------.
Johnstown --------------
Kittanning -............
Latrobe- --------------
Mount Pleasant -
New Kensington-
Phllipsburg- -.
Portage 

2
_-- _____-_-_-___-----------

Somerset -------
Unlontown ---------------
Vandergrift- -..-- .....
Washington -------------
Waynesburg ------------------------------

January

I r 1 l l l l l
May JuneFeabryu- March April July August Setr- October

I *I I I I I I
131, 141

2, 494
3, 564
8, 628
4,698
4,957
2,284
9, 988
6, 101
6,418

18, 410
5; 132
s,928

13, 709
3,292

11,318
5,717
8,817
2, 790

147,403

2, 572
4,622
8,890
4, 143
6,235
2,818

11, 276
7,945
7,897

19, 013
6,354
6, 597

16,072
3,623

12,386
6,830
9, 090
3,337

192,322 198, 797

5,034
9, 480

10, 570
5,016
7,693
3. 186
8,008
9,455
8,375
29, 709
7,476
7,846
4,156

24,308
5,448

ii,066
18, 027
8, 567

10,014
4,763

4,070
7,378

10,663
5, 281
8, 111
3,414

10,802
9,607
8, 447

26,161
8,094
7,777
2,477

21, 149
4,657

ii 348
18' 678
8,359

10, 728
5, 121

I Offlce opened March 1954.

181,307 194,121

5, 164
9,841

10,861
5,013
6, 792
2,665
9,013
6,005
9, 507

30,887
6, 581
8, 527
4, 129
19,487
5,818
3,221

10,908
18, 659
6,841
9,994
4,208

4, 920
9, 298

10, 388
4,463
6, 616
2,467
8,336
7,989
7,785

27,822
6,149
7,650
4, 108

20,138
5,212

10, io 209
17, 141

6,688
9,470
4,458

174, 015

4, 315
8, 534
9, 196
4,887
6,075
2, 722
7,800
5,826
8,799

27, 110
6,707
6,867
3,229

19'329
5,317
4, 360
8, 742

14, 852
6,094
9,853
3,395

174, 712

4,329
8,421

10, 439
5,194
6.220
3, 143
8,319
5,951
8,444

26, 157
7,104
7,604
3,274

15, 673
5,024
4, 891
9,301

14,035
5,751

11, 448
3,990

158, 968

4,439
8,025
9,719
3,881
6, 553
2, 850
7,964
5,395
8,325
25, 568

5, 129
6,858
2,940

13. 688
4,686
4, 703
7,702

11, 623
4,852

10,193
3,875

131, 875

3,474
6, 381
8,132
3, 567
5, 700
2, 369
6,977
4.348
6,812
22, 285
3,686
6,454
2,653

11,767
3 840
3,981
5, 591
9,055
3,816
8,380
2,607

Novemr-
ber

124, 591

3, 513
3, 855
7,099
3, 567
5, 759
2, 594
6,673
4,264
6, 514

21 128
3,347
5, 565
2,872
9,880
4,036
4, 126
5,484
9,104
3,796
8, 985
2,430

Decemr- Annual
her total

I Office opened June 1954.

132, 577

3, 798
3, 949
8,088
3,982
6, 119
3,155
6,829
4, 816
6, 319

18, 935
4, 246
6, 207
3,037

11,022
3, 972
3, 522
5, 988
9,986
4,377

11,363
2,867

1, 941, 829

48, 122
83,348

112, 673
53,092
76, 830
33, 667

101, 985
77. 702
93, 642

293, 101
70, 605
83,880
32, 875

196, 222
54, 925
28,804
100, 938
165,464
71,688

118, 335
43, 841
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In the period November 1953-November 1954, unemployment in the
3 largest bituminous coal-producing areas, Pittsburgh, Johnstown,
and Uniontown-Connellsville, increased by approximately 64,000.

A drop in demand for both primary and fabricating metals is the
major reason for the unemployment rise. Decreased production in
the metal industry reduced the demand for bituminous coal and for
firebrick for the coke ovens. Lowered requirements in all of these
fields in turn adversely affected railroad transportation and whole-
sale and retail trade. Primary metals employment in these 3 areas
decreased by approximately 29,000; fabricating metal and machinery
by 13,000; bituminous mining by 12,000; transportation by 7,750;
stone, clay, and firebrick by 2,150; and trade by 8,700.

Bituminous coal production in 1954 fell substantially below the out-
put in 1953. United States Bureau of Mlines reports indicate that
1954 production was down 14.3 percent in the industry as a whole.
Principal factors responsible for the decline were substantial reduction
in the industrial consumption of coal, particularly by the steel indus-
try; increased use of diesel locomotive power by the railroads; and
some reduction in the domestic use of coal, attributable to the milder
weather that prevailed in 1954 and the increasing competition of oil
and gas as fuel.

IDuringr the year 1954 there was a total of 1,941,829 compensable
claims paid in the bituminous area, totaling $45,867,000. The amounts
paid in both the anthracite and bituminous regions amount to over 38
percent of the total compensation paid in Pennsylvania.

Adding to the seriousness of this question is the fact that the
number of unemployment compensation benefit exhaustions is in-
creasing steadily, and has resulted in an annual total of persons
exhausting their unemployment compensation amounting 'to 35,440.

As a result of these exhaustions, the Department of Public Assist-
ance is increasing its caseload to the extent that the Governor of
Pennsylvania has this week introduced in the General Assembly
of Pennsylvaiia a deficiency appropriation amounting to over $16
million to provide for the carrying on of public assistance until the
end of the present biennium, which occurs on May 31, 1955. The total
appropriation of the Department of Public Assistance amounts to over
$200 million in a biennium. This despite the fact that the standard
of grants by public assistance to the various recipients in no way
compares with the amounts granted in other industrial States.

The human side of the picture is equally bad. We see families.
being broken up, with sons and daughters and husbands unable to
find work in the region commuting to nearby States such as New
Jersey, Delaware, and Connecticut in order to earn a livelihood for
the people remaining at the homestead. We see fathers of families
unable to meet the family budget, depending for support on wives and.
daughters who work in mills and factories in the region. This is not
natural, nor do they want this, but too often it is the only way
family expenses can be met. What this does to the family relation-
shlip between the father and the rest of the family can be easily
imagined.

Why do these people stay in the region, you may ask. They are,
bound by the natural ties that come from living in an area where your
ancestors have resided for generations and your parents lie buried
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They have homes which represent lifetime savings and cannot be sold
at anything near their real value. These sentimental and financial
ties are real and have great meaning to the folk in my region. They
are good citizens, and you may refer to the official records of our mili-
tary establishments, and you will find that the enlistment and draft
rates in the region were among the highest in the country.

My organization, the United Mine Workers of America, has tried
to take care of the old and the disabled, without having them a burden
on the community, through its welfare funds. This program has been
in peril of breaking down in the anthracite region because of low pro-
duction. Originally geared to pay $100 per month to a retired miner,
reduced revenue has required cutting this modest sum in half, and even
so the income picture is not bright and the fund is not self -sustain-
ing.
- Our organization has worked with the owners and coal operators,

with the Anthracite Institute, with the Coal Governors' Committee,
-&ith community groups, with Congressmen, local officials, with every
person or organization that has shown the slightest sympathy or under-
standing of the plight of the anthracite industry. Our objective has
not been to obtain a subsidy, or to ask for Government financial aid
*of any kind. We want to develop the uses of anthracite, to find wider
markets, domestic and foreign, to encourage greater use of our prod-
uct, and to revitalize the industry through this kind of positive action.

We also feel and sincerely believe that one of the greatest assets
this country has is its fuel resources underground. In time of war,
oil and gas will immediately be rationed. They will not fill the needs
of a wartime economy.

But will the anthracite industry be able to help out, as it did during
World War II if it sinks to ever lower levels of production, mines are
abandoned to water seepage and gas, and its workers leave for other
industries?

You cannot get a mine in working order in a week or a month after
the water and gas halve had control of it. You cannot put inexperi-
~enced people in the mines. The result will be that when the need is
greatest the anthracite industry may be unable to bring out of the
ground the coal which will be vital to a wartime economy.

On this basis alone the anthracite operators, owners, and the United
Mine Workers of America, and every enlightened engineer are in
agreement that there should be a national fuel policy which would
undertake to conserve and protect for future use the underground coal
of our country, and you cannot do this without seeing to it that the
industry which operates in this field remains alive and able to under-
take the task when needed.

Much that has been said with regard to the anthracite region
applies to the bituminous area, except that it applies to a much wider
and larger area involving many more people in southwestern and cen-
tral Pennsylvania. The bituminous industry has been facing increas-
ing competition from many fields, and millions and millions of tons of
'mined coal are aboveground, reflecting the decreasing demand for this
product.

The human side of the situation is not much better than that which
I described for the anthracite. One major improvement is the
welfare and retirement fund. Because of the national scope of the
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bituminous industry, the welfare and retirement fund is financially
more secure, and stipulated payments of $100 per month have been
made regularly, but even with the bituminous welfare and retirement
fund, there have been certain cutbacks made in regard to the assistance
to disabled mineworkers and hospitalization benefits given to the
members of miners' families in prior years, due to financial depletion.

In a number of bituminous areas the situation is one of deeper dis-
tress than in the anthracite, because the unemployment is newer and
industrial plants have not been built to the same extent as in northeast-
ern Pennsylvania. Therefore, opportunities for younger and single
members of the family are less. This is reflected in the unemployment
ratio for such an area as Uniontown-Connellsville where, according to
the official figures of the Bureau of Employment Security, the unem-
ployment rate is 25 percent of the labor force, a proportion which is
not reached anywhere else in Pennsylvania, and which must be com-
pared with the State average of 8.6 percent.

Through Pennsylvania natural gas and oil, lightly taxed, and
residual oil imported from foreign countries, are demolishing and
destroying the soundness of a basic industry of this country. They are
piping in gas and bringing oil right into the coal region, into the heart
of the land where coal is mined. If this is not halted and continues,
the work force capable of bringing out of the earth our great resource
of coal will not be available for an emergency when it comes

The bituminous industry, as the anthracite industry, working with
the United Mine Workers of America, does not ask for Government
subsidy or financial aid. They only ask that their competitors bear a
fair share of taxes so that the coal industry may be restored to proper
competitive position. They ask that the importing of residual oil
be halted or diminished or heavily taxed, so that this unfair, cheap
fuel, brought from a low-wage-paying country, be stopped from
destroying an industry which supports hundreds of thousands of
American citizens and families.

The records will show that there is a close relationship between the
rise of the importation of residual oil and the decrease in consumption
of bituminous coal. If there is any one thing which can be pointed
to as endangering the well-being, and even the continuance of the coal
industry, it is certainly the residual oil problem.

I have not attempted to present a thoroughly documented economic
picture of the coal industry in Pennsylvania. I am not an economist
nor a statistician. The figtures and statements which I have presented,
however, are true and accurate. More important is the fact that for
almost 20 years I have lived with these problems and have presented
them to the legislatures of Pennsylvania in an effort to obtain the
assistance of the Commonwealth. But with the increasing complexity
of our economy, I think we can all agree that this problem, like so
many others, is a national problem which must be considered by the
Congress and the national administration. More than anything else it
is a human problem involving hundreds of thousands of miners and
their families, who are turning to the Congress of the United States
for honorable assistance in the making of their livelihoods.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Fishman.
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OPENING: STATEMENT. OF; LEO FISH{MAN, PROFESSOR OF ECOi

NOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF WEST VIRGINIA

Mr. FISHMAN. West Virginia and sections of six other States in
the Appalachian coalfields are suffering acute economic and social
distress. Since I am more intimately acquainted with conditions in
West Virginia than elsewhere, my remarks will be confined to the
situation existing in that State.

Employment opportunities in West Virginia have been declining
since 1948 when nonagricultural employment reached a peak of
543,900. In 1954 employment in nonagricultural industries was only
473,400. Between 1953 and 1954, when nonagricultural employment
for the United States as a whole declined by 3 percent, nonagricul-
tural employment in West Virigina declined by 7 percent. During
1954 employment in the bituminous coal industry of West Virginia
was only 76,400, roughtly equivalent to what it was during the worst
years of the depression.

The drop in employment between 1953 and 1954 in leading West
Virginia industries was as follows: Bituminous coal, 16,900; trans-
portation, 3,700; stone, clay, and glass, 1,900; chemical, 1,200; and
lumber, wood products, and furniture, 600. Cash receipts from farm
marketings in West Viriginia were $6.4 million lower for the first 10
months of 1954 than they were for the first 10 months of 1953. Even
in 1953, the most recent year for which such figures are available, the
average income per farm from farm sources was lower in West
Virginia than in any other State in the Nation.

Unemployment has been a problem throughout the State for some
years. Within the past few years this problem has grown steadily
worse. In 1954, of the 16 labor market areas in West Virginia 13
were classified as areas of very substantial labor surplus, IV-B, and
3 as areas of substantial labor surplus, IV-A. The median rate of
unemployment for all these areas was 13 percent of the labor force.
In Beckley, W. Va., an important city in the southern coalfields, the
unemployment rate was well over 20 percent.

Twenty-two counties out of the .55 in the State are not included in
any labor market area. While precise figures are not available for
these rural counties, there is ample evidence to indicate that they too
are suffering because of inadequate employment opportunities.

With respect to underemployment, the picture is not quite as clear
cut. In the bituminous coal industry, as a result of substantial re-
ductions in the working force and other adjustments, underemploy-
ment is not as prevalent now as it was a few years ago. In the
glassware industry and on many farms, however, underemployment of
labor continues to present a serious problem.

The seriousness of West Virginia's unemployment problem is em-
phasized by the fact that from April 5, 1950, to July 1, 1954, while
population of the United States increased by an estimated 6.3 per-
cent, the population of West Viriginia declined by an estimated 2.9
percent. Only two other States, Arkansas and New Hampshire ex-
perienced a population decline in this period, and in neither of these
States was the decline as high as 1 percent.

The population decline, 59,000, resulted largely from an outward
migration for jobs, and did alleviate the unemployment problem in
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the-State to some extent. With the contraction of employment, oppor-
tunities elsewhere, however, migration has ceased to be an important
alleviating factor. During the fiscal year ending June 1954, the State
employment service sent only 868 workers to jobs in other States as
compared with 14,120 sent to jobs in other States during the previous
fiscal year.

Indeed, there is evidence that a number of those who left the
State and found jobs elsewhere, later returned to West Virginia
when they lost their jobs. The number of workers who lost their jobs
in other States and who filed claims for unemployment insurance in
West Virginia increased from 8,364- during the fiscal year ending
June 1953, to 21,499 during the last fiscal year.

An unfortunate dilemma exists for the State. As the seriousness
of the situation increases, the financial ability of the State to cope
with the resulting social problems and to provide for essential public
services declines.. State revenues have fallen off at an alarming rate.
The receipts of the general revenue fund during the last 6 months of
1954 were $3 million less than receipts during the last 6 months of
1953. Since a provision of the West Virginia Constitution prohibits
any increase in the bonded indebtedness of the State as a result of
deficits in the general fund, prospective deficits must be avoided by
reductions in planned expenditures.

All State spending units have, therefore, been requested to reduce
their expenditures for the fiscal year 1955 by 5 percent of their appro-
priated funds. Most State services, including education are affeted
by this order. Financial grants of the department of public assistance
to the aged, the blind, dependent children, and the unemployables,
which were already inadequate, have been reduced to 70 percent of
a minimum subsistence budget. It is not possible for those who are
dependent on these grants to maintain a decent standard of life, and
actual deterioration of their physical condition is likely to result.

No financial assistance is available for the 34,360 persons who
exhausted their unemployment compensation benefits during 1954
without having found a job, or for those who exhausted their un-
employment benefits in previous years and still have not found jobs.

Public assistance for these persons is limited to the provisions of the
surplus food distribution program. A diet composed largely of
available surplus food is not likely to be well balanced. The dietary
deficiencies are particularly likely to be serious in the case of infants
and small children. Moreover, surplus food is available in only
30 of the 55 counties of West Virginia, since in the other 25 counties
there are no distribution facilities for this program. Social workers
report that the physical growth of many children is being stunted
and their personalities warped. In some instances death is being
hastened because of the inadequacies of the public assistance program.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fishman, do you have any estimate as to the
total number of persons in West Virginia who are receiving surplus
foods?

Mr. FISHMAN.. Yes. In May 1954, 136,500 people in 30 countries
were receiving food. In 25 counties no surplus food was available
for the unemployed.

The CHAIRMAN. That is May of 1954?
Mr. FIsEHfAN. May of 1954.
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The CHAIRMAN. That is the last month for which you have a
record?

Mr. FISHMAN. Yes. Conditions have not improved since then.
The CHAIB3AN. I have heard reports that the figure now is larger

than that.
Mr. FISHMAN. Quite likely. I inquired of the person in charge of

the food-distribution program in Charleston last week and these are
the most recent figures he had available for my inquiry.

The CHAIRMAN. We made inquiry and found that there are no
readily available national figures on this subject. The figures are
scattered among the various States.

Thank you, Mr. Fishman.
Mr. FISHMAN. The fact should be stressed that West Virginia

alone cannot cope with its basic economic problems which are struc-
tural in character and the result of long-term forces. West Virginia
is located in the heart of the Appalachian coalfields. Its cities are
relatively small in size and their industries are few in number.
Basically, West Virginia's problems stem from the unhealthy con-
dition of the bituminous coal industry. In January 1949, 1 out of
every 4 wage and salary jobs was in the cool industry.

The problems of the bituminous coal industry are well known and
need not be elaborated on here. Suffice it to say that the displace-
ment of bituminous coal by petroleum and natural gas, and the acceler-
ated mechanization of mining operations since the war axe primarly re-
sponsible for the declining rate of production and the even greater
rate of decline of employment in that industry.

The welfare of the railroad and lumber industries in the State
are directly dependent upon the level of operations in the mines.
Local trade, public utilities and service industries also mirror the
ups and downs of the bituminous coal industry. In certain areas, the
situation has been aggravated by the fact that the glassware and
pottery industries, which are concentrated in a relatively small num-
ber of cities, are suffering from the effects of foreign competition.
Recently, imports of glassware from Germany and Japan have in-
creased in value and threaten to cause further reduction in employ-
ment this year.

Of all the leading West Virginia industries, only the chemical
industry appears to have a bright future, particularly in the Ohio
Valley. The decline in employment in that industry last year was
probably the result of purely temporary factors.

West Virginia farms are for the most part too small to provide
the farm family with a satisfactory income, particularly since lack of
sufficient capital and the nature of West Virginia's topography hin-
der the widespread use of laborsaving devices. Many farm families,
therefore, are necessarily dependent on some off-farm employment.
During 1954 the problems of these families were intensified since de-
clining opportunities for off-farm employment were accompanied
by substantial declines in prices for the produce of their farms, such
as beef, chickens, broilers, eggs, and apples, none of which benefit
from a support program.

It should be noted that West Virginia has been aware of the need
for positive action to attract new industries to the State. The West
Virginia Industrial and Publicity Commission, for example, during
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the current fiscal year is spending approximately $100,000 largely for
this purpose. Business taxes and property taxes are relatively low and
there are no labor or other laws which businessmen would consider
restrictive. Nevertheless, new firms are not coming to West Virginia
in sufficiently large numbers to alleviate the problem of unemployment.

None of the recommendations offered in the Economic Report come
to grips with the problems existing in West Virginia. The analysis
contained in the Economic Report and the recommendations for pub-
lic policy are based on the assumption that long-term expansionary
forces will continue to sustain aggregate income in the United States,
and that the essential economic problem is to prevent temporary de-
flationary influences of a cyclical character and other short-term re-
strictive forces from gaining the ascendancy.

Since the situation in West Virginia is not the result of purely
temporary forces, the recommendations for public policy in the Eco-
nomic Report are not likely to alleviate that situation. The proposal
,to -extend unemployment insurance coverage from 24 to 26 weeks
would be very temporary assistance, assuming that adequate funds for
this purpose would be available in West Virginia. The unemploy-
ment compensation reserve fund balance at the end of December
1954 was $62,312,486 or 30 percent below the balance at the end of
December 1953.

Last year the unemployment fund declined by 30 percent because
of the large volume of payments made from it.

The proposal to expand the area development program, of the De-
partment of Commerce appears to be a purely formal recommendation.
To date the program has in no way contributed to the relief of distress
in West Virginia, and it is not likely to do so unless the size of the
staff administering the program as well as its administrative powers
and funds are greatly enlarged.

Military procurement and construction contracts received by West
Virginia have been inadequate to alleviate the economic problems of
the State. From July 1950 to March 1954, according to the West
Virginia Department of Employment Security, West Virginia firms
received contracts amounting to $191,738,000, a mere 0.2 percent of the
total value of the contracts awarded during that period.

The CHAIRMAN. A mere two-tenths of 1 percent, not 2 percent.
Mr. FISmITAN. That is right.
Effective measures by the Federal Govermuent to alleviate condi-

tions in West Virginia should include the following:
I. Measures to stimulate the recovery of depressed industries and

areas:
1. An increase in the volume of military procurement and con-

struction contracts.
2. Encouragement of private firms, by more effective means than

have hitherto been employed, to reopen idle plants formerly utilized
for defense production. A rubber plant formerly operated by Good-
vear Rubber Co., for example, is now idle in Nitro, and a plant for-
merly operated by the United States Steel Corp. for naval ordnance,
lies idle in South Charleston.

3. Assisting the bituminous coal industry in developing new mar-
kets and new uses for coal, and in finding methods to reduce costs,
particularly transportation costs. In many areas half the price of
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bituminous coal goes to the railroads in payment for the cost of

haulage. It should be recognized, however, that no program to aid

the bituminous coal industry is likely to improve the employment

situation materially.
4. A public works program. West Virginia cities and counties are

without funds to provide themselves with sewer disposal plants, ade-

quate waterworks, school buildings and facilities, streets and street

lighting, parks and playgrounds.
II. Measures to facilitate continued healthy economic development.

1. A more vigorous Federal program to attract small business to

West Virginia.
2. More positive policies for plant dispersal. For strategic reasons,

more defense and essential civilian plants should be located in West

Virginia. The State is sufficiently far from the primary population

and industrial centers to be safe from a military point of view, and

sufficiently close to those centers to offer locations which are attractive

from an economic point of view.
3. A retraining program for unemployed miners, and if necessary, a

resettlement program as well. A successful industrial development

program should provide employment opportunities for these men.

III. Measures to relieve existing distress.
1. A greater measure of financial and technical assistance to the

State's public assistance program.
2. Assistance in the distribution of surplus foods in areas of need

where distribution facilities are at present either inadequate or un-

available.
(Mr. Fishman's prepared statement appears at p. 263.)

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Fishman.

Now, we have had two discussions of the coal-mining situation.

We also have with us this morning Congressman Gray, of the 25th

Illinois District, which is the southernmost district of Illinois, whose

major industry is coal. He has kindly agreed to come here and discuss

the situation in his district and make some statements about the

urgency of the situation.
Congressman Gray.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. KENNETH J. GRAY, A REPRESENTA-

TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Representative GRAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of this

committee. I will say it is a distinct pleasure to have the opportunity

of coming and talking to you this morning about something close and

dear to my heart, and that is the critical unemployment situation.

I had a prepared statement, but to conserve time I would like to talk

to you just for a few minutes to tell you about some of the conditions

as they exist today in the 25th Congressional District in southern

Illinois.
Now, we are comprised of 15 counties. We are predominantly coal

mines. We have a little bit of agriculture. We are experiencing not

only a recession, but a full-fledged depression in southern Illinois.

We have 30,000 able-bodied men and women out of work. We have

30,000 receiving surplus Government food. In just this morning's

paper, I find an unemployed carpenter, 45 years old, ended his life by
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drinking carbolic acid. Now, that is the condition in southern Illi-nois. I am not here to try to paint a dismal picture, but to talk facts.The people sent me to Congress to stand up and speak out in behalfof their wants and their needs, and I think that in America, the landof plenty, that every man and woman should be entitled to earn a decentliving for their family. Now, I want this economic report-I am go-ing to leave the prepared statement I have, and I would certainlyappreciate your looking that over.
I am going to introduce in this Congress a public-works bill. Ibelieve it is time that these unemployed people were put back to work.We have the foreign importation of residual oil and other things thatis hurting the coal markets, and I hope that this committee can

report back some findings that would help porrect this situation.I have studied with great interest the Economic Report of the Presi-dent of the United States, but I find no place in this report wherethey make mention of such districts as the 25th Congressional Dis-trict in southern Illinois, which I represent.
Now, folks, it is terrible. My hometown of West Frankfort, Ill.,had a population of 15,000 in 1940. The population today is 8,000.We have lost almost 50 percent of our population over prewar, soI believe it is time that something was done for these critical unemn-ployed areas.
I believe that all that glitters is not gold, as you will see in someof these reports that are put out. I say get out and look as someof these areas, such as southern Illinons, and you will see that thepeople are really suffering. The report this week, in 5 counties inmy district there were 20,175 people receiving surplus food. Thatis only in 5 counties, out of the 15 in my district. It would be upwardof 30,000 to 35,000.
I might say in passing we have over 300,000, approximately, in theState of Illinois unemployed, but it is worse down in southern Illinois,where we have the coalfields. I will not take up any more of yourtime, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate coming over here. I do wantto say that I think it is time that something was done.
Last year the President was asked if he did not believe it wastime for a public-works program, and he said he did not believeit was time for a slambang public-works program. Well, I say itis time at least for a little pitty-patty public-works program, becausethese people need to have means of employment.
I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Representative Gray appears at p. 265.)Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I add just a word. FirstI want to thank Congresman Gray for giving us that statement. Ashe knows, we have a good bit of coal in Alabama, and several of thecounties in my State are affected in the same way.
In fact, some 5 months ago I had a report from 1 county that has apopulation of 43,000, and 24,000 were on emergency rations in thatcounty. I am certain that as the winter has progressed, that numberhas gone up.
In fact, about a month ago, the director of public welfare forAlabama told me that over 300,000 in the State were on emergencyrations. That is 10 percent or better of the population of the State.
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Not all of these people are coal people, I want to make it clear,
because the impact on the farmer during this fall and winter has
been particularly heavy, and the rolls have grown as they have gone
on relief.

Representative KELLEY. Mr. Chairman.
The CHiAIRMAX. Mr. Kelley.
Representative KELLEY. Mr. Chairman, the same situation is true

*in Pennsylvania. It is not all coal, of course, as has been pointed
out. The anthracite and bituminous areas have contributed to the
unemployment but we have many other areas of unemployment-steel,
aluminum, and glass, but the latest figure I have is over 900,000
families in the State of Pennsylvania receiving surplus food. That
is 10 percent.

Senator SPARKMAEAN. You mean people, not families.
Representative KELLEY. Yes, over 900,000 people in the State of

Pennsylvania receiving surplus food.
Senator SPARKMIIAN. What is the net ratio to your population?
Representative KELLEY. Well, the population is approximately 10

million. In my own district, which is 1 county, which is an industrial
district and also a great deal of agriculture, but there are 38,000 per-
sons obtaining relief surplus food, in that 1 county alone. The prob-
lem of unemployment, as I mentioned yesterday, is a severe one in
many areas of the United States, and something should have been done
about it before this.

I posed the question yesterday that on account of these depressed
areas of the United States-and there are many of them-a public-
works program should have been in effect long ago, but the answer was
that it took too long to do it. Back of that answer was the thought,
perhaps, that we are on the way to full employment again, so by the
time we had a public-works program operating, we would have no
need for it. That is what I dispute, because these depressed areas are
not going to recover so soon, as was pointed out yesterday. Some of
these economists expected unemployment to be worse in 1955 than in
1954, and certainly worse than 1953. I will ask the panel members
Do you not think we should have a national fuel policy, especially for
the protection of our fuel industries ?

One reason that occurs to me: Coal is basic industry. We can't
operate in peace or in war without it. We could not function. There
is a limitation to gas. There is a limitation to oil, too, but there are
untold billions of tons of coal available in this country. It is very
rich, but they are being wasted in such times as these. When you close
down a mine and it is down for a while, especially if it is one that has
some problem of natural disturbances-you know what I am talking
about, Mr. Thomas-you don't go back and open that mine again
because it would be too expensive.

The cost of doing that would be prohibitive in many, many cases.
Many millions of tons of coal, very good high-grade coal, I know from
personal experience, have been lost over the past years as a result of
depressions, no fuel policy.

The Federal Government, because it is such a very basic industry,
should certainly nurture it and provide that it will be conserved.

What do you think about that?
Mr. Tia0IAS. I think you are perfectly right, Congressman. There

is no question in my mind that, as you say, the reserves of gas and oil
58422-55-14
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in this Nation are limited. It is very difficult to get figures on your
oil reserves insofar as this Nation is concerned. Whether that is kept
a secret by the oil companies for tax purposes or not, I don't know,
but over a 5- or 10-year period, it is hard to get any estimates as to
what your oil reserves are in this Nation.

We all know that the coal industry is very valuable, particularly
in cases of emergency in this Nation, and if a national fuel policy
was established that would possibly maintain the bituminous industry
at a 500 million mark, this Nation would then be prepared, or the coal
industry would then be prepared to meet any emergency that this
Nation would never come face to face with, but dropping below that
production mark, I think we are periling ourselves when we do that
and periling the Nation as a whole.

Representative KELLEY. Well, that thought occurs to me, too, or the
recollection, that much of the very high-grade metallurgical coals that
we knew in the past have been exhausted. Not only that, but they were
wasted, because in times of depression or low business operation those
very high-grade coals have been sold for low-grade use; coking coal
has been sold in times past for locomotive fuel, for generating steam,
and powerplants-low-grade use.

Certainly some means of conserving those fuels should have been
in effect. Those fuels are very necessary for the steel industry, as you
know, and now today the steel industry must search around to find
coals in which they can beneficiate or clean or prepare for coking pur-
poses, which is very costly, and in many cases they are not satisfactory,
either. That is just another example.

Now we are blaming the residual oil for some of our difficulty.
There is no question about that. Some of us are attempting to have
the Committee on Ways and Means accept a plan to restrict the flow
of residual oil from South America from being dumped on our eastern
shores and displacing coal. The figures I had, I think, were 32 million
tons displaced, 24,000 men out of jobs as a result of residual oil prob-
lems. Maybe we can succeed, maybe we cannot, I do not know, but
certainly something should be done about it.

Many of us have introduced legislation to that effect and I was one
of them. But that is one of the reasons why the coal industry has
found itself in a low production period. Mechanization has caused a
great deal of it. Nobody can dispute that we do not want to interfere
with that, but certainly there are other problems that the Government
should take action on in regard to conserving the coal, the good grades
of coal that still exist in this country, and to conserve the mining prop-
erties that have been in operation. We might need them some day.
For instance, suppose we got into an emergency and we needed coal
suddenly. We might not have the men to man the mines, just the
same as the watch industry. We were fearful that the technicians en-
gaged in the watchmaking industry would be lost and that is one
reason why we placed a restriction upon the importation of Swiss
watches. The same thing applies to coal. Mining coal is a specialized
activity.

We are not going to get them back in the mines again if they are
once established in some other work, and they move away from the
mining areas. I have made a long speech here about that, but that
is because I have been very close to this coal problem for so many years
that I hate to say how long.
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You might learn how old I am. But at least I have been very close
to it all of my life, and I think I know something of its problems. I
know that it is a serious matter. The reason that it has not been
given more attention by this administration and past administrations
is because the average person, the layman, is not aware of the serious-
ness of the situation in the industry, what it means to the Nation, in
time of peace and in time of war.

Mr. Ti-iOMAS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make this statement:
In summarizing the work of this committee, I think Mr. Kennedy,
vice president of the Mine Workers, is going to appear, and in regard
to the national fuel policy, and that 1 think he would have a very
capable explanation of our position and the policy of the United Mine
Workers on that.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other comments?
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, perhaps I should make my

comment later on. What I am saying, Mr. Kelley, is not rebuttal
to anything you have said, but you mentioned that public works take
a long time, and that was attested to yesterday by one of the panel
members, Dr. Gainsbrugl. He was right about that. The Chinese
say a journey of a thousand miles begins with but a single step.

Well, I have worked for 15 years trying to get some significant
things done on the Mississippi River. There are a lot of flood-control
problems there and I feel that I have gone through 999 steps during
those 15 years. There is one step left now, and that is to get some
money, and I beg of my colleagues here that they assist me this year
to get some money to carry out some of those projects and maybe that
will help to alleviate some of the job problems we have.

I am not speaking in rebuttal, Mr. Kelley.
Representative KELLEY. No; I understand. I agree with you that

it would take some time to get a public-wvorks program in action.
Representative TALLE. There are so many hurdles to jump.
Representative KELLEY. Yes, certainly; I realize that, but I say

that we still need it even when we do get it.
Representative TALLE. Oh, yes; I am for such a program.
The CIIAIRMAN. Of course, I would like to remark that in 1945-46,

very large sums of money were appropriated by Congress to draw
plans for public works.

Representative KELLEY. That is right.
The CHAIMAAN. We have never heard what happened to those plans.

They are presumably gathering dust somewhere, but presumably there
is a back shelf of public works with the engineering plans which
were accurate as of 8 years ago, which apparently have never been
dusted off or considered.

Senator SPAKMMAN. It w*ould take about 4 or 5 years from the time
the planning money was set up to get them on the shelf, and then,
as Representative Talle knows, it would take about that much longer
to get money out of the Appropriations Committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Barkin.
I think we are moving away from coal to textiles.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF SOLOMON BARKIN, DIRECTOR OF RE-
SEARCH, TEXTILE WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, CONGRESS OF
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. BARKIN. Mr. Chairman, I gather that my formal presentation
will be in the record, and I shall not read it.

I should like only to summarize within the 5 minutes, picking up.
some highlights on this problem.

First of all, let me say that I express complete dissent to the report.
by the two representatives of the Departments of Commerce and
Labor. Both of them have attempted, as does the Economic Report
of the President, to create the illusion that this is a local problem and
can be solved by local business groups. I appear here to say that it
cannot be solved by local people; it is a problem of the National Gov-
ernment. It is a coverup, I think, to create the agencies which now
exist in the Departments of Commerce and Labor, and think they will
be of any help. They have not been of any help.

The Department of Labor for many years has had feeble results.
The Department of Commerce division which Mr. Roterus represents
has done practically nothing with respect to the Lawrence situation.
Mr. Roterus came out himself after a visit of this group of realtors,
and said they were going to give us help. The first statement he gave
to the press was that the textile business is finished for Lawrence, Mass.
That is not the kind of help we want.

He brought a group of realtors up there before the election of 1954
and they heard stories similar to the one he is trying to pass off now,
that he is going to bring employment into Lawrence. Well, nothing
has happened.

We do not need headlines by Secretary Weeks, or anybody else who
comes up there. We need jobs in those textile areas, and they have not
come.

Let me just summarize the major parts of our statement. First of
all, strangely and unlike the coal industry, we have not gotten any
assistance from the industry itself, the employers of the industry, in
trying to highlight the distress and problems of our industry. Massa-
chusetts had a commission in 1949. I appeared before them and indi-
cated what our problems were. The result was a report, and nothing
else. The report itself was not a fair representation of the needs and
problems of the industry.

My own union enlisted the Joint Committee on the Economic Re-
port back in 1948-49; they stimulated the organization through the
National-Planning Association of a committee in the South in order to
diversify the industry there. We then, through the efforts of the
National Planning Association, secured the establishment of a com-
mittee of New England. Nothing is happening. The people of New
England, the industrial and financial interests of New England, are
not organizing to help that region, because apparently their self-
interest does not dictate it.

The same thing happened with the report of the Economists Com-
mittee of New England frankly which was stimulated by our own
efforts through the old Council of Economic Advisers through Mr.
Keyserling. That report is on the shelf.
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Now we have this current Council of Economic Advisers telling
us that they are studying the problem again, but that is as far as it
lhas been going. They have not even begun to initiate full-scale
reports, have not brought us in to see what can be done in order to
-assure a full-scale effort.

This is not a local problem, let me assure you. These problems-
we have gotten this fancy word "structural." Structural problems
:are not local, they are national, and cannot be solved by local efforts
-of a local individual group.

Let me just say with respect to the Council of Economic Advisers
report, we take strong exception to the spirit and contents of the
remarks and views, as they relate to the problem which we have here.
Fortunately we have gotten some recognition within it. The report
savs that some industries and localities have suffered from serious
unemployment. We are grateful for the recognition. It has not
been there before.

But now -we are assured, however, that the recovery was largest in
the series of industries like my own, in another sentence.

Let me tell you, gentlemen, unfortunately that is not true. There
'has been so little recovery in the textile industry in terms of employ-
mient that it does not matter.

The reasons primarily, as my statement indicates, are twofold:
First and most important of all, our man-hour productivity is rising
:at a tremendous rate, even Government figures indicate, even statis-
tically you can establish that it is over 5 percent per annum since
1948; 'ow, the report makes no suggestion for aiding the revival
and reinvigoration of the industry. It urges the Department of
Commerce's alternate program be strengthened, but we are encouraged
against expecting much help since these programs can only make a
limited contribution toward relieving spot unemployment.

Their major recommendation is to turn it back to the local citizens
whom we know. Those of us who have dealt with it, whether it is
1New, England. -Middle Atlantic States, and the South. with which I
-am intimately acquainted, cannot handle these problems.

In your State, Senator Sparkman, the coal and the textile people
cannot solve their problems. Their problems are nationwide, and
they need nationwide guidance to help them through.

This same report goes on and says it prescribes the encouragement
of enterprise and innovation, but the entire report is built on the
concept of high employment and not full employment. If you will
read this report rather carefully, it says as follows: it declares that
although the economy in whole was prosperous, some communities
suffered from sizable unemployment. Its major reliance is to be
placed upon policies that promise high and stable employment, but
not full employment, and that distinction between those of us who
believe in full employment as over against the philosophy of the
current administration of high employment, is the difference between
unemployment in our regions, Congressmen and Senators, and my
region, and the figures that concern this administration. We want
jobs for all, and they are not ready to give it to us. They are not
ready to work for policies which will assure it, and that is why we
are very appreciative of this opportunity to speak to you. '
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It prescribes the encouragement- of enterprise- and innovation, but
not in sufficient volume to overcome the distress of local communities,
and the decline of shrinking employments. It is an unfounded
presumption that full employment will threaten the integrity of the
money in which contracts are expressed and payments made. It has
stopped in its tracks an adequate policy. It has desisted from aiding
the communities and industries in need as it is fearful of imparting an
upthrust to economic activity.

These are mellifluous words that run through this report, but they
never seek full-employment conditions. That is what they are evad-
ing. It is a worse document than the one we had a year ago because
it tries to reassure people when we do not have full employment.

Let me just say, because I do not want to go into it in detail, because
it is in my document: President Eisenhower said in 1952. when he
came to talk to the people of Lawrence, "We are going to take care of
you." The next thing we heard was the Secretary of Labor saying:
"Look, we cannot take care of you; take care of yourself." And that
is where it has been since.

Later on, Secretary Weeks sent up these realtors who told us, "Boys,
the textile industry is finished. We will try to get you something else."
But nothing has happened in that area.

We need real help. When we found this to be the condition, the
president of our union, Mr. Emil Reave, wrote to the President of the
United States. We got the regular runaround, of course. First, it
went from him to Mr. Hauge, and Mr. Hauge said "Give us aplan."
We gave him a plan. So he shifted it on to-Mr. Weeks. Mr. Weeks
then sent us a letter of December 7 oB' last yBar and said '"e will he
glad to see you." Well, we have not heard from him again. He told
us about some textile industry committee in the Department of Com-
merce. To the best of our knowledge, there is not any such committee
there.

We are, therefore, urging you members of this committee, we have
been pleading with every governmental and public body in most States
of this Union, and the Congress of the United States, give us a chance
to explore the problem. We cannot solve these problems, and, what is
more, unfortunately very few of the industrialists in our industry are
interested.

I have this sentence which expresses it:
The stronger elements in the industry have sometimes bemoaned prevailing con-

ditions, but they have looked forward to the pruning out or the profitable absorp-
tion-that is a fancy way of calling these mergers which are going on-of the
marginal units as a mleans for rehabilitating their own positions. They have
hoped wMith the shrinkage in capacity or the limitation of competitors, their own
operations would improve. They have not undertaken real studies into the
fundamentals of their industries to help rehabilitate the entire structure.

In this report we indicate-in my statement we indicate that we
have lost between 250,000 and 275,000 jobs since the beginning of
1951. The loss has taken place in the North, South, East, and West,
every part of the country. It is not a northern problem, and it is not
a southern problem. It is true the northern mills have shrunken
and closed up more frequently. If you look on page 6 of my state-
ment you will. see the number of mills that have been closed. In the
New England area, 236 mills with 92,000 people. In the Middle At-
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lantic States, 287 mills with 51,000 people. In the South, 117 mills,
with 25,000. The southern closings are just on the brink, and if my
knowledge of the industry is correct I expect 50 to 75 cotton yarn
mills to close during the next year or two.

The problem of our industry is serious, and it needs help. Our
communities, both North and South, are in the employment surplus
area, and we have got to find some kind of help in order to reinte-
grate, rehabilitate, and restimulate the industry. In our statement,
on page 8, we tell you what are the causes of the present condition
in the industry: Loss of domestic outlets, loss of export markets,
change in type of garments, changing pattern of consumer expendi-
tures, tardiness in meeting new consumer trends, interfiber competi-
tion, general business contracts, the failure to develop new markets,
and, let me stress that here is an industry that needs reinvigoration
of managerial talent, North, South, East, and West; they have not
developed a significant new market during the last 20 or 50 years
within this industry, and we have got to find some in order to re-
habilitate it, but, particularly, members of the committee, on No. 9, the
tax laws, whether it be the capital gains tax or the carryback provi-
sions, have encouraged millowners to abandon plants rather than put
their money back into this industry. ,

We urge you through your report and through your membership
in other committees to have a full-scale investigation of this problem.
It is a serious problem because the mergers of our country now are
being followed up by plant closings.

In our industry, and in other industries, of course we would like
to avoid having any problem of further aggravation through imports.
The mergers have concentrated our industry. We used to be the
classical competitive industry. We are not that any more. You take
40 financial interests in our industry, and they cover. well over 75
percent of the productive capacity in this industry, and that is a new
thing, Senator Sparkman, as you know. We have become just like
the other industries, an industry of giants, and where there is an
industry of giants they squeeze out the small guy, but in doing so
they have not yet expanded the markets and employment for the
industry.

We want a minimum wage because a great many of these com-
panies are forcing lower wages and driving out milts paying decent
wages. Local tax subsidies are being established in new areas, and
thereby drawing mills away from Southern and Northern States
where they now exist.

We would like to suggest to you a number of different courses of
action which are noted on page 11.

Fundamentally, we would like to have your joint committee give
us a good, full-scale investigation. We have asked for it for years.
Nobody seems to worry about the textile industry but ourselves, and
we would be much pleased if one were arranged; we have only given
you the barest outline of this problem. There are a great many peo-
ple, employers, distributors, consumers of textiles, who would like
to get help, but there is not a personality in an industry of twelve
to fourteen billion dollars worth of sales-there is not a personality
who is interested in leading a full-scale investigation so that we can
rehabilitate it.
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We urge specific programs of action, immediate and long term.
We need new research. Strangely enough in America there is a big
industry of this size where there is no real fundamental research being
conducted, and the one institution which was established for funda-
mental research at the University of Virginia is not permitted to
engage in it because there is no one ready to finance textile research.

The CHAIRMAN. What about the local textile research?
Mr. BARIKIN. They do not do textile research. There is one man,

Professor Schwartz, at MIT, who does a little basic textile research,
but we do not have any institutes engaged in basic textile research,
and, strangely enough, the English have us all beat in this particular
area. We-have a few agencies that do applied research for individual
manufacturing.

We would like to urge $1.25 an hour minimum, a higher minimum.
Gentlemen, if this were the proper occasion -I have a discussion

here-I think the President's Economic Report is frankly untutored
on this subject. It represents just misinformation and inadequate
guidance. The President of the United States in his Economic Re-
port makes the completely unjustified statement that aanything over
90 cents will create unemployment. We know it will not because the
fact of the matter is that every previous increase in the minimum
wage has been greater than he has proposed.

The rest of our statement is self-evident, and says what we would
urge upon you, gentlemen, and we hope that you give us a real chance
of presenting the problems of this industry to you.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Barkin and other material from
the Textile Workers Union of America appear at p. 266.)

The CHAIRMAN. Air. Harris.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SEYMOUR HARRIS, PROFESSOR OF ECO-
NOMICS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, AND CHAIRMAN OF THE NEW
ENGLAND GOVERNORS COMMITTEE ON THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, I. am glad that the distinguished Sen-
ator from Alabama is here because I am going to say some things about
the South though not particularly about Alabamna, I might say.

I have a high regard for the Senator from Alabama, and I hope he
does not take too hard some of the things I say about the South in
relation to New England.

I want to say at the outset; Senator Douglas, and I will certainly
take less than 10 minutes, that I do not associate myself with Mr.
Barkin as to what he said about the Department of Commerce and
the Department of Labor. I think they are doing an excellent job.
The only problem is they are not given adequate resources to do a
better job.

I have had two debates with the Under Secretary of Labor, who is
responsible for the work on unemployment, and though I am a Demo-
crat I want to say he is doing a very good job.

I shall add, however, that Mr. Barkin knows a great deal about
these problems, and his statements should be given careful consid-
eratmon.

I have a statement which I will not read; I just want to point out
the highlights.
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Despite the general prosperity of the country in the years since
1940, there have been many serious sore spots. Even $350 billion of
military outlays and $250 billion of Federal deficits have been inade-
quate to solve the problems of the New England textile towns and
regions, the Midd]e Atlantic coal towns, several of the Northwest agri-
eultural States (three actually lost population over 20 recent years).
It is of some interest that from 1929 to 1953, New England's share of
national income payments dropped by 20 percent, New York State's
by 29 percent, and the Southeast's share rose by 34 percent. Relative
to New England, the Southeast gained almost 70 percent in a period
of 24 years.

This is a remarkable achievement for which the South deserves
credit.

I also want to point out there have been gains in the West; the Cen-
tral States have done well and maintained their position. But
the Central States are vulnerable in case of a decrease in military
expenditures because 66 percent of their employment is in highly
unstable durable goods industries, and there is here a curious incon-
sistency between isolationistic and economic interests.

The CHAIRMAN. Is this about the Middle West?
Mr. HARRIS. Yes.
Now, large outlays by the Government have to some extent obscured

these problems. As you all know, there is a regional struggle for dol-
lars. Every region tries to get the maximum supply of dollars. New
England, for example, has to have dollars to pay for its food and raw
material, and has to sell goods to pay for these items. If through
f arm policy the prices of a region's imports of food and raw materials
rise, if through tariff policy it faces increased competition for its
manufactured goods, if newer industrial regions capture its markets,
then it must either capture new industries or suffer a loss of cash, and
with the loss of cash, lower prices, lower wages, or if stickiness pre-
vails in the labor market, unemployment.

There is a supplementary paper to be put in the record in which I
show how limited are the employments that can replace lost industries.
Thus we can explain the transformation of New England from a high-
to a low-wage region. In manufacturing, New England's wages are
lower than anywhere but the South, and in 18 industries for which
figures were available, New England's wages were higher than the
national average only in 3 industries.

In my opinion, one of the most important economic problems of the
Nation is this serious competition among States for industry with a
tendency of competing States to cut services and keep taxes down in
order to keep or attract industry. This is evident, for example, in the
newer industrial regions aggressively seeking a place in manufactur-
ing by putting minimum taxes on industry as a means of attracting
industry and even providing subsidies; by keeping down social secu-
rity benefits; by fighting trade unions aggressively, and thus keeping
wages down-the Taft-Hartley Act tended to freeze relative wages
of North and South at a point where the South had a great advan-
tage-using financing through tax-exempt securities as a means of
enticing industries from the North.

According to published reports, southern Congressmen succeeded in
removing a provision in the 1954 Finance Act which would have
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stopped this unfair practice of building plants for northern manage-
ment by the issue of tax-exempt seurities.

Of particular interest is the effect of the social security program on
interstate competition. For example, in each of the last 2 years, 1952
and 1953, the 2 major textile States in New England levied taxes of
2.7 percent of payrolls on employers to finance unemployment com-
pensation; but the 3 major southern textile States had average rates
of 1.32 and 1.29 percent in these years. This does not include the
State of Alabama.

In the years 1946 to 1950, the ratio of benefits to taxable wages
was 2.7 percent in Massachusetts and Rhode Island; 0.9 percent, in
the Carolinas and Georgia. The average weekly benefits for the 5
most important manufacturing States in the North in 1953 was $25.82;
in the 5 major States in the South, $19.60, or an excess of 31 percent
for the North. The unemployment compensation program, though
it was justified in part as a program which would not result in com-
petition among States to reduce taxes and benefits, has as a result of
experience rating become just that. Benefit schedules tend to de-
teriorate to the lowest common denominator.

Now, the Federal Government-of course, did you say-
The CHAIRMAN. No, I was wagging my finger to indicate I agree.
Mr. HARRITS. It is scarcely necessary to add that the Federal Govern-

ment has played a large part in this movement of industry from
North to South. Generally, cash has been taken from the North and
transferred to the South. These transfers are especially costly to
the Northeast because they are accompaniel by large transfers of cash
via investments of corporations operating on a national level from
North to South. Both capital and management go. Labor stays.
In 1 year New England seemed to lose about $1 billion, or 7 percent,
of its income as the Federal Treasury took out more in taxes than it
spent in New England.

These transfers, of course, reduce the competitive position of the
North and this is a point which I hope both Senator Douglas and the
distinguished Senator from Alabama will consider seriously.

Also relevant is the political strength of southern Congressmen,
who though they are theoretically strong in support of free enter-
prise, nevertheless are willing, even eager, to obtain financial help
from the Federal Government for their constituents. Northern Con-
gressmen will have to organize and fight as effectively as southern
Congressmen if they want to stop the continued losses of their in-
dustries.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I would say amen to that. They outsmart
us every time.

Mr. HARRis. It is not surprising, then, that New England has been
losing its textile industry at a rapid rate. These losses have been
going on for a long time; but in the 3,34 years ending September
1954, the drop of employment was 38 percent. At that rate the in-
dustry, the most important in New England accounting until very
recently for about 10 percent of employment directly and 20 percent
indirectly, would be gone in 8 to 9 years.

Now, I may say, Senator Sparkman, as Mr. Barkin said, that this
is serious even in the South, and at the rate of loss of employment in
the South the industry would be gone in the South in 15 to 20-years.
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It is no wonder, then, that in January, July, and September 1952,
unemployment in Lawrence, Mass., averaged 19, 25, and 21 percent,
respectively; and in the same months in 1953, 18, 18, and 17 per-
cent-in the midst of the greatest prosperity. There were substantial
amounts of unemployment in other textile towns, also, no less than
30,000 unemployed at the end of 1954 in four textile towns of medium
size. From peak employment in 1949 to 1951, to October 1954, Bos-
ton lost 9,400, or two-thirds of its textile jobs; Fall River, 10,000,
or two-thirds; New Bedford, 5,900, or one-third; Lowell and Lawrence,
10,600, or one-third; Providence, 33,100, or 60 percent.

A great many people in New England say that the new industries
are coming in fast enough to take up the slack. This is not true.
For example, from 1919 to 1947 New England gained only 4 percent
of the new jobs in the 10 fastest-growing manufacturing industries, a
proportion much below the region's share of factory jobs. In the
same period, the region had lost 200,000 jobs in textiles and shoes. In
the prosperous years of 1947 to 1953, New England added 290,000
jobs; but one-third in manufacturing. The record was better than
from 1919 to 1947, in part because the region had been alerted and
showed much initiative; but the major factor was Government spend-
ing. What is more, the heavy gains in service employments partly
reflected the pressure for jobs from those unemployed in declining
industries.

So I emphasize that the new industries are not coming in fast
enough. Losses of New England and the North stem in part from
real advantages of the South, and I might say the South is becoming
a great industrial area, and it should become a great industrial area.
These'losses result from southern access to raw materials and markets,
in plentiful supplies of labor eager and willing to work, in cheap
power, in aggressive leadership and management, community, and
government-it almost seems as though the Civil War is being fought
all over again-in the advantage of a new industrial region in being
able to adapt its investments to current, instead of past, spending
patterns. But in part-the-gains may be~associated with the depression
of national standards-for example, social security-and large favors
from the Federal Government.

The northern regions must fight as vigorously as the South; must
be as modern in research, in management, in worker interest; must
seek their fair share of Federal outlays; must expect the leadership
of a well-organized political coalition on the southern model; must
fight for adequate standards of social security, through Federal
standards must fight for higher minimum wages, a fair share of tax
subsidies. For example, the accelerated amortization program, of
Government contracts, and so forth.

And I would not agree with Mr. Barkin that management is nearly
as bad in New England as he makes it out to be. As chairman of
the Governors Committee we consulted with 60 management repre-
sentatives, and the top management of this industry is as fine as we
have anywhere in the country. In the prewar days they made some
bad decisions, but those who survived had to be awfully good.

And in the allocation of tariff cuts, the Government should con-
sider the net effect of all Federal policies on a region. Can cuts in
textiles be justified in view of the total effect of Federal policies and
the present state of the textile industry?
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The CHAIRMAAN. I may say that for 140 years representatives of
New England have been appearing before the Congress of the United
States saying that unless they had high tariffs that their industry
would go to pot.

Mr. HARRIs. You don't want it. I will send you a copy of it.
The problems of jobs for the unemployed in textiles are serious,

untenable statements in the Randall report, notwithstanding.
Finally, unhealthy interstate competition will not be treated until

the Federal Government assumes a greater responsibility for stand-
ards of tax collections, as was intended under unemployment insurance.

Now, I do not go nearly as far as Mr. Barkin does on the Council's
report. I merely say on the whole I am disappointed. The Council
scarcely touches upon the problem of distressed areas. In earlier
years the Council showed much more interest in these problems.
With more time I hope the Council will make amends.

First, it should be noted that unemployment has been greater than
may be gleaned by the report. Add 3.75 million of unemployed at
peak; 1 million partially unemployed-half time for those registered
thus; 250,000 temporarily idle; and 500,000 for general cut in hours-
this total is cut one-half to allow for duplication with above-the total
is then 5.5 million.

Incidentally, the Council says the peak was higher in February
1950 than in March 1954. But note that the rise was much greater
in 1954 over 1953 than in 1949-50 over 1948.

And let us not forget the tremendous amount of military expendi-
tures in that period.

Second, the Council refers to the Government's contributions in
assisting localities through Government contracts. This has been of
little importance. The administration backed down when several
Congressmen raised a fuss on this issue, and even then distress areas
were to be allowed only to meet bids of others. Accelerated amortiza-
tion was a gift to the prosperous, not the depressed, regions. It
helped bring the depressed industries down.

Third, the Council suggests improved unemployment compensa-
tion benefits. But so did the President on several occasions in the
past. This is just talk. Until the President and Congress take a
hand and insist on Federal standards and remove fear of interstate
competition, the program will remain inadequate; and the pressure
will grow for guaranteed wages.

Note the state of unemployment compensation:
1. In the 16 years, 1938 to 1953, there were 57 million man-years of

unemployment, and but $12 billion of unemployed benefits were dis-
bursed, or about $210 per man-year of unemployment. Even in 1949
benefits equaled one-quarter of wage losses.

2. Duration of benefits was 19 weeks before exhaustion.
3. Taxes collected in 1953 were 1.40 percent instead of 3 percent,

with each State, through the unsupportable experience rating, fighting
to get rates and benefits down.

4. One-fifth of workers are still uncovered.
5. Half the unemployed workers had their benefits exhausted in

1954. Whereas 96. percent of total wages were covered in 1939, only
72 percent were covered in 1953.
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6. The percentage of benefits to wages was 41 percent in 1938 to
1940, and 32.5 percent in 1951 to 1953. In relation to total wages,
inclusive of supplement, even less is had.

7. Ceiling benefits were equal to 67 percent of wages in December
1939, and 41 percent in December 1953.

8. No program for Federal reinsurance has been proposed to meet
the problems of States with a heavy incidence of unemployment. So
far the Federal Government seems to have absconded with $500 million
to $1 billion of unemployment taxes, and now has agreed to give back
as loans $200 million to be collected in the future.

9. And what about sickness insurance, even more necessary than
unemployment compensation?

Finally, in the discussion of international economics, nothing is said
concerning the effects of further tariff cuts on the declining indus-
tries, or how to help them.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, I wish time permitted for me

to interrogate Dr. Harris, but I do want to ask him one question:
Here about 4 years ago we had a panel discussion and one economist
from New England-and I have thought all along that it was you,
Dr. Harris-said that you did not believe that the Government ought
to be called upon to support an uneconomic industry, and that it might
be a good time for New England to get rid of its cotton textiles.

Mr. HARRIS. Senator Sparkman, that was not the present witness.
It was probably Mr. Neal, vice president of the Boston Reserve Bank.
This has always been the Boston Reserve Bank line.

Senator SPARKMAN. I was under the impression it was an economist
from one of the colleges.

Mr. HARRIS. It may have been. It may have been Slichter, possibly.
I would be glad to answer that, Mr. Chairman, if you like. I don't
for 1 minute say that the textile industry is necessarily going to sur-
vive in New England. At the present time it is clear that it may
not. And, of course, the South is making a bid for the woolen industry
and that is more serious than cotton because we have maintained our
wool position the last 25 years.

Senator SPARKMAN. We are stepping up wool production.
Mr. HARRIS. I know you are. All I would say is-and I am sure

Mr. Barkin will agree with me-it looks bad for textiles in New Eng-
land, and when you have a weak industry, the Government must not
give it another shove downward. Let it lose ground slowly so we can
make the adjustment. It makes much difference if it goes in 5 years
or in 25 years, and that is all I am asking for. Adjustments are made
easier in a long period.

Senator SPARKMAN. I would like to make this comment. About a
yean ago there was a textile manufacturer fromf Connecticut talking
with me one day, it was a casual conversation, but in the course' of
conversation he told me he was going to build a new plant at a certain
town in Alabama. He named the town to me. He was not going to
move his plant from Connecticut. I said: "Why did you decide, when
you were ready to expand your plant, to put it down here in Alabama
and in this particular town ?"

He told me why he wanted to put it in that particular town, but his
answer was: "I want to get down here where the cotton is."
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And I said: "How much does it cost you extra per pound to ship
your cotton from the South to New England over what it would cost
you down here?" And he said: "Well, offhand I would say 2 cents a
pound."

Now, I don't know how big. a factor that is, but it sounds pretty
important.

Mr. HARRIS. I got into a disagreement with Mr. Barkin when I was
chairman of the Governors Committee, because I said the real factor
was wage differences and productivity, and this is what really counts,
your vast supplies of labor.

Senator SPARKMAN. I agree that the labor supply has a great deal
to do with it, but my own feeling is that the greatest single factor in
the removal of cotton textiles from New England to the South has
been the change from the freight rate structure over the past several
years.

Mr. HARRIS. That counts.
Senator SPARKMAN. As long as we had the official territory and the

penalty against the South and the West, we simply did not have much
chance of establishing industries to process our raw materials, and I
believe that has been the greatest single factor and certainly should
not be omitted.

Mr. HARRIS. It is a factor of some importance. We mention it in
our report, but I will tell you what is one of your greatest factors. You
are on the make as an industrial region and you are doing a tremendous
job. The whole community. You have not been established for gen-
erations in this field. This makes a difference, and it is important with
respect to your labor costs. You will find on the average it is the labor
costs that make the greatest differences. This is partly a matter of
management, too.

Senator SPARKMAN. I hope you include those figures in your report
because I have heard that statement so often, and yet to me it seems
rather unrealistic. (See p. 303.)

Representative KELLEY. Is there a differential of wage rates be-
tween the North and the South?

Mr. HARRIS. Oh, yes. Mr. Barkin will probably tell you 30 percent.
But I will say it is between 10 and 20.

Representative KELLEY. What is the matter with the bargaining
position in the South?.

Mr. BARKIN. Gentlemen, this gets into many controversies, but I
would like to just state this one conviction of mine, which I would like
to be the fact. Fundamentally the wage problems in the cotton tex-
tile-rayon industry at the present time I would say, the wage differ-
ences are rather minimal. That is not the fundamental problem.
There are chiseling companies in the South who tend to undermine
conditions, but the progressive companies do not pay a wage substan-
tially different. ..

Now, Professor Harris is correct in saying that the surviving com-
.panies are very competent, but unfortunately the decline has come
from the companies which have not survived and the fact that he
points to the age of the textile managements of mafny of the textile
companies in New England and the North, their inability to adapt
themselves to the new market trends, their unwillingness because of
various factors, age, third or fourth generation, general discourage-
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ment from the Federal Reserve Bank in Boston, and the State Street
financial interests to rehabilitate their company; this is a real con-
spiracy.

Representative KELLEY. Pardon me. Mr. Harris made the state-
ment that there was a difference in wages. That is what I was con-
cerned with, is there a differential. You say no, it is a small one.
Then what is it?

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Barkin is wrong on this, Mr. Congressman.
Representative KELLEY. Are the mills in New England more obso-

lete ?
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Barkin is trying to apologize for the fact the CIO

has not done a very effective job in unionizing the South.
Senator SPARKIMAN. I wish you would check the average textile wage

in the South, Dr. Harris, and compare it with New England. I do not
think there is as wide a differential as you indicated. Of course, our
industrial growth is new, but I call your attention to the fact that
there was a cotton mill at my hometown, established there, as I recall,
about 1830; so at least we have been in the textile business a good, long
time.

Mr. HARRIS. I know that. Well, Senator, one reason for the differ-
ence is the fringe benefit which accounts for one-third of the difference
between North and South.

Senator SPARKMAN. You may be right on that.
Mr. HARRIS. I will send you some material on that, both our report

and some recent material.
Senator SPARKMAN. I can't help but make one further suggestion.

You talk about cheaper power in the South. I have often felt if New
England developed its rivers and power facilities, it could have cheap
power.

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Barkin and I have been trying to convince the
New England community on that. There are 186 Federal power de-
velopments in this country, and none in. New England.

Representative KELLEY. You have a higher power rate than any
place in the country, don't you?

Mr. HARRIS. Yes. That does not make much difference in tex-
tiles, but it means we do not get anything like the aluminum industry
to take the place of textiles.

Senator SPARKMAN. Did you see the article on the front page of the
Wall Street Journal yesterday-I am sorry I did not keep it. It
told quite a story on how the empty textile mills are filling up with
new industries.

Mr. HARRIS. That is nonsense. They fill up with parasitic indus-
tries which pay less than textiles. We have had it surveyed. Ques-
tions are asked of textile workers: How do you like your new job?
Most of them do not like it. Lower wages, much less pleasant work,
and so on.

When there are all of these unemployed textile workers in a town,
some parasitic industry tries to exploit them. In Lawrence in the
past years we have averaged between 18 and 25 percent unemployed.

The CHAIRMAN. We have discussed coal and textiles. Now we come
to automobiles.

Representative hELLEY. Wei have not finished coal. We could
never finish that.
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(The prepared and supplemental statements of Seymour E. Harris
appear at pp. 292,295, and 303.)

The CHAIRMIAN. Mr. Fraser.

OPENING STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS FRASER, ASSISTANT TO THE
PRESIDENT, UNITED AUTO WORKERS, CONGRESS OF INDUS-
TRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is
Douglas Fraser, I am an administrative assistant to Mr. Walter Reu-
ther, president of the UJnited Automobile Workers, CIO. May I add
that before moving into my present position I worked for 14 years
in auto plants in Detroit; holding various official posts in my local
union from steward and committeeman to president of the local. I
have had opportunities, therefore, of seeing what unemployment
means, both through personal experience and many years of helping
to deal with the problems of individual workers, as well as concern-
ing myself with the broader problems of national scope with which
I have to be familiar in my present position.

Mr. FRASER. I am filing with the Secretary a more lengthy submis-
sion which presents in fuller detail the matter which I wish to lay
before the committee. The statement which I am about to make is
simply a summary of that submission.

Earl in 1953 it became apparent to our union, not only that the
country was facing the threat of a recession, but that the automobile
corporations in particular, by engaging in a mad production race in
the early part of the year, were making it inevitable that there would'
be heavy cutbacks in the later months. This not only would mean
serious unemployment for auto workers, but because of the importance
of the auto industry as a purchaser of the products of other industries,
a cutback in auto production would be a serious blow to an economy
which was already in shaky condition.
* The threat of unemployment in Detroit was aggravated by the pro-

duction-scheduling and labor-recruitment policies of the auto corpo-
ratiois: 'They ha'd scheduled for production in the first half of the
year 60 percent of the volume they projected for the year as a whole.
In order to achieve their schedules they were recruiting thousands of
workers from other areas in spite of the fact that there could not
possibly be more than a few months work for them and their temporary
employment would later intensify unemployment for the workers
already in the industry.

Mr. Reuther, as president of the union, wrote the corporation presi-
dents urging them to put an' end to this kind of folly. He got no
satisfactory reply from any of them.

The blow soon hit. Between April and November 1953, employ-
ment of production workers in the auto industry nationally fell by
130,000. By September 1954, it had fallen still another 220,000. Out
of every 100 jobs available at the peak of production, 43 had dis-
appeared.

In Detroit we faced a mounting tide of unemployment. From
15,000 in April 1953 unemployment increased to 78,000 in September
and 107,000 in January 1954. It was at this point that Defense Sec-
retary Wilson assured us: "Come spring and everything is going to be
all right in Detroit."
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Detroit waited for spring and the robins. But instead of improv-
ing, unemployment jumped to 140,000, then to 150,000. and, finally, in
September 1954 to 195,000. Both the bird dogs and the kennel dogs
got pretty hungry.

Every aspect of the city's life was affected by the lack of jobs. The
passenger loads of the Detroit Street Railway, which had previously
been declining at the rate of about 5 percent per year now slumped at
a rate of more than 14 percent per year. In the first 4 months of 1954,
Detroit department store sales fell 8 percent below the same months
of 1953, compared with a drop of 3 percent in the Nation as a whole.

Welfare loads began to climb. The number of persons coming for aid
to the Detroit Public Welfare Department, as measured by the number
of "screening interviews," went up more than 4 times, from 224 per
week in April 1953 to 909 per week in February 1954. In the whole
of 1954, over 46,000 were forced to seek help in this way, compared
with less than 17,000 in 1953. The Detroit County Welfare Depart-
ment had to employ additional workers, and the Detroit Welfare
Department actually had to put on a nightshift to take care of the flood
of applications for help. A Detroit welfare commissioner placed the
blame squarely on the auto industry's recruitment program in 1953,
and said he had warned them at the time that "if Detroit industry
didn't stop recruiting workers in every hamlet, village, and crossroad
in the country, it would get us into trouble."

Detroit newspapers, specifically the New s and the Free Press, which
echo faithfully the views of auto industry top management, proposed
that the problem be met by refusing public assistance to anyone who
had not established 3 years' residence in the State, "thus inducing
more of the newcomers to go home." This proposal, it was said,
"would erect a more substantial barrier for Michigan taxpayers
against those who drift from State to State in search of work." The
taxpayers who would benefit most from such an inhuman measure
would be the auto corporations which had been responsible for the
recruitment of these workers into the State.

WVhat it amounts to is that an unemployed Detroiter who asks for
assistance is called a "kennel dog" and told that he should go and
look for work in other communities. But if a worker from one of
those other communities is sought out by the auto corporations and-
persuaded to come to Detroit for a job and is then laid oft, he is labeled
a "drifter," undeserving of public aid.

One of the factors contributing to the heavy demand for public
assistance was the complete inadequacy of unemployment compensa-
tion, both in amount of benefit and in its duration. During 11954 some
70,000 workers in the Detroit area exhausted their unemployment
compensation benefits.

Some of the unemployed were driven to burglary. In February 1954
the head of the hold-up bureau in the police department told the press
that burglaries were up 56 percent over the previous year, that most
of the increase was the work of "novice criminals and juveniles"
resulting from unemployment, and that the police department was
"swamped" by it.

This year the auto companies are engaged in another production
race still more reckless than that of 1953. If present production is
maintained, by the end of June the number of cars produced will total

58422-55-1: 5
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72 percent of the most optimistic figure estimated by any industry
spokesman as the goal for the entire year.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fraser, you are producing at the rate of about
165,000 cars a week there?

Mr. FRASER. Yes; it amounts to annually about 81/2 million cars
projected over the year, that was as of the week of January 22.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it possible for the industry to maintain that rate
of production over the year?

Mr. FRASER. No; the most optimistic estimate of production for 1955
was by the president of General Motors, and he thinks we can reach
5,800,000 in 1955. The other estimates of industry spokesmen have
been somewhat lower, substantially lower. So it is easy to see if we
are producing at the rate of 8,500,000 currently, and the best we can
expect is 5,800,000, we are going to be in serious trouble in the months
ahead.

The CHAIRMAN. I have made a hasty computation, and my figures
may be wrong, but if in the first 26 weeks of the year you continue
to produce at this rate, you produce roughly 4,300,000 cars, and if
the figure of 5.8 is correct, that would leave only 1.5 million cars for
the last 6 months, or about 35 percent of the rate of production for
the first part of the year.

Mr. FRASER. We come up with a figure in terms of percentage going
at this rate, we will have 72 percent of the year's production in the
first 6 months based upon the most optimistic figure for 1955.

The CHAIRMAN. In June?
Senator SPARK1MAN. June 30 or June 1?
Mr. FRASER. That would be the end of June, June 30.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, in 50 percent of the time you would.

have done 72 percent of the work, leaving 28 percent for the re-
mainder?

'Mr. FRASER. The remaining 6 months.
The CHAIRMAN. Those figures roughly check with mine. You

would have a little over a third the rate for the last half year that you
nave for the first half year. In other words, you expect the decline
in the beginning of summer?

Mr. FRASER. Yes.
The unemployment that is inevitable later this year as a result

of such scheduling will be aggravated by the enormouis increase in
productivity brought about by automation and other technological
developments that were introduced on a large scale with the change-
over to the current models. Even in December 1954-and incidentally,
these are' the latest figures-when car production totaled approxi-
mately 642,000, Detroit had 85,000 unemployed.

While the guaranteed employment plan which our union intends
to negotiate this year will put a curb on the kind of irresponsible
production scheduling which is again taking place, and will prevent
a repetition of the reckless recruitment policies of the past, it is ap-
parent that restoration of full employment in the auto industry, as in
other industries, depends upon national policies designed to estab-
lish a broad case of expanded purchasing power. Only by such means
can we enable millions of American families to achieve adequate living
standards, and in so doing to provide a great new market for the
products of American industry.
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AVttached to the submission which I am filing with you is a booklet
in which are outlined in some detail the specific measures which we
urge.

(The material referred to is on file with the conunittee.)
Mr. FRASER. In broad outline, they fall into three groups. First, are

direct measures to increase purchasing power through such steps as
increased income-tax exemption, improved social security and unem-
ployment compensation, increased aid to farmers, and a substantially
higher minimum wage. Second, are programs to provide employment
while at the same time catching up with the backlog of needed housing,
schools, hospitals, highways, and other community facilities. Third,
is a substantial increase in aid to underdeveloped countries with a
view to assisting them to increase the strength of their own economies,
thus strengthening their resistance to communism.

I have two additional immediate recommendations to make. One
is that recognition be given to the economic absurdity of continuing
the excise tax on automobiles at a time when every means should be
used to stimulate their purchase.

The second, which should have the highest possible priority on the
legislative list, is a Federal law equivalent to the Forand-Kennedy bill
of last year establishing Federal minimum standards for State unem-
ployment compensation laws, especially as regards amount and dura-
tion of benefits. Only Federal action can bring about the nationwide
improvement in these laws which is essential if we are to meet our
moral obligation to make possible even a minimum standard of decent
living for those who are unemployed through no fault of their own.

The CHAIR:MAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Fraser.
Representative KELTEY. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that Mr.

Fraser makes a strong argument there for the closed shop.
Mr. FRASER. I am sorry, Congressman.
Representative KELLEY. I said, rather facetiously, that what you

said about unemployment is a strong argument for the closed shop.
Mr. FRASER. The tragedy is that the recruitment teams from the

auto companies go into the South and they give everybody the impres-
sion that it is permanent employment. Everybody knows it is only
going to be 3 or 4 months. It is unfair to the people they recruit and
unfair to the people in the vicinity of the industry.

Senator SPARKIMAN. I understood Mr. Wilson to say that when cold
weather came those people would go back south anyway.

Mr. FRASER. I could quote Secretary Wilson at length regarding
this problem, but that was one of his suggestions.

(Mr. Fraser's prepared statement appears at p. 303.)
The CHAIRMAN. In Illinois we are proud to have the center of the

farm-machinery industry of the country, and the biggest center is the
so-called Quad Cities of Rock Island, Moline, and East Moline, Ill.,
and Davenport, Iowa. We are very happy to have the able State's
attorney from that area, Mr. Moran, to speak on that industry.

STATEMENT OF BERNARD J. MORAN, STATE'S ATTORNEY,
ROCK ISLAND, ILL.

Mr. MORAN. Members of the committee, I am a lawyer and not an
economist. I would like to confine my statements to the conditions
in the Quad City area to tell you what I know about the economic
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situation in the community and what the conditions are and the
nature of our commnity which has been classified as having a sub-
stantial labor surplus.

Rock Island County contains three of the Quad Cities, Rock Island,
Moline, and East Moline, Ill., which, with Davenport, Iowa, comprise
an industrial metropolitan area of 246,000 persons. It is the farm-
machinery capital of the world and the home of four major farm-
machinery manufacturers, Deere & Co., International Harvester Co.,
J. I. Case Co., and the Minneapolis-Moline Co.

The Quad Cities have a considerable industrial diversification with
many other factories whose names and products are well known, pro-
ducing boots and shoes, sewing machines, bread slicers, electrical
appliances, oil burners, men's clothing, paperboard containers (the
Container Corp.), batteries, automotive parts, cold-air registers, sash
doors, veneer-wood toys, and automotive safety service equipment.
There are many large factories.

Corollary to the large plants are independent suppliers in the form
of machine shops, tool-and-die shops, sheet-metal shops, foundries,
and others who provide full or partial capacity to the needs of the
large factories. Highly skilled labor produces quality tools, dies,
castings, heat-treating, metal-treating, sheet-metal, and steel fabri-
cating.

The United States Rock Island Arsenal is located offshore in the
Mississippi on Arsenal Island, which forms a link in the traffic lanes
of the Government bridge between the cities of Rock Island and
Davenport. Production shops, arms-development laboratories, and
the country's largest ordnance depot occupy a great deal of the 3
square miles of land on this island. The arsenal presently employs
6,000 people.

The new Alcoa $85 million aluminum rolling mill, which has a
huge capacity for production of aluminum sheets and plates, is also
located in the Quad Cities. Now Alcoa usually maintains an employ-
ment force of 2,000 people.

Rock Island County is the home of the Rock Island Lines and has
one of the finest classification yards in the country. It is also served
by the Milwaukee and Burlington Railroads. Transportation by air,
highway, or over the Mississippi River system, which renders an
important service and saving to industry in this area, is excellent.
River shipping last year exceeded 6 million tons.

This picture of industrial diversification does not yet modify the
fact that our prosperity depends upon prosperity in the farm-
machinery industry. Seeking ultimate causes, the prosperity of this
area is dependent upon the prosperity of the farmer here and abroad.

Farm prices and the confidence of the farmer in his future are the
barometers to which the area is most sensitive, partly because some
of our largest farm-machinery plants operate tight to demand, and
when sales are off men are almost immediately unemployed.

I might also state that the scale of wages is not such that an
unemployed person can long maintain himself during a layoff.

In the Quad Cities, when the farm-machinery industry suffers sub-
stantial layoffs, there is an immediate reaction in the shops of the
independent supplier, foundries, machineshops, tool and die shops,
and sheet-metal shops, as well as in all other businesses relating to
goods and services.
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Until 2 years ago employment in the Quad City area and in the
farm-machinery industry was considered normal, subject to seasonal
fluctuations and labor disputes. The community was prosperous-
However, the sales of new farm machinery declined in 1953 and
again during 1954 as farmers restricted their purchases in the face of
the third consecutive year of declining farm prices and income.

The farm-machinery industry employs 14,400 of the area's total
labor force of 109,500 persons, but other local business and industry
is so sensitive to layoffs in the farm-machinery industry that by last
year an estimated 10,000 persons were unemployed, and the area was
classified as having a substantial labor surplus.

Since that time, and due principally to gains in the farm-machinery
industry, employment conditions have improved. The Illinois State
Unemployment Service estimates that there are now 6,300 persons
unemployed in the Quad Cities, but this figure does not include an
unknown number who are not eligible for benefits, those who have not
asked for benefits, or those persons who have exhausted benefits.
Employment is also somewhat eased by the fact that many workers
with low seniority have migrated. The area was reclassified last
week by the Department of Labor as having a moderate labor surplus.

There are still an estimated 2,500 persons who have not been recalled
by the farm-machinery industry, and while both labor and manage-
ment are optimistic about the long-range future of the farm-machin-
ery industry, both agree that the prospects for 1955 are as expressed
in an address by Bruce Lowvry, chairman of the executive committee
of the Farm Equipment Institute and vice president of Deere & Co.,
when he said "I think farm-machinery business next year has a good
chance of being about the same as 1954," which was not good.

The CAIRIMANT. Now, that was his optimiistic estimate?
Mr. MiOIRAN-. That was his best optimistic estimate, and that is the

conclusion to which he came. I might say that the conclusion that it
is not good is an inference you have to draw from unemployment inl
the industry.

During 1954, the J. I. Case Co. operated at a loss of $549,252, after
giving effect to the tax credit applicable under the carryback pro-
visions of the Revenue Act of 1954. Sales by this company during
the fiscal year of 1954 were 17.15 percent less than in 1953, which
wvas also not a good year, and manufacturing operations were approxi-
inately 30 percent below the previous year. J. I. Case Co. attributes
its unfavorable operating results to the low volume of sales which
it connects directlv with the fact that farm income in the United
States and Canada showed a decline during the year due to lower
prices on many farm products.

Prices received by farmers during 1954 averaged more than 3 per-
cent less than prices received for farm products during 1953, whereas,
the pliices paid by farmers in 1954 averaged approximately 2 percent
higher than during 1953, due to higher family living costs.

Total production and marketing this year will probably decline
somewhat primarily as the result of more stringent Government con-
trols on production. It is estimated that there will be a further de-
cline in cash receipts from farm marketings based on the outlook for
stable or slightly lower farm prices on a somewhat smaller volume of
marketings. This decline as estimated will be between 3 and 5
percent.
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Lower crop receipts will be responsible for most of the fall in the
total receipts. Lower cash receipts will undoubtedly result in lower
net income because production expenses will not be reduced as rapidly
as the gross farm income. The weather, of course, will also be partly
a factor, but the immediate future for the farmer is certainly not much
brighter than it was in 1953 and in 1954. Even when buying new
farm machinery to replace wornout early postwar models, the farmer's
prospect is for an increase rather than a decrease, due to the increased
price of steel and the related component parts and of other basic
materials and labor.

The solution to this Quad City unemployment problem is partly
local and partly national. *When the farmer receives adequate prices
for his product, or, more basically, when he becomes confident of his
economic future, and confident that There will be no further f arm-
price declines, he will start purchasing needed new farm machinery.
This will create employment in the farm-machinery industry, and
normal prosperity in the Quad City area.

The locality can help itself with the assistance of the Federal and
State Governments by striving for a further diversification of in-
dustry. The area is too sensitive to conditions in the farm-equipment
industry and its economy will be healthier when employment is dif-
fused with other major industries.

Illinois is 1 of 4 States that does not have an industrial development
commission, but sound governmental policy should dictate assistance
to the area in enabling it to attain a more stable economy.

*We have not, as yet, felt the benefits of the Government's program
for tax benefits, or for contract allocation.

The following of the recommendations would be helpful:
1. Consider revising unemployment insurance benefits so that (a)

the great majority of covered workers are eligible for payments that
at least equal half their regular earnings, and (b) the term of unem-
ployment insurance benefits is 26 weeks for every person who qualifies
for any benefit and who remains unemployed that long (No. 12 of
appendix A).

2. Expand the area development program of the Department of
Commerce, which is designed to help depressed communities (No. 13
of appendix A).

3. Strengthen the Federal-State Employment Service (No. 9 of
appendix A).

4. Continue the program for helping business concerns of small
size to obtain access to adequate financing, to a fair share of Govern-
ment procurement contracts, and to competent counsel; and extend
the program's lending authority (No. 27 of appendix A).

I might say that steps. have already been taken. The folks in the
community are studying the organized industrial district booklet put
out by the United States Department of Commerce. The effort was
made several weeks ago to bring in an electronics division of the
Western Electric Co., with the idea of further diversifying and dif-
fusing employment.

In regard to one question on the sheet, I might say that we have
not, as yet, felt the benefits of the Government's program for tax
benefits or for contract allocation.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you -wish to make any recommendations?
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Mr. MORAN. I think that those are probably self-explanatory, Sen-
ator. They are in line with the President's recommendations. We
feel, of course, that a great majority of the workers to the half of
the 26 weeks, that would obviously present a big burden being thrown
on the goods and services industries, which are smaller.

The CHAIRMAN. We have this problem: Under the rating system,
which virtually all of the States have adopted, an improvement in
benefits means higher costs on the part of individual employers, and
we are back again to the old difficulty of interstate competition, with
one State being afraid to raise its standards lest it put its employers
a~t a competitive disadvantage compared to others. That is the reason
why some of us believe, we should have national minimums, and it
should not be thrown to States, as is recommended by the Council of
Economic Advisers and by the President.

Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McDowell, we come to the Central Atlantic

States.

OPENING STATEMENT OF ARTHUR G. McDOWELL, DIRECTOR OF

CIVIC, EDUCATION, AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, UPHOL-

STERERS INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, AMER-

ICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

Mr. McDowELL. The Economic Report of the President now before
the joint committee, on page 56 cites three special causes for persistence
of structural or "spot cases of sizable unemployment in some places."

Those classes of causes are given as follows:
1. Lasting drop in demand for their wares.
2. An exodus of industry to new localities.
3. A vanishing supply of some material basic to the local economy.
The only recommended Federal Government initiative to meet these

situations, which "may remain even when the Nation's economy prac-
tically reaches full employment," are also three in number, but ob-
viously not as equal in weight of impact on the problem as in number.

The report's recommendations are:
1. Strengthening the area-development program of the Department

of Commerce.
That is the only Department mentioned, I believe, although refer-

ence was made in previous testimony to the Labor Department which
I did not find in the report.

2. Continuing for the time being the policy of special tax-amortiza-
tion benefits for new defense facilities located in surplus-labor areas.

3. Placing of Government contracts as far as possible in these areas.
This is light artillery, indeed, for attacking as large and as deeply

entrenched a problem as is faced by coal communities of Pennsylvania
and West Virginia, or the traditional textile areas of New England
and Middle Atlantic States. It also carefully avoids any attack on
what the left hand of other governmental policies-local, State, and
National-is doing to actually accentuate the problem. Nor is any
body of principles consulted as to what may be the guiding lines or
limitations of public policy which may be wisely and legitimately
affected by legislation and administrative actions within the letter
and spirit of that legislation.
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Agonizing as has been the consequences to my native State of the
lasting drop in the demand for our special anthracite coal and our
sharing in the drooping fortunes of bituminous type, I would not have
the gall to propose to a. committee of the National Legislature measures
to fetter the development of competing power and fuel resources or
the indefinite subsidization of a. traditional product of declining com-
petitive efficiency. Nevertheless, a policy of conservation of what will
for generations continue to be a basic national resource and, even
more basic, the human resources of established communities with
their homes, schools, churches, and business life is a concern of the
Nation and of all sound economic policy. The report is amazingly
brief and even silent on this problem.

I might say that the omission of any figures as indicative of the
number of those in receipt of the disposal of surplus foods is quite
an indication of the failure of the report to think of the economic
problem in warm human terms and realities.

The continuance in Federal tax policy of the extraordinarily gen-
erous depletion allowance extended to the prosperous and flourishing
petroleum industry is a case in point calling in question the equity
and soundness of national policy in dealing with unequally situated
natural-resource industries.

The exodus of industry to new localities, so far as it is a natural
searching out of more favorable location in terms of raw materials.
abundant or trained labor supply, a consumer-deficiency area such as
was the west coast for a long time in my own industry, and so forth.
is one thing, and not to be interfered with, at the very least, by
Government policy.

When, however, as in recent years, this migration of established
industry is stimulated by local and State government policies that
smack of industrial cannibalism, i. e., new industrial development of
old stable agricultural communities at the expense of rupture of older
industrial communities and on the basis of subversion of declared
national public policies such as the encouragement of collective bar-
gaining, the denial of classification of labor as a commodity, and so
forth, it is something else again. When such exodus with all the new
problems it creates is actually subsidized by Federal tax policy. such
as the extension of the tax-exempt privilege of local inunicipal-pur-
pose bonds to industrial-purpose bonds to subsidize the practice of
Mississippi villages of seduction of northern city factories by offers
of virtually free factories, it is time that the Federal Government's
right hand should apprise itself of what its left hand is doing.

It was once the conviction of every village in the midwest that it
was entitled to a railroad in defiance of all economists and engineers,
and the fact that it is farther by ra-il than by any of Daniel Boone's
paths from St. Louis to Kansas City is testimony to the power of
that conviction.

Many a county and town bankrupted itself in the railroad era, as
probably will many municipalities in the modern Mississippi Bubble
empire of municipal industrial purpose bond issues, but there is no
reason for Federal taxation and labor policies to be accessories to
the crime. The nonsense of a Federal labor law that proclaims its
aim as the furthering of collective bargaining, and then carries a.
clause to encourage and abet the States still preponderantly agricul-
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tural, to enact laws to drastically weaken if not throttle in their
cradle a.11 collective-bargaining agencies, is obvious.

It is futile to preach sermons to the States apropros the desirability
of sustaining the national level of consumer income by adopting
uniform high standards of unemployment compensation laws, when
there is no even proposed use of the Federal power which alone brought
those laws into nationwide enactment by the respective State legis-
latures in the few years of the late 1930's.

Competition between sections, as well as between industries and
services, and particular enterprises, is a great and healthful force,
worth the unequal development of particular localities. but there is
no health in new legislation or old which encourages competition
between State legislatures in creation of low-wage areas, special and
peculiar labor systems based on artificially and unequally weakened
collective bargaining, cheap undeveloped unemployment and work-
men's compensation and factory laws, et cetera. The correction of bad
legislation of the past may be as or more pertinent to the problem in
hand than new measures.

The CHAIRM3AN. Mr. McDowell, would you stop there a moment.
You seem to be saying that the so-called right-to-work laws which
forbid the union shop, as well as the closed shop and which, there-
fore, go beyond the Taft-Hartley Act' are inducements for the migra-
tion of labor.

Ml. MIcDOwELL. They have a great bearing on it.
The CHrAIRMAN. Do I understand you correctly to say that national

labor laws on these points should have priority over State law?
Mr. MCDOWELL. Precisely. and it should be equitable legislation

and not legislation encouraging action in only one direction, and
that negative.

May I inject in here an experience of a Philadelphia hosiery enter-
prise, giving the factors which lead to migration of an industry. This
plant was established for a generation in this area, a new and modern
plant, relatively speaking, liquidated its plant at a considerable profit
on a real-estate proposition. It arranged for transfer to a Mississippi
plant which was supplied to it under this bond subsidy arrangement,
virtually free. The local union took a poll of its members and then
submitted an offer to meet the wage rates which would be accepted by
the labor in Mississippi. The company which could have continued
operating where it had been profitable said very cynically "Could
you give us a free plant? We get a virtually free plant from Missis-
sippi, and,. second, we won't have the interference. We have a labor
law that will block your progress in organization."

The CHAIR-11MAN. Is it correct that these local bond issues to finance
the provision of private plants are, therefore, tax exempt?

Mr. McDOWELL. They are tax exempt in two respects. They are tax
exempt in the fact that the income from them is federally tax exempt.
They are also tax exempt in that the lease or rental fee, if it amounts
to a substantial amount for a large investment, goes to a municipality
and, of course, is tax free, because the municipality's income is not
subject to taxation.

Now, the third cause of regional and industrial unemployment given
in the report. as vanishing supply of some material basic to the local
economy, is in category of, first, in influence of broad economic devel-
opments seldom caused by legislation or its absence, and not easily
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subject to legislative attack. Nevertheless, while the exhaustion of
the Minnesota iron range cannot 'be legislated against, the research and
aid in developing the possibilities of secondary ores should be as legit-
imate a field of governmental action as subsidization of new river
channels for floating in ores from new foreign fields. While the south-
ern movement of wood furniture from Michigan was logical as lumber
supply was exhausted, an earlier conservation and replanting policy
of the Federal Government would have been a good investment for the
whole country, including the South, some sections of which are now
repeating Michigan history.

Plants under contract with our union in North Carolina now are
proposing to move to other States, particularly Mississippi, because of
exhaustion of lumber supply.

It is regrettable and disturbing that the report which would have
the Department of Commerce agency strengthened did not correlate
the measures with which the Labor Department is concerned, such as
increase of rate and coverage of national minimum wage, effective use
of Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act, raising and making uniform
of State unemployment compensation, and workLen's compensation
act, labor relations legislation, and so forth. These measures, which,
taken together and constantly improved, tend to equalize competitive
conditions between sections, have great bearing on problems we axe
considering today.

And, may I say, Mr. Chairman, that the basic question seems to be
in such matters as this taxation encouragement in the matter of bonds,
is a matter of justice. One of our trade union officers traveling over
the supposedly hunger-ridden section of Asia, said he never heard one
man complain of himger. He heard many complaints of injustices,
and in this case this injustice is buttressed by the Federal taxation
policies, and that is as dangerous as anything in terms of economic
impact.

I would say, in conclusion, that a section of the people of our country
who, due to circumstances beyond their control, face a crucial burden
of need for reorganization of their economic life or have their obvious
economic opportunity for advance blocked by natural or social eco-
nomic obstacles, such as once obstructed the development of our Ten-
nessee Valley, which obstacles can, however, be removed by means
easily available to National Government, such sections have a legiti-
mate special call on a national legislature. The interdependence of na-
tional and even international prosperity in modern times is a com-
monplace.

The report is disturbing in its easy dismissal of the menace to the
general prosperity of the spreading and almost cancerous nature of
these areas where unemployment becomes a continuous proposition.
Those of us who are familiar and have lived, as I have, in the coal
mining area, saw what occurred in the period before the great depres-
sion of 1929 forward. We saw the beginning of that depression
spread from textile and coal centers.

I might say as you see the sweep of the heavy burden of unemploy-
ment figures in a belt of States in the chart presented there on
yonder easel that in our industry, in the furniture industry, in the
last year we had a rate of unemployment of 13 percent, which ran
in excess of twice the national rate even of unemployment in manu-
facturing.
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When you see the distribution of it, then you see how these coin-
-munities are tied together, because at a national rate of 13 percent
unemployment in the furniture industry last year, in Pennsylvania
it was 23 percent, in Maryland it was 18 percent, and so on down
the line. In such cases we either prosper or decline together.

(Mr. McDowell's prepared statement appears at p. 314.)
The CHAIRMLAN. Are there questions?
Mr. Parsons.

STATEMENT OF VAN PARSONS, GENERAL CHAIRMAN OF THE
BROTHERHOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN, WESTERN MARYLAND
RAILROAD

Mr. PARSONS. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, and mem-
bers of the panel; my name is Van Parsons. I am the general chair-
man of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen on the Western Mary-
land Railway, with residence and office in Cumberland, Md. I shall
confine myself to that area.

Having lived in the city of Cumberland for the past 20 years, and
having worked for the Western Maryland for all of that time, it has
been possible for me to observe the drastic change which has occurred
in railroad employment within the last 5 years.

Looking at the field of railroad employment on a national basis,
we find that in July 1953, railroad employment was 1,239,443. Ac-
cording to the latest report of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
December 1954, railroad employment has declined to 1,027,267, a fall-
ing off of 212,176 in 18 months.

A decline is evident in my own area. The railroad industry in this
city accounts for the employment of approximately 5,000 of the total
labor force, which is 40,000 when employment is at a high level-im-
mediate postwar period. At present there are 6,500 persons unem-
ployed in the Cumberland area. This represents an unemployment of
14.4 percent. In contrast with this figure of overall unemployment,
the unemployment of 1,500 railroad workers represents a rate of 30

Zercent in that industry, which is double the rate for the area. This
figure includes both employees engaged in transportation and those
employed in the shop crafts, such as machinists, boilermakers, car
repairmen, et cetra.

The Federal Government has classified Cumberland as a distress
area since the spring of 1949. It is designated as an IV-B area, which
indicates there is no immediate prospect for the reemployment of those
on the unemployment rolls in that area. It has carried the distress
area label longer than any other area in Maryland, and perhaps any
other area in the country, according to the Department of Labor.

There are three factors which account almost entirely for this con-
dition. OOne is the decline in manufacturing employment at a syn-
thetic yarn plant; second, is the decline in transportation employ-
ment in railroad shops; and third, the decline in bituminous coal-
mining employment. All of the above economic activities are the
type which import dollars into a community, and the declines have
produced a noticeable result in service and trade activities.

According to a survey just released by the Railroad Retirement
Board in cooperation with the Department of Labor, it is reported
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that five-sixths of those unemployed in the railroad industry in Cum-
berland are unable to obtain other employment in the same city.

I am unable to account for the Department's statement that one-
sixth of the unemployed railroad workers have found other employ-
ment in Cumberland. I work with and am in constant contact with
these people and know from my own experience that it has been impos-
sible for them to find any kind of employment.

I call your attention specifically to the decline in the textile indus-
try in that area. At peak employment there was a total labor force of
10,000 in my area. Of this number only 2,700 are working there today.
Hundreds of these people who have lived all of their lives in Cumber-
land and own their own homes have been forced to go to other areas
to seek employment.

It is futile to hope that unemployed railroad workers could find any
kind of other employment in an area as depressed as this one, where
unemployment extends to several major industries.

As I rode to Washington on the train yesterday, I talked with an
official of the board of education of Allegheny County, Md. He ac-
quainted me with the unemployment situation in the city of Frost-
burg, which is only 11 miles from my home, and is included in the
Cumberland labor area. Frostburg has a population of 5,000 people.
He told me that for a janitor's vacancy the board of education received
192 applications within a few days. Another example, at the Her-
cules powder plant, located just outside of Cumberland, which em-
ploys 700 full-time workers, there are on file 5,500 applications for
employment. I included this in my statement to show the committee
how drastic the situation is there.

In the transportation field the decline in railroad employment has
resulted from many factors. Among these are the competition from
the trucking industry, particularly in short-haul and less-than-car-
load shipments, the modernization program, including the dieseliza-
tion of railroads, and other technological improvements, such as auto-
matic control devices, and the decline in the use of coal as a fuel, it
being substituted by imported residual fuel oil.

The solution to this problem is not a simple one. As I see it, sev-
eral remedies could be tried to correct the tight situation in the Cum-
berland area. There could be an increase in the payment of unem-
ployment-insurance benefits, both as to the amount of the payment,
and the duration of the payments. Public works and Federal con-
struction could be increased in the Cumberland area.

In line with what the Congressman said, we read daily about the
crying need for more schools. School construction could provide a
shot in the arm for the building trades, and its stimulation would
reflect itself in associated industries.

For many years the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen has plugged
for the elimination of grade crossings. In the Cumberland area are
many such highway hazards, the elimination of which through Fed-
eral work projects would not only increase employment, but eliminate
a constant threat to rail-highway accidents.

The Government can also provide a measure of relief by reducing
the Federal income tax burden on wage earners in the lower tax
brackets. Increasing personal exemptions and exemptions for de-
pendents will provide more purchasing power than any other single
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remedy available. Distressed areas should be given priority in the
allocation of Government contracts. It may be necessary to award the
contracts on a noncompetitive basis, but we think it is a necessity in
view of the urgency for stimulating employment among the area's
large number of unemployed.

As far as increasing business in the railroad industry in this area,
not too much emphasis can be laid on the fact that this decline in the
transportation industry is directly related to the drop in the produc-
tion and hauling of coal. The Western Maryland Railway is chiefly
a coal-hauling railroad. In recent years the heavy increase in the
importation of residual fuel oil for use in the eastern section of the
country has contributed to the decline in the use of coal as a fuel.

If the President of the United States under the authority granted
him in the Trade Agreements Act would see fit to limit the importa-
tion of residual oil, it w ould be possible to restore the depressed coal

industry to greater production.
I am grateful for the opportunity to appear on this panel to acquaint

you with the unemployment situation in the Cumberland area, and
hope this committee will be able to make some recommendations that
will relieve the hardships being experienced in the Cumberland area.

I have some figures here I would like to quote for the committee.
The contiiiued-increase in the number of barrels of imported resi-

dual oil reflects itself directly in the decrease in railroad-employ-
ment in the eastern section of the country. Current figures on residual
oil imports for 1954, up to and including the week of December 24,
indicate there have been imported 1298,327,160 barrels. This figure
equals 30,557,500 tons of coal, using the ratio of 4.167 barrels of resi-
dual oil as being equivalent to 1 ton of bituminous coal.

To take the matter further, this loss of over 30 million tons of coal
by rail results in the loss of 509,291 carloads of coal, based on the
loading of 60 tons of coal to a carload. The Association of American
Railroads states a coal haul aVerages about 300 miles per car from the
mine to the consumer on the Atlantic seaboard. Using 80 cars per
train for an average, the 509,291 carloads would equal about 6,366
trains. Since railroad operating employees are paid on a 100-mile
basis, and the average mine haul is 300 miles, the actual loss would
justly be 3 times the 6,366 trains, or 19,098 trains or train crews.

But this still is not the complete picture. Wlle have spoken so far
only of carloads of coal lost. The other side of this movement is the
hauling of empty cars to mines for the transportation of coal to con-
sumers. To obtain the whole effect, and to determine the total number
of trains and crews displaced by this operation, the number of 19,098
trains must be doubled, since there would be a like movement of empty
cars to the mines before there could be the same movement of loaded
cars out of the mines. By this process we see that a total of 38,196
trains are affected.

There are not less than 5 employees on each train crew; after
multiplying this by the number of trains affected, we discover this
equals 190,980 man-days lost.

The above figures cover railroad employment in the eastern section
of the country, which is the area affected by the importation of residual
oil-the coal fields of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, western Virginia,.
eastern Tennessee, eastern Kentucky, and western Maryland, embrac-
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ing the three coal districts; namely, the Eastern, Allegheny, and
Pocahontas.

Sources: National Coal Association, Washington, D. C.; Associa-
tion of-American Railroads, Washington, D. C.

That concludes my statement.
The CHAIRBIAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Parsons.
I am going to ask Mr. Goodwin at this time if he would submit

-for the record the latest figures dealing with two subjects:
First, the list of plants getting tax amortization because of labor

,surplus in their area and, second, a list of the defense contracts and
the amounts which have been set aside for distressed areas in the
United States.

Mr. HARRIs. Senator, may I make a footnote there?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr; HARRIs. It would be very helpful if we would also have the

total amount involved for the whole country as well as the populations
of these distressed areas. That will give us some ideas whether they
are really doing anything for these distressed areas. Is that possible?

The CHAIRMAN. Third, let us ask Mr. Goodwin if he would get the
population of these distressed areas, and, fourth I think we know the
total tax amortization, which, as I remember it, is around $30 billion
at the present time; then we could get a total, if it is not classified,
on the total defense contracts for the country as a whole.

(The following information was subsequently received for the
-record:)



List of accelerated tax amortization certificates where additional allowances were authorized for facilities located in areas of substantial labor
surplus, through December 1954

Number
of addi- routAunt Normal Certified

Name of company Location of facilities ] roductAmone

employees

Dunmont-Airplane & Marine Instrument Co
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co .
Niles-Bement-Pond Co-

o -.---
Industrial Rayon Corp)------------------------------
Wrlgbt Machine Co-
Terminal Warehouse Corp-
Ward Terminal, Inc-
United States Steel Corp-
United Metal Box Co.
Wynn Coal & Coke Co
ceneral Electric Co-

American Enka Cor)-
Trifari, Krussman & Fishel, Inc-
Wright Machinery Co-
Curran & Barton, Inc

Kaiser Aluminum Co.
Do-

Westinghouse -- -------- -------------------

Pittsburgh Plate Class Co
Mine Safety Appliance Co-
Allegheny Instrument Co
Wright Machimery Co-
Aircraft Products Co-
American ERika Corp-
Aluminum Co. of America-
Holly Carburetor Co-
M-C Manufacturing Co
Mueller Brass Co.
Liqisidometer Corp-
J. W. Fecker, Inc.

Clearfield, Pa-
Terre Haute Ind
Providence, . I .
-do ------------

Covington, Va-
Durham, N. C-

do -----------------
DuBois, Pa - ------
Corbin, Ky-
Pottsville, Pa-
Uniontown, Pa-
Scranton, Pa --- ----------
Asheville, N. C-
Providence RH I
Durham, R. C
Providence, R. I

Ravenswood, W. Va -
-- do-
Blairsville, Pa-

Cumberland, Md-
Providence, R. I-
Cumberland, Md-
Durham, N. C-
Bridgeport, Pa. (Philadelphia area)
Enka, N. C-
Davenport, Iowa -
Van Dyke, Mich. (Detroit area)
Lake Orion, Mich (Detroit area)r
Port Huron, Mich-
Bellows Falls, Vt-
Pittsburgh, Pa-

Total ------ I--------------------------------- I -

100
213
46

229
200

16
15
20
90

600
10

100
2,000

41
187
76

2, 600

400

820
120
100

10
5
5

600
250

39
30
26
65

Airplane components -- ---
Electrical equipment - --------
Aircraft engine accessories-
---do - ------------------------------- ~~

Nylon staple fiber-
Aircraft components
Freight terminal, motor-
-- -do -- - ----------------
Coal cleaning plant-
Containers, ammunition-
Coal cleaning plant
Magnetron electronic tubes ---
Nylon ---------------
Ordnance items-
Scientific instruments-
Jet fuel storage tanks-

Buildings ----
Aluminum welded tubing
Aluminum sheet and plate
Metallurgical research and develop-

ment laboratory.
Precision plate glass-
Minesweeper cutters
Rocker-testing instruments
Aircraft components .
---do --- - - - - - - - --- -- -- -- -- --

Research and development (nylon) --
Aluminum sheets and plates
Aircraft turbine controls
Aircraft parts-
Aluminum forgings-
Scientific instruments

-do -- -------

9,008 j-

$87, 000
4,250, 000

50, 843
200,000

4,327,000
106,000
58,000
98, 800

7, 800,000
*3, 262, 750

147,000
303, OCO

35,000,000
54, 544
91,053

909, 500
35, 500

1, 734, 000
66,052,000

7, 975,000

33, 600,000
450,000
201, 500

47, 100
* 7,100
1,130, 000

35,626,000
132, 200
134,800
656,900
35,000

150,000

204,712,590

Percent
70* 50
65
40
40
65
@)
60
SI)
50
60)
65
40
70
65
40
15
50
50
50

60
65
60
65
70
40
50
60
60
65
45
40

Percents _
80 c

.75 c;
75 Co
50
65 5
75 0

70 070 Z
60 0

75
65
:80
75 50
680
225

75
75 0

85

70 h
75 E
80
50
600
70 t
70 At
75
55 t

__

CC

I
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Grand total, tawx amortization certificates granted

Number of Amountap- AmountPeriod certificadtes plefo crtid
issued plied for certified

October to December 1950 -149 $1,401,290,o $1,353,525,000
1951 -5, 322 10, 670, 45s,000 10, 080, 342,000
1952 -9, 528 13, 278, 729, 000 12, 639,496, 0C0
195 --------------------- 3,756 5,006,630,000 4,807,211, 000
1954------------------------------------- - 1,405 1,894,888,000 1.823,877.000

Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, Division of Reports and Analysis,
Wasbington 25, D. C., Jan. 27, 1955.



Military supply contracts in labor surplus areas and industries-Dollar value of debit procurement actions of $?5,000 or mnore, Jan. 1, 19564
through Sept. 30, 1954 1

Date of labor surplus designation 2 Total 3 Amounts placed as a result of preference 3

Labor market area or industry _

Approved Withdrawn Total Army Navy4 Air Force Total Army Navy 4 Air Force

Grand total ----- -

Textile industry -Jule 4, 1962 ----
Labor-surplus areas, total 5_________ ____-_-____-____- -------

Alabama:
Alexander City .
Anniston -
Decatlll
Gadsde-
Jasper
Talladega

Arkansas: Fart Smith .
Connecticut: Bristol .
Georgia:

Cedartowvn-Rockmrart .
Columbus -----
Cordele

Illinois:
Aurora .
Hlerrin-Murphysboro-West

Frankfort.
Joliel .
Litehfield
Mount Vernon .
Peoria .

Indianua:
Evansville .
Fort Wayne
Michigan City-La Porte
Muncie
South Bend .
Terre Haute
Vincennes

Iowa:
Burlington
lDavonport-Roek Island.

Mollne, Ill.
Ottullrnwa ------------------

K;anlsas: Pit tsburg

See footnotes at cnd of table.

May 1954 .
Mar. 31, 1954..
June 21, 1954-
January 1954
Nov. 5, 19.53 -
Mar. 31, 1954
July 19541' .
July 1954--.

Nov. 6, 1963-
July 1954- ___
Apr. 27, 1964

May 1954 ---- September 1954.
Mar. 13, 1952

May 1954 --
Mar. 31,1954
Apr. 27, 1954 --
May 1954 ---

do --------
do --.-.-. ----

March 1954 ----
Aug. 10, 1954
Feb. 19, 1954 --.-
Mar. 25, 1952
Apr. 12, 1952 --

May 1954 -
Feb. 19,1954--

Mar. 31, 1954
May 1054

$900 588, 983 $313, 488, 757 $246, 646, 360 $34(, 453, 866 $13, 162, 131 $5, 225, 164 1 $1, 557, 325 $6, 379, 642

19 249, 124 16, 300, 433 2,6553, 371 395, 320 335, 414 319, 200 16, 214 0
88fi.339, 859 297. 188, 324 244,'092, 989 340, 058, 546 12, 826, 717 4, 905, 964 1, 541,111 06,379,642

0
426, 577

0
60, 674
78, 750
14, 490

0
0

0
0

28, 200

703, 528
434, 767

1,6524,817
40, 105

0
636,412

43, 672
7,848,100

15,736,800
- 49,146

23, 962, 912
1,343,6654

69,402

168. 010
7,380, 602

0
o

0
426, 577

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

5666, 611
387, 601

1, 164, 897
0
0

602, 647

32, 692
2, 716, 306

16, 036, 264
49, 146

2, 793, 788
1,096, 696

0

168, 010
1,842,6573

00

O

0
0
0

60, 674
78, 750
14, 490

0
0

0
0

28, 200

34, 070
47, 096

326, 420
40, 106

0
0

10, 980
1, 185,005

21, 204
0

5, 615, 993
246, 858
69,402

0
406, 642

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

103, 847
0

43, 600
0
0

33,865

0
3, 946, 889

079, 342
0

16, 563, 131
0
0

0
6,132, 487

0
0

0
0
0
0

14, 490
0
0

0
0

28, 200

0
23, 860

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

15,750
14, 490

0
0

0
0

28, 200

0
23. 860

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------

------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------

------------------
------------



Military supply contracts in labor surplus areas and industries-Dollar value of debit procurement actions of $25,000 or more, Jan. 1, 1954,
through Sept. 30, 1954 '-Continued

Date of labor surplus designation 2 Total 3 Amounts placed as a result of preference 3
Labor market area or industry - _ _ - _-

Approved Withdrawn Total Army Navy 4 Air Force Total I Army I Navy 4 |Air Force

Kentucky:
Corbin -- ------ ---------
Frankfort
Hazard .
Henderson -.-.-.-.-.---
Madisonville .---.----
Middlesboro-Harlan .
Morehead-Grayson
Owensboro -------------
Paintsville-Prestonburg
Pikeville-Williamson, W. Va -

Maine: Biddeford
Maryland: Cumberland .
Massachusetts:

Fall River -----------
Lawrence .
Lowell .
Milford - --
New Bedford
North Adams
Southbridge-Webster .

Michigan:
Adrian .
Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti.
Battle Creek .
Bay City
Benton Harbor
Detroit
Ionia-Beldin g-Greenville
Iron Mountain .
Jackson
Monroe -- -----------
Muskegon
Owesso - .-.------.-.-.----
Port Huron .

Minnesota: Duluth-Superior, Wis
Mississippi: Jackson .
Missouri:

Joplin .
St. Joseph
St. Louis .
Springfield .

Nov. 5 1953...-
May 1954.
Nov. 5, 1953 ---
Mar. 31, 1954...
Nov. 5,19063.
Nov. 5,19563---
Aug. 10, 1954 --
May 1954 --
Nov. 5, 1963 -
Nov. 5, 1953--
March 1954.
Mar. 12, 1952--

May 1954-..
Mar. 13, 1952-
Mar. 12, 1952.--
May 1954.
January 1954...
March 1954....
January 1954--

May 1954 .
Apr. 16, 1954.----
Feb. 19, 1954...
March 1954.
May 1954 -
Feb.19,1954...
January 1954..-
Apr. 16, 1954.--.

- do -------
March 1954-
January 1954..
July 1954 .
May 1954 .
March 1954.
May 1954-

- do. ------
-do --------
- do -------

---do -- - - - -

------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------

------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
------------------
September 1954-.

$10 000
0
0
0

546, 708
33,000

0
428,181
100,676

0
317, 871

1,524,113

31,259
7,248,056
3,669,408

39,700
12, 563, 486

63,696
1,146,690

602,401
1, 762.194
2,850, 528

16,007,953
739, 347

152,773,817
2, 770, 021
2, 573, 515
5,408, 644

911,861
9,639,396

0
320,995
82,408
26,952

0
97,710

65,825 951
4 49,6 991

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

$315, 544
0
0

303, 237
1,524, 113

0
251,426
249,935

39, 700
12,500,801

63,696
910,127

0
155, 583
567, 840

1,942,731
325, 355

92,022,295
2, 770,021
2,010,998
4, 735,762

121, 681
1,311,634

0
193,206
30,408

0

0
97, 710

39,504,886
0

$10 000
0
0
0

546, 708
33, 000

'0
112, 637
100,676

0
14, 634

0

0
60, 525
41, 781

0
62,685

0
0

545, i85
1,073,487
1,341,862

14,065,222
0

12,076,719
0

409,735
278,321

0
103, 512

0
48,094
52, 000
26,952

0
0

13,217, 528
4,496,991

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

$31,259
6, 936, 105
3,377,692

0
0
0

236, 563

56,916
533,124
940, 826

0
413,992

48,674,803
0

152, 782
394, 561
790, 180

8,424,050
0

79,6905
0
0

0
0

13, 103, 537
0

0
0
0

$11 400
10,120

0
0
0
0
0

1,236, 952

0
0

2, 826,695
0

47,320
0
0

0
0

249, 425
0
0

1, 311, 260
0
0
0 2
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

1, 283, 113
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

1,240,313
0

0
0
0
0

$11,400
10,120

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

47,320
0
0

0
0

249, 425
0
0

11,008
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

42, 800
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

$2,826,695
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

230, 580
0
0
0.
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

------------------------------------
---- -------------
------------------
------------------

------------------------------------
------------------

------------------
------------------------------------
------------------



Now Jersey:
Atlantic City
Paterson-

New Mexico: Albuquerque
New York:

Albany-Schenectady-Troy
Amsterdam-
Buffalo-
Gloversville - ---------
Hudson -- -----
Jamestown-Dunkirk .
Oswego-Multon-
Utica-Rome

North Carolina:
Asheville -- ---------
Durham. .-- ..--........
Kinston.
Waynesville ------ -
Winston-Salem. .-.-

Ohio:
Canton-
Findlay-Tlifim-Fostorla
Mansfield
Newark
Sandusky-Fremont .
Springfield .
Toledo - .-.-------.-.-.----

Oklahoma:
MtcAlester .
Muskogee -- ----.

Oregon: Portland .
Pennsylvania:

A Itoona .
Berwick-Bloomsburg -----------
Clearfield
Erie - .-.---------- -------------
Indiana - .-.---------.-.-.----
Johnstown ----------------
Kittanning-Ford City .
Lock Haven .
New Castle -----------
Oil City-Franklin-Titusville..
Philadelphia- - - -
Pittsburgh ---------------------
Pottsvill--
Reading -.... -
Scranton-
Sunbu ry-Shamrookin-Mount

Carmel.
Unioutown-Connellsville
Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton .......
Williamsport -- ---

See footnotes at end of table.

Mar. 13, 1952-
March 1954 .
Nov. 5, 1953 --

May 1954 ------ -----
June 21,1954 - ---
May 1954-
May 3,1952 -
Feb. 19, 1954 ---------
May 1954 .
June 21,1954-
May 1954-

Mar. 13, 1952 -.-.-.-.-.---
Nov. 5, 1953 ----------
June 21,1954-
March 1954 .
June 21, 1952- --

Apr. 7. 1954 -----------------------
July 1954 .
July 1954 .
June 24, 1954. --------------------
July 1954 ---- ----------
June 21,19154
Feb. 19,1954 .

September 1954 .---.
September 1954 .
March 1954 .

June 6,1952 .
May 1954 .
Nov. 5,1953 .
May 1954
January 1954-
July 1, 1953 .
March 1954 .
June 21, 1954 .
Mar 31 1954
September 1954 .
May 1954--------------------------
May 1954.----------------.-----
Mar. 12, 1952-
May 1954-
Mar. 5, 1952 -- -------------
June 27, 1952-

Mar. 18,1952 ---------
Mar. 5,1952 -- ------
March 1954-

25, 469
218,712,438

852, 13

27, 369, 705
0

32, 958,637
0

172, 899
143,609
324, 533

9, 245, 416

4,142, 793
124, 134
I1, 100
53,958

23, 899,623

3, 547,095
0

17, 500
81, 296

0
1,573,508
5,158, 642

0
0

2,826,729

552,939
18,998,547
1,242, 883

863,877
593, 064
115,881
42,000
65,447
13,370

0
64,959,056
20, 382,085

1, 135,981
1,421, 517

15,158, 826
1,009,690

0
6, 134, 115
5, 705, 268

0
8,334,270

451,722

1,400,899
0

7,617,085
0
0
0

78, 358
6,047,690

0
60,649

0
0

4, 403, 180

1,493, 278
0
0
0
0
0

2, 615, 326

0
0

2,208,251

525,026
18,998, 847

0
736, 213
167, 280
88,560

0
0
0
0

7,877,232
6,5658, 245

32, 660
1,273, 928

14, 782,V47
264, 193

0
1,331,071
1. 106, 396

25, 469
52, 826, 162

40, 134

22,303,989
0

19,424, 202
a

172, 899
115, 779
246, 175
209, 975

95, 473
63,485
11, 100

0
12, 514,413

226, 738
0

17, 500
81, 2906

0
56, 696

2,775,606

0
0

508, 298

0
0

1,242,883
127, 664
425,784

0
42,000

0
13,370

0
27, 228, 273
10,671, 737
1, 103, 321

147, 589
376, 352
745, 497

0
922, 848

0

0
157,552,006

360,957

3, 6f4, 820
0

5,917, 350
0

27, 830
0

2,987,751

4,047,320
0
0

53, 988
6, 982,030

1,827,079
0
0

0
1,516, 812

167, 710

0
0

110,171

27, 913
0
0
0
0

27, 321
0

65,447
0
0

29, 853, 551
3, 142, 103

0
0
0
0

0
3, 880, 196
4, 598, 872

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1, 276, 310
0
0
0
0

366,370
0
0

33,600
0

1,044, 282
0

0
0

11,680

0
0

230, 310
0

208,860
0
0
0
0

.. 0
478, 735

0
91,260

0
0
0.

0
1, 191, 492

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
.0
0
0

. 0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

167, 280
0
0
0
0
0
0
S
0
0

0

0
1, 128, 422

0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

0
055,6f85
0
0
0
0

0

0
0

33,680
0
0
0

0
0

11,680

0

0

230, 310

41, 580

0
0

0

43,0615

.0
91, 260

0
0
0

15, 150
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,220, 625
0
0
0
0

366, 370
0
0
0
0

1,044, 282
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0

431, 670
0
0
0
.0
0

0
47,920

0

Cco

C"90
0*
0

0

90

90
M
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90
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Military supply contracts in labor surplus areas and industries-Dollar value of debit procurement actions of $25,000 or more, Jan. 1, 1954,
through Sept. 30, 1954 I-Continued

Date of labor surplus designation 2 Total a Amounts piaeed as a result of preference 3

Labor market area or industry

Approved Withdrawn Total Army Navy 4 Air Force Total Army Navy 4 Air Force

Rhode Island: Providence -- Mar. 5, 1952 -$12, 930, 699 $5, 791, 534 $5, 429, 350 $1, 709, 815 $207, 500 0 0 $207, 500
Tennessee:

Bristol-Johnson City-Kings- May 1954 -18,066,237 126, 615 17, 939, 622 0 0 0 0 0
port.

Chattanooga ---- - -- March 1954 06,107; 571 5,860, 514 0 247, 057 0 0 0 0
Knoxville - - ------ May 1954 - --- 3, 382, 391 2, 799, 738 582, 653 0 10, 400 0 $10, 400 0
LaFollette-Jellico-Tazewell January 1954 -14, 000 0 14, 000 0 0 0 0 0
Newport --------- Nov. 5, 1953 --- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Texas:
Saas Antonio - - Mar 1954 ------ 6 f38,032 172, 916 0 465,116 0 0 0 0
Texarkana -- - January 1954 136, 262 0 27, 855 108, 407 0 0 0 0

Virginia:
Big Stonse Gap-Appalachia - Nov. 5, 1953 325,972 0 325,972 0 43,080 0 43,080 0
Covingtona-Clifton Forge January 1954 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Radford-Pulaski -- - March 1954 213,565 181,075 0 32,490 0 0 0 0
Rlchlands-Blueflecld -- June 21, 1954 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Veraaaont:
Burlington - -- - Aug. 10; 1954 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Springfileld July 1954 ., 0 0 0 0 0! 0 0 0

Washington: Tacoma July 23, 1952 2,009, 768 1,918,637 91,131 0 0 0 0 0
West Virginia: I

Beckley -- --------------- Nov. 5, 1953 22,032 0 22,032 0 0 0 0 0
Bluelield -- -- - Marchl 1954 -- 401,411 0 401, 411 0 5 ,1i 0 51,100 0
Charleston - - -do - - - 2,107,899 233, 607 1,827, 557 46, 735 0 0 0 0
Clarksburg -- -do - 290,835 0 290,835 0 51,590 0 51,9f0 0
Fairmont -------------- Nov. 5,1953 ----- 172, 784 0 0 172, 784 0 0 0 0
Huntington-Ashland, Ky March 1954 ----- 3, 669, 325 567, 495 2, 614, 526 487, 304 63. 325 $63, 325 0 0
Logan - -March 31,:1954 ----- 1,136,629 0 1,136 629 0 239, 658 0 239, 658 0
Morgantown --- Nov. 5, 1953 ----- 469, 032 0 469, 032 0 106, 510 i 10i, 510
Parkershurg Nov. 3,1952 - - - -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Point Pleasaaat July 22, 1952 --- - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ronceverte-Wlhite Sulphur Apr. 29, 1952 ----- 109,557 0 77, 000 32, 557 0 0 0 0

Springs.
Welch-. - - Feb. 19, 1954 ----- 43, 126 0 643,126 0 61, 650 0 61, 050 0
Wheeling-Steubenville, 0 March 1954 ----- 73,360 52, 316 21,044 0 0 0 0 0

W~isconsin:
Deaver Dam ------------- - May 1954- ---- - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
KCenosha . Nov. 5,1953 ---- 154,893 113,574 41,319 0 0 0 0 0
La Crosse .e--b. 19,61954 64,030 0 0i4, 030 0 0 0 0 0
Racine - - at-arch 1954 1, 903?552 1 178, 079 18, 65i 306, 908 0 0 0 0

CJ'
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IlaNvai i: Holl inlill- -- iIy 105i-- G47, 77F
Portos Rico:

Mayaguez Ju-ne 17, 5 84 112
Police . June 17, 1952 99, 914
San Juan --June 17, 1952 -174, 393

IOiata cover the pCriO(l Jal. I through Sept. 30, 1954, except that those areas attd
iltlustries which have been designated as labor surplus areas subsequent to Jan. 1, 1954,
inctudc odily contracts awarded after the date of designatiots. Contracts awvarded prior
to Jan. I, 1954. are suninuiricedi in a prcenditig issue of this report, published on Mar. 1,
1954.

2 Prior to Janl. 1, 1154, the dait of Olflce of Defense Mobilization approval. Bcginniiig
w'ith2 .1i0. 1. 1t54, tttis is the date the D)epartinont of Labor designated the area as group
I \' (treis of sliistalltnitls latho surplus).

'-New contracts (aill debit. actions, omitting any crodit actions) for the period of time
each area \was at designiatid labor surplus area since Jan. 1, 1954.

3C7 B22 IR It 3 ) 00 0'17,22 Iso, 113 Iti iI

0 84 112 0 II 0 0 0
11 914 0 0 0 0 0 t
50,308 124,085 0 0 0 0 0

. >~~~~~~~~~~~.

4 D)epartment of Navy includes contracts of $10,000 and over. aa
Coustracts awarded to the textile industry are excluded frotn thg tala oni contracts

awarded in the geographic labor surplus areas. >
NOTB.-Orastd total, i lefense l)epartment proctirenmett, .inmiary-Septeiltber 19.54, 5

$10.3 billion.
Source: Office of Assistiani Secretary of Defeznsc (Suppl'y and Logistics), Statistics

Branch, Nov. If, 190S4.
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1950 population of major areas classified as group IV areas of substantial labor
surplus

Name of area Catio Name of area clatsio touaJanuary 1950 January tion
1955 1955 195

Hawaii: Honolulu- IV-A 353,020 Ohio:
Indiana: Canton- IV-A 283,194

Evansville- IV-A 160,422 Toledo - -T-- --- IV-A 395, 551
Fort Wayne - - IV-A 183, 722 Oregon: Portland- IV-A 704,829
South Bend- IV-A 205,058 Pennsylvania:
Terre Haute - - IV-B 105,160 Altoona- IV-B 139, 514

Massachusetts: Erie ------------------- IV-A 219,388
Fall River- IV-A 139, 400 Johnstown IV-B 291, 354
Lawrence-TV-B 125,935 Philadelphia- IV-A 3,671,048
Lowell - -------- TV-A 143,100 Pittsburgh- IV-A 2,213, 236
New Bedford- IV-A 157,100 Reading- IV-A 255. 740

Michigan: Scranton- IV-B 257, 396
Battle Creek -IV-A 120,800 Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton - IV-B 392, 241
Muskegon- IV-A 121, 500 Puerto Rico:

Minnesota: Duluth-Superior. IV-A 151,200 Mayaguez -------- T- IV-B 87,300
Missouri: St. Louis- IV-A 1,681, 281 Ponce- TV-B 126,000
New Jersey: San Juan- IV-A 465,000

Atlantic City- IV-A 139, 000 Rhode Island: Providence.-- IV-A 737, 203
Paterson- IV-A 1,040,600 Tennessee:

New Mexico: Albuquerque- IV-A 145,673 Chattanooga- IV-A 246,453
New York: , Knoxville ----------- IV-A 337, 105-

Albany-Schenectady- Washington: Tacoma- IV-A 275,876
Troy- IV-A 514, 490 West Virginia:

Buffalo- IV-A 1,089, 230 Charleston- IV-B 322,072
Utica-Rome- IV-A 284, 262 Huntington-Ashland - I--- TV-A 245, 795

North Carolina: Wheeling-Steubenville ---- IV-A 354, 092
Asheville -T----- IV-A 124,403 Wisconsin: Racine- IV-A 109,585
Durham - TV A 101,639
Winston-Salem- IV-A 146,135

Source of population data: Bureau of the Census.

Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, Division of Reports and Analysis,
Washington 25, D. C., January 28,1955.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen. I think we
have brought out a series of facts which need to be considered.
There is always a tendency for people in Washington to see things
with rosy-colored glasses. I think this has furnished a very healthy
corrective. I want to thank you for taking the time and trouble to
come here.

(The prepared statements of the panel are as follows:)

STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. GOODWIN, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY,
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, TO THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON THIl
EcoNoMIc REPORT, JANUARY 27, 1955

I welcome this opportunity to appear again before your committee. I wish
to discuss with you our experience with regional and industrial unemployment,
some of the conditions which give rise to local unemployment, and programs
which are designed to deal with these problems. I would also like to submit,
in a few days, a somewhat more detailed statement relating to regional and
industrial unemployment over the past year.

A year ago in January claims activities were rising substantially more than
seasonally, and instead of declining in February as it usually does, insured
unemployment continued to rise through March and April to 2,181,000. There-
after, the average weekly volume declined steadily to less than 1.5 million
in November.

The rise in insured unemployment was accompanied by a rise in the number
of claimants exhausting unemployment benefits. The number of exhaustions
rose from 94,000 in January to 171,000 in August and then tapered off to 152,000
in December. The total number of exhaustions for the year was 1,762,000. As
may be expected, the largest volumes of exhaustions generally occured in those
States which experienced the heaviest levels of insured unemployment.
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The economy began to improve this past fall, and the seasonal increase
in insured unemployment, which usually begins in November, did not develop
this year until December when the volume moved up to 1.7 million. Further-
more, the rise this year was somewhat smaller than usual.

During 19.54, $2 billion in benefits was paid to about 6.6 million individuals
under State unemployment-insurance programs, as compared with $962 milliog
paid to 4.2 million individuals in 1953.

It is too early to tell yet what January will show but insured uneiuploymenl
rose as usual in the first week to 1,857,000. Normally insured unemployment
begins to turn down toward the end of January and early February.

The volume of insured unemployment varied widely among different regions,
States, and areas over the past year. The largest volumes of insured unemploy-
ment were experienced in the middle Atlantic and east north central region.
which account for about half of the covered workers of the Nation and which
have a heavy concentration of durable goods manufacturing. In these regionq
which include NewV York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, and Wisconsin. cutbacks in such industries as steel, autos, military'
hardware, heavy industrial machinery, machine tools, railroad equipment, and
farm machinery contributed significantly to insured unemployment levels. Cur-
tailinents in apparel manufacturing also caused some unemployment in New
York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.

The highest rates of insured unemployment, as distinct from the numbers of
workers involved, were experienced in West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, New Hampshire, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Maine, and Rhode Island.

THE PROBLEM OF LOCALIZED UNEMPLOYMENT: EXTENT AND CAUSE

While the State figures on insured unemployment provide a valuable indicator
of the relative impact of unemployment among different sections of the country,
they do not, of course, tell the whole story about the problem of localized
unemployment. The Bureau of Employment Security, classifies 149 major local
areas to their relative degree of unemployment.

Our January 1955 classification shows that 105 areas which account for
close to 80 percent of the 32.5 million nonfarm wage and salaried workers
surveyed had only moderate unemployment. Some 44 other major areas had
substantial unemployment and were classified in group IV in January. Of
these, 35 had between 6 and 12 percent of the work force unemployed; the other
9 had unemployment in excess of 12 percent. About one-third of the Nation's
total unemployment is centered in areas classified in group IV.

At this point, I wish to emphasize that not all of these areas are confronted
with long-term unemployment problems. A very large share of the more than
1 million unemployed workers in the group IV areas are concentrated in areas
with short-run unemployment problems, stemming from temporary dislocations
in specific industries. No single cause can fully explain serious unemployment in
some areas while the Nation as a whole is generally prosperous. Several con-
tributory factors, however, can be isolated. Among these are:

1. Short-run cutbacks in consumer demand for certain products.-The Detroit
and Pittsburgh areas early in 1954 illustrate the effects of such cutbacks in the
auto and steel industries.

2. Long-term loss of an industrp's competitive market position.-Employment
in some areas has been declining over long periods of time because of the inroads
of competing products upon the market position of basic local industries. This
has frequently been accompanied by geographic shifts of the industries affected.
Many textile areas in New England have experienced this problem. Many Penn-
sylvania anthracite coal-mining areas such as Scranton, Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton,
and Pottsville have suffered employment losses due to. competition from other
fuels.

3. Ehehaustion or depletion of natural rcsources.-Coal-mining areas, where the
most accessible veins have been exhausted or depleted, have been hardest hit.
To a lesser extent areas dominated by such industries as lead, zinc, and silver
mining, and lumber have also developed labor surpluses as a result of the de-
pletion of natural resources.

4. Technological changes.-Changes in methods of production or materials
used for certain items have resulted in substantial labor surpluses in some
areas. For exaimple, the changeover from cotton cord to nylon cord in rubber
tires has created heavy unemployment in the Cedartown-Rockmart area of
Georgia. Similarly, the change to diesel engines has contributed to labor sur-
pluses in the important railroad and locomotive repair center of Altoona, Pa.
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5. Lack of an adequate induistrial base.-In some areas locally available em-
ployment opportunities are not sufficient to support a growing population and
labor force on a year-round basis. Among these are the seasonal resort areas of
Atlantic City, N. J., Asheville, N. C., or Ronceverte-White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va.; the tobacco processing centers of Durham and Winston-Salem, N. C.;
and the Great Lakes shipping ports of Duluth, Minn., and Superior, Wis.

6. Shifts in Goverrnment activities.-Some areas are or have been in the labor
surplus category because of changes in emphasis of our defense program. Cut-
backs in ordnance requirements over the past 2 years for example, have con-
tributed significantly to the development of surplus conditions in many small
areas.

PROGRA'MS TO ALLEVIATE UNEMPLOYMENT

To over 40 million workers the first line of defense against unemployment is
unemployment insurance. It is "automatic" in the sense that it goes into effect
without requiring special State or Federal action. It directly supports the pur-
chasing power of those seeking work and it is of known amount and duration
so that recipients and the communities in which they live can plan their own
actions with a full knowledge of the facts.

In addition to the system of State unemployment insurance laws which oper-
ate in all States, the District of Columbia, Hawaii. and Alaska. there is Federal
legislation providing unemployment insurance for railroad workers, Korean
veterans. and civilian employees of the Federal Government.

As recommended by the President, State unemployment-insurance programs
should be improved by broadening coverage and by increasing the amount and
duration of benefits. The Secretary of Labor has communicated with the State
governors urging that action be taken to revise State, laws so that they may
more adequately carry out the basic objectives of a sound unemployment-insurance
system. I want to emphasize that unemployment insurance is "a first line of
defense" and is one of the built-in economic stabilizers. Unemployment insur-
ance in itself does not spark a resumption of economic activity but it provides
time for other programs to get underway.

The nature of the unemployment problem and the kind of action required to
deal with the problem differ from one locality to another. For this reason, the
primary responsibility for dealing with localized unemployment problems rests
with the local community whose resources and facilities must be coordinated to
overcome the conditions which give rise to the unemployment. . State govern-
ments share with local governments the responsibility for cooperating with the
local community groups to develop action programs which will bring about
economic diversification and stimulate employment opportunities. The role of
the Federal Government is to cooperate with State and local governments in
these efforts. It brings to bear its technical resources in helping to determine
the character of the problem and it helps to develop courses of action to deal
with the problem. In addition to its general national economic policies and
programs, it modifies its own operations and activities to provide assistance to
local areas experiencing serious unemployment.

Federal programs to alleviate unemployment in labor-surplus areas include
three broad fields of activity: technical assistance to the States and the com-
munities primarily through the Departments of Commerce and Labor; certain
special provisions in procurement policies benefiting bidders from areas of sub-
stantial labor surplus; and assistance through accelerated tax amortization to
benefit new or expanded plants necessary to strengthen the mobilization base
located in areas of labor surplus.

In addition, programs that are not directly linked to area unemployment may
be of some assistance to areas of substantial labor surplus. These include the
program for urban renewal under the Housing Act of 1954: Federal assistance
for school, road, and hospital construction; the construction or expansion of
Federal installations such as Atomic Energy Commission plants and Defense
Department installations, and the programs of the Small Business Administra-
tion. Unemployment is also a consideration in adjusting many other broad
Federal programs such as foreign-trade policy and the development of river
basins and harbors, and flood control.

The program of the Department of Labor with regard to local area unemploy-
ment includes both the determination and publication of the facts and technical
assistance through the State employment security agencies to the communities
themselves in organizing their own community resources. Forty-two State unem-
ployment insurance laws specifically provide for programs to alleviate and
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prevent unemployment. The community employment development program is now
one of the important programs in the employment security system. In a typical
situation a representative from the Department of Labor is sent to assist State
technical staffs and the local office manager in a thorough review of the facts
concerning a locality's labor market, the basic causes of the unemployment, and
the employment outlook as far forward as key employers in the area can esti-
mate their labor requirements. The local office manager. with the assistance of
the Department's representative, stimulates local civic leaders, key employers,
and major union leaders to cooperate in working out an overall program for the
community. This program lays heavy stress on developing further the assets
of the community and correcting weaknesses. It points generally to the types
of industries that are necessary not only to provide additional employment but
to balance the local economy. Primary stress in all of this work is laid upon
local responsibility and local initiative.

The Department of Commerce, through its Area Development Division, works
closely with us in providing assistance to communities of substantial unemploy-
ment. The Department of Commerce representative will, I am sure, elaborate
on the activities of his Department.

Federal procurement policies to assist areas of substantial labor surplus have
now been extended to include offshore procurement. These policies include
Defense -Manpower Policy No. 4, as amended in November 1953, and Executive
Order 105S2, which modifies the application of the Buy American Act. Under
DMIP-4, a procurement agency may set aside a portion of a procurement for
the specific purpose of offering it to firms in labor surplus areas at an acceptable
price determined through free competitive bidding. While this program has
not resulted in the redirection of a large volume of contracts to such areas, the
wide dissemination of the list of labor surplus areas has resulted in manufac-
turers in these areas receiving more attention. The total volume of contracts
secured by them has been significant. From January 1, 1954, to September 30,
1954, a total of over $900 million in Defense Department contracts was placed
in surplus-labor areas.

On December 17, 1954. the President issued Executive Order 10582 to expand
offshore procurement. However, the order permits the rejection of a foreign bid
in any situation where the domestic low bidder would produce most of the
materials in areas of substantial labor surplus, providing such action is deter-
mined to be in the national interest. This policy is still too new to measure
its results.

A more basic program is the granting of additional accelerated tax amortiza-
tion to firms that locate in areas of substantial labor surplus. The program is
more basic since it creates a perlnanent business activity. This policy was
initiated in November 1953 by the Office of Defense Mobilization and came after
a great volume of applications had already been processed, so that relatively
few industries remained eligible for accelerated amortization. Nevertheless,
through December 1954 some 31 facilities involving a total capital investment
of $204 million have been certified for areas of substantial labor surplus. These
facilities, when completed, are expected to provide jobs directly for nearly 9,000
workers. As we all know, such employment will create secondary jobs in trade,
service, and other supporting activities.

RECENT PROGRAM nEvELOPMlENTS

Some months ago the Council of Economic Advisers set up a task force to
examine and evaluate programs designed to assist areas of substantial labor
surplus. The President's Economic Report recognized that the procurement
and tax amortization policies have been of rather limited assistance, hut recoin-
mended their continuation. Further, the report strongly urged the strengthening
of the technical assistance progrnams. especially those conducted by the De-
partments of Commerce and Labor.

The Department of Labor is reviewing past experience in this field and what
can be done to assist areas experiencing substantial unemployment. It is
obvious, however, that the initiative and responsibility of the local community
and State governments are of basic importance in resolving localized unem-
ployment problems.
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SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY ROBERT C. GOODWIN, DIRECTOR, BUREAU
OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, UNITED STATES DEPARTIMENT OF LABOR, TO THE JOINT
COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT

REGIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL UNEMPLOYMENT IN 1954

In 1954 the economy moved to a more normal peacetime pattern. The transi-

tion involved major adjustments in broad sectors of the economy, particularly
during the earlier part of the year. This statement will summarize some of

these adjustments on a national basis as they were revealed by unemployment
insurance activity, and will indicate the different regional, State, and area

experience during the year. Selected statistical data and charts are appended.
The year 1954 began with claims activities rising substantially more than

seasonally. Normally both new and insured unemployment rise at the begin-
ning of the year as a result of the postholiday contraction in trade and services,.
and the further curtailment in outdoor work. In 1954. however, the rise was

accelerated by a mounting volume of nonseasonal layoffs resulting from overall
adjustments in inventory-demand relationships.

Initial claims, which indicate new unemployment among covered workers,
rose from an average of 346,500 per week in December 1953 to 416,500 in January
1954, a postwar high for the month.

Insured unemployment (representing completed weeks of unemployment),
which normally begins to decline toward the end of January and early February.
in 1954 edged up through March and April to 2,181,000-the highest April
average in the postwar period. During these months, the unemployment among
covered workers was mainly concentrated in durable-goods manufactures such
as autos, military hardware, steel, heavy industrial machinery, machine tools.
railroad equipment, and farm machinery. Soft-goods industries such as apparel.
textiles, and shoes also contributed to the claims load, although to a lesser
extent.

Initial claims began to decline seasonally in February, reaching a low of
265,000 in November and averaging 303,500 per week for the year, as com-
pared to a weekly average of 218,300 in 1953. Insured unemployment, by
late spring, began to indicate that the economic decline was leveling out. Normal
seasonal influences were beginning to dominate the Nation's labor markets to
a greater extent than earlier in the year and the employment situation ill
general was showing evidences of more stability. Insured unemployment began
a steady decline after April as record levels of construction activity, gains in
other outdoor work, and some improvements in soft goods and a number of
durable-goods industries eased the job situation. Generally, the employment
situation evidenced marked stability during the summer months of 1954, while
the fall brought unmistakable evidences of some recovery.

Insured unemployment continued downward in the fall months, reflecting
improvements in trade and manufacturing and the continuing high level of
building activity. A number of industries which had been experiencing market
uncertainties showed evidences of increased strength-including steel, machinery,
furniture, apparel, and textiles. However, claims arising from the automobile
industry indicated sizable layoffs as a result of the earlier, and longer than
usual, model changeover period. By the latter part of October and November.
automobile manufacturers had recalled thousands of workers from insured
unemployment status, and automobile plants were fast resuming full production.
The significant rise in automobile output stimulated many related industries.
As a result, in sured unemployment, which normally rises in November, this
year registered a slight decline, averaging 1,463,000 for the month. As a result
of normal seasonal influences, the weekly volume rose in December-to 1,463,000,.
and the rise continued in the early weeks of January.

On a seasonally adjusted basis, insured unemployment continued to decline
in October, November, and December, although the unadjusted figures indicated
no change between October and November and a sharp rise of 200,000 in Decem-
ber (see appendix 1).

For 1954 as a whole, insured unemployment averaged 1.857,000, as against
988,000 in the preceding year. However, while the 1954 level was nearly twice
that of 1953, it was about 100,000 under the weekly average in 1949, the previous
year of heavy insured unemployment volumes.
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CLAIMANTS EXHAUSTING BENEFIT RIGHTS

The increased volume of insured unemployment in 1954 was accompanied by

a rise in the number of claimants exhausting their benefit rights. The number
of exhaustions rose rapidly in the early part of the year reaching 156,000 in April,
and then showed a more gradual rise to 171,000 in August. Thereafter the vol-
ume of exhaustions tapered off to 141.000 in November and then showed a moder-

ate seasonal increase to 152,000 in December. The total number of exhaustions
for the year was 1,762,000, compared with less than 759,000 in 1953. The largest
volumes of exhaustions were generally experienced among the States having the
heaviest levels of insured unemployment. In 1954, there were 200,000 exhaus-
tions in Pennsylvania and more than 100,000 each in New York and Michigan.
Other States with more than 75,000 exhaustees during the year were Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio, New Jersey, Massachusetts, and California. (See appendix 2.)

Employment security records contain no evidence of how long claimants who
exhaust their benefit rights remain unemployed, since such persons are not
required to appear regularly at local offices once they have used up their bene-

fits. Thus without special comprehensive surveys it cannot be definitely deter-
mined how many of those who have exhausted their benefits are still unem-

ployed at a given time, that is, not working and still seeking work.

PARTIAL UNEMPLOYMENT

Approximately 7 percent of the insured unemployed workers in 1954 claimed
benefits for partial unemployment, as compared to nearly 9 percent in 1953. The
decline in the relative number of claimants who were partially employed re-

flected, in part, a change between 1953 and 1954 in the economic outlook. During
a large part of 1953 layoffs were frequently of very short duration resulting from
temporary impediments in the production process. Consequently, employers
tended to maintain their work force on a part-time or a partial week basis. As
production and employment declined in the early part of 1954, however, layoffs

both increased in number and in duration and the proportion of partial unem-
ployment to total unemployment among insured workers declined.

WOMEN AMONG THE INSURED UNEMPLOYED

There was a smaller proportion of women among the insured unemployed in

1954 than there was in 1953. Women comprised about 36 percent of the insured
unemployed in 1954, as compared to 41 percent in the previous year. The pro-
portion of women was lower because the major employment declines in 1954
occurred in durable goods manufacturing where the bulk of the work force is
male. Moreover, many light industries which normally employ large numbers

of women fared relatively well during the year. There was considerable varia-

tion among the States in the proportion of women among the insured unemployed.
The heaviest ratios were in the New England States, New Jersey, the Carolinas,

Georgia, and Florida, where such industries as textiles, apparel, leather products,

and tobacco processing, which normally employ a high proportion of women,
are important.

REGIONAL AND STATE DEVELOPMENTS DURING 1954

The largest volumes of insured unemployment during much of the year pre-

vailed mainly in the Middle Atlantic and East North Central regions which

account for about half of the covered workers of the Nation and have a heavy

concentration of durable goods manufacturing. (See appendix 3.) In these

regions, which include New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin, cutbacks in a variety of heavy industries such

as steel, autos, industrial machinery, machine tools, railroad equipment, and

farm machinery contributed significantly to insured unemployment levels, par-
ticularly during the earlier part of the year. A considerable part of Pennsyl-
vania's unemployment was attributable to weaknesses in coal mining, while eur-

tailments in apparel manufacturing contributed to the loads in New York and

New Jersey as well as in Pennsylvania.
New York had the highest volume of insured unemployment in the Nation

during 1954, with a weekly average of 239,000. The weekly volume of insured

unemIloyment in this State reached a peak of 279,000 in June, with the ap-
parel, machinery, fabricated metals, leather, and carpet industries contributing

substantially to this load. The summer and fall months witnessed an improve-
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ment, with the weekly volume of insured unemployment falling to 184,500 in
September and October. Toward the end of the year insured unemployment
moved upward as a result of normal seasonal influences. Despite the high
volume, the rate of insured unemployment for New York State for the year
as a whole was about the same as that for the Nation-5.3 percent.

Pennsylvania had the second highest volume of insured unemployment during
the year-a weekly volume of 220,000. The peak was reached in April and May
as a result of curtailments in primary metals, construction, anthracite mining,
fabricated metals, electrical machinery, and apparel. The weekly average of
insured unemployment in the State thereafter dropped steadily until December
and then showed a small seasonal rise. The 7-percent rate of insured unemploy-
ment in Pennsylvania was well above the national average.

Illinois and Michigan had nearly equally heavy volumes of insured unemploy-
ment in 1954, with average weekly levels of 129,000 and 113,000 respectively.
Illinois experienced its peak volume in May when curtailments in coal mining,
apparel, leather, fabricated metals, machinery, and electrical equipment con-
tributed sizably to the load. Thereafter, as improvements occurred in most of
the State's important industries, the volume of insured unemployment declined
steadily until December. As was the case in most other States, the volume of
insured unemployment rose in December but the increase was of moderate pro-
portion and mainly attributable to the usual seasonal forces. Michigan experi-
enced two peaks in the weekly volume of insured unemployment. The first peak
was reached in March, when layoffs in fabricated metals, machinery and some
layoffs in the automobile industry raised unemployment loads. Unemployment
then declined through June; thereafter, a rise occurred which continued through
September when the average weekly volume reached a high for the year of 159,100.
The high volumes in this period were primarily due to curtailments in the auto
industry which was experiencing an earlier-thAn-usual and longer-than-usual
model changeover period. In each of the last 3 months of the year insured
unemployment in Michigan dropped substantially reflecting the resumption of
full production of 1955 models in automobile manufacturing and the favorable
effect this had on related industries. By December the volume of insured
unemployment in Michigan was less than one-half what it had been in September.
The Michigan rate of insured unemployment for the year as a whole was 6.2
percent while the rate in Illinois was the same as the national average at 5.2
percent.
-The only other States in the east north central and middle Atlantic regions

with insured unemployment levels of substantially more than 50,000 per week
were Ohio, with 97,000, and New Jersey, with 83,000. Ohio reached its peak
unemployment insurance load during the year in March, primarily because of
employment reductions in the rubber and tire industries, and some curtailments
in autos and in primary metals, fabricated metals, nonelectrical machinery, and
ordnance. The annual rate of insured unemployment for the State was 3.9
percent, well below the national average. In New Jersey the peak volume of
insured unemployment was reached in May and was largely attributable to cut-
backs in apparel, autos, ordnance, and electrical machinery. For the year as
a whole, New Jersey's rate of insured unemployment was 5.7 percent-only
slightly above the national average.

California and Massachusetts also experienced substantial volumes of insured
unemployment during the year (averaging 136,000 and 68,000, respectively)
although both States had unemploymene rates that were well below the national
average.

The highest annual rates of insured unemployment, as distinct from the
numbers of workers involved, were experienced in West Virginia, Kentucky,
Rhode Island, Tennessee, Mississippi, New Hampshire, Oregon, Maine, and Penn-
sylvania. The rates in these States ranged from approximately 7 percent in
Maine; Oregon, and Pennsylvania to a high of 10.9 percent in West Virginia
and 10.3 percent in Kentucky. On a broad regional basis, the east south central
region and the middle Atlantic region had the highest rates of insured unemploy-
ment during the year. On the other hand, the rates of insured unemployment for
the west north central, west south central, and mountain regions were substan-
tially below the national average of 5.2 percent.
-Depressed conditions in coal mining contributed to the high rates in Penn-

sylvania, Kentucky, and-West Virginia. The latter two States were also affected
by the return of displaced workers from nearby industrial States. Tennessee's
rate reflected layoffs in such industries as chemicals, textiles, apparel, ordnance,
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and tobacco. Mississippi was affected.by declines in nonmanufacturing indus-
tries and in apparel. In Rhode Island unemployment in textiles, costume jew-
elry, and in machinery were mainly responsible for the high rate of unemploy-
ment while Maine and New Hampshire felt the effects of cutbacks in textiles
and leather goods. Oregon's heavy rate resulted primarily from rises in unem-
ployment in the logging and lumber industry.

In the first week of January 1955 when both the level and rate of insured
unemployment normally approaches a peak, there were 10 States with insured
unemployment rates of 5 percent or more (see appendix 4). These States
included Oregon, Washington, Kentucky, West Virginia, Tennessee, and Missis-
sippi, whose insured unemployment rates had remained consistently high during
much of 1954. Three additional States-Maine, Rhode Island, and Pennsyl-
vania-which had also experienced consistently high rates of insured unemploy-
ment during 1954, reported unemployment rates of approximately 7 percent in
early 1955.

AREA DEVELOPMENTS IN 1954

The employment and unemployment developments of the past year reflected
changes in the employment situation in practically all of the country's leading
production and employment centers. Area unemployment levels, which had
been rising slowly throughout the autumn of 1953, increased sharply as the year
1954 got underway. In the 2 months preceding January 1954, more than nine-
tenths of the 149 major labor markets covered by the BES regular area classifi-
cation program reported increases in their jobless rolls. Reflecting these
changes, the Bureau's January 1954 area classification indicated that only about
one-third of the 149 major areas continued to have a tight, or balanced, labor
supply (groups I or II classifications) during that month, with the remaining
two-thirds reporting some labor surplus-groups III and IV (see appendix 6).
The number of areas in group I and II had been nearly equal to those in groups
III and IV during most of 1953.

Unemployment continued to climb in most areas during the winter and early
spring months of 1954 as employment declines, previously limited to a few
selected lines, such as autos and farm machinery, spread to a wide range of
industries. Major centers of production for steel and steel products, ordnance
materials, nonferrous metals, shipbuilding, electronics and electrical equipment,
tires and tubes, and textiles all reported measurable job decreases. These
employment declines and unemployment increases resulted in large-scale shifts
in area classifications in the early months of 1954. Labor supply classifications:
of 45 of the 149 major areas were changed between January and March-by
far the largest number of changes for any single classification period since the
present system was inaugurated in July 1951. All of the shifts were to categories
reflecting a loosening labor supply. Between March and May, another 21 areas,
were transferred to categories reflecting higher unemployment.

By mid-May, when the trend toward looser labor supply was arrested, only
16 major areas remained in the balanced category, as compared with 49 at
the beginning of the year; none continued to be classified as a group I area of
overall labor shortage. Although there was only a minor increase in the num-
ber of moderate surplus group III areas between January and May (from 79 to
82), the number of areas with a relatively substantial surplus increased markedly
during the period, from 20 to 51. Such key centers as Detroit, Philadelphia, Pitts-
burgh, St. Louis, and Buffalo were among those placed in group IV at that time.

In mid-May also, the group IV category was split into two separate group-
ings (IV-A and IV-B) in order to isolate areas with the most serious unemploy-
ment problems. The group IV-B category was used to designate areas with
very substantial labor surpluses-where unemployment (apart from seasonal
and temporary factors) affects about 12 percent or more of the area's work force.
Seven major areas were placed in group IV-B in May.

The year-long downtrend in area employment totals began to level off between
May and July. Three-fifths of the 149 major labor markets reported employ-
ment gains over this 2-month period. While seasonal pickups in construction-
a bulwark to the economy of most areas during all of the past year-and other
outdoor activities provided the primary impetus for the rise, manufacturing em-
ployment also increased in almost half of the areas. Unemployment continued
to trend upward in many areas, however, where the usual influx of students and
graduates into the labor force, as schools closed for the summer, more than off-
set the rise in employment. On balance, these diverse trends had little net effect
on the overall labor supply situation in most job centers. Only five areas changed
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classification between May and July, in contrast to the sweeping classification
changes reported earlier in the year.

Employment conditions in most of the Nation's key employment centers re-
mained relatively stable during the midsummer. Unemployment edged down-
ward between July and September, except in a few areas mainly producing auto-
mobiles, nonelectrical machinery, steel, and coal. The area unemployment
decreases, while widespread, generally continued to be on a small scale during
this period, however. As in the preceding 2 months, few localities reported
sufficient change in their unemployment level to significantly affect their overall
labor supply-demand situation. As a result, classifications of only 6 major areas
were revised between July and September; 4 of these changes were to categories
indicating a smaller volume of unemployment and tighter labor supply. This
period marked the first since May 1953 that the number of areas which shifted
to more favorable ratings outnumbered those reflecting a higher level of unem-
ployment.

The late autumn months (mid-September to mid-November) were character-
ized by a continued slow improvement in employment conditions in most of the
149 leading production centers. While seasonal factors again represented a
predominant influence, many areas reported better-than-seasonal downtrends
in unemployment since early fall. Large-scale call backs by auto plants as pro-
duction on the 1955 model cars got under way contributed significantly to these
declines. Employment increases in steel, metal products, and electrical machinery
were also noted in some areas, with gains stemming, in part, from the pickup
in demand for auto components. Manufacturing employment, measuring on anj
overall basis, reached its high point of the year in mid-November. Initial hirings
of extra workers by trade and service establishments getting ready to handle
peak-volume Christmas traffic were, of course, also a factor in the year-end
employment gains.

These improvements were reflected in a shift to more favorable classification
ratings for 3 major areas between September and November, while only 1 area
was reclassified to a category indicating a higher level of unemployment. The
November area classifications marked the first time since early spring that
fewer than 50 major employment centers were listed in labor supply groupings
denoting a relatively substantial or very substantial labor surplus (groups IV-A
and IV-B). Coal, steel, auto, and textile producing centers continued to account
for a large share of the areas still classified group IV in November.

As the year l9-54 drew to a close. Christmas hiring in trade and service, and
the recall of automotive manufacturing workers, increased end-of-1954 employ-
ment totals to the high point for the year in many areas. Some rise in unemploy-
ment was reported in early January 1955, however, reflecting usual winter-
season curtailments in construction and other outdoor activities. Despite these
seasonal curtailments, the trend toward an overall improvement in area job
market conditions continued. Employment increases in auto plants again played
a major role in this improvement, w ith gains in primary steel products and
machinery also noted in some centers. In a number of instances, however, in-
creases in production were accompanied by increases in hours of work, rather
than in employment. A few areas reported that new defense contracts were
contributing to recent additions in employment.

In mid-January 1955, the employment outlook for manufacturing industries-
particularly in the durable goods sector-appeared to be the most favorable in
recent months. Employer hiring plans, as reported to local public employment
offices near the turn of the year, pointed to continued job gains to early spring in
motor-vehicle manufacturing, aircraft, primary iron and steel production, and
farm machinery. Employment increases were also expected in furniture and
"service-industry and household machinery"-a group which covers such major
household appliances as refrigerators, washing machines. air conditioners, sewing
machines, and vacuum cleaners. Apparel and shoe producers were also sched-
uling some additional hires over the next few months.

Six major areas (including Detroit) were reassigned in January to classifica-
tion categories denoting a smaller volume of unemployment and tighter labor
supply. Improved conditions in several other areas did not result in classifica-
tion changes because employment gains in basic industries were obscured by
seasonal increases in unemployment. For the first time in the past 3 years the
number of areas moving to more favorable ratings between November and
January outnumbered those moving to categories reflecting a higher level of
unemployment. (See appendix 7.)
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THE PROBLEM OF LOCALIZED UNEMPLOYMENT: EXTENT AND CAUSES

The January 1955 classification shows that 105 areas-which account for close
to 50 percent of the 32.5 million nonfarm wage and salaried workers in the 149
major areas regularly surveyed-had only moderate unemployment as the new
year-opened. Some 44 other major areas had substantial unemployment and were
classified in group IV in January. Of these, 35 had between 6 and 12 percent
of the work force unemployed; the other 9 had unemployment in excess of 12
percent.

As indicated previously, the number of major areas with substantial labor sur-
plus has receded to some extent over the past 6 months. At the high point in
July 1954; some 53 major areas were listed in group IV as compared with 44
today. Among the important industrial centers dropped from the substantial
unemployment category during this period were such areas as Detroit; the
Davenport-Rock Island-Moline area in Iowa and Illinois; Kenosha, Wis.; and
San Antonio, Tex. There has been some increase in the number of smaller areas
in group IV during this period. This increase does not necessarily reflect current
economic trends or recent changes in local economic conditions, however, since
the number of smaller group IV areas depends to some degree on the extent to
which the Department of Labor is requested to undertake special surveys.

As has been true during most of the past several years, areas dominated
by the coal mining and textile industries were heavily represented on the
group IV list in January. Employment in these two industries has been declin-
ing since 1948. Several auto- and steel-producing centers-despite the recent
overall improvement in these activities-also continued to be characterized by
substantial labor surpluses. Almost two-thirds of the 144 major and smaller
areas now in the group IV category are located in the following nine States:
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Michigan, Kentucky, Indiana, Massachusetts, New
York, Ohio, and Alabama.

Not all of the group IV areas are confronted with long-term unemployment
problems however. A very large share of the more than 1 million unemployed
workers in the group IV areas are concentrated in areas with short-run un-
employment problems, stemming from temporary dislocations in specific indus-
tries. No single cause can fully explain serious unemployment in some areas
while the Nation as a whole is generally prosperous. Several contributory
factors, however, can be isolated. Among these are: Short-run cutbacks in
consumer demand for certain products; long-term loss of an industry's com-
petitive market position due to the inroads of competing products; exhaustion
or depletion of natural resources; technological changes; lack of an adequate
industrial base to support a growing population on a year-round basis; and
shifts in Government activities such as may occur because of changing emphasis
in the defense program.

How some of these factors have contributed to local labor surpluses is
illustrated in the following brief description of the unemployment problems in
some representative group IV areas.

Altoona, Pa.

* Generally this area has been a one-industry chronic unemployment area
whose economy has depended upon railroad equipment production and mainte-
nance. In recent years, partly because of dieselization, local employment in this
industry has declined sharply.

Atlantic City, N. J.
The chronic labor surplus in this resort-trade area is only temporarily ab-

sorbed at the midsummer seasonal peak. The area is characterized by a
serious lack of industrialization and diversification. The small, local manu-
facturing industry is dominated by apparel.

Cumberlanld, Md.
This area has had a chronic surplus even during periods of peak mobilization,

since there has been little or no industrial expansion to keep pace with popula-
tion growth. the area's four major establishments (rayon, paper, rubber
tires, and railroad shops) are controlled by firms located outside the area.
The local rayon, paper, and tire plants are marginal operations. The com-
petitive market for textiles has necessitated modernization of equipment in the
rayon plant, cutting job totals about in half. Publicity on labor disputes in'
previous years has discouraged new industries.

6 58422--55--17
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Duluth-Superior, Minn.-Wis.
Lack of off-season jobs for workers engaged in the area's dominant activi-ty-lake shipping of iron ore-and lack of diversification of industry are re-sponsible for heavy unemployment in this area. The gradual depletion of thehigh-quality Mesabi ore resources has affected the area, although taconite andother new developments will make more ore shipments possible in the future.On the other hand, the St. Lawrence seaway and the increased utilization ofLabrador and South American ores may have adverse effects on the future of

Duluth.
Glover8ville, N. Y.

Gloversville, N. Y. has experienced declining employment for a number ofyears due to the problems of the local glove industry. A decline in sales of fineleather gloves and competition of foreign glovemakers and manufacturers in theMiddle West tended to depress the economy of this virtually one-industry area.
Lawrence, Mass.

The Lawrence area has had the relatively most severe labor surplus in theNation, with unemployment representing more than 20 percent of labor force
during most of 1954. The longstanding labor surplus, dating from World WarII, has been caused by general decline in wool textiles, the area's major indus-
trial activity. Several important local textile plants have shut down com-pletely or moved out of the area in the past few years. Despite its recent sharp
decline, textiles still remain largest single source of factory employment.
Muskegon, Mich.

The labor-surplus problem in this area is not chronic. However, the Muskegonarea is characterized by sharp economic fluctuations, usually of the boom-and-bust
variety. The area had an extreme shortage of labor during most of World War
,II but had a large surplus during 1949-50 recession. Labor supply had been
relatively well-balanced during most of period since the outbreak of hostilities
in Korea, but cutbacks in both civilian and defense orders-affecting three major
industries (refrigerators, foundries and auto equipment)-pushed the area intogroup IV at end of 1953. More recently, the area improved from group IV-B-very substantial labor-surplus classification to IV-A-substantial surplus rating,
however.
Portland, Oreg.

The unemployment problem in this area is not chronic. During World War
II especially, the area had severe labor shortages because of shipbulding. Inthe postwar period, like most of Pacific Northwest, the Portland areas has had alarge population increase and has not expanded job opportunities at equal pace.Slackening demand for plywood, lumber, other wood products and declines infood processing were chiefly responsible for the sharp drop in employment
which resulted in a group IV classification for the area. Currently, shipbuild-
ing is only of minor importance in area's economy.
Providence, R. I.

The sharp slump in textile employment in recent years is largely responsible for
the persistence of heavy unemployment in the Providence area. Costume jewelryhas succeeded textiles as the area's major factory activity, but this industry is
characterized by sharp seasonal peaks and valleys.
San Juan, Puerto Rico

Government, trade, and service are the largest sources of employment in theSan Juan area, with manufacturing representing only about 12 percent of totalnonfarm jobs as compared with an average of 33 percent for the continental
United States. The local manufacturing industry is largely centered in apparel,
food processing, stone-clay-glass, and furniture. This limited industrialization
has contributed to a severe lack of job opportunities. At the same time, the area's
rapid population growth has induced workers to migrate to the mainland, when
possible. Despite some factory employment pickup in the past year, the area's
unemployment total has remained high.
Scranton, Pa.

The longstanding chronic labor surplus in the Scranton area (primarily males)
reflects the increasing mechanization of coal mines and the declining importance
of anthracite coal to the national economy. An energetic local community de-
velopment program has succeeded in attracting many new industries to the area.
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Despite the construction of 50 new plants, and the expansion of 65 others since
World War II, providing thousands of new jobs, and despite extensive outmigra-
tion to other industrial centers, unemployment in the Scranton area has been
above 12 percent during all of the past year. Many of the new industries which
have located in the area are textile and apparel plants which employ women
primarily. As a result, unemployment among male workers has remained at a
very high level.
Tacoma, Wash.

The Tacoma area has had large population growth in last decade, but expand-
ing job opportunities have failed to keep pace with the population increase. The
area's major industrial activities-logging, lumbering, plywood-are highly sea-
sonad and the area normally develops a substantial labor surplus during the
winter months. Because of the diminishing local supply of saw and peeler logs,
this labor surplus has been more severe during recent years.

APPENDIX I

Average weekly volume for State insured unemployment, unadjusted and
adjusted for seasonal variations, 1954 and 1953

[In thousands]

1954 1953

Month
Unadjusted Seadjusted Unadjusted Seasonally

Undutd Sasonally adjusted

January -------------------------------------- 2,034 1,696 1,156 964
February - ------------------------ 2,170 1,829 1,084 914
March --- --------- --------------- 2,175 1,925 1,014 898
April -2,180 1,975 961 870
May- 2,070 1,950 889 837
June- 1,924 1,888 833 817
July -1,862 1,825 861 844
August -1,692 1,825 816 880
September -1,580 1,993 779 983
October-1,466 1,939 840 1,111
November- 1,463 1,765 1,115 1,345
December- 1,666 1,708 1,509 1,546

Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, Division of Reports and Analysis,
January 31, 1955.
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APPENDIX 2

Number claimants exhausting benefit rights by quarter in 1954, by region and by
State and annual totals in 1953 and 1954 (continental United States)

Region ad StateJanuary April to July to OctobereYeaRegion and State to Mlarch b EJuneeg Septeu- toDecm- 1954 a3r
1 1

Total -349,144 467,042

New England

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut -------

Middle Atlantic

New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

East North Central

Ohio
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin ----------------------

West North Central

Minnesota
Iowa ---------------------------------
Missouri
North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebraska
Kansas --

South Atlantic

Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia
Virginia-
West Virginia-
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia - ----
Florida-

East South Central

Kentucky --- -
Tennessee=
Alabama
Mississippi-

West South Central

Arkans-a
Lousiana
Oklahoma
Texas

Mountain

Montana
Idaho
Wyoming-
Colorado
New Mexico ---- ---
Arizona
Utah
Nevada-

Pacific-

Washington ---
Oregon - --
California

503,730 442,199 1, 762, 115 758, 718

32, 262 37,910 39, 965 35, 967 146, 104 71, 774

4,816 986 2, 549 2, 625 10,976 6,836
1, 529 147 871 2, 863 5, 410 3, 209

665 138 933 1,020 2, 756 1,040
16,892 22, 899 21, 280 18, 145 79, 216 42, 082

6, 812 9, 089 7, 437 5, 265 28,313 14, 335
1, 808 4, 681 0,895 6,049 19, 433 4, 272

61, 192 105, 294 128, 663 118, 756 413,905 174, 069

19, 634 33, 751 41,007 32, 989 127, 381 65, 671
12, 927 20, 990 23, 147 21, 920 78,990 36, 393
28, 631 50, 553 64, 509 63, 841 207, 534 72, 005

96, 124 107, 814 121,967 111,308 437, 213 119, 618

9,473 20, 656 25, 812 22,397 78, 338 13,315
22, 089 30, 030 24,855 16,389 93, 363 21, 711
24,847 8, 419 30. 089 34, 584 97, 939 35, 309
23,055 33, 064 30, 588 26, 261 112,968 27,828
16, 660 15, 645 10, 621 11, 677 54, 605 21,4155

22, 276 31, 846 27, 625 24,814 106, 561 42,669

3,313 6,188 6,174 5,836 21,5 11 10, 254
5, 178 5, 296 3, 600 2, 249 16, 323 7, 716
7,145 11, 335 12,637 11, 507 42, 624 13, 260

397 728 109 428 1,659 1, 146
524 780 211 290 1, 805 907

1,066 2, 204 1, 222 1, 071 5, 563 2, 709
4, 653 5,315 3, 672 3,436 17,076 ' 677

47, 475 56, 559 78,975 64, 335 247, 344 121, 820

747 1, 284 1, 091 946 4, 068 1, 074
7, 491 3, 255 11, 549 9, 068 31, 363 12, 308
1, 249 2, 130 2, 248 1, 669 7, 296 3, 152
9, 661 6, 399 11, 205 7, 486 34, 751 19, 931
3, 933 7, 592 11, 159 11, 676 34, 360 12, 626
7, 215 10, 226 11, 877 8, 271 37, 589 22, 233
6, 657 9, 455 8, 507 6,157 30, 776 14, 511
6, 810 10, 465 10, 743 9, 571 37, 609 15, 941
3, 692 5, 753 10, 596 9, 491 29, 532 19, 954

22, 221 36, 651 46, 278 34, 560 139, 714 62, 605

4, 416 7, 762 11,104 10, 002 33,284 12, 212
6, 664 11, 595 18, 044 11, 852 48, 155 20, 255
6, 317 9, 938 11, 002 8, 660 35,'917 18, 824
4, 824 7, 360 .6 128 4,046 22, 358 11,314

25, 938 37, 499 32, 243 22, 495 118, 175 63, 371

3, 927
6, 354
4,169

11, 488

7, 536

642
1, 887

641
1, 063
1, 002
1, 118

690
493

34,120

9, 237
7, 721

17, 162

6. 691
8, 896
5, 508

16, 404

11, 769

1, 142
2, 405

861
2, 252
1, 448
1, 522
1, 403

736

41, 696

12, 014
8, 910

20, 772

5, 092
9, 003
4, 673

13, 475

7, 058

556
254
487

1. 304
1, 282
1, 428
1, 296

451

20, 956

857
962

19,137

3, 627
5, 979
3, 932
8, 957

5, 616

614
439
392
779
992

1, 066
899
435

24, 348

2, 094
2, 570

19, 684

19, 337
30, 232
18,282
50, 324

31,979

2, 954
4,985
2, 381
5, 398
4, 723
5, 134
4, 288
2, 115

121, 120

24,202
20, 163
76, 755

10,848
16, 139
12, 586
23, 798

54, 509

1, 683
2, 915
1, 190
1,809
1, 871
2, 455
1,809

777

88, 283

17, 572
13, 746
56, 965

Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, Division of Reports and Analysis,
Jan. 26, 1955.



APPENDIX 3

Average weekly insured unemployment under Stale programis, by quarter, and annual averages, 1953 and 1954, eon~tinental United States

1964 -__________________January-December Jnnuary-1)ecem hber
1954 1953

Region anid State January-March April-June July-September October-December

Average Rate I Average Rate I Average Rate I Average Rate'I Average Rate'I Average Rate I

T otal -- - - -- - - - - - - - - -

New England---- -----

N'ew 1tan lpshirc - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
V erm ont. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
M assachusetts-------- ------
R hotle Islanti - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
Connecticut--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

M idtlec Atlantic-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N eow Y ork-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NeT w Jersey -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ronnsylvanla -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

East. North Central-------- ---------
O hio - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
In tliana -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Illino is - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
M ichigan - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
WVisconsin -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

W est North Central--------- --------
M innesota - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Iow a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
151issouri - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N orth 1)akota - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Souitl D akota- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N ebraska .. . . -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -
K ansas - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

South Atlantic -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
D elawrare -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
MI4aryland._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
District of Colmabia ----------- ---
Virginia -- - - - --- - - - - - - -
W est Virginia-- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
North Carolina-- ----- ---- -- ----
South Carolina -------- ---------
Georgia -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

F lorida -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2,120, 114 [ 6.8

168, 617
14,337
9, 763
3, 616

76, 693.
26, 549
27, 6659
676, 462

263,911
89, 312

223, 230
469, 663
168,176
64,410

123,646
121, 694
42, 383

126, 837
36, 612
16, 296
41, 793
4,882
2, 986
8,637

15, 231
226,662

4, 405
26, 410
7,115

22,330
36, 767
64, 384

21, 416
33, 267
14, 039

5.6
8.6
7.3
6. 6
6.2

ii. 1
3. 8
6. 2
5. 8
6. 1
6. 9
5. 2
4.3
6. 1
4.8
6. 5
5.3
6. 1

6. 1
4. 4
4. 7
9. 8
6. 6
4. 3
4.8
5. 3
3.8
4. 1
3.2
3. 9

16.3
7. 6
5. 8
5. 5
2.8

I 2.058.422

162,688
14, 982
12, 269
3,817

74,089
26, 688
31, 964

618, 315
277, 468

91,9(59
248, 887
469, 685
105, 357

57, 296
166,6886
103,9966
32,656

103,428
31, 678

9, 908
45, 121

1,829
1, 122
4, 163
9, 667

239. 698
3. 371

32, 611
5, 789

25, 300
46, 716
66, 747
26,208
33. 668
.15, 769

5. 6

5. 8
8. 4
9. 1
6. 8
6.0

35. 7
4.4
6. 7
6. 1
6. 3
7. 7
5. 2
4. 2
5. 4
6.3
5. 5
4. 0
4.2
6. 2

2. 7
6. 1

3. 7
2. 1
2. 2
3. 0
6. 8

2. 9
5. 1
2. 6
4. 4

12.8
7.8
5. 4
5. 5
3.1

1, 711, 331 4. 8 11,531, 771 4. 3 1, 856, 909 6. 2

134,305
9, 113
9, 803
2, 905

61, 317
19, 638
31, 628
669,868
211, 796

77, 551
226, 621
426, 363

91, 315
46,447

131, 687
335, 256
23, 66
72, 863
17, 797
6,361

38, 007
321
472

2,496
7, 410

205, 837
3, 146

28, 361
4,769

20, 679
36, 653
40, 637
17, 266
29, 633
24, 752

4. 8
6.2
7.4
4. 5
4. 2
8.6
4.4
6.6

4. 7
6.4
7.0
6.0

3. 7
4.6
6.3
7. 5
3. 0
3. 6
3.0
1. 7
4.4
.6
.9

1. 3
2. 4
5. 1
2. 7
4. 5
2.2
3. 7

10.8
5. 7
4.8
4. 9
4.8

120, 882
10, 534
8,695
3, 600

59, 374
13,0618
25, 761

464,304
262,980

73, 698
187, 727
334, 009

81,368
34, 395'
99, 513
91,313
27,430
82, 495
21,932

6, 473
39, 576

1,867
1,009
3, 066
8. 680

156, 667
3,019

21, 253
4, 645

13, 068
28, 658
31, 368
14, 659
23, 706
36, 492

4. 4
6.0
6. 6
9.65

4. 1
5. 7
3. 6
5. 1
4. 5
5. 1
6. 0
3. 9
3. 3
3.4
4.0
5.0
3. 5
3.4
3. 7
1.8
4. 6
3. 6
1.8
1. 6
2. 7
3. 9
2. 6
3.4
2. 1
2.3
8.4
4. 4
4. 1
3. 9
3. 2

144, 122
12, 241
10, 117
3,466

67, 868
21, 223
29,213

542, 238
239,039
83,105

226,094
426, 396

96, 650
60, 637

126, 783
113, 040
31, 360
96,154
27, 965

9, 757
41, 124
2.223
1,397
4, 426

10,222
205, 416

3,485
27, 144

6, 554
20, 344
36,921
46, 784
18, 387
30,034
17, 763

5. 2
7.0
7. 6
6. 4

4. 6
9. 3
4. 1
6.0
5. 3
5. 7
7.0
4. 9
3. 9
5.0
5. 2
6. 2
4. 0
3.90
4. 5
2. 7
4. 7
4. 4
2. 5
2. 4
3. 2
5. 1
3. 0
4. 3
2. 5
3. 6

10. 9
6. 4
6. 1
6.50

3. 4

988,074 2. 7

78,9516 2. 8 IT
8,457 4. 7
0,937 9.2 0
1,490 2.3

40,084 2. 7 0
11,919 6. 0
9,629 1.3

303, 383 3.3 0
158, 798 3. 6
46,164 3.1
98,426 3.1

1CA, 462 1. 9 *

338,219 133 0
18,318 1: 7
66, 742 2. 2
40, 780 2. 2
16,407 2. 0
52, 308 2. 1
14,0668 2.3
8,960 1. 6

29,802 2.4
1, 689 3.4

848 1.6 'd
2, 615 1.4
6,331 2.0

197, 769 2.6 Cn
1, 428 1.2 "-

11, 426 1. 8 j
3, 0256 .

10, 673 1
16,946 4. 6
26.493 316
11, 263 3.0
15, 039 .25 ciT
12,477 2. 5

C-4

�1



Average weekly insured unemployment under Stale programs, by quarter, and annual averages, 1958 and 1954, continental United States-Con. ND

1954
January-December January-December

1954 1953
Region and State January-March April-June July-September October-December

Average Rate I Average Rate I Average Rate I Average Rate I Average Rate I Average Rate I

East South Central - -148,451 9.0 155, 758 9.5 126, 617 7.9 110,527 6.9 135, 338 8.4 68,951 4. 2
Kentucky 45,039 10.3 51,977 11.9 41,558 9.9 35,203 8.4 43,444 10.3 19,719 4.5
Tennessee ---------------------- 54,6II 9.7 54,662 9.7 42, 846 7.7 39,939 7.2 48,015 8.7 23,811 4. 2
Alabama - -28,725 6.5 31,204 7.1 28, 297 6. 5 23, 226 5. 3 27, 863 6.4 15, 662 3. 5
Mississippi ------------------ - 20,076 9. 9 17, 915 8. 8 13,916 7. 0 12,159 6. 1 16,016 8. 0 9,759 4. 8

West South Central ---- - 102, 793 4.1 93,039 3. 7 70, 958 2. 9 67, 305 2. 7 83,524 3. 4 49,911 2.0
Arkansas - -20, 794 8. 7 17, 985 7. 6 13,018 5. 6 12, 622 5. 4 16,105 6. 9 9,853 4.1
Louisiana - - 24,393 4.7 23, 277 4.5 19.140 3.7 17, 324 3.4 21,033 4.1 12,490 2. 4
Oklahoma ------------------------- 17, 814 5.6 14,738 4.7 11,819 3.8 11,957 3.8 14,082 4.5 9,701 3.1
Texas --------------------- ----- - 39,792 2. 8 37, 039 2. 6 26, 980 1.9 25, 403 1. 8 32, 304 2.3 17, 807 1. 2

Mountain ------------------------- 56, 484 5. 9 35, 494 3. 7 21, 768 2. 3 24, 734 2. 6 34, 620 3. 6 20,401 2.1
Montana - - 7,487 7.0 3,755 3.5 1,655 1.5 2,755 2.6 3,913 3.7 2,844 2. 7
Idaho -- 10,830 11.2 4,307 4.4 2,085 2.2 4,095 4. 3 5,329 5.6 3,910 4. 0
Wyoming -- ---------------- ----- 3,246 5.4 2,166 3.6 909 1.5 1,172 2.0 1,873 3.2 689 1.1
Colorado --- - -9,061. 3.8 5,773 2.4 3,176 1.4 3,464 1.5 5,369 2.3 2,569 1.1
New Mexico -- ------- --------------- 6,251 5. 2 4,938 4.1 3,380 2. 9 3,064 2. 6 4,408 3. 7 2,477 2.1
Arizona -- ------------------------------ 6,517 4.5 6,026 4. 2 5,158 3.6 4,334 3. 0 5,509 3. 8 3,535 2. 4
Utah-- 9,443 6. 6 6,225 4. 4 3,922 2. 8 3,671 2. 6 5,615 4.1 3,118 2. 2
Nevada ---------------------------- 3,649 6.8 2,303 4. 3 1,483 2. 7 2,180 4.0 2,404 4.4 1,259 2. 3

Pacific -277,806 7.0 191,017 4.8 140,763 3.6 170, 852 4. 3 195,110 5.0 142,372 3. 6
Washington - ------------ -- --- 59, 029 10. 7 25, 262 4. 6 24,597 4.5 36, 289 6. 6 36, 295 6. 6 27, 872 5. 0
Oregon - -39, 568 12. 0 16,558 5. 0 14, 440 4. 5 20, 795 6. 5 22,840 7.1 19,008 5. 8
California -179,209 5.8 149,196 4.9 101,726 3. 3 113, 767 3.7 135, 975 4.4 95, 472 3.1

I Percent insured unemployment of covered employment.

Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, Division of Reports and Analysis, Feb. 1, 1955.
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APPENDIX 6

Classifications of labor-market areas according to relative adequacy of labor
supply-149 major areas, bimonthly, January 1954-January 1955

Number of areas

Classification groups
January March May July Septem- Novem- January

1954 1954 1954 1954 ber 1954 her 1954 1955

Group I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Group I - - - 49 20 16 16 17 16 15
GroupII ---------------------- 9 95 82 80 81 85 90
Group IV 20 34 51 53 51 48 44

Group Iv-A --- - --- 44 45 42 39 35
Group IV-B - -------- 7 8 9 9 9

Total -- 149- 149 149 149 149 149 149

Distribution of employment in major areas by classification groups-149 major
areas, bimonthly, January 1954-January 1955

Percent of nonagricultural wage and salaried employment

Classification groups
January March May July Septem- Novem- January

1954 1954 1954 1954 ber 1954 ber 1954 1955

Group I -- 0.6 -
Group II 30.6 15.2 7.2 7.3 8.1 7.9 7.3
Group III 64.8 72.1 66. 7 66.1 65. 5 66.8 71.7
Group IV 4.0 12.7 26.1 26.6 26.4 25.3 21.0

Group IV-A l 24. 3 24.9 24.1 22.9 19. 5
Group IV-B - 1.8 2.6 2.53 2.4 1.5

Total - ----------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1959

EXPLANATION OF CLASSIFICATION CODES

Group I-Areas of labor shortage: Areas in which local labor shortages which will impede "essential
activities" exist or are expected to occur in the near future.

Group II-Areas of balanced labor supply: Areas in which current and prospective local labor demand and
supply are approximately in balance.

Group III-Areas of moderate labor surplus: Areas in which current and prospective local labor supply
moderately exceeds labor requirements.

Group IV-Areas of substantial labor surplus: Areas in which current and prospective local labor supply
substantially exceeds labor requirements.

Group IV-A-Areas of substantial labor surplus.
Group IV-B-Areas of very substantial labor surplus.

APPENDIX 7

[Advance release of Bimonthly Summary of Labor Market Developments in Major Areas]

AREA CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY, JANUARY 1955

United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, Division
of Reports and Analysis

The new year opened on a note of optimism in most of the Nation's leading
production and employment centers. Brisk Christmas hiring in trade and serv-
ice plus the large-scale recall of automotive manufacturing workers boosted end-
of-1954 employment totals to the high point for the year in many areas. Some
rise in unemployment was reported in early January, reflecting usual winter
season curtailments in construction and other outdoor activities. The employ-
ment outlook for manufacturing industries-particularly in the durable goods
sector-appears to be the most favorable in recent months. Employer hiring
plans, as reported to local public employment offices near the turn of the year,
point to continued job gains to early spring in motor vehicle manufacturing,
aircraft, primary iron and steel production and farm machinery. Employment
increases were also expected in furniture and service-industry and household
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machinery-a group which covers such major household appliances as refrigera-
tors, washing machines, air conditioners, sewing machines, and vacuum cleaners.
Apparel and shoe producers also scheduled some additional hires over the next
few months. These are the principal findings resulting from the latest survey of
area manpower conditions in 149 major labor markets conducted by the Bureau
of Employment Security in cooperation with affiliated State employment security
agencies.

The survey also indicated that, despite the recent seasonal curtailments in
employment, the trend toward an overall improvement in area job market condi-
tions has been maintained. It was even accelerating slightly as the year 1955
got under way. Employment increases in auto plants as production on the
1955 model run moved into high gear again played a major role in this improve-
msent, with gains in primary steel products and machinery also noted in some
centers. In a number of instances, increases in production were accompanied
by changes in hours of work, rather than employment, however. A few areas
also reported that new defense contracts were contributing to recent additions
in employment.

Revisions in the Bureau of Employment Security January listing of area
classifications according to relative adequacy of labor supply are based on the
improved labor market situation and favorable employment outlook indicated in
the area manpower survey. Six major areas-among them the key industrial
center of Detroit-have been reassigned to classification categories denoting a
smaller volume of unemployment and tighter labor supply. Improved conditions
in several other areas did not result in classification changes because the effects
of employment gains in basic industries were obscured by temporary increases in
unemployment stemming from seasonal influences. Only three areas were
transferred to classification groupings indicating a loosening in labor supply
since the mid-November area classification. For the first time in the past 3 years
the number of areas moving to more favorable ratings between November and
January outnumbered those moving to categories reflecting a higher level of
unemployment.

A summary of Jamnary classifications for the 149 major areas, along with
comparable figures for November and January 1954, is shown in the table below.
The number of smaller areas classified because of the existence of substantial
unemployment during each period is also indicated.

Classification January Novem- January Description of classification1955 ber 1954 1954

Major areas -149 149 149

Group:
I 0 0 1 Areas of labor shortage.
II 1 5 16 49 Areas of balanced labor supply.
III -- 90 85 79 Areas of moderate labor surplus.
IV 44 48 20

IV-A -- - 35 39 ---- Areas of substantial labor surplus.
IV-B3 -- -- - 9 9 Areas of very substantial labor surplus.

Smaller areas:
Group:

IV -- -- 10 97 31

IV-A -- - 55 56 -- - Areas of substantial labor surplus.
IV-B - 45 41 - Areas of very substantial labor surplus.

The turn-of-the-year area classifications highlight the spectacular rise of
automotive production and employment as compared with the reduced levels of
most of the past year. With model changeover schedules of most leading auto
producers already completed by mid-November, production on the 1955 model
cars began to build up very rapidly in the closing weeks of last year. Decem-
ber auto production-according to industry reports-reached an annual output
rate of more than 7Y2 million vehicles; preliminary data indicate that this high
rate of production is being continued into January. These production gains
resulted in very sizable unemployment decreases in a number of key auto centers.
In the Detroit area itself-which accounts for about two-fifths of all auto in-
dustry employment-joblessness has been more than cut in half since early fall.
Other important auto centers reporting moderate-to-sizable unemployment de-
clines during recent weeks were Flint and Lansing, Mich., Fort Wayne and
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South Bend, Ind., Toledo, Ohio, and Kenosha, Wis. Not all of these declines
resulted in changes in area classification, however.

Classification of the following major areas was revised between November
and January:

IV-A to III: Davenport-Rock Island-Moline, Iowa-Ill., Detroit, Mich., Joliet,
Ill., Kenosha, Wis.

II to III: Dayton, Ohio.
IV-B to IV-A: Muskegon, Mich., Providence, R. I.
IV-A to IV-B; Mayaguez, P. R., Terre Haute, Ind.
In addition to these changes, four smaller areas-Harrisburg, Ill., Conners-

ville, Ind., Auburn, N. Y., and Cambridge, Ohio-were added to the list of smaller
group IV areas between November and January. One area-Ann Arbor-Ypsi-
lanti, Mich.-was deleted because it was no longer experiencing substantial
unemployment. The number of smaller group IV areas included on the list does
not necessarily reflect current economic trends or recent changes in local eco-
nomic conditions, since this number depends, to some degree, on the extent to
which the Department of Labor is requested to undertake special surveys. Three
of the new group IV areas (Harrisburg, Ill., Auburn, N. Y., and Cambridge,
Ohio), were classified in the IV-B, very substantial surplus category. The
Burlington, Vt., area, listed as a smaller group IV-A area in November, was also
classified in the IV-B category in January.

MOST AREAS ANTICIPATE JOB GAINS TO EARLY SPRING

Area employer hiring plans to mid-March as reported to local public employ-
ment offices, indicate slight job gains to early spring in about two-thirds of the
areas covered by the survey. Factory industries are expected to account for
the major share of the rise. In many areas, however, scheduled manufacturing
increases may be offset, in part, by the usual wintertime curtailments in seasonal
nonmanufacturing activities.

Durable goods producers-hardest hit by the employment cutbacks of a year
ago-are expected to lead the manufacturing advance, although scheduled gains
in these industries also are not likely to be large. If employer hiring plans ma-
terialize, the auto industry will continue to account for a significant part of the
overall uptrend. Planned employment increases to mid-March are not scheduled
to match the rapid expansion registered during the past few months, however.
The anticipated continued high level of auto production is also reflected in in-
creased employer requirements in several major iron and steel producing centers,
particularly in the Chicago area. Smaller steel gains were also scheduled in
Pittsburgh, Youngstown and Canton, Ohio, and in Johnstown, Pa.

The important aircraft industry-now ranking as one of the Nation's largest
employers of factory workers-was among those planning a modest payroll
expansion to mid-March. On the basis of the information supplied by em-
ployers, the largest increases appear to be in prospect for the key Los Angeles
area, and in Baltimore, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Seattle, and Tulsa, Okla. Among
other durable goods industries, Detroit and Grand Rapids, Mich., Columbus,
Ohio and York, Pa., list prospective expansions in the service-industry and house-
hold machinery group, while the Davenport-Rock Island-Moline area in Iowa
and Illinois is expected to lead the gains in farm machinery. Reports from
key production centers for electrical machinery and shipbuilding indicate that
employment in these industries may edge down slightly during the winter but
should be leveling off by mid-March. In the nondurable goods sector, slight
employment gains are anticipated by apparel and shoe producers, while textiles
and petroleum refining are expected to hold steady.

A brief summary of the factors prompting classification changes for, each of
the areas shifting to new categories between November and January follows:

CHANGED FROM GROUP IV-A TO GROUP III

Detroit, Mich.: Unemployment down by more than 50 percent since autumn
as high level auto production spurs sharp employment pickup. Factory job
totals reach highest level since July 1953. Auto plants, other factory industries
schedule additional gains during first quarter.

Davenport-Rock Island-Moline, Iowa-Illinois: Recent gains in farm ma-
chinery, food processing, service cut area unemployment. Locally important
ordnance holds steady. Pickup in dominant farm machinery plants scheduled
to continue through early spring.
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Joliet, Ill.: Important nonelectrical machinery paces recent employment
increases; transportation, Government hires also contribute. Scheduled em-
ployment uptrend to early spring due to be led by primary metals and machinery.

Kenosha, Wis.: Sharp employment pickup, concentrated in important auto
industry, augmented by slight gains in most other factory activities. Improved
area situations expected to continue with further hiring in autos.

CHANGED FROM GROUP HI TO GROUP m

Dayton, Ohio: Lack-of-order layoffs in home appliances, smaller cutbacks
in electrical machinery, transportation equipment bring factory payroll dip.
Construction, Government also down seaasonally. Some losses to mid-March ex-
pected in rubber products, electrical machinery, machine tools, and construction.

CHANGED FROM GROUP 1V-A TO GROUP IV-B

Mayaguez, P. R.: Area joblessness rises as migrants return from continental
United States and apparel cutbacks due to lack of orders. Further declines in
apparel scheduled; beginning of sugarcane cutting and grinding season not ex-
pected to reduce unemployment significantly by March.

Terre Haute, Ind.: Recent food processing, chemical, other scattered manufac-
turing, construction declines reduce employment, boost area's already substan-
tial number of unemployed. Fabricated metal, seasonal construction, trade
losses likely to cut employment further through early spring.

CHANGED FROM GROUP IV-D TO GROUP IV-A

Muskegon, Mich.: Eighteen-month downtrend in employment halted as new de-
fense orders, demand for auto components spur sizable factory job rise. Out-
migration, other labor force withdrawals also help reduce unemployment. Con-
tinued uptrend in durables in prospect to March, led by primary metals, auto
parts, lumber.

Providence, R. I.: Unemployment decline continues. Rubber products, textiles,
electrical machinery lead recent factory gains. Important textiles schedules up-
trend through early spring; nonelectrical machinery, apparel, instruments also
plan increases.

SMALLER GROUP IV AREAS
Added to Group IV-A List

Connersville, Ind.: Sharp declines in durable-goods manufacturing-centered
in important nonelectrical machinery industry-primarily responsible for cur-
rent substantial labor surplus. Losses in auto parts and fabricated metals also
contribute to jobless increase.

Added to Group IV-B List
Harrisburg, Ill. (classified IV-B in December) : Over-the-year reductions in

mining of fluorspar and bituminous coal, plus retrenchments in trade, boost unem-
ployment to very substantial proportions.

Auburn, N. Y.: Durable goods payrolls drop one-third in past year. Loss
heaviest in ordnance, but cutbacks in other lines (diesel engines, tank parts, air
conditioners) contribute. Past year also marked by shutdown of plants produc-
ing farm machinery, shoes and wood and metal products.

Burlington, Vt. (reclassified from group IV-A): Shutdown of important tex-
tile firm, further defense-item cutbacks, retrenchment in trade boost area jobless-
ness to very substantial labor surplus level. Additional reduction in manufac-
turing and service anticipated.

Cambridge, Ohio.: Joblessness up nearly one-third since year ago as several
local plants leave area. Sizable recent cutbacks in electrical machinery also add
to jobless total.

Removed from Group IV-A
Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti, Mich.: Sharp gains in key auto industry, accompanying

increases in metals and metal products and machinery result in sizable factory
uptrend. Callback of local auto workers to jobs in nearby Detroit area also
contribute to recent unemployment declines.
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Classification of labor mark-et areas according to relative adequacy of labor
supply, January 1955

REGION I

Group II: Hartford, Conn., New Haven, Conn.
Group III: Bridgeport, Conn., New Britain, Conn., Stamford-Norwalk, Conn.,

Waterbury, Conn., Portland, Maine, Boston, Mass., Brockton, Mass., Springfield-
Holyoke, Mass., Worcester, Mass., Manchester, N. H.

Group IV-IV-A: Bristol, Conn.,' Biddeford, Maine,' Fall River, Mass., Fitch-
burg, Mass.,' Lowell, Mass., Milford, Mass.,' New Bedford, Mass., North Adams,
Mass.,' Providence, R. I., Springfield, Va.' IV-B: Lawrence, Mass., South
bridge-Webster, Mass.,' Burlington, Vt.'

REGION II
Group II: Rochester, N. Y.
Group III: Newark, N. J. Perth Amboy, N. J., Trenton, N. J., Binghamton,

N. Y., New York, N. Y., Syracuse, N. Y.
Group IV-IV -A: Atlantic City, N. J., Paterson, N. J., Albany-Schenectady-

Troy, N. Y., Buffalo, N. Y., Hudson, N. Y.,' Oswego-Fulton, N. Y.,' Utica-Rome,
N. Y., San Juan, P. R. IV-B: Amsterdam, N. Y.,' Auburn, N. Y.,' Gloversville,
N. Y.,' Mayaguez, Ponce, P. R.

REGION III
Group II: Richmond, Va.
Group III. Wilmington, Del., Washington, D. C., Baltimore, Md., Charlotte,

N. C., Greensboro-High Point, N. C., Allentown-Bethlehem, Pa., Harrisburg, Pa.,
Lancaster, Pa., York, Pa., Hampton-Newport News-Warwick, Va., Norfolk-Ports-
mouth, Va., Roanoke, Va.

Group IV-IV-A: Asheville, N. C., Durham, N. C., Kinston, N. C.', Waynes-
ville, N. C.', Winson-Salem, N. C., Berwick-Bloomsburg, Pa. ', Erie, Pa., New
Castle, Pa.', Oil City-Franklin-Titusville, Pa.', Philadelphia, Pa., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Reading, Pa., Williamsport, Pa.', Radford-Pulaski, Va.', Clarksburg, W. Va.',
Huntington,W. Va.-Ashland, Ky., Parkersburg, W. Va.', Wheeling, W. Va.-Steu-
benville, Ohio, IV-B; Cumberland, Md.', Altoona, Pa., Butler, Pa.', Clearfield-
DuBois, Pa.', Indiana, Pa.', Johnstown, Pa., Kittanning-Ford City, Pa.', Lock
Haven, Pa. ', Pottsville, Pa.', Scranton, Pa., Sunbury-Shamokin-Mt. Carmel, Pa.',
Uniontown-Connellsville, Pa.', Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton, Pa., Big Stone Gap-Ap-
palachia, Va.', Covington-Clifton Forge, Va.', Richlands-Bluefield, Va.', Beckley,
W. Va. ', Bluefield, W. Va. 1, Charleston, W. Va., Fairmont, WV. Va.', Logan, W.
Va. ', Morgantown, W. Va.', Point Pleasant, W. Va. I, Ronceverte-White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.', Welch, W. Va.'

REGION IV

Group II: Jacksonville, Fla., Atlanta, Ga.
Group III: Birmingham, Ala., Mobile, Ala., Miami, Fla., Tampa-St. Petersburg,

Fla., Columbus, Ga., Macon, Ga., Savannah, Ga., Jackson, Miss., Aiken, S. C.-
Augusta, Ga., Charleston, S. C., Greenville, S. C., Memphis, Tenn., Nashville, Tenn.

Group IV-IV-A: Alexander City, Ala.', Anniston, Ala.', Decatur, Ala. ',
Florence-Sheffield, Ala.', Gadsden, Ala.', Talladega, Ala.', Cedartown-Rockmart,
Ga. 1, Cordele, Ga. 1, Walterboro, S. C. 1, Bristol-Johnson City-Kingsport, Tenm.-
Va.', Chattanooga, Tenn. Knoxville, Tenn. IV-B: Jasper, Ala.', LaFollette-
Jellico-Tazewell, Tenn.', Newport, Tenn.'.

REGION V

Group II: Flint, Mich., Columbus, Ohio.
Group III: Louisville, Ky., Detroit, Mich., Grand Rapids, Mich., Kalamazoo,

Mich., Lansing, Mich., Saginaw, Mich., Akron, Ohio, Cincinnati, Ohio, Cleve-
land, Ohio, Dayton, Ohio, Hamilton-Middletown, Ohio, Lorain-Elyria, Ohio,
Youngstown, Ohio.

Group IV-IV-A: Frankfort, Ky.,' Owensboro, Ky.,' Adrian, Mich.,' Battle
Creek, Mich., Bay City, Mich.,' Benton Harbor, Mich.,' Ionia-Belding-Greenville,
Mich.,' Jackson, Mich.,' Monroe, Mich.,' Muskegon, Mich., Owosso, Mich.,' Port
Huron, Mich.,' Canton, Ohio, Findlay-Tiffin-Fostoria, Ohio,' Mansfield, Ohio,'
Newark, Ohio,' Sandusky-Fremont, Ohio,' Springfield, Ohio,' Toledo, Ohio.
IV-B: Corbin, Ky.,' Hazard, Ky.,' Henderson, Ky.,' Madisonville, Ky.,' Middles-
boro-Harlan, Ky.,' Morehead-Grayson, Ky.,' Paintsville-Prestonsburg, Ky.,' Pike-
ville, Ky.-Williamson, W. Va.,' Iron Mountain, Mich.,' Cambridge, Ohio.'
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REGION VI

Group II: Madison, Wis.
Group III: Aurora, Ill., Chicago, Ill., Davenport, Iowa-Rock Island-Moline,

Ill., Joliet, Ill., Peoria, Ill., Rockford, Ill., Indianapolis, Ind., Minneapolis-St.
Paul, Minn., Kenosha, Wis., Milwaukee, Wis.

Group IV-IV-A: Connersville, Ind.,' Evansville, Ind., Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Muncie, Ind.,' South Bend, Ind., Duluth, Minn.-Superior, Wis., Beaver Dam,
Wis.,' La Crosse, Wis.,' Racine, Wis. IV-B: Harrisburg, Ill.,' Herrin-Murphys-
boro-West Frankfort, Ill.,' Litehfield, Ill.,' Mount Vernon, Ill.,' Michigan City-
La Porte, Ind.,' Terre Haute, Ind., Vincennes, Ind.'

REGION VII

Group IT: Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Des Moines, Iowa, Wichita, Kans.
Group III: Kansas City, MNo., Omaha, Nebr.
Group IV-IV-A: Burlington, Iowa,' Ottnmwa, Iowa,' Joplin, Mo.,' St. Joseph,

Mo.,' St. Louis, Mo., Springfield, Mo.' IV-B: Pittsburg, Kans.'

REGION VIII

Group II: Tulsa, Okla., Dallas, Tex.
Group III: Little Rock-North Little Rock, Ark., Baton Rouge, La., New

Orleans, La., Shreveport, La., Oklahoma City, Okla., Austin, Tex., Beaumont-
Port Arthur. Tex., Corpus Christi, Tex., El Paso, Tex., Fort Worth, Tex., Hous-
ton, Tex., San Antonio, Tex.

Group IV-IV-A: Fort Smith, Ark.', McAlester, Okla.', Muskogee, Okla., Tex-
arkana, Tex.-Ark.'

REGION IX

Group II: Denver, Colo.
Group III: Salt Lake City, Utah.
Group IV-IV-A: Albuquerque, N. Mex.

REGION X

Group III: Phoenix, Ariz., Fresno, Calif., Los Angeles, Calif., Sacramento,
Calif., San Bernardino-Riverside, Calif., San Diego, Calif., San Francisco-Oak-
land, Calif., San Jose, Calif., Stockton, Calif.

Group IV-IV-A: Honolulu, T. H.

REGION XI

Group III: Seattle, Wash., Spokane, Wash.
Group IV-IV-A: Portland, Oreg., Tacoma, Wash.

GEOGRAPHICAL BOUNDARIES OF NEW SMALLER GROUP IV AREAS

(Not Previously Listed in "Directory of Important Labor Market Areas")

Name of Area: Auburn, N. Y., Cambridge, Ohio.
Area definition: All of Cayuga County, N. Y.; all of Guernsey and Noble

Counties, Ohio.
EXPLANATION OF AREA CLASSIFICATIONS

Area classification according to relative adequacy of labor supply are intended
to provide a quick, convenient tool to measure comparative differences in the avail-
ability of labor (and general economic well-being) of the Nation's major produc-
tion and employment centers. These condensed, summary indicators of area labor
market conditions have been widely used by Government agencies and private
organizations in the introduction, administration, and evaluation of manpower
programs and policies since the area classification program was initiated during
World War II.

A brief description of area classification codes is shown below:
Group I-Areas of labor shortage: Areas in which local labor shortages vhich

will impede "essential activities" exist or are expected to occur in the near
future.

'Smaller areas covered because of substantial labor snroluses. These ereas are not
part of the regular major area reporting program of the Bureau of Employment Securitv
and its affiliated State employment security agencies.
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Group II-Areas of balanced labor supply: Areas in which current and
prospective local labor demand and supply are approximately in balance.

Group III-Areas of moderate labor surplus: Areas in which current and pros-
pective local labor supply moderately exceeds labor requirements.

Group IV-Areas of substantial labor surplus: Areas in which current and
prospective local labor supply substantially exceeds labor requirements.

IV-A-Areas of substantial labor surplus.
IV-B-Areas of very substantial labor surplus.
A total of 149 major labor market areas throughout the Nation are classified

every 2 months. A labor market area consists of a central city or cities and the
surrounding territory within reasonable commuting distance. A major labor
market area has at least one central city with an April 1950 population of
50,000 or more. In most cases the entire labor market area has a population
of 100,000 or more. A labor market area takes its name from the central city or
cities. Usually there are many other communities within the boundaries of a
labor market area. Definitions of all classified areas (both major and smaller)
are listed in the "directory of Important Labor Market Areas.

The area classifications are assigned according to uniformly applied criteria.
They are based on labor market reports, both narrative and statistical, sub-
mitted to the Bureau of Employment Security by affiliated State employment
security agencies, and prepared in accordance with nationally established uniform
reporting procedures. The reports are prepared locally, drawing upon labor
market data available in the local public employment offices, including information
on current employment and unemployment levels and employer hiring plans.
Area reports are submitted to the Bureau of Employment Security between the
15th and the 25th of the even-numbered months. Following the receipt of these
reports, a careful analysis is made of the employment, unemployment, and out-
look in the area, and preliminary classifications are assigned. These preliminary
classifications are cleared with the State employment security agencies through
the regional offices of the Bureau of Employment Security. In this clearance,
the most recent significant changes in local labor market conditions are reported
to the Bureau. The final classifications assigned thus take into account the
latest employment and unemployment developments in each area. The classifi-
cations are released approximately 1 week after clearance with the State
agencies.

The extent of unemployment in a particular area is one of the major factors
in determining the area classifications assigned to each locality. Other criteria
used include: the employment outlook as reflected by local employer estimates
of manpower requirements, the relationship between labor supply and demand,
and the seasonal pattern of employment and unemployment fluctuations.

ADMINISTRATIvE REGIONS OF THE BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

Region I: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
Vermont.

Region II: New Jersey, New York, Puerto Rico.
Region III: Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, North Carolina, Penn-

sylvania, Virginia, West Virginia.
Region IV: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, Tennessee.
Region V. :Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio.
Region VI: Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, Wisconsin.
Region VII: Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota.
Region VIII: Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas.
Region IX: Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming.
Region X: Arizona, California, Nevada, Hawaii.
Region XI: Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Alaska.

STATEMENT OF VICTOR ROTERUS, CHIEF, AREA DEVELOPMENT DIVISION, OFFICE OF
TECHNICAL SERVICES, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, BEFORE THE
JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT, RE PROBLEMS OF REGIONAL AND
INDUSTRIAL UNEMPLOYMENT

- Areas of spot unemployment are principally of two types-the temporal type
which appeai and vanish with the fluctuations of the national economy and those
of a chronic type which may persist even when the national economy is at high
levels. The latter areas particularly present special problems and needs. Since
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Mr. Goodwin, of the Department of Labor, is discussing the extent of these areas
and the reasons why they are faced with long-term unemployment problems, I
should like to confine myself, first, to several observations about the problems
and needs of these areas, and, second, to how our particular program attempts
to assist these communities in meeting their problems and needs.

NEEDS OF SURPLUS LABOR AREAS

* Areas of long-term unemployment have these characteristics among others:
(1) They need either a complete revitalization of their existing industries, or

where these industries face a shrinking future, new activities, a new economic
base, are needed to keep pace with national progress and to provide increasing
job opportunities.
* (2) Many of these areas, exclusively schooled in the development of one type
of resource or industry, are not prepared to move incisively into new product
fields or to serve new and changing markets.

(3) The know-how with which to take the necessary steps in developing a
revitalized local economy based on local resources and advantages is often
lacking.

(4) The knowledge and ability to make use of existing State and Federal aids
in buttressing local area development efforts are likewise lacking.

( (5) Despite the most arduous local efforts at a solution-which usually is
determined to be the establishment of new lines of industry-these efforts some-
times die on the vine because effective contact has not been made with the
executives of private industry whose decisions as to new and branch plant
locations are a vital key to expanding job opportunities.

AREA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Acting on suggestions of the President's Advisory Board on Economic Growth
and Stability, the program of the Area Development Division of the United
States Department of Commerce was expanded last spring to assist labor surplus
areas in their efforts to deal with their own problems. The Department gave
the Division the assignment of serving as a focal point and clearinghouse in the
Federal Government for area groups and delegations seeking assistance to relieve
local area unemployment. As a result, the Division has attempted to meet the
demands of local delegations and congressional requests with prompt and orderly
handling and, when indicated, appropriate units of the Federal Government have
been called on and have cooperated on the problems on which they were capable
of making a contribution. In addition, the Division began fashioning a program
to assist State and local groups in working toward new employment opportunities
in the areas of labor surplus.

The elements of this program can be briefly summarized as follows:
1. Several employment development kits and aids were prepared. A canvass

was made of local and State programs, and the actions of many communities
were summarized in a simple community and area development checklist. This
checklist is a brief compendium of the types of actions that various aggressive
communities had taken to cope with problems of industrial development, retail
and service trade expansion, tourist and recreation development, local govern-
ment aids, and so forth. The checklist also enumerated actions that had been
effectively taken by the various States.

Another self-help tool that the Division has provided to meet the know-how
needs of many local areas for establishing new industry based on local resources
is a community industrial development kit. This kit covers a range of topics
including (a) the survey of what prospective industry wants to know about
your community, (b) promotion stage-how to find the prospects, and (c) how
other communities have gone about it.

The Division found that many communities had been successful in establishing
new industries through the device of the planned industrial park which in essence
is similar to a high-class residential subdivision. To make these experiences
available to all communities determined to expand and diversify their economic
base, the Division just recently issued a how-to-do-it publication entitled "Organ-
ized Industrial Districts: A Tool for Community Development."

2. Another vital part of the program we are developing goes to the heart of
the matter of establishing new industry to take the place of old or declining
industries in areas of surplus labor. Once a community has organized for this
effort, their prime need is to come into direct contact with firms planning
expansions. In this connection, we have tried various devices to assist com-
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munities in need. Several times a month, for example, leading executives from
the various types of private industry are called to industry conferences held by
the Department of Commerce. Time is allotted on the agenda of these confer-
ences to discuss the problem of surplus labor areas, the stake of private industry
in their solution, and the conference is asked to give earnest consideration to
the advantages of these areas in planning future plant locations.

Another effort in the direction of encouraging diversification of the local
economies was the new products, new methods, and patents exhibit held in
Detroit last October in which State and local governments, labor unions and
private industry cooperated with the Department. The Department of Defense
which has spent billions of dollars in research, put on public view new products,
processes, and materials which have commercial development possibilities, and
which they are eager to get into civilian production for quick defense conver-
sion when the need arises. We are now engaged with the Department of Defense
in looking into possibilities for extending this exhibit to other sections of the
country.

Another effort to enlist private industry into the program for assisting labor
surplus areas was in cooperation with the Society of Industrial Realtors. A
task force appointed by this society visited Lawrence, Mass., as a test case and
made a report which has general application to the problems of all labor surplus
areas. Using the methods outlined in this report, members of the task force
are actively negotiating with several manufacturing firms with respect to pos-
sible locations in that area.

3. Another important activity of the Division which has been limited by the
available personnel has been the on-the-spot assistance to State and local groups
in combating problems of local unemployment. Division representatives, on re-
quest of local delegations and Members of the Congress, have made field visita-
tions to communities in Indiana, Kentucky, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Virginia,
West Virginia, and a number of communities in New England. These visita-
tions are the perfect time to inform the local development groups how to make
full use of aids and programs of the Department of Commerce and other agen-
cies which can be helpful on specific local problems. We have found that most
communities are appreciative not only of our technical assistance but apparently
get a morale boost in their own efforts through personal contact and assistance.

These visitations are always conducted in cooperation with State planning
and development agencies with whom the Division maintains a close working
relation through informal bulletins, an annual conference in Washington, and
other means. Followups in Washington with other agencies able to provide par-
ticular types of assistance and the continuing contact with local and State groups
entailed by the field visitations are illustrated by our reports on recommenda-
tions made to the President by the Northeast Pennsylvania Industrial Develop-
ment Commission, eastern Kentucky survey, and drought relief and area de-
velopment recommendations, eastern Oklahoma. In these visitations we have
received the full cooperation of representatives of the Small Business Admini-
stration, the Department of Labor, the Department of the Interior, the Housing
and Home Finance Agency, the Department of Defense, and others.

FUTURE PLANS

The Economic Report of the President for 1955 recommends further strength-
ening of the area development program of the Department of Commerce. If
additional funds are made available during the next fiscal year, the Division will
step up its activities.

In particular, we shall increase our on-the-spot assistance to labor surplus
areas by stationing area development specialists in the field. These specialists
would give personal and continuing consultation to labor surplus area groups
in follow up of requests for such help made to the Congress and executive
branch. They will also keep us informed of what successful devices are being
used by various labor surplus communities in attacking their problems, and
this information will be made the subject of a periodical bulletin which will
be made available to other local areas.

Further, out of our experience in the field we expect to make suggestions as
to what the Federal Government might do further in assisting these spot areas
of unemployment to get back in step with national growth.
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STATEMENT BY LEO FISHMAN, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE,
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY

West Virginia and sections of six other States in the Appalachian coalfields
are suffering acute economic and social distress. Since I am more intimately
acquainted with conditions in West Virginia than elsewhere, my remarks will
be confined to the situation existing in that State.

Employment opportunities in West Virginia have been declining since 1948
when nonagricultural employment reached a peak of 543,900. In 1954 employ-
ment in nonagricultural industries was only 473,000. Between 1953 and 1954,
when nonagricultural employment for the United States as a whole declined by
3 percent, nonagricultural employment in West Virginia declined by 7 percent.
During 1954 employment in the bituminous coal- industry of West Virginia
was only 76,400, roughly equivalent to what it was during the worst years of
the depression.

The drop in employment between 1953 and 1954 in leading West Virginia
industries was as follows: Bituminous coal, 16,900: transportation, 3,700;
stone, clay, and glass, 1,900; chemical, 1,200; and lumber, wood products, and
furniture, 600. Cash receipts from farm marketings in West Virginia were
$6.4 million lower for the first 10 months of 1954 than they were for the first 10
months of 1953. Even in 1953, the most recent year for which such figures are
available, the average income per farm from farm sources was lower in West
Virginia than in any other State in the Nation.

Unemployment has been a problem throughout the State for some years. With-
in the past few years this problem has grown steadily worse. In 1954, of the
16 labor-market areas in West Virginia 13 were classified as areas of very sub-
stantial labor surplus (IV-B) and 3 as areas of substantial labor surplus
(IV-A). The median rate of unemployment for all these areas was 13 percent
of the labor force. In Beckley, W. Va., an important city in the southern coal-
fields, the unemployment rate was well over 20 percent.

Twenty-two counties out of the 55 in the State are not included in any labor-
market area. While precise figures are not available for these rural counties,
there is ample evidence to indicate that they too are suffering because of imade-
qluate employment opportunities.

With respect to underemployment, the picture is not quite as clear cut. In
the bituminous coal industry, as a result of substantial reductions in the work-
ing force and other adjustments, underemployment is not as prevalent now' as it
was a few years ago. In the glassware industry and on many farms, however,
underemployment of labor continues to present a serious problem.

The seriousness of West Virginia's unemployment problem is emphasized by
the fact that from April 5, 1950, to July 1, 1954, while population of the UJnited
States increased by an estimated 6.3 percent, the population of West Virginia
declined by an estimated 2.9 percent. Only two other States, Arkansas and
New Hampshire experienced a population decline in this period, and in neither
of these States was the decline as high as 1 percent.

The population decline (59,000) resulted largely from an outward migration
for jobs, and did alleviate the unemployment problem in the State to some
extent. With the contraction of employment opportunities elsewhere, however,
migration has ceased to be an important alleviating factor. During the fiscal
year ending June 1954 the State employment service sent only 868 workers to
jobs in other States as compared with 14.120 sent to jobs in other States during
the previous fiscal year.

Indeed, there is evidence that a number of those who left the State and found
jobs elsewhere, later returned to West Virginia when they lost their jobs.
The number of workers who lost their jobs in other States and who filed claims
for unemployment insurance in West Virginia increased from 8,364 during the
fiscal year ending June 1953 to 21,499 during the last fiscal year.

An unfortunate dilemma exists for the State. As the seriousness of the situa-
tion increases, the financial ability of the State to cope with the resulting
social problems and to provide for essential public services declines. State rev-
enues have fallen off at an alarming rate. The receipts of the general revenue
fund during the last 6 months of 1954 were $3 million less than receipts during
the last 6 months of 1953. Since a provision of the West Virginia constitution
prohibits any increase in the bonded indebtedness of the State as a result of
deficits in the general fund, prospective deficits must be avoided by reductions in
planned expenditures.

58422-55-18
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All State spending units have, therefore, been requested to reduce their ex-
penditures for the fiscal year 1955 by 5 percent of their appropriated funds.
Most State services, including education are affected by this order. Financial
grants of the department of public assistance to the aged, the blind, dependent
children, and the unemployables, which were already inadequate, have been
reduced to 70 percent of a minimum subsistence budget. It is not possible for
those who are dependent on these grants to maintain a decent standard of life,
and actual deterioration of their physical condition is likely to result.

No financial assistance is available for the 34,360 persons who exhausted their
unemployment compensation benefits during 1954 without having found a job, or
for those who exhausted their unemployment benefits in previous years and still
have not found jobs. Public assistance for these persons is limited to the pro-
visions of the surplus food distribution program. A diet composed largely of
available surplus food is not likely to be well balanced. The dietary deficiencies
are particularly likely to be serious in the case of infants and small children.
Moreover, surpus food is available in only 30 of the 55 counties of West Virginia,
since in the other 25 counties there are no distribution facilities for this pro-
gram. Social workers report that the physical growth of many children is
being stunted and their personalities warped. In some instances death is being
hastened because of the inadequacies of the public-assistance program.

The fact should be stressed that West Virginia alone cannot cope with its
basic economic problems which are structural in character and the result of
long-term forces. West Virginia is located in the heart of the Appalachian coal-
fields. Its cities are relatively small in size and their industries are few in
number. Basically, West Virginia's problems stem from the unhealthy condi-
t-ion of the bituminous coal industry. In January 1949 1 out of every 4 wage and
salary jobs was in the coal industry.

The problems of the bituminous coal industry are well known and need
not be elaborated on here. Suffice it to say that the displacement of bituminous
coal by petroleum and natural gas, and the accelerated mechanization of mining
operations since the war are primarily responsible for the declining rate of
production and the even greater rate of decline of employment in that industry.

The welfare of the railroad and lumber industries in the State are directly
dependent upon the level of operations in the mines. Local trade, public utilities,
and service industries also mirror the ups and downs of the bituminous coal
industry. In certain areas, the situation has been aggravated by the fact that
the glsslware and pottery industries, which are concentrated in a relatively small
number of cities, are suffering from the effects of foreign competition. Recently
imports of glassware from Germany and Japan have increased in volume and
threaten to cause further reductions in employment this year. Of all the leading
West Virginia industries, only the chemical industry appears to have a bright
future, particularly in the Ohio Valley. The decline in employment in that indus-
try last year was probably the result of purely temporary factors.

West Virginia farms are for the most part too small to provide the farm
family with a satisfactory income, particularly since lack of sufficient capital and
the nature of West Virginia's topography hinder the widespread use of labor-
saving devices. Many. farm families, therefore, are necessarily dependent on
some off-farm employment. During 1954 the problems of these families were
intensified since declining opportunities for off-farm employment were accom-
panied by substantial declines in prices for the produce of their farms, such as
beef, chickens, broilers, eggs, and apples, none of which benefit from a support
program.

It should be noted that West Virginia has been aware of the need for positive
action to attract new industries to the State. The West Virginia Industrial
and Publicity Commission, for example, during the current fiscal year is spending
approximately $100,000 largely for this purpose. Business taxes and property
taxes are relatively low and there are no labor or other laws which businessmen
would consider restrictive. Nevertheless, new firms are not coming to West Vir-
ginia in sufficiently large numbers to alleviate the problem of unemployment.

None of the recommendations offered in the Economic Report come to grips
with the problems existing in West Virginia. The analysis contained in the
Economic Report and the recommendations for public policy are based on the
assumption that long-term expansionary forces will continue to sustain aggregate
income in the United States, and that the essential economic problem is to prevent
temporary deflationary influences of a cyclical character and other short term
restrictive forces from gaining the ascendancy.
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Since the situation in West Virginia is not the result of purely temporary
forces, the recommendations for public policy in the Economic Report are not
likely to alleviate that situation. The proposal to extend unemployment insur-
ance coverage from 24 to 26 weeks would be of very temporary assistance, assum-
ing that adequate funds for this purpose would be available in West Virginia.
The proposal to expand the area development program of the Department of
Commerce appears to be a purely formal recommendation. To date the program
has in no way contributed to the relief of distress in West Virginia, and it is
not likely to do so unless the size of the staff administering the program, as
well as its administrative powers and funds, are greatly enlarged.

Military procurement and construction contracts received by West Virginia
have been inadequate to alleviate the economic problems of the State. From
July 1950 to March 1954, according to the West Virginia Department of Employ-
ment Security, West Virginia firms received contracts amounting to $191,738,
a mere 0.2 percent of the total value of the contracts awarded during that period.

Effective measures by the Federal Government to alleviate conditions in West
Virginia should include the following:

I. MEASURES TO STIMULATE THE REcovERY OF DEPRESSED INDUSTRIES AND AREAS

1. An increase in the volume of military procurement and construction con-
tracts.

2. Encouragement of private firms, by more effective means than have hitherto
been employed, to reopen idle plants formerly utilized for defense production.
(A rubber plant formerly operated by Goodyear Rubber Co., for example, is now
idle in Nitro, and a plant formerly operated by the United States Steel Corp.
for Naval Ordnance, lies idle in South Charleston.)

3. Assisting the bituminous coal industry in developing new markets and new
uses for coal, and in finding methods to reduce costs, particularly transporta-
tion costs. In many areas half the price of bituminous coal goes to the railroads
in payment for the cost of haulage. (It should be recognize, however, that no
program to aid the bituminous coal industry is likely to improve the employment
situation materially.)

4. A public works program. West Virginia cities and counties are without
funds to provide themselves with sewer disposal plants, adequate waterworks,
school buildings and facilities, streets and street lighting, parks and playgrounds.

3:1. MEASURES TO FACILITATE CONTINUED HEALTHY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

1. A more vigorous Federal program to attract small business to West Virginia.
2. More positive policies for plant dispersal. For strategic reasons, more de-

fense and essential civilian plants should be located in West Virginia. The State
is sufficiently far from the primary population and industrial centers to be safe
from a military point of view, and sufficiently close to those centers to offer loca-
tions which are attractive from an economic point of view.

3. A retraining program for unemployed miners, and if necessary, a resettle-
ment program as well. A successful industrial development program should
provide employment opportunities for these men.

III. MEASURES TO RELIEVE EXISTING DISTRESS

1. A greater measure of financial and technical assistance to the State's pub-
lic-assistance program.

2. Assistance in the distribution of surplus foods in areas of need where dis-
tribution facilities are at present either inadequate or unavailable;

STATEMENT OF KENNETH J. GRAY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. Chairman, I am here on behalf of the people of southern Illinois, an area
suffering the ravages of a complete economic depression almost without com-
parison in this Nation. The economy of the United States as a whole may be
sound; but that is not true of southern Illinois. The people of our great country
may be enjoying, by and large, what the present administration.calls "a grow-
ing prosperity"; but that is not true of the people of southern Illinois. What is
true of southern Illinois is that it suffers near-total economic disaster,'a tragedy
and a suffering comparable only to the very dark days of the early 1930's.
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Mr. Chairman, yesterday morning I read in the papers of my district of a
jobless man committing suicide; and every morning of families fleeing the area:
of want and despair. Try to imagine, Mr. Chairman, that in our land of plenty,
there are in southern Illinois over 30,000 people who are forced to get food from
the Illinois Public Aid Commission, or else literally starve. Try to picture over
30,000 heads of families without work, without much hope, without a future.
I will, separately, supply you with statistics, which are heart wringing. The
facts are available, but they cannot impart the feeling of misery these people
are going through. And the real tragedy, the most terrible fact of them all, is
that this situation is not even remaining stable; each day it gets worse. Day
after day.there are more shutdowns; day after day the roster of the unemployed,
the hungry, and the hopeless gets longer; day after day the suffering increases.
The first news greeting me this morning, for example, was the shutdown of
another mine, another 200 heads of families to line up for food and the dole.

Mr. Chairman, I do not have the power to fully paint for you the sad details
of this dreadful picture; no one can. But I can speak out and ask, is it not time
to do more than merely lend a sympathetic ear to the problems of our own people?
Is it not time to balance the human budget before balancing the monetary
budget? Mr. Chairman, the people of southern Illinois have a right to be heard:
they have a right to work; they have a right to live with their families in their
own homes. It is my honor and privilege to represent them. In their name.
I plead for equity, and for them voice the hope of desperation that justice will
be done. I intend to introduce a public works program bill and I hope it will
receive every consideration. I hope this committee will seek out the true facts'
of conditions and make recommendations for immediate assistance.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF SOLOMON BARKIN, TEXTILE WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, RESEARCH
DEPARTMENT, NEW YORK, N. Y., BEFORE THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMICc
REPORT ON THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY AS A DEPRESSED INDUSTRY

The President's Economic Report speaks of some industries and localities
suffering from serious unemployment. The textile industry has been in a
depressed state since 1951 and has not yet recovered. Textile communities
throughout the country have been hard hit and many have not been rehabilitated
through the development of alternative employment. Tens of thousands of tex-
tile workers dependent upon unemployment benefits have exhausted their claims'
and therefore have had to fall back upon their families for maintenance. Many
older textile workers have been turned away from the employment offices by
other employers and have found themselves "too old to work and too young to
retire."

APPEALS TO PRIVATE INITIATIVE

The past and current depressed conditions in the textile industry have been
brought to the attention of the Federal authorities for a number of years. The
Texile Workers Union of America, CIO, has been most alert to these develop-
ments and has been calling for remedial action by State, regional, and National
governmental bodies. Wre first appeared before the Massachusetts Special Com-
mission on the Textile Industry on October 31, 1949 urging at that time that
"the problems which beset us now arise from the deficiencies of individual manu-
facturers who are showing lack of enterprise and who are refusing to build up,
through adequate modernization of equipment, management and merchandising.
research facilities, product development and sales organization, the type of
enterprise required in this day and age in the textile industry * * *. The com-
petent New England manufacturers who are following current lines of progres-
sive development wvil flourish. Those who are unfortunate enough not to have
fully fathomed the fundamental changes within the industry and reorganized
their properties to meet these trends will not survive * * *. They will sacrifice
the thousands of workers who are now employed and who have investments of
their lives and skills in serving in these mills * * *. The main problem * * * is
to find a means of stimulating enterprise among manufacturers and improving
their skills in meeting the developments of the day."

Unfortunately, little was done by the commission to rally the employers and
help stimulate the industry's progressiveness in the areas and places where it
was most laggard, particularly in the northern areas.

As an active member of the National Planning Association the present witness'
promoted the organization of the Committee of the South of that body, which
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Prepared a report on means of stimulating the growth of that region. Our con-
viction has been that the development of a diversified field of industrial activity
in that region was essential to the advance of the textile industry and the im-
provement of the lot of the textile worker and his family. Much progress, we
are glad to report has been made in this direction.

Finding the regional organization unwilling to initiate the research necessary
for the solution of the economic problems of the New England textile industry
and the region as a whole, the present witness as representative of the Textile
Workers Union of America, CIO appealed to the Council of Economic Advisers
urging it to assume the responsibility for the promotion of work for regional
rehabilitation. The result was the appointment by the Council of Economic Ad-
visers of a Committee on the New England Economy in the spring of 1950, and
the submission of a report on June 28, 1951, entitled "The New England Economy."

We also hoped that there would be a local effort and therefore urged that the
National Planning Association develop a Committee of New England which, at
the request of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report of the United States,
prepared a report, published in 1954, entitled "The Economic State of New Eng-
land."

In the meantime, the conference of New England governors, at the urging of
many interests, and particularly the Textile Workers Union of America, CIO,
appointed a special Committee on the New England Textile Industry of which
-Mr. Seymour E. Harris was chairman, which rendered a report on April 1, 1953.

The one common result of these many efforts has been the failure of any re-
sponsible body to follow up the recommendations or proposals with a specific
program for action. The highly individualistic nature of the industrialists in the
textile industry, and for that matter. the financial and industrial leaders of New
England, has frustrated industrywide efforts.

The stronger elements in the industry have sometimes bemoaned prevailing con-
ditions, but they have looked forward to the pruning out or profitable absorption
of the marginal units as the means for rehabilitating their own positions. They
have hoped that with the shrinkage in capacity or elimination of competitors their
own operations would improve. They have not undertaken real studies into the
-fundamentals of their industries to help rehabilitate the entire structure. This
short-run approach has netted the promoters tremendous profits collected largely
from tax concessions.

The raw-cotton interests, with the aid of Federal funds and the United States
Department of Agriculture, have promoted their products, as have the synthetic-
yarn producers. Only recently the Carded Yarn Association acknowledged that
its sector faced an industrywide problem of shrinking markets and uses. But no
wvider public confessions of difficulties have been heard.

Industrial interests have resisted concerted efforts at the study and promotion
of textiles, textile products and uses. A few subdivisions have tried limited ad-
vertising campaigns. But there has been no extensive undertaking for the broad-
ening of markets and the opening of new ones.

APPEALS TO THE PRESENT AD-MINISTRATION

The current administration promised much but has done little to relieve distress
in the textile industry. The President's Economic Report acknowledges that
,;some industries and localities suffered from serious unemployment' but we are
reassured that "the recovery was largest in the * * * textile industries." There
are no suggestions in the report of means for aiding the revival and reinvigora-
tion of the industry and its expansion. The only recommendation is for assistance
to "depressed communities to develop workable solutions of their problems." The
Department of Commerce's area development program is to be strengthened. But
we are cautioned against expecting much help since "these programs can make
only a limited contribution to relieving 'spot' unemployment." Moreover, the
adjustment is to be left to 'the local citizens themselves." MIajor reliance is to be
placed upon policies that "promise a high and stable level of employment in the
Nation at large."

But it is quite obvious, as the Economic Report declares in the preceding
paragraph, that "although the economy as a whole was prosperous, some com-
munities suffered from sizable unemployment." Certainly the philosophy under-
lying the President's Economic Report, which sets its goal at high rather than full
employment. offers us no confidence that these industrial and geographical diffi-
culties wvill he relieved. A government which does not seek to assure a job oppor-
tunity for all will only provide verbal solace to the victims of industrial change,
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unenterprising industrial managers and unfair competition built upon wage cut-
ting and substandard labor conditions.

It prescribes the encouragement of "enterprise and innovation" but not in a
volume sufficient to overcome the distress of local communities and the decline
of shrinking employments. Its unfounded presumption that full employment will
threaten the "integrity of the money in which contracts are expressed and pay-
ments made" has stopped it in its tracks. It has desisted from aiding the com-
munities and industries in need as it is fearful of action which will impart "an
immediate upward thrust to economic activity." Economic policies inspired by
this philosophy are not likely to generate a full employment economy essential
to the solution of the problems of the economic "sorespots" in our country.

The history of the treatment of the textile problem by this administration
reflects these current attitudes. Candidate Eisenhower came to Lawrence, Mass.,
and other New England textile communities and promised help in speeches to the
people. After the election local unions appealed for assistance. Nothing was
done. The first Secretary of Labor in the present administration then spoke to
the citizens of that community and told them to look to their own resources for
help because nothing else would be forthcoming. Nothing else happened until the
issuance of a Government order for 6 million yards of worsted uniform cloth,
representing less than 1 percent of the industry's capacity. This was offered as a
substantial contribution. Actually, only a portion of the order went to the dis-
tressed areas. Moreover, it came too late for many closed mills and abandoned
workers.

A woven and worsted industry conference held by. the Secretary of Commerce
was closed to the Textile Workers Union of America despite several requests
for representation. The same division of the Department of Commerce which is
to be in charge of area development was then sent up before the election of 1954
to visit Lawrence, Mass. with a troop of realtors. The only solace resulting from
this visit was that Mr. Victor Roterus publicly declared that "the textile business
is finished" in Lawrence. Obviously nothing resulted from this visit though vague
suggestions were offered by the visiting group that some negotiations were being
carried on by new companies.

Having been estopped from effective consultation with the lower echelons of
the present administration, Mr. Emil Rieve, president of the Textile Workers
Union of America, on September 23, 1954, wrote to President Eisenhower after
the public announcement of a plan to spend $150 million to buy coal for shipment
overseas, to ask him to "take a similar approach to textiles." He noted that
"the world's people are as much in need of cloth as of coal; the materials to
clothe the ragged would be more than welcome in the far corners of the earth."
He urged that the President act on his statement that "never will we desert any
section or people who need help that only the Federal Government can provide."

Mr. Gabriel Hauge answered on behalf of the President that "he will be glad
to have any such proposal as you wish to present carefully considered by cog-
nizant officials of the executive branch" (letter of September 30). A program
was transmitted in a letter of October 27, a copy of which is attached. The
receipt of this proposal was acknowledged by Secretary of Commerce Weeks on
December 7 in which he indicated that he would be happy to "arrange for you
and your associates * * * to meet with our people." We accepted this invita-
tion but no arrangements have been made by the so-called Department of Com-
merce Textile Industry Committee or anybody else within the United States
Department of Commerce to meet with us. We are still waiting for such an
offer.

We are therefore eager that the Joint Committee on the Economic Report
address itself fully to the problems and maladies of this industry so that a fully
constructive program be developed to reinvigorate and provide it with the where-
withal to reestablish its legitimate position within the American economy.

We urge upon the joint committee that there is too great an inclination to con-
cern ourselves with the global figures and overlook the individual deficiencies
in our economy. This failure to analyze the weaknesses and the shrinking areas
can be as fatal now as it was in the twenties. We know that the troubles of
the textile and coal industries during those years proved to be harbingers of
the oncoming disaster. The shortages in buying power and the heartless com-
petition at the expense of the worker which demoralized the industry and the
wage structure of these industries during the latter part of the twenties were
precursors of the disaster that befell us in 1929. Had we then addressed our-
selves as we are urging you to focus now upon the problems of the distressed
areas and industries and the problems of economic rehabilitation and recovery
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in them, we might well have avoided the depths of the depression of the early
thirties.

The need for such a far-reaching investigation has been recognized not only
by textile labor organizations and the Congress for Industrial Organizations,
which called for such an investigation at its last convention (a copy of the
resolution is attached), but also by an independent newspaper such as the New
York Times, which, in an editorial on June 7, 1954, declared as follows:

"The textile unions have sought to cooperate in increasing the efficiency of
the industry and the productivity of its workers. But the industry has been
losing ground in the face of competition from imported fabrics, synthetics and
nonunion producers in the South.

"It is clear that no general upturn in the economy will automatically restore
the prosperity of the mines or the textile mills. The sooner the administration
gets together with management and labor in these industries to seek answers to
their basic problems, the sooner remedial programs can get underway."

DISTRESSED CONDITIONS IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY

Employment has declined significantly from the more active days within
the industry. In 1948, there were 1,280,000 production workers. This number
dropped to 1,200,000 in 1950. In both 1952 and 1953 the total was about 1,100,000.
The low point in 1954 was in July with 953,000 workers. Recovery since July
has been minor: in December the total was 998,000 compared to 980,000 in
June and August 1954. There has not therefore been any such recovery as the
President's Economic Report suggests. The net drop from 1948 has been
282,000 and from 1951, 177,000 persons.

What has happened, however, which is most welcome, has been an increase
in the hours of work. In December 1954, the average weekly hours for the
first time during the year exceeded 40 hours per week. They had dropped
to 37.1 hours per week during April.

The shrinkage in employment has taken place in all regions of the country.
Attached is a comparison of the employment of both wage and salaried workers
in each State between February 1951 and October 1954. A total shrinkage
of 283,000 jobs occurred in the 45 months (table I). (Employment of salaried
and wage earners increased by some 7,800 from October to December.) One
hundred and seventeen thousand jobs were lost to the industry during this
period in New England, 85,000 in the Middle-Atlantic States and 52,000 in the
South. The largest reductions in employment were suffered in Massachusetts
(58,200) and Pennsylvania (36,800). North Carolina saw a shrinkage in em-
ployment of 20,000. No single textile State could report an increase in employ-
ment between February 1951 and October 1954.

As textile mills are generally located in nonmetropolitan areas, frequently
comprising one-industry or one-mill communities, alternative employments in
the locality are lacking. The slump in textile employment therefore depresses
entire communities and leaves workers and their, families stranded. The
significance of this concentration is borne out by the fact that 5 of the 8 major
areas in the continental United States which are designated "areas of very sub-
stantial labor surplus" by the Bureau of Employment Security, are textile
areas. In addition, four smaller textile areas are classified in this category
(having 12 percent or more of the labor force unemployed). There are also 20
textile areas (including 7 major communities) in the "substantial labor surplus"
classification, 1. e., with more than 6 but less than 12 percent of the labor force
unemployed. (See table II.) These communities have not prepared for this
situation with new industrial developments. The people have a lifetime invest-
ment of skills in tle textile industry.

The concentration of textile manufacturing in the States along the Atlantic
seaboard makes these areas peculiarly dependent upon the industry. The pro-
portion of total manufacturing employment accounted for by the textile indus-
try is in excess of 50 percent in North and South Carolina and more than 25
percent in Rhode Island and Georgia. In addition, substantial proportions of
the factory employment in New Hampshire, Maine, Massachusetts, Vermont,
Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Virginia, Alabama, and Tennesee are
provided by the textile industry.

The inability of these communities to get out of this chronic state is attested by
the fact that they have remained distressed for long periods of time. We have
kept records of such communities as those in Massachusetts and find that Lowell
had an unemployment rate of 6.16 percent in February 1951 and in September
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1954, 10.2 percent; Lawrence had an unemployment rate of 10.8 percent in Feb-
ruary 1951 and its September 1954 rate is 23.5 percent. In New Bedford the rate
has risen from 2.9 percent to 12.0 percent; and in Fall River from 3.6 percent
to 12.3 percent.

What this actually means is suggested by the fact that 5,200 people were
unemployed in Lowell; with only 3,613 being paid unemployment benefits; 12,100
were unemployed in Lawrence with only 6,070 receiving unemployment benefits;
New Bedford with 8,350 unemployed had only 6,152 receiving benefits; Fall
River with 7,200 unemployed had 6,189 unemployment insurance beneficiaries.

Nor do these figures fully illustrate the problem since many older persons, and
particularly older women, have been canceled out of the labor market because
their age prevents them from finding jobs and they are no longer considered eligi-
ble for employment in the vast pools of unemployed living in these areas.

The effects of such hidden unemployment is most depressing since they shift
the burden of support to the relatives and families and thereby weigh heavily
upon them with unfortunate consequences on their standard of living and the
children's opportunities.

The shrinkage in employment has been produced by two major factors. First
has been the mill closings and the other is the impressive rise in man-hour pro-
ductivity within the industry. The mill closings, of course, have practically com-
pletely shut out new employment opportunities for the affected person. A survey
of textile mill closings reveals that during the period from 1946 through 1954,
640 eastern plants were closed employing 168,000 persons in the major textile
divisions (exclusive of very small plants).. The distribution was as follows:

Textile msill liquidations in Eastern States, 19J16-5J1,

Total New England Middle Atlantic South

Plants Employees Plants Employees Plants Employees Plants Employees

1946-49 ---- 233 49, 095 87 24, 775 89 11, 600 57 12, 720
1950-52 --- 200 50 715 72 30, 745 115 16, 845 13 3,125
1953-54 207 68, 135 77 36,315 83 22, 800 47 9, 020

Total. 640 167, 945 236 91, 835 287 51, 245 117 24, 865

lIncludes spinning, weaving, knitting, dyeing, finishing, and carpet plants.

Many of these plants are located in isolated communities where no other
opportunities exist. This is reflected in the fact that for the year ending June
30, 1954, almost 100,000 New England workers, unable to find jobs during the
period covered by unemployment compensation, exhausted their insurance
benefits.

It is also apparent that a large proportion of those found in the unemployment
survey as having been unemployed in excess of 26 weeks, who in December
1954 numbered 376,000 persons, included many textile workers.

The difficulties which older textile workers encounter in securing new em-
ployment has been told in many places. We have made a survey of the liqui-
dation of the Oakes Mill in Bloomfield, N. J., and the liquidation of the Esmond
Mill in Esmond, R. I. The staff of the Committee of New England of the
National Planning Association made studies of the postliquidation experience
of employees of two New Hampshire woolen and worsted mills. Professors
Myers and Schultz of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology made a study
of the closing of the mills in Nashua, N. H. A further study is to appear by
Prof. William H. Miernyk of Northeastern University. They all tell the story
that older persons have difficulties in getting jobs; younger persons may find
jobs; textile workers seek jobs within the textile industry since they find other
employers reluctant to hire them; most of those who get jobs in other industries
have to take severe wage reductions. Most of the textile workers are relatively
immobile. Professor Miernyk concludes that "workers displaced by the liqui-
dation of textile mills in New England are not being absorbed in large numbers
by the industries which are expanding in this area * * * The highly aggregate
comparisons of recent employment trends in New England conceal the fact
that industrial growth and decline do not always coincide in the same areas."
He further adds that "a number of writers have implied, while others have ex-
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plicitly stated, that displaced textile workers are being absorbed by growth

industries, notably electronics. Our findings do not bear out these statements
* * * Instead of employing displaced textile workers in large numbers it

appears that the growth industries are employing new entrants into the labor

force." His final conclusion is that "there is no reason to expect a larger pro-

portion of displaced workers to be absorbed by other industries in the future

than has been true in the past."

RISING PRODUCTIVITY

The second major cause of the reduction in employment in this industry

is increased man-hour productivity. One major factor in this rise has been the

use of new equipment. Since World War II, the industry's expenditure for

modernization and expansion has amounted to over $4 billion. The bulk of these

expenditures was for the purchase of new equipment rather than new buildings.
More innovations are impending.

But these expenditures are only part of the cause for higher output. The

textile industry has learned the techniques of other American industries and

has assiduously applied them during the past several years. There are new pro-

cesses, procedures and management techniques. In addition there are new

fibers, which have challenged the older ones. These changes, can be found in

each division of the industry. The combined effect of these changes has been

a rise in man-hour productivity in excess of 5 percent per annum particularly

since 1948, when the effects of the earlier investments became apparent.
The nature of the problem is illustrated by the fact that employment during

the month of November 1954 in the textile industry was 993,000 persons which

was 20 percent below the average employment level of 1947-49. According to

the Federal Reserve Board, textile mill production for the month was actually

103 percent of the base period of 1947-49. Twenty percent less workers in

November 1954 were producing 3 percent more product than in the base period

of 1947-49. This rough measure indicates an increase in productivity of 29 per-

cent in the period.
CAUSES FOR TILE PRESENT CONDITION

There have been many causes for the present state of affairs in the industry.

These hearings cannot provide the forum for an adequate discussion of these

problems. We shall therefore limit our presentation to an enumeration of these

problems.

1. Loss of domestic outlets

The industry has lost many major outlets for textiles. These are reflected

by the loss of textiles for wrapping, packing and bagging to paper and plastics.

Window shades have been replaced by blinds. Tablecloths, aprons and curtains

have lost out to plastics. The losses have been particularly large in industrial
and household uses.

2. Loss of export markets
The industry has lost major export markets. From a level in excess of 1.5

billion yards in 1947, the volume of cotton fabric exports has dropped below 600
million yards, with every likelihood that even this level will not be maintained.

3. Changes in types of garments
There has been a drop in the per capita consumption of textiles due to the

diminished use of such garments as overcoats. Casual attitudes and habits

have reduced consumption and turnover, particularly as clothing lasts longer.

Many significant changes in clothing patterns such as the substitution of blouses

and skirts for suits and dresses for women and the acceptance of slacks and sport
shirts instead of suits among men have sharply affected total output.

4. Changing pattern of consumer expenditures

The inadequacy of income, the appeal of other expenditures, particularly

consumer goods, the heavy burden of mortgage debt, have all contributed to a
reduced expenditure on apparel. Despite the seeming diversity of apparel items

and the high turnover of style, they have not significantly affected per capita fiber
consumption. Increased population has not raised total consumption.

These conditions are reflected in the fact that the ratio of apparel expenditures
to total consumer expenditures amounted to 6.9 percent in 1954 as compared with

7.7 percent in 1951, 8.5 percent in 1949, 9.5 percent in 1945 and 8.7 percent in 1939-
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Per capita consumption of textile fibers has apparently not risen over the pre-
-war levels. From 27.3 pounds in the period from 1925-29, per capita consump-
-tion increased to 28.1 pounds in 1935-39. Actually in 1937 and 1939 it reached 31
<pounds. In the year 1954, the consumption level was 32 pounds per capita.
5. Tardiness in meeting new consumer trends

Apparel has been designed for urban living despite the large number of people
now living in suburban areas. People want washable items. Rayon and woolen
fabrics which have been tardy in meeting this demand lost markets which were
not entirely filled by other fibers.
-6. Interfiber competition has discouraged buying

The excessive claims of the fiber manufacturers have done much to repel the
American consumer. Many apparel manufacturers and fabric producers put
fabrics on the markets without proper testing for specific end uses. Their
shortcomings finally led to their withdrawal and the bad experience brought a
revulsion among many consumers who have been wary about buying unproven
-items.

The substitutions have provided bonanzas for the innovators but later failures
followed as the items did not stand up under actual wear. In the meantime
demoralization has ensued and the older industries such as woolens and rayons
have suffered. New substitutions are rendering obsolete even new innovations.
In tire cord, rayon displaced cotton. Now nylon is battling it out with rayon.
Already we hear of a nonfabric tire.
,. General business contraction

The industry has also suffered from the contraction in overall business which
reduced income and therefore cut more sharply into apparel expenditures, which
have become a residual claim on expenditures. The drop in manufacturing
activity eliminated much demand for industrial textiles.
S. The industry has not developed any significant new markets

The textile industry has intensified the competition for established markets.
As traditional end uses have been eliminated, the remaining producers have
more feverishly developed the remaining markets. Few have ventured to open
up new demands through research and intensive surveys of possible outlets.

A much discussed new potential market is that for conveyors which was
-developed by the rubber manufacturers.

There is little organized research for new markets in the industry.
9e. Many teMtile owners have abandoned their mills

The textile industry has suffered from unprogressive managements.
In the first place many mills have been owned by the same interests for several

generations. They had survived the depression and were capitalized at very
low values.

(a) Some of these older interests sold out to other textile interests, textile
users or financial speculators, during or immediately after the war, who were
primarily interested in avoiding the excess-profits tax. They paid high prices,
which gave the original owners large capital gains. The purchasers financed
the transaction with the cash accumulated in the old business and then could
continue business with a high capitalization and therefore pay little or no excess-
profit taxes.

(b) Others sold out to established textile interests, particularly since the
carryover provisions of the corporate income-tax law have become more attrac-
*tive. They thereby profited through a merger and acquired the stock of the
successor corporation which was generally a nontaxable transaction. The
successor corporation has been able to use the carryover provision as a means
of escaping future taxes. In some instances these tax savings have amounted
to 20 and 30 millions of dollars. These mergers, based on the capitalization of
the loss position of the merged companies, have been widespread within the
textile industry and are matters for real public investigation.

In the second place, a number of interests have been unwilling to invest to
modernize their operations. No mill can survive unless it has the latest type
of equipment and those owners who have been unwilling to keep abreast of the
times have often abandoned their mills in preference to modernizing them. This
procedure was attractive particularly at times and places where the real estate
was of substantial value and when a market existed for the used equipment.

In the third place, the decline in the market for certain products has limited
the capacity required in them. Older managements have in those cases been
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unwilling to move into new product areas and start afresh in the competitive
struggle.

We urge a thorough investigation into the effect of our tax structure upon
the process of plant abandonment and mergers and purchases. Our tax system
has inordinately encouraged these movements. And the textile industry has
been one of the most important areas for the utilization of the tax laws for
personal aggrandizement accompanied by widespread plant abandonment.
10. Imports have seriously affected some divisions of the industry

While the textile industry as a whole has not been particularly affected by
imports, the woolen and worsted division has been seriously injured from time
to time as the volume of imports has risen in the face of a shrinking market.
These imports have then tended to aggravate and demoralize an already difficult
situation. The industry must look with alarm at any increase of imports of
serious proportions since they would aggravate what is now a seriously disturbed
condition. It is an industry which must be maintained.

The hard and soft fiber cordage and twine division has also felt the impact of
rising imports and is in need of protection as an essential industry. The threat
of a major increase in cotton textile imports from Japan as a result of impend-
ing tariff negotiations is a real one. Any action which would compound the
difficulties of this depressed industry must be avoided.
11. Prices have been set by the highly efficient mills

In this highly competitive market, prices have been driven to very low levels.
Mill margins have also been very low. With the industry now highly concen-
trated in a relatively few hands, the major mill and selling organizations have
set their prices at levels which reflect the southern wage scales and their
high efficiencies. As a consequence the less efficient mills and those paying more
than the southern wage scales on products predominantly produced in the South
have had severe pressure on their income levels.
12..The high rate of mergers and mill purchases has concentrated the industry

The mill mergers and purchases have continued in large numbers since they
began during the last war. The movement from 1944 through 1948 has been
revived during the last few years so that we are now in a new period of con-
solidation. This has been stimulated by the tax laws; the decline of the woolen
and worsted industry; the drive for diversification; and the practice of integra-
tion which has brought production, selling, and factoring within the same in-
terest grouping.
13. The absence of a realistic wage floor has maintained an inordinate pressure

on union scales
The intense competition and the high rate of unemployment have enabled

employers.to resist union demands for wage increases and resulted in the deteri-
oration of existing wage standards. Employers in the northern cotton-rayon
and woolen and worsted industry have taken the union to arbitration and forced
wage reductions.upon the workers. Northern manufacturers continue to pressure
for southern wage standards though they are quite willing to maintain higher
standards if wage levels were equalized throughout the country.

In the South, the low-wage mills have continued to undermine the wage struc-
ture. Some of the southwestern mills have even threatened the wage levels in
the Southeastern States. The internal southern competition has brought wage
reductions in a number of nonunion shops.

The injunctions which have nullified the Secretary of Labor's orders for $1
prevailing minimum wage in cotton-rayon and $1.20 in the woolen and worsted
industries under the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act have accelerated the
demoralization within the industry.
1l. Local tam and finance subsidies create unfair advantages leading to unneces-

sary migration
Another stimulant to disorganization and unfair competition has been the

local inducements offered by communities in the form of tax exemptions, profit-
able lease arrangements and local financing of plants and equipment. These
have encouraged companies to abandon existing locations and move to new prop-
erties with little cost and investment. The result has been an unhealthy com-
petitive situation which has called forth protests both from labor and manage-
ment in the North and in the South.
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PROPOSED COURSES OF ACTION

To help deal with the problems raised by the large scale distress and the decline
in the textile industry many approaches and programs have to be considered.
Some are designed to stimulate the industry; others to aid the victims of change
and unenterprising management; others to prevent greater demoralization; and
still others to prevent unfair competition within the industry.

The following are recommendations which have been offered at various times
and which are herewith submitted for full consideration by the Joint Committee:

1. We urge a full investigation of the problems of the textile industry and
a consideration of the problems of the textile industry and a consideration of
each of the proposals listed below. No governmental agency in the present ad-
ministration has been willing to undertake this responsibility.

2. As an immediate program to help the industry, we propose the following:
(a) Distribution of textiles to needy nations overseas.
(b) Distribution of clothing to the needy in our own country on the same prin-

ciples as are applied to surplus food.
(c) Reestablishment of textile stockpiles for our Armed Forces to stimulate

immediate employment.
(d) Contracts should be granted to mills in distressed manpower areas. The

present provision is unsatisfactory. The allocations have been minimal and have
provided little or no relief to the distressed areas.

3. As a long-term effort toward stimulating the growth and expansion of the
textile industry, we urge a research program such as has been conducted for the
raw cotton industry. It should be designed primarily to study present and poten-
tial markets, consumer preferences and needs, and industrial requirements to
open up new applications for textiles. In the case of the woolen and worsted
industry there is a need for a wool fabric "library" to stimulate new design and
aggressive merchandising.

4. Unfair competition at the expense of workers has been widespread. In order
to recover the wage cuts which have been imposed upon the industry and to
prevent further wage cuts and unfair use of workers, and to establish fair com-
petition the following are essential:

(a) A national minimum wage of $1.25 per hour. We believe that the
President's proposal of 90 cents will be inadequate. It will have little or no
effect in the textile industry where the Secretary of Labor has already found
that the prevailing minimum wage is $1 for the major division (cotton-rayon and
miscellaneous textiles) and $1.20 for the woolen and worsted industry.

We believe that the President's Annual Economic Report takes an indefensible
position in its attack against a higher than 90-cent minimum wage. It is com-
pletely contradicted by the factual report issued a few days ago by the Depart-
ment of Labor on the effects of the 75-cent minimum wage of 1950. All evidence
on the experience with minimum-wage legislation during the past 20 years belie
the President's bears about a higher than 90 cents an hour statutory wage.

The statements in the President's Annual Economic Report that a higher
minimum (than 90 cents) might well cause lower production and substantial
unemployment in several industries and * * * bring generally higher prices in
its wake" is a reiteration of a stock argument used through the years by the
opponents of any legislation setting fair minimum wages. The facts are that
each increase in the basic minimum rate in the past has been accompanied by
increases in production and greater employment. Price increases, where they
have occurred at all, have been so minor as to be insignificant.

Actually the 1950 increase from 40 to 75 cents-as demonstrated by the cur-
rent Department of Labor study-was more substantial than the rise now recom-
mended by the President. In 1950 we had an 88-percent increase on the 40-cent-
an-hour rate which directly affected over 6 percent of covered employees. A 90-
cent minimum would be a 20-percent boost on the 75-cent rate and would directly
affect less than 5 percent of eligible workers.

The above report finds that the 1950 increase to 75 cents resulted in 'only minor
effects other than pay increases * * * (and) minor effects on such variables as
employment, plant shutdowns, prices, technological change, hiring, and overtime."

The President's message completely misses the point when he states that "mini-
mum wages do not deal with the fundamental causes of low income and poverty."
The fact is that the weak bargaining power of unorganized workers in certain
industries and areas is a fundamental cause of their not receiving decent wages.
The minimum wage law partly corrects this imbalance in bargaining power which
is the principal cause of substandard wages. The purpose and actual result of
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minimum-wage legislation is to enable workers who have little or no bargaining
power to achieve a progression in wages not too far behind the levels enjoyed by
other American workers.

The adoption of a realistic minimum wage in 1955 will have no greater conse-
quences than those experienced in 1950. A statutory wage of $1.25 is justified
by the rise in living costs and the sharp increases in man-hour productivity during
the past 4 years. A minimum rate of $1.25 per hour is required to enable large
numbers of underprivileged employees to achieve living standards not too much
below what could be properly described as a decent American standard.

(b) We urge the repeal of the Fulbright amendment to the Walsh-Healey Act
which has frustrated any revision of the prevailing minimum wage.

(c) We urge a further protection for the self-organization efforts of workers
in unorganized mills of giant industrial corporations to protect them from the
vengeance and unequal economic powers of these huge economic units.

(d) We urge a full-scale study of the 35-hour week for this industry at 40
hours' pay during the current period of distress.

5. Regional and local development are essential: The present administration
has recommended the expansion of its area development program. Until now it
has been a stepchild with little support. It has largely been engaged in making
occasional political forays into distressed areas. It has sometimes captured a
local news headline, but it has few resources and means for implementing a pro-
gram. We welcome the expansion of this program but it must be more than a
Department of Commerce undertaking. It must have the concentrated support
of the full administration and the command over the facilities of many different
agencies. Moreover, in all but the distinctly local problems, development is de-
pendent upon extensive regional and area research and planning. Agencies for
such purposes do not now exist.

More study and thought must be provided for the stimulation of small en-
terprise.

6. Mergers and abuses of tax system: Congress has a distinct responsibility to
study the abuses of the tax system with particular reference to circumstances
surrounding the present merger movements in the textile industry. Some phases
which we believe require searching inquiry are the following:

(a) The disallowance for tax purposes of the deduction of rent from taxable
income by industrial companies which lease plants built from the proceeds of
municipal bond issues. The ultimate aim should be the elimination of State and
local tax exemption and other subsidies to private enterprise which artifically
stimulate migration of plants.

(b) The elimination of the use of the capital gains tax provisions in our
Federal income-tax laws for the purpose of liquidating businesses or acquiring
businesses for the purpose of their later abandonment.

(c) The elimination of the use of the earryover provisions by corporations
which utilize them for the acquisition of corporations looking to the later
abandonment of properties and operations.

(d) As an alternative the imposition of a special tax on the gains resulting
from such use of the capital gains tax or the carryover provisions for the specific
purpose of using such proceeds for local development, worker adjustment pro-
grams and local public works.

7. Exemption of textile products from further tariff reductions: In view of
the demoralization of the textile industry and the undue burden already imposed
upon the textile workers and because the increasing productivity within the
industry will reduce costs even more sharply than they have to date, with the
consequence that foreign producers will not be able to maintain a permanent
foothold in our markets, we urge that rates of duty on textile items in the tariff
schedules not be further reduced in the negotiations with Japan or any subse-
quent or concurrent negotiations with foreign countries.

8. Assistance to workers victimized by the shrinkage of textiles and the whole-
sale abandonment of plants: We endorse the recommendation in the President's
Economic Report for.policies "to ease the movement of people to new areas or
new occupations." Similarly we concur that people should be provided for
minimum needs in their old age or in the event of misfortune." Unfortunately,
the definition of miniimun needs presented in the Economic Report is grossly
inadequate.

We therefore propose the following:
(a) Liberalization of the unemployment insurance provisions so that they

provide two-thirds of the average wveekly earnings to unemployed persons. For
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workers displaced by abandoned plants we urge a longer period of qualification.
for unemployment benefits, such as 2 years.

(b) In case of abandoned plants we urge consideration of the application of
the principles already applied in the railroad industry under the Transportation
Act of 1940, which provides that whenever facilities are coordinated or consoli-
dated (and later defined as including abandoned), employees are to receive dis-
placement and dismissal allowances, reimbursement for movement expenses and
wage losses if required to move to new residences and reimbursement for losses.
incurred in sale of home or cancellation of leases if required to move.

(a) There is need of establishing preferential hiring rights for new jobs estab-
lished by the same corporation or industry for a period of 2 years subsequent
to plant liquidation.

(d) Eligibility for early retirement, at age 60, is necessary for persons dis-
placed as a result of the abandonment of plants.

(e) Federal assistance is necessary for retraining of workers displaced as a
result of plant abandonment.

TABLE I.-Employment in the textile-mill products industry by State, February
1951 and October 1954

Employment (wage and Change from February 1951
salary workers) to October 1954

State

February October 1954 Aggregate Percent

United States 1

New England -

Maine ------ -----------------------
New Hampshire-
Vermont
Massachusetts
Connecticut .
Rhode Island

Middle Atlantic

New York
New Jersey .
Pennsylvania
Delaware.

South '

Maryland .
Virginia.
North Carolina .
South Carolina .
Georgia.
Alabama --- .-.-----------------.-.---
Tennessee - -------- --- -----------
Texas.

Mid West .

Illinois
Minnesota -- ----------------
Missouri - .--------------.-.---

Far West.

California.

Thousands
1, 365. 0

Thousands
1,082.0

Thousands
-283. 0 -20. 7

286.1 169.5 -116.6 -40.8

27.5 20.8 -6.7 -24.4
21.1 14.1 -7. 0 -33. 2
5.2 2.4 -2.8 -53.8

125.0 66.8 -58.2 -46.6,
41.6 26.9 -14. 7 -35.3
65.7 38.4 -27. 3 -41.6

307.2 222. 6 -84. 6 -27.5

96.1 69.0 -27.1 -28.2
65.8 46.0 -19.8 -30.1

141.7 104.9 -36.8 -26. 0
3.6 2.7 -0.9 -25.0-

658.1 605. 7 -52.4 -8.0'

11.6 7.6 -4.0 -34.5.
42.7 38.4 -4.3 -10.1

244.2 '224.3 -19.9 -8. 1
139.8 132.4 -7.4 -6. 3
114.8 104.1 -10.7 -9.3-

55.5 47.9 -7.6 -13. 7
39.9 '34.9 -5.0 -12 5
10.2 8.9 -1.3 -12.7

22.1 17.3 -4.8 -21. 7

13.5 11.1 -2.4 -17.8
4.9 3.1 -1.8 -36.
3.7 33.1 -0.6 -16.2

8.2 6.3 -1.9 -23.2'

8.2 6.3 -1.9 . -23.2

I Data include States not shown separately.
I October 1954 figure is not available; figure shown is for August 1954.
S October 1954 figures are not available; figures shown are for September 1954.

Source: State Departments of Labor and U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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TABLE II.-T'extile areas of substantial la~bor surplus September 1954

Substantial surplus' Very substantial surplus.:

MAINE

Biddeford
VERMONT

Burlington
MASSACHUSETTS

Fall River ' Lawrence'
Lowell' Southbridge, Webster
Milford
New Bedford'
North Adams

RHODE ISLAND

Providence'

NEW YORK

Hudson Amsterdam
Utica, Rome'

NEW JERSEY

Paterson8
PENNSYLVANIA

Reading' Altoona'
Williamsport Scranton'

Sunbury, Shamokin, Mt. Carmel
Wilkes-Barre, Hazleton '

MARYLAND

Cumberland

WEST VIRGINIA

Parkersburg
GEORGIA

Cedartown, Rockmart
Columbus'

ALABAMA

Alexander City
Anniston
Decatur
Gadsden
Talladega

' Unemployment from 8 up to 12 percent of labor force.
' Unemployment 12 percent or more of labor force.
3 Major area.
Source: Bureau of Employment Security, U. S. Department of Labor.

OCTOBER 27, 1954.
Mr. GABRIEL HAUGE,

Administrative Assistant to the President,
The White House, Washington, D. 0.

DEAR MR. HAuGE: Your letter of September 30 indicates that President Eisen-
hower would be glad to consider any plan we might submit for relieving unemploy-
ment and general depression in the textile industry. We hope you were en-
tirely in earnest, for the problem is so grave, so complex and has persisted so.
long that the need for a remedy outweighs political considerations.

I will attempt in this letter to enumerate the specific steps we believe shoul&
be taken by the Federal Government. I will not attempt to discuss their imple-
mentation in detail; this can better be done through conferences with the ap-
propriate Government officials if the President decides to take action.

Let me begin by outlining very briefly the scope of the problem:
Since 1950 the textile industry has suffered a sharp and continuous shrinkage.

Some 270 yarn and weaving mills have been liquidated, the largest number of
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them in the woolen and worsted division. Employment of production workers
has fallen by 275,000 since the first quarter of 1951. Less than a million are still
employed, and many of these are on short time. Many factors have contributed
to this shrinkage, including a major shift in consumer buying habits and a re-
markable procession of technological improvements that have increased man-
hour productivity by an average of 5 percent a year.

In any other basic industry this degree of dislocation and distress would long
since have attracted national concern. But the textile industry is the most
widely dispersed, both in ownership and in physical plant, of all the basic in-
dustries in our country. Instead of a few large, spectacular failures, as would
result under similar circumstances in the steel or auto industries, we have un-
dergone a multiplication of small, local disasters, none especially newsworthy
in itself but having a devastating impact in sum.

The problem is further complicated by the fact that the typical textile mill
is in a small community, where it is the largest or perhaps the only source of em-
ployment. Also, the typical textile worker is older than the average in other
industries. These factors greatly hinder the absorption of displaced textile
workers elsewhere.

We believe the national interest requires prompt and constructive action by
the Federal Government with both immediate and long-range objectives. To
meet the immediate need we propose the following:

1. Action by the President, under the Mutual Security Act, to add textiles
to the commodities distributed to needy nations overseas. As you know, coal
and agricultural products are already included in this program. Obviously
such a plan must be carried out with discretion, to avoid damaging the textile
industries of other countries where they exist. But just as obviously, a large
proportion of the world's people are inadequately clothed. Textile contributions
from us could help to build the international good-will we sorely need.

2. Distribution of clothing to the needy in our own country, on the same prin-
ciples followed with surplus food. No American should lack warm and service-
able clothing while textile mills stand idle.

3. Reestablishment of textile stockpiles for our Armed Forces. This is espe-
cially needed in view of the rapid disappearance of woolen and worsted mills,
whose productive capacity, then far greater than now, was strained to the utmost
during World War II.

4. A program of supplementary Federal unemployment benefits to extend
the duration of payments to those in distressed areas who have exhausted their
State insurance., This is a desperate need in the "one-industry towns" hit so
hard by textile mill closings.

The long-range objective, of course, must be the restoration and maintenance
of healthy economic conditions in the textile industry. Spokesmen for the
Federal administration of which you are a part have said repeatedly that Gov-
ernment's best role is to guide and stimulate American enterprise, not to take
over its functions. We believe our proposal is consistent with this position.

What we suggest is a textile research program, a greatly-broadened equivalent
of the work which has been successfully carried on for some years for the bene-
fit of the cotton industry alone. Such a program should study consumer trends
and investigate possible new uses and new markets for textiles. A great many
specific projects could be undertaken under this program; we would be glad to
outline a number of them at the appropriate time.

Government leadership is needed in this undertaking because the wide. dis-
persal of the industry has prevented it from carrying out broad, basic research
of its own. Perhaps if the Government takes the initiative the industry itself
will ultimately develop sufficient sense of industrywide responsibility to correct
this shortcoming.

Certainly the need is there; not only among textile workers and hard-hit
textile communities, but in the Nation as a whole, for let us remember that in
its own, undramatic way the textile industry is as vital to 'the defense and to
the well-being of our country as the blast furnace, the auto plants and the mines.

Very truly yours,
EMIT. RIEVE, General President.
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TEXTILE INDUSTRY PROBLEMS

(Resolution Adopted at 16th Convention of the Congress of Industrial Organiza-
tions, Los Angeles, Calif., December 6-10, 1954)

The textile industry preceded the rest of the American economy in the descent
to mass unemployment and suffering. Today some 300,000 textile workers are
idle, more than 50,000 as a result of permanent mill closings during the last 2
years. Several hundred thousand are working part time. Employment is less
than in 1932. Thousands have exhausted unemployment compensation benefits
and have been forced onto local relief rolls. The depression in the industry has
caused widespread hardship in textile communities throughout the country.

The plight of the industry is due to the failure of managements to fulfill their
responsibilities to their customers and workers. Fabric and apparel design
has not kept pace with the changing living habits of American consumers. Instead
of fashioning materials to whet the appetites of the new suburbanites, the mills
have continued to produce fabrics designed for more formal urban living. There
is a dearth of fabric and apparel designs suitable for this era of the long, casual
weekend, backyard sports, TV-viewing and the home workshop. Expenditures on
advertising and sales promotion have been woefully inadequate. Research is
needed on the potentialities of textiles for new industrial applications as well as
for expansion of old uses.

Consumer per capita expenditures on apparel have not increased in proportion
to the rise in total consumer spending because the textile industry has not moved
to maintain its position in the consumer market. Employers have resigned them-
selves to shrinking the industry's capacity without consideration for their public
responsibilities. Some have carried their irresponsibility to the point of capital-
izing on tax loopholes and local government subsidies to reap financial gain by
closing their plants. The welfare of the workers and the community has been
ignored in the ruthless drive of a few men to profit from the low tax rate ap-
plicable to gains from the sale of capital assets. Others have exploited the in-
dustry-hungry towns which used their tax-exempt authority to float municipal
bonds to pay for new plants and equipment.

Many companies were forced out of business because of their failure to reinvest
the excessive profit earned during previous boom periods. Others were unable
to complete in a "buyers' market" because they lacked enterprising management.
Their inability to keep pace with new methods, style changes, and merchandising
developments made their demise inevitable.

In contrast, there are many companies whose efficiency and superior merchan-
dising have continued to yield profitable financial returns. Corporations with
strong financial backing have grown through-the acquisition of additional plants.
These mergers and acquisitions have resulted in an unprecedented concentration
of control in the industry. Some 50 textile giants control half of the industry's
basic capacity.

Rapid improvements in textile technology have added to the workers' problems
by reducing the amount of labor required per unit of production. Management
has taken advantage of these developments to extend work assignments inor-
dinately and has refused to share the gains from increasing productivity.
Man-hour productivity has risen at the annual rate of 4.5 percent since 1946
with a total cumulative rise of 36 percent. Combined with a declining total
production to an annual rate of 12.7 billion yards from a rate of 14.76 billion
yards at the end of 1950, these developments have permanently eliminated thou-
sands of textile jobs.

Imports of textiles, including woolens and worsteds, cordage and twine, fine
cottons, silk scarves and others, have increased markedly and have accentuated
the problems of the industry. In the woolen and worsted branch the impact of
imports has been most severe because of the shrinking American market and the
concentration of foreign exporters of lightweight fabrics for this country.The Federal Government has abdicated its responsibilities in the textile field.
The defense manpower policy which authorized allocation of some Government
orders to areas of high unemployment has been scuttled. The protection
promised by the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act to employers with decent
wage scales in bidding for Government contracts has been wiped out by the
Fulbright amendment which authorizes court action to prevent minimum wage
regulations from being put into effect. Increases in the minimum wage for
work on public contracts, from $0.87 to $1 in cotton-rayon and from $1.05 to
$1.20 in woolen and worsted, have been blocked by such litigation. The Govern-

58422-55-19
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ment has refused to implement a provision of the tariff agreement which author-
izes higher rates to protect the woolen and worsted industry from growing
imports. On the other hand, the Government maintains a duty on raw wool
vwhich adds to the cost of wool products without protecting the wool farmer.

It also supports an artificially high price for cotton which results in the
accumulation of a huge cotton surplus and prevents the consumer from enjoying
the benefits of lower cotton costs: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, 1. We call upon the Federal Government to take affirmative action
to stem the tide of depression in the textile industry:

(a) An agency should be set up by Congress to represent the textile industry,
labor, and the public for the purpose of enforcing a basic 35-hour workweek
in the industry at 40 hours' pay. The agency should be empowered in periods of
distress to limit machine operations to two shifts per day.

(b) A program of stockpiling needed military fabrics should be created now
so that production orders can be released immediately.

(c) American textiles should be used in the same fashion as surplus food
and coal for the relief of needy nations overseas. In similar fashion, textiles
should be distributed to needy Americans as surplus food is now distributed.

(d) Contracts should be negotiated with mills in distressed manpower areas to
reemploy the unemployed.

(e) A systematic investigation should be undertaken of ways to broaden
the use of wool fibers as well as cotton. The Department of Agriculture should
provide leadership in establishing a wool fabric "library" to stimulate new design
and aggressive merchandising.

(f) Industrial expansion programs must be revised to locate new plants in
areas where surplus manpower is available.

2. We support the proposal of the House Ways and Means Committee to dis-
allow, for tax purposes, the deduction of rent from taxable income by industrial
companies which lease plants built from the proceeds of municipal bond issues.
This action would be a suitable first step in eliminating State and local tax
exemptions and other subsidies to private enterprise.

3. All profits and capital gains resulting from the liquidation of mills should be
taxed at a special rate of 25 percent and the proceeds used to finance local devel-
opment programs, to aid workers to adjust themselves and to set up public works
and the development of local resources and facilities.

4. We call upon the Senate Committee on Labor and Education to look into the
use of capital gains taxes, local subsidies and corporate mergers as stimuli to the
liquidation of business enterprises.

5. The Federal Government should provide a research organization for study-
ing methods of broadening the markets for textile fabrics.

[From This Week magazine, New York Herald Tribune, November 9, 1952]i

THE CASUAL ERA

THE TEXTILE WORKERS RESEARcH CAEIEF SAYS THAT SUBURBAN LIFE AND EARLY
MARRIAGES ARE RUINING THE HIGH-STYLE DRESS BUSINEsS

By Clive Howard

The modern American woman, according to Solomon Barkin, is a terrible
problem.

Solomon Barkin is a big, loose-limbed, earnest man who is research chief for
the CIO Textile Workers Union. It is his job to keep a constant eye on the state
of the clothing business, which means more or fewer jobs for the textile work-
ers-and what he sees nowadays often gives him cause for pause.

We sat having dinner in a Fifth Avenue hotel. He looked around him and
right then and there spied something that nobody in the clothing business could
be very happy about.

"Take a quick look at the women here," he said. "I count 12 of them. Five are
wearing suits. Three of them are wearing a skirt and blouse. One has a skirt
and sweater. That leaves just three who are wearing a dress-that good old-
fashioned sartorial institution."

He shook his shaggy head. "Take your own poll right here-and then tell me
if you'd like to be in the dressmaking business. Or count the hats. I see quite
a few blondes and brunettes and 1 redhead, but I only see 4 hats. How would
you like to be in the millinery business?"
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* Obviously our own Roper poll that night in the dining room did not seem very
favorable. But why?

"It's the postwar trend," Barkin said. "It used to be that a woman would
never think of eating at a place like this in anything except a dress. She would
have felt naked without a hat."

Perhaps modern women have lost their pride in personal appearance?
"No, sir," said Barkin. "Cosmetic sales haven't fallen; if anything they're

going up. I haven't heard of any mass bankruptcies among beauty shops, and

the home permanent industry is just about the biggest success story of the

decade. It's just that women nowadays don't feel they have to have a lot of

clothes on their backs to be in the swim. That may be mixing metaphors a little.
but that's the way it is.

"Take the suburban housewife. In the morning she puts on a skirt. Over it

she throws a smock-that's a big item in clothing sales nowadays, the smock-
and she's ready for her housework. Or if she hasn't too much work to do and

thinks somebody might drop in, she wears a brunch coat over the skirt. That's

a kind of three-quarter length housecoat: Looks pretty good, especially when it
has gold designs on it."

BIG DAYS IN THE TWENTIES

"In the afternoon she's got a little fancy shopping to tend to, or a bridge party
or something. So what does she do? She takes off the smock and puts on a

blouse or a sweater. Or one of her husband's old shirts-even that's considered
perfectly respectable for most purposes nowadays.

"Then she combs her hair and does a careful job with the lipstick and vanity

case. She feels dressed up just by putting a new face on. That's all that today's
customs require."

From what I remembered offhand about my own wife and her friends, Barkin's

analysis made a lot of sense. But what did the war have to do with it?
"Now you get into sociology," he said. "That's my hobby, you know; I write

books on sociology when I have the time. You sure you want me to get wound
up on it?"

I gave him the green light.
"Well, the dressmaking industry really got started during the twenties. Before

that everything was mostly done by local dressmakers and seamstresses. Then

came the factory-made dress. It was cheaper, lasted longer and gave you your

choice of just about anything you wanted at any price you wanted to pay.
"Those were the days for the dress industry. You could take a $200 Paris gown

and make a pretty exact copy to sell for $100- You could make another copy to

sell for $50. And so on all the way down the line to $6.98.
"Women liked dresses in those days and snapped them up. It was an era of city

living. The suburbs didn't amount to much as yet. There weren't too many

automobiles or too many commuters. Life was much more formal than nowa-

days. If you had a car, you used it to visit friends or just go out for a Sunday

drive-and you dressed up to do it. The movies were the biggest form of enter-
tainment-and that meant dressing up again."

CAME THE WAR

Barkin looked around the restaurant and his eye fell upon a couple in the

corner. They were young, extremely young. The girl was wearing a skirt and
sweater, no hat.

"Watch her left hand when you can catch a glimpse of it," he said, "I'll bet she's
wearing a wedding ring."

I watched; the hand came into view-and she was.
"That's another thing," said Barkin. "People weren't marrying so young in

those days. Women stayed single longer and in a sense were competing for the

attention of men. That meant dressing up. I call it display competition-and
all fashion is really display.

"The dress industry grew even during the depression. People didn't have

enough money to get married. A lot of them couldn't afford houses or automo-
biles or electric iceboxes or any of the other big expensive things. What did they

buy? They bought clothes. Clothing was cheap; you could afford it even if you
couldn't afford anything else."

"And then," I reminded him, "came the war."*
"Right," Barkin said. "and now you've got to put a couple of things together.

In the first place, the marriage rate went sky high. So did the birthrate. Mar-
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riages and babies have been the biggest boom of the last 10 years. And where
do all these new married couples live? In the suburbs. There, in a nutshell, is
what's happened to the clothing industry."

I had to admit that I didn't quite get it.
"Just think for a minute about that suburban housewife," Barkin went on.

"She's got a house to take care of, with no help. She's got a couple of children.
What's she going to wear while she's with the kids in the back yard? A Paris
creation ?

"Not on your life. She's a skirt and blouse woman. Or maybe even slacks and
blouse, except that many women don't look good in slacks.

"And what does she do for entertainment? She and her husband watch tele-
vision and you don't have to dress up for that. Or they drop in on some neigh-
bors who dress just as casually as they do. Or they go to a drive-in. Still no
dressing up.

"This is the most informal and casual era in the history of American clothes.
Even the wealthiest people are dressing casually; it's the first time they've copied
a style from the lower income groups, rather than vice versa. Come back to
my office and I'll show you the figures."

Barkin's office, down on University Place, always comes as a shock to his
visitors. The desks and tables are littered with papers-books, booklets,
pamphlets, memos. On his own desk that night the stack was 6 inches high, and
there was hardly enough bare space to hold a pencil or postage stamp.

"Don't let the office throw you," he said. "This represents my own personal
filing system: Only way I can find what I need when I need it."

He thumbed through 3 feet of papers piled on a table and, sure enough, came
up with the figures he wanted.

"Take a look at this. The average family used to spend 10 percent of its
income for clothing. Now watch how the line on the graph goes down. Today
it's only 7 percent-and believe me, it's still dropping. Everybody's got more
money. Everybody's got more kids. You'd think that the line would be going
up, but it's just the opposite.

"Of course, the men are responsible, too. During the war they got used to
wearing casual clothes in the Army-the Eisenhower jacket, for example, or the
Army windbreaker. They found out you could keep warm and still be com-
fortable.

"When the soldier got back he probably bought one dress-up suit, but then
he started looking for something cheaper and more casual. He started buying
sports jackets and slacks. He began wearing sports shirts instead of white
shirts. Another blow at formality. Now do you get the picture?"

It began to add up. The shift to the suburbs. The concentration on home
and children. Television and the drive-in.

THE STYLISH TEENS

"Exactly," said Barkin. "And don't forget that houses are expensive. So are
furnishings. Nowadays families are putting their money into their homes,
instead of on their backs. In the matter of keeping up with the Joneses, the
main thing is the house. And of course the car you need to live in the suburbs.

"The average young married man spends 5 days a week working for the
boss. Then he goes home and puts in 2 days of what I call working for the
mortgage. He mows the lawn, puts in a garden, does some painting, takes down
the screens and puts up the storm windows. His wife works right with him.
And who needs fancy clothes?"

I was beginning to feel a little sorry for Barkin's workmen in the textile
industry, not to mention the businessmen who hire them, and I said so. Barkin
grinned.

"Don't worry; we'll lick the problem yet," he advised me. "The real trouble
is that the industry just hasn't caught up with the trends; it didn't realize what
was happening. One of these days the industry will start making clothes de-
signed for our times-and you'll see that there's some life in it yet.

"Besides, who can say how long a trend will last? You know who the
most fashion-conscious women in America are today? You may not believe it,
but they're the teen-agers. The bobby-sox era is dying. The teen-agers are tak-
ing to quilted dresses and crinolined party dresses with layers of petticoats
underneath. They're more high-style conscious today than their mothers-and
who knows what will happen when they get a little older?"
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[Journal of Commerce, New York, Thursday, July 22, 1954]

WOOL MILLS, CIO SAY MODERNIZATION OFFERS SOLE SOLUTION TO INDUSTRY ILLS

(By Charles F. Davis)

Wool-cloth mill management's failure to modernize manufacturing methods,
styling, and merchandising is more directly the cause of the industry's present
depressed state than the wage demands of organized labor, according to an execu-
tive of the Textile Workers Union of America, CIO.

While few cloth producers will go along with the premise that wages are a
secondary problem, many of them will admit that the industry has been remiss in
the developmenit of new products, textural effects, and in other respects has been
hidebound.

If there is anything incongruous in this near-agreement on the part of organized
labor and management, it is no less so than the fact that one of the most im-
portant divisions of the United States textile industry may well be disappearing,
at least in Its present concept.

Solomon Barkin, TWUA's director of research, pointed out to the Journal of
Commerce in an interview that the woolen and worsted industry has in the past
decade shrunken drastically and will shrink even more unless management takes
corrective action.

MANY MILLS LIQUIDATED

In 1947, he pointed out, the industry employed about 167,000 workers and now
the figure is between 58,000 and 60,000. Since the end of World War II about 50
mills have been liquidated, he added.

The worsted end of the business has beenthe hardest hit and is the most
culpable, Mr. Barkin stated.

Although Government fabric needs during the Korean war provided worsted
producers with a reprieve, their products even then were losing ground to cottons,
particularly in regards to lightweight cloth and more recently it has been even
more overshadowed by various types of synthetics.

This business was forfeited by management almost without a struggle, accord-
ing to Mr. Barkin.

In contrast to the worsted division, woolen fabrics have more than held their
own due a growing demand for casual wear which, for the industry, manifested
itself in calls for new textures in sport coatings, and a willingness on the part of
woolen-cloth producers to develop new designs.

Woolen-cloth producers were quick to grasp the signifiance of the casual-wear
trend and the new emphasis on sport coats, among other things, having been made
acutely aware of the call here for cloth to be thus used by British exploitation of
the market, Mr. Barkin pointed out.

More serious, in Mr. Barkin's view, than the tendency for the wool-cloth in-
dustry to move South where labor is mostly unorganized is the possibility that in
doing so wool-cloth production will come into the hands of interests who are es-
sentially cotton or synthetic fiber fabric producers. This will tend to further
reduce emphasis on wool as a self-sufficient, adaptable, and desirable apparel
component, he believes.

To the extent that from January 1951 through June 1953, about 140,000 AmerI-
can system spindles have been installed by the industry, this is already coming
about, he said. The American system is an adoption of cotton-spinning techniques
and is of southern origin and development.

Recently announced and pending mergers of old-line New England wool-cloth
mills with cotton and synthetic fiber interests is the latest and even more ominous
sign that wool may be relegated into a secondary position, he added.

While admitting that the TWUA's most immediate concern is and has been the
continuation of equitable wage scales and working conditions, Mr. Barkin said
that it has long been appreciated by the union that these cannot be maintained
unless the industry is healthy.

Questioned as to whether or not the union's willingness to take a wage cut this
year-which in most instances came to about 91/2 cents per hour-was not an
admission that it's wage demands in the previous 2 or 3 years were unreasonable,
Mr. Barkin strongly denied it.

"Last year the arbitrators turned down a reduction sought by management
stating that the mills must face and solve its own problems of marketing de-
ficiencies, sales, and administration," Mr. Barkin said.
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"By 1954, the arbitrators found that management had not solved the problems
but in the interest of the industry's survival the reduction was essential. Funda-
mentally, however, the problem of finding new markets and buyers are still the
key issue which must still be solved by management," he added.

Referring to an 11-point program the union recently formulated and forwarded
to Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks, Mr. Barkin said that it stressed
Government contracts and relief work in order to give management more time to
solve these problems.

Mr. Barkin said that the program also included Government assistance in re-
search comparable to that which has proven so successful in the cotton industry
and to otherwise provide Government facilities by which management can expand
the market for wool cloth.

DEPRESSION IN TEXTILES: A WARNING TO AMERICA
(Chapter 3 of Executive Council Report, Eizhth Biennial Convention, Textile
* Workers Union of America, CIO, May 3-7, 1954)

Although the American economy as a whole operated in high gear through the
first three-quarters of the last 2 years, the textile industry did not. The Nation's
output broke all records as tremendous plant improvement and expansion pro-
grams were completed; more people were employed than ever before, and
consumer income reached new peaks. Yet the textile industry was unable to
sustain the level of activity it had reached in the first quarter of 1951, when it
was producing at an annual rate of 14.8 billion yards of cotton, synthetic and
wool woven fabrics.

Textile production declined in the second quarter of 1952 to 78 percent of the
first quarter's volume. Man-hours of work shrunk almost as much though
employment dropped only 12 percent, since about half the adjustment came
through reduction in hours. There was a pickup at the end of 1952 which
touched its height in the first half of 19-53, when production reached 90 percent
of the first quarter of 1951. The rise in man-hours was only slightly less and
employment was at about 93 percent of the 1951 level. But the recovery faltered
and production declined through the last half of 1953 to 80 percent of the 1951
first quarter. By the end of 1953 employment had dropped more than total man-
hours; employment was about 4 percent below the second quarter of 1952 but
man-hours were about equal. The overall contraction in production, accom-
panied by many mill closings, has therefore begun to reflect itself sharply in
complete liquidation of textile-mill jobs.
* Thus the textile industry was operating at a low level at a time when output
in other major industries was slowed only by material shortages or other pro-
duction bottlenecks. In addition, the textile industry had failed to share equally
in the growth of consumer demand stemming from the high level of economic
prosperity. From 1939 through 1953 our physical national product doubled and
the consumer actually enjoyed 70 percent more in services and goods, but the
increase in textile yardage was only about 30 percent.

While the total number of workers actually employed in the nation rose from
45.8 million in 1939 to 62 million in 1953-an increase of 35 percent-the num-
ber actually employed in the textile industry dropped by 3 percent, with workers
averaging less than 40 hours a week.

As in the 1920's the textile industry was sick while the rest of the economy
flourished. Government, management and the public, unfortunately, remained
oblivious to the fact that this was a harbinger of more far-reaching economic
difficulties.
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Production of broad-woven fabrics

[In millions of linear yards]

Totals
Cotton Syandetic wool

and silk
Quarterly Annual rate

Capacity I -___--_--____--______--_-__-__-_ 2,850 710 130 3,690 14, 760
3952:

Ist quarter -2, 395 557 86 3, 038 12,152
2d quarter -2,275 518 81 2,874 11,496

* 3d quarter -2,314 569 88 2,971 11,884
4th quarter -------- 2, 539 623 96 3,258 13, 032

1993:
Ist quarter -2, 612 624 85 3, 321 13, 284
2d quarter - 2,616 622 93 3,331 13, 324
3d quarter -2,414 577 84 3,075 12,330
4th quarter 2 - 2,400 530 80 3,010 12,040.

I Per quarter-based on production in 4th quarter of 1950 and Ist quarter of 1951.
2 Estimated.

One reason why the textile industry did not participate fully in the general
prosperity was its failure to design and promote new products suiting the Na-
tion',s changes in living habits and patterns. These have been transformed by.
the vast growth of suburban housing developments, with their emphasis on do-
it-yourself activities, and the increased leisure time available to the mass of peo-
ple in a period of full employment.

In 1953 Americans had about $138 billion in discretionary spending power
(income left after their basic needs are satisfied) compared to $26.5 billion in
1940. Construction of more than 7 million new one- and two-family houses since
the war converted millions of apartment dwellers to suburban homeowners put-
tering around the house. Gardening took on the aspects of a major industry as
consumers in 1952 spent some $836 million for flowers, seeds, and potted plants.

FOLKS DON'T DRESS UP TO STAY AT HOME

The do-it-yourself movement mushroomed into a multimillion dollar busi-
ness supplying paint, tools, flooring, wallpaper, wood, outboard motors, etc., to
suburbanites; outdoor furniture and cooking equipment also enjoyed tremen-
dous expansion as the people spilled out of their houses into patios, lawns, and
backyards. These new interests arose from the need of homeowners to supply
such services themselves rather than depend upon landlords or builders.

Equally significant has been the widespread popularity of television, bringing
the family back into the home and making it the focal point for leisure-time ac-
tivities. In short, household life in America is now predominantly casual, both
in attitudes and attire.

At the same time, outside-world tastes also shifted. Dressy affairs have given
way to sports like hunting, fishing, and boating, and to drive-in movies. Travel
expenditures alone exceeded $9 billion last year, with motels soaring to a billion
dollar a year level. These leisure-time activities are of the type that accentuate
casual apparel-a hybrid of sports and work clothes. In 1947 dress shirts made
up 3 out of 4 men's shirts sold; in 1953 sport shirts outsold dress shirts 2 to 1.
Another major change in men's clothing was the growth of separate dress and
sport trousers, from 38 million pairs in 1948 to 46 million in 1952 and over 50 mil-
lion in 1953. In women's fashion, the trend toward informality is evidenced by
the shift from dresses and suits to skirts, blouses, and sweaters. Thus while
dress and suit cuttings in the first half of 1953 went down 6 and 11 percent, re-
spectively, skirt output rose by 16 percent.

The net effect of suburban living, long weekends, backyard sports and home
workshops has been to lessen interest in attire and encourage the use of cloth-
ing wohich not only consists of fewer items but lasts longer. As a result, civilian
per capita consumption of textiles (in terms of fibers) is only 36 pounds in
the postwar years in comparison with 29 pounds before the war-a rise of
24 percent when compared with the 50 percent rise in real per capita disposable
income.

The heavy burden of consumer debt has also had a restrictive effect on textile
consumption. Mortgages make first claim on the income of the more than 7
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million families who have bought their own homes since the war. Betweenthe end of 1945 and 1953, the amount of mortgage debt outstanding on 1- to4-family houses rose from $1812 billion to $65 billion.
Other types of consumer debt have also dampened current expenditures.

Consumer credit outstanding has soared in the last few years as more andmore people have used this means to purchase automobiles, furniture, television
sets, and household appliances. Total consumer credit rose from $5.7 billionat the end of 1945 to $28.9 billion at the end of 1953; automobiles alone account for$11 billion of this total.

Thus there is a total conshlmer-homeowner debt of nearly $95 billion, whichtakes a big bite out of consumers' current income. This reduces consumer
expenditures for items which can be postponed, with apparel one of the chiefvictims. The proportion of the consumer's dollar spent on apparel has declinedsteadily since the war.

Apparel expenditures as a percent of total consumer expenditures
1946_------------- 10.4 1949_----8.8 - -1952 … _ 7.8
1947 … --- 9.6 1950______________-8.0 - -1953 … 7.3
1948______________- 9.5 1951_------------- 8.0

For the last 4 years the proportion spent on apparel has been below the pre-war level (8.6 percent in 1939).
A concerted drive by the textile and apparel industries is needed to recapture

consumer interest. Designers have barely tapped the potentialities for greatersales to the newly leisure-conscious suburbanites. Research has been sadlyneglected. Expenditures for advertising and sales promotion have been pitifully
small compared to the outlays by producers of durable goods. Textile nmanu-facturers must start an industrywide program, in cooperation with apparelmanufacturers, to revive the appeal of clothing and whet the appetite of con-sumers for new things to wear.

While there has been considerable expansion in the use of textile products inthe home, it has hardly been enough to keep abreast of the vast new needs. Theopportunities for industrial application have remained almost untouched.
The last 3 years have witnessed a series of aggressive advertising campaignsto promote new textile fibers like orlon, dacron, acrilan, and dynel. However,

great irresponsibility has marked the launching of these new products as "mira-
cle fibers." Consumers found the claims for these synthetics to be exaggerated.
Moreover, many spinning mills lacked proper equipment or know-how to process
the new fibers, and often resorted to shortcuts which resulted in inferior yarn
and fabric.

The widespread disillusionment of consumers hurt the market for these newfibers. Also creating confusion was the multitude of different blends of natural
and synthetic fibers, generally marketed without reporting the proportion ofeach fiber or the special advantages offered. Nevertheless, the bulking qualitywhich enables the new fibers to be used as a wool substitute or for blends, plus
their superior crease resistance and launderability, makes them a formidable
threat to the older fibers.

Spinners and weavers of wool, rayon and acetate have all suffered from theinroads of the new fibers. Although there is no assurance that they will holdtheir present position, they have seriously upset the industry, especially the olderbranches, and discouraged consumer buying. Cotton, on the other hand, hasrecovered part of the market it had previously lost to rayon and acetate.

Percentage distribution of fiber consumption

1946 1950 1952

Manmade fibers:
Rayon and acetate -13.5 19.8 , 18. 9Other - --- ------------------------------------- .9 2.1 4.0Cotton - -------------------------------------------- 74.1 068.5 69.6W ool ---- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- --- -11.4 9.5 7. 4Silk -. 1 .1 .1

Total ---------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0
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These shifts in the distribution of consumption among the various textile
fibers reflect the following developments:

1. Improved styling and finishes on cotton fabrics for women's wear stimulated
their use in dresses, blouses, skirts, and woven fabric underwear and nightwear,
as indicated by the following figures on percentage of cotton to total garments
cut:

1949 1953 '

Dresses (unit priced) ----------- 20 29
Blouses -- ----------------------------------------------------------- 26 49
Skirts --- 25 37
Underwear and nightwear-2 40 55

1 Estimate based on data for 1st half.
' 1950.

2. The superior launderability of cottons enabled them to recapture the bulk
of the men's woven fabric sport shirt market:

Percentage of cotton sport shirts

1 9 5 0…… -- --- - -- -- -- -- - ----- - ----- - --- ------ -- -- ---- --- ----- -- -- ---- ----- -- 4 9
1951 __---- 42
1952…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
1953 -------------------------------------------------------------------- _55

' Estimates based on data for first 10 months.

3. Lower cost, improved finishes, and superior styling made it possible for rayon
and the newer synthetics to take over part of wool's markets in men's.summer
suitings, separate trousers, and women's suitings:

Percent of garments made of man-made fibers

mer suits suits

1494 9 46 40 34
1950 -50 49 42
1951 -61 63 60
1952 - 69 61 61
19531 - 70 61 55

I Estimate.

In addition to the displacement of natural fibers by synthetics, the textile
Industry has suffered from the substitution of nontextiles in various household
and industrial uses. Plastic film has made major inroads in the upholstery
fabric market and in automobile seat covering and door paneling. When added
to the earlier displacement in window and shower curtains and tablecloths, these
developments assume major importance.

Failure of the woolen and worsted branch of the industry to protect its com-
petitive position stands in marked contrast to the success of the cotton interests
in improving their styling, finishing and merchandising. With Government aid
in studying the properties of cotton and its potential uses, growers and manu-
facturers cooperated in developing new processes and staging an effective pro-
motion campaign. Research is needed in the wool field to improve its qualities
with respect to shrinkage and mothproofing. Fabric design has lagged behind
the times as domestic mills generally gave up the initiative to foreign producers.
While many woolens have been styled to meet the shift in consumer preference
toward casual wear, worsteds have not yet been adequately adapted to this trend.
Many mills are also unable to compete because of obsolete plant and equipment.
The woolen and worsted industry will have to bestir itself to meet the growing
challenge of the newer synthetics. Creative answers must be forthcoming to
the problems posed by product design, technology, merchandising and sales
promotion.
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MORE RESEARCH IS REQUIRED

The same problems confront the rayon and acetate branch of the industry. The
dressy appearance of many filament yarn fabrics bars them from a major place
in the current vogue. New fabric designs will be needed; better finishes are
required; standards of launderability must be improved and enforced. The in-
dustry has made a start on a sales promotion program but this will have to be
supplemented by attractive styling and fabric qualities to meet our new suburban
civilization.

Certain broad areas of use for textiles have hardly been explored. For ex-
ample, laminated glass fibers are currently being used in experimental produc-
tion of automobile bodies. If successful this development will open up a vast
new field for the use of fibers in labinates. Research is needed on the potentiali-
ties of textiles for various new industrial applications as well as the possibil-
ities of expanding old uses.

The rate of mill liquidations increased substantially in the last 2 years, leaving
a train of ghost towns and some 50,000 jobless workers. Management deficien-
cies which had been glossed over in the textile booms that followed World
War II and the Korean war were glaringly exposed by intensified competition.
Companies whose stockholders enjoyed a bonanza in dividends from highly
profitable operations in 1946-48 and 1950-51 found that their failure to plow
back sufficient funds to modernize plant and equipment left them at a serious
disadvantage in 1952-53. The necessity of cutting costs posed financial problems
for which they had not prepared themselves and many mills were forced out of
business.

REASONS WHY MILLS LIQUIDATE

Other companies gave up the ghost because they lacked the enterprising man-
agement necessary for survival in a highly competitive era. Mills whose original
owners had been alert and aggressive enough to build up the business lost their
momentum as ownership passed into the hands of the family's second and
third generations. Absence of research work left many firms unable to improve
their products or bring out new fabrics in keeping with changing demands.
The importance of styling and merchandising grew as competition increased
and those who had nothing special to offer or lacked the ability to promote
sales were doomed to failure. Also inevitable was the closing of plants where
labor relations had deteriorated as a result of inflexible management attitudes.

A number of mills were liquidated as a result of deliberate schemes by manage-
ment to achieve maximum financial gains. The welfare of the workers who had
devoted the major portion of their lives to these mills was ignored in the ruthless
drive of a few men to profit from loopholes in our tax laws, under which capital
gains (such as a gain from the sale of a plant) are taxed at only 26 percent
compared to a maximum rate of 92 percent on ordinary income. No considera-
tion was given to the fate of communities whose entire economic life depended
upon the operation of these mills. Instead, every opportunity was seized to
exploit communities in other parts of the country through acquisition of new
plants and equipment paid for by industry-hungry towns which used their tax-
exempt authority to float municipal bonds.

The American economy is headed for a general decline unless consumer spend-
ing is increased. The total output of our economy rose to a new peak of $367
billion in 1953, a boost of 5 percent over the previous year. This rise was shared
by all three types of domestic activity-consumer expenditures, business invest-
ment and Government purchases. However, this year the latter two are moving
down. Business has been reducing inventories and plans to spend less on new
plants and equipment. The Federal Government has announced a $5 billion
reduction in its budget. Consequently an increase in consumer buying will be
needed to fill the gap thus created. There is little evidence that this will be
achieved. The weakness of consumer demand for apparel in 1953 was a fore-
runner of the declining strength being exhibited by total consumer demand in
1954.

While the industry as a whole reported fairly modest financial returns in 1952
and 1953 (earning 4Y2 percent on sales before taxes in 1952 and 5%/ percent in
1953), many firms were able to score notable successes. Returns well over 5
percent on sales were recorded by Bates Manufacturing Co. (7.6 percent), Berk-
shire Fine Spinning Associates, Inc. (9.5 percent), Beaunit Mills, Inc. (6.2 per-
cent), Consolidated Textile Co. (9.4 percent), Erwin Mills, Inc. (5.8 percent),
Pepperell Manufacturing Co. (9.5 percent), Standard-Coosa-Thatcher Co.
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(14.1 percent), Sagamore Manufacturing Co. (6.6 percent), S. Stroock & Co.,
Inc. (20.2 percent) and Woodside Mills (10.0 percent). Financial reports have
not yet been made public by many other companies whose efficiency and superior
merchandising in this competitive period have yielded handsome returns. The
performance of these profitable firms can be used as a yardstick to gage the
management deficiencies of companies which failed to measure up.

BIGGEST COMPANIES GET BIGGER

Corporations with strong financial backing found many opportunities during
the last 2 years to augment their position in the market by acquiring control of
additional plans. Among major acquisitions were those by J. P. Stevens & Co.
(Utica & Mohawk Cotton Mills), Burlington Mills Corp. (Peerless Woolen Mills,
Inc.), United Merchants & Manufacturers, Inc. (A. D. Juilliard & Co., Inc.),
Textron, Inc. (F. Burkhart Manufacturing Co.), Abney Mills (Erwin Mills);
Pepperell Manufacturing Co. (Dunson Mills), Berkshire Fine Spinning Asso-
ciates, Inc. (Lincoln Bleachery & Dye Works). In addition, a number of com-
panies were merged to form new industrial giants; these include Flagg-Utica
Corp. (J. T. Flagg Knitting Co. and Utica Knitting Co.), and the consolidation
of U. S. Finishing Co. and Aspinook Co.

ANumber of production workers in United States textile manufacturing industries,
1940-53

December December December December December DecemberIndustry 1940 1945 1947 . 1949 1 19511 1953

Total 
2

---- 1,308, 000 1, 230,000 1,431,600 1,323,000 1, 277,000 1,1650,000

Yam and broad woven fabric
3
. 769,800 721, 200 786, 700 697,400 671,300 589, 100

Cotton, silk, and synthetic 587, 000 559, 400 611,300 549, 0O0 130, 800 103. 700
Woolen and worsted 182, E00 161, 00 175,400 147, 800 115,100 05, 410
Knitting and hosiery -- 246 100 201 000 237, 400 232,100 215 800 212, 400
Dyeing and finishing 76, 00 74, E00 80, 900 85, 600 83, 600 81,400
Carpets and rugs (wool) - 28, COO 21, 700 39,000 35, 800 28, 700 28, 200
Finished textiles 3 55, 300 77, 000 96, 600 103, 800 112, 400 95,800
Synthetic fibers- 51, 200 57, 700 59,800 53, 000 51, 900 45, 600

1 Figures differ from previous reports for same periods due to subsequent BLS revisions.
2 Includes miscellaneous textile mill products industries not shown separately (jute goods, narrow fabrics,

cordage, twine, etc.) but excludes hats and hat bodies.
3 Includes cotton, silk, synthetic, and wool.
4 Includes textile bags, handkerchiefs, curtains, draperies, and other housefurnishings.

Source: U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

These mergers and acquisitions continued the postwar trend toward concentra-
tion of control in the hands of larger and larger textile giants. The 50 largest
interests in the spinning, weaving, and finishing branches of the industry now
employ almost 400,000 workers, or about half the total labor force in these
branches.

TECHNOLOGY sTILL MOVES AHEAD FAST

In contrast with the inert managements referred to in our earlier discussion
of liquidations, these aggressive companies have placed heavy stress (n modern-
ization. The pressure for cost reduction in the last 2 years resulted in the
expenditure of over $500 million for plant improvement and expansion. The
bulk of the postwar expansion program had been completed by 1951 so subsequent
capital expenditures were concentrated in improvement of existing facilities.
Altogether, the industry has spent more than $31/2 billion on new plant and
machinery since the war. By the end of 195:3 more than half the gross value
of the industry's capital assets was madle up of postwar installations.

Along with improved technology the textile industry has transformed its
methods of operating along the lines of the most modern American industries.
Centralized controls have been instituted over scheduling and production, and
systematic checks imposed on quality. Plant layouts have been revamped to
provide a straight-line flow of production. Materials handling has thereby been
reduced to a minimum and, where actually necessary, mechanical means have
been substituted for labor. Technically trained supervisors and time study engi-
neers have combined to tighten labor standards. Manhour output has been sub-
stantially increased. With the decline in activity at the end of 1953, many
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companies pared their overhead and work force. Demands for higher machine
assignments for workers were more numerous than ever.

With the woolen and worsted industry operating at depressed levels, the prob-
lem of imports assumed serious proportions. Imports of wool top were par-
ticularly onerous because of the marked rise in the quantity of Uruguayan tops
brought into the United States as a direct result of Uruguay's foreign exchange
manipulation. Uruguayan producers were given a higher exchange rate on top
exports than on raw wool-a Government subsidy which enabled them to boost
their exports to the United States from 6 million pounds in 1951 to 16 million
iounds in 1952. Altogether, 23 million pounds of wool tops were imported in
1952 compared to 10 million in 1951 and 4 million in 1950.

TWUA cooperated with the wool trade in urging the United States Customs
Bureau to impose a countervailing duty on Uruguayan wool top imports. After
considerable delay, the Bureau levied an 18 percent countervailing duty effective
last June. As a result, top imports declined to about 6 million pounds in 1953.

Imports of woolen and worsted fabrics increased to a point where they captured
a substantial portion of the American market. While domestic production de-
clined steadily from 786 million square yards in 1946 to 470 million in 1953,
imports rose from 4 million to 25 million square yards.

Imports as a percent of domestic production

[In millions of square yards]

Imports Production Percent

1946 -4 786 0.5
1950 - 19 586 3.2
1951 951---------------------- 19 509 3. 7
1952 -24 501 4.8
19531 _- 25 470 5.3

I Partly estimated.

The impact of imports was especially heavy because of the concentration of
foreign producers on lightweight fabrics. In 1953 more than half the total
imports were in cloths of 8 ounces a square yard or less. Imports of the lightest
types (6 ounces a square yard or less) constituted 12 percent of domestic output
in 1953.

To protect the industry from further destruction, TWUA in 1953 requested
the United States Tariff Commission to implement a provision of the general
agreement on tariffs and trade which authorized raising tariff rates on woolen
and worsted fabrics when imports exceed the "trigger point" of 5 percent of
production. This request was rejected on a technicality. Early in 1954 the
union again urged the Commission to raise the tariff rate from 25 percent to 45
percent as soon as imports in any weight category reach 5 nercent.

While woolen and worsted imports have been rising, exports of cotton goods
(the only textile item which the United States experts in substantial quantitiesy
have been dropping sharply. Shipments of cotton fabrics declined from S(ra
million square yards in 1951 to 762 million in 1952 and 630 million in 1953, a
drop of 21 percent in 2 years. Foreign markets for cotton goods have been con-
tracting as domestic textile industries have been built up in the underdeveloped
areas of the world. Japan and India have expanded their capacity to a point
where their exports exceed those of the United States. Great Britain's in-
dustry is also geared to supply a larger portion of the world cotton goods market.
The United States, therefore, faces a shrinking foreign market.

The economic problems faced by the textile industry call for vigorous action by
the Federal Government to ,aid in making the necessary adjustments. In the
1952 Presidential election campaign, General Eisenhower made specific promises
to aid distressed areas and to effectuate other policies leading toward a recovery
in textiles. However, campaign pledges which would have aided hundreds of
thousands of textile workers were quickly forgotten after the Republican ad-
ministration took office.

LAWRENCE ExPOSES IRE'S DOU3LETALIC

In Lawrence, Mass., where more than 20 percent of the labor force of 53,000
was unemployed as a result of woolen-mill closings, the President had promised
preference for distressed areas in obtaining Government contracts. The Truman
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administration's policy of setting aside parts of contracts to be let in distressed
areas had not been sufficient because of the requirement that the lowest bid be
matched. At the end of 1953 President Eisenhower announced he favored
strengthening the set-aside program to assist distressed areas, but withdrew
his support before any alleviation could be worked out. He explained that it
was not his intention to offer special assistance to any area, but rather to im-
prove conditions throughout the Nation; the only result was continued unem-
ployment in Lawrence and other hard-hit cities.

Meanwhile, total unemployment rose from 1.2 million in October 1953 to over
2.4 million at the beginning of 1954, not counting the people who had dropped out
of the labor market and young workers who could not find jobs.

One of the final actions of the Truman administration had been an order
by the late Secretary of Labor Maurice J. Tobin setting $1.20 as the minimum
wage for the woolen and worsted industry under the Walsh-Healey Public
Contrast act. This would have protected unionized mills from cutthroat com-
petition on Government contrasts. However, the order was nullified by Martin
P. Durkin, Eisenhower's first appointee as Secretary of Labor, who insisted on
holding additional hearings. Only at the end of January 1954 did the new
Secretary of Labor, James P. Mitchell, reissue the order. The delay frustrated
the purpose of the Walsh-Healey Act. Further delay is expected from em-
ployer court action challenging the order.

FEDERAL POLICIES SHRINK MARKETS

Tobin's earlier order of a $1 minimum wage in cotton-rayon has been in
court since February 1953. Here again the Labor Department has been most
dilatory in pressing the matter.

The slowness with which the Republican administration moved on all
other economic problems confronting textiles has aggravated the industry's
difficulties. While they objected to the Brannan plan for farm price flexibility
proposed by the Democrats, the Republicans had no substitute to offer which
would stimulate demand for agricultural products through lower prices. In-
stead, 90 percent of parity was supported by the Government for basic crops,
including cotton, and. huge surpluses piled up in Government warehouses. Cot-
ton prices have been maintained between 32% and 33 cents a pound in spite of
a sharp decline in demand. The bulk of the current bumper crop of 16 million
bales is going into Government storage under the loan program. A more
realistic Government policy is needed to permit marketing of cotton at lower
prices while sustaining farmers' income.

Another Government policy which increases the cost of textiles without af-
fording genuine protection to the farmers is the duty on raw wool imports. The
loss of two-thirds of the apparel wool market to foreign wools is sufficient evi-
dence that the import duty does not protect the farmer. It merely adds to
the cost of the wool product. Direct payments to the farmer instead of a duty
on imports would benefit the farmer without penalizing the woolen and worsted
industry.

State and local governments also played their part in intensifying the prob-
lems of the textile industry. Several Southern States have authorized munici-
palities to issue bonds to finance new plants for lease to private interests. Such
bonds enjoy the tax-exempt status of municipal issues and therefore afford the
private users of the new plant a competitive advantage over companies which
must -get financial backing in the corporate bond market. Moreover, companies
which lease such plants do not have to make the initial capital investment
normally required to build and equip new factories. Many of these communi-
ties have also offered tax abatement as a further inducement. These various
incentives proved attractive to textile interests; their devotion to private enter-
prise was not strong enough to deter them from accepting public subsidies. The
beneficiaries include not only northerners; southern millowners have also been
induced to move to new locations. A bill to eliminate the unfair competition
arising from such subsidies has been bottled up in Congress.

MANY MANAGEMENTS FAVOR THE SQUEEZE

TWUA has proposed many positive steps designed to maintain the textile
industry in a prosperous condition, but management has refused to join in sup-
porting these measures. The successful firms, in fact, have hoped for the elimi-
nation of the marginal mills. Civic and business leaders in distressed areas
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have looked to other industries to replace textile plants. The Eisenhower ad-
ministration is disinclined to seek a solution for specific problems; with callous
disregard for the woes of workers and communities, it has retreated behind the
smug self-assurance that this is the price to be paid for our political and economic
freedom. TWUA has literally been the sole defender of the victims of economic
disaster; even affected employers have not asserted themselves, preferring to
liquidate in silence.

* * * * * * *

The textile industry faces a period of continuing challenge. The problems
of the past are likely to be heightened as the American economy goes through
what has been described as a "readjustment" but which may well become a real
slump. Total demand for textile products cannot rise substantially as long as
unemployment grows. Competition will therefore become more intense and
merchandising activities more crucial.
I The gray goods market has declined in importance in the cotton and synthetic
fields. Progressive managements do not rely on undifferentiated products to
support their operations. Fabrics need to be distinctively designed and iden-
tified for purposes of advertising and sales promotion. Brand names known by
consumers as well as the trade assure a market for particular products even
when general demand is low; labels are the assurance of quality. The develop-
ment of new products and new finishes, colors, and textures creates new uses
which can open up vast new markets.

These are the avenues for growth in our changing economy. To maintain
its stability, the textile industry more than ever needs careful insulation from
foreign low-wage competition, and realistic Federal minimum wage laws are
required to maintain wage levels within the industry.

THE PROBLEMS OF OLDER ECONOMIC REGIONS IN A DYNAMIC WORLD

By Seymour E. Harris, Professor of Economics, Harvard University

Credentials: I have served on several expert committees on the
New England economy, inclusive of the Report of the Committee on
the New England Economy (a report to the President, 1951). I have
been chairman of the New England Governor's Committee on the
Textile Industry, have represented the New England Governors at
public hearings, and am the author of the Economics of New Eng-
land and numerous other books.

SUMMARY AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Trends in the economy
Despite the general prosperity of the country in the years since 1940, there

have been many serious sore spots. Even $350 billion of military outlays and $250
billion of Federal deficits have been inadequate to solve the problems of the New
England textile towns and regions, the Middle Atlantic coal towns, several of the
Northwest agricultural States (3 actually lost population over 20 recent years).
It is of some interest that from 1929 to 1953. New England's share of national
income payments dropped by 20 percent. New York State's by 29 percent, and the
Southeast's share rose by 34 percent. Relative to New England, the Southeast
gained almost 70 percent in a period of 24 years. Nor did all "old" States lose
relatively: cf. Connecticut, Maryland, New Jersey, Michigan, and Ohio, on the
one hand, with Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, Pennsylvania, on the
other.

The large relative gains have been in the South and Far West (8.47 to 12.10
percent for the latter) and the large losses in New England and the Middle East
(a decline of 33.7 to 27.06 for the latter). The Central States and Northwest
roughly maintained their relative position of 1929.

But the Central States (Michigan, Illinois. ec.) are vulnerable in this respect.
Manufacturing recently accounted for 37.6 percent of their wages and salaries
(30 percent for the Nation) and 66.5 percent of the employment in manufactur-
ing was in the highly unstable durable goods industries (substantially tied to
military outlays). There is here a curious inconsistency between political views
(isolationism) and economic interests.
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Trends obscured by Government outlays

It is scarcely necessary to adfl that these relative losses and gains underline
important adjustment problems. Large outlays by Government have to some
extent obscured the problems. Some of the additional public spending spills over
to the depressed regions. But it is also clear that an unjustifiable increase of
deficit spending would be required to solve these problems through general fiscal
measures.

The regional struggle for dollars

Too little attention has been paid to regional probl6ms. Most of our trade is
interregional, not international. Each region has a dollar bill to pay for services
and commodities purchased from the outside. If through farm policy the prices
of a region's imports of food and raw materials rise; if through tariff policy,
it faces increased competition for its manufactured goods; if newer industrial
regions capture its markets-then it must either capture new industries or suffer
a loss of cash, reduced prices, and reduced wages; or if stickiness prevails, unem-
ployment. In this paper I show how limited are the employments that may
replace lost industries.

New England a low-wage region
Thus, to some extent we can explain the transformation of New England from

a high- to a low-wage region. In manufacturing New England's wages are lower
than anywhere but the South, and in white-collar work her wages are even -below
those of the South. Of 18 industries for which figures were available, New
England's wages were higher than the national average only in 3 industries:
textiles, chemicals and allied products, and stone, clay, and glass products. In.
1950, average manufacturing hourly wages in the United States were $1.46, as
compared with $1.38 in New England. Had New England been able to find ade-
quate alternative employments in the last generation, she would not have suffered
from the unfavorable balance of payments, relative loss of cash, and pressure on:
costs-a pressure that is also felt in unemployment as national trade unions.
interpose obstacles to wage cutting.

The dangerous competition for industries

In recent years there has developed a dangerous competition among States
for industry, with the tendency of competing States to cut services and keep'
taxes down in order to keep or attract industry. This is evident, for example, in
the newer industrial regions aggressively seeking a place in manufacturing by
putting minimum taxes on industry as a means of attracting industry and even
providing subsidies; by keeping down social-security benefits; by fighting trade
unions aggressively and thus keeping wages down (the Taft-Hartley Act tended
to freeze relative wages of North and South at a point where the South had a
great advantage) ; using financing through tax-exempt securities as a means of
enacting industries from the North. (According to published reports south-
ern Congressman succeeded in removing a provision in the 1954 Finance Act'
which would have stopped this unfair practice of building plants for northern
management by the issue of tax-exempt securities.)

Of particular interest is the effects of the social-security program on inter-
state competition. For example, in each of the last 2 years (1952 and 1953),
the two major textile States in New England levied taxes of 2.7 percent of pay-
rolls on employers to finance unemployment compensation: but the 3 major
southern textile States had average rates of 1.32 and 1.29 percent in these
years. In the years 1946 to 1950, the ratio of benefits to taxable wages was
2.7 percent in Massachusetts and Rhode Island: 0.9 percent, in the Carolinas
and Georgia. The average weekly benefits for the 5 most important manufac-
turing States in the North in 1953 was $25.82: in the 5 major States in the
South, $19.60, or an excess of 31 percent for the North. The unemployment
compensation program, though it was justified in part as a program which
would not result in competition among States to reduce taxes and benefits, has
as a result of experience rating become just that. Benefit schedules tend to
deteriorate to the lowest common denominator.

Federal Government and interregional competition
It is scarcely necessary to add that the Federal Government has played a large

part in this movement of industry from North to South. Generally cash has been
taken from the North and transferred to the South. These transfers are.
especially costly to the Northeast because they are accompahied by large transfers
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of cash via investments of corporations operating on a national level from North
to South. Both capital and management go. Labor stays. In 1 year New
England seemed to lose about $1 billion or 7 percent of its income as the Federal
Treasury took out more in taxes than it spent in New England. The Govern-
ment used part of this cash to reduce power costs in the South, expand research
facilities, etc., and thus to weaken New England's position. Freight rates are
lower in the South, in part because of Government policy.
Political strength of the South

Also relevant is the political strength of southern Congressmen, who though
they are theoretically strongly in support of free enterprise nevertheless are
willing, even eager, to obtain financial help from the Federal Government for
their constituents. Northern Congressmen will have to organize and fight as
effectively as southern Congressmen if they want to stop the continued losses of
their industries.

It is not surprising then that New England has been losing its textile industry
at a rapid rate. These losses have been going on for a long time; but in the 3%
years ending September 1954, the drop of employment was 48 percent. At that
rate the industry, the most important in New England accounting until very
recently for about 10 percent of employment directly and 20 percent indirectly,
would be gone in 8 to 9 years.

It is no wonder, then, that in January, July, and September 1952, unemploy-
ment in Lawrence, Mass., averaged 19, 25, and 21 percent, respectively; and
in the same months in 1953, 18, 18, and 17 percent (in the midst of the greatest
prosperity). There were substantial amounts of unemployment in other textile
towns also-no less than 30,000 unemployed at the end of 1954 in 4 textile towns
of medium size. From peak employment in 1949-51 to October 1954, Boston lost
9,400, or two-thirds of its textile jobs; Fall River, 10,000, or two-thirds; New
Bedford, 5,900, or one-third; Lowell and Lawrence, 10,600, or one-third; Provi-
dence, 33,100, or 60 percent.
The influa of new industries

What is more, the new jobs or new industries do not always make up for
these losses. Between two census years (1919 to 1947), New England gained
only 4 percent of the new jobs in the 10 fastest growing manufacturing indus-
tries, a proportion much below the region's share of factory jobs. In the same
period the region had lost 200,000 jobs in textiles and shoes. In the prosperous
years of 1947 to 1953, New England added 290,000 jobs; but only one-third was
in manufacturing. The record was better than from 1919 to 1947, in part because
.the region had been alerted and showed much initiative; but the major factor
was Government spending. What is more, the heavy gains in service employ-
ments partly reflected the pressure for jobs from those unemployed in declining
industries.

New industries in textiles and shoe towns less desirable
Despite these gains, the problems of the textile and until very recently the

shoe towns continue to trouble the region. The incoming industries were less
desirable generally than those that had left. The new jobs were not adequate
to employing new workers as well as the displaced workers.
Advantages of the South

Losses of New England and the North stem In part from real advantages of
the South-in access to raw materials and markets, in plentiful supplies of labor
eager and willing to work, in cheap power, in aggressive leadership of manage-
ment, community, and Government (it almost seems as though the Civil War is
being fought all over again), in the advantage of a new industrial region in
being able to adapt its investments to current, instead of past, spending patterns.
But in part the gains may be associated with the depression of national standards
(e. g., social security), and large favors from the Federal Government.
The task for the North

The northern regions must fight as vigorously as the South; must be as modern
in research, in management, in worker interest; must seek their fair share of
Federal outlays; must expect the leadership of a well-organized political coalition
on the Southern model; must fight for adequate. standards of social security
(through Federal standards) ; must fight for higher minimum wages, a fair share
of tax subsidies (e. g., the accelerated amortization program), of Government
contracts, etc.

.
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And in the allocation of tariff cuts, the Government should consider the net
effect of all Federal policies on a region. Can cuts in textiles be justified in
view of the total effect of Federal policies and the present state of the textile
industry? The problems of jobs for the unemployed in textiles are serious,
untenable statements in the Randall report notwithstanding.

Finally, unhealthy interstate competition will not be treated until the Federal
Government assumes a greater.responsibility for standards and tax collection as
was intended under unemployment insurance.

Treatment of unemployment by the President'8 Council
On the whole, I am disappointed. The Council scarcely touches upon the

problem of distressed areas. In earlier years the Council showed much more
interest in these problems. With more time I hope the Council will make amends.

First, it should be noted that unemployment has been greater than may be
gleaned by the report. Add 3.75 million of unemployed at peak; 1 million par-
tially unemployed (half time for those registered thus); 250,000 temporarily
idle; and 500,000 for general cut in hours (this total is cut one-half to allow for
duplication with above)-the total is then 5.5 million. Incidentally, the Council
says the peak was higher in February 1950 than in March 1954 (p. 88). But
note that the rise was much greater in 1954 over 1953 than in 1949-50 over 1948.

Second, the Council refers to the Government's contributions (p. 20) in assist-
ing localities through Government contracts. This has been of no importance.
The administration backed down when several Congressmen raised a fuss on
this issue, and even then distress areas were to be allowed only to meet bids of
others. Accelerated amortization was a gift to the prosperous, not the de-
pressed, regions. It helped bring the depressed industries down. (See New
England Textile Report, pp. 282-283: "With more than 50 percent of textile em-
ployment, the South received 90 percent of the tax amortization expenditures.
* * * New England with 25 percent of employment received 1 percent.")

Third, the Council suggests improved unemployment compensation benefits
(pp. 91-92). But so did the President on several occasions in the past. This
is just talk. Until the President and Congress take a hand and insist on Federal
standards and remove fear of interstate competition, the program will remain
inadequate; and the pressure will grow for guaranteed wages.

Note the state of unemployment compensation:
1. In the 16 years, 1938-53, there were 57 million man-years of unemployment

and but $12 billion of unemployed benefits were disbursed, or about $210 per
man-year of unemployment. Even in 1949 benefits equaled one-quarter of wage
losses.

2. Duration of benefits was 19 weeks before exhaustion.
3. Taxes collected in 1953 were 1.40 percent instead of 3 percent, with each

State through the unsupportable experience rating fighting to get rates and
benefits down.

4. One-fifth of workers are still uncovered.
5. Half the unemployed workers had their benefits exhausted in 1954. (Where-

as 96 percent of total wages were covered in 1939, only 72 percent were covered
in 1953.)

6. The percentage of benefits to wages was 41 percent in 1938-40 and 32.5 per-
cent in 1951-53. (In relation to total wages, inclusive of supplement, even less
is had.)

7. Ceiling benefits were equal to 67 percent of wages in December 1939 and
41 percent in December 1953.

8. No program for Federal reinsurance has been proposed to meet the problems
of States with a heavy incidence of unemployment. So far the Federal Govern-
ment seems to have "absconded" with $500 million to $1 billion of unemployment
taxes and now has agreed to give back as loans $200 million to be collected in
the future.

9. And what about sickness insurance, even more necessary than unemploy-
ment compensation?

Finally, in the discussion of international economics, nothing is said concern-
ing the effects of further tariff cuts on the declining industries or how to help
them.

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT BY SEYMoun E. HARRIS

1. THE BATANCE OF PAYMENTS OF REGIONS AND WAGE RATES

In many ways regional relations are more important than international rela-
tions, and especially for large countries. Trade among regions is much larger in
the United States than between this country and other countries. For example, in

,58422-55--20
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1 year exports of the United States were 5 percent of national income; but exports
from New England (regional and international) were about 25 percent. Of
course, the smaller the region (e. g., a State), the greater becomes the importance
of regional trade.

Regional trade raises some problems common to international trade and some
that are not. A region, of course, has the problem of the balance of payments.
New England, for example, only produces 3 percent of its income from agriculture
(10 percent for the Nation), and hence has to import its major foods and raw
materials, paying for them primarily through exports of manufactures and sec-
ondarily through exports of services. The region also pays for its agricultural
and mining products through receipts on income from past investments abroad
or in other regions. A great manufacturing region tends to export most of its
manufacturing product-obviously if it accounts for 6 percent of the national
consumption, it will export, say 94 percent of the textiles. Though if its total
manufacture of textiles is 25 percent of the Nation's it will export some textiles
and import others-still its net exports would be several times its consumption.

A region, like a nation, is concerned with the problem of paying its bills. If
the prices of its imports rise vis-a-vis those of its exports, the balancing of
accounts may cause difficulties. For example, both because of natural forces and
also the intervention of government (raising agricultural prices and through
tariff policy depressing relatively prices of industrial production), the terms of
trade of industrial regions have tended to deteriorate relative to agricultural
regions in the years since 1933-55. Hence the balance of payments of the indus-
trial regions becomes precarious; and especially for older industrial regions if,
as a result of increased competition of newer industrial regions, the competitive
position of older industrial regions tends to deteriorate.

A region may well experience even greater difficulties than a nation. A large
part of labor in manufacturing is organized on a national basis, and, therefore,
tends to set -a national wage level-for example, this is true of the steel
industry and automobiles. Hence, should the Middle West lose ground in
iron and steel to the South, it cannot easily recoup its loss by cutting wages.
Even when trade unions are of unequal strength in different regions or do not
set wages on a national basis, adjustments may be greatly impeded. For
example, according to 1 estimate, the percentage of workers organized in 11
Southern States was 25 percent of the national level in apparel and 43 percent
in textiles.' Hence, wage rates are likely to be lower in the South in these
industries. Here is a peculiar situation. Wages generally are higher in the
North than in the South. Hence it is very difficult for trade-union leaders in
the North to accept cuts in wages in industries suffering losses in the North;
for the wage level is set to some extent by the high-wage industries. If the
unions do not agree to wage levels (and labor costs) commensurate with those
in the South, however, unemployment in these industries rises.

Here we may all agree that the adjustment to unfavorable balance of pay-
ments, whether the occasion is a deterioration in the terms of trade or loss
of competitive position, is beset with difficulties. Nevertheless, there is evidence
of adjustments. For example, whereas textile wages were about 50 percent
higher in New England than in the South early in the century, 50 years later
they were but 10 to 20 percent higher. These adjustments result from the
pressure of unemployment in the regions losing cash as their competitive position
suffers; and even the rigidities introduced by institutional factors yield to some
extent. Another bit of evidence of the consumption of adjustments is to be
found in net income payments. Thus, from 1929 to 1948, per capita income
payments of New England rose by 79 percent, of the 7 most industrialized States
outside of New England by 99 percent, and of the 5 most important industrialized
States in the South by 197 percent.

2. RELEVANCE OF GOVERNMENT POLICY

Rigidities in wage rates, related to some extent to the policies of labor unions
operating nationally, do indeed interfere with adjustments. But the problem
of regions suffering competitive losses may also be aggravated by Government
policies. Thus the Federal Government, through its agricultural policies, raises
prices of raw materials and foods for the industrial regions; provides power

1 F. T. DeVyver, Labor Factors in Industrial Development of the South, Southern
Economic Journal, October 1951, p. 194.

2 The New England Economy: A Report to the President by the Committee on the New
England Economy, July 1951. p. 31.
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and tax subsidies for the newly industrialized regions; and introduces social-
security programs which put a greater burden on old than on new industrial
regions. For all of these reasons, the competitive position of the South as against
the North improves. Ultimately, of course, the pressure of demand for labor and
other factors should increase costs and retard the movement to the South. But
the large reservoir of labor on the farms being squeezed out by technological
gains greatly slows up the upward pressure on costs. Compare the New England
situation where immigration as a source of labor is no longer available, and
where there is virtually no reservoir on the farm.

Not alone Federal Government, but also State and local government influence
the competitive power of regions. In the competition for employment, each
government tries to keep taxes down and social services to a minimum. In the
fierce competition to hold or attract industries, State and local government avoid
new taxes, economize on school, health, relief programs. Where incomes are
lower and services less advanced, industry tends to move. The South in par-
ticular tends to keep their costs down. Not only does the South keep their costs
down, but they provide tax systems that hit consumers rather than business;
and they use taxes disproportionately to subsidize industries which they seek
to import.

Obviously with costs much lower in the South and with relatively free flow
of management and capital, the South tends to gain at the expense of the North.
Variations in the cost of living in the country seem to be about one-third as high
as in wage rates. In fact, when budgets applicable to each region are studied,
it is found that the annual cost in a recent year for a family budget for 10
southern cities was but 1%2 percent less than for 3 New England cities. But the
differences are larger when consideration is.given to the fact that a new industrial
area tends to establish itself in the smaller cities disproportionately-where costs
are low. Thus in a recent year 30 percent of the Nation's population was in
North Atlantic States and 28 percent in southern States; but the former accounted
for 34 percent of the 199 largest cities and the latter only. 19; and similarly for
other categories of large cities.'

The reader will find statistical material on regional variations in costs, in-
clusive of payroll taxes, all taxes, hydroelectric power, on relative supplies of
labor, etc., in the Report on the New England Textile Industry.4

Governmental activities then tend to influence the location of industry; and
in the United States at least to favor the new industrial regions. In interna-
tional relations, no government would allow a foreign nation to capture its mar-
kets at a rate (say) that the South has captured some of the Northern markets.
Governments would interpose obstacles to trade. But in the United States not
only has the Federal Government (and other governments) not intervened but
they have tended to accelerate the movement. There is one notable exception,
however. By setting minimum wages (both on a general level and on an in-
dustry basis), the Federal Government has tended to deprive the South to
some extent of one of its most important competitive assets-plentiful supply of
labor and low wages. But both because of the level at which minimum wages
Xvere set and the administrative weakness, the effects of minimum wages were
not large.

3. SOUTH-NORTH COMtPETITION: REA AND OTHER ADVANTAGES

South-North competition raises difficult problems. Without a question, the
South has important advantages and is bound to develop into a great industrial
region. Proximity to rich raw materials and markets, a dedication on the part
of labor, management, and the community to attract industry, the large supplies
of labor-these are among the great advantages. With these great advantages,
capital and management move easily into the South. The only question that
can be raised is a noneconomic one. Should a region, with these great ad-
vantages, also be encouraged to depress standards of living, of government serv-
ices, etc., below a level deemed desirable by the Nation? In other words, on top
of the great advantages of markets, and of resources, should the South also
through governmental measures be allowed to obtain additional advantages at
the expense of northern rivals-e. g., through an excess of Federal spending over

See Handbook of Labor Statistics. 1950. Pp. 121-122 and BLS Serial No. 2-, 1949.
Calculated from the City Worker's Familv and Budget. 1948. p. 22.

4 By the committee appointed by the Conference of New England Governors, 1952. Also
see'S. E. Harris, Economics of New England, 1952. and The New England Economy: A
Report to the President by the Committee on the New England Economy, 1951.
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receipts[ The question may even be raised whether northern wages should bedepressed relatively in response to wages set by the large supplies of labor inthe South. not held in check by strong trade unionism? The real issue comesdown to the rate at which the South should be allowed to gain, not whether shegains or not.
4. PROBLEMS OF ADJUSTMENT

According to the theory of international trade, a county (or region) thatloses ground in some industries then moves on to other industries. This willinvolve, of course, changes in occupations of workers and often of movement toother locations, investments in other industries, etc. All kinds of difficultiesarise. Workers often do not want to write off skills acquired in an industry,and there is great reluctance for management and investors to move into regionsor localities which have suffered from economic dislocations. When there ismuch unemployment, the movement into new industries faces additional ob-stacles-as British experience in the interwar period showed. When economicconditions are improving and especially when overfull employment prevails, theadjustments are made more easily-as United States and British experience inthe forties show. Though even in this period, part of the success stemmed fromspecial measures taken by Government and also enterprise to implement thefree-market forces. Even in the prosperous forties and fifties there have beenmany coal and textile towns which have continued to experience large and long-continued spells of unemployment.
That the problem of adjustment can be serious is suggested by the fact that theoutlets for the unemployed (say in textiles, shoes, or apparel in the Northeastand in coal in Pennsylvania and West Virginia) are distinctly limited, thoughin a growing economy some of the slack may be taken up. This follows becausemost employments are necessarily restricted to given localities; and hence aregion suffering from unemployment cannot easily capture employment from

other regions.
Elsewhere I have discussed this problem more fully. Here I present severalparagraphs from this study. The major conclusion to be drawn is that losses

can be recouped only out of a limited area of economic activity.!
"The major competition faced by American industry is interregional, notinternational. For example, exports out of the country are but 4 to 5 percentof the gross national product. Obviously, most sales are at home. In fact, alarge part of all sales are within the region or even city of production. Thisis perhaps even more true of services than of movable goods. A large part ofour services are almost exclusively free of interregional competition-medical,

local, and State government, public utilities, domestic service, local transport,publie education, etc. Here competition outside the city or region is distinctlylimited. This point is of importance because it underlines the limited areawithin which adjustments in response to losses in interregional coiapetive posi-
tion must he made.

"It is well to remember that manufacturing income in 1952 accounted for but31 percent of all income. The major adjustments in the competitive positionof a region have to be concentrated to a considerable extent on this part of theeconomy. Hence, large losses in interregional competition, say in textiles andshoes, if they are to be made good in substitute exports, must largely be madegood in improvements in manufacturing 'export' industries. Agriculture, for-estry, fisheries, and mining account for but 9 percent of the national income.Here competition is relevant but the limits of adaptability are determined
largely by the resources available.

"An estimate of approximately 40 items included in service employments andaccounting for 60 percent of all income suggests that only about 10 percent ofall income and corresponding employments included here are largely subject tointerregional competition. Thus for retail trade, public utilities, transportation,telephone services, most services (education, religion, cinema, private house-holds), local and State government, and a large part of Federal Government,the location of activities for the most part is determined by the present distri-bution of population and income. Only as population and income are redistrib-uted will the services he redistributed. They are determinates, not deter-minants. Substantial parts of wholesale trade and of insurance are examples

5 S. E. Harris, Interregional Competition: With Particular Reference to North-SouthCompetition, Proceedings of the American Economlc Association, 1954, pp. 370-372.
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of services subject to interregional competition. (See Survey of Current Busi-
ness, July 1953, p. 16.)

* * * * * * *

"An indication of the areas of competition is given by the distribution of
various types of incomes by regions. * * * We compare for each region the
percentage of incomes earned by different employments relative to the region's
share of the Nation's income. Thus in the seven regions of the country, for
1952, the average percentage of trade and service income to the region's total
income payments varied only from 24.1 to 28.0 percent (the United States aver-
age was 25.6). In construction, the range was from 3.4 percent (New England)
to 5.0 percent (Southeast). Here the differences are explained largely by the
slow advance of New England and the rapid industrial growth of the South-
not by the South selling construction services to other regions. Where the
percentage of income accruing to particular employments does not vary much
from region to region, it may be assumed that competition is distinctly limited.
In some instances, where percentage of employment varies generally, e. g.,
transportation, the explanation may well be that differences reflect geography
rather than interregional competition. Heavy concentration of population ex-
plains a low proportion of employment in transportation in New England and
Central Stataes, and large distances explain high relative employment in trans-
portation in the South, Northwest, and Far West. Differences in the propor-
tion of service income may also reflect variations in spending patterns in part:
the right Northeast spends more on services than the poor South.

"For agriculture, government, and manufacturing, the minimum and maximum
figures (taken from the Survey of Current Business, August 1953, p. 9) were as
shown in the following table.

Minimum Maximum
National
average

Area Percent Area Percent

Agriculture (income) 6.7 Middle East 1. 5 Northeast -20.3
Government (income payments). 15.9 Central- 12.5 Southeast 20.3
Manufacturing (payrolls) - 24.5 Northwest -10.6 New England-_ 32.9

"If a manufacturing region loses heavily in exports, its losses must be re-
couped largely in manufactures, with some help from services. Yet even in
manufactures there are segments where adjustments are not easily made. For
example, in 1951, the distribution of manufacturing employment was as follows:

"1. Seven industries with location predominantly determined by access to
raw materials (and to some extent to proximity to markets) accounted for 35
percent of the value added in 1951.

"2. The location of 7 industries accounting for 46 percent of the value added
was determined to a substantial degree by the need of being near the raw
materials.

"3. The other 5 industries (textiles, apparel and related, printing and publish-
ing, leather and leather products, instruments and related products) accounting
for 19 percent of value added were industries which might be located largely
independently of the proximity to the sources of the raw materials.

"The last group would especially be subject to pressures for any adjustments
that have to be made."

Ricardo's theory of international trade was based on the assumption that
labor and capital do not move across national frontiers; and that there are no
impediments to movements within a country. On both assumptions Ricardo
was wrong. In the 19th and early 20th centuries, both capital and labor moved
across national frontiers in large amounts and numbers. Relatively speaking
these movements have become a trickle since 1914. Across State or regional
boundaries, movements are not as unrestricted as Ricardo assumed. Indeed,
there are no immigration laws to contend with; exchange control or discrimina-
tion against foreigners. Yet it is interesting that in 1948, for example, per
capita incomje in Mississippi was $758 as compared with $1,891 in New York
State, $1,817 in Illinois, and $1,651 in California, or 40, 42, and 45 percent of
the per capita incomes in these States.
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6. REGIONAL DIFFERENCES OF INCOME

Despite the great gains of the South, there are still substantial differences of
income between South and North. In a recent year the per capita income in
Mississippi was 40-45 percent of that in several Northern States. Why is this
not corrected by movements of population from South to North and capital and
management from North to South? (In part the differences are fictitious.)

How can one explain such large variations of per capita income within a
country? To some extent these may be explained by statistical incomparability.
Mississippi has more children relative to total population; more agricultural
workers (low income) ; more Negroes (low income) ; lower cost of living and
hence smaller real differences. But genuine differences still remain. Yet, why
do not the agricultural workers and particularly the Negroes move to higher
income occupations and States? Indeed, there is movement from farm to city,
from South to North, from North to West, and not from South to West. For
example, from 1929 to 1948, whereas the population of New England, the Middle
Eastern States, and the Pacific Northwest rose 1.1, 1.2, and 4.3 times as much as
the national income, in the Southeast and West North Central, the percentages
were 0.5 and 0.6.8 And as has been noted earlier, the per capita incomes rose
much more in the South than in the North. That the rise has been disappointing
in the Far West (108 and 77 percent in the Pacific Northwest and Pacific South-
west, respectively, as compared with 107 percent in the country and 179 percent
in the Southeast), is to be explained by the large influx of people into that region.

But why have differences not associated with equalizing factors (e. g., number
of children) not been eliminated. Ignorance; lack of resources required for
movement; noneconomic factors (e. g., a preference for living in Mississippi to
living in California)-these are among the explanations. The sluggishness of
movement relates especially to labor, and to some extent to management. But
capital moves with great ease across regional frontiers. Under modern corporate
enterprise with more than 90 percent of capital of corporations obtained without
appeals to the market, the corporation allocates its capital on the basis of returns
to be expected. A northern steel or textile firm compares costs of producing and
selling North and South, East and West, and on the basis of estimated-returns
the corporation then invests. With large supplies of labor available, rich re-
sources, and proximity to rich markets, the steel company will divert some of
its capital to the South. With capital so mobile and labor considerably less
mobile, labor in the regions experiencing competitive losses suffer the more
because it loses so easily its complementary agent, capital.

6. REPLACEMENTS FOR DECLINING INDUSTRIES

Obviously a region that has a disproportionate investment in industries that
are losing ground must find outlets elsewhere; and for the reasons given is likely
to lose ground. Here, for example, is the trend of various industries:

Percentage of employment

1899 1939 1951

Textiles, apparels, and shoes -28. 5 20. 7 19.4
Chemicals, petroleum, and rubber -4.6 6.6 7. 5
Primary metals 8.6 8.6
Metals, machinery, instruments, etc. (5 major industries) .- -- 24.0 33.1

Source: U. S. Census of Manufactures, 1947, II, various pages; and 1951 Annual Survey of Manufactures,
Advance Report, Series MAS 5/24, Mar. 11, 1953, p. 7.

Again, here is a comparison of employments in 3 rather soft and rather weak
manufacturing industries (textiles, apparels, and leather and products of leather)
with 8 relatively strong industries (chemicals and allied, rubber products, pri-
mary metal industries, fabricated metal, machinery-both electrical and other,
transportation equipment, instruments and related). The 1947 census gave the
following percentages of employment in the 3 weak to the S strong industries:
South Atlantic, 204; East South Central, 89; New England, 83; Middle Atlantic,
62; West North Central, 40; West South Central, 32; Pacific, 19; Mountain, 12;
and East North Central, 10. It would be expected that Northern States with

1U. S. Department of Commerce, Economic Development Atlas, 1950.
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high wages and a substantial percentage of employment in the three weak indus-
tries would experience difficulties; and southern States would also not grow
so rapidly as other regions given their industry-mix, though an important offset
would be their low costs.

7. EMPLOYMENT TRENDs, 1929 TO 1949

An examination of employment trends over 20 years (1929 to 1949) shows that
despite New England's problems her gains in manufacturing have been small.
For the whole country the relative proportion of manufacturing employment had
risen by 1.84 percent; for New England, only 0.31 percent; for the Central States,
4.03 percent; Southeast, 3.77 percent; Middle East, 2.77 percent. Nor do gains
in noncommodity producing industries (tertiary) necessarily accrue to the
high-income regions. The South has a larger percentage than New England;
and the high-income Central States have but 46.22 percent of employment in
these industries as compared with 61.25 percent in the Far West and 56.60 per-
cent in the Middle East. Among these industries, Government, trade, and
miscellaneous especially gained, and transportation, finance, industry and real
estate have especially lost ground relatively. When there are gains made by
regions suffering losses, they are likely to be made in the growing employments,
though not necessarily.'

8. coNcLUsIoNs ON INTERVENTION BY GovERNMENT

In summary, factor movements tend to bring about an equalization of income
among regions. The equalization may be quickened by Government aid for the
regions gaining ground. (Though it should be noted that Government operations
may also prevent or slow up losses for low-income regions as for example in the
attempts in the thirties to keep incomes in agricultural regions from declining
precipitously.) For the regions losing ground, the intervention of the Govern-
ment on behalf of low-income (newly industrialized) regions may aggravate the
problems of adjustment. Without the usual obstacles to trade or movement
of capital and labor prevailing in the relations among countries, the losses of
some regions and gains of others may be at an uncomfortable rate. The outlets
for capital and labor displaced in the losing regions are limited, though the
seriousness of the situation may be concealed by large Government outlays and
resultant high levels of employment. Under these conditions, mobility improves.
Factor movements are large, even when no serious obstacles to trade prevail,
whereas among countries with factor movements greatly restricted and hence
the gains of trade correspondingly increased, trade restrictions are on an un-
usual scale.

9. EXPLANATION OF TRENDS IN NEW ENGLAND

For many reasons, New England grows less rapidly than other regions.
Among the more important explanations are its early industrialization, its great
dependence on textiles and shoes, the two slowest growing of all census industries
in the last 50 years, its location in the northeast corner of the Nation and there-
fore its inability to attract industries which require bulky raw materials and
produce products expensive to transport, and finally certain institutional factors
and notably those related to politics, Federal policy, etc.

Here are some figures which show the trends in New England:
(a) Percentage rise of nonagricultural employment, 1939-53: United States,

63.3; New England, 37.4 (lowest of all 10 regions).
(b) Percentage change in nonagricultural employment, 1939-53:

United Northeast West- Southe Pcf,
States Northal Atlantic Pacific

Construction - 124 79 102 119 210
Manufacturing-71 35 98 54 140
Government -68 39 32 94 139
Trade ----------- 60 32 51 59 75
Service -59 49 48 65 894
Finance ------ 49 51 61 104 79
Transportation and public utilities -------- 46 26 52 53 70
Mining -1.4 -79 29 -1.7 -11

7 These figures are all based on Regional Trends in the United States, 1953.
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Again, New England's gains are less than those of all other regions with few
exceptions, other than in finance. But it is especially in the last 10 years that
New England's relative losses have been large. Her nonagricultural employment
rose only by 4.9 percent as compared with 20.7 percent for the country.!

10. TRENDS IN NEW ENGLAND TEXTILES

In textiles the trends are more serious as they are, though not to an equal
degree, in leather and shoes. In 1919, New England accounted for 440,000
textile jobs; in 1947, 283,000. There was little change from 1947 to 1951 (net)
but by 1954 the total seems to have fallen by about 100,000 additional. Hence
the net decline since 1919 is considerably more than 200,000 jobs, or more thanone-half of the textile jobs available in 1919. Earlier in the century New England
had accounted for about 80 percent of the cotton spindles; her proportion of
spindle activity now seems to be less than 10 percent. Total United Statesemployment in textiles seems to have been relatively stable from 1919 to 1951.
Again, in the last few years, New England has experienced serious losses In
woolens, an industry in which she maintained her relative position almostunchanged from 1919 to 1947. Even in recent years, textile employment ac-
counted for about 10 percent of the employment in New England, and, of course,
in terms of the secondary effects of losses of a textile job perhaps 20 percent of
all jobs are involved.9

Since 1951, the textile industry has suffered substantial losses in the country,
though especially in New England. Note in this same period all industrial
production rose by about 10 percent and real gross national product by about 12
percent. The table below reveals a significant downward trend from 1951 to1954. In fact, total textile jobs declined by 268.000, or 20 percent; in New Eng-
land by 107,000, or 38 percent; and in the South by 41,000, or 7 percent. Gen-
erally New England's relative losses are several times those of the South, butin fine goods New England's output fell by 31.5 percent in 3%4 years, while theSouth gained 10.6 percent.

Percentage change in textile activity, 1951 to 1954, United States, New England,
and South

Change, September 1954 Change, September1954
from January 1951 from September 1953

United North- South United North- South
States east states eastSot

Cotton consumption (per working day in bales) - -22.2 -48.9 -19. 0 -7. 6 -21.6 -6. 5Spindle activity in cotton fibers (average hours per
working day) --------------------------------------- -16.1 -47.3 -10.0 -8. 0 -25. 7 -5.1Spindle activity in synthetic fibers (average hours per
working day) -5.7 -9.1 -5.9 +13.4 -16.7 +17.5Production, fine goods (millions of linear yards) 1-11.2 1-31.5 1+10.6 2-4. 3 2-13.3 '+2. 7Production, synthetic broad woven fabrics (millions
of linear yards) - -- 25.4 -41.4 - -l-16.4 2-10.8Employment (in 1,000's):

(a) Cotton and synthetic textile mills (broad wo-
ven fibers) -- 48.2 3-7. 7 - -26.7 3-4.6(b) Textile mill products--19.9 -38.2 -7.2 -9.7 -20. 3 -3.6

I Change 1st quarter 1951 to 2d quarter 1954.
XChange 2d quarter 19513 to 2d quarter 1954.
a Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia.
Source: Adapted from Northern Textile Association Study (based on Census Facts of Industry).

11. TEXTILE LABOR REMAINS UNEMPLOYED

In the most careful study yet made of the mobility of textile workers, Dr. Mier-
nyk, in tracing the subsequent history of employees of 6 mills that shut down in 6
textile towns in New England, found that 45 percent were presently employed,
43 percent were unemployed, and 12 percent had abandoned the labor market.
He also found that about one-third of those who obtained jobs moved on to other

'All figures are from the BLS Monthly Review, Jur'y 1954, pp. 740-743.
cFigures from Report of the New England Textile Industry by Committee Appointed bythe Conference of New England Governors, 1952, p. 96, and U. S. Census, Facts of Industry.
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textile jobs, suggesting that in view of the declining employment in the textile
industry they merely squeezed other textile workers out. The employees of closed
mills generally found their new job less satisfying than their textile employment,
and suffered a deterioration of skills used and a reduction in pay.1 0

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SUB1MITTED BY SEYMOUR E. HARRIS

WAGE AND FRINGE DIFFERENTIAL, NEW ENGLAND AND THE SOUTH

Cotton and Synthetic Textile Mills, January 1954: Total differential, 25.7 cents
per hours; wage differential, 16.4 cents; fringe differential, 9.3 cents.

Wage differential
Average straight

time houtly earnings

New England--------------------------------------------------------_$1. 338
South--------------------------------------------------------------_1. 174

D ifferential…--------------------------------------------------- . 164
NOTE.-New England earnings based on report by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

entitled, "Wage Structure, Cotton and Synthetic Textiles, March 1952," and adjusted by
wage changes since March 1952.

Southern earnings as reported by BLS in March 1952. No change has taken place In
the level of southern wages as noted in a BLS report Issued In February* 1954 entitled,
"Cotton and Synthetic Textiles, Wage Trends, 1950-53." Further substantiation of the
fact that no change has taken place is found in comparing average gross hourly earnings
as reported monthly by the BLS.

Fringe differential

ICents]

New England South Differential

Vacation pay -4.86 2.91 1.95
Paid holidays -3.69 .09 3.60
Holiday premium - .21 0 .21
Third shift premium -1.10 .83 .27
Group insurance ------------------------------- 3.57 1.00 2.57
Retirement separation pay -. 67 0 .67

Total --------------------------------------------- 14.10 4.83 9.27

NOTE.-New England costs taken from a survey of expenditures by mills for these items. Prevalence of
these fringes substantiated by BLS Wage Survey of March 1952.

Southern costs computed on basis of prevalence of these practices as shown by BLS Survey (1952) and
average straight time hourly earnings in the South.

STATEMENT BY DOUGLAS FRASER, ADMINISTRATIvE ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT,
* UAW-CIO

PROBLEMS OF REGIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL UNEMPLOYMENT

My name is Douglas Fraser. I am an administrative assistant to Mr. Walter
Reuther, president of the United Automobile Workers, CIO. May I add that
before moving into my present position I worked for 14 years in auto plants
in Detroit, holding various official posts in my local union from steward and
committeeman to president of the local. I have had opportunities, therefore, of
seeing what unemployment means, both through personal experience and many
years of helping to deal with the problems of individual workers, as well as
concerning myself with the broader problems of national scope with which I have
to be familiar in my present position.

You have asked me to discuss problems of regional and industrial unemploy-
ment. I should like to tell you something of what widespread unemployment
in the automobile industry has meant for the Detroit metropolitan area, which
is to a very large extent dependent on that industry. It is, I am afraid, typical
of what has happened to many cities in the past two years.

10 W. H. Miernyk, Inter-Industry Labor Mobility: The Case of the Displaced Textile
Worker, Boston, Mass., especially ch. II (mimeographed and preliminary).
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The wave.of layoffs and short workweeks that hit the automobile industry in
the second half of 1953 and continued to afflict us through 1954 did not catch
us by surprise. As early as Mtarch 1953 President Reuther warned in a report
to the 14th Constitutional Convention of the UAW-CIO that: "The national
economy is now headed for a long-postponed showdown with basic economic
realities." He pointed out that full production and full employment could be
maintained only if there were a substantial increase in consumer purchasing
power to match the increasing productivity of industry and take up the slack
resulting from declining expenditures for defense and business investment.

It soon became apparent, moreover, that the jobs and pay checks of workers
in the auto industry were threatened not only by the possibility of a general
economic decline, but by the reckless, irresponsible production scheduling and
labor recruiting policies of the automobile industry itself. On May 11, 1953,
Mr. Reuther wrote to the presidents of 14 major automotive corporations with
whom our union had agreements, protesting these policies. He said in part:

"The UAW-CIO is deeply disturbed by the prospects that there may be sub-
stantial layoffs and widespread hardship in the automobile, truck, and parts
industries during the second half of 1953. This threat of widespread layoffs
results from the fact that management is planning to produce a disproportion-
ately high percentage of their annual projected 1953 production schedules dur-
ing the first 6 months of this year."

* * * * * e *

"Efforts on the part of industry to produce in excess of 60 percent of their
annual production during the first 6 months is both economically unsound and
morally wrong. If management persists in these efforts, it must assume the
full responsibility for the unemployment and the hardships that thousands of
workers and their families will experience.

"The UAW-CIO feels that management's policy of crowding an abnormally
high percentage of the total annual production in the first 6 months of the
year is irresponsible and antisocial and will result not only in disrupting the
lives and security of individual workers and their families, but it will seriously
affect many communities by placing upon them costly burdens resulting from the
economic dislocation and unemployment.

"The UAW-CIO has on various occasions questioned the desirability of the
hiring policy of many of the companies in the automobile industry who have
carried on extensive recruiting programs in the deep South and other nonindus-
trial areas of our country in an effort to attract workers into the automotive
centers in numbers far beyond the reasonable possibilities of maintaining such
workers in steady and continuous employment. Such a policy of recruiting
workers from other sections of the country is unfair to such workers, it is unfair
to the regular workers in your plants, and it is unfair to the communities."

"Workers being recruited in the South and in other nonindustrial areas are
being asked to uproot themselves from their home communities for a few months
of work in the auto plants followed by unemployment of unpredictable duration
in strange surroundings. They are being brought into areas where housing
facilities are already overtaxed. When their jobs end many will become public
charges to be provided for by the citizens of the automotive production centers,
who will thus be forced to pay the price for the unrealistic and unsound sched-
uling of the auto corporations. Recruitment of these inmigrants will intensify
later unemployment for those workers who are normally attached to the auto
industry.

"The prospect of substantial layoffs is a matter of grave concern to our union
and its members. We urge most strongly that you take all steps possible.to level
out production by your company over the remainder of the year to avoid the
consequences that will inevitably flow from present production scheduling.

"I can assure you that the UAW-CIO will be glad to cooperate in anv way we
can with your company and with the industry as a whole to prevent unemploy-
ment and the resulting personal and community hardships later in the year. We
will sincerely appreciate and will give the most careful consideration to any
suggestions you may have to meet the situation outlined above."

The replies received to this letter indicated that the managements of the auto-
mobile corporations either suffered from delusions as to the market prospects of
their respective corporations or were totally unconcerned as to the consequences
their irresponsible scheduling would have on their workers and the communities
in which they live.
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Subsequent events proved that Mr. Reuther's warning had been timely and
amply justified. Although some companies were able to enlarge their shares of
an inadequate market at the expense of others, the industry as a whole failed to
maintain the production pace recklessly established in the first part of 1953. In
the latter half of the year, and continuing into 1954, automobile employment fell
drastically. Employment of production workers in the industry nationally,
which had reached a peak of 816,000 in April 1953, had fallen by November 1953
to 686,000. It recovered only slightly in December with the introduction of the
new models, then continued its downward plunge to the low point of 466,000 in
September 1954, a decline of 43 percent from the peak.

Although the workers brought in from outside, being recent recruits to com-
pany payrolls, were among the first to bear the brunt of layoffs, they were not
alone affected. The crowding of production into the first half of 1953 meant
that in the second half there was insufficient work for the regular employees.
Many thousands were laid off and thousands more had their paychecks drasti-
cally cut by short workweeks.

The effects in Detroit were most serious. Unemployment in the Detroit metro-
politan area increased from 15,000 in April 1953 to 78,000 in September. By
January 19.54 it had risen still further to 107.000. With great'difficulty we suc-
ceeded. in persuading the Department of Labor in February to classify Detroit
a distressed labor area so that it could have a priority rating for defense
contracts.

Defense Secretary Wilson, however, indicated that he didn't "know particu-
larly of any such contracts which might be channeled into the city." He had
previously expressed the opinion that "Detroit is well able to look after itself."
He told the press: "Come spring, and everything is going to be all right in
Detroit."

Detroit waited for spring to bring back the robins and the workers' jobs. The
robins came, but not the jobs, and both the bird dogs and the kennel dogs got
pretty hungry. From 107,000 in January. the number of unemployed jumped to
140,000 in February. For a few months it hovered slightly below that figure,
then jumped again to 150,000 in July, to 153,000 in August, and, finally, to 195,000
in September. In 19 months unemployment had multiplied itself by 13 times.
Even that figure is probably an understatement, because it fails to include the
many thousands of older workers, housewives, and others who, finding jobs
impossible to get, had given up the search and were thus counted out of the
labor market.

The rising tide of unemployment affected every aspect of the community's life.
Passenger travel on the Detroit Street Railway, for example, slumped badly.
From the beginning of 1952 through the first half of 1953 it had been declining
at a rate of about 5 percent per year. From the middle of 1953 through the end
of 1954 the decline was speeded up to more than 14 percent per year. In the
first half of 1953 the DSR carried an average of 21,750,000 passengers per month.
By the last half of 1954 the monthly average had fallen to 17,380,000, a decline
of 20 percent.

Retail trade was similarly affected. While department-store sales slumped
across the Nation, the decline in Detroit was two or three times as severe. Before
the change to this year's models brought a temporary pickup, in the period from
January 1 to October 30, 1954, department-store sales in Detroit had fallen 5 per-
cent below the same period of 1953, compared with a 2-percent decline for the
same period nationwide. Even this comparison disguises the full extent of the
drop, since the latter part of 1953 was already a period of recession in Detroit.
Thus, for the period January 1 to May 1, 1954, which compares with the good
months of 1953, department-store sales in Detroit were 5 percent below the pre-
vious year, as compared with a nationwide decline of only 3 percent.

The same factors which reduced department-store buying, of course, affected
'the trade of small merchants. The corner grocer, the restaurant owner, the
filling-station operator, all felt the pinch when auto assembly lines ground to a
halt and tens of thousands of workers found themselves without jobs and with-
out paychecks, or with incomes drastically reduced by short workweeks.

Among those in most direct contact with the distress and misery suffered by
unemployed workers were the city's welfare agencies. One method of measur-
ing the impact of unemployment upon those who have had little in resources
with which to meet it, or whose resources have been eventually exhausted, is the
number of "screening interviews" of relief applicants given by the Department
of Public Welfare of the City of Detroit. These figures are substantially larger
than those for the number of relief applications issued, since they include those
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who had to be advised at the screening interview that they were not eligible for
assistance. The number of screening interviews does indicate the number of
people who were driven by necessity to ask for public assistance, whether or not
that assistance was forthcoming.

Although the number of screening interviews began to climb slowly as soon as
automobile employment passed its peak in April 1953, the increase was not marked
until the fall and winter, when the cumulative effects of increasing layoffs and
exhaustion of other resources by workers and their families, including exhaustion
of unemployment compensation benefits, began to be felt. From 224 interviews
per week in April 1953 the number crept up to 252 per week in July. In August
the weekly average jumped to 329, in September to 379, and by December the
July figure was more than doubled, with 521 screening interviews per week. In
January 1954 the number was 762, in February it was 909, and it fluctuated about
this latter figure until August 1954, when it jumped again to 1,025.

For the whole of 1954 the number of such interviews totaled 46,177, compared
with 16,761 in 1953.

All the above figures, of course, are for the city of Detroit. They do not include
the additional thousands of persons in need in the metropolitan area whose appli-
cations were made to agencies in communities outside the city.

Some of the attached photostats of press reports published in January and
February of 1954 may give a more graphic picture of the community problems
arising out of widespread unemployment. Uinder the heading "County Relief
Cases Offer Added Burden," dated January 19, 1954, we read that the Wayne
County Social Welfare Department needed additional clerical help to deal with
growing relief rolls. On February 6, 1954, the city welfare department reports
"Welfare Relief Pleas Doubled" in comparison with the previous year; and by
February 17, 1954:-"Welfare Department Adds Night Shift." The report under
this heading reads:

"The Detroit Welfare Commission yesterday approved a night shift at its cen-
tral intake office, 6750 West Fort, beginning next Monday.

"Welfare Superintendent Daniel Ryan said his present staff was unable to
keep up with the tremendous increase in welfare applicants."

The welfare agencies well knew what was a large part of the cause of their in-
creased burdens. The Detroit Free Press on February 3, 1954, reporting an
interview with Welfare Commissioner Irving Small, stated:

"Small placed blame for the Detroit area's estimated 107,000 unemployed
squarely on industry. He said he warned a year ago that industry's national
program of worker recruitment would cost Detroit millions of dollars."

The Free Press quoted Mr. Small as saying:
"I hate to say I told you so, but as long as a year ago I said that if Detroit In-

dustry didn't stop recruiting workers in every hamlet, village, and crossroad in
the country it would get us into trouble. Now it looks like it's going to happen."

Manifestations of irresponsible disregard for the welfare of workers who had
been lured into Detroit by these recruiting practices did not cease when the
workers were dumped on the streets. Detroit newspapers which have gained a
reputation for being faithful echoes of the opinions held by top management in
the large auto corporations proposed that the problem of swelling relief rolls be
dealt with by new restrictiotns that would deny public assistance to anyone who
had not established 3 years of residence in the State. Attached are reproductions
of two editorials, both dated February 4, 1954, from the Detroit Free Press and
the Detroit News, putting forward this callous and inhuman proposition.

The Free Press editorial, entitled "New Detroiters Ineligible for Dole," minced
no words. It called directly for "a bill changing the legal settlement period to 3
years," giving as a reason that:

"It would erect a more substantial barrier for Michigan taxpayers against those
who drift from State to State in search of work."

If an unemployed Detroit worker asks for assistance he is called a "kennel dog"
and told that he should go and look for work in other communities. But if a
worker from one of those other communities is sought out by the auto corpora-
tions and persuaded to come to Detroit for a job and is then laid off, he is labeled
a "drifter," undeserving of public aid.

The News was less specific in its recommendation, but equally casual in its
disregard of the human needs that lie behind unemployment statistics. It said:

"What has happened in the past 12 months, including the recruitment 'ex-
cesses,' will continue to happen for as long as the industry remains as vitally
and competitively enterprising as it fortunately has been until now. * * *
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"The process concededly is and has been rough on the taxpayers. And, of
these, let us remember, the auto companies themselves are among the biggest.
But there really is no practicable cure for it, barring the palliative of tightening
the residence requirements for welfare and thus inducing more of the newcomers
to go home. Aside from that, the option is open to any serious objector to sell
out and remove to some locality where life is more placid and less exciting than
we find it, here in dynamic Detroit."

The auto corporations had made all the profit there was to be made out of the
labor of the recruited workers, and then had turned them out as casually as one
would toss away an old shoe. When this process was found to be "rough on
the taxpayers," who had to support the laid-off workers, the News could suggest
no better palliative than denying the workers even public assistance so that
the corporations as taxpayers could be excused from having to pay even a small
portion of the social cost of their own irresponsibility.

An important cause of the increased burden of the welfare department was
the insufficient duration of unemployment compensation benefits. This did not
present a serious problem in the early months of the recession, but as the length
of layoffs was extended the number of workers whose unemployment compensa-
tion benefits became exhausted mounted rapidly. Even in April 1953 there
were an average of 172 exhaustions per week in the Detroit area. It remained
at about this figure until September, but in October the number jumped to
283 per week, in November to 466, and in December to 750. In February 1954
it passed the 1,000 mark, and by April had reached 1,937. It declined in fuly
and August with the implementation of amendments to the State law extending
duration but in August jumped again to 2,419. From there with the gradual
introduction of new models, the number again declined, but the preliminary figure
for December 1954 was still over 950 per week.

All told, the number of workers exhausting their benefits each week averaged
1,370 in 1954, compared with 255 per week in 1953.

It should be emphasized that these figures tend in part to be cumulative-that
is, the workers who exhaust their benefits in 1 week are for the most part still
without benefits the next week when they are joined by those who have exhausted
their benefits in that second week, and so on, less, of course, any who find
employment or whose benefits are resumed as the result of the beginning of a
new benefit year. At the very least, an average rate of exhaustions of 1,370 per
week during 1954 means that somewhere near 70,000 workers in the Detroit area
were unemployed and without unemployment compensation benefits for some
period in the course of the year.

Despite the extension of duration of unemployment compensation benefits to
26 weeks by amendments to the State law made last year, it is quite likely that
the number of workers exhausting their benefits this year will be as high as
last year or higher. Contrary to the recommendations made by President Eisen-
hower, the State legislators refused to provide uniform duration for all eligible
workers and insisted on continuing the practice of relating the individual work-
er's duration of each year to the length of his employment during the preceding
year. This means that workers who suffered extensive unemployment in 1954
will be able to draw fewer benefit checks when laid off in 1955.

Welfare agencies were not the only institutions in the community to feel the
effect of growing unemployment. A press report of February 23, 1954, a repro-
duction of which is attached, was headed "Blame Theft Rise on Job Pinch-
Burglaries Up 56 Percent This Year." The news story, based on an interview
with Detective Inspector Carl Falk, of the holdup bureau, said:

"'Burglaries are the work of novice criminals and juveniles in many cases,'
Falk said.

"He said most of the increase in burglaries can be attributed to juveniles
whose allowances have been cut because of unemployment or to men who are
jobless.

"'The increase has swamped the undermanned police department,' Falk said."
The members of the committee may recall reading an article in the Washington

Star of January 17, 1954, headed "Second Best Year for Motor City Will Still
Mean Unemployment Distress," and carrying a graphic photograph of crowded
workers lining up for unemployment compensation benefits. As the writer
pointed out, in spite of the fact that Detroit had just completed its second biggest
auto production year in history (and financially, its best year) there were
then 107,000 workers unemployed-a figure that was soon to increase sub-
stantially. He referred to the heavy unemployment that might be expected
later in the year simply because the industry was scheduling 60 percent of its
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anticipated production for the first half of the year and leaving only 40 percent
for the second half, and showed also how with this sort of production scheduling
any unexpected dip in sales could result in still more drastic cutbacks in the
latter part of the year.

Those warnings are of particular importance again today because the auto
industry is again showing every sign of engaging in the same kind of reckless
production race as it engaged in during the first half of 1953. The most optimistic
forecast from an industry source that we have been able to find is an estimate
by the president of General Motors of 5.8 million passenger cars in 1955. Yet in
the 1 week ending last Saturday, January 22, the industry produced 163,416 cars,
representing an annual rate of 8.5 million. At this rate it would require less
than 36 weeks of production to reach the year's goal of 5.8 million. If the
production pace is maintained only for 6 months it will mean production for the
first half of the year of more than 4.2 million cars, or 72 percent of the year's
total, leaving only 1.6 million for the second half. Production would be cut back
from 163,000 per week to less than 62,000.

The business press has indicated that one motive behind current abnormal
production scheduling is the desire of the corporations to build up inventories of
finished cars in order to strengthen their hand in forthcoming negotiations with
our union. If this is a factor, it is further testimony to the total irresponsibility
of the automobile corporations. In order to achieve an advantage in bargining,
they are ready to plunge whole communities into local depressions. Regardless
of the reason, continuation of production at current rates in the face of the in-
dustry's estimate of the total size of its market can only mean that scores of
thousands, perhaps hundreds of thousands, of auto workers will face a long
stretch of unemployment in the later months of this year while excessive inven-
tories are worked off. Every businessman, every professional in the auto-
production centers who is dependent on workers' paychecks will suffer along with
the auto workers and their families.

No matter which corporation wins the auto production race, auto workers are
bound to lose. Last year it was Chrysler and the independents that lost, and
many thousands of Chrysler, Hudson, and other workers were on the streets for
weeks, or only working a few days a month. If, in 1955, Chrysler and the
independents regain the ground they lost, it will merely mean cutbacks at Ford
and General Motors, with resulting unemployment for their workers.

As long as the corporations devote their energies to a fight for larger shares
of an inadequate market, instead of pressing for national policies to reestablish
an expanding economy in which all companies can grow and prosper, we shall
have to anticipate this kind of trouble.

Even under the best of conditions, Detroit faces the threat of serious per-
manent unemployment unless we reestablish an expanding economy in which the
auto industry can grow. The use of automation and other technological improve-
ments has already progressed so far in the direction of increasing productivity
that output of 642,000 cars was achieved in December 1954 without providing
jobs for some 85,000 Detroit workers who were still unemployed. Only a rapidly
increasing market, based on expanded purchasing power, can make up the gap
and match the increases in productivity that are still to come so that auto workers
again can be assured of regular jobs.

I have outlined the unemployment situation with which we have been faced
in the Detroit area, the many problems it has created for workers and their fam-
ilies, and for the community as a whole, and the reason for our fears that at
least equally serious difficulties lie ahead of us in 1955. What suggestions do
we have to make as to solutions to that problem?

A partial solution will be found by the auto workers themselves in negotiation
of a guaranteed employment plan, more commonly known as the guaranteed
annual wage. The guaranteed employment plan, by causing layoffs to be re-
flected in costs directly on the employer's books, will go a long way toward
eliminating layoffs that now result from irresponsible production scheduling or
from other causes within the direct control of the employer. Managements will.
find it more profitable to schedule production with a view to minimizing layoffs
than to engage in reckless production races that in the long run can only hurt
everyone concerned. When layoffs do take place, the maintenance of the pur-
ehasing power of laid-off workers will not only protect them and their families
against the insecurity and loss of living standards that come with unemployment
today, but in an automobile city like Detroit will be of substantial help in pre-
venting the slump in local business that now results when large-scale unemploy-
ment strikes.
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We in the UAW-CIO, however, have never suggested that the guaranteed em-
ployment plan would be an economie cure-all. It has an important contribution
to make toward achievement and maintenance of full employment, and not the
least important of the effects we hope for from it is that when it has been
negotiated we may expect to see some management representatives down here
in Washington and at the State capitals pressing you and your colleagues to
adopt a good deal of legislation designed to maintain full employment which they
have in the past, for the most part, opposed.

In order to achieve full employment and maintain. it we must have national
policies geared to that purpose. I am filing with this submission copies of a
pamphlet issued by the UAW-CIO in which eve have outlined in some detail what
we think those policies should be. I shall summarize our proposals only briefly
here.

We see the root cause of our present economic difficulties in a. lack of suffi-
cient purchasing power in the hands of the great majority of American families.
We know, from surveys of the Federal Reserve Board and other sources, that
they have unmet needs sufficient to absorb vast quantities of the products of
industry. All that is required is to make the purchasing power available to
them. Additional means of making the best possible use of our actual and
potential production are to be found in connection with unmet community
needs for more and better homes, health and educational facilities, transporta-
tion facilities, etc., and the even greater needs of the hundreds of millions
who live on the bare edge of subsistence in other lands.

Our proposals, therefore, fall into three main categories:
First, we suggest direct measures to increase the amount of purchasing power

available to these families through such steps as increasing the personal income
tax exemption, improved social security and unemployment compensation, in-
creased rather than decreased assistance to small farmers, and a substantial
increase in the minimum wage.

Second, we suggest initiation at the Federal level, as well as assistance to
action by the States where appropriate, in large-scale programs of housing,
expansion and modernization of schools and hospitals, highway construction
and improvement, and projects for the conservation and development of our
natural resources.

Third, we propose that by a substantial increase in technical and material
aid to underdeveloped countries, particularly with a view to assisting them to
increase the strength of their own economies, we would not only open up vast
new markets for the products of American industry, but would do far more
than can be achieved in any other way to strengthen them as allies and bul-
warks against the spread either of Communist armies or Communist ideologies.

In conclusion, I should like to make a special plea for two specific measures,
one because it is of direct concern to the automobile industry and its workers,
and the other because it relates to the most immediate problem facing un-
employed workers, that of maintaining themselves and their families until work
is available.

Among the factors that limit sales of certain consumers goods are the Federal
excise taxes. The present tax on automobiles is 10 percent. Any excise tax
is undesirable as a source of revenue because it is a tax on consumption. It
tends to restrict consumption and sale of goods and thus to lessen the number
of jobs available in the production of those goods. In fact the excise tax
traditionally has been regarded as a kind of sumptuary tax, a special tax levied
on luxuries or on goods whose consumption it is desired to discourage, in order
to persuade us to spend our money on more essential things. As such, the im-
position of an excise tax on automobiles is an absurdity in the light of present-
day conditions. The automobile today is a necessity. It is a necessity to
millions of Americans who would be unable to go about their daily business
without it, and it is a necessity to our communities which no longer have
public transportation facilities sufficient to replace it. Yet a penalty of 10 per-
cent is placed on every person who purchases a ear in order to discourage him
from doing so. Elimination of the tax on the understanding that it would be
accompanied by a 10 percent reduction in car prices would be of assistance to
every automobile buyer and to the thousands of unemployed auto workers in
this country. We would, of course, favor similar action with respect to other
excises of the same general character as the excise tax on autos.

The second measure which requires the highest possible priority on the
legislative agenda is a Federal law equivalent to the Forand-Kennedy bill of
last year which would establish Federal minimum standards for State un-
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employment-compensation laws, particularly with regard to the amount of
benefit provided and the duration of that benefit.The State unemployment-compensation laws came into being originally as a
result of action by the Federal Congress. The Federal Government has a con-
tinuing responsibility to see to it that they accomplish the purpose for which
they were enacted.We ask for more than lip service to the principle of improvement in unemploy-ment compensation laws; we ask for action. A year ago, the President recom-
mended improvements in the State laws asking particularly that benefit levels
be raised so as to assure to the great majority of workers benefits equal to at
least half their regular earnings. The members of the President's own party
in the State legislatures either ignored his recommendations entirely or twisted
them into something less and totally inadequate.

We are struck by the marked contrast between the silence of the administration
in the face of inaction on unemployment compensation and the vigor with which
it moved to secure the enactment of its tax program. When members of his own
party in the State legislatures ignored or rejected the President's unemployment
compensation recommendations-which would have benefited millions of low-income families-the President failed to raise a finger; but when passage of his
relief-for-the-rich tax program was challenged by members of the oppositionparty, the President himself took to the national airwaves to secure its enact-
ment.When it became obvious that those States whose legislatures met last year
would refuse to enact the President's unemployment compensation recommen-
dations, neither the President nor the majority of Republicans in either House
of Congress saw fit to throw their support behind the Forand-Kennedy billwhich would have established minimum standards in line with the President's
recommendations.

The President has renewed his recommendations to the States this year. We
of the UAW-CIO are again appealing to the State legislatures to make theimprovements in their laws called for by the President. We would welcome hisvigorous personal support which, if it is to be effective, must be directed particu-
larly toward influencing State legislators of his own party.

But we recognize realistically that reactionary majorities in many State legis-
latures will resist enactment of the President's recommendations, and that their
refusal to improve their laws will be used as an excuse for inaction in other
States on the ground that employers within such States would be placed at acompetitive disadvantage. I have already referred to the large number ofworkers in Detroit who were forced to ask for public assistance because theyhad exhausted their unemployment-compensation benefits. It would be interest-
ing to know how many others were forced to ask for help because the benefits
they received were insufficient to maintain their families. Unfortunately I do
not have those figures, but I do know that the present scale of benefits is insuffi-
cient to maintain any adequate standard of living, and many States pay less
than Michigan.It is highly desirable, on grounds of equity to employers and workers alike,
that'adequate minimum standards be set by this Congress, to apply in every
State in the Nation. I urge your support for this measure as one of extreme
urgency at this moment.

[From the Detroit News]

WILSON SAYS CITY NEEDS No Jon AAD-F RGUSON URGES UNITED STATES To MAR:
USE OF STANDBY PLANTS

Detroit today won a top priority rating for defense contracts, hut the chances
of getting them vanished when Secretary of Defense Wilson, amid protestations
from Senator Ferguson, said no contracts are available.

Wilson's statement came from Washington as Governor Williams announced
the opening of a Detroit office to help manufacturers seeking defense work.

"I do not know particularly of any such contracts which might be channeled
into the city," Wilson said.

This followed a Washington conference between Wilson and Ferguson in
which the Senator said he told Wilson that the Defense Department should
make an immediate decision regarding idle standby defense plants.
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Earlier, Wilson had said he was not worried about Detroit.
"I would say Detroit is well able to look after itself," he commented.
"I would not worry about Detroit.
"A great many people do not properly understand the automobile business.
"The business is never good in winter.
"Come spring and everything is going to be all right in Detroit."

RECATTS "OLD DAYS"

Wilson recalled that he had been in Detroit (as president of General Motors
Corp.) for a long time and said he remembered the "old days" when there was
unemployment.

"I used to worry about it every January and February," he said.
"People do not understand that when auto production and sales get a little

out of balance, there is always an adjustment. It has always been that way."
Governor Williams ordered the opening of the Detroit office to aid manufac-

turers when he was informed the area had been given the priority rating.

OUR JOBS IN T:EEm HAmR

Action of Secretary of Labor Mitchell in designating Detroit as an area of
critical unemployment brought dissent from Secretary of Defense Wilson. The
former G. M. president said in part: "I would not worry about Detroit. Come
spring and everything is going to be all right there." Mitchell's action made
Detroit the first major United States city in the critical classification.

ECONOMISTS DOUBT 1954 WILL BE BLEAK

WASHINGTON, February 9.-Several economists told Congress today that the
United States public has a lot of money and is ready and willing to spend it.

That fact, they said, should change the business dip into a rise around the A
middle of the year-although the economy probably will not hit the peaks of
1953.

The economists gave their views to the congressional economic committee at
a discussion of the 1954 consumption outlook.

FORD ECONOMIST HEARD

George P. Hitchings, Ford Motor Co. economist, said it appears "the worst
of the decline in general business activity has already taken place." He said
consumer spending in 1954 probably will be "5 to 10 percent below the abnormally
high rate of 1953, but at least as high as 1952."

[Detroit Times, February 6, 1954]

BLAME THEFT RISE ON JOB PINCH

COUNTY BELIEF ROLLS OFFER ADDED BURDEN

Walter J. Dunne, director of the Wayne County Social Welfare Department,
today said growing relief rolls may force him to ask for additional clerical help.

Dunne said the number of families requiring supplemental assistance has been
edging upward since the Korean truce. Supplemental aid is given families where
the breadwinner's wages are not enough to cover living costs.

There are now 995 cases on the rolls, an increase of 246 since August.

WELFARE BELIEF PLEAS DOUBLED

Applications pending with the city welfare relief are more than double the
requests at the same time last year, it was announced today by the department
of public welfare.

The welfare department said it has 1,162 applications before it today, while
the figure stood at 437 in 1953.

However, the total number of welfare cases this year has dropped appreciably
below the 1953 total, from 3,568 to 2,406.

58422-55-21
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CASES RISE, WELFARE PLANS NIGHT HOURS

Because of a flood of applications, the welfare department's central intake
office at 6750 West Fort will be open at night beginning next week.

Superintendent Daniel J. Ryan requested permission from the welfare coim-
mission to keep the office open because of what he called a stampede of relief
applicants.

The office will not be open to new applications. It will serve only persons
returning to central intake with completed applications, Ryan said.

WELFARE DEPARTMENT ADDS NIGHT SHIFT

The Detroit Welfare Commission yesterday approved a night shift at its cen-
tral intake office, 6750 West Fort, beginning next Monday.

Welfare Superintendent Daniel Ryan said his present staff was unable to keep
up with the tremendous increase in welfare applicants. /

Thirty-two more workers will be hired and six transferred from other depart-
ments to handle exclusively on the night shift the important second interviews.

Ryan said original applications for welfare will be accepted only by the regular
day shift.

He declared the welfare department now has a caseload of 2,468 and a backlog
of 1,324 applications. This compares with 3,500 cases last year at this time and
415 applicants.

For the last 2 weeks applications have averaged 260 a day with 50 percent
of them persons who have exhausted their Michigan employment security benefits.

Ryan said new applications will be accepted only from persons who have
exhausted these MESC benefits, their bank accounts and savings bonds.

The night shift will operate from 3: 20 to 11: 20 p. m.

[From Detroit Free Press]

BURGLARIES UP 56 PERCENT THIs YEAR-ExPERT GIVES RULES To AVOID ROBBERIES

By Joe Dowdall, Free Press staff writer)

Burglaries have increased 56.5 percent over last year, much of it traceable to
the fact that 221,000 persons in the Greater Detroit area are unemployed, police
say.

Thirty-one burglaries were reported Monday morning alone, bringing the total
for this year to date to 1,801, compared to 1,150 for the same period last year.

In each of the 31 burglaries, the householder violated antiburglar rules, accord-
ing to Detective Inspector Carl Falk, head of the holdup bureau. He gave this
advice for householders to help them protect their property:

1. If you receive mysterious phone calls and there is no answer on the other
end of the line, it may be a burglar trying to find whether you're home.

2. Leave at least one light on when you go out at night, preferably where It
cannot be seen directly from outside windows, so that it appears someone is
home.

3. Leave by the front door, locking the door and side doors and both storm
doors. Lock the front door and leave the front screen or storm door open instead.

Burglars are sneak thieves who hate direct contact with their victims and
dread the added risk of cutting through or jimmying two doors. At the front
door, there is more chance of their being seen.

4. Close the garage door so they cannot tell whether your car is there.
Burglaries are the work of novice criminals and juveniles in many cases, Falk

said.
He said most of the increase in burglaries can be attributed to juveniles whose

allowances have been cut because of unemployment or to men who are jobless.
The increase has swamped the undermanned police department, Falk said.
Falk had a last warning for householders who plan to leave their homes for

any extended period: Cancel milk and paper deliveries. Ask the neighbors t6
take the mail and leave the house and garage locked.
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JOBLESS START RUSH ON WELFARE- WORKER RECRUITING BLAMED FOR SITUATION

(By Dale Nouse, Free Press staff writer)

Detroit unemployment is about to catch up with the welfare department.
Welfare Superintendent Daniel J. Ryan warned the welfare commission Tues-

day that the city's jobless are flooding relief offices.
His alarm, reflecting increased applications and emergency relief orders, drew

from Commissioner Irving Small an "I told you so" rejoinder.
Small placed blame for the Detroit area's estimated 107,000 unemployed

squarely on industry. He said he warned a year ago that industry's national
program of worker recruitment would cost Detroit millions of dollars.

Ryan pointed out that the welfare department's caseload of 2,393 is the lowest
it has been in 27 years.

"But, from all indications, we've reached the low point," he explained. "The
load is about to begin climbing."

Pending applications, generally considered an accurate barometer of the city's
economy, now number 1,138, more than 4 times the average of recent years.

Ryan also said about 200 persons a day, more than double the normal number,
are applying for assistance. Only about 30 to 35 percent of the relief seekers
will be accepted, he added.

Most of the 1,138 pending applications, which represent destitute families who
are living on emergency grocery orders issued by the department, will become
regular relief cases unless the city's job picture improves suddenly, Ryan said.

In a 10-day survey made at central intake, where all relief applicants are
screened, more than half of those who applied were out of work and had ex-
hausted their savings, he said.

Many of the others were wives and mothers whose husbands had deserted them:
Ryan explained.

The department, he continued, has shifted 8 experienced welfare workers to
the central intake office at 6750 West Fort and has hired 12 additional workers
to handle the increased load.

Ryan said unemployment-compensation benefits, which run for 20 weeks, act
as a "cushion" for the welfare department.

"But when the compensation ends and the savings are exhausted, we catch
it," he said. "We are at that point now."

Small, who calculated that the volume of applications could boost the caseload
as much as 1,600 a month, said:

"I hate to say I told you so, but as long as a year ago I said that if Detroit in-
dustry didn't stop recruiting workers in every hamlet, village, and crossroad in
the country, it would get us into trouble. Now it looks like it's going to happen."

[The Detroit Newvs-Editorial page-Thursday, February 4, 19541

`EVER AND CHILLS-EMPLOYMENT IN DETROIT

Once again the complaint is heard that local relief rolls are being swelled by
the past excesses of the auto industry in worker recruitment.

A member of the welfare commission modestly recalls that he warned of
this last year- when the industry was combing the country for people willing to
come to Detroit and help make cars. The warning went unheeded. The people
came, and now, with savings and unemployment insurance exhausted, are finding
their way to the welfare offices where their support becomes a burden on the
taxpayer.

The auto industry last year was engaged in making more cars than in any
previous year, save one. The value of its product was the highest on record
and to create this value it needed and hired more people than it ever had hired
before. Amid the accompanying acclaim and abounding prosperity, a suggestion
that the industry restrict its payrolls was assured of falling on deaf ears. Cer-
tainly any single company to which a request might have been addressed would
have rejected it as doubtless a dirty trick inspired by its competitors.
- Alternate periods of feverish activity and of lull are as old as auto manufac-
ture. What has happened in the past twelve months, including the recruitment
excesses, will continue to happen for as long as the industry remains as vitally
and competitively enterprising as it fortunately has been until now. It is thanks
to such excesses that Detroit has more than the 286,000 population it boasted in
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1900. Some of those recruited always go home; others have remained to make
this a bigger and on the whole a better and more prosperous metropolis.

The process concededly is and has been rough on the taxpayers. And of these,
let us remember, the auto companies themselves are among the biggest. But
there really is no practical cure for it, barring the palliative of tightening the
residence requirements for welfare and thus inducing more of the newcomers
to go home. Aside from that, the option is open to any serious objector to sell
out and remove to some locality where life is more placid and less exciting
than we find it, here in dynamic Detroit.

[Detroit Free Press, February 4, 1954]

RELIEF OFFICIAL REMINDED NEW DETROITERS INELIGIBLE FOE DOLE

Welfare officials are anticipating an increase in relief rolls as a result of
unemployment in Detroit.

Already, applications for public assistance and the granting of emergency
relief orders for food are beginning to climb.

This occasioned some boasting on the part of Welfare Commissioner Irving
Small.
* He was quoted as saying: "I hate to say I told you so, but as long as a year ago

I said that if Detroit industry didn't stop recruiting workers in every hamlet,
village, and crossroad in the country it would get us into trouble."

Just to keep the record straight, the people of Detroit should know that there
is no factual basis for Small's remarks.

The facts are that no person who came to Detroit within the past year is
eligible for public assistance here.

Legal settlement laws state that a person must reside in a community a full

year and be entirely self-supporting during that period before he is eligible for
welfare aid.

If, during the first year, he is forced to seek help from friends or charity
organizations, or obtains free medical care, his settlement is said to be broken.
He must start all over again to gain legal settlement.

Persons who apply at the Detroit Welfare Department for aid and who are

found not to be legally settled here are referred to the Wayne County Welfare
Department.

The county agency arranges to send the persno back to the place where he is

legally settled . He may refuse to go but, in that case, he is entirely responsible
for the support of himself and family and cannot receive any aid from public-
assistance agencies.

Legal settlement laws are basic to the public-assistance programs in all
States.

The fact that Small apparently overlooked them in his boastful "I told you so"
remarks again illustrates his unfamiliarity with his job.

Nevertheless, Michigan's legal settlement laws do need a change from the
1-year residence requirement to 3 years.

This has been urged by Detroit welfare officials and other public-assistance
leaders throughout the State.

It would erect a more substantial barrier for Michigan taxpayers against those
who drift from State to State in search of work.

By requiring 3 years residence in the State before a person becomes eligible

for public assistance, Michigan taxpayers would be more sure that the person
being helped intends to live in this State and to resume all the responsibilities of

a self-supporting citizen when able to do so.
It Is hoped that a bill changing the legal settlement period to 3 years will be

introduced and passed at this session of the legislature.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR G. McDowELL, DIRECTOR OF CIVic, EDUCATION, AND GOVERN-

MENTAL AFFAIRS OF UPHOLSTERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA,

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR, AND CHAIRMAN OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON MIGRA-

TION AND SUBSIDIZATION OF INDUSTRY OF A. F. OF L. NATIONAL: LEGISLATIVE

COMMITTEE

The Economic Report of the President now before the joint committee, on page

56, cites three special causes for persistence of structural or spot cases of sizable

unemployment in some places.
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Those classes of causes are given as follows:
1. Lasting drop in demand for their wares.
2. An exodus of industry to new localities.
3. A vanishing supply of some material basic to the local economy.
The only recommended Federal Government initiative to meet these situa-

tions, which may remain even when the Nation's economy practically reaches
full employment, are also three in number but obviously not as equal in weight
of impact on the problem as in number.

The report's recommendations are:
1. Strengthening the area development program. of the Department of Com-

merce.
2. Continuing for the time being the policy of special tax amortization benefits

for new defense facilities located in surplus labor areas. - -
3. Placing of Government contracts as far as possible in these areas.
This is light artillery, indeed, for attacking as large and as deeply entrenched

a problem as is faced by coal communities of Pennsylvania and West Virginia
or the traditional textile areas of New England and Middle Atlantic States. It
also carefully avoids any attack on what the left hand of other governmental
policies-local, State, and national-is doing to actually accentuate the problem.
Nor is anybody of principles consulted as to what may be the guiding lines or
limitations of public policy which may be wisely and legitimately effected by
legislation and administrative actions within the letter and spirit of that legis-
lation.

Agonizing as has been the consequences to my native State of the lasting drop
in the demand.for our special anthracite coal and our sharing in the drooping
fortunes of bituminous type, I would not have the gall to propose to a committee
of the National Legislature measures to fetter the development of competing
power and fuel resources, or the indefinite subsidization of a traditional product
of declining competitive efficiency. Nevertheless a policy of conservation of what
will for generations .continue to be a basic national resource and even more
basic the human resources of established communities with their homes, schools,
churches, and business life is a concern of the Nation and of all sound economic
policy. The report is amazingly brief and even silent on this problem. The
continuance in Federal tax policy of the extraordinarily generous depletion
allowance extended to the prosperous and flourishing petroleum industry is a
case in point calling in question the equity and soundness of national policy in
dealing with unequally situated natural resource industries.

The exodus of industry to new localities so far as it is a natural searching
out of more favorable location in terms of raw materials, abundant or trained
labor supply, consumer deficiency area such as was west coast for a long time
in my own industry, etc., is one thing and not to interfere with at very least, by
Government policy. When, however, as in recent years, it is stimulated by local
and State government policies that smack of industrial cannibalism, i. e., new
industrial development of old stable agricultural communities at expense of
rupture of older industrial communities and on basis of subversion of declared
national public policies such as the encouragement of collective bargaining, the
denial of classification of labor as a commodity, etc., it is something else again.
When such exodus with all the new problems it creates is actually subsidized by
Federal tax policy such as the extension of tax exempt privilege of local municipal
purpose bonds to subsidize the practice of Mississippi villages of seduction of
northern city factories by offers of virtually free factories, it is time that the
Federal Government's right hand should apprise itself of what its left hand is
doing. It was once the conviction of every village in the Midwest that it was
entitled to a railroad in defiance of all economists and engineers and the fact
that it is farther by rail than by any of Daniel Boone's paths from St. Louis to
Kansas City, is testimony to the power of that conviction. Many a county and
town bankrupted itself in the railroad era as probably will many municipalities
in the modern Mississippi bubble empire of municipal industrial purpose bond
issues, but there is no reason for Federal taxation and labor policies to be acces-
sories to the crime. The nonsense of a Federal labor law that proclaims its
aim as the furthering of collective bargaining and then carries a clause to en-
courage and abet the States still preponderantly agricultural, to enact laws to
drastically weaken all collective-bargaining agencies, is obvious. It is futile to
preach sermons to the States apropos the desirability of sustaining the national
level of consumer income by adopting uniform high standards of unemployment-
compensation laws, when there is no use of the Federal power which alone
brought those laws into nationwide enactment by the respective State legisla-
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tures. Competition between sections, as well as industries and services and par-
ticular enterprises, is a great and healthful force, worth the unequal development
of particular localities but there is no health in new legislation or old which
encourages competition between State legislatures in creation of low-wage areas,
special and peculiar labor systems based on artificially and unequally weakened
collective bargaining, cheap undeveloped unemployment and workmen's compen-
sation and factory laws,. etc. The correction of bad legislation of past, may be as
or more pertinent to problem In hand, than new measures.

The third cause of regional and industrial unemployment given in the report as
vanishing.supply of some material basic to the local economy is in category of
first, in influence of broad economic developments, seldom caused by legislation
or its absence and not easily subject to legislative attack. Nevertheless, while
the exhaustion of the Minnesota iron range cannot be legislated against, the
research and aid in developing the possibilities of secondary ores should be
as legitimate a field of governmental action as subsidization of new river channels
for floating in ores from new foreign fields. While the southern movement of
wood furniture from Michigan was logical as lumber supply was exhausted, an
earlier conservation and replanting policy of Federal Government would have
been a good investment for the whole country including the South, some sections
of which are now repeating Michigan history.

It is regrettable and disturbing that the report which would have the Depart-
ment of Commerce agency strengthened did not correlate the measures with which
the Labor Department is concerned such as increase of rate and coverage of
national minimum wage, effective use of Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act,
raising and making uniform of State unemployment compensation, and Work-
men's Compensation Act, labor relations legislation, etc. These measures which
taken together and constantly improved tend to equalize-competitive conditions
between sections; have great bearing on problem we are considering today.

Certain principles probably would get general assent, with a sharp divergence
in the specific only where interest or special local problem is bringing extraor-
dinary pressure to distort judgment.

First, most of us today concur with idea that activity of Government should
direct itself to create conditions favorable to general prosperity and continuous
development. Government should not prescribe the content of that prosperity
or the expanding standard of living that is aimed at. Consumer choice and
private initiative should determine development save in an overriding considera-
tion such as national defense.

Government policy should, with some defense exception, not be utilized for
economic favor of one section at expense of another or in a discriminatory
fashion which it should be noted is not less discriminatory for being achieved
by applying same arbitrary rule or permission to very unequal sections.

At same time a special sectional practice which does not meet general national
approval as a public policy is not entitled to subsidization or special legal
sheltering of its weaknesses. For a remote example, chattel slavery which
tied up its capital in its labor supply and fettered its own agricultural as well
as commercial and industrial development by attachment to a backward labor
institution did not have a sound basis for asking for Federal public works
which other sections provided themselves with by other means.

Finally, however, a section of the country or our people in modern times
who, due to circumstances beyond their control, face a crushing burden of need
for reorganization of their economic life or have their obvious economic oppor-
tunity for advance blocked by natural or social economic obstacles such as once
obstructed the development of our Tennessee Valley, which obstacles can be
removed by means easily available to National Government, such sections have
a legitimate special call on a National Legislature. The interdependence of
national and even international prosperity in modern times is commonplace.

(Whereupon, at 1: 20 p. m., the committee adjourned until Friday,
January 28, 1955, at 10 a. m.)
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 28, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECoNOMIc REPORT,

Washington, D. C.

The joint commnittee met at 10 a. ni., Senator Paul H. Douglas,
chairman, presiding.

Present: Senator Douglas, chairman, Senator Sparkman, Vice
Chairman Patman, and Representatives Bolling, Mills, Kelley,
Wolcott, Talle, and Curtis.

The CHAIRMAN. Our session this morning is on fiscal policies. We
invited the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Humphrey, and the Direc-
tor of the Budget, Mr. Hughes, to come or to send a representative.
I have received letters from them declining the invitation to appear.
The reason ascribed is that they cannot participate in a panel which
could include persons not directly connected with the congressional
committee itself.

Representative CuRTis. Mr. Chairman, is it your intention to put
their letters in the record?

The CHAIRMAN. If you wish to have the letters put in the record
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Let us evaluate that just a moment, Mr.

Chairman. Does that mean he is declining the invitation because
people other than Members of Congress could interrogate him?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the reason stated is-I will read first from
Secretary Humphrey's letter:

However, I feel that we cannot accept your invitation to participate in a panel
discussion which would include persons not directly connected with the com-
mittee itself.

And the identical sentence is used by Mr. Hughes.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, we can correct that. In fact, I think

there is something to what they say, and we can correct that.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to point out that last year, in hearings

in the panels which we held, each department, with the exception of
the Treasury, I think, did send a representative to the roundtables.
The Department of Commerce sent Mr. Meehan, the Department of
Labor sent Mrs. *Wickens. Mr. Manville, of the Census, which is
under Commerce; Mr. Wells, Agricultural Marketing Service, under
Agriculture; Mr. Vernon, Department of State; Mr. Riefler, assistant
to the Chairman, Federal Reserve Board, testified. So that last year,
with the exception of the Treasury, I think the departments sent
representatives to the roundtables.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Now, this involves a policy I think we
might settle sometime, Senator. I think we should concede their
point. I think their point is well taken from their viewpoint, and I

317
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think we should state that they will only be questioned by Members
of Congress.

I would not want a substitute. If they cannot come, I would just
excuse them.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, I said, if they sent a substitute, subordi-
nates would not be questioned on policy.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, I -would not have a substitute.
There is no use taking their time on that. But I think that you should
urge them to accept the invitation with the understanding that only
Members of Congress, members of his committee, will question them.

-The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if this is not a matter that we can take
up in executive session?

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Is it your wish that these letters be made
a part of the record ?

Representative CURTIs. I think they should, rather than just an
interpretation of what they say, and, Mr. Chairman, might I say this:
That was one reason I was anxious for us to get that point ironed out
ahead of time, and, as I stated before, I had thought that Senator
Watkins and you had reached an agreement.

In my discussion with you informally yesterday it became obvious
that there was not agreement on that point as to whether or not the
panel itself should interrogate these witnesses. It is a serious prob-
lem. I do not know for certain what is right on it, but I do believe
the committee should reach some conclusions.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, these letters will be made a part
of the record at this point.

(The letters from the Secretary of the Treasury and the Director
of the Bureau of the Budget are as follows:)

THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, January 26, 1955.

Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Chairman, Joint Committee on the Economic Report,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: The original of a letter, dated Wednesday, Janu-

ary 19, never did reach the Treasury, but I do have a copy of the letter which
arrived early this week.

Representatives of the Treasury, including myself, are, of course, available
to testify before congressional committees upon matters within our jurisdiction
whenever the committees concerned desire. However, I feel that we cannot
accept your invitation to participate in a panel discussion which would include
persons not directly connected with the committee itself. We will always
attempt to accommodate ourselves to your convenience and supply all the infor-
mation which we can possibly provide.

Best personal regards.
Sincerely,

G. M. HUMPHREY.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,

Washington, D. C., January 26, 1955.
Hon. PAUJL H. DOUGLAS,

Chairman, Joint Committee on the Economic Report,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR MP CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your letter of January 18, 1955, in
which you invite me or a representative of the Bureau of the Budget to partic-
ipate in a panel discussion on fiscal policy on Friday, January 28, 1955. I regret
that I must decline your invitation.

Whenever any congressional committee desires a representative of the Bureau
of the Budget, including myself, to testify about any matter on which we can
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properly supply information I shall be happy to arrange for such appearance
before the committee for that purpose. However, I feel that we cannot accept
your invitation to participate in a panel discussion which includes persons not
connected with the committee itself.

As in the past, the Bureau of the Budget will gladly supply the joint committee
and its staff with all the information we can provide.

Sincerely yours,
ROWLAND HUGHES, Director.

The CHAIRMAN. The subject this morning is Fiscal Policy. We
have addressed a series of questions to members of the panel.

In the main, we look forward to a discussion of what our fiscal policy
in 1955 should be.

The first question is whether -we should balance the budget, whether
we should allow expenses to exceed income. If so, why, and the con-
sequences.

I assume we are speaking of the year 1955-56, that is the one on
which we are determining policy. (See correspondence, p. 1146 for
budget estimates, fiscal year 1955.)

I would suggest that we go to subsequent questions later.
Mr. Buehler.

OPENING STATEMENT OF ALFRED G. BUEHLER, PROFESSOR OF
PUBLIC FINANCE, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADEL-
PHIA

Mr. BUEHLER. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, members of the committee,
I would like to make the assumption at the outset, that we have, in
general, weathered the readjustment. or recession, of 1954 and that
we are now apparently on the road to recovery. The appropriate
fiscal policy for the fiscal year 1956, as I see it, would be one calling for
balancing the cash payments and cash receipts. In this manner, the
impact of the budget upon the economy would be approximately
neutral.

The CHAIRRMsAN. You advocate balancing the cash budget?
Mr. BUEHLER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. *When that idea was advanced in the 1930's it met

with great objection from some of the people who are now suggest-
ing it.

Senator SPARIKMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I amend that, and say also
during the forties.

The CHAIRMIAN. I am interested in seeing the revival of interest
in this idea that it is the cash budget and not the administrative
budget that is important. A few days ago we were talking about the
cash budget, and not the administrative budget.

Do you have any idea why there has been this change of sentiment,
that the cash budget, which was something that was abhorred, is now
something that is set up as the test of fiscal solvency?

Mr. BUEHLER. Actually, of course, both budgets are important-
both the so-called administrative budget and the cash payment and
receipts budget.

I think, Senator, that during and after the war the cash payments
and receipts analysis came into some vogue, because of the interest
of economists in inflation, and it was felt that the immediate impact
of the budget on the economy could better be measured by referring to
the cash receipts from the public and the cash going out to the public.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that from the years 1946-51, if you
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take the cash basis, that the total budgets were more than balanced,
and the total cash collections and total receipts by the Government
appreciably exceeded expenditures by the Government? Isn't that
true?

Mr. BUEHLER. Yes, Senator, if you mean the fiscal years ending in
1947 through 1949. In the fiscal year ending in 1950 there was a
cash deficit.

The CHAIRMAN. So if that is the test applied for a deficit, there
were no deficits during that period?

Mr. BUEHLER. Well, of course, actually, as we know, the admin-
istrative budget is also important.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, certainly.
Mr. BUEHLER. It gives us a clue as to what is coming-for example,

to accrued obligations. For the long-range point of view, we need
the administrative budget.

The CHAIRMAN. The administrative budget is the most important
part of the cash budget, but it is not the entire story because of social-
security payments.

Mr. BUEHLER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. So what you say is that for the year 1955-56 the

cash budget, in your judgment, should be balanced because you believe
it will be recovered?

Mr. BUEHLER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think the budget submitted by the admin-

istration on a cash basis will be balanced?
Mr. BUEHLER. Well, I have not had an opportunity to study

thoroughly the budget as reported; I believe it has a cash surplus of
$600 million.

The CHAIRMAN. The deficit, as predicted, is $41/2 billion. For
1955-56 it estimates a deficit of $2.4 billion, and social-security pay-
ments you estimate as in excess of $3 billion, so there is a surplus.

(Mr. Buehler's prepared statement appears at p. 387.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Elder.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR ELDER, TAX CONSULTANT, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF LABOR

Mr. ELDER Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I will
confine myself to 1 or 2 points that are of particular interest to the
American Federation of Labor for 2 reasons:

First, I believe there are questions that have been outlined nere
by Senator Douglas that are of more particular immediate, and per-
haps even long-term interest, to our members and others, and also
because I feel that there are people who will speak here this morning
who are more competent to discuss some of these other points than
I am.

At the outset, I would like to say that the $2.4 billion deficit for fiscal
1956 we know is predicated on the ability of the Department of De-
fense to cut requested authorization for $35.75 billion in spending to
$34 billion. Should these savings not materialize the deficit may be
as high as $4.15 billion. Neither figure takes into account the addi-
tional obligations the Federal Government may assume in connection
with the continuance of existing programs or possible initiation of
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new programs that may be financed outside of the conventional budget.
I assume we will discuss that later on.
In addition to the anticipated deficit for 1956, a deficit of $4.5 billion

is expected for the current fiscal year. These deficits raise serious
questions as to the wisdom of Congress in having made tax reductions
of the nature and in the amount authorized last year.

Because the economy has made only a limited recovery from the
1954 recession in our belief a moderate Federal deficit at this time is
not alarming. However, to the extent any portion of the $7.4 billion
in tax reductions made last year were premature or ill advised, they
contributed to bringing about unnecessary deficits.

Another somewhat disturbing aspect of present fiscal policy is the
increasing emphasis that is being placed on State and local govern-
mental assumption of financial responsibility for the support of exist-
ing or contemplated services. State and local governments which
have become increasingly dependent on regressive forms of taxation
have increased their indebtedness by 85 percent during the past 5
years-$20.9 billion in 1949 to $39.9 billion in 1954.

The variations in taxpaying ability among the States are obvious-
per capita income, $834 in Mississippi, $939 in Arkansas, $2,304 in
Delaware, and $2,194 in Connecticut. There is an equally widespread
in the proportion of income being paid by States in local and State
taxes, less than 6 percent in Ohio, more than 11 percent in North
Dakota. Federal fiscal policies, in our opinion, should be directed at
minimizing the excessive drain on resources in those States where
taxes are excessively high in proportion to income, yet are inadequate
to provide necessary local and State services.

The CHAIRM-rAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Elder.
Since the remainder of your paper deals with these other questions,

I think perhaps we will stop there.
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Mr. Chairman, may I present a personal

statement about something which I think is timely because of the
announcement in the paper yesterday.

The offer of the 40-year 3-percent bonds should be withdrawn by
the Treasury.

This offer is intended to set the future borrowing rate at one-half
percent higher than the rate at which the last financing was financed.
This will result in a needless cost of billions upon billions of dollars
in extra interest charges. The 40-year 3-percent bond interest repre-
sents the culmination of a second attempt to establish a long-term
interest rate that cannot be sustained by the basic conditions under-
lying the American economy.

The long-term trend in interest rates is closer to the 21/2-percent
rate than it is to the 4-percent rate of the 1920's that Secretary
Humphrey and Mr. Burgess are trying to restore.

This second effort threatens to undermine the economic stability
of the coumtry in precisely the same fashion that the first abortive
effort did in 1953.

This bond issue will force up the cost of all public and private bor-
rowing. It will further depress the farm parity ratio as the farm-
ers' interest costs rise in the face of a continuing drop in farm prices.

This issue represents a deliberate effort to permanently freeze the
one-half percent increase in interest rates arbitrarily imposed on vet-
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erans' home mortgages by the Secretary of the Treasury in May 1953,

4 days before the Federal Reserve moved to loosen the credit supply.

In the 2 years since the hard-money crusade began the interest

share of personal income has risen 11 percent. The wage and salary

share is lower today that it was in 1952 and 1953. The farm and busi-

ness proprietor shares are at their postwar lows.
It is time to call a halt to the campaign for the enrichment of the

lenders.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, just a minute.
Mr. Patman, was that your statement?
Vice Chairman PATMAN. My personal statement, yes.

Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to sug-

gest at this point that this committee is supposed to be, as I understand

it, a study group, and I hope that we won't have political remarks read

by any of the members, myself included, in conducting our studies.

I do not think that is the purpose, and I think it interferes with the

orderly procedure of the committee, and I would suggest that the

remarks be withdrawn from the record of this committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you so move?
Representative CURTIS. No, I am suggesting, first.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I want to be heard on that, Mr. Chair-

man.
I think I am about the least political-I should not say that-but

I try to be as nonpartisan as possible. Certainly I have worked in a

bipartisan climate and atmosphere, and tried to create one.
Representative CURTIs. Will the gentleman yield for clarification?

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Yes.
Representative CURTIS. My point was not as far as the statement

itself was concerned. On the floor of the House, or somewhere else,

I think it is highly proper, and I was not going to the merits of it.

I was simply raising the propriety of that kind of statement being

injected into the record of this committee which is attempting to make

studies.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, we never would get anything done

if you wanted to say that you should not say anything-
Representative CURTIS. If this were in the nature of a question, sir,

directed to the panel it would have propriety, but I could see how this

would get completely out of bounds if I were to take on that public

statement of yours to challenge its accuracy.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I wish you would. If it is not accurate,

I hope you challenge it.
Representative CURTIS. I would, sir, on the floor of the House,

where I think is the proper place, but I do believe that it interferes
with what our committee is trying to do.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I will look forward with pleasure to your
doing that.

Representative CURTIS. *Well, I do not think it will further the

efforts of this committee, as I see this.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I could have embodied this in a question.

Representative CURTIS. Had you done so I think it would have been
in much better form.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, I disagree with the gentleman, and

I know something about the practices of this committee in the past.
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Representative CURTIS. Without any rules, that is what I have
already found out, that everything has been found apparently with-
out any rules or procedure or anything.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. We have never had any trouble.
Representative CURTIS. As long as I am a member of this committee

1 aim going to do my best to see that it does follow orderly procedure,
and to see that there is some semblance of order.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Galbraith.
Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, I made a suggestion that

that be withdrawn from the record.
Now, Mr. Patman does not want to do that.
Vice Chairman PAT31AN. Well, let us see if the panel disagrees with

the statement.
Representative CURTIS. Well, if you want to proceed in that fashion,

if you are going to ask the question, that is one thing, but if it is just
a statement for the newspapers, that is another.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I would like to ask the panel if the panel
disagrees with that statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Does anybody want to volunteer ?
Mr. GALBRAITH. Mr. Chairman, I agree essentially with Mr. Pat-

man's statement. I think the effort to extend the period of the bonds,
and the increased interest rate that is involved are unwise.

Mr. LUTZ. Mr. Chairman, I would disagree with the statement.
Mr. VICKREY. I propose to disagree with the statement. I will dis-

agree in my turn.
The CHAIRMAN. Does anybody else wish to volunteer any informa-

tion?
Senator SPARKMAN. I wonder, Mr. Chairman, since we are sub-

mitting this to the panel, if I could ask this question: Do the mem-
bers of the panel now, regardless of what your attitude may have
been back when the 31/4 percent issue was put out, do you now believe
it was a mistake to put out that issue?

Mr. GALBRAITH. Mr. Chairman, I think I was misunderstood. I
said I essentially agree with Mr. Patman's statement.

Senator SPARKMAN. I understood that. Then I was asking about
the 31/4 percent issue that was put out. I am asking with the advantage
of hindsight-I am not asking what your viewpoint was at that time,
but now looking back, do you think an error was made in the issuance
of those bonds?

Mr. LUTZ. May I ask, Senator, are you referring now merely to the
31/4 percent rate?

Senator SPARKMAN. The bond issue put out at the 31/4 percent rate
which precipitated that whole thing.

Mr. -LUTZ. Is your question directed to the 31/4 percent rate, or the
length of maturity of the bond?

Senator SPARKMAN. I would combine. I say the bond issue as it
was put out.

Mr. LUTZ. Well, it seems to me
Senator SPARKMAN. Of course, I think the rate would be primarily

the thing, but the term naturally would be a factor.
Mr. LUTZ. The rate would be a function of the term of the bond.
Senator SPARKMAN. Yes, I realize that.
Mr. LUTZ. As I recall the trend of yield on long-term issues, at

that time they had no issue quite as long as the proposed 31/4 maturity.
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Senator SPARKMAN. Nor a rate that high.
Mr. LuTz. The rate was moving up to and actually attained about

31/4 in the months before the bonds were put out. If the only guide
that the Treasury has is the present attitude of the market, then it
seems to me if they have proposed a long-term issue they could hardly
have made any other decision with respect to the interest rate offered
on that particular issue.

Senator SPARKMAN. NOW, you speak of the trend, and it is true
that the trend was up, but wasn't that influenced very largely by the
feeling that was freely advertised all over the country to the effect
that the Government was going to increase interest rates?

Mr. LUTZ. I could not answer that.
Senator SPARKMAN. And is it not true that the yield itself never

exceeded 3 percent until this issue was put out? The interest rate
did not actually climb to 31/4 but was probably around 3 percent, even
with that emphasis.

Mr. LuTZ. It is my recollection that in April it was 3.16 and in
May it rose to 3.24 or 3.25.

I am speaking now from memory.
Senator SPARKMAN. Of course, this was announced, as I recall,

about the first of April.
Mr. LuTz. I cannot say.
Senator SPARKMAN. I believe it was. It was issued May 1.
I am reminded by a staff member it was proposed in March.
Representative Cu-RTis. Would the gentleman yield?
Senator SPARKMAN. And the 31/4 rate was not reached until in

April; is that right?
Mr. LUTZ. Yes, it was just under 3 percent back in March and

April.-
Senator SPARKMAN. On a similar panel we discussed this last year.

I remember Dr. Nourse stating his position, that he felt it was too
much too fast. I believe that is what he said.

Representative CtrRTIS. Will the gentleman yield a minute for a
question of procedure?

Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out that we have a series of
questions that were prepared for this panel. I think that is what we
should be on, and I understand that Monday we take up this ques-
tion on monetary matters, and that was really the reason, Mr. Pat-
man, that I raised the question of bringing in these extraneous things
at that time.

I am interested in your. question, too, but I would like to suggest
that we proceed in order on the questions prepared for the panel.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, let me say that I fully agree
with Congressman Curtis in that statement. However, I thought we
were discussing fiscal matters now. I thought that was this question
before us.

Representative CuRTis. I think it says monetary policies.
Senator SPARKMAN. If you will notice, it says our fiscal policy for

1955. That is the question we are on now.
Representative CuRTis. Yes, sir; but if the Senator will read the

questions that have been prepared to ask the panel you will see that
we have some specific things to go over, and I think it includes other
matters.
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The CHAIRMAN. These questions are suggestions. They are not
definite rules of the committee.

Senator SPARKMAN. Well, I am perfectly willing for it to go over,
but I do think it is a subject that ought to be discussed, because I may
say that I think that 31/4 issue probably gave us more real troubles
during the last 2 years than any other single thing in fiscal affairs of
the Government.

Mr. Bolling.
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Chairman, speaking of the matter of

procedure, it is not my understanding that the panel or the committee
are limited to the discussion of only four questions or whatever the
questions are. We are discussing a general area.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right. These questions were thrown out for
the purpose of aid.

Mr. Galbraith, do you want to discuss question I now?
Representative KELLER. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kelley.
Representative KELLEY. Let me get this clear. Is there objection

raised to a statement coming from a Member of Congress in regard to
the subject matter? Can the Members of Congress not express an
opinion? Is that the objection?

If that is true, then I suggest we might fold up our papers and go
home.

Representative CURTIS. No, sir; I would be very glad to speak to
that. My objection was to the timeliness of whether or not it was
within the purpose of this committee to bring in matters at that time.
I was suggesting if that was a statement, the proper place for it was
the floor of the House; if it was a question propounded to this panel,
1 was suggesting that this panel had been set up with a view toward
discussing certain questions, and then we have the questions that would
fit along the line that the Congressman was speaking. Naturally, any
Congressman can say what he pleases, but I am very much concerned
that this committee keep its eye on what appears, to me at any rate, to
be its object, which is to study the economic report and break it down,
as has been broken down in these panel discussions, and take it up as
we have been doing in an orderly manner.

Representative KELLEY. I had the impression that what Mr. Spark-
man said was related to the subject matter today.

Representative CURTIS. That, of course, is a question of opinion and
I was suggesting that the way to determine it would be to look at the
suggested questions to this panel and then look at the suggested ques-
tions for Monday.

Senator SPARKMAN. I am very glad to waive my questions until
Monday.

The CHAIRMAN. You are not moving to strike from the record?
Representative CURTIS. No, sir; not as long as he asked it in the form

of a formal question to this panel; no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Galbraith.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF JOHN K. GALBRAITH, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Mr. GALBRAITH. Mr. Chairman, question 1 asked briefly about our
fiscal policy for this coming year. This requires an assumption as to
what the economy will be like during the coming year, and without
going into detail on matters the committee has always covered, let
me express my own view very quickly.

There is much that is admirable in the report of the council this
year. I think it has shown considerable grace and ease in getting
away from the cliches of a balanced budget and the unspeakable
evils of deficit financing. Indeed the administration as a whole has
shown a remarkable flexibility of mind in the speed with which it has
moved away from these slogans.

I am reminded, Mr. Chairman, that the late Lord Keynes said in
1935, in a letter to George Bernard Shaw, that he was engaged in
witing a book which he thought, in 10 years, would revolutionize think-
ing on economics. That was in 1935, 20 years back. I think, however,
if he had been pressed he might have allowed himself an extra 10
years to capture a Republican administration.

I hope, Mr. Curtis, you understand that I am being purely scientific
in this. There is no partisanship involved.

Representative CmuRis. The panel can say anything they want.
Mr. GALBRAITH. Much of this year's report, as I say, is admirable.

It does, it seems to me, reach two conclusions that are worth examining.
It concludes that the economic policy of the Government has been
conducted during the last 2 years with impeccable wisdom and insight,
and that no mistake of any sort has been made. I do not know that
that is so important for our consideration here. I do think we should
ask ourselves sometime who it is that is fooled by this kind of ritualis-
tic claim. I do not think either Democrats or Republicans should
suppose that on economic matters they are really quite that wise. We
should allow ourselves a little more room for error. However, what
is much more serious, the report concludes that everything in this
coming year will be perfect, that we shall have full employment, no
inflation, and that there will be no tendency for the kind of high-level
stagnation of this past year to continue. This should worry us, be-
cause I think if the committee were looking for bad news it could find
some.

We have a business administration which prides itself on being
hardheaded. My secretary wrote "hardhearted", but I want it clearly
understood that the word was "hardheaded". and it seems to me that
the essence of the realism of a hardheaded administration is to look
things in the face. It should emphasize the bad news rather than
the good and always be prepared for the worst. We can properly
wonder whether that has been done in this report.

I, myself, would place much more emphasis than the report does
on the fact that private investment is still declining and that the farm
picture is still not good, and that we might be in something like an
inventory cycle in housing, and that part of the upswing in the past
year was undoubtedly the result of the special situation in the auto-
mobile industry. Now if these things are important, Mr. Chairman,
it seems to me that our fiscal policy should reflect them. Our fiscal
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policy should reflect the bad news rather than the good news. On
this assumption I should like to make 2 or 3 suggestions on that
policy.

My first suggestion would be that we don't pare expenditures for
purely fiscal reasons. We should pare them as required for reasons
of efficiency. We should not spend money unnecessarily. But on
purely fiscal grounds, we should not be kept from making up the very
important backlog of work that needs to be done in this country.

There are things, as we all know, of great urgency that need to be
done. These include roads, education, health-I am rather sorry
that I mentioned roads first because they are not the most urgent-
housing, area redevelopment program, resource development, and so
forth. Then on purely fiscal grounds-

Senator SPARK3MAN. May I interrupt there? I did not get your
purpose for saying you were sorry that you mentioned roads first.

Mr. GALBRAITH. Well, I must say, Senator Sparkman, that some
things here disturb me and I will mention them in response to a later
question. I hope the Congress will look very carefully at the new
road program and at the proposal to tie it to its own source of fi-
nancing. This device would give roads a preference over other needed
services of the Federal Government. Important as roads are there
is danger that they will somehow achieve a magic priority over other
things of equal or greater importance. That is the only reason that
I said that.

Senator SPARK;3MAN. Now I will just throw out this thought, since
I probably shall not be here when you take the other question. The
Senate meets at 11 and I want to go over.

I hope, that when the roads program is discussed, some thought
will be given to what I think is a real weakness in the proposed roads
program, particularly for the smaller States or those States that will
have a relatively small mileage on the interstate system.

My State, for instance, will not be as well off under the new pro-
gram as it is now, and it cannot even match the funds that the Federal
Government provides now, so how is the new program going to be
helpful to a State like mine?

Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRM1AN. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. Perhaps Dr. Galbraith will be good enough

to include in that list of important things the item of flood control.
The CHAIRMAN. On the upper Mississippi.
Representative TALLE. Thank you for helping me.
Representative CURTIs. Well, St. Louis.
Mr. GALRBAITH. Mr. Chairman, I am not advocating a frantic

spending program. It does seem to me that the useful things this
year should not be cut on purely fiscal grounds.

On the tax side, I would urge that the Congress keep an open mind
for the time being. If things are as good as the administration ex-
pects-if the rule works out that has been so much practiced in the
past year, namely, that the future will be not what we make it, but
what we say it will be-then I would be against any tax cut. I would
support the President in continuing the corporate rate, high though
it is, and in continuing the excises. If it should develop, come April
or May, or even as late as June that we still have substantial unem-

58422-55--22
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ployment, three or four millions unemployed, then I would urge a tax
cut. However, I would not urge a cut in the corporation rate or even
in excises.

The stock market has been very strong and I think it would be un-
stabilizing to cut corporate rates at this time. This is something that
should be done later at a more propitious time. It is evident that an
increase in corporate earnings is not urgent at the moment. A tax
cut this spring would be for the purpose of stimulating expenditures
or adding to purchasing power in the economy. This means that the
cut should be in the personal income tax, and I myself would urge that
it be accomplished by lifting the exemptions.

I hesitate to make these suggestions in the presence of people who
are much more expert than I am. I hope that Congressman Mills,
for example, understands that these are not the suggestions of a pro-
found tax expert.

Mr. Chairman, my other comments have to do with the specific
questions that were asked, and I assume that you want to come back
to those later.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
(Mr. Galbraith's prepared statement appears at p. 389.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Groves.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HAROLD M. GROVES, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

Mr. GRovEs. Senator Douglas, members of the committee, I will con-
fine my remarks to about three specific points. In general, I agree
quite well with the statement that was just made, with one exception,
that I shall come to.

I have outlined here some six alternative possibilities (and there
are more) with regard to the matter of budget balance. I have
selected the last of these for endorsement. This may be described as
calling for a somewhat higher level of expenditures, and of taxes.
The tax adjustment would not take the form of higher rates, but of
tightening the tax structure, particularly at points commonly called
loo holes.

Secondly, with regard to tax reduction in general, I am somewhat
skeptical of the recession-curing quality and character of tax re-
duction. Of and by itself, I have no doubt that it is effective, but the
trouble with tax reduction is that it carries with it a constant urge to
also cut expenditures.

I suppose there is engraved in the subconscious of all of us a notion
that an unbalanced budget is sinful, even though we may talk to the
contrary. If we cut taxes, we have the urge to cut expenditures.
The orthodox position with which I am not going to quarrel is that
a balanced reduction of taxes and expenditures is not counterreces-
sionary or counterdeflationary, but quite the contrary.

However, my position with regard to increasing public expendi-
tures, is not so much based on economics, as upon the interest in the
public services-in other words, it is based upon the proposition that
the public needs at the present time are, on the whole, somewhat
greater than private needs, and that consequently certain expenditure
increases for things like education,. foreign aid, and so forth, are
warranted.
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I do not think we should have a deflationary budget, and conse-

quently I am recommending a balanced strengthening of both the

tax side of the equation and the expenditure side.
I might make one further general remark, and that is that I am

always skeptical about increasing income-tax exemptions, because with

as high-powered a revenue system as we. have, it is necessary to

reach a very large number of people, and have a broad base, and if

we do not do it by taxes that are rational and direct and progres-

sive, we are almost sure to do it by taxes, looking at it from the stand-

point of the long run, that are distinctly inferior in quality. A long-

run trend toward prewar exemption levels would hardly make for

an improved tax system.
(Mr. Groves' prepared statement appears at p. 393.)

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Heller.

OPENING STATEMENT OF WALTER W. HELLER, PROFESSOR OF

ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Mr. HELLER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to start out by taking

just a little exception to Mr. Galbraith's comments that Keynesian

on economics has been embraced by the present administration, if

that is in effect what he is saying. Although the administration has

incurred continual deficits, they have done so with evident distaste.

This distaste is certainly not as strong in the Council of Economic

Advisers, whose excellent and beautifully written statement acknowl-

edges the need for deficits at times, as it is in the Treasury Depart-

ment, where the distaste seems to be both strong and persistent. It

seems to grow out of a failure to distinguish between what one might

call constructive deficits and destructive deficits. Constructive deficits

are those to which the economy's response is higher production, higher

employment, and higher real national income. Destructive deficits

are those to which the response is inflation and distortion of the

economy.
Turning to the 1955 fiscal-policy question, I feel that we are now

in a period in which deficits are constructive. As others have pointed

out to the committee, our rate of production is runing some $20 billion

short of our potential, maybe more. Therefore, Federal deficits are

more likely to evoke a higher production response than a higher price
response.

Now, if we do not increase our deficits (or our tax-financed expendi-

tures, if that be the route preferred) in order to meet our pressing

defense and economic development needs, both at home and abroad,

I think our economy can afford the risk of further tax reduction.
The suggestion has been made to the committee that a reversible tax

reduction be undertaken. In other words, tax reductions in the cor-

poration and excise taxes and personal exemption increases should be

put into reversible form, that is, made temporary and subject to recall.

Rather than wait and see, as Mr. Galbraith proposes, I should prefer

this route with the possibility of reversing action, if this is found to

be necessary.
In proposing tax reductions now, I am relying in part on the tremen-

dous capacity to absorb inflationary pressure that the United States

economy has demonstrated. Remember that the terrific inflationary

pressures after Korea led to only about 9 months of inflation and that
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we have had essentially 4 years of price stability since early 1951
Remember that we have had that price stability in spite of, or possibly-
because of, a tax level of about 33 percent of national income, which-
incidentally seems to give the final and conclusive lie to Mr. Colin-
Clark's 25-percent tax limit idea. These facts lend strong support.
to the proposition that, if there is unemployment to be overcome, we
can and should take a greater risk of inflation than we had thought.
advisable in earlier times.

(Mr. Heller's prepared statement appears at p. 395.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lutz.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HARLEY L. LUTZ, NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONU
OF MANUFACTURERS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. LUTZ. Mr. Chairman, I interpreted your questions with the
same freedom that you described them. that they are not firm direc-
tives, but merely suggestions. I have a statement on the economicG
report which is rather brief, in the course of which I shall probably
answer a good many of your questions.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that is fine. If it is possible for you to
treat primarily of question 1, that is fine, because I checked Mir. Elder,
but he was in his statement possibly going on to subsequent points,
but we believe in latitude.

Proceed, please, Mr. Lutz.
Mr. L-UTZ. I think I shall get to that, Mr. Chairman.
In the time at my disposal I shall discuss briefly the economic and

political philosophy of government which is revealed in the economic
report at different points and in various ways. My interpretation is
that this report undertakes, rather unsuccessfully, to steer a course
between a free, private economy and a planned economy. It is natural,
no doubt, that a report prepared by and for the Government should
place the major emphasis on what the Government has done.

In my view, however, the reasons for concern go deeper than rec-
ognition that a Government agency is naturally inclined to extoll and
support its employer. The fact that the Council of Economic Ad-
visors is a Government agency, gives its views and its proposals a
weight of authority that no nongovernmental organization could carry
in expressing the same ideas.

The tone of the report is set, on page 2, by an enumeration of basic
tenets which are said to underlie the administration's economic actions
and its future program. Four of the six propositions advanced there
deal with what the Federal Government is doing or intends to do, and
only two relate to the private economy as a matter of major concern.
Another example of the emphasis on the superior role of government.
is in this sentence from page 48:

Budget policies can help to promote the objective of maximum production by
wisely allocating resources first, between private and public uses; second, among
various governmental programs.

This is a disturbing statement because, in my view, it points directly
toward the planned, and eventually the socialized, economy. It says,
in so many words, that maximum production can be promoted by per-
mitting the budgeting authority, in its superior wisdom, to deter-
mine the allocation of total resources between private and public
uses.
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From this it follows that if the budget authority should decide to

increase the public share of total resources, the private share would be

-.correspondingly diminished. Concretely applied, this means that if

in its superior wisdom the Government should increase its budget in

.order to apply more of it to the production of particular goods such

as steel, rubber, aluminum, electric power, or other things, there would

be less private resources and a smaller total of private production than

would otherwise be the case. It is impossible to avoid the implication

that total production can be increased by getting the Government into

business through absorption via the budget of a larger share of total

-resources.
Economic production is the peculiar domain of private capital and

.effort. Government encroachment into that domain is not conducive

to a larger total, particularly in a society which is as well equipped

as is our own with private managerial competence and all else that

contributes to productive efficiency.
Long ago Adam Smith observed that the functions of sovereign

and trader could not be merged without detriment to the performance

of one function or the other. The business of government is to govern

and our society will advance most rapidly if the public functions

and services are kept within that sphere, and if the portion of total

resources drawn into public use is held to the minimum required

'for the efficient performance of the necessary public services.

This conception of the nature and function of the budget rejects the

doctrine that the chief purpose of the budget, and of the spending and

taxing power, is to pump money into or out of the economy as deter-

mined by the aims and intentions of a superplanning agency. Adam

Smith said that when a ruler attempted to superintend the industry

of private people and to direct it toward the employments most suit-

able to the interest of the society, he was undertaking a duty in the

attempting to perform which he must always be exposed to innumer-

able delusions, and for the proper performance of which no human

wisdom or knowledge could ever be sufficient.
I would direct your particular attention to the gap between certain

*e xpressions of our national objectives, and aspirations, 6n one

hand, and the omissions from the report of adequate recognition of

the actions required if these lofty and worthy ends are to be attained.

On page 4 are these statements:

Our economic future depends on the full use of the great treasure house of
intelligence, skill energy, and confidence of the American people.

And again, from the same page:

* * * unless there are satisfactory jobs for those who seek useful employ-
ment, and unless human labor is devoted increasingly to the production of goods
and services that improve the quality of life, our gains in productivity may be

dissipated.

One more, on page 6:

Public policy must also protect incentives and encourage a spirit of enterprise

and innovation among people. The man or woman who, in the hope of personal

betterment, works harder, designs a new product, creates a new method, invests

is a new business, moves to a better job, or suggests a new idea to his employer

must believe that the rewards of initiative and efforts are worth while. Through

all of its policies the Government must encourage enterprising action by business

managers, investors, and workers, in an environment that is kept basically free

and competitive.
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These are splendid statements of our personal and national objec-
tives and aspirations. They are entitled to command, and I believe
that they do command, universal approval and support. With a plat-
form such as these passages provide, anyone who continued to read
through the report would expect, to find an equally forthright and
constructive program whereby the objectives set out there are to be
attained.

In this respect, however, the report is disappointing. It fails torecognize adequately the great importance of private capital forma-
tion as one of the most essential conditions for the provision of satis-
factory jobs, for the increased production of goods and services that
improve the quality of life, and for the desired advance of the level
of well-being.

There are references to the things that Government is doing to aidsmall business, to curb monopoly, to expand so-called public assets,
and to extend social-security benefits. These and the other actions
described, which constitute a combination of policing and naternalistic
measures, may have beneficial effects. They cannot possibly serve,.
however, as adequate substitutes for the growth of the Nation's stock
of the private capital which increases our productive potential.

This lack of emphasis on, or adequate recognition of, the importance
of steady growth of our capital is the more surprising in view of the
rate at which the labor force is growing and of the capital investment
which is required, on the average to provide a productive, well-paid
job for each new worker. It is equally amazing to find that, although
there is a clear grasp of the bearing of heavy taxes on incentive and
the provision of job opportunities, there is so little concern about the
defects of the Federal tax structure. On page 49 it is said:

It should nevertheless be recognized that present taxes are still a heavy burden.Lower taxes would tend to encourage work, promote more efficient business.practices, and create more jobs through new investments.
This is an excellent description of an important line of action that

must be taken if we are to have that glorious economic future which, on
page 4, we are told may be ours. But on the subject of tax relief,.
the report offers stones instead of bread. It is said that there calmbe no tax reductions this year, not even those that were agreed upon a
year ago. Maybe there can be something, next year, if expenditures
are reduced.

As for next year, the report says, on page 49:
Congress might then consider enacting a general, though modest, reduction intaxes and, at the same time, continue the program which was begun last yearof reducing barriers to the free flow of funds into risk-taking and job-creatinginvestments.

In my judgment, here is another weakness of the Economic Repart,
namely, the failure to carry through from the perfectly clear per-
ception of the bad effects of heavy taxes to a firm and definite position
on the necessity of prompt, corrective action. The removal of other
barriers to the free flow of funds into risk-taking and job-creating
investments is a desirable step, but it will be relatively futile unless
there is also removed the very obstructive barrier of the high taxes
on incomes, and the gross discriminations of the steeply progressive
rates of tax on individual incomes.
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There are two sources of tax reduction. The traditional measure

of such reduction has been the amount by which the public spending

has been, or can be, reduced. The Economic Report places the prin-

cipal prospect for tax cuts on this traditional basis.
Another sources of tax reduction which hitherto has been gener-

ally disregarded is economic growth. This factor has been recog-

nized in the President's recent messages. The National Association

of Manufacturers has published within the past week a new tax pro-
gram which proposes to utilize the growth factor as a source of tax

reduction. This is, of necessity, a long-range program, the projections

of which are based on the historic growth trend without regard to

the annual variations or temporary reversals of that trend. As a

first step, a series of tax-rate reductions in the rates of corporation
and individual tax is projected over a 5-year period.

My time does not permit lengthy exposition of the plan, but copies

can be made available to members of the committee, or for inclusion

in the record, if desired.
Mr. Chairman, may I request that the report be included in the

record.
(The report referred to is on file with the committee.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. LuTz. The two points at which the tax-rate reductions would

be made under this plan are the corporation tax rate and the pro-

gressive element of the individual rate scale.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lutz, I do not want to interfere with your

presentation, but since you now seem to be coming into topics covered

under question 2, I wonder if you would defer comments on that.
Mr. Lurz. Certainly.
(Mr. Lutz's prepared statement appears at p. 400.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Vickrey.

OPENING STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. VICKREY, PROFESSOR OF

ECONOMICS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Mr. VICKREY. I would first like to say that I concur very heartily
with Walter Heller and Harold Groves, and perhaps would want to

go just a little further than Mr. Heller in urging very strongly that

in view of the inevitable range of uncertainty as to just what the
ideal fiscal policy will be we ought to err on the side, first of all, of
more stimulating action than less.

This is just a general proposition, not one that is merely applicable
to this particular juncture, because, in general, the ill effects of over-
stimulation, are very much less serious in many ways than the effects of

understimulation, and perhaps I can show what I mean by drawing a
simple diagram over here on the board.
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100 percent Efficiency Level

Loss
from

Too mIuch restraint

Too small a deficit
Too much stimulation

Too large a deficit

We can perhaps measure a baseline here which might be called theideal fiscal policy, just the right amount of stimulus to achieve thebest possible adjustment in our resources, and perhaps we can take thetop line here to represent the economy running at a hundred percentof efficiency. Then if we err on one side or the other we will get twokinds of losses; by and large, one will be the loss resulting from in-effective use of our labor force, and we can think over here on thedownward side too little stimulus will result in fairly severe loss dueto unemployment.
Too much stimulus on the labor side results in a little loss, not nearlyso severe, resulting from inability to find people for particular jobsat the strategic moment; that kind of thing.
But in addition to the distortions due to inadequate use of laborand other resources, we have another kind of loss due to possible pricedislocations that would occur if, on the one hand, we have an inflation-ary situation, or, on the other hand, we have a deflationary situation.

Those probably, I would judge, just from my own feelings about it,would be much less serious, and we can put the losses due to price dislo-cations and something like that there [indicating].
If we add these two things together we get a picture more or lesslike this [indicating].
Thus over on this side, we have the losses due to unemployment;

over on this side we have the losses due to inflation.
Mly point is merely that we do not really know-I certainly cannot,and I do not think there are any gentlemen here who would be pre-

I
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pared to, guarantee that they could hit this best possible type of fiscal
policy right on the nose. But if we have a range of error, and we
happen to fall short a good deal,' it is very much worse to fall short
on this side than on the other, and I think that we should aim some-
where in here, that is to have more stimulation to the economy rather
than less, and as Mr. Heller has just said, our recent experience seems
to indicate that there is reallv in fact very little danger to be feared,
from a mild overstimulation of the economy. I do not think there is
any danger that in the next 18 months or so almost any measure that is
likely to get through Congress is likely to overstimulate the economy so
seriously that we need to be afraid of the consequences.

Moreover, there is another point that is often overlooked, and that
is that too often in fixing these overall goals of fiscal policy we talk as
though there was no monetary policy to be used, and very often in
discussing monetary policy we talk as though monetary policy was to
be considered in isolation and apart from fiscal policy.

In a way I am a little bit sorry that you have decided to hold hearings
separately on these 2 matters on 2 different days, because I think that
they really should be considered jointly and together, and one of the
reasons, moreover, why I would like to see a higher deficit rather
than a smaller one is if we overshoot the mark and overstimulate the
economy, the Federal Reserve System has the power to put on the
brakes. But if we undershoot the mark, there is often very little
that the Federal Reserve System can do to correct that mistake. We
can correct the mistakes on the upward side; we cannot correct them
on the downward side without congressional action.

Then over a longer period I think we have a definite policy decision
to make which often is not made deliberately. It should be clearly
realized that in the long run, at least, we can achieve full employment
either with a cheap-money policy and a relatively small deficit, or
equally well with a tight-money policy and a larger deficit.

Now, while these two policies may lead to approximately the same
level of employment, and the same degree of utilization of our re-
sources, the detailed effects on the economy will differ. One policy
will lead to a different distribution of income as between rents, profits,
and dividends, as against wages. It will lead also to a different level
of the current standard of living; in general, a higher deficit would
mean that we were using more of our resources to enhance the current
standards of living, and less of our resources to stimulate private capi-
tal formulation. This is something that I think we ought to discuss
and decide deliberately, and we cannot make a decision in this general
field unless we bring the two policies together.

If we always have a fixed fiscal policy, and we are trying to find a
monetary policy, then we have to fit our monetary policy to our exist-
ing fiscal policy in light of current economic conditions, whereas they
ought to be considered together.

I often picture the economy as a steam engine. That is an analogy
in which you use fiscal policy to get up steam, and then monetary policy
to throttle the steam. You certainly want to have enough steam in
the boiler so you are in no danger of stalling the engine. When you
don't have very much steam in the boiler the Federal Reserve Board
may be rather afraid, as I think it has been very legitimately on occa-
sion, to apply the brakes for fear the whole thing will generally shut
down.
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Well, Mr. Chairman, I think that about concludes what I have to say
on the first question.

(Mr. Vickrey's prepared statement appears at p. 402.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Kelley.
Representative KELLEY. I would like to direct a question to Mr.

Lutz.
He said that more emphasis should be placed upon the operation of

the free-enterprise system as compared to Govern!rinnt policy, and
he criticized the report to that effect.

I wonder what he would say, however, if the Government did not
emphasize the part that the Government should play in our economy,
how could the Congress carry out the mandate set forth in Public Law
304 of the 79th Congress in the declaration of policy there, that the
Government should use all of its powers consistent wvith its needs and
obligations to promote maximum employment, maximum production,
and maximum purchasing power?

We have a mandate there. We have got to do something about
these things.

Mr. Lurnz. I suppose you are referring to the Full Einployment
Act in that citation'?

Representative KELLEY. That is right.
Mr. LUTZ. Well, as I recall that mandate, it says that the Congress

shall use all practicable means, consistent with its other obligations,
to provide the conditions under which full employment will be
provided.

Now, if I could pursue my answer just a minute
Representative KELLEY. It says "maximum employment," also

"maximum production" and "maximum purchasing power," those
three things.

Mr. LUTZ. That is right, and I am very glad that you linked those
things together because it brings to my mind something Mr. Vickrey
was just saying, that seems to be the general consensus of the panel,
aside from myself: "Sure, we want everybody to have a job that can
work and ought to be working." We want to have him have as good a
job as possible, and earn just as much money as possible.

Now, you are going to have a million new workers every year for
the next 10 years. How can you provide 10 million new jobs with-
out providing the capital which will provide jobs in which they will
earn the income they are entitled to expect, and maintain the stand-
ard of living that they ought to enjoy in this country?

I say that one of the things that has been neglected in the Economic
Report, and I think neglected by implication in the way in which our
tax system operates, is that we are not getting the stage set for the
increase of the private capital formation by which these jobs can be
provided, and you can legislate, Mr. Kelley, all you please, but unless
you have got those economic facts in the picture I do not think your
legislation will achieve its purpose.

Representative KELLEY. Well, you will have to admit, I think,
that the Government has a function in these matters.

Mr. LuTZ. Oh, I am not saying at all that there is no place for
the Government in our society, that there are not many things that
the Government can very wisely and properly do. I do question,
however, the advantage of assuming that the Government shall un-
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dertake not even a major role, but a substantial role, in this business
of supplanting the private economy in order to provide jobs and
income and to increase production. That is my central point of crit-
icism of the report. It does not seem to recognize the importance
of our tremendous treasure house of skill, energy, and initiative of
the American people. We are not giving that a fair shake in doing
its part, as long as we have the ball-and-chain kind of tax system.

The report-admits that lower taxes will create more jobs, will create
more invettinent, and will provide more opportunity.

Representative KELLEY. Where the lower taxes are given is another
point of disagreement.

Mr. Lu'rz. The place to apply those reductions is where the restric-
tions are the most severe against achieving these objectives.

Representative KELLEY. Will you not admit that lower taxes on
income would stimulate purchasing power and also production?

Mr. LUTZ. I think that you would get a slight effect if you were
going to raise exemptions, but I think that you cannot get the kind
of dynamic effect on the economy through raising exemptions and
reducing the taxable income base and reducing the number of people
who are paying taxes in the same degree that you would get if you
reduced the high and discriminatory and excessive rates on corpora-
tions Band individual income,, because that; is where you have got to
rely mainly for the increased investment funds by which the new
generation of workers are going to be provided with jobs.

Representative KELLEY. Let me ask this final question: *Why would
corporations and individuals invest their money in business or an
enterprise if they are not assured of a market for their goods? That
means purchasing by the public, the wage earner.

Of course then you go back to the old question of which comes first.
Mr. LUTZ. Have you got the answer to which one comes first there?
I would say there are many areas in which markets are assured.

There are manv new areas and of those no one today has any con-
ception of what they are or can be in ws hich there is a very substantial
element of risk involved, and we have got to encourage the spirit
of risk taking, the spirit of new enterprise, the willingness to gamble,
if I may use that word in the proper sense, on the development of
a new product or such an improvement of an old product that it
becomes, in effect, a new product, and the finding of new opportuni-
ties for the use of capital in the employment of labor: I will simply
stand on my fundamental thesis that we must have that kind of ad-
vantage and stimulus and improvement in our fiscal and economic
structure if we are going to do anything at all for the 10 million
new workers that are going to be on the scene within 10 years.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Galbraith.
Mr. GALBRAITH. I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if I would be out of

order if I asked my respected former Princeton colleague a question?
I have been concerning myself for the past year or so with matters

of history, a book on the 1929 crash and on the happenings of the
early 1930's. I would like to ask Professor Lutz, if I might, what
in his judgment went wrong then? That Dwas a time when taxes, as
a result of Mr. Mellon's tax reductions, were almost infinitesimal by
present standards. In late 1929 the Treasury cut the taxes on a
man with $10,000 income by half. That meant his tax went down
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from around $120 to around $60 a year. This was also a time when,
I think by Professor Lutz' standards the Government was keeping
its hands out of the economy admirably. Yet I think he would agree
with me that this was perhaps not, economically speaking, the
brightest period in the history of the Republic.

Mr. Lurz. Mr. Chairman, if I were to attempt to answer Mr. Gal-
braith's question I would have to write a book on the twenties to par-
allel the book that he is writing on the thirties, because it involves-
all of the things that went wrong, and I am not referring now merely
to Mr. Mellon's reductions of the tax rates, and Mr. Coolidge's bal-
ancing of the budget, and paying off of the debt, and so on, but there
were a great many other things, as he knows, as well as the chairman,
I am sure, does, and the. other members of the committee, that would
require, as I say, another book, equal in size to that one that Mr.
Galbraith is writing about the 1930's.

Representative BOLLING. I would gather, then, Professor Lutz, that
you do not feel the manipulation of the tax rate is a panacea in itself?

Mr. LUTZ. No, I do not think that anything t hat governments.
attempt to do in directing or controlling or running the economy is a
panacea. In fact, I think too many people look on it as the final
answer to all of our problems, and I am inclined to agree with one
thing that Mr. Vickrey said, and unfortunately we are not covering
that in our discussion today, and that is that we are overlooking the
tremendous powers of the money and credit management invested in
the Federal Reserve Board to correct a great many of these things
that we attempted to do by spending money and taxing away money
through the budget itself.

We need certainly to have full recognition of the things that can
be done through the control, regulation, the increase of money supply,
or, if necessary, the reduction of the available credit through actions
that the Federal Reserve Act gives the Federal Reserve Board the
power to undertake, instead of trying to do many of those things, or
too many of them through the manipulation of the budget.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Curtis.
Representative CURTIS. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to pose some elementary questions just for my own

information to see whether any of the panel disagree, really.
First of all, this is an elementary statement, but I want to be sure

that economists generally agree that unbalancing or having an un-
balanced budget is inflationary? Is it my understanding that there
is no disagreement among economists on that, that it is an inflationary
impetus?

Mr. LUTZ. May I ask a question for clarification?
Representative CURTIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. LUTZ. Well, if the budget is unbalanced the question of whether

the financing of that deficit is going to be inflationary or not would
depend upon the manner in which the Government gets the money to
cover its deficit.

Representative CUxRTIS. I do not think I am being as fundamental
as I wished.

Regardless of how Government does it, it might, by using the terms
that were used by Mr. Vickrey, a motor and a brake, you might be able
to "brake" that inflationary impetus, but niy sole question is, Is deficit
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financing actually an inflationary factor? Is there agreement on
that?

Mr. HEULER. W11ell, it may just be a matter of terminology. But
perhaps we should put in the word "expansionary" along with "in-
flationary,' if you mean by inflation, as many people do, that it causes
a rise in the price level.

It does not necessarily do so if there are unemployed resources so
that the response is a rise in production rather than a rise in prices.
Consequently, I would simply amend it by saying that economists
generally agree that a deficit is either expansionary or inflationary.

Representative CURTIs. Or to apply Mr. Vickrey's metaphor, it is
part of the engine that would produce steam, and possibly there are
other devices that might apply the brakes.

Now, the next question would be this: The amount of inflationary
effect, and I am solely confining myself again, using this metaphor, to
the amount of steam, depends on the amount of deficit in a particular
year, but it also does it not, depend on the amount of your debt as it
exists at that time, the Federal debt, or do you think it makes a dif-
ference?

In other words, let us illustrate this way: If you impose an addi-
tional $5 billion of Federal debt, when the debt level were only, say,
$20 billion, would that $5 billion have the same amount of steam if you
imposed $5 billion when we have a debt of $270 billion?

Now, I am eliminating for the sake of that question the ratio of the
public debt to GNP, or something of that nature.
In other words, does the amount of the Federal debt affect the amount
of inflationary effect an additional deficit has or is it just a constant
amount in the opinion of the panel and the economist generally?

Mr. VICKREY. Well, if I could hazard an opinion, I would say that
there might be some difference but it would be minor.

Representative CuRTIs. You think it would tend to be pretty con-
stant, for every billion you added it would not make too much differ-
ence what your previous debt was?

Mr. VIciKREY. No it would make a difference, of course, what the
relation was to the gross national product.

Representative CURTIs. I am eliminating that.
Mr. VICKREY. At the same level of gross national product I think

you would get approximately the same amount of stimulating effect.
Representative CuRTIs. Do you know, sir, whether there is any gen-

eral agreement among economists on that? Has there been any at-
tempt to measure inflationary power, how much steam?

Mr. VICKREY. This, as far as I know, has not been examined in the
literature, this specific question.

Mr. LuTZ. Mr. Chairman, may I comment on that question?
The CHAIRMIAN. Surely.
Mr. LuTZ. I think, Mr. Curtis, it would make a very considerable

difference. in this way: Let us suppose that with our present level of
gross national product we had a national debt of only $50 billion, and
the Government proposed to float, as you say, another $5 billion, I
think the chances are that they could very easily dispose of that much
additional debt among private investors who would be glad to add to
their portfolios in that particular respect, and there would be no par-
ticular occasion to go into the banks for it.
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Now, this comes back to the distinction that I tried to make in regard
to your first question, whcih is that essentially the inflationary effect
of public borrowing is conditioned pretty largely on whether the
borrowing is done from the private economic community outside of
the banks, or whether the borrowing is done through the banks. If it
is money taken from private investors who have already received in-
come and are waiting for a chance to use it, it is merely a transfer of
funds; it does not create any additional purchasing power in the whole
economy. It is only when they go into the banks that you create
additional purchasing power.

Now, with a debt of 275 or 280 billion dollars, I hazard the guess
that perhaps you have approached close enough to the saturation point
of what private nonbank investors want to carry in that field, so your
only alternative or principal alternative if you wanted to get another
$5 billion, would be to get it out of the banks, and that means a direct
addition to the purchasing power, and obviously inflationary effect.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it monetary purchasing power?
Mr. LUTZ. Yes.
Representative CURTIS. I want to thank you for that observation be-

cause, in my own feeble way, that is about the conclusion I had reached,
when you got to a point where actually the Federal Government is
creating credit in order to finance these things it is almost a geometri-
cal proportion when you reach there, for every billion you add you
are probably going to have that much additional steam as opposed
to these levels where you suggest it could be absorbed in private
enterprise.

Mr. HELLER. Mr. Chairman, may I just make an observation there
that pertains to Mr. Patman's earlier statement? Apparently there
is a feeling that we can draw money from long-term investment sources
today or the Treasury would not be proposing a 40-year bond issue.
In other words, that is more likely to compete with the type of, shall
we say, noninflationary sources of funds of which Mr. Lutz is speak-
ing. than would the short-term borrowing.

Representative CURTIS. I think that is a fair observation. Rather
than get into actually the techniques, I was interested in the basic pow-
ers that exist, or the basic trends that these things create.

Air. HELLER. All I was getting at was that this could take place ap-
parently, at $275 billion of debt as well as at 50 or 25 billion dollars.

Representative CURTIS. Would it actually, though? If it were at
lower levels you would find investors looking for places to put their
money, whereas at a higher level you pretty well have saturated your
market, and you have to figure out devices to encourage them, and you
actually become, then, much more in competition with private invest-
ment.

The CHIAIRMIAN. Before the discussion has finished might I add a
matter of fact to the discussion of this issue-on the question of per-
sonal savings.

On page 24 of Economic Indicators, the current issue, we have added
some pencil figures for the last quarter. You find in 1939 total per-
sonal savings were estimated at $2.9 billion. or only 4.1 percent of
disposable income. Whereas in the year 1954 the total for the year is
estimated at $19.6.billions. or virtually $20 billion, or 7.7. percent of
perIsonal income. So that over the last 15 years what has happened
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has been that not only has the total volume of personal savings in-
creased enormously by nearly 7 times, but it has almost doubled, rela-
tively, to personal income. I would like to have those facts thrown out
into the discussion as to whether people really think there is a drying
up of personal savings.

Mr. Groves.
Mr. GROVES. I would think the marketability of bonds to individ-

uals depend on two factors. One is the availability of money, and
the other is confidence. 'As to the availability of money, Senator
Douglas just covered that point. As to confidence, I would think the
question in the mind of an investor in Government bonds would be
more a matter of whether we face inflation than whether our debt
market is so saturated with bonds that the Government at some future
time might default on its obligations.

The CAHIEA17AN. Anything further, Mr. Curtis?
Representative CuRris. My next observation, and again it is thrown

out for comment, as I analyze this thing, inflation actually could be
interpreted to be another form of taxation as far as the Federal Gov-
ernment is concerned.

I wondered if that generality is acceptable to the panel, and whether
it would be acceptable to economists generally?

Mr. LuTz. Isn't it more accurate to say that it is a practice which
has many of the worst effects of the wrong kind of taxation in that it
penalizes the people with fixed incomes and limited opportunity for
equalizing income against the force of the inflation?

Representative CURTIS. I certainly would say that if it is a tax, and
I personally have come to the conclusion that it is a method of taxing,
it is the rottenest there is. It is the worst form of taxation. But the
question I am posing is whether there is any disagreement that infla-
tion actually is a form of taxation, and whether economists generally
recognize that, or whether there is a dispute on that subject.

Mir. GALBRALTH. May I say a word on that, Mr. Curtis?
Representative Cuirris. Yes.
Mr. GALBRAITIL. I think there is a fundamental distinction to be

made, and that is the distinction between an economy where there is
a great deal of slack, a great deal of unemployment and idle factory
capacity, and so forth, and an economy that is working at full capacity.

The principal effect of a deficit in the first instance will be hori-
zontal, that is, of people going back to work, of factory capacity being
used more fully. It will be only to a small extent expressed in increas-
ing prices. In this sense Mr. Vickrey was disposed-to refer to the ex-
pansionary effect rather than the inflationary effect. Of course, if
prices are not going up and people are not paying more for the goods,
there is no tax effect.

Representative CURTIS. I think that is a fair observation.
Mr. GALBRAITH. Wihen, by contrast, an economy that is working

all out, the tendency will be for prices to rise, and the observation
that you make, I think, is a very acute one. Then inflation is the
equivalent of taxation.

Representative CURTIS. Under those circumstances of expansion, as
far as people on fixed income is concerned, pensions, retirement, where
there -is no chance of their increasing their income unless we were
able to rectify through the brakes on our monetary policy, thht'it
would, as far as those people are concerned, be a tax.
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Mr. GALBRAITH. Well, not if prices are rising. Take the extreme
case of the thirties. At any time, then, when new orders came in, fac-
tories did not raise their prices. They increased their output.

Representative CuRTIs. I agree.
Now, then, the next observation I have is one of concern on reading

the Economic Report, and also the many, many discussions that we
have had in the Ways and Means Committee. There seems to be a
great tendency to look upon just increasing a tax rate as thereby in-
creasing the tax take, and I think every one here in discussing taxes,
and the reduction thereof, is just assuming that reducing taxes will
reduce the take, or that increasing the rate will increase the take.

Isn't it generally agreed among the members of this panel, and
economists, that you can have tax rates at a point where you get
diminishing returns, where in actually raising your rates you get
less in take rather than more? Is there any disagreement on that
fundamental observation?

Mr. ELDER. Mr. Chairman, it is my understanding that that was the
theory under which tax cuts were made in the twenties, one of the
theories, at any rate, and I do not think in terms of the results that
that was borne out necessarily.

Representative CURTIs. In other words, you do not think that a tax
rate, any rate, I do not care what it is on, can reach the point where
actually the take is diminished, and I would suggest to you, sir, if
you do not believe that, let us take tariffs, where exactly that device
has been used, to increase the rates for entirely different purposes from
tax take, and, of course, the net result has been that we do not collect
anything from our high tariffs. I think my question now is broadened
again.

Isn't that true of any tax rate? I do not care what you are taxing;
you could tax it at such a high rate that your take would be less.

Mr. BUEHLER. May I say something on that?
Representative CURTIS. Surely.
Mr. BUEHLER. As tax rates go up the point will eventually be

reached where a tax will have some effect on the behavior of the
individual.

Consider, for example, the effects of a tax rate of a hundred percent.
We would imagine a man saying "Why should I work; why should I
invest?"

Representative CuRTIS. Well, it is 87 percent for some.
Mr. BUEHLER. The tax rate is one thing. There is also another

effect of high tax rates: The taxpayers may seek ways to avoid a
tax legally, or evade it illegally, and thus reduce revenue. There is
a third observation that I think ought to be made, which is that it is
frequently very difficult to measure the effects of taxes to prove pre-
cisely that a tax does this or that, probably because so many factors
are involved, and the motivation of the individual is not simply
economic.

You spoke, Mr. Curtis, of the effects of the tariff. We have a some-
what similar problem in State taxation: The question in Pennsyl-
vania, where we have relatively high corporation taxes, is whether
these taxes have any effect on the movement of industry into the State,
or out of the State. We have been trying to collect data for years
over there, and occasionally one turns up an illustration where the
effects can be measured.
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We know, however, as taxes increase and get heavier and heavier
they are bound to have some effect on initiative, investment, em-
ployment, and business.

I would say that as taxes become heavier and heavier they do have
an effect on economic activity and revenue. We do not know exactly
where the "bite" comes. I have had another thought: Consider, for
example, the situation of the young men and women going out to work
in the world from our colleges and universities and compare their re-
actions to taxes with those of their fathers and grandfathers. A boy
or girl now stepping out into life goes out into a world with what the
older people would think of as relatively high taxes. A young person
accepts the environment of high taxes. He starts out that way. An
older person who grew up when there was no income tax, or very little
income tax, however, looks at it differently.

What I am saying is it is that our reactions to taxes depend partly
on what we are accustomed to paying. New taxes, for example, bite
harder and have more effect than old taxes to which we are accustomed.

Mr. ELDER. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if you are not entering topic
No. 2 now?

Mr. Curtis, you referred to the fact that you had a high rate of
87 percent and I believe that Dr. Lutz emphasized that.

Now, question No. 2, at least to me, raises the question as to whether
or not we actually do have rates.

Yes; the personal income-tax schedule does go up into the higher
areas, 87 percent, and approaches 90 percent. But if you are looking
at the overall picture you have to look at it realistically, and if you
do that you have to recognize that you must look at the effective tax
rate.

Now, if you look at the effective tax rate in terms of the statistics
of income, I think you will find the figures for 1951, for example,
that if you get up even into the very highest bracket, if you take the
half-dozen people who have incomes of about $5 million, you will find
that the effective rate on those taxpayers is considerably less than
60 percent.

Now, a tax schedule which leaves an income with $5 million or
upward with a net income of $2 million does not seem to me to be
excessively high. Indeed, it raises the question directly as to whether
or not some of these items that are mentioned in topic No. 2 should not
be discussed with a. view to determining to what extent these various
legalized tax-escape areas have operated to weaken the income-tax
structure. It seems to me that is very important.

Representative CuRns. Mr. Chairman, I think the panel has gotten
way ahead of me because I am still on question No. 1 and I was just
asking some very basic questions. Of course, the discussion that the
panel has engaged in follows logically from this, but my question was
solely confined to whether or not there was agreement that tax rates
could be so high, not referring to any particular tax, and one came
in to illustrate the point that tax rates could become so high that the
tax take was less in reference to this question of allowing expenses to
exceed income because when we talk about income we are talking about
taxes.

Now, I gather from the discussion that there is not any real basic
disagreement among economists-and that is true-that any tax rate

58422-55-23
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could become so high that it would actually produce less tax take.
Now, if there is disagreement on just that fundamental question,

that is all I am confining myself to.
Mr. BUEHLER. Could I add another comment to this effect: One

should distinguish, and I do not know if Dr. Elder had this in mind-
I am sure he is familiar with it-between what might be called the
marginal rate in a progressive income tax and the average rate. The
taxpayer is more affected, as I see it, by the rate on the marginal, or

additional, income than he is by the average rate, and I am sure
Dr. Elder had that in mind. A progressive tax imposes increasing
rates on increases in income.

Mr. VICKREY. I would perhaps like to ask another question, and
that is a tax rate may in theory become so high that the immediate
yield of that particular rate goes down. I myself doubt whether we
have any of those outside of your tariff, for example, but there is also
the possibility that reducing the tax on transportation, let us say,
might produce enough stimulus to the economy as a whole so that
over a period of years, perhaps not immediately, but over a period
of years, the result might be that the income tax yield might go up,
as a result of cutting down on the transportation tax.

Representative CURTIS. I agree with that observation. The ques-
tion of whether or not we have any other like I illustrated on tariffs
is the immediate question that we get into, and we do get into these
details, but I think you would agree that on anything you could
have a rate so high that you would have diminished returns.

I would like to make one other observation and then ask one final
question, if I may:

You used the metaphor of arsenic, as far as tax rates are concerned.
I prefer the metaphor of a rudder on a ship, that when the ship is
not going very fast, you have a pretty hard time controlling it, but
if it has pretty good wvay on, just a little deflection of the rudder will
have a tremendous effect. I think that is true of tax rates. When
they are going pretty strong, you can have a tremendous effect by
changing the wording slightly in the tax.

My final statement is this, and I hope everyone agrees with it:
Your tax take comes essentially from tax rate times tax base. Now,
tax base, in my opinion, is private-capital investment because it is
the only place we can get our taxes, and therefore isn't it important
to know the ratio of private-capita] investment to public-capital in-
vestment in going into this field, and I wofild refer to the figures I
have picked out, the Tax Foundation figures. I know they have,
incidentally, the same chart exactly, without any additions for the
year 1952, the facts and figures on Goverinent finance in 1954 and
1955, on page 32. in their chart 16, Estimated Annual Wealth.

Take the 1929 figure, public wealth, 44.1; private wealth, 383,
and that is a 9-to-1 ratio, in 1948, the last figure, it is public wealth,
71.6, and private wealth, 390.2, or just a little better than a 5-to-1 ratio.

Now in the Economic Report there is some attention paid to that,
'and in considering this question of expenses and income I think
that the tax formula has to be considered because we could increase
our tax base by continuing to move Government out of these manv
fields that they have gone into and we could actually reduce the tax
rate and have the same tax take.
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Now is there anything wrong with that logic that any of the gen-
tlemen of the panel see? You may not agree that we should do that.
I am not posing that, but whether the mathematics are accurate.

I judge by the silence that there is no disagrement.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mills.
Representative MILLS. Mr. Chairman, is it the concensus of the

panel that it would be unwise for the administration and the Congress
to attain a balanced budget in any fiscal year involving any segment
of the calendar year 1955'by reducing expenditures to do so or by
raising taxes to do so?

Mr. LUTZ. Are you referring to fiscal year 1955-56, the one thatthe new budget covered?
Representative MILLS. It would have to be that, because there is

nothing much Congress can do about the expiring budget.
Mr. LUTz. I think you can balance the budget in 1956 and I think

you ought to.
Representative MILLS. It is your opinion that it should be done. I

amn trying to bring out what has been said in just a few words. I
understood that most of the members of the panel thought it would
be unwise to do that. Is Professor Lutz the only one who thinks it
would be wise to balance the budget by either reducing expenditures
or raising taxes in the fiscal year 1956?

Mr. GALBRAITII. I think, Mr. Mills, it should be pointed out that,
under conditions of less than full employment, a hike in taxes or a
reduction in expenditures might have the effect of lowering the tax
yield and increasing the deficit. This is one of the perverse features
of modern life, with which we must reckon.

Representative MILLS. Those of you who do not feel that the budget
should be balanced, what are the dangers, if any, to our economy, from
continued deficit financing for the coming fiscal year?

Mr. LUTZ. Would you state that question again?
Representative MILLS. As I understood it, all of the members of

the panel except you, Professor Lutz, felt it might be unwise to balance
the budget in fiscal 1956. I am asking those members of the panel
now if there are any dangers in a continuation of an unbalanced budget
for fiscal year 1956 which they desire to call to the attention of this
committee.

Mr. HELLER. May I speak to that point?
The CHAIREMAN. Mr. Heller.
Mr. HELLER. I think essentially what we are saying is this': Yes,

there are some dangers that the deficit might have inflationary con-
sequences if there is a tremendous resurgence in the private economy
that we do not now foresee. But these dangers or "costs" of the
deficit are-potentially so much smaller than the potential gains from
running the deficit, that we prefer the deficit to a balanced budget
or surplus situation.

Representative MILLS. Now what size deficits should the Congress
permit, or what size deficits should the Congress not permit in the
fiscal year coming?

Mr. GALBRAITM. Could I add just a word to Mr. Heller's comment
on. that? I have discussed that at some length in the statement I havesubmitted. I think there is one thing that needs to be done in addition
to minimize the danger. I said earlier that I would like to see the
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decision on tax cuts and hence the decision on a larger deficit deferred
for as long as possible.

In addition, should the economy become strong later in the year,
should there be pressure on prices and wages, should there be, in
short, signs of serious or incipient inflation, then there must be a will-
ingness to reverse direction. This places a heavy responsibility on the
Executive. It must be willing to defer new capital commitments and
postpone expenditures wherever it can. It will call for a strong
Federal Reserve policy to the extent that this is effective and it could
conceivably call for a special session of Congress to replace taxes that
were cut. Such a change in direction does not involve a confession of
error. We do not know what is going to happen later in the year.
The administration does not know. We should be most tolerant of an

administration which keeps an open mind on these matters and does
reverse direction.

The thing I want to emphasize is this: The willingness to reverse
direction is our source of safety in this policy. This is not a com-
pletely safe policy. Very little is safe in this world. The policy can

be made safe if we are willing to change direction when it is clearly
called for.

Mr. ELDER. I would go along with that, and I would go beyond that
to this extent: I would say that if Congress approved additional
expenditures in those areas, that it would be businesslike to consider
an upward tax revision, as Dr. Galbraith suggests, to take care of

those programs, and I have the feeling that they would not be tooJ
difficult to sell if they are approached on the basis of the need.

Now the dilemma, as far as these services are concerned, seems to
be this: That the Federal Government up to this point has not assumed
responsibility. On the other hand, the States and local governments
clearly are not assuming the responsibility, and taking into account
their present tax setups, it is not likely that in the immediate future
they will assume responsibility much beyond what we are currently
assuming.

That being the case, it seems to me we should realistic and recognize
that the Federal Government, with its greater taxing power, with its
greater credit resources, should not only step in for the sake of pro-

viding these needed services, but also for the sake of seeing that they
are provided in a businesslike way.

Representative MILLs. Well, it is the thought of the panel that if

additional services are provided by Congress, that additional revenues
should be requested by the Congress of the people to compensate for
those services during the coming fiscal year?

Mr. ELDER. I would say that that is a matter for Congress to
determine.

Representative MILLs. We are seeking your advice on it.
Mr. ELDER. There are many factors. My feeling would be if these

programs are initiated in terms of an emergency, that it might not

be necessary at this particular time to consider upward adjustments
in the tax rates.

On the other hand, if they are long-term programs, it would seem
to me that financing should be approached on a long-term basis.

Mr. BUEHLER. Mr. Chairman, I am one of those who think that
conditions are sufficiently promising, although I agree that the future
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is unknown to every man, to predicate action in the fiscal year 1956
on a Federal budget which would be approximately neutral.

In the budget as proposed, and of course it can be modified and
probably will be subsequently, there is, I believe, a surplus of cash
receipts over cash payments of approximately $600 million. I do
not know how, personally, to discount the Formosa action, whether
that may lead to stepped-up defense spending or not, but it does
involve possibilities of inflationary spending. It seems to me that
we, as a Nation, are more likely to resist recession and to respond
to the challenge of a depression than we are to respond to the promise
of mild inflation. We do not seem to be too much concerned about
continued inflation. It is easier to reduce taxes than it is to increase
them, and once we take them off, or raise the exemptions of the per-
sonal income tax, there is the difficulty of getting them back. But I
do think that our fiscal policy should be flexible and that it should
be related to our guess as to what the economic outlook will be.

Now another related point is that of the responsibilities of the
States and the local governments. We have been working over in
Pennsylvania, as they have in other States, on studies of intergovern-
mental relations. The work of the Federal Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations has been supplemented by the studies of quite
a few State commissions.

We are not a wealthy State as compared with, say, New York or
California, Connecticut, Maryland, and some of the other States,
but Pennsylvania ranks about 13th in per capita income payments.
As one appraises our financial and economic resources, he learns that
we can support education and build our schools if wve want to. I am
not saying, of course, that our taxes are distributed in the same way
over the population as the Federal taxes are, with their heavy emphasis
upon the progressive personal income tax.

I think there is this important consideration to be kept in mind:
The more inclined the Federal Government is to step in and support
public education and other services, the less inclined the State and
local governments are to assume responsibilities. If the governor of
any State, the major of any city, can look to Washington for increased
Federal aid, it makes his local tax problem an easier one, and the citi-
zens are inclined to feel that the money coming out of Washington
somehow or other is money for which they do not have to pay taxes.

Mr. ELDER. Mr. Chairman, if I may, Dr. Buehler's comment with
regard to Pennsylvania-I am perfectly willing to accept his knowl-
edge with respect to the experience in Pennsylvania, particularly with
reference to his conclusion that the citizens of Pennsylvania are able
to perhaps support schools more liberally than they are. I think
we have to recognize that in Pennsylvania, as Dr. Buehler said, you
have a State with above-average income, which is paying about less
than 6 percent of income in local and State taxes. You have a good
many of the poorer States with much below average income that are
taxing their people 11 and 12 percent of their income, and are still
unable to maintain services even approaching the type of services
that you have in Pennsylvania. I would agree with Dr. Buehler
that in approaching this whole question of Federal aid, it should
not be on the basis of handout. It should be on the basis of maximum
assurance that our States and our local government are really trying
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to do a job to provide services, and formulas can be devised that will
ensure that that be done.

The CHAIRMAN. You are getting away from the first topic.
Representative MiLLS. I think Mr. Lutz had some comment on that.
Mr. LUTZ. Very briefly, I think it would be proper for me to make

one observation. I have already indicated the impression I gather
from the views of the members of the panel, that all of them believe
that the Government should keep on doing a little more to support the
people. Now I am probably old fashioned. I have subscribed to the
view of that great President of your own party a generation ago who
said the people should support the Government and not be supported
by it.

Now, let's make it concrete and get the way clear. With the kind
of tax rate reduction which I am advocating here, you have, I think,
a greater prospect and assurance of the economic growth that you all
want than you will if you keep on needling the economy by Govern-
ment deficits with or without direct inflationary tendencies. In other
words, let's set a halt to this idea that it is the function and the duty
and the capacity of the Government to support the people all of the
time and give the people a chance to support themselves, and the Gov-
ernment, too.

Representative MILLS. Incidentally, we have not come to that halt
yet.

Mr. LUTZ. We have not reached that turning point yet.
The CHAIRMIAN. Mir. Heller.
Mr. HELLER. Just one rather important footnote to any discussions

of how much of a deficit we need and whether we need a deficit: We
ought to be certain that we recognize that the economic content and
significance of Federal budget figures change and is changing from
year to year. That is to say, a cash deficit of a given size next year
might have a different economic significance than a cash deficit of
the same size this year. To illustrate this, let me refer explicitly to
l-he Mills plan for speedup of corporate income-tax collections. That
has been adding about $2 billion a year, as I understand it, to Federal
lreceipts, without a corresponding reduction of private income. It has
been a speedup of collection of liabilities that had already accrued.

Now that extra collection won't occur next year, since the Mills
plan cycle will be completed this spring. The result is this: If, say, we
had a balanced cash budget this year and a balanced cash budget
again next year, the economic impact of the two budgets might not
be the same at all. Assuming no other changes, the balanced cash
budget in the coming year would be more deflationary than the bal-
anced cash budget this year. No longer having the extra collections
of accrued taxes under the Mills plan, next year's budget would have
to draw in funds that represent an actual withdrawal from the pri-
vate income stream. This is, of course, no criticism at all of the Mills
plan (which was designed to put corporations on a somewhat more
comparable basis with individuals as to income-tax collection), but
is merely an illustration of the care we must exercise in using budget
data for economic analysis and policy.

Now this is only one of several changes currently taking place in
in the economic meaning of budget figures. We are presumably go-
ing to come to that in question 6 later on, but we need to take it into
account here so we don't just say $2 billion of deficit next year would
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mean the same thing as $2 billion of deficit this year. It might mean
something quite different economically.

Representative MILLS. On that point, Air. Chairman, you will
recall that the administration last year, in connection with H. R.
8300. requested Congress to move forward corporate payments into
the fall of the preceding year or the year in which the profits were
earned in order to overcome the deficit of, I think, $200 million
that will occur in the year.

Mr. BUEHLER. May I add a note on that, if it is germane: The
things that are done in Washington are sometimes copied by the
States. Referring again to Pennsylvania, we have had a speedup
in State corporate tax payments, and have therefore been interested
in the effects of the acceleration of corporation taxes. It would seem
that during the period of acceleration of corporate income tax pay-
ments, the ratio of taxes to corporate earnings increased. It is like
a wave coming in on the ocean shore, when the water rises and then
subsides. During the period of acceleration there is a heavier tax
payment, a larger collection of revenue. Then the wave subsides, you
are back at the previous tax rate. With this new speedup in Federal
corporation income tax payments that is to come into effect in the
autumn of this year, corporation taxes are increased over a 5-year
period.

Representative MiLLs. Well, that would be permanent in that cor-
porations would estimate earnings for the calendar year.

Mr. LUTZ. That keeps it in the same fiscal year instead of moving
it from one to another.

Representative MILLS. Yes. The fiscal effect of the suggestion to
force corporations to pay their taxes in March and June, rather than
give them 4 quarters to pay, was to require corporations during the
5 transition fiscal years to pay on the basis of 110 percent of liability,
whereas in the calendar year they would still continue to pay on the
basis of 100 percent and it did give the Treasury 10 percent more
corporate revenue during those 5 transition years.

Mr. BUEHLLER. Yes; that was the point in which I was interested.
Mr. LUTZ. Mr. Chairman. I think one point ought to be brought

out here. That $2.4 billion deficit is, to a certain extent, illusory,
because at least $1.7 billion of it is interest on the trust accounts and
accrued discount on the savings bonds which does not represent tax
payment to the public.

The administrative budget carries an interest charge of about $6.3
billion, and only about 4.6 or 4.7 billion dollars of that interest is cash
payment to the public. The rest is added to the principal of the
public debt in the trust accounts and in the accounting for discount
bonds, so that in talking about the effect of a deficit or whether we
need one or not, we ought to recognize that about three-quarters of the
estimated deficit is an illusion, as far as any economic effect is con-
cerned.

The CHIAIRM.AN. But there is also the $13/4 billion which it is said
the Secretary of Defense is to make from the assigned expenditures
without any specific allocation, and if he is not able to make those
economies, the deficit on the figures presented by the Secretary of the
Treasury would be slightly over $4.1 billion.

Representative MILLS. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
(W1rhereupon, at 12: 20 p. in., a recess was taken to 2 p. in.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The joint committee met at 2 p. in., the Honorable Wright Patnian
(vice chairman) presiding.

Present: Representatives Patman, Mills, Kelley, and Talle.
Vice Chairman PATAIAN. May we come to order.
Senator Douglas will not be here this afternoon. He is attending

the session of the Senate, which is a very important one, as you all
know.

We will continue where we left off this morning. This morning all
of the members of the committee had propounded questions, except
Mr. Talle, Mr. Wolcott, and myself.

Since they are not here, I will ask a few questions before starting
out on these other questions that are posed by the Council. Mr.
Ensley suggests that after we get through with the questioning on the
first one, that we give each member of the pane], say, 5 minutes to
explain his views on anything that is related to or closely related to
the matters under investigation and study by this committee, which
will be satisfactory.

First I would like to ask Professor Lutz a few questions, if you
please, Professor.

Mr. Luiz. Certainly.
Vive Chairman PATMAN. This morning you said something about if

we had a national debt of, say $50 billion and a gross national product
of, say $370 billion; is it not a fact, Professor, that the only reason we
have the high gross national product is because we have the high
national debt; and that it would have been impossible to have had a
$370 billion gross national product with a $50 billion national debt
considering the circumstances during the period that the debt was
increased to its present amount?

Mr. LUrz. Well, I think, Mr. Patman, that to a certain degree the
expansion in dollar terms of our gross national product is a result of
the inflation that has taken place through the increase of the debt
from the roughly $50 billion in 1939 or 1940 to the $275 billions or
$280 billions that we have at the present time.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, in view of the emergency that we
were going through, wasn't it absolutely necessary for the Govern-
ment to do that, because in order to have been successful in the war
and in order to take care of our domestic economy, we had to have the
money, and there is no other way to get money under our fine capital-
istic system except creating debts; is there?

Mr. LuTz. Well, you raise a very interesting, although at the pres-
ent time quite academic question, as to how we could have paid for
World War II. I happen to have been among the few back in 1940
and 1941 who believed that it was possible to finance or very sub-
stantially finance

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I was on your side. That was my con-
tention.

Mr. Lrrz. Finance that war by an increase of revenues. Now if
we had been able to do that, first the cost of the war would have been
very much less, and, secondly, we would not have had this very large
burden of debt which we now have to carry, and so in that sense the
growth of our economy in current dollar terms is undoubtedly in part
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a product of the increase in productivity and in part an increase in the
number of dollars available in which we attempt to measure that.

Vice Chairman PATMANN. Suppose I pinpoint that real question that
I think is involved here, and that is the creation of money. Now, you
mentioned this morning that if the bonds are sold to the commercial
banks, they create the money with which to buy those bonds. I agree
with you 100 percent, and for that reason I am in favor of not per-
mitting the commercial banks to buy bonds.

I do not mean I would cut it off suddenly, but I would adopt a policy
which would eventually result in commercial banks not being able
to buy those bonds at all. If there is any excess left after savings of
the people, life-insurance companies, and the like have been tapped,
and if it is necessary to still sell bonds, I would let the Federal Reserve
banks take them, rather than the commercial banks. I think it would
be in the interest of the country that that be done, for the reason that
the creation of money is the same either way.

In the first instance the Government would save some money as the
interest would flow back into the Treasury, and in the other you have
the total interest burden that the taxpayers would have to pay.

But the main question I want to ask you, Professor Lutz, is this:
Under our system you agree that that is the only way we have money,
by the creation of debt; is that right?

Mr. LUTZ. We get some of our money by direct Treasury action,
such as the purchase of silver and the issue of silver certificates.

Vice Chairman PAT2IAN. Well, that is the minor part. I am talking
about the billions. Now if everybody paid their debts, it would be that
way, we would not have any money except the silver and the silver cer-
tificates and the Civil War greenbacks, and not very much money.

If everybody had to pay their debts, what would we do for money?
Mr. LUTZ. To whom would they pay these debts?
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. To whom they owed them.
Mr. LUTZ. Then the other fellow would have the money.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. But originally the money is created and it

gets back to destroying the creation.
Mr. LUTZ. I anm not sure it destroys money to pay debts. An indi-

vidual who owes money, and if he has a bank account, he would give
his creditor a check on his account in order to settle that debt; now the
debtor's bank account goes down by the thousand dollars he paid, but
the creditor's bank account goes up by the thousand dollars. You
have not destroyed any money in that process.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Suppose you borrow a thousand dollars
from the bank and then you go in and pay that. First you create the
$1,000, at least the bank did on its books and next you extinguish it.

Mr. LUTZ. That is true. The process of borrowing from the bank
creates that, and the taking up of the note extinguishes that much of
the bank-deposit credit.

Vice Chairman PAT3MAN. You mentioned the balanced budget this
morning. I am in favor of that, and I wvould be willing for Congress to
stay in session until we do balance it. But if we cannot reduce expendi-
tures enough, I am in favor of making it up with taxes.

Are you in favor of that?
Mr. LUTZ. I think that would depend on what kind of taxes you are

going to use.
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I think we might consider it this way: The maintenance of a bal-
anced budget means that the Government is not obliged to increase
its debt. Now as I pointed out this morning, three-quarters of the
$2.4 billion deficit we have now is illusory.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. That is a small point.
Mr. LUTZ. That is three-quarters of the present deficit.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, there is another verse to that, Pro-

fessor Lutz. Overall, involving tens of billions of dollars, would you
be in favor of where Congress could not reduce expenses, would you
be in favor of them levying taxes such as they are willing to levy in
order to balance that budget?

Mr. LUTZ. As a general rule, as a general procedure, yes, I am in
favor of a balanced budget.

Vice Chairman PATMArAN. And you would be in favor of taxes to
do it?

Mr. Lu'Tz. I would be in favor of some kind of taxes for that
purpose much more than I would some other kind of taxes.

Vice Chairman PATIrAN. Even though you would not favor the
particular kind of taxes, you would favor any kind of taxes to an
unbalanced budget?

Mr. LUTZ. If the budget is seriously unbalanced, yes.
Vice Chairman PATMEAN. How much would you consider serious?
Mr. LUTZ. Let me answer it negatively. I would say, disregarding

the three-quarters of the present deficit that is illusory and merely
a paper bookkeeping matter, that the other $600 million is not serious
unbalance. I do not know how far I would want to go before I
would say you were in danger. It depends on how the Government
is going to borrow the money necessary to keep it balanced. If it is
possible to raise the necessary funds by nonbank borrowing, it has a
neutral effect, really, on the economy.

If you have to go into the banks for a large amount, then I think
it is very serious.

Vice Chairman PATM-AN. Now this morning you mentioned more
than once that the Federal Reserve Board could affect the supply of
money and credit, as I understood you. In actual practice, the Open
Market Committee is the only body that affects money and credit,
isn't it?

Mr. LUTZ. Well, the Open Market Committee, and possibly changes
in the reserve requirements of member banks.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, of course, there are the reserve re-
quirements, but I don't think they have interfered with the reserve
requirements much in recent years. They have not used that as the
method. They have used the Open Market Committee as the method.
Of course, the rediscount rate could be used for psychological reasons,
but since the banks are not borrowing, it has no practical effect. It
is sort of an understanding between all of the people in the business
that that means harder money if they raise it, and easier money if they
lower it; isn't that right?

Mr. LUTZ. The rediscount process does not come into play until
the banks are close enough to their reserve margins so that they have
to transmit some of their earning assets to the central bank in order
to build up their reserve position.

Vice Chairman PAT3MAN. That is right, and my criticism of the
Open Market Committee is that it is composed of 4 members of the
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board when there are 7 members of the board; there are 6 now, and
5 representatives of the private banks, and the private banks have
charge of the Open Market Committee now.

It is all done in the Federal Reserve bank in New York, as you
know, and it is under the jurisdiction and direction of the Federal
Reserve bank there. In other words, the private bankers are operat-
ing it, and when they buy a bond, say, of a billion dollars, they in
effect go to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing and get a billion
dollars of Federal Reserve notes to pay for that bond; is that not
right?

Mr. LUTZ. That might be one of the ways they pay for it.
Vice Chairman PArT3rAN. Of course, in practice they give credit. It

is all bookkeeping. But it is a charge on that money printed by the
Bureau of Printing and Engraving. They have got to use something
to buy the bond. The only thing they can use is created money. That
money is created at the Bureau of Printing and Engraving.

Mr. LUTZ. As far as it consists of Federal Reserve notes, that is
so.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, that is what they use. That is all
they can use.

Mr. LUTZ. You know more about that than I do, but my impression
was instead of issuing to a member bank or to an individual any large
mass of Federal Reserve notes they would probably give him a de-
posit credit.

Vice Chairman PATAIAN. Yes, but if they wanted the money they
would use the notes.

Just like when you borrow a thousand dollars from a bank, if you
want the money they give you the money right now, although they did
not create it right then like your deposit there. Just like if the bank
calls for the actual currency it gets Federal Reserve notes.

Mr. LrrTZ. I was not aware that the Federal Reserve banks issued
notes except to member banks on their requisition, because the mem-
ber banks feel that the people of the community want more folding
money, and the notes are not entered into the Reserve bank's balance
sheet until they are set up as a liability because of having been dis-
tributed to the member banks.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Well they issue them, Professor Lutz, to
buy Government bonds. Now, they do not always issue them, as you
say. They just give the person from whom the bond was purchased,
or the corporation is given credit, but if they want the money they
get Federal Reserve notes for them. That is the only way they have
to pay. That is the only money that the Open Market Committee
has. They just create that much money whenever they buy a bond.
And they create $25 billion worth of it to buy $25 billion worth of
bonds. So, in effect, when you say Federal Reserve Board, you mean
the Open Market Committee having the influence.

Mr. LUTZ. As the operating agent of the Board in this particular
connection, the Open Market Committee.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Vickrey, I believe you mentioned this
morning that we need probably more stimulation in purchasing pow-
er; is that right?

Mr. VICKREY. Yes.
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Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Well, that we can run the risk of some in-
flation better than we can run the risk of some deflation?

Mr. VICKEREY. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATMrAN. That is the point you made?
Mr. VICOREY. That is part of it; yes.
Vice Chairman PATMTAN. And I agree with you on that, but, there-

fore, why should you not agree with the statement I made in opposi-
tion to these new 3-percent bonds? You know that is just siphoning
off more purchasing power from people who will use it to buy goods
and services, and diverting it and turning it into the hands of people
who will not use it for that purpose at all. They will just wait for
another investment.

Mr. VICuKREY. Well, I think I would probably agree with you at
this immediate juncture, that perhaps this is not the time to attempt
to lengthen Federal debt, although I would disagree as to the amount
of effect that has.

In effect, the Government budget runs a certain deficit, and has to
borrow the corresponding funds one way or another. It is going to
get those funds out of the money market, assuming that the Federal
Reserve takes no action to increase the amount of money in circulation,
and it can get that money either by the way of long-term borrowing
or by short-term borrowing.

Vice Chairman PATAIAN. And you think that we should stay by the
21 /2 -percent rate on 20 years, for instance?

Mr. VTCKREY. In the short run, yes; for a longer pull, no.
By this I mean that this is not the time to attempt to raise interest

rates. The immediate present is not the time.
Vice Chairman PATM1AN. Yes, sir; I agree with you.
Mr. VICKREY. But I do believe that we should run such a deficit,

that it would be necessary in order to keep the economy under control
to doss the throttle a little bit. That is after wve get to a stage of full
employment, and we begin to be threatened with a price rise. Then we
ought to be in a position where the Federal Reserve could take action
to raise interest rates, to go out into the money market and sell Gov-
ernment securities, take money out of circulation.

That action on the part of the Federal Reserve, or the Open Market
Committee, can be taken much more rapidly than any action that Con-
gress can take as a rule.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Certainly. They are taking action every
minute, I guess.

Mr. VIcOREY. So the point I wanted to make was that unless there
is steam under the boiler, unless there is a tendency for inflation to
take place when interest rates are kept low, then there would not be
any room for them to take action if the interest rates are already low
and they wanted to do something about heading off a recurring reces-
sion, then you can open up the throttle

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Now, do you think the Treasury might
have had in mind the proposed road bond program where they expect
to have 3 percent long-term bonds, and this is sort of a pattern for it?
Do you think that might have been considered in issuing this 40-year
3-percent bond?

Mr. VICKREY. I do not really know.
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. I notice the Treasury today for the first
time has admitted something that the Treasury has never admitted
before, about these 31/4 percent bonds. They say the conditions are
different now. This is from the Washington Star which also says,
"Conceding the 31/4 percent bonds did have some deflationary effect
on markets, they insisted that other factors such as Federal Reserve
Board policy also affected the market." It is the first time the Treas-
ury has ever admitted, ever conceded, that those 3L/4-percent bonds
had a deflationary effect. The paper notes, too, that Treasury officials
said 3 percent still indicates cheap money in comparison to other
countries where 31/2 percent financing has been common.

Is it your understanding that the only major power that has been
charging as much as 3 percent, you might say the wholesale rate for
money, was England. and England only raised the rate yesterday to
31/2 percent?

Mr. VIcKiEY. Well, I am not quite sure that I understa-nd.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I say, isn't it a fact that the only major

poweer in the world that has been charging as much as 3 percent for
money, that is what we termi the wholesale rate for money, is England,
but it was only yesterday that England raised the rate to 31/2 per-
cent? Is that your widerstanding?

Mr. VIcyREY. Well, when you say "England," is this an action
taken in the way in which bonds are offered. or is this an action taken
by the banking system in an attempt to control the situation?

Vice Chairman- PATI[AN. The Bank of England, as I understand
it, raised the rate to 31/2 percent.

Mr. VIC1KREY. Wrell, that would correspond more nearly to the open
market selling bonds at a point where the rate goes up to 31/2.

Vice Chairman PATNEAN. But this article refers to other countries
charging 31/2, but I do not know of any other major country charging
31/2 except England, and that was just last year.

Mr. VICKREY. I am not familiar with that.
Representative TALLE. In that same article, it is also stated that

typically the bank rate of the Bank of England has relatively little
effect on the commercial rates, and that the commercial rates in Eng-
land would likely remain as before, or at least would not be affected
by this action of the bank to a significant degree.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Do you believe that is possible, Dr. Talle?
Representative TALLE. Yes, I think they did it for a specific pur-

pose. They wanted to attract money from foreign countries into
their country.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Do you believe they can hold down their
domestic rate and do that?

Representative TALLE. Well, I think the domestic rates will be
determined by the supply of and the demand for loanable funds.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Perhaps they can, but I have my fingers
crossed on that one.

Dr. Galbraith, I wanted to ask you a question about this proposed
road program. I wanted to ask you later on, I had just as well ask
it now:

On these toll roads you pay about a cent a mile. If you use the
average amount of gasoline that the average vehicle uses, about 131/4
miles to the gallon, that would mean at least 17 or 18 cents extra for
every gallon of gasoline, would it not?
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Now, have you evaluated this proposed road program to the ex-
tent that you can tell us what you thing about the proposals to en-
courage toll roads in the program?

Mr. GALBRAITH. Mr. Chairman, there are really two questions here.
There is the question of the principle of the toll road.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. That is right.
Mr. GALBRAITH. There is also the matter of financing. That I

understand is still undergoing revision in the executive branch.
On the matter of toll roads, I pretend to no very profound judg-

ment. I have an uneasy feeling that the old idea of free roads may
have been the right one, and that we are getting a rather messy
situation of different levels of tolls and tollgates, and the time might
come when we would have another free road movement.

We have been through that cycle once before. The old turnpikes,
as you know, were toll roads. One of the great reform movements of
the last century brought us free roads again.

But let me leave that aside. I do feel very strongly about the
proposals that are being made in connection with the financing of
this new program. I hope Congress will look at these very carefully.

I am not normally on the side of Senator Byrd, but I think he is
right on this particular issue. There is a process of elaborate and,
if I may say so, expensive self-delusion in this notion that special
bonds should be issued for the road program, and that they should
have earmarked revenue. The purpose is partly to keel) the road pro-
gram from bumping into the debt limit. The simple answer to that,
if the roads are essential, is to increase the debt limit. The other
purpose of this financing is simply to keep the debt out of sight. The
administration of late has been busy inventing devices to this end.

I have said in my statement here that a good housekeeper does not
like to sweep the dust under the rug, but she would a lot rather have
the dust under the rug than on the dinner table. That apparently
is the way the administration feels about the debt. It does not worry
nearly so much about it if it can somehow keep it out of sight.

Well, the CCC loans are being gotten out into the banks.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. The RFC was broken out that way.
Mr. GALBRAITH. We are using insurance, contingent liabilities, and

now we come to this thing. We are grown up; we can carry our debt
like men. Perhaps, if you won't take me seriously, I might say we
have a big debt worthy of a big country.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, we could not have a gross national
product as big as we have without it.

Mr. GALBRAITH. As I say, I am not serious on this. I am serious
when I say that this self-delusion is childish, and moreover it is going
to be expensive. We are going to pay more interest in order to borrow
by special arrangement for the road programs.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, we are doing it now through
Commodity Credit. That is an example.

Mr. GALBRAITH. Now, the test of these things should be the old-
fashioned test of how we get the most for the least-how we keep
down the cost as much as possible for the service that we are getting.
As a taxpayer I feel unwilling to pay these extra costs for this process
of self-delusion. I think there is nothing whatever to be said for the
proposals that are presently being discussed in connection with the

.. .
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road program, and I hope the administration will revise those pro-
posals before it submits them to the Congress, and if it does not revise
them, then I hope the Congress will reject them. I hope I am
sufficiently definite on that.
. Vice Chairman PATM3AN. Yes, as definite as you can be, I think,
under the circumstances.

I agree with you that if we are going to have debts they should be
in the national debt and not try to hide them. It will cost us more
that way, as you suggest, and on the road program I think if we put
a small gasoline tax, 2 cents a gallon, on all of the gasoline used, if
we use this report as the basis for the amount used, it is probably about
as. much money as we could spend, and we -would pay it as we went
along.

I have a statement here about this debt. I asked Secretary Hum-
phrey to furnish me a statement of financial obligations guaranteed
by the United States Government which are outside of the statutory
debt limit, and I have the statement here, and, without objection, I
will place it in the record. The amount of indirect and direct Gov-
ernment obligations will surprise you.

They aggregate in all about $294 billion. That is added to the
$281 billion national debt.

I will put it in the record.
Of course, it includes obligations on bank deposits, Canal Zone

bonds, United States postal savings, Federal Reserve notes-Federal.
Reserve notes are not carried in the debt limit, although they are a
direct obligation of the United States Government; every note says so.
Insurance in force; Federal deposit insurance, Veterans' Administra-
tion; the guaranties of private obligations, public housing, all those,
and the commitments for future loans like Farmers' Home Adminis-
tration, public housing, and all of the rest of them. They aggregate
about $294 billion.

(The material is as follows:)
TREASURY DEPARTMENT

FISCAL SERVICE,
Washington, January 21, 1955.

Hon. WRIGHT PATMAN,
House of Representatives, House Office Building,

Washington, D. C.
MY DEAR MR. PATMAN: In further reply to your letter of January 12, 1955,

there is enclosed herewith a statement of financial obligations and guaranties
of the United States Government which are outside of the statutory debt limit.

As you know, the type of guaranteed obligations included within the debt
limit are those described by the House Committee on Ways and Means, as
published in House Report 246 of the 79th Congress, 1st session, while those
contained in the attached statement are authorized by numerous acts of Con-
gress covering guaranteed loans, insurance, and other programs administered
by various Government corporations and agencies.

Very truly yours,
E. F. BARTELT,

Fiscal Assistant Secretary.

LONG-RANGE COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES OF THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT AS OF NOVEMBER 30, 1954

The attached statements and schedules cover all major financial commitments
of the United States Government, except the public debt outstanding subject to
limitation and those involving recurring costs for which funds are regularly
appropriated by the Congress and are not yet obligated, such as aid to States
for welfare programs and participation in employee-retirement systems. It
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includes guaranteed and insured loans and mortgages and other pledges of the
full faith and credit of the United States.

Caution should be exercised in any attempt to combine the amounts in these
statements with the outstanding public debt in order to avoid double counting
and misleading results, as explained in the following examples:

1. Deposits in the United States Postal Savings System on November 30, 1954,
amounted to $2,154,089,600. Behind these deposits, however, were cash in
depositary banks amounting to $30,600,398, public-debt securities having a face
value of $2,140,318,080. cash in possession of the System. and other net assets.
Deposits of the Canal Zone Postal Savings System on November 30, 1954,
amounted to $6,475,135. These deposits were offset by public-debt securities with
a face value of $7,100,000, and other net assets. The faith of the United States
is pledged to the payment of the deposits made in the Postal Savings Systems
and the accrued interest thereon.

2. The face value of life-insurance policies issued to veterans and in force on
November 30, 1954, approximated $42,784,212,443. This does not represent the
Government's potential liability under these programs. Some policies wvill be
permitted to lapse. On those which are continued in force, the future premiums,
interest, and invested reserves amounting to $6,472,104,000, should cover the
normal mortality risk. The reserves are invested in Government securities,
reflected in the public-debt total. The Government will continue, however, to
bear the cost of deaths attributable to war service.

3. Under the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, as amended, loan guar-
anties up to 50 percent on each loan for the acquisition of farms and businesses,
provided guaranties do not exceed $2,000 if for personal property, and $4,000 if
for real property; and 60 percent for the acquisition of homes, provided guar-
anties do not exceed $7.500, are made to veterans. Such loan guaranties totaled
approximately $9,618,000,000 as of June 30, 1954. These loans for the acquisi-
tion of home, farm, and business property are secured by the underlying assets
and are being liquidated through installment payments.

SCHEDULE 1

United States direct obligations-bonds and securities wciich, are outside the
statutory debt limit as of December 31, 1954

Panama Canal loan of 1961_------------------------------------ $49, 800, 000
Postal Savings bonds------------------------------------______- 34, 936, 860
Matured debt on which interest has ceased:

Old debt matured-issued prior to April 1, 1917 (excluding
Postal Savings bonds) ----------------------------------- 1,376, 510

212 percent Postal Savings bonds--------------------------- 1, 694, 300
First Liberty bonds---------------------------------------- 1, 323, 500
Treasury savings certificates…-------------------------------- 88, 100

Debt bearing no interest:
United States notes (less gold reserve)…------------ ________ 190, 641,585
Deposits for retirement of national bank and Federal Reserve

B ank notes…---------------------------------------------- 242, 264, 592
Other debt bearing no interest------------------------------ 5, 731, 733

T otal…---------------------------------------------------- 527, 857, 180
NOTE-In accordance with sec. 21 of the Second Liberty Bond Act as amended by the

act approved April 3, 1945, obligations guaranteed as to principal and interest by the
United States are included within the statutory public debt limitation. As of December
31, 1954, such outstanding guaranteed obligations amounted to $33,942,186.
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SCHEDULE 2

Unliquidated obligations as of Jine 30, 1954

Total as reported by Government agencies, exclusive of Post
Office Department, against appropriations and contract
authorizations:

Department of the Army-------------------------------- $9, 009,591,578
Department of the Air Force---------------------------- 16,019, 068, 931
Department of the Navy-------------------------------- 11, 252, 998, 941
Secretary of Defense… ____________________________ …5,185,478,686
Other agencies ----------------------------------------- 7,965,765,834

Total unliquidated obligations-'----------------------- 149,432,903,970
1 The amount of unliquidated obligations contained in this figure is a mixture of actual

liabilities plus uncompleted contracts, purchase orders, etc., for materials or services as
of June 30, 1954. Some of the uncompleted contracts may not be completed for 1 or
more years and as of June 30. 1954, represent commitments for future deliveries of
materials or services. The agencies have not been able to furnish the actual liability
portion of the unliquidated obligations. The above figure includes unliquidated obligations
of appropriated funds of Government corporations; does not include any of the liabilities
or unliquidated obligations of Government corporations arising from the activities of their
own or borrowed funds.

SCHEDULE 3

Securities and other liabilities of Federal agencies not guaranteed by the U. S.
Govern ment as of Dec. 31, 1954

Banks for cooperatives:
Notes payable to commercial banks----------------------- $36,000,000
Collateral trust debentures------------------------------- 120,000,000

Commodity Credit Corporation: Certificates of interest (Nov.
30)_------------------------------------------------------ 1,308,339,335

Federal home loan banks: Federal home loan bank obligations__ 272,000,000
Federal intermediate credit banks:

Debentures --------------------------------------------- 635,060,000
Notes payable to commercial banks---------------------- 5,250, 000

Total-'----------------------------------------------- -2,376,649,335
1 Excludes obligations due other Federal agencies.

NOTE.-Does not include privately owned Federal land bank bonds of $1,029,750,900
and notes payable of $15,195,040 as of December 31, 1954.

On January 11, 1955, the U. S. Treasury, -on behalf of the Federal National Mortgage
Association offered for cash subscription $500 million of notes of the Association.

58422-55-24
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SCHEDULE 4

Conditional obligations as of Nov. S0, 1954

A. Obligations issued on credit of the United States:
Funds due depositors:

Canal Zone Postal Savings System -'------------ $6, 475, 135
United States Postal Savings System_-2--------- 2 2,154, 089, 600
Federal Reserve notes (face amount) ---------- 26, 435, 896, 598

Total obligations issued on credit of the United
States…------------------------------------- 28, 596, 461,333

B. Insurance in force:
Export-Import Bank of Washington_----------------
Federal Crop Insurance Corporation_---------------
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation_------------
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation.___
Veterans' Administration:

National service life insurance:
Regular_________-------------------------
O th e r ------ - ---- ----- ---- ----- ------ ---- --

United States Government life insurance________

227, 878
3353, 470, 000

'106, 214, 999, 000
'22, 602, 000, 000

39, 004, 359, 087
2, 006, 621, 000
1, 773, 232, 356

Total insurance in force-------------------- 171, 954, 909, 321

C. Guaranties of private obligations, etc.:
Commodity Credit Corporation_--------------------
Export-Import Bank of Washington_---------------
Farmers' Home Administration_--------------------
Federal Housing Administration:

Property improvement loans.------------------
Mortgage loans__ _

Foreign Operations Administration_----------------
M aritime Administration_-------------------------
Public Housing Administration. ______-____________
Secretary of the Treasury:

Reconstruction Finance Corporation (in liquida-

855, 679, 318
107, 285, 460

66, 715, 486

6233, 994, 207
16, 811, 222, 410

0 37, 822, 800
658, 333

2, 583, 125, 465

tion)- -10, 631, 228
Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended_____ 2, 052, 000
Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, sec. 409_______ 2, 115, 000

Small Business Administration--------------------- 7, 798, 765
Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended_________- 395, 388, 224
Veterans' Administration - - -- - -- - -- __-_--' 9, 618, 000, 000

Total guaranties of private obligations, etc-------- 30, 732, 488, 696
1 Excludes accrued Interest.
2 Excludes accrued interest, and represents an estimated amount.
I Represents estimated insurance coverage for the 1954 crop year.
4 Figure Is as of June 30, 1954, the latest available.
5 Represents the Administration's portion of Insurance liability. Estimated outstand-

ing balance of insurance In force Is $1,420,451,674. Insurance on loans shall not exceed
10 percent of the total of such loans.

a Figure Is as of Sept. 30, 1954, the latest available.

I LI__ ,, '-_,Ai. I
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SCHEDULE 5

Other comnitmrents as of Nov. 30, 1954

A. Commitments to make future loans:
Commodity Credit Corporation -$----------------------- $646,060
Disaster loans revolving fund-------------------------- 2, 361, 825
Export-Import Bank of Washington:

Regular activities--------------------------------- 539,521,405
Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended_------- 25, 502,308

Farmers Home Administration- ------------------------- 7, 762, 634
Housing and Home Finance Administrator:

Liquidating programs------------------------------ 1,004,300
Loans for educational institutions------------------ 42,226,200
Urban renewal fund ------------------------------- 84,122, 240

Public Housing Administration 86,175,706
Rural Electrification Administration:

Electric program--------------------------------- 425, 736, 295
Telephone program-------------------------------- 126, 001, 269

Secretary of the Treasury:
Reconstruction Finance Corporation (in liquidation) - 117, 147,145
Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended_______- '86, 802,310
Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, sec. 409_--------- 3, 122, 340

'Small Business Administration------------------------ 9, 943, 984

Total commitments to make future loans_____________ 1, 458,076, 021
B. Commitments to insure mortgage loans: Federal Housing Ad-

m inistration… ------------------------------------------ - 3, 145, 481,351

,C. Commitments to purchase mortgages insured by Federal Hous-
ing Administration or guaranteed by the Veterans' Admin-
istration: Federal National Mortgage Association---------- 546, 740, 627

D. Unpaid subscriptions to capital stock of the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Developmient (Dec. 31, 1954)_------ 2, 540,000, 000

2 Includes loans sold subject to repurchase agreement.

Mr. GALBRAITH. Could I make one further comment, Mr. Chair-
man, in that connection:

I have in my statement here a suggestion to this committee that
it ask the Bureau of the Budget for just precisely this information.
I hope the record will show that there was not any collusion between
-us, that it is evident that good minds run along the sanme channel.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I think the latter is so.
Mr. GALBRAITH. I also addressed a comment to Mr. Talle. I have

been, I am afraid, a bit severe on the administration in connection
with this road program, so far as it has emerged.

Let me suggest to you, sir, that my comments reflect the stoutest
traditions of the Republican Party. In the 1930's under the New
Deal two proposals were made by the administration to the Congress
to adjust the concept of the budget. One of them was the notion that
we should shift over to the cash budget. The Republican minority
at that time rejected that idea, mistakenly in my judgment, but it
rejected it nonetheless.

Also in the 1930's Mr. Roosevelt proposed a budget; he proposed
breaking the budget into current and capital accounts. This also
ran into strenuous objection of the Republican minority. On this
I think the Republican minority was right. I think the capital
budget does conceal more than it reveals, and I think we owe a debt
to the Congressmen. and Senators of that time who talked the
administration out of the proposal.

What I am saying is that the tradition of the Republican Party
has been very austere on these matters, and I trust that it' will con-
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tinue to be austere and resist these efforts to keep the debt out of
the budget-these efforts to deal surreptitiously with the debt. I
hope it will continue in its old tradition of keeping the debt out.
where we can see it and facing up to it.

Representative TALLE. If I may answer that?
Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. Mr. Talle, it is your time to interrogate the

panel, anyway. If you will just take over.
Representative TALLE. Thank you. I do not want to cut in on your

time.
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. No, sir; I have finished.
Representative TALLE. Just two comments, Dr. Galbraith: One,

I do not believe in concealing debt.
The English for a long time have had the practice of concealing

assets. That is much better, safer practice. Second, whatever refer-
ence you make to the finest traditions of the Republican Parfy has
my approval, and I am willing to sing hosannas to those fine traditions.

Now, if I may refer in passing to what Mr. Patman said, not in
the form of rebuttal except to state the discount rate of any central
bank is certainly a variable thing. At the present time I understand
the discount rate is 51/2 percent in Denmark, 23/4 percent in Sweden,
41/2 percent in Mexico, 10 percent in Greece and Ecuador; and if it
is 4 in England there is obviously a wide variance in these countries.
Some rates are lower, some higher, but those are matters that are
often done for government reasons, and I understand the British want
to attract money to London. They are interested in getting more
dollars for one thing.

I am intrigued by question No. 6 among the President's recommen-
dations. After that I have one other item I shouLld like to deal with,
but No. 6 was touched upon by Dr. Galbraith, and I should like to
pursue it first.

It says: "Increase the present statutory debt limit to permit greater
flexibility in the management of Federal finances."

As we know, the increase made by the last Congress was temporary.
Perhaps that is a question that will not need very much discussion. I
am sure that you gentlemen who are scholars in the field have made up
your minds as to what should be done with reference to that, and I
would appreciate knowing what you in your scholarly judgment think
should be done.

May I start with you, Dr. Buehler?
Mr. BUETHiLER. Surely. What question is that?
Representative TALLE. No. 6. Increase the present statutory debt

limit to permit greater flexibility in the management of Federal
finance. That is a recommendation made by the President in his
Economic Report on pages 49 and 50.

Mr. BUIEHLER. Pardon me. Then your question is whether per-
mission should be given to increase

Representative TALLE. Yes. Should it be done or not?
Mr. BUEHLER. Well, I believe in being realistic in a situation. If

you put the teakettle on the stove the pressure is there, the lid is
going to be blown off, and if the budget is being financed in such a way
that the debt limit is necessary for the financing; yes.

I am answering my own question, in a way. Of course, that may
be related to the question of whether the budget ought to be cut, and
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we should avoid borrowing by reducing expenditures. I am not sure
that that is the question that you had in mind.

Representative TALLE. Yes; what you have said is relevant.
Mr. BuEHILER. *Well. there are items in every budget, I know we

have them in budgets at the local and State, as well as at the Federal,
level, which are wasteful. Good management would eliminate such
expenditures, and the Nation's resources could be utilized to better
advantage.

Then there is the question as to the function or responsibility. Of
course, the big money is spent because we undertake national-defense
programs. It is not a question of whether we should spend for national
defense, but what sort of a program.we should have, and how far we
should go in developing that program; or put it the other way, what is
the essential minimium for defense and other expenditures?

Representative TALiE. The Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Hum-
phrey, has said repeatedly that he needs flexibility in the interest of
good management.

Dr. Elder.
Mr. ELDER. Well, actually in the light of what I have heard here, ir-

respective of what my opinions might have been upon coming here, it
seems to me that the budgetary limit does not mean very much.
As I understand it, the chairman of the committee pointed out that
the ('Goverlnment is obligated to many billions over and above the obli-
gations that have been incurred under the conventional budget.

Representative TALLE.. That is, in the form of contingent liabilities?
Mr. ELDER. That is right. Which obviously must be met, and those

obligations must be paid.
Representative TAI.LE3. The Government must pay its bills.
Mr. ELDER. That is right.
Representative TALLE. Dr. Galbraith.
*Mr. GALBRAITH. I agree with Mr. Elder. I think the Federal debt

limit is something of an anachronism and should either be lifted or
abandoned entirely. In the last analysis, the volume of the Federal
debt is settled by the taxes that are raised by the authority of Con-
gress, and the money spent under the authority of Congress. It is
not set by the Federal debt limit. If we are honest with ourselves
I think we will conclude that in the last 20 years the Federal debt
liniit has been used only for one purpose: It has been used by the minor-
ity party to bedevil the majority party, and for no other useful pur-
pose. We have had a lot of funl at it. We have enjoyed it. But I
think that probably tYie time has come when we should give up our
pleasure and get rid of the thing.

Representative TALT . Thank you. Dr. Groves.
Mr. GROVES. I agree that the debt limit does not serve a very use-

ful purpose at the present time. I do not go along with the view that
the size of the debt is of no importance at all. It seems to me that it
is of some importance, if for no other reason than that debt manage-
ment is more severe as the debt gets larger. But I am inclined to think
that this consideration is not major. The fact is that the growth in
wealth and income is one of the dimensions of the debt, and really is
more important than the size of the debt itself.

I certainly agree with the remarks that have been made to the effect
that there should not be a surreptitious increase in the debt. In any
case where borrowing creates a burden on future Federal tax revenues,
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the data should be included in the debt statistics. The new highway
program does create such a burden.

Representative TALLE. Thank you.
Dr. Heller?
Mr. HELLER. By and hirge I would concur with what has already

ben said. It may be worth adding that some of this mischief of tak-
ing some debt items out of the public debt and some expenditure items
out of the budget in the past couple of years has simply been a response
to the squeeze put on the administration by the debt limit. For exam-
ple, the expansion of off-the-budget financing of CCC support loans
by $1.2 billion in the past fiscal year was largely a case of necessity
being the mother of invention.

The financing of those by the regular type of debt would have pushed
our Federal debt through the limit. So, apart from the other objec-
tions that have been mentioned to the debt limit, it leads to mischief in
financial reporting and financing.

Representative TALLE. Thank you.
Dr. Lutz.
Mr. LUTZ. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Talle, I find myself in the minority

once more.
I think there is virtue in a debt limit. True, we have never tested

it because whenever we get into any trouble in trying to spend more
than we are willing to provide we raise the debt limit, but I think there
is genuine virtue in saying we are not going to go beyond this point.

Now, I will tell you why we go beyond that point, and why we are
up against it now in connection with the proposed road program, and
if that gets through then there are a half-dozen others right around
the corner that are going to be brought forward by one or maybe both
parties in Congress in order to expedite certain current benefits.

The reason we have to go outside of the debt limit, or outside of the
budget, is that we want to spend more, right now, in a hurry, than we
are willing to nay for right nowu in one way or another, and I would
say that if we have to engage in a great national highway program,
or a great national school construction or hospital or housing or any
other program, that the limit to the annual expenditure on any of
those programs should be the amount that you can get inside of a
balanced budget.

*We do not have to build the highlway program in 10 years: we can
take 20 years for it, and here is another reason why I do not think we
should pile up a mountain of debt: It is not as if once we built a new
set of roads, or rebuilt the old set, we would have the job done from
now on. By the time -we get around the circle with our 40,000 miles
of highway you are going to have to start rebuilding the first batch of
them, and if we borrowed for the first batch and have not done any-
thing about the debt we are going to have to borrow again when we
start rebuilding them.

The end of that road I do not need to describe to you. You know-
what it is.

So I say that on any of these programs, assunmfing that they are
sufficiently important to ha-ve the Federal Government participate
in them in any substantial degree, that it should be done only at a
rate and on a scale that can be financed currently.

Now, I think that the chairman referred to the embarrassment that
the Treasury finds itself laboring under on account of the present
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debt limit. We proposed as a policy of the National Association of
Manufacturers a year or so ago, a margin of six or eight billion dollars
that would give them enough leeway within that limit, and this does
not refer to concealing indebtecdness, Mr. Patman. What we pro-
posed was that the tax anticipation certificates issued and maturing
within a given fiscal year should not be included in the debt limit,
and for this reason: A tax anticipation certificate is nothing but a;
receipt for prepaid taxes and, therefore, since it will be retired in the
other part of the Government's fiscal year out of the tax cash pay-
ments 'by the individual or company that has acquired those certifi-
cates, it does not mean a permanent addition to the public debt.

Of course they should never be refunded. They should never be'
carried over to, the next fiscal year.

The only thing we are worried about, and the reason we want a
debt limit, is to avoid this continual addition to the public debt, and
a tax certificate is not of that nature, when they are treated as they
should be, which is a tax paid 3, 6, or 9 months in advance of when
the lav says that tax is due.

So I think we take an awfully long, deep step into the unknown if'
wve start talking about getting rid of the public-debt limit, or any
kind of finagling by which vou can set up a lot of direct obligations
of the Government outside of a limit that is intended to be a limit.

So to these contingent liabilities, Mr. Patman, if you view them
realistically, we know that the Government is, in all likelihood, in the
position where it will never have to meet anything like $294 billion
of obligations. The thing the Government will have to do is be in a.
position to liquidate such obligations for housing, or insurance, or any
of the things as may enter into contingent liabilities. In most cases
the Government may not have to put up taxpayers' money in order to
cover any shortage there.

Therefore, I think we ought to view those so-called contingent lia-
bilities in a little different way than we would the hundred percent
complete direct obligations of the Federal Government, because there
is nobody else that is going to do anything about those, as there is in
the case of mortgages, and the bank deposits, and the Federal Reserve
notes, and so on.

Vice Chairman PATrANT. Well, the Federal Reserve notes are not
carried in the national debt, and they are direct obligations.

Mr. LuTZ. I know. But I understood you to refer to these as part
of the contingent obligations.

Vice Chairman PATMTAN. They are listed by Secretary Humphrey,.
but they are direct obligations like any of the national debt.

Mr. LUTZ. Yes. But so are the greenbacks.
Vice Chairman PATMEAN. That is the greenbacks.
Mr. LUTZ. I mean the old United States note.
Vice Chairman PATMrAN. Yes: they are.
Mr. LUTZ. Well, the silver certificates are, too. as a matter of fact..
Vice Chairman PATANAN. Certainly they are.
Representative TALLE. Thank you.
Shall we hear from Dr. Vickrey?
Mr. VICKRFY. Briefly, I also feel there is no virtue in the statutory

debt limit, or for that matter in placing the debt in different cate-
gories, separating tax-anticipation certificates, Federal Reserve notes,.
greenbacks, or what have you. They are, I think, all in the same
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category as far as their economic effects are concerned, and that is
the important thing.

Representative TALLE. I surely appreciate this response to my
question.

Mr. BUEHLER. Might I supplement my brief remarks?
Representative TALLE. Surely.
Mr. B1EHLER. I think there is some usefulness to this debt limit.

You know, the American Government is rather peculiar in having
hearings and discussions on taxes, on the budget, and on monetary
policy. I do not know too much about the foreign practice, but r
think we are one of the few countries that has open hearings.

Now, as to this question of the debt limit. It provides an opportu-
nity periodically to review and discuss the problems of the budget.
It has the advantage of requiring a reappraisal of the changing finan-
cial situation and bring the issue out in the open. This is not the issue
of the debt limit, basically, but the question of whether we should
undertake the road program and other projects, and if we are going
to undertake them, how we are going to finance the programs involved.

Representative T:LrLE. If the Chairman will permit me, I should
like to turn to capital formation for small business.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Go right ahead, sir.
Representative TALLE. In years past, at least years ago, a corpora-

tion could engage in some economic activity and a large part of its
gross profits could be plowed back into the business, and so the
business grew by being successful. The excess-profits tax bore very
heavily on business, and particularly small business. Much business
in Iowa is small. Most business generally is small, and I am reminded
frequently that the excess-profits tax bore heavily on small business.
It was dropped a year ago.

Even so, under the very high corporation tax there is not enough
left after the tax is paid so that it would make much difference
whether the remainder is plowed back in the business or not. At
least the take by the Government is so large that small business
comes to Congress for help, and in lieu of the RFC we set up a Small
Business Administration to meet their needs. In other words, small
business comes to Government to borrow from a fund it has, in effect,
been forced to pay tax money into.

Under the former plan. the corporation could make its own decision,
but under the loan plan whoever administers the Small Business Ad-
ministration has something to say about whether there shall be ex-
pansioni or not by granting or denving the loan. The corporation
itself cannot make the complete decision.

Now as I have said, a part of the money that is borrowed, if indeed
the loan is approved-it seems to me it is much easier to get a
2 or 3 million dollar loan for somebody than to get a loan of $10,000-
was paid as a tax by the borrower. If growth is stopped, the growth
that would have occurred without the high tax does it not appear that
that is a rather damaging tax, both as to healthy business expansion
and the creation of jobs that goes with expansion?

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. It was repealed nearly a year ago, Mr.
Talle.

Representative TALLE. Yes, it was dropped a year ago, January 1,
1954. But the corporation rate is still very high and bears heavily
on small business, I would say.
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. I want to make the record plain that, al-
though I am in favor of a balanced budget, there are certain condi-
tions under which I would be in favor of deficit financing, if unem-
ployment becomes a problem and it was necessary to have deficit
financing to solve the unemployment problems and to carry out the
mandates of the Maximum Employment Act. We have seven mem-
bers of the panel here and we would like to hear from you, gentlemen.

You are all acquainted with these other questions. We have covered
1, I believe, and there are 7-6 more, and if you gentlemen will
just elaborate on the answers to these questions, your own views,
around 5 minutes each, it would be appreciated very much.

Let's see, we will start down here with Mr. Vickery, and go up
this way.

Mr. VICEREY. Well, under. changes in tax structure, back in 1938,
I think it was, Henry Simons made some rather caustic reference to
the business of digging deep into high incomes with a sieve. Since
then we have dug more deeply but the sieve has gotten bigger and
better and different sizes and shapes of holes in it. Just generally
speaking, I think we do need to think about the whole tax structure
and how to make it make a little bit more sense.

The tax treatment of corporations badly needs overhauling. The
recently enacted dividend credit does serve to moderate very slightly
the. differentials between corporations and other forms of organiza-
tions, but as a means of doing anything substantial toward dealing with
this problem, it seems to me this is a dead end, because to equalize the
burden, the credit would have to be several times higher than the
level that it is proposed to reach in the presently enacted legislation.
It is easy to see that this can never take us very far toward an equaliza-
tion of the burden as between incorporated forms and unincorporated
forms of business. This needs some form of recognition of the dif-
ference between corporations that accumulate earnings and corpora-
tions that do not. I have a rather extended proposal in this direction
which I think it is not appropriate to elaborate here.

Again, the President's Economic Report speaks of the free flow of
funds into investments, implying that this must wait until tax reduc-
tions become feasible. In the capital gains tax we have a chance to
encourage the free flow of capital by raising tax rates and exempting.
A taxpayer puts his money in a venture. His interest in the venture
has increased greatly in value, and under the present law if he turns
his funds into a new venture, he will first have to pay a 25 percent
capital gains tax. That is not the worst of it. The fact is that if
he holds on to that interest in one way or another until he dies, he can
escape taxation entirely. *Whereas, if we require some final accounting
by the taxpayer at the time of his death, and payment then of a capital
gains tax on the gains thus revealed, the deterrent to his shifting his
investment from this now mature and well-ripened investment into
some new investment would be merely the fact that he would have to
pay the tax now, rather than later on, and that would not be such a
serious deterrent to the free flow of funds.

Another step in the same direction might be taken with respect to
the tax-exempt bonds. A great deal of the funds of high income tax-
payers are now locked up in tax-exempt bonds which really belongs
in equity investments of Various kinds. A\nd I would suggest that
we might remedy this situation without unduly disturbing the market
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for such securities by converting the exemption into a tax credit. the
tax credit being at such a. rate as to maintain. approximately, the
market value of such bonds, and this would operate in such a way
as to encourage high income taxpayers to get out of these investments
and turn these over to lower income taxpayers and release funds in
this way for equity investment.

On the excise taxes
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I did not get your point there. how you

would get the wealthy people in the high-incomesbrackets to stop buy-
ing tax-exempt bonds?

Mr. VICKREY. Well, now, you see, a person in the top brackets gets
an exemption from a 60- or 70-percent tax by buying tax-exempt
-bonds.

Vice Chairman PATrMAN. You see. the basic question ther e is wletler
~or not you can disturb those tax-exempt bonds, isn't it?

Mr. VICKREY. There may be a constitutional question there.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. There is, a serious one.
Mr. VICKREY. And that is a question I would not want to address

myself particularly to.
Vice Chairman PATAIAN. Well, that is the one that stops the whole

ideal, I think.
Mr. VICKREY. But the one that is more likely to stop it in practice

is the practical argument that if you disturb this exemption you will
be making it more difficult for the localities to borrow and you will
be upsetting capital values and all that.

Vice Chairman PAT31AN. Thank you very much, and we will get
xback to you again when we go through the panel.

Professor Lutz, please.
Mr. LUTZ. Mr. Chairman, I will concentrate iny remarks in this

limited period to question No. 2, which really includes 7 or 8 ques-
tions in itself. What changes, if any, should be made in the tax
structure with regard to preferential treatment of dividends? We
in the National Association of Manufacturers have gone along with
-that proposal, but, frankly, I think we must recognize that the serious-
ness of that question is due almost entirely to the present high rates
of individual income tax, and if we can get those rates down to a
reasonable level, then the principle of the issue is not resolved, but
the seriousness of the practical application of it greatly diminishes.

Depletion allowances, yes, we approve those, and we do so without
venturing into the specific detail of a particular percentage rate of
depletion for any industry, but the principle of allowing deple-
tion, certainly in the more hazardous and speculative type of industry,
where you never know what is under the ground until you dig a hole,
'is eminently sound.

Capital gains; we think that the rate of tax on capital gains could
very reasonably be reduced. I think even the present rate of tax
has probably prevented a considerable amount of shifting into more
Venturesome enterprises that might have been allowed to go on if
you had not had that much of a deterrent.

On family partnerships we have no position and I have no opinion,
because it is a peculiar aspect of the tax situation that we have not
'had occasion to go into.

Questions E and F, as to whether to raise the exempt limit or change
Ithe rates of income tax up and down, I would alnswer very definitely
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that the first move should be to reduce the income-tax rates. You
would use up more tax-reduction tickets in a very small increase in
the exemption than you can afford to use up in that way when you
.Consider the relative seriousness of releasing the brakes on invention
find enterprise and initiative, thrift, and aggressiveness in promoting
the economic growth of the country on which we all depend for our
Sfuture.

With respect to excise taxes, I again would probably be in a minority
here because I believe there is a very definite place-in the Federal
revenue structure for a broadly based system of Federal excise taxes,
and in our tax program which has been submitted for the record, you
will find our views on that set out in some detail.

As to the matter of estate taxes, again my personal view is, and
that is the view of the association that I am representing here, that
the whole field of estate and gift taxes should be relinquished once
-more to the States where it weas begun and developed and where it
could be a substantial source of revenue, whereas in the Federal revenue
picture it is about 1 percent.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. On that point, Professor Lutz, wouldn't
you have this situation prevail, that each State would be competing
with the other States on having low rates or no rates? I remember
one State advertised all over this country at.,one' time: Come to this
State and you will have no estate or inheritance taxes, and no income
'taxes. They have it written into their constitution.

Mr. Lu-rz. I remember, Mr. Patman, when this matter came up
:after *World 'War I, the National Tax Association, in which I was
rather active at that time, had taken the position on numerous occa-
'sions that the whole estate-tax field should go back to the States. The
reason it was not done and the source of the 80-percent credit in the
:act of 1926 was the opposition of New York, Pennsylvania, and 1 or 2
'of the States of the eastern seaboard, who raised precisely that point.

Now we have heard a good deal in the course of today about the'
financial difficulties of some of the-well, I do not like to use the word
."poorer States"-but those with less well developed economic re-
sources than other States, and I cannot quite believe in the present con-
ldition of State and local finance that there would be any State that

would go as far as to offer complete exemption from death taxes un-
less they felt that they could attract enough wealth in there so that
by income taxes or some other method they could pick up as much or
more as they would out of the death taxes.

I do rely on the competition of the States to avoid the kind of ex-
cessive rates on estates at death that we now have in the Federal law.
More than that, however, I think it is of very great significance in the
whole State fiscal picture to have this additional revenue or this ad-
'ditional revenue source, and I do not think it makes any difference to
the Federal Government at all, as far as the Federal budget is con-
cerned.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you very much, Professor Lutz.
Mr. Heller.
Mr. HELLER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment very briefly on

2 or 3 things. First, with respect to the sixth of the committee's ques-
tions regarding the comprehensiveness of the budget, I would just
like to note that the budgetary developments on highways and so
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forth are still in their opening stages, as far as the different methods
of financing and accounting are concerned. As we move further into
them, I think it is important to do three things: First. to maintain
fidelity in showing the costs and the debt of Government; second, to
promote accuracy in the economic interpretation of Government defi-
cits and surpluses; and third, to make sure that if we decide to adopt
capital budgeting in this country, we make our decision a conscious
one rather than something done piecemeal on the appeal of particu-
lar programs like the highway program, the TVA, and the other
things that have been proposed for separate financing.

Secondly, I would like to comment on the tax structural question,
No. 2. Perhaps to conserve time I might read a few sentences from
my statement:

One is disappointed to find in the administration's documents no expression
of concern and no proposal for action to counteract the growing erosion of the
income-tax base. TThis point MIr. Vickery mentioned about dipping deeper and
deeper with a sieve has reached alarming proportions.

It was not unexpected that a great flood of liberalizations in the tax structure
to stimulate business incentives and provide tax reliefs to individuals was vigor-
ously pushed through last year. But having attended to these myriad adjust-
ments (with only very minor loophole-closing efforts), the Treasury might have
been expected to turn its attention to such gaping holes as the tax exemption
of State and local bond interest, excessive percentage depletion. the failure to
recognize. capital gains at death, and various income-splitting devices such as
family partnerships. Some of these gaps, surely, must offend the Treasury's
sense of fairness and even-handedness in the application of the income tax.

At the same time, the Treasury would find mfich sympathy for its undoubted:
view that top-bracket rates of 70, 50, and 90 percent are unrealistically and
damagingly high. Even under a policy permitting of no revenue loss, a combined
program of cutting back the top rates and offsetting the modest revenue loss by-
restoration of the base would have been very much in order.

And I would hope that steps along that line would be taken.
Third, may I comment briefly on the level of taxation. Underlying

some of the discussion here today has been a rather persistent sugges-
tion that the country can afford more defense, more technical assist-
ance and foreign aid, more school programs, more highway programs,
and so on. One asks oneself why, in the last analysis, those programs
are not endorsed and recommended by the administration. Judging
by the Treasury's pronouncements and the President's statements
in his budget message relating to the damaging effects of taxation, I
think the answer traces back directly to the fear of the damaging econ-
omic effects of high taxes.

Now what evidence exists to support this fear that high taxes will
have such serious disincentive effects and will so weaken the sinews
of our economy that we ought to tailor our defense and development
programs to these presumed dangers of taxation?

No conclusive evidence exists, so no firm answer can be given. But
it is worthwhile to point out that the most extensive study that has
ever been undertaken of this subject, namely, the Merrill Foundation
project at the Harvard School of Business Administration under the
general direction of Prof. Dan Throop Smith concluded more or less
as follows-

Mr. GALBRAITH. If I may interrupt, is that by any chance the
Professor Smith who now has some association with the Treasury?

Mr. HELLER. Yes, thank you for this clarifying question. He is
Assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury in connection with tax mat-
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ters. The basic conclusion of the project as to taxes and investment
incentives could be characterized essentially as follows:

If the underlying market strength for the products of industry
exists, even the comparatively severe tax rates of recent years do not
seriously inhibit investment and productive incentives. Or rather
than take the chance of paraphrasing incorrectly, let me quote directly
the conclusion presented by the associate director of the project,
Prof. Keith Butters:

If a general statement has to be made in flat, unqualified terms, the striking
fact is that, by and large, the tax structure seems to have had only a relatively
limited and specialized impact both on the basic incentives which motivate the

private economy and on the structure of the economy. The effects of the tax

structure on the aggregate levels of employment and real income realized over
the last 10 to 15 years have been even more limited, as is obvious from the record
levels achieved in both employment and income during this period.

But this is a question that is open to a great deal of difference of
opinion and difficulty of measurement. Therefore, I respectfully
suggest that the Joint Economic Committee create a subcommittee
(drawing especially on its members who are also members of the two
taxing committees) to make a thorough study of the economic effects
of the tax structure. Such a study should, if possible, cover both the
economic effects of the disparities in tax structure about which the
panel has spoken and the economic effects of the overall level of
taxation. If this w ere undertaken soon, it could make a very valuable
contribution to tax legislation, especially next year.

Vice Chairman PATM31AN. Thank you very kindly.
Mr. Groves.
_Mr. GROVES. Mr. Chairman, I went along with the proposition

which was suggested by Dr. Galbraith that we should not have hid-
den debt, and I also take the position, by and large, that it is as bad
to have hidden subsidies in the tax system. If we must have sub-
sidies, it is better usually to have them open rather than hidden. If it
be true that the discovery and exploitation of our natural resources
requires a subsidy (which I doubt) it would be better to grant it
directly than hiding it in the tax system. I take it the depletion fea-
ture which allows a taxpayer to deduct the value of his assets several
times over could quite reasonably be interpreted as a hidden subsidy
in the tax system.

Nothing has been said about the dividend proposition which was
mentioned in the questions and I will say a few words about that.
I was one of those who took the position that there is a valid con-
sideration of equity involved in the so-called double-taxation argu-
ment, but I am not in favor of the dividend-received credit that was
enacted by the last Congress. I think it should be recalled, for two
reasons: One economic and the other a matter of equity.

As to the economic one, I would say that the response of private
investment to the tax incentives which were given in the last Con-
gress, particularly in new capital of business enterprise, has not been
of the magnitude to absorb large increases in the incomes of large
taxpayers. Considering this and the present level of the stock market,
I conclude that the repeal of the excess-profits tax and the changes in
the rules with regard to depreciation (which I support) are all the
business tax relief which is economically warranted under present
circumstances.
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YAs to the equity matter, I think that structurally the dividend-re-
ceived credit stepped off on the wrong foot. On the assumption that
only right rules of taxation are likely to show any stability for the
future, I predict that this innovation will prove to be a bone of con-
tention for a long time. Objections to the dividends-received credit
in terms of equity are, first, that it violates the fundamental rule
that the measure of a personal tax should include all of an individual's
personal income. If a corporate tax is to be considered a tax collected'
at the source for the individual, then that corporate tax, as in the'
case of wages and salaries, should itself be part of the tax base.

It is a complicated point, but I think it goes to one of the funda-
mental differences between the dividend-received credit and the divi--
den-paid credit.

The second point is related to the first. The degree of doubling in
the corporate and personal tax, decreases as the bracket increases, and'
thus is not recognized by a dividend-receilved credit. The final point
is that in the case of certain corporations, notably public utilities,.
where the tax is more or less automatically shifted on to the consumer,
there isn't any doubling.

However, I do not think there is any solution for this problem as:
long as American business takes the position that a differential tax.
differential as between undistributed and distributed profits, is unac--
ceptable.

I might say just a. word about the excises. I think some of them are
pretty bad, particularly the excise on communications and transporta-
tion, and that they should be retained in the tax system only with an
uneasy conscience. But probably their repeal can wait until a time'
more favorable from the standpoint of the public needs of the country-
and the economic situation.

I would hope that some attention might be given to the estate tax at
longr last. That it is very much in need of attention most impartial
critics will concede. But the last answer to the problem would be to~
turn it back to the States. The States and subdivisions of the country
are vulnerable to a very persistent problem of tax competition. They
are constantly under pressure of taxpayers threatening to move and
in some cases of taxpayers actually moving because of the tax rates.

Incidentally this is the most valid ground for the expansion of Fed-
eral aid. The Federal tax system imposes a blanket levy over the
whole country, but the States always have to go out on a limb whenl-
ever they increase tax burdens.

Vice Chairman PATIKAN. Thank you.
Mr. Galbraith.
Mr. GALBRAITH. Mr. Chairman, the previous witnesses, Mr. Groves,

Mr. Vickrey, and Mr. Heller, covered a number of points that I would
have covered. In the interest of conserving the committee's time, I
will just pass those by. I will also say that these men speak witl more
authority on tax matters than I do so that the committee will not have
missed anything by my omitting them.

I am going to confine myself to just two brief points. I mentioned
before the question of taking the debt outside of the budget and of the
cost of doing so. This practice is not confined to the debt. The pri-
vate leases negotiated by the post-office. ystem are the same sort of
thing. :-,I also suspectr that a. careful examination would show thalt
they are costing the Federal Treasury more money than the old-
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fashioned system of borrowing it and building post offices. Many
other such devices are being invented for ostensibly shifting responsi-
bilities away from the Government.

I view, with some concern this whole development. It is based on
the assumption that it is worth spending the taxpayers' money in order
to do things in a particular way.

The old-fashioned test was efficiency. The Government did those
things for itself which it would do most efficiently. It left to private
enterprise the things that private enterprise would do at the lowest
cost. Just as there is no case to be inmide, in my judgment, for the
socialist view that the Governiment should enlarge its activities Willy-
nilly, so.l do not think there is any case for shoving things out to pri-
vate concerns if the result is higher cost.

We have had a number of manifestations of that in recent times.
We have talked about several of them today-private leases of the post
office, the shoving out of the Federal debt. We have all heard the
name of Dixon-Yates.. I hope that wve will get back quickly to the
old rule of doing things at the lowest cost, regardless of questions of
ideology.

The other point I want to make concerns the proposal to reduce
taxes by 14 percentage points on overseas investments. It is a recom-
mendation of the Randall Commission. I would hope that the Ways
and MNfeans Committee would look very carefully at that pro1)osal. It
is assumed that this Will stimulate investment abroad. It was so as-
sumed in the Ratndall Commission's report and it is so assumed in the
report of the Council of Economic Advisers. That assumption, I
think, is unexaminied. I do not think it is more than an assumption.
An d in my own judgment it is an implausible assumption.

My own guess is that capital responds to profits. AWThenl profits are
high, it will go abroad. When profits are inadequate, it won't. I
also suspect that one of the reasons we have not been a great exporter
of capital on private acount has been that domestic investment has,
generally speaking, been more profitable than foreign investment, and
a good thing, too. The private investor will send his money to Abys-
sinia if he can get more on it with the same security than he can get
in Texas or Arkansas or Iowa or Missouri.

Representative KELLEY. And Pennsylvania.
MIr. GALBRA~rITI. Of course. But if he can get more in those areas,

that is where the money will go, and this is the decisive question, not
the matter of taxes.

Now the Randall proposals, if they are properly hedged in, if they
ale not made retroa ctive, which I assume they would not be, would
not cost the Treasury much, but I think it would be a great mistake if
it raised false hopes that this would stimulate the export of capital.

Vice Chairman PATrMAN. If money is invested in England, can An
investo drhaw that money back without difficulty?

Mr. GALBRAITH. As f ar as exchange control is concerned?
Vice Chairman PAIrLANX. Yes. I thought they had some restriction

on capital coming out of England.
Mr. GALBIRAITIl. Well, you would have to get a Treasury license.

However, if it were new investment-if it were postwar investment-
my impression is you probably c6uld get a license. I am not an expert
on that.
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Representative MILLS. Mr. Patman, I will make this observation: I
do not know about England, but I do know that there are sufficient
profits being brought back to the United States in the year 1954, for
example, from investments abroad that the 14-point differential in
tax for that year would have resulted in a loss in revenue to the
Treasury of $147 million, according to the Treasury estimate, so profits
are coming from some foreign sources, at least.

Mr. GALBRAITH. That would be if it were granted to past invest-
ment.

Representative MELLs. Existing investment; that was the way the
proposal was last year and as it passed the House.

Mr. GALBRAITH. It would have applied to past investment.
Representative MILLs. Yes.
Mr. LUTZ. Mr. Chairman, the only way you can get profits earned

in a foreign country back into this country is to be able to use the
pounds or francs or kroner in that foreign country to buy a dollar
draft on New York, let us say, and if there are no dollar balances
available in that country, I do not see how anybody over there-the
Treasury or any private bank-could sell you a dollar draft, unless
they first borrow the money over here which they use to sell you that
draft.

Vice Chairman PATHAN. I was referring to Dr. Talle's statement
that the rate was raised in England to attract outside capital-foreign
capital. I assume that they would expect to get a large part of that
capital from the United States, and I was just wondering if they
would not have difficulty getting it back once it was over there.

Representative TALLE. It was stated in the article I read that prob-
ably one reason for that rate was to attract money from us. Dollars
were involved, but as to the second point, I cannot say. I will say,
though, that when other matters have been cleared up, I would like
an expression from the panel on the item that was just referred to,
with respect to the second provision of the President on the 14 points.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Yes; we will get to that.
Thank you, Mr. Galbraith.
Mr. Elder.
Mr. ELDER. Mr. Chairman, with regard to most of these points

relating to areas in which the Treasury is losing revenue, I would
agree with Mr. Vickrey, Dr. Heller, Dr. Groves, and Dr. Galbraith-
particularly under the categories labeled A-that is, having to do with
preferential treatment of dividends; B. depletion allowances for ex-
tractive industries; C, the taxation of capital gains; D, family part-
nerships; and H, the estate and gift taxes.

Then I would add to them, as 1 or 2 other members of the panel
have, the tax-exempt State and local bonds, and then the split-income
provisions which have been applied in several areas.

Reference has been made earlier to the need for balancing the
budget. I do not think that there is any question but that if preferen-
tial treatment under these various categories had not been extended
by Congresses during the last 10 or 12 years, that the Treasury, at
present rates-that is, at the present corporate tax rates and the pres-
ent personal tax rates-would be receiving from 31/2 to 5 billion dollars
more revenue than is now likely to be forthcoming. That very fact
in itself would, it seems to me, in effect, eliminate the need for some
of this discussion we have had with regard to balancing the budget.
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We had a deficit last year. I believe we anticipate a deficit this year
of approximately $4 billion and something in the nature of 2 to 4
billion dollars next year.

Now this raises a number of other questions, too. I agree with
Dr. Heller that assuming there were equality of treatment, as far as
these various areas were concerned, that it would be feasible to think
in terms of lowering the top bracket rate in the personal income-tax
structure, lowering it conceivably to 60 percent.

I think from the standpoint of income that the Treasury would be
much better off with a top rate of 60 percent, if at the same time we
could look forward to eliminating the favored tax treatment in these
several categories I referred to. But I would like to comment on 1or 2
items that have not been dealt with adequately, at least from my point
of view.

There is a reference to the raising of the exemption limit. Dr.
Groves referred earlier to his belief that raising the exemption limit
would be a very costly business. I think we all recognize that, but it
is my understanding, and I think it is generally the understanding
of people who are very much in favor of the income-tax principle that
exemptions were established in the first place with some relation to
maintaining a reasonable minimum standard of living. That does
not seem to be the case in 1954 with an exemption of $600. Certainly
for an adult taxpayer $600 is inadequate.

I think I should say, further, that I recognize each increase of $100
costs $21/2 billion in revenue loss, and reference has been made to the
possible inflationary effect of an increase of $100 or $200. If there
is a real desire to do something in the way of raising the exemption to
help the people that really need help, it can be done in such a way
as to mitigate the inflationary effect and even to lessen the possible
loss of revenue.

If, for example, instead of raising the exemption $100, the tax relief
were given in the form of a $20 tax credit in lieu of each $100 raise
in the exemption, that would certainly relieve your low-income-group
taxpayers and at the same time would lessen the possible loss of
revenue.

That would be one way of taking care of that. There obviously
are other suggestions that might be just as practical.

On the matter of changing the rate of income taxation either up
or down, I referred earlier to my belief that if you had an upper limit
of 60 percent that was generally applicable, it might be more practical
than the top rates that you have now. On the other hand, at the lower
rate it seems obvious that a 20-percent beginning rate on the first
$2,000 of taxable income is too high. It might have been justified
at one time, but we should be looking forward to the time when
we should be considering a beginning rate, perhaps by establishing
a $1,000 bracket and assume that we can start with a beginning rate
of 10 percent or possibly 15 percent.
. In any case. a 20-percent beginning rate on first-bracket income
works a very definite hardship on your low-income taxpayers and I
have a feeling in this connection that we are too prone to think solely
in terms of the Federal taxpayer. If we look at the picture as a whole,
if we take into account State and local taxes, I think we have to recog-
nize that the State and local tax systems are becoming increasingly
regressive and are being borne in a disproportionate manner- by the

58422-55-25
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people in the income gioups below $5,000. In that connection I was
very much interested, Mr. Talle, in your reference to the fact that
a high corporate income-tax rate is really burdensome for small cor-
poiations.

That may be true, and I recognize a very serious problem. By the
salme token I think we also recognize that in those areas where the large
corporations dominate, and those areas are quite extensive. the cor-
poration tax might be regarded as more and more of a consumer tax-.
a tax on the consumer rather than actually a tax on the corporations
that pass the mnoney over to the Treasury. I think it is pretty gen-
erally accepted that as the corporation tax continues, a larger and.
larger proportion of it, is incorporated into the price structure and.
that is particularly true in those areas of business wvlhich are controlled
by large corporations.

That is about all, Mir. Chairman, that I care to say.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Buehler.
Mr. BuE`h-ILER. AIr. Chairman, I would like to comment on 2 or 3

points, if I may, one following up o0 Dr. Elder's remarks, and also
relating my remarks to what Professor Groves said about the taxation.
of dividends. -

This so-called double taxation of dividends is related to the ques-
tion of the incidence of the corporation tax. Is the tax shifted or
isn't it?

The orthodox opinion had been for many years, I think, that the tax
was not shifted. There seems to be a growing opinion among econ-
omists and business people that there is shifting of the tax but there
is no agreement on how much is shifted. Of course, if the tax is
entirely shifted, there is no double taxation, in the economic sense, and
the tax acts like a sales tax. It has no exemption for food, clothing,
or anything else, and, therefore, if one is opposed to sales taxes he
should argue for the renioval or moderation of the corporate-income
tax.

If it is assumed that corporate-income tax is not shifted, then you
are in a different position because in an economic sense there is double
taxation, there is an inequity there wvhiclh falls on the stockholders, or
at least on the common-stock holders, and it is not wiped out entirely.
by the capitalization of the tax discrimination. Prices of stocks in
the market are affected by many things, and certainly are not closely
correlated, with the differences in taxing dividends anid other income.

So I have felt that there has been inequity in the treatment of divi-
dends. Instead of a matter of preferential treatment, it seems to me
to be a problem of correcting an inequity.

I cannot think of any good reasons, as my mind goes back over his-
tory, why dividends weere considered pure profits and this so-called
double taxation arose. We allow interest to bondholders, rentals on
leased property, and payments of wages and salaries, as expenses, but
we allow nothing as an interest return on the capital of the share-
holders in computing corporate net income. We got deeper and
deeper into the tangle of double taxation as the corporate and personal
income-tax rates increased, and when we wanted to do something about
it, we found that large amounts of revenue were involved.

There is much to be said for the British system. The last time I
checked theree was a corporate rate of 471/2 percent, which was about
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midwvay in their personal-income-tax rate, and apparently the Brit-
ish consider that there is no shifting of the tax on corporation income,
or they look at it as a method of withholding an income tax from the
individual. So dividends are considered to be already subjected to
au tax, and the persons receiving dividends report the tax paid by the
corporation along with cash dividends, and an adjustment is made
in relation to gross dividends and total income.

Now, speaking of the question of corporation income tax shifting,
we might argue for practical purpose that the goal would be, let us
say, that w-e would work out a system whereby about half of the tax
would be assumed to stay with the stockholders. Or we might take
the initial rate of the personal-income tax and work out a credit
at that rate to be allowed to shareholders. A series of steps, so the
market is not disturbed too much, might be taken to relieve gradually
the double taxation of dividends. I realize that this dividend problem
is part of the overall tax question, and must be related to it.

Another point has not been mentioned in the discussion, but it oc-
curred to me, as I looked over the economic report and considered
some of the provisions in the Revenue Act of 1954. The revenue bill
came out with a provision permitting partnerships to be taxed corpo-
rations.

-_Mr. Patman has always been interested in small business, and we
have talked over the years about that. When the Revenue Act of
.1954 came throtughl it did the opposite of what many of us were inter-
estecl in doing. 1 inquired at the Treasury and they told me yesterday
that the revenue considerations wvere apparently important. It would
cost about $50 million to permit corporations to be taxed as partner-
ships, but if we were to make taxation neutral so that a small business
could organize either as a. partnership, a proprietorship, or a corpora-
tion, according to the advantages of that business form. then we would
arrange it as best wve could so that there would not be aniy tax penalty
for either being a corporation or not. Small corporations would
then have the option, now denied to them, to be taxed as partnerships.

I think that is a question that might be looked into in relation to the
problems of small business aind economy.

Another point: There has been quite a bit of publicity given in
the last several months to the authority method of financing public
school improvements. In the report of the President's Council there
was a reference to the authority method, and a suggestion, as I got
it, that this might be studied. That is of great interest to us in
Pennsylvania, and perhaps to persons in some of the other States.
W1te have had hundreds of local school authority applications com-
ing to the State public school building authority for assistance in
constructing school buildings. The State authority was organized
to enter into the construction of school buildings and lease them to
the school districts. Out of the rentals the State is repaid its share
of the cost. About half of the total cost is put up by the State.

The public school authority has some advantages. It may be the
quickest and easiest way of financing new school buildings. Borrow-
ing by the State is subject to the constitutional limitation that only
$1 million can be borrowed without a referendum. Local governments
also encounter constitutional debt limits. It may very well be that
our old debt limits ought to be changed. This particular method of
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financing school construction has, however, provided us with uncoordi-
nated public school building construction. Interest rates are also
higher on revenue bonds than they would be on full-faith and credit
bonds. I do'not think we have evidence in Pennsylvania to show
that authority financing has been an orderly method to meet cyclical
economic problems or long-range problems of economic growth. It
would seem to be desirable to look into the question of authority
financing, study it further, see just what the economic effects are,
and determine-what reforms are desirable.

Thank you.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you sir.
Mr. Heller, do you want to make an additional statement?
Mr. HELLER. Just a very brief statement underscoring what Profes-

sor Groves and others have said about the dividend credit.
I want to go beyond my personal opinion to the conclusions reached

by Dr. Daniel Holland on the basis of an exhaustive study of dividend
taxation that he has conducted for the National Bureau of Economic
Research.

Here, I would be inclined to entertain another question from Mr.
Galbraith. We know, of course, who has been the research director
of that organization.

Mr. GALBRAITH. I am not sure that it is fully on the record. Maybe
you should make clear who it is.

Mr. HELLER. The Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers,
Mr. Arthur Burns, is the former director of Research of the National
Bureau. I do not mean to say that he subscribes to these conclusions,
but the study comes from the excellent organization he directed.

Now, Dr. Holland has applied the findings of his study to the
dividend credit enacted last year, and here I want to quote just three
sentences presenting his conclusions:

The tax credit by providing a constant amount of relief at all income levels
operates in such a way that a greater degree of relief is obtained, the higher
the stockholders' income level.

Representative TALLE. May I ask you, Dr. Heller, if you are
familiar with Professor Alvin Hansen's paper on that subject?

Mr. HELLER. Yes, thank you; I am.

In summary, our major conclusion-

Holland continues-
is that the relief provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 are inappro-
priate measures for the hardship they seek to alleviate. They are not geared
directly to the basic features of this "hardship," namely, that it becomes in-
creasingly less severe the higher the marginal personal income tax rates to
which stockholders would be subject.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you.
I think the hour is about 4 o'clock, now, almost 4. I wonder if we

could not poll the panel on certain issues without having them express
them unless they desired to do so, but we would like to have expres-
sions from them briefly, if they would like to express themselves on
some points..

Representative KELLEY. I would like to direct a question to Dr.
Buehler,, in regard to the Pennsylvania manner of financing the
school systems.

Mr. BIEALER. The school buildings?
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Representative KIDNEY. I suppose that was brought about by the
fact that Pennsylvania says it is in trouble, financially, and also in
many areas of Pennsylvania the local people are' in difficulty in
finah'ii'if''school construction. I know there' is -one municipality in
my district, East Vandergrift, where the taxation rate for schools
is 45 mills, which is exceedingly high, and it is in difficulty. It does
not know what to do to help itself. . It cannot' appeal to the' State.
The 'State says it cannot do it. So I think this matter of setting
up an authority is to get around that difficulty.

Mr. BUEHLER. Well I do not think that is entirely ,the issue, Mr.
:Kelley, although it is an important part of it. The. State help is,
however, geared to the resources of the community. The school board
can set up an authority, or the citizens can. Thein the State will
contribute through the State authority.

'I think the State subsidy averages out about half of the school con-
'struction costs. 'The State contribution is supposedly related to the
needs of the district. Applications for aid are acted upon in the
order they are received, however, and this does not give priority to
the communities with the most urgent needs.

Representative KELLEY. You mean they have to match the funds?
Mr. BuEnLER. Yes, there is a matching principle, but the wealthy

school district must pay a greater share of the cost than the poor
'ones:"

Mr. LUTZ. Before you proceed with the poll, may I have permission
to refer to one point in Mr. Elder's c6mments, namely, the idea that
the corporation taxes are passed on to the consumers.

XI have here a couple of paragraphs and a brief tabulation, which,
if youi permit, I will hand to the reporter for inclusion in the record.

Vice Chairman PATIAN. Certainly, 'we would like to have it.
(The material referred to is as follows:)

'EXPLANATION 'OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURE.RS POLICY ON 5-PEE-
- CENTAGE-POINT REDUCTION IN THE NORMAL CORPORATE TAX

The association's policy, as revised in October 1954, is that "the 5-percentage-
point reduction in the normal corporate rate now scheduled for March 31, 1955,
should be effectuated without further postponement."

The Taxation Committee has reviewed this policy in light of the administra-
tion's recommendation that the 52-percent rate be continued for another year.

Its conclusion is that the policy should stand, as further extensions of the
52-percent rate would compound the tax discrimination against American
industry and have an adverse effect on economic growth.

Tax discrimination comes both from the steepness of the 52-percent rate, and
the fact that there already has been one postponement of the 5-percentage-point
reduction originally set, in the Revenue Act of 1951, for April 1, 1954. Prior to
March 1954, the association's policy had called for termination without any
postponement. Policy was revised to accommodate some continuation of the
52-percent corporate rate, but it was specifically provided that the 5-percentage-
point reduction "should not be postponed for more than 1 year."

This action was taken to strengthen industry's support of the Revenue Act of
1954, although a large if not the major part of the relief provided was of no direct
benefit to industry. A major influence was the dividend credit included in the
revenue legislation which, however, was later scaled down from 10 percent to
4 percent.

It will be recalled that the initial postponement of the 5-percentage-point reduc-
tion followed a 6-month postponement of the termination of the excess-profits
tax; a tax which came to be almost universally recognized as unsound in prin,
ciple and inequitable in application.

The postponements of corporate tax terminations are in sharp contrast to
attitude and action in regard to the individual tax reductions scheduled for
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December 31, 1953. There was no thought of postponing these reductions; rather
-there was considerable sentiment for moving up the effective date. These reduc-
tions provided only scaled down relief in the higher tax brackets.

Tax discrimination against American enterprise is further compounded by
*the speedup in corporate taxpayments. The original speedup, the so-called
* Mills plan, vill be completed with payments of 100 percent of corporate tax
liability in MIarch and June of this year. The 1954 legislation provides for a
further speedup, namely, the prepayment of corporate taxes in September and

-December. The law provides for a 10-percent prepayment in 1955, rising to 50
percent in 19,59. The result of the two speedups is to move up nearly a year the
payment of one-half of corporate tax liability. During the 5-year transition, the
effect on corporate finances of the new speedup will be roughly equivalent to a
10-percent increase in the corporate rate. Unlike the situation when the indi-
vidual income tax was put on a pay-as-you-go basis, there is no forgiveness of
corporate tax to smooth the transition.

The request for further postponement of the 5-percentage-point reduction poses
a vital issue for the American people. If the national standard of living is to
continue to advance in the face of population increases estimated at 20 million

.a decade, and good jobs are to be provided for new workers who will number up
to a million a year, an increased volume of capital formation will be required
in the years ahead. Capital formation has a double effect in regard to employ-
-ment. First, the process itself provides jobs. Second, the plant, equipment, and
other facilities produced both improve the productivity of existing jobs and
provide jobs where none existed before.

The most critical element of capital formation is venture or equity capital,
the two principal sources of which are retained earnings of business and savings
in the middle and higher income group. It is the pressing need.for an increased
flow of venture capital which has led the association to develop its newvplan for
orderly reduction of the high and discriminatory rates of both individual and
corporate tax over a.5-year period. The 5-percentage-point corporate reduction
is a first step in this plan.

There is no room for complacency over continuation of the 52-percent corporate
rate on the notion that the burden is largely passed on to consumers. The record
since 1948 indicates quite the contrary. The years since 1948 have been one of
substantial growth in every respect-except for net corporate profits which have
remained virtually unchanged.

During the 7 years in question, net profits have varied over a range of only
$1 billion-from a high of $18.2 billion to a low of $17.2 billion. During the same
period, the volume of corporate sales has risen from less than $400 billion to over
$500 billion. The statistical record, as published by the United States Depart-
ment of Commerce except for the 1954 estimates, is as follows:

Year Profits I (after CorporateYeartax) sales

Billions Billions
1948 --------- $18.1 $388. 7
.1949- 17. 7 370. 1
1950 17.2 431.9
.1951 - - -- 17.4 488. 4
1952 - - -18.2 498. 7
1953- - 17.3 523. 5
,1954 - - - 17. 7 510.0

Profits are shown excluding inventory profits. However, inclusion of this element would leave the point
of the tabulation unchanged-profits would still show no growth from 1948 to 1954.

2 Estimate by Council of Economic Advisers.
3 Advance estimates by NAM, based on published figures for first 9 months of year.

In 1948, the top corporate rate was 38 percent, it has been 52 percent since 1951
*(leaving out the excess-profits tax, 1950-53). This amounts to a 30-percent
,increase in the corporate tax and accounts in large measure for the stagnation
of net profits in recent years.

In the face of this record, it is clear that the association would fail in its
leadership responsibilities if it acceded to further continuation of the 52-percent
rate. The 5-percentage-point reduction wvill do little if any more than offset the
impact on corporate, finances of the speedup in corporate taxpayments to begin
'in September.- This offset should be provided by allowing the reduction Which
was promised 4in 1951 and which already has been once postponed.
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Mr. LUTz. It shows from 1938-to 1954 corporate profits after taxes
and after adjustments for the so-called inventory against losses, have
varied only $1 billion during the whole period, and yet corporate
sales have gone up from less than $400 billion to $500 billion, and the
corporate tax rate has gone up from 38 to 52 percent, and yet the cor-
porate profit level has remained practically constant.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Yes, sir.
Now, without objection, and I am sure there is no objection, the

members of the panel may extend their remarks to elaborate on what
they have said, oi even answer what others have said. You will be
furnished a transcript of your testimony, and you may change your
remarks as you desire, or add to them.

I would like to ask the panel how many of you believe that estate,
gift, and inheritance taxes should be left up to the States, and the
Federal Government laws on the subject repealed?

How many of you believe that?
Mr. LUTZ. I believe that.
Mr. BUEFILER. I do think, Mr. Chairman, that the credit against the

Federal tax, as Professor Groves and other economists have stressed,
that there ought to be a more liberal sharing of that.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. That is a different question. It is re-
lated all rigiht. but it is different.

Is there just one in favor of that?
Holw many would be opposed to it?
(There wvas a show of hands.)
V ice Chairman PATMNAN. There are six opposed to it.
Now, there is a question about limithig Federal taxes to 25 percent,

that no tax shall exceed 25 percent against individuals and corpora-
tions.

How many of you would favor that provision, that constitutional
aniendmeilt, that would limit taxes to 25 percent?

AIr. Lurz. I should like to say that I am in favor of the principle.
I do not think that the formula you suggest there is acceptable or
adequate, but I certainly would believe in the principle of a constitu-
tional limitation on the rates of income taxation, both individual and
corporate, and it can be done, I am convinced, without impairing the
ability of the Federal Government to support itself.

Vice Chairman PATAMAN. Do you mean to 25 percent?
Mr. LUTZ. No, no, I am not talking about that.
Vice Chairman PATM[AN. You think there should be a limit?
Mr. L-uTz. I think there should be a limit.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, of course, that is a little bit dif-

ferent.
So there is no one here who agrees with the 25-percent limitation.
Now, on accelerated depreciation, how many believe that the pres-

Aeit law as administered nlow should be continued on accelerated
depreciation ?

Mr. LUTZ: You mean under certificates of necessity?
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Under the Revenue Act of 1954, to make

it 'moie understandable.
* Mr. LUTZ. I would-go along with that. I think in general the de-
cigions of business management as to how you are going to handle that
part of your accounting should be left to business.
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. Are you in favor of the, changes made in
the Revenue Act of 1954 concerning depreciation?

How many of you favor that?
(There was a show of hands.)
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Five.
Mr. HELLER. Can I put a footnote on that? That is a tough one.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I will ask how many oppose, and then you

can put your footnotes.
Well, put your footnotes in.
Mr. VICKREY. I would be much happier about it if there were more

complete taxation of capital gains.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. You mean more than 25 percent?
Mr. VICEREY. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. What would you advocate?
Mr. VICKREY. Eventually I would like to see them treated as ordi-

nary income.
Vice Chairman PATMrAN. In other words, have a program that

would ultimately cause them to be classified as ordinary income?
Mr. VICKREY. Right.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Any other footnotes on this?
Mr. HELLER. I favor it in principle, but have some misgivings be-

cause of the revenue loss. The staff of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation has estimated the net revenue loss over the next 18
years or so at roughly $20 billion. In the 1954-55 economic situation,
we might better have made a tax reduction of that magnitude in a way
which would stimulate purchasing power.

Mr. GALMRAITH. I think I agree with Dr. Heller, but with this dif-
ference. He favors it with that qualification. 1 would oppose it for
that reason.
* Mr. ELDER. Mr. Chairman, I feel it is poorly timed. It is on the
books, now, and I suppose it will stay there, but our experience with
the special provision for writing off wartime facilities has shown that
*there is a way to get facilities when it is necessary to get them, and I
have a feeling that the 1954 provision was poorly timed. If it was
needed, it was decidedly premature, and I do not believe that it is go-
ing to at least immediately within the next few years accomplish what
its proponents tell us they hope it will accomplish.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Did you want to add a footnote to this?
Mr. GRovEs. I have just a minor reservation, on the subject; I am

skeptical about its effect with regard to new assets and old assets. It
is something that I have not explored with any great study, but the
fact that advantages are confined to new assets, and I suppose it was
impossible from the revenue standpoint to make them general, may
introduce an inequity in competition.

Mr. BUEHLER. Mr. Chairman, I wanted to add a note. I am uncer-
tain about the effects of this. I do thing, though, it is a step forward in
the sense we haye been talking about, but I think the question will have
to be studied. This is not the final solution, in my opinion.

'Vice Chairman PATMAN. Any others?
All right. Now, would you like to poll the panel on a question?
Representative Mnirs. Let me ask one thing: We have had discus-

sion of this dividend credit. I wonder if you would present a. ques-
tion
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. You present it.
Representative MILLs. All right.
What is the position of the panel with respect to the present divi-

dent credit provision? Would you leave it or'would you repeal it?
- Those who would repeal it, raise your hands.

(There was a show of five hands.)
Mr. VicnERY. I am not happy about it. I do not know that I would

want to repeal it as it stands without putting something in its place.

Representative MILLS. Those who would not want to see it repealed?
Mr. LuTz. Mr. Mills, I am not free to vote on your question be-

cause I think it is a matter of association policy to support that, but I

am sure that even in the association, and for myself personally, there

are many who are unhappy about the way in which it was approached.

We feel that it is another one of those gadgets by which you try to get
out from under the impact of particularly high rates.

Representative MItLs. Let me ask the question this way: I won-

der how the panel feels on this question:
Do you think that it is the proper approach to the so-called elimina-

tion of double taxation of dividends?
Those who thing it is, I would like to see your hands.
Mr. B-uErLER. Could I say something? It is not the dream ap-

proach, that is certain, but it is one of those questions that has been

debated and controversial. We were in the mood to do something,
and we have done something. I would like to see what the results

are, and stick with it for the time being. It is far from a perfect ap-

proach to the problem. So I will answer with that qualification.
Representative IMILLS. It may be again considered. That is the

reason I asked the question.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. All of the rest are against it; is that right?
Representative MTLLS. I understand that the panel does not feel

that it is the ideal solution for the elimination of the double taxation

of dividends. I do not want to put myself, Mr. Chairman, in the

position of saying that I thoroughly believe there is such a thing as

double taxation of dividends. I am not thoroughly convinced on
that point.

Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. Before the session closes I would like to say

for myself, at least, I appreciate very much that you gentlemen of the

panel have come here to educate me. I appreciate it very much, just

as I am grateful for this association with my esteemed colleagues in a

calm discussion of important matters.
Now, I should like to ask a "quickie" before you go; What is the

effect of the capital-gains tax on the stock market?
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Suppose we have brief comments on down.
Would any of you like to comment on it?
Representative Aitts. Mr. Talle, may I ask that you divide that

into two parts, first of all the tax rate itself, and the holding period?

There are two elements there that I think would undoubtedly affect

the situation, if I may make that amendment to your question.
Representative TALLE. That is quite all right with me.
I would be glad to have answers, accordingly.
Vice Chairman PATMTIAN. Mr. Hleller?
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Mr. HELLER. I want to make just one or two comments on the rate
itself. I am not going to deal with the holding period, if I may side-
step that one.

A few weeks ago, the Washington Post had an editorial saying that
one of the ways to stop the stoclmnarket boom was to repeal the capi-
tal gains tax, and I should like to speak out against that. It is quite
true that certain transactions are now inhibited by the capital gains
tax. People are perhaps reluctant to switch from one stock to an-
other when it means realizing a capital gain and having the Internal
Revenue Service suip out a piece of their capital in the process. In
this respect the repeal of the capital gains tax would mean more
churning around and activity in the stock market. But I cannot see
how it would reduce any speculative or upward pressure in that
market because its net effect would be to leave a larger amount of
funds in the stock market. Proceeds of a sale of stock involving a
gain would 'be available for reinvestment undiminished by any tax.
It therefore appears that repeal of the capital-gains tax would not
diminish the stock market boom but would actually intensify it.

Mr. GALBRAITH. Could I add just one word to that?
It seems to me there are two issues here, Mr. Talle. One is the

effect of the capital-gains tax on the funds available for the stock
market. The other is the effect of it on participation.

It seems to me that the effect of the capital-gains tax is probably to
cut down somewhat the participation in the market and to cut down
the number of transactions.

Now, since the essence of the speculative market is a large volume
of participation, and also a large volume of trading, -we have a de-
pressing effect from the capital-gains tax there.

The other thing that the capital-gains tax has done in a period
like this past year has been, of course, to force people to hold a
considerable volume of liquid assets against their tax liability. Just
how big that is one doesn't know, but it is substantial, and this, of
course, has a further depressant effect. I would certainly agree with
Professor Heller that on the prima facie evidence, the capital-gains
tax does provide a restraint on security speculation.

I must say, however, that I would not like to be interpreted ts
agreeing entirely with my friend, Mr. Vickery, that we should go
on from this level of capital gains to tax capital gains like income. I
would be a little uneasy about that for the time being.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Anyone else who would like to comment
on that?

Any other questions?
Mr. GROVES. Mr. Chairman, I might add just a word.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Certainly, Mr. Groves.
Mr. GROVES. Mr. Chairman, I mentioned this in connection with

the relief that was given to large taxpayers in the last session. Either
1 or 2 things must happen when such relief occurs, on the assumption
that the national income remains the same. One is that there be more
private investment, and the other is that more money becomes avail-
able for existing private paper assets. And insofar as there is no
more private investment, that money becomes available to inflate the
stock market, and I think that is an important factor at the present
time.
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An easier capital-gains tax, along with tax relief for business income
and the large taxpayer make more money available to inflate the stock
market.

Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. Does anyone else have a comment?
Mr. ELDER. With regard to the capital-gains rate, I can see the

objection to bringing it up to parity all at once to the present income-
tax rate. There are a number of other approaches, averaging over
the holding period, for one. Certainly another matter to be consid-
ered is the application of the capital-gains tax even at the present
rate of debt prior to the application of the estate tax.

Vice Chairman PATM31AN. Mr. Groves brought out a point that I
am very much interested in. I have a feeling that with so much more
money being diverted to the paving of higher interest rates this has
placed into the hands of people additional funds to go into the market
and bid up stocks. I think that has been a contributing factor.

What do you think about that, Mr. Groves?
Mr. GRovEs. I am not quite sure that I follow you, Mr. Chairman,

but I do think it is important that if you get an increase in the income
in the higher brackets, and you do not get an increase in private
investment, that the money becomes available for speculation in
paper.

There are two kinds of investments. One is in wheels, the other
is in paper. If available funds do not go into wheels, they go into
paper. *When that money becomes available, and isn't used, the only
place for it to go is into paper.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. And this hundred-dollar dividend top
exemption, wouldn't that have the tendency to encourage the use of
that money for further speculation?

Mfr. GROVES. YOU mean the hundred dollars on the individual
incomes?

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I am talking about the dividends from
stocks.

Mr. GROVES. Yes; I would.
Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. I think you will notice in this report that

more and more money has been required for the use of interest pay-
ments, and that money normally flows into the hands of people, does
it not, Dr. Groves, who would not use it for purchasing the ordinary
things of life, but would have it and would normally use it for fur-
ther speculation and for further investment?

Mr. GROVES. That is true to some extent, but, of course, it is also
true that interest is much more a poor man's income than dividends,
find vou would find that relief in terms of dividends and business in-
come would have a greater tendency to go into the stock market than
draiinlug off money by interest, though I think both would have an
effect.

Vice Chairman PATMNAN. Any other statements?
Representative MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I just had one question. It

is one of the basic questions that has been asked, and I do not believe
we have touched on it very much. I believe we could cover it in just
a few seconds, or-minutes: The question of what effect the Revenue
Act of .1954 may have had upon reversing the downturn in business
activity. I might state that I had not thought that it could have any
material effect in that respect because it really did not become opera-
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tive by the time business seemed to have leveled off or turned back up-
hill.

Now, I wondered if it really did have any effect, in the opinion of
any of the members of the panel?

.1ice.Chairman PATMAN. You mean in restoring the country from
a recession-

Representative MILLS. The downturn in business activity is re-
versed now, we are told. Did the Revenue Act of 1954 play any part
in the reversal of that trend?

Mr. BUEH]ER. I would say there were two things there: One would
be more funds available for investment, and the other could be the
psychological factor which the Economic Report emphasizes. I
would suppose the effects are not measured.

Representative MILLS. I would see where your second might have
some effect, but I wondered how much importance you could attach
to the first, because 1 do not know whether additional money became
available.

Mr. BuEHLER. Well, the excise taxes
Representative MILLS. No; I am talking about the rewrite of the

general code, not the excise taxes.
Mr. Lu'Tz. Well, I would think the effect on the individual investors

to increase incentive was greater than any direct effect under the new
provisions of the code.

Representative MILLS. The increased depreciation allowance would
have had an effect if it resulted in expansion of business facilities.
I do not know whether or not that has occurred.

Mr. GALBRAITH. There is an interesting point there, Congressman
Mills. The thing that kept the downturn from going too far last
year was a very strong position of consumer spending. Consumer
spending and consumer spending for construction-residential hous-
ing-held up. The things which one would presume to have been
affected by the Revenue Act of 1954 for a psychological point of
view-business investment, and, of course, in the early part of the
year the inventory situation-were the weak parts of the economy.

Vice Chairman PATHAN. Mr. Heller.
Mr. HELLER. Mr. Chairman, may I just say that if the joint com-

mittee does undertake a study of the economic effects of taxation, we
should certainly like to turn this question back on you. I am sure
that the country would be very much interested in any conclusions
the committee might draw on the basis of a little bit longer run
operation of the new code.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Your suggestion will be brough to the
attention of Chairman Douglas, and I am sure he will bring it to
the attention of the committee, and I am sure he will give it serious
consideration. I think it is a good suggestion, myself.

Representative MILLS. I just want to say this, Mr. Chairman: In
my opinion it is a subject matter for consideration by some com-
mittee of the Congress. I think it should be considered.

The suggestion is very valuable.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Kelley, any questions?
Representative KELLEY. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Dr. Talle, any more?
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Representative TALLE. Just a remark, that what we may now con-
sider. psychic income, that cannot be measured, may perhaps be
measurable after the proposed tax study is completed.

Vice Chairman PATMrAN. Monday the committee will meet at the
Banking and Currency Committee in the New House Office Building.
The committee is indebted to the members of the panel for spending
so much time with us and being so helpful. We appreciate it.

Mr. GROVES. May I say for the panel that we very much appreciate
being invited.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you, sir. The committee will recess
until Monday morning.

(The prepared statements of the panel are as follows:)

STATEMENT OF ALFRED G. BuEHLER, PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC FINANCE, UNIVFISrITY
OF PENNSYLVANIA, PnILADELPHEA

The American economy has, in general, succeeded in weathering the read-
justments of 1954 and is now apparently on the road to recovery. Currently, the
uneasy situation in Formosa adds to the uncertainties of the future and suggests
possibilities of increased defense spending, with its inflationary tendencies.
Until the situation becomes more definitely clarified, the policy of balancing
Federal cash payments to the public with cash receipts from the public is a
logical one.

Within reasonable limits, our fiscnl policies should be flexible and adapted
to changing economic situations. While our objectives of stability and growth
may conflict somewhat with each other, we can, within limits, attain both:
Americans generally seem to want a dynamic and growing economy, at some
cost of stability. We also appear to be more worried about recession and
depression than we are about inflation.

In considering public finance and the problems of the economy, it is well
to keep in mind that public finance, both in theory and practice, involves ethics
and political science, as well as economics. The individual is inclined to favor
those measures which improve his economic status and to oppose those which
are costly to him, whether they are good for the economy or not. Those who
hold public office are accountable to the people and naturally want to please their
constituents. Social goals may conflict with the desire for economic stability,
and inflationary programs of public construction may, for example, be advanced
in spite of their economic effects.

A further difficulty arises from the fact that the effects of Government
spending, taxing, and borrowing policies and operations upon the economy are
not altogether clear. There may be uncertainty and debate not only -over the
economic outlook but also over the appropriate measures to be taken in coping
with the problems of economic stability and growth. In our system of govern-
ment, we depend upon a multitude of counsels upon public discussion and debate,
and the formulation of measures through our particular legislative and admin-
istrative processes, cumbersome as they may be.

The impact of modern governmental activities and their financing-Federal,
State, and local-upon the economy is tremendous. Government finances should,
therefore, to the fullest extent possible, be consistent with our economic and
social objectives.

Fiscal policy is not without limitations, however. Tax measures, for example;
must usually be concerned with classes of taxpayers rather than pirticulairitn
dividuals. A highly selective fiscal policy would call for actions adapted to
individual situations.

The Federal tax revisions which became effective in 1954, or will subsequently
become effective as a result of 1954 legislation, were no doubt the outcome of
various considerations. Like other major tax changes, they engendered much
debate.

Among the measures reducing taxes were the repeal of the excess-profits
tax, the reduction in the personal income tax, the lowering of the excises, and re-
visions in the Internal Revenue Code for the benefit of individuals as income
recipients, consumers, investors,,owners of farms and businesses, and otherwise
engaged in economic activity.
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Some important tax increases were also approved. Old-age insurance con-
tributions were advanced in rate from 1.5 to 2 percent in 1954. Starting
next fall, corporations with net incomes over $100,000 are required to accelerate
their income-tax payments in order to place them more nearly on a current
basis. The effect of the acceleration is to increase substantially the ratio of
tax payments to corporate income during the transition period required to con-
Vtrt tax payments over to the new basis. A steadier flow of corporation
income-tax collections will result and Government borrowing operations will
be reduced in the latter part of each year. Both the taxpayers and the economy
are thus affected by the acceleration program.

The removal of the excess-profits tax reduced the taxes of the corporations
to 'whih''it' applied. More funds were available for reinvestment and the
payment of dividends. Certain stimulating tendencies were thus at work.
On the other hand, the use of an excess-profits tax along with the corporate net
income tax to impose high-tax rates upon the corporations'affected, has some
tendency to ease the resistance of management to higher expenses. That is, an
excess-profits tax may have some inflationary as well as anti-inflationary effects,
although its effects, on balance, would appear to be restrictive and its removal
expansionist.

The excess-profits tax involves so many complications and inequalities that its
use, short of outright war, should, if possible, be avoided. Equivalent revenues
could be raised otherwise from corporations, if necessary, with less difficulty.
Its chief value in a period of inflation is psychological and political as a part of
an overall program of curbing inflation.

The individual income tax and excise reductions of 1954 placed more money
in the hands of individuals, directly and indirectly, and thus had stimulating
effects upon consumer spending and saving. While excises are commonly thought
of as taxes on spending, they may restrict saving rather than spending, especially
among the middle and upper income groups.

The effects of excises on retailing are more apparent than those on manufac-
turing. When a tax is imposed at the retail level, the consumer can see it as an
addition to price; when it is reduced or withdrawn, the consumer can ordi-
narily anticipate a price reduction. From this viewpoint, excises at the retail
level have advantages over taxes at the manufacturing level in influencing con-
sumer behavior.

The alleviation of the taxation of dividend income received by investors may
be defended on grounds of equity and also as a stimulus to investment. Interest,
property rentals, wages, salaries, and other expenses of corporations are deduc-
tible in determining taxable net income, but nothing is allowed for a return to the
stockholders on their investment. The earnings of corporations going out in
dividends are taxed again in the hands of individuals after the earnings have
been taxed to corporations. No other type of income is subject to such double
taxation. It is both inequitable and something of a discouragement to equity
investments.

Some argue that the discrimination against dividend income has been allowed
for in the capital markets by a tax capitalization process. To some extent this
may happen, but stock prices are determined by many factors and the capitali-
zation process is certainly an imperfect one. Alleviating the double taxation of
dividends does not give dividends "preferential treatment." Instead, its pur-
pose is that of alleviating an existing discrimination against dividend income, a
discrimination which seems to have no rational economic foundation.

A difficult problem is that of balancing the taxation of investment and con-
sumer expenditures. An expanding economy requires expanding investment and
consumption. Neither can be penalized without injury to the whole economv.

Taxes, in general, have restrictive effects upon those who pay them and feel
their influence. The taxpayers may forget that taxes are imposed to pay for
the costs of Government services, and that Government spending restoros the
money taken in taxes to the income stream. Both consumers and investors may
therefore resist the payment of taxes.

As the budget is reduced and taxes can be lowered, taxes should be lizhtened
upon both consumption and investment, upon both individuals and business.
They should be lightened upon the lower, middle, and upper incomes so that the
restrictive effects of taxation upon consumer spending and productive investment
will be minimized. .

No doubt any formula for tax reduction will be an occasion-for debate and
differences of opinion. The tax reduction program, when it becomes r 'asible,
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should be formulated in relation to the objectives of a reasonably stable and
growing economy and a fairly distributed national income.

It is not possible here to discuss all of the important policy questions involved
in the 1956 budget program. If the inflationary pressures should prevail, it
will be desirable to reduce Federal expenditures to the extent possible, maintain
a surplus of revenues over expenditures, and reduce the debt.

In closing, there is one aspect of the Economic Report which I would like to
mention. It illustrates some of the problems involved in fiscal policy. It is the
suggestion that when State and local governments encounter outmoded debt
limits in contemplating the construction of public school buildings and other
capital improvements, they may find the authority device a desirable alternative
to conventional methods of finance.

We have been experimenting in Pennsylvania with both State and local
authorities in financing public schools and other improvements. They provide
a ready loophole by which our archaic constitutional debt limits may be cir-
cumvented and are undoubtedly a means by which increased public construction
can be financed.

It is not yet clear that authority financing is generally an orderly method of
financing needed public improvements in our State. Its use is limited ultimately
by the good judgment of those responsible for authority financing, the tax and
credit resources of the State and the local communities involved, and the willing-
ness of investors to buy authority bonds. Immediately, public improvements may
be undertaken regardless of their cyclical effects.

STATEMENT BY JoHN KENNETH GALBRAITH PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, HARVARD
UNIVERSITY

I should like, first, to comment on the economic outlook for 1955 and the tax
and expenditure policy which seems appropriate in light of that prospect. Then
I will address myself briefly to some of the questions on which the committee has
requested specific answers.
* This year's report of the Council of Economic Advisers, which the committee
has before it, is a lucid and workmanlike review of the state of the economy. It
is a credit to the distinguished economists who authored it. The administration,
in turn, is to be congratulated on the talent it commands.

I am also impressed, as anyone must be, by the grace and ease with which
the administration has dispensed with its slogans and abandoned its cliches about
the absolute virtues of hard money, the absolute necessity of a balanced budget,
and the unspeakable evils of deficit financing. It has now concluded, it seems
clear, that these things are not good or bad in themselves. Rather they must
be viewed in their context. There are times when a balanced budget is sound
policy. There are times when it is not. (At the moment the administration
obviously favors a modest deficit.) Once those who toyed with such ideas were
regarded as dangerously avant garde if not a trifle reckless. Now they are
pedestrian and commonplace and lost in the multitude-a common fate of the
youthful liberal.

In 1935, in a letter to George Bernard Shaw, the late Lord Keynes said: "I
believe myself to be writing a book on economic theory which will largely
revolutionize-not I suppose at once but in the next 10 years-the way the wvorld
thinks about economic problems." That, to be sure, was 20 years ago. Still, had
Keynes been pressed, he might have allowed himself a little more time to capture
a Republican administration.

II

Although there is much that is good in this year's report, it would be a mistake
to accept too uncritically its estimate of the future or its recommendations. The
Council, as everyone is aware, takes an exceptionally rosy view of both the past
and the future. Economic policy in the past 2 years, it concludes, has been
guided by undeviating wisdom and perfect insight. Ehen the Treasur 's ad-
venture with high interest rates in early 1953-an adventure which was quickly
abandoned and which, if those who take monetary policy seriously are to be
trusted, must have had some bearing on the recession that followed-now emerges
as an act of remarkable prescience. This may not be so.

Perhaps it was a mistake. And perhaps it is also a mistake-one, I hasten to
say, that antedates the present administration-to assume, in writin! these
reports, that the Government, where economic decisions are concerned, most
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always bat exactly 1,000-or shoot par on every round. In economics, whether
Republicans or Democrats, we are not that good. It would be interesting to
know who is fooled by this ritualistic claim of total wisdom.

The present report also continues and enlarges on an equally unfortunate
attitude toward the future. It assumes, whatever the evidence or lack of it,
that the future will be completely wonderful and that everything will work out
precisely to perfection. These annual reports could, in time, degenerate into
repetitive exercises in fatuous optimism. The present one is not wholly reassur-
ing in this regard.

This is disconcerting for another reason. We have, at the moment, an ad-
ministration which prides itself on taking a hardhearted, businesslike view of
its problems. The essence of such realism, we have anciently been told, is a
rejection of any tendency to self-delusion and a willingness to face facts and be
prepared for the worst. This should mean, where economics is concerned, * a
willingness to search out any lurking or latent threat of recession or stagnation
or inflation. These should then be brought sternly to the attention of the Con-
gress. By being so forewarned we would have a better chance of being forearmed
with a policy.

It is discouraging that the present practice is almost the precise opposite. We
are told in the report that recovery is certain to continue. The possibility of a
setback is not mentioned. There is no hint that we might continue with a kind
of high-level stagnation. We are told we can count on full prosperity, full
employment, and there is apparently no serious concern about inflation. Things
may work out this way. But would it not be wiser, more reassuring, and also
more businesslike to assume something a little less than the best?

I am sure that the Council is sincere in its optimism. Yet, had it been looking
for an excuse to take a less rosy view, there is evidence that it could have cited.
Private investment in capital plant and equipment is cyclically one of the most
important of all indicators. It is falling and will continue to fall in the near
future. The recent upswing in business activity in general may have an
unhealthy dependence on the automobile industry and even on the struggle for
leadership in that business. The Council sets great store by the housing industry,
and it has certainly behaved well so far. But just as we had an inventory cycle
elsewhere in the economy, we could have one here as the backlog is made up and
supply outruns demand. Export demand for farm products continues weak.
(It is not completely easy to sell our surplus for free.) As a result, net farm
income is expected to decline still more this year.

Finally, we noticed during the thirties and we saw again during the forties
that once the economy was well launched on a course of behavior it tended to
persist in that behavior. The great depression lasted a long while. So did the
postwar expansion. Both, in their durability, confounded the experts. This is
at least a warning that the present stagnation may not liquidate itself automati-
cally and at once.

I am not predicting continued stagnation. I would like to avoid making any
prediction, for it is an insecure, uncertain, and vastly underpaid profession. I
do-question the wisdom of the Council's total optimism as a practical working
assumption. It would be better and safer, and also more conservative, to assume
that the coming year will be like the past year; not bad but not good enough-
It would be sufficient were the administration guided by its own fears. During
the past year high administration officials have talked hopefully about full
employment, but no one can doubt that unemployment was what dominated
their secret thoughts. This uneasiness lay behind the numerous predictions of
an imminent upturn. In our time there is a widespread belief that the future is
not what you make it but what you say it will be.

III

If the possibility of continued stagnation-or a new setback-is kept open,
the general outlook on economic policy must be revised. There should be no
curtailment of needed expenditures on strictly fiscal grounds. On the contrary-
and always assuming that national security is being properly taken care of-
this would be a favorable time to go ahead with needed public works and improve-
ments. Obviously there should be no frantic expansion: we should be ready
to accept curtailment if overemployment and inflation should appear. But we
have a great backlog to make up on health and education facilities, in urban
redevelopment and low cost housing, in roads, in recreational facilities-the
national parks, for example, urgently need an infusion of new money-and in
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resource development. A modest expansion in all of these areas would now
make good sense.
- I would support the administration in its request that the corporation tax

due to expire on April 1 be extended. This is because it is the wrong tax to

reduce at this time. The corporate tax is now as high as it should be and

perhaps higher; it would be a good rule of thumb if we were to think of 50 percent
as a firm ceiling for this tax. However, if we reduce taxes this spring it will

be to encourage economic expansion. In light of the recent behavior of the stock

market, there is no evidence that the economy needs the stimulus of a further
increase in corporate earnings. On the contrary, this might add unwisely to

speculative inflation in securities prices.
The most efficient (and at the moment the safer) way to encourage expan-

sion, if it is needed, is through encouraging consumer spending. The best way

of achieving this is to cut the personal income tax, and the best kind of cut is

an increase in exemptions. If the economy is still weak this spring and summer

I would urge such a reduction to replace and supplement the corporate tax
reduction. (The case of the excises is less clear. On balance, I would continue

these and cut the personal tax instead.) If the economy is strong-as the Admin-
istration expects-then there should be no tax reduction of any kind. A sub-

stantial surplus on cash account would seem probable were this to happen, and

it should be welcomed and used for debt reduction.
In summary, then, I would assume some unemployment and some need for

general expansion until this hypothesis is disproved by events. As a first con-

sequence we should start in on the large accumulated backlog of needed Federal

expenditures. Because we have just had a substantial tax reduction and because

the civil functions of the Federal Government-education, health, housing, roads,

recreation, resources-have been starved in relation to need for some years, I

would make the first move on the expenditure side. If by next May or June

there is still marked slack in the economy-say three or four million unem-
ployed-there should, in addition, be a tax cut. It should be designed for maxi-
mum effect on consumer spending. This means an increase in exemptions.

Should signs of inflation develop during the course of the year, there should

be no tax cuts of any sort and the Executive should promptly retrench on spend-

ing. Such willingness to change direction is essential. It should not imply a

confession of error. It is essential if we are to have an approach to full employ-

ment and, at the same time, avoid inflation and loss of value by the dollar.
The policy I suggest means budgeting for a larger deficit than at present-

slightly larger if only needed spending is increased, and substantially larger if

unemployment persists and exemptions are raised. However, we should be clear

as to the ultimate effect of this policy. The real enemy of a balanced budget in

the United States-as we are learning this year as so often before-is insufficient
production. The measures here proposed are for the purpose of bringing the

economy back to full production. The larger earnings and the larger revenues
which result will-if past experience is a guide-bring us closer to balance than

a policy that allows of continuing stagnation.

IV

Let me turn now to 2 or 3 specific questions on which the committee has asked

for suggestions. (I pass over some of these because I am not sufficiently in-

formed. Thus I have never been sure that I fully understand the doctrine of

percentage depletion, although what I have heard of it sounds very nice. It

would seem to me important that it be promptly applied to professors. There

is no group where depletion of what is called intellectual capital proceeds so

immutably and leaves a more hideous void. Surely, we should be permitted to

deduct from our taxes each April an allowance for this annual deterioration. I

am told that Powers models have an analogous case.)
The committee is probably wise in raising a question over the way debt trans-

actions are being taken out of the budget. With a little ingenuity, direct liabili-

ties of the Federal Government can be translated into indirect, insured, or

contingent liabilities; although they remain liabilities nonetheless. The long-

term lease on a new post office, designed to cover the interest and amortization
costs of the private landlord, is just as much a liability of the Government as the

debt which, in old-fashioned times, was incurred to construct such facilities.
The same principle applies to the underwriting of CCC loans, other loan guaran-

ties, and, of course, to the special obligations which are being discussed (as this

is written) in connection with the new highway plan.

58422-55-26
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The common purpose of these arrangements is to keep the debt out of sight.
This avoids collision with the debt limit. Also, it is evident that the anxieties
of both the public and the administration over the size of the debt are substan-
tially mitigated by keeping it invisible. A good housekeeper doesn't like dust
under the rug. But she infinitely prefers it to dust on the dinner table.

The disadvantages of crypto- as distinct from forthright debt are several. We
are grown up. Presumably we can shoulder our debt like men. The cost of these
subterfuges may be substantial. It would be most surprising indeed if the
Post Office were not paying more for its leases than it would in interest on money
borrowed by the Government. There are similar added costs with the other
devices.

Most serious, there is a tendency which is already evident to favor Govern-
ment activities for which the debt can be kept out of the budget. There is a
grave danger that highways, under the new plan, will get a special priority
over health, education, or other outlays simply because it has its own financing
plan attached to it. As proposed at this writing, the highway plan has the
additionally objectionable feature of earmarking revenues. This unnecessarily
complicates the whole Federal housekeeping in the interest only of unduly elabo-
rate self-delusion. If we must fool ourselves, we should do it in a simple,
uncomplicated way.

This committee might profitably ask the Bureau of the Budget for a compre-
hensive survey of the present structure of direct, indirect, contingent, and
guaranteed liabilities and their cost. The Congress might also look more criti-
cally on the present and future use of these devices. In the past, Congress
has been rather austere on these matters. It has been reluctant-too reluctant
in my view-to accept the concept of a cash budget. In the thirties, an effort
by President Roosevelt to promote a capital budget-with borrowing confined
to capital outlays-met a hostile reception. Such double budgeting was attacked
as a device to show balance where there wasn't and to conceal a deficit where
there was one. Although I was less certain at the time, I now believe the Con-
gress was right. The capital budget confused at least as much as it clarified.
Congressmen should look with at least equal suspicion on the practice of moving
the debt outside the budget.

V

This effort to get the debt out of Government hands is part of a larger tendency
in the administration which would seem to justify some reflection. A business
administration, we should expect, would be singularly immune to ideology.
Romance would not play a part in decisions where the consequence is costly to the
taxpayer. Instead, cold-blooded efficiency-getting the most for the least-would
be the sole or at least the overriding consideration.

In fact, ideology appears to play a disturbingly large role in current decisions.
This is true even when it is costly. The turning over the CCC loans to banks
and Federal buildings to private landlords seems to be in pursuit of the conviction
that private enterprise is preferable whatever the price. Ideology takes abso-
lute precedence over effidlency. There are other manifestations. State, local,
or private resource development is held to be preferable even though the public
cost is nigher or the benefit is less. There is, one hears, the case of Dixon-Yates.
According to an old and valuable rule, the Government should never do what
private enterprise can do better and for less. Socialists have been given very bad
marks for letting ideology override welfare and insisting willy-nilly on Govern-
ment enterprise. But Government should also do-and without concealment or
embarrassment-the things it can do best and most cheaply. The old-fashioned
rule on these matters has been to let efficiency be our guide. It is a good rule.

VI

I should like to say a final word on a very different matter-on the recom-
mendation of the Randall Commission that taxes on foreign-earned corporate
income be reduced to encourage investihent abroad.

We should be on the lookout for anything which will encourage capital exports.
Nonetheless, I trust that the Congress will examine this measure carefully, if
only to avoid acting in pursuit of false hopes.

The Randall Commission has assumed that taxation is a barrier to American
investment abroad. If so, the easing of taxes will encourage such investment.
However, no proof seems to have been advanced on this point. The critical role
of taxes has merely been assumned. There is a strong probability that taxes
have very little to do with the matter. In the case of oil, copper, nickel,
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bauxite, and the like, Americai capital has gone abroad because the profits were
very promising. In other-cases it hasn't gone abroad because more money was
to be made with less risk in Texas or California than in Ethiopia or Ecuador.
Profits are the central motivation which in our economy should hardly surprise
us. Taxes are of secondary or tertiary significance.

We should bear in mind, incidentally, that our situation on capital export is
very different from that of 19th century England. Then capital was exported
from England because the domestic rate of return was relatively low. Foreign
-countries compete in our capital markets against an excellent domestic rate of
return. The domestic return will probably still be more attractive whatever the
tax situation.

Not much damage would be -. se by enacting the Randall proposal. It presum-
.ably would not apply to past investment to do so would be to give some exist-
ing concerns an unjustified bonanza-and the extractive industries might con-
*ceivably be excluded as a category. But no one should suppose that the measure
will have much effect on overseas investment, and the Randall report may
perhaps be criticized for raising false expectations in this regard.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD M. GROVES, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN

Most of the time we academicians have you Senators and Congressmen at a
disadvantage. You have to make the decisions and we can criticize to our hearts'
content without even forming, much less announcing, any decision of our own.
Today the situation is reversed; you have us over the barrel.

The major theme of this session is fiscal policy and the heart of fiscal policy
is the balance (or unbalance) of budgetary revenues and receipts. As I see it,
we are now offered at least six alternative programs or packages. These may be
.summarized in tabular form as follows:

Package I Budget Expenditures Taxes

A- Balanced Reduced As recommended.
B- - do Much reduced Somewhat reduced.
C--- Unbalanced - As recommended As recommended.
D-- Much unbalanced -- do -- Reduced.
E Unbalanced - do Reduced at some points; raised at others.
F do --- - Increased - increased (though not necessarily by higher

rates).

It will be noted that package C is the President's program. Packages E and F
which call for some increases in some taxes neednot involve an increase in tax
rates. Of course there are other ways of strengthening the tax system.

At the risk of appearing to be an irresponsible spendthrift, I support the last
of these alternatives, package F. This involved a budgetary deficit of the mag-
nitude recommended by the President; it also involved a conservative increase in
public expenditures, no further cuts in taxes, and the strengthening of the tax
system by what is popularly termed "plugging loopholes."

As for the urge to balance the budget, I concede the desirability of keeping
this objective always dangled before us. Such procedure reminds us that it is
-easier to spend money than to raise it. But we still have too much unemploy-
ment of men and resources to adopt a deflationary budget now. Our cash budget
as projected is already overbalanced.

As for economy, of course I am for it in the sense that there is waste in gov-
ernment that calls for elimination. But in an. overall sense I am for increased
expenditure because in general I think our public needs (military, foreign aid,
domestic school facilities) are greater right now than our private needs.

As for the public debt, it is an important problem, but a modest annual increase
in debt not greater than that anticipated in national economic growth, is surely
not our worst anticipated headache.

As for tax reduction. it might be supported as a recession measure. Its weak-
ness here lies in the fact that along with the urge for a further reduction in
taxes will go another for the further reduction of public expenditures. A bal-
anced reduction of taxes and expenditures is not counterdeflationary-quite the
contrary.

Some of our taxes are not good enough to warrant easy retention. Particu-
larly vulnerable to criticism, I think, are the excises on communication and
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transportation. By no stretch can these taxes be called luxury levies and
their incidence 'is probably about as capricious and. regressive as that. of a
general sales tax. But their elimination can wait for a time (hopefully) when
the pressure of public needs has slackened.

As for an increase in personal income-tax exemptions, it is always tempting
and popular. But it would constitute a step very hard to reverse and I doubt
that a trend toward prewar tax exemptions would make for the improvement
of our long-run tax system. Experience shows that a high-powered revenue
system must be broadly based; if we don't use the income tax for this objective,
we will use taxes regressive and less rational in distribution.

Major attention, I am convinced, should be given to closing the so-called loop-
holes in our existing tax system; this is partly to raise more revenue and partly
to revive the canon of equity in taxation. Three general remarks on this subject
seem in order: ,

The first is that the revision, of the revenue act last year, whatever may
have been its score in other respects, gave only lip service to the principle of
equity. None of the major devices for minimizing taxes were removed; in some
cases they were considerably extended.

The second is that the impression is widely shared that the Congress deliber-
ately throws a high rate schedule to the public as a demagogic bone and then
as deliberately allows escapes from taxes that makes these rates specious.

The third is that, generally speaking, it is better to subsidize directly than
through the tax system. If the discovery and exploitation of natural resources
is so risky a business and so clothed with public interest that it needs a subsidy,
which I doubt, it would be sounder to grant one openly.

Time does not afford opportunity to present details, but, very briefly. support
can be given to either the elimination or drastic downward revision of percentage
depletion; the taxation of capital gains presently eliminated from the tax base
by death transfer; the inclusion of the receipts of minor children in the income
of the parents; a separate and higher schedule of rates for married taxpayers;
and the amalgation or integration of the estate and gift taxes:
- The list is only a partial one, but it indicates some of the areas needing
attention that last year's revision did not revise.

Of all of these areas the one that cries loudest is percentage depletion. A sys-
tem that permits the taxpayer to recover his capital over and over again would be
unbelievable if it were not a fact to behold. It is generally regarded as a symbol
of what organized pressure can do to legislative bodies and it undermines respect
for the entire tax system.
- A word may be added about the controversial so-called preferential treatment
of dividends. I accept the view that there is an inequity in the double taxation
of profits but I think the so-called dividend received credit, recently enacted,
stepped off on the wrong foot. It is so vulnerable to objection in terms of equity
that it better be recalled. A change is not likely to rest easily in prospects of a
stable future unless it is done right in the first place.

The credit as enacted violated a fundamental principle of income taxation
namely that all of the income of the personal taxpayer should be used in measur-
ing the base of the personal' tax. If the corporate tax is to be regarded as a
personal levy collected at the source then the tax itself should be included.in
the individual's tax base. This is the rule that we now follow in the case of
wages and salaries. Moreover the dividend received credit disregards the fact
that the double-tax factor decreases as income gets larger. It also disregards the
fact that corporate taxes, particularly those of public utilities, are sometimes
shifted forward to consumers.

There is no solution of the problem as long as American business refuses to
accept the proper one-a differential rate on undistributed as compared with
distributed profits. Moreover, considering the present state of the stockmarket
and the level and prospective level of business investment, I am inclined to the
view that the repeal of the excess-profits tax and the concessions to depreciation,
both of which can be supported, are as much relief for the business taxpayer as
the present economic situation and the status of fiscal needs will permit.
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OBSERVATIONS ON FEDERAL TAX AND FISCAL POLICY IN 1955 BY WALTEB-W. HEU.EX
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

(Notes for panel discussion on fiscal policy before the Congressional Joint
Committee on the Economic Report, January 28, 1955, Washington, D. C., sub-
mitted in accordance with the invitation of the chairman, Senator Paul A. Doug-
las.)

' In undertaking a critical appraisal of the Eisenhower administration's fiscal
policy, one is somewhat disarmed by the excellence of its budgetary and economic
documents. The United States Budget for the fiscal year 1955 represents an-
other forward step in the steady improvement of this document since World War
II. The new Economic Report of the President is a model of superb writing
and persuasive reasoning. The fault one finds, therefore, is not so much in the
specific fiscal policies that are spelled out in the President's documents. One's
misgivings and differences fall mainly under the heading of what is left out of,
or merely implied in, these documents as they relate to the Government's fiscal
program.

In the limited time and space available to me, I wish to examine three major
shortcomings in Federal budgetary and tax policy today: first, the combined fear
or high taxes and unduly unbalanced budgets which appears to be depriving
as of the full measure of military security and civilian well-being which is
within our grasp; second, the failure to acknowledge and explain that Federal
surplus and deficit figures have a different economic meaning today than they
did 2 or 3 years ago as a result of changes in methods of financing certain
activities and changes in the timing of certain expenditures and tax collections;
third, the lack of any attempt to stem or reverse the tide of tax concessions
which, in combination with excessive top-bracket rates, have seriously distorted
our income tax structure.

1- THE FEARS OF HIGH TAXES AND UNBALANCED BUDGETS

In the face of a large gap between actual and potential-employment and out-
put, the administration's 1955 fiscal program is suffused with a certain timidity-
some might wish to call if "restraint" or "conservatism." Although encourag-
ing signs indicate that gross national product for 1955 may reach or even ex-
ceed a bit of the 1953 level of $365 billion, this falls short by some $20 billion of
what the economy is capable of producing at reasonably full employment. At
the same time, well-informed experts inside and outside of Government present
strong evidence of pressing but unfulfilled needs for more civilian and military
defense, more aid to Asia, more schools, more conservatism and resource develop-
ment. Why, then, do we find no bold programs to draw on our underutilized
capacity to fill these needs?

(a) Tax fears
Much of the answer appears to lie in the fear of high taxes as such, coupled

with an unwillingness to incur deficits exceeding some limit of political tolerance
and presumed economic danger. In the light of frequent administration refer-
ences to the damaging impact of high taxes on our economy, one finds it difficult to
escape the conclusion that America's capacity for defense, foreign aid, school con-
struction, and so on is being closely linked with a narrow definition of taxable
capacity. Are the fears of tax damage well founded? Are taxes so detrimental
that they should be calling the tune on the Government's military and civilian
programs?
* This fear of the economic consequences of high taxes generally takes two forms.
The first is the fear that taxes will seriously damage incentives, retard invest-
ment, and thereby limit our economic potential and performance. In the words
of the recent budget message, "The present tax take of nearly one-fourth of our
national income is a serious obstacle to the long-term dynamic growth of the
economy which is so necessary for the future." The second form is best illus-
trated by the now famous thesis developed by Colin Clark (and reiterated by
him in uncompromising terms in 1954 in Welfare and Taxation) that taxes ex-
ceeding roughly 25 percent of the national income inevitably bring inflation in
their wake.
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As far as the disincentive effects of taxation are concerned, no conclusive evi-
dence exists. However, we are fortunate in now'having the results of the most
extensive research ever undertaken on this subject. I refer to the Merrill Founda-
tion project that has been going forward at the Harvard Graduate School of Busi-
ness Administration during the past 10 years or so under the direction of Prof-
Dan Throop Smith (who since early 19.53 has been on leave as Assistant to the-
Secretary of the Treasury in connection with tax matters). As reported a year or
so ago to the American Economic Association, the study's basic finding may be
characterized as follows: If the underlying market strength for the products of
industry exists, even the comparatively severe tax rates of recent years do not
seriously inhibit investment and production incentives. To put it in the words.
of Prof. J. Keith Butters, associate director of the project:

"If a general statement has to be made in flat, unqualified terms, the striking
fact is that, by and large, the tax structure seems to have had only a relatively-
limited and specialized impact both on the basic incentives which motivate the
private economy and on the structure of the economny. The effects of the tax
structure on the aggregate levels of employment and real income realized over
the last 10 to 15 years have been even more limited, as is obvious from, the record
levels achieved in both employment and income during this period.

"Just as there is little evidence that individuals in the aggregate have gone on
an investment strike or have significantly reduced the intensity of their effort
and activity because of taxes, so there is little evidence that taxes have curtailed
corporate and business investments to undesirably low levels in postwar years."

What of the Colin Clark proposition that inflation takes over when taxes exceed
25 percent of national income? Whatever validity it might have in economies
of less resiliency and capacity than ours, the performnance of our own economy
in the past 4 years has pretty well discredited Clark's thesis as it might apply
to the United States. (Joseph A. Pechman and Thomas Mayer had already
denmolished-in the Review of Economics and Statistics, August 19-52 the sta-
tistical underpinnings Clark had brought forward from the experience of other
countries to establish his thesis.) In spite of the great inflationary jolt given
the economy by the Korean war, prices stabilized after only 9 months of in-
flation. Since then, side by side with a combined Federal-State-local tax burden
hovering around 33 percent of national income, we hlave enjoyed essential price
stability for almost 4 years.

Our economy has demonstrated an astounding capacity to roll with an infla-
tionary punch. Combined with our increasing consensus and skill in the handling
of anti-inflationary monetary and tax policies, this great capacity of our economyl
to deliver higher production rather than higher prices in response to injections:
of purchasing power provides a primary guidepost for fiscal policy today anll
in the future. When actual production seriously lags behind potential produe-
tion, as it does today, the fear of inflation need not choke off reasonable additions
to military and civilian outlays, even if they are not fully miatched by tax
increases. Alternatively, if we hold the line on Government spending, we need.
not shrink from the legally scheduled reductions of excises anld corporation taxes
and the politically scheduled increases in personal exemptions. The idea that
these tax cuts should be made on an explicit subject-to-reversal basis has much
to commend it. It would reassure those who fear inflation and strengthen the
hand of policymakers in the unlikely event that inflation does develop. It would
do little, of course, to abate the fears of those who abhor deficits as such.

(b) Deficit fears
The present administration has a record of continual deficits to date. Yet one

gains the impression that it regards these xvith strong distaste, especially now
that taxes have been reduced. (I speak here more of Treasury pronouncements
and point of view than of the Council of Econoimic Advisers' apparent position.>
This distaste is part and parcel of the traditional view whiich tautonmaticalli
associated surpluses with virtue and deficits with sin. Traditional reverence
for the balanced budget is well founded in personal and business finance and int
State and local government budgeting: Failure to live by the balanced-budget:
rule (with exceptions, of course, for nonrecurring capital investments) mna3y lead
to insolvency and bankruptcy. Not so, in the case of the Federal Government..
It is armed with central banking and monetary powers and charged with the
duty of maintaining maximum employment and economic stability. Its respon-
sibility for a balanced economy-one in which resources are fully employed and,
productivity is growing without inflation-must often prevail over its desire for
a balanced budget.
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Instead of associating surpluses with good and deficits with evil through thick

and thin, a much more useful distinction in Federal finance is between con-
structive deficits and destructive deficits. (A parallel distinction can be applied
to surpluses.)

Constructive deficits are those to which the economy's response is higher real
consumption and investment, higher employment, and higher real national income.
In other words, these are deficits which more than pay for themselves. They
can be incurred by lowering taxes and increasing Government transfer payments
to enable private enterprise and consumers to guide resources back into produc-
tive employment. Or they can be incurred by increasing Government outlays for
public works and other projects or services. Such constructive deficits may be
called for under three general sets of circumstances: (1) To counter a down-
turn of the business cycle; (2) to combat a persistent reluctance of the private
economy to absorb new manpower and other productive resources as rapidly as
they become available; (3) to overcome a failure of the private economy to
generate enough liquid funds to finance continuing growth and expansion of
the economy.

Destructive deficits are those to which the economic response is inflation and
distortion of the economy rather than a real increase in output and employment.
Such deficits lead to deadweight increases in the national debt which can claim
no counterpart in the form of increased employment or productivity.

At the present time resources stand ready and waiting to be absorbed in pro-
ductive employment. Federal deficits in this setting are constructive. To
increase them by reducing taxes would not go beyond the bounds of prudent
finance, especially if the reductions are explicitly made reversible.

(c) Conclusion
If the foregoing paragraphs seem to suggest a position favoring, on one hand,.

higher taxes, and on the other lower taxes, the answer is, they are intended to.
But this is the case where the right hand does know what the left is doing. If,.
on one hand, the fear of disincentive effects and possible inflationary conse-
quences of high taxes is curbing needed defense and development expenditures,
then I should like to speak for higher taxes. The available evidence on incen-
tives and inflationary aspects of taxation provides no warrant for cutting back
military and civilian programs of government to avoid the damaging economic
effects of taxation.

If, to get back to "the other hand," decisions are made not to expand defense
and development programs and thereby put currently unused resources to work
on Governments undertakings, then I should like to speak for lower taxes to put
these resources to work in private undertakings. Tax reduction can help us
realize our full potential which requires putting $20 billion of unused resources;
to work. It seems unnecessary to run the risk of letting the economy lose $20
billion of potential production for lack of adequate markets.

2. CHANGING CONTENT OF BUDGET FIGURES

* Apart from intelligent attitudes toward Federal deficits, sound fiscal policy
requires accurate economic measurement of deficits (and surpluses). In this.
connection, one should commend the Council of Economic Advisers for its un-
equivocal adoption of the cash-consolidated budget as the basis for measuring
the Government's fiscal impact on the economy. But in the same breath, one
should warn against making the cash budget a sacred economic cow. For its
content and economic comparability change from year to year. This is particu-
larly true currently. Government policymakers owe it both to themselves and
to us to identify, explain, and take account of changes in financing and timing
which alter the content of the budget as an economic yardstick of Government
activity.

Let me cite a few recent cases of shifts in methods of financing or timing
which changed the relationship between the size of the Government's cash
deficit and the size of the Government's additions to or subtractions from private
income flows. A prime example is the price-support program of the Commodity
Credit Corporation. By extending to wheat and corn the financing methods that
had been previously restricted to cotton price supports, the Commodity Credit
Corporation in fiscal 19-54 took an additional $1.2 billion of price-support opera-
tions off of the Federal budget and out of the Federal debt. This was done by
pooling the price-support loans and selling certificates of interest to the banking
system. The Government acted as a sort of broker, but bore the interest charges
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on the certificates sold to the banking system. The Federal budget and the
public debt were relieved of the $1.2 billion throughout the 1954 fiscal period.
Much of this came back onto the budget this fiscal year, when the support loans
matured, but a large counterbalancing amount was again taken off by the re-
newed sale of certificates of interest.

Another new operation, conducted under the Lease-Purchase Act of 1954, has
a similar but much smaller effect on the net budget figures as contrasted with
prior practice. Under prior practice, Government post offices, courthouses, and
other buildings were constructed and paid for as current expenditures, presum-
ably to be financed by taiation under the general goal of a balanced budget.
After a long drought in construction of new public buildings, the new program
provides that under proper safeguards, contracts may be let for private financing
and construction of these buildings. They are then leased back to the Govern-
ment and eventually taken over at the end of the lease. According to the Wal
Street Journal, the Federal Government will be able to construct upward of $250
million of public buildings within a 3-year span, with only about $50 million
showing up in the budget during that same span of time. While the particular
figures may be wide of the mark, the relationship is representative. The impact
on the economy is considerably greater than is reflected in current Federal
expenditures. Under prior budgetary practices, the deficit in this example would
have been $200 million greater or the surplus $200 million smaller over the time
span involved.

Many other fields may be cited in which changes of financing are taking place
that ought to be interpreted for us in terms of their impact on the economic mean-
ing of Federal budget figures. I refer, for example, to the sale of certificates of
interest to the banks as part of the process of liquidating RFC loans; to the new
methods of financing FNMA operations (which appear to change public debt and
administrative budget figures, but not the net cash surplus or deficit) ; to the
proposed change in financing certain TVA operations; and to some of the pro-
posed methods of financing General Clay's $50 billion highway program. Analo-
gous in their impact are shifts of certain activities more or less entirely off the
budget (with repurchase of services in some cases) as exemplified by the pro-
posed Dixon-Yates contract and the substitution of private for public construction
,of dams.

It is worth noting that the foregoing developments in some cases represent
and in other cases foreshadow a piecemeal movement toward capital budgeting.
The splitting off of capital investments and lending activities combined with
substitution of loan financing for tax financing of initial outlays is the essence
of capital budgeting. To the extent that this takes place, Federal deficits shrink
and surpluses grow. Yet the programs continue or even expand. Economic
policymakers should adjust their readings of cash surpluses and deficits ac-
cordingly.

Not all of the chahges in the economic significance of budget figures involve
changes in the coverage or comprehensiveness of the budget. To the extent that
they do, consolidation of extrabudgetary with budgetary figures will serve most
of the economists' needs. But consolidation would be no solution, for example,
in the case of a change in timing of tax collections as under the Mills plan. This
plan for speeding up corporate tax collections is completing its 5-year cycle this
year. The speedup has added $1 tc $2 billion a year to both conventional and
.cash.receipts figures (but not those of the Department of Commerce income and
product account). The deficit has been reduced by this amount. But since the
plan involved merely speedier payment of liabilities already accrued, the change
in budget figures is not accompanied by a parallel change in the flow of private
income. As a consequence, a deficit or surplus in fiscal 1956 will have a different
economic meaning than a like deficit or surplus would have in fiscal 1955.

I do not mean to suggest that we were ever able to use cash surplus and deficit
figures as a comprehensive and unchanging picture of Government's impact on
the economy. Government activity was strongly inflationary in the period just
after Korea even though the budget showed a cash surplus. Also, the economic
lines between actual lending activities on one hand (which are recorded in the
budget) and guaranties and insurance (which are not) are thin and difficult to
draw. So the economic reading of Federal budget figures always has to be
undertaken with caution and understanding.
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But it is high time that warning signals be hoisted for policymakers, econo-
miste, and citizens generally that the content of Federal budgetary figures is
changing. It is time to note, if this be the case, that a cash surplus of $1
billion by today's budgetary practices and definition might have been a $1 billion
deficit by yesterday's. It does not seem unreasonable to ask the Government's
budgetary and economic agencies to follow this general rule: that whenever
-there is a significant change in the treatment of a Federal program in the
budget without a corresponding change in the extent to which that program
affects private income flows, those who use budgetary data in economic analysis
and policymaking should be given full, clear-cut notice.

3. STRUCTURAL DEFECTS OF TIHE INCOME TAX

Moving from questions relating to the level of taxes and deficits and their
interpretation, to questions of the structure of taxation, one is disappointed to
find in the administration's documents no expression of concern and no proposal
for action to counteract the growing erosion of the income tax base. It was not
unexpected that a great flood of liberalizations in the tax structure to stimulate
business incentives and provide tax reliefs to individuals was vigorously pushed
through last year. But having attended to these myriad adjusments (with only
very minor loophole-closing efforts), the Treasury might have been expected
to turn its attention to such gaping holes as the tax exemption of State and local
bond interest, excessive percentage depletion, the failure to recognize capital
gains at death, and various income-splitting devices. Some of these gaps, surely,
must offend the Treasury's sense of fairness and even-handedness in the applica-
tion of the income tax. At the same time, the Treasury would find much sym-
pathy for its undoubted view that top-bracket rates of 70, 80, and 90 percent are
unrealistically and damagingly high. Even under a policy permitting of no
revenue loss, a combined program of cutting back the top rates and offsetting the
modest revenue loss by restoration of the base would have been very much in
order.

That the need for such action has become urgent, even critical, was under-
scored again at the meetings last month of the American Economic Association.
As one speaker (Prof. Paul Strayer, of Princeton) put it: "Let us remember that
a truly effective income tax with more modest pretensions is worth more than
one riddled and weakened for political reasons. It seems to me that the choice
now before us is between the salvage of the income tax and the return to a
greater dependence upon indirect taxation. * * .* No tax law can be perfect. It
is clear, however, that few can be as bad as the current income tax law and
still command the respect of any intelligent citizen or economist."

Ironically, in the opinion of many, one of the features that cries loudest for
correction is the dividend credit provision enacted just last year. By providing
no relief at all for dividend recipients falling below the income tax exemptions
and by providing greater relief, proportionately, the higher the taxpayer's in-
'come, the new dividend credit represented "wrong-way relief." In this connec-
tion, let me quote from a report on the National Bureau of Economic Research
study of dividend taxation by Daniel Al. Holland: "In summary, our major cdn-
elusion is that the relief provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 are
inappropriate measures for the hardship they seek to alleviate. They are not
geared directly to the basic feature of this hardship, viz, that it becomes in-
creasingly less severe the higher the marginal personal income tax rates to
which stockholders would be subject."

Although a program for restoring the even-handedness of the income tax is
critically needed, one cannot be very optimistic about the prospects of achieving
it as long as the current attitude toward preferential tax treatment prevails.
There appears to be a strong preference for methods of granting subsidies which
do not apear in the budget as expenditures but rather take the form of guaran-
ties, insurance, and above all, tax reduction. The proposal for tax benefits to
foreign investors is part and parcel of this movement. In terms of serving na-
tional economic and political objectives, it is probably one of the least objection-
able tax concessions. If it were acompanied by the elmination of some of the
indefensible concessions that now exist, one would have a good deal more opti-
mism about the fate of our Federal income tax.
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STATEMENT ON THE ECONOMIlC REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT BY HARLEY L. LUTZ,PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PUBLIC FINANCE, PRINCETON UNIVErS1'Y, AND TAX
CONSULTANT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFAOTURErS
In the time at my disposal I shall discuss briefly the economic and politicalphilosophy of government which is revealed in the Economic Report at differentpoints and in various ways. My interpretation is that this report undertakes,rather unsuccessfully, to steer a course between a free, private economy, and aplanned economy. It is natural, no doubt, that a report prepared by and forthe Government should place the major emphasis on what the Governmenthas' done. In my view, however, the reasons for concern go deeper thanrecognition that a Government agency is naturally inclined to extoll and supportits employer. The fact that the Council of Economic Advisers is a Governmentagency gives its views and its proposals a weight of authority that no notugov-ernnental organization could carry in expressing the same ideas.The tone of the report is set, on page 2, by an enumeration of basic tenetswhich are said to underlie the administration's economic actions and its futureprogram. Four of the six propositions advanced there deal with what theFederal Government is doing or intends to do, and only 2 relate to theprivate economy as a matter of major concern. Another example of the em-phasis on the superior role of government is in this sentence from page 48:"Budget policies can help to promote the objective of maximmn production.by wisely allocating resources first, between private and public uses, second,

among various governmental programs."
This is a disturbing statement because, in my yiew, it points directly towardthe planned, and eventually the socialized. economy. It says, in so many words,-that.maximum production can -be promoted by permitting the budgeting. author-ity, in its superior wisdom, to determine the allocation of total resources be-tween private and public uses. From this it follows that if the budget authority-should decide to increase the public share of total resources, the private sharewould be correspondingly diminished. Concretely applied. this means that ifin its superior wisdom the Government should increase its budget in order toapply more of it to the production of particular goods such as steel, rubber,-aluminum, electric power, or other things, there would be less private resourcesand a smaller total of private production than would otherwise be the case.It is impossible to avoid the implication that total production can be increasedby getting the Government into business through absorption via the budget of

a larger share of total resources.
EconomiC production is the peculiar domain of private capital and effort.-Government encroachment into that domain is not conducive to a larger total,particularly in a society which is as well equipped as is our own with privatemanagerial competence and all else that contributes to productive efficiency.Long ago Adam Smith observed that the functions of sovereign and trader couldnot be merged without detriment to the performance of one function or theother. The business of government is to govern and our society will advancemost rapidly if the public functions and services are kept within that sphere,

-and if the portion of total resources drawn into public use is held to the minimum
required for the efficient performance of the necessary public services.

This conception of the nature and function of the budget rejects the doctrinethat the chief purpose of the budget, and of the spending and taxing power, is-to pump money into or out of the economy as determined by the aims and in-tentions of a superplanning agency. Adam Smith said that when a rulerattempted to superintend the industry of private people and to direct it towardthe employments most suitable to the interest of the soiety, he was under-taking-a duty in attempting to perform which he must always be exposed toinnumerable delusions, and for the proper performance of which no human
wisdom or knowledge could ever be sufficient.

I would direct your particular attention to the gap between certain expressions-of our national objectives and aspirations, on one hand, and the omissions fromthe report of adequate recognition of the actions required if these lofty and
worthy ends are to be attained.

On page 4 are these statements:
"Our economic future depends on the full use of the great treasure house -of

intelligence, skill, energy, and confidence of the American people."
And again, from the same page:
"* * * unless there are satisfactory jobs for those who seek useful employ-

ment, and unless human labor is devoted increasingly to the production of goods
and services that improve the quality of life, our gains in productivity may be
dissipated."
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One more, on page 6:
"Public policy must also protect incentives and encourage a spirit of enter-

-prise and innovation among people. The man or woman who, in the hope of
personal betterment, works harder, designs a new product, creates a new method,
invests in a new business, moves to a better job, or suggests a new idea to his
employer must believe that the rewards of initiative and effort are worth while.
Through all of its policies the Government must encourage enterprising action
by business managers, investors, and workers, in an environment that is kept
'basically free and competitive."

These are splendid statements of our personal and national objectives and
aspirations. They are entitled to command, and I believe that they do command,
universal approval and support. With a platform such as these passages pro-
vide, anyone who continued to read through the report would expect to find an
equally forthright and constructive program whereby the objectives set out
there are tobe attained.

In this respect, however, the report is disappointing. It fails to recognize
adequately the great importance of private capital formation as one of the most
essential conditions for the provision of satisfactory jobs, for the increased
production of goods and services that improve the quality of life, and for the
desired advance of the level of well-being. There are references to the things
that Government is doing to aid small business, to curb monopoly, to expand
so-called public assets, and to extend social-security benefits. These and the
-other actions described., which constitute a combination of policing and paternal-
istic measures, may have beneficial effects. They cannot possibly serve, how-
ever, as adequate substitutes for the growth of the Nation's stock of the private
capital which increases our productive potential.

This lack~of emphasis on, or adequate recognition of, the importance of steady
growth of our capital is the more surprising in view of the rate at which the
labor force is growing, and of the capital investment which is required, on the
average, to provide a productive, well-paid job for each new worker. It is equally
amazing to find that. although there is a clear grasp of the bearing of heavy taxes
-on incentive and the provision of job opportunities, there is so little concern
about the defects of the Federal tax strueture. On page 49 it is said:

"It should nevertheless be recognized that present taxes are still a heavy
burden. Lower taxes would tend to encourage work. promote more efficient
business practices. and create more jobs through new investments."

This is an excellent description of an important line of action that must be
taken if we are to have that glorious economic future which, on page 4, we are
told may be ours. But on the subject of tax relief, the report offers stones
instead of bread. It is said that there can be no tax reductions this year, not
even those that were agreed upon a year ago. Maybe there can be something,
next year, if expenditures are reduced. As for next year the report says,
page 49:

"Congress mimight then consider enactinr a general, though modest, reduction
in taxes and, at the same time. continue the program which was begun last year
,of reducing harriers to the free flow of funds into risk-taking and job-creating
investments.."

In my judgment, here is another weakness of the Economic Report; namely, the
failure to carry through from the perfectly clear perception of the had effects
of heavy taxes to a firm and definite position on the necessity of prompt, correc-
tive action. The removal of other barriers to the free flow of funds into risk-
taking and job-ereating investments is a desirable step but it will be relatively
futile unless there is also removed the very obstructive barrier of the high taxes
on incomes, and the gross discriminations of the steeply progressive rates of tax
-on individual incomes.

There are two sources of tax reduction. The traditional measure of such
reduction has been the amount by which the public spending has been, or can he,
reduced. The Economic Report places the principal prospect for tax cuts on
this traditional basis.

Another source of tax reduction which hitherto has been generally disregarded
is economic growth. This factor has been recognized in the President's recent
messages. The National Association of Manufacturers has published within the
past week a new tax program which proposes to utilize the growth factor as
a source of tax reduction. This is. of necessity. a long-range program, the projec-
tions of which are based on the historic growth trend without regard to the
.annual variations or temporary reversals of that trend. As a first step. a series
(If tax rate reductions in the rates of corporation and individual tax is projected
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over a 5-year period. My time does not permit lengthy exposition of the plan..
but copies can be made available to members of the committee, or for inclusion
in the record, if desired.

The two points at which the tax rate reductions would be made,, under thig

plan, are the corporation tax rate and the progressive element of the individUal

rate scale. By a series of annual reductions over 5 years the top rate in each

case could be brought doxyn to 35 percent. On the assumption that there would
he, on the average over, this period, a continuation of economic growth at the

historic rate of 3 percent, there would be provided as much revenue through the

period as is now obtained-from the present high rates.1 As an illustration, if

the Federal revenue requirement over the next 5 years were not to exceed, say

$60 billion a year, this level of revenue could be maintained because of the expan-
sion of the taxable corporate and individual income bases, even with the proposed

annual-rate reductions, the possibility of a serious military crisis canot be
ruled out in any period, much less the present, but this ever-present possibility
provides no reason to forego constructive planning for national growth and

prosperity. If and whenthe Nation should again be faced with a great military

crisis, it will be better prepared to meet the situation if investment and produc-

tion have been maximized in the meantime.
The reason for concentrating the reductions that are realizable from the growth

factor on the high rates of income tax is that these rates are the most penalizing

on incentive, effort, enterprise, and capital formation. The case for action here
fits perfectly with the excellent statements which I have already read from the

report concerning the release of our creative energies, the provision of enough

satisfactory jobs, the importance of letting every industrious, ambitious, creative

person realize that the rewards for his efforts wi yield personal betterment.

The reduction of penalizing, discriminatory taxes is the one effective and convinc-

ing way of demonstrating that we really mean what is said on this matter.

The plan does not deal expressly with the first bracket rate of the individual
tax, but it is emphasized that during-and after the execution of the plan, every

opportunity of further tax reduction arising from budget cuts or a more rapid rate

of economic growth than is assumed in the plan, should be applied to a reduc-

tion of the first bracket rate.
If it be said that inasmuch as the plan assumes continued growth, why should

the available tickets for tax reduction be used in this particular way. My an-

swer is that there is no assurance that the growth will continue, and especially
is this so if we do not work and plan for it. The report says, correctly, that

there is no way of lifting more than a corner of the veil that separates the
present from the future, and that we shall achieve the grand economic future
awaiting us only by wise management of our national household. The best assur-
ance we can give that economic growth will continue is to remove the barriers
and impediments most likely to prevent it. Chief among these barriers is the
ball and chain of high and discriminatory tax rates.

STATEMAENT OF WILL4M VICKREY

Gentlemen, I would like if I may to address my remarks primarily to the first

two paragraphs of the suggested agenda for today.

Err, if at all, on the inflationary 8ide
First, as to the appropriate -overall fiscal policy for 1955, there are -others

coming before you who have made a more diligent study of the recent annals
than I, and I would not want to presume to recommend a specific level for the
deficit or surplus to be aimed at. But I would want to urge very strongly that
in view of the inevitable range of uncertainty as to just what the ideal fiscal
policy would be, we should err, if at all, on the side of too much stimulus, too
large a deficit, rather than too little. This is because in my judgment the dam-
age done by too much stimulation to the economy is much slighter, and is more
easily dealt with, than the loss incurred if the stimulus is too mild.

'In chart 1, on p. 3 of the report there Is a hypothetical projection of gross national
product from about $360 billion In 1655 to $500 billion in 1965. This is a growth rate of
3.3 percent a year, compounded. Our assumption of 3 percent thus appears reasonable, or
even slightly on the conservative side.
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.UnemploVrent worse than inflation

The losses from an over- or under-stimulation of the economy are felt chiefly
in two areas: employment and prices. In the price area, losses occur both

when prices rise unduly and when they fall unduly; these losses are in the shape

of wrong production decisions made because of distortions in the price structure
and inability to forecast prices correctly, and in the shape of inequities that

arise when legitimate expectations are upset: debts becoming more burdensome
as prices fall, savings losing their value as prices rise. In the employment area,

there is on the inflationary side often a loss from inability to find labor for

strategic jobs, and from hoarding of labor in partial idleness to avoid such
a contingency, but this is relatively slight compared with the very substantial
and measurable loss of output that occurs when large numbers are unemployed;
the inequities and disappointments that arise out of unemployment also are much
more serious than those which occur from mere changes in the price level. I
think that there are many who will agree with me in judging that the evils and
losses accompanying unemployment are far more serious than those accompany-
ing any degree of inflation that there is the remotest likelihood of our getting
into in the near future. Accordingly, I would suggest that it is well worth
while running even a quite appreciable risk of a mild inflation, rather than risk
causing the present level of unemployment to continue for a week longer than
is absolutely necessary. The accompanying chart will perhaps make this point
a bit clearer.

(The chart referred to appears at p. 334.)

Small deficit and easy money versus large deficit and tight money

-Another point I would emphasize in fixing overall goals is that fiscal policy
and monetary policy should be considered jointly. Too often each type of policy
is discussed as though the other were impotent or nonexistent. It should be
clearly realized that in the long run. at least, a full-employment economy with
stable prices can be achieved either with a cheap money policy and a relatively
small deficit (or perhaps even a surplus), or equally well with a tight money
policy and a larger deficit. Of course, while these two alternative policy
combinations may lead to the same level of employment and prices, the detailed
effects on the economy will differ, but the choice should be made deliberately
on the basis of these differences and not as a result of political and administra-
tive accidents. Thus a tight-money and large-deficit policy is likely to lead to
a higher current standard of living at the expense of a lower level of private
capital formation; to a larger share of the national income being distributed
in the form of interest, dividends, profits, and rents, and a smaller share in
the-form of wages; what is often overlooked is that such a policy provides a
greater leeway for the use of monetary policy in checking an incipient deflation
or recession. For example, if we had come to the summer of 1953 with the
same level of employment, incomes. and prices, but with a larger annual deficit
and higher interest rates, there would have been more room for the Federal
Reserve System to maneuver, and it is even possible that a reduction of interest
rates from around say 6 percent to the rates actually reached at the beginning
of 1954 might have turned the tide, whereas with actual rates ranging from 2

percent to slightly over 3 percent in the summer of 1953, by the time it became
apparent that substantial stimulative action would be needed, the utmost that
the Federal Reserve System could do proved insufficient, as the available range
of action then allowed permitted only a reduction in interest rates of 1.8 percent
for Treasury bills, and much less than this for the more widely significant rates.

Too much deficit can be corrected by IFRS; too little cannot be

There is a great deal to be said in favor of firing up the boilers of the economy
with a substantial budget deficit and then throttling this steam with high
interest rates: throttling by the Federal Reserve System can be adjusted from
week to week as developments warrant, while changes in fiscal policy take con-
sideraby longer to put into effect. If more than enough steam is produced by
more deficit financing under the boiler than is absolutely necessary, this can

always be throttled down by tight money policy on the part of the Federal
Reserve System. On the other hand if there is too little deficit financing, or
too large a surplus, the economic machinery may stall even with the throttle
wide;open. An error in the direction of too large a deficit can readily be cor-
rected, at least insofar as the tendency to inflation is concerned, by monetary

policy producing higher interest rates; there is no equally.ready corrective for
an error in the direction of too low a deficit or too large a surplus.
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Present dividend credit mnethod. is a dead end
As to changes in the tax structure, the tax treatment of eorporations badly'

needs overhauling. The recently enacted dividend credit does serve to mdder-
ate very slightly the differentials between taxes on enterprise organized as
corporations and other forms of organization. But as a means of doing any-
thing really substantial toward dealing with this problem it is essentially a.dead end. In its present form the dividend credit is not really large enough
to reduce the discrinination very much, and if increased to a level where it
would produce even a very rough equalization on the average, it would at the
same time produi e intolerable inequities. L'referred stockholders would receive
what is essentially a windfall. Dividend recipients in the upper income brackets.
would be relatifely undertaxed, while those in the lower income blrackets would
still be overtaxed, in the case of corporations distributing their income, while
nothing effective could be (lone by this method to mitigate the discrimlinations
arising with respect to corporations accumulating earnings.
Ending double tax on corporation income

Any serious attempt to achieve a major abatement of the discriminations now
involved in the taxation of corporations must take some account of the differences.
between corporations that distribute most of their earnings and those that do not.
About the most satisfactory simple way of doing this that I can think of would.
be to impose an annual tax of say 2 percent upon the accumulated undistributed.
profits of corporations, as an interest charge on the tax not paid by individuals.
The way would then be open to treating the present corporation tax at least
in part as a tax withheld at source; if this is done by means of a tax credit such
as the present one, then either the dividend must be 'grossed up" to obtain the
individual's net income before the tax was withheld, or the amount of the tax
credit added in to his net taxable income.
Capital gainis at death of taxpayer

The President's Economic Report speaks on page v and again on page 49 of
lowering tax barriers to the free flow of funds into risk-taking and job-creating,
investments, in a context implying that this must wait until rate reductions.
become feasible. But in the field of capital gains there is at least one place
where this objective can be promoted with a gain rather than a loss of revenue.
Under present law, taxpayers are often "frozen in" to their existing investments,
by consideration of the fact that if they hold on to these investments until their
death there will be no capital gains tax to be paid on whatever appreciation invalue there may have been, either by themselves or by their heirs. A: provision
requiring a tax at capital gains rates to be paid on the excess of the value of
these assets as appraised for estate-tax purposes over their tax basis would go
far toward eliminating this barrier to the free switching of investments, and
would in addition produce a small amount of revenue which would permit the
lowering of tax barriers in other areas. There is no reason either in equity or in
public policy for thus retaining a tax discrimination in favor of those who
refrain from turning over their assets until their death. Such an enactment
would make it possible for those who had invested in profitable growth ventures
to switch, when these ventures have reached maturity, to new risk ventures,
without thereby losing a valuable tax exemption, since the exemption would no
longer exist.

Tax credit for Government bond interest
Another step in this same direction would be the conversion of the exemption

of interest on State and local bonds into a tax credit at a rate calculated to be just
sufficient to preserve the market value of these bonds. Conceivably, an appro-
priate credit would be 30 percent of the interest received, to be applied as a re-
duction against the tax. For top-bracket taxpayers the net yield after taxes ob-
tainable fron such bonds would no longer be quite so far out of line with after-
tax yields on other securities, and some of the funds thus released would presum-
ably become available for risk investment, while the Government bonds would
pass into the hands of low-bracket taxpayers to whom the credit would be more
valuable than the exemption was previously. The demand for the bonds from
such investors would, if the rate of the credit is properly determined, be just
sufficient to maintain the value of the bonds on the market. Since the market
values would be maintained there would be no ground for objection from govern-
ment bodies, since new issues could still be floated at comparable yields, and
institutional owners would be protected from capital loss.
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Drop tronsport and communication excises
Concerning excises, I would suggest chiefly the elimination at the earliest

possible moment of the taxes on transportation and communication. These
are decreasing cost industries and taxes on such industries have a double
burden: not only must the users of these services pay the tax, but as the
tax ,aullses a reduction in use. average costs per unit of service rise Ioecause
of the lowver level of utilization of the facilities, and these higher average
costs must he borne either in the form of higher charges or lower profits. Each
dollar of revenue obtained from such taxes as these may well cost taxpayers
$1.210 or more when all of the repercussions have been wvorked out. In theory,
at least, a good case can be made for subsidizing such industries: while one
may not want to go so far as to provide an outright subsidy, at least there
i1. no excuse foi: singling then out for special and extra tax burdens.

Perecentugc dlepletion uinsoulnd.
I (anlnot pa.ss over the subject of depletion allowances without expressing

my conviction that they have no place in an individual income tax. Recoveryi
of actual investment, yes; but anything above this is income to the person
receiving it. Nor is there any public policy to be served: rather the reverse;
the percentage depletion allowances encourage excessive development of domestic
mineral properties rather than foreign, encourage early exhaustion of oud own,
resources and increase our ultimate dependence on foreign sources, and increase
the dollar shortage abroad by curtailing imports of minerals.

Estate taxes are badly in need of strengthening and simplification Several
lines of approach are possible, but no real progress can be made without funda-
mental overhaul.

On the experience of 19.54, I cannot pretend to have any expert opinion;
my judgment would be that the main contribution made by tax changes to the
arrest of the economic decline would be from. the reduction in individual in-
collie taxes: the major effect of the other changes probably was felt only
considerably after the bottouxi had been reached. In my judgment the built-il
stability of any set of rate schedules is inherently incapable of doing more than
mitigating swvings after they have arisen, and so I would not wish to depend on
such built-in stabilizers as a protection against inflation in the long run. On
the other hand I see no immediate danger of conditions arising during the
next year to 1S mouths that would call for increased rates for fiscal policy pur-
poses. Nor over a longer run does it seem likely that deficits of the order pro-
posedi for 19.56 wv.)uld give rise to inflation : indeed I would feel that much larger
deficits may be needed to provide the pressure needed for the satisfactory opera-
tion of monetary controls.

If I were asked to suggest a specific fiscal prorgami, I would propose the
immediate and permanent elimination of the transportation and communica-
tions excises, to take effect as soon as feasible; not only would this have a
desirable stimulative effect. but since these taxes alie a part of costs, there
would be a tendency for such a repeal to keep prices down and thus inhibit
any possible inflationary influence that a stimulative fiscal action might have
at this time.

In addition, I would like to see an immediate temporary tentative cut in
personal income taxes, such as to involve a reduction in the vithholding rates of
say 20 percent, beginning Alarch 1. or as soon thereafter as would be feasible.
Thell toward the end of the present session of Congress, say in June, Congress
should take another look at the then trend of the economy and establish the
withholding rates for the remainder of the year and set the final rates for the
income of the year 1955 in such a way as to agree with the overall level of
withholding that thus results for the entire year. I would make the cut en-
tirely in the rates rather than the exemptions, in the expectation that it would
be easier to put the rates back up later in the year if that should prove to he
indicated than would be the case if cuts were made in the personal exemptions.

In deciding oAi the final level of rates for the year, I would like to see this
done on the assumption that the aim is a budget situation which in and of itself
would produce a mild degree of inflation in the absence of any action by the
Federal Reserve Board, with the presumption and legislative direction, if neces-
sary, that that body act to control any inflationary pressures that do develop
by adequate increases in reserve requirements, increases in rediscount rates,
and by adequate sales of securities on the open market so as to tighten the
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money market and drive interest rates up to levels where undue expansionary ac-
tivity would be throttled off. The Federal Reserve System may still operate to
facilitate the orderly absorption of large issues of Government securities, but it
should be relieved of any responsibility for the keeping of interest of rates on
Government securities at any particular level. If restrictive action appears
to it to be necessary to avoid undue inflation, such policies should be pursued
regardless of their effects in raising the rates of interest payable on Government
issues.

If this is done, Congress can then adjourn with the feeling that the economy
is under some degree of control, and is not merely drifting, as at present, with
the throttle almost wide open, but with not enough steam in the boiler to produce
full employment.

(Whereupon, at 4: 25 p. m., the committee adjourned until Monday,
January 31,1955, at 10 a. m.)
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MONDAY, JANUARY 31, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT COMIMITTEEE ON THE EcONOMIc RErORT,

Washington, D. C.
The joint committee met at 10 a. in., Senator Paul H. Douglas

(chairman) presiding.
Present: Senator Douglas (chairman), Senator Sparkman, Repre-

sentative Patman (vice chairman), and Representatives Bolling, Mills,
Kelley, Wolcott, Talle, and Curtis.

The CHA.IRIIAx. As you know, we meet this morning to discuss
monetary policies, with particular reference to the Economic Report
of the Council of Economic Advisers. We appreciate you gentle-
men taking the time to discuss this with us. We are very grateful.

;We have invited a representative of the Secretary of the Treasury
or the Secretary to attend, but the Secretarv has declined on the same
grounds that he gave on Friday.

We are very glad that the Federal Reserve Board has designated
Mr. Riefler, who is Assistant to the Chairman, as a representative.
We are happy to have him here.

I think perhaps it would be a good idea if we took each of the
subjects in turn and went through the panel and then the members
of the committee could ask questions of the members of the panel and
perhaps there could be some discussion within the panel itself.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, before you ask a question,
since you have someone representing the Chairman of the Board of
Governors, do you expect to have the Chairman later on?

The CHAIRMAN. We invited either the Chairman or someone desig-
nated by the Chairman. I understand that Mr. Riefler appears here
in response to our invitation.

Vice Chairman PATIAN. Well, I think you ought to have the Chair-
man here. If you do not have him this time, you ought to have him
another time. My feeling is the same way about the Treasury. I do
not see how we can go into the study unless we have the policymaker
here. I do not think we should have anyone less than the policymaker.

Now, I am not saying that we should not hear Mr. Riefler; we will
do the best we can, but I am hoping it is not a precedent-that it is
not an established policy to accept substitutes.

The CHAIRMfAN. This does not constitute a binding precedent and
the question of later appearance, I think, can be discussed inside the
committee.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Just one thing, did you invite the Chair-
man, Mr. Martin?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

407
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Vice Chairman PATMIAN. And Mr. Martin sent his representative
down?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is perfectly true that he could designate
someone as his representative.

Vice Chairman PATMrAN. You stated that.
The CHAnitMAN. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, that would be a good reason.
The CHAIRMAN. The first question I should like to address to the

panel is this: What should be our monetary policy in 1955 with re-
spect to the quantity of money and credit? Should we have (a) a
fixed quantity of bank credit, (b) a decrease in the quantity, (c) an
increase in the quantity comparable to the increase in physical pro-
duction, or (d) an even more rapid increase in quantity?

I shall ask Mr. Riefler to begin the discussion.

OPENING STATEMENT OF WINFIELD W. RIEFLER, ASSISTANT TO
THE CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL
RESERVE SYSTEM

Mr. RIEFLER. The monetary and credit policies pursued by the
Federal Reserve System in 1955 will continue to be guided by the
philosophy emboided in the Employment Act, that is, the nurture and
cultivation of sustained economic growth and stability at high levels
of resource use.

In more concrete terms, this means that credit and monetary policy
will be directed toward furnishing the reserves needed by the com-
mercial banks to perform efficiently their function of financing the
economy at a high level of resource utilization without contributing
either to inflation or deflation, and without encouraging developments
that will make for instability. So far as the cost and availability of
credit are concerned, it means that the System will try to promote a
pattern of finance that will find a market for the economy's savings
in constructive activities. So far as the quantity of credit is con-
cerned, it will work for a. rate of growth in the active money supply
appropriate to the growth in the resources available to the economy.

It would not be wise to establish a fixed or mechanical formula to
govern the relationship between growth in the money supply and
growth in the economy. Both businesses and individuals hold cash
balances for a variety of reasons which may change from time to time.
The result will be registered both as a. change in the velocity of cir-
culation and a change in the appropriate relation between growth in
the money supply and growth in real output.

The CMAIRINAN. Mr. Riefler, I hope you will forgive me if I make
this comment: The very guarded nature of your comment reminded
me of the statement that language is a device designed to conceal
thought.

Now, in response to the particular question here, do I understand
you to say that you believe that the total supply of money should be
expended with production taken into account, taking in mind the
philosophy of maintaining a constant price level, neither an increase
in prices nor a decrease in prices?

Mr. RIEFLER. I thought I said that.
The CHAIRIArAN. Do you think you have a very good measure of

the velocity of circulation?
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Mr. RIFFLER. Not too good, and you have to take into account all
of the lags and leads which there may be in the situation.

The CH1A1R1IRA-N. Do you regard the figures which we have on page
30 of Economic Indicatorg, namely, demand deposits adjusted, as a
correct measure of the total supply of monev?

Mr. RIFLER. We are using demand deposits plus currency in cir-
culation as the statistical measure of the active money supply. I
think that is as close as you can get to it statistically. Of course money
is what people use for money. The statistical measure is never a com-
plete expression of the concept.

The CIHAIRMIAN. I have often wondered if currency in circulation
was not misleading. A great deal of it has been lost, a great deal of
it is in safety deposit boxes, and so on.

Mr. RIFFLER. I think that, after the bank closings in 1933 and
during the period of controls and black-market operations, currency
in circulation seemed to increase faster than was indicated by the
economic situation, and I also think that during the period of currency
instability abroad, quite a bit of our currency got over there with
the troops, and tended to remain.

My impression is that the trend is the other way now, that that kind
of locked-up currency is being released.

The CHAIRMAN. That is my impression, too.
Mr. RIEFLER. So far as changes in the active money supply are

concerned, that trend would tend to conceal or understate the increase
at the present time. But the amounts are relatively small and I do
not think they would be worth particular attention. That is my
impression.

he CHARMAN. That is all.
Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. No questions.
Vice Chairfian PATM[AN. Mr. Riefler, I listened with interest to

your statement which is on page 3 of your written statement, as I
understand it. You state that you hope to help the economy by fur-
nishing the needed reserves to the banks. Is that ajfair statement?

Mr. RIEFLER. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. In other words, if the banks need more

money you will change the reserve requirements so they can issue more
money on their reserves?

Mr. RIEFLER. Well, we might. The reserves are furnished to the
bank in three ways-well, two ways. When we change reserve re-
quirements we are not furnishing reserves to the banks. We are
changing the amount of reserves they are required to hold. But when
we furnish reserves actively, it is either by buying securities or by
lending to the banks through the rediscount window.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. I notice last year you state the total loans
of all commercial investments increased about $11 billion, of which
about $4 billion was in active money supply. How was that brought
about?

Mr. RIEFLER. The bulk of the increase in loans and investments in
the commercial banks was reflected by a growth in their deposits. Of
the deposit growth part was time deposits, and part was demand
deposits. That $4 billion is the increase in demand deposits plus
currency in circulation.
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. Do you mean most of that was obtained
by people borrowing at commercial banks? In other words, they
increased their deposits by making loans?

Mr. RIEFLER. Yes; people borrow from commercial banks and get
deposits and then pay them out. The people that receive the pay-
ments put them back in the banks. Some of them put them back in
the form of time deposits. That activity is reflected in the growth
of time deposits. Part of them put them back in the form of demand
deposits, and that is reflected in the growth in the active money supply.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Now. on this one question, I assume that
your answer would be that if we keep our economy growing and our
national product increasing, it will be necessary in a proportionate
manner to expand the money supply; is that right?

Mr. RIEFLER. Yes, not necessarily by a formula, though. You look
for growth in the money supply with growth in the economy. It is
very important.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. There is no fixed rule to govern it, though.
Tile CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kelley?
Representative KELLEY. No questions.
The CHAIRM3AN. I regret that I seem to have violated my own rule

by questioning Mr. Riefler before the other members had a chance to
question.

(Mr. Riefler's prepared statement and supplemental information
appear at pp. 489, 491.)

The CiIAIR-MAN. I shall now call on Mr. Hansen.

OPENING STATEMENT OF ALVIN HANSEN, LITTAUER PROFESSOR
OF POLITICAL ECONOMY, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, with respect to the question you asked,
I have a very, very brief statement which I would be glad to read with
respect to the matter of the quantity of money and what should be our
policy during the next year. I will make.this first general statement.

I suggest that for a rich industrial country the correct quantity of
money is not any precise fixed amount. It may be anything within a
rather wide range. A rich, highly developed country desires and is
capable of holding a very large amount of liquid assets in relation to
its income. A poor, undeveloped country is not. In a rich country
there is no close relation between the quantity of money and aggregate
spending. In a poor country there is. That is why the quantity
theory of money applies quite well to poor countries. The quantity
theory has very little relevance for rich advanced countries.

If the level of economic activity is low, we should actively promote
high liquidity and a policy of easy credit. If activity is running very
high, the monetary authorities should lean moderately against the
inflationary pressures. Monetary policy should make a modest con-
tribution toward the containment of inflation, but primary reliance
should be placed upon fiscal policy and selective controls.

The monetary authorities should, I believe, follow no rigid formula
with respect to the quantity of money. A rich advanced society does
not hold money merely for transactions purposes, and therefore the
old velocity concept is more or less meaningless. A rich society can-
not function well without large liquid assets, ready to take advantage
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of changing investment opportunities and prepared to meet unfore-
seen contingencies. Such a society cannot prosper without a. highly
elastic monetary system.

I might add that it seems to me with respect to the coming year I see
no reason why we should move toward monetary restraint. As I see
it, we are currently some 25 billion below our output potential, and I
estimate this not on an overfull employment basis, but on a basis that
is lower than in the high peak quarters. Even in these high peak
quarters, as a matter of fact, we had no inflation.

So I see no reason why we should move even as has been suggested,
from "active ease" to "just ease." I would suggest a continued utmost
ease in the monetary field in the year ahead.

The CHIAIRMAN. Thank you.
(Mr. Hansen's prepared statement appears at p. 491.)
The CHAI.NRAN. Mr. Reierson.

OPENING STATEMENT OF ROY L. REIERSON, VICE PRESIDENT AND
ECONOMIST, BANKERS TRUST CO., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. REIERSON. Mr. Chairman, I find myself in substantial agree-
ment with the general objectives as stated by Air. Riefler, and partial
but not complete agreement with the point of view presented by Pro-
fessor Hansen.

As a general objective, I would support the thesis that we should
provide a money supply sufficient to keep pace with the requirements
of an expanding economy, that is, promote a gradual increase in the
money supply in line with increase in the output and in the monetary
needs of an expanding economy. By implication, this means that I
am in general agreement with benchmark (c), listed in the question.

I would suggest, however, that the application of this general con-
cept to a particular situation is a very complex and difficult problem,
and certainly would agree with both previous speakers that we cannot
use an arithmetic formula in trying to apply the principle. The prin-
ciple provides some very rough benchmarks, but probably no more
than that.

I take it that we are interested in avoiding twin evils. We certainly
wish to avoid, in a period of economic slack, an inadequate money
supply. We wish to avoid policies of credit restraint that would
accentuate credit contraction and deflation in a period of business
weakness, and which would by their nature be restrictive and restrain-
ing upon the money supply. Likewise, I take it that we wish to avoid
the other evil of an excessive growth in the money supply, that is, an
increase at a rate far above the increase in the volume of output in
the economy. In the past, this has frequently brought inflationary
pressures and increases in prices.

The most dramatic example of an oversupply of money is, of
course, provided by war financing when military operations are fi-
nanced through the banking system and contribute to inflationary
pressure during and after the war.

I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that a rapid increase in the money sup-
ply under conditions other than war could have similar but perhaps
less drastic results, especially if the situation should arise where
large amounts of credit were being used for purposes that did not
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increase the flow of goods entering the market. I am not suggest-
ing that we are in that position at the present time.

The application of this general principle to any particular situation
is obviously complicated by a variety of factors. One of them may
be long-term changes in the monetary habits of the population. It
appears that the active money supply relative to gross national prod-
uct is currently a little higher than it was in the period of prosperity
in the twenties. However, these changes in monetary habits are prob-
ably fairly gradual and can be largely ignored in the short run.

However, we also have cyclical fluctuations in the relationship be-
tween money and economic activity. In a period of business decline,
particularly if the decline is of significant proportions, we frequently
have a slower rate of turnover of the money supply as measured by
these inadequate indexes, and, consequently, perhaps need a somewhat
higher money supply relative to gross iational product.

The reverse probably is true in periods of prosperity when a faster
turnover of the money supply may reduce the need for as large an
increase in the volume.

What I am suggesting, Mr. Chairman, is that the application of
this very rough and general principle should be made in light of the
cyclical situation in the economy, that in a period of business decline,
credit policies should be used that would create an environment in
which the money supply could increase faster than the average rate of
growth. In a period of initial business recovery, I would think that
the money supply should remain adequate and credit conditions not
be restricted. But as business expands, if the cyclical patterns with
which we are accustomed tend to prevail in the future, then the
thought occurs to me that we shall approach a time when a less liberal
credit policy and a slower rate of increase in the money supply would
be perfectly appropriate.

Specifically, I think that the increase in money supply in 1954 was
resonably in line with this long-term growth benchmark. I think
that the present business situation warrants continued application of
the general benchmark; an increase in annual terms of perhaps 3
to 4 percent would seem reasonable. But I suggest that we should
maintain flexibility in our thinking, adapt our thinking to the cyclical
changes in business activity and restrain the rate of growth of the
money supply as we approach full employment.

In the application of this general principle, another complication is
that of seasonal fluctuations. The seasonal fluctuations in demand
deposits are of substantial importance, and the seasonal fluctuations
in money in circulation are likewise large enough so that they cannot
be ignored. This complicates the use and interpretation of the data
on the money supply.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Reierson's prepared statement and supplemental information

appear at pp. 486-488.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Stein.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HERBERT STEIN, ASSOCIATE RESEARCH
DIRECTOR OF THE COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Mr. STEiN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to state first for the record
that I appear here today to present my own views and not to represent
the Committee for Economic Development, with which I am asso-
ciated.
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- I do not believe that the question of the appropriate rate of in-
crease in the money supply can be answered for a period as long as
1 year ahead without an ability to forecast economic conditions that
I do not believe anyone has.

One's opinion of appropriate monetary policy at any one time
depends, or should depend, upon one's appraisal of the economic sit-
uation as it exists and as it is foreseen for a short period ahead.

It is one of the great advantages of monetary policy that the for-
ward look need not be very long, since the policy can be changed in
time if developments in the more distant future call for a change.

In general, I agree with the diagnosis of the economic situation
contained in the Economic Report. This diagnosis is that we are
experiencing a recovery, which is not yet complete, and that con-
tinued rapid movement to full recovery is possible, even "promised,"
but not assured.

In my opinion, this diagnosis calls for a prescription of continued
active monetary ease. This means that banks should be so well sup-
plied with reserves that they will be actively seeking opportunities
to extend credit and will be increasing their investments in Govern-
ment securities.

I do not see anything in the President's Economic Report that is
necessarily inconsistent with this prescription. However, I believe
that the report could have been clearer on this point.

Possibly before the end of this year we shall need an anti-inflation-
ary monetary policy. But this possibility does not means that we do
not need, or cannot have, an active stimulating monetary policy now.
The meaning of flexibility in monetary policy is that we can have a
stimulating policy now and a restrictive policy 6 months from now.

(Mr. Stein's prepared statement and supplemental information ap-
pear at pp. 494, 495.)

The CHIAIR31AN. Mr. Whittlesey.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHARLES R. WHITTLESEY, PROFESSOR
OF FINANCE AND ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,
AND ECONOMIST, THE PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Mr. WiTTrLEsEY. May I say that in the letter I received from the
chairman there was this statement: "We shall ask each member to
summarize his views on the assigned topic in an opening statement
of 5 to 7 minutes."

I am going to have to break into my subject and I am not sure that
my thoughts will be revealed as well as they would have been other-
wise, but they certainly will not be concealed if I can avoid it. Ad-
dressing myself to the questions you have put before us, I have com-
bined may answer with that to the second question presented to the
panel. When that comes up, I shall have to pass.

The first two questions seem to call for some simple and categorical
rule of thumb which is to remain valid throughout 1955. But
monetary policies are contingent at all times upon the conditions
that prevail in the country. It will be the task of the monetary
authorities to choose from among the alternatives mentioned here, and
others not named, the policies which are appropriate to conditions as
they unfold.

It is entirely conceivable that within the coming year conditions
will alter to such an extent that quite opposite measures will be
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called for at different periods. To suggest, as these two questions
seem to do, that particular policies can be laid down this far in ad-
vance, is largely to deny the necessity of having a central monetary
authority.

The effect of changes that have taken place in the economy has been
to increase the importance of those instruments of policy which relate
primarily to the use of money as contrasted with those which relate
primarily to its quantity. It follows that I consider the present
exclusive concentration on the general instruments of credit control,
notwithstanding a nostalgic hankering for them, not merely mis-
placed but anachronistic. For the same reason I feel that other selec-
tive controls such as regulations W and X should be made available
to the Federal Reserve on a standby basis. I am convinced that the
Korean inflation would have been far more moderate if the Board
had had these instruments at their immediate command~and had em-
ployed them promptly and vigorously.

That unfortunate and unnecessary experience was the price paid
for our pathological fear of bureaucracy, a fear which keeps us from
giving our monetary authorities the power they require to do their job
adequately, lest they abuse that power. This is in spite of the self-
evident fact that any limitation on the power of the monetary authori-
ties to do harm, as in restricting the use of particular instruments of
credit control. is likewise a limitation on their power, under other cir-
cumstances, to do good. It is. in spite of the further fact that the his-
tory of Federal Reserve operations shows that the Board has often suf-
fered from an excess of caution but seldom if ever from an excess of
adventurousness in the exercise of its powers.

In speaking of supplementing the present arsenal of stabilization
measures I have gone somewhat beyond a discussion of monetary poli-
cies for 1955. At least I hope and expect that this year wvill present
no crisis that will expose the inadequacies of present monetary powers.
But I have no confidence'that we shall escape such a crisis before the
decade is out. And I firmly believe that the time to prepare for crisis
is before crisis descends.

To summarize certain things I had said elsewhere, I would go much
further than the Economic Report goes in urging that a full comple-
ment of powers be available for more serious tests that surely lie ahead.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Whittlesey's prepared statement and supplemental informa-

tion appear at pp. 496-498.)
The CHAIRMAN. Air. Wood.

OPENING STATEMENT OF ELMER WOOD, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI

Mr. WOOD. Mr. Chairman, I would agree with Mr. Stein's state-
ment that there is no reason to discontinue a policy of active ease.
The ultimate tests of monetary policy that seem useful resolve into
facts about prices and about employment. As long as employment
is no higher than it is at the present, and as long as prices are not rising
significantly, it seems desirable to follow a policy of monetary ease-
about such as we had in the latter part of last year.

If we should have still further recession, monetary expansion should
be stepped up. If prices should start rising significantly during 1955,
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while there is still considerable unemployment, we should compromise.
Everything considered, we should be willing to see some rise of prices
if unemployment remains as great as it is now. On the other hand,
we should not be willing to purchase full employment-with the per-
centage of unemployment, say, at the early 1953 level-at the expense
of inflation at the rate, say. of 5 percent a year for very many years.
These figures are illustrative and are not intended to suggest a formula.
I do not think we can operate on a formula.

As I consider that last statement again, it seems that it might be
thought slightly equivocal. I do not mean to be indefinite about
the matter. There should be no question about monetary expansion
when we are having recession and falling prices-and it should be of
the required order of magnitude. And we should even change our
arrangements for issuing money if that seems necessary in order to
have the expansion needed. Also, when prices are rising and there is
overemployment, or what is commonly referred to as that, we should
restrict to the required extent.

Because of upward pressures on prices from the supply side we are
probably faced with creeping inflation over the long run. The mone-
tary authorities cannot be expected to hold back these upward pres-
sures simply by monetary restriction. The innocent would suffer
more than those responsible.

In other words, if the monetary authorities are going to discipline
the economy, and punish with unemployment, an upward pressure,
say, in industrial prices

The CHAIRMAN. Do You mean from monopolies?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. From the labor movement, and so on?
Mr. WOOD. Administered prices. And suppose then the monetary

authorities say "We will show you. We will cut off your water to a
certain extent and stop any further increase and bring those prices
down." They are punishing innocent people who were not respon-
sible for that administered price rise. I do not think we want to say
unconditionally that we would give that kind of disciplining to avoid
such a rise of prices. If the problem cannot be dealt with adequately
by policing the power groups, the monetary authorities will compro-
mise in favor of some inflation. The public will demand that they
behave that way; maybe not immediately, but sooner or later they will.

We come now to a different aspect of the question as stated. The
question seems to imply that the amount of money is the appropriate
measure of monetary ease or pressure at any given moment. Actually
the amount of money reflects mainly the demand for balances aris-
ing out of the given cost-price structure and level of economic activity.
Of course. there are some other elements in the demand for cash. but
those are the two main ones; and since they do not respond immedi-
ately to the administrative procedures available to the authorities,
but only slowly and cumulatively, the amount of balances shows a
similar lack of responsiveness.

Thus the amount of balances is a historical result of cumulative
forces and not a measure of monetary tendencies at a given moment.
What the authorities need is an instant pointer reading of the change
in the monetary ease or pressure which they are exerting with the
controls in their hands. This pointer reading is the prices of various
types of debts.
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Nor is the amount of money a very useful test of longer-run policy.
The longer-run tests are prices and the volume of employment.
Finally, let us note. a change in the quantity of money is not an instru-
ment of procedure. No board decides administratively what it shall
be.

Money is socially costless, and if every treasurer and every indi-
vidual consumer should change his target of the amount of balance
he wants to hold, let them all have what they want. That does no
harm. Let us have no preconceived idea that money ought to increase
at such-and-such percent a year. Let us suppose the public become
worried and want to shift from debt assets that are not money into
money. There is no reason why the monetary authorities should
exact harder terms as a condition to permitting the public to have
those balances.

The reason why I do not approach the matter from the standpoint
of the velocity of circulation is that I believe the public can ordinarily
have all the balances they want at any given time, and without any
serious change in the sacrifice necessary to obtain them. A change in
the demand for balances is associated with, causes, a change in their
amount, and not with a change primarily in the rate of turnover of
some given amount determined by the authorities or by the banking
system independently of the public. And it ought to be that way.
]f, however, there is inflation, the terms on which the public adjust
their balances should be hardened. This may have little effect on the
amount of balances they choose to hold, but it will have a cumulative
effect on the volume of commitments and prices-which is presum-
ably the final objective.

I think the question involved is one of criteria. You cannot use
your monetary procedures and watch the pointer reading of prices
and employment change instantly. They register effects slowly and
cumulatively. But you can get an instant reading of whether you are
applying additional pressure by looking at the prices of debts. If the
Treasury bill rate goes up to 3 percent, we know there is more pres-
sure applied regardless of the volume of reserves and of deposits.

(Mr. Wood's prepared statement and supplemental information
appear at pp. 498-500.)

The CHAIRAIAN. Thank you. I would like to ask one or two tech-
nical questions and then I will ask Congressman Patman to lead off.
First, what is the amount of excess reserve, so-called, now in the Fed-
eral Reserve System?

Mr. WOOD. I have not looked lately, Mr. Chairman, but my guess.
would be that it is of the order of six or seven hundred millions.

The CHAIRMI.AN.. Is that correct?
Mr. RIEFLER. Yes, it would be a little larger.
The CHAIRMAN. And what do you use as a multiplier now as to the

potential expansion, five and a half?
Mr. RIEFLER. The technical one would be something like that.
The CHAIR13AIN. So, roughly, the banks would have a lending ca-

pacity of something over $3 billions?
Mr. RIEFLER. Well, more than that, because the discount rate

is only 11/2 percent. That is quite a promotive rate. Member banks
can borrow at that rate. They get reserves through borrowing, the
discount rate, that is a fairly promotive rate, 11/2 percent.
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The CHAIR31AN. But they are not resorting to rediscount. They
could expand credit something over $3 billions with the present re-
serves.

Mr. RIEFLER. Of course, they do not rediscount and borrow to lend
and expand credit, but what happens is they have excess reserves or
they have liquid assets easily converted into reserves, as far as an in-
dividual bank is concerned, and it goes out to put its money to work,
to lend.

The CHAIRMNdAN. I am not speaking of the potential reserve but the
present reserve.

Mr. RIEFLER. The actual present reserve would be something like
that.

The CHAIRMAN. Something over $3 billion. Would you say this
is appreciably larger than usual, or this is a normal figure?

Mr. RIEFLER. I do not know whether it is normal. It is within the
range. It has been larger, it has been smaller.

The CHAIRMAN. Isn't it true normally in a recession that the excess
reserves rise?

Mr. RIEFLER. Yes.
Mr. WOOD. I do not know that I should make quite the inference

there that you and Mr. Riefler are making. Those excess reserves are,
to a large extent, irrelevant. They are held by small banks that do not
want to sharpen their pencils too much, and prefer a convenience mar-
gin in their deposits at the Federal Reserve to adding a little more to
their balances with correspondents or to their Treasury bills, etc. The
real expansion potential is indicated by the terms on which balances
can be maintained, and what is likely to happen to those terms as
economic expansion proceeds.

The members of the economy can convert debts into money at their
option, and it ought to be without a stepping up of the pressure on
them, as long as prices do not register a move upward.

The CHAIR3RMAN. In other words, I infer you are somewhat allergic
to an increase in the interest rate on Government securities?

Mr. WOOD. Yes; I see no reason for doing it at the present time.
The CHAIRMAN. One other technical question I would like to ask,

Mr. Reierson. I think you made a very interesting and fruitful sug-
gestion in altering the rate of growth of your money supply to take
into account cyclical changes in the velocity of circulation. I won-
dered if you had any estimate as to how much of an adjustment that
would be in the period of sharp revival and intense activity. On
the other hand, how much of an adjustment would be required to speed
up the quantity in a period of rather sharp recession ?

Mr. REIERSON. Mr. Chairman, I would hesitate to express any views
for the record in specific quantitative terms. I think credit policy has
to be determined in the light of a lot more considerations than have
been mentioned before this panel. In interpreting and appraising data
on the money supply, I think consideration has to be given to the
changes on the asset side of bank balance sheets that show what factors
are contributing to the change in the money supply. All these make it
very difficult to come out with and apply arbitrary, categorically quan-
titative measures.

At the risk of being misinterpreted and misunderstood, I might sug-
gest that in a period of depression, if we take a normal rate of growth
in money supply of somewhere between 3 and 4 percent, that perhaps
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4 to 5 percent might not be worrisome. In a period of intense boom, I
would hope that the rate of increase would be substantially less than
the average rate of growth.

The CHAIRMAN. You seem to be suggesting about 1 percent.
Mr. REIERSON. One or two percent, perhaps, as a rough criterion.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Professor Hansen, I noticed you stated

that you do not believe any restraint is necessary at this time?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Do you believe that phrase that has been

used by the Federal Reserve, ' active ease" is generally understood
throughout the country as to what it actually means?

Mr. HANSEN. Well, I should imagine it is pretty generally under-
stood. We have had a condition of active ease for a year or more, and
I would imagine people thinking about these problems understand
what is meant by that phrase, active ease. I would say a continuation
of active ease means a continuation of the easy availability of credit
on easy terms that we instituted shortly after May and June in 1953.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. You mean commencing May 11, 1953,
when they went into the market and bought some securities?

Mr. HANSEN. I mean when the Federal Reserve, in May and June
of 1953, entered into large market operations, and in June and July I
think they lowered the reserve requirements.

Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. Senator Sparkman called my attention
to the fact that it was May 6. I think that is the time they had their
meeting when they agreed they would do it, but they did not actually
go into the market until Mray l1. Incidentally, May 6 was just 2 or 3
days after the rates on veterans' loans and FHA loans had been raised.

*What is strange to me is that there was not some coordination there
so that the monetary authorities would let the people who were con-
templating raising the mortgage rates know that it would be un-
necessary to raise those rates. In just 3 or 4 days they were going to
change their policy and take an about-face and the raising of the
rates would be unnecessary.

Do you understand that, Professor Hansen?
Mr. HANSEN. I would agree with you.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. And those rates have not been eased, ac-

tively or otherwise. Now, Professor Hansen, I notice that the Presi-
dent's report said the income shares of both farm and business proprie-
tors were at postwar lows in 1954. That is on page 83 of the report.

Do you see anything in the present actions of the monetary authori-
ties that will be helpful in restoring to a normal condition or a pros-
perous condition these two groups, the farm and the small business
groups that were at alltime postwar lows in 1954?

Mr. HANSEN. Yes. but I think the monetary authorities could not
alone bring about that desirable result. The monetary authorities
could, however, continue easy credit and easy availability of credit,
and that along, with other measures, fiscal measures, could, I think,
acco 'plish a great deal, in another 12 months, in raising the incomes
of the groups you have referred to.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Doesn't it occur to you, though, that they
are picking out for special help the people who do not need it so much?

Now I refer to the fact that I have a statement here of Guaranty
Trust, showing profits increased 23 percent last year. The Chase
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National's profits increased 34 percent last year. Now all of these
actions of monetary authorities in raising interest rates and permit-
ting more speculation in the Government-bond market will help out
the very people who have been prospering the most, won't it, Profes-
sor Hansen?

Mr. HANSEN. Well, I am not quite sure- that that is so. It is true
the moneylenders would profit from higher interest rates but business
corporations in general would not, because it would tend to restrain
expansion that might otherwise take place, and I think business cor-
porations profit from expansion, and not from a rise in the rate of
interest. They are not moneylenders.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Isn't it a fact that it squeezes the little bus-
inessman who will not only suffer because of the rise in interest, but
also because the policies have not presented industrial raw material
prices from being increased? I refer to steel, copper, and aluminum.
The small, unintegrated company will be squeezed there because that
company is not in a position to take care of itself.

Don't you agree with that?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes; all industrial enterprises would be squeezed to

some extent by a restrictive monetary policy.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. And don't you think a policy of definite

restraint and restriction is going on right now?
Mr. HANSEN. I see signs of it and I should be opposed to it.
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Don't you see signs that the money-lenders

are shooting for a 4 percent wholesale rate in money, I means a Gov-
ernment rate?

Mr. HANSEN. I do not know what rate they are shooting at, but they
are moving in that direction at a time when they should not do so, in
my judgment.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. In 1953, when there was some complaint
about the increase in the interest rate to 31/½ percent, Secretary Hum-
phrey said he compared it with the 1920's. He said it was still much
lower than in the 1920's, indicating to me that perhaps he was using
that as his guide, that he was shooting for that 4 percent rate in the
1920's, and then the other day, when something was said about this
3 percent rate being high, the Treasury noted it is still low in
comparison to rates charged in other countries, and every time you
mention a high rate they seem to think it ought to be higher.

So I cannot figure it out any other way except that they are shooting
for 4 percent money like they did in the 1920's. Now the farmer is the
other small-business man that is involved in this thing. I do not think
it is intentional propaganda. I share the chairman's views on the Wall
Street Journal. I think it is a wonderful publication. I do not always
accept 100 percent what they say, but it is certainly thought-provok-
ing, and it is a fine publication, but sometimes they do not always tell
the whole story.

I see here this morning's Wall Street Journal, January 31, it says
that prices farmers got for their wares rebounded 2 percent in the
month ended January 15. The upturn carried the Government index
of agricultural prices to 144 percent, 5 points above the month earlier,
when the index hit a new low.

Benson expects agricultural prices to climb and approach the year-
ago figures. That would indicate to the people who read it that the
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farmers are doing mighty well, that they have had this jump, 21/2
percent in prices. But the Wall Street Journal overlooked the fact
that there was a report gotten out just a few days ago, in which it said.
I am quoting the Governmnent figures, "the level of prices paid by
farmers for goods and services used in family living and in farm
production increased nearly 11/2 percent during the month ended Jan-
uary 15, offsetting the increase in farm price levels."

Don't you think the Wall Street Journal could use that figure, too?
If they are pointing out that the farmer is doing so well one month,
they should also point out that the cost of what they buy has increased
11/2 percent during the same period.

I will not ask you to answer that particular one, but on this shooting
for 4 percent money, we asked Mr. Humphrey about that before this
committee once, and about how that would affect the market when he
got ready to make these announcements, and he gave as an illustration
that it had no more effect on the market than a farmer's wife going
in and selling a dozen eggs on the open market.

You do not agree with that, do you?
Mr. HANSEN. I read that statement and was quite interested in it.
Vice Chairman PATMA;N. You do not agree with it, do you?
Mr. HANSEN. No, I think he left out quite a few things in the

illustration.
Vice Chairman PAYTMXAN. The newspapers reported that the market

was waiting on the announcement of the Treasury, it kept the market
in suspense a long time. That was your understanding, was it not?

Mr. HANSEN. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. It said the expectancy over the new

United States issue almost halts trading in Governments, so Mr.
Humphrey was certainly mistaken about that. I noted a statement
recently by a government bond dealer to the effect that the flexible
tactics of the monetary authorities are turning the long-term bond
market into a financial roller coaster. Don't you think that too much
is being done to aid and encourage speculation in Government bond
markets, Professor Hansen?

Mr. HANSEN. Well, as I said before, I would not undertake this
program that seems now to be under way to raise some rates.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. You think that is a mistake?
Mr. HANSEN. I think that is a mistake.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Don't you think it is unusual, too, for

the Treasury to break the traditional policy not to issue bonds that are
payable beyond a generation, that that is a pretty good policy to stick
by, one which they have violated in both the 31/4 percent and the 3
percent?

Mr. HANSEN. This, of course, is a very complicated question. I
would, in general, lean toward short-term issues, but I think it is a
problem and it varies with conditions. A primary consideration
would be to tailor the maturities to the demands of the market. The
demands of the market, however, are fixed to a great extent by Gov-
ernment policies, including the policies of the monetary authority, but
I lean toward short maturities and not long maturities.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. And these bonds are not callable, these
40-year bonds, and it should be pointed out, too, I think, that the last
time we had such a long-term issue was in 1911, when the Panama
Canal bonds were issued at 3 percent. They were 50 year bonds. Here
we are issuing a 40-year bond for 3 percent.
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By the way, on this farmer situation that I pointed out awhile ago,

the farmers' parity ratio is down to 86 now. Don't you see in that an

alarming situation and something that should be receiving the atten-

tion of the monetary authorities, Professor Hansen?
Mr. HANSEN. Well, it is an index of a larger movement.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Now I would like to ask the whole panel.

Mr. Chairman, how they feel-or should I do that later on ?-on sup-

porting Government bonds at par.
The CIIAIRMrAN. I would suggest that be handled later.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I shall certainly defer to the wishes of the

chairman. I will yield for the present, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wolcott.
Rpresentative WoLcorr. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMIIAN. No questions, Mr. Chaillrman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairmani, I have a question which is not

strictly related to this, so I will pass for the moment.
The CHAIRMNAN. Mr. Kelley.
Representative KELLEY. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Curtis.
Representative CURTIS. No questions.
The CHIAIR-MAN. Well, let us take up question No. 2 then. How

should these monetary policies be carried out: A. through open

market operations; B, through changes in reserve requirements; or

C, through changes in the rediscount rate.
Mr. Riefler.
Mr. RitFLER. I did not think it would be appropriate for me to dis-

cuss prospective policies. I thought I would try to make my contribu-
tion to that question by describing concretely the way policies have
worked.

During the greater part of 1954, when inventories were being liqui-

dated and the normal business customers of banks had less occassion to

borrow, the system sought to achieve its stated objectives by twice

lowering. its rediscount rates, first from 2 percent to one and three-

quarters of 1 percent and, second, from 13/4 to 11/2 percent. It also, in

the summer, lowered reserve requirements on time deposits to 5 per-

cent, on demand deposits to 20 percent at central reserve city banks, 18

percent at reserve city banks. and 12 percent at country banks.
Continuously throughout the year, open market operations were

used to supplement or offset other factors supplying or absorbing

reserves in such a way as to insure that there would be a volume of

reserves in the market sufficient to stimulate banks to seek outlets for
their funds.

Taking the year 1954 as a whole, total loans and investments of all

commercial banks expanded by nearly $11 billion, of which about

$4 billion was reflected in a growth in the active money supply. The
growth for the year in the active money supply was around 3 percent,

as compared with a growth of a little over 1 percent in the gross na-

tional product from the first quarter to the last quarter of the year.

In each case, this growth was concentrated in the later months of

1954.
It seems to me that the question should be phrased a little differently.

The result is a composite one achieved by a pattern of rediscount
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rates, open-market operations, and possibly reserve requirement ad-
justments. It is the composite that should be looked at, rather than
any one activity.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hansen.
Mr. HANSE-NT. I think I have nothing to add to that. I certainlyagree that it is the general pattern, rather than any one specific meas-

ure. I would maintain monetary ease. I would not move in the
direction of tightening up reserves. I would not move in the direction
of raising interest rates. I think the move last summer, the lowering
of those requirements, was a good one.

On the other hand, I also felt that once we had introduced monetary
ease, there was not much use in "pushing the string." I rather doubted
that much more could be accomplished than we had accomplished in
late 1953 and early 1954 by monetary ease, and my own view was we
ought to move further in the direction of tax reduction and increased
consumption.

The CHAIRMAN. What about the effect of the earnings of the
Federal Reserve System?

Mr. HANSEN. Well, that flows back to the Treasury, so I do not
much care what they earn. Do you mean the commercial banks?

The CHAIRMIAN. The open-market operation, the Federal Reserve
System will receive about 18 percent; will it not have the profits
through an increase in the money supply? Whereas by lowering
reserve requirements, the entire increase accrues to the banks.

Mr. HANSEN. You are now referring to the commercial banks?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HANSEN. Well, I would not primarily consider that. When I

am considering monetary policy, I would not primarily consider the
matter of the earnings of the commercial banks. That, of course, is
an important question by itself, but I think we would do well not tomix that too much with the desirable monetary policy.

If commercial banks are earning too much, it may well be that
they are in a short period earning too much by reason of a higher
rate of interest, and if that is true over a long period, it can easily be
taken care of by special tax measures applying to commercial banks.

I would not allow my monetary policy to be fixed by the question
of commercial bank earnings.

The CGAIRMIAN. Mr. Reierson.
Mr. REIERSON. Mr. Chairman, I agree that the objectives of mone-

tary and credit policy should be achieved by use of all three of the
major tools; open-market operations, reserve requirements, if needed,
and changes in the rediscount rate. I might add-and this is, I think,
related to this question-that I am of the opinion that the powers of
the Federal Reserve are sufficient for it to perform its functions as
a central bank, except under conditions of pronounced inflationary
pressures and emergencies. I further suggest that the use of the three
tools depends upon the objectives of Federal Reserve credit policy.

If time permits, Mr. Chairman, I have a few comments on the
outlook for the application of these principles in 1955. With ref-
erence to the open-market operations, the present operating proce-
dures of the Federal Reserve involve major reliance upon the use of
open-market operations to effect changes in the money market and
in the reserve position of the member banks.
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I would anticipate continued reliance upon this tool as a major
instrument of day-to-day operating credit policy in 1955. I think we
should point out that involved in the use of this tool are some very com-
plex and very difficult estimates.

The authorities are continuously engaged in trying to forecast the
forces that will be operating in the money market, and some of the
factors are sometimes very difficult to estimate; these estimates are
made weekly, daily, and in some cases hourly.

The second instrument, change in reserve requirements, has been
used relatively infrequently. It has not been relied upon as to a day-to-
day operating tool; rather. the practice has been to limit its use to
occasions and situations in which rather substantial actions are ap-
propriate. This, to me, seems to be a sound policy and practice.

We had reductions in reserve requirements in 1953 and 1954, to which
reference has already been made. Behind those reductions, presum-
ably, and I have no direct information on this point, were a number of
considerations. One consideration was a desire to get reserve require-
ments down below their statutory maximums in order to give flexibil-
ity for their future use in time of need. Another consideration may
have been a belief that the reserve requirements were higher than were
needed under the circumstances. I would point out that reserve re-
quirments in the United States are still substantially higher than in
other important financial nations.

Another consideration in the mid-1953 reduction may have been a
desire to provide unmistakable evidence to the financial markets of a
change in credit policy, to underline the shift in direction of credit
policy that was first evident in the early part of May, and to ease the
way for the impending financing operations of the Treasury. You
will recall, Mr. Chairman, that the fiscal position of the Treasury
deteriorated very badly, or at least the expectations deteriorated when
the tax receipts came in during March and April, 1953. As a result,
the second half-year financing requirements of the Treasury increased
in amount above earlier expectations.

Much as commercial bankers would like to see further reductions in
reserve requirements, conditions are probably not favorable to such
action as long as business expansion continues. Therefore I would
be surprised if we had a further reduction in reserve requirements in
the near future.

A sharp resurgence of inflationary pressures, and in this world it is
hard to tell what is going to transpire, might occasion an increase in re-
serve requirements.

But Income back to my initial point that, now that open-market re-
quirements have been freed as a tool of credit policy, there is a desire
on the part of the authorities to minimize changes in reserve require-
ments.

Finally, as to changes in the rediscount rate, these, of course, are re-
lated to the use of the lending facilities of the Federal Reserve banks.
The past 2 to 3 years have shown an increased use in these lending
facilities on the part of the member banks. The volume of member-
bank borrowing averaged about a billion and a quarter, or a little
higher, in early 1953; by mid-1954 it had been reduced to $200 million;
it is running a little higher than that now, but certainly is not at high
levels.

58422-55-28
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With the present operating procedure and practice, there is a reluct-
ance on the part of member banks to borrow from the Federal Reserve,
and I believe some feeling, at least on some occasions, on the part of
the Federal Reserve, that regular and continuous borrowing on the
part of member banks may be inappropriate and undesirable. Conse-
quently, bank reserves provided by member bank borrowing are ob-
tained with greater reluctance than reserves obtained through the sale
of Treasury bills to the Federal reserve, that is, through open-market
operation.

If the Federal Reserve wishes to foster easy conditions in the market,
it can provide reserves by open-market purchases. If it is desirous
of following a less-easy policy, it can provide fewer of the reserves re-
quired by the economy through open-market purchases.

If the banks are put in a position where they find it necessary to
increase their borrowing from the Federal Reserve banks, short-term
interest rates may be expected to increase, and in due course the ex-
pectation is that this will be followed by a higher rediscount rate.
May I say that I think it is difficult to substantiate the point of view
that the Federal Reserve is following, at the present time, a policy of
credit restraint.

May I add that if we are committed to the principle of a flexible
credit policy, then it seems to me that to follow a credit policy which
is appropriate when business is going down, or stable, at a time when
business shows a turn-around is not appropriate.

I think that there is another general principle that should be recog-
nized, namely, that if we freeze interest rates and thus prevent eco-
nomic forces from having their normal impact upon interest rates,
then we have effectively destroyed the instrument of flexible credit
policy. Since it is my personal belief that general credit policy can
make a contribution to economic stability and sound long-term growth,
such a course of events would be accepted by me with the greatest of
reluctance. This would undo the results achieved in March 1951 in the
Treasury-Federal Reserve accord. I need only refer to the excellent
reports prepared by the subcommittees of this committee for a dis-
cussion of the underlying problems involved.

There is one further matter which I should like to mention. It seems
to me by implication this question involves the expression of an opin-
ion as to the need for selective-credit controls. It has been my opinion
for some time that it might be appropriate to grant to the monetary
authorities standby authority to use selective-credit controls in the
fields of consumer and real-estate credit. It would be my philosophy
that such controls would not be used normally or regularly,obut that
their use would be reserved for emergency conditions.

If a kit of tools is being readied for possible emergency use-and
that I do not know-then I think the question might be considered
as to whether provision should be made for the inclusion of standby
authority to regulate consumer credit and real-estate mortgage credit.

However, I am impressed by the administrative difficulties and
problems involved in the use of selective-credit controls, and by the
difficult problems of compliance and enforcement. There is a further
fact, which I think is clear from the record, that selective-credit con-
trols are really not effective unless they are supported by general credit
policy. It is futile, I think, to have selective-credit controls if we are
following an easy-credit policy.
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For all of these reasons I am not addicted to the regular use of
selected-credit controls, but I do agree with Professor Whittlesey that
the grant of standby authority would be appropriate.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kelley, do you have a question?
Representative KELLEY. No, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRIMAN. Mr. Stein?
Mr. STEIN. I would agree with what has been said here by the pre-

vious speakers about the need for using all of these instruments in
various circumstances.

It seems to me that especially in the present circumstances, when
it is very important for us to feel our way fairly gently, we should
place main reliance on a day-to-day instrument over the open market
policy.

I would like to comment, if I may. on points made by two previous
panel members. Professor Hansen has said, and I believe entirely
correctly, that monetary policy should not be judged to any significant
degree by its effects upon earnings on the member banks. There are
much more important standards by which we should judge its im-
portance.

I think the same thing can be said about debt management, that the
policy of the Treasury in determining what kinds of securities to issue
should not be significantly influenced or judged by their effects upon
the relative earnings of different classes of investors or different sec-
tors of the economy. I think there are much imore important conse-
quences involved.

What we should be looking for is, Does this policy-does the decision
to issue a 40-year bond at this time-contribute to present stability or
present high level of activity, or the future stability of the economy,
or not? If it is decided that the issuance of a 40-year bond or some
other security will contribute over the long run, or presently, to eco-
nomic stability, I think it is perfectly appropriate for the Treasury
to be paying the price that is required to get those bonds sold. I
think there is no evidence that the Treasury is paying a price greater
than is necessary, or offering a price more than is necessary, to have
those bonds sold.

It seems to me a wise position, that in the long run we do want to
have a somewhat larger proportion of the Federal debt in long-term
securities than we have recently had. The question of timing of
that movement is, of course, a very delicate and difficult one. Never-
theless, I think it would be a mistake to proceed on the assumption
that since the Treasurv could issue a 90-day bill for less than 1 percent,
and- it has chosen to issue a 40-year bond for 3 percent, it is giving
something to somebody. It is buying a quite different thing when it
issues a 40-year bond than when it issues a 90-day certificate.

One might just as well say that the Department of Defense is giving
something to somebody when it buys a very expensive four-engine
jet bomber instead of a Piper Cub, since they are both airplanes, and
one could get the Piper Cub cheaper. A 40-year bond does an entirely
different thing for the economy, and for the Treasury, than a 90-day
note, and one should expect to pay a different price for it.

I would like to comment on what Mr. Reierson said, that now that we
are on the way up, flexilibity calls for a change in the degree of tight-
ness in the monetary policy. That raises an important question,
namely whether the standard by which you judge your action is your
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position or your direction. It is true we are on the way up, but it is
lower than where we would like to be.

As long as we are below desirable levels of employment and are not
experiencing inflation it would seem to me that no change in the policy
is called for.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wlhittlesey.
Mr. WHITTLESEY. I said I would pass on this question.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wood.
Mr. WOOD. The problem of the criteria of monetary ease or pressure

is involved in question 2, also.
The Federal Reserve should make its policies effective through open

market operations, allowing their influence to override all other in-
fluences. In other words, if you retain the discount privilege, which
it seems desirable to do, especially for small banks, it should be purely
as a convenience to those banks and not as a means of regulating the
money market. Since the immediate criteria of pressure should be
the prices of debts, in practice, Government securities of different types,
they should determine the prices of the Government securities di-
rectly-but always with reference to the more ultimate aims of policy.

The Open Market Committee should be free to enter all sectors of
the Government securities market. Short rates reflect mainly the im-
mediate degree of pressure. Long rates reflect expected monetary con-
ditions over an extended period. The Federal Reserve by entering the
long-term market caiY influence the market's expectation of policy in
more than the immediate future.

The present procedure of changing the volume of reserves, as such,
with operations confined to bills and other very short-term securities,
allows unnecessary variations in rates, and particularly in long rates.

Mr. Chairman, we remember how long terms went down in June
1953. There isn't any reason to think that that was exactly intended,
but with the procedure the manager of the account was operating under
he could not intervene in the long-term market. It seems to me that
the Committee could have indicated directly what their intentions were,
The market got a wrong idea of what their intentions were. The
market got the impression that this was a hard-money policy with teeth
in it, and that there was no telling what levels securities might go to.
They could have corrected such an impression if they had entered the
long-term market.

The Federal Reserve must, of course, allow for changes in the debt
structure and changes in the demand for debts of different maturities,
but these are minor factors affecting the rates compared with
monetary ease or pressure.

The objection to the use of the discount mechanism as a means of
control is that it produces accidental changes in monetary ease or
pressure, changes which have no meaning from the standpoint of
control. There is no reason for allowing interest rates to reflect
such irrelevant facts as the need of member banks to borrow as the
result, say, of changes in the currency in circulation, or changes in
the Treasury deposits, and the like.

I do not mean to give the_ impression that such accidental changes
in reserves and in the consequent need of member banks to borrow
ordinarily cause great variations in rates, but there is no use making
a virtue of something which is a less accurate tool than one which they
might use. And in May and June of 1953 I believe the procedure
used was to an important extent responsible for the rise of rates.
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One difficulty about regulating market rates by varying member
bank indebtedness-by amounts determined partly by accident-and
by changes in the Federal Reserve discount rate is that it tends to give
credence to the theory that market rates are determined by the natural
forces of supply and demand. It tends to give the impression to the
public that the change in the market is something over which the
Federal Reserve authorities have no control or very limited control.

In the past the discount rate has been a general symbol of policy,
as well as an instrument, but there is the difficulty that the need to
keep the rate at a level that will not permit the banks to profit from
borrowing at the Federal Reserve interferes to some extent with its
use as a symbol.

On the whole, it seems better not to go back to earlier analogies for
procedure, but to start from the procedure developed during the past
1.5 years.

Changing the member banks' reserve requirements should not be
used as a flexible instrument, but simply for influencing the earnings
of the commercial banks and of the Federal Reserve banks. In recent
years, especially, changing the reserve requirements seems to have
been used as a symbol of policy to some extent, but that use of the
power interferes with its purpose for influencing the division of profits
from money creation.

At the present time some officials inside the Federal Reserve but not
all, consider that changes in yields on Government securities reflect
mainly the natural forces of supply and demand in the market. Long
rates, of course, do reflect to some small extent other than monetary
factors, but in the main they show the market's reaction to what the
Federal Reserve officials have done, and what this seems to portend
for future action.

Mr. WHIrrLEsEY. Mr. Chairman, could I make one remark?
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. WhThittlesey, yes.
Mr. WHIITTLESEY. What I have to say is important, it seems to me,

and has been overlooked. It is the relation of changes in the Reserve
requirements to the interest rates.

Reference has been made a number of times to the dispute as to the
extent to which the price of Government bonds is something that exists
outside policy; in other words, outside the policy of the Federal Re-
serve, and outside the policy of the Treasury.

As I look back over the events of the last 2 years I am convinced
above all else that basic economic forces, the state of business condi-
tions, have had very little to do with the level of interest rates where-
as the expectations put by the market upon actions to be taken or con-
templated by the Treasury and Federal Reserve have been dominant.

The CHAIRMAN. Action by the Federal Reserve or action by the
Treasury?

Mr. WHrTTLEsEr. Both, at different times.
We are familiar with the extent to which there was a reversal in the

middle of 1953. That reversal was signalized by two events. The
first was an indication that the Federal Reserve would intervene, not-
withstanding what had been said by Treasury and Federal Reserve
officials very shortly before that.

It was also and even more directly affected by the reduction of Re-
serve requirements, because the reduced Reserve requirements enabled
banks to buy in the open market. Thus there was an addition to de-
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mand. Purchases of Government bonds by banks went up rapidly,
and I am convinced that that was a factor which directly caused Gov-
ernment bonds to rise. That was the means by which the rise came
about.

The other influence of the same sort was manifest in the middle of
1954, and some weeks in advance, when it was announced that reserve
requirements would be lowered. Bankers knew that they would have
funds available for the purchase of additional securities. Demand
for loans was weak. Obviously, the one thing they were going to turn
to was bonds. -Consequently there was an appreciable improvement
in the price of Government bonds at that time.

My point is that changes in reserve requirements, even the expecta-
tion of such changes, have been a very important factor in affecting
bonds purchases by banks, and that that has at times been a decisive~
factor in Government bond prices.

Another factor is anticipation of what the Treasury is going to do
in bringing out new issues. I could give various examples of that, but
they are familiar enough to anybody who has followed the newspapers.
The most recent manifestation of this influence is seen in the fact that
in the last 3 or 4 weeks Government bond prices have declined sharply.
One has read rumors that the Treasury was going to bring out a new
issue, maybe a 40-year issue at 3 percent, or at some other rate. I feel
sure that the decline in bond prices that occurred in the last 3 or I
weeks was influenced decisively by a feeling that this movement would
bring the market pattern of rates into line with the rate expected to
be established by the Treasury on its new borrowing.

So I emphasize these two ways in which official actions have strong-
ly influenced market rates of interest.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to raise one point here. I do not like
to embarrass anyone, but when Secretary Humphrey testified before
the Flanders committee in November he took the position that the
Treasury had no control or effect upon the interest rate, but that it
merely accepted the interest rate which prevailed in the private sector
of the money market. He used this analogy to which Congressman
Patman has referred, that the Treasury was merely-in reply to ques-
tion 5 in which he stated as follows:

We are selling eggs, and the current price that eggs are selling for is 50 cents
a dozen. Now, when we come along and have some eggs to sell we go out and
offer those eggs for 55 cents, nobody is going to buy them. So if we have a
dozen eggs to sell we have to offer them at a price that the market will take.

Now, I have my own opinion on this, and so expressed myself, but
I would like to get the judgment of the panel on this subject.

-Mr. Hansen?
Mr. HANSEN. I agree entirely with what Mr. Whittlesey has said.

The statement by the Secretary obviously leaves out of account any
possible action of the Federal Reserve System in enormously increas-
ing the funds available for the purchase of Government bonds.

The CHAIRMAN. Even if you excluded the Federal Reserve, is not
the Government bond market such a large proportion of the total
money market that actions of the Government are not quite like a
housewife selling a dozen eggs in a world market?

Mr. HANSEN. Quite right, and if officials make statements that indi-
cate that it is their plan to lengthen the maturity of the debt, and in
furtherance of that aim to raise the rate of interest with the idea that
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that will attract purchasers, and then an issue is placed at a rate sub-
stantially higher than the prevailing market rate, that issue, backed
up by these statements with respect to the plan of the Treasury, is
bound to-influence enormously the price of the bonds.

-The expectations aroused will have a tremendous influence on the
price of bonds.

The CHAIRMAN. Does anybody else wish to comment on this?
Mr. Stein?
Mr. STEIN. I think there is point to Secretary Humphrey's analogy.

I agree with the tone of voice in which you read it, about the dozen.
The dozen is the crucial thing, because if this were a million dozen,
and especially if it were known you had many more million dozen
in the back room, your action would probably influence the price of
eggs, but I think there is another thing to be said, and that is that
what is important is the volume the Treasury is offering and not the
price that the Treasury puts on it. That is, if it is known that the
Treasury is going to issue $1 billion of 40-year bonds, I do not think
there will be any different effect on the market whether the Treasury
puts a coupon of 3 percent, 4 percent, or 5 percent on them. I think
the crucial thing is the volume, and the term of the securities it is
going to issue.

The Ch-IAIRMIAN. What about the anticipation of policy that such
an issue creates?

Mr. STEIN. That refers to the question of how many more dozen
are in the back room. But it is tie anticipation of the volume offered
and what is now offered-and not the rate printed on those bonds-
that makes a difference.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Whlittlesey.
Mr. WHIrrLESEY. I am sorry to disagree with my highly respected

colleague. I have observed long-term lenders, and bankers too, ap-
proaching problems of setting rates with their customers in these
terms: They say, "Well, we are entitled to 1 percent or 2 percent
differential over and above what the Government has to pay.' Im-
mediately after the Government announces a different rate they say to
their borrowers, "We have to have more." There hasn't been any
change in the supply of their funds available; there hasn't been any
change in demand in the market. There has, however, been a change
in the grounds on which they negotiate with their customers.

I believe basically in the idea of supply and demand, and what I
said about purchases by banks as the instrument through which that
operates bears on that point, but I see no inconsistency in what I am
saying. The action of the market is not so mechanical that supply
and demand operate independent of psychological responses.

The attitudes of people negotiating for loans reflects a conception
that the Government rate is rather unique. We see that elsewhere
when it is said that the Government rate is basic. If the Government
rate is basic, it follows, it seems to me, that when you change that rate
you are going to change other things, as well.

The CHAIRM31AN. Is it not a fact that following the quotation of the
31/4 that the interest rate on long-term issues rose?

Mr. WHITTLESEY. I think so, definitely. The position taken by
representatives of the Treasury, it seems to me, was to assume that the
market for long-term Governments, or for long-term bonds in general,
is something that exists outside of the action of the Treasury. There
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is an analogy that I used at the time. Mr. Burgess said, in effect, we
are going to meet the market. If the market goes up we will go be-
yond 31/4. We will pay whatever is necessary in order to sell these
bonds. I think that that is analogous with Henry Ford saying that
the price of a Ford today is $2,000. If it doesn't sell at this price
next week it will be $1,900. The effect of that would be to alter the
market.

The CHAIR-MAN. Does anybody else wish to comment?
Air. WOOD. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that it is almost entirely,

but not quite, a matter of the central bank-that is to say, rates re-
flect the terms upon which debts may be monetized. To some small
extent, of course, they reflect the structure of outstanding debt, and
if you are going to change that structure, of course, it may have some
small effect upon the rate pattern. But I think to a very large extent
the rates reflect simply monetary conditions, present and expected.

Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, could I add another point there?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HANSEN. Let us assuime that the Treasury announces that it is

going to undertake in the next 20 years a large movement in the direc-
tion of long-term maturity of the public debt, changing the composi-
tion of the debt toward long terms. This means they are placing long-
term securities in large volume in competition with private securities.
The net effect of this action will be to raise the rate of interest unless
it is tremendously countered by a vast increase in funds poured out on
the market by the Federal Reserve.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Reierson.
AIr. REiERsoN. There are several intriguing subjects, Mr. Chairman,

oil which I should like to make brief comment: It seems to me that
the market appraisal of the investment outlook-in other words,
the level of bond yields, reflects a lot of things other than monetary
policy. We may look at the decline in the bond vields that occurred
in 1954. That decline reflected (1) the change in Federal Reserve
policy; (2) the growing expectation that the Treasury was not likely
to issue a long-term bond in 1954, and (3) in addition, the thinking
of investment officers, which was conditioned very definitely by their
appraisal of the business outlook and by their appraisal of investment
opportunities. I think that a questionnaire to investment officers
would have disclosed quite clearly that, a year ago, they were rather
dubious about being able to find adequate investment outlets. As a
result, among some financial institutions, there was great activity not
only in buying obligations currently but in entering into forward
commitments; I understand the latter increased substantially in 1954.

So it is a broader question than credit policy or debt management.
Perhaps what MIr. Humphrey had in mind is that at the time of

sale the Treasury has to meet the requirement of the market place if
it is going to sell its bonds.

The CHAIERMAN. Well, it can exceed the requirements of the market,
can it not?

Mr. REIrRSON. It has to at least meet them.
That brings up a question Dr. Stein mentioned. I think upon sober

reflection he probably would not be inclined to hold too strenuously to
his belief that, either in the field of public policy or in the field of
market appraisal, it is a matter of indifference whether the Treasury
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puts a rate of 3, 4, or 5 percent on a bond. Certainly the Members
of Congress would be vitally interested if, in a 3-percent market, the
Treasury were to put out a 5-percent bond.

The CHAIRMAN. It is always possible for the Treasury to put a rate
in excess of the market on its issue and market its issue, though it
cannot set one too low.

Mr. REIERSON. These are matters of judgment, and it may be pos-
sible to set a rate too low and have failure.

Now, I think on the present issues the indication is that a good
job of pricing be done. The new issue is selling at a premium of aout
twelve thirty-seconds.

Vice Chairman PATMAIN. May I interrupt.
The gentleman said there could be a failure: not if the Open Market

Committee was supporting the Treasury, there couldn't be a failure.
Mr. REIERSON. If we are willing to embark upon an energetic policy

of providing sufficient reserves to put the commercial banking systems
in a position to provide large amounts of funds, I would agree with
Mr. Patman.

Does time permit comment on the remarks of Mr. Wood, or would
you prefer to go on 2

The CHAIRrMAN. I want to give Mr. Curtis a chance to ask questions.
Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, the questions that I had on

this particular thing were ably answered. I thought they were get-
ting a little far afield from what Secretary Humphrey must have
ment in his statement, and that was that the Government was limited
to a certain extent by the market, and it has now been brought out
and I believe anyone would admit that there is a limit to what the
Government can do.

The CHAIRMAN. He not only said it was limited to a certain extent,
but implied that the terms were completely dictated and that the
Government had no more effect on it any more than a housewife selling
a dozen eggs.

Representative CURTIS. I think you are taking the matter a bit too
far. He was apparently illustrating one point, because I do not think
anyone, on the other hand, would say this: What the Government
does in the field of the market won't affect the market. That is ob-
vious, too, but I think the Secretary's statement should be confined to
the point he was trying to illustrate rather thaii to try to drive at
a metaphor to all extremes.

The CHAIRMrAN. Perhaps the gentleman from Missouri will read
the passage in the testimony before the Flanders committee and see
if he can draw any other inference from the one which I have.

Representative CURTIS. Well, I think the inference is limited to
that extent, and I think if Secretary Humphrey were here on the stand
he would, of course, say the obvious thing, that what the Government
does in the market can tremendously affect the money market.

Mr. Chairman, I want to request that the full statement of Secre-
tary Humphrey in regard to that selling of eggs, part of which wmNR

quoted. be inserted in the record.
That statement appears on page 207 of the hearings.
The paragraph after the one referred to reads this way:

Now, then, we do affect the market somewhat by the amount of eggs that
we do offer. If we came out with thousands of cases, we would present an
oversupply of eggs and it would tend to push the market down. If we came
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out with a very little bit and there was a strong demand, we would have to
come at approximately the market.

And then the Secretary goes on to discuss exactly what I suggested
Secretary Humphrey would say.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, of course, I would be glad to have that in-
cluded. I think also my question to Mr. Humphrey and my reply to
-Mr. Humphrey should be included in the full statement.

Representative CuRTIs. Well then, I further request to have the
whole colloquy in here, because it all has bearing since Secretary
Humphreytihen answers you. I think the discussion was right along
the lines of how it developed later, so I really think the whole colloquy
ought to be included, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
(The colloquy in the hearings by the Joint Committee on the Eco-

nomic Report held December 6 and 7, 1954, on the subject United
States Monetary Policy: Recent Thinking and Experience which is re-
ferred to above is as follows:)

Senator DOUGLAS. When the public debt was only a small fraction of the total
debt, then perhaps you could argue that the Government merely has to accept
the interest rate dictated by the market, but when, according to your owng
figures, it forms such a large percentage of the fluid capital, certainly the terms
upon which you issue Government bonds affect other interest rates.

You do not merely accept the market. You help to determine the market,
and that was evidenced in what happened to the price of previous issues at lower
rates of interest, which went down because you were raising the interest rate.
It is what happened in interest rates where other flotations had to be issued
immediately afterward. I don't think you can say you merely accept conditions.
You help frame conditions.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Let me see if I can explain that to you as we see it, and
let's get it into very simple terms.

We are selling eggs, and the current price that eggs are selling for is 50 cents
a dozen. Now then, we come along and we have some eggs to- sell. If we go
out and offer those eggs at 55 cents, nobody is going to buy them, so if we have
.a dozen eggs to sell, we have to offer them at a price that the market will take.
If we come out and offer them at above the market, nobody is going to buy them.
If we come out and offer them approximately at the market, we have a chance
:to sell them.

Now, then, we do affect the market somewhat by the amount of eggs that we
do offer. If we came out with thousands of cases, we would present an over-
.supply of eggs and it would tend to push the market down. If we came out with
a very little bit and there was a strong demand, we would have to come at
approximately the market.

Now, the same thing is true of bonds. These bonds, the rate that people were
buying bonds for at the very day we put these bonds out was, as nearly as we
could figure it, about 3% percent. Now, by coming out and adding some more
bonds to the supply we, of course, did to some extent affect the rate.

That is why we put out as small an issue as we did, because we didn't want
to affect the rate any more than we could help, so we met the market with as
,small an amnount as we could that we thought would not affect the rate, and in
that way did not increase interest rates by these bonds over what they then
were.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, MNr. Humphrey, the analogy which you draw between
the housewife who sells eggs, a few dozen eggs, on the market of millions of
dozens of eggs, and therefore sells only an infinitesimal proportion to the total
.eggs sold, and hence has to accept the price, is not applicable to the Government,
which sells a large proportion of the securities which are issued.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Now, wait just a minute.
Senator DOUGLAS. There is a difference. You are assuming perfect competi-

tion in the egg market and carrying it over into the bond market, which doesn't
apply.

Secretary HUMPHREY. No, I don't think that is correct, Senator. We sold
just a little over $1 billion, and compared with the Government debt outstand-
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ing at that time in the hands of the public-leaving out the Government ac-
counts-it looks very small. We put out $1 billion or a little better, and there
was outstanding in the hands of the public at that time about $220 billion. Now,
when you put 1 out in 220, it isn't such a large proportion, after all.

Senator DOUGLAS. Then you were treating this as purely an extraordinary
occurrence raising the interest rate on this one issue?

Secretary HUMPHREY. We didn't raise it.
Senator DOUGLAS. But it didn't indicate any permanent policy. Is that what

you are now saying?
Secretary HUMPHREY. We didn't raise the interest rate. We accepted the

interest rate as the market had it determined that day, and we took that interest
rate and offered to sell our goods at the price-the market was paying at that time.

Senator DOUGLAS. The previous issues of comparable bonds, as I remember it,
drew some 23%

Secretary HUMPHREY. I don't know what their market yield was.
Senator DOUGLAS. Is that not true, that they drew 23/4 percent?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, it is not true, and the reason is this: Interest is a

function of both principal and rate, and unless you take into account both princi-
pal and rate you can't figure interest. Interest of $2 on $100 of principal is 2
percent. That same $2 on a principal of $50 is 4 percent.

Senator DOUGLAS. Then let me ask you this
Secretary HUMPHREY. So you always have to take two things into account to

figure what interest is.
Senator DOUGLAS. What was the yield on comparable Government securities at

the time?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It was approximately this same rate.
Senator DOUGLAS. 3/4 percent?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That's right.
Mr. BURGESS. There is a difference in maturity.
Secretary HUMPHREY. For that maturity.
Mr. BURGESS. There weren't any Government bonds that long outstanding at

that time. The longest bonds were 2V's which had become medium-term maturi-
ties. They were selling around a 3 percent yield basis.

Senator DOUGLAS. Three?
Mr. BURGESS. That's right.
Senator DOUGLAS. That is what I understood.
Secretary HUMPHREY. But that was for a shorter maturity.
Senator DOUGLAS. May I just finish?
Secretary HUMPHREY. You have got to take maturity principal, and interest

into account in figuring what a new interest rate should be.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now you have introduced a third dimension.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is always true.
Senator DOUJGLAS. May I say I can understand your raising the rate to 3 percent,

but I have thought that that extra quarter of a percent was a mistake; that the
yields were 3 percent on comparable securities.

Secretary HUMPHREY. No, they weren't comparable. Those were medium-term
maturities, and were much shorter.

Now, we thought, based on all those rates
Senator DOUGLAS. How long is this issue?
Mr. BURGESS. The longest marketable bonds outstanding then were December

1967-72's, so you were stretching this new issue very substantially into an area
where there was no marketable debt outstanding. The new issue was more
than 10 years longer.

Senator DOUGLAS. That raises the question immediately as to whether you
should have issued it for so long a period.

Secretary HUMPHREY. All right. We thought that it was the right thing to do,
and I still say that I believe it was the thing to do if it was helpful in deterring
runaway markets in commodities, and I think it was.

Senator DOUGLAS. Now, when you speak of deterring runaway markets in com-
modities, I think there has been a lot of-I won't say-issued by you, Mr. Hum-
phrey, but a lot of-misapprehension on this point.

Sometimes this rise in the interest rate has been spoken of as a move to
check price inflation. I am happy to see that this morning neither you nor Mr.
Burgess have advanced that argument.

I have here a sheet of wholesale prices and consumer prices, and they indicate
that wholesale prices fell from 116.5 in March 1951 when the accord between
the Treasury and the Reserve was negotiated, to 109.6 in December of 1952, and
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approximately to 110 in March of 1953, so that there has been a fall in whole-
sale prices.

There had been a slight increase in consumer prices from 110.4, 110.3 in
March 1951, to 113.6 in March of 1953, but if you take the two together, there
was roughtly price stability. In fact, there was a slight price decline, so that
I do not think it can be maintained as some have maintained in their speeches
that this was necessary to check price inflation, and I hope the record is clear
that whatever the justification may have been for it, that this was not a justifi-
cation. Would you agree with that?

Secretary HUMPHREY: Let me put it this way, Senator, I have to get these
things into very simple form or I don't understand them myself.

Senator DOUGLAS. You are a very clever man, Mr. Humphrey, to be able to,
put them in a simple form.

Secretary HUMPHREY. To just be simple about it, when you take controls
off there are several things that have to be taken into account in judging where
prices will go.

In the first place you have to judge as best you can looking ahead, and it is
always easier to be a Monday morning quarterback than it is to do the job
Saturday afternoon. Looking ahead you have to judge how the relative increase
in productivity was coming up in production of goods. That was increasing.

There was a lot of plant capacity that was coming in, and it was increasing-
You also had to look at what the demand probably was going to be.

Now in addition to all of that, there was the question of how purchasing
agents throughout the country thought things were going. They don't study
economics particularly; they just go the way you and I go along in judging
how things are going to go. If they think prices are going to go up, they want
to raise their inventories to protect themselves. If they think prices are going
down, they cut down on their inventories somewhat.

If it costs them a little more money to carry an inventory, they are not quite
so apt to speculate with it.

So that with all of these things, with the production, gaging the production
that would probably be available, gaging the demand that would probably be
made, and with it costing a little more to carry a speculative inventory, all those
things converged to a point where you didn't have an increase in speculative in-
ventory.

And it was the most fortunate thing in the world that we didn't get it because
we were accumulating inventory at that time, anyhow, and if we had added
substantially to our inventory accumulation at that time we would have had a
much farther down curve in business, which was what you were predicting your-
self only a few months ago.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Humphrey, for the record I have never made any
predictions. I have never made any predictions about the future. The record
is perfectly clear on that point. I merely stated what was occurring, namely a
decline in industrial activity or a recession.

Secretary HUMPHREY. In any event, we didn't have that severe down curve
partly because we had not had that speculative inventory buying.

Senator DOUGLAS. Now, Mr. Humphrey-
Secretary HUMPHREY. All these things contributed to stop that, and I think

that by and large the whole thing did stop the inventory accumulations that
would have driven us further down had it occurred.

Senator DOUGLAS. Then what you were afraid of was not past increases in
prices, but anticipated increases in prices.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Resulting from the removal of controls.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is what many people said. That is what the big

argument was, and there are many people who argued very sensibly that if those
controls were removed, there would be an immediate rise in prices that would
be uncontrolled.

Representative PATMAN. Would you permit an interruption there?
Senator DOUGLAS. Certainly.
Representative PAT-MAN. He said if those controls were removed.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Representative PATIUAN. Indicating that you were going to take them off.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Representative PATMAN. The 83d Congress in 1953-isn't it a fact, Mr. Secre-

tary, that the Defense Production Act of 1952 passed in the 82d Congress pro-
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vided for the automatic decontrols that went into effect, and practically all of
them had been removed before April 1953?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Only because we took them off.
Representative PATMAN. They were automatic.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And if they had been taken off earlier, we would have

been better off. If that had been done in the fall before, we would all have been
better off.

Senator DOUGLAS. As a matter of fact, Mr. Humphrey, even under the imposi-
tion of controls, what we had was a fall in wholesale prices. The controls pegged
prices at their peak, of January-May 1951 but did not appreciably impede the
rise in prices. The trouble had occurred by the time controls were imposed, and
a business fall of 7 points.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Of course, you don't know what the peak would have
been if you hadn't had them. When a control is put on, it will always peg it at
the peak because that is where you stop the rise.

Senator DOUGLAS. What I am trying to say, is I see no evidence that there was
any pent-up inflationary movement at the time the interest rate was raised so
sharply, and that this was taken as an indication of Government policy.

The rise was not merely an isolated occurrence. It was said to be the shape
of things to come, and the result was that it was not merely a coincidence that
the yield on municipals went up, that other yields went up as well due to the
falling of prices of securities already issued. It had a profound effect, and the
very fact that it was not needed was shown in that within a month you reversed
yourself. I wish that as public men we didn't always have to take the position
that we are infallible. It is possible that we make mistakes, honest mistakes.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I am not taking that position at all, but if we had to do
it again tomorrow, I would do exactly the same thing, and let me tell you why.

I think that one of the greatest things that has happened has been the stabili-
zation that has resulted during this period, the maintenance of that stability, the
stopping of inflation. We had been for 15 years in a period of self-imposed infla-
tion that was fostered and carried on, and it was depreciating the value of the
dollar very rapidly.

Now the value of the dollar stopped depreciating. It all has to do with the re-
duction of Government expenditures, with the handling of the taxation, with
all of these things that all contributed, and it is not a bookkeeping fetish or
anything of the kind.

The stopping of this inflation saved the people of America, the savers of
America, the people of America a great deal of money, and it has stabilized the
economy. It has helped to make jobs for them to work at, and I think it is the
foundation of the conditions that we have today.

Senator DOUGLAS. It is always impertinent to play the role of amateur psychi-
atrist, Mr. Humphrey, but I would say that your subconscious has oozed out in
your reply, because now you are making emphasis upon the checking of infla-
tion, which a few minutes ago you disavowed.

Secretary HUMPHREY. No; I didn't disavow it. I never disavowed it. I have
said right straight along that our objective has been to stop these inflationary
pressures. Our objective has been to stop this depreciation of the dollar, and
so far we have done it.

Senator DOUGLAS. This is my point: That had already been done by the Fed-
eral Treasury Reserve Board in March 1951, as indicated by what happened
after that.

Secretary HUMPHREY. No; that is not the whole story.
Senator DOUGLAS. What I think happened is you carried over your impression

of what existed prior to that accord into a period in which it no longer applied.
Secretary HUMPHREY. No; I don't think so. In any event, it has worked.
Senator FLANDERS. Will the Senator yield?
Senator DOUGLAS. I have taken up too much time.
Senator FLANDERS. I would just like to express this situation as I see it. I

may not be seeing it rightly.
In the first place, inflation was checked before you, sir, came to the Treasury.

In the second place, a new factor entered after you came to the Treasury in that
controls were removed. The assumption you are making, which seems to me a
valid assumption, is that positive action on your part was required to maintain
an already existing situation in the face of the removal of controls.

That, at least, is the way I see the picture. And just one other point, and that
is this: that you have disavowed the direct fixing of interest rates by saying
that you put that issue out at the market.
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There had to be an element of judgment in your case because there were no
Government issues of that length of maturity in the market. You had to make
a judgment as to what the market was for maturities for that length. It would
seem to me then that your policy is either approved or disapproved on the basis
of your decision to issue securities of greater length than any that were present
in the market.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right, Mr. Chairman. You might want to add
that there were, of course, other influences that also bore on this.

We inherited a $91/2 billion deficit that year, which was an inflationary pres-
sure in itself, so that to say that inflationary pressures were all removed is not
correct.

We were under many inflationary pressures at that time. Consumer credit
was rising rapidly. New issues of corporate and -municipal securities.,were run-
ning very high and credit demands were threatening to spill over at a time when
our productive capacity was already fully utilized. We felt it necessary to
resist those pressures so that we would not have a runaway rise in prices, and
we could stabilize the dollar.

Now, the proof of the pudding is in the eating. What was done did stabilize
prices.

It did arrest the threatened rise and it continued stabilization and the value
of the dollar didn't depreciate further. That is very beneficial for the American
people in the form of jobs, in the form of savings, in the form of insurance, in
the form of pensions, in all the things that the Amcrican people want to have.

Senator FLANDERS. Senator Douglas. you still have the floor.
Senator DOUGLAS I don't want to monopolize the questioning, but I would

say this.
I think this argument that it was necessary for stabilization is very dubious.

It is true that the money supply was increasing, but it is also true that produc-
tion was increasing, and it is important to view those two together in relation-
ship to each other.

If you have the normal increase in production of 3 percent a year, and as
a matter of fact, it was going up close to 5 percent a year during the preceding
year, you can have some increase, a corresponding increase in the money supply
without any inflationary effect on prices, and that is precisely what had been
happening.

The Federal Reserve had allowed the money supply to increase in absolute
terms, but not in relative terms. This is something that I think monetary
managers should consider, not merely the question of absolute increases, but
relative increases, and it is only when the relative supply of money is increasing
more rapidly than the index of production or physical production that you get
into danger.

Our good friends at the Treasury, I think erred in just being frightened at
the absolute increase, and disregarded that increase in production which coun-
terbalanced the increase of money, and had enabled stable prices to be main-
tained, which would have continued.

And the very fact that it wasn't necessary is shown in that within a month
the Treasury had to beat a retreat, that interest rates were lowered, that this
issue now stands out as a sore thumb at a price of 110, that the verdict of the
market to which the Secretary has appealed has been that that was not neces-
sary.

Now, I say it was a bad mistake, but I believe it was an honest mistake.
But I know how hard it is for public figures to admit mistakes. I sometimes
find it difficult myself, Mr. Secretary. But I think nothing is gained by trying
stubbornly to maintain a position that you are correct, when history indicates
you were wrong.

Secretary HuMiPHREY. Senator, I have made a great many mistakes in my
life, and I expect to make a lot more, and I have never been a bit backward in
admitting them.

On the other hand, when you are looking forward and making judgments and
those judgments work in practice that is the test after all, I am not much of a
theoretical economist. I don't care too much about the theory of it as long as
it works.

This one worked, and it worked well, and therefore I think it was all right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, Mr. Secretary, I have kept off of this question of'

whether it worked, but since you have raised it, I want to address my'self to that
very point.
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You say it has worked because prices have been stable, but there is no doubt
that that rise in interest rates checked production, checked volume of output dur-
ing the second half of 1953, and contributed to the recession and contributed to
the unemployment of human beings.

Now, I do not say that it was the sole factor in the recession. I have never
argued that. But I do say the rise of one-half percent in interest rates helped
it along.

Secretary HUMPHREt. It is a mighty good thing it did check inflation.
Senator DOUGLAS. Did you consider the increase in unemployment, which has

been very severe in many regions of this country? If you took that into con-
sideration, then I think you would not be quite as self-satisfied with this de-
cision that you say "worked."

Senator FLANDERS. May I interrupt a moment, Senator?
Senator DOUGLAS. Certainly.
Senator FLANDERS. It seems to me that one part of the production that it

checked was the flow of production into inventories.
Secretary HumPHREY. That is right; that is exactly right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Well, did it?
Senator FLANDERS. Yes.
Secretary lumPwREY. Yes; it did, and if it hadn't we would have been in a

lot worse trouble.
Senator DOUGLAS. But for about 5 months inventories continued to increase

despite the rise in interest rates.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And think how bad it would have been if it hadn't

helped to check it.
Senator DOUGLAS. Your own chart shows that the inventories did not begin

to decline until October, and you had placed your increase in interest rates into
effect in May.

The CHAIRAIAN. Well, it seems we are moving to agreement on the
facts even though not to agreement on what the Secretary intended.

Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMAN. No questions at this time.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Talle?
Representative TALLE. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Patman?
Vice Chairman PATMfAN. Mr. Chairman, I have 2 or 3 questions I

would like to ask.
On the tools to work with, now this No. 2 question indicates there are

only three ways to get money, to supply that money to expand our
economy: One is through the open market operations, the other is
through reserve requirements, the other is through a change in the re-
discount rate.

Do all of the members of the panel agree that those are the only
three tools that you have to work with?

The CHAIRMAN. I may say I dictated this question. I realize it is
imperfectly phrased and, of course, there could be increase in the
supply of currency, itself.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, I do not think you are considering
that.

So creditwise in the orthodox way, are these the only three tools to
work with?

Do any of you know of a different tool except the one suggested by
Senator Douglas, of course?

Mr. STEIN. Gold flow has an effect, the inflow of gold or gold pro-
duction in the country.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Of course, but that does not amount to a
great deal now, and over a period of time it hasn't; has it?

Mr. STEIN. No.
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. So it is not a big enough factor to consider
or to rely upon?

Mr. STEIN. No.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Now, then, do we all agree that this money

that we get to expand our economy must be manufactured money,
must be manufactured money? Do we all agree on that? And it
must be manufactured on the Government's credit?

Mr. REIERSON. I think that I might beg to differ with Representa-
tive Patman on some of the implications of the latter statement.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, now, on the Government credit:
Suppose we take them up one at a time, open-market operations. All
the open market has to use is the Government's credit that the open
market creates; isn't it?

Now, then, how will the Open Market Committee operate except
on the Government's credit and created credit at the time?

If any of you know of a way the Open Market Committee can buy
bonds without buying them at the Government's credit created at the
time for the purpose, I would like to know what the answer is.

Mr. REIERSON. I guess a Governmient bond is a Government bond.
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. I wonder about the purchase, what with!

At the same time, the banks have over $25 billion of Government
securities. They purchased those securities with something. I say
they purchased those securities with Government-created credit at the
time.

If anybody takes the opposite view on that I wish he would speak
up.

All right, they operate on Government credit.
Now, No. 2, through changes in the reserve requirements. If you

change the reserve requirements now they can expand their loans
about 51/2 times. Of course, the country banks can expand much
more than that, and the other banks so much more, but generally
about 51/2 to 1. If you reduce the reserve requirements and you create
a billion dollars more money, that is manufactured money with the
same security that you had before.

So isn't that operating on the Government's credit?
Does anybody take issue with that?
Professor Whittlesey?
Mr. WHITTLESEY. Well, the two cases are not exactly comparable.

In the second case
Vice Chairman PATMAN. It is not comparable to the first one, I

know.
Mr. WHITTLESEY. Yes. Well, your remarks indicated they were

the same.
Vice Chairman PATDIAN. I mean manufactured money.
Mr. WHITTLESEY. In the second case you are freeing and releasing

money that is already in existence. That is the difference.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, from the standpoint of the bank it

has the same security to offer but can issue a billion dollars more if
the lowered reserve requirements will permit it.

That is true, isn't it?
Mr. WHITTLESEY. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. They have nothing additional to put up.

They do not put up an extra dime. They do not put up any security
at any time.
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Mr. WHITTLESEY. Yes; but that is analogous with what happens
in the first case at the next stage when banks utilize those "manu-
factured" reserves.

Since I have interrupted you and so that I will not feel obliged to
do so again, may I say that to the extent that we concede that there
are psychological effects of changing the discount rate, it could be
argued that that also is somewhat different from what you suggested
in your earlier statement.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, I have not got to that one. That
b No.3.

All right. Now, then, No. 1, they operate entirely on the Govern-
ment's credit. No. 2, the banks are allowed by a Government agency
to expand their currency based upon their present reserves, and that
i manufactured money. No. 3, on rediscount rate. Of course, since
banks are not borrowving and 2 or 3 of you gentlemen mentioned why
they were not borrowing, because they do not like to be in debt to the
Federal Reserve, in truth and in fact the rediscount rate now as used is
almost purely psychological.

Is that right, or not? The result is almost purely psychological.
You do not agree with that, Mr. Riefler?

Mr. RIEFLER. No; the discount rate is a very important rate in an
operating sense. If a member bank has a deficiency in its reserves, and
has to make it good, it has the option of selling bills or of borrowing
at the rediscount rate for a short period to make the adjustment. The
level of the discount rate in relation to bill yields will determine fre-
quently whether it takes the one option or the other.

So it actually has a market effect. It is a fulcrum in the market.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I know, but in actual practice they do not

use it much?
Mr. RIEFLER. Oh. no; I am talking about actual practice.
Vice Chairmanl PATMAN. That is the reason I say it is unimportant.
Mr. RIEFLER. They do use it in the sense I am talking about.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Indirectly, but not directly.
Mr. RIEFLER. Yes.
Mr. REIERsON. They also use it directly. In 1953, borrowings were a

billion and a quarter during the first part of the year.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. On deposits of 200 billion that would not

be very much.
Mr. REIERSON. Not relatively.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Now, the other point I want to make, if I

can, is about this market of Government bonds. Does anyone disagree
with this statement: That the market for Government bonds is deter-
mined by the Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve System.

Does anyone disagree with that?
Mr. RIEFLER. I do.
Mr. HANSEN. There are, of course, real factors in the situation that

are among the influences that determine the rate of interest. For ex-
ample, if we are living in a period of great technological advance, and
the opportunities for investment at high return are very great, that is
another factor that influences the rate of interest, so that one can
hardly say that the rate of interest is exclusively determined by mone-
tary factors.

Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. Well, this is what I mean: Mr. Eccles one
time was testifying before this Banking and Currency Committee

5S422-35 29
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here, and he was asked the question by Mr. Monroney who was sitting
at my right then-Senator Monroney-he said:

Do you mean to say, Ir. Eccles, that the Open Market Committee can keel)
the interest rate on Government bonds at 2 percent or 21/l percent, or any other
amount, that it desires to keep it,

and he in effect said "Absolutely," without qualification; the Open
Market Committee had the power to keep interest on Government
bonds exactly the same at all times, or substantially the same.

Mr. HANSEN. Congressman, I would like to add there this qualifica-
tion: The Open Market Committee could, indeed, keep the rate at 2
percent, but if the real factors to which I referred a moment ago, the
opportunities for very profitable investment, were such that you could
make 5 or 6 or 8 percent, and the Federal Reserve still acted to hold
the money rate at 2 percent, the result would be inflation.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, Professor Hansen, we are just talk-
ing about Government securities now. We are not talking about
outside rates.

Therefore, I say that the Open Market Committee determines the
rate of Government securities in the open market.

Mr. HANSEN. But it would have an effect on the economy if they
did that. Of course, the Government could, on the other hand, influ-
ence the earnings by a tax policy. That is another policy that could
enter into it.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. We are still getting off, Professor Han-
sen, of the point that the Open Market Committee is the all-powerful
committee that can determine the rates for Government securities in
this country, and, in fact, they can determine the expansion policies
of the banks, too, through the reserve, of course, as you know.

Now, then, the point that I would like to have your opinion on:
Since this Open Market Committee has such tremendous power over
the economy do you believe that people selected to represent the public
exclusively should have charge of that great power?

As it is now there are 12 members of the Open Market Committee,
7 members of the Federal Reserve Board when it is filled-there
is a vacancy now; but the President, through Mr. Adams, told me
awhile ago that he had someone under active consideration to fill that
vacancy-but the 6 members of the Federal Reserve Board and 5
presidents of Federal Reserve banks-now, these 5 presidents of Fed-
eral Reserve banks owe an obligation to the bankers of the district.
They are not devoted exclusively to the public like these 7 members
of the Board are.

Now, to reduce it further, these 12 Open Market Committee mem-
bers select an executive committee of 5 members, 3 from the Board
and 2 from the banks, and then to reduce it even more they select a
manager and that manager is employed by and paid by the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, and the operations that are going on
every day that are influencing our markets are carried on really by
1 man, who is not necessarily charged with a public duty, but is
representing the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. He is paid
by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and do you gentlemen
believe that that policy should continue or should be changed?

Would you feel free to express yourselves on that, please?
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Reierson.
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Mr. REIERSON. Mr. Patnian, I take the position that the present
system should be maintained for the following reasons: First, that
on the Open Market Committee, the Federal Reserve Board has a
majority of 6 to 5, or 7 to 5.

Vice Chairman PATIEAN. One can change the result.
Mr. REIERSON. The Board has a majority of 1 now, and normally

it has a majority of 2.
No. 2: I think your premise that the presidents of the Federal

Reserve banks owe an obligation to the bankers is an unsound premise.
It has been my fortune to know a number of them personally.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. I am not talking about individuals, but
who selects them.

Mr. RIEFLER. They are elected by the directors of the banks, of
which 3 represent large-, small-, and medium-sized banks; 3 are from
business, large-, small-, and medium-sized-well, not business, but the
large, small, and medium sized bankers select businessmen, and 3
are appointed by the Federal Reserve Board. Then the president
and first vice president of each of the Federal Reserve banks must
be specifically approved by the Federal Reserve Board.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. But you have not told the whole story,
Mr. Riefler.

Now, 3 of those directors are selected by the banks, the small and
medium sized banks, as you suggest; that is correct, there are 3 selected
representing business and industry, and so on, but they can be stock-
holders of banks, and I think the records disclose that they are stock-
I olders of banks, and then the larger banks select 3, and so there are
your 9 directors stacked 6 bankers.

Mr. RIEFLER. No, the Federal Reserve Board selects the other three.
Vice. Chairman PATMAN. That is right. The Federal Reserve

Board selects the other three. You are right about that.
Now, it used to be that the Federal Reserve Board selected the

Chairman of the Board who was the big man. He was the big man
in these local banks, but that law was changed without much discussion
in 1933 or 1935, I have forgotten the date, and the president of the
bank was made the big man, and the president of the bank is not
appointed by the Federal Reserve Board. He is selected by that
board of directors.

Mr. RIEFLER. The Chairman of the Board has always been selected
by the Federal Reserve

Vice Chairman PATMAN. No, those selected by the Board do not
serve on the Open Market Committee. They do not have any power
over the, Open Market Committee. It is only the presidents of the
banks that have the power. Now, they have no power now. They
are compelled to take these bonds. It is just like a crap-shooting
game. They are carrying on a crap game up there, and if he buys a
certain amount of bonds he distributes those bonds in proportion to
resources of each bank, and each bank has got to take them, and
each bank, if called on, will have to issue Federal Reserve notes to pay
for them. Isn't that correct?

Mr. RIEFLER. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATAIAN. But the individual bank has no power

over buying and selling. It is just as helpless as a baby because the
law was changed.
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Mr. RIEFLER. Well, that is to eliminate the chance of private finan-
cial institutions having something to say about that very important
thing.

Vice Chairman PATMNAN. Well, they have turned it over to one man
at the Federal Reserve Bank in New York.

Mir. RIEFLER. No, the Open Market Committee.
Vice Chairman PATTAAN. Well, that is what I mean. The Open

Market Committee selected a five-man board who selected him to
take charge of the operation.

Mr. RIEFLER. But the Open Market Committee approves the
manager.

Vice Chairman PATIIAN. That is correct, but he is paid by the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York. That is correct; isn't it?

Mr. RIEFLER. That is right.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. He is not paid by the Federal Reserve

Board. He is not paid by the Open Market Commitee. He is paid
by the Federal Reserve Bank that is run by 9 directors, 6 of whom
were selected by the banks. That is correct, isn't it?

Mr. RIEFLER. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Now, the question is, Is that a good ar-

rangement or is that a bad arrangement? Should it be retained or
should it be changed?

Mr. HANSEN. Well, Congressman Patman, I would say there is some
virtue in this arrangement in that the 12 Federal Reserve banks are in
immediate contact with banking operations. They run these banks.
The Federal Reserve Board is a supervisory board and is not operating
a banking business.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Now, Professor Hansen, you say "run
these banks." They are not doing much business now, are they?

Mr. HANSEN. You say the 12 Federal Reserve banks are not doing
much business?

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Yes, except through bonds, and that is car-
ried on in the New York bank.

Mr. HANSEN. I would say they play a very important role in the
whole economy. I myself would believe that the representation of the
presidents is too large. I doubt that it is a terribly important issue,
though. I would like to see some representation, but less than we now
have.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. What do you think about it, sir?
Mr. STEIN. I think we ought to look at the nature of these institu-

tions as they have evolved and not just as the bylaws are written down
on paper. I think the 12 banks have become public institutions, and
that their presidents have become public servants.

It was interesting to see the lineup of the biography of the 12 presi-
dents that was submitted here at the time of the Flanders hearings.
This showed that only 1 of the 12 presidents had formerly been in
private banking, that the overwhelming majority of them were Federal
Reserve career men, most of whom came in in 1920 or 1921, or there-
abouts. I think they regard themselves as public servants and have
acquired great capacity, and it would be a shame to upset that ar-
rangement. I do not think the identity of the system manager is a
matter of great consequence. As I understand it, he operates day to
day within policy limits that are set by the Open Market Committee,
and the executive committee of the Open Market Committee.
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. May I ask the representative of Mr. Mar-
tin, Mr. Riefler, how many people are engaged in the actual opera-
tion of the Federal Reserve Bank Open Market Committee opera-
tions in the New York market daily?

Mr. RIEFLER. I do not have those figures directly.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I have heard it is about a hundred. Is

that correct or not. I saw it in some article. About a hundred people
were directly concerned with the operation of the Open Market Com-
mittee.

Mr. RIEFLFR. If you confine it to the New York bank to the extent
that all 12 Federal Reserve bank presidents are kept informed, that
might be true. Of course, there would be somebody in each bank fol-
lowing the operation, and I suppose he would have assistants; I don't
know how many there are in all. In New York it would depend on
how far you go in including the people who have to enter the secu-
rities in the books, etc.

I do not know how many that would be.
Vice Chairman PATMrAN. Fifty or a hundred, then, or even twenty-

five.
Mr. RIrFIER. I think you are getting down nearer to it there.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. But the point is, the operations of that

committee are so powerful that just the least information out could be
worth a lot of money to people who are engaged in business. I am not
saying that there have been any leaks.

Mr. RIEFLER. No, it is important that it be kept extremely close.
Vice Chairman PATMfAN. It is seldom when you have 25 people that

you do not have leaks. In fact, around here if you have two you usu-
ally have a leak of some kind.

Now, the reason I brought this up is to just pose this question: Does
the influence of the big banks dictate the policies of the system,
including the Federal Reserve Board. I am not making any bones
about it. I believe they do.

They have done quite well in 1954. They have the biggest profits
in history. The big banks. Big businesses associated with big banks
did fine. But little business and little farmers had no representa-
tion, and they had it the worst that they have ever had it since the
end of World War II, and I just wonder if we should not consider
changing this banking influence so as to have the representatives of
more of our economy there to represent the entire public rather than
those that are prone-I would not say that there is anything wrong
or bad about it, or dishonest, or anything like that, but I am just
talking about people who are schooled and drilled and educated and
trained in certain lines of work, they just naturally lean that way.

Now, you take Mr. Martin. I think he is a very fine man. I am
sorry he is not here, because I wanted to ask him these questions.
He has been head of the stock exchange, and he sees it that way, not
corruptly, but honestly. And I think it is that way in every profession.

You see the viewpoint that you have been schooled in and trained in.
I wonder if we should not change this situation so that these

two groups that President Eisenhower said, and I am quoting him
now:

The income shares of both farm and business proprietors in 1954 were at
postwar lows.
are represented.
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I just wonder if we should not do something to give these people
representation on this committee?

Mr. RIEFLER. I once served as director of the Federal Reserve Bank
of Philadelphia, when I was a professor, and certainly the nine direc-
tors of that institution did not represent big industry or big banks.
Only two were selected by the large banks.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, you can find some on each board that
way, because the Board of Governors here selects three, and I imagine
you were selected as a class C director.

Mr. RIEFLER. I was selected by the Board.
Vice Chairman PAT3IAN. They are charged with the public duty.

I am not talking about them. I am talking about the other six.
Air. RIEFLER. *Well, only two are selected by the large banks.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. That is something I wanted the panel to

discuss, but if they do not want to do it, it is perfectly all right.
Mr. WOOD. Mr. Patman, I will comment on that. I sympathize

with your idea that monetary policy, being highest level policy, ought
to be under the control of the Government in a very real sense. When
we think, though, of what happened to monetary policy when it was
under the control of the Treasury, it makes us wonder whether it ought
to be handled by-

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Please be more specific. In what period
of time?

Mr. WOOD. I am thinking of, say, 1942 to March 4, 1951.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. You had stable prices of Government

bonds and stable interest rates, 21/2 percent unexceeded.
Mir. WOOD. You shouldn't have had. You should have had higher

interest rates.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. There is where we differ. I think when

the money is created on the Government's credit, and, of course, the
answer is usually but who owns the gold; the Government owns it.

The CHAIRMAN. I hope that Congressman Patman will not destroy
a beautiful friendship which is growing up between him and myself.

I would like to say that this policy of stabilizing the price of Gov-
ernment bonds serves to increase the price level, so I will demur on
that point.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I am not talking about stabilizing them
above par. But I think it is a terrible injustice and cruel to permit
people who are supposed to represent the Government, to let them go
down below par, down to 96 and something like that.

The CHAIRMAN. I am not speaking of the price of Government
securities. I am speaking of the general price level.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Well, I think taking care of unemploy-
ment comes ahead of the price level.

MIr. Wolcott, it is your turn.
Representative WOLCOTT. I am getting a little confused now.
The CHAIRMAN. You are at vour most dangerous when you pretend

that you are confused.
Representative WOLCOTT. Perhaps we should go back in history a

little bit.
Air. Chairman, the genesis of AIr. Patman's contention, whether it

is correct or not, I recall the act of 1935 when it was sent down to us
in the original draft. It would have compelled every commercial
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bank to have come into the Federal Reserve Svstem. The President
would be given the authority to remove members of the Federal Re-
serve bank at will, and without cause. The banks would have to
come into the Federal Reserve Svstem. Otherwise they could not
participate in FDIC. So it put the absolute control of the banks and
all credit-I hesitate to use this expression-credit being the lifeblood
of the American economv-and I did not feel it advisable to allow the
President to control the lifeblood of the American economy to the
extent which the original draft of the Banking Act of 1935 would
have required.

Possibly somewhere along the line to offset that influence and that
recommendation, in our efforts to prevent the controls by the Presi-
dent of the lifeblood of the American economy. we perhaps decentral-
ized more than we thought we would, but we have been proven out all
right. It was not until about 1942 that we removed the dangers in
those respects. I get all confused here sometimes because I think I
have in mind what the Treasurv and perhaps the Federal Reserve had
in mind when they put out that 30-year issue at 3/4. It was to bring
inflation under better control.

I understand that their idea at that time, their purpose at that
time was to spread the debt out and make it more attractive for non-
banking institutions and individuals to hold the debt, so that the debt
could not be monetized. and thereby remove the inflationary pressures.

Perhaps it is too fundamentally accepted, but does not debt mone-
tization have something to do with the manner in which the banks
raise this money with which they finance Government obligations,
and if these Government obligations cannot be monetized, then Mr.
Patinan might not be correct in this premise that we immediately
make the money with which to make a market for these bonds.

I think there is a connotation in what he savs that the bonds which
were being issued currently could be changed somehow or other into
money for the purpose of buying the bonds. Is it generally accepted
that monetization of the debt might have some influence on whether
the banks could immediately convert them into cash for the purpose
of buying bonds?

The CHAIRMAN. Does anyone wish to reply to that query?
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, monetizing the debt, I take it, means

either that the Federal Reserve is buying the bonds or the commercial
banks are buying the bonds. Either one I would call monetizing the
debts. If the Federal Reserve buys the bonds, they create larger
member bank reserves, which gives the member banks the power to
go out and buy bonds if they wish to use their excess reserves in that
manner.

That seems to me to be all there is to it. Going back to the postwar,
I would like to say, in reference to the price movements of that period,
that I think it is a big mistake to consider the movement of prices from
1945 to 1950 purely in terms of monetary actions that were going on.
We were living in a very abnormal world when you consider the vast
scarcities that prevailed, and I see so often statements about the price
movement in that period that make no reference to that whatever, but
only talk about credit policy in this period.

I would like also to mention the fact that. in fact, deposits did not
rise from 1945 to the middle of 1950, deposits and currency did not rise.
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There was no increase in our money supply. If there was, it was
utterly negligible. In this period, far from there being monetization
of debt, there was a decrease in the holding of bonds by the Federal
Reserve banks and the commercial banks combined. I so often see
those statements.

Representative WorcoTw. May I ask the panel this question, and the
members of the committee: What is the purpose or what was the pur-
pose of maintaining a differential between the total debt and the
bonded debt until we changed it back in 1936 or 1937? It had some-
thing to do with that portion of the debt which could or could not be
monetized.

Now if you will remember, to be more specific, in 1937, we will say-
I am not sure about the date-our total bonded debt, authorized bonded
debt. or total debt, was $35 billion. The limit on our bonded debt was
$20 billion. We had a differential of $15 billion. It meant, of course,
that the Treasury would have to indulge in the practice of short term
financing for everything over $20 billion and up to the debt limit of
$35 billion.

Now the charge was made at that time that when you removed the
differential between the total debt and the bonded debt, you made it
possible for the whole debt to be monetized and some contend that that
was the beginning of the inflationary pressures which have resulted in
inflation to a point where that bothered them.

I remember a very interesting colloquy which took place between
Chairman Doughton of the Ways and Means Committee and myself,
when the bill was under consideration, and the charge was made that it
would be highly inflationary. Now what are the influences against
inflation if we have a differential between the total debt limit and the
bonded debt limit? Is it because the short-term debt cannot be mone-
tized? I understand that it can be monetized under the existing law
but was that the reason for it at that time?

Mr. Whittlesey.
Mr. WHirrLEsEY. I would be happy to suggest some answers, al-

though I find myself also a little confused.
Representative WoLoorr. No, I attributed it to myself. Perhaps my

questioning bears out that I am confused, having in mind the history
of some of these transactions from 1935 up to the present time.

Mr. WHITTLESEY. The situation is that part of the debt is market-
able and part is not marketable. The nonmarketable peart includes thb
E bonds and other which cannot be sold in the market.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. And the 234 percents.
Mr. WHITTLESEY. That is right. Then there are other issues that

have a restricted sale. During the war a good many issues were got
out which were nonbankable for a specified period of time. They
vere marketable but nonbankable. They could not be monetized. In
addition, there is the 23/4 issue just spoken about, which must be held
by the owner. It can be disposed of only under certain circumstances
by the exchange for notes.

Now when one gets through with all of these restrictions, the amount
of securities that can be sold to the banks-and therefore converted
into demand deposits, monetized-is much smaller than the total of
all securities. It is not a matter of their being long or short, funded
or not funded. That which is most suitable and most available for the
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banks is precisely the short-term debt, which is predominantly in the
banks or the Federal Reserves.

Representative WOLcorr. Let me get to the point I should have
made first. W17rhat effect would it have upon our monetary policies
with respect to the monetization of debt, particularly if we provided
by legislation or otherwise that not more than a certain amount of the
debt, notwithstanding that that would be held by the banks, could be
monetized, thereby creating an artificial differential between the total
debt and the monetized debt?

Mr. *WAHITTLESEY. I am not quite sure that I understood the ques-
tion.

Representative WOLCOTT. Well, I suppose it would never reach this
figure, but we are speaking now of a $275 billion debt and a $290 bil-
lion debt. If we provided that not to exceed $250 billion-that, of
course, would be terriby high-could be monetized and no more than
$250 billion could be monetized.

Mr. WHITTLESEY. The amount that is capable of being monetized
now is very much in excess of the amount that is actually monetized.
Such a restriction would mean changing the terms of a large part of
the debt now outstanding, and I think it would probably be legally
impossible to do. In any case, it would be morally objectionable.

Representative WOLCOTT. Well, I am not making my point very
clear. If you put the debt limit at $290 billion and provided that no
more than a certain percentage of the marketable debt-you might
put it that way.

Mr. WHInTTLESEY. With respect to the future, it seems to me that
the policy could be carried out. That policy was attempted, and I
believe with considerable success, during the war. As a rigid policy,
it is open to dangers, inasmuch as there might be times when it would
be very desirable to have it monetized.

Let me read one paragraph from the President's report; on page
100 it says this:

More than half the overall expansion of bank loans and investments was in
holdings of United States Government securities. These increased by about
$6 billion, the increase being predominantly in intermediate and long-term se-
curities.
This happened at a time when loans were going down. At the end of
the paragraph that follows, it says:

Had not commercial banks absorbed during the year about $6 billion of Fed-
eral securities, the supply of money would have grown less rapidly and economic
events during the year might have been very different.

Now that, of course, is in answer to your point. It amounts to say-
ing that if we were to freeze ourselves into a straitjacket, such as
would be involved in an absolute limit, we might deprive ourselves of
a favorable development such as this is alleged to have been.

Representative WVOLCoTT. Then may we agree that the present sys-
tem of monetizing the debt has taken into consideration all of the
factors and should be considered? Would the panel have any recom-
mendation for any change in the monetization of the debt.

Mr. WHITLESEY. May I answer quickly? It seems to me that
both positions are too extreme and that no simple answer would be
valid. I could elaborate on that, but it would take too long.
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Representative WOLCOTT. Do you suggest any formula by which vwe
might inspect the evils, to keep a certain amount of flexibility that
would be desirable?

Mr. WHiTTLESEY. I have suggested it in my general statement. I
feel that the Federal Reserve System should be given not less but
more power, and then be charged with responsibility to carry out its
assigned duties. As I have said in my statement and elsewhere, the
record does not show that the Federal Reserve is irresponsible. Repre-
sentative Patman is correct in saying that we have here a mechanism
that gives great power, but I think that is true of all delegated author-
ity under a democracy.

The manager of the Open Market Committee who has received so
much attention executes directives handed down from above. The
answer indicated earlier was that he was a very powerful person who
would act of his own volition and do dangerous things. That is not
true and it never vill be true. We have a system of checks and bal-
ances and of representation. I feel sure that we can rely upon it to
function in a responsible manner.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Mr. Wolcott, would you yield for just
one question?

Is it a fact while the manager is carrying policies of the Open
Market Committee, those policies are more or less general policies
and do not apply to buying or selling so many particular bonds at
a particular time; they are general policies?

Mr. WHITTLESEY. I would disagree. It seems to me that the direc-
tives, as reported in the minutes of the Open Market Committee which
have been referred to, show that the policies are rigidly restricted,
so rigidly, in fact, that Mr. Sproul resents the degree of rigidity that
exists. If there is uncertainty or disagreement, that is not decided
by the manager who executes the contract.

The only point, it seems to me, that can be advanced in support of
the position that you, as I understand it, have taken, is that there
might be leaks. That is a matter of security, and I agree that it
should be taken care of. I was not aware of its being a problem.

As for the machinery, clearly you have to have some machinery or
you cannot act. There is no historical evidence, nor is there any like-
lihood that I can see, that Federal Reserve functions will be carried
out irresponsibly. I am only afraid they may be carried out too
cautiously-that the authorities may not act with as much vigor and
flexibility as they should.

Representative WOLCOTT. Just one more question that was evoked
by what Mr. Patman stated. I do not yield to anyone in my solicitude
for small business or the farmer. There is no Meember of Congress
who is more interested or more concerned about small-business people
and farmers than I am. I want that underlined.

Vice Chairman PATM1AN. I certainly do not take issue with the
gentleman. I know that he always has been.

Representative WOLCOTT. Now could we set up a differelnt monetary
standard or fiscal standard for small business and agriculture than
we do for the economy generally? In other words, we are speaking
about sound money. Mr. Patman insists upon calling it hard money,
because I think there is a connotation there that it is hard to get.
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Vice Chairman PATM1ANN. No; I call sound money "sound money."'
Representative WOLCOrr. Anyway, if we make money and credit

easy to get by small business houses and agriculture, wouldn't we have
to do the same thing for big business, or what would be the result if
we tried to set up different standards?

Mr. STEIN. Well, we have set up certain governmental institutions
that did or were intended to work in that direction, various farm
credit agencies and the Small Business Administration.

I think they have had a marginal effect on the supply of funds. It
seems to me not an impossible thing to do. As I understood him, I
think Congressman Patinan was asking that monetary policy be
judged by something that is not really within the province of monetary
authority; that is, effects upon the distribution of income among
various groups. I think the best we can hope is that we keep the
national income high.

Vice Chairman PATMAAN. The gentlemen misunderstood me.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALL}. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the gentlemen of

the panel could state who the buyers are of this new long-term issue?
Mr. WHITTLESEY. We shall be able to state it in a few weeks after

the sales are complete. The ownership of United States Government
securities is reported regularly in the Federal Reserve Bulletin and
Chart Book, and it is up to date within a month or two.

Representative TALLE. College and university endowment funds,
and trust funds, pension funds and insurance companies might be
interested.

Mr. WIIITTLESEY. To a limited extent. Universities would hope to
get more securities carrying a higher yield.

Mr. REIERSON. I might report on the thinking in the financial
markets prior to the issue. It was the general feeling, and this is
subject to verification when the facts are in, that State and local pen-
sion funds would be very'much interested in this new issue. They are
not in the mortgage market, and I have heard representatives of those
funds say that a long-term 3-percent Treasury issue would be of in-
ferest to them.
4 I: think the 'tfusteed penfsion fuhd6, that is, the 'business' pension
funds held by trustees, will likewise buy some of the new issues. I am
reasonably sure that there will be some buying on the part of mutual
savings banks. How much will be purchased by the life-insurance
companies, or for that matter, any other group, it is difficult to say,
but certainly they will buy some of the new issue. I would think that
those 4 or 5 groups would account for the bulk of the buying of the new
issue. At least that was the expectation prior to the announcement..

Representative TALLE. I should think this is the kind of investment
they would welcome. In my opinion it is a very fine investment for
organizations of that sort.

Now, finally, I want to ask Mr. Patman, who quoted Mr. Eccles,
did he say that it would be desirable to have the interest rate fixed at
2 percent?

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. At that particular time I do not remember.
You know, Mr. Eccles has been on both sides of that issue. At one time
he wanted it two and a half, and later he was against it, so I do not
know what his attitude was at that particular time.
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Representative TALLE. I wanted to be sure the impression was not
left that Mr. Eccles, in making such a statement as Mr. Patman quoted,
gave the impression that he was promoting the idea of a 2-percent
unalterable interest rate.

Vice Chairman PATAIAN. Well, unfortunately I said 2 percent. We
were really talking about 21/2 percent, but I do not think that particular
question was brought up, Mr. Talle. I think it was more a question
of the power of the Open Market Committee.

Representative TALLE. If there are any other questions, I will with-
hold mine for the moment.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to read into the record at this time a para-
graph from the report of the ad hoc committee of the Open Market
Committee, which is published in page 286 of the report on the
Flanders hearing. Upon a motion I made that this report be made
public-

Representative CURTIS. What year was this ?
The CHAIRMAN. This last December. And it touches on some of the

points that Congressman Patman raised. I would like to read it in
order that it may be more widely known. I quote:

The subcommittee finds many anomalies in the structure and organization of
the Federal Open Market Committee, particularly (a) the absence of a separate
budget covering its operations, (b) the absence of a separate staff responsible
only to the committe, and (c) the delegation of the management function to an
individual Federal Reserve bank. It recommends that the committee reexamine
and review its present organization, and in particular that it consider the ad-
vantages and disadvantages that would ensue were the manager of the open
market account made directly responsible to the Federal Open Market Com-
mittee as a whole, and not, as at present, responsible through the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York.

That was made by a committee consisting of Mr. Martin and Mr.
Mills, members of the Federal Reserve Board, Mr. Bryan, president
of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, and as I understand it, it was
unanimous. It touches on many of the issues that Congressman
Patman raised.

It would be interesting to find out what action, if any, the Federal
Reserve Board has taken with respect to this recommendation. I
would like to ask Mr. Riefler if he could make a statement on that
point.

Mr. RIEFLER. Well, it has been under discussion but no decision
has been made.

(Whereupon, at 12: 55 p. in., a recess was taken to 2: 45 p. in.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The joint committee met at 2:45 p. m., Senator Paul H. Douglas,
chairman, presiding.

Present: Senator Douglas, chairman, Representative Patman, vice
chairman, Senator Flanders, and Representatives Kelley, Wolcott,
Talle, and Curtis.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentleman, we shall begin.
We finished with question 2. I will call on the panel now to per-

haps discuss topics 3 and 4 together.
Mr. Riefler.
Mr. RIEFLER. I do not think that it would be appropriate for me

to comment on No. 3, so I will confine myself to No. 4.
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There is implicit in recent developments the possibility of sustained
and growing prosperity and of steady absorption of our expanding
resources, particularly our human resources, now unemployed.

For this possibility to be realized, however, it is important not
only that the recovery be broadly based but also that activities in
anticipation of rising demand, such as inventory accumulation, be
held within prudent limits and that commitments to expand be soundly
financed. These are the types of problems that always emerge during
periods of recovery. It is still too early in the present recovery to
tell to what extent they will emerge this time. Among the straws
that bear watching is the fact that credit terms, both for consumer
installment loans and for home mortgage loans, are now generally
more liberal than they have ever been in the past. It is also possible
that the volume of construction activity now underway or projected
may be too high to be sustained.

I think that the suggestion in the Economic Report that the Presi-
dent be given power to vary the credit terms in the mortgage field
is worthy of very serious consideration. I find there is more concern
that overcommitment in mortgages may possibly produce some prob-
lems for us later than there is with respect to other areas.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that the level of home construction
may be too high to be sustained? Do you mean at present prices the
market will not exactly be exhausted but that the cream will be
skimmed off of the market?

Mr. RTEFLER. Well, there is some fear, which I cannot verify,
that it is getting a little harder to sell-that demand is being ab-
sorbed. Tere is also an edging up of prices of building materials.
A rising tendency in building costs, coming in January is something
to be watched, because the big demand comes when the weather opens
later on in the year. I think that these are straws in the wind.

The CHAIRMAN. In view of the fact that the high rate of construc-
tion in the building industry has been one of the factors which kept the
economy up in 1954, does that give you any concern about the stability
of the recovery which we have thus far had?

Mr. RIEFLER. Not unless the expansion in 1955 is larger than present
estimates. If the present estimates come out, I think it is all right, but
if the growth is larger than that, we may run into some problems
in that area. That is one of the things to be watched.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hansen.
Mr. HANSEN. I have a feeling that we have been relying too much

on the housing thing. By that I do not mean that we are building in
the aggregate too many houses, but we have not been building very
many low-cost houses for the lower-income scale and I think maybe
there is a danger that the ease of credit for veterans has been too great.
This might be sustained if we were going to have the expansion we
want. My feeling is that if we had had a more general program of
sustaining the economy and for growth, then the housing thing could
well be absorbed within that and it would work out quite all right.

As it is, there is some danger because we are not adequately provid-
ing for growth and we might get to a situation where the housing
situation can be rather weak.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any feelings about the volume of
consumer credit?
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Mr. HANSEN. If would rather have been a little less generous on con-
sumer credit and more generous in a reduction on consumer taxation.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Reierson.
Mr. REIERSON. Mr. Chairman, as I read the President's report, it

includes no specific recommendations for legislation in the field of
central banking or general credit policy. Apparently this reflects
the point of view that the present statutory authority is sufficient and
that more laws are not needed at the present time. If that be a correct
interpretation, I find myself in agreement with it. I feel that the au-
thorities have sufficient power under existing statutes to use powers
of general credit control as a tool of economic stabilization.

I also believe that the present allocation of powers within tho
Federal Reserve System is one that does not need change. It is my
feeling that the present allocation gives adequate assurance that the
public interest is being served and protected. I have already expressed
my views on selective credit controls.

In the field of credit, the report includes numerous recommenda-
tions with reference to specialized forms of credit: for example, to
extend the lending authority of programs designed to help small
business, a variety of suggestions in the field of housing finance, en-
dorsement of the proposed International Finance Corporation, and an
announcement of the proposed 10-year highway program. Most of
these suggestions relate to subjects outside my field of competence and
I would therefore hesitate to express an opinion upon their merits or
demerits at.this time.

I am impelled, however, to express a view on a matter, which I think
falls within the cognizance of this committee, namely, to express the
hope that adequate and careful attention is being given to integrating
and coordinating these various programs and proposals. Most of
these programs are designed to facilitate investment on the part of
individuals, business or Government, and to ease financing. The pro-
grams seem to be based on a common premise that efforts must be made
continuously to achieve large and rising levels of capital investment.

Much has already been done along this line. I shall not enter into
a discussion of the broad question of investment demands and savings,
but I think the problem is one to which the credit authorities should
give some attention.

In recent weeks we have undertaken some surveys in this area among
members of the financial community, and I would like to point out,
Mr. Chairman, if I may, that the investment requirements in 1954
were met only as a result of substantial assistance provided by the
commercial banking system.

The commercial banks added approximately $6 billion to their
holdings of Government securities. They provided a good secondary
market for Treasury obligations and as a result the life-insurance com-
panies and the mutual savings banks were able to reduce their invest-
ment in Government obligations by about $1,400 million. In addition,
the commercial banks added to their holdings of securities, other
than Governments, inl an amount approximating a billion and a half.
In other words, the equating of investment demands and investment
funds in 1954 was achieved with the substantial assistance of the com-
mercial banking system, and with the use of what has been described
as a policy of active credit ease. I simply point out that in my judg-
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ment such a policy is not indicated currently and may not be indicated
for the near future. I finish as I started, with the hope that the
broader implications of the various efforts that are now being made
to stimulate investment will be considered and appraised.

On one of the three particular subjects referred to in the question,
residential building--what concerns me there is the spurt in private
housing starts that was evident in the latter part of 1954. The annual
average of private housing starts in the first half of the year was
1,116,000; in the second half of the year the average was 1,290,000,
an increase of 15 or 16 percent. In the fourth quarter the annual
average -was 1,364,000, and in December, the annual rate was 1,437,000.
I acm not suggesting that the December figure is necessarily meaning-
ful. The seasonal adjustment is a matter of judgment, and in any
griven month weather conditions and other factors enter in.

But I am suggesting that a continuation of this trend would con-
tribute to economic instability in a variety of ways. First, it would
mean higher prices of building materials; reference has already been
made to this point. This would mean increased prices, or equally
significant reduced values in the housing offered. to buyers. In addi-
tion, there is the question of whether residential building, certainly if
these trends are allowed to continue, may not be attaining rates which
are not sustainable. This is an industry which characteristically
has displayed a substantial amount of cyclical fluctuation. We op-
erate today in a, newv financial environment that may or may not help
to stabilize the building industry. So I think that is one area which
is deserving of continuing and careful exploration on the part of the
authorities.

With reference to consumer credit, I am mindful of the fact that
the estimates as of the end of last year show total consumer credit
outstanding and installment credit outstanding both at record heights.
I am also mindful of the fact that the relationship between consumer
and installment credit and disposable income at the end of last year
were at historical highs. It seems to me, in this environment, that
any extension of terms of substantial proportions, any material reduc-
tion in downpayments, or any deterioration in credit risk that would
contribute to a very rapid expansion of consumer credit would not
be a contribution to long-run economic stability.

Therefore I conclude that this area also is one that will need the
continuing attention of the credit authorities. The stock market is
covered in question 5, and with your permission I shall defer my
observations on it.

The CHAIRM1AN. Air. Stein.
Mr. STEIN. AMy main comment on the monetary and credit aspects

of the President's Economic Report is that it is very difficult to tell
from the report wvhtat the President's program is in these fields in
their general implications; that is, aside from application to particui-
lar markets. A key sentence in the report is this one:

The wise course for Government in 1955 is to direct its prograin principally
toward fostering long-term economic growth. rather than toward imliparting an
imnimediate upward thrust to economic activity.

I am afraid that this sentence may be regarded as indicating that
the Government no longer considers necessary any of those specific
antirecession measures that were employed in 1954. One of the most
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important of these measures was the policy of active monetary ease.
I would hope the Government does not interpret the very general
proposition I have quoted from the report as calling for discontinu-
ance of that policy.

It seems to me what we do have in the report is very large concern
with the problem of speculative activity. I am myself very skeptical
of the ability of anyone to detect unhealthful situations of specula-
tive activity as distinguished from conditions of overexpansion or
inflation in the economy as a whole.

Now, whether people are or are not able to detect unhealthful con-
ditions of speculative activity, I would hope that concern with spec-
ulative activity, I would hope that concern with speculative activity
in particular fields would not distract the monetary authority from
what seems to me their main concern, or what should be their main
concern, which is the overall state of the economy.

It would be most unfortunate if, in a preoccupation with specula-
tive conditions in particular markets, the monetary authority should
adopt measures of general credit restraint which would cut off or
even substantially slow down the rate of recovery which so far in its
general features has not brought us up to satisfactory levels of
activity.

Those remarks would cover my approach to question 4. I am not
an authority on any of the three fields mentioned there and have noth-
ing to add to what has been said there, except a warning against pre-
occupation with conditions in limited fields to the exclusion or under-
emphasis of the general state of the economy.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Whittlesey.
Mr. WHITrLESEY. The Economic Report exaggerates, I believe, the

extent to which economic stability, both realized and prospective, is
the result of Government action and underestimates the extent to
which it rests on continuing forces now present in the economy.

Such an emphasis upon the action taken by Government strikes me
as bad strategy, mistaken, and dangerous. It is bad strategy, because
it is inconsistent with the stress currently being placed on free mar-
kets and private initiative. Under somewhat different guise it en-
dorses a spirit of direction and control and thereby plays into the
hands of those who call for continuing interference with the opera-
tion of economic forces.

It is mistaken because it undervalues the significance of changes
which have made the economy much more resistant than in the past
to declines in economic activity. It is dangerous because it credits
certain mild measures with a degree of effectiveness that can only
lead to frustration and disillusionment, if put to a real test at some
time in the future. A similar mistake of overestimating the effective-
ness of Federal Reserve policies was made back in the 1920's.

The position to which I take exception could be illustrated by many
examples from the report, but I shall limit myself to one only. On
page 22 the report points to six lessons learned from the recent de-
cline. The first three of these lessons are expressed in terms of the
great power of governmental intervention:

In the course of our latest encounter with the business cycles we have learned
or relearned several lessons: First, that wise and early action by Government
can stave off serious difficulties later. Secondly, that contraction may be stopped
in its tracks even when governmental expenditures and budget deficits are de-
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lining, providing effective means are taken for building confidence. Third,
that monetary policy can be a powerful instrument of economic recovery so
long as the confidence of consumers and businessmen in the future remains high.

Now note those words, "contraction * * * stopped in its tracks,"
"stave off serious difficulties," "wise action by the Government." I
shall not go into the reasons why I do not believe for a moment that
in the absence of the very mild action taken by the Government in the
past year; serious difficulties would have resulted, but I must say that
I did not expect to be told so soon and so smugly that "we planned it
that way."

Now turning to the other two questions-I have lumped my answer
to 4 and 5 together-I find no cause for alarm with respect to con-
sumer credit, but I am deeply concerned over the outlook for the real-
estate market in the coming few years. The rush of applications to
Federal agencies for mortgage insurance or guaranties which is men-
tioned with such apparent satisfaction on page 24 of the report is open
to the interpretation that it may have some of the attributes of a rush
to a cyclone cellar. Surely the realities of the real-estate situation
have been obscured by action taken in reducing downpayments and
extending maturities.

It might be desirable to move in the direction of more downpayment
and shorter maturities on new houses if only to be able to make better
use of this particular shot in the arm at some time in the future when
the need is more clearly evident than it has been in the past year.

Finally, I feel distinctly uneasy concerning the recent behavior of
the stock market for no more subtle reasons than the rate at which
stock prices have risen and the apparent character of public participa-
tion. Stock-market behavior has always seemed to me more ration-
alized about than rational. Insofar as I have an opinion on the recent
change in margin requirements, it is that the Board should have
moved sooner and farther than it did.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wood.
Mr. WOOD. The great majority of economists would undoubtedly

approve of the statement of the general aims of policy on page 6 of
the President's report:

We must continue to coordinate all governmental programs, especially mon-
etary and fiscal policies, in order to restrain and offset any tendencies that may
develop toward recession or inflation.

In some parts of the report it seemed to be suggested that we should
attempt to have a more normal growth by moderating booms, apart
from preventing inflation. I would not agree with the idea of trying
to stop the next depression by preventing the present boom from going
too far. We should check the present boom only in the interest of
preventing present inflation.

I agree with Mr. Stein's statement a moment ago that speculative
activity in special areas of the economy should not distract the mon-
etary authorities from their main concern, the overall state of the
economy. For instance, we should not resort to general monetary
restriction because there seems to be excessive activity in building.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Kelley, do you have any questions?
Representative KELLEY. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Curtis?

58422-55-30
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Representative CURTIS. Yes; I have. Mr. Chairman, I was a little
concerned in the references by. most of the members of the panel to
their concern over the housing picture, as far as financing is con-
cernied, and one reason-well, perhaps the best way to get at it is to
ask some specific points.

No. 1, there was an expression of concern because the housing starts
was increasing at the rate it was. An observation I would make is that
the housing industry for the first time, not this year, but since the war,
at any rate, has really gone into mass production, which was a field
that housing had never been in before.

Don't you think that a great deal of the growth in the housing field
stems from the fact that we have got these new techniques entirely
appart from the financing?

Mr. RETERSON. I am not an authority on housing and I defer to my
colleagues. However, the record will show two points; one, a very
sharp increase in the amount of mortgage financing, and in the per-
centage of residential starts financed through the VA program; and
No. 2, and these I quote from memory, the fact that as of December or
thereabouts, that approximately 35 to 40 percent of the VA financing
was in the 30-year no-down-payment mortgages. I would think, there-
fore, that the record shows that the financing environment and facili-
ties are important, that the changes introduced by the Housing Act of
1954 made a significant contribution to this spurt. I share the views
expressed by another member of the panel that the grant of additional
authority to the executive branch to vary the terms under which in-
surance and guaranties are made available would be appropriate.

Representative CURTIS. Well, I certainly agree that the financing
has had a definite effect but I was first directing my attention to the
demand and the fact that actually we are nowv at a, point in our society
where we have mass production of low-cost and indeed medium-cost
housing, but the next question then has to do with the concern of con-
simmer or installment credit in this particular field, and I wonder'
whether the concern should be as great as seems to have been expressed
by the panel for this reason: The consumer in this field, as far as hous-
ing is concerned, is going to have to live in a house. Now he might be
ivinng in a house and paying so much monthly rent, or he may be buy-

ing the house on an installment plan. The fact that you shift the obli-
g ation from paying rent to one of paying a monthly installment on a
purchase to me is a desirable thing from the standpoint of the position
of the consumer, I would not think it would matter too much, unless
you said, which might be, that the differential betweeii the amounts
the citizen would be paying in rent is so much less than the amount
I hat they are paying a month in installments.

Do you follow my reasoning on that?
In other words, I think in those housing fields, we have to pay par-

ticular attention to rental as opposed to home ownership.
Mr. REIERSON. I agree with that. I suggested in my original state-

ment that, looking at the broad problem of economic stabilization,
what concerned me was the fact that a continuation of recent trends
wouldc have repercussions upon the prices and materials and the hous-
ing values made available to buyers.

Representative CURTIS;. Well, sir, *wouldn't that be true of any
expanding economy?
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Take television-that undoubtedly has produced a lot of demand
for electronics equipment, and so on, and would that not be true of
anything that is expanding, and the question is, Is that expansion a
healthy thing in response to a real demand. and will that demand
continue?

Mr. REIERSON. Well, of course, the demand situation is changed by
virtue of the financing terms available.

Representative CURTIS. It could be that, or the demand could be
there, and perhaps' we weren't setting up proper financing and the
demand did not have an opportunity of expressing itself, and I think
that is particularly true in the housing field where you have got this
problem of the initial downpayment.

M~r. REIERSON. I think it is the elimination of the downpayment
more than the extension of the maturity that has contributed to the
recent increase in demand.

Representative CURTIS. From the standpoint of good financing, I
would suggest that the risk of lending a substantial suni on a house
with very little downpayment is much less than when you lend a
sizable sum on the purchase of an automobile. When a person moves
into a house, and that house becomes a home, it actually increases in
value rather than decreases, and I have seen that, and I guess anyone
has in these new subdivisions where the house that is 2 years old wvill
actually be selling foi more than the brand new homes in the same
subdivision, because actually the value of the house has increased due
to the fact that a family has lived in it. So from the financing stand-
point I would suggest, although I do not know, I would suggest that
maybe we have been backward in our financing of homes, and far
from worrying about it I am rather happy that we have caught up
with modern finaiicing techniques in that field.

This could be the case, could it not, instead of being alarmed about
how we are going, it could be that maybe we should have been alarmed
in the past for not having done more in the home financing field?

Mr. RFIERsoN. Well, I will admit that being able to buy a house
with no money down and 30 years to pay for it is an innovation, and
I venture no judgment as to whether we were unwise 5 years ago in
not having that program or wise now in having it.

What I have been talking about here are the economic implications
arising out of this method of financing. I share with you a desire
to have a continuing high rate of residential building and investment.
in general. I think they are an absolute necessity. But I am frankly
alarmed when I see economic series moving at the rate that housin1g

starts moved in the latter part of last year. I think it would be fair
to keep in mind, looking down the longer road, that we appear to
have no pressing shortage of housing at the present time, although
vacancies are probably not yet up to normal. While this is not the
whole story of residential building, we face a situation in which family
formation is low, and is not likely to turn up in the near future, and
where even the more optimistic estimates of household formation are
well below the current rate of building of new residences. I think
any tremendous upsurge in residential building raises a very real
question as to whether we may be selling next year's market or the
followvinig years.

I would be much happier if we could see a continuing stable or
gradually rising level of residential building. I am not vise enough
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to say that 1,200,000 starts, or any other figure, is the correct figure. I
do not know what is the correct figure. But I am alarmed at the
increases we have had, and I would much prefer to see a more gradual
expansion.

Representative CURTIS. Do you know whether there have been any
figures-I have never seen them-but there must be, of the relation
of the switch from rental housing to homeownership. It seems
to me a great deal lies in that particular switch. That is just a
comment.

Has anyone ever seen any figures along that line? That seems to
me to have great bearing.

You are not actually affecting the individual householder. If he is
paying, let us say, $75 a month rent, and then he switches to buying a
home on a 30-year basis, then he is still paying $75 a month, as far as
his own financial situation is concerned.

Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that I agree very
much with Congressman Curtis. We have witnessesd a tremendous
switch, as you have suggested, between rental housing and homeowner-
ship. I think nearly 60 percent of the urban houses are owned at the
present time. There has been a very great change, and I agree that
these new financing methods are not only an innovation, but a very
good innovation.

I only raise the question whether the extremely easy credit we have
moved to, particularly with veterans, is going to turn out to be entirely
satisfactory, unless we can fairly well assure an expansion in the econ-
omy equivalent to the growth that we are capable of. If we flatten
out at the present high level I do foresee difficulties in the housing
area as a result of this very easy financing program.

I think we could absorb this whole thing if we had adequate growth
and expansion. If we don't, there may be some difficulty.

Representative CURTIS. I was interested in some figures I saw in
some local St. Louis savings and loan companies, on their 20-year
loans. I think the average payoff was 9 years, and on the 15-year loan
it was 6 or 7. So the fact that you put that paper on your books
at a 20-year or 15-year basis is by no means an indication of what
happens to it. Apparently once people get some equity they try to
build up on it quite rapidly.

I might further state that I was interested in the number of de-
linquencies in loans; particularly in the VA field it was practically
negligible.

Mr. WHrLESEY. Mr. Chairman, may I make a couple of comments?
It seems to me that the discussion is too much in terms of the safety

of the particular mortgage and too little in terms of relation to the
economic stability of the economy, which is our primary concern here.

Now, it is quite possible that the loans will pay out. That is going
to be influenced, however, as Dr. Hansen has said, by the future
movement of prices and the maintenance of full employment. The
facts that real-estate prices have risen and delinquencies have been
low are closely tied together. If you can imagine a situation where
real-estate prices do not rise or perhaps fall, you can imagine a situa-
tion where difficulty might arise.

WXhat concerns me is that this recent rise in construction is not
based upon economic factors of the type which you have in mind.
It seems to me that it is based to a great extent on the elimination of
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downpayments and the lengthening of maturities up to 30 years, and
that means it has given an artificial fillip to the industry at this time.

Is this the time for that, a time when family formations are low
because of the drop in births during the period of the thirties? It
seems to me that it is not.

I find something inconsistent in the idea that we should not peg
Government bond prices, which is the guaranty of a particular type
of credit, but that it is perfectly all right to guarantee mortgages,
which is another type of credit. I admit that it may be possible
to defend that position; I do not mean to suggest that I have given
an adequate answer, but I am pointing out the conflict in those two
points of view.

Representative CURTIS. Could I ask you there, though, again, why
db you feel that there would be this economic effect, as essentially what
we are doing is simply replacing rental payments with installment
payments on a home.

Mr. WRITTLESEY. Well, I do not agree with that in the first place.
Representative CURTIs. You think it is more than that.
Mr. WHIrrLESEY. Very much more than that. I think that more

houses are being built now than would be built and occupied if they
were merely paying rent. I think that we are building houses way
beyond the current demand as related to family formation.

It is easy enough to point out that human wants are insatiable, and
that the housing demand is unlimited if people move into better,
bigger, and finer houses. On the other hand, there is surely some
significance in the number of new family formations; and here at a
time when the number of new family formations has gone down we
find new housing going up.

Representative CURTIS. Well, we still have a backlog, as I under-
stand it, though.

Mr. WHITILESEY. It was very high in 1946 because of many factors
with which we are familiar, but it seems to me that at the present time
it is not high, and that we are exceeding what we can expect. I share
the feeling of Mr. Reierson that we are encroaching upon a normal
expected demand for housing in the next 3 or 4 years, though I do
not think this will be true for 1960.

I fear that we are running into trouble because of this artificial
stimulus.

Representative CURTIS. Thank you.
The CHAIR3MAN. Congressman Patman.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Yes, I wanted to ask Mr. Riefler a couple

of questions, first.
Mr. Riefler, exactly how did monetary policy work to check the

reverse in the downturn. Mention specifically how it affected the in-
ventory liquidation, the decline in spending by business firms for
pliant and equipment, the increase in consumer expenditures, and the

.rise of new construction activity.
Mr. RIEFLER. Well, the policies were directed toward putting re-

serves into the money market, to give banks more money, potential
money to lend, and at the same time, the Treasury to issue short
and intermediate term securities, so that the Treasury would not be
competing in the market for mortgage and other long-term funds.
Those are the policies you a-re referring to.
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. Whien was it that the Open Market Comn
mittee met and agreed to reverse its policy? Was it somewhere along
Mayf 6 or 7?

Mr. RIEFLER. It met around May 6 or 7. I have not the exact date.
ViCe Chajirman PATM3AN. The record shows they commenced buying

on Mondav, May 11. but Mr. Martin testified on some committee I
was on that the board met preceding that by a few days.

Mr. RIFFLER. The Open Market Executive Committee met.
Vice Chairman PATMNAN. What time was that, May 6 or 7?
Mr. RIFFLER. It was either May 6 or?7.
Vice Chairman PATMrAN. Do you have any coordination between

your agency, the Board of Governors, and the Open Market Com-
mittee, and the interest-fixing agencies like the Treasury and FHA?

Mr. RIEFLER. Well, we see the Treasury a. great deal. They see ius
a great deal.

Vice Chairman PATXIAN. Did the Treasury have reason to believe
you were going to reverse their policy 3 or 4 days before that when
they increased the interest rates on FIIA and veterans' loans?

Mr. RIFFLER. I doubt it.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. You did not have any coordination to that

effect, to that extent?
Mr. RIFFLER. Well, the decision hadn't been made.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. It had not been made, but I guess you had

been talking about it a lot, and you were in a position to alert them
as to some such thing being possible?

Mr. RIEFLER. At that time I do not think you could tell what the
position would be until you counted the votes.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. All right.
Now, is the position of individuals and corporations today exces-

sively liquid?
Mr. RIFFLER. It is liquid, I don't know what you mean by excessive.
Vice Chairman PAT-IAN. We will say normal, subnormal, and above

normal.
Mr. RIEFLER. I would have difficulty.
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Would you say it was subnormal, normal,

or above normal ?
Mr. RIFFLER. If you want to take it in terms of the money supply,

the increase was greater last year than the increase in gross national
products. That shows that the money supply is adequate or large,
or at least in some sense in an upward proportion.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Would any other member of the panel
like to comment on whether the position of individuals and businesses
are excessively liquid today? Do any of you agree or disagree with
that?

All right. I would like to ask Mr. Wood a question.
Mr. WOOD. All right, sir.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Why should there be such a sense of-

urgency on the part of the Treasury to fund its debt-that is too
greatly increase its maturity-as in the case of the 40-year maturity?
How will this affect the liquidity of individuals and business?

Mir. WOOD. Taking the last part of the question first, in general,
as you extend the period of the debt it tends to reduce liquidity.
If it goes very far the reduction in liquidity would be significant.

Would you please ask your first part again?
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. Yes. 'Whv should there be such an ur-
gency on the part of the Treasury to fund the debt, that is greatly
extend its maurity as in the case of the 40-year issue?

Mr. WOOD. I see no reason why there should be any special ur-
gency at this time to extend the period of the debt.

Vice Chairman PATMEAN. You take the $2,600 million, 278-percent
securities: Now, they are held principally by the banks, are they not?

Mr. WOOD. I could not tell you.
Vice Chairman PATMAN-. The reports that I get through the dif-

ferent financial journals indicate that they are held principally by
the banks.

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Congressman, would you' yield for a mo-
ment?

Vice Chairman PATINAN. Certainly, I would be glad to.
Senator FLANDERS. It would seem to me that one of the reasons

for extending maturities that is valid is to rearrange our maturities
so that they do not come in blocks. So we are not faced at one time
with the necessity for heavy refunding and at another time for light
refunding.

I haven't examined this particular proposal with reference to that,
but I think we could agree, could we not, that it is a valid reason for
altering the lengths of securities as the occasion offers?

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Up to a reasonable point, but when you
have a national debt of $281 billion there is hardly any way to arrange
it that you will not have enormous amounts payable at one time.

Senator FLANDER. But still you would think it was a good thing to
have a try at it?

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Yes, if you expect to pay them off; but
you don't expect to pay them off.

Senator FLANDERS. Well, the maturities have to be taken care of,
anyway, and it would be very embarrassing, would it not, to the
Treasury to have a heavy block of maturities to be refunded allrat
once?

Vice Chairman PATMEAN. I see no reason why it would. It migh
cause them to work a little bit more, but they are not expecting to pay
these things off, anyway. They have been extending them from time
to time. I do not know that we have ever paid a substantial part of
the debt.

Senator FLANDERS. We are not talking about paying; we are talk-
ing about refunding, and if you have a tremendous block to refund
all at once the interest rate goes against you, does it not?

Vice Chairman PATMNAN. I do not know whether it does or not. The
Open Market Committee fixes the interest rate, and that should be
taken care of very easily.

Senator FLANDERS. It does when the Treasury buys everything at a
given rate.

Representative TALLE. I think Senator Flanders' point is a good
one. I remember Mr. Eccles pointed out some years ago that he was
concerned over the fact that a block of $57 billion had to be refunded
at one time, and Mr. Humphrey pointed out in January of 1953 that
one of the first visitors who knocked on his door was a collector with
$81 billion in c. o. d.'s, short-term loans that were due. le found
that to pay the collector was something of a task.
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Senator Flanders' point is a very material one.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. It is strictly an administrative matter. I

do not see why with the 12 Federal Reserve banks, and the unlimited
power that the Open Market Committee has, I do not see any reason
why it should be too much trouble. I doubt that many of them would
have to spend many extra hours overtime taking care of those refund-
ing issues, but if it is a burden on them we ought to make adjustments
and lengthen them out and straighten them up so they would not be
too burdensome, so they would have more and more time.

Representative TALLE. A difference of maturity is very important.
Some years ago England found herself in a bad spot after she had
lent considerable money to Russia on long term and had a lot of
obligations herself on short term.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. You are talking about something different
now. You are talking about owing a foreign country. If we owed
a foreign country, that would be different, but we are doing business
with ourselves.

Representative TALLE. I used that to illustrate that the maturity
does make a difference.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. It would, with a foreign country, I agree.
It would make a tremendous difference. But I do not think that the
same difference would prevail to us.

Representative TALLE. The cost of refunding is a cost.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I think a lot of that could be saved. I do

not think there would need to be much added cost in refunding.
Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Patman, excuse me for prolonging this, but

does not your point of view of refunding mean an apparently simple
transaction rests on the previous practice of having the Federal Re-
serve System as the residual purchaser who took most of it if the rate
was below a free market rate, and so are you not therefore supporting
that previous practice?

Vice Chairman PATMAN. No; if the Federal Reserve banks, if they
do not buy bonds, the commercial banks would buy them, and the
commercial banks buy them with money made available by the Federal
Reserve directly or indirectly.

There are 2 or 3 ways they could do it, by reducing requirements,
or by open market operations; there are two good ones. If the Fed-
eral Reserve does not buy them the commercial banks will buy them
with credit that the Federal Reserve makes available. That is the
way I see it.

Senator FLANDERS. I think your position and mine are fairly clear.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you, sir.
Professor Whittlesey, in the last few month there has been a rise

in wage rates and price increases in aluminum, selected steel items,
rubber, and more recently copper. The current situation is, therefore,
that money costs of production have risen.

Assume that the monetary authorities refuse to supply the neces-
sary funds to support an increase in money demand sufficient to move
current production off the market at prices corresponding to costs of
production, what may we expect will happen to employment, income,
production, investment, and savings?

Mr. WHITTLESEY. You have indicated the answer by your question,
but I would like to challenge one implication that you made. That
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is that wages and cost of production are necessarily as closely related
as you suggest.

I was greatly impressed by 2 charts on pages 30 and 31 of the
President's report. One shows weekly man-hours; that is the bottom
curve on the lefthand chart. I take it that that represents the result
of the two curves above, one being the employed workers and the
other the average weekly hours, while the curve at the bottom gives
the result. That curve shows that in 1954 we were manufacturing
with just about the same number of weekly man-hours as we were
in 1948.

Now look at the middle chart on page 31 which gives an index of total
manufacturing production. As I read these charts, that top curve
in the middle chart represents the output produced by those weekly
man-hours shown in the chart at the left. They show that at a
time when weekly man-hours was practically stable, actually a little
bit lower, total manufacturing output was up approximately 30
percent. That means that what has been going on is that we are
paying higher wages but are producing more with those wages;
evidently productivity has risen very markedly in this period.

It is an oversimplification to suggest that we are facing a squeeze
simply because wages have gone up. I would hope that in the present
situation greater efficiency, improved technology, and the like, would
enable us to pay these higher wages without prices necessarily going
up. If that is not true then it is the task of our monetary authorities
to do whatever they find necessary to assure that stable prices and
full employment are maintained, so far as they are able to maintain
them.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Then one other question here, if you
please: What effect will the firming up of interest rates and the decline
in prices of Government securities have on the banking system's ability
to supply the needed funds to move current output off the market at
prices reflecting cost of production? What effect will the firming up
of interest rates and the decline in the prices of Government securities
have on the banking system's ability to supply the needed funds to
move current output off the market at prices reflecting the cost of
production ?

Mr. WjiH-TLESEY. I agree with what others have said that at the
present time restrictive monetary policy measures are not indicated.
For that reason, therefore, I would feel that this is not the time for
interest rates to rise appreciably, which I believe is the general feeling
shared by others here.

The statement seems to imply that we know that interest rates are
going to rise.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Well, 3 percent is an increase on a long-
term bond.

Mr. WHrITTLESEY. It is too early to say to what extent that is going
to alter the level and structure of interest rates. Perhaps 3 percent
was higher than was necessary, but I doubt that this particular issue
is going to exert a great deal of influence. That is going to be tied
in with the Federal Reserve policies that are followed from here on.

Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. Would any of the other members of the
panel like to comment on that question?
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Mr. W rIITTLESEY. I would like to make one other point.
Vice Chairman PATMNAN. All right, sir.
Mr. WHIITLESEY. This is on the point that Mr. Curtis raised a

moment ago.
I would not be alarmed at the rise in long-term mortgages on dwell-

ings which have no downpayments if this rise were the result of the
free action of mortgage lenders. I would trust the interest of lenders
in being repaid to protect the economy against overexpansion of mort-
gage credit. Where the expansion takes place with a Government
guaranty that protects the lender against any appreciable loss, it seems
to me that there is no comparable assurance that the expansion has
the usual economic foundation, is in the public interest, or is equally
secure against loss through default.

What alarms me is this: The mildness of the recent downturn and
the early revival of business has been ascribed in considerable part to
the strength of housing demand. Construction activity has appar-
ently been one of the principal supports of economic activity in
general.

I am troubled lest this support is artificial and has been borrowed
from the future, that the artificial stimulus now wvill contribute to
greater difficulties in the future than we would otherwise have had.

Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman-
Vice Chairman PATAIAN. May I just ask one more question, and I

will be through.
Representative CURrIS. Certainly.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. If you insist on coming in now, it is all

right.
Representative CURTIS. I would just like to say that I appreciate

that observation very much and I think there is a great deal of sound-
ness to it, in my opinion.

The only other matter I would interject is we are concerned with
the Government doing one of two things: It isn't just going into the
housing field in a guaranty way, the other program is an extended
public-housing program at least in the mind of many people. It is
an either-or situation brought about by a belief that there is a real
demand of our people for additional housing, and we have not really
licked the problem of adequate housing for the people.

So.in viewing the lending program, I think we have to think of
alternate terms, of possibly extending the public housing program
which is rental housing, to a very large degree.

Mr. W-HiTLESEY. And from the standpoint of economic stability,
timing of that program is all important.

Representative CURTIS. Yes, along with any other public-works
program.

Mr. IiirrLESEY. Yes.
Representative CURTIs. Thank you.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, before asking Mr. Stein

a question, the last one I expect to ask of this panel on this particular
matter, I would like to read into the record an excerpt from the
hearings before this Committee on Banking and Currency of the
House, March 3, 4, and 5, 1947, on page 85.

Mr. MONRONEY. Do you mean to say that with your present Open Market
Committee and the operation of the Federal Reserve as it now stands. that re-
gardless of what the national income is, or other economic factors, that you can
guarantee to us that our interest rate Still remain around 2.06 percent?
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Mr. ECCLES. We certainly can. We can guarantee that the interest rate as

far as the public debt is concerned is where the Open Market Committee of the

Federal Reserve desires to put it.

The CHAIRMAIN. You have a very good memory.
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Now, this question I would like to ask

AMr. Stein and the panel to comment on.
There was an expression-
Representative TALLE. Do you recall when that figure-2.06 per-

cent-was first arrived at in the House Committee on Banking and
Currency?

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Well, that part was not so interesting to
me. I was not considering that as much as I was the ability of the
Open Market Committee to fix the rate at any~point.

Representative TALLE. It was very interesting to me because I
asked the question about average interest cost at that time.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. You did.
Representative TALLE? I asked the then administration witnesses

to tell me the average rate, considering all maturities, at the time,
and the average reported was 2.06.

Vice Chairman PAT3MAN. Well, I am glad to know that. There was
an expression of the belief this morning that monetary policy could
not be held accountable for changes in distributive shares.

Specifically, the reference was to the deterioration of the income
shares of the farmer and small proprietor. I was referring to the
sentence near the top of the page on page 83 of the President's report.

I should like to put the following question to Mr. Stein and the
paine1

Given the relative sensitivity of individual commodity prices, uti-
lization of monetary policy to stabilize the general price level, will
result in changes in the relationship of individual prices to each other.
Price increases will be canceled out by price decreases, and so the av-
erage of all prices will remain stable. However, the more sensitive
prices, that is, prices that are more nearly subject to pressure of com-
'petition and market forces, will fluctuate more freely and frequently
than the administered prices. These latter prices are characteristi-
cally stable.

The result will be to alter the exchange patterns existing between
different segments of the economy and the cost price structure of dif-
ference industries, and particularly of individual firms within an
industry.

Is not the procedure just described the way in which income shares
of different segments of our economy, and the cost price structure of
individual firms within an industry, are altered by the monetary au-
thority when they exercise their power to control the general price
level?

Mr. STEIN. 'Well, I believe that is a reasonable description of what
happens. My reservation this morning, if I may explain further, was
to the implication that the distributive shares ought to be a major
criterion or guide of Federal Reserve policy.

It seems to me that there is an overriding objective of monetary
policy which is to maintain a high level of employment and national
income. and avoid inflation. If the Federal Reserve or the monetary
authority, succeeds in making its maximum contribution to that,
it will have done all that we can expect it to do as far as the distribu-
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tive shares are concerned. If there should be an inconsistency be-tween action to promote a high level of production and employment
and action to have some desired effect on distributive shares, that theoverall effect on the economy should have priority.

It seems to me that ordinarily there would not be any consistency.Vice Chairman PATMAN: Would any other member like to comment
on that question? Does the panel take issue with Mr. Stein?

All right, Mr. Chairman, I will yield.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, I would like-
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Would you let me add one other state-ment from Mr. Eccles?
Representative TALLE. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Monroney asked him if he thoughtit would be inflationary holding the rate at 2.06. Mr. Eccles:
I would not say that; no, I would not say that holding it to this 2.06 ratewould be inflationary at all.

I would like that right after my other reference to it, Mr. Chairman.Representative TALLE. I do not recall whether my question aboutthe rate was put at that very moment, but about at that same timeI did ask for the average rate of all maturities.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. And he answered, I recall, that that wasall securities except the E. F. and G. I do not think it included

them. I am not sure about that.
Representative TALLE. Some of the short term rates were as low astwenty-five one-hundredths of 1 percent.
I would like to ask about the President's recommendations. Thereare four of them here. They are found on pages 69 to 71 of thePresident's Economic Report.
The first one is increase the insurance authorizations of the FederalHousing Administration. I gather there would be a difference ofopinion as to that.
Do you agree, Mr. Whittlesey, that the insurance authorization forthe Federal Housing Administration should be increased?
Mr. WHITTLESEY. I would not object to this since it seems to methat the power is all right to have in reserve. It is only that thetiming with which the present power was used seems to me unfor-tunate. I feel that timing is dependent on economic conditions. Thetiming of recent changes is certainly not to my taste.
What bothers me now is looking ahead 1 or 2 or 3 years. I amalarmed that the present tempo cannot be maintained, and that theremay be a reaction partly because of the overstimulus. It may bedesirable to have the increased authorization in that then it will benecessary to move more actively partly because of the bad timing inthe past.
Representative TALLE. In the same breath, may I ask you anotherquestion. This has to do with another recommendation, also onpage 60.
To allow national banks to make amortized real-estate loans withmaturities up to 20 years and to extend the maximum duration ofconstruction loans?
Mr. Wh11rrrEsEy. The banks are limited as to the amount of real-estate loans they can hold. This proposal is obviously intended to
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operate within the other present limitations. It seems to be an
attempt to avoid discriminating against banks as compared with other
types of lenders at a time when 20-year mortgages have become
respectable for banks, as they weren't a few years ago. I do not
object to this. The policy of stabilization which is our present con-
cern is something that has to operate through the Federal Reserve
and other agencies. This proposal is not in contradiction with that;
but it is evidently concerned with a different problem, that of avoiding
discrimination against commercial banks.

Representative TALLE. It does get into a field that has been a matter
cf controversy between National banks and State banks, doesn't it?

Mr. WHfITTLESEY. I suspect that State banks already have the power,
and that this change is designed to enable the National banks to meet
that competition. If not, then the State banks wil presumably get
their authority from the State legislatures. In short, this isn't, it
seems to me, a stabilization proposal. While it may be related to
future credit demands, the stabilization problem should be taken care
of by other means.

Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a third question?
The CHAIRIMAN. Certainly.
Representative TALLE. This is the third recommendation of the

IPresident, at pages 60 to 62.
It relates to giving the President greater latitude with the exercise

of his powers to vary, in the light of economic conditions, the terms
on which home mortgages are underwritten by the Federal Gov-
ernment.

Mr. 1WHITTLESEY. Do you still want me to answer?
Representative TALLE. You are doing very well. I thought I would

leave it open to all the panel members.
Mr. WH1ITTLESEY. I hope that they will come to my rescue shortly.
I question whether the President is the ideal place for that power

to reside. The problem of stabilization by credit means is primarily
a problem for the monetary authority, and I should prefer to see this
power lodged with the central bank. It may be that under existing
law it is necessarv for the President to initiate action by an Executive
order, but the actual implementation of the stabilization policy, as
far as it is related to this phase of it, should, in my opinion, be in
the hands of the central bank. To the extent that fiscal policy is
involved, the fiscal policy and the monetary policy should, of course,
be integrated.

Representative TALLE. Thank you very much.
Now, I should like to throw those recommendations open to the

other five scholars.
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, on that last point, if I am not mistaken

this type of authority given to the President was first introduced in
the Housing Act of 1948, in which it was specifically provided that
a certain number of public, housing units- would be built in the next
6 years, and then it was provided the President might bunch that
according to the economic conditions of the economy as a whole.
That is to say, he could build all of it in 1 or 2 years, rather than 6
years, if employment conditions required.

I think it is within that kind of a context that this would be most
useful. If it were just a general provision relating to the cerdit con-
ditions, I would agree with Mr. Whittlesey it might perhaps reside
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in the hands of the monetary authorities, but with respect to the
Public Housing Act, it seems to me that that was quite appropriate-
it should be in the hands of the President.

That was a rather different kind of provision.
Representative TALLE. Thank you, Professor Hansen.
Mr. Reierson?
Mr. RIERSON. I share Mr. Whittlesey's conclusions on these three

recommendations, with the exception of his suggestion that the au-
thority be given to the central bank, and in that matter I concur
with Professor Hansen.

It seems to me that in recent years we have had a tremendous in-
crease in the definition of credit policy, far beyond the scope of the
textbook concept of limiting credit policy to operations of the central
bank. One lesson of 1954, I think quite clearly is that credit policy
thus broadly defined, is a very potent instrument of economic stabi-
lization, or lack of stabilization, as the case may be.

I am referring here to the Government insurance and guarantee
functions of which the activities in the housing field are two, but by
no means the entire list, and to the direct lending activities of the Gov-
ernment. It seems to me that there certainly is need for coordination
of all of these diverse activities to the end that we may develop a con-
sistent program of action. But I have great reservations that it is an
appropriate function for the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System. I rather have the feeling that in the exercise of their
policies, or powers of general credit control, they have enough to
keep them busy. That problem is sufficiently complex and difficult
in its own right. So while I think that there should be flexibility in
setting standards for Government insurance or guaranties, and while
I endorse that to the full, I certainly question the advisability of
giving that authority to the Federal Reserve.

Representative TALLE. Thank you, Mr. Reierson.
Dr. Stein?
Mr. STEIN. I would agree on this last proposition that this au-

thority ought not to be given to the Federal Reserve. It seems to
me, while it is very largely a credit matter, it is not entirely a credit
matter, and I would not like to put on the Federal Reserve the burden
of withstanding the claims of the Veterans' Administration, and
others, who may at some time be interested in promoting the program.
There is really the question of policy beyond credit only.

There have from time to time been suggestions for the establishment
of a Federal loan council, or some such organization, on which would
be represented the main lending or loan guaranteeing agencies of the
Government. It would seem to me that if such a council were estab-
lished that the President might delegate to it the responsibility for
advising him on the discharge of this function.

Representative TALLE. Thank you, Dr. Stein.
Dr. Wood?
Mr. WOOD. I agree with Mr. Reierson's position on that.
Representative TALLE. Thank you, Dr. Wood.
Professor Riefler?
Mr. RiFPLER. I am not sure I should be commenting on these offi-

cial recommendations, but I do think that that provision to provide for
some flexibility in the terms of the Federal mortgage programs is
quite important from the point of view of general stabilization.
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Representative TALLE. Thank you, Mir. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. May I ask this question: Did I sense a general

feeling that the volume of residential construction would probably take
a downturn some time later in this year because the effective demand
for this type of housing, and the prices charged, would in all prob-
ability not be sufficient to maintain the present volume? Was I
incorrect in that?

Mr. REIERSON. I did not express an opinion, and would hesitate
to do so, Mr. Chairman. I think my position would be that if the
rates of increase that have been in evidence in recent months continue,
that more than a casual. reduction is in prospect, whether it would
occur in the second half of 1955 dr subsequently I would hesitate to
guess.

The CITAIRMAN. I say, some time later in the year.
Mr. RnEiRSON. Whether it would occur the second half of this year,

or next year, I frankly have no real judgment.
The CHAIRMAN. But you think it will occur sometime?
Mr. REIERSON. If the trends of recent months persist, that is my

feeling. I share Mr. Whittlesey's concern in this area.
The CHAIRMAN. Is this a general opinion. Have I correctly stated

it?
Mr. HANSEN. I think, Mr. Chairman, it ought to be said that we do

not have too many houses in this country, and we have an enormous
number of substandard houses.

The CHAIRMAN. I said effective demand.
Mr. HIANSEN. I think you are right. I think the implication of

your question is correct, that without a public low-cost housing pro-
gram, the effective demand is likely to decline. I do not know when.
1 agree with Mr. Reierson.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there general agreement on that?
Mr. WHIrrLEsEY. I have no idea what the timing will be.
The CHAIRMAN. But you agree it will happen?
Mr. WITTLESEY. Yes: I agree with the others.
It seems to me imminent, as matters now stand, but I have no reason

for knowing that it will be this year rather than next.
The CHAIRMAN. I think this has a good deal of bearing on the

question as to where the economy is headed, because while we have a
great deal of discussion on the farm situation tomorrow, the general
opinion of the group that we had last week was that farm incomes
would continue to decline in all probability in 1955. We had testi-
mony from the unions, the automobile industry, that it seemed to be
fairly well reasoned that the present rate of production, which is
approximately 165,000 cars a week, or close to a rate of 8'/2 million a
year, cannot be maintained throughout the year, and that that would
decline some time in the spring.

If this be true, that you have a decline in farm demand, a falling
off in production of automobiles, with all the effects that wvil] have
upon steel and glass and rubber and parts, and a decline in the rate
of building construction, the question naturally presents itself: Where
will the increased effective demand surge come from to sustain and
augment such recovery as we have had in the past 3 or 4 months?

Mr. HANSEN. I agree entirely with what you have said, Mr. Chair-
man. I might add that a part of the recent increase in production
springs from the fact that inventory liquidation is slowing down.
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Now, that is not any strong basis for any long-run recovery. That
is a very short-run thing that inevitably happens in any inventory
liquidation period. You reach a point where you are liquidating
somewhat less than you did before, at which time your production
index goes up. It is nothing to get excited about so far as optimism
for the future is concerned.

Mr. REIERSON. Mr. Chairman, did you wish a discussion of this
point?

The CHAIRMAN. Just to the degree that the people want to discuss
it.

Mr. REIERSON. I share the very appropriate and important ques-
tions raised by the chairman; However, I think there are some in-
creases in prospect for later on in the year. The continued increase
in State and local spending, while modest, is fairly well assured. I
think the drag caused by the cutback in Federal spending is largely
behind us. I suppose the international situation will determine
whether the level of Treasury spending will turn around in the latter
part of the year.

It occurs to me that in the area of commercial building, as distin-
guished from residential building, there may be grounds for more
protracted optimism. While no evidence is at hand to support the
conclusion, I think there is just as much chance that plant and equip-
ment expenditures on the part of business will be moving up as that
they will be continuing flat in the latter part of the year.

Finally, the increase in consumer expenditures in recent months
has been striking, and the full impact of that increase upon inventory
policy and production conceivably could give more impetus to the
economy than is commonly believed today.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wolcott.
Representative WOLCorr. Possibly I did not understand this cor-

rectly, but, Dr. Hansen, did you predicate your expression that there
might be a cutback in demand for residential housing upon whether
or not we create an effective public-housing program?

Mr. HANSEN. I was suggesting that if you rely simply upon the
current market forces that it seems probable as other members of the
panel have also indicated that the present very high rate is not main-
tainable, and that if we are going to have the same rate as now pro-
jected into the next year, or 2 or 3, that we would need a larger public
low-cost housing program to supplement some decline that would
take place in the housing that springs from regular market forces.

Mr. WoLcorr. Well, would that supplemental program which antic-
ipates an increase in the production of public-housing units be predi-
cated oln 1,400,000 units?

Mr. HANSEN. The total of public and private housing combined. I
think production is running at about 1.4 million currently, and the
question related to what would be necessary to maintain that.

Representative WOLCOrT. Do I get this correctly: I think that the
economy can withstand. or absorb 1,400,000 units, and if private enter-
prise does not do it the Government must come in with public housing
to make up the difference?

Mr. HANSEN. If we are going to make any real progress in getting
rid of our substandard houses, then I feel we have to have a public-
housing program.
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Representative WOLCOTT. Substandard houses to you are substand-
ard rental houses?

Mr. HANSEN. They mainly are; yes. There are a lot of substand-
ard rural houses that are not rental houses, and there are some urban,
but the urban are mainly rent houses; yes.

Representative WOLCOTT. Do you affiliate that with our program
for FHA financing on existing homes? I throw that in here because
we have been told that that provision of the 1954 Housing Act re-
sulted materially in this demand which, as you say, is now up to an
average of 1,400,000. But you are thinking only in terms of substand-
ard rental houses, and we define them mostly in our large cities.

Mr. HANSEN. I think that is the area where our deficiency for good
housing is the greatest; yes.

Representative WOLCOTT. Do you think there would be a necessity
for public housing in addition to the housing facilities which must be
made available for people who are displaced from slum-clearance
projects, or anticipated slum-clearance projects, or urban-development
projects ?

Mr. HANSEN. My impression from talking to people who are expert
in this area, is that the present provision for urban iedevelopment is
lacking in the respect that there is not adequate provision for the
housing of the people that are displaced by such redevelopment
programs.

Representative WOLcOrr. Well, I do not care to follow through
with it, but the law provides now that they can have public housing
provided it is tied in with the necessity for housing people who are
being displaced by urban-development and slum-clearance projects.

MIr. HANSEN. I am told that in practice the way it is working
out-

Representative WOLCOTT. Pardon me. We have authorized 35,000
new units for this year, and the President has asked for 35,000 more
for each of the next 2 years.

The CHATIRMAN. AIav I ask how many specific housing projects have
been provided under this legislation?

Representative WOLCOTT. Very few.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true it was not until a few, days ago?
Representative WOLCOTT. YOU are approximately right. I was

going to say as an aid to you in developing this, there probably have
been less than a hundred, so that is not very many.

Vice Chairman PATAIAN. You mean a hundred houses, or a hun-
dred thousand?

Representative WOLCOTT. A hundred units.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not wish to stir up a cat-and-dog fight, but

qualifications are written into the act which would prevent any public
housing.

Representative WOLCOTT. You hoped not to start a cat-and-dog
figh'tit, but let me say that was not the intention of the legisl ation. The
intention was to always see to it that the people who were being dis-
placed by slum-clearance projects and urban-development projects
would have facilities with which to be taken care of, and it was not
the thought behind that amendment that we were going to necessarily
stop public housing altogether. The program on public housing had
been stopped by the recommendation of the Appropriations Com-
mittee some years before that.

58422-55 31
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So it was not necessary for us to indulge in it to that extent.
I merely bring this up because it just so happened-I am .very

modest about this-that I drafted the amendment that was offered,
but I do not want any inference that it was done to kill public housing.

The CHAIRMAN. That might not have been the purpose, but that was
the effect.

Representative CIRTIS. Is it possible that it turned out that they did
not need any housing because no people were displaced in this urban
redevelopment?

Representative WOLCOTT. That is the logical conclusion anyone can
come to.

Mr. Reierson indicated this morning, perhaps, that the Federal Re-
serve should be given additional weapons on the control of credit in
the field of consumer credit, and, I understood, housing credit.

Am I correct in that?
Mr. RElERSON. My position is this: As of today I would be content

with the general credit powers now available to the Federal Reserve.
Looking ahead to a possible emergency, I would not be adverse to
the grant to the Federal Reserve of emergency or standby authority
to apply selective credit controls in the areas of consumer credit, and
mortgage credit, but I do not recommend that those controls be used
as of today.

Representative WOLCOTT. Of course, selective credit controls mean
that they be applied to particular commodities when the demand for
those commodities is out of line, and might affect the entire economy.

That is your position, and the real-estate credit controls which
we have in mind, and which you have in mind, are the controls which
were similar to the controls which were exercised over downpayments
and terms of amortization and interest rates.

Mr. REIERSON. Yes, sir.
Representative WOLCOTT. Now I am very glad you brought that up

because I notice a comment in the President's report about what we
need to have done along that line in the 1953 amendments, housing
amendments. It says housing amendments of 1953 authorized the
President at his discretion and in the light of economic conditions to
alter the terms on which the Federal Government would insure mort-
gage lenders against losses on loans secured by residential properties.

This authority was limited in its potential application but it none-
theless provided a useful tool for the control of credit during infla-
tionary periods and for the stimulation of home building during
periods of contraction.

Last year's economic report proposed that this discretionary author-
ity be widened, that the Housing Act of 1954 move in the opposite
direction, and it goes on to say that Congress should again consider this
proposal. In keeping with that, this committe recommended to the
House a flexible home-mortgage credit provision having to do with
the adjustment of interest rates within certain very well-defined limits
and periods of amortization. The House, in its judgment, struck it
from the bill.

Now would you think that something along that line, in keeping
with the President's present recommendation which he reiterates,
should be tried again?
* Mr. REMERSON. Yes, sir, with this provision: That the authority

extend not only to interest rates and term, but also to downpayments.
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Representative WoLcorr. Well, I am not sure whether it extended
to downpayments or not. But, anyway, in keeping with the policy.

Now Mr. Stein suggested that he would rather see this in the hands
of the President than the Federal Reserve, but I think most of the
panel agrees this had better be left to the President and not the
Federal Reserve.

On page 61, I notice further reference to that:
In view of the magnitude of residential construction, its variability, and its

responsiveness to changes in the terms of mortgage loans, a wide Presidential
authority over terms, to be exercised with the aid of an advisory group, could
make a major contribution to the maintenance of stable prosperity.

Is that what you had in mind, Mr. Stein, an advisory group with
perhaps some administrative authority?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I do not know what the composition of this ad-
visory group is that the Economic Report refers to. That may mean
an industry advisory group. That was not what I had in mind.

Representative WOLCOTT. Let me reframe this. Assuming that the
advisory group would be made up of representatives of those who
would ordinarily have had control of the credit which would, of
course, be the Federal Reserve, and the Treasury, would that be what
you had in mind?

Mr. STEIN. Yes, I had in mind Government agencies such as Fed-
eral Reserve, Treasury, housing agencies, Small Business Adminis-
tration, maybe the Budget Bureau.

Representative WOLCOTT. Thank you.
The CHAIRNIAN. We come now to you, Senator Flanders.
Senator FLANDERS. The points in the testimony, as I have heard it,

and in the discussion, which interested me most, or seemed the most
important to me, were those which raised the question as to whether in
housing and in automobiles we were or were not doing some of next
year's business now.

That, it seems to me, is a fundamental question in regard to main-
taining employment and production. I would like first to ask the
members of the panel whether they feel that there has been or can be a
calculation as to normal and useful needs of the people of the country
for housing units, needs sufficient for present expansion, a volume
sufficient for replacement of units that are becoming undesirable and
substandard and a volume which takes into account the normal period
of useful life and replacement?

Now, what is the volume which does substantially the same thing
for the automobile that would be required for housing. There is
just this difference, however; that on the whole, a rickety, old auto-
mobile is more useful than a rickety old house, so that, I think, there
is a little bit of difference in the question of depreciation. But that
is the question fundamentally.

Is it possible to set up rates of production for housing units and
for automobiles which would represent a leveling off or a rate of level-
ing upward with increasing, population?

Let me make clear that I am not pro osing the setting of norms
for housing or for automobiles, nor am I proposing that those norms
be used as the means of setting the federally determined terms, of
the terms of sale for automobiles and houses.

I was inquiring to get information and I am glad to say that I have
had some, but I do not want to be charged with starting a crusade on
those things.
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Mr. REIERSON. Well, Mr. Chairman, since I have the unhappy pen-
chant of rushing in where angels fear to tread, the thought occurs to
me, taking automoble production for example, that the people in the
industry give a lot of time and thought to this question. They are
well acquainted with the trends in automobile ownership, with the
age distribution of existing cars, w ith turnover experience, and with
the other factors that are important in appraising the market for
passenger cars, subject, of course, to the normal statistical and other
fallabilities. I think it would be possible in that area, to arrive at
some ranges of reasonably long-term expectations, say over the next 5
years.

There would enter into that judgment, some assumptions as to
the increase in automobile ownership and other important factors,
but I think that the people in the automobile industry have made and
are making those estimates and that they provide useful guides.

I think the housing situation is more difficult, for a variety of reasons,
including the fact that public policy plays a much more important
role, as we see in the record of recent months. There again, however,
I suggest that there are certain basic estimates of households and
families and much additional data that as to vacancies and the con-
ditions of dwelling that could cast some light on the prospective de-
mand for houses. There are some data that are already accumulated
and others that could be, upon which it would be possible to erect, again
not an accurate figure, but a range of reasonable expectations. In
setting desirable goals for public policy in residential building, for
example, consideration should be given to the expectations and re-
quirements in other areas as well.

There are things we need in addition to residentail buildings and
I am not one to pass judgment as to whether it would be better in
a given situation to try to get more houses and less of something else,
or vice versa.

There are also limitations upon what can be obtained by way of
materials or labor or financing.

Senator FLANDERS. I would like to inquire whether any of the panel
know whether such compilations for these two particular projects
are publicly available.

Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, I cannot cite the precise hearings
involved, but there have been a great many hearings over the last 10
years, a great many hearings before congressional committees which
have set forth in great deal the sort of thing you have asked for.

Senator FLANDERS. That is strictly on housing.
Mr. HANSEN. On housing.
Senator FLANDERS. Have we done so on automobiles?
Mr. HANSEN. I think not in public hearings, but I agree with Mr.

Reierson that the automobile industry has done a lot on that.
Senator FLANDERS. This raises the question particularly as to auto-

mobiles, as to whether the industry, having some notion of what the
.practical limits are for a fairly stable condition, with its ups and
downs, can practically control itself. Whether Ford or General Mo-
tors or Chrysler or any of the independents are going to stop selling
because the total production is exceeding the limit which can be sus-
tained, so that it would seem as though the responsibility for keeping
the industry in hand cannot lie with the industry. That again brings
us back to the question of installment credit in this area.
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Does some branch of the Government have a responsibility which
it should exercise through installment terms to restrain an industry
which is riding for a fall which may not be a sharp and deep fall, but
one which nevertheless will surely bring a good deal of distress to
a good many people?

Mr. H.ANSEN. Mr. Chairman, I should say that the most important
problem here is seasonal stabilization of the industry. For some
years after the war the accumulated backlog was so large that for the
first time in our history we had full production of automobiles
throughout the full 12 months. Now we are back again at the old
seasonal sharp fluctuation and that is a very serious problem.

With respect to the annual amount, past experience does indicate
that it is a little dangerous to rely too much on compilations of this
sort because there are all sorts of things occurring in the economy
which seems to change the ratio of the probable optimum ratio of
cars to the populations.

We have had some surprises there and perhaps on the whole the
automobile producers have been more nearly right than those who
have been pessimists in this respect.

I think it is a little dangerous to calculate closely the maintainable
annual rate. We could do something on the seasonal fluctuation.

Senator FLANDERS. It would seem to me, Dr. Hansen, that the
seasonal ups and downs were very serious but that they are in a sense
separate from the proper annual rate and annual income. Would
you be disposed to feel not too concerned about the annual rate and
increment if 2 years from now we had hard work maintaining the
automotive industry?

Mr. IIANSEN. Yes, I would not feel too concerned about the annual
rate this year or any year. In the event that we find, we discover
that there will be a decline next year, then other measures should
be taken to expand the economy.

I rather doubt that we can set down a precise maintainable annual
rate for automobile production.

Senator FLANDERS. You would not feel, then, that there was any
necessity for the application of the authority of the Federal Reserve
Board to the terms for installment buying of automobiles?

Mr. HANSEN. No, only within the general context of control of
credit. I agree with Mr. Reierson and Mr. Whittlesey that the Federal
Reserve ought to have at all times the authority to impose real-estate
and consumer credit and as far as the automobile industry is con-
cerned, they should do so in accordance with the general economic
activity rather than a preconceived idea of what is a maintainable
rate of automobile production.

I rather doubt that we can do that later.
Senator FLANDERS. Now you would make general action applicable

to all time payments apply to housing as well as to automobiles, or
would you feel that in the case of housing, there is some reason for
giving special attention to housing as a special proposition?

Mr. HANSEN. Well, I should only say this: The Housing Act of
1954 is extraordinarily generous, especially with respect to veterans
housing on the downpayments and the maturity, and I repeat what
I said before. I think we might live through that successfully if
we could assume a growing and expanding economy at our growth
potential. Then I think we can absorb that. If, however, we get
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little growth or no growth at all, I am a little afraid that the credit
provisions were somewhat too generous in this respect. We may be
in trouble.

Senator FLANDERS. You cannot see for any period ahead a need for
1,400,000 units annually?

Mr. HANSEN. As far as the needs of the public and having in mind
elimination of substandard housing, very definitely.

Senator FLANDERS. I would like to ask if other members of the panel
care to comment on those two questions as to whether we can set useful
norms in these two fields, and the second, whether public policy should
look toward Federal control of them through the terms of credit.

Mr. STEIN. Well, it seems to me that we could not set useful standard
g(Yoals of that character. We cannot expect that a stable economy will
be made up of stable industries, but that there will be within a stable
economy annual and other fluctuations of the particular industries
within it, so a stable and growing economv would not seem to me to
imply necessarily that we would have a stable growing automobile or
housing industry, but there will be fluctuations which will in some
degree be offsetting.

Also I think that I would be afraid of the possible implications of
the attempt to prevent one of these industries from exceeding some
predetermined norm. Suppose one were to decide today that the
automobile industry and the housing industry are going at an unsus-
tainable rate. Still we have more people unemployed than we would
like to have, and do we want to have our bigger recession now. I think
the implications in a rate of automobile production and housing pro-
duction that is not expected to be sustainable is not for contracting the
automobile industries and housing industry now, but to think of
something else to take up that slack we anticipate.

Senator FLANDERS. Do any of the others wish to comment on that?
Mr. WOOD. I agree with Mr. Stein's comment. Of course, where the

Government is giving some kind of aid to housing, say, credit aid,
naturally, they should be in a position to determine the extent of that
aid with some reference to the extent to which there might be over-
building. But they should not consider that there is overbuilding just
because incomes have declined.

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. W1rhittlesey, do you wish to comment?
Mr. WHrITLESEY. One of the problems is the difference between a

figure which people conceive of as a ceiling and one which they conceive
of as a benchmark. Surely none of us want to set any figure for the
automobile industry that we should not in a dynamic economy exceed,
nor should we in any sense restrict our efforts and our potential growth.
On the other hand, it is always the task of our stabilization authorities
to study every possible business indicator, to obtain leads as to whether
we are moving toward instability or not. It is in the latter context
that I feel that we should take cognizance of the possibility we are
building houses too rapidly and too many automobiles, with a view
to fitting that possibility into a long-term stabilization program.
Now is the time to take cognizance of this indicator that we may be
headed for difficulties later on.

Senator FLANDERS. Any other comment?
Mr. Riefler, do you want to take on the control of the terms of pur-

chase in these two fields, or any others?
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Mr. RIFFLER. Our actual experience with them revealed a difficult
administrative problem. I think there is a problem there, however.

Representative WOLCOOrr. Mr. Chairman, I neglected to follow up
one question that I had in mind on a subject very close to me. I will
ask the entire panel whether they would think that there would be a
difficulty if the Federal Reserve or anyone else were to exercise selec-
tive credit controls without also the authority to control prices.

Mr. HINSENr. Mr. Chairman, I did not hear the last part. Without
what kind of authority?

Representative WOLCoTT. Without accompanying authority to
6ontrol prices.

Mr. HANSEN. Do you mean by price control?
Representative W0oLco'rr. Yes. Let's use the example we have been

using here. Take automobiles, for example.
2Mr. HANSEN. I should say that fiscal, and ordinary monetary action

and control of real-estate credit and consumer credit are very, very
powerful agents to control inflation without any general control of
prices.

Representative WOLCO'rr. It was the practical effect, I think, that
was bothering me a little bit. It would seem to me that the subject is
affiliated somewhat with cutting down the production of agricultural
commodities through acreage allocations. If you cut down, for ex-
ample, the number of automobiles which can be manufactured on the
assumption that the market can only absorb a given number, by in-
creasing downpayments, then we might expect that because they have
decreased the amount of production that the present people employed
in the automobile industry will demand higher wages to offset the
fact that they'are not working as constantly as they would otherwise,
so that would anticipate perhaps wage controls.

Now unless you strike an exactly correct balance between supply
and demand, then you might find that we are in a position of under-
producing, which would force the price of the automobiles up, through
*which we would stand to dissipate price controls to prevent them from
going sky high, and thereby affecting the economy.

That is why I propounded the questions I did. WA;as it a problem to
indulge in selective consumer credit controls without an accompany-
ing control of prices and wages in those lines in which we exercised
consumer credit controls?

,Mr. HANSEN. Well, AMr. Chairman, I feel it is a little bit unfortu-
nate that we have been spending so much time discussing restraint oil
real estate and consumer credit at a time when we have a lot of unem-
ployment and gross national product twenty-five or thirty billion be-
low what we ought to have, and with respect to the automobile credit,
I would not at this time introduce any change.

Representative WOLCOTT. In Congress today there is a great deal of
thought being given to the advisability of resurrecting the old issue-of
standby consumer credit controls. Now, if standby consumer credit
controls are to be activated only in time of attack, then that is one
question. If they are to be activated as they were intended a few
years ago and intended as lately as last year, when an emergency, any
economic emergency is proclaimed by anyone, then that presents an-
other problem and, we have got to go into the question of wage con-
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trols, price controls, and the psychological effect which those controls
will have upon our total production.

Wouldn't you think that is so?
Mr. HANSEN. Mr.' Congressman, I would give these powers to the

Federal Reserve authorities permanently at all times so that there
would be no question of any special psychological reaction when
used, and just now I think it would be very useful because I feel
myself alarmed that people are already beginning to talk about the
bogey of inflation when we are 25 billion short already of our potential
gross national product, and if these controls were there when they
need to be used, perhaps we would be less influenced by what I regard
as an unreasoning fear about inflation.

Representative WoLCorr. Well, the thing that bothers me a little
bit is if we keep the production constant because of seasonal fluctua-
tions sometimes by industry taking a chance on producing for inven-
tory; that is what I mean by a psychological effect.

Would industry feel free to produce for inventory against a possible
cut-back in their dollar values of those inventories so that sometime
some morning they will wake up and find out that their million dollars
of inventory was only worth, under price control or these artificial
controls we would put on, only worth half that.

Mr. HANSEN. I would not impose these controls under present con-
ditions, but I would like to have the Federal Reserve empowered to
act when necessary and I would give them this power permanently.

Representative WoLcorr. If they are applied selectively, wouldn't
we run into this psychological factor which might reduce our total
national production?

Mr. HANSEN. I do not see the psychological factor if the Federal
Reserve has these powers continuously. It might be unfortunate just
now because it would give the impression we are very much afraid
of inflation. I am. not.

Mr. WmrrTLEsEY. May I make an observation? I agree exactly
with what Dr. Hansen says. The usual procedure when one wishes
to criticize a particular instrument is to do so on the assumption that
it is going to be applied in the wrong way. The example that I used
this morning related to our having had these controls at the time of
the Korean inflation. Actually we did not have the controls. There
was delay and though Congress finally gave the controls, by that time
much of the damage had been done.

I look forward, as I think anybody here would agree, not to the
use of these controls at the present time. That would be a thorough-
going mistake. But it is conceivable that we could meet a situation in
the future like that-of 1950, when it would be extraordinarily helpful
to be able to apply these controls immediately and vigorously.

The time to provide such power is before the emergency arises.
I well remember that I appeared before a committee that had some of
the same members as this in 1949 and made a plea for consumer credit
control on a standby basis. I stated that such controls are a brake
upon inflationary spending and that it is desirable to have brakes
when you are on a level, not that you are going to use them there, but
that when you get on the declivity it will be too late to install them.

That, of course, is what happened within a year. It would be very
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unfortunate to repeat that experience. Putting these selective controls
on a standby basis would furnish assurance that vigorous methods
could be applied. People would be less likely to become alarmed and
behave in such a manner as to contribute to inflationary movements.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Had you finished, Mr. Wolcott?
Did you have some questions, Mr. Talle?
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to bring up

another matter.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. We have one more question of the mem-

bers of the panel.
Representative TALLE. This is related to housing construction.
It is an Associated Press article from Boston, Mass., and the title is

"Slichter Thinks Vicious Cycles May Be Broken." Then it goes on
to say:

Writing in the current issue of the Harvard Business Review, Professor Slichter
says, "the most remarkable fact about the recent recession in the United States
was the way in which some parts of the economy resisted the recession and other
parts seem to have been unaffected by it."

The article says further:
"It is apparent that what the country experienced was not a general decline in

business but a decline in some parts of business accompanied by stability or near
stability in other parts and by actual expansion in still other parts."

"The situation was the kind," says Professor Slichter, "which one might expect
as a result of the business cycle's being broken up into a number of more or less
independent cycles."

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Would you like to place the whole article
in the record?

Representative TALLE. Yes, I would, after completing this para-
graph (see page 480).

"Among the changes tending to break up the business cycle," he says, "are de-
velopments in the financing of construction which in the future will affect the
impact of the construction industry on the economy."

"The replacement of short-term second mortgages with long-term amortizable
mortgages (some of them guaranteed or insured by the Government)," writes
Professor Slichter, "will prevent the accidental concentration of a considerable
volume of maturities in years of depression (as in 1931 and 1932) and will pre-
vent future recessions from producing large-scale distress selling of real estate"-

like the HOLC experience.
Now does this mean that Prof. Wesley Mitchell's four phases of the

cycle are out and instead there are a lot of smaller cycles? Do you
have any views on that?

Mr. HANSEN. Well, it is a rather long story, I think. I am afraid I
do not quite agree with my colleague. We have always had independ-
ent cycles within the larger business cycle. That is not a new develop-
ment. He is quite right, of course, that one of the sustaining factors
in this particular depression was the Government housing programs,
because without the Government program here of lending and guaran-
teeing, we should doubtless have had a considerable decline in housing.
and this has certainly been a powerful sustaining factor, and the easy
credit provisions of the 1954 act have played an important part in re-
cent months. And moreover, we have built into our system certain
cushions against depression, but I doubt it is true that this is some-
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thing quite new, namely, that now we have individual cycles within
the larger cycle.

That, I think, was always the case and in any cycle you can find
industries that were expanding, right in the midst of the depression.
That has always been true.

Representative TALLE. Well, I agree with you, Professor Hansen,
on that. I should add that Professor Slichter mentions favorably
some of the built-in stabilizers, like price supports and unemployment
compensation. The Harvard Business Review article will be in the
record.

If there are any further comments, we would appreciate them.
(The article referred to is as follows:)

SLICHTER THINKS VICIOUS CYCLES MAY BE BROKEN

BOSTON, MASs.-The old-fashioned business cycle is being broken up by recent
economic changes, says Harvard economist, Sumner Slichter. -

He sees independent, lesser business cycles now tending to offset one another.
This coupled with other factors, he suggests, may bring such stability that

"the day will come when the growth of production and employment will not be
seriously interrupted" by economic dislocation.

Writing in the current issue of the Harvard Business Review, Professor
Slichter says, "the most remarkable fact about the recent recession in the United
States was the way in which some parts of the economy resisted the recession
and other parts seem to have been unaffected by it.

"It is apparent that what the country experienced was not a general decline
in business but a decline in some parts of business accompanied by stability
or near stability in other parts and by actual expansion in still other parts."

The situation was the kind, says Professor Slichter, "which one might expect
as a result of the business cycle's being broken up into a number of more or less
independent cycles."

CHANGES

In an analysis of "changes that are going on now," Professor Slichter con-
cludes that as a result of recent and prospective developments, there is justifica-
tion for expecting that the connection between different kinds of business activity
Is loosening up and that the old-fashioned business cycle is slowly being re-
placed by a number of more or less independent cycles-each with its own
timing.

These independent cycles. Professor Slichter suggests, will at times reinforce
each other, but in the main they will offset one another.

Hence, he concludes, the breakup of the old-fashioned business cycle will make
for economic stability.

Among the changes tending to break up the business cycle, he says, are de-
velopments in the financing of construction which "in the future will affect the
impact of the construction industry on the economy."

"The replacement of short-term second mortgages with long-term amortizable
mortgages (some of them guaranteed or insured by the government)," writes
Professor Slichter, "will prevent the accidental concentration of a considerable
volume of maturities in years of depression (as in 1931 and 1932) and will pre-
vent future recessions from producing large-scale distress selling of real estate."

MODERATE BOO1IS

On the other hand, he suggests "building booms will also be moderated."
Professor Slichter further suggests that another "enduring change means

that from now on the durable-goods industries will at all times have a far higher
ratio of unfilled orders to sales and inventories than prevailed in pre-Korean
days. One reason is the defense program," but "even if diplomacy in the next
few years succeeds in substantially mitigating the vigor of the cold war, I sus-
pect that the volume of unfilled orders in the durable-goods industries will be
kept high simply as a matter of national policy."

In the unlikely event that a large additional drop in defense spending becomes
possible," suggests Slichter, "the country will probably offset the drop in defense
spending by a long-term development program.
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In view of the obvious stabilizing influence of a high ratio of unfilled orders:

to sales, the maintenance of a high ratio will surely become a matter of deliberate
public policy."

Professor Slichter also expects "both political parties to use fiscal policy" in

such a way that "it will have at least some stabilizing effect."
He said that two other important changed developments which may help break

up the business cycle are:
1.-Growth of influences that tend to check declines in personal income before

taxes-such as farm price supports and unemployment compensation and pension
payments.

2.-And, a changing basis for investment decision in business.
He lists among factors affecting investment decisions "the great gain in liquidity

of business concerns-the rise of technological research-more careful and
thorough planning of the future development of enterprises."

Professor Slichter concludes, however, that although "there is good reason to

expect that each of the several influences which tend to break up the business
cycle will grow in strength with the passage of time, one must not expect that

the growth of production and employment will ever become steady."

Representative TALLE. I see a gleam in Professor Wood's eye.
Mr. WOOD. I would agree with Professor Hansen generally on this.

I have a few more doubts, I think, than he has as to whether the busi-
ness cycle is something that is inherent in the present-day economy.

Representative TALLE. Thank you.
Professor Riefler.
Mr. RIEFLER. I think that the comments on this present recession

the last year are absolutely correct. The two most important factors
to me in that case were, one, the early stabilization and the subsequent
increase in internal consumption demand. That makes me feel con-
fident that this particular recovery may continue.

The other factor is that this particular recession during this last
year did not find a parallel abroad. Instead, there was a strong ad-
vance in economic activity in the rest of the free world. That cer-
tainly was a cushioning factor on this recession, a very important
one. As to future developments, well, I am always cautious about
forecasting the end of economic problems, because I think they have
a way of generating themselves in each generation.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Dr. Talle, we have to give up this room
at 5: 30, as I understand it, and if we are to get through this other
question, we will have to start pretty soon.

Representative TALLE. Could we have a few words from the others
on this?

Mr. REIER5ON. I agree with Professor Hansen. There are certainly
some factors that may ameliorate the savings in economic activity. I
think the old-fashioned depression of the 1932 variety is unlikely.
However, I think if all future business cycles are within the limits
of the 1948-49 and 1953-54 fluctuations, we should consider ourselves
fortunate. We might say that eternal vigilance is the price of eco-
nomic stabilization.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Are you through, Mr. Talle?
Representative TALIXE. Yes, thank you.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Now, No. 5. I will ask all of you to speak

briefly on this because we do not have much time. What about the
recent stock market's recent behavior? Are Government controls-
that is, margin requirements-in this area adequate?

What about you, Dr. Hansen, let's have your comments on that.
Mr. HANSEN. I think we should not have dropped the ratio in 1953

and I ask the question whether any good purpose is served by having
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the ratio below 75. I cannot myself see that the public interest is
furthered by having a ratio at any time below 75, so I would like to
get back there as soon as possible. I do not like the accident that we
now have to raise it in the midst of a period when we are trying to get
further expansion, but the stock market situation may at the moment
require it. I wish we did not have to raise it now. I would rather
have had it 75 to begin with and then use the remaining margin when
urgently necessary.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. AMr. Reierson.
Mr. REMIRSON. Mr. Chairman, I think a short appraisal of the stock

market situation is very difficult. Lots of reasons have been given to
explain the present level of stock prices and the reasons for the recent
increase in prices. Some of those reasons have a substantial amount
of validity; I think any comparison of the levels of stock prices today
with those that prevailed in 1929 is not too meaningful.

Nevertheless, I am concerned by the rapidity of the increase in
stock prices and by the increase in the amount of credit used for stock
market trading in recent months. Looking ahead, there is the pos-
sibility that optimism may run too strong, that prices may be bid up
to the point that they will become vulnerable, more vulnerable than
they are now, to some adverse development in the business situation
or elsewhere. I

I do not think that the Federal Reserve can be oblivious to this
trend should it develop. Coping with stock market activity through
credit devices is likely to be only partially successful, and very difficult
at best. Certainly a further increase in margin requirements could
be undertaken. But, there are many liquid assets around the economy
which could be used to acquire stocks and which are not subject to the
control of the credit authorities.

I think the stock market may pose some very complex and difficult
problems, and I share Mr. Hansen's observations on that point.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Stein.
Mr. STEIN. Well, I will answer very briefly.
I do not know whether the stock market is too high or not. I wish

I did. As for the adequacy of Government controls, I have never
been very clear about what the function of these controls is. It seems
to me anamolous that we encourage lending 100 percent on a house
and discourage lending more than 40 percent on a piece of stock which
is a liquid asset.

I certainly would have no proposals for increasing Government
controls in this area.

Vice Chairman PATAIAN. Mr. Whittlesey.
Mr. WHrTTLESEr. I spoke to this point earlier.
I will say nothing further.
Vice Chairman PATMLAN. Mr. Wood.
Mr. WOOD. I think the essential point here is whether the Federal

Reserve should be disturbed about stock market prices to the point
where they would use general monetary restriction in the absence of
inflation in other sectors of the economy.

Many people believe, and I think erroneously, that the stock market
boom in the late twenties was the fundamental cause of the crash in
the economy in the early thirties. I think this is a mistaken historical
interpretation. I do not think that the terms on which you make
available money should be determined by stock prices.
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Vice Chairman PATMrAN. Mr. Riefler.
Mr. RIEFLER. The regulation of margin requirements that is lodged

with the Board of Governors by the law is designed specifically to
prevent an excessive use of credit for purchasing or carrying listed
securities. It was designed (1) to restrict sharply the ability of equity
purchasers, to finance their activities on thin margins of cash, and
(2) to avoid a situation ever arising again as it did in 1929 when a
break in stock prices that in any event would have been severe was
magnified into a crash because of the large-scale forced liquidation
of securities that were being held on very small margins.

As far as these two purposes go, the present regulatory authority
appears to be adequate.

Vice Chairman PAT31A-N. What I cannot understand is why the
Federal Reserve Board reduced the margin requirement by one-third
February 20, 1953, at a time when it was claimed that they were
trying to stop inflation. and the statement you just read there indi-
cates that the effect would be just the opposite, so why did the Board
reduce margin requirements at that time?

Mr. RIMFLER. I do not think the effect would be the opposite;
These two purposes, to avoid excessive use of credit for purchasers
carrying listed securities, were fully met by a 50-percent require-
ment at that time. There certainly was not excessive use of credit
for carrying securities.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I do not care to argue with you, time
is one reason, but it occurs to me that it is inconsistent to say you
were fighting inflation February 20, 1953, and then make it easier
for people to speculate on the stock market.

Mr. RIEFLFR. At that time the stock market was not a cause of
concern for demands on credit.

Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. Well, was the object to boost the stock
market?

Mr. RIEFHER. No; the object was to have as simple a regulation
as possible consistent with the purposes of law.

Vice Chairman PATM.AN. Without asking you gentlemen to express
yourselves, I just want to make this statement about the stock market.

February 20, when the margin requirement was reduced, I think
that was strictly a psychological measure, and I think it had a ten-
dency to advise people that the Federal Reserve Board and the money
masters or managers were willing to encourage speculative invest-
ments in the stock market, and then very soon after that the in-
stallment buying was talked about, and about a year after that in-
stallment buying was effected to the extent that people were able to
make purchases by depositing a small amount each month.

I think that was a great encouragement to speculation. Then, too,
I think that because the big concerns have not been required to go
into the market as they formerly did to get the capital for purposes
of expansion, and other purposes, has reduced the opportunities for
investors to invest their money, and not having the opportunity to
invest their money in new issues they naturally will go into the stock
market and bid up existing shares of stock. It will be noticed that
last year, 1954, new money that was asked for by business and indus-
try was less than 19.53, and further, that trading for existing shares
was spectacular last year, 1954, and that resulted in an unusually
large increase in share prices.
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The President's report indicates, on page 25, that continued eco-
nomic recovery must not be jeopardized by overemphasis of specula-
tive activity, yet the things that I have mentioned here are certainly
encouraging speculative activity.

Now, I just cannot understand why the talk seems to be one way
and the action seems to be the other way. They seem to go in opposite
directions. I do not understand that.

Would you like to comment on that, Mr. Riefler?
Mr. RIEFLER. Well, I do not quite see the opposite directions that

you are referring to.
Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. Well, it is very plain in my mind that the

Federal Reserve Board first contended that they were fighting infla-
tion, and yet they made it easier for the speculator to speculate in
stocks and buy more stocks by reducing the margin requirements, on
February 20, 1953.

Mr. RIEFLER. In 1953 there was a relatively small volume of issues
of new common stocks, as you pointed out, and very large attempts to
borrow funds.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, was the object, then, to try to in-
crease the demand for stock buying?

Mr. RIEFLER. Well, I would think that it would be a very good thing
in the economy if the proportions between equity funds and borrowed
funds was changed a little. I think that one of the problems in recent
years has been the extent to which expansion has depended on bor-
rowing, and not on raising equity funds.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. On borrowing and not on raising equity
funds. In other words, they have been raising less and less equity
funds each year.

Mr. RIEFLER. I would not say less, but I think it has been a low
proportion, and I think that is something to be somewhat concerned
about.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I cannot imagine why the Board would
be concerned about the speculation on the stock exchange. Suppose
there was not much speculation February 20,1953. Should the Board
recognize that and say, "We do not have enough activity on the stock
exchange; we want to do something to encourage more speculation?"

I cannot understand why they would do that.
Mr. RIEFLER. I do not think the Board ever felt that way.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I wonder why they are thinking about

the stock market and not these small farmers and small-business men
that are pretty low on the totem pole.

Any other questions, gentlemen?
Senator FLANDERS. For our information, Mr. Chairman, I would

like to ask Mr. Riefler, being an innocent in the stock market, if I have
given my note for a margin, a certain authorized margin, in the
purchase of stock, what kind of note is that, a demand note ordinarily,
or is it a time note?

Mr. RIEFLER. Well, when the brokers and dealers lend on stock
purchases, I think it is a demand. I do not know for certain myself.

Senator FLANDERS. Does anybody know?
Well, if nobody knows, I will move over to the next question.
If it is, for instance, a time note, I would assume that if in the in-

terim the margin requirements were raised I would not be able to
renew that note except at the new margin requirements?
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Mr. RIEFLER. I can answer that one: No. The new margin require-
ments apply to new purchases. They do not disturb loans on the ex-
isting purchases.

Vice Chairman PATNIAN. That is very important.
Senator FLANDERS. Yes.
Mr. RIEELER. The purpose of that is to prevent a rise in margin re-

quirements from dumping stocks on the market, forcing sales. The
requirement simply applies at the window of availability of credit for
additional purchases.

Senator FLANDERS. Thank you.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. That is the reason I am apprehensive that

this talk about raising the margin requirements will cause a lot of
people to rush in and get loans on the 60 percent basis when they know
that customarily any raise will not apply on that.particular loan.

In other words, they can get in and get secure on a 60-percent basis,
and then if it is raised to a hundred it won't apply to them on that
particular loan. Don't you think that is encouragement to them?

Mr. RIEFLER. There is a problem there.
Vice Chairman PATITAN. Yes, sir.
Now, there are 2 questions, if you gentlemen would like to answer

when you leave here and when you go over your testimony, and the
committee will give you permission to correct your testimony, that
is to include your formal statements, and also to make any correc-
tions that you desire. I have 2 questions here. I wish you would
comment on them:

First, I am greatly disturbed about the lack of support of Govern-
ment bonds. Now, you take the social-security trust fund that is
invested in Government bonds and others. They amount to probably
19 or 20 billion dollars. Secretary Humphrey reminded us in De-
cember in his testimony that if there should be a big demand on these
trust funds, and they could not meet the demand without selling the
bonds, and they began to pour the Government bonds on the market,
and they had no support, they might go to a very ruinously low level,
and I would like to have your comments on whether or not we should
have some support from the Open Market Committee, or from some
source that would protect those bonds in the event of a situation such
as Secretary Humphrey mentioned.

No. 2 is whether there should be some support of the Government
bond at some level, at par, or below par; if so, how much, for all Gov-
ernment bonds?

The next question is what should be included in the national debt.
There is a lot of talk about the national debt of $281 billion up, but
my feeling is that we don't include the $25 billion of Federal Reserve
notes, and they should be included.
- I would like to have a comment from you gentlemen whether the
Federal Reserve notes be included as a part of the national debt?

Here is the reason I believe they should be included: The Federal
Reserve Open Market Committee, when it purchases a million dollars
of Government bonds, in effect gives a million dollars in Federal
Reserve notes for those bonds, whether it actually delivers them at
that moment-of course they do not-but they obligate those Federal
Reserve notes.

Now, a Federal Reserve note says on its face that the United States
promises to pay to the bearer on demand so many dollars. That is as
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near a direct obligation that the Government can possibly issue. Yet
when those notes are issued they are not carried as a part of our
national debt. I would like to know whether or not you believe
they should be included in the amount of our national debt.

Any other questions?
Representative WOLCOTT. YOU are giving them a lot, of extra

work here, aren't you?
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. No; they can do it in a couple of lines.
Representative WOLcoTrr. I was wondering if the committee mem-

bers had an opportunity to pursue this question of the Federal Reserve
notes. Perhaps the panel would like to discuss this with us further.

Vice Chairman PATfIAN. They can state their personal views.
(The extended statements and replies to the above questions -of the

panel are as follows:)

CREDIT POLICY DECISIONS OEO 1955-SuMMtARY OF STATEMENT BY ROY L. REIERSON,
VICE PRESIDENT AND ECONOMIST, BANKERS TRUST Co., NEW YORK

The key to monetary and credit policy in 1955 will be found in business trends
and developments during the year. There is convincing evidence that production
and output began to move upward in the final quarter of 1954. The recovery to
date may be described as vigorous and widespread.

Numerous factors have contributed to the upturn, including an end to the
liquidation of business inventories, an increase in consumer buying, a conspicuous
upsurge in'building and construction, and the impetus provided to the automobile
industry by the introduction of new models.

The business environmnent.-The prospects are that expansionary forces in the
economy will persist for some time. Once a general economic upturn is under
way it tends to continue without major setbacks until new high ground is
reached. Furthermore, the outlook for many of the important factors in the
business situation is favorable.

Consumer spending is likely to continue to rise, sparked by growing personal
incomes and a continued willingness to spend. Some inventory accumulation
may be expected in the months ahead, which will stimulate new orders and pro-
duction. Business spending on plant and equipment has stopped declining and
may very well show some increase later in the year. Finally, the decline in
Treasury spending appears to be tapering off, while the rise in State and local
spending continues unabated. The upsurge in building and construction is so
strong that the question now is whether activity in this field may be excessive.

Assuredly, not all sectors of the economy can be expected to rise steadily
throughout the year. For example, current rates of production of some important
consumer durable goods appear higher than are likely to be maintained through-
out the year. Nevertheless, the rising trend in business activity will probably
continue for some time and new records may be expected in 1955 for such im-
portant and varied economic indicators as gross national output, industrial
production, building and construction, retail sales, and others.

The international situation remains a big unknown in the business outlook, but
it seems a reasonable guess that international, developments are more likely to
stimulate than to depress economic activity.

Shift in credit poliey.-The upturn in business activity has already been
reflected in some change in credit policy. Present policy can hardly be called
restrictive, since money rates are still relatively low and short-term credit re-
mains readily available. However, excess reserves have declined, and member
bank borrowings and money market rates are higher than they were some
months ago. Apparently the Federal Reserve, quite appropriately, believes that
as business expands, the money market should not be kept as eaisy as it was
during most of 1954, when business was either declining or on a plateau.

Credit policy cannot be prescribed in advance; it must develop gradually in
the light of evolving business and economic conditions. Credit policy decisions
in our complex economy must be based on careful analysis of numerous trends;
they cannot be determined by mathematical formulas or by the movements of
any single economic indicator, no matter how important. Trends in money
supply and commodity prices, employment and unemployment, production, busi-
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ness inventories, and new and outstanding orders tell part of the story. Con-
struction activity, the volume and use of credit, the terms and conditions under
which credit is available, the behavior of interest rates, both long-term and

short-term-all these and more are considered by the Federal Reserve in deciding
on credit policy.

Unless inflationary forces take hold in a substantial way, the year 1955 is
not likely to be a period in which credit policy criteria are self-evident. Employ-
ment is likely to be high, but less than full, while commodity prices may continue
to show some strength. The development of an appropriate credit policy will
require constant and meticulous scrutiny of all salient trends in our economy.

Specific questions for 1955.-Several sectors in our economy appear to warrant
special attention by the credit authorities. Building and construction is a po-
tential problem area in view of the sharp increases in recent months. Much of
the recent strength in residential building reflects the liberalized financing terms
incorporated in the Housing Act of 1954. The immediate grant of additional
authority to the President to vary the terms under which home mortgage loans
are underwritten by the Federal Government is highly desirable.

Business inventories in the aggregate still appear relatively low. However,
inventory policies are volatile. A broad resurgence of inventory accumulation,
whether in response to a speculative wave or because of high business optimism,
should be of sufficient concern to the credit authorities to justify some added
credit restraint.

Consumer credit is again on the rise and attained record levels at the end
of 1954. The authorities may be expected to continue their scrutiny of condi-
tions here in order to determine whether the rate of increase is keeping within
reasonable limits or whether excessively rapid growth is being achieved by a
reduction in downpayments, an extension of maturities or a downgrading of
credit standards-developments that could have undesirable repercussions.

Commodity prices, at least until very recently, have been reassuringly stable
in the face of the sharp recovery in business activity in the latter part of 1954.
However, deterioration in the international situation might well jeoparidze this
stability and could give real impetus to credit expansion and inflationary
pressures.

Prices, trading volume, and the use of credit in the stock market bear con-
tinued watching with a view to preventing prices from rising beyond levels
that appear justified by prospective earnings and dividends. The present system
of margin requirements is a feasible and reasonably effective device for limiting
the use of bank credit for stock-market trading. However, should the problem
of regulating stock-market credit become more serious, the use of margin require-
ments should be accompanied and supported by general credit coi..~7L

Should we be so fortunate as to achieve a steady and orderly economic expan-
sion, not accompanied by distortions, imbalances or growing inflationary pres-
sures, a policy designed to reduce the hazard of the upturn gathering excessive
momentum would be appropriate. Perhaps a more realistic possibility is that
expansion may be uneven, that some sectors of the economy may push ahead
too fast, that inflationary tendencies may grow, that credit may be used increas-
ingly for nonproductive purposes, or that speculation may spread. Certainly
the international situation may at any time give rise to renewed inflationary
pressures. Developments such as these would increase the need for restrictive
credit policies.

Credit policy and economic yrowth.-The Federal Reserve unquestionably
desires to foster sound long-term economic growth; its endeavor is to minimize
economic fluctuations around a rising trend. In a period of widespread business
confidence and optimism such as the present, however, there is real danger
that an upturn may develop into an unsound boom, or that particular sectors
of the economy may expand so rapidly as to create instability for the future.
Such developments the credit authorities doubtless would like to forestall.

Credit policy, wisely used, can make a real contribution to economic stability
and to sound long-term growth. Unwisely used, it can contribute to economic
instability. One danger is that too aggressive an easy credit policy in a period
of reduced business can help create an environment in which investment spending
may be stimulated to such a degree as to pose problems for the future. Another
danger is that action to restrain expansion may be delayed for fear of hampering
business recovery, with the result that expansionary forces develop a momentum
which may make it more difficult to curb a boom. Restraining a boom is never
popular but it is a prerequisite to sound economic growth.

58422-55-32
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Lessons from the Record.-The fear exists in some quarters that restrictive
credit measures may provoke a cumulative downturn in-economic activity. The
experience of 1953 and 1954 in the use of credit policy is reassuring on this
point.

The major reasons for the business downturn in 1953 were a cutback in
Government spending and a shift from inventory accumulation to liquidation.
Credit policy obviously had no bearing on the former, but probably helped bring
to an end the rapid buildup of inventories that prevailed in the first part of
1953. That this brake upon inventory accumulation was salutary is evidenced
by the modest pace and orderly character of the inventory liquidation that
began late in 1953. At the same time, credit restraint in the first part of 1953did not affect investment spending; construction activity set successive new
records in 1953 and 1954.

General credit controls are fluid; they can be changed rapidly in response
to economic and financial developments. This was clearly illustrated by the
shift from a policy of credit restraint to one of credit ease in May 1953, even
before the peaks of economic activity were achieved.. The policy of active ease followed by the authorities during most of 1954
also made a contribution to economic stability. This policy helped prevent
a spiral of credit contraction and liquidation. The commercial banks were
under no compulsion to call loans but instead were in position to engage in
new lending activities. Pressure on commodity prices as a result of inventory
liquidation that might have been brought on by the calling of bank loans was
thus avoided. At the same time, credit policy maintained conditions in the in-
vestment markets that were conducive to a high level of investment activity,
thereby helping to support the trend of business generally and to set the stage
for the upsurge in capital expenditures in the latter part of 1954.

The good record of credit control in the 1953-54 business cycle should
strengthen, rather than weaken, the determination to continue the use of flex-
ible credit policy as a tool for promoting stable economic growth.

(The following replies were subsequently received for the record:)

REPLIES BY RoY L. REiEwsoN TO QUESTIONs PROPOUNDED BY AME. PAT-MAN

A. The first two questions posed by Mr. Patman relate to the degree, if any,
of "stabilization" of Government security prices that should be undertaken by the
monetary and credit authorities. My position is that the authorities should not
undertake, by price support or price stabilization efforts, to prevent underlying
economic forces from having their normal effect upon interest rates. and hence
upon the prices of debt securities including Treasury obligations. In the case
of national emergency, panic or the like, however, action to stabilize the Govern-
ment security market would be proper and sound. My reasons are as follows:

(1) If we are to attain sound and stable long-term growth in our economy, we
must seek to avoid excesses, and we must especially avert an inflationary boom,
with its ensuing economic setbacks.

(2) Should the authorities manage to prevent interest rates from ffuctuating
in response to underlying economic forces, it would become extremely difficult,
or even impossible, to prevent investment actively from running ahead of sav-
ings, which would help generate inflationary forces and thus jeopardize sound
economic growth.

(3) Fluctuating Government bond prices and interest rates in consequence
of changing economic conditions, on the other hand, help to check excessive move-
ments in the economy; rates tend to rise as demands for funds increase and to
decline as investment activity eases, thus helping to counterbalance both ex-
cessive expansion and excessive contraction in our economy. Consequently, once
the financial community is accustomed to an economic environment in which
interest rates have some freedom of movement, these fluctuations come to be ac-
cepted as part of the normal functioning of the market place and serve useful
purpose in achieving the balance of economic resources that is required for sound
long-term economic growth.

(4) If conditions in the bond market become disorderly as the result, for
example, of widespread shock to public confidence in response to some emergency,
it would be necesasry and desirable for the authorities to step in and attempt to
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stabilize prices. Action under these conditions would be perfectly consistent with

the principle set forth above, since price declines in a market of this kind would

not reflect the normal operations of economic developments but rather panic and

fear. Such forces work harm upon the economy and are detrimental to stability;

the authorities should endeavor to curb them if they arise.
B. Another question raised by Air. Patman is whether Federal Reserve notes

should be included in the Government debt. In my judgment, they should not be

so included. My reasons are as follows:
(1) Federal Reserve notes were designed to provide a flexible medium for

meeting the currency requirements of the economy. The volume of such notes

outstanding fluctuates with the demands of the public for a circulating medium
of exchange.

(2) Changes in the amount of Government debt outstanding essentially reflect

the fiscal operations of the Treasury. The amount of Federal Reserve notes

outstanding, on the other hand, does not reflect these operations and should not

be subject to the statutory limitations imposed upon the United States Govern-
ment debt. Although Federal Reserve notes are obligations of the United States

Government, the liability is not one requiring the outlay of funds by the

Treasury.
(3) Since the Federal Reserve holds substantial amounts of Government

obligations, the inclusion of Federal Reserve notes as part of the Government

debt would result in double counting of the Government's liabilities.
(4) Inclusion of Federal Reserve notes as part of the Government debt would

reduce the effectiveness of Federal Reserve control over banking and credit

conditions. The amount of currency outstanding, under such conditions, would

tend to be affected not by the needs of the economy but by the fiscal position of

the Treasury; it may be recalled that this was one of the limitations of our

currency system before the establishment of the Federal Reserve. Furthermore,
aln increase in the volume of Federal Reserve notes, as part of the Government

debt, above the amounts required by the public would' be prejudicial to sound

economic growth. Should efforts be made to prevent excessive issues from

flowing back to the commercial bank s and ultimately to the Federal Reserve, the

result would be to build up holdings of cash balances in the economy and to

contribute to inflationary pressures.
ROY L. REIERSON.

STATEMENT OF WINFIELD W. RIEFLER, ASSISTANT TO THE CHAIR7MAN, BOARD OF

GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

The most recent facts and figures on the economic situation stand in strong

contrast to those available at this time last year when the Joint Committee on

the Economic Report held its February hearings. Then the economy was nearing

the point where it leveled off from the recession that commenced in mid-1953.

Now, each day's accretions of evidence point up the breadth of the recovery that

started last fall. As of the moment, it appears to possess a considerable strength.

Two features stand out as noteworthy in recent economic developments. One

is internal to this economy, the other external. On the internal side, there is

the strength of consumer demand through 1954, first, in its resistance to declines

in total output, and, later, in the way it sparked the upturn. As explained in

the Economic Report, the sustained high level of disposable income, coupled with

aggressive competition and retailing effort, was fundamental to this result.

It is significant that consumer credit during most of the year added little in

the aggregate to consumer demand. A renewed expansion of consumer credit,
however, appears to have been a factor in the strength of the upturn in the last 2
months.

The response in consumption is most reassuring because the tapering off of

the defense program and the working down of inventories posed a difficult

problem to the economy. It was important that a large proportion of the

resources released from defense be redirected to higher standards of civilian

consumption, but it was not clear that the signs of readaptation would show
themselves quickly.
' The noteworthy feature of 1954 that was external to our economy wtas the

continued strong economic expansion that continued to characterize many other

countries of the free world, particularly Great Britain and Western Europe.

This dispelled the fear that a recession in the American economy would upset

world equilibrium. It contributed to our revival by providing a strong market

for our exports, and registered the basic progress that has been made toward
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reconstructing a viable international economy. Despite rough spots and ex-
ceptions, balances of payments among countries of the free world are probably
on a better basis today than at any time since the outbreak of the First World
War in 1914.

There is implicit in these developments the possibility of sustained and grow-
ing prosperity and of steady absorption of our expanding resources, particu-
larly our human resources, now unemployed. For this possibility to be realized,
however, it is important not only that the recovery be broadly based but also
that activities in anticipation of rising demand, such as inventory accumulation,
be held within prudent limits and that commitments to expand be soundly
financed. These are the types of problems that always emerge during periods
of recovery. It is still too early in the present recovery to tell to what extent
they will emerge this time. Among the straws that bear watching is the fact
that credit terms, both for consumer installment loans and for home mortgage
loans, are now generally more liberal than they have ever been in the past.
It is also possible that the volume of construction activity now under way or
projected may be too high to be sustained.

The monetary and credit policies pursued by the Federal Reserve System in
1955 will continue to be guided by the philosophy embodied in the Employment
Act, i. e., the nurture and cultivation of sustained economic growth and stability
at high levels of resource use. In more concrete terms, this means that credit
and monetary policy will be directed toward furnishing the reserves needed
by the commercial banks to perform efficiently their function of financing the
economy at a high level of resource utilization without contributing either to
inflation or deflation, and without encouraging developments that will make
for instability. So far as the cost and availability of credit are concerned, it
means that the System; will try to promote a pattern of finance that will find
a market for the economy's savings in constructive activities. So far as the
quantity of credit is concerned, it will work for a rate of growth in the active-
money supply appropriate to the growth in the resources available to the econ-
omy. It would not be wise to establish a fixed or mechanical formula to govern
the relationship between growth in the money supply and growth in the economy.
Both businesses and -individuals hold cash balances for a variety of reasons
which may change from time to time. The result will be registered both as a
change in the velocity of circulation and a change in the appropriate relation
between growth in the money supply and growth in real output.

During the greater part of 1954 when inventories were being liquidated and
the normal-business customers of banks had less occasion to borrow, the System
sought to achieve these cited objectives by twice lowering its rediscount rates,
first, from 2 percent to 1% percent, and, second, from 13/% percent to 1½2 percent.
1t also, in the summer, lowered reserve requirements on, time deposits to 5
percent, on demand deposits to 20 percent at central Reserve city banks, 18
percent at Reserve city banks, and 12 percent at country banks.

Continuously throughout the year, open-market operations were used to supple-
ment or offset other factors supplying or absorbing reserves in such a way as to
insure that there would be a volume of reserves in the market sufficient to
stimulate banks to seek outlets for their funds.

Taking the year 1954 as a whole, total loans and investments of all commer-
cial banks expanded by nearly $11 billion, of which about 4 billions was reflected
in a growth in the active-money supply. The growth for the year in the active-
money supply was around 3 percent, as compared with a growth of a little over
1 percent in the gross national product from the first quarter to-the last quarter
of the year. In each case, this growth was concentrated in the later months
of 1954.

Prices of common stocks rose continually through 1954, indicating the confi-
dence of investors in the economic outlook as well as the availability of funds
for risk investment. Toward the close of the year when it became apparent
that recovery was actually underway, there was a sharp acceleration of stock
purchasing, which appeared to be increasingly motivated by speculative, in con-
trast to investment, considerations. While the total volume of credit loaned
on stocks and bonds is relatively low by historical standards, the rate of increase
in borrowing to finance stock purchases rose rapidly. As a result, the Board of
Governors raised margin requirements from 50 to 60 percent on January 4.

The regulation of margin requirements that is lodged with the Board of
Governors by the law is designed specifically to prevent an excessive use of
credit for purchasing or carrying listed securities. It was designed (1) to
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restrict sharply the ability of equity purchasers to finance their acquisitions on
thin margins of cash. and (2) to avoid a situation ever arising again. as it did
in 1929, when a break in stock prices, that in any event would have been severe,
was magnified into a crash because of the large-scale forced liquidation of se-
curities that were being held on very small margins. So far as these two pur-
poses go, the present regulatory authority appears to be adequate.

It is too early to be sure that the recovery underway will continue without
interruption, but it is my personal judgment that the problems which will concern
the committee during the months ahead will be increasingly associated with
exuberance rather than lethargy in the economy.

(The following replies were subsequently supplied for the record
by Mr. Riefler in response to Representative Patman's questions:)

The answer to the first question is that the Federal Open Market Committee
is prepared to deal with a disorderly situation in the market for Treasury issues.

The answer to the second question is that any fixed level of support for debt
obligations is potentially very inflationary.

The answer to the third question is that a considerable amount of double count-
ing would arise if Federal Reserve notes were included in the national debt. On
January 26, 1955, the Federal Reserve statement shows Federal Reserve notes
in circulation amounting to 25,600 millions of dollars. At the same time, Federal
Reserve agents held United States securities to the extent of 17,100 millions of
idollars as collateral against Federal Reserve notes.

STATEMENIT OF ALVIN H. HANSEN, PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL EcoNoMY, HARVARD
UNIVERSITY

The massive sustaining structure that has been built into the economy during
the last 15 to 20 years-social security, farm price supports, Government housing
programs, and a highly progressive income tax-have stood us in good stead.
Happily we are at long last agreed that this structure is not an artificial prop,
as we were formerly told, but instead a bulwark of strength in our economy.
Together with the continuing support (despite a considerable cut) of a $70 billion
budget, major tax reductions, and easy credit, we have pulled through without
serious depression.

A year ago there was general agreement among those of us who appeared before
your committee that the economy most probably would continue to move sidewise
during the next 12 months. This in fact is what has occurred. And now a re-
duced inventory liquidation together with a strong seasonal increase in automo-
bile production accounts for the slight recovery thus far. Neither of these pro-
vide any solid ground for believing that we are on the way back to our growth
track. This would require one or more of these things: (1) A sharp upward
shift in the consumption-income ratio, (2) a sharp increase in fixed capital invest-
ment, or (3) an increase in Government outlays.

No one, so far as I am aware, has projected any probable increase in fixed
capital investment. Federal Government outlays are scheduled to drop slightly.
Thus we are back just where we were a year ago when we had our hearings on
the economic report. Any large forward thrust must come from consumption.

I suggested a year ago the great danger that we become complacent and satis-
fied with only a moderate rate of growth. To illustrate this, I used a model
which I herewith reproduce, adjusted to conform, to the revised gross national
product figures in the 1954 report.
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Growth models

[In billions of dollars]
ONP (i ONP (in

1954 prices) 1954 prices)
maximum assumed Loss of GNP
employ- moderate (1)-(2)

meut and got
production parowth
potential pte

(1) (2) (3)

1953 -$368 $368 $0
1954------------------------------- 381 3724
1955 -394 366 28
1956 --------------------------------------- 408 371 37
19257- 422 376 46
19ts --------------------------------------- - 437 386 51
19i9--------------------------------------- - 452 386 66
1660 - -------- ------------------------------------ 468 396 72

Total --------- ------------- --------------- 324

My potential growth model has as its base the average for 1953, not the peak
quarter. The last half of 1953 was down. The figure therefore does not represent
overfull employment. I presuppose a growth of 312 percent a year, by common
consent a reasonable figure. My second model, representing the complacency
which I fear, happened to hit upon a figure for 1955 which is almost precisely
the forecast recently made by Fortune magazine. While this represents a con-
siderable recovery, it is none the less $28 billion below our potential growth line.

Now all this has a bearing on monetary policy in the year ahead. In the
brief time at my disposal I shall not attempt to go over the ground covered in
recent hearings. Instead I propose to strike a new note on an old theme. I refer
to the matter of inflation.

I should like to propose a new definition-one, I hope, which might have some
operational value for monetary policy.

I do this because the fear of inflation is again becoming an obstacle to re-
covery. Read, for example, the interview article by Secretary Humphrey in the
January 14 issue of U. S. News & World Report. This preoccupation with
inflation is of course in large part understandable due to the fact that we are
living in a warswept century.

I suggest that we need a new concept which I propose to call pure inflation,
and I propose to set this over against the concept of price adjustments to output
changes.

Pure inflation (and I underscore the word "pure"), I should say, is a condition
in which prices rise without any appreciable increase in output.

Countries which have suffered in the past from the evils of inflation have
typically experienced large price increases with no substantial increase in output.
Indeed in cases of hyperinflation, output has often actually decreased.

There are, to be sure, degrees of pure inflation. And I should like to suggest,
to help clarify our thinking, the following general observation. I suggest that
at no time in our history, nor indeed in that of any other country, can it be
shown that price increases have injured the economy and the general welfare
if in the period in question the increase in aggregate output has substantially
exceeded percentagewise the increase in prices.

Frederick Mills, of the National Bureau of Economic Research, surveying 80
years of cyclical movements in our history, has shown that in periods of expan-
sion, for every 1 percent increase in output, we have had eight-tenths of 1 percent
increase in prices-a 5 to 4 ratio. Professor Mills' short-run ratios of output
increases to price increases might of course develop against the background
either of a long-run down trend in prices or a long-run up trend.

I repeat, one does not encounter the condition of inflation in any meaningful
sense so long as percentage increases in aggregate output exceed by a consider-
able margin the percentage increases in the price level.

I should be prepared, in special circumstances, however, to go a bit further.
There are times when a tremendous forward push is urgently needed, when a
choice has to be made between permitting a price increase substantially greater
than my rule suggests, or else foregoing the needed increase in aggregate output.
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Consider, for example, the situation sn 1946 after the removal of price and
wage controls and the cut in wartime taxes. Having chosen to remove the main
restraints on consumption (and I assume that political realism forbade any
other choice) what then? The only way remaining to keep aggregate demand
in check would have been drastic monetary restraint on investment. Would
this have been desirable policy? I think not. A rapid transition to full peace-
time production required massive investment in plant, equipment, and inven-
tories to make good the accumulated shortages caused by the war. It was a
choice of the lesser evil. It did indeed mean a price increase percentagewise
considerably greater than the increase in aggregate output. But the massive
investment laid the groundwork for a large increase in output later and con-
tributed greatly to the slowing down of the price movement by 1948.

We are living in a century in which the long-run trend in prices has been
upward. The two World Wars, and to a lesser extent the Korean war, afford, of
course, the main explanation.

I think we might gain historical perspective if we take a look at the record
of aggregate output and price trends during the last half century. I divide the
half century from 1900 to 1953 into three periods. The first is the quarter cen-
tury from 1900 to 1925; the second, the quarter century from 1925 to 1950; the
third (by way of comparison) is the short recent period from 1948 to 1953.

With respect to each of these periods I ask two questions: (1) What was the
rate of increase of output per annum, and (2) what was the rate of increase
of prices per annum, calculated on the compound percentage rate basis. I be-
lieve you will find the results of this calculation both interesting and instructive.

In the first period 1900 to 1925, aggregate output increased at the compound
rate of 3.5 percent per annum; prices at the rate of 3 percent per annum. For
the second quarter century, 1925 to 1950, output increased at the compound
rate of 3 percent per annum; prices at the much slower rate of 1.5 percent per
annum. For the recent short period, 1948 to 1953, output increased at the rate
of 4.5 percent per annum; prices at the rate of 1.5 percent per annum.

Percent increasc (compound rate), per year

1900-25 1 192-S50 X 19485-3 X

Aggregate output -3.5 3.0 4. 5
Price index composed of:

1. Consumer prices - -3.0 1.5 1.
2. Wholesale prices ----------- 15--

I The index numbers are as follows:
A. For 1925(1900=100):

Aggregate output - - -- 240
General price index -- --- 203

Consumer index ---- 221
Wholesale index ------ 185

B. For 1950 (1925=100):
Aggregate output --------- 207
General price index --------- 140

Consumer index --------- 137
Wholesale index --------------------------------------- 153

C. For 1953 (1948=100):
Aggregate output ----- - -124
General price index -- -108

Consumer index- - - 111
Wholesale index ---------------------------------------- 109

The record with respect to price stability during the last quarter century
is considerably better (contrary to what is commonly believed) than in the
first quarter of our Century. Prices rose just twice as rapidly per annum
in the first quarter of the century.

The greater price revolution of the earlier period also becomes evident when
one compares the lowest prewar price years with the postwar price index after
prices had settled down. Thus, using the years 1894-97 as the base, the index,
wholesale and consumer combined (for the period in which both are available),
stood at 243 in 1923-25. In the second period, using the low years 1931-34 as
the base, the combined index stood at 200 in 1948-50.

The great gains in aggregate output, during the last two decades, have been
widely distributed-more equally in recent years than ever before. The new
price level has not given us, as sometimes in the past, increasing inequality.
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Three criteria (all suggested years ago by Professor Pigon) can usefully
be applied to test the general health of an economy. They are as follows:
(1) Has the per capita real income increased? (2) Have the overall gains been
widely distributed? (3) Has there been adequate capital formation to imple-
ment technological progress? The last quarter century stands up well under
these tests.

Now let me emphasize' one thing. We should pursue no rigid goal with
respect to price stability. We should emphatically not aim at a constantly
rising price level. Nor should we set up the goal of rigid-price stability. We
should keep our eyes fixed primarily on "maximum production, employment, and
purchasing power."

I should myself hope that over long stretches we could approach our full
growth potential at substantially stable prices. I am encouraged in this hope
by the record achieved in 1951-53, inclusive.

Just now we are nearly $30 billion below our growth potential, and we are
rather complacent about it. Why do we do it? The inflation bogey is perhaps
'the main answer.

And now a final word directed at the questions on your agenda. First,
what should be our policy with respect to the quantity of money?

I suggest that for a rich industrial country the correct quantity of money
is not any precise fixed amount. It may be anything within a rather wide range.
A rich, highly developed country desires and is capable of holding a very large
amount of liquid assets in relation to its income. A poor, undeveloped country
is not. In a rich country there is no close relation between the quantity of
money and aggregate spending. In a poor country, there is. That is why the
quantity theory of money applies quite well to poor countries. The quantity
theory has very little relevance for rich advanced countries.

If the level of economic activity is low, we should actively promote high
liquidity and a policy of easy credit. If activity is running very high, the
monetary authorities should lean moderately against the inflationary pressures.
Monetary policy should make a modest contribution toward the containment of
inflation, but primary reliance should be placed upon fiscal policy and selective
controls.

The monetary authorities should, I believe, follow no rigid formula with
respect to the quantity of money. A rich advanced society does not hold
money merely for transactions purposes, and therefore the old-velocity concept
is more or less meaningless. It cannot function well without large liquid
assets, ready to take advantage of changing investment opportunities and
prepared to meet unforeseen contingencies. Such a society cannot prosper
without a highly elastic monetary system.

Similarly, as I have tried to indicate, we should have no rigid rule with
respect to price stability. We should aim primarily at full production and
employment, and we should direct our productive energies toward the things
most needed. We are too complacent about our current GNP and we are, I
fear, seriously neglecting the matter of social priorities, but that topic would
perhaps get us too far away from monetary policy. I had something to say
about that in my statement last year.

A brief word about another question on your agenda-the stock market
margin requirements. I should like to raise the question, if I may, for later
panel discussion, whether any good purpose is ever served by dropping the
ratio below 75 percent. I do not pretend to know the answer, but unless
someone can enlighten me to the contrary, I find it difficult to see what purpose,
in the general interest, is served by a ratio lower than 75 percent.

STATEMENT OF HERBERT STEIN

My name is Herbert Stein. I am associate research director of the Committee
for Economic Development. I appear here today to present my own views,
and not to represent the Committee for Economic Development. The views
of the CMD will be presented here at a later date by an officer of the Committee.

One's opinion of appropriate monetary policy at any time depends or should
depend, upon one's appraisal of the economic situation as it exists and as it is
foreseen for a short period ahead. It is one of the great advantages of mone-
tary policy that the forward look need not be very long, since the policy can
be changed in time if developments in the more distant future call for a change.
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In general I agree with the diagnosis of the economic situation contained in
the Economic Report. This diagnosis is that we are experiencing a recovery
which is not yet complete, and that continued rapid movement to full recovery
is possible, even promised, but not assured.

In my opinion this diagnosis calls for a prescription of continued active
monetary ease. This means that banks should be so well supplied with reserves
that they will be actively seeking opportunities to extend credit and will be
increasing their investments in Government securities.

I do not see anything in the President's Economic Report that is necessarily
inconsistent with this prescription. However, I believe that the report could
have been clearer on this point.

A key sentence in the report is this one: "The wise course for Government
in 19.55 is to direct its program principally toward fostering long-term economic
growth rather than toward imparting an immediate upward thrust to economic
activity." I am afraid this sentence may be regarded as indicating that the
Government no longer considers necessary any of those specifically antirecession
measures that were employed in 1954. One of the most important of these meas-
ures was the policy of active monetary ease. I would hope the Government does
not interpret the very general proposition I have quoted as calling for discon-
tinuance of that policy.

Last week there were two indications of a shift in policy. One was Mr.
Sproul's speech in New York confirming reports that the Federal Reserve's
policy of active monetary ease was becoming somewhat less active. The other
was the Treasury's announcement of the offering of a 40-year bond at 3 percent.
The action taken so far has been slight. I am sure that the Federal Reserve
has not committed itself so far that it could not resume a more active policy
if the recovery should show signs of slowing down.

Nevertheless I am concerned about the possible development of inflation
jitters on the part of the administration at this phase of the recovery. I think
the administration showed great wisdom and courage in not being drawn into
a crusade against depression last spring when there was no depression. I hope
the administration will not now be drawn into a crusade against inflation when
there is no inflation.

Possibly before the end of this year we shall need an anti-inflationary mone-
tary policy. But this possibility does not mean that we do not need, or cannot
have, an actively stimulating monetary policy now. The meaning of flexibility
in monetary policy is that we can have a stimulating policy now and a restrictive
policy 6 months from now.

In this short statement I have concentrated on a possible redirection of policy
that seems to me a cause for concern. At the same time I want to express
my agreement with the principles and objectives that guide the Federal Reserve
and the Treasury and with their general conduct in the discharge of difficult
responsibilities last year.

(The following letter from Mr. Stein in reply to Representative
Patman's questions was subsequently received for the record:)

COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
Washington 6, D. C., February 10, 1955.

Mr. JOHN LEHMAN,
Joint Committee on the Economic Report,

Senate Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.

DEAR Mu. LEHMAN: I submit herewith brief answers to the three questions
asked of all panel members by Congressman Patman at the January 31, 1955,
hearings of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report.

1. I cannot conceive of a situation in which the Government trust accounts'
would have to cash all, or even a large part, of their holdings of Government
securities. In a severe depression the trust accounts, particularly the unem-
ployment insurance account, might need substantial amounts of cash. This
they would obtain by turning in some of their bonds to the Treasury, not by
selling them in the market. The Treasury in turn would raise cash by what-
ever kind of borrowing in the market seemed appropriate at the time. If the
problem arose, as is most likely, in depression the Treasury would presumably
be willing to borrow by issuing bills or other short securities. At the same time
the Federal Reserve would be expanding the credit base and the short-term
Government securities would be highly salable.
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In other words, the contingency assumed does not seem to me a reason for
departing from a general policy of not having the Federal Reserve support Gov-
ernment security prices.

2. The Federal Reserve should on occasion buy or sell Government securities.
These purchases or sales will affect the prices of Government securities. But
I do not believe that Federal Reserve buying or selling should be guided by the
objective of achieving some predetermined level or behavior of Government se-
curity pilces. The effect of accepting this objective is only to weaken devotion
to a more important objective-stability of the economy at a high level without
inflation.

3. Selection of a unique definition of the "national debt" is important only if
some policy consequences flow from the definition. At present, the definition only
has-policy consequences because there is a legal debt limit. I do not believe
that there should be a legal debt limit; congressional control of Federal expendi-
ture is better assured by other means.

For various purposes of analysis different definitions of the national debt
are appropriate. In any case we should be careful to avoid double-counting.
If we include liabilities of the Federal Reserve banks in some variant of "the
national debt" we should not also include the Government securities owned by
the Federal Reserve banks.

Sincerely yours,
HERBERT STEIN.

STATEMENT OF C. R. WHITTLESEY

My introductory comments fall into three parts. The first part relates to the
general tenor of the President's Economic Report; the second consists of my
answers to questions laid before this panel: and the third offers certain observa-
tions on present day stabilization policy. What I have to say under these three
divisions is closely interrelated and will appear, I hope, as part of a continuous
argument.

The Economic Report for 1955 exaggerates, I believe, the extent to which
economic stability, realized and prospective, is the result of governmental action,
and underestimates the extent to which it rests on natural forces now present in
the economy. Such an emphasis strikes me as bad strategy: mistaken and
dangerous. It is bad strategy because it is inconsistent with the stress currently
being placed on free markets and private initiative. Under somewhat different
guise it endorses the spirit of dirigisme and control and thereby plays into the
hands of those who call for continuing interference with the operation of
economic forces. It is mistaken because it undervalues the significance of
changes which have made the economy much more resistant than in the past
to declines in economic activity. It is dangerous because it credits certain mild
measures with a degree of effectiveness that can only lead to frustration and
disillusionment if put to a real test at some time in the future. A similar mis-
take of overestimating the effectiveness of Federal Reserve policies was made
back in the twenties.

The position to which I take exception could be illustrated by many examples,
but I shall limit myself to one. On page 22 the report points to six lessons drawn
from the recent business decline. The first three are expressed in terms of the
great power of governmental intervention:

"In the course of our latest encounter with the business cycle we have learned
or relearned several lessons. First, that wise and early action by Government
can stave off serious difficulties later. Second, that contraction may be stopped
in its tracks even when governmental expenditures and budget deficits are de-
clining, provided effective means are taken for building confidence. Third, that
monetary policy can be a powerful instrument of economic recovery, so long as
the confidence of consumers and businessmen in the future remains high."

Please note the words, "contraction * * * stopped in its tracks." "stave off
serious difficulties later," "wise * * * action by the Government." I shall not
go into the reasons why I do not for a moment agree that in the absence of the
mild steps taken by the Government "serious difficulties" would have developed.
But I do want to say that I had not expected to be told so soon or so smugly
that "we planned it that way."

Turning to the second part of my statement may I observe that the first two
questions seem to call for some simple and categorical rule-of-thumb to remain
valid throughout 1955. But monetary policies are contingent upon the conditions
that prevail in the country. It will be the task of the monetary authorities to
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choose from among the alternatives mentioned and others not named-the policies
appropriate to conditions as they unfold. It is entirely conceivable that within
the coining year conditions will alter to such an extent that quite opposite
measures will be called for at different periods. To suggest, as these two
questions seem to do, that particular policies can be laid down this far in ad-
vance is largely to deny the necessity of having a central monetary authority.

My comments on question No. 3 are embodied elsewhere. I am not sure what
is meant by the adjective "monetary' 'in the fourth question. However, I find
no cause for alarm with respect to consumer credit but am greatly concerned
over the outlook for the real-estate market in the coming few years. The "rush
of applications to Federal agencies for mortgage insurance or guarantees" men-
tioned with such aplomb on page 24 is open to the interpretation that it may have
some of the attributes of a rush to a cyclone cellar. Surely the realities of the
real-estate situation have been obscured by action taken in reducing downpay-
ments and extending maturities. It might be desirable to move in the direction
of more downpayment and shorter maturities on new houses, if only to be able
to mnake better use of this particular shot-in-the-arm at some time in the future
when the need is more clearly evident than it has been in the past year.

I feel distinctly uneasy concerning the recent behavior of the stock market, for
no mnore subtle reasons than the rate at which prices have risen and the apparent
character of public participation. Stock market activity has always seemed to
me more rationalized about than rational. Insofar as I have an opinion on the
recent change in margin requirements it is that the Board should have moved
sooner and farther than it did.

The third part of my statement is concerned with more general aspects of mone-
tary policy. I submit that the economy is significantly different from what it
was before 1939. In saying this I exclude actions that qmay be deliberately taken
by the Government, though I do not exclude developments, such as social security,
tax structure, and size of the debt, which involve the Government. In particular,
the economy tends to be, comparatively speaking, more resistant to deflation and
more susceptible to inflation than in the past. To the extent that the economy
is inherently more stable, especially against contraction, stabilization measures
will appear to be more effective than they actually are. This will be especially
true in periods of contraction.

In his Treatise on Aloney published in 1930, Keynes declared that it was easier
for monetary authorities to combat deflation than inflation. Under the influ-
ence of the experience in the thirties precisely the opposite opinion came to pre-
vail. Attempts by central bankers to overcome deflation were likened to pushing
on a string. However valid the conclusion at the time, the contention amomnted
to the substitution of analogy for analysis. It left wholly out of account the rela-
tion of the state of the economy to the effectiveness of monetary controls. We
may now have a situation where Keynes' view approaches much closer to the
truth-though not. may I say, for the reasons given by Keynes.

Closely related to the foregoing is the point that elements of liquidity in the
ecoonmic system, including the relative stability (or more especially the reduced
contractility) of the money supply, render changes in the rate of use of money
more important and changes in the quantity of money less important than for-
merly. The effect has been to increase the importance of those instruments of
policy which relate primarily to the use of money as contrasted with those which
relate primarily to its quantity.

It follows that I consider the present exclusive concentration on the general
instruments of credit control, notwithstanding a nostalgic hankering for them,
not so much misplaced as anachronistic. For the same reason I feel that other
selective controls such as regulations W and X should be made available to the
Federal Reserve on a standby basis. I am convinced that the Korean inflation
would have been far nore moderate if the Board had had these instruments at
their immediate command and had employed them promptly and vigorously.

That unfortunate and unnecessary experience was the price paid for our
pathological fear of bureaucracy, a fear which keeps us fromi giving our monetry
authorities the power they require to do their job adequately, lest they abuse
that power. This is in spite of the self-evident fact that any limitation on the
power of the monetary authorities to do harm, as in restricting their use of
particular instruments of credit control, is likewise a limitation on their power,
under other circumstances; to do good. It is in spite of the further fact that
the history of Federal Reserve operations shows that the Board has often
suffered from an excess of caution but never from an excess of adventurousness
In the exercise of its powers.
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In speaking of supplementing the present arsenal of stabilization measures I
have gone somewhat beyond a discussion of monetary policies for 1955. At least
I hope and expect that this year will present no crisis that will expose the in-
adequacies of present monetary powers. But I have no confidence that we shall
escape such a crisis before the decade is out. And I firmly believe that the
time to prepare for crisis is before crisis descends.

I trust I have made it clear that I would go much less far than the report
in attributing economic stability, past, present, and future, to governmental
interference. And I would go much further than it does in urging that a full
complement of powers be available for more serious tests that surely lie ahead.

(The following replies were subsequently supplied for the record
by Mr. Whittlesey in response to Representative Patman's questions:)

1. In the event of a general dumping of governments, the Federal Reserve
should definitely intervene to support them.

2. I do not wholly approve of actions taken at the time of and after the
accord. Nevertheless, I do not believe that it is now necessary or desirable to
establish rigid price supports for Treasury securities.

3. Federal Reserve notes should not be included as part of the national debt.
The promise form which circulating notes (United States notes, Federal Reserve
notes, and others) still retain is a vestigial survival from the historical past.
It is meaningless, a pure ritual, and signifies nothing as to their true economic
character.

STATEMENT OF ELMER WOOD, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF MIssoURI,
TO QUESTIONS ASKED BY THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT ON
THE SUBJECT OF MONETARY POLICIES

1. What should be our monetary policy in 1955 with respect to the quantity of
money and credit? Should we have (a) a fixed quantity of bank credit, (b) a
decrease in the quantity, (c) an increase in the quantity comparable to the
increase in physical production, or (d) an even more rapid increase in the
quantity?

The ultimate tests of monetary policy that seem useful resolve into facts about
prices and about employment. As long as employment is no higher than it is at
present, and as long as prices are not rising significantly, it seems desirable to
follow a policy of monetary ease-about such as we had in the latter part of last
year. If we should have still further recession, monetary expansion should be
stepped up.

If prices should start rising significantly during 1955 while there is still
considerable unemployment, we should compromise. Everything considered, we
should be willing to see some rise of prices if unemployment remains as great as
it is now. On the other hand, we should not be willing to purchase full employ-
ment-with the percentage of unemployment, say, at the early 1953 level-at
the expense of inflation at the rate, say, of 5 percent a year for very many years.
These figures are illustrative and are not intended to suggest a formula. I do
not think we can operate on a formula.

Because of upward pressures on prices from the supply side we are probably
faced with creeping inflation over the long run. The monetary authorities
cannot be expected to hold back these upward pressures simply by monetary
restriction. The innocent would suffer more than those responsible. The prob-
lem needs to be attacked by policing the power groups. If it cannot be dealt with
adequately that way, the monetary authorities will compromise in favor of some
inflation. The public will demand that they behave that way.

We come now to a different aspect of the question as stated. The question
seems to imply that the amount of money is the appropriate measure of monetary
ease or pressure at any given time. Actually, the amount of money reflects
mainly the demand for balances arising out of a given cost-price structure and
level of economic activity. And since these do not respond immediately to the
administrative procedures available to the authorities, but only slowly and
cumulatively, the amount of balances shows a similar lack of responsiveness.
Thus the amount of balances is a historical result of cumulative forces and not
a measure of monetary tendencies at a given moment.

What the authorities need is an instant pointer reading of the change in
monetary ease or pressure which they are exerting with the controls in their
hands. This pointer reading is the prices of various types of debts.
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Nor is the amount of money a very useful test of longer run policy. The longer
run tests are prices and the volume of employment. Finally, let us note, a
change in the quantity of money is not an instrument of procedure. No board
decides administratively what it shall be.

(The above analysis assumes conditions we are likely to be facing. It is not
appropriate for runaway inflation.)

2. How should these be carried out: (a) through open market operations, (b)
through changes in reserve requirements, or (c) through changes in the
rediscount rate?

The problem of the criteria of monetary ease or pressure is involved also in
question 2.

The Federal Reserve should make its policies effective through open market
operations-allowing their influence to override all other influences. Since their
immediate criteria of pressure should be the prices of debts, they should deter-
mine the prices of Government securities directly-but always with reference
to the more ultimate aims of policy.

The Open Market Committee should be free to enter all sectors of the Govern-
ment securities market. Short rates reflect mainly the immediate degree of
pressure. Long rates reflect expected monetary conditions over an extended
period. The Federal Reserve, by entering the long-term market, can influence
the market's expectation of policy in more than the immediate future. The
present procedure of changing the volume of reserves as such, with operations
confined to bills, allows unnecessary variations in rates, and particularly in long
rates.

The Federal Reserve must of course allow for changes in the debt structure
and changes in the demand for debts of different maturities. But these are
minor factors affecting rates compared with monetary ease or pressure.

The objection to the use of the discount mechanism as a means of control is
that it produces accidental changes in monetary ease or pressure-changes which
have no meaning from the standpoint of control. There is no reason for allow-
ing interest rates to reflect such irrelevant facts as the need of member banks
to borrow as the result of changes in the currency in circulation, changes in
Treasury deposits, and the like.

In the past the discount rate has been a general symbol of policy as well as an
instrument. But there is the difficulty that the need to keep the rate at a level
that will not permit the banks to profit from borrowing at the Federal Reserve
interferes to some extent with its use as a symbol. On the whole, it seems better
not to go back to earlier analogies for procedure but to start from the procedure
developed during the past 15 years.

Changing the member banks' reserve requirements should not be used as a
flexible instrument, but simply for influencing the earnings of the commercial
banks and of the Federal Reserve. In recent years especially, changing the
reserve requirements seems to have been used as a symbol of policy, but that use
of the power interferes with its purpose for influencing the division of profits
from money creation.

At the present time, some officials inside the Federal Reserve, but not all-,
consider that changes in yields on Government securities reflect mainly the
natural forces of supply and demand in the market. Such.ideas lead to con-
fusion when one is trying to analyze Federal Reserve procedure and the criteria
of immediate and more ultimate results. Long rates, of course, do reflect to
some small extent other than monetary factors, but in the main they show the
market's reaction to what the Federal Reserve officials have done and what this
seems to portend for future action.

3. Comment on monetary and credit aspects of the President's economic pro-
gram.

The President's program with respect to monetary policy is to "restrain and
offset any tendencies that may develop toward recession or inflation." The great
majority of economists would no doubt agree with this general statement.

The statement does not, of course, grapple with the problem of upward
price pressures by power groups, and which may make it difficult to facilitate
growth commensurate with our capacities without inflation.

4. Are monetary maladjustments developing in any major areas making sus-
tained economic growth difficult, e. g., real estate, consumer credit, stock prices?

See comment under next question.
5. What about the stock market's recent behavior? Are Government con-

trols-e. g., margin requirements-in this area adequate?
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One apparent reason for the rise of stock prices is the widely held belief
that the dollar. is likely to be subjected to further attrition over a considerable
period, especially with cold war conditions. Few people who are saving for
retirement, for instance, want to trust mainly to fixed-income securities. How-
ever, the belief prevalent since 1946 that a postwar depression was not far
away tended to hold off the rise of share prices. The public now seem less
confident in their belief that a serious depression is near.

As to policy in the face of a stock market boom: It would be most regrettable
for the Federal Reserve to adopt a restrictive monetary policy merely because
of a rise in stock prices-even a very substantial rise. There is a common
notion that the stock market boom in the twenties was the major cause of the
great depression. I think this is a mistaken historical interpretation. High
values for equities do stimulate real investment, but we need not fear a high
level of real investment. In general, we should resist policies intended to
dampen booms as such and without regard to whether they are accompanied
by general inflation. We should not be satisfied with a low utilization of pro-
ductive powers. The idea that booms must lead to depression and that de-
pressions are curative and beneficient is very largely a matter of mere credo.
Depressions lead to crackup.

The powers of the Federal Reserve to regulate margin requirements seem in
general to be adequate. The actual need for such powers is overrated. How-
ever, the possession of this selective credit control may relieve the Federal
Reserve somewhat from pressure from certain members of the public to resort
to general monetary restriction merely in order to halt the rise of stock prices.

(The following replies were subsequently supplied for the record by
Mr. Wood:)

Replies to the three questions asked by Congressman Patman at the end
of the day.

Mr. WOOD. 1. As to the support of Government bonds by the Federal Open
Market Committee: The Committee should be prepared at any time to buy or
sell Govermnent securities in all sectors of the market whenever their prices
do not seem to conform to the general aims of monetary policy. There is a
practical question as to what the Committee's limits of tolerance should be.
There needs to be some margin of tolerance, but I do not think it should be
very large. The prices at which the Committee should be willing to buy or sell
would not of course be known to the public in advance and the Committee would
revise their targets as circumstances seemed to warrant.

2. As to whether support prices should be at par: The support prices should
be selected with reference to the effective yields desired. There is no special
significanc to par value as such-other than a psychological one under certain
circumstances.

3. Whether the amount of the Federal Reserve notes in circulation should
be shown as a part of the total Federal debt: Federal Reserve notes are a
contingent liability of the Government, and this fact is presumably shown on
some public record. But I think it would be misleading to the average person
to add this amount to the interest bearing (and other miscellaneous) debt in
publishing a figure of total debt. For one thing, it is not like other debt. More-
over, the Federal Reserve banks hold Government securities as a large partial
offset.

(Whereupon, at 5: 35 p. m., the committee adjourned until Tuesday,
February 1, 1955, at 10 a. m.)
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UINITED STATES,
JOINT CO1ImITTrEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT,

Washington, D. C.
The joint committee met at 10 a. in., Senator Paul H. Douglas, chair-

man, presiding.
Present: Senator Douglas (chairman), Senator Sparkman, Sena-

tor Flanders, Senator Goldwater, and Representative Patman (vice
chairman), and Representatives Bolling, Kelley, Talle, Wolcott, and
Curtis.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, the panel will come to order.
We have met to discuss the subject of monopoly and antitrust poli-

cies, with particular reference to the report of the Council of Economic
Advisers. We invited the Attorney General to be present or to send a
representative, and he has declined to do so.

I ask that this letter be included in the record.
Vice Chairman PATMrAN. Now, why did he decline, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. The letter is as follows:
While the Department concurs with the material on this subject contained in

the President's Economic Report, I do not think it appropriate at this time either
to file a statement or to have a representative of the Department take part in
the panel discussion. The report of the Attorney General's national committee
to study the antitrust laws is expected to be issued late next month. As we have
advised other members of Congress, we believe it best to delay any expression of
opinion on our part until the report has been made to the Attorney General and
he has forwarded his recommendations to the Congress.

I 'shall be happy to send an observed from the Antitrust Division, but, in view
of what I have said, I do not believe he should either participate in the discus-
sion or make a statement at this time.

May I ask if there is such an observer.
Mr. FoofT. Yes, sir, Mr. Foote.
Vice Chairman PATMNAN. That is another reason why Congress

should take a look at these advisory committees. It is actually causing
an important official to decline to come before a committee considering
the President's report. I look with disfavor on those committees that
have farmed out to them legislative work to do, and I think Congress
in the future should give great consideration to the advisability of
farming out legislative duties to any commission, that one or any
other.

The CHAIR-MAN. The chairman finds himself in intellectual and emo-
tional sympathy with the point made by the gentleman from Texas.

We also invited the Chairmai of the Federal Trade Commission to
appear, but he states that it was necessary for him to undergo a minor
eye operation and he is presently recuperating at his home. Mr.

501
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Howrey did prepare a statement. I ask that this statement be made
a part of the record.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF EDWARD F. HOWBEY, CHAIRMAN OF THE FEEEAL TRADE CoM MIS-

SION, AT A PANEL DISCUSSION ON MONOPOLY AND ANTITRUST POLICY BEFORE TILE

JOINT COMMITTEF ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT

Mfter considering the subject of this panel discussion and the topical outline

thereunder, it seemed to me that I could most effectively contribute to the pre-
liminary discussion today by briefly describing current programs and progress at

the Federal Trade Commission. Then I shall be glad to enter into such further

discussion of the subject as the committee may desire.

LEGISLATION

Before I refer to the Commission's current program, I should like to state that
as a member of the Attorney General's National Committee to Study the Anti-
trust Laws, I would prefer to withhold specific legislative recommendations
until after that group makes its report. I do feel free, however, to discuss a pro-
posal which is now before Congress, a proposal to raise the maximum fine that
may be imposed under the Sherman Act. The Federal Trade Commission is on
record as supporting such legislation. The Commission is not directly concerned
with the matter of criminal penalties under the Sherman Act, but it does have
duties and responsibilities under the Federal Trade Commission and Clayton
Acts which are supplemental to the Sherman Act and which aid in carrying out

the public policy expressed in that act. It is apparent from the experience of

the Commission in this field that the present criminal penalties in the Sherman
Act are inadequate. The Federal Trade Commission accordingly is in favor of

strengthening substantially this deterrent to violation of the Sherman Act.

SMALL BUSINESS

We at the Commission are in full accord with the following statement which
may be considered a keynote of the economic report in our field: "A public policy
to encourage the expansion of a free economy must assign a high place to meas-
ures that keep the doors to opportunity open for new and small enterprises."
Specific aids mentioned in the report are tax revisions, access to adequate financ-
ing, a fair share of Government contracts and competent counsel. It is in the
latter field, counseling, that the Federal Trade Commission is able to render
some assistance.

Before the enactment of the Federal Trade Commission Act, both political
parties, the Congress and the President, envisioned a trade commission which
would, as part of the administrative process, provide solutions to many complex
competitive problems through consultation. It is my hope that the new Bureau
of Consultation, which was established 7 months ago, will revitalize this in-
tended program. The new Bureau includes, in addition to the Divisions of Trade
Practice Conference and Stipulations, a Division of Small Business. The estab-
lishment of the latter Division was considered important in order to make the
facilities of the Commission readily accessible to small business concerns.
Among other things, the Division advises small-business men with respect to laws
administered by the Commission, explains to them the method by which com-
plaints are initiated, explains trade practice conferences and other services of
the Commission, informs them of the status of investigations in which they are
interested, and otherwise expedites small business matters through the
Commission.

There has been a gratifying response on the part of the business community,
particularly small business concerns, to the consultation program. Our new
Division of Small Business has become one of the most hardworking sections of
our staff.

COMPLIANCE

Another major step in the Commission which will be of great benefit to small
business has been the institution of an integrated compliance program to provide
a systematic review of the presently outstanding 4,500 cease and desist orders,
8,000 stipulations and 2,000 trade-practice rules. It is useless, it seems to me,
for the Commission to enter orders unless it sees to it that they are obeyed
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either voluntarily or through appropriate enforcement proceedings against those
who deliberately or willfully ignore them.

Failure to obtain compliance constitutes a waste of public money, has a
demoralizing effect on competitors and members of the public who have been
injured and tends to encourage a disregard of antitrust and trade regulation
laws, oftentimes to the direct detriment of small businessmen trying to enter
or remain in a highly competitive market.

Since August 1, 1954, more than 1,000 of the Commission's old cease and
desist orders have been examined and the files reviewed. Of this number
about 400 orders have been screened out as requiring no attention at this time;
366 supplemental reports of compliance have been requested; and in about 300
cases respondents are now known to be in compliance. As a result of this survey
of old orders, 16 compliance field investigations have been instituted and 2
civil penalty suits are in preparation. This is in addition to other normal
compliance work which during the calendar year included certification to the
Attorney General of 5 civil penalty suits. Altogether there are pending 50 field
investigations to determine the manner in which respondents are complying
with the Commission's cease and desist orders.

MERGERS

Another field in which I am sure you have great interest is that of mergers.
The new antimerger law, section 7 of the Clayton Act as amended, is an im-
portant and vital part of national antitrust policy. This act shows a strong
and continuing purpose to curb acquisitions which adversely affect competition.
We consider this one of our most important statutes and are pledged to enforce
it with vigor.

The Federal Trade Commission, as most of you know, has undertaken an
economic investigation of recent mergers and acquisitions. The purpose of the
study is to determine facts regarding mergers for the information and guidance
of the Commission, the Department of Justice, the Congress and the public.

In addition to its general economic study, the Federal Trade Commission
is considering a large number of individual mergers. Competition may be
injured by some mergers and revitalized by others. Each acquisition must
therefore be tested in the light of relevant economic and marketing factors
existing in the particular industry.

ROLE OF ECONOMICS

In merger work and other antimonopoly work of the Commission, economic
and marketing problems are of great concern. For this reason the Commission's
Bureau of Economics has been revitalized to enable economists to work closely
with our investigators and trial lawyers. We are placing primary emphasis
upon those practices that have significance in the market place and that have
or are likely to have some economic consequence.

The Commission recently has published 2 economic reports, 1 on Changes in
Concentration in Manufacturing, and the other on Coffee Prices. I believe both
to be fair, honest and objective studies. I believe that the coffee report is one
of the best economic studies ever published by a governmental agency.

IDELAY

Looking back on the last 2 years, I believe one of the greatest contributions
will be the result of our full-fledged attack on delay-the greatest enemy of
administrative law. I am happy to say that we have been able to eliminate 50
percent of the procedural steps within the Commission and we have cut down
the backlog of our cases over five times.

An example of the progress achieved relates to the speed with which litigated
matters are being decided by the Commission. On April 1, 1953, when I assumed
the chairmanship, there were 42 formal cases which had been briefed and
argued and submitted to the Commission for decision and which had been
assigned to individual Commissioners for 30 days or more. Of these, only 10
had been assigned in 1953, 27 in 1952, and 5 had remained unacted upon since
1951, 3 since January 5 of that year. In contrast, on December 31, 1954, only
9 cases had been unacted upon for more than 30 days and, with only 2 exceptions,
all had been assigned during or after September 1954.

An important step contributing to the elimination of delays has been re-
organization of the Commission to promote more efficient and economical use

58422-55-33
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of manpower. In the revamping of our entire investigational setup, all investi-
gative functions have been centered in a new Bureau of Investigation. The use
of project attorneys to supervise cases throughout their entire course has already
paid dividends in time savings. The adoption of a workable consent order pro-
cedure has speeded the litigation process.

CONCENTRATION ON IMPORTANT CASES

The Commission has adopted the view that it should proceed against the
"hard-core" type of violation and forego peripheral cases of doubtful validity
and questionable economic consequence. We feel we should not deplete our
limited resources on fringe issues having no practical benefit. In this connec-
tion, we feel that the Sherman Act, the Federal Trade Commission Act and the
Clayton Act, with its Robinson-Patman amendment, can be successfully ad-
ministered as interrelated expresions of national antitrust policy-not as sepa-
rate and conflicting statutes.

While the Commission is concentrating its big guns on the serious cases and
is able to dispose of many more of the less serious matters through voluntary
agreements to cease and desist, it should not be inferred that the Commission
is reluctant to initiate litigation where required by the pubic interest. The
following figures show that there has been no letdown in our litigation program:

Antimonopoly complaints issued during last 4 fiscal years
Fiscal year 1951_---------------- 29 | Fiscal year 1953_---------------- 29
Fiscal year 1952_---------------- 29 1 Fiscal year 1954_---------------- 30

Antinonopoly orders issued during last 4 fiscal years
Fiscal year 1951_---------------- 23 Fiscal year 1953----------------- 24
Fiscal year 1952_---------------- 24 Fiscal year 1954_---------------- 25

Deceptive practice complaints issued during last 4 fiscal years
Fiscal year 1951_---------------- 80 Fiscal year 1953_---------------- 72
Fiscal year 1952----------------- 755 Fiscal year 1954_________________-93

Deceptive practice orders issued during last 4 fiscal years
Fiscal year 1951_---------------- 98 I Fiscal year 1W953----------------- 82
Fiscal year 1952_---------------- 1081 Fiscal year 1954_-_.______________80

FTC DECISIONS

Mindful of. the fact that Federal Trade Commission decisions have often been
criticised in the past for lack of clarity and for formal and legalistic phraseology,
the Commission has taken the needed remedial steps. Facts are now stated
clearly in narrative and descriptive reports. There are separate opinions in every
case.

To assure a proper functioning of the Commission as a quasi-judicial agency,
steps have been taken to increase the authority of the hearing examiners who, as
the triers of fact, are of key importance in the administrative process. The Com-
mission presently is engaged in a comprehensive study of its rules of practice.
On the basis of this study, it is fair to expect that the Commission will be able
to revise its rules and thus to improve its administrative procedures.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON COST JUSTIFICATION

In November of 1953, we announced the appointment of members of the Com-
mission's Advisory Committee on Cost Justification. The purpose of this com-
mittee, which consists of outstanding specialists in the field of distribution cost

accounting, is to ascertain the feasibility of developing standards of proof and
procedures for costing for adoption by the Commission as guides to businessmen
desiring to comply with the Robinson-Patman Act. The work of this committee
should result in a strengthening of the administration of the act and result inwider compliance with its provisions.

LIAISON

Some mention should be made of the steps taken to improve the relationships
existing between the Commission and other agencies of the Government. I
have long deplored instances of overlapping and conflicting activities. It is
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inconceivable to me that there is justification for noncumulative remedies being
sought by more than one agency against the same person, at the same time,
for the same thing.

I am especially grateful for the fine arrangement that we have with Stanley
N. Barnes of the Department of Justice. We discuss matters of mutual concern
at frequent intervals, and I am strongly convinced that the great volume of
our work is in no way overlapping.

In the field of food, drugs, and cosmetics, we have been able to work out with
Secretary Hobby a very promising interagency agreement designed to correlate
the work of the Commission and the Food and Drug Administration in such a
way as to eliminate overlapping activities and duplication of effort. This
agreement has been in effect since last July 1.

Similar liaison arrangements, although less formal, have been made with
other agencies, including the Bureau of Standards, the Post Office Department,
and the Patent Office.

The C.11AIRMAN. This morning we have two primary questions
which we wanted to ask the members of the panel, but, of course,
they should not necessarily feel themselves circumscribed by those
questions, and I think that we can call upon them in turn and have
them present their views on both of them together in 5 to 7 minutes,
and then we will have further discussion.

The two questions are these: First, are the facts and recommenda-
tions of the President's Economic Report adequate with respect to
(a) competition, (b) monopoly, (c) bigness, (d) the merger move-
ment, (e) business structure, (I) price policy, and (g) fair trade.

2. What is the general effect of monopoly, quasi-monopoly, or im-
perfect competition on (a) prices, (b) production, (c) costs, (d)
profits? What are the social implications involved?

I am going to ask Mr. Adams to begin the discussion.

OPENING STATEMENT OF WALTER ADAMS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
OF ECONOMICS, MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE

Mr. ADAM S. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Walter Adams. I am associate professor of economics

at Michigan State College and a member of Attorney General Brown-
ell's National Committee to Study the Antitrust Laws. However, I
appear here as a private citizen and do not purport to represent any
institution or organization.

The prevention of monopoly and the promotion of competition re-
ceive only incidental treatment in the President's Economic Report.
While the report recognizes the Government's
responsibility to maintain easy entry into trade and industry, to check monopoly,
and to preserve a competitive environment (p. 50)

it scarcely suggests how these generally accepted goals are to be
implemented.

Fundamentally, it fails to face up to the crucial issues. Thus the
report states that Congress has established a policy of assuring small
business of a fair share in the procurement program, but it does not
indicate to what extent the executive agencies have carried out the
will of Congess. It does not indicate the extent to which legislative
wisdom is being vitiated by administrative shortsightedness and
incompetence. The report recommends increased Federal expendi-
tures on research and development, but it does not recommend that
the fruits of such research be made freely available to all bona fide
business enterprise.
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The report suggests an increase in antitrust fines as a deterrent to
future violations, but it does not say that, at a time of virulent merger
activity, the inadequate fine is hardly the most important obstacle to
effective antitrust enforcement. Finally the report proposes that the
line between public and private enterprise be redrawn, but it does
not insist on redrawing this line with a view toward promoting com-
petition and attenuating monopoly.

Deficient on these specific counts, the President's report is subject
to a more general, and probably more crucial, criticism; viz, its total
disregard of one of the most important monopoly forces in America
today-the United States Government. Thus the report fails to show
how the exercise of particular powers of government may create the
very monopoly which the antitrust authorities are later called upon
to destroy. A few illustrations should make my point clear.

Now, Mr. Chairman, if I am to be restricted to 7 minutes in the
opening statement, I wonder if I could skip some of the portions in
my prepared statement here and file this statement as a whole for
the record?

The CHAnmmN. Certainly.
Mr. ADAMS. I discuss here the spending power, the taxing power,

the proprietary power, and that deals with the disposal program, and
the legislative power, and finally I come to the regulatory power, and
here we see in boldest relief the creeping paralysis of monopoly. Here
we see the marasmus of the regulatory process, its injurious effects on
the consumer and its debilitating influence on the industry concerned.
Here we see the subversion of competition via regulation. Let me cite
some recent examples.

In 1948, the Supreme Court ordered the vertical divorcement of the
Big Five in the movie industry. Each of the Big Five was required
to separate the production of movies from exhibition, so as to prevent
foreclosure of the market by vertical integration. Then, in 1953, the
Federal Communications Commission authorized the merger between
American Broadcasting Co. and United Paramount Theatres, and
acquiesced in the control of Paramount Pictures by DuMont TV.
This meant not only a sizable horizontal combination between a movie
exhibition chain and a TV network, but also the vertical integration
between a movie producer and a TV exhibitor. It vitiated potential
interindustry competition between two basic communication media,
and brought about the very vertical integration which the Supreme
Court had earlier sought to eliminate.

In another action, the Federal Communications Commission de-
cided on an allocation pattern for TV channels which may doom com-
petition in this young and dynamic industry. According to Allen B.
DuMont-who is no academician and who has met a payroll-the
Commission's allocation pattern will result in a two-network monopoly
in the television industry.

Other witnesses before the Senate Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce Committee agreed with this contention. They pointed to the
fact that competition hinges on the survival of UHF, and that UHF
cannot survive unless the Commission equalizes the terms on which
UHF competes with VHF. Thus it is clear that the FCC ground
rules will determine whether newcomers in this concentrated industry
are to have a climate in which competition can thrive and prosper,
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and whether the TV audience is to enjoy the variety of competition
or accept the impositions of monopoly.

In the transportation field, there axe especially strong indications
that the type of regulation may be unwise and the amount of regula-
tion excessive. There is more than a germ of truth in the observation
that the regulatees have wound up doing the regulating.

When the I. C. C. Act was passed in 1887, the railroads possessed
considerable monopoly power. But today the situation is different.
In the passenger field, the airplane, the bus, and the private con-
veyance protect the consumer against potential exploitation. In
freight, the common carrier, contract, and private trucks seem to give
the railroads quite a run for their money.

Yet competition in the trucking business is artificially restricted.
No common-carrier truck can operate in interstate commerce without
first obtaining a certificate of convenience and necessity and without
submitting to rate regulation and route determination by the ICC.
Why? What is. there about trucking to justify this kind of public
utility regulation? Very little, in my opinion. Here is an industry
which closely approximates the pattern of perfect competition. There
are many firms in the industry and, in the absence of regulation, there
would be more. The product is fairly homogeneous and standardized.
Entry would be easy, because of relatively low capital costs and be-
cause the roadbed is provided at public expense. Moderate fixed
zosts make price discrimination and cutthroat competition an unlikely
eventuality. Nevertheless, we refuse to rely on competition as a
means of protecting the consumer interest. Instead we depend on a
regulatory agency which shows an inordinate concern for sagging
railroad properties and for the vested interests of established truck-
.ng companies.

In my views this is ill advised. There seems no economic justifica-
;ion for limiting entry into this industry as long as the public is as-
;ured that common-carrier trucks are financially responsible, follow
he necessary safety regulations, and possess the proper surety quali-
ications. Here is an industry which is no more a public utility than
estaurants, laundries, or filling stations. Here is an industry where
rradual, but substantial, deregulation seems feasible, practicable, and
iesirable.
Finally, we have the case of the airlines. When the Civil Aero-

iautics Act was passed in 1938, domestic trunklines flew 479.8 million
evenue passenger-miles. By 1952, this total had increased to
2,188.7 million, a 2,500 percent growth. Despite this tremendous
xpansion, however, not a single new trunkline passenger carrier has
ieen certificated. Established carriers have thus been given what
mounts to a perpetual monopoly over a new and growing industry.
Here, again, there is no economic justification for what seems to be
complete and permanent bar against the entry of newcomers. The

kyways are tree and the airport facilities are provided with public
unds. Capital costs are moderate and new facilities can be added in
elatively small doses. Given the tremendous increase in the demand
or air travel there seem to be no compelling technological or eco-
Lomic factors militating against the entry of at least 1 or 2 new
arriers.
Moreover, the experience with the nonskeds shows how necessary

he energizing and invigorating stimulus of competition is. It was
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the nonskeds who had enough faith in the future of air travel to
introduce coach service at a time when the Big Four though that such
service would entail substantial losses and would fail to promote an
increase in the demand. It was the nonskeds who rejected the cau-
tion, conservatism, and restraint of the big companies, and who
refused to bow before the apparition haunting every monopolist, the
assumed inelasticity of demand. It was the nonskeds whose initia-
tive, enterprise, and daring proved that competitive rate reduction
is more effective than the belief in the might of inelasticity.

If for no other reason than past performance the certification of
new competitors is urgently needed, competitors who do not demand
subsidies from the Government, competitors who are dynamic enough
to assure a phenomenal growth in a phenomenal industry. Such
growth will benefit not only the consumer; it will not only enable
Michigan residents to escape harsh winters with an airline trip to
beautiful Arizona, it will also contribute to our national defense, which
depends on a strong and vigorous airline industry. -

In conclusion, let me say that contrary to the prediction of Karl
Marx and the belief of his unknowing and unwitting disciples, mo-
nopoly in America is neither natural nor inevitable. Rarely is it a
response to technological imperatives or economic necessity. Never is
it the result of spontaneous generation or natural selection. More
often than that monopoly is the result of unwise manmade privilege
creating legislation which throttles competition and restricts
opportunity.

I think it is idle to expect enforcement of the antitrust laws alone
to assure us of a competitive economy in years to come. We cannot
have competition if the Government creates what the antitrust laws
are designed to prevent, if the Government itself helps fashion the
economy in the image of the cartels.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Adams' prepared statement appears at p. 572.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. George.

OPENING STATEMENT OF EDWIN B. GEORGE, DIRECTOR, DEPART-
MENT OF ECONOMICS, DUN & BRADSTREET, INC., NEW YORK,
N. Y.

Mr. GEORGE. With your permission, I will follow Mr. Adams' prece-
dent and read extracts from my report. I have taken my lead directly
from the Economic Report itself, giving the bulk of my attention to
the question of assistance to new and small business.

The policy issues here can be grouped under five headings: Gen-
eral management, industrial relations, availability of capital funds,
research and development activities, and taxation.

With respect to access to capital funds, the Economic Report calls
attention to the apparatus established by Congress in 1953 to help
small business to obtain adequate financing, claims that this has made
a useful contribution and in consequence recommends that the lending
authority made available-now almost fully committed-be enlarged.
I do not have much in the way of general criticism to offer of SBA's
operations under the statute. Their rules, especially that requiring
would-be borrowers to explore private channels before turning to the
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Government seem well devised and aid has still been given in a sig-
iificant number of cases. However, I do not see where this kind of
facility carries us far along the road to solution of what a study I made
several years ago persuaded me may be the prime need, namely, pro-
vision of equity capital, or at any rate some combination of debt money,
common-stock money, and preferred-stock money, as in the sandwich
deals of the British I. C. F. C., for businesses with requirements that
banks and other lending agencies cannot meet owing to a mixture of
prevailing standards, legal barriers, and concern for their creditors'
funds even though they recognize the merit of the objective, and which
cannot obtain funds from security markets save at prohibitive cost.
The area of primary interest has been defined by a fellow-panelist,
Dr. Kaplan, as including "the kind of businesses that can really com-
pete with larger businesses." It is the area between eight and a hun-
dred employees, and in some cases a little more than a hundred
employees.

After reviewing domestic anid foreign experience and looking at
the galaxy of remedies proposed, my impression was that the one
most worth trying was that envisaging establishment of regional cap-
ital banks under Federal Reserve auspices-the approach embodied
in bills introduced in several previous sessions of Congress by a former
chairman of the Joint Committee, Senator O'Mahoney. The scheme
has too many angles to permit full treatment here. I shall note merely
that it seems best to begin on a pilot-plant basis, selecting one or a few
FRB regions in which need for assistance is thought to occur most
frequently and in which the resident Reserve banks themselves have
been urging action, stipulating that firm arrangements should be made
from the outset for provision of complementary managerial and tech-
nical aid and for compelling applicants to accept such aid, if the
financing agency deems necessary.

As to research and deevlopment activities, my guess is that Mr.
Lilienthal's book-despite imperviousness to the existence of a prob-
lem of diminishing returns-probably reflected a large body of opin-
ion in claiming that our rate of progress during the past quarter cen-
tury is attributable to a "new competition" characterized by incessant
product and process innovation, which in turn largely arose from
research by large concerns competing in this fashion. It seems to me
that Dr. Kaplan takes a similar view in his recently published study
of big enterprise in a competitive economy.

This general slant invites some comment. First, and of lesser im-
portance, it is by no means demonstrably true. On the subject, Prof.
Edward S. MA~ason made some pertinent observations last year:

* * * the fact that research expenditures are highly concentrated in large firms
does not mean that important product and process innovation is the product of
large firms. This is something about which we know next to nothing. (The
New Competition, Yale Review, autumn, 1953, p. 44).

Prof. M. A. Adelman has expressed himself similarly in North-
western University Law Review. Symposium Review of Galbraith
and Lilienthal, May-June 1954, page 157. Even if, however, large
firms are now the main sources of progress, one may doubt whether
this must necessarily be so. As Mason notes, the rate of advance
during the past 25 years does not appear to have been greater than in
the preceding 25 years, or the latter again above that in the last half
of the 19th century. In other words, we grew as fast in a small-
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concern system as in one dominated by large units. Although, start-
ing with a rich new country, to maintain the same percentage rate
of growth over a long period of time is quite a feat, and the basic fact
in itself has no bearing on reasons for the eventual growth of large
concerns, which in its time has had great positive benefits; only the
narrow point is involved.

It is possible that one of the reasons why not only large concerns
but large-scale techniques are now so prominent in the economy may
be found in a combination of growth in nontechnological hurdles con-
fronting small concerns and of factors operating to place greater rela-
tive research emphasis in big outfits on large-scale methods.

On the latter point, there is'no doubt that, absolutely speaking, the
big research departments spawn many developments exploitable via
small-scale methods. These, however, one would expect to be ex-
ploited often in product lines which are either altogether new in the
system as a whole or, if not being somewhere, are possessed only by
concerns other than the finder.

In dealing with their own lines, stress may often be laid upon
developments yielding marginal cost savings with setups in which
huge capital has already been sunk rather than upon competitive
techniques of an entirely different order. Moreover, even where new
possibilities do not present a threat to the company's established lines
or production methods, one would expect less intensive inspection of
the potentialities of those involving only moderate capital outlays
than would occur in the case of concerns less well-fortified financially.
Under stronger pressure to dig for methods of modest optimal scale,
they might well find that these paid off a lot more frequently than is
now judged.

It strikes me-and I come now to the nontechnological obstacles
small units confront-that deliberate efforts to smooth the path for
small concerns considering innovations are quite desirable. Recent
liberalization in tax treatment of unusual research and development
expenses, discussed below, should contribute to this end, and so, too,
would improvements in access to capital-knowledge that if attractive
prospects came to the fore there was a good chance of obtaining the
capital necessary for commercial exploitation providing more in-
centive to experiment.

But I would not be surprised to learn that even under these condi-
tions room would be found for direct encouragement of research.

Mr. Chairman, because of the shortage of time I will refer only
to the remarks I had contemplated making on taxation, a few of which
are on page 8, and close with that.

Several real improvements have taken place, notably in two major
areas, viz., depreciation allowances and treatment of research and de-
velopment expenses. Businesses now have more flexibility in dealing
with the former and under the 1954 law all outlays for unusual research
and development can be deducted as current expenses.

So far as concerns averaging, however, the recent extension of carry-
back to 2 years simply restores an arrangement that had been in effect
during the period I am using as a base and the long carry-forward,
though much better than nothing, and of aid to new firms with enough
cushion to withstand early year losses, is of uncertain value to small
businesses running into trouble after a string of profitable years and
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being unable to tap outside sources for emergency needs. And, for
the rest, the total picture is not much different.

There isn't yet any income exemption-at any rate, from the normal
tax. Special treatment has not been accorded to reinvested earnings.
The partnership option is still unavailable. And it seems probable
that although on balance the jump in absolute fraction of pretax
earnings taken by the Government was somewhat lower for small
corporations, the dollar loss has injured the small outfit's ability to
expand more than it has that of the large firm, because of lesser ability
to take outside funds.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. George's prepared statement appears at p. 575.)
The CHAIRM3AN. Mr. Kaplan.

OPENING STATEMENT OF A. D. H. KAPLAN, SENIOR STAFF MEMBER,

THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. KAPLAN. As has already been indicated, the Economic Report
of the President, January 1955, explicitly defers the administration's
general treatment of the subject of monopoly and antitrust policy until
The Attorney General's National Committee To Study Antitrust Laws
has reported its findings (p. 48). The withholding of any reference
in the Economic Report to the current wave of corporate mergers is
presumably on the same ground. The Federal Trade Commission
announced last October it had embarked on a study of recent mergers
in the light of the section 7 amendment of the Clayton Act of 1950,
and that a report would be speedily prepared.

What comes closest to the subject of competition and monopoly in
the Economic Report is the section under the subhead "Assisting New
and Small Businesses," (p. 49). It refers to the Small Business Act
of 1953 establishing an independent Small Business Administration
in the Executive Office of the President, and recomends that the life
of the agency be extended beyond the present expiration date of June
-30, 1955.

The Small Business Administration was designed primarily to
help small businesses in obtaining and carrying out Government pro-
curement contracts, and in getting loans. But this temporary facility
for supplying emergency aid to small businesses that are unable to
obtain private financing does not cover the broader need (to which
Mr. George has already referred) of a regular, continuing channel for
investment banking at the small business-level.

Bills introduced in earlier sessions of Congress by Senator
O'Mahoney, and others, to help establish a system of investment banks
to handle the capital financing of new and growing small-scale enter-
prises failed of enactment. The chairman of the Select Committee
.on Small Business in the Senate-and I see Senator Sparkman is
here also as a member of this joint committee-has introduced a similar
bill for this session. It directs the formation of a system of regional
investment companies under the aegis of the Federal Reserve System,
with the commercial banks and other appropriate agencies as sub-
-scribers. It provides for a wide range of equity and debt financing
to new and growing smaller scale enterprises to which neither the
Small Business Administration nor our present private banking fa-
ecilities are geared.
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The development of a regular channel of investment for small busi-ness, to parallel on a smaller scale the means of capital financing
available to large-scale enterprise, must be regarded as a major step
in maintaining the balance of power and opportunity in our private
business structure.

Larger-scale enterprise has reaped benefits from increasing attention
to research and innovation. but that is not to say that innovation isexclusively the province of big business. On the contrary, there isthe continuous mutual stimulation and cross-fertilization of invention
and ingenuity in production and market development between largeand small business. Many familiar product innovations in modern
business-like the diesel locomotive, the vacuum can, rayon, and cello-
plYane-had their origin in the inventiveness of individuals and theenterprise of small concerns. At this very time, in what is loosely
called the electronics industry, numerous small laboratories and, plantsare creating the basis for growth into what may in years ahead showup as another Sylvania, Carrier, or IBM. But more often the in-portant innovations of individuals and small enterprises do not real-ize their full economic potential until they have been turned over tothe larger enterprises, equipped with highly organized technical and
financial resources.

It has frequently been pointed out that the underwriting of funds
for expansion of small business is prohibitively expensive and un-profitable under present conditions. The regular investment banker
is not equipped to handle that type of business. The commercial
banks have been dissociated from investment affiliates and are not ex-pected to share in the ownership risks of the small enterprise. Norare they prepared to supply the managerial guidance without whichthe mere furnishing of capital may prove ineffective.

This is an area that has to be plowed and carefully nursed alonguntil the techniques are learned whereby the capital financing ofthe small enterprise can be made a self -supporting and profitable
institution in our economic structure.1 Until this is done we shallcontinue to see small businesses selling out to big business becausethey have reached the limit of their own financial resources. Weshall continue to see established small businesses abandoned or sold
to the larger enterprise upon the retirement of the small-scale pro-prietor due to the financial inability of associates or other small en-trepreneurs to take over. And many a promising venture will be
stillborn for lack of a regular channel for screening, encouraging,
and developing small-scale ventures.

This type of capital banking, supported by competent guidance indeveloping new and small enterprise, has already become a useful
feature of the British and Canadian financing structures. It is hopedthat Congress will speed the filling of this gap in our national bank-ing system under conditions that will make the venture self-support-
ing and eventually profitable.

To maintain a vigorous small-business sector in the structure ofour competitive system also requires that we do not standardize thesmall-scale operation to the point where it is deprived of needed

1 I have previously testified at length on this subject before the Joint Committee on theEconomic Report, hearings on volume and stability of private investment, 79th Cong.,pt. 1, September 27, 28, and 29,1949.
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flexibility in competition and freedom of economic oportunity. Two
aspects of this problem that appear timely for public consideration
are retail pricing and labor relations.

In the 1930's some segments of small business took refuge in re-
sale price maintenance legislation and other State fair-trade laws, re-
inforced at the Federal level by amendments to the Sherman and
Clayton Acts. During the sellers' market that followed World War
II relatively few overt inroads upon the legalized price-fixing bar-
riers were attempted. The more recent trend toward a buyers' mar-
ket has, however, stimulated a spontaneous undercutting of resale
prices that had apparently been set to cover high distribution costs
and margins for the orthodox retail market.

The time appears ripe to reexamine the effects of the fair-trade
legislation and the support given to it by Federal legislation, on com-
petition and consumer spending habits. The dollar-conscious con-
sumer who has turned his patronage to the discount house has thereby
raised the larger question as to how far the standardization of mer-
chandising in the business population may be regarded an end in
itself, for the protection of which the consumer public is to pay the
price of substantial subsidies as it has done in other areas of the
economy.

I come now to another trend toward rigidity in our business struc-
ture, in the labor area, which affects the prospect for the survival of
small-scale enterprise. New business needs to be able to bid effectively
for labor as well as for capital. Small business is involved in the
progressive attainment by organized labor of a position where the
strength of union membership in large-scale enterprise can be success-
fully mobilized behind the drives to standardize wage levels and in-
come security across industry through collective bargaining. Where
the industry pattern is set by negotiation with the dominant firms,
little choice is left for collective bargaining with the smaller firms.
The small enterprise must fall in line on wages, job classifications,
supervisory personnel, time schedules, etc., without due regard to the
differences in the conditions applicable to small-scale operation.

Government unemployment insurance and retirement programs
have had the virtue that the benefit claims are vested in the worker and
can move with him. His unemployment benefits help him to support
himself and family while he is seeking other suitable work. Now,
partly because Gover-nment insurance did not keep abreast of rising
living costs, organized labor has sought to supplement Government
insurance with unemployment guaranties by individual companies in
particular industries; here the employee's claim to such supplementa-
tion is dependent upon his remaining attached to his company and
industry. Here, obviously, it is the diversified big enterprise that
will be in the best position to make the guarantee to recruit labor and
hold it. If the two forms of benefits-the public and the private-
are given simultaneously, the mobility supplied by Government insur-
ance tends to be offset by the rigidity of the labor force which is fos-
tered by company supplementations won in collective bargaining.
It seems necessary, therefore, in the public interest, to withhold Gov-
ernment unemployment insurance until company guaranties have been
exhausted, and thus save it as the reserve cushion when the worker
realizes that his old job no longer exists for him. (This point of view
is not intended to minimize, however, the importance of retraining,
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to provide suitable employment within the same company or industry
in keeping with technological change.)

Taken singly, the income objectives advanced by the labor leader-
ship have been defensible as coming for the most part within the
bounds of what can currently be drawn from the economy. There is
nonetheless a major long-range problem of reconciling the trend
toward standardized worker security patterns with the survival of
that mobility in the American economy which has been the basis of
successful business entry and a potent force in raising and widely dis-
tributing real income.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(Mr. Kaplan's prepared statement appears at p. 579.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mund.

OPENING STATEMENT OF VERNON A. MUND, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE, WASH.

Mr. MUND. Mr. Chairman, members of the Joint Committee, I have
an 8-minute statement which I would like to read. Since every-
body has a copy before him, I shall read it quite rapidly.

It is significant that the Employment Act specifically states that
maximum production is to be promoted in a manner calculated to fos-
ter free competitive enterprise. The two, indeed, in our system, are
closely related. The more effectively freedom of entry and price com-
petition operate the less will be the need to resort to public spending
and other monetary-fiscal measures.

1. THE PROBLEM OF RIGID PRICES IN DEPRESSION PERIODS

Why do business executives in certain industries, such as steel, main-
ta rices, and actually increase them in the face of declining de-
mands ? Why were industrial prices in the recession of 1953-54 more
stable than in the recession of 1948-49? Has the upsurge of mergers
accentuated price rigidity?

There is substantial agreement among economists that rigidity, or
inflexibility, of industrial prices in the face of declines in demand asso-
ciated with periods of recession is closely correlated with monopolistic
behavior, such as basing-point and zone pricing, price leadership, and
collusive trade association activity. Monopoly is the power to manage
price and to fix a price at constant levels over a period of weeks or
months, regardless of changes in demand.

In competitive industries, prices adjust downward with declining
demands, to provide a selling outlet for available supplies. Monopo-
listic, oligopolistic, industries, on the other hand, typically peg their
prices. This action prevents a clearing of the market or causes under-
utilization of plant facilities. It is an action, moreover, which has
secular and long-lasting consequences. The evil is that for years
monopolistic industries prevent and retard the reduction of prices
which they control. Unemployment and unused capacity in these in-
dustries grow and persist.

The problem of rigid prices is twofold. First, there is the problem
of the power to manage prices. When was this power achieved? How
was it achieved? What forms of direct control or antitrust action
should now be taken with respect to it?
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Secondly, there is the problem of why business managers, having
the power to manage prices, desire to peg prices, absolute constancy,
for periods of months or even years. Subsequently, I shall discuss
these questions, if it is desired.

2. THE ANTI3ERGER ACT OF 1950 AND ITS APPLICATION BY THE FEDERAL

TRADE COMMISSION

In applying the law in the Pillsbury case, 1953, the Commission
rejected the proposal of its attorneys, based upon the reports of con-
gressional committees, that the "substantiality test" should be used as
a yardstick-that is, "where a leading factor in the relevant market
having a substantial share of that market, acquires another factor in
that market also having a substantial share of that market," and the
effect may be substantially to lessen competition. Instead, the Com-
mission adopted a rule-of-reason approach and declared that it would
proceed on a case-by-case basis.

Despite the legislation of 1950, the merger movement is continuing
at a rapid pace. Should the rule of reason be added to the act of 1950
when it was not included by Congress, itself? Has the legislation of
1950 been seriously weakened by administrative interpretation?

3. THE RIGHT TO SELECT ONE'S CUSTOMERS

The antitrust agencies report that refusal to sell is one of the most
frequent complaints which they receive. Rarely is there any relief
for this aggravated form of discrimination. Why is it that particu-
lar buyers cannot freely secure supplies, such as gasoline, for cash on
the counter, even during periods of excess inventories and unused ca-
pacity? Is not freedom of access to markets an essential feature of a
free competitive economy! Should Congress reconsider the original
draft of the Clayton Act, 1914, which placed prohibitions on arbitrary
refusals to sell?

4. IS THE SO-CALLED NEW CONCEPT OF COMPETITION COMPATIBLE WITH

THE MAINTENANCE OF A FREE COMPETITIVE SYSTEM?

Currently, efforts are being made to get the courts and administra-
tive agencies to construe the antitrust laws with a new concept of
competition. The idea is to define competition so that it will describe
existing business practice. As one leading antitrust lawyer has said,
"The statutes can be construed administratively to fit the business
pattern desired."

The new definition of competition contemplated by the Business
Advisory Council of the Department of Commerce, D. E. Lilienthal,
A. D. H. Kaplan, and others differ greatly from the concept long
used by economists and the antitrust agencies. The essential idea of
the new concept is the presence of alternatives from which buyers
may choose. It is rivalry "between different ways of meeting the
same or a similar need." In this view, competition is seen to be pro-
vided through the choices of aluminum or copper, cigarettes, or
sweets.

The new concept omits an essential mechanism for the determina-
tion of prices, namely, price competition among sellers of a given
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class of goods. Substitute competition may be an important mod-
erating force, but will it prevent the placing of undue burdens on the
public? Does not the, acceptance of the new concept mean a revo-
lution in our basic antitrust policy?

a. IS PRICE DISCRIMINATION A COMPETITIVE PRACTICE IN THE PUBLIC
INTEREST, OR IS IT A MONOPOLISTIC PRACTICE?

Vast amounts of public testimony and congressional investigation
have led to the declarations of national policy in 1887, 1914, and
1936, condemning price discrimination as a monopolistic practice.
Historically, the view of Congress has been that the law should
protect competition-that it should not condone anything which
would injure competition. Recent Federal Trade Commission policy
on price discrimination and the Standard Oil of Indiana decision,
1951, have largely destroyed this principle. Today Congress must
restudy and decide anew (a) if the law should permit discrimination
to meet or match another's prices, even though injury to competition
has, in fact, resulted; or (b) if discrimination should be condemned
whenever the effect may be substantially to lessen competition.

6. THE POLICY OF T-IE FEDERAL TRADE COM1MISSION AND THE ANTITRUST

DIVISION WITH RESPECT TO BASING-POINT AND ZONE PRICING

In a series of cases, 1945 to 1948, the Federal courts declared that
basing-point and zone pricing is a form and method of monopoly. The
Pittsburgh-Plus, Corn Products, Staley, and Conduit (Count II)
cases, it may be noted, were not based upon conspiracy charges.

In 1948 the Federal Trade Commission declared that most of the
industrywide pricing systems were probably illegal. Vigorous ef-
forts were thereupon made to change the law. These failed.

The basing-point industries, however, have been successful in chang-
ing the admninistration of the law. So long as basing-point pricing
is carried on "innocently and independently," the Federal Trade Com-
mission stated in 1951, action will not be taken against it. This view
is quite erroneous. Legal and economic experts who have dealt with
the problem know that the practice is never independently and rarely
innocently indulged in.

As a result of its changed policies, the Federal Trade Commission
has fallen into a great dilemma. Insofar as two or more geographi-
cally separate mills quote local f. o. b. mill prices, and then regularly
discriminate, by absorbing freight, to meet delivered prices in each
other's backyard, are they not getting the same results as the con-
certed use of basing-point pricing? How can the practice withstand
the inference of conspiracy? Similarly, how effective is the work
of the Antitrust Division in condemning conspiracies to maintain
basing-point mechanisms, but then permitting systematic freight ab-
sorption to match prices? For example, the Ultramarine Blue case,
1954, and the Metal Abrasive case, 1954.

7. RAISING THE fAXIUMI FINE UNDER THE SHERMAN ACT

President Eisenhower is to be commended for his proposal to raise
the maximum fine which may be imposed under the Sherman Act. In
considering this measure, it is suggested that attention be given to
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the fact that there are relatively few instances today when Federal
judges actually levy the present maximum of $5,000. In some cases,
too, the judges levy a fine only on the corporation and not on the
officers who devise the monopolistic schemes.

Further, there is the problem that defendants can escape treble-
damage suits and stiff penalties through the plea of nolo contendere.
Rasing the maximum fine under the Sherman Act, moreover, may not
be effective so long as defendants found guilty of monopoly under
section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act are allowed to go
without any penalty whatsoever.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(TMr. Mund's prepared statement appears at p. 580.)
The CHAIRMAN. MAr. Quinn.
Mr. Quinn, as we all know, was formerly chairman of the General

Electric Finance Corp. and vice president of General Electric.

STATEMENT OF THEODORE K. QUINN, PRESIDENT, T. K. QUINN CO.,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. QUINN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I believe my statement comes within the 7-minute limit, and with

your permission I shall proceed to read it.
The President's Economic Report refers to "encouraging private

initiative" and "competition" and curbing "monopolistic tendencies."
It mentions such sources of the Nation's strength as its "free insti-
tutions" and "opportunities."

I am concerned with the extent to which our economy is no longer
free, opportunities restricted, and the capital and market power of
the relatively few giant corporations daily becoming greater, and
threatening our free institutions.

There are today 68 private billionaire corporations in the country,
most of them with greater annual incomes than the separate 48 po-
litical States in the Union. As few as 200 giants own outright the
most important half of all American industry. Their control, through
enormous purchasing power, reaches back and over tens of thousands
of suppliers who must either deal with them, on their price and speci-
fication terms, or be eliminated. It reaches outward also and covers
through contracts hundreds of thousands of subservient distributors
and dealers, dependent upon them for existence.

These giant collectives, so like dictatorships in their bureaucratic
organization forms and methods, are now assuming political as well
as economic roles, and through their skilled "public relations" pub-
licity, lobbies, donations to schools and colleges, and the subtle and
sinister influence of advertising expenditures on our communications
media, they are transforming the organization of our society into a
kind of American feudalism from which socialism appears to be the
only ultimate escape.

The process of concentration has proceeded so rapidly that the new
rule is 3 or 4 corporations controlling 75 percent or more of tih
production in each major industrial line. Traditional competi-
tion loses its constructive force under conditions where there are a
few Goliaths and many little people. It means tragic and foregone
conclusions when it marks contests between hundreds of millions of
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dollars, entrenched positions, and widely and intensively advertised
brand names, on the one hand, against a few million or less, hopeful
dollars, on the other-regardless of the relative merits of the goods
or services involved. The cry for "free enterprise" comes as a mockery
from those powerful giants whose real purpose is to be allowed to
pursue further their excesses, without restrictions.

The existence of giants in any field forces others to combine and
merge in self-defense-not necessarily for efficiency, as is so commonly
misrepresented, but for compensating capital and market power.

Another alarming wave of mergers is presently sweeping the coun-
try, although strangely there is no reference to it in the Economic
Report. We are moving headlong toward even bigger, dominating,
undemocratic corporations with their self-elected and self-perpetuat-
ing officers and directors, and a less stable economy that looks in-
creasingly to the Government for support. Powerful business is out
after income relentlessly. Labor fights, understandably, for a larger
share of that income. The result is an increasing wage and price
spiral in inflation, in which the consumer and the small investor, urged
by his Government to buy its bonds, is victimized.

The giant collectives certainly do not encourage private initiative
or price competition. Neither do they curb monopolistic tendencies
nor promote greater opportunity. On the contrary, concentrated
economic power imitates the dictators, crushes individualism, makes
mere numbers out of people, and threatens our democratic institu-
tions. It is no answer at all to point to our great productive capacity
or comparative prosperity. These are byproducts of a developing
youthful economy. They need not be characteristic of the maturity
that faces us. Neither is it any answer to play again the broken
record of the alleged 4,000,000 small and independent businesses in
the country without telling us how many are hot-dog-and-coffee stands,
or hopeless little capital dissipating ventures destined to' live like
flies for only weeks or months, or gasoline station tenants of the big
oil companies, misrepresented to the public as entirely free and in-
dependent dealers, but whose rents are constantly subject to prohibi-
tive increase in a way that makes virtual serfs of them; or of the
tens of thousands of suppliers living by sufferance; or of the hun-
dreds of thousands of automobile, appliance, household, and specialty
dealers, whose costs and sales prices are fixed, operating under con-
tracts that give them no protection and are cancelable on 30 to 90
days' notice '"with or without cause." Small and independent busi-
ness is going the way of the American Indian, fighting a pitiful rear
guard action, followed by our economic freedoms in retreat and then
by our political freedoms, which historically never long outlast eco-
nomic freedoms.

The remedy does not rest in small favors or benefits, skim milk or
tossed bones, or any one measure. There must be a national reawaken-
ing to the vital implications of the problem. Given recognition of its
deadly serious nature, its danger to our national welfare and revered
institutions, and a determination to act while there is still time, we
should proceed at once with courage and resolution to take the whole
matter in hand.

Distinctions should be made between necessarily big business and
those swollen giants for which there is a little or no justification from
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the standpoint of the good of our society. Our national policy should
be directed toward the active encouragement of new ventures, of the
genuinely independent and most efficient medium-sized firms, and the
discouragement of the multiple-line giants grown huge through ac-
quisitions and absorptions that should, for them, be made illegal.
They should be forced, wherever possible and practicable, to decen-
tralize physically and financially. Interlocking directorates among
them should be prohibited. Corporate taxes should be graded gradu-
ally upward as are personal income taxes so that as little as 10 per-
cent would be assessed against profits of $10,000, and as high as 75
percent when profits reach a billion dollars a year. Any remaining
corporations with $250 million or more in gross assets, or more than
10 percent of the business in any major line, should be declared to be
inevitably affected with a public interest. For each of these, at least,
one new director should be appointed by the President of the United
States, subject to Senate confirmation, and be in no way under any
private influence. These directors, representing the public, would
together constitute a national board of public directors where all of
the policies and practices of the individual giants would be aired.
The directors would be required through an effective central organiza-
tion to widely publicize all irregular practices, coercion, undue advan-

tages taken, illegal and unjust actions or contracts, bring to bear the

full weight of public opinion in the public interest, and continually
recommend remedial legislation to the Congress.

In the meantime, the antitrust laws should be strengthened in every
possible way, and all other means taken to restore genuine and full
freedom of opportunity and enterprise.

(The unread portion of Mr. Quinn's statement follows:)

The reality that confronts us is a decision as to the kind of a society we want.
Expressions like "free enterprise," "equal opportunities," and "encouraging pri-
vate initiative" no longer have the meanings ascribed to them a few decades ago.
What we have in fact is a corporate-directed society in which three-fourths of the
employed are working for someone else and more than one-half of all the em-
ployed are working for less than 1 percent of the corporations. A fundamental
change is in process.

Essentially, the differenccs now between our system and Russia's is that we
still have political freedom and a degree of economic freedom, at least at the
consumer retail level, whereas the Russians are completely subject to a single,
concentrated, nonrepresentative authority-the Kremlin. Politically, we have
representative authority concentrated in -Washington and in the 48 States of the
Union. Economically, we have about 250 major centers of private, nonrepresent-
ative authority. These are the huge corporations that are gradually assuming
political as well as economic roles. They were never contemplated by our
Founding Fathers, nor is there any provision for their commanding positions in
our basic law. Nevertheless, they are more intimately related to our daily lives
than the political authorities. For they largely determine, directly or indirectly,
where and how we work, for whom, how much we are paid, our housing, the goods
we consume, travel, entertainment, etc. Unless this picture is grasped one can-
not hope to understand our society.

The current trend is toward fewer and bigger centralized, nonrepresentative,
economic authorities, and in rather alarming fashion we appear to be accepting
them. The President's report indicates little concern. Democratic government
is responsible to a chain of command that rests finally with the people who vote.
Private power is not democratic; control is held privately by the few and there
is no effective vote. Those who would have us believe that freedom from a big
government is the only issue are either grossly misinformed themselves or they
seek deliberately to distract attention from the infringements of private power on
our freedoms. This is one of the most disappointing aspects of the President's

58422-55--34
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report. We are not partners in democratic government but merely subjects,
under corporate domination.

flow far we have gone toward accepting giant corporate power was indicated
some months ago when the able and gentlemanly Harlow Curtice, president of
General Motors, announced a projected expenditure of $2 billion for invest-
ment in the immediate future of that $10Obillion gross-income corporation. It
was widely acclaimed as a move that would help end the recession and bolster
the economy, as it undoubtedly did. What was left publicly unchallenged was
that any one man or a few should have that much power. No one reminded us
that General Motors c6uld have made a contrary decision with the reverse effect.
While good deeds are always praiseworthy, we are in grave danger when the
welfare of the whole country depends in any important degree upon the power
and judgment of any one or few nonelected human beings, however gifted.
That is the Russian, not the American way.

The employee of a big corporation which employs many or most of the people
in any community is quite beholden to his employer, except perhaps as the
employee may be heard through a trade union. It is for this reason that the
unions would be well and patriotically advised to keep their organizations
democratically controlled. Otherwise, they must be subject to the same criticism
as the corporation employer. The employee can be discharged at any time at
the will of his employer and be left without the means to live unless he can
somehow pull up his roots, sell his home, if any, and move with his family to
take a similar chance somewhere else. Indeed, the corporation may leave the
community entirely, as has been done in a number of instances, with the result
that it becomes a "ghost town"; or the employer may arbitrarily decide to move
certain departments of its business elsewhere leaving behind permanently
unemployed people, who must somehow be supported by the State or Federal
Government. If the employee is a specialist, as are most of the highly skilled
in industry today, on special machines or specific kinds of work or products,
his discharge at any time may forever deprive him of the opportunity to capi-
talize on the skill he has acquired through years of devotion to that special work.
Thus it is clear that the trend toward private concentrations of authority has
serious social as well as political and economic effects.

There is continuing evidence of the growing power of the big fellows over the
economy in the President's report. The 1954 income share of farmers fell to 4.1
percent of the total personal income, while that of small business dropped to 8.9
percent-both postwar lows. The share paid out in wages was 67.2 percent-
lower than in 1953 and 1952. Personal income received in the form of dividends,
from investments, rents and interest Increased from 11.4 percent in 1952 to 12.1
percent in 1951. Since it is the nonowners of investment capital who spend
most of their income for living purposes, it remains to be seen whether their
relative reduction will not adversely affect the 1955-56 level of business activity.

The discussion at the committee hearing developed some misunderstanding of
competition. Contrary to popular belief, competition is not always an unmixed
good. Beyond a point it can be quite destructive if our aim is to preserve our
democratic institutions. Competition between lions and dogs is not constructive
unless the purpose is to build a society of lions and eliminate dogs. Competition
in the automobile business, for example, has left us with only five companies.
There is little question but that General Motors and Ford could eliminate the
other three, and that eventually we may have only one, which again is essentially
what they have in Russia. The long-run view of power and efficiency therefore
requires us to consider now whether or not we should be better off with only one
automobile manufacturer. Shall we then have what we want? Will one, single,
private corporation doing an annual business of more than $20 billion, employing
over a million people, with all of its attendant private power, be efficient in the
larger social sense, or even the long-run economic sense? If we were wise we
should act now by law to prevent elimination of the remaining three manu-
facturers, other than Ford and General Motors which have the capital to take
care of themselves. Surely, five competitors is not too many in this great field.

One of the committee participants advanced the viewpoint, with respect to
Government properties to be sold, that they must always go. to the highest
bidder, regardless. This is adhering with a vengeance to outmoded ideas of
an imaginary free economy and competition. The notion eliminates every con-
sideration except immediate cost or price-no thought of political, social or even
long-run economic questions. It can only mean that the biggest, most powerful,
the richest, not necessarily the most efficient, competent or desirable bidder, will
prevail. Because the problems of modern society have become more complex
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there is a disposition to either duck them entirely or take the easiest way out,

settle them according to wornout formulas and rationalize the method and the
results.

One of the most dangerous of these rationalizations, expressed at the hearing,
regards the trend toward giant, private concentrates as "natural" and therefore
inevitable. It follows, unconsciously perhaps, the manner and logic of Karl
Marx's dialectic reasoning. What he predicted would undoubtedly have come

true and capitalism would indeed have failed, except for the changes, improve-
ments and innovations we have wisely adopted. The doctrine of inevitability is
fatalistic and fallacious. Why all of our efforts, our world building, our defense
program, our hopes and aspirations if there is an unavoidable which is going
to happen anywayl Every single act, every move we make denies its validity.
"You can't do nuthin about it," is a complete and cowardly surrender.

The CHAIRMAN. MIr. Stocking.

OPENING STATEMENT OF GEORGE STOCKING, PROFESSOR OF

ECONOMICS, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY, NASHVILLE, TENN.

Mr. STOCKING. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, the
President's Economic Report appropriately recognizes that the At-
torney General has appointed a national committee to study the anti-
trust laws and to recommend improvements to promote competition
and prevent monopoly. I understand that the committee's recom-
mendations will be forthcoming by the end of this month. When they
appear I assume the Congress wvill consider them carefully. Mean-
while, the President's report, without awaiting the committee's recomi-
mendations, recognizes the inadequacy of present penalties as a deter-
rent to violation of the Sherman Act and recommends a substantial
increase in the maximum fines that may be imposed under the act.

Two other problems seem to me to be sufficiently pressing to justify
the attention of Congress, and about one of them, at any rate, I be-
lieve we know enough to proceed intelligently. I refer to the McGuire
Act amending the Miller-Tydings amendment of the Sherman Anti-
trust Act. These amendments, as you know, authorize resale price
maintenance contracts in interstate transactions where States have
authorized them in intrastate transactions, and they make them bind-
ing on third parties.

The economics of this arrangement is fairly clear. Resale price
maintenance contracts have no meaning in a purely competitive
market. For a farmer to undertake such contracts covering the wheat
he sells would be both foolish and futile. For a resale price mainte-
nance contract to have meaning, the seller of the trade-marked dif-
ferentiated article must have some monopoly power in selling it. If
he had no monopoly power, no distributor would contract with him to
maintain its price.

By fixing a somewhat higher price for the resale of his product than
some retailers would charge in the absence of resale price maintenance
contracts, a manufacturer of a trade-marked article in effect puts a
sales tax oil it. Why does he do this? Manufacturers inaugurated
the practice of fixing the retail price of trade-marked articles to pro-
tect the goodwill with which differentiation and advertising enveloped
their products. They knew that retailers, when acting alone, might
by their promotion and pricing policies push or retard the sale of one
differentiated product at the expense of another and thereby might
adversely affect the maker of any particular product.
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Although in this way retailers may limit the monopoly power of
the maker of a trade-marked article, in doing so they may defeat their
own interests by engendering a vigorous competition among them-
selves. This has led them to favor a nonsigner clause in resale price
maintenance contracts to insure that all of them will observe the
manufacturer's resale price that any one of them contracts to maintain.

Lacking the power to insure common pricing policies without resort-
ing to unlawful collusion and having learned from experience that
some retailers will not voluntarily sign resale price maintenance con-
tracts, retailers have sought authority from the Government to coerce
recalcitrants. The McGuire Act supplies an element essential in mak-
ing the monopoly of the trade-marked articles effective. Although
some manufacturers have supported both the Miller-Tydings and the
McGuire amendments, the drive for their passage came from various
retail associations, chiefly the druggists' trade associations. Manu-
facturers instituted the practice to protect a limited monopoly, but
retailers have used it to cartelize trade.

In two respects the Miller-Tydings amendment as amended by the
McGuire Act is inconsistent with the aim of our antitrust statutes to
preserve a free competitive economy.

First, in legalizing resale price maintenance contracts on articles in
'-free and open competition" with commodities of the same general

class, the act embodies a conception of competition inconsistent with
modern economic ideas. Generally, trade-marked articles are sold by
relatively few rivals, among which "free and open competition" can
scarcely exist. In one instance, the right of the makers of color films
to fix the resale price of their product was upheld, although there were
only two producers of color films in the entire country.

Second, although the law authorizes only vertical price-fixing ar-
rangements, resale price maintenance contracts with a nonsigner clause
permit retailers to enjoy the fruits of horizontal price fixing without
paying its penalties. In doing so they not only tax consumers but
penalize efficiency in retail distribution. I believe such contracts have
no place in a program to promote competition and prevent monopoly.

The other problem which I regard as pressing is more complex and
we know less about it. I refer to the significance of the structure of our
contemporary economy and the position of the big companies in it.
The Economic Report concludes that our economy is strong and pro-
gressive because it comprises-
In addition to 5 million farm enterprises, 4 million independent centers of business
decisions-each potentially free to experiment with new ideas, new men, new
methods, and new products.

I believe this characterization overemphasizes the role of little
business and underemphasizes the role of big business in the economy.
The 4 million independent business enterprises comprise, on the one
hand, tens of thousands of barbershops, beauty parlors, laundries,
dry-cleaning establishments, small retail stores, and the like, together
with a lesser number of moderate-sized corporations; and, on the
other, a handful of giant corporations which in the aggregate control
approximately one-half of the corporate assets of the country. Clearly

a little businessman's decision signifies less to the functioning of the
economy than the decision of any one of the large industrial giants.

I do not believe we know enough about the social, political, and
economic significance of these large corporations, nor do we fully
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understand why they are so big. Sound public policy toward this
question calls for more knowledge of the causes and consequences of
bigness. On these issues economists differ. I for one believe that our
several combination movements have played the major role in shaping
industrial structure, and I have not found convincing those studies
which come to a contrary conclusion.

While we cannot safely generalize about the economic consequences
of bigness, I believe that if we wish to preserve a free private-enter-
prise economy-and I think we can agree on the desirability of this
objective-public policy should be directed toward insuring as many
firms in an industry as is consistent with the economies of scale. Many
firms I believe have exceeded this limit, and mergers have played
an important role in their doing so.

While the question of the extent and character of changes in our
antitrust statutes may appropriately await the report of the Attorney
General's committee, I believe the Congress should give serious con-
sideration to a clearer declaration of their purposes, and I have the
temerity to suggest that this might be done by amending our basic
antitrust statute, the Sherman Act, through the incorporation of a
preamble of the following sort:

"It is the policy of the Congress of the United States to encourage
an effective competitive economy. This policy is designed to insure
as many sellers in interstate markets as is consistent with the economies
of scale. It is not intended to prevent growth through efficiency but
to prevent the accumulation of market power, particularly through
the merger of independent firms, the preemption of the supply of
limited natural resources, or the abuse of patent privileges, and to
prevent any and all restrictive agreements among business rivals.
It strikes at power over the market, not economic efficiency."

The CHAIRMAN. If I may ask just a few questions of the panel?
You make an interesting suggestion, Dr. Stocking, but, as I under-
stand it, a preamble has no legislative effect. It merely enables the
courts to try to judge legislative intent and I wonder if you had any
specific ideas as to how this general purpose could be effected?

Mr. STOCKING. I think you are quite correct, but I believe that one
of the reasons why Supreme Court decisions have sometimes given
approval to existing industrial structures is the uncertainty which has
been incorporated into the law by judicial decision with respect to
the meaning of the statutes.

Section 1 of the Sherman Act prohibits every contract or combina-
tion, whether in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy in re-
straint of trade. The language is comprehensive in scope. In my
judgment, a study of the records of the Congress which enacted the
statute will reveal that it was the purpose of the Congress to go as
far as it could in restricting all interferences with free competition,
but the adoption of the so-called rule of reason and its interpretation
in the 1911 cases have resulted in court decisions which have legalized
industrial combinations even though the record indicated that their
size and growth were the result of the acquisition of independent
firms and even though they had thereby obtained control over the
market. I believe that a clearer declaration of purpose would have
a significant influence on the manner in which the law is interpreted
and enforced.
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* The CHAIRMAN. Well, I tend to agree with you, but I am wondering
about specific provisions to implement that purpose. Some years ago
a rather able inventor by the name of Raymond published a book
in which he advocated that the total number of employees in a plant
producing a given product with multiple shipping points should be
limited to X-an unknown number-employees. He would permit
economy's efficiency inside the firm to exist. He would permit inte-
gration and vertical combination insofar as that served efficiency,
provided the products were sold from one point, but he would limit
what is termed horizontal combination where he argued the advan-
tages were not economic but market advantages where the advantages
of the firm in question were disadvantageous for other firms, and not
advantageous for the economy, and he therefore proposed a limitation,
a simple rule that Congress fix X number of employees as the maxi-
mum to be hired by any one firm with multiple shipping points for
a given product.

You probably read that book, and have some ideas about it. What
is your judgment?

Mr. STOCKING. Well, I am skeptical of any arbitrary rule which
would limit size. I believe that the number of employees appropriate
to the optimum size plant will vary with technological conditions.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, he would permit the size of an individual
plant to be as large as it was efficiently possible. It is merely that if
you have a multiple shipping point the total would be limited.

Mr. STOCKING. Well, I am again somewhat skeptical of such a rule
or provision. I hope I have an open mind about it, but in effect that
would mean that a firm which by reason of its good fortune and fore-
sight and administrative capacity or luck, as the case may be, had
accumulated surplus funds available for investment, and had been
permitted by Congress in the wisdom of its taxing power to retain
those funds, or a firm which might go out into the market and obtain
funds, would be prohibited from building, as I understand it, a plant
in some other section of the country in which it would do business.

Now, that would seem to me to be a very far-reaching change in
contemporary policy with respect to the rights of a business firm.

The CIHAIRMAN. Well, let me make it clear that I am not neces-
sarily advocating this idea, but in the absence of some concrete test,
if you depend purely on administrative agencies and courts, do not
the monopolies, the quasi-monopolies, the oligopolies, the big firms,
always put out public representatives, with the result that the regu-
latory bodies come after a while to be controlled by the concerns which
they are supposed to regulate; the nerves of the Attorney General
being atrophied or cocainized, and, in general, the draft process, the
intent of Congress is violated, the administrative agencies do not
protect the public.

Those are harsh charges, and I see the representative of the Attorney
General smiling, but is not that substantically a true statement?

Mr. STOCKING. I think there is considerable truth in the observation
that a regulatory agency exposed continuously to the social and
political and economic pressures of the agency regulated

The CHAIRMIAN. The group regulated?
Mr. STOCKING. The group regulated, I think there is a danger of

the members of such an agency changing their point of view with
regard to what constitutes sound public policy; hence, I am a little
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bit skeptical of Mr. Quinn's suggestion that you place on the board
of directors of the large corporations a public representative. I am
skeptical about the point of view which such a public representative
might over the years come to hold.. Moreover, I think there is a dif-
ference between a regulatory agency set up to establish rules and
regulations with respect to the operation of business, and an agency
which has the obligation under congressional enactment not to regu-
late an industry but to see that the industry does not regulate itself
in such a way as to eliminate competition.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, we need a virile Department of
Justice?

Mr. STOCKING. I did not get your verb?
The CHAIRMAN. Virile, it is an adjective.
Mr. STOCKING. I think we always need a virile Department of

Justice, particularly an antitrust division.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it is possible to attain that?
Mr. STOCKING. I think in the last two decades, dating back at least

to the year in which I was first associated with the Antitrust Division,
it has been a rather virile organization. That is to say, my observa-
tion in 1942 was that it was a very virile organization. It is my ob-
servation that within the limits of its funds today the Antitrust
Division is still a virile organization, but I think it is being seriously
handicapped by the loss of competent help; and I think that a Gov-
ernment department, like any other group in our society, is subject
to the impact of public opinion with respect to what is good and
what is bad. I think there are changes, there are vogues in the en-
forcement of the Antitrust Act, and I think that those vogues may
reflect the changing public opinion with respect to it. I think it
highly important that the law be so clear in its purpose and intent
that its administration will not be affected adversely by passing vogues
with respect to the economic theory or ideas which the public may hold
with respect to the significance of size and to the importance of
competition.

(Mr. Stocking's prepared statement appears at p. 582.)
The CHAIRMAN. Does anybody else want to volunteer a suggestion?
Mr. Mund?
Mr. MEND. Senator Douglas, I would like to say that I can see real

merit in your proposal.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is not my proposal. It is the proposal

of Mr. Raymond.
Mr. MEND. Yes; but I suggest that there is danger that an ad-

ministrative agency, as the FTC or the Department of Justice, might
interpret it in such a way as to defeat the purpose of the law, as in the
Antimerger Act of 1950. I think Congress spelled out very clearly
what was to be prohibited in the Antimerger Act of 1950, and yet
the tests spelled out by Congress have largely been set aside by the
inclusion of the rule of reason.

The CHAIRM1AN. It was the argument of Mr. Raymond that the
naming of a specific number would preclude the rule, that you would
simply have to find out, (a) if the concern had multiple shipping
points, and (b) if it had more than X number of employees, say
50,000 or 100,000, or what have you.

Mr. MUND. That is true, but I think that an administrative agency
could still find a way to get around it, if it so desired.
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The CHAIRMAN. In other words, no matter what Congress intends
the administrative agencies will subvert the principles of the legis-
lation?

Mr. MUND. They can do so if they so desire.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think they have in the past?
Mr. MUND. In a great many cases I think they have, and I think

the answer must be found basically in the type of men that the Presi-
dent appoints, and the Senate confirms, for the Antitrust Division
and the Federal Trade Commission.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you know, if anybody defends the interests
of consumers on a regulatory commission, he is immediately sub-
jected to a crossfire of attack and it becomes extremely difficult for
the President to reappoint him, and objections are raised to his con-
firmation by the Senate. You know that every feature of his past
is gone over with a fine-tooth comb, and if anything derogatory can
be found, it will be brought forward.

Under those conditions, those who protect the public interest are
exposed to a terrific strain, and the safest thing is to go along, and
when their term on the regulatory commission is over, most of them
can find employment in private industry, frequently in the concerns
which they supposedly regulated, at very large increases in salary,
so that the road to promotion in private industry frequently lies
through the regulatory agencies .of the Government.

Mr. MiUND. Mr. Chairman, some people have raised the question
whether appointment, say, to the Federal Trade Commission, for ex-
ample, should be subject to Senate confirmation. Perhaps, the party
in power should have the opportunity to put across a program for
which the voters have elected' them to office.

That is true in certain foreign countries, such as Sweden. There,
such appointees are not subject to parliamentary confirmation.

The CHAIRNMAN. You seem to think the evils come from the Senate
and not from the President. My observation is, on the whole, the
legislative bodies are more anxious to enforce competition than the
Executive.

Mr. MUND. I think you are right.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. They only ex.ercise power through con-

firmation.
The CHAIRMNAN. They exercise only negative power.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. That is right.
Mr. Quinn.
Mr. QUINN. As I recall Mr. Raymond's book, the title was "The

Limitist." My reservation at the time had to do with a practical
point. It seemed to be quite radical and less likely, therefore, to
achieve any degree of acceptance.

Mr. Stocking has referred to my proposal for public directors and
I think perhaps I am guilty of not making it clear that I would not
introduce another regulatory agency. What I had in mind was to
recognize the fact that these giant companies are quasi-public insti-
tutions and yet the public is not represented. The National Board of
Public Directors would be a sounding board, if you please; a publicity
organization more than anything else. That is where the offenders are
vulnerable, not so much to fines.

Let it be known through some accredited group what the nature of
each offense is. One of our great difficulties now is that because of the
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hundreds of millions of dollars that are poured into advertising, that
support the newspapers and the magazines, television and radio, it is
almost impossible to get both sides of the story printed anywhere.
Even this week in Look magazine Mr. Gardner Cowles has an article
in which he shows how the public approves of big business. He uses
the word "big" indiscriminately without making any distinction be-
tween necessarily big and unnecessarily giant, but, of course, after
all these years of pounding away during which no one of the slick
publications, including Look, would ever dare print anything in the

slightest degree inimical to giant business or even give the other side

a hearing, why, of course, the public has been misled.
Mr. MUND. Senator Douglas, I would like to make two comments on

this idea of consumer representatives. Under the NRA program the

law provided for consumer representatives in the steel code. The

steel people said "Yes, we will take a consumer representative, pro-

vided he is acceptable to us."
Secondly, when Senator Capehart had a committee to study basing-

point pricing, he provided for the inclusion of consumer members on

his committee, and one can examine the list to see whether or not they

really represented the consumers. I question the wisdom of consumer

representatives on the basis of those two examples-NRA and the

basing-point inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. There is only one more question that I would like

to ask. Some years ago I introduced a bill, one of the variety of bills

to provide capital for small business and for business which was just

starting. I modeled it on the system in Germany with a provision for

public funds, but with the public funds to be retired gradually -out

of the earnings of the system and with ultimate control in the hands

of the small business borrowers.
Now, when I did that, I was met with a perfect barrage of objection

and I was told that existing credit facilities were adequate for any

small business which was sound. I would like Mr. George to comment

on that, and perhaps differentiate between fixed capital and working
capital.

Mr. GEORGE. Yes. Of course, it is a highly necessary differentiation.

It is indispensable. Of all the people whose works I have seen, I don't

recall any strong contention that small business could not have access

to working capital. The main problem is the need for intermediate

and long-term fixed capital, and I must say, in candor, that it is diffi-

cult to develop a well-documented case for a need of any specific mag-

nitude. We were unable to do that.
As you know-and Senator Flanders is very familiar with efforts

of this kind, having sponsored one himself-there are many private

agencies in the country now that are trying to locate the small firms of

particular merit and promise, and they have very tough going; that is,

those that combine the properties of capable management and a good

product and the other qualities that a man wants to see before he sinks

his money.
Our conclusion in the end had to be based on spot evidence. We were

convinced from the fact that cases are found that there must be many

more of them that could be found and it was the kind of situation in

which doubts ought to be resolved in favor of giving help rather than

allowing good human resources to go to waste.
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Now from that point on, you get into all sorts of questions as to the
instrumentality which should be set up. We chose one in the end with-
out any strong feeling of certainty about it, that it was the best. Our
reasoning was that, particularly within the framework of this discus-
sion, our concern should be in the main with the seed corn of business
organization, the ones that could grow up and offer effective and vigor-
ous competition to large business, an so we had in mind largely the
firms within that bracket.

I think Dr. Kaplan did the same in his classification of firms having
between eight and a hundred employees, and in the end we did prefer to
have the effort made on a pilot-plant basis by the Federal Reserve
banks, many of whom have been deeply interested in this quetion, al-
though sitting on opposite sides of the fence as to the extent of the need.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, do you feel the lack is in getting capital
for plant, for equipment, machinery?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes; it might also be in the case of a concern that hadpushed ahead a little too vigorously, that was overextended on general
grounds, and needed a little bit of parental help-because management
has to go with these offers of money.

The CHAIRMA~vN. W~rell, why don't the local banks make these loans?
Mr. GEORGE. Local banks are restricted in many ways from making

this type of loan. I never thought that local banks should go to the
extent of making capital loans, loans for working captial, yes, but not
long-term loans. Many of them have, of course.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course.
Mr. GEORGE. Many of them have, but I think they ran up to around

3-year or 5-year loans, and they are more restricted than the kind ofaccommodation that we have had in mind.
The CGAIRAIAN. Well, are they restricted by their own decision or

by the rulings of the bank examiners?
Mr. GEORGE. Well, of course, it is both. You have a large universe

of bankers here. and as you well know, you will find a whole spectrum
of ideas among them and convictions as 'to what they should do.

The CHAIRMI AN. Do you think that legislative relaxation of the rulesof bank examiners, national bank examiners, would help?.
Mr. GEORGE. Well, on two counts I question it. One is that that is

opening Pandora 's box, in a way, and there are so many other considera-
tions involved that I would hesitate to speak about them firmly asof this moment.: and the second is that I think that there are otherremedies more plainly available and we ought to try them.

The CHAIRMAN. That is, new institutions?
Mr. GEORGE. New institutions on an experimental basis. Bear in

mind too that part of the need is for equity capital. Commercial bankscan't supply this.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wolcott.
Representative WoLCorr. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. MIr. Patman.
Vice Chairman P.A.TMfAN. Mr. Adams, You mentioned a $50,000 fine,

and I believe increasing the fine. What effect would a $50,000 fine
have on a giant corporation that is willing to pay $100,000 for an
emcee on one of our radio or television programs?

Mr. ADAMNIS. Well, as you recollect, of course, Congressman Patman,
the fine itself is a punitive device. It is not an instrument for cor-
recting the basic cause of the malady.
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. But shouldn't it be sufficient to deter the
would-be offenders?

Mr. ADAMS. The fine itself is inadequate, and even if you raised
it to $50,000-

Vice Chairman PATMAN. It would still be inadequate?
Mr. ADAMS. It would still be inadequate.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Should you leave it up to the judge? He

is appointed for life. He is a public servant, and if he makes an error,
there is a certain court of appeals to correct it, there is the United
States Supreme Court to correct it. Why shouldn't you leave it up
to the judge of the court to determine what would be a deterrent and

what would be the right kind of fine? Don't you think that should

receive consideration.
Mr. ADAMS. Well, it should. I do not know what precedent there

is for an indeterminate fine. Of course, the courts have been quite

willing in the United Mine Workers case to impose quite a sizeable

fine.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. And you mentioned about the prices of

certain things increasing. Wasn't the price of selected steel items

recently increased when the steel companies were only producing at

a rate of about 80 percent of their capacity?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. That can only be done where a monopoly

is in control, isn't that so?
Mr. ADAMS. That is right.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. That is the only time it can be done and

that same thing applied to other situations, like aluminum and copper,

does it not?
Mr. ADAMS. That is correct.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thereby increasing the price of industrial

raw and semiprocessed materials and squeezing the nonintegrated

and small concerns unnecessarily.
You mentioned about the trucks awhile ago, having a roadway fur-

nished them free. Of course, the trucks pay gasoline taxes and other

taxes; do they not?
Mr. ADAMS. That is quite correct. All I meant to imply there,

Congressman Patman, was that there was no fixed expense in the same

sense as the railroad providing a roadbed, and if the expense can be

met on a pay-as-you-go basis, entry into that kind of industry is

easy, or could be easy.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. May I ask Dr. Stocking a question:
You are a member of this advisory committee; are you not, Dr.

Stocking?
Mr. STOCnNG. No, sir.
Vice CH1AIRMIAN. You were selected; were you not?
Mr. STOCKING. I was invited to be a member, but I did not accept

the invitation.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, I know originally you were offered

a place. Are you on it, Dr. Adams?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir, I am.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Maybe I was mistaken about the way that

was set up. I thought Congress had something to do with setting it

up. I have been told by one of the staff members here it was set up by

the Attorney General as a voluntary organization.
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Where does the group get the funds with which to operate?
Mr. ADAMS. Of course, the members of the Commission are unpaid.

I think such funds as the Committee has available come from the anti-trust appropriation. Mr. Foote, I think, is in a better position to an-swer that question than I am.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. From the Department of Justice?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Of course, Congress appropriates the

funds and therefore we have a connection with it and a responsibility
for it.

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I have certainly appreciated and enjoyed

all of the statements that have been made, but there is one outstanding
statement to my mind, having worked with the Small Business Com-mittee now for about 15 years, since it was organized, and having givena great deal of time and attention to small and independent business, Ithink Mr. Quinn made one of the finest, the most intelligent and oneof the most forthright statements I have ever heard.

There are a couple of paragraphs in this statement that I should
shock every Member of Congress out of his seat. It is really shocking,it is disturbing, and yet it is the truth, and we all know it and recog-
nize it and do nothing about it.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I want to read two short par-agraphs here. Some of the members probably were not here, but Ihope you listen to this. This is Mr. Quinn's testimony:
There are today 68 private billionaire corporations in the country. Most ofthem with greater annual incomes than the 48 political States of the Union. Asfew as 200 industrial giants own outright the most important half of all Ameri-can industry. Their control through enormous purchasing power reaches backand over tens of thousands of suppliers who must either deal with them on theirprice and specific terms or be eliminated. It reaches outward also and coversthrough contracts hundreds of thousands of subservient distributors and dealers,dependent upon them for existence. These giant collectives, so like dictatorshipsin their bureaucratic organization forms and methods, are now assuming politi-cal as well as economic roles, and through their skilled public relations publi-city, lobbies, donations to schools and colleges, and the subtle and sinisterinfluence of advertising expenditures on our communications media, they aretransforming the organization of our society into a kind of American feudalismfrom which socialism appears to be the only ultimate escape.

iIs it your opinion, Mr. Quinn, that about the nearest step to social-ism in our country is through the monopolistic route?
Mr. QUINN. I think that we are on the way.
Vice Chairman PATAIAN. In other words, when a whole industry

gets into the hands of one concern, then we will go back and begin toconsider what the Republican Party used to put in its platform all ofthe time, and what the Democrats used to put in their platform all ofthe time, there was no difference of opinion between them on the pointthat private monopoly was indefensible and intolerable; they will goback to that and say: Now if it is a private monopoly, we will justtake it over.
Is that your concern about it?
Mr. QUINN. That is right. When you get to the point of where itis just a question of who is going to run it, I may be in favor of, and Iam, of free enterprise, so-called, or what little is left of it, but whenit gets to be a question of whether I am going to be controlled by
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relatively few or one private interest, on the one hand, where my vote
means nothing, or on the other, where at least I am an American citi-
zen and have an effective vote, the choice will be easy and I will vote,
for democratic socialism.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, there is one point that can be devel-
oped from what you said here that shows the public interest in these
giant corporations, and that is the question of costless capital. It is
my contention a small concern is vulnerable to the attacks of the large
concern. I will tell you why. These monopolistic concerns can ad-
minister their prices. It has been proven recently. When the war
was over, prices were not reduced. When the excess-profits tax was
repealed, it was said that prices would be reduced, but they were not
reduced. The reason was that they wanted to charge the consumers
all the traffic would bear for the purpose of not only paying their
operating expenses, and providing large dividends to their stockhold-
ers but in addition they wanted to have a huge amount set aside as re-
tained earnings which they could use as costless capital. The little
concern could not do that. It was not big enough to do it. With this
costless capital, the large concerns put in plants and stores all over
the United States in competition with small concerns, and what
chance has the small man across the street from an outlet like that
that is being provided and furnished with costless capital to sustain
it when the little man has to go to the bank and pay a high rate of
interest.

In other words, if he has got to borrow his money for expansion,
what chance would he have, Mr. Quinn?

Mr. QUINN. I would say very little. The difference in the cost of
capital would be a very generous contribution to the margin of profit
for the very large company. That is why I think the question is one
of policy, whether we want to go that way.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. That is right, and there is another aspect
of this that is affecting our economy right now. It is affecting the
stock market. I pointed out a year and a half ago before this com-
mittee the fact that people do not have the opportunities to invest
now. These large billionaire concerns are not putting out as many
new securities as they used to when they were smaller and had to have
money. They were issuing new securities then and savers and inves-
tors had an opportunity to buy those securities but as they have gotten
large, they can get their costless capital out of the consumer and they
not only do not have to borrow new capital, but they can actually go
into competition with investment companies and banks. They are
doing it today. The opportunities to invest have been restricted with
the result that investors go into the stock market and buy up existing
securities in competition with other people.

Don't you think that enters into the stock market today, Mr. Quinn?
Mr. QUINN. I do.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. And it has a devastating effect. In Feb-

ruary 1953, the margin requirement was reduced by the Federal re-
serve to encourage people to come in and invest, and expand margin
trading. Then the brokers promoted the plan to buy stocks
on the investment plan, $5 down a month, inducing them to come in.
Then the Treasury sponsored a bill to exempt the first $100 of divi-
dends from taxation to bring more of them in. Consequently with
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a large group looking for an opportunity to invest, with the incentives
provided for investment, certainly we would have a boom stock mar-
ket. But this is a boom based on "paper" not on "wheels."

It is just a question of how long it will last. One other point and I
will be through.

A remedy has been offered which I think is a very sensible remedy
for handling the problem of bigness. I am referring to the suggestion
of Mr. Quinn. It is based upon ability to pay. That is what our
present income-tax law is based upon, ability to pay. It is being vio-
lated, and laws have been passed disrupting it and changing its course,
but that is the principle upon which it is based, ability to pay.

Now, Mr. Quinn suggests that these giant corporations should be
made, wherever possible and practical, to decentralize physically and
financially. Interlocking directorates among them should be pro-
hibited. Corporate taxes should be graded gradually upward as are
peisolnal income taxes, so that as little as 10 percent would be assessed
against profits of $10,000, and as high as 75 percent when profits reach
$1 billion a year.

Now remaining corporations with $250 million or more in gross
assets, or more than 10 percent of the business in any major line,
should be declared to be inevitably affected with a public interest. I
think that is a good suggestion and a fine remedy and I hope it is
considered by this Congress.
* I am going to keep on pointing it out to them, I can assure you
of that.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I have a few other questions, but I will desist
now until the other members have an opportunity.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Flanders.
Senator FLANDERS. Mr. George, I noted your reference to the fact

that I have had some experience with this problem of finding capital
for small companies.

Mr. GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator FLANDERS. I have had that experience in three different

ways. As president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, I favored
the extension of capital loans for business under certain conditions.
The bank had had a good experience but only a few cases where it
seemed warranted. Now, the second experience also occurred in Bos-
ton, where I joined with some other Boston people in the forming of
the American Research and Development Corp. for channeling private
and fiduciary -funds into capital support of new undertakings. That
has proved to be very good. It is broadening year by year.

There is one interesting thing about it, however, which I think is
pertinent to these capital loans in general, and is in a way a discourag-
ing feature. That is that it has been found necessary, in most cases,
to supply management council as well as capital funds, so that the scale
of the operation becomes dependent not merely on the supply of money
available, but also on the supply of managerial ability available.

I think the managerial ability has set a lower limit for the opera-
tions than has the lack of capital which might be made available.
Then, thirdly, I have had the experience of sponsoring in the Senate
legislation which originated with the researches of Dr. Kaplan for the
CED, and that we never were able to get to.

I believe you joined me, or I joined you. I forget who joined whom,
but you inevitably feel that there is an unfilled spot of some sort in
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that area and I have had experience with two and have endeavored
to set up a third one, but I did find, as I say, whether in the bank or
in.the American Research and Development Corp., that there was a
need, particularly in the new organization ofttimes for management
supervision, as well as for capital investment.

NTow I would like to raise a couple of questions of Mr. Adams. We
are supposed to be asking questions, -Mr. Chairman, wnd I am malking
speeches.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we are not precluded from making
comments.

Senator FLANDERS. Very well. One of the notes in Mr. Adams'
paper, in section 4, legislative power, speaking of the Atomic Energy-
Commission, states that an open door does not afford equality of op-
portunity when some contestants are on the doorstep while others are
miles away.

It would seem to me that throwing atomic energy open to competi-
tion, particularly in the field of power development, is a very difficult.
undertaking. So far, the private investors in atomic power have been
invited in in accordance with their willingness to put millions into the.
project themselves. In other words, that is the door that has been
thrown open, and that foot that is put into that open door is in the
form of millions of dollars of the private corporations' own funds.

Now whether it could be done any other way, I do not know, but it,
seems to me that the conditions uncdeq which power development has.
been offered to the public should be noted.

Have you any comment on that?
Mr. ADAMS. Well, Senator, you have pointed to a real difliculty-

there. What I had in mind primarily on this open door question is.
the point that was made very clear in the Senate debate on the bill
and that referred primarily to patents. There was a handfull of)
companies that had the advantage of being in the atomic energy pro-
gram. They gained experience and know-how at Government ex--
pense and they were in a dominant position as of 1954, when the act.
was passed.

They had the know-how and newcomers would find it difficult to-
enter the field. Now, whether the protection afforded by the 5-year-
compulsory licensing period is adequate, I don't know. It is too soon
to tell. But I think Congress might have been willing to extend that,
compulsory licensing period to about 10 or 15 years.

I think we would have played it much safer that way. Nobody-
has the power to predict the future and I would hesitate to do so, but.
on the record I think this is extremely dangerous.

Senator FLANDERS. I also note your reference to the ICC's control
of the interstate common carrier truck. I may say that I am allergic
to these highway boxcars. I do not like to meet them, I do not like to.
pass them, I do not like to see them. They are an abomination of
desolation, spoken of by the prophet Jeremiah, yet I do not find any
more than you do here the justification for controlling them, for get-
ting a certificate of convenience and necessity and submitting to rate
regulation.

In spite of the fact that I do not like them, I do not see that the
regulation is justified on public grounds.

Mr. ADAMS. Senator, if I may expand on that point, one of the
basic questions before the committee is how can we promote more-
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competition, and I respectfully suggest that the Government itself
has today become a promonopoly force in the economy and I hope
Senator Douglas will bear me out on this, but if you read Adam
Smith carefully, Adam Smith did not have in mind, when he opposed
governmental interference in the economic life of a nation, he did not
have in mind the things that the self-righteous and self-serving free
enterprisers are today talking about. He objected to government in
those days because it was an instrument for creating monopoly, be-
cause it was an instrument for creating privilege, and that was the
thing that Adam Smith attacked.

Now I venture to say that Adam Smith an4 the lesson he tried to
teach are as applicable today as they were in 1776, and one way to
get more competition is by getting the Government to reduce the regu-
latory power that Government exercises in such fields as trucking and
airlines, and so on. These are specific danger areas that Congress
might pay attention to.

The CHAIRtANx. But where there is a natural monopoly, would you
say that regulation should be amended, as, for example, in the trans-
portation of natural gas?

Mr. ADAMS. Well, Senator, there is no question about that, but even
where you have the natural monopoly, I would be very strongly in
favor of a yardstick notion. Some competitive element being intro-
duced, because the history of regulation shows that without a competi-
tive yardstick, regulation is impossible; it is ineffectual; and it does
not protect the consumer interest.

There was a time when the doctrinaire "Liberal"-and I use that
word in quotation marks-used to think that all ills of society could
be solved simply by regulating the monopolist or by taking him over.
I venture to say that is no solution.

I think our experience with the regulated industries has shown that
the solution lies in competition and not in regulation, because the regu-
latees will wind up doing the regulating.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I agree with you, and I do not know the
opinion of the other members; but where the cost of a pipeline is so
great that you do not have alternative pipelines serving an area or a
customer, is not that more or less natural monoply?

Mr. ADAMS. I would think so, yes, sir; but that, of course, does not
apply in the transportation field.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand, but I did not want you to go too far
in this attack on regulation.

Senator FLANDERS. The last item is a true bill of particulars against
the Government. Is the effect of Government regulation on-what
kind of airlines do we call it-nonscheduled airlines-are there any
elements of natural monopoly in the airlines that requires holding
down the nonscheduled ones and favoring the established airlines?

I do not see that you have gone into that question as to whether there
are any, as to what the justifications may be.

Mr. ADAMS. Well, Senator, I think the basic question there is not
how much monopoly do we dare to tolerate, but rather how much com-
petition should we try to promote, and I would say that the answer
to the latter question; that is, how much competition can be promoted
in that field, is unknown, simply because the agency, the CAB in this
case, has not taken an experimental attitude.
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Since 1938, when the Civil Aeronautics Act was passed, not a single
major carrier has been certificated, despite a tremendous growth in
demand. Now, as I look at the economics of the industry, I do not
see the justification for monopoly there. It is not a ptiblic-utility
type of industry. Capital can be added in small doses, the danger of
duplication. as in the case of the railroads, simply doesn't apply in
the airlines.

Senator FLANDERS. Of course, we find the air terminals and the
landinig fields crowded about to the limit of their capacity. Who
built the Washinlgton airfield? Who paid for it? The Federal Gov-
erumlent paid for that.

Sometimes municipalities pay for the local airfield. In general,
there is no suchi prescriptive right to the use of an airfield, I would
judge. for the airline, that there is for the railroad with its own pri-
vatelv built railroad stations and right-of-way, so that to that extent,
at least. there is less justification than there is for the restricted en-
tra nces to the b i cities by the rail roads under thei r own.

Mr. ADAIrS. That is quite right, sir.
Senator FLANDERs. I can see that the addition of new lines em-

barrasses the managemaient of these Federal or municipal air terminals,
but that is just simply saying that the expansion of the industry is
embarrassing and if the industry is to be allowed to expand, those con-
siderations have to be met.

It seems to me, in other words, that you make a good case for the
Government having arbitrarily restricted competition in the airline
fi eld.

Nolw. I was going to-are there anv official time limits on us?
The COHtAIRL:AxN. No, certainly not. It would be impossible to im-

pose them.
Senator FLANDERS. Should I promise to quit in 5 minutes? I

would like to (g0 just a little further. Looking at Mr. Quinn's docu-
ment, I judge on page 2, at the foot of the page, Mr. Quinn, that you
feel that the wage and price spira-l of inflation is one, the generating of
which the big corporation is especially susceptible to, more so than
the small corporation.

Will vou explain why you feel that way?
Mr. QuINN. Well, because the large corporation or corporations

set the price pace, as was indicated a moment ago here with respect
to steel, wvhen even during a period of recession or declining prosperity,
with the steel capacity only 70 percent of total, prices were raised.

Now the ability, therefore, of the larger company through price
leadership, or however, to hold a price or even increase it, is the first
move in the direction of inflation.

Senator FlANDERS. And your point is, then, that the big corpora-
tion makes the move in price inflation and the smaller ones follow?

MIr. QuINN7. Yes.
Senator FLANDERS. A.nd that if the smaller ones made tie first move,

the bigf ones would not necessarily follow?
Mr. QuiNN. No, they would not dare do it unless forced, Senator.
Senator FLANDERS. They would not dare do it. Mr. Patman, as I

uinderstood him, spoke of a squeeze being offered by the big companies
whein they raised prices. I had thoughlt of it as being a great boon
to the small corporations to hiave-this umbrella held over them.

58422-556 s
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I think Judge Gaylord invented the term, holding an umbrella over
an industry.

Vice Chairman PATrMAN. I do not see any comparable situation there
at all. You see, what I meant was, Senator Flanders, these wholly
integrated concerns, it doesn't bother them for the price of the raw
material or semifinished gaoods to be raised, because they can absorb
it. The little concern cannot pass it on or he will lose his share of
the market. It is only the people who have price leadership who can
pass it on, and they are the very large ones. Therefore, when I said
that the little fellow is caught in the squeeze when these industrial
raw material and semifinished goods prices are raised, I meant that
he is less able to absorb these increases in his costs of production.

Senator FLANDERS. The little fellow can stay where he is and get
more of the market, but my observation is he gladly follows the price
leadership, and with some enthusiasm, in fact.

Mr. QUINN. Senator, may I comment on that?
Senator FLANDERS. Yes.
Mr. QUINN. The way it works is this: I have been there. The big

fellow sets out a percentage of the market which he has in his mind.
That is his aim, and lie is going to maintain that percentage of the
market at all cost. If he has to reduce the price to do it, he will.

Now, on the day of the association meeting, or however, he simply
states what his prices are going to be. He does not violate any law.
He indicates his prices are going to be so much. It is tacitly under-
stood among the little fellows who may be present that they are allowed
some reasonable lower differentiation. They may go 5 percent less
or 10 percent less, but let them go further than that and they do it
with full knowledge aforethought that the big fellow, having the
power and might, will reach down and see that they do not increase
their percentage of the market.

So any notion that the little fellow can increase his percentage of
the business by lowering his price in the presence of a controlling
oligopoly, if you please, or a limited number is, I think, mistaken.

Senator FLANDERS. But lie can have that little differential to play
with, which ought to be helpful. Now I am pretty near through,
Mr. Chairman. I said 5 minutes and here it is 5 minutes sharp.

The CHAIRN[AN. I must apologize to Congressman Patman. I in-
voked the 5-minute rule on him at our first meeting. I have since
not invoked it on anyone else, so I have singled out Congressman
Patman for discriminatory treatment.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I have gone over that limit so many times
since, I will forgive you.

The CIHAIR-MAN. Mr. Kelley.
Representative KCELLEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to direct a

question to Mr. Quinn. These monopolistic practices you set forth
here, do they or do they not militate against the intent and the pur-
poses of the Congress as set forth in the Full Employment Act;
namely, that the objective should be the maximum employment, maxi-
mum production, and maximum purchasing power?

Do you think those practices militate against the carrying out of
those purposes and intent?

Mr. QUINN. Yes, I do.
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The purpose of a business is to make money, and the corporation will
devote its strength and its resources and its ability to that objective.
It will employ what number of workers will serve that purpose. At
any point along the line where it appears that they are going to have
a greater supply, greater production, than the demand, why, they
simply lay off the workers and throw them on the bounty of the State.

Representative KEFLLEY. In my mind, they want full production and
full purchasing power, regardless of the full employment.

Mr. QuINN. Yes, I think the objective of full employment is a highly
desirable one, but whether we have it or not depends on whether the
producer can sell his production, and if he cannot you won't have the
employment, however many devout statements we make.

The CHAIRMAN. I interpret your statement, Mr. Quinn, as being
that with monopoly prices tending to be higher than the competition,
that therefore a smaller quantity will be produced, and, hence, em-
ployment will be dampened.

Mr. Q YIxx. Yes. Which is what happens. We have the facts in
industry.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kelley.
Representative KELLEY. Mr. Quinn, you mention the political and

economic role which these monopolies are exercising. I have the
feeling that whatever measure the administration might wish to take
to bring about full employment, is prevented by the monopolies be-
cause they want a surplus labor market for their own benefit. They
do not want maximum employment. *Te hear a lot of talk about higi
employment. That is not the same thing.

Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. QUINN. I think that is true. It goes back to the question of

what the basic purpose of the business is. It is not necessarily to
foster ftill employment, but I hope that the slogan "full employ-
ment" is kept alive, and I hope that every Congressman and every
Senator fights for it, however we get it, because it is more important
to more people than any profit to anybody.

Representative KELLEY. How can you have maximum purchasing
power without maximum employment?

Mr. QUINN. Well, of course, you can employ people in many ways.
I understand that consideration is being given as a standby, for ex-
ample, to the program for building a hundred billions dollars worth
of roads. That would employ a lot of people, and create a lot of
purchasing power, and that would be its purpose.

Representative KELLEY. *Well, of course, there are many things
that the Government can do, of course, to encourage maximum pur-
chasing power, and I think that was the intent of the Full Employ-
ment Act, to bring that about, but my question was that I do not
believe that the influence exercised by these monopolies are helping
that. In fact, they are preventing it. If the Government wants to
use those measures to bring about full employment, full production,
they are prevented by the economic and political role which these
monopolies exercise, in the face of whatever the Government might
wish to do.

Mr. QuiNN. With or without intent, that is the effect.
Representative KELLEY. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
(Whereupon, at 12: 15 p. mu., a recess was taken until 2: 15 p. m-

of the same day.)
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AFTERNOON sESSION

The Joint Committee met at 2: 15 p. in., Senator Paul H. Douglas,
chairman, presiding.

Present: Senator Douglas, chairman, Sentator O'Mahoney, Sena
tor Goldwater, Representative Patinan, vice chairman, and Repre-
sentative Kelley, Talle, and Curtis.

The CHAIRMIAN. We left off questioning this morning when it was
Congressman Talle's turn.

Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, at the outset I want to say
that I am delighted that you gentlemen are here. I will appreciate
all of the education you can supply ine. I confess the need for it.

Now, at the outset it is fair to say, isn't it, that this problem is
not new but very old. In our own economic historv it is at least S0
years old as a very important problem, starting with the early 1870's
and carrying down through the various devices of trusts, pools, mer-
gers, interlocking directorates, comitmunities of interest, and gentle-
men's agreements, and the other devices that culminated in the Sher-
man Acit of 1890. Apparently that wasn't enough, and so teeth were
put into the act in 1914, by passing the Clayton Act, and then the
Federal Trade Commnission was set up in 1914 also as preventive nliedi-
cine to stop monopolistic practices from getting started.

What was the committee called, Mr. Chairman, that held extensive
hearings about in 1937 ?

The CHAI'rMAN. You mean the temporary National Economic Com-
inittee?

Representative TALLE. Yes.
On my bookshelf 1 have a large set of hearings of the TNEC. I

lelieve my brief review Proves th at the problem is pretty old.
Furthermore, I think that we are agreed that monopoly is not neces-

sarily bad, because .we have natural monopolies like the diamond mo-
nopoly in the Kimberly mines, and we have a monopoly by statute in
the Post Office Department. AWe cian probably thin this down and get
to the area that eve ale really concerned about. There are a good
many monopolies we do want. I can remember trying to traverse
San Francisco in 1915, and I found I had to take three different street-
cars to get where I wanted to go. So in transportation, communica-
tion, and other utilities like vaterworks, we agree that monopoly is
a good thing, and we protect through rate regulation and franchises.

Are we agreed that what the monopolist is after is the highest net
profit per unit of output?

Mr. MUxo. I would not limit it to per unit of output. I would say
the largest net after taxes for the company, as such, for its operation,
as a whole.

Representative TAL.LEj. All right. We are probably correct in gen-
eralizingr that a monopoly price is ultimately a high price, and the
monopolist will test various demand curves and supply curves until
he finds the most profitable price. It is always a high price.

A person could get rich quickly by having 90 percent control of the
supply of a good for which there is inelastic demand.

Now, how much of the supply of a good must you control in- order
really to control it? Let me define what I think a monopoly is:
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Such control over supply as enables one to fix prices. In some casesdo you think 30 percent would be enough?

Air. MUNI). Yes.
RepreSentative TALLE. In1 other cases probably 90?
AIr. MUND. I think a person should qualify it also by the region in

which the activity is located. For example, cement. Cement is really
shipped over 500 miles. You could have a monopoly with only 10
percent of the national output, because transportation costs wouldpermit you to control prices in a given area.

Representative TALLE. AlWhat would you say are the troublesome
industries? What ale the industries we. are really talking about inconnection with this panel? IAle are not talking about natural mo-
nopolies or those that we allow by statute. *What are the fields thatreally concern the panel?

Mr. MUANI). The basic industries, iron, steel, cement, nonferrous
metals, products of general industry.

Mr. QUINN. All other fields except the public utilities.
Mir. MAuND). That is right. Exclude banking and public utilities

and take all of the other fields of industry, merchandising and manu-
facturing.

Air. ADAITS. And I would want to qualify that. I would say there
is more competition possible in some of the public utilities than wenow have. I am not willing to concede the point that some of the
public utilities are what may be called a natural monopoly.

Mr. GEORGE. I might add also that the economist is always con-
fronted with great difficulty in defining the market, a fact which isfamiliar to everyone here. A product is not merely a product. A
product has to take into account all of the variations, the differentia-
tions, and substitute products that might be competing with them for
the existing market, and sometimes they are very difficult to measure.

Representative TALLE. I was interested in Dr. Quinn's statement
that there is not mtuch1 free entel)trise left. Now,ifyousingleoutthe
fields in which competition is still very active, woulot you put atgi-
culture at the top?

Air. QUINN. Yes, except to the extent that Government moves inwith price supports, and I think also among consumers and at the
retail level. There is competition among retailers.

Representative TALLE. Yes, that was my second question. Thenext in order after agriculture is retail merchandising, and moving
from those two broad fields iii which competition is still very active,you move toward more and more of a situation in which prices are
pretty sticky.

MIr. MUND. Yes, that is right.
Representative TALLE. I suppose that is the field that we are con-

cerned about.
Now, what shall we do? Shall we undertake to get more compe-

tition in that vast area wvhere prices are sticky, or shall we permit the
remaining competitive fields, agriculture and retail merchandising tohave rigidity all the way through, too? Isn't that the problem?

Air. MUND. Yes.
Representative TALLE. Rigidity versus flexibility. Now, if I may

pose a practical prolbcmf to you.
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We start with agriculture, and we have competition. At the other
end is the grocery counter, retail merchandising. We have competi-
tion at those two'ends. But, what is the situation in the long road
between those two points, and what can we do about it?

Mr. MUND. Well, we can surely attempt to create and maintain
competition. By competition, I mean freedom of entry and price
competition. Anybody is free to enter a trade or occupation of his
own choice. We must preserve freedom of entry. The other feature
is price competition, independent action on prices within a given field.
I think that in the range between agriculture and retail trade, as you
mentioned, on through to the types of monopolistic or oligopolistic
industries where they manage prices, and entry is not free because
of control of resources or patents or other factors, we should attempt
to maintain and create competition by using the antitrust laws that
we have.

That, I think, is the big problem, to make use of the laws which we
have. We have many tools in our kit, and the thing is to use these
tools through an effective, revitalized antitrust program on the part
of the Justice Department and the Federal Trade Commission. I
feel these agencies just have not been doing their job effectively.

Representative TALLE. You believe, then, that the solution lies in
enforcement of the tools we have now rather than fresh in enactment?

Mr. MUND. That is basic. We must use them fully, and then if we
find shortcomings and inadequacies, then we should try to add new
tools to our kit.

Mr. ADAMS. May I add something to that, Congressman?
Representative TALLE. Oh, yes, indeed.
Mr. ADAMS. I think a competitive philosophy has to be built into

every branch of Government. It is not enough to enforce the antitrust
laws in a negative w*ay. The Defense Department, for example, in
awarding contracts has to be aware of the antitrust implications of the
things it does. It should not by awarding contracts, for example,
promote concentration. In enforcing the accelerated amortization
provision in the tax laws, there, too, we ought to make sure that these
certificates of necessity, so-called, be spread rather evenly, at least not
in a way to enhance the degree of concentration that we now have.

That is, it isn't enough merely to enforce the law. You need posi-
tive, imaginative action on the administrative level.

Mr. MUND. On the part of all agencies?
Mr. ADAMS. On the part of all agencies.
Mr. MUND. Yes. That is correct.
Representative TALLE. The way it looks to me is we must face two

realities: One is war, and I wonder how effectively we could carry
on production for war purposes without these large concerns? I re-
member not many years ago we passed a law-my colleagues will check
me on this-which loosened our restrictions upon the formation of
trusts, an amendment which in effect permitted a trust operation; in
other words, setting aside a part of our la-w against trusts. We did it
by force of necessity. We will have to face this situation, won't -we,
that when we have big wars we may need big industry?

Mr. MIUND. Well, I think that one question would be whether or not
we ne&l to permit this continuing wave of mergers, because the fact of
mergers does not usually change the physical structure of the basic
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industry. It simply centralizes the control of the plants in one oz a
few hands. You do not have any more steel mills; you do not have
bigger steel mills; you simply have 3 or 4 companies controlling the
steel mills instead of 6 or 8 companies.

Representative TALLE. Monopoly through horizontal consolidation.
Mir. MUND. Yes. The fact of mergers does not make bigger and

better industry; it just affects the control. It does not affect the size
and efficiency of the plants, themselves. It would be as if one univer-
sity, say the University of Chicago, were to buy up all of the State
universities. I question whether concentrated control is necessary for
the war effort.

Mr. ADAMS. And, besides, once you concede the great advantage of
centralized control in the interests of national defense, you are in ef-
fect espousing the argument for socialism, centralized planning, which
is the acme of efficiency you can reach, given that line of reasoning. I
would disagree with it.

Mr. QUINN. Congressman, I have used the illustration on this sub-
ject, of the German airplane industry at the beginning of the war.
You remember they just had one concentrated centralized control,
and they got out the Messerschmidt, and it was a good airplane. For
a while it was devastating, but in this country we had 8 or 10 comn-
panies-I have forgotten how many exactly, but a number of them,
and they were in competition with each other. While we may have
been behind at the start the competition in that industry soon led us
into a superior position. We were able to get better planes because
with the competitive influence, each one trying to outdo the other,
eventually we were victorious, and we had a superior plane.

If they had all been under one command, the tendency would have
been, presumably, for them to have stayed with some one model.
There is less innovation, less incentive for new development.

Representative TALLE. I am wondering if we had a whole array of
smaller plants and a big war came along, if the Government would
not step in and take them over and utilize them all under the Govern-
ment's command, because of the war situation?

Air. QUINN. W17e would need another War Production Board.
Representative TALLE. I suspect another reality we must make al-

lowance for is human nature. Judge Gary is reported to have said,
when he was told in the late 19th century by his lawyer "You can't do
this, you can't do that," ".Mister, I employ you as a lawyer to tell me
what I can do and not what I can't do." In view of thie age of this
problem, I suspect human nature will always find a way to do what
it wants to do. Not even the laborious inquiry of 1937, which resulted
in the big shelf of books I referred to earlier has solved the problem.

Isn't there something in human nature which requests we should
spend some of our time studying psychology rather than trying to
solve the problem here in the legislative halls alone?

Mr. MUND. "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty." I suppose
we shall have to keep at this forever. We shall probably always need
speed cops and traffic policemen. I suppose that is just one of the
prices of maintaining a free society.

A genuine, competitive economy isn't self-realizing. We have to
create and maintain it. That is human nature. We have to learn this
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lesson. Competition is not automatic, it is not self-realizing. We must
create it and that I think is our problem.

Representative TALLE. Well, I can see why we do not have an easy
solution. As a person interested in agriculture, I look closely at the
practical aspects of our economic structure-at controlled prices ver-
sus competitive prices. In a large part of our economy prices are con-
trolled, or sticky. Will the final outcome be price rigidity all along
the line, or can competition survive in agriculture and retail merchan-
dising?

Do you have any comment on that, Mr. George?
Mr. GEORGE. Beg pardon?
Representative TALLE. Do you choose to conmnent on that?
Mr. GEORGE. Well, I find it a bit difficult, because the premises from

which I start are not quite the same. We are tending in this conver-
sation to equate competition with concentration. I think we are over-
simplifying the situation somewhat.

It would be like drawing a curve and saying, "Here is a curve of
concentration, industry by industry, as they lie on that curve, and the
degree of competition or lack thereof is rigidly coordinated with points
on that curve," and there is no such universe.

I think that the evidence that I have seen shows-and no evidence
is conclusive or complete-but a lot of the evidence I have seen denies
that there is any consistent correlation between concentration and
price rigidity or between concentration and market control. It is
possible to have some industries that are highly concentrated in the
sense of 3 or 4 concerns dominating the market, the usual concept, and
have it literally inundated with a wave of innovation that is highly
competitive.

Competition is by no means limited to price. I think economists
will generally recognize that. It is also in product improvement and
innovation. Oddly enough, business concerns, and one would think
mistakenly in view of the general attitude here, are very anxious to be
judged by the very tests upon which it has been seemingly easy to
condemn them, theoretically. I think that the -members of the con-
mittee have all heard of this tug of war that goes on between struc-
ture and performance, in a sense involving the things that we are
talking about here now, and there is one school of thought, largely
centered in business but ramifying sufficiently to include a number
of economists, that would dispense with the structural test altogether,
or very largely, and have businesses judged only by their performance.
In this connection, it may be useful to mention a set of criteria that
was developed by Professor Mason of Harvard a while ago, if I may
read the items without trying to expand on them:

(a) Progressiveness-a process of continuous improvement; (b)
price relationships-Are the economies passed on, the economies of
scale? (c) capacity-output relationships-Is investment excessive in
relation to Output and for what reasons? (d) level of profits as comn-
pared with similar industries; (e) selling expenditures-Is competi-
tive effort chiefly indicated by these rather than by service and prod-
uct improvements, and price reductions?

To find watertighlt cases is difficult. Some highly concentrated in-
dustries have done a good job, and some of the dispersed ones have
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clone a very bleak job in the terms of the highly important test of
supplying the Ameerican public with new and improved goods at lower
prices.

Now. I do not want to read a meaning into Professor AMason's list-
inzs helre that he would not accept. W;7hat he was doing was indicating
some of the. tests that would be valid. in an examination of an indus-
try's perfoiimince. and he would be the last to deny that there was
also significance in the structure of the industry, which is another
phrase for the degree of concentration found, among other things.
lie has said himself that structure and perforl-ance should be used to
conl1le)1leent, not exclude one another.

As I remarked before, we are very much at sea in terms of perform-
ance. A lot of industries in which there is concentration might turn
in a rood job and others might not. It comes down in the end to what
1 think is recognized, the need for a very careful case-by-case exami-
nation.

lPerformance is certainly entitled to a place among the logical tests
of an industry's behavior and practices. Most of the assumptions
made about them here, in the case of large concerns and concentrated
industries, have been heavily and sweepingly adverse. My mild ob-
jection is, not that they are positively invalid, but that they are valid
if at all in varving degrees for different industries. and that the real
starting point for such a discussion as this is a quest for more knowl-
edge about what actually happens and wihy, the extent to which it is
or is not sociallv beneficial on balance, and whether, where findings
are adverse, there are remedies available that would do more good
than harni. 'Fhe problems of appraisal are tremendous, and I might
add that in attacking them we will in the present state of both theory
and data find ourselves choosing among values to which it is diffi-
cult to assign relative weights. And if I have opened any doubt
on the subject, I wish to acknowledge further that even a fine record
in turning out a rising volume of new and improved products and
processes over time would not be conclusive if it were achieved at
the cost of excessive market power, whatever that may mnean. But
how much excess in relation to how much benefit? Hardly anyone
denies that business success in serving the public must also mean the
gaining of some market advantages. As to the' answer to such ques-
tioIls there is no clarity or agreenment among econonlists or anywhere
else.

The fact of the matter is that both data and theory are in bad
state. We have little basis for judgment, let alone violent ones. It
so happens that the latest responsible studies I have seen of the trend
in overall concentration suggest that there has been none. It so hap-
pens that the latest responsible studies I have seen of merger eco-
nomics suggest that the big boost that they ga-ve to concentration
occurred in the first wave around the turn of the century and that
since then the big ones ]lave turned bigger largely by dlint of internal
growth. Also, that even all told the fury of the mergers accounted
for a little more than a quarter of the size of our present giants. To
that of course a ready answer is that if it hadn't been for the mergers
concentration would be still less-even though there is considerable
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agreement that by major industries it has declined considerably from
the old peaks.

Now there have been statistical studies galore on the structure of
industrv and no doubt some other competent men would quarrel with
the findings I have cited. My point-really two-is that such his-
torical data as we have were not made for such purposes and do not
serve them well, and that there is no particular significance in such
figures standing alone anyway.

I said that theory about competition was also in bad state. It has
been evolving and is still unsettled. Long ago we relied upon com-
petition in a simple world, nonexistent, to bring out energies and
capital, prevent profits from being excessive, and eliminate the in-
competent. Then we graduated into more sophisticated ideas about
price-cost equilibrium mentioned here several times today. This con-
cept has been useful for thinking and instruction for several decades
now. But as J. M. Clark of Columbia has been insisting, it is still
a theory for a static and not a dynamic economy. We haven't a com-
parable apparatus to deal with growth and innovation, and as a re-
sult we very earnestly and honestly judge business by tests intended
for some other world. This does not mean that all existing business
structures could survive more realistic tests. It is simply that we do
not know, and stand in need, I think, of a different starting point
than conclusions. Whether the conclusions from some better grounded
theory would be the same, is by definition anyone's guess.

Representative TALLE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I do not think I should use more time. I have more

questions, but I defer.
The CHAIRMIAN. Senator O'Ma-honey, this is a familiar subject

to you.
Senator O'MAIHON-EY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am wondering, from what I have heard from the witnesses since I

came into the room, and from what I have read here, whether perhaps
the issue is not a litle bit beclouded in detail.

Dr. George, you just talked about case-by-case assessment of the
effect of concentration of power. Did I understand you correctly
there?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator O'MAHONEY. How can you have a case-by-case assessment

of concentration of power? Do you mean by that that, let us say, a
concentration in the steel industry, a concentration of power in the
steel industry, and a concentration of power in the aviation industry,
might be judged by different standards?

Mr. GEORGE. Not by different standards but by the different facts in
uhe several situations.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Well, we find our problem confused a great
deal by the terms which are used in the discussion. Congressman
Talle has just now been asking the members of the panel if it is not
necessary to consider the impact of war upon this problem, and
whether a big industry or concentrated industry is not essential to the
production of the instruments of attack and defense, yet I recall
reading in the papers no later than Sunday a speech made by a member
of the President's Cabinet in New York City. Secretary Benson, in
which he was taking a great deal of satisfaction in what he consid-
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ered to be the demonstration by the administration that peace and
prosperity had been attained at the same time under its program.

Well, I do not see peace on the horizon at all. We would not have
been passing the resolution on Formosa in the House and the Senate
last week if these were times of peace. What we are driving at, it
would seem to me, in considering the Economic Report of the Presi-
dent, is what sort of a policy toward curbing the concentration of
economic power, curbing the monopoly, is recommended in the Presi-
dent's report, in both times of peace and war.

Do we have different standards for the different occasions?
Mr. GEORGE. Well, Senator, I was not prepared to enter into a dis-

cussion of the general issues, because it so happened in your absence
this morning I was making my presentation on a matter of great inter-
est to you in another sphere, and that was the question of financing
small business, and I was drawn into this phase of the discussion only
because Representative Talle asked me to comment, but I will certainly
say, as you phrase the question, the answer is "No." I do not think
that we can have in peacetime a standard that is addressed only to our
requirements for wartime, if that is the meaning of the question.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Well, don't you believe it is a fact that in a
democratic society, such as we have, and in a free world, which we
are trying to win, it ought to be the basic objective of everybody in
business and in government to maintain a free competitive economy,
one that is not controlled either by government or by any group of
business or industrial leaders?

Mr. GEORGE. It seems to me that the statement is unexceptionable.
The problem lies only in definitions and tests.

Senator O'MAHONEY. And in applying it to particular cases?
Mr. GEORGE. That is right.
Senator O'MAHIONEY. I know, Dr. Adams, that you have given some

illustrations. I have not read all of this paper. You did write a
book about the aviation industry a few years ago, or on this problem
which you mentioned, concentration of power in aviation.

Mr. ADAMS. Yes; one of the chapters in the book which I edited
was on the aviation industry.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Did you discuss that today?
Mr. ADA-MS. Yes; I just briefly went into the airline problem in

my prepared statement.
Senator O'MAIONEY. Well, as I recall, the conclusion of the chap-

ter in your book was that there is a concentration of power in the avia-
tion industry?

Mr. ADAMS. That is correct.
Senator O'MAHONEY. Is that your own personal conclusion?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, that is true; and I might add that the degree of

concentration in the airline industry is an unjustifiable degree of
concentration.

Senator O'MAHONEY. What would be your recommendation to Con-
gress as to what its policy should be toward concentration in this
field?

Mr. ADAMS. I think a more experimental attitude toward the cer-
tification of new carriers is indicated, and I imagine that at least on
the Senate side there will be an opportunity to do something about
administrative discretion in the hands of the CAB.
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I think the Senate in the near future will be confronted with the
problem of confirming a Presidential appointment to the CAB, and
I think the man who is finally confirmed ought to have the competitive
philosophy at heart. Because the CAB, in my opinion, at least, has
been very deficient since it has been created in promoting as much
competition as I would consider feasible and practical and desirable.

Senator O'MAHoNTEY. And you are pointing out to the Senate, and
particularly to the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, that it
has an opportunity to take a step or two away from the concentraion
of control in a particular industry?

Mr. ADAMiS. There is no question about it.
Senator O'MAHONEY. That is your definite recommendation to this

committee to pass on, if it sees fit, to the Senate, either through its
committee or as a whole?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir. I think when the Civil Aeronautics Act was
passed in 1938 there was some justification for restricting new entry.
It was a small industry, an infant industry, and the agency could not
afford to be experimental on this one score of admitting newcomers,
but I think the industry has grown to such an extent now, and the rate
of future growth that can be forecast at the present time is so great
that new carriers certainly should be allowed to participate in the
growth that is foreseen and, as a matter of fact, I think that cer-
tification of new carriers would make the growth even greater than
it would be in the absence of that competitive stimulus, that com-
petitive urge.

Senator O'MAHoNEY. Now, that is a very interesting statement
that, in your opinion, the admission of new carriers into the field
would make the general growth of the industry better than it is and
create a better condition; right?

Mr. ADAM.S. Yes, sir.
Senator O'MAHONEY. Does that apply in any other industry which

you have studied? You refer here to steel, and the sale of the Oregon
plant.

Mr. ADAMS. Yes. I have a quotation here somewhere from the
opinion of Judge Wyzanski, in the United Shoe Machinery case,
where he talks about the desirability of keeping freedom of entry
open, and he says, and I quote the judge now:

One of the dangers of extraordinary experience is that those Who have it may
fall into the grooves created by their own expertness. They refuse to believe
that hurdles which they have learned from experience are insurmountable can,
in fact, be overcome by fresh, independent minds.

Now I think the truth of that statement has been borne out in the
airline industry. If you look back on the testimony of presidents of
the major airlines, at one time they believed that coach service was
impossible; if coach would be introduced, severe losses would be
suffered by the major airlines. Their experience had led them to be-
lieve that the demand for air travel wvas inelastic.

Along came these nonscheduled carriers. They had not had this
experience which Judge Wyzanski talks about. They did not think
that certain things were impossible, and they went right ahead and
they did the impossible, and they showed that air coach was some-
thing quite feasible, and I think that is the great value of competition.
You have to maintain that invigorating and energizing force in the
economy which is responsible for a great deal of economic growth.
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Senator O'MAHONEY. I see Dr. Kaplan here sitting beside Dr.
George. Dr. George tells me this morning he discussed the problem
of new capital for small business. I take it that you are a proponent
of such a program, are you not?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, yes, sir. My subject was a little broader. Itook in several aspects of the small business survival and growth prob-
lem, such as the provision of more assistance for research and develop-
ment as well.

Senator OUMATLONEY. I was assuming that you were in favor
of encouraging small business.

Mr. GEORGE. Oh, yes.
Senator O'MAHONEY. And Dr. Kaplan, do you still retain that

view? 4
Mr. KAPLAN. I do, and I hope, Senator, that we can go on where

you left off, in the efforts to get a new channel of investment financing,
and fill the gap in the facilities available to small business for equity
and other long tern capital. I was glad to see that measures to that
end have already been introduced in this session..

Senator O'MAHONEY. Well, now, there are no if's, and's, and but's
about it, you two members of the panel believe it would be in the
public interest for the Government to pursue a policy that would
stimulate and foster small business?

Mr. KAPLAN. Yes; except that in the present context I would make
the distinction between the Government being around to hand out
financial aid and Government stimulating the creation of an institu-
tion designed to become a private institution-one which has a chance
to prove that the investment financing of small business can be a self-
supporting and profitable enterprise.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Well, I think that is a pretty good modifica-
tion of the proposal.

Having discussed that matter in the past, we can agree on what
our objective was. It was not to provide new debts for small
business, but to provide a regime under which the investment of
private money could be protected from monopoly, on the one hand,
and the Government on the other; isn't that right?

Mr. KAPLAN. I think that is correct. I think we have to develop
the techniques that will make it profitable to get behind a small busi-
ness that can make constructive use of new capital. I have in mind
not only the new enterprise, but also the established small business
that is about to fold up because the owner can no longer carry on and
no suitable successors have the necessary capital backing. I have in
mind the investment bank that can take part of the equity of the
promising small business (which no commercial bank is expected to
do today) and stay with it; share in the profits, if necessary, but let
the firm bail itself out eventually and own the assets independently.
In other words, enable the financial agency to share some of the risks
and returns of the small enterprise.

That kind of mixed banking was common in Europe, and we had
it in this country in an earlier day. Since the compulsory separation
of commercial banks from their investment affiliates, no broad pro-
gram for the capital financing of small business has emerged.

The British have acquired it over the last 11 years. The Canadians
have, and so far as I can see they are doing a successful job with it.
It is time we acquired the equivalent banking structure.
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Senator O'MAIHoNEY. Now as far as lipservice is concerned, every-
where we find people acknowledging that monopoly is bad and that
competition is good, that private enterprise is fine, but when we talk
about private enterprise we do not always distinguish between the
enterprise which is owned and managed by the same person and the
collective enterprise which is owned by thousands of stockholders who
possess of themselves, each of themselves, only a fragment of the total
capital stock. Does anybody in the panel suggest anything that
should be included in our comment upon the President's report with
regard to a public policy, which would promote the owner-manager
type of business, free and competitive?

Mr. MEND. Senator O'Mahoney, I think that basic to this whole
consideration is the need to reexamine the proposal frequently made,
made by yourself, too, of a system of Federal charters or licenses for
business concerns engaged in interstate commerce. I think that is
basic to the whole consideration.

With such a program or plan, a system of Federal charters or
licenses for all concerns engaging in interstate commerce, it would
be possible for Congress to stipulate certain provisions with respect
to the responsibilities of managers to the stockholders, to the laborers,
and to the public.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Would you regard that as socialistic?
Mr. MUND. Not at all. That would be the very essence of a program

to maintain free entry and price competition in a free society. It is
the superstructure, the very basis for doing it.

Senator O'MAHONEY. It would be a preventive rather than a stimu-
lant for socialism?

Mr. MUND. Very definitely. There is a great void today in our
country in that regard because Congress is not facing up to its prob-
lem of laying down rules of the game for businesses concerned with
interstate commerce. I think there is a real need, and I would like
to suggest that the committee give serious consideration to that pro-
posal.

Senator O'MAIONEY. I think I will reintroduce my bill for Federal
charters.

Is there any disagreement among the members of the panel?
(No response.)
Senator O'MA1ONEY. There is none.
Mr. Chairman, I think this is a good time for me to stop.
The CHAIRM-AN. Senator Goldwater.
Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Quinn, you comment in your paper that

there are today 68 private billionaire corporations in the country,
most of them with greater annual incomes than the 48 States. You
say 200 industrial giants own the important half of American in-
dustry. How has that ratio changed since 1939?

Mr. QUINN. Well, there is great argument and dispute about that.
I think Mr. Claire Wilcox was the first one who produced figures
some years ago, and Mr. Adolph Berle, who, you will recall, wrote
perhaps the best book, with Gardner C. Means, on the modern cor-
poration. He has lately repeated that statement.

Now, whether the trend toward further concentration has increased,
and the extent to which it has, is a matter for study and dispute.
To me there is no question about it. It seems to me evident on all
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sides. witness this renewed merger wave. But I have not myself
undertaken such a study. Professor Adelman, of MIT, did one some
years ago, in which he questioned whether the trend toward further
concentration was increasing, but my guess is that if he did it over
again today, he would come out with a conclusion that the tendency
has been for it to increase further.

Senator GOLDWATER. I do not think we can argue the point. There
is a tendency to do so, but what I wanted to get at-because we arediscussing the tools, we either have them or not, and we either use
them or do not if we have them-is this question: Was this problem
acute enough in 1939 to warrant active interest of the Antitrust Divi-
sion of the Justice Department?

Mr. QUINN. Yes; I think it was. You will remember that 1939
was just a year or two after the temporary National Economic Com-mittee and it must have been sufficiently acute then to have given rise
to that committee.

Senator GOLDWATER. Well, then, how long has this acuteness been
going on that you say we are aware of today? Is it something thathas been going on for a great number of years?

Mr. QUINN. I suppose you could go back to the turn of the century.
Senator GOLDWATER. In other words, it is not a new problem?
Mr. QUINN. No; but my own feeling is that it is growing moreacute.
Senator GOLDWATER. Do you feel that the Antitrust Division of the

Justice Department is working now toward the solution of theproblems?
Mr. QUINN. I think with the tools that they have and the money

that is allowed them, the Antitrust Division does a pretty good job,
but the fact that it is failing, that the whole movement is failing,
is attested by the way in which both the Sherman law and the Clayton
Act have been so largely circumvented. We see this trend ending
up now where we have practically, in all of the major industries,
3 or 4 companies having 75 percent or more of the business. So
whatever the intention of the law was, and surely it was to prevent
that, it has not succeeded.

I do not know that you could put the blame entirely on any of theagencies of Government. The law apparently was not sufficiently
specific or strong enough to enable them to prevent it.

Senator GOLDWATER. But you would say over the years, equipped
with the tools that they have, and with the moneys that Congress has
given them, that the Justice Department has done a good job?

NMr. QuINN. I would not hold any brief to the contrary on thatpoint although the present administration in not doing very well.
Mr. MEND. Senator Goldwater, I would like to comment on a

statement which Senator Kefauver made a few weeks ago in New
York City, in his speech before the antitrust section of the New
York Bar. He concludes with this statement, that in 1946, the At-
torney General started out on a program of dissolution, divorce-
ment, and divestiture, attempting to decentralize certain industries,
such as shoe machinery, A. T. &t T. and Western Electric, Du Pont
and General Motors, but he says actually, where is there any dis-
solution program today?

Senator Kefauver comes to the conclusion that present-day efforts
to use the so-called DDD treatment are nonexistent. We can ask
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also what have.the Department of Justice and the FTC done with
respect to the antimerger law of 1950? What have thev (lone with
the amendment to the Clayton Act, which was lookedi uupon with
so much hope and expectation to stein the tide of nmergers? From
1914 until 1950, Congress was asked to plhg the loophole in section 7
of the Clayton Act. They finally did, in 1950. What has been done
with this new legislation? I think we have to ask how effective the
antitrust agencies have been.

Senator GOLDWATER. Well, I think that is a good observation.
Now I would like to pose a question here. I do not knoNw wvlho can
answer it. I would like to preface it with a few remarks to show
that the tendency toward merger is not confined wholly to the so-
called industrial giants. It starts down with the corner drug store.
It becomes to me an effort at survival, whether it is small or big.
Now what causes that scramble to join vour competitor or joill your

neighbor in business?
As a businessman, I have found without incentive, which you all

really have to have, you do not have competition. Without incentive,
in fact, you do not have business. Nowv. isn't it true that the exces-

sive taxation of American business over the last 20 years has con-
tributed terrifically to this almost necessity of merger, where the
small-business man is allowed to retain so little of his profits today,
that in order for him to see anly chance for expansion, he has to go to
his neighbor and say, "George, I think it is time you and I got to-
gether, we can't go it alone."

I would like some-comment on the thesis that taxation policies of
the Federal Government have contributed a lot to this trend.

Mr. GEORwGEI. Senator, I have a note on it. There was a. study at
Harvard devoted to an effort to unearth the cause of mergers, and
among those considered was the one that you mentioned; that is, the
effect of the tax system, and they found a considerable influence which
they felt, however, was exaggerated; I mean exaggerated only rela-
tively speaking, in comparison with the force that was popularly attrib-
uted to it in some quarters, but they studied the effect of taxation on
corporate mergers over the period of 1940 to 1947, and they found in
those years that sales of businesses attributable in very significant
degree to tax considerations constituted about 10 percent of the total
number of mergers, and close to 25 percent of those involving absorp-
tion of units Withh assets between $5 million and $30 million. Now,
measured by the index of concentration that they used in their study,
the overall effects of all mergers, and thus naturally all those into
which the tax elements entered importantly, were not terribly impres-
sive during the period covered, but nevertheless there was a significant
loss of what we might regard as centers of initiative because of the
oblique impact of the tax structure.

Senator GOLDWATER. It would be interesting to pursue that study
from 1947 on because I believe that is where we find the real trend
toward merger. I think there you find not only the direct effect
of the governmental tax policy, but also the effect of inflation added
to it, where an examinaition of a small business' statement shows the
business to be, on paper, in good condition, but there is no money left
the next year to buy new merchandise at the increased prices: thiat is,
the period from late 1947 through 1950, ancdl pobably a. month or two
inl 1951.
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But I have often considered that that was a cause of this trend

toward getting together. I see it in small business just as much as I
see it in big business.

Nowv I clo not condone it in big business because I happen to be in

a business that is probably worse hit by mnergers than any other group,

and that is the retail industry, and I myself would like to see some

study made at the Govermnment level, but I would like us to look into

all of the aspects.
What call the Governument do. business asks, to keep these monop-

olies from growing larger and to keep mergers from growing. It is

my own personal feeling that another look at the excess-profits tax

would do more to stop these things and do more to encourage small

business than anything we can do at the present of a hurried nature.

Would you comment on1 that?
Mr. STOCKINC. Senator, I believe some provision in our tax system

to encourage risk-taking on the part of small enterprises would have a

salutary influe ice upon the smaller concerns, but I do not believe that

the situation with respect to working capital in big business in recent

years explains ally mergers that have taken place.
As a matter of fact, axn extraordinasrilly interesting phenomenon has

developed in business. No longer has it been necessary in recent years

for business to look to the flotation of equities in order to get capital.

Actually, the financing has been self-financing out of earnings after
taxes have been paid.

Senator GOLDWATER. You are talking about big corporations?
Mr. STrOCKINT. I am talking about big business firms. It is well

known that they have found adequate flunds for self-financing and

that they have not had to go to the capital market to get funds, except

in a few exceptional cases.
General Motors has announced a proposed flotation, I believe, of

$325 million of securities sometime in the near future, but General

Motors has found it possible, I believe, to finance an extraordiimarily
large expansion in the postwar years without turning to the public

or to the capital markets or its stockholders. So much for big business.

If a shortage of working capital on the part of Companyv A leads

it to merge with Company B, which also has a shortage ot working

capital, 1 do not see how Company A, plus Company B, would be any

better off, as far as working capital is concerned.
Senator Goi]mVATEur. Of course, working capital is not the only con-

sideration in these mergers. You get into the merger of markets in

small areas, but it does have a decided effect. The 10 percent figure,

I think, is a very small figure. I would suspect that today you would

find it greater than that.
Now I would like to get into two other questions here on which

some others might develop. We are all pretty much agreed that big

monopolies are not good for the free-enterprise system or for the
American way of life or business.

What is the attitude of the panel on the increasing monopoly of

the co-ops on markets; is that healthy?
Mr. MIUND. I would say, Senator Goldwater, that that is a problem

which should be studied, too. Insofar as a co-op controls a whole

market, such as oranges, it could be monopolistic, too.
Senator GOLDWATER. I am talking about marketimn ancd the mar-

keter, too, the person that is buying. I am wonderintg if it is wrong
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for business to become big, and I certainly agree that there is a limit
to which it should go and no further. Shouldn't some thought begiven to the size that cooperative market ventures might go? I am
speaking of the co-op) that provides the clothing, the tractor, the gaso-
line, the products of the market at a lower price than a competitor inthe open market can produce or can give, thereby dominating more andmore of the spending market. For instance, what happens to thesmall-business man, the small merchant, when a co-op dominates a
community? Is that healthy?

Mr. MUND. Well, that is a part of the total problem, I think. You
have got to go into the situation to see why it is that the local group
of farmers dominates the local retail market. I think you are speaking
of a big co-op?

Senator GOLDWATER. Yes.
Mr. MUND. Well, why were they forced to grow; were they facedwith a situation of monopolistic prices for gasoline, for example?

Did they have to go into the marketing business to protect themselves?
Ho vabout cement? I think you have to make a study to see what thedangers and problems are.

Senator GOLDWATER. I agree. I would like to see us study that par-ticular picture when we study the whole situation. We should studythe original beginnings of co-ops. There is unquestionably a need
for them. I wonder if they should be in other areas besides agri-
culture.

Now I think we all agree that business can become so big when it ismonopolistic that it is bad for the country. Whbat happens in thelabor market when we have a monopoly on the labor of the country?
Let's say that the two big unions merged. We would, in effect, have amerger of a similar stature of Ford and General Motors, where 85 per-cent of the automobile market would be controlled by 2 companies; wewould have at the present time probably 25 or 30 percent of the labor
market controlled by 1 union; is that right?

Mr. MUND. I think that Professor Stocking had a very fine state-
ment on the problem in a recent journal article.

Possibly he can comment on the question.
Mr. STOCKING. Well, I think if we are interested in preserving acompetitive society, and I assume we all are interested in doing that,that the concentration of power is undesirable. I think that it can beundesirable whether it is in the hands of a labor organization orwhether it is in the hands of a business group.
I believe that industrywide collective bargaining tends to rigidifynil important element in costs. I think it is easy to justify industry-

wvide collective bargaining from the standpoint of labor, and to under-
stand the development of strong labor power groups as long as theyhave to negotiate wages and working conditions with large aggrega-
tions of capital.

Senator GOLDWATER. I agree with that thesis entirely.
Now I have just one other comment to make, and that is regarding

Mr. Adams' paper and his writings on the airline and aircraft indus-
try. Are we forgetting, in assuming that there should be more com-petition in the transcontinental and feeder lines, that we probablysometime between 1938 and the present time reached the point of noreturn on profits in the airline industry? Do you feel that there area sufficient number of airlines making money today without Govern-
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ment subsidy to encourage you, let us say, to invest money in a new

transcontinental airline? I am not talking about feeders, because I

think -we should treat them separately.
Mr. ADAMS. *Well, of course, the subsidy issue has been raised by the

CAB as the primary justification for refusing the entry of newcomers,

but I think it is a partially misleading issue in this sense: The major

airlines have taken the position, well, if you certificate new carriers,

we are going to suffer losses, there will be diversion of traffic with those

losses. This will increase the need for Government subsidy.

Senator GOLDWATER. Yes.
Mir. ADAMS. I think the record would tend to show that the market

for airline services has not been of fixed size. The demand is fairly

elastic. Some people say highly elastic. Therefore I think the action

of the nonscheduled carriers, for example, has created an entirely new

demand, a demand that did not exist before, and in that sense there

wvas no diversion of traffic from the major airlines. This was an en-

tirely new segment on the demand curve that had not been explored by

the major airlines.
Senator GOLDWATER. I wish we could pursue this a little further.

We have a vote that I have to attend. I would just like to comment

that I lost my shirt on an airline once waiting 3 years for the Gov-

ernment to certificate it. I would just like to comment on something

Mr. Quinn said about the Messerschmidt. I think if he would study

that situation he would find it was a pretty strong argument for

monopoly, because Alesserschmidt 109 was a perfected flying machine

in 1938, while our eventual good plane, the 51, was perfected in 1941,

but the haggling over it did not get it into the air until 1944. and the

109 was never equaled.
Mr. QUINN. Temporarily, monopoly may be effective.

Senator GOLDWATER. It was the stupidity of the German high com-

mand that caused them to lose that air war, not their production.

Mir. QUINN. It was also because democracy is stronger and better.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN (presiding). Mr. Curtis.

Representative CuRTis. I want to pick up just briefly one little mrat-

ter that Senator Goldwater was discussing with you, Dr. Stocking,

in regard to the source of corporate financing. You have commented

that, of course, retained earnings were one of the sources of corporate

financing, but did I gather the impression that you felt that that

was an increased situation or was that just about standard in recent

years?
Mr. STOCKING. *Will you repeat that question, please?

Representative CuRTis. Whether, in your comment on corporate

earnings, retained earnings, as a source of corporate financing, the

ratio was about the same as it had been before, or is this something

new in the picture?
Air. STOCKING. Well, I am not quite sure of my answer to that ques-

tion, because I do not have all of the facts in mind, but I believe-

and this is an impression based upon observation rather than any

careful and analytical study-I believe that in recent years the cor-

porations have had to turn to the capital market less frequently than

in earlier years to finance expansion.
I think that the statistics will show that the financing of expan-

sion has been largely through retained earnings and the investment

of depreciation reserves. The actual payment of earnings in the form
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of dividends has represented, I believe, a relatively small part of the
total earnings net of taxes in recent years.

Representative CURTTS. W"ouldn't you say that theoretically, ofcourse, depreciation is return of capital? You are ending up with
the same plant that you had to begin with. as far as production is
concerned. You might have better machinery, but the theory of de-
preciation is certainly not refinancing.

AMr. STOCKING. I do not think it would be profitable for us to become
involved in a plroblem of accounting theory or practice.

Representative CURTIS. I am not talking about accounting, I anmtalking about an actuality. If you have a plant that can produce
so much and that plant wears out, if you do not replace that capital
investment, you end up with nothing, you have actually used-capital,
so I am suggesting that depreciation in theory is not refinancing.

Mr. STOCKIIN-G. §ir I am not quarreling with you about the mneaning
of the practices that have been pursued. I am just saying that be-
cause of these two sources-retained earnings and depreciation re-
serves-apparently the corporations have not found it necessary to
resort to the capital market to carry through a rather extensive ex-
pansion program.

Representative CURTIS. The reason I asked that question is that I
have felt all day long in this panel discussion that there has been
too little attention paid to what is happening today in relation to what
happened yesterday and what happened in the years before that.

Now, actually looking at the facts and figures on Government
finance, 1954-55, put out by the Tax Foundation, if their figures are
tight, in their Chart No. 26: Sources and Use of Corporate Funds, on
page 42, they take only the years 1946 to 1953, I cannot see much of a
chaunge in trend, and if anything, it has been a, swingtup to relatively
more new stock and bond issues on the part of the corporations. I
waant to go on to something even more basic in our discussion here to-
day. and that is this whole problem, as the, question is posed, of mo-
1nopoly, competition, bigness, and so forth, and there have been a great
manly statements made about what the present situation is in the opin-
ion of the panel, and indeed, in the opinion of some of my colleagues
up here on the committee. But as was brought out by my colleagues,
Mr. Talle and Senator Goldwater, the important thing is that this
old problein. and so the really important thing is to consider what
switclhes have there been, how many changes have there been, and in-
formation do we have on that subject.

Now I want to go into that a. little bit because I am interested in
knowing what that ratio of change has been, and I, too, think that
there should have been more in the Economic Report on the subject,
but again referring to Facts and Figures on Government Finance,
1954-55, in their chart No. 101, on page 140, they have a chart that
has corporate income by net income classes, and it ranges from 1941
to 19!51, which is their last figure, and the breakdown on that takes the
number of returns by corporations earning under $1,000, then $1,000 to
$2,000, $2,000 to $3,000, and on up to the top figure of $5 million and
over.

Then couLpledl with total returns for 1951 is net income in thousands,
and as I look'over the ratios from year to year, there has been a con-
stant increase in all brackets in the number of returns, and that ratio
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has been fairly proportionate among the various groupings, with the
exception in 1951 there was a singntficant decline in the number of
returns by corporations from $25,000 up to $1 million, both in terms
of number of returns and in terms of dollars.

Even more significant is that it shows from 1945 to 1950 the ratio of
corporations $5 million and over. in terms of net income in relation to
the total. $22 billion was the total in 1945, and the corporations of $5
million and over had $9 billion of that $22 billion, which is less than
50 percent, I haven't figured out the percentages, and yet in 1950 that
ratio had increased to more than 50 percent. In other words, $44
billion in 1950 is the total, and $23 billion of that was corporations of
$5 million and over.

There, from this chart, was the big jump. Now there is a jump
from 1950 to 1951, but it seems to be more along a level increase rather
than a tremendous increase. Now I want to ask the panel generally
this question :What sort of studies have been made, if you know, along
this line of actually pinning dcown what the trend has been toward in-
crease, in bigness and that is getting away from all of these generalities
and getting down to actual studies?

What studies have been made along this same line that would give
us a real picture of this instead of guessing that there have been a lot
of mergers or guessing that there has been an increase in bigness, and
so on ? I would like to ask that question of any of the panel, what
studies there are that would show that, and what have those studies
actually shown, as far as this increase, if there actually has been an
increase?

Mfr. IKArLAN. Conrressman. I could hardly give you the descrip-
tion of what has been done, in the next few minutes. The Brookings
Institution has recently published my study, Big Enterprise in a Com-
petitive System. In it an attempt has been made to see what shifts
have taken place in the percentage of our total economy that has been
accounted for by the 100 largest industrials. I would say in general
the findings indicate that there has been a slight increase in the per-
centage of total industrial assets held by the very large companies.

It was almost inevitable that the scale of investment should have
expanded since World War I. In 1909 a company was among the
100 largest industrials if its total assets amounted to $23.5 million.

To get on the list of the 100 largest industrials today a company
must have at least $250 million of total assets. When we had the $23
million corporation ranking as No. 100, in 1909, the national product
of goods and services was $34 billion. Today, when wel have a $250
million company barely getting into the first hundred in business
size, we have a gross national product of $360 billion, as against the
gross national procluct of $34 billion in 1909. In other words, when
we talk about billion-dollar corporations, huge companies, middle-
sized companies, over a period, let's make sure that as we go along
we are adjusting ourselves to the increasing scale of the whole economy.

This perhaps is an opportunity to put in a footnote on the question
of mergers. It should be clear that what my colleagues at this table
have in mind is not picking on the word "merger" as inherently a
term of evil connotation. They are thinking rather of merger in those
situations in which corporations, already large, are using the merger
as a means of acquililng still greater power and leverage that is not
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related to normal growth in their operation. But I want to point
out that for smaller business enterprise, the merger is an indispensable
tool of competition.

In any year-take the year 1954, for example-out of every hundred
businesses in operation, and we have about 4 million, about 10 out
of a hundred have started within the year; another 10 will discon-
tinue during the year; and there will be anywhere from 8 to 10
business transfers. There is constant reshuffling of businesses. Now
in that setting there may be as many as 100,000 "acquisitions," or, if
you will, "mergers" of assets and resources.

Representative CURTIS. Now, Mr. Kaplan, that is not unusual, is it?
Mr. KAPLAN. No, I say this is the story of a typical year. From the

standpoint of smaller business, the merger is an indispensable tool.
You cannot conceive of a situation in which a small enterprise would
not be allowed to sell out, nor an entrepreneur to join hands and assets
with others. You would not conceive of a situation compatible with
free enterprise in which a man who is to buy another plant would not
have the choice between buying a new one and buying an old one that
he may remodel, any more than you would wvant to be denied the chance
to buy an old house and remodel it as against buying a new one.

It is only, then, when you get to the point of thinking of a merger
as a club to achieve domination and undermine competition that the
burden of proof is put on the merging corporation to indicate why
this merger is necessary.

Representative CURTIs. I appreciate your comments. Now, Mr.
Mund referred to a wave of mergers, which, of course, to me, would
mean that it is an abnormal number, and I wonder if that is so, or
is that just a figure of speech. We have in any given year, any
normal year, as Mr. Kaplan has referred to this year or last year,
for example, quite a number of mergers.

Now is the ratio of mergers for this year and the past few years
unusual, or what do the graphs and curves show on that? I do not
know. I did not know that it was.

Mr. MUND. I would say the statistics show that we are in what
might be called a third great wave of mergers in our economic history.

Representative CURTis. When did that begin, sir?
Mr. MUND. It began at the close of World War II, it shot up very

markedly. I have a chart I could show you.
Representative CURTIS. That is very interesting.. That is what I

wanted to get to. Now have we had in our economic history other pe-
riods when there was what you describe as a wave of mergers?

Mr. MUND. Very definitely. The first period got started in the
1890's. It got going in a substantial way around 1896 and 1898, and
came to a close in 1903. At that time, some 100 corporations had come
to dominate the principal industries. Take the United States Steel
Corp., for example. It was formed in 1901. It acquired a control of
around 80 percent of the production capacity.

Representative CURTIS. Now was there another period of mergers?
Mr. MUND. Yes, there was. The second great period was 1920-29.

Now these waves of mergers, I would like to emphasize, were not just
natural growths, reflecting a technological change in our society.
Why did the first wave come in 1896 and 1898? It came at that time
because the more informal arrangements for acquiring monopolies,
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such as combinations, gentlemen's agreements, and so forth, proved
to be unsatisfactory. Business leaders, moreover, had been able to get
a change in our corporation laws legalizing the holding company de,-
vice which permitted a corporation to acquire the corporate stock of
competitors and to hold and vote it as a natural person.

Representative CURTIS. Now what year are you referring to there?
What wave of mergers?

Mr. MUND. That was the first period.
Representative CNTRIs. You are still talking about the 1890's?
Mr. MuND. Yes. The first wave came to a close in 1903.
Representative CuTIs. When was the next period?
Mr. MUND. The first period of mergers ran its course, and people

became incensed at these monopolies. Federal action thereupon was
taken to dissolve some of these giants, leading to the dissolution cases
of 1911. That put the fear into the minds of business leaders seeking
to bring about aggregations of capital.

In 1920 the Supreme Court in the Steel case held that not all merg-
ers which restrained competition are bad, but only those which un-
duly restrained competition. So long as a business concern did not
buy out all of its competitors, and did not engage in ungentlemanly
conduct, the Supreme Court indicated that it would not frown upon
mergers. This decision initiated the second great wave of mergers.

Representative CmRTIS. Then that wave of mergers lasted how
long?

Mr. MUND. The second wave of mergers culminated in the stock
market crash of 1929.

Representative CURTIS. You are saying this all started because of
this one decision. Now, the next wave you say came in 1946?

Mr. MUIND. 1945 and 1946. It is explained by a variety of reasons.
I do not think any one reason can explain it.

Representative CURTIS. Those are the things I should think we are
interested in, this Committee on the Economic Report.

Mr. MUND. The facts indicate that a continuing factor in this third
great wave of mergers is the desire on the part of larger companies
to buy out smaller ones and to consolidate their position on a horizon-
tal basis as well as on a vertical basis. The real problem is not one of
two small companies merging. It is rather one of a large company
buying out a smaller one, or a medium-sized one.

Representative CURTIS. In other words, what you are saying is that
there are a lot of mergers that are a healthy economic process, but in
this merger and what produces a wave, we shall say, is the unhealthy
mergers?

Mr. MUND. That is right.
Representative CuRTIs: I notice Mr. Adams wanted to comment on

this.
Mr. ADAINS. I want to supplement the remarks made by Mr. Kaplan

and Mr. Mund to the effect that it is not the absolute size of the corpo-
ration that we are concerned with primarily in the monopoly sense,
but. rather, the relative size within an industry.

Now, the most serious thing about the current merger movement
from our point of view is the interpretation accorded the congres-
sional intent as expressed in the Antimerger Act of 1950. I think the
Federal Trade Commission in the Pillsbury case has perverted. sub-
verted, and undermined the will of Congress. I think it was clear
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that Congress, in passing section 7, in amending section 7 of the
Clayton Act, wanted to stop any substantial lessening of competition
through the acquisition of assets. Yet in the opinion recently issued
by the Federal Trade Commission. Chairman Ilowrey did not, as I
see it, adopt the proper test of what is lawful and what is unlawful.
I think he accepts the "market as a whole ' test. That is, he focuses
primarily on how much competition remains rather than how much
competition is lost in the market as a result of a merger.

Now, once you adopt the test: "I-low much competition is left?
Is that amount adequate to protect the public interest?" I think you
are on a hopeless toboggan.

Then you finally permit an increasing degree of concentration in
an industry until you have reached the situation which niow prevails
in automobiles, where no one can really object to the merger of
Studebaker and Packard, and so on.

Representative CURTIS. I am happy you mentioned autos because I
was going to ask this very general and basic question : It is true, is
it not, in the course of a new enterprise, or new industry, like the
automobile back in the turn of the century, that almost any new busi-
ness or new industry, rather, starts out with many, many small con-
cerns, and the normal growth of an industry produces mergers, and
would you comment as to whether it is normal growth that they do
end up or would naturally end up with just a very few extremely
large ones as, for example, in the automobile industry?

Mr. ADAMNS. Well, I do not like to regard certain economic proc-
esses as normal or natural or inevitable.

Representative CURTIS. I did not say inevitable.
Mr. ADA3MS. I did not mean to attribute that to You, Congressman,

but there is a strong feeling in the academic community, in the busi-
ness community, and in Congress, too, that certain things are inevi-
table, and monopoly is one of them, and we might as well accept it.
I do not hold to that theory. I think monopoly is very largely
created by human action, by unwise action, by privilege-creating
action.

Representative CURTIS. Wait, I was not talking about monopoly.
Let us phrase it this way:

Referring to this normal merger which some of our panel, at least,
regard as healthy, isn't it the normal process in a new industry as
it grows to have a lot of this normal merger, and if it were healthy-
and I would like your comment if you disagree, of course you can
reach a point where you get unhealthy mergers which would be the
point of monopoly. Now, isn't that true in the development of any
new industry? Isn't there a. normal growth of that nature which
is healthy?

Mr. ADAIIS. Let me answer your question obliquely, if I may: What
should be done on the application of Bethlehem and Youngstown to
merge? Here you have the second largest steel company and the
sixth largest steel company

Representa.tive CURTIS. You are getting to the extreme again. I
am trying to get to the middle process where you still have lots of
companies in a field.

Mr. ADA.MS. Well, I think we are in substantial agreement, Con-
gressman. You see, if you permit mergers which substantially lessen
competition while the industry still has a large number of com-
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petitors, you gradually work yourself into the situation that you now
are confronted with in the automobile industry. There the situation
is too far advanced to do anything about the concentration process.
If you accept the notion that small companies may merge to compete
more effectively with large ones, or that large companies may merge
to compete more effectively with the giants, you are, in fact, inviting
a proliferation of oligopoly and an extension of concentration.

Representative CuRTIs. Yes, but you could still have competition.
The fact of bignes does not necessarily eliminate the competition.

Mr. ADAMNS. You can always have competition. You can even have
competition in a monopoly situation. For example, many people
have argued that if you permit a monopolization of the automobile
industry by General Motors there would still be Buick competing
against Oldsmobile, and Chevrolet against Plymouth, assuming that

Plymouth is acquired by General Motors. But is that the kind of
competition envisioned by the antitrust laws?

Representative CURTs. As I understood your testimony previously,

thought, you thought the desired goal was competition; so if you are
getting competition. where is the danger, then, in your opinion? If

you have your big companies, and there is actually competition
between them, wherein lies the danger?

Mr. ADANS. Well, what kind of competition is it, and is it carried

to the degree that would be posisble in the absence of centralized
control?

I do not think this intrafirni competition that I have described just
a moment ago, assuming that General Motors were to monopolize the
automobile industry, I do not think that is genuine competition.

Representative CuRTis. You mean that the competition between
Ford, General Motors, and Plymouth is not genuine?

Mr. ADAMS. I did not say that.
Representative CURTIs. I am not trying to put words in your mouth.

I am asking you whether you don't think that is genuine? That is
an example of bigness, of course, and it looks like there is competition
there. I fact, there was testimony here the other day saying that the
competition wNlas too keen, and actually would cause future difficulties.

Mr. ADAMS. Well, my question would be how much benefit is that

competition to the consumer? How much price reduction have you

had?
Representative CuRTis. Now, you are going off. I thought that

you had already agreed that as long as competition was provided

there is not any danger. Now, maybe I am wrong in assuming that

is what you said.
Mr. ADAMS. Well, there are different kinds of competition.
Representative CuRTIs. Well, what is the difference? To me com-

petition is competing. *What do you mean different kinds of com-

petition?
Mr. MUND. We have said that it is so very important to maintain

freedom of entry and independent price competition in the basic

industries such as iron and steel, the nonferrous metals, cement, the

primary materials, so that everybody can have access to them. I

think we should focus our attention particularly at the moment not

on finished fabricated goods so much as on the basic industries. We

should ask ourselves is it possible for anyone with cash on the counter

to go into these basic industries and get products.
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Representative CURTIS. Well, you can move around on examples
endlessly. *We have taken the automobile industry, so let us stick
to that, if we may.

Is that the kind of competition we are discussing, or isn't it?
Mr. MUND. We should be happy and very pleased that we do have

the independent rivalry that exists on the part of the major auto-mobile companies. I think that is very important. When we talk
about competition, our main problem is to maintain independent ac-tion on price for a product which is fairly homogeneous, like cement
or steel.

Now, when you get to these specialized products like Cadillacs
and Fords, they do not compete in the same way. That is a case of
substitute competition.

Representative CURTIS. Chevrolet competes with Ford.
Mr. MUND. In a degree.
Representative CURTIS. I would say they are in direct competition.
Mr. MUND. It is what we call substitute competition.
Representative CURTIS. You mean Chevrolet competing against

Ford is not direct competition?
Mr. MUND. Not in the same way you and I would be competing ifwe were selling steel, not in the same way.
Representative CURTIS. Well all I am trying to do is follow thethinking of the panel, and I understood, at least Mr. Adams indicated

that as long as there was competition that the danger of bigness or,
of course, if there were monopoly, you would not have competition,
according to my definition.

Now, Mr. Adams is suggesting, well, there are different kinds of
competition.

Mr. MUND. That is true.
Representative CURTIS. Which you are now trying to set forth, butin setting it forth you are telling me that you do not interpret compe-

tition between Ford and Chevrolet as direct competition, so I do notthink we can go any further than that; if we do not agree on that I do
not think I would understand what you are talking about.

Mr. MUND. I question whether we can use the term "competition"
without an adjective. I question that.

Do we mean price competition; do we mean substitute competition;
do we mean sales competition; advertising competition?

Representative CURTIS. It could be any of those, of course. But
competition is a simple thing, to me. You are either competing, or youaire not, and I do not get these degrees.

Mr. MUND. There is this distinction: The Sherman Act and the Fed-
eral Trade Commission Act and the Clayton Act are based upon theprinciple of maintaining price competition on the part of sellers of a
homogeneous class of products such as cement or 'steel, and also free-
dom of entry.

Now, wve want sales competition, quality competition, we want those
tlings, yes we do, but the law says we must go further, we must have
price competition and freedom of entry, so our attention focuses on
those two things.

Representative CURTIS. I see what you are driving at. I was not
breaking it down in that sense. I simply thought you meant that
there was a different method, that you could have half competition, or
something like that. You are now breaking it down on the basis of
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where they might be competing, whether it is in the labor field or price

or what?
Mr. MUND. Advertising and so on.

Representative CURTIS. I wonder if Mr. Kaplan would comment on

this.
I understand you have just written a book, have you not, on whether

or not there is competition in big business?
Mr. KAPLAN. *Well, I had expected to confine my remarks in this

session to little business, because there was no discussion or recommen-

dation in the Economic Report on big business monopoly, and I thought

I would let it wait.
Representative CURTIS. I wonder if you would just answer the one

thing.
Mr. KAPLAN. I will say this: Your discussion with Professor Mund

confirms the fact that it isn't easy for economists to see eye to eye on

how many different kinds of what one economist would call competi-

tion are real competition, or and how much of it may qualify as com-

patible with the good old-fashioned price against price offering that

any economist would accept as competition.
Now, with the rise of big business, there has been an increase of what

we call differentiated products, identified with the name and brand of

the firm. It becomes feasible for a business to have a policy with re-

spect to its products and the terms of their disposal. That kind of

competition seems a far cry from what we regard as pure competition,

where the supply of a product goes into the market and buyers bid

against sellers without regard to who the supplier is. No one is in a

position to be more than a bystander, watching the market settle at a

price where the maximum sales can be made.
Typically, a big business has a nationwide market interest. It has

at pipeline that runs from its suppliers through its own production

lines and on to intermediate fabricators or distributors. Considering

the whole line it has to watch, it is going to try to direct a policy

toward keeping that pipeline flowing so that its product may have a

satisfactory market.
Now. of course there is a market against which it has to test its

policy. And I would say that if the market is the final determinant

of what that company can do and how far its policy can go, then you

have effective competition. But it isn't the pure competition of a, free

wheat market or the stock exchange, which registers its equilibrium

with every hour.
Representative CuRrrs. Well, do you regard that type of competi-

tion that you say exists in big businesses, or can exist in big business, as

a sufficient regulatory feature as far as Government is concerned?

Once the Government has created that climate, does that solve the

problem?
'Mr. KAP'LAN. Not altogether any more than I would regard jungle

competition, totally untrammeled, as socially desirable. You have to

reconcile the desires of any individual with the need of a body politic

for a framework of social order and economic balance. There are

very few businessmen big or little who would not give a high degree

of lip service to the antitrust laws as being essential. They do not

have enough confidence in each other to want to be without the anti-

trust acts. Complete dependence on the market represents a theo-

retical ideal. But if the market is not the main arbiter, then, of
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course, the competitive system has fallen down. I happen to be one
of those who, on the basis of what I can see of the going market
process, believe that the mnalrket does catch up with the big firm aswell as with the little firm. Our differences in appraising competi-
tion hinges on the-issue of how sensitive the big corporation is to thecompetitive market, on how quickly it responds. That differs withthe product and the industry. including the relative size and numiber
of the firms and markets involved.

Representative CURTIS. Then you do not regard this wave of merg-ers as necessarily being something that the Government should be
alarmed at?

Mr. KAPLAN. I.think that the present mergers can be successfullyhandled through the general tests of the antitrust acts. I do not
think that the new section 7 added anything to the principles of theSherman act. It just pointed out explicitly that we are concerned
with merging of physical assets as well as with mergers by stockmanipulation, which wvas the chief cause of wvorry and got special
mention when the Clayton Act was passed in 1914. ' With or without
section 7, a merger is unlawful if it teiids to substantially restrict coin-petition.

Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairm an, I have about 3 or 4 questions
I want to ask Dr. Adamis in regard to his statement which, incidentally,
I was very much interested in, in regard to the comments on the vari-
ous ways the Government has been contributing to the monopolistic
tendencies.

Incidentally, I Avas a. little surprised that you felt that this Federal
licensing and issuing of charters for industry in interstate commerce
met with your approval. I gathered you felt there was too much
Government regulation, and yet yon seemed to be in accord whenSenator O'Mahoney asked that question.

Mr. ADAMS. W;Vell, I did not express myself specifically on that
question.

I think a corporation operating in interstate commerce ought to get
its charter from the Federal Government, because it is engaged ininterstate commerce, and it is the Federal Government rather thanthe State government which under the Constitutioll is supposed to
regulate interstate commerce.

Representative CUrTIS. You are talking about getting the charter
now, and the mere getting of the charter is further regulation.

Now, at the present time, a firm engaged in interstate commerce
does not have to go either to the State or Federal Government, does it?Mr. ADAMS. It has to go to the State government.

Representative CURTIS. You mean to get its incorporation?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, and that was the O'Mahoney bill.
Representative CURTIS. Oh, rather than licenses, then-I was prob-

ably fooled by the term "licenses" in there-rather than that you
meant Federal charters for incorporation?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
Representative CURTIS. Now. under spending power you refer tothe situation on the M-48 tanks. It would seem to me that the realquestion involved there wasn't whether one concern got the entirecontrol, but whether the bidding for the contracts was open and fair

and competitive.
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Wouldn't you say that is the test rather than who got the contract?
Mr. ADAMNIS. Well, there were some strang aspects to the bidding.

If mv recollection is accurate, I think it was shown that Chrysler had
a lower bid on labor.

Representative CURTIS. 'XTell, wait. You would agree, then, that
the question is not who got the bid, it is whether the procedures fol-
lowed in negotiating the bids were open and fair to all biddersM

Mr. ADAMS. That is one question, you see.
Representative CURTIS. 'Well, that is the only question I asked you.
Mr. ADAMS. Beyond that you have a problem. If the contract is

awarded to the lowest bidder. what position will the Government be
in 5 years hence trying to solicit competitive bids on the M-48 tank,
once you create a monopoly by awarding a contract to a single com-
pany? Five years from now you will just have one bid on that par-
ticular kind of product.

Representative CURTIS. I do not think that follows at all, of course,
because certainly these other companies are perfectly capable of sub-
mitting a bid 2 iyears later just as they were at the beginning. They
are not going to be out of business just because they did not success-
fully get a particular bid on a specific item.

I just do not follow your logic.
Mr. ADA31S. Well, I do not think you can start and stop tank pro-

duction quite w ith the ease you indicate, Congressman.
Representative CURTIS. Of course not, because you are going to be

changing your design, but they do let specific contracts, and as they
let new contracts these same companies, and probably several others,
can bid on them. That is the point I am getting at.

'Would you indeed have it on a different basis than the lowest bid?
Mr. ADAMNS. I think the lowest bid ought to be one of the considera-

tions, but I do not think the contract ought to be awarded to that
company if it will in the long lrun create monopoly and prevent comn-
petitive bidding in the future.

Representative CUTwIS. You are just assuming that that would,
and for the sake of this discussion I think it is fair to go along with
your assumption. In other words, your assuml)tionl here was that this
would create monopoly. I cannot agree with your assumption. but,
on the other Land, I can see your point.

Now, in this taxing power, you comment on the certificates of neces-
sity. Now, of course, you do not discuss why the certificates of
necessity were created. Do you disagree with the philosophy that
lay behind that, and do you think that it was for the purpose of
creating a big bonanza?

IncidentahlyI was on the cotnt-ittee that wvvote that report, only
that was not my language.

Mr. ADAn.rs.. As I remember the report, Congressman. it was a
unani inous report of the committee.

Representative CURTIS. Yes, but not of the subcommittee. I was
on the full committee, I should have said.

My point is this: The device of using a. certificate of necessity was
not for the purpose of creating a situation like this. You will agree
with that, will you not?

Mr. ADAMINIES. I never address myself to questions of intent. I just
look at the effect. I do not think there were any evil motives.
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Representative CURTIS. I am not talking about evil motives, either.
I am talking about why they did it. They had a good economic
motive in mind when they did it. They might have not accomnplislhed
that, but you do not mention what they were trying to achieve.

I am always disturbed when I get a one-sided presentation.
Would you suggest, then, that the difficulty here was not the law

but the administration of the latw, or do you think the law itself was
bad?

IMr. ADA3IS. I think it was primarily the administration of the
law. The principle behind these certificates of necessity was to induce
the construction of plant facilities, to create expansion

Representative CURTIs. Yes, and if there was not the need of going
out of existence in the event Korea was buttoned up.

Mr. ADAMS. I think I mentioned that in my statement, on page

2, the reason for the tax provisions.
Representative CuRTis. Now, going to the next one, proprietary

powers, you refer to Government disposal. The reason I am interested

in this is, I reemphasize, that I was on the committee that did a lot
of this work, and I am deeply concerned about it, too, but You refer
to the disposal of some of these war plants, and so on.

What would have been your suggestion? Wouldn't you have of-
fered it on an open market in that fashion and taken the highest
bid on this particular plant, for example?

Mr. ADAMIS. On the Geneva steel plant?
Representative CURTIs. Yes.
Mr. ADAM[S. I would not have taken the highest bid in that case

because, again, looking at the long-run trend in the steel industry
I think it would have been desirable from the public's point of view
to create additional competition in the west coast steel market.

Representative CuRTIs. And so subsidize that competition, in other
words?

Air. ADAMS. No.
Representative CURTIS. Well, it would have.
Mr. ADAMIS. Congressman, it isn't a question of subsidy. The plant

was built at a cost of $202 million. It was sold at a cost of $471/½ mil-
lion, which was quite a loss to the Government.

Now, if the next highest bid was, say, $40 million, I think the
Government should have taken that extra beating of $7J/2 million in
order to give us more competition in the west coast steel market, and
I think consumers would have been handsomely repaid in the form
of lower steel prices.

Representative CURTIS. Now that might be, but why do you object
to my saying this would be in effect subsidizing to the extent of $7.5
million the operation that would have taken it over, because that is
what it is, the Goverrmuent loses 7.5 million less on the bid?

Of couse, you are getting into some pretty dangerous techniques, I
might say, wh]enr you go away from the device we have always, or gen-
erally used, which is the lowest or in this instance of a purchase, the
highest responsible bid.

Mr. ADAMS. Congressman, may I point out that in the aluminum in-
dustry we did not follow the principle of the highest bid. As a mat-
ter of fact, Alcoa tried to buy all the efficient plants made available
by the Surplus Property Board, but there was handed down a ruling
ihat under no condition would those plants be hold to Alcoa.
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Representative CURTIS. There you actually did have a monopoly.
It is pretty well agreed that we did.

While in the steel situation you may have a concentration of power,
I do not think, though, that the purchase of Geneva Steel, or the sale
of it, violated our antitrust laws. Do you think it did?

Mr. ADoAIS. Congressman, I would not accept concentration where
there is an alternative open, that is, if the choice is between selling the
plant to United States Steel and reenforcing the present degree of
concentration in the steel industry, or selling Geneva Steel to some
indepen dent enterprise and thus diffusingy economic power; I would
choose the diffusion of economic powver in each instance.

Representative CURTIS. Now, who should make that decision? Of
course, the executive branch cannot make that, in my opinion. Con-
gress would have to write legislation that would bring that about.
Don't you agree with that?

Mr. ADAMIS. I think you are quite right, and I think Congress did,
in its wisdom, provide in the Surplus Property Act of 1944 that the
surplus Government plants should be sold in such manner as to pro-
mote free and indel)endent enterprise, and if you check the disposal
goals I think there were about 5 or 6 that specifically addressed them-
selves to the creation of a competitive economy.

Represenitative CUR'rS. SO YOU feel in this instance it actually
violated the specific intent of a specific statute?

Mr. ADAMS. I think very definitely so, and I am still at a loss in
trying to understand how the Attorney General at that time could
ever approve the sale of Geneva Steel to the U. S. Steel Corp.

Representative CURTIS. Now, referring to No. 4, Legislative Power,
you refer to the Atomic Energy Act. Of course, the debate on the
floor of the H-louse and the committee's report clearly indicates that
the intent was to develop competition. Now, I take it that you are
mainly objecting to the fact that they did not achieve what they were
trying to do; is that my understanding of your comments before?

Mr. ADAMiS. That is correct.
Representative CURTIS. I presume YOU have read the debates and

the committee report in making this statement?
Mr. ADAMS. I have read the debates in great detail, Congressman,

and I have also read both the majority and minority views on the
committee.

Representative CURTIS. Because this is neither here nor there, I
just happen to disagree with you completely on the conclusions. I
think that Congress did a very good job in providing that very com-
petition, but that is an honest difference of opinion.

Now, finally, a comment with regard to the Federal Cominunica-
tions decision in this television matter. I do not want to get into the
full thing, but I just was interested in your comment, it is a matter
I was particularly interested in.

When they first began issuing licenses for new TV channels they
would issue one to one particular station in one community and
then we had the freeze. Then they opened up again, and the philos-
ophy that they were going to follow was to first open up new areas
that had no TV at all. I tried to point out to the FCC that what
they should do, first, is to provide competition in areas that they
had already opened up, like St. Louis, Mo., where for 4 years there
had been a TV monopoly.
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I was wondering if you would think that my position on that was
sound, that it would have been better in opening up an area. to pro-
vide competition initially instead of permitting just one station to
have a monopoly situation for 4 and 5 years. To a. certain extent
this was unanticipated because of the freeze, but nonetheless the situa-
tion was there, and it seemed to me that competition was a great
deal more important than opening up an area that had no TV at all.

AIr. ADAMS. I think there is much to be said for that position;
yes.

Representative CURrIs. That is all.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. If the panel wvill bear with me a few

minutes I would like to ask a few questions.
Now, Dr. Kaplan, you said something about encouraging small con-

cerns. I want to ask you how you would encourage a small concern
like this: Say it is a concern that is making pots and pans of aluminum.
That is the only business it has. It is not an integrated concern.
It is a nonintegrated concern. It is not a distributor. It is not a
producer of ingots. It is a fabricator.

Now, the large concern that has a pipeline like you so ably described
a while ago, that goes from the raw materials clear on through the
door of the consumer. how would this particular fabricator, this
corporation X, that is just in that one business of fabricating, compete
with the big concern that produces the ingots, and everything else,
when the price of the raw material is increased?

Now-, the big concern, of course, can absorb that. It is just a book-
keeping operation. Iow would you recommend that help be afforded
to that small concern in a. case like that,. Dr. Kaplan ?

Mr. KAPLAN. You are assuming a situation-
Vice Chairman PATMrAN. Well, it actually happens. It is a real

genuline situation.
Mr. KAPLAN. You are citing a -situation in which the integrated

company is making exactly the same product as the small business
that is operating at only one level-in this case at one fabricating
level?

Vice Chairman PATMAN. That is right.
Mr. KAPLAN. In a situation of that sort the integrated large coin-

pany would be expected to start from the same cost basis, as far as
that particular material is concerned, as the noniutegrated company
to which it sells that material.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. W;17ell, that would be price fixing, would
it not? We have no law like that.

AIr. KA] 'LAN. No; we have no law like that, anud I do not think that
the same base means that it has to be in terms of a fixed price.

Vice Chairman PATMrAN. Well, what would be your remedy? Do
you recommend a law ?

AIr. KAPLAN. No; I do not recommend a special law in a situation
of that sort. Ordinarily I don't expect the small company to meet
the big firm's competition by exact imitation. But in any event I
would rather put the big company on the uneasy seat there to know
that any pressure that is exerted that is deemed to be unfair against
that small company is subject to antitrust action, without attempting
price fixing.
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, you would not scare them at all.
Mr. KAPLAN. Well, you do not stop them by a price-fixing law,

either. Suppose you had a law for price fixing. It would be a simple
bookkeeping matter to indicate that you are starting from there, but
the big firm says "We are making a satisfactory profit on the price
we offer." Or suppose it makes its case on the basis that "We are
making as good a profit starting from the same base, or a better
profit starting from the same base, as our competitor because he is
not operating as efficiently."

You would have to check on the facts in that kind of case. I
think the burden of proof is on the large corporation to show, that
it is not putting on a squeeze, other than the squeeze of a more effi-
cient operation which it could justify whether or not the noninte-
granted competitor were around.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Well, you are just saying that in so many
words, Doctor, with all due respect to you, they would not pay any
attention to it.

Mr. KAPLAN. I would like to reverse it and have you tell me how
the price fixing, which is an artificial paper figure, would change
things?

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I am not advocating price fixing. I am
not advocating it at all, but I am talking about doing something to the
big concerns to place them in a position where the little concern can
compete with them. Otherwise you are not helping the little concern.
Unless you are helping them to meet the competition.

Mr. Mund.
Mr. MUND. I think you have raised a very proper fundamental prob-

lem there, Mr. Patman, and I think that the small independent fabri-
cator faces not only the rise in cost of the basic product, he may also
face the refusal to sell it at all.

Vice Chairman PAT3IAN. Yes.
Mr. MUND. I riight suggest as a first step-this is no remedy-but

as a first step, Congress could provide that all interstate businesses
operating on a multiplant basis shall prepare profit-and-loss state-
ments for each separate plant and -for each distinct kind of business.
We would deny the right to have consolidated profit-and-loss state-
ments, and then we would get a line on these people to see where they
are getting their profits and losses.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I do not think you would get anywhere
there. That would be 10 years reaching the problem. That is just
my honest opinion. You would never be getting to it. You have to
have something that is more direct, I think. I do not know what it is,
but you have to have something that is more direct and that will oper-
ate more quickly than that.

Mr. M-uND. I agree with you.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Because anything that would get you into

court and take 10, 15, or 25 years, the whole picture is changed by the
time you get through. That is just turning it over to the big concerns
because you cannot compete with them in the lawsuits.

Mr. KAPLAN. Senator, part of the job in competition is to find for
oneself the kind of notch in which one has an advantage over his com-
petitor. and not try to outdo the big company on ground where size is a
special advantage.

58422-55-37'
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. I am not afraid of the little fellow trying
to outdo the big company.

Mr. KAPLAN. I would like to see it.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. You might like to see it, but I have not

heard of any remedy that would enable them to do it.
Mr. MUND. Congressman Patman, I suggest that you might limit

the powers of a corporation to a single main purpose and kind of
business.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, you have got something there. That
would be more direct. In other words, define business, say you can be
in this business but you cannot get into all kinds of business. I think
you have got something there, and I think we have to meet that problem
there.

You take a huge corporation that is in every kind of business, what
chance has the little man that is just in one kind? He cannot compete
with that big concern. They could put him out of any territory they
wanted to.

Mr. GEORGE. Congressman, you really get into trouble on that one,
because that blocks one of the most effective remedies that economists
can find for oligopoly.

Because when an oligopoly develops, a concentration of a few plants
in an industry that have what is regarded as more than desirable
control

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, let us don't try to get the remedy
now, let us just think about it, and I want to ask Dr. Kaplan this
question:

How would you help a little fellow like this: There is a national
chain store operating all over the country, and the independent mer-
chant is in competition. Now, the national chain sells at a loss there to
put that fellow out of business, and puts him out of business. It takes
them time. He spends all of his savings, his wife, and kin folk come
in and put in all of their efforts, but they finally get him after many
years.
* All during that time he is suffering, but the big concern is taking a

tax loss on that business every year that they did in order to put that
little fellow out of business.

How would you treat that?
Mr. KAPLAN. I would regard that case as criminal under the Sher-

man Antitrust Act on the facts you have stated.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Just one independent unit against an-

other independent unit?
Mr. KAPLAN. I think that if you can find a situation in which the

larger firm is deliberately operating continuously on a below-cost
basis

Vice Chairman PATMAN. But they claim they are meeting compe-
tition.

Mr. KAPLAN. Not if they are showing a persistent loss operation.
If they were coming into a territory and they showed a loss the first
few weeks because they were pricing at what is their usual price level
with regard to other chains, so as to build up volume, the court might
find that up to a certain point you have to do that while you are break-
ing in.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Now you are getting into court again and
when you get into court the little guy just cannot stay in.
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Mr. KArLAN. I. do not knowv how to stop all ju venile delinquency or
other crime. either, execpt by bringing it before the law.r

Vice Chairman PAYTNIAN. They haven't a chance. We have to have
quicker action. What did you want to say, Doctori?

Mr. MuND. I agree with you. There is no adequate remedy at the
present time.

Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. This court remedy doesn't amount to
much for the little fellow. He has not got a chance. He can hire
a good lawyer if he has the money, but that good lawyer cannot pre-
vent postponements and continuances and- appeals and then recon-
sideration and everything else. His day in court is too long for him
to stay in. ' -

Now one other point. This costless capital. I want you to look at
the President's Economic Report, page 193. You will notice in 1946,
total sources of corporate funds was $18.2 billion, but internal
sources; that is, your costless capital, retained profits. and deprecia-
tion allowances and amortization allowances amounted to $11.4 bil-
lion. That is only 60 percent.

Your costless capital was only 60 percent that vear, but go over to
the year 1954 and you will notice that your total sources amounted
to $21 billion, and your costless capital or internal sources was $19.5
billion or 90 percent.

Now how can a little concern compete when the little concern is
borrowing its money, running in competition -with a big concern
across the street that is getting 90 percent of its capital from internal
sources or costless capital?

Just tell me how a little'concern can compete with that.- Will you
do that, Doctor.

Mr. KAPLAN. I do not think it is expected to compete exactly under
those circumstances. - -

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, that is the kind of situation we are
in today all over the Nation.

Mr..,KAPLAN. We should recognize -the- special situations that have
made for heavy plowing back of funds for ca.pital formation since the
end of the war-the long delay in plant replacement, the low levels
of inventories, the need to catch up with expanding population, the
high fraction of capital reserves built up through the special deprecia-
tion and amortization allowances, including special privileges that
were given to support our war effort, and I-

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Wait just a minute, the war was over in
1945.

Mr. KAPLAN. I was thinking of the Korean war period as well.
And I was about to note that some small firms also got accelerated
depreciation and other internal funds. But I should make it clear
that I can't go along with you on the premise that the internal sources
of investment are costless capital.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, it does not cost them anything.
It costs the consumers something. The consumer had to pay it.

Mr. KAPLAN. I think the term "costless capital" there is a. misnomer.
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. W6el, you know Mr. Clarence Francis,

don't vou?
Mr. KAPLAN. Yes, I do.
Vice Chairnman PATINJAN. He is the head of General Foods. He

said it was costless capital at one time.
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Air. KAPLAN. I think he said it in another context.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Maybe so.1

Mr. KAPLAN. Part of that costless capital is from retained earnings
on which the stockholders are abstaining from getting immediate
returns; use of the depreciation reserves for plant and equipment is
at the expense of other interest- or dividend-bearing uses of the funds.
The choice to use the funds for plant and equipment does not make
them costless.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Let's not argue about it. Let's say half of
it is costless capital. You know that half of it is?

Mr' -KPLAp.N. Any funds employed for capital purposes must have
attached to them something in the way of an interest rate, or alterna-
tive cost, as against the immediate satisfaction by consumption. You
cannot refer to capital as costless merely because it is from internal
sources.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. But you did not touch one point, Dr.
Kaplan, let me invite your attention to that. That one point is that
after the excess profits tax was repealed they did not reduce the prices
to the consumer. They kept on charging the same price. Therefore
they got in more money. That gave them more costless capital.
They took it away from the consumer in higher prices. They should
not have charged those higher prices. That is the answer to that, but
they did, and they got the money, and they got the money from the
consumers and they are using that money to beat down and-destroy
independent business in this country.

Now can't you see something to that argument, Dr. Kaplan?
Mr. KAPLAN. I can see the argument that instead of translating

some of what they got back in excess profits into immediate price re-
ductions, that they used it for additional capital formation.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, their capital formation was figured
with costless capital.

Mr. KAPLAN. I won't argue that with you, because I think it will
take more time. But I think that you are certainly entitled to your
view that one way of treating that excess profits "windfall," if you
please, was to reduce prices.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I know they have been holding prices up
for another reason, and that was they had a feeling there might be
some kind of emergency, with all of this fringe emergency around the
world, and prices might be frozen and they did not want to get prices
frozen low. They wanted. them frozen high. They have been caught
with their prices down before and they don't want that to happen
again. That is why they held the prices up. At the same time they
have benefited by it because it has been a source of costless capital to
them.

On this merger business, Dr. Mund, I know that the mergers
started in 1946, but it was kind of in low gear, and I do not think it
even got into second gear until the last two years, but the last
couple of years it has been in high gear with green lights, no red
lights, high speed.

Mr. MUND. For the most part, I think that is right.

.1 Clarence Francis. Chairman of the Board, General Foods Corp., testified before the
Joint Committee on the President's Economic Report during the Hearings on Corporate
Profits, 1948. He said, "* * * capital raised by reinvesting earnings in the business
is costless capital." (Hearings, p. 211.)
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. They have been going very rapidly. I
wanted to ask a question relating to that. Is the current saturation
technique used by the Big Two in the automobile industry compatible
with the maintenance of. a competitive situation in the automobile
industry?

For example, isn't there a danger that by saturating the market
with an oversupply of General Motors and Ford automobiles, the
independents will be squeezed out of their dwindling share of the
market? What do you think about that, Dr. Mund?

Mr. MUND. That is a big question. I would like to think about for
a longer time.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. All right. What do you think about it,
Mr. Quinn?

Mr. QUINN. I do not think there is any question about it. If you
load the dealers with cars, the dealers competing with each other will
cut prices, and the fellow with the least capital; the least lasting
power, manufacturer and dealer, will be the first to be eliminated.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. What weapon do the automobile dealers
have against this saturation technique?

Mr. ADAMrs. None at all that I can see.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Dr. Stocking, will you answer this one,

please: Do the recent trends in acquisitions and mergers indicate that
the rate of growth of new industry will be seriously curtailed? What
effect will this development have upon economic growth in general?

Mr. STOCKING. Well, that is a question that I think requires more
thought than I can give it here and now.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. All right. I see that the time is late and
I would not want to insist on your taking too much time.

Mr. George, I wonder if you would answer this one. This is about
banking. You are familiar with that.

Mr. GEORGE. To some extent.
Vice Chairman PATM3AN. Do you see anything contrary to the pub-

lic interest in the concentration of financial resources arising out of the
merger movement in banking ?

Mr. GEORGE. I could alWays rely on the stock answer, that this
requires more thought. No evidence has come to my attention on
that score. I have found a number of mergers that were quite justi-
fied when I looked into them from the standpoint of attracting deposits
more widely and handling bigger deals with money at its inflated
value. Now there may be other circumstances to the contrary, but
that could be a consideration.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. All of you gentlemen will have an oppor-
tunity to extend your remarks, and if any of you want to extend your
remarks, whether they were- asked of you or elaborate on them or
answer them in any way, it will certainly be a favor to the committee
and we will appreciate it. I certainly will.

Now what steps are being taken to protect the independent bank-
ing system from encroachment by the large metropolitan banks?

Mr. George, do you know of any effort being made to protect them?
Mr. GEORGE. I do not know any effort is being made to stop what

you are calling encroachment.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I do not, either. In fact, I can see evi-

dence of the encouragement. It is true that the supervisory agencies
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do not 'lIo6kwith faVdr upon the establishment of new independent
banks in which the majority, let us say 51 percent, of the capital stock
is owned by the euterpriser who starts the bank?

Would you like to comment on that, Mr. George ?
Mr. GEORGE. I am sorry, you spoke too rapidly for me.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. In'summarizing it, the agencies do not

look with favor on chartering a new bank wheire the real sparkplug
behind it, the enterpriser who really gets it up, owns as much as 51
percent of it? They are discouraging the chartering of banks under
those circumstances?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, Congressman, all I can say is, I profited from
your phrasing of the question. It is something I want to know more
about, but I am not qualified to aniswer.

Vice Chairman PATM[AN. All right. I amn asking these so that you
gentlemiien will have the privilege, if you desire to use it, to elaborate
on it.l

Now. then, the last question: Doesn't there seem to be an absence of
competition in the behavior of industrial commodity prices in the
last 3 years? For example, these prices, particularly for finished
goods at wholesale have been rising steadily, but surely, through the
two cycles we have had since early 1951.

Now I ask that last question. It will be in the record, and if you
gentlemen will elaborate on itj Ivill appreciate it very much, or any
of the rest of these questions.

Is there anything else to come before the committee?
(No response.)
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Tomorrow there will be a session on agri-

cultural l)olicies here in tlhis room, 1301, at 10 a. m. We will have Mr.
.Murray R. Benedict, Mr. John H. Davis, Mr. Murray D. Lincoln, Mr.
William H. Nichols, Mr. Theodore W. Schultz, Mr. Frank J. Welsh,
and a representative of the Department of Agriculture.

- .The committee desires' to thank the members of the panel for their
attendiuice and for: the very, interesting testimony that you have
given the committee. It will all be first transscribed and youL will have
the privilege of goinge overvyour remarks and making any corrections
that you desire: to make or any additions that you desire to make.
After that, the testimony is printed, and as printed, it is circulated to
all of the Memibers of the House and Senate and to all Government
agencies, not only throughout this country, but throughout the world,
so I feel like, and I know'the committee feels like, youl have made a
great contribution.

Thank- you very much..-
(The extended statements of the panel are as follows:)

STATENMENT OF DI.; WALTEf ADAMS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOr OF EcoNo1Iics
MICHIGA.N. STATE COLLEGE

My name is Walter Adams. I am an associate professor of economics at MIich-
igan State Colege and a member of Attorney General Brownell's National Comn-
nmittee To Study the Antitrust Laws. However, I appear here as a private citi-
zen anid do not purport to represent any institution or organization.

The prevention of monopoly and the promotion of competition receive only inci-
dental treatment in the President's Economic- Report. While the report recog-
nizes the Government's "responsibility to, maintain easy entry into trade and
industry, to checkt monopoly, andjto preserve a competitive environment" (p. 50)
it scarcely suggests hdov these generally accepted goals are to be implemented.
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Fundamentally, it fails to face up to the crucial issues. Thus the report states
that Congress has established a policy of assuring small business of a fair share
in the procurement program, but it does not indicate to what extent the exec-
utive agencies have carried out the will of Congress. It does not indicate the
extent to which legislative wisdom is being vitiated by administrative short-
sightedness and incompetence. The report recommends increased Federal ex-
penditures on research and development, but it does not recommend that the
fruits of such research be made freely available to all bona fide business enter-
prise. The report suggests aln increase in antitrust fines as a deterrent to future
violations, but it does not say that, at a time of virulent merger activity, the
inadequate fine is hardly the most important obstacle to effective antitrust en-
forcement. Finally the report proposes that the line between public and private
enterprise be redrawn. but it does not insist on redrawing this line with a view
toward promoting competition and attenuating monopoly.

Deficient on1 these specific counts, the l'resident's report is subject to a more
general, and probably more crucial, criticism, viz its total disregard of one of the
most important monopoly forces in America today-the United States Govern-
ment. Thus the report fails to show how the exercise of particular powers of
governrment may create the very monopoly which the antitrust authorities are
later called upon to destroy. A few illustrations should make my point clear.

(1) Spending power.-In a period when Federal budgets run in excess of $60
billion, Government procurement, especially defense contracts, have a significant
impact on the economy. Yet the executive departments are not alvays aware
of the antitrust implications of their decisions. In 1952, for example, there were
four producers of IM-4S tanks, but the Defense Department suddenly decided to
concentrate production in a single supply source. By administrative fiat, there-
fore, we moved from an oligopoly to a monopoly situation. Similarly, between
January 19.5.° and June 1954, while independents in the auto industry were with-
ering on the vine, the net new defense contracts going to General Motors in-
creased by $1.7 billion while the net new contracts going to all other auto com-
panies combined declined by $39.5 million. Such actions by the Defense
Department are hardly conducive to greater competition in highly concentrated
Industries.

(2) Taxing power.-In every emergency, from World War I to the Korean war,
the tax code was amended to authorize accelerated amortization as an incentive
for industrial plant expansion. The companies receiving such amortization nriv-
ileges got a valuable tax rebate or, at the very least, an interest-free loan. They
received what one congressional committee has called the biggest bonanza ever
to come down the Government pike. Unfortunately this bonanza was unequally
shared. To the extent that it accrued primarily to the dominant firms in highly
concentrated industries, the Government was underwriting the growth and ex-
pansion of industrial giantism.

(3) Proprietary poiver.-During World War II, the Government spent about
$11.6 billion on industrial facilities which were usable in the postwar period and
were sold to private industry. Here, too, however, the record indicates that-
with the notable exception of aluminum-the disposal program did not effectuate
an appreciable increase in competition. In the steel industry, for example, almost
all the major facilities directly financed with Government funds were sold to the
largest firms at bargain-counter prices. The Geneva Steel plant in Utah, built at
a cost of more than $200 million, was sold to United States Steel for a mere $47.5
million-a sale which increased United States Steel's control over the rapidly
expanding vest coast market from 17 to 39 percent, and raised its percentage of
ingot capacity in the area to 51 percent. Ironically enough, the Attorney Gen-
eral, after approving this sale, filed an antitrust suit against United States Steel
for merging with a firm which accounted for 3 percent of fabricated steel produe-
tion in the same market.

(4) Legislatixe power.-As in the case of atomic energy, this involves estab-
lishment by Congress of ground rules for industries being transferred from
the public to the private domain. While I regret to do so, candor compels me
to say that last year's atomic energy law is likely to preclude the development
of competition in this vital industry. At a time when only a handful of large
corporations had been allowed to participate in the atomic energy program,
Congress suddenly decided to fling the doors open. But an open door does not
afford equality of opportunity u-hen some contestants are on the doorstep while
others are miles away. This is not the way to assure effective competition in
a new industry.
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(5) Regulatory Power.-Here we see in boldest relief the creeping paralysis
of monopoly. Here we see the marasmus of the regulatory process-its in-
jurious effects on the consumer and its debilitating influence on the industry
concerned. Here we see the subversion of competition via regulation. Let me
cite some recent examples:

(a) In 1948, the Supreme Court ordered the vertical divorcement of the Big
Five in the movie industry. Each of the Big Five was required to separate the
production of movies from exhibition, so as to prevent foreclosure of the market
by vertical integration. Then, in 1953, the Federal Communications Commis-
sion authorized the merger between American Broadcasting Co. and United
Paramount Theaters, and acquiesced in the control of Paramount Pictures by
Dumont TV. This meant not only a sizable horizontal combination between a
movie exhibition chain and a TV network, but also the vertical integration be-
tween a movie producer and a TV exhibitor. It vitiated potential interindustry
competition between two basic communication media, and brought about the
very vertical integration which the Supreme Court had earlier sought to
eliminate.

(b) In another action, the Federal Communications Commission decided on
an allocation pattern for TV channels which may doom competition in this
young and dynamic industry. According to Allen B. DuMont-who is no
academician and who has met a payroll-the Commission's allocation pattern
will result in a two-network monopoly in the television industry. Other wit-
nesses before the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee agreed
with this contention. They pointed to the fact that competition hinges on the
survival of UHF, and that UHF cannot survive unless the Commission equalizes
the terms on which UHF competes with VHF. Thus it is clear that the FCC
ground rules will determine whether newcomers in this concentrated industry
are to have a climate in which competition can thrive and prosper, and whether
the TV audience is to enjoy the variety of competition or accept the impositions
of monopoly.

(c) In the transportation field, there are especially strong indications that
the type of regulation may be unwise and the amount of regulation excessive.
There is more than a germ of truth in the observation that the regulatees have
wound up doing the regulating.

When the ICC Act was passed in 1887, the railroads possessed considerable
monopoly power. But today the situation is different. In the passenger field,
the airplane, the bus, and the private conveyance protect the consumer against
potential exploitation. In freight, the common-carrier, contract, and private
trucks seem to give the railroads quite a run for their money.

Yet competition in the trucking business is artificially restricted. No common
carrier truck can operate in interstate commerce without first obtaining a
certificate of convenience and necessity and without submitting to rate regu-
.lation and route determination by the ICC. Why? What is there about truck-
ing to justify this kind of public utility regulation? Very little, in my opinion.
Here is an industry which closely approximates the pattern of perfect com-
petition. There are many firms in the industry and, in the absence of regulation,
there would be more. The product is fairly homogeneous and standardized.
Entry would be easy, because of relatively low capital costs and because the
roadbed is provided at public expense. Moderate fixed costs make price dis-
crimination and cutthroat competition an unlikely eventuality. Nevertheless,
we refuse to rely on competition as a means of protecting the consumer interest.
Instead we depend on a regulatory agency which shows an inordinate concern
for sagging railroad properties and for the vested interests of established truck-
ing companies. In my view, this is ill advised. There seems no economic
justification for limiting entry into this industry as long as the public is assured
that common carrier trucks are financially responsible, follow the necessary
safety regulations, and passes the proper surety qualifications. Here is an
industry which is no more a public utility than restaurants, laundries, or
filling stations. Here is an industry where gradual, but substantial, deregula-
tion seems feasible, practicable, and desirable.

Finally, we have the case of the airlines. When the Civil Aeronautics Act
was passed in 1938, domestic trunklines flew 479.8 million revenue passenger-
miles. By 1952, this total had increased to 12,188.7 million-a 2,500 percent
growth. Despite this tremendous expansion, however, not a single new trunk-
line (passenger) carrier has been certificated. Established carriers have thus
been given what amounts to a perpetual monopoly over a new and growing
industry. Here again, there is no economic justification for what seems to be
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a complete and permanent bar against the entry of newcomers. The skyways

are free, and airport facilities are provided with public funds. Capital costs

are moderate, and new facilities can be added in relatively small doses.

Given the tremendous increase in the demand for air travel, there seem to

be no compelling technological or economic factors militating against the entry

of at least 1 or 2 new carriers. Moreover, the experience with the nonskeds

shows how necessary the energizing and invigorating stimulus of competition

is. It was the nunskeds who had enough faith in the future of air travel to

introduce coach service-at a time when the Big Four thought that such service

would entail substantial losses and would fail to promote an increase in demand.

It was the nonskeds who rejected the caution, conservatism, and restraint of

the big companies and who refused to bow before the apparition haunting

every monopolist-the assumed inelasticity of demand. It was the nonskeds

whose initiative, enterprise and daring proved that competitive rate reduction

is more effective than a belief in the myths of inelasticity. If for no other reason

than past performance, the certification of new competitors is urgently needed-

competitors who do not demand subsidies from the Government. competitors

who are dynamic enough to assure a phenomenal growth in a phenomenal in-

dustry. Such growth will not only benefit the consumer, it will not only enable

Michigan residents to escape harsh winters with an airline trip to beautiful

Arizona, it will also contribute to our national defense which depends on a

strong and vigorous airline industry.
In conclusion let me say that contrary to the prediction of Karl Marx and

the belief of his unknowing and unwitting disciples, monopoly in Anierica is

neither natural nor inevitable. Rarely is it a response to technological im-

peratives or economic necessities. Never is it the result of spontaneous gener-

ation or natural selection. More often than not, monopoly is the result of

unwise, manmade, privilege-creating legislation which throttles competition and

restricts opportunity. I think it is idle to expect enforcement of the antitrust

laws alone to assure us of a competitive economy in years to come. We cannot

have competition if the Government creates what the antitrust laws are de-

signed to prevent, if the Government itself helps fashion the economy in the

image of the cartels.

STATEMENT BY EDWIN B. GEORGE, DrREcToR, DEPARTMENT OF EcoNoMIcs,
DUN & BRADSTREET, INC., NEW YORK, N. Y.

The assignment of this panel is necessarily broad and cannot be covered in

brief compass. Yet picking and choosing is quite a problem in view of the many

substantial matters worth discussion. After some reflection, I have decided to

take my lead directly from the Economic Report. Those who have read the

latter will be aware that-due no doubt to the fact that the final report of the

Attorney General's National Committee To Study the Antitrust Laws has not

yet been made-it contains nothing (beyond a recommendation to increase

substantially the maximum fine imposable for Sherman Act violation) on those

matters which come first to mind when one considers problems of competition

and monopoly, giving the bulk of its attention to the question of assistance to

new and small business. Obviously this does not bind our panel. We are as free

to discuss bypassed subjects as those given consideration. The subject dealt

with, however, is so important and the treatment given it sufficiently limited

as to warrant further comment. There will be no gaps in the agenda because

my fellow panelists can be trusted to give bigness and other matters of great

current interest a thorough going-over. Accordingly, I shall concern myself

with selected aspects of the item upon which the report concentrates.
The exact scope and focus of my comments can be indicated briefly. Some of

the questions bearing upon new and small business fall within what most

observers would regard as the antitrust field. But to much greater extent than

in many other connections (e. g., bigness), basic policy issues are either unre-

lated or very indirectly related to this area. I shall restrict my analysis to

matters that are largely nonantitrust in character. Without undue violence

to their interrelationships, the policy issues here can be grouped under five head-

ings: general management, industrial relations, availability of capital funds,

research and development activities, and taxation. I shall skip the second

and touch upon the first but incidentally, reserving most of my time for con-

sideration of the last three. The material in the Economic Report is concerned

largely with two of these.
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ACCESS TO CAPITAL FUNDS

The Economic Report calls attention to the apparatus established by Congress
in 19.53 to help small business to obtain adequate financing, claims that this has
made a useful contribution and in consequence recommends that the lending
authority made available-now almost fully committed-be enlarged. I do
not have much in the way of general criticism to offer of SBA's operations
under the statute. Their rules, especially that requiring would-be borrowers
to explore private channels before turning to the Government, seem well devised
and aid has still been given in a significant number of cases. However, I don't
see where this kind of facility carries us far along the road to solution of what
a study I made several years ago persuaded me may be the prime need, namely,
provision of equity capital (or at any rate some combination of debt money,
common stock money, and preferred stock money, as in the sandwich deals of
the British ICFC) for businesses with requirements that banks and other lending
agencies cannot meet owing to a mixture of prevailing standards. legal barriers,
and concern for their creditors' funds even though they recognize the merit of
the objective, and which cannot obtain funds from security markets save at
prohibitive cost.

The area of primary interest has been defined by a fellow panelist, Dr.
Kaplan, as including "the kind of businesses that can really compete with
larger businesses. It is the area between S and 100 employees, and in some
cases a little more than 100 employees. It does not add up to millions, but it
adds up to a core of 150,000 units that are the very heart of independent
enterprise."' Add new firms of demonstrable promise and I would agree.

After reviewing domestic and foreign experience and looking at the galaxy of
remedies proposed, my impression was that the one most worth trying was that
envisaging establishment of regional capital banks under Federal Reserve
auspices-the approach embodied in bills introduced in several previous sessions
of Congress by a former chairman of the joint committee, Senator O'Mahoney.
The scheme has too many angles to permit full treatment here. I shall note
merely that it seems best to begin on a pilot-plant basis, selecting one or a few
FRB regions in which need for assistance is thought to occur most frequently
and in which the resident Reserve Banks themselves have been urging action,
stipulating that firm arrangements should be made from the outset for provision
of complementary managerial and technical aid and for compelling applicants
to accept such aid, if the financing agency deems necessary.

RESEARCH AND DEVELrOPMENT ACTIVITIES

What about research and development? My guess is that Mr. Lilienthal's
book-despite imperviousness to the existence of a problem of diminishing re-
turns-probably reflected a large body of opinion in claiming that our rate of
progress during the past quarter-century is attributable to a "new competition,"
characterized by Incessant product and process innovation which in turn largely
arose from research by large concerns competing in this fashion. It se4ms to
me that Dr. Kaplan takes a similar view in his recently published study of big
enterprise in a competitive economy. This general slant invites some comment.

First, and of lesser importance, it is by no means demonstrably true. On the
subject, Prof. Edward S. Mason made some pertinent observations last year.
"* * * the fact that research expenditures are highly concentrated in large
firms does not mean that important product and process innovation is the product
of large firms. This is something about which we know next to nothing." 2 Prof.
M. A. Adelman has expressed himself similarly.3 Even if, however, large firms
are now the main sources of progress, one may doubt whether this must neces-
sarily be so. As Mason notes. the rate of advance during the past 25 years does
not appear to have been greater than in the preceding 25 years or the latter
again above that in the last half of the 19th century. In other words, we grew
as fast in a small-concern system as in one dominated by large units. (Although,
starting with a rich new country, to maintain the same percentage rate of growth
over a long period of time is quite a feat, and the basic fact in itself has no

TU. S. Congress. Volume and Stability of Private Investment hearinzs before the JointCommittee on the Economic Report pursuant to sec. 5 (A) of Public Law 304 (77th Cong.).81st Cone., pt. 1. pp. 27-45.R
2 The New Competition. Yale Review. autiamn 1953. p. 44.
3 Northwestern University Law Review, Symposiunm Review of Galbraith and Lilienthal,Iay-June 1954. D. 157.
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bearing on reasons for the eventual growth of large -concerns, which in its time
has had great positive benefits; only the narrow point is involved.) It is possible
that one of the reasons why not only large concerns but large-scale techniques
are now so prominent in the economy may be found in a combination of growth
in nontechnological hurdles confronting small concerns and of factors operating
to place greater relative research emphasis in big outfits on large-scale methods.
On the latter point, there is no doubt that absolutely speaking the big research
departments spawn many developments exploitable via small-scale methods.

These however, one would expect to be exploited often in product lines which
are either altogether new in the system as a whole or, if not being somewhere,
are possessed only by concerns other than the finder. In dealing with their own
lines, stress may often be laid upon developments yielding marginal cost savings
with setups in which huge capital has already been sunk rather than upon com-
petitive techniques of an entirely different order. Moreover, even where new
possibilities do not present a threat to the company's established lines or produc-
tion methods, one would expect less intensive inspection of the potentialities of
those involving only moderate capital outlays than would occur in the case of
concerns less well-fortified financially. Under stronger pressure to dig for
methods of modest optimal scale, they might well find that these paid off a lot
more frequently than is now judged.

It strikes me-and I come now to the nontechnical obstacles small units confront
-that deliberate efforts to smooth the path for small concerns considering inno-
vations are quite desirable. Recent liberalization in tax treatment of unusual
research and development expenses, discussed below, should contribute to this
end and so too would improvements in access to capital-knowledge that, if at-
tractive prospects came to the fore, there was a good chance of -obtaining the
capital necessary for commercial exploitation providing more incentive to experi-
ment. But I would not be surprised to learn that even under these. conditions
room would be found for direct encouragement of research. Preferable efforts
to capitalize this fact should aim at stimulating growth of specialized private
outfits, including industry research agencies. If progress along these lines
proved too sluggish measures to strengthen present Government agencies and
establish others would have to be considered.

TAXATION

Broadly speaking, the small-business tax issue has two major aspects. One
concerns the relationship between tax structure and rates of establishment and
growth of small or medium-sized firms. The other has to do with indefinite sur-
vival of those firms that have in some way or other achieved a firm place in the
economy.

A helpful way of gaging how matters stand in these respects is to contrast
our present position with that prevailing in the first several postwar years, when
it was widely held that the tax structure had very unfavorable effects in both
connections. With respect to the problems of birth and healthy growth, pro-
posals to improve the situation usually involved one or more of the following:
more flexibility in methods of depreciating property for tax purposes; reversal of
the trend toward forcing unusual research and development outlays to be capi-
talized rather than treated as current expenses; introduction of a higher degree
of partial income-averaging through extension of the periods during which losses
could be carried back or forward; and exemption of some part of income. In
most cases, it was suggested that these changes be made effective for all concerns
-one argument being that even if this were done small firms would benefit rela-
tively more than large, established units. Sometimes, however, proponents ad-
vocated limitation of some of the liberalizations to firms below a certain size or
certain age. One prominent tax economist went so far as to urge that reinvested
earnings of all new noncorporate businesses be exempted during the first 5 years
of its life. And one device receiving support-the partnership option, extending
to closely held corporations the privilege of being taxed as partnerships-in effect
would be applicable primarily to small firms with simple security structures..

So far as concerns taxation, the problem of disappearance of healthy small
concerns had.<l to do with other effects of the then-existing structure-primarily
those resulting from the interplay of personal income, capital gains, and estate
taxes. Much the best evaluation of the picture here was the study of the effects
of taxation on corporate mergers over the period 1'40-47 made by Butters.
Linter, Cary. and Powell. These authors found that in these years sales of
businesses attributable in very significant degree to tax considerations con-
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stituted about 10 percent of the total number of mergers and close to 25 percent
of those involving absorption of units with assets between $5 million and $30
million. Measured by the indexes of concentration used in their study, the
overall effect of all mergers-and thus a fortiori all those into which tax elements
entered importantly-upon concentration was not impressive during the period
covered. Nonetheless, a significant loss in the number of centers of initiative
in the economic system took place; and for this development tax considerations
were among the important causative factors.

How does the picture look now? Taking impact-on-mergers first, it seems
considerably better. Section 115 (g) of the 1950 Revenue Act has led to sub-
stantial changes in the picture for a large fraction of closely held concerns. In
some respects it overshot and in others fell short of what might have been the
best solution possible given our jerry-built tax pattern. On balance, however,
the tax incentives promoting unhealthy disappearance of independent businesses
via mergers were strongely reduced. Further lessening of such incentives will
result from last year's change in rules affecting inclusion of life-insurance pro-
ceeds and the value of property transfers arranged before death but only ellec-
tive at death in a person's estate. In consequence, we may expect much less
in the way of perverse tax-induced effects henceforward.

The net effect of recent changes affecting new and small units in other re-
spects is more difficult to determine. Several real improvements have taken
place, notably in two major areas, viz., depreciation allowances and treatment
of research and development expenses. Businesses now have more flexibility
in dealing with the former and under the 1954 law all outlays for unusual re-
search and development can be deducted as current expenses. So far as con-
cerns averaging, however, the recent extension of carryback to 2 years simply
restores an arrangement that had been in effect during the period I am using
as base and the longer carryforward, though much better than nothing and of
aid to new firms with enough cushion to withstand early year losses, is of un-
certain value to small businesses running into trouble after a string of profitable
years and being unable to tap outside sources for emergency needs. And for
the rest, the total picture is not much different. There isn't any income ex-
emption-at any rate from the normal tax. Special treatment has not been
accorded to reinvested earnings. The partnership option is still unavailable.
And it seems probable that although on balance the jump in absolute fraction
of pretax earnings taken by the Government was somewhat lower for small
corporations, the dollar has injured the small outfit's ability to expand more than
it has that of the large firm (because of lesser ability to tap outside funds). It
may well be that the relative improvement resulting from the change in treatment
permitted for depreciation allowances and research and development expendi-
tures more than offsets any deterioration here. But for all that, it seems likely
that a deal more could be done to strengthen the position of new and small
concerns.

Because'of the many considerations involved I do not have any specific recom-
mendations to make but believe close study of the problem to be worthwhile.

SUtMMARY

Broadly speaking, I would say in conclusion, the picture is about this. One
very important means of insuring a healthy competititve economy is to insure
propagation of new and small business. Real scope remains for improvement
in the conditions governing successful operation and growth of such concerns-
a judgment that can be extended beyond matters treated above to cover man-
agerial problems. Furthermore, need to effect such improvement is in some
respects more urgent than in the late forties due to the greater relative burdens
in tax and related record keeping imposed by such things as extensions of cover-
age under unemployment insurance; and also from parallel growth in other
incentives for executives and superior workers-private pensions in the case
of the former, pensions and seniority in the case of the latter-to remain with
large concerns rather than take off on their own. And finally, a good part of
the job lies outside what we usually regard as antitrust policy.
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NOTES FOR JOINT COMIMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT PANEL DISCUSSION ON
MONOPOLY AND ANTrrsUST POLICY, BY A. D. H. KAPLAN

The Economic Report of the President, January 1955, defers the administra-

tion's general treatment of the subject of monopoly and antitrust policy until the-

Attorney General's National Committee To Study Antitrust Laws comes out with.

its report (p. 48). The withholding of any reference to the current wave of cor--

porate mergers is presumably on the same ground. The Federal Trade Commis-

sion announced last October it had embarked on a study of recent mergers in the,

light of the section 7 amendment of the Clayton Act of 1950, and that a. report:

would-be speedily prepared. Perhaps we may expect, therefore, that later, in. the

present sessiofi of Congress there will be opportunity to consider specific conclu-

sions and recommendations from the executive branch concerning competition,

monopoly, and antitrust policy.
Not unrelated, however, to the subject of competition and monopoly is the sec-

tion in the Economic Report under the subhead, "Assisting New and Small Busi-

nesses." It refers to the Small Business Act of 1953 establishing an independent

Small Business Administration in the Executive Office of the President, and rec-

ommends that the life of the agency be extended beyond the present expiration

date of June 30, 1955. The SBA was designed primarily to help small businesses

in obtaining and carrying out Government procurement contracts, and in getting

loans. But this temporary facility for supplying emergency aid to small busi-

nesses that are unable to obtain private financing, does not cover the broader need

in our business structure of a regular, continuing channel for investment banking

at the small business level.
Bills introduced in earlier sessions of Congress by Senator O'Mahoney and oth-

ers to help establish a system of investment banks to-handle the capital financing

of new and growing small-scale enterprises, failed of enactment. The chairman

of the Select Committee on Small Business in the Senate has introduced a similar

bill for this session to support the formation of a system of regional investment

companies, under the aegis of the Federal Reserve System, with the commercial

banks and other appropriate agencies as subscribers. It provides for a wide

range of equity and debt financing to new and growing smaller scale enterprises.

This type of capital banking, supported by competent guidance in developing new

and smuall enterprise has already become a useful feature of the British and

Canadian financing structure. It is hoped that Congress will not delay the effort

to encourage the filling of this gap in our national banking system, under condi-

tions that will make the venture self-supporting and eventually profitable.
Other aspects of the need to maintain a vigorous small-business sector in the

structure of our competitive system, that may well come in for consideration at

this time, have to do with the flexibility of, competition and. freedom' ofd economic.

opportunity. There may be time to speak of two-distributors' pricing andtlabor

relations.
In the 1930's some segments of small business took refuge in resale price main-

tenance legislation and other State fair-trade laws, reenforced at the Federal

level by amendment of the Sherman and Clayton Acts. During the sellers' mar-

ket that followed World War II, relatively few overt inroads upon the legalized
price-fixing barriers were attempted. The more recent trend toward a buyer's
market has, however, stimulated the undercutting of prices that had apparently

been set for high distribution costs and margins wide enough.to encourage the.

penetrating of the orthodox retail market with substantial discounts.
The time appears ripe for reexamination of the effects of fair trade legislation

and support thereof hy Federal legislation. The dollar-conscious consumer who'

has turned his patronage to the discount house has thereby raised the larger ques-

tion as to how far the preservation of the maximum number in the business popu-

lation may be regarded an end in itself, for which the consuming public is to pay

the price of substantial subsidies as it has done in other areas of the economy.
New business needs to be able to bid effectively for labor as well as for capital.

Small business is increasingly concerned in the attainment by labor unions of a,

position where the strength of their membership in large-scale enterprise can be

mobilized behind their drives to improve wage levels and income security of their-

members generally. There is the growing problem of the industries in which the

pattern is set by negotiation with the dominant firms, leaving no choice of bar-

gaining for the small firm other than to fall in line without due regard to the

differences in working conditions or capacity of the business. Government unem-
ployment insurance and retirement programs have been supplemented by unem-

ployment wage guaranties and pensions obtained for the working forces of par-
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ticular companies through collective bargaining; job classifications, supervisory
rules, and time schedules have been standardized, fitting into the pattern of mass
production, yet untenable for new and smaller enterprises. Taken singly, the
income objectives advanced by the labor leadership have been defensible as com-
ing for the most part within the bounds of what can currently be drawn fkoii the
economy. There is nonetheless a major long-range problem of reconciling the
trend toward standardized worker security patterns with the survival of that
mobility in the A-merican economy which has been the basis of successful business
entry and a potent force in raising and widely distributing real income.

SOIME-CUIRENT PROBLEMS IN THE XIAT ITENANCE OD "FREE COMIPETITIVE ENTERPRISE"
By DR. VERNON A. MUND, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE

It is significant that. the Employment Act specifically states that maximum
production is to be promoted in a manner calculated to foster "free competitive
enterprise.". The two, indeed, in our system, are closely related. The more
effectively freedom of. entry and price competition operate, the less will be the
need to resort to public spending and other monetary fiscal measures.

1. THE PROBLEM OF RIGID PRICES IN DEPRESSION PERIODS

Why do business executives in certain industries-such as steel-maintain
prices, and actually increase them, in the face of declining demands? Why
were industrial prices in the recession of 1953-54 more stable than in the reces-
sion of 1948-49? Has the upsurge of mergers accentuated price rigidity?

There is'substantial agreement among economists that rigidity, or inflexibility,
of industrial prices in the face-of declines in demand associated with periods
of recession is closely correlated- with monopolistic behavior-Zsuch as basing-
point and.zone pricing, price leadership, and collusive'trade-association activity.
Monopoly is the power to manage price and to fix a price at constant levels over
a period of weeks or months, regardless of changes in demand.
-In competitive industries, prices adjust downward with declining demands,

to provide a selling outlet for available supplies. Monopolistic (or oligopolistic)
industries, on the other hand, typically peg their prices. This action prevented
a clearing of the market or, causes underutilization of plant facilities. It is
an action, moreover, which' has secular and long-lasting consequences. The
evil is that for years monopolistic industries prevent and retard the reduction
of prices which they control. Unemployment and unused capacity in these
industries grow and persist.

The problem of rigid prices is twofold. First, there is the problem of the power
to manage prices. When was this power achieved? How was it achieved?
What forms of direct control or antitrust action should now be taken with
respect to it?

Secondly, there is the problem of why business managers, having the power
to manage prices, desire to peg prices (absolute constant) for periods of
months or even years. Subsequently, I shall discuss these questions, if it
is desired.

2. THE ANTIMERGER ACT OF 19 O AND ITS APPLICATION BY THE FTC

In applying the law in the Pillsbury case (1953), the Commission rejected the
proposal of its attorneys, based upon the reports of congressional conunittees.
that the "substantiality test" should he used as a yardstick-that is, "where
a leading factor in the relevant market having a substantial share of that market,
acquires another factor in that market also having a substantial share of that
market," and the effect may be substantially to lessen competition. Instead.
the Commission adopted a rule-of-reason approach and declared that it would
proceed on a case-by-case basis.

Despite the legislation of 1950, the merger movement is continuing at a rapid
pace. Should the rule of reason be added to the act of 1950 when it was not
included by Congress, itself? Has the legislation of 1950 been seriously weak-
ened by administrative interpretation?

3. THE RIGHT TO SELECT ONE'S CUSTOMERS

The antitrust agencies report that "refusal to sell" is one of the most frequent
complaints which they receive. Rarely, is there any relief for this aggravated
form of discrimination. Why is it that particular buyers cannot freely secure
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supplies for cash on the counter, even during periods of excess inventories and
unused capacity? Is not freedom of access to markets an essential feature of a
free competitive economy? Should Congress reconsider the original draft of the
Clayton Act (1914) which placed prohibitions on arbitrary refusals to sell?

4. IS THIE SO-CALLED NEW CONCEPT OF COMPETITION COMPATIBLE WITH THE
MAINTENANCE OF A FREF COMPETITIVE SYSTEMM?

Currently, efforts are being made to get the courts and administrative agen-
cies to construe the antitrust laws with a new concept of competition. The idea
is to define competition so that it will describe existing business practice. As
one leading antitrust lawyer has said, "The statutes can be construed administra-
tively to fit the business pattern desired.'

The "new" definition of competition contemplated by the Business Advisory
Council of the Department of Commerce, D. E. Lilienthal, A. D. H. Kaplan, and
others, differs greatly from the concept long used by economists and the antitrust
agencies. The essential idea of the new concept is the presence of alternatives
from which buyers m ay choose. It is rivalry "between different ways of meeting
the same or a similar need." In this view, competition is seen to be provided
through the choices of aluminum or copper, cigarettes, or sweets.

The new concept omits an essential mechanism for the determination of
prices-namely, price competition among sellers of a given class of goods. Sub-
stitute competition may be an important moderating force, but will it prevent the
placing of undue burdens on the public? Does not the acceptance of the new
concept mean a revolution in our basic antitrust policy?

5; IS PRICE DISCIaMIINATION A COMPETITIVE PRACTICE IN TIlE PUBLIC INTEREST OR IS

IT A MONOPOLISTIC PRACTICE?

Vast amounts of public testimony and congressional investigation have led to
the declarations of national policy in 1887, 1914, and 1936, condemning price dis-
crimination as a monopolistic practice, Historically, the view of Congress has
been that the law should protect competition-that it should not condone anything
which would injure competition. Recent FTC policy on price discrimination and
the Standard Oil of Indiana decision (19.51) have largely destroyed this principle.
Today, Congress must restudy and decide anew (a) if the law should permit dis-
crimination to meet or match another's prices, even though injury to competition
has, in fact, resulted; or ()) if discrimination should be condemned whenever the
effect may be substantially to lessen competition.

6. THE POLICY OF THE fTC AND THE ANTITRUST DIVISION WITH RESPECT TO BASING-
PO[NT AND ZONE PRICING

In a series of cases (1945-48) the Federal courts declared that basing-point
and zone pricing is a form and method of monopoly. The Pittsburgh-Plus, Corn
Products, Staley, and Conduit (Count 2) cases. it may be noted, were not based
upon~ conspiracy charges.

In.1948, the F`TC declared that most of the industrywide pricing systems were
probably illegal. Vigorous efforts were thereupon made to change the law.
These failed.

The basing-point industries, however, have been successful in changing the
administration of the law. So long as basing-point pricing is carried on "inno-
cently and independently," the FTC stated in 1951, action will not be taken
against it. This view is quite erroneous. Legal and economic experts who
have dealt with the problem know that the practice is never independently and
rarely innocently indulged in.

As a result of its changed policies, the F'TC has fallen into a great dilemma.
Insofar as two or more geographically separate mills quote local f. o. b. mill
prices and then regularly discriminate (by absorbing freight) to ineet delivered
prices in each other's "backyard," are they not getting the same result as the
concerted use of basing-point pricing? How can the practice withstand the
inference of conspiracy? Similarly, how effective is the work of the Antitrust
Division in condemning conspiracies to maintain basing-point mechanisms, but
then permitting systematic freight absorption to match prices? (E. g., the
Ultramarine Blue case (1954) and the Metal Abrasive case (1954).)
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7. RAISING THE MAXIMUM FINE UNDER THE SHERMAN ACT

President Eisenhower is to be commended for his proposal to raise the maxi-

mum fine which may be imposed under the Sherman Act. In considering this

measure, it is suggested that attention be given to the fact that there are rela-

tively few instances today when Federal judges actually levy the present maxi-

mum of $5,000. In some cases, too, the judges levy a fine only on the corporation

and not on the officers who devise the monopolistic schemes. Further, there is

the problem that defendants can escape treble damage suits and stiff penalties

through the plea of nolo contendere. Raising the maximum fine under the

Sherman Act, moreover, may not be effective so long as defendants found guilty

of monopoly under section 5 of the FTC Act are allowed to go without any
penalty whatsoever.

STATEMENT ON ANTITRUST POLICY BY GEORGE W. STOCKING

The President's Economic Report appropriately recognizes that the Attorney

General has appointed a national committee to study the antitrust laws and to

recommend improvements to promote competition and prevent monopoly. I

understand that the committee's recommendations will be forthcoming by the

end of this month. When they appear, I assume the Congress wi consider

them carefully. Meanwhile the President's report, without awaiting the com-

mittee's recommendations, recognizes the inadequacy of present penalties as a

deterrent to violation of the Sherman Act and recommends a substantial in-

crease in the maximum fines that may be imposed under the act. Two other

problems seem to me to be sufficiently pressing to justify the attention of

Vongress, and about one of them at any rate I believe we know enough to proceed
intelligently. T refer to the McGuire Act amending the Miller-Tydings amend-

ment of the Sherman Antitrust Act. These amendments, as you know, authorize
resale price maintenance contracts in interstate transactions where States have

authorized them in intrastate transactions, and they make them binding on
third parties.

The economics of this arrangement is fairly clear. Resale price maintenance
contracts have no meaning in a purely competitive market. For a farmer to

undertake such contracts covering the wheat he sells would be both foolish
and futile. For a resale price maintenance contract to have meaning, the seller
of the trade-marked differentiated article must have some limited monopoly
power in selling it. If he had no monopoly power, no distributor would contract
with him to maintain its price. By fixing a somewhat higher price for the resale
of his product than some retailers would charge in the absence of resale price
maintenance contracts, a manufacturer of a trade-marked article in effect puts
a sales tax on it.

Why does he do this? Manufacturers inaugurated the practice of fixing the
retail price of trade-marked articles to protect the good will with which dif-
ferentiation and advertising enveloped their products. Retailers, when acting
alone, may by their promotion and pricing policies push or retard the sale of
one differentiated product at the expense of another and thereby may adversely
affect the maker of any particular product. Although in this way retailers may
limit the monopoly power of the maker of a trade-marked article, in doing so
they may defeat their own interests by engendering a vigorous competition
among themselves. This has led them to favor a nonsigner clause in resale
price maintenance contracts to insure that all of them will observe the manu-
facturers resale price that any one of them contracts to maintain. Lacking
the power to insure common pricing policies without resorting to unlawful
collusion and having learned from experience that some retailers will not
voluntarily sign resale price maintenance contracts, retailers have sought au-
thority from the Government to coerce recalcitrants. The McGuire Act supplies
an element essential in making the monopoly of the trade-marked article effec-
tive. Although some manufacturers have supported both the Miller-Tydings
and the McGuire amendments, the drive for their passage came from various
retail associations, chiefly the druggists' trade associations. Manufacturers
instituted the practice to protect a limited monopoly, but retailers have used it
to cartelize trade.

In two respects the Miller-Tydings amendment as amended by the McGuire
Act is inconsistent with the aim of our antitrust statutes to preserve a free
competitive economy. First, in legalizing resale price maintenance contracts on
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articles in "free and open competition" with commodities of the same general
class, the act embodies a conception of competition inconsistent with modern
economic ideas. Generally, trade-marked articles are sold by relatively few
rivals, among which 'free and open competition" can scarcely exist. In one
instance, the right of the makers of color films to fix the resale price of their
product was upheld although there were only two producers of color films in the
entire country. Second, although the law authorizes only vertical price-fixing
arrangements, resale price maintenance contracts with a nonsigner clause permit
retailers to enjoy the fruits of horizontal price-fixing without paying its penalties.
In ddoing so,-they not only tax consumers but penalize efficiency in retail dis-
tributionm I believe such contracts have no place in a program to promote
competition and prevent monopoly.

The other problem which I regard as pressing is more complex and we know
less about it. I refer to the significance of the structure of our contemporary
economy and the position of the big companies in it. The Economic Report
concludes that our economy is strong and progressive because it comprises "in
addition to 5 million farm enterprises, 4 million independent centers of business
decisions-each potentially free to experiment with new ideas, new men, new
methods, and new products." I believe this characterization overemphasizes
the role of little business and underemphasizes the role of big business in the
economy. The 4 million independent business enterprises comprise, on the one
hand, tens of thousands of barbershops, beauty parlors, laundries, dry-cleaning
establishments, small retail stores, and the like; together with a lesser number
of moderate-sized corporations; and on the other, a handful of.giant corporations
which in the aggregate control approximately one-half of the corporate assets
of the country.

Clearly a little-business man's decision signifies less to the functioning of the
economy than the decision of any one of the large industrial giants. I do not
believe we know enough about the social, political, and economic significance
of these large corporations, nor do we fully understand why they are so big.
Sound public policy toward this question calls for more knowledge on the causes
and consequences of bigness. On these issues economists differ. I for one
believe that our several combination movements have played the major role in
shaping industrial structure, and I have not found convincing those studies
which come to a contrary conclusion. While we cannot safely generalize about
the economic consequences of bigness, I believe that if we wish to preserve a
free private enterprise economy-and I think we can agree on the desirability
of this objective-public policy should be directed toward insuring as many
firms in an industry as is consistent with the economies of scale. Many firms
I believe have exceed this limit, and mergers have played an important role in
their doing so.

While the question of the extent and character of changes in our antitrust
statutes may appropriately await the report of the Attorney General's committee,
I believe the Congress should give serious consideration to a clearer declaration
of their purpose. I suggest that this might be done by amending our basic anti-
trust statute, the Sherman Act, through the incorporation of a preamble of the
following sort:

"It is the policy of the Congress of the United States to encourage an effectively
competitive economy. This policy is designed to insure as many sellers in inter-
state markets as is consistent with the economies of scale. It is not intended to
prevent growth through efliciency but to prevent the accumulation of market
power, particularly through the merger of independent firms, the preemption of
the supply of limited natural resources, or the abuse of patent privileges, and to
prevent any and all restrictive agreements among business rivals. It strikes at
power over the market, not economic efficiency."

(Whereupon, at 4: 45 p. in., the committee adjourned to reconvene
on Wednesday, February 2, 19,55, at 10 a. in.)

58422-55-38
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONONIIC REPORT,

Washington, D. C.
The joint committee met at 10 a. m., Senator Paul H. Douglas,

chairman, presiding.
Present: Senators Douglas, Sparkman, Flanders, W;atkins, and

Goldwater, and Representative Patman, vice chairman, and Repre-
sentatives Bolling, Mills, Talle, and Curtis.

The CHAIRIRMIAN. The session this morning, as you know, is on farm
policy.

We appreciate the fact that the Department of Agriculture, unlike
some of the other departments, has sent a representative this morning.
1 think Mr. Paarlberg would prefer tube last, so we are going to ac-
cord him that right and privilege.

We have addressed to you a number of questions that we would like
your judgment on. The first is: Will you state just what the Agri-
cultural Act of 1954 and the rulings of the Secretary of Agriculture
will do to the support levels of basic and other commodities? What
will be the effect on the demand for and supply of those commodities?
Will there be adequate storage facilities for agricultural cominodities?
If not4 what can be done about it?
* I would like to ask Mr. Benedict to begin the discussion: and, Mr.

Benedict, if you can cover such a large subject in not more than 5 or 7
minutes I think that will be helpful.

Mr. BENEDICT. This is the main opening statement that you have
in mind?

OPENING STATEMENT OF MURRAY R. BENEDICT, PROFESSOR OF
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS, GIANNINI FOUNDATION, UNIVER-
SITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

Mr. BENEDICT. Only 2 or 3 of the points listed by the chairman can
be touched on in this opening statement.

Agriculture, like the rest of the economy, has come through the post-
war years in rather good shape. Because of this we have our sights set
pretty high. Most of us, I am sure, agree that they should be set high.
However, our striving for these new and higher goals needs to be tem-
pered with realism. The achievements and phenomenal prosperity
of the past 15 years are things of which we all are justly proud. We
do need, I think, to recognize that this high rate of increase in farm
production, farm incomes, and general prosperity has few, if any,
parallels in past history. One does not always stand at the peak.

.i85
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There are plateaus and valleys to be crossed as well as mountain
ranges, in economic affairs as in transcontinental travel. If we choose
our course wisely, we will avoid the deeper depressions and the more
difficult routes. But there are bound to be some setbacks and some
periods in which progress will not be all we would like to have it be.

After World War I, farm prices fell to little more than half what
they had been 2 or 3 years earlier. Farm mortgage debt, created by
speculation anl. inflation, had placed on agriculture a back-breaking
burden for which there was little offsetting increase in real wealih.
Our farm plant was perhaps even in poorer condition than when the
war began. The World War II situation has been markedly dif-
ferent. The postwar years have been the best American agriculture
has ever known. Furthermore, we have come out of them with a.
vastly better-equipped farming industry and a rather moderate level
of indebtedness. However, there were artificial elements in the agri-
cultural prosperity of these postwar years that it may not be easy-
to reproduce even with the most active cooperation of Government.
Some of the demand, both farm and nonfarm, grew out of delayed
spending of high wartime earnings. Some grew out of the con-
tinuance of deficit spending and some was a result 6f an almost unique
combination of great need. abroad for American farm products and
a willingness of our Government to supply funds with which to.
purchase them.

Coupled with these, there has been in recent years an enormous ac-
cumulation of unsold farm products in Government holdings which
could, unless very wisely and skillfully handled, act as a delayed
pressure on the supply side and thus be a price-depressing influence.
The current holdings of the Commodity Credit Corporation should be
worked down to more suitable levels as fast as that can be done
practically.

There was an inflationary upsurge in both farm and nonfarm,
prices and incomes in 1950 and 1951 which stemmed mainly from. the
outbreak of war in Korea. Farm prices reached 107 percentof' parity
in 1951. Since then they have eased off and stand now at 86 (Decem-
ber 1954), a drop of about 20 percent. Both gross and net incomes.
have fallen off somewhat less, about 15 percent.

Are they likely to go lower or to level off about where they are?
It seems to me the immediate prospect is for a leveling off, assuming-
a continuance of prosperous conditions in the nonf arm economy. The
most serious setback to farmers and to the Government's farm program.
would be a severe slump in nonfarm employment and incomes. The-
maintenance of high activity in the nonfarmn economy is, therefore,
the most important objective both from the standpoint of farmers and
of the Nation as a whole.

The national economy has shown remarkable strength and resiliency-
in the past year. There seems reason to hope that we have now learned
enough about fiscal and monetary management to be able to hold in
check the more violent changes in economic activity. However, it is-
too early to be sure of that. A full, or nearly full, employment situa-
tion is a brittle thing and could be badly upset by anything that would
seriously affect confidence and optimism.

Such a change in consumer and business expectations could set in-
motion deflationary influences that might be harder to control than.
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those of the past year. This, I think, is one of the hardest things
to predict and the one we know least about. Can we maintain con-
tinuously the buoyant optimism that has characterized the economy
in recent years? I was particularly impressed by what seemed to
me the realistic and sensible reservations mentioned in the first full
paragraph of page 22 of the economic report of the President.

Factors of that kind could more than offset such corrective devices
as were used with apparent success in the past year. On the other
hand, a renewed outbreak of hostilities could, in the situation we now
have, give rise quickly to an inflationary situation similar to that of
1950 and 1951.

We have, I think, made real progress toward the achievement of a
more stable economy but we do not yet know how much and what
kinds of Government action may be needed if deflationary or infla-
tion forces become more powerful than those of the past year. Both
the timing of the actions taken and the skill with which the situation
is interpreted and handled are of great importance.

If we assume a continuing high level of prosperity, it seems to me
the more serious problems in agriculture can be narrowed down to a
relatively few commodities. The livestock industries, except in butter
production, are in fairly good shape. They have shown remarkable
ability to make necessary adjustments. Cattle prices are lower than
cattlemen would like them to be, but it should be remembered that
the price parities reported for them, which are well above present
prices, reflect the extremely favorable price situation of the early post-
war years.

Hogs are in a relatively good position and adjustments in that in-
dustry are carried out rather quickly if such action becomes necessary.
Furthermore, if needed adjustments are made in grain prices, the pro-
fitability of hog and cattle feeding may increase, even if prices of the
end products do not increase materially. Poultry producers are in a
less favorable situation, but, here, needed adjustments in output are
customarily made even more quickly and effectively than in other live-
stock industries.

Cotton is not far out of balance. A rather moderate adjustment in
itsaprice would apparently clear the markets and give cotton producers
more freedom of action. I do not think corn production is seriously
out of balance or that any drastic action by the Government is needed
at this time.

The big and difficult problems are in wheat, butter, and rice. I shall
not discuss rice, a minor crop, though the problems there are acute and
difficult. Wheat production is overexpanded in terms of present
needs. This is an aftermath of war influences, but the measures taken
in the postwar years have tended to keep it overstimulated instead of
aiding in the readjustment needed. We should cease as soon as possi-
ble to treat all wheat as one commodity. There is no overexpansion
in the durum wheats and little in the hard red spring. The big prob-
lem is in hard red winter, soft white-that is, Pacific Northwest-and
soft red winter. In those areas, wheat production will inevitably have
to be cut back or much of the crop will have to be channeled into feed
uses. The price programs should be revised so as to face that problem
realistically. The danger of a disastrous price break from continuing
increase in the stockpile of wheat is potentially of far greater impor-
tance to what growers than the price adjustments that would be
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needed to bring the industry into better balance with available outlets.
The wheat growers responded magnificently in the period when

national and world needs for wheat were large. They should not be
left out on a limb. But the program must. in their interest as well as
that of the Government, be brought into closer touch with realities.
They should be given effective help in making the changes needed.
The set-aside provided in last year's legislation seems to me an appro-
priate action, but it is purely a stopgap arrangement. It does not
solve the basic problem.

The butter problem is far more perplexing, and as yet no satisfac-
tory solution seems at hand. Some help can be given, but the kind of
help given in recent years is, in my opinion, more damaging to the
industry than helpful to it. The current program of price support
and storage is weakening to the very sizeable market for butter that
still exists. The approach to this problem should be revised as soon
as possible.

There are other and longer term problems that will need continuing
study and action. Some of them no doubt will be discussed later
today. Generally speaking, I would not expect any severe decline in
farm prices, provided buying power remains high, and if production
is not overstimulated by actions taken by the Government itself. The
major problem is that of how to carry through, with as little hard-
ship as possible. until the postwar adjustments still required can be
made.

Looking ahead 5 to 10 years, it seems to me likely that the market
for farm products will be relatively strong. Our population is grow-
ing rapidly. Many of the babies born in the early postwar years are
now coming into the age of heaviest per capita food consumption.
At the same time, the farm population is strinking. Our overall
farm output will, no doubt, continue to increase, but I think there is a
good possibility that, for most products, demand will increase fast
enough to absorb the increase if the economy continues to be active
and prosperous.

In the interim, there is need for some support for farm prices and
for some aid in making needed readjustments. But once the needed
postwar adjustments have been made the farm programs should, in
the main, be designed to aid farmers in stabilizing their industry,
achieving reasonable flexibility as to time of sale and obtaining help
when difficult situations arise with respect to particular industries or
areas. Normally, such agencies as the Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion should not be under heavy strain in times of strong demand and
customary volumes of output. They should, so far as possible, be
kept in a position to give needed and prompt help if emergencies arise.
It is necessary to keep in mind that the reservoir that is full cannot
absorb a flood when and if the flood comes.

The CHAIR31AN. Mr. Benedict, I don't want to start discussion, but
I wanted to see if I understood your thought. You speak of readjust-
ments, in your judgment, as being necessary in the case of cotton and
wheat. Do I gather that you lean tdwa.rd price decreases in those
products or acreage restrictions or output. quotas?

Mir. BENEDICT. I think in the case of cotton that it would not imply
any very large change in the price situation to get it where it would
largely take care of itself, that is a moderate increase in the amount
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exported and possibly some restraint on production for a few years
I believe would give us a better cotton program than the one we
have now.

The ChAIRMNAN. How much of a decrease in the price of cotton?
Mair. BENEDICT. Possibly 2 or 3 cents a pound.
In the case of wheat, the situation is different. I do not think the

wheat problem could be handled by price adjustments alone. It is
greatly overexpanded. *We are producing some two or three hundred
million bushels more of wheat than there seems to be any prospective
outlet for as a foodstuff. either at home or abroad, and it would seem
to me that it will be necessary for some years to maintain some restric-
tions on wheat acreage. and to try to get some of that land into other
uses. The biggest problem, as I see it, is how to handle the very large
accumulation we already have on hand without breaking the market
seriously.

It used to be assumed that if we let prices find their own level the
surplus would find an outlet abroad. I do not think even the world
market can absorb for food use the amount of wheat we have to spare
at the present time.

The CHAIRM31AN. You mean if sold at market prices?
Mr. BENEDICT. Yes. It would seem to me logical to approach the

wheat problem in two ways; one, differential pricing by types and
grades and, two, some readjustment in acreages grown or the uses made
of the wheat grown. We have been treating wheat as though it were
all one commocity. Actually it is several commodities. There is no
surplus production of Durum wheats and there isn't any very serious
problem in the Hard Red Springs. Our big accumulations, something
oyer 500 million bushels, are in hard red winter and there is propor-
tinately as large an accumulation in the soft wheats of the Pacific
Northwest.

I do not see anywhere, either at home or abroad, a likelihood that we
can dispose of the amounts of wheat of these types we are now grow-
ing without creating chaos in the world market as well as in our home
market unless considerable amounts can be channeled into feed use.

The CHAIRMAN. How would you get this wheat acreage withdrawal,
just order them to do it, or pay a subsidy to it, or give them an
alternative?

Mr. BENEDICT. I think we might very well make some modification
in our soil conservation program creating special incentives to restore
to grass some areas such as the southern and western Great Plains area,
the old Dust Bow] area. There are probably several million acres there
that might well go back into a more extensive type of agriculture.

The CHAIRMAN. Through subsidies, you mean?
Mr. BENEDICT. I would think so, yes.
Along with that probably some subsidization of the rather expensive

task of making that kind of shift. Perhaps supplving grass seeds,
some help in reseeding. and so on. I think that area in particular is
extremely vulnerable, even if we continue with the present program.
If we get another serious dry year or two they are going to be in trouble
regardless of what the price of wheat is.

The CHAIRN[AN. Wel1, aren't they in trouble now?
-Mr. BENEDICT. To some extent, yes.
(Mr. Benedict's prepared statement and supplemental material

appear at pp. 706, 708.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Davis.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF JOHN H. DAVIS, DIRECTOR, MOFFETT
PROGRAM IN AGRICULTURE AND BUSINESS, GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, AND
FORMERLY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE

Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Chairman, considering the time element, I have as-
sumed that what you wanted from us was, first, a very brief statement
which presented ideas rather than complete arguments, and then I have
followed such a statement with an attempt at answering specifically
each question which you set forth here for us. I have the feeling that
the setting before us of an objective of some kind such as the $500 bil-
lion national product as a 10-year goal is very worth while, and I think
that what we should do, then, is to ask ourselves who does this mean to
agriculture, or what steps, if any, are necessary to assure that agricul-
ture will be a full participant in such economic growth and expansion?

By "full participant," I mean that farm people should have an
opportunity to earn and enjoy a standard of living consistent with that
of other economic groups, considering, of course, the degree of train-
ing, skill, entrepreneurship, etc., required in farming. Full participa-
tion in economic growth by agriculture helps not only farm people but
increases the economic potential of the whole Nation.

Today agriculture in many respects is unprepared for such a
-destiny.

The solution of such matters is made still more difficult by the
dynamic forces which today are at work within our farm economy.
Currently American agriculture is being subjected to the tremendous
twin forces of change as a result of science and technology and ad-
justment from wartime dislocations.

And with respect to the latter, the adustment from wartime dis-
locations, I think that we haven't been nearly as conscious of that
as we need to be. The adjustment to scarcities as a result of war hit
us immediately after hostilities ceased and its greatest impact was
then. We recognized it for what it was.

Agricultural adjustment from war did not start until late in 1951,
and actually we are only in about the third year of it or so now, and
the impact of the agricultural readjustment after the war has been
borne almost entirely on the North American Continent, and I think
that our failure to see that clearly has clouded our action to some ex-
tent on the agricultural front in this postwar period.

While the impact of war is gradually diminishing, the impact of
science and technology is continuing to increase. Therefore, the
task of formulating farm policy and improving our rural economy
becomes an endless one. It is an evolutionary undertaking which
has no terminus. Therefore, it is a mistake to attempt to establish
farm policies and programs on a permanent basis. Instead, our per-
manent policy should be one of creating procedures for constantly
improving farm programs and policies while "on the march."

In order to organize the undertaking so as to make it manageable,
let us approach the farm situation by setting up three major theaters
of operation, very much the same way we established theaters of mnili-
tary operations during World War II. These theaters might be de-
scribed as (1) a hold-the-line action on the economic front to give
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us time for preparing for more basic operations, (2) action to expand
and develop bigger and more adequate markets for farm products,
both at home and abroad, and (3) action to resolve the problems of
low-income farm units.

By means of action on the No. 1 theater we will be buying time
in terms of economic balance and stability to permit us to undertake
more basic operations on the other two fronts. By acting on theater
No. 2, the developing of more adequate markets, we will be putting
new dynamics into our farm economy. By action on theater No. 3
we will be making our farm plant more efficient and strengthening
our total economy by rehabilitating those families who have been
]eft behind in the march of progress.

I speak of these undertakings as theaters of operation rather than
as farm programs because of their dynamic, changing nature. Both
policies and methods must be subject to change as conditions alter.

Within each theater there is need for teamwork and cooperation by
all interested groups and organizations all up and down the line.

At the national level there also is need for coordination and team-
work in relating the operations of the separate theaters of action into
a unified whole. Also, there is the task of relating all of this to the
rest of the economy and to our international responsibilities. The
need is to tackle the farm problem in the same comprehensive manner
we did the creation of the atomic, bomb. By this I mean that we
should bring to bear on the subject the best know-how of the various
interested groups, producers, handlers, processors, distributors,
nutritionists, industrialists, Government, etc., all working in an inte-
grated effort. By doing this, the various groups will be acting in
their own enlightened self-interest, as well as that of the Nation.

What about contained improvement in production? Is not this still
important? The answer is yes, it is fully is important as ever.
There is every indication that research and progress in production
will continue with even greater momentum in the future than in the
past. The new emphasis on market development and the solution of
the problem of the low-income farms, which I am suggesting, would
itself tend to give new impetus to progress in production. Also, it
will tend to give a better alinement to production efforts by more
closely relating them to our economic goals, both for agriculture and
the Nation.

What about such functions as conservation, research, extension
education, credit, and the like, where do they fit into this picture?
The answer is that all of these are important and essential. They
are tools for implementing the major operations which I have de-
scribed. They should be provided to the extent necessary to get the
total job done. My guess is that careful study will show that we
actually need more, not less, of each such service than we are pro-
viding today. To the degree that such services are essential for the
achievement of a dynamic and prosperous economy, they are a wise
investment. Not to provide for them is to be penny wise and pound
foolish. Also, in the case of resource conservation it is possible, dur-
ing periods of acute imbalance, to relate conservation practices and'
payments to the diversion of selected acres for use in building a fer-
tility reserve for the future, thereby hastening the readjustment to-
ward a balance betwen supply and demand.
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The American philosophy is that government should enter the
farm field as little as possible. The degree of government in agri-
culture is going to be determined more in terms of what we do than
what we say. Tlhe surest way to move toward less government and
more private initiative is for farmers and private business firms to
take increased responsibility for improving farm markets, making
the total market structure more adequate to meet the farmer's needs
without extensive aid from governnment.

To do this, farm and business management will have to look be-
yond the operations of the particular farm or firms anid, also, concern
itself with the problem of the adequacy of the total market structure
for the commodity involved. They will have to evaluate not only
the economic operations at each successive step in the market process,
but, also, must concern themselves about the adequacy of the total
market stairway from farm to consumer as a whole.

The CHAIR3IAN. Do you mean the spread between the prices which
the consumer pays and the price the farmer receives is excessive?

Mr. DAVIS. That is one of the things.
It seems to me that one of the difficulties in this area is that differ-

ent firms provide different operations at different levels. Between
the farmer and the consumer you have people in storage operations,
wholesaling, retailing, etc. I think each such firm studies its func-
tion pretty objectively and does. a pretty good job. But, in addi-
tion to that, they do not take any major responsibility in general for
the adequacy or inadequacy of the total market structure for that
con lmodity.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean there may be too many steps on
the flight of stairs?

Mr. DAVIS. Well, there may be too many, although this will vary
by commodities. 'When you add the whole thing together it does
not result in adequately serving the needs of agriculture particularly
in terms of orderly prices and economic stability, and I think it is in
that area. that we need to look more closely at the total structure.
Everybody involved in marketing and producing needs to look at that.

The CHAIRMIAN. Let us translate this into very direct terms: In
other words, you think there may be too many middlemen?

Mr. DAVIS. I think in some cases there are, and there is a need to be
conscious of this fact at all times. But there is also a tendency to go in
the other direction because of the services offered.

The CHAIRMAN. I am just trying to translate this beautiful speech
of yours into reality.

Go ahead.
-Mr. DAVIS. It means a broader sense of a stewardship and team-

work all up and down the line. It may even mean modifying the
antitrust laws to give sufficient latitude for this purpose, of course,
at the same time protecting the interest of the public.

The CHAIRMAN. Does this mean weakening the antitrust laws or
strengthening them?

Mr. DAVIS. I am thinking of the type of situation such as marketing
agreements where you create a vertical structure for policy coordina-
tion as a means of adding stability to the market when there is an
excess supply.

The CHAIRMAN. Does this give them the power to restrict produc-
tion?
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Mr. DAV[S. The marketing agreement does not allow them to re-
strict production.

The CHAIRMAN. I am speaking of private agreements such as the
orange growers.

Mr. DAVIS. I am thinking more about the marketing agreement
type of thing and marketing agreements do not themselves restrict
production. They do result in allocation of supplies for different use
within a market.

The CHAIRMAN. I had never thought that thev were in violation of
the antitrust la-ws.

Mr. DAVIS. They do have some inununitv from the antitrust laws.
You see, iit general, elements in the market cannot assemble together to
discuss policy matters which may affect price without some immunity
from the antitrust laws, and the market agreement acts which we now
have do provide some latitude under the antitrust laws, and then they
impose upon the Secretary of Agriculture responsibility and vest in
him what amounts to a veto authority in the public interest.

Now, in the light of the general comments I have made, I shall
attempt categorically to answer the general questions which you have
listed for discussion by the panel. Recognizing that to do this will
result in oversimplifying the issue, I submit these answers as "targets"
for discussion by the panel.

Question 1. Analyze just what the Agricultural Act of 1954 and the
rulings of the Secretary of Agriculture will do to support levels of
basic and other commodities. What will be the effect on the demand
for, and supply of, those commodities? Will there be adequate storage
facilities for agricultural commodities? If not, what can be done
about it?

Answer. Assuming weather conditions to continue as in recent years
and no new international emergencies, I should expect support prices
to show more of a downward than upward tendency. In general, this
would have relatively little effect on the demand for or supply of
commodities subject to price supports. This situation will vary some
by commodities. Of course, in the case of wheat, consumption would
increase if the price were to become competitive with feed grains. The
storage problem will be similar to that of the past 2 years-the prin-
cipal problem relating to grain. The answer is to encourage the build-
ing of some more permanent storage facilities at selected locations,
and the expanded use of on-farm storage, steel bins, mothball ships, etc.

Question 2. What farm price movements do you anticipate during
the coming year? During the long run? What can we expect the
parity ratio to show this year and next?

Answer. Again, assuming weather similar to that of recent years
and no new hostilities, we will do well to maintain average farm prices
where they are during the current year. The same is true of the parity
ratio. In the long run the picture should be brighter provided we
aggressively strive-to expand markets at home and abroad.

Questions 3, 4, and 5. What modifications in existing farm policies
are needed to assure farmers as full participation as possible in the
expected rapid growth and progress of our economy in the next decade?

What can be done to increase the productivity and levels of living
of lower income farm families?

What effect would the realization of maximum employment and pro-
duction during the next decade have upon the demand for various farm
products?
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Answer. I think that my answer to all three of these questions has
been given in my earlier statement. However, I would like to stress
the importance of maintaining a relatively high level of farm income
as an incentive for speeding up adjustments. Adjustments within
agriculture require capital formation at a relatively high rate. Also,
the migration of people from agriculture to urban employment re-
quires expanding productivity and employment outside of agriculture.
In general, both of these conditions are related to the maintenance of
a relatively high level of income within agriculture.

Question 6. In view of the decline in farm prices and incomes while
national income is rising, when do you expect farmers' incomes to rise
again and what forces will bring about a recovery?

Answer. It seems to me unlikely that higher farm prices or income
will be generated by existing farm programs. Of course, higher income
is the thing we seek. This, then, will come from reducing farm costs,
expanding farm markets, or both. The achievement of this depends
upon how aggressively and successfully we proceed on theaters 2 and
3 as I outlined them earlier.

Question 7. Are the prospects for developing continuing new market
outlets promising?

Answer. The prospects of developing continuing new market outlets
do look promising.

Question 8. Under the Agricultural Act of 1954 the support level
for wheat may be reduced to 75 percent of modernized parity within
a few years if supplies continue large. Would this bring about a reduc-
tion in wheat prices of 30 to 35 percent from present levels? In your
opinion would this reduction in wheat prices result in a restoration
of the submarginal wheatlands to grazing?

Answer. It is conceivable that wheat prices may be reduced by as
much as 30 to 35 percent from present levels under the existing law.
Should this happen, and should it result in the withdrawal of consider-
able acreage from wheat production, the use of such acreage would
vary by location. In the diversified farming areas most land going
out of wheat would be put to other crops or grazing. However, in the
Great Plains area the tendency would be to abandon submarginal
wheatland and let nature take. its course. This land would not be
returned to grazing readily unless special incentives were created.

Question 9. To what extent are lands not suitable for crops in the
Western States (primarily because of wind-erosion hazards) now being
cropped?

Answer. The needs of World War II and the prices which then
prevailed caused several millions of acres of land to be put under the
plow in Western States which should not be cropped.

Question 10. Is there any reason for concern over current prices
of agricultural land or over the availability of agricultural credit for
land purchase or operating purposes?

Answer. At present, I feel we need to be more concerned over credit
requirements than over agricultural land prices. Credit needs are
increasing for several reasons-the growing capital requirements for
mechanization and larger sized farm units, the squeeze between falling
farm prices and high production costs, and the constant subdivision of
estates among heirs upon the death of current owners.

In conclusion, I reemphasize the importance that agriculture partici-
pate as a full partner in the achievement of our goal of a dynamic,
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growing, prosperous national economy. It is only as all major seg-
ments of the economy progress in unison that optimum results will be
realized.

The CHA-IRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Davis.
(Mr. Davis' prepared statement appears at p. 703.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lincoln.

OPENING STATEMENT OF MURRAY D. LINCOLN, PRESIDENT,
COOPERATIVE LEAGUE OF THE UNITED STATES, COLUMBUS,
OHQIO

Mr. LINCOLN. Mr. Chairman, I think everyone on this panel ex-
cept, myself is a trained'economist, and I am a little hesitant to speak
out as a layman with so many learned professors around here.

I think we have to have them, and their advice, but I am concerned
with this agricultural situation. I think agriculture is the forgotten
man in this report, as I read it. I do not know whether depressions are
farm bred or farm led, but I went through one before, as secretary of
the Ohio Farm Bureau from 1920 on.

As far as I can see, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee,
it looks as if I can say, "Here we go again," because farm income is go-
ing down. Farm costs are not going down proportionately, and I
think you are going to wake up some day with a real problem on your
hands, aiid I think we are going to find it entirely different this time
than we did last time because we tried so many things in the interim,
in the 1920 downturn and the present one, that I think you are going
to be up against a real problem.

Now, the whole situation is so vast and so complicated that I do not
know that any of us are qualified to adequately give any suggestion,
but I would like to confine myself to 1 or 2 areas.

Like the rest of you, I have given a report here which you can read
if it is worth reading, but it seems to me that we are trying to solve
this farm problem by going at it the wrong way. I think what we
need is a national food policy rather than national farm policy, be-
cause everybody is concerned with food. It is a most important com-
modity not only for the health and welfare of our own people, but for
people in other countries who certainly need food wherever and how-
everithey are going to-get it.

So it seems to me before we spend too much time on what we are
going to do to maintain price supports-and I cannot agree, yet, Mr.
Chairman, and gentlemen, that the approach to agriculture is one of
writing scarcity into our agricultural program. I think we have just
got to simply turn around and find out methods by which we can get
more food to more people wherever they are at a price and. of course,
under conditions that have got to maintain a healthy farim economy.

Now, the thing that always has disturbed me, if I read history right,
is that agriculture is only in a good position just before., just during,
and just after a war, and I do not like to think that war is the only
answer to the farm problem.

Now, I would, of course, grant that until we find some better solu-
tion we had better hang on to what we have and try to work with it,
but I would like to point out to the committee that I think we need
a broader approach to trying to find out if -we cannot eliminate some
of the toll gates between the farmer and the consumer, whether he is
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an individual in the Unitedl States or an individual somewhere in the
world that needs the kind of food we can produce.

I see a whole series of things building up which lead me to think
you cannot solve. the farm problem. You cannot raise prices fast
enough to keep up with the concentration of power, the increase in
the spread between the farmer and the consumer, and then you are
givilig fast writeoffs to a lot of companies. You give us a fast writeoff
for some of this distribution machiniery, and I think we will show you
something.

Maybe in our economy we cannot do it that way, but the farmer used
to farm with his own powver, he had oats and hay to feed the horses.
Now, we are geared to gasoline.

I saw a report the other day that some oil companies only pay 4
percent of their net'income in taxes because of depletion and deprecia-
tion, and all of those things, and the rest of us have to pay about 41
percent of our net income, in the form of taxes, out of the income
that we get.

Then you are piling one combination on another and today the
farmer does not live by himself as he used to. We are in the market
and nearly everything we have to have comes from sources that are
making more return on their capital and a higher return on their labor
than we are getting ourselves, and'I'say that is not good.

.Now what I would like to see among all of the other things you are
going to discuss here today is some additional effort toward reducing
the cost of providing goods for people, wherever they are. I do not
know whether I cani support it or not, but my contention is that at a
price you can get rid of everything you have. I have yet failed to
see anything that would not move into the channels of trade at a
certain price, so the problem is at the price we would have to'sell farm
products, how is the farmer going to keep going, and that is where I
think we need a broad approach to try to build machinery, either
with Government help or without it, and I think if somebody would
put a bomb under the Farm Credit Administration, we might get
them to do some things that need to be done.

I think they are getting more conservative than the old bankers, and
helping farmers and consumers get machinery that can- serve to reduce
the cost of getting goods to people, that is in the general interest, and
along with that, the farmer is going to be taken care of as well as
everybody else.

Now, of course, we have to have an expanding economy, and I grant
the figures of Mr. Benedict, but I do not thing we are paying enough
attention to the need for economic growth because, with the new people
coming into the labor market, we cannot be content with the kind of
gross national product we have.

So I say, No. 1, we need to maintain our present policies as near as
we can until we get something better, but we do need a larger approach.
to try to cut down the cost of getting goods to the consumers, wher-
ever they are, here or foreign, and unless you can do something to
reduce the income and net return on capital of those interests that
supply the things the farmer has got'to have now, you are going to
continue to be in a ring-around-the-rosey that some day is going to
make some real trouble, unless we have another war, and only then
will it be postponed.

You will have the problem just as soon as we get back, so in the
main, that is the one point that I would like to make; that we need at
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the present time a very much larger approach-we need to turn our
thinking around and think in terms of how to get food to people and
to maintain an ever-expanding economy, and I do believe there are
many places where, with the proper help and direction, we could
return more to the farmer and at the same time not raise the price to
the consumer, and in fact reduce it, and that is where, of course, I
think cooperatives come into the picture, and they are the only in-
stitution I know of that legally can do this kind of job without it
falling into the hands of people who are trying to make more money.
The returns of cooperatives go to a lot of people to increase purchasing
power, to do more business and to make more profits for everybody
along the line, and that is my story, gentlemen.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Lincoln's prepared statement appears at p. 698.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Nicholls, I believe you want to concentrate on

the low-income families.

OPENING STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. NICHOLLS, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY, NASHVILLE, TENN.

Mr. NICIHOLLS. Yes, I was going to reemark that, in my very limited
time I did -want to concentrate on the low-income problem. To lend
more adequate support for the brief comments I can make here, I
should like to submit for the record, for whatever use the committee
would like to make of it, a rather substantial document on the low-
income farm problem that I prepared a few months ago. I think
this document is important because it makes clearer that agriculture
is a very heterogeneous part of our economy and that the several
sectors of agriculture require quite different public policies if their
several problems are to be solved. I would therefore like to submit
this document for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be made a part of the printed record.
(The document referred to and Mr. Nicholls' prepared material

appear at pp. 658, 664.)
Mr. NICHOLLS. Thank you very much.
Further more, I will only read part of my statement, which is in

your hands, omitting the middle part in order to hold by oral com-
ments to the allotted time.

In 1949, farm familities accounted for 1 out of every 3 to 4 low-
income families in the United States. However, many of these low-
income families had heads not in civilian employment because of age,
disability, widowhood, or divorce. If the latter are eliminated, farm
families constituted about one-half of all low-income families. In
absolute terms, there were about 1.25 million complete farm-operator
families, with ablebodied male heads in their more productive years,
which had net cash incomes from all sources of less than $1,500; and
0.8-0.9 million of such families with net cash incomes under $1,000.
Presumably, most of these latter families could have made a sub-
stantially larger contribution to the Nation's product if they had
better nonfarm job opportunities or if they had more productive farm
resources to work with.

Of all farm families with net cash incomes from all sources of under
$1,000 (an average of only $456), 71 percent were in the South. Were
it possible to eliminate the aged, disabled, widowed, and divorced, we
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would undoubtedly find an even heavier concentration of the Nation's
low-income farm families in the South. Furthermore, while Negroes
constituted 9 percent of the Nation's families, they accounted for
21 percent of all families with incomes under $1,000. (However,
even in the South, 61 percent of the farm operators in this low-income
group were white.)) We may conclude that the low-production
family problem is primarily centered in the Southern States because
of their relatively heavy dependence upon a low-production agricul-
ture and because of their relatively large Negro population.

As victims of rural poverty, many of whom could earn more and
consume more in nonfarm occupations, these farm people should be
of gflreat public concern as the Nation's greatest reservoir of under-
'employed and largely wasted resources. Unfortunately, given the
unsatisfactory nature of national employment statistics, such people
are considered "fully employed" although at best their employment
is part time and very unproductive. Their inclusion among America's
farmworkers also pulls down the farm income per worker or per
capita to levels which compare very unfavorably with nonf arm in-
come, lending support to public farm policies which help them hardly
at all while concealing the need for a positive public program, largely
nonagricultural in nature, to alleviate their low state of productivity
and income.

The magnitude and difficulties of the-low-income rural problem in
the United States almost stagger the imagination. But they should
make clear that, despite our deep concern for assisting underdeveloped
nations abroad, we may have overlooked comparable problems-dif-
ferent in degree but not in kind-of underdeveloped regions within
our own Nation. In the interest of a strong and growing national
economy, we can no longer afford to neglect these serious regional
problems.

In tackling the problem of rural poverty, we must first recognize
that there are far more American families trying to make a living
from farming than our agricultural resources can possibly support
at a level of living comparable with that afforded by similar* non-
farm occupations. Second, we must at long last recognize that, while
primarily benefiting those farm families which are least in need of
public financial aid, our agricultural price-support policies can con-
tribute practically nothing to a solution of rural povery. -At the same
fime; because of their great cost in treasure and in administrative
effort, they strongly divert public funds and public concern from a
million or more underemployed rural people who require substantial
and sustained assistance. Finallyi we must develop a consistent, co-
ordinated, and integrated set of public policies which will, by attack-
ing the fundamental causes, go fax toward solving the problem of
rural povery during the next decade 6OI two.

In my view, a positive program for reducing rural poverty would
have the following major elements:

(1) The development of a substantial program of Federal grants-
in-aid for public-school education and for expanded public-health
services.

(2) The maintenance of a stable and steadily expanding national
economy.

(3) The extension and improvement of the United States Employ-
ment Service in rural areas, with fuller integration of the objectives
and administration of farm and nonfarm placement.
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(4) A. considerable increase in congressional appropriations for vo-
cational training grants-in-aid to the States, with a revision of the
allocation formulas to encourage nonf arm training in rural high
schools and to break down the administrative barriers between the
farm and nonf arm phases of the program.

(5) The abandonment of present provisions for minimum-acreage
allotments (below which the small farmer may not be required to
reduce his acreage of price-supported crops) in our basic farm legis-
lation because of their deleterious effect on productive efficiency and
labor mobility.

(6) The revision of the basic statute on unemployment compen-
sation, and of its administration, to eliminate factors tending to dis-
courage labor mobility.

(7) The development of Federal policies favoring location of de-
fense plants in areas of rural underemployment as well as of urban
unemployment.

(8) The development of a Federal power policy which will, through
a combination of public and private sources, assure the South of a
power supply consistent with its industrialization needs.

(9) A general revision of the Department of Labor's concept of
"labor surplus" areas broad enough to include underemployed rural
labor as part of the local labor surplus.

(10) The introduction of a regional differential if the minimum
wage is raised.

(11) Expansion and improvement of the services of the Area Devel-
opment Division of the Department of Commerce.

(12) The development of intermediate-term types of credit by the
Farm Credit Administration.

(13) A substantial increase in the resources of the Farmers Home
Administration.

(14) Increased emphasis in the programs of the agricultural experi-
ment stations and agricultural extension services on the problems of
the small farm.

(15) Further development of the programs of the Federal Reserve
banks aimed at increasing the participation of commercial banks in
agricultural development.

(16) A modest program in rural home improvement, probably un-
der the Farmers' Home Administration, with due regard for the farm
as a production rather than as a residential unit.

(17) Increased benefits and extended coverage for farmers and rural
people under the OASI, public assistance, and rehabilitation
programs.

The CHTAIRWIAN. Thank you, Mr. Nicholls.
The chairman regrets that a pressing engagement elsewhere requires

him to leave in just a few minutes. Before I do leave, I would like to
put into the record a report from the Department of Agriculture on the
distribution of surplus foods to needy persons. I would like to present
this summary. In the 6 months from January to June of last year.
there was 1,087,000 persons receiving surplus food. In the 5 months
from July to November, 1,948,000, or virtually double. In the last 5
months, the total pounds of surplus food distributed was 48.9 million
pounds, and division indicates that this would be about 25 pounds per
person, assuming this is the average number.

58422-55 39
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Since there were approximately 151 days, this would indicate about
3 ounces a day per person.

Senator SPARKMIVAN. Does it show the principal commodities?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; and those will be inserted in the record, and

it shows the numbers by States also.
(The report referred to is as follows:)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
AGRICULTURAL MIARKETIING SERVICE.
Washington 25, D. C., January 28, 1955.

Mr. JAMES W. KNOWLES,
Staff Economist, Joint Committee on Economic Report,

United States Senate.
DEAR MR. KNOWLES: This is in reply to your telephone request of January 27

for information concerning the quantities of surplus foods being made available
to needy families and the number of persons in such families. The information
on the quantity of surplus commodities is provided in the attached table for the
period July through November 1954, which is the latest date for which we have
complete information for all States. The data for the number of persons par-
ticipating is for the month of November.
- We do not have a detailed breakdown of the types of families now receiving
surplus commodities. The figures, however, include families receiving cash
public assistance, other needy families determined to be eligible by State and
local public welfare organizations including those whose wage earner is unem-
ployed, employed only part time, or unemployable, as well as needy Indians in
some parts of the country.

Sincerely yours,
0. U. WELLS. Adninistrator.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE

Distribution of surplus foods to needy persons,1 July-November 1954

NumberDr Beef DySot oa
State of per- Dry e and Butter Cheese Drilk hort- Total

sons gravymik nngpud

1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
pounds pounds pounds pounds pounds pounds pounds

Alabama -205, 056 1,350 1,002 835 1,020 1, 441 991 6,639
California--------------14, 106 85 4 116 .87 48 50 410
Colorado - -6,650 70 121 58 -------- 36 32 317
Connecticut -1,762 2 16 11 7 5 41
Illinois ----------- - 18,114 15 9 49 38 25 14 150
Indiana - -25,081 77 -- 127 125 136 160 625
Iowa - -------- -- 17, 600 80 29 26 -- - 135
Kentucky -167,991 1,826 516 913 1, 405 797 473 5,930
Maine----------------19,441 ----- (') 29 61 60 41 191
Maryland - -,855 --- 58 30 36 ------- 124
Massachusetts------------ 5,344 --------- 43 20 5------ 68
Michigan- 18,849 218 84 157 162 60 94 775
Mississippi- 105, 418 79 11 361 368 334 194 1,347
Nevada -258 2 1 (2) 1 (2) 4
New Hampshire- - 5,616 14 21 23 38 11 107
New Jersey-------------- 6,063 ---- ----- 19 18 43 4 84
New Mexico-- -- - 8,149 43 56 38 144 19 300
North Carolina------------ 4,087 92 75 69 90 37 79 442
North Dakota -5,000 --- ---- 1 (2) (2) 2 (2) 3
Ohio - -33,661 85 -- 366 141 73 39 704
Oklahoma- 81, 569 500 31 236 205 181 151 1,304
Pennsylvania - - 845, 955 595 2,684 4,067 4,310 3,073 3,028 17, 757
Rhode Island - 11, 653 -95 124 36 16 271
South Dakota------------11,816 52 ----- 39 35 15 ----- 141
Tennessee a1--6,391 32 357 54 41 28 162
Texas ---------------- 6,567 Ss 49 51 67 50 10 315
Utah - - 20,363 117 70 237 139 168 129 860
Virginia - -65,408 1,050 441 461 600 864 615 4,031
West Virginia 213, 184 1,032 451 895 1,255 708 1,010 5,351
Wisconsin -6,356 12 37 24 9 18 100
Wyoming -1,059 16 30 22 26 46 26 166

Total -1, 948, 422 7, 532 5, 579 9,490 10,502 8,514 7,237 48, 854

I Includes foods made available under sec. 32 of the Agricultural Act of 1935, as amended, and sec. 416 of
the Agricultural Act of 1949, as amended.

2 Less than 500 pounds.
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UxrrTD STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE,

Washington 25,-D. C., February 1, 1955.

Mr. JAMES W. KNOWLES,
Staff Economist, Joint Committee on Econonic Report,

United States Senate.

DEAR MR. KNOWLES: In accordance with your telephone request of January 31,
we are enclosing a table showing the volume of individual surplus commodities

distributed to needy persons for the period January through June 1954. 'The
table also shows the number of persons receiving such commodities during June.

There has been some distribution of surplus foods to needy families for the

past several years, but it was on a very limited basis prior to the early part of

1954. Such distribution was limited because the volume and variety of surplus

foods available was not sufficient to justify the necessary expenditures by State
and local welfare organizations to provide the storage and handling facilities

required to make these commodities available to persons on relief. In the last
half of calendar year 1953 the number of commodities available for distribution
increased and items such as canned beef and shortening, which are particularly
adapted for family distribution, became available in large volume. As a result,
more States took advantage of the availability of these foods and set up the

necessary machinery for distribution to drought victims, the unemployed, and

regular public assistance recipients already on their relief rolls.
Sincerely yours,

ORIS V. WELLS, Administrator.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE

Distribution of surplus foods to needV persons,2 January-June 1954

State IN umber of Dry Beef D Dry White Shrt
State ~~~ ~~~~and Butter Cheese milk - Shrt Total

persons beans gravy mik toes enmg

Thou- Thou- Thou- Thou- Thou- Thou- Thou- Thou-
send sand send sand sand sand sand sand

pounds pounds pounds pounds pounds pounds pounds pounds
Alabama -.----. 37, 297 309 440 230 238 256 --.- 212 1, 685

California - 14, 219 12 83 69 29 18 112 27 350

Colorado --- ------- 7,428 26 81 55 42 60 108 52 424

Connecticut -466 6 2 11 4 4 10 5 42

Illinois -1,200 13 5 5 ---- 23

Indiana - 15,189 36 6 22 18 19 ----- 101

Iowa - 12, 300 ---- 401 213 122 157 71 964

Kentucky --------- 144, 653 455 1,215 421 1, 065 368 1,439 302 1,265

Maine -- ------- (2) 40 96 43 53 53 259 25 569

Maryland -10,200 -.- 80 29 30 36 . 33 208

Massachusetts - 10, 914 2 9 30 21 19 120 4 205

Michigan - 12,072 12 33 88 21 62 104 . 320

Nevada -- ----------- 225 1 6 2 1 ----- 10

New Hampshire 7,345 10 77 80 50 58 26 11 312

New Jersey- 5,398 16 146 40 25 41 72 10 350

New Mexico - - 10, 672 34 71 10 10 72 44 7 248

North Dakota ------ (2) 16 46 58 ---- 18 142 4 284

Ohio -- - ---- - 30,163 195 639 423 188 199 327 40 2,011

Oklahoma - ... 8,218 20 23 51 14 7 283 5 403

Pennsylvania -520,780 371 3,358 1,104 1, 542 2,131 . 1, 945 10,451

Rhode Island -:.-.-. 10,522 39 136 63 34 41 139 11 463

South Dakota -.- (!) 47 227 2 24 514 814

Tennessee - .- 7, 793 32 35 12 32 63 31 28 233

Texas----------- 5,721 39 92 78 40 74 71 41 435

Utah----------------- 18,318 71 252 184 168 74 238 101 1,088

Virginia -.---- 49.096 219 481 144 180 257 360 278 1,919

West Virginia - 136, 500 366 920 634 522 589 1,457 375 4, 863

Wisconsin -.-.------- 5,589 23 57 36 32 12 36 196

Wyoming -4,813 31 150 59 20 1 1 76 31 378

Total - . 1,087,091 2,428 9,175 4,196 4,525 4,704 5,968 3,618 34,614

I Includes-foods made available under sec. 32 of the Agricultural Act of 1935, as amended, and see. 416 of

the Agricultural Act of 1949, as amended.
2 Participated in distribution during 6 month period but no distribution in June.

.The CHAIR-MAN. Now I am going to ask Senator Sparkman to
take over as chairman. At the conclusion of the statements by the
members of the panel, Senator Flanders wishes to make a statement.
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Senator FLANDERS. I shall make a request to join the panel tem-
porarily.

Senator SPARBIiAk (presiding). Mr. Schultz, may we hear from
you, sir.

OPENING STATEMENT OF THEODORE W. SCHULTZ, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Mr. SCHULTZ. I want to associate myself completely with what
Professor Nicholls has just said as to the low-income problem, and
since it is one of the main points on which I want to dwell, I will not
elaborate in my statement on this, but rather find myself associating
with his more elaborate and more complete and better statement than
my own.

I do want to add for the record two things on the low-income prob-
lem. One is a memorandum that my colleagues and I prepared for the
Secretary of Agriculture on the low-income problem, and another is
an estimate of the low-income numbers in agriculture in 1950, pre-
pared by Dr. Hendricks, a colleague of mine, which confirms and is
consistent with what Mr. Nicholls gave you in his opening statement,
and if I may do that, Mr. Chairman-

Senator SPARK3MAN. Without objection, they will be included.
(The information referred to appears at pp. 654, 655.)
Mr. SCHULTZ. Thank you. I will restrict my statement to the three

policy issues. One I have called the haphazard way in which we are
disposing of very large stocks now under Government control, as these
policies appear to the foreign producer countries. Second, to the re-
quirements of a price policy in agriculture which has in it the pros-
pect of reducing price variability to farmers and also increasing the
efficiency of agriculture. The third is the gross negligence of the large
number of low production, low income farmers in parts of the United
States, the poverty of which is a national disgrace, and this is the one
that Mr. Nicholls has put to you so very satisfactorily.

Now, in a sense, the Economic Report of the President is silent on
each of these three policy issues which I deem to be very important.
Before I consider these issues, may I say a word about the economic
setting in which agriculture finds itself against which my statements
are made. They differ somewhat in terms of what has been said by one
or two of my colleagues in the preceding comments.

I would say first that the domestic demands for United States farm
products is of slow growth. It gets very little growth from additional
income. This is a different way of saying that the income elasticity,
when we speak of farm products, is very low, so most of the growth
really comes from population.

I am more technical on that in my paper.
On the supply side, additional production is readily forthcoming.

As a country, we have benefited greatly from the many new techniques
of production in agriculture. This is the technical revolution about
which Mr. Davis spoke. With little or no increase in the total quantity
of factors committed to farming, this country can, for many years,
surely for the next 5, 10 years, or longer, stay abreast of the demand
as a result of the advances underway in agricultural technology. I
do not, therefore, share Mr. Benedict's view that the larger population
in 3, 4 or 5 years is going to catch up and solve the supply problem
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which you men are wrestling with as it becomes part of the surplus
problems of stocks.

One needs to bespeak the dynamic strength of most of the farm
families that produce the bulk of the farm products entering com-
mercial channels.

These are not the poor. This is not where the poverty problem is.
I think there is a tendency to underrate the flexibility, the competitive
capacity and also the income earned by these particular family farms.
This underrating arises partly from bad statistics and then, too, from
lumping all farmers together, and thus not separating out the million
or so farm families who really produce very little and who a-re really
very poor.

The technical and economic developments that the Corn Belt farm-
ers have taken in their stride in recent years not only illustrates but
demonstrates the dynamic capacities of these farm families that I am
talking about for the moment.

There has been a technological revolution in the Corn Belt. There
has been the mechanization of fieldwork, hybrid corn, commercial
fertilizer, and many other techniques. In adjusting to these.advances,
the corn farmers of the United States as a whole have reduced by
30 million acres the amount that is planted to corn, and this reduction
in acreage-this is from 1932 to 1953 or 1954-this is a reduction in
corn acreage that is as large as the total corn acreage of 3 important
nations, Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico.

There have also been big fluctautions and shifts on the demand
side. But one observes that most family farms in the Corn Belt have
achieved a satisfactory adjustment to these technological develop-
ments and to these other supply and demand changes; and I think we
should not underrate the real strength that one can see in what we
observe in this very large number of farm families.

Now my last point on the setting of the problem here is to comment
on farm product prices. I would say that they are not nearly as far
out of touch with the market values as is now generally believed to
be the case.

AWe are getting ain illusion from these large stocks, and this may
very well cast us into terms that are unreal if we try to sense about
where the market would be if markets were clearing. In terms of
prospective production and demand-for the moment let me hold
these stocks aside-most farm products are clearing their respective
markets. Those that are not doing so stand about as follows, and I
am saying this very categorically, but in my judgment, having con-
sidered it very carefully, I would say that the price of corn, which is
the key to all the feed grains, is not more than 6 percent above the
market levels. It is virtually in touch with the markets.

Nobody can get worried about a misalinement that is that small.
Cotton. too, is not far from market values, 5 to 10 percent. If it
were that much lower at the present time, it would, I believe, coin-
pete and clear markets both at home and abroad. This is a very dif-
ferent story from what we have had at times in the past.

Now, dairy products and also butter are very difficult to gage.
They are no longer appreciably out of line. Wheat represents the
major exception as Professor Benedict pointed out so very well.
Wlhile durum wheat which was selling yesterday at well over $4L cash
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in Minneapolis, is in short supply, and prospective production of
spring wheats generally come close to clearing the markets.

Production forthcoming in the next few years of spring wheat will
be just about enough to take care of the demands at the present market
level. This is what I am saying as to the durum and spring wheats.

Now, in the soft wheats and especially very important hard winter
wheats, the product is overvalued.

Now, these are different kinds of wheats in a very true sense. They
are overvalued by 20 to 25 percent, and here you have really a serious
problem.

Now, with this brief sketch, let me turn to the three policy issues
that I mentioned at the outset. We need to correct the apparent
haphazard policy of disposal of CCC stocks abroad. To foreign
producers, and others, it looks as if we were prepared to dump the
stocks we have accumulated in an arbitrary and wholly irresponsi-

ble manner. To them it appears that we are prepared simply to dump
on them our farm problems and the mistakes of our past farm poli-
cies. In the main our administrative actions have been less arbitrary
than has been the legislative history on policy urging and authorizing
the disposal of farm products abroad.

I want to underscore this. If you get outside and get anywhere
close to a producer country our legislative history looks very bad to
them because it seems much more irresponsible in the way we appear
to be willing to dump, than has been our administrative history. The
administrative agencies have really responded to the record. I think
we could be better.

Let me say a word here about wheat. This is not true of corn. It is
not true of butter. Let me just take wheat to illustrate the point.
The Commodity Credit Corporation has, as you know now, in loans
of inventory, well over a billion bushels of wheat. This is enough
to keep the world market upset for years to come.

Now, we can reduce greatly, as I argued we should, this uncertainty
abroad arising from what we may do with the excessive stocks under
Government control. Mly proposal is that the Department of Agri-
culture be authorized and required to announce at or about August 1
a schedule of the quantity of wheat that will be sold abroad during the
following 12 months. This schedule may be by months or by quarters.
Sales may be either through private or by some combination of public
and private agencies.

Suppose we had announced a schedule of 300 million bushels for the
current crop year. It would have been more than we are likely to
sell as things are now going and, more important still, we would have
done it in a framework which would have reduced very substantially
the uncertainty which our now well over 1 billion bushels of CCO
wheat creates for producers and buyers of wheat throughout the world.

We can draw a leaf of experience here from what the British did in
getting rid of their large stocks after the war. Tou can take the
example of zinc. I think we can dispose of a lot more in the world
market than we have been.

Now, in overhauling the farm price policy of the Government I
wish, once again, to urge the adoption of a system of forward prices
for farm products geared to the prospective normal value of each
product. the theory underlying this approach and some of the ad-
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ministrative problems have been presented elsewhere before commit-
tees of this kind in Congress by myself and others of my colleagues.

In any case, this is not the time or occasion to restate the analysis and
the case for this proposal except to say that it very likely would serve
both consumers and agriculture well, for it would reduce measurably
the price uncertainty facing farmers and further enhance the pro-
ductivity efficiency of United States agriculture.

I will not comment again on the low-income problem which is as
important and as serious as Professor Nicholls pointed out.

Thank you.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you.
(Mr. Schultz' prepared statement appears at p. 652.)
Senator SPARKMA1N. Mr. Welch, we will hear from you now, and our

vice chairman has arrived, so I am going to ask him to move over and
take my place.

Senator Flanders is going to become a member of the panel as soon
as Mr. Welch has completed.

Vice Chairman PATMAN (presiding). We are delighted to have him.

STATEMENT OF FRANK 3. WELCH, DEAN AND DIRECTOR, DIVISION
OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF KEN-

TUCKY, LEXINGTON, KY.

Mr. WELCH. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I appreciate
this opportunity of appearing before you to think about some of our
farm problems that are serious and challenging. Unfortunately, I
did not have an opportunity to prepare a statement for distribution
at this time, but, with your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like
to present a fuller manuscript that might be included in the record.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Without objection, that will be done.
(The material subsequently furnished by Mr. Welch appears at

p. 644.)
Mr. WELCH. Mr. Chairman, my analyses and remarks are directed

primarily toward the low income farm operating unit. I should like
to say, however, before commenting on some of the problems that I
see here, that I believe our present overall agricultural policy and
programs are working reasonably well, recognizing that they are a
composite of compromises and recognizing further that they are
based partly on a lack of full understanding of all the casual fac-
tors involved. I believe that we should live with what we have
until experience suggests possible changes. We will never have a
policy and program that will be finished because of the dynamic
and evolutionary characteristics of our agricultural economy.

Now, I am going to abbreviate my remarks because of the comments
that have already been made on the low income small farm group.
I do believe there are some points that are worthy of mentioning
again, if for no other purpose than emphasis.

It is a little difficult for some of us within the context of a booming
national economy and an optimistic industrial outlook for many
people to realize that some segments of the agricultural economy face
serious problems and an outlook much less rosy. Furthermore, when
one considers only averages and national figures it is easy to overlook
the permanently depressed and marginal condition of the large num-
bers of farm people who live on very small or low-productivity farms
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and must be classed, by any standards, as lowv-income families. It is
difficult to realize that in America at mideentury approximately a
million and a half farm families had cash incomes. from all sources,
of less than $1,000 and that additional thousands of families were
attempting to make their living from farms having a gross value of
products amounting to less than $2,000.

These families are widely distributed, but I agree with Mr. Nicholls
that they are largely concentrated in the southern part of the United
States and in the Appalachiani Mountain areas. It is within this
area, within some 200 counties, that we find a total of some 8 million
people that fall within the classification that we have given here as
low-income groups.

In the consideration of remedial measures, it cannot be emphasized
too strongly that the poverty of an area in which low-income farmers
are concentrated is not merely the poverty of people by families but
it is also a poverty of the social organizations and social institutions
on which persons and families depend for fulfillment of their lives.
Whatever one may mention, whether schools, libraries, churches, busi-
nesses, local government, civic-service groups, or the wvhole range of
institutional services, as we know them in America today, there are
conspicuous deficiencies. Strengthening institutions thus becomes
a part of business and community development.

Any approach to these rather desperate problems is ill-founded and
dangerous in terms of the welfare of our total economy if it is based
upon the assumption that progress, or lack of progress, is a matter
only of local concern or local responsibility. As indicated above, it
is not only a matter of poverty in terms of individuals and families.
and institutional service, it is poverty in terms of tax resources out of
which services may be provided by the local people, and it is also
poverty in terms of imagination, resourcefulness, and the ability of a
people to lift themselves by their own bootstraps.

Specifically, the following areas of program service may be men-
tioned, without any effort to expand or describe them in detail; and
I do not believe we can approach these problems in terms of a single
program or a single solution. I think we are going to have to ap-
proach these problems through the broad range of institutional serv-
ices that we now have-reexamining) reappraising, and redirecting
these to a more realistic application to the problems that exist.
* Perhaps the greatest need in these areas is for an adequate educa-
tional program for both youth and adults. The rapidly growing pop-
ulation creates a tragic and desperate situation in terms of public
school services, and, although somewhiat less pressing, in terms of adult
education programs. Few, if any. programs can help an individual
or a group of individuals unless they have the understanding and
motivation to help themselves. Hence improved and adapted educa-
tional programs are imperative if any types of effort are to be fruitful
or effective within any reasonable period of time in the future.

And within these some 200 counties to which I have made reference
the increasing numliber of children that are movingo into the schools
and the inadequate buildings and facilities there create indeed a
desperate situation.

Even with the present highly concentrated and disproportionate
ratio of people to land in these areas, from 25 to 50 percent of the
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youngsters reaching maturity will have to find employment away
from the land just to maintain the status quo and, of course, with the
unsatisfactory ratio that now exists even greater numbers of youth
will eventually have to find employment opportunities away from the
land if the ratio is to be improved.

If we are to improve this ratio of people to land in the future, then
more than 50 percent of youngsters are going to have to find employ-
ment opportunities off the land, and I do not believe this is a concern
restricted to the areas where these youngsters are found. They are
going to be citizens in your States, and in all the States of the Union,
as they must find opportunities elsewhere.

This means that in addition to improved general educational oppor-
tunities for both youth and adults, much greater attention needs to
be given to vocational training that provides skills and social adjust-
ments and adaptations that will fit the people into a different environ-
ment, in which they are going to have to live, and in which they are
going to make their contribution.

Coupled with general, educational and vocational training, our
(employment services must be adapted and adjusted within the area,
not only to bring alternative employment opportunities to the atten-
tion of the people, but also to make it possible for them to move to
other areas of opportunity.

Our social-security program needs to be rigorously reexamined
and reappraised, and adapted to the extent possible to the needs of
the people found in these areas.

Our credit facilities at the present time, wvhile generally adequate in
terms of the purchase of land, are certainly inadequate in terms of
intermediate credit for the purchase of machinery and equipment and
improvement of buildings, and the adding of livestock to these units.
There is much that needs to be done in the way of additional research
pertaining to the problems in these areas. We have an accumulated
backlog of research information that could be used if adapted and
applied to the conditions that exist. There is a deficit, however, of
research information that is integrated and related to specific prob-
lems. 'We need to know more about the actual limitations within the
areas and how the various public and private groups can join together
as a team in attacking the problems effectively.

People unacquainted with low-income areas can scarcely under-
stand the rather desperate needs and problems associated with medi-
cal, health, and sanitation problems. Again lack of resources within
the areas causes them to continue to be neglected.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you, sir.
Now, the assistant to the Secretary of Agriculture, Mr. Don

Paarlberg.

OPENING STATEMENT OF DON PAARIEERG, ASSISTANT TO THE
SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE

Mr. PAARLBERG. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am an economist in the office of the Secretary of Agriculture. My
work consists primarily of economic analysis and presentation of
economic facts to the SecretaYy and his policy-determining staff. I
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am not a member of the policy staff in agriculture. Therefore, my
remarks today will be directed primarily to the economic situation
affecting agriculture, and not to questions of a policy nature.

I might comment briefly on the contributions from the panel with
respect to the problem of low income in agriculture. In the Depart-
ment of Agriculture we have been much aware of this problem. We
have been much aware of the concern of this particular committee
with this problem and the excellent work that has been done in the
past, and the fine reports that have been made available.

As you know, President Eisenhower in his state of the Union mes-
sage indicated that he had requested the Secretary of Agriculture,
with the help of the National Agricultural Advisory Commission, to
undertake a study of the problems of low-income farmers, and that
he would at a later date submit to the Congress a message embodying
recommendations with respect to what might be done to alleviate diffi-
culties in this area.

The Department with the help of-
Vice Chairman PATMAN. When will the message relating to the

small farmers be out, if I may ask?
Mr. PAAIJBERG. The President has not indicated a date, Mr. Chair-

man.
Vice Chairman PATIMAN. Do you expect it within the next 2 or 3

weeks, or the next 60 days, or 90?
Mr. PAARLBERG. It probably will not be within the next 2 or 3 weeks;

it might well be within the next several months, although no date has
been set, and I cannot give you any particular late.

The study is under way that the President requested, and it will
embrace the recommendations from a large number of groups and
individuals. The farm organizations have participated in the review
with the agricultural colleges, and a number of other research institu-
tions. There has been participation from groups representing labor,
industry, church groups, and contributions from many individuals,
both private and public.

I will abbreviate my remarks, Mr. Chairman.
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. If you please. You can place the remarks

in the record as they are.
Mr. PAARLBERG. I shall.
A number of these points have already been covered adequately by

members of the panel.
The general economic health of America is good. We have been

enjoying a period of relative economic stability during this past year.
The general price level of the United States has fluctuated within a
relatively narrow range.

On January 1, 1955, it was 1 percent below the figure for a year
earlier. Fluctuations of such small magnitude are evidence that
general stability of prices has been achieved, and such a circumstance is
advantageous so far as the accomplishment of needed adjustments
within agriculture are concerned. Farm prices, likewise, have fluctu-
ated within a relatively narrow range of 8 percent during the past
year. This past year January prices received by farmers were about
5 percent below the corresponding month of a year before.

Farm prices have risen 2 percent from 1 month ago. The 1954
yearly average of prices received by farmers was about 3 percent below
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the average for 1953. This compares with a decline of 5 percent from
1951 to 1952, and a decline of nearly 10 percent from 1952 to 1953.

Realized net income of farmers last year was approximately $12½2
billion. Farm income has about stopped its postwar decline:

Our outlook people in the Department of Agriculture feel that net
farm income in 1955 will approach that of 1954. Prices received by
farmers may be expected to average close to levels which are prevailing
at the present time, and the cost rates or prices paid by farmers prob-
ably will not change much in the year ahead. This means that the
parity price ratio likewise would remain fairly stable in the year
ahead.

While our total farm income was declining from 1947 to 1954 by
some 25 percent, our farm population was also declining about 20
percent. This means, therefore, that per capita income in agriculture
has declined markedly less than total agricultural income. In the
last 7 years, per capita income from agriculture has declined only about
5 percent, and if we take account of the income that farm people receive
from nonf arm sources, realized per capita income of f arm people from
all sources actually increased 6 percent from 1947 to 1954.

I would like to comment briefly on the levels of price support for
agricultural commodities, both currently and for the 1955 crops.

Wheat support for the 1954 crop is 90 percent of parity, or $2.24
per bushel. The 1955 crop will be supported at 82y2 percent of parity,
or not less than $2.06 per bushel.

Cotton support for the 1954 crop is 90 percent of parity, or 31.58
cents per pound. There has been no definite announcement of the
support price for the 1955 crop of cotton, but indications point to a
support level of 90 percent.

Corn support for the 1954 crop is at 90 percent of parity, or $1.62
per bushel in the commercial corn area. No announcement has yet
been made of a support level for the 1955 level, but the Secretary has
indicated informally his anticipation that support would be in the
neighborhood of 88 percent of parity.

Rice support for the 1954 crop is at 90 percent of parity, $4.92 per
100 pounds. No announcement has been made with respect to the
support level for 1955, but prospective supplies, if they remain as no-,
expected, support for the 1955 crop would be expected to be near 90
percent of parity.

Peanut support for the 1954 crop is 90 percent of parity, or 12.2
cents per pound. In view of the relatively short supplies of peanuts
this year, the support level for the 1955 crop will probably be at or
near 90 percent of parity.

Marketing quotas for the 1955 crops of wheat, cotton, rice, peanuts,
and the major types of tobacco, have been approved by the producers
of these commodities and will be in effect. Acreage allotments for
corn will be in effect in the commercial corn area.

I might indicate the levels of price support for certain of the desig-
nated nonbasic commodities. Milk and butterfat support levels for
the 1954 marketing year were 75 percent of parity, or $3.15 per 100
pounds for milk for manufacturing and 56.2 cents per pound for
butterfat. The same level of supports are being continued for the
marketing year beginning April 1, 1955. As of January 15, 1955,
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these prices represent 76 percent of the parity price for butterfat
and 80 percent of the parity equivalent for milk for manufacturing.

I would like to comment just very briefly on the movement of our
surplus stocks of commodities. The rate of disposal of Government-
owned stocks of surplus agricultural products has been stepped up
markedly in 1954. Sales have been made from CCC stocks to the
private United States trade totaling $940 million in 1954. About
$500 million of this total has been sold for export. The total value of
all disposition of CCC stocks during 1954 have totaled about $1.4
billion. The best market for our farm produce is here at home. That
market is being cultivated actively. The dairy situation is a case
in point. Consumption figures for 1954 indicate that per capita use
of butter increased about 5 percent over a year earlier, thus reversing
the downward trend of 15-year duration. The average American ate
a fraction of a pound more cheese and drank a little more milk last
year than in 1953.

There is a trend toward an unmistakably better balance between
dairy supplies and demand, a balance which is being brought about
not through distasteful and uneconomic production controls, but
rather through increased consumption of health-giving dairy foods.

In December of 1954 the Government bought not a single pound of
butter. This was the first full month in 2 years in which no purchases
were made. During December 1953 we bought more than 11 million
pounds of butter and the heavy flow was just beginning.

All of the things I have cited are reflected in the fact that milk
prices have increased in recent months. For the final quarter of
1954 wholesale prices received by farmers for all milk averaged 86
percent of parity, the same as in March of 1954, when price supports
were still at 90 percent of parity.

In conclusion, the basic philosophy underlying the Agricultural
Act of 1954 will encourage individual farmers who are efficient and
ambitious to participate profitably in the thrilling opportunities
immediately ahead of us in the growing science of agriculture.

Agriculture offers equally as good an opportunity over the next
generation as any other comparable vocation for the young man or
young woman who desires a satisfactory living standard, an opportun-
ity to live and rear a family in a wholesome environment, and the
ability to provide one's own security for his declining years.

Our constant objective in the United States Department of Agri-
culture is to do all in our power to promote a stable, prosperous, and
free agriculture.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Mr. Paarlberg's prepared statement and additional information

appear at p. 709.)
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you.
I would like to bring up 1 or 2 points before yielding to other

members of the committee for questioning.
First. would the Senator like to be heard now? Permisison is

granted.
Senator FLANDERS. Thank you.
*Vice Chairman PATMANT. W7Te are delighted to hear from the distin-

guished gentleman from Vermont.
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STATEMENT OF HON. RALPH E. FLANDERS, UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM VERMONT

Senator FLANDERS. The present means of supporting farm prices
is complicated in administration, wasteful of perishable products, and
burdensome to the consumer; he has to pay twice, once in taxes and
again in prices artificially high.

Besides this, high level price support stimulates surpluses and
thus multiplies to the taxpayer and consumer the cost of price support.

The Brannan plan would have given to the consumer the benefit of
free market prices. It would have assured the farmer receiving
parity prices, but at the expense of losing his freedom. The size of
the crop he could plant would have to be determined for him by the
Government.

Neither the Brannan plan nor our present price support is satis-
factory. Yet we must have some means of assuring the farmer that
he will not again have to endure the hardships of the early thirties
when at times the price of wheat would not pay the cost of bringing
it to the market.

A plan fair to farmer and consumer alike would assure the farmer
of income protection comparable to that afforded the wage earner by
unemployment compensation. It must likewise leave him a freeman.
No Government official must have an authority to tell him what or
how much to plant, when to sell, or at what price.

It is in the national interest to protect farm income from the ef-
fects of drastic declines in the price of farm products. But it is not
wise to insulate farmers from all the effects of price fluctuations. In
determining his own planting and production the individual farmer
should be free to follow the guidance of moderate and gradual changes
in the relative prices of farm products.

For his part the consumer should have the advantage of free mar-
ket prices. With free prices his only bill for supporting farm income
would be taxes to finance payments to the farmers in periods of de-
pressed prices. But he would not be expected to pay large subsidies
to farmers to enable them profitably to continue producing larger and
larger surpluses.

These specifications can be met in the following manner:
(a) Let price support begin at 90 percent of parity.
(b) If the free market price drops below 90 percent, let the Gov-

ernment send the farmer each month a check for one-half the differ-
ence between 90 percent and the price received during the month for
sales of protected crops.

(c) Let monthly reports of support payments be published, county
by county, to make sure that no "waslh sales" or other unfair practices
are indulged in.

(d) A floor would be set at 50 percent of parity, which corresponds
to the wage protection of the, wage earner.

Examples follow:
(1) If the free market price is 80 percent of parity, the difference

with 90 percent is 10 percent. The Government will send the grower
a check for one-half of this, or 5 percent. The grower will then net
80 percent plus 5 percent, or 85 percent of parity.

(2) If the free market price sinks to 60 percent of parity, the
Government will send a check for one-half of 90 percent less 60 per-
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cent, or 15 percent. The grower will then net 60 percent plus 15 per-
cent, or 75 percent of parity.

(3) If the market price sinks to 10 percent of parity, one-half of
the difference would be 40 percent and the farmer would net 50 per-
cent. This is the floor and the price would have to sink to an in-
credibly low point to reach it. Should it sink lower yet, to 5 percent
for instance, the Government check would make up the difference be-
tween that and 50 percent and would be for 45 percent of parity.

To recapitulate, the consumer would have a lower cost of living
since agricultural products would no longer be sold to him at in-
flated prices.

The consumer would pay but once, in taxes.
The farmer would receive protection at least equal to that afforded

the wage earner by unemployment compensation.
The farmer would be a free man, dependent for his success on his

own business and agricultural skill, but protected from disasters be-
yond his control. Government operations, though numerous, would
be simpler. There would be no loans, no commodity credit adminis-
tration, no purchases of butter, wheat, and so forth, no responsibility
for storage.

The obvious difficulties with this plan are political. Shortsighted
leadership will fight this, or any similar substitute for our present
unjust and expensive price-support laws.

There are enough good honest American farmers to welcome a just
and practical means of protecting farm income from disaster.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SPARKMAN (presiding). I suppose if we do this right, the

panel should have an opportunity to question you.
Senator Flanders is going to have to leave shortly, so if any of you

do want to. ask him questions pertaining to his plan, suppose we do so
now.

Senator Watkins.
Senator WATKINS. Well, I can see one thing his proposal would

do, it would put a lot of people out of work; individuals in the ad-
ministrative program. What would you do with those peopleV

Senator SPARKMAN. Use them as bookkeepers to keep up with all
of these payments.

Senator FLANDERS. It has been suggested to me that this would be
more expensive than administration of the present plan. That I do
not think is true. There would still be some unemployment. The
cost, according to the figures I have gotten from the Department of
Agriculture, of warehousing, maintenance, and processing, but ex-
clusive of administration costs, during 1954 ran at the rate of from
$400 million to $600 million, and this does not include the cost of re-
moving commodities, selling those overseas, and school-lunch
programs.

Since the total number of farmers under support is approximately
three and a quarter million, and since there would be around $600
m1illion of expenses would would not be required, a rough figure would
seem to indicate to me that you would have 1 clerk for every 20 farm-
ers, without increasing the cost of the present farm program, so I
think that that objection that it would increase costs falls down in that
respect, and besides that, there is the possibility of market prices of
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commodities being reflected more or less hopefully in prices of foods
and products to the consumer.

Senator WATKINS. You use that word "hopefully." I think that is
the philosophy.

Senator FLANDERS. Well, we always hope when the farmer sells for
less, the consumer will buy for less. That is often the hope deferred
that makes the heart sick, but that point has been mentioned ini the
panel and I think the spread betw een the farm price and the consumer
price is something that is worth studying. Of course, part of that
spread is due to putting stuff in cellophane instead of selling it out
of a box. We seem to want it that way.

Now I am open to questions from the panel or other Senators.
Senator SPARKMAN. I wonder if Congressman Curtis has any

questions.
Representative CuRTis. No questions.
Senator SPARKMAN. Senator Goldwater.
Senator GOLDWATER. I should like to ask the Senator if he has intro-

duced a bill along this line.
Senator FLANDERS. I have not. I have had a peculiar experience

with this plan. It is 3 or 4 years old. When Secretary Benson first
came here, I talked it over with him, he was interested and said "Let's
get this published and see what the public reaction is to it."

Believe it or not, the farm papers would not touch it. They would
not have it in their pages. Now that is something it is difficult for
me to understand. I tried the Reader's Digest. The Reader's Digest
had an article deploring the present farm price situation and not
only that, but it reprinted and distributed it and broadcast it all
over the country. They did not want this solution in their papers.
There is a market for deploring. There is a market for criticizing.
There is a market for painting pictures of how terrible everything is,
but as far as my experience goes, there is no market for suggestive
remedies.

That is why I asked to be a member of this panel.
Mr. WELCHI. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the Senator if under his

proposal there would be provision for accumulating stocks beyond
what the trade would normally hold, say wheat and cotton, and so on.

Senator FLANDERS. Well, the assumption would be that there is a
price at which the stuff will move. The advantages of this, as com-
pared with dumping abroad-we might sell abroad at a very low
price, but it would not be a dumping price.

You protect the farmer, but even if it goes down to 5 percent of
parity, as I suggested for wheat, he would at least have 50 percent,
and you could move wheat abroad at those very low prices. Let
prices move the crop.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Davis wanted to ask something.
Air. DAVIS. Suppose that this had been in effect at the time that

the postwar adjustment started; have you made any estimate as to
where prices would be in this scale now? Would it be at this 50-
percent floor or would it be somewhere above that?
* Senator FLANDERS. I cannot answer that one. There are some

things I do not know, and that is one of them.
Senator SPARKMAN. Well, don't you think the answer to that one

would depend on the question that was just asked as to whether
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surpluses would accumulate? The theory is, and 'I believe you ad-
vanced it in your paper, Mr. Davis, that crops would move, farm
products would move if the price was such as to permit it. Didn't
you have some such statement?

Mr. DAVIS. No.
Senator SPARKMAN. One or two did. Mr. Lincoln did.
Mr. LINCOLN. Isn't that right?
Senator FLANDERS. I think so.
Mr. LINCOLN. Everything we know would move at a price.
Senator SPARKMAN. May I inject a thought there? I worked on a

farm when we did not have supports and it did not always work then,
so I think you have got to have a rather ideal distribution system for
it to work, and we have not got that yet.

Mr. DAVIS. I have one more question. Suppose that this had been
in effect and suppose that the prices would have dropped near to this
50 percent. *What would have been the impact of that on our total
economy?

Senator FLANDERS. Well, if the prices had dropped to 50 per-
cent

Mr. DAVIS. In this postwar adjustment.
Senator FLANDERS. The farmer would have gotten 70 percent, half

of the difference.
Mr. DAVIS. No; I mean if it had dropped to where he got 50 per-

cent.
Senator FLANDERS. You mean the prices had dropped to 10 per-

cent?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
Senator SPARK-MAN. Could it? I do not see how it ever would.
Senator FLANDERS. The impact there would be something to look at,

but still I think the crops would move and the farmer would get the
distress protection of 50 percent of parity.

I remember during the 1930's there was a Kansas farmer who
brought his wheat into the elevator at Kansas City and he could not
get enough for it to pay for the gasoline that he spent to bring the
wheat in and take it back again, so he raised the tailboard of his
truck and spread the wheat on the main street of Kansas City.

He could at least have gotten 50 percent if they would have taken it
at all, for nothing.

Senator SPARKMAN. Professor Schultz asked a few minutes ago for
permission to make a comment.

Mlr. SCHULTZ. Let me act as a critic of my distinguished friend
here, Senator Flanders. I would say, Senator Flanders, that I just
made some simple calculations here. If you had had this the last 4
years, it would have cost just about half of what the present programs
may cost.

Senator FLANDERS. You think this would have cost about half ?
Mr. SCHULTZ. About half. This is one comment I make. Another

comment is that it is two-fifths Branman plan.
Senator FLANDERS. This is what you say.
Mr. SCHULTZ. This is two-fifths, not quite half of the Brannan plan.
Senator FLANDERS. It is a result of cross fertilization.
Senator SPARKMAN. A hybrid.
Senator FLANDERS. I want to suggest that the mongrel pup is usu-

ally smarter and healthier than the purebred pup.
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Mr. SCHULTZ. I would suggest that you get a little more mongrel,
if you can. There are two things. If you start with the flat 90, this
will make some products completely out of line with others. Last
year this would have cost $280 million onl wheat. If you started wheat
at 90-it is probably 25 percent out of touch with the markets, where
others are close to it, so you will pick up a very bio bill in wheat.

You would not in cotton, actually, because cotton is quite close to
markets, I would guess. So if you just take history, 90 percent is not
realistic with what the markets are worth. Since you tie it to 90 per-
cent, you run into problems there. The only other point I would make
is you would not have a storage problem, and with our kind of weather
and our economy, you have a storage problem. But you could build
one.

Senator FLANDERS. Perhaps there is some useful mongrelization in
that suggestion.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Benedict wanted to make a comment.
Mr. BENEDICT. I am not prepared to comment generally about this

proposal, though I think it is a very interesting one. I do think
there would be need to consider somewhat a statement that has been
made elsewhere here this morning that there is a market at some
price for all of these products. I am not at all sure that you could
actually sell all of the wheat, for example, in the last year or two,
without completely demoralizing the market.

In other words, I think there would need to be some escape pro-
visions in that kind of a setup. Amounts that calnot be sold at any
price rise from time to time in such products as potatoes and some
of the fruits as well as wheat and cotton.

The other point that I think needs some clarification occurs by in-
plication in something Mr. Davis said. Actually, we have been operat-
ing under free-market prices for the most part since 1945. The prices
all through until just the last year or two, and for a short time in
1949, have been, for most of the products, above support levels rather
than below, so we are not without experience in doing this sort of
thing.

I think there is a good deal of merit in the idea that there should
be an incentive for downward adjustment if the price or quantity is
outrunning what can be sold at reasonable prices.

The other point that I think should be emphasized is one that w-as
implied by Mr. Welch's question. I do not think the trade will carry
as large reserves as we ought to carry in a time of world tensions
such as we are now in. This phase of the thing should be in the pic-
ture somewhere.

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I thank the panel for its obser-
vations, and I just want to express one point as I leave, and that is
it has been very satisfying to see these new and strong statements of
the importance of the problem of agricultural poverty.

You will remember that 3 years ago we examined that and Mr.
Schultz, at least, made a really fine contribution to our study, and
people too often think of poverty as being a city problem and we have
discovered-that is, our panels at that time discovered-that perhaps
the most serious poverty problem in the Nation lies in the country.

Thank you.
Senator SPARKMAN. I remember those studies with a great deal of

interest and satisfaction, and I am hopeful that during this present
58422-55 40
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year we may resume those studies and bring them up to date. I pre-
sume that all of you have seen the reports that were made. If not, I
hope you will let us send you a copy of each one of them, because I
think they are right in line with the suggestions that have been made
here this morning.

I have a general question, that I would like each member of the panel
to reply to in 1 or 2 sentences because, after all we are studying the
President's Economic Report. I wonder if each one of you, in just
1 or 2 sentences, would give us your view as to the adequacy of the
Economic Report in its dealing with agriculture's problems. It would
be most helpful as this committee evaluates that report.

Mr. Benedict.
Mr. BENEDICT. Now, do you mean?
Senator SPARKMAN. Yes.
MIr. BENEDICT. Well, it seems to me the President's report says

very little about agriculture. I assume that the reason for that was
that, by implication, many of the actions taken during the last year
were in line with the President's program with respect to agriculture,
and that would imply to me the idea that perhaps with the adjust-
ments now taking shape, as they come fully into effect, they would
meet most of the problems that we have been talking about. I do not
think they would meet fully the problems of wheat or butter, but
for some of the other commodities, I think a moderate relaxation of
the parity formula; that is, a shift toward the modernized formula
and some increase in the adjustability of the level of support rates
would meet most of the problems that we see ahead, assuming that
the economy as a whole stays prosperious.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Davis.
Air. DAVIS- Well, I will be very brief. Personally, I was quite dis-

appointed that the report was as silent as it was on the problems of
agriculture.

They were barely mentioned at all. Only, I recall, in connection
with the low-income families. I think that the problems of agri-
culture as they relate not only to farm people but to the total economy,
would justify a greater treatment within the report than was given.

Senator SPARKMAN. Air. Lincohi.
Mr. LINCOLN. Senator, the first thing I said was that I thought the

farmer was the forgotten man in this economic report, and that cer-
tainly those of us in farming, that have farm problems right in our
own family, are not as optimistic as some of the people seem to be-
lieve about the future, and my concern, as I said, is here we go again
with farm income going down.

I think it dropped something like 35 percent since 1947 or 1949,
something like that, and whether this is the beginning of a depression
or not-but I do not like the implications, and I think that is one of
the most important omissions of the President's report, and I do not
understand why nobody is ready to look into this situation of the
spread between the producer and the consumer.

We have tried to get the Federal Trade Commission to make a
study and I think the 83d Congress just would not give any appro-
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priations. It seems, though, that we are afraid to look into that
area and I think that is one of the most important areas that need
to be examined.

Senator SPARKNA-N. Mr. Nicholls.
Mr. NICHOLLS. I agree with my colleagues that there is not much

to be said because there are only 2 or 3 sentences on agriculture in the
entire report. I think those were with reference to the low-income
problem. I assume that there is no more there on that because the
administration had not pinned down its program in this particular
area at the time the report was written. I simply hope that, when it
does come out, the administration's program will be adequate for
taking care of many of the things I mentioned in my own presenta-
tion.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Schultz.
Mr. SCHULTZ. Well, I think that the Congress and certainly people

would want to know at an early date, either from the staff of the
Economic Council or the Department of Agriculture, what we are
going to do with our $8 billion in CCC stocks. This is a major policy
issue. -You need something on it. It is not there.

Second, as Mr. Flanders said, we have got to get to a more satis-
factory pricing policy. This is highly political, however, and the
economist does not get much of a hearing on it, but it ought to be
thought through afresh.

The third is the low-income problem, and apparently you are going
to get a document, a report, and there has been a good deal of staff work
on that, as you know, and many of us know in the country and so this
is coming, but it is not in the report as such.

Senator SPARK-1MAN. Mr. Welch.
Mr. WELCH. Well, as has been indicated, the President's comments

were both brief and general, and I would say, by and large, that I
thought the specific statements and the implications were to the
affect that the outlook for agriculture is a little more rosy and favor-
able than it actually is.

It was encouraging for him to take recognition of the low-income
group and to indicate that he was going to present a special message
later. I hope he does, and I hope it is a realistic program.

Senator SPARTAN. Mr. Paarlberg, we won't ask you to comment,
but if you wish to add anything, we would be very glad to hear from
you.

Mr. PAARLBERG. I concur in general with Mr. Benedict's comments.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you.
Senator Watkins.
Senator WATKINS. Well, I have been very much interested in the

statements that have been made. I am a farmer iby proxy. I used to
be a dirt farmer, and when I get home, which is not very often now, I
like to get out and see at least what they are doing on the fruit farms
that I am keeping rather than being supported by.

Mr. Lincoln mentioned the problem that I personally have come
in contact with, as have many of my neighbors, and that is how we
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find some way to get to the consumer the products of these farms,.
particularly in the field of fruit, at such prices that the consumer can
afford to buy them. The spread there is very big between what we
actually get on the farm and what the food is sold at.

The result is that many times fruits are not even sold. Nobody
can harvest them. They are dropped on the ground. That has been
true in certain other fields in agriculture as well. I think there ought
to be a lot of attention given to that matter of distribution.

-As I understand, Mr. Lincoln, one of the jobs of the farm coopera-
tive is to get a better price for the farmer's product.

M r. LINCOLN. And to narrowm the spread.
Senator WATKINS. But it is the duty of the cooperative to get as

much as it possibly can for the farmer. I have never yet seen .a co-
operative that would not take advantage of a scarcity and get all the
market will pay. But we run into a situation, do we not, where the
interests seem to conflict-the consumer and the cooperative.

Mr. LINCOLN. Well, of course, there are two types of cooperatives,
Senator. One is the producer and one is the consumer. In the main,
most of our activity in this country, so far, has been along the producer
end. But we would like to have more facts set forth by some impar-
tial study as to just what does happen between your price for fruit
andwhat somebody pays for it in the city.

I think there is need for some more research there, and then we
think, of course, on the other end, the consumer cooperative is also
interested in lower prices, and somewhere those two meet, but I would
rather see the producer and the consumer sitting around the table than
have a distributor system that is only concerned in making as much out
of both as they can, and I think that is possible.

We have demonstrated it in some areas.
Senator WATKINS. Of course, the consumer cooperative tries to buy

cheaper.
Mr. LINCOLN. That is it. It is to put an economic squeeze on the

distributor system. We are convinced there is plenty of opportunity
there if it can be applied on a broad enough scale.

Senator WATKINS. Your background, now, is in the field of con-
sumer cooperatives; isn't it?

Mr. LINCOLN. Both farm and consumer.
Senator WATKINS. You do not represent the National Farm

Bureau?
Mr. LINCOLN. Oh, no, sir. I am at the present time president of the

Cooperative League of the U. S. A., and president of CARE, and a,
farmer, and the league is concerned both with the producer and the
consumer.

Senator WATKINS. The insurance group withl the name Farm Bu-
reau is now being changed to something else. This is simply because
the farm bureaus are not connected with them in any way; is it not?

Mr. LINCOLN. No; we are not directly coimected with the State farm
bureaus.

Senator WATKINS. Well, I am interested also in this other field
of the small farmer because I had a practical illustration in my own
State, and I am convinced that we never, by price supports, take care
of the small farmer. We would either have to make a special class
for that group which would be putting a reward on inefficiency or else
make it extremely profitable for the large farmer, that is the small
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percentage of farmers who now really get some benefits out of price
:support.

I think the move will have to be in the direction of finding some other
field in which many of the fringe farmers can operate more economi-
cally, and I think training, vocational training, and all of those things
have to be tried. At the same time, no matter which way you go, you
find there are still many economic problems. I know in our com-
munity we have a large number of small farmers. W1Then the de-
pression came, 50 percent of them went on relief.

The war came along and helped solve the problem temporarily,
-until the large steel production came into our area, and now the
farmers work at the steel plants and do something in the mornings
and evenings on their farms. They are taken care of, provided
the steel plant continues in operation.

You cannot do that all over the United States. I hoped some of
you would come up with a solution for this small farmer group, the
lower one-third that we speak of many times.

Mr. LiNCOLN. Could I ask, Mr. Chairman, does any member of the
committee know why it was impossible to get a study? In 1953 we
tried to get a bill-I think Senator Gillette handled it-to try to get
a study of this price spread, but we could not get anything done. Does
anybody know what stopped that?

Senator SPAR:KMAN. There were 2 things that happened. I think
both of them were in 1953. There was the Federal Trade Commis-
sion's study. For some reason that I have not been able to under-
stand, Congress did write a limitation into the Appropriations act
.to the effect that none of the money to the Federal Trade Commis-
sion could be used for making this study. Senator Gillette and some
dozen other Senators of both parties, equally divided-I am glad to
say that I was one of them-sponsored a resolution which likewise
failed to clear Congress. W1,Thy, I do not know, but the purpose of
it was to make a study as to the price spread between the farmer and
the consumer.

I have not seen figures recently; that is, within the last month or
two, but in last fall, the Department of Agriculture in one of its
statement brought out the fact that the farmer's share of the dollar
-that went for the purchase of commodities was down, I believe, to 44
cents, and was the lowest since 1934.

Now whether that has changed since then or not, I do not know.
MIr. Paarlberg mentioned in his statement that wtihin the last day or
two the Department of Agriculture said that the farm prices had in-
creased during the last month by 2 percent, but during the same time
the cost to the farmer had gone up 11/2 percent. That is a little better.
At least it shows a relaxation of the squeeze, even though by a minimal
amount.

Mr. NicHOuLs Mr. Chairman.
Senator SPARK31AN-. Mir. Nicholls.
Mr. NIcOioLLs. I do not want to be too much of a dissenter on this

I)articular point, except that I do think we should be realistic on this
muatter of the declining share of the consumer's dollar going. to the
farmer. First, I might say in preface that I spent 10 years, probably
more than any other agricultural economist, studying monopoly prob-
lems in agricultural processing industries. Hence, I am perfectly
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aware of that type of problem in distribution and I am certainly in
favor of better antitrust procedures, and so on, to eliminate such
monopoly as exists. I also favor marketing research which will elimi-
nate any inefficiencies that may exist. But I think it only realistic to
say that another important reason for the farmer's declining share of
the consumer's dollar is the fact that consumers want more services
attached to their food than they did when their incomes were lower.
Furthermore, farm prices could remain the same absolutely and yet
the spread could widen simply because consumers wanted boxed rice
instead of rice dipped out of a bin, and maybe want minute rice in-
stead of plain rice, and were willing to pay a higher retail price for
the added services which the middlemen have produced.

In other words, when incomes go up per capita, as they have been
doing, consumer demand for the extra services attached to food ex-
pands rapidly. Hence, I do not think'we ought to lose sight of the
fact that demand for food-that is, the raw food, the original food-
does not increase very much as incomes go up; but' demand does in-
crease substantially for the attached services. Under these circum-
stances, it is actually quite remarkable that the farmer in 1954 still
got about the same share of the consumer's dollar as in 1910-1914,
when the services attached to food were far less.

Mr. LINCOLN. I would like also to point out, Doctor, that somebody
ought to find it out.

Some of this packaging and the like we are doing today, we think
may reduce the cost of distribution. You eliminate a lot of indi-
vidual work where stuff is packaged at the source of supply. Look at
the way carrots are coming through now. They used to come through
with the tops and iced and everything else. Now the tops go back
for fertilizer and they eliminate a lot of the icing because they are
put in these bags, and I am not at all sure but what some of those-
things are actually tending toward the reduction of a lot of costs that
used to go in there. That is why we think we need a study.

Senator WATKINS. They do not pass them on to the producer, how-
ever.

Mr. LINCOLN. Well, that is part of the trouble, I think, as I have
brought out here. I think the House Committee on Agriculture said.
that thus far none of the lower prices received by farmers since 1951
have been passed on to the consumer in the form of lower retail prices.

Senator SPARKMAN. By the way, in that connection, in July 1954,
the House Agriculture Committee had a staff study made dealing with
the relationship between farm prices and the cost of food.

It is not a very complete adequate study. It is good as far as it
goes but a brief study, and one that was made from a compilation of
facts and charts rather than a thorough discussion and checking into
all of the different steps and processes and procedures.

(Whereupon, at 12: 30 p. in., the committee adjourned to reconvene
at 2 p. m. in executive session.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The joint committee met at 2: 45 p. in., Senator Paul H. Douglas,
chairman, presiding.

Present: Senator Douglas, chairman, Senators Sparkman, Watkins,.
and Goldwater, and Representatives Bolling, Mills, Talle, Curtis, and
Patman, vice chairman.
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The CHiALMnIAN. Come to order, please.
I will ask Mr. Curtis if he has any questions he wishes to address

to the panel at this time.
Representative CURTIS. No, not at this time.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Goldwater.
Senator GOLDWATER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mills.
Representative MiLLs. Not at this point.
The CHAIRMIAN. Mr. Bolling.
Representative BOLLING. No, sir, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAAN. Congressman. Talle.
Representative TALLE. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I do not recall that any panel member said anything about the cost

to the farmer of the equipment which he must now have because of
mechanized agriculture. I am interested in your views as to the cost
of what the farmer must buy and what he gets for his product when
he sells it.

Mr. LINCOLN. That was one of the things that I was saying we
ought to do something about, and it seems to me, in view of the
fact that the farmer has to spend so much of his income now to buy
things he does not produce himself that come from places other than
the farm, like gasoline and machinery and many other services-and
in almost all of those fields, if my information is right, they have
return on capital and pay wages higher than the farmer gets in
many cases-that unless you can do something to bring down the
cost of the things the farmer has to buy, you will never be able to put
enough money in the other side of the pocket to balance it out.

I thought both in this question of the cost of distribution from the
farmer to the consumer and from the city to the farmer of the things
he has to buy is one area-I am not saying this is any solution, but
it is one area in which I think we need a lot of information that
we do not have at hand at the present time.

Representative TALLE. It reminds me of what an old farmer friend
of mine used to say "times ain't what they used to be, but then they
never were." It was once thought that anybody could farm, but now
he must not only be a jack-of-all-trades, but a master of many of
them. So he needs a lot of skill, knowledge, and expertness, and
then he must have quite a little money in order to acquire the means
for carrying on his operations. I should like to hook this up with our
panel discussion of yesterday. when I suggested that the two fields
in which competition is still pretty important and rather free are
primarily agriculture and retail merchandising.

We do have competition in agriculture, in the barnyard and out on
the acres where range materials are produced; Then at the grocery
counter we have the retailer, who sells the finished products to the
housewife. We have competition at those two ends, but along that
long road between those two points we do not have flexibility of prices,
but rigidity. I do not need to review to you. gentlemen what those
costs are, but they are costs set by rate-fixing bodies and by collective
bargaining contracts, and so on.

Now, my question is, shall we attempt to get some competition into
that long road along which we have rigidity of prices, or shall we
give the thing up and make prices rigid at both ends also? In other
words, rigid prices from start to finish.
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Mr. LINCOLN. I will let some of the other folks answer it, but my
point, Congressman, was, I think we need more specific information
as to just what is happening in that whole field, so that we can all go
on the basis of facts and not just our own opinions, and I think more
studies ought to be made.

Representative TALLE. One distinguished gentleman who used to
serve in the less numerous branch of Congress asked that investiga-
tions be made, although he knew what the facts were. My question
is: What can be done about the problem by law?

Mr. SCHULTZ. I might first offer this observation, because you
spoke of the growing size of farm expenditures all over, and particu-
larly in the Corn Belt. This has two immediate implications which
need to be thought through, and I think where it leads you is pretty
clear. One is that the young farmer starts, and we are right in a
period when young farmers are much more numerous than normal,
because of the backlog held in during the 1930's. People did not have
enough earnings and they lost their savings, so that the people between
*65, 70, and 75 were pulling out and young farmers taking over.

We have quite a large proportion, larger than normal, and this
now takes $15,000, $20,000, $25,000, and this needs really to be thought
through.

In the main, it means better intermediate credit facilities. Our
public credit and our private credit is not very good for this kind of
-use, particularly where there needs to be 3-, 4-, 5-, and 10-year loans.
We have plenty of land, and when you get to the 20 and 25 or longer,
there is no difficulty at all, but it is really in this very area, and for
the purposes implied by your comment or statement.

The other comment deals with the rigidity aspect. We may mis-
lead ourselves if we think that there is as much rigidity on many of
the important expense items that you indicate. I am thinking of
fertilizers here. You see, fertilizers are relatively important in this,
*and through Iowa and Illinois, and so on, this is not a very well-
-developed market, but it cannot be characterized as rigid. The prices
.of fertilizer are relatively higher than before the war. Machinery is
about the same. I won't go into any more detail on that.

Those were the two comments I wanted to make.
Representative TALLE. Thank you, Dr. Schultz.
Mr. BENEDICT. I would agree with what Dr. Schultz said. It is

not to be expected that a good-sized commercial farm can be equipped
much more cheaply in the future than it can now. It may even cost
more, but the investment in farming has become so large now that it
is not to be expected that a man will be able to finance it out of owned
'capital to as large an extent as he could at one time. So it is partly
a credit problem, but I think we are apt to be somewhat deceived
about the rigidity of the prices of equipment because of the period
we have just been going through.

There was a tremendous upsurge in the demand for farm machinery.
just after the war and for almost all of the other production durables
and consumer durables. The market for these was so strong that
manufacturers did not have to shade prices. But, as we saw in the
market for automobiles last fall, while the list prices did not go down,
the actual price to the buyer was shaded considerably. I think we
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may see more of that in farm machinery, in refrigerators, and so on,
so that it seems to me a mistake to assume too easily that there is not
pretty active competition in some of these other fields. It does not
take quite the same form as in agriculture.

Mr. WELCH. While we may admit that these prices are not as rigid
as some may believe them to be, I do not think we are likely to be de-
ceived in terms of higher wages, in terms of social security, in terms
of increasing transportation costs, as to who is going to pay for those
ultimately. The farmer is going to pay for these when he buys ma-
chinery and the other things that he uses in his production enterprise.
These costs, therefore, that are an integral part of the prices the
farmer pays for the tools of his production makes it difficult for him
to adjust to lower prices for his own products.

Representative TAIJLE. Thank you.
Mr. DAVIS. I think that if we look at this problem over a longer

period of time, we can expect that these costs will remain relatively
high, even with all of the competitive f actors that have been mentioned
here. I thing farm costs will tend to remain high, because your wage
structure is probably going to be pretty rigid; certainly there wvill be
considerable resistance, to any reduction in it, and as was mentioned,
social security; and items of that kind will remain in the picture.
Then we are entering and are in and are going to continue to be in a
period in which agriculture is undergoing a terrific adjustment to
technology, and improvements and so forth. Well, any period of
rather rapid adjustment is a period in which the capital requirements
are greater than if you are just operating on even keel.

Then you can add to that, in the case of agriculture, the problem of
refinancing the farm unit each generation as the inheritance process
takes place. Your capital requirements, I think, in agriculture are
going to be greater in the future than they have been.

You have to consider the bigger sized units that are essential. In
addition you have the adapting to new methods, which requires capi-
tal. The capital requirements are going to be quite high.

Now, I think that while we are talking about the Economic Report,
we need to look at farm income not just in absolute terms or in terms
of the past, but even more pertinent, it seems to me, essential that we
look at the farm income in terms of achieving the goals that we have
set for the future, goals of total growth for the country, and within
this the goals of growth within agriculture.

Now, I cannot help but think that actually those requirements are
pretty demanding and that we need a fairly high level of income with-
in agriculture to bring about the adjustments that wve want. Now, the
adjustments are of two types; fundamentally. There is adjustments
within agriculture to technology which I already described. Then
there is the adjustment of getting people out of agriculture and into
more productive employment elsewhere. That requires a very pros-
perous growing economy outside of agriculture with new jobs coming
along

Well, I think in general that both of those take place when there is
a fairly good level of income within agriculture.

The CHAmM-3AN. Mr. Nicholls.
Mr. NICHOLLS. I would like to point out just one more thing with

reference to Congressman Talle's question, namely, that part of this
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cost-price squeeze is attributable to the price-support program itself.
In other words, the price of a lot of things farmers buy are the prod-
uct of other farms and the price-support programs, particularly on the
feed grains, represent a cost item to other farmers who may be selling
in a free market. This leads me to comment that I think one of the
most objectionable features of our price-support program has been
the discrimination in favor of the so-called basic commodities (spe-
cifically the feed grains) where the livestock farmer may be selling
in a free market at declining prices, but where his cost structure is
held up by price supports on feed grains.

This discrimination in favor of basics takes two forms: One is that
they have higher price-support provisions than do other commodities;
and second, that price supports on the basics are mandatory, whereas
on other farm commodities they either do not exist or are discretionary.

The CAIRMIAN. Mr. Benedict.
Mr. BENEDICT. Are we leaving that particular topic now? I had

just 1 or 2 comments I wanted to make that are on another line.
The CHAIRMAN. W1rell, if you would withhold those, until Congress-

man Patman has a chance.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, I will be as brief as pos-

sible. I know that other members want to interrogate this fine panel,
and I know they have some information on these subjects we are dis-
cussing that would be very helpful to us.

First, I want to mention about how the Economic Report of the
President has dealt with the farm problem. On page 83, near the
top of the page, it says the income shares of both farm and business
proprietors in 1954, 4.1 percent and 8.9 percent respectively, were at
postwar lows.

Now the disappointing thing to me is the fact that the President's
report points that out, and I am unable to find any satisfactory remedy
suggested to relieve the situation. Putting in language that is more
understandable for all of us, the President is saying in his report that
the small-business man and the farmer are suffering more than any
other group, since World War II. However, I fail to find where any
satisfactory solution has been offered. I have prepared here a chart.

Could I get someone over here. please, to move this chart so it
can be seen? I had this chart prepared several months ago before
this particular report was prepared, but there is a chart in the Eco-
nomic Report of the President that is very similar to this one. It is
on page 98, if you have the report there, and you will note, in fact, it
is almost exactly like it, Mr. Ensley, the same data.

Well, I cannot be accused of copying the President's report because
it was gotten out before. At any rate, it makes no difference, it truly
states the situation. I just wonder how much the monetary matters
have influenced the farm products.

Now on all of these charts like on page 42, chart 26, you will
notice that the farm prices, raw material industrial prices, they go
way down when the finished goods and semiprocessed materials, all
administered prices go straight along, they do not fluctuate. I just
wonder if you members of the panel agree with me that monetary
actions affect the farmer more quickly and more effectively than any
other group, because his prices are the least controlled and adminis-
tered. In other words, they have no protection. I will ask you if
you agree with me that farm prices respond more quickly to monetary
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action than prices generally. Do we all agree on that? Dr. Schultz,
*do you agree on that?

Mr. SCHULTZ. I. am not going to take your next step, though. I
-will take this one, yes.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. All right, do the other members of the
panel agree that the farm prices are more responsive to monetary ac-
tions than other important prices?

Mr. WELCH. Yes.
Mr. SCHULTZ. In both directions.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Now, then, if you will notice this chart

here, the prices that the farmer has had to pay have not gone down
much. In fact in 1951-I know the distinguished chairman is not
going to agree with me about this-in 1951, when the so-called accord
was agreed to and money was made hard and interest high, other
prices did not respond too much, but farm prices responded very
,quickly. They took a nosedive, and they have been going on down
ever since because this same policy has continued, the hard-money
policy, and in 1953, when the hard-money policy really got into high
gear, the farm prices that the farmers received went down further,
but the prices paid by farmers not only leveled off, but they got a
little higher.

Do we all agree on that?
Mr. BENEDICT. No.
Vice Chairman PAT-MAN. All right, what is your answer there?
Mr. BENEDICT. Well, I do not discount at all the importance of mone-

tary management and interest-rate management, but it seems to me
that that is putting the cart before the horse. There were other f actors
that had, in my opinion, more to do with the easing off of farm prices
than did the interest rates. I do not think the hard money program
had very much to do with that. In part, we are in a process of read-
justment from a period of very high and very abnormal demand for
form products, and we have had a continued high production of farm
products. It seems to me that the balance between supply and demand
has affected farm prices rather more than the monetary policy is
followed.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Well, I believe we all agree that the bank-
ers have a lot to do with the monetary policy in this Government. I
do not think our Republican friends would object to that statement. I
think it is obviously true. In one capacity or another, bankers have
occupied bottleneck positions in monetary policies, and since they
have, the banks have done mighty well.

The bankers have done mighty well, and while the bankers were
doing so well and big business was doing so well, the President says
in his report that the small-business man and the farmers hit an all-

time postwar low. I just wonder if we had not better try to get some
advisers and somebody in these bottleneck positions that will take

care of these two groups just a little bit better. That is what I wonder
about, because it seems like the prosperity is going more to the big
man, and the little man is not only not getting any of the prosperity,
but he-I do not think there is any deliberate attempt to penalize

him-but the net effect is that he has been penalized.
What do vou gentlemen think of that? Would you mind com-

menting briefly on it?
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Mr. SCHULTZ. Mr. Patman, I want to concur in the implied crit-
icism. The Treasury has very seriously missed the mark in the way
it handled its long-term loan. That is certainly subject to very
serious criticism.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. You mean the three and a quarter per-
cent ?

Mr. SCHULTZ. Yes.
Vice Chairman PAT3MAN. And then the 3 percent the other day.
Mr. SCHULTZ. This may not be as serious. At least I cannot speak:

,with hindsight on this one. On the other one, one can, and they cer-
tainly missed on that one badly. And it is true that we can be too
concerned about the roles of different groups in our economy and
there, again, your implied criticism may well have merit and point.
That point that I wanted to make, which runs off a bit from your
general line ,your argument here, runs as follows:

This is a judgment about the way the economy lay. If we could
have an economy that was fully employed the next 5 years and if in
that economy we could have steady general prices, neither inflation nor
deflation, as far as the general level of prices is concerned-now I
have put two conditional notions here-I am trying to avoid the
effects of a rise in the general price level where raw materials move
fast or a drop in this where raw materials or farm products, especially,
do not move fast-but if you had full employment and if you had
a general level, price level, today in the American farm economy,.
the costs are such that if you took the old parity ratio, things would
clear the market at about 85 to 90 percent of parity.

This is in some genera] sense, now, and probably closer to the
lower figure. In other words, the terms of trade reflected by the gen-
eral costs and demands of 1910-13 have changed that much. This,
therefore, is to say that this is not an abnormal thing that one sees
up there.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. You mean it is not abnormal for prices
to continuously go down?

Mr. SCHULTZ. Not down, but where they are 86 or 89 percent of
parity in the old sense, that is getting to where the cost of these
things really lie in our economy.

Vice Chairman PATAYAN. I know, but what about the costs theyr
pay? You do not want one line to run one way and the other line
the other.

Mr. SCHULTZ. I am not interested in the lines, I am interested in
how the economy is set. The economy is really set so that costs have
come down in agriculture.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Come down?
Mr. SCHULTZ. Yes, about 15 percent per unit of product, that is

what this means.
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Well, I think the cost 'the Treasurv is

shooting for is 4-percent money. There is no question about that.
There was no reason for that 31/4-percent bond that you mentioned
being issued. They had twice as much money as that in the banks that
they could draw on. They did not actually need the money in the
first place. But just out of the-clear sky they offered a 3 1 /4-percent
.bond for about a billion dollars. They gave the F and G bondholders,
who happened to be the big fellows, an opportunity to get 31/4-percent
bonds for the F and G's, but they did not give that opportunity to the
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little fellows. The E's were not given that opportunity. In February
of 1953, when they were looking around to see who they could help,
they did not see the little farmer, they saw the stock market.

The market was not dong well, so they leased the margin require-
ment in order to create the credit to buy stocks, reducing it from 75
percent to 50 percent. They did not help the little-business man or the
farmer. They did not help the farmer on the dividend tax exemption;
they helped the man who owned stock in corporations. That does not
make sense to me, when two segments of our economy, the little-busi-
ness man and the farmer are screaming for help at all times.

Then installment buying of stocks helped stimulate the shock of
inflation. It looked like all eyes were centered on helping the stock
market. I think their eyes should be centered on agriculture and the
small-business man. That is what I am trying to get at. We have
just got to prevail on our leaders to give more attention to relieve basic
problems like those in agriculture and small business, rather than the
stock market.

It seems they have been too intent on booming the stock market. I
just want to make the point that I think that relief is going to come
from changing the thinking of the people in those bottleneck positions
who are shooting for 4-percent money and discriminating against the
farmers and the small-business men.
as much as we can, but I particularly want to help the family-sized
farmer. It has been suggested to me that we should consider giving
the farmer who produces, we shall say, up to $7,500 a year worth of
products a hundred percent of parity through the Brannan plan, or
any other practicable way. In other words, just give him an oppor-
tunity to earn a living if he works for it, if he produces enough, up
to $7,500, give him a hundred percent, and all above that, up to say,
$15,000, give them 75 percent or 50 percent, providing that for pro-
duction above $15,000, we do not have any supports at all.

What would you gentlemen say about that f. If you wouldn't mind,
I would like to have a brief statement on it. Just start up at this end
of the table, if you will, and just briefly state what your opinion would
be on something like that. You see, that is for the family-sized
-farmer.

Mr. WFLCH. Mr. Congressman, you put that in a context that is a
little bit difficult to get at. As I understand it, you would say all
farmers for the first $7,500 worth of gross product, they would re-
ceive 100 percent of parity, and I assume you are talking about parity
where it is now?

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. *Well, for the purpose of this discussion,
we will say "yes."

Mr. WELcu. It seems to me you are picking out certain groups and
you might have some discriminatory legislation pointed toward help-
ing this group and hurting another. I do not know whether a person
who produces a bale of cotton that flows into the channel of trade
should be guaranteed a hundred percent of parity and another per-
son over here whio is on an efficient producing unit, but a unit that
would produce more than it would take to bring in $7,500, whether
you would want to penalize him there or not.

Vice Chairman PATNIAN. Well, I am looking at it from the stand-
point of the family-sized farm and how to give them an opportunity
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to earn a living. I think out of about 6 million farmers, about 4 miI-
lion of them are not farming as a business, they are farming as a mode
of living. In fact, many of the farmers I have known who have pro-
duiced some fine boys and girls-they have eked out an existence and
finally sent their boys and girls to college and they have become fine
men and women, and a large percentage of them are from those mode-
of-life farms. I just look with great disfavor and disappointment
on the mode-of-life farmer going out. I just have a feeling that this
great country of ours could at least make it possible for that little
family to have a living if they went out there with their hands and
worked for it and produced it.

They ought to have enough' to give them a decent living. That is
the point I am trying to get at.

Mr. WELCH. As indicated this morning, we have about a million
and a half of these small farms that have about a thousand dollars or
less income, and you could add about another 500,000 units to that
and put your level at $2,000. Now, Mr. Congressman, it is a little
difficult for me to see

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. That is net income, isn't it?
Mr. WELCH. No, gross. It is a little difficult for me to see how you

can get at that group on any kind of a monetary reward for products,.
because they are really not commercial producers, without complicat-
ing your total system, unless you do set aside certain groups and say
that we will support you but this group over here, we won't.

Vice Chairman PATX[AN. That is what I am saying. I am setting
them aside and saying they ought to be supported in particular be-
cause of their contribution to society.

Mr. WELCH. I am all for encouraging the family-sized farm, what-
ever size that may be. It is going to have to be larger than the unit
that we knew as a family-sized farm a few years ago. I think that
is a unit in our society that we need to encourage and promote and help
develop, but I do have some misgivings as to whether you can extend
a support price for those groups and exclude your other producers
who are also contributing to our total resources.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, I would do it as a matter of public
policy. I would just say we want to encourage the man who lives on
a farm and wants to make a living. If he is willing to work for it
with his hands and produce enough he ought to have a living wage,.
and we are going to make it possible for him to have a living wage.
If that is discriminating against anybody else, it is all right with me.

Mr. WELCH. I would be glad to hear from some of these other-
panel members.

Mr. SCHULTZ. Congressman, I think the idea-let me just buy the
idea much more boldly than you have put it-provided you really
define parity as some sentence.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. We won't quibble about that. This is
just for the purposes of discussion.

Mr. SCHULTZ. This is weak at the very point where you want it to
be strong. We said this morning, and Mr. Welch has just said, again,.
there are a million farm families in the United States, full time in this
business, able bodied, who had a cash income from all sources of less
than $1,000 in 1949. These fellows are not helped by this kind of
a proposal at all. They sell so little that we do not get to their poverty
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until we bring them more economic opportunity, which means they
must have more resources to work with.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Are you overlooking the fact that they
are handicapped now by the allotments?

Mr. SCHULTZ. That is a minor point. But we have really now for
a decade just been talking and talking around and not coming to
grips with this low-income group in agriculture. We have thought we
could do it with price supports, but the problem is deeper. You have
to give these people the economic opportunities so they can sell the
$7,500 of agricultural products. Then they would benefit from this
program, but they really don't.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. You know, I do not agree with you just
exactly there. Did you ever own a little farm?

Mr. SCHULTZ. Yes, I did.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Did you ever leave a little bundle of oats

before a colt? If you hold this in front of them, they will work their
heads off. In this competitive market there are disadvantages, but
if you give them a guaranty, if you work for it and earn it on parity
prices, we will give you up to-I am not exactly sold on $7,500 as the
exact amount, but give them enough to assure them a decent living
under decent conditions if they work for it.

Mr. SCHULTZ. This means something else. This means you have to
do more than parity prices. I am not afraid of having prices on a
head 100 percent or some fraction of real values which can be put
before the farmers so he can make plans accordingly, forward prices.
Therefore, I am not against parity prices if these prices have meaning,
if they have long-run value. Then we can bring much greater cer-
tainty to farming as it deserves and there will be much greater effi-
ciency. But let me repeat, the really small poor farmer, 1 million
and more, we do not get at in prices. Prices can only contribute a
little there until we get more resources for the farming unit.

Vice Chairman PATNIAN. I hear what you say, but whenever you let
them know they will get a certain price if they work for it, they will
work their heads off.

Mr. WELCH. Of course, Mr. Congressman, in connection with that,
of course, you would have economic forces working toward putting
into the hands of these small producers more land. A person who
owns land to go beyond $7,500 would have no support.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. He would get tenants and give family
farmers an opportunity.

Mr. WELCH. That is the point I wanted to give emphasis to. Then
you are giving an incentive to break up these larger units.

Vice Chairman PAT3AN. Certainly, and they would get a good price
for it. Suppose we go on down the panel, if you please.

Mr. NICHoLLs. I certainly agree with Congressman Patman on the
objective of trying to help this small farmer. The only thing is I
do not think that his suggested solution is the right one or the ef-
fective one. I would call your attention to some tables that I have
appended to my statement.

Vice Chairman PATAIAN. Yes, sir, I noticed them.
Mr. NICHOLLS. To simply back up Dr. Schultz' comment, you

will notice on page 1, appendix table 1, that 9 percent of the farms
produced 51 percent of the total value of farm products sold, and
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22 percent produced 74 percent of the total value of farm products
sold.

Obviously, price-support programs, as we now know them, pri-
marily benefit those larger farmers, and I wvould probably agree with
you that they are the ones who need financial aid from the Govern-
ment least, because they are large and efficient and have rather high
incomes.

On the other hand, I think that at the lower end of the scale, the
end of the scale that you are speaking of, price support will simply
not do much good. Let me give an example. You know, we have
minimum tobacco allotments in burley of, I believe, about seven-
tenths of an acre now, and this is the minimum, as far as the small
farmer is concerned. He cannot be cut below that, as I understand it,
but what does this mean in terms of income? Seven-tenths of an acre
would produce, let us say, a thousand pounds of tobacco, that is $500
gross income per year, and that is certainly not going to make any
small farmer very well off, it seems to me-especially after he has
paid for his seed, fertilizer, and other expenses.

In other words, I think the solution to the low-income fanner's
problem really lies largely outside of agriculture.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I am afraid you do not understand. I
would not restrict him just to tobacco or just to cotton or just to
dairying. I would let him grow anything of certain basic products
at a parity price, he could mix them up. He could grow 10 percent
of one and 10 percent of another, or 50 percent of another, but have
some coordinated program, which you would naturally have to have.

But the main thing is to permit him and his family, if he works hard
enough and produces, to be assisted in getting prices which would
give him a good living for himself and his family.

Mr. NICHOLLS. May I refer to another part of this table. If you
will look on page 2, appendix table 1, I call your attention to the figures
over on the right on the number of operator family incomes from
$2,000 and up; that is, $2,000 to $2,999, and then over $3,000, looking
at the "other farms"; that is, the part-time and the residential farms.
These farms, by census definition, have gross sales of farm products
of $1,200 or less, so that they are certainly small farms in this sense.
Yet, according to my addition of that column, we have 650,000 such
farmers who have net cash incomes of $2,000 or more, and we have
370,000 who have net cash incomes of $3,000 or more.

The significance of that, as I see it, is that these are people who
are able to supplement from nonfarming sources their income from
farming.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, that is a special case. They would
not be entitled to all of these guaranties, because they are supplement-
ing their farm income with industrial work of some type.

Mr. NICHOLLS. My point is that I think part of our solution is in
getting more farmers into that class. Let me put it this way: I think
also you perhaps tend to romanticize a little bit this mode-of-life
farmer. I am worried, if you will pardon the pun, about the com-
mode-of-life farmer. By that I mean the farmer wwo has a miserably
low income from farming and is not able to do anything about it be-
cause he has no way of supplementing this low income from nonfarm
employment or otherwise. In my opinion, this is an argument in
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favor of industrialization of many of these areas of low-income farm-
ers.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. You mean your argument.
Mr. NicHoLLs. That is right.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I do not want to take up too much time.

Thank you very much, you have been very helpful.
Mr. LINCOLN. Congressman, I share your concern and particularly

when you keep hammering at that. As you know, I do not share the
complacency that some of my compatriots take toward those figures.
I would rather pass on the specific aspects of that plan with one com-
ment. What was it-the Farm and Home Administration-through
what we called supervised credit, I think, started to write one of the
grandest histories of helping those low-income farmers of anybody,
and why in the world we cut down on that program and did not go
ahead, I never could understand.

I think, it was opposed by the American Farm Bureau and some of
our other farm groups, but I think if you give that program more of
an opportunity, which I know you are always for, we will eventually
find more answers than we have now.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. When was that program cut down, Mr.
Lincoln?

Mr. LINCOLN. I don't remember
Mr. DAVIS. It was during the war. It never came back after.
Mr. LINCOLN. To me it never any more than just got started. But

the payoffs on that thing, what happened to those people
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I know about it.
Mr. LINCOLN. I think that was one of the great historic things we

did, but for some reason we have not done anything along that line,
and, to me, that is where we can do more than in any other regard in
this area.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Davis.
Mr. DAVIS. As I understand your objective what you are really

trying to do for these people is to give them a labor income of some-
where around $3,000 or $4,000 a year, and still retain for them an
opportunity to live in a rural environment.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. That is right.
Mr. DAVIS. Well, now, even with your 100-percent support on the

things that we are going to grow, there is not going to be enough land
and resources to maintain all of these 2 million, and it is more than
2 million when you get up to $7,500 a year gross income, you are not
going to have enough land, and so forth, to take care of all of the
families in that status.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Well, all of them in the farming business.
We would not want to induce them out of other work.

Mr. DAVIS. I think that your objective of trying to raise the level
of income of these people to a status of actual labor income of
somewhere around $3,000 or a little more, is a very worthy one, plus
the fact that you want to retain their living in a rural environment.
I think that is very worth while.

It seems like the answer to that, though, is a combination of 2
things: 1, an adjustment-type program to try to get those that would
study in agriculture to that level, and that is going to take more than
just supports at a 100 percent of parity-it is going to take credit

58422-55- 1
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as well as a procedure for helping to consolidate small units. Then
in addition, if we could have a program of decentralizing appropriate
industry into overpopulated rural areas, and thus give more employ-
ment in a still basically rural setting, you would really come nearer
achieyi~nglyour goal than by a 100-percent support on the first $7;500
of gross income.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you.
Would you like to comment on that, Mr. Paarlberg? -

Mr. PAARLBERG. Congressman, we are familiar with your proposal,
having studied your speech on this subject in the Senate last summer.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. In the House, you mean.
Mr. PAARLBERG. In the House; excuse me.
We, undertook a study of it, and one .aspect of this proposal that

came out -of our studies was this: A program of this sort could not
be operated with the conventional system of price support and loans.
It would have, to be a payment program if it were to be effectuated
because if you endeavored to support the prices for these small farm-
ers you would in effect hold an umbrella for the large farmers as well,
and your price support would be effective for all groups rather than
for just one group as you intended it. So that the only means by
which this program could operate would be through a payment pro-
gram.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman, I think I have taken up enough time.-
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Curtis.
Representative CuRTIs. I just wanted to ask 1 or 2 questions, Mr.

Chairman.
One was in regard to Mr. Patmnan's remarks, because I appeared

on a panel with him at one time discussing this hard-money policy,
as he calls it. I was looking at the charts in the economic report of
the President, chart 27, which is money supply, and chart 28, bank
loans and investments, and chart 29, consumer installment credit, and
I cannot figure out just where in those particular charts there would
be any indication of hardmoney. So I am wondering if the panel
had any comment on it, because it looks to me like in all of those items
there seems to have been a constant upgrade except in one instantp.
and that was in investment in United States Government securiti'p
for a short period of time.

I wonder if anyone on the pailel would comment on this question
of the term used "hard money," because it seems to have no meaning
as near as I can see in relation to the actual situation of the money
supply, and the traffic in investment. And I might add, too,. as a.
further feature of this question, that I see no relationship at all be-
tween those charts and' the chart that Mr. Patman has referred to
which is the same one as on page 98 of the Economic Report, prices
received and paid by the farmers.

Would anyone on the panel care to comment?
Mr. SCHYULTZ. Well, you have asked a very complex question in the

field of money supply and the operation of the economy as a whole.
Representative CuRTIs. That is why I asked it. I just picked out

those three charts, because I couldn't see the significance.
Mr. SCHULTZ. This is one area in which I would want to beg off,

and you ought to turn to my former colleagues 'the' distinguished
chairman of this committee, and not turn to one member of the panel.
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Representative QURTIs. I won't pursue' it for this reason, because,
after all, it has -to do with another' field than what, this panel' isc de-
voting itself to.

Now, I have one other line of questioning. It is a matter- of my
own personal interest, perhaps. I was interested in Mr. Welch's
statement, and inasmuch as I had to more or less jot it down because
he did not have a prepared statement for us-you made the remark
that the social-security needs in the rural area, particularly the farmer,
need to be appraised and further strengthened.

Mr. Mills and I both were on the Social Security Subcommittee -in
the House, and I thought we had gone a long ways toward that in
the last social security extension bill, and I wondered where you felt
that it needs to go further than what we did in the last Congress?

Mr. WELcH. Mr. Congressman, my reference to that was to, give
emphasis to the fact that you did a good job as far as you went. You
are moving in the right direction but, strange as it may seem, there are
still thousands, and I would say perhaps-well, many thousands of
our farmers that do not have enough income to come within the pur-
view of this new program that you put into existence last time.

Now, the various phases of the social-security program, the old-age
pension, the various benefits that run to the blind and the handicapped,
and so on, I think that phase of the program is very good.

My comment that it probably needed reexamination and extension
was really to give emphasis to the fact that the act of last year still
leaves a lot of our riural people uncovered and untouched by this
program.

Representative CuRTIs. I thought we had pretty well covered it
except for the itinerant farm laborer which involved the problem of
identification as much as anything, and techniques. I would not re-
gard itinerant farm labor particularly as farmers, would you? * *

Mr. WELCH. Well, they are usually classed as farmers.
Representative CuRTIs. Well, from the practical standpoint, it is the

itinerant farm labor that we are talking about that is not covered
by social security-I don't know just where they do come from, they
are frequently from the city, a lot of them. They travel around just
as an itinerant labor population that we have that works not only as
farm labor but at other odd jobs as well.

Mr. WELCH. Well, many of them- are tied down to the farm.
Some of them are itinerant in that they are moving in and out, into
the city and back to the farm. I have no specific suggestions as to
what can be done about this group that are on the farm with gross
incomes of less than $800, but I say any kind of social-security program
pointed toward relief of 'that group on the assumption that they are
capable of carrying part of the cost, or part of the burden, is an
unrealistic program in terms of service to them.

Representative Curris. Now, one other question, Mr. Welch, and
here I am going to have to rely on your refreshing my memory be-
cause all I jotted down was I remember you were listing a number
of things where you felt the Federal Government should be doing this
and that in regard to the farm situation, and I was disturbed at
your constant emphasis on the Federal Government with no reference,
for example, to Kentucky.

What position do you feel that the State governments have, par-
ticularly in the field of agriculture?
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Mr. WELCH. I think that the States and counties and local com-
munities have a very large part to play in terms of facing up to the
problems involved in our low-income farm groups. The thing that
I think is unrealistic, however, is to assume that in these low-income
areas they are capable of meeting their requirements for school,
health, and other institutional services we have come to regard as a
necessary part of the American way of life, and I also think that some
of the States are unable out of their own resources to do this job.

Now, the migration out of about 31 of our counties last year, if
I remember the figures correctly, was about 14 times as high as the
migration from the rural areas of the South as a whole. Those
youngsters came along and went to our schools. We did the best
we could by them. But they are going to Indiana, Ohio, Illinois,
and Michigan, and many of the other States, to make whatever con-
tribution that they will make as economic producers. The inter-
dependence of our national economy at the present time is such that
I think you are going to have to take the tax supporting ability where
you find it and disperse it, and distribute it in such a way that our
youngsters wherever they may be are going to have an opportunity
for education, and we do not have that in these 200 counties that I
had reference to in the Southern Appalachian region.

Representative CuRTIS. Your primary emphasis, then, is on the
youth and education rather than other aspects, or am I to assume
that you meant the whole general picture, the old-age problem, too?

Mr. WELCH. We have a serious old-age problem that I think is a
matter of alleviation of suffering and a rather desperate situation.
I do not think there is any easy formula or any panacea for the prob-
lems found in these areas.

Representative CuRTIS. No, I was just directing my attention solely
to one thing, and that is the problem of the relation of the Federal
Government to the State government, and I was a little concerned,
as I got your statement, that you were placing the burden on the
Federal Government, and I just wanted to be sure that you felt
the State governments and local governments had a very basic and,
of course, in my opinion, a primary responsibility in this field, and
the Federal Government in an ancillary way, perhaps.

Mr. WELCH. Well, I certainly would agree that you must have State
and local responsibility, and that those groups must face up to those
responsibilities, but in terms of school buildings and facilities and
school opportunities, I do not believe that we are going to solve the
problem if you push that responsibility back there. The resources are
not there to do the job.

Now, if I may, Mr. Chairman, I do think that the State agricultural
experimental stations and the State agricultural extension services
have distinct opportunities for adapting and improving their pro-
grams of service that run to these matters.

Representative CURTIS. Thank you.
Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to pass at this time.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Goldwater?
Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Chairman, I think we are dealing with a

-very fundamental and difficult problem here. I do not-think we-have
made much progress toward its solution. I dislike as much as anybody
'else the introduction of political speeches into these hearings. I ami
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sorry the gentleman has left who made it, and before I ask my ques-
tions I want to put the record straight.

I do not recall any such so-called hard money period between 1940
and 1944, and yet corporate profits went up from 6.5 to 10:4. I don't
recall any so-called hard money being in existence between 1945 and
1949 and yet corporate profits went from 8.3 to 15.8, with a high of 20.3,
and in the period when so-called hard money has existed corporate
profits have actually gone down.

Now, we have heard this hard money talk. It was brought up at
g-reat lenoth in the meeting we had in December on economic stabiliza-
tion. I thought the whole subject was pretty much cleared up. I do
not like to bring this matter up, but it was brought in and I feel as a
member of the committee that I have a right to comment on it, and I
just wanted to set the record straight that during the periods when
money was so-called soft this country had the greatest increase in
corporate profits in its history, and during the period of time when we
have gone through so-called hard money, which, by the way, that
movement of money was less than 1 percent of the total debt of the
country, which is something'over $650 million. We are talking about
nothing.

Now, to refer to this chart up here, and I am' looking at the 6ne in
my book, because this question has often come to my mind, I would
like to see what the panel can seriously suggest about this: We look
at that chart on page 98 of the Economic Report. We go through a
period back in early 1949 where we see a situation developing where
the farmer had to pay out more than he was getting in.

By the way, that was a period of soft money.
Then in 1950 with the advent of the Korean war we find that the

farmer received above what he was paying out; in other words, he was
in a profitable position. That continued past the end of the Korean
war.

Now, we have peace again, and we find ourselves in a position where
-those two lines are going farther and 'farther apart: The question
that first comes to my mind is does this approach work in periods of
peace or will it only work in periods of war, and I am talking about
the theory of high supports or flexible supports?

To put it in a simpler way, has it done for the farmer what we hoped
it would do for the farmer? In other words, enabled him to compete
in our economy in a very risky business, being guaranteed somewhat
by the Government an income from his business?

Mr. LINcoLN. Are you saying, Senator, has the present pro-
gram

Senator GOLDWATER. Has it worked except in times of war or high
demand?

Mr. LINCOLN. I do not think you were here when I made my com-
ment on that, but the thing that is disturbing me is the fact that it
seems as though we are going through the same thing that I went
through working with farmers from 1920 on, and that as far as I can
read history, it looks as though the only time this price received or
price paid is in the favor of the farmer is just before, during, and
just after wars, and, therefore, I say that the program that I think
we all have had some part in advocating and carrying out, I do not
think has met the situation and that we have got to find some other
approach to it.
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- Mr. SCHULTZ. Senator Goldwater, I wonder if what throws us
off here is that we tie ourselves to a standard that came from history
and that was accurate in 1910-14. I would argue that 1910-14 price
relationships, and this is what this measures, has no meaning today;
it would be just an accident if it had meaning.

Senator GOLDWATER. Have you ever translated 1910-14 to more
recent periods?

Mr. SCHULTZ. I would say, and this is restating something that I
said to Congressman Patman, that if we had 5 years' peace and had
a steady price level, neither inflation nor deflation, then the cost in
agriculture changed, cheaper fertilizers, and many other things, and
then you look at the demand, the whole thing now suggests a con-
tinuing relationship between 85 and 87 and I said up to 90 percent
of parity.

This is now in the cards, and if we forced it back to 1910-14, which
was a hundred, we would just ruin it.

Senator GOLDWATER. In other words, if we went to a hundred
now-

Mr. SCHULTZ. We could not live with it.
Senator GOLDWATER. Let me ask you a step further there: Would a

hundred today be an immediate solution?
Mr. SCHULTZ. No.
Senator GOLDWATER. It would still be in the hole?
Mr. SCHULTZ. Well, the solution really involves letting these prices

in some sense find themselves, and they have; they aren't far out
of line; we are close to really what these values are worth, and then
these farm families are reorganizing themselves, have been, in a very
dynamic fashion in some parts of agriculture, so that the income
that they can generate and produce is on a par.

Now, unfortunately, this isn't in all parts of agriculture, but you
take the best part of the Corn Belt now, the incomes generated there
by a human being for his effort and industry or the area where I
grew up in eastern South Dakota, and in parts of southern Minnesota,
and so on, is on a par today with what one can earn anywhere in the
economy with the same abilities, let us say, and the same amount of
capital.

I want to repeat, though, that I think we will be very much misled
if we take seriously the standard from 1910 to 1914. It has no mean-
ing because there are so many changes in this economy and in agri-
culture.

Senator GOLDWATER. Well, would you recommend that the Depart-
ment of Agriculture change their formula ?

Mr. SCHULTZ. I would get rid of parity entirely.
Senator GOLDWATER. You would not use it at all?
Mr. SCHULTZ. No; it is doing us harm every day we try to use it.
Senator GOLDWATER. In its absence would you use any indexes

at all?
Mr. SCHULTZ. No; I would anticipate what these products are

.worth. You can safely say next year corn is worth $1.50. You can
safely say cotton is worth 30 cents next year. This is because of what

-production will be forthcoming, and this is what the demands of our
society look like. That has meaning, and this is a changeover time.

Then we could get steady prices. What the farmer really wants
is something he can bank against, and what is steady. I do not think
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he really wants these prices 15 or 25 percent above any chance of
clearing markets. I hope not.

Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you very much.
Did you have an observation?
Mr. DAVIS. Well, I thought your question earlier was reflected the

fact that our farm policy has been wrong or hasn't worked at all-
Senator GOLDWATER. Let us not say. I said is it an indication

that the approach that we are making has not worked?
Mr. DAVIS. Well, it seems to me we have to take this into the picture:

We did increase our agricultural production around 40 percent
in the early 1940's, and the wartime, and postwartime needs were
even greater than that, and we had to hold prices down and allocate
goods for foreign use for about 10 years. During this period our
population increased some, so that by the time we got to the point
that prices were starting down we were consuming at a rate
30 or 35 percent above prewar. This meant that our surpluses then
amounted to somewhere around 5 or 10 percent of our production
capacity.

Now, burden of surplus has been faling upon our economy, and it
has been bolstered by our farm-support program. I think looking at
it in the overal picture that we have really done quite well in this ad-
justment period. It has really been quite a heavy adjustment, an
adjustment of great magnitude, really, an adjustment, as I mentioned
this morning, not only from war needs but at the same time to the
terrific impact of new technology that is coming along at the same
time. I think all things considered that we have done right well to
have held the line as well as we have.

Senator GoLDwATER. What effect do you gentlemen think the flex-
ible approach would have had had it been put into operation, let us
say in 1952, early after the cessation of hostilities?

Mr. DAVIS. Well, I don't
Senator GOLDWATER. Breaking away from the rigidity, what would

the results have been?
Mr. DAVIS. I don't think the results as of now would have been

greatly different. You might not have accumulated as much dairy
products, but outside of that your accumulation wouldn't, I do not
think, have been too much different, and I do not think your exports,
your domestic consumption, would have been much-greater.

Senator GOLDwATER. Now, I have one other question here about
this situation. What do you gentlemen think the effect of the Gov-
ernment tax program, that is high taxes, for this prolonged period
we have been through has been on the earning ability of the farmer?
It is a question of business, but I do not think the farmers' activities
are too much removed other than the element of chance. Do you think
the effect of taxes today, that a balanced budget and a greater reduc-
tion in taxes would be helpful to the farmer?

Mr. WETLcu. Senator, it seems to me when you are talking about
the farmer, that is sort of a generic term. Of course all farmers along
with all other taxpayers would like to pay less and I presume in
terms of the graduated tax structure that we have at the present time
that those farmers whose incomes are up to the levels where they pay
significant sums in taxes-I am not an expert in this field, I wonder
if it has anything to do with surpluses or the amount of resources that
go into agricultural production, and so on?
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Senator GOLDWATER. Well, of course, I think it has a great deal to
do with it. I think a lot of our problem, frankly, results from high
taxes that are not in a small way imposed by our trying to rob Peter
to pay Paul in a program that has been extremely expensive, and
there is some question now about its value.

I think that a part of the high cost to the farmer for farm equip-
ment has been the high taxes paid by the equipment manufacturer;
there is no question of that. In other worde, what helps one helps
all, and if we tax the farmer and the rest of the economy to help the
economy, then the farmer has to pay his share of it. He might not
pay it in direct taxes but he is going to pay it in higher prices.

I do not know if you gentlemen as economists have gotten into it,
but I think it is something that certainly should be considered in any
argument, and to not waste any more time I want to thank you for
making the statement that we think of the farmer as a generic term.
I think that is our whole problem. We talk about farmers, and we
forget that we have hundreds of thousands of farmers who live on the
farm because they have lived no other place, who live on an acre or
half acre where the economic unit in their area might be 40 acres.
So we should not think of them in the same terms as we do of the man
with 40 or 60 or 80 acres.

I think when we realize that we will be a lot better off instead of
heaping it into one group.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SPARKMAN (presiding). -Any further questions?
Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, I certainly agree with the

statement made a moment ago that the transition from a war economy
to a peace economy has been most remarkable.

Now, if I might refer to what I discussed before-perhaps I did
not make my point clear-I am fearful because in our economy as a
whole so many prices are sticky. There are controls of various kinds.
There are ways of keeping prices from moving freely up and down,
so that fields like agriculture and retail merchandising in which we
still have a lot of competition may find that in self-protection they are
forced to adopt some measures of rigidity, too, because otherwise they
will simply be lost.

Maybe I did not make myself clear in the first place.
Mr. WELCH. Mr. Congressman, I think I understood your point

there, and I certainly would agree with that, and I for one certainly
would not suggest that we can do away with all of our programs at
the present time. We are going to have to have some kind of sup-
porting program for the farmer. That is not to say whether it should
be rigid or flexible price supports, or some other measures. I think a
larger element of that need to have some kind of public .policy and
program pertaining to agriculture grows out of this very thing you
are talking about, because he lives in an economy of rigidities and
administered prices, protections are thrown around workers, and I
am not saying that is good or bad, but they are there, and they enter
into the cost of the thing that the farmer has to buy that goes into
his operations, and if I understood your point I certainly would agree
that so long as the farmer lives in this kind of world we shall have to
have some kind of public policies and programs pertaining to
agriculture.
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Representative TALLE. Around 2 cents of wheat in a loaf of bread
costing, say, 23 or 24 cents, points out pretty clearly that between the
wheatfield and the grocery counter something happens to bring the
price up high. An appreciable decline in the price of wheat appears
not to alter the price at the grocery counter, so the rigidity between
the acres and the grocery counter is certainly effective.

Now, price supports supply some rigidity in agriculture. So-called
fair trade laws in retailing serve the same purpose. So at these two
ends that we have talked of, where competition moves more nearly
freely than anywhere else, we find both activities turn to rigidity in
some degree, and I am wondering-will we culminate in pretty stern
rigidity all along the p rice line?

Mr. NIcHOLLS. YOU highlight one problem. It does seem to me that,
speaking of the commercial farmer with a fairly good gross income,
one of his greatest problems is a problem of instability of price rather
than too low a level of price, and I do think the two things might be
at least considered separately. I would say that we have been trying
to support farm prices or certain specific commodity prices at too
high a level, but that still, I think, does not say that ive should not try
to find means of stabilizing farm prices over time. I think that that
is a very great problem from the farmers' standpoint.

Mr. DAVIs. I would agree that one of the big problems is this one
of stability, and it grows out of the fact that the management in agri-
culture, cannot accurately control production and keep it in a given
relationship with demand, first because you have got the growing
season that is a rather fixed thing, and during that period you cannot
change what you planted, and then, too, the weather is such a big
factor in agriculture. The farmer has a tougher problem in
that respect when it comes to relating supply to a given demand than
industry has in general.

Representative TALLE. And most of his costs are fixed?
Mr. DAVIS. His costs are relatively fixed as compared with business

generally; that is right.
Representative TALLE. Now, if I may just have another moment,

it was interesting to hear what Professor Schultz had to say about
parity, and I know he is a very fine student in the field. I am won-
dering if you announced 2 or 3 years in advance that the price of
corn was going to be so much per bushel-that is what I understood
him to say-you would have to do some estimating there, which a
person even might call broad guessing, with the weather in there as
a factor just mentioned, and so on.

Do you think it would be possible to name prices in that way and
to keep them in their proper relationship considering the important
fact of interdependence among prices? I wouldn't undertake to do
the guessing, but then I am not an expert agricultural economist,
either.

It seems to me that poses a terrific problem.
Mr. WELCH. I think Dr. Nicholls could best comment on that. I

believe Mr. Schultz said we could do this annually and put a price
that would just about clear the market in terms of what would be com-
ing forth, and if we produced more than what would sell in the
market price this year, next year we would place a forward price
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taking into account the supply situation that we had experienced the
year before.

I do not think he intended to project that beyond a year in terms of
these forward prices.

Representative TALLE. Do you think he had in mind that existing
surpluses might assist him as a guide in that estimate of the future?

Mr. WELCH. Well, I think at the end of the year we would take ac-
count of the carryover plus what would be anticipated to be produced
under a declared price, and these forward prices would be set at such
levels as mioht be guessed would just about clear the market for that
product. e

Representative TALLE. I am sorry Professor Schultz is not here.
He could clarify that for me.

Mr. NIcHoLLs. I think his idea was that this would eliminate a
great deal of uncertainty as far as the farmers' expectations about
future prices were concerned.

Representative TALLE. Oh, it would.
Mr. NIGoiOLLS. And the farmer would gain a lot by making wise

plans because he knew in advance what price he could obtain. At
the same time, I think you realize that for some commodities this
might mean a lower level than parity or 90 percent, or whatever the
present support level would be. In other words, I think this ties in
with my previous remark that it might mean a somewhat lower level,
but greater certainty in advance about what the level would be.

Representative TALLE. It would be of prime importance that who-
ever was in charge of announcing prices did it on time.

Mr. NiCHOLLS. Well, as you well know from your State of Iowa.,
farmers have always made the wrong decisions as to how many hogs
to produce. They often have made the opposite decision from the
one they should have made. If Dr. Schultz' idea of forward prices
had been in effect, the hog-production cycle would tend to be elimi-
nated, because farmers would know that, if they bred so many sows
now and got so many pigs, their hogs were going to bring a certain
price when they were marketed later.

Representative TALLE. Well, that throws light on it. I think both
of you gentlemen have supplied light.

Senator SPARKMAN. Is that all ?
Representative TALLE. That is all; thank you.
Senator SPARKMAN. Well, I think while we have still got part of

the panel here, I had better bring this to a close rather hurriedly.
Many questions come to my mind, but I shall not indulge myself

in asking them at this time.
I want to compliment the members of the panel, those who are here,

and those who have gone, on the excellence of the statements they have
presented, and also on this very fine discussion that we have had.

By the wvay, Mr. Nicholls, there was one point in the different points
that you laid dowvn-there were several points you laid down relating
to relief for the farmer and particularly the low-income farmer. The
one that interested me was with reference to the minimum wage, a
differential. I assume that was for the purpose of encouraging in-
dustry to locate in those areas where there is a surplus of farm labor.
Was it an encouragement to locate industry?
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Mr. NicHoLLs. It is, and I do not think the Federal Government
should take away the right of an area with a surplus labor supply to
attract industry on that basis.

Senator SPARKMrAN. The reason I was raising this point is that the
other day we had a panel before us, and the question came up about the
migration of industry from New England to other areas of the coun-
try, and the South was particularly singled out. Dr. Harris of
Harvard said that the wage rates in large part were responsible for
the differential. Mr. Barkin, the economist for the CIO Textile
Workers, said that the wage differential played a part, but that it
was a minimum factor. It was a rather interesting observation to me.

I thought you might be interested in knowing about that.
Mr. NICHOLLS. Well, I might add that, in the main body of my re-

port which I have made part of the record, I do say that in my
opinion this is a minor factor. I do not think that the wage dif-
ferential

Senator SPARK-MAN. It probably has been overemphasized.
Mr. NICHOLLS. It probably has been overemphasized. At the same

time, I do think it makes good sense from an economic point of view
for labor to be cheaper where it is more plentiful. And do not forget
this. Even at 75 cents an hour, many low-income farm people would
be glad to work in a local industry as an alternative to the 25-30 cents
an hour they are now earning in agriculture. In other words, I think
you have got to look at the alternatives that these people have.

Senator SPARKMAN. There is just one question I would like to ask
again on this matter of overemphasis. A great deal of the discussion
has been spent today on price supports. I often think that perhaps
we overemphasize the importance of price-support programs. I be-
lieve in them and I think they are necessary until we develop a pro-
gram that will eliminate the necessity for them, but I think so many
people think of price supports as being the ultimate rather than the
temporary or the expedient.

Do you agree with me on that?
Mr. WELCH. I do.
Mr. DAvIS. I do.
Mr. WELCH. I wonder, Senator, if some of that does not stein from

the fact that we speak of "the farmer" without taking account of these
various segments with their different problems and maybe price sup-
port is only one facet of a total phase that we need to be concerned
about in the terms of rural life as we find it in the various segments of
our agricultural economy at the present time. I agree with your
statement.

Mr. NICHOLLS. I think it deserves emphasis again that the so-called
basic commodities only account for about 21 or 22 percent of the total
cash income from farm commodities, and all price-supported items
account for only 46 percent. I feel very strongly that because of the
problems of a few commodities we have centered all of our attention
on them, while there are other commodities receiving little or no price
protection which, from the standpoint of what we need to expand as
a long-run trend, deserve more attention.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Davis, do you have any comment ?
Mr. DAVIS. No; I would agree generally with what you have said,

the comment vou have made.
Senator SPARKMAN. There is one other point I want to mention.

I have had to be in and out through the day. I believe in some of the
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discussions the statement has been made several times that the price-
support program did not benefit the small farmer.

I assume it was meant anything like it does the big farmer, and,
of course; that is right, and yet from my experience with the small
farmer and in the field of small farmers, and from an area made up of
small farmers, it would seem to me that while what we might call
the big farmer gets a big amount out of the price-support program,
the amount that he gets is not as important to him as the relatively
small amount that the little family-sized farmer gets. Whereas for
the big farmer it is helpful in that it builds up his income, to the
average small farmer it is often the very lifeblood, it may mean
whether he makes anything that year or not.

Do you agree with that.
Mr. NIcHOLLS. What benefits the small farmer does get from these

price supports are so small compared to what he should receive to get
a reasonable standard of living, that we should look to other means
to assist him.

Senator SPARKMAN. I agree with him, but I think at the same time
we should not dismiss the idea of price supports or argue against them
on the ground that the little farmer gets no help. I think many times
the little farmers simply manage to keep above water because of price
supports.

I would never accept a price-support program as the cure-all.
I do not think it is at all. I think we must continue building a pro-
gram that will eliminate perhaps the necessity of maintaining price
supports or at least rigid price supports, but I do not think we are
there yet.

Mr. WELCH. I think, Mr. Chairman, that the emphasis today with
reference to the small farmer in relation to the price-support program
may have been put out of context just a little. I would certainly agree
with what Dr. Nicholls has said, that in terms of a long-term solution
to the problems of the rural people that have failed to progress and
develop, in terms of commercial agricultural production, in terms of
income) I do not think it can be the answer, but at a given point of
time within the framework of what we have, we know that that $10
that comes to that little farmer means a lot to him in terms of trying
to get along with what he has, but looking at it over a long period
of time, maybe we should give more attention to these broader aspects
of the problem in trying to lift him out of that context and put him
where he can be an effective and efficient producer, and at the same
time earn an income.

Senator SPARKMAN. I would agree completely with that statement.
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman.
Senator SPARKMAN. Yes, sir, Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. Just as a matter of information, Dr. Nich-

olls, when you mentioned the percentage of 25-is that the figure
you used

Senator SPARKMAN. I think 23 is what the Secretary used last year.
Mr. NIcHoLLS. I was giving it from memory.
Senator SPARKMAN. Twenty-three was the figure the Secretary used

last year.
Mr. NICHOLLS. In that neighborhood.
Representative TALLE. I was relating it to my own district. We

produce a lot of corn, as all of Iowa does. We prefer to sell our corn
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on the hoof and not on the ear. Does your percentage take into
account the fact that it is sold on the hoof and not on the ear?

Mr. PAARLBERG. This figure is based on sales, so the part of your
corn that went through livestock into market would not be a part of
this 23 percent. If we put all of the corn in, including corn sold
plus corn fed, the figure would be substantially higher than the 23
percent.

Representative TALLE. That answers my question. Thank you very
much.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SPARKMAN. By the way, Mr. Paarlberg, today you and

Mr. Patman had some discussion about the proposal he offered and
you said the department had analyzed it. Mr. Patman had to leave
but I wonder if you could give me a copy of the Department's
analysis, if it was reduced to writing.

Mr. PAARLBEIRG. Yes, I could.
Senator SPARKMAN. And make that available to the other members

of the committee.
We certainly appreciate the contributions that you gentlemen have

made.
(The extended statements of the panel are as follows:)

PROTECTING FARM INCOME, BY RALPH F. FLANDERS, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM VERMONT

The present means of supporting farm prices is complicated in administration,
wasteful of perishable products and burdensome to the consumer; he has to
pay twice-once in taxes and again in price artifically high.

Besides this, high-level price support stimulates surplusage and thus multiplies
to the taxpayer and consumer the cost of price support.

The Brannan plan would have given to the consumer the benefit of free
market prices. It would have assured to the farmer receiving of parity prices,
but at the expense of losing his freedom. The size of the crop he could plant
would have to be determined for him by the Government.

Neither the Brannan plan nor our present price support is satisfactory.
Yet we must have some means of assuring the farmer that he will not again
have to endure the hardships of the early thirties when at times the price
of wheat, for instance, would not pay the cost of bringing it to the market.

A plan fair to farmer and consumer alike would assure the farmer of income
protection comparable to that afforded the wage earner by unemployment com-
pensation. It must likewise leave him a freeman. No Government official must
have any authority to tell him what or how much to plant, when to sell,-
or at what price.

It is in the national interest to protect farm income from the effects of
drastic declines in the price of farm products. But it is not wise to insulate
farmers from all the effects of price fluctuations. In determining his own
planting and production, the individual farmer should be free to follow the
guidance of moderate and gradual changes in the relative price of farm
products.

For his part, the consumer should have the advantage of free market prices.
With free prices, his only bill for supporting farm income would be taxes to
finance payments to the farmers in periods of depressed prices. But he would
not be expected to pay large subsidies to farmers to enable them profitably to
continue producing larger and larger surpluses.

These specifications can be met in the following manner:
(a) Let price support begin at 90 percent of parity.
(b) If the free market price drops below 90 percent, let the Government sendL

the farmer each month a check for one-half the difference between 90 percent
and the price received during the month for sales of protected crops.

(c) Let monthly reports of support payments be published,, county by county,
to make sure that no wash sales or other unfair practices are indulged in.

(d) A floor would be set at 50 percent of parity, which corresponds to the
wage protection of the wage earner.
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Examples follow:
(1) If the free market price is 80 percent of parity, the difference with 90

percent is 10 percent. The Government will send the grower a check for one-
half of this or 5 percent. The grower will then net 80 percent plus 5 percent
or 85 percent of parity.

(2) If the free market price sinks to 60 percent of parity, the Government will
send a check for one-half of 90 percent less 60 percent, or 15 percent. The grower
will then net 60 percent plus 15 percent or 75 percent of parity.

(3) If the market price sinks to 10 percent of parity, one-half of the difference
would be 40 percent and the farmer would net 50 percent. This is the floor
and the price would have to sink to an incredibly low point to reach it. Should
it sink lower yet, to 5 percent for instance, the Government check would make
up the difference between that and 50 percent and would be for 45 percent of
parity.

To recapitulate, the consumer would have a lower cost of living since agricul-
tural products would no longer be sold to him at inflated prices.

The consumer would then pay but once, in taxes.
The farmer would receive protection at least equal to that afforded the wage

earner by unemployment compensation.
The farmer would be a freeman, dependent for his success on his own business

and agricultural skill, but protected from disasters beyond his control. Gov-
ernment operations, though numerous, would be simpler. There would be no
loans, no Commodity Credit Administration, no purchases of butter, wheat, etc.,
no responsibility for storage.

The obvious difficulties with this plan are political. Shortsighted leadership
will fight this or any similar substitute for our present unjust and expensive
price-support laws.

There are enough good honest American farmers to welcome a just and prac-
tical means of protecting farm income from disaster.

THE PROBLEMS OF Low-INCOME FARM FAMILIES-STATEMENT BY FRANK J. WELCH,
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME EcoNoMIcs, DIRECTOR OF THE
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION,
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

Within the context of a booming national economy and an optimistic industrial
outlook it is difficult for many people to realize that the agricultural segment of
our economy faces serious problems and an outlook much less rosy. Further-
more, when one considers only averages and national figures it is easy to overlook
the permanently depressed and marginal condition of the large numbers of farm
people who live on very small or low-productivity farms and must be classed, by
any standards, as low-income families. It is difficult to realize that in America at
mideentury a million and a half farm families had cash incomes-from all
sources-of less than $1,000 and that thousands of families were attempting to
make their living from farms having a gross value of products amounting to
less than $2,000.

THE PROBLEMS ARE BOTH NATIONAL AND LOCALIZED

The problem of low-income farmers is not confined to any one locality, area,
or region. It is national in scope, and there are some low-income families in
most agricultural areas that are otherwise generally prosperous. But the prob-
lem is found in its most acute form in a few well-known areas where small-scale
low-productivity farms predominate. These are areas where technological
changes in farming have been slow to come about and opportunities for alter-
native employment are limited.

Where low-income rural families are thus concentrated in a particular area
rather than dispersed among others in a more varied population, there has
usually developed a characteristic "way of life" that all families share and which
differs from the patterns of living in other parts of American society. The area
of concentration may be small, as in the case of an open-country neighborhood
with only a few families.' It may include only the scope of a single community

'For example, in counties of commercial agriculture in Kentucky, certain neighbor-
hoods have been found where farmers have not taken up the recommended improved
practices in farming that have been widely accepted in other parts of the same counties.
This nonacceptance of new methods is a clue to distinctive way of life, only one part of
which can be accurately described as that of "low-income."
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as ai island in a specialty type-of-farming area, or it may be a region such as
that of the southern Appalachians, embracing more than 200 counties in portions
of nine States.

THE PROBLEMS ARE TYPIFIED IN THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN REGION

In fact, the straits of the small farmer and low-income rural family are
conspicously typified in the southern Appalachian region, which is one of the
well-known focal points of poverty in America. Our colleges, universities; experi-
ment stations, extension services, and numerous other institutions in orlneAr the-
southern Appalachian region have been long-time observers of the sithation
there. Generalizations can therefore be presented here in brief summary form,
although capable of extensive development and documentation. - . !-i *'

Assertions made in this statement can be validated especially by refetence
to studies of the Kentucky segment of the Appalachians, with confidence that'
for the most part they apply to the whole region and to large parts df the
Southeastern United States, the Ozark country, and other places of chronic small-
ness in agriculture-places of small farms, small production, small incomes.2

THE REGIONAL PROBLEMS HAVE NATIONAL CONSEQUENCES

A compelling reason for stress on the need to improve living in the southern
Appalachian Highlands is that the consequences are not only local. In the mobil-
ity of today's high-energy society there is a diffusion throughout the whole Na-
tion of ignorance and of low levels of living from areas characterized by this way
of life. The youth who migrates from these areas disperse themselves to all parts
of the Nation, carrying with them the educational levels, the mindset, and the
habits of living to which they have become accustomed. The basic patterns of
their lives have been developed in Appalachian mountain homes, but their adult
lives are spent in the industrial centers of Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana and
elsewhere. This makes it clear that "the way of life" of the mountain people is
of great importance to the entire society.

The Appalachians, of course, are not uniformly a problem area. Within the
area as usually dilineated there are several large cities and considerable indus-
try. The centers of population and industry are mostly in-the broader valleys
which, though surrounded by mountains, are not properly "mountain" them-
selves. Even in these valleys the agricultural resources are not outstandingly
good. Nonfarm employment opportunities partly offset this. But it is the nar-
rower valleys and the more isolated areas that more nearly typify the area.

THE EXTENT OF THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN REGION

Nearly every writer about the southern Appalachian region gives it a some-
what different map. This is to be expected since the area is not everywhere sharp-
ly distinguishable from adjacent territory. For different purposes it is reason-
able to include different areas. However, the various delineations do not differ
greatly.

One of the best delineations, from a physiographical viewpoint, is that by
Marchner.' He included 236 counties comprisiing parts of nine States: Alabama,
Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vir-
ginia, West Virginia. The area of this region encompasses 109,500 square
miles, larger by far than any one of the nine States of which it is a part, and more
than twice as large as the State of New York.

2 Most of the generalizations presented In this statement are based on research publica-
tions of the University of Kentucky. t least 50 relevant research bulletins have come
from the departments of agricultural economics and rural sociology there. Other units
of the University of Kentucky with a record of interest and activity in the Appalachians
Include the bureaus of business research, community service, governmental service, and
school service; the Agricultural Extension Service and the general extension service of
the university; and the coal research laboratory. Berea College is an institution of
distinguished service to the area, and certain departments of the Government of the
Commonwealth have been prominently involved. This footnote merely illustrates and
emphasizes the availability of data on the problem. Similar observations could be made
from the work of institutions in each of the other States with Appalachian counties.

o Marschner, F. J., Economic and Social Problems and Conditions of the Southern
Appalachians (U. S. D. A., Miscellaneous Publication No. 205, Washington, D. C.,
January 1935).
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MORE THAN 8 MILLION PEOPLE LIVE IN THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN REGION

In 1950 this area had a population of more than 8 million. Only four States
in the Nation-New York, Pennsylvania, California and Illinois-had more peo-
ple than this. Growth of population in this region has always been very rapid
until quite recently. Although the southern Appalachians had nearly 700,000
more people in 1950 than in 1940, the rate of increase during that decade (slight-
ly more than 9 percent) was less than in any of the 3 previous decades. From
1930 to 1940 the population increased 12 percent; from 1920 to 1930 it increased
17 percent; and from 1910 to 1920 the increase was 15 percent.

The census of 1950 shows that this population is overwhelmingly rural. Where-
as the Nation as a whole is approximately two-thirds urban, the southern Ap-
palachian region, by contrast, is two-thirds rural.

Kentucky's portion of the Appalachian region, commonly referred to as eastern
Kentucky, is 31 counties comprising Kentucky economic subregions 8 and 9 in
the United States census reports. This is approximately the same delineation
as that of Marschner.

The population of these 2 subregions in 1950 was about 745,000, more than
a fourth of the population of the State. The proportion of rural population
(four-fifths) was somewhat higher than for the Appalachian area as a whole
(two-thirds).

A REGION OF CHILDREN

Salient characteristics of the Appalachian population and society may be re-
flected in a few selected observations for these 31 counties in Kentucky. In
1950, children under 15 years of age constituted about 27 percent of the total
population of the United States, but in eastern Kentucky this percentage ranged
from 8 to 18 percentage points higher (from the lowest to the highest of the 31
counties). Thus, in the county at the extreme, nearly half of the population
was in this dependent age group. The median age of the United States popula-
tion was 27 years; the median age for the 31 counties of eastern Kentucky ranges
from 3 to 10 years younger. Size of family is shown in the census figure on
number of persons per household, which stood at 3.4 in the Nation. In the 31
eastern Kentucky counties the range was from 3.9 to 4.9 persons per household.
This is a region of children.

EDUCATION, INCOME, AND MIGRATION

The educational level of the population is reflected in median school years
completed by persons 25 years and over, representing the adult population. In
the United States in 1950 this stood at the all-time high of 9.3 grades. The 31
counties of eastern Kentucky ranged from 1 to 3 grades lower.

Median income in 1949 may be taken to show all of those economic facts which
are symbolized in "amount of income." Median income per household in the
United States was $2,619; it ranged from $400 to $1,900 less in the eastern Ken-
tucky counties. In the extreme county the figure was only one-fourth of the
United States median.

Although Kentucky as a whole'loses many more people than it gains from
migration, the net out-migration from the 31 eastern Kentucky counties was
much greater than for the State as a whole. During the first 3 years after the
1950 census was taken, for example, it Is estimated that these eastern Kentucky
counties lost 16.7 percent of their total population from migration: This was
nearly 3 times as large as the percentage for the whole State, and 14 times as
large as the percentage for the South.4 Even with these recent population losses
and the long history of out-migration while the population continued to gain,
there is no doubt that there are more people than the resources of the region
can adequately support.

THE AGRICULTURAL SITUATION IN EASTERN KENTUCKY

The pattern of agricultural production in the Appalachian region has been
developed to fit in with off-farm employment. Both the extent and intensity
of farming change with levels of employment in nearby coal and forest indus-

'Richardson, P. D., and Browvn, J. S., Population Estimates for Kentucky Counties,
April 1, 1953, Progress Report 14, Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station. Uni-
versity of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky., October 1953.

9
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tries, and employment levels generally in the Nation. When income from non-
agricultural sources is available and high, much land that is farmed in depres-
sion years is idle or largely so. Agricultural resources, especially land, are used
to "fall back on" in case of need. Because of the rough topography and low
fertility most of the land is not well suited for commercial farming. However
with some saw timber and coal in many parts of the area, the small farms have
been utilized for part-time and subsistence farming. But the quality and quan-
tity of these resources are such that they provide very inadequate insurance
against an uncertain future. And even in the most prosperous years the oppor-
tunities for off-farm employment within the more isolated areas are extremely
limited.

The agricultural situation in-the southern Appalachians is represented also
by information on eastern Kentucky. 5

In 32 eastern Kentucky counties (the following data include one more county
than was considered above) there are reported 57,064 farms averaging about 70
acres in size but having only 26.5 acres of reported cropland, even with a
"liberal" definition of cropland. Estimates indicate that only 5 percent of the
total land surface in this region is really suited for cropland. This means that
each farm on an average will have only 6 or 7 acres of land suitable for cultiva-
tion.

Mlost farms are owner-operated; the percent of tenancy in nearly all counties
is below the State average of 22.5 percent. It takes more and better land than
is found here to. support a normal tenancy system. Over half (52.5 percent)
of the farmers had nonfarm income that exceeded the value of the agricultural
products they sold. However, 59 percent of all farms had sales of less than
$250 (gross) ; in some counties the proportion was as high as 90 percent. Two-
thirds of the farms in the area sold less than $400 worth (gross), and in the
extreme county 96 percent of the farms sold this little. Three-fourths of the
farms in the area sold less than $600 worth, and in some counties 99 percent had
sales of less than $600.

Less than 10 percent of the total value of livestock and less than 10 percent
of the value of all crops harvested in Kentucky are accounted for by these
eastern mountain counties which comprise about a third of the area and a
fourth of the population of the State. Farmers in the mountain area sold
49 percent of the value of all their harvested crops, as compared to 58 percent
for the whole State. In many counties, tobacco constituted 96-99 percent of the
value of crops sold, but tobacco acreage per farm in these Appalachian counties
averaged less than one-half acre per farm.

Farmers there, rely on hand or one-horse methods in farming. In 1950
nearly a third of the farmers had no work animals or tractors and about a
third had nothing but one work animal. About 96 percent had either no power
or animal (mostly mule) power entirely.

"Smallness of units is one key to an understanding of the [Appalachian]
economy. The farm is small in size and value; the product of the worker is
small; the product of the land is small. The unit is reduced in size as the
pressure of population increases." 7

AN EXPLANATION IN TERMS OF A "WAY OF LIFE"

However, it must be emphasized that the situation of rural families in a low-
income area is not simply one of income but is generally a complex resultant of
many factors, including strong tradition and slow change. The region, com-
munity, or neighborhood of low-income rural families has typically been a
resistant stronghold of a way of life that elsewhere exists mostly in history
books and in the memories of the older men and women. It is important to
stress this "way of life" explanation of the Appalachian situation in order
to guard against over simplifying an analysis of the problem in terms of 1

5No special collation of 1950 data for the whole group of 236 southern Appalachian
region has yet been made available.

*A typical supply of tools has been listed as Including "only such items as a garden
hoe. sled (instead of a wagon or cart), single-shovel (bull-tongue) plow, turning plow,
hand corn planter, draw harrow, axe, crosscut saw, pick for digging coal. a few car-
penter tools, and minimum "gear" for one work animal. Rail boundary fences of the
early period either were not replaced or were followed by barbed wire. Paling enclosures
for gardens became customary. There were also almost always a shotgun, rifle, and
fish pole, which could be classified as farm tools because of their use in providing
food." (Ky. Agr. Expt. Stat. Bul. 500; p. 16.)

7 Ibid., p. 17.
58422-55 - 2
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or 2 factors such as income, resource limitations, or biological stock. We do not
face here one problem or the consequence of one factor, nor is there a solution
In the adoption of one policy or the initiation of one program.

THE PROBLEMS ARE CUMULATIVE

Not only is there a high concentration of low-productivity farms and low-
income people in the southern Appalachian area, but a chief feature of the
situation is a kind of "piling up" of other problems.in the same area. There is a
concentration of illiteracy and low education. Communication and transporta-
tion are poor, and the topography makes it more expensive than in many other
areas to provide or improve such facilities. Birthrates are among the highest
in the Nation and though in "normal" or "good" times outmigration provides
some relief from the pressure of population on resources this and the birthrate
both contribute to making the dependency ratio one of the highest in the Nation.
That is, a relatively small number of people in the productive, working ages'
must support a relatively large number of children and old people. This in-
creases the burden of education and compounds the problem of overcoming
illiteracy and poor education. The disproportionate number of children and
old persons also increases the need for medical care, but physicians and hospitals
are much less available than elsewhere. The combination of low income, topog-
raphy, and poor transportation make for a paucity of churches, organizations,
and other institutions in the region. All of these conditions are interdependent,
and no doubt each is both a cause and an effect of others. There is a "package"
problem, then, and it will require a "package" of answers and a "package" policy.

POVERTY OF INSTITUTIONS AND SOCIAL EXPERIENCE

Another aspect of the situation may be illustrated by reference to data on
church membership. In a group of Appalachian counties in Kentucky in 1947,
only 18 percent of the population belonged to the churches, and there had been
no proportionate gain in 60 years. By contrast, a nearby group of counties
with commercially productive farms had three times as large a proportion of
church members, and this proportion had doubled in the 60 years. In number
of members, the average country church in the areas of profitable farming was
three times as large as the average country church in the Appalachians (177: 62).
The percentage of churches with full-time ministers in the better counties was
twice that of the Appalachian counties.(30: 15. More than half of the churches
in the Appalachian counties were limping along on a minimum program of one
Sunday service per month; only one-eighth of the churches in the better farming
areas had services this infrequently.

In the Appalachian hill country the services ordinarily performed by the formal
organizations, established institutions, and agency programs of a modern well-
developed community have been left largely to the family and the kinship group.
Even "neighborhood feeling and community spirit tends to be weak in most
parts of the mountains" because the family and kinship groups have performed
such a large share of the necessary functions in the society. "Neighborhoods
and communities have relatively little reason for existence." '

Although membership in formally organized groups is not in itself an ade-
quate measure of the quality of living, one simple statistic on this point high-
lights the general statement made above: Among 100 persons in mountain coun-
ties there are about 67 memberships in organizations; among 1,000 persons in
nearby counties with commercial agriculture there are about 158 memberships-
between 2 and 3 times as many. The low index of participation symbolizes,
though imperfectly, a certain paucity of social experience according to modern
or contemporary standards of community life.

Thus, the poverty of an area in which low-income families are concentrated
is not merely the poverty of people, family by family, but it is a poverty of the
social organization and social institutions on which persons and families depend
for fulfillment of their lives. Whatever one may mention-whether churches,
schools, businesses, libraries, local government, civil groups-there are con-
spicuous deficits. The strengthening of institutions thus becomes a prerequisite
to personal and community development.

* Brown, J. S. The Family Group In a Kentuteky Mountain Farming Community,
KentuckyAgricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 588, p. 38.
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PROTECTIVE ISOLATION HAS BEEN DESTROYED

Moreover, one of the tragedies of the situation in the southern Appalachians
and other low-income areas at the present time is that they can no longer be
isolated and inviolate. They have been caught up in the network of highway,
powerline, and mass communication that exposes them against the rest of so-
ciety as maladjusted, disorganized, or underdeveloped. Above the level of bare
existence poverty is more a matter of mind than of objective condition. As re-
cently as a half-century ago, to live in the southern Appalachians with little or
no money was not necessarily to live in great discomfort. To live there now
with little or no money is to live in conscious and painful deprivation.

Probably the hardest fact for the people of a low-income locality to accept
is that there is no possibility of restoring the storied way of life to which the
childhood of many present men and women was tuned. There is no road back,
and no circumstance introduces greater confusion than this.

WAYS OUT: MANY TYPES OF PROPOSALS HAVE BEEN MADE

A catalog of the suggestions that have been made from time to time for
solving the problems of the southern Appalachians would be a list of many
items ranging all the way from, at one extreme, a somewhat romantic exhorta-
tion to return to the simple and allegedly idyllic life of a former period to, at
the other extreme, a coldly "rational" demand to "take the people out of the
hills and the hills out of corn." Probably each of these extremes and each inter-
vening suggestion has some merit, but none, by itself, is a solution.

AGRICULTURAL PRICE POLICIES ARE UNRELATED TO THESE PROBLEMS

Is price policy important? Agricultural price policies practically bypass the
small-farm, low-income families with which this report is concerned. There
are repercussions of whatever price policies are operative, but the effects tend
to be indirect and of small consequence. Price policies affect directly only
farmers who produce commercially. Other kinds of policies must be devised
for low-income, small-production rural families.

EDUCATION IS A PRIMARY NEED

Are educational policies important? Several of the most promising policy
ideas germinate in the study of educational problems. Children in low-income
areas are numerous and dollars are few. To prepare the mountain child for
citizenship in Detroit or Dayton may prove to be as serious to Michigan and
Ohio as the preparation of their own native sons and daughters, native to these
States. Equalization of educational opportunity among the communities of the
Nation must have exceedingly high priority in the formulation of policies to help
low-income families in rural areas.

REENFORCEMENT OF EXTENSION AND RESEARCH

Promotion of better farming and more enlightened economic decisions is also
an educational objective of high priority. The system of extension services in
agriculture and home economics, both the work with adults and that with
children and youth, operates in low-income as well as high-income communities,
but with differential effectiveness. For best service to low-income families it
needs to be evaluated and retooled, to some extent.

This would seem to involve:
(1) Building better knowledge and public awareness of needs and possibilities;

this depends upon the more vigorous prosecution of research in these fields,
especially research in the agricultural experiment stations.

(2) Shifting the focus toward more intensive teaching and counseling of
families on a farm-and-family-unit basis; this awaits largely the provision of
enough workers to do the job.

(3> Recruitment and/or training of extension personnel who will have interest
in, commitment to, and skills for helping rural low-income families; this depends
in part on college programs to train them, and salaries to pay them.

More and better research and extension services are in themselves major
targets in policy development.
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SOCIAL SECURITY NEEDS RECONSIDERATION

Is social security an "out" for low-income farmers? So far as the old-age
and survivors insurance program is concerned, it is not the answer for most of
the low-income persons with whom this report is concerned. Their dollar
incomes are often too small for them to qualify as contributing self-employed
persons, and their opportunities to qualify through industrial employment are
limited.

So far as aid to various categories of dependents is concerned, each variety
(e. g., to the blind, the handicapped, dependent children, etc.) is important, but
they are of a "stop-gap" nature, are costly, and offer only small support for any
individual family. For long run improvement, more fundamental actions must
be undertaken.

nETTER USES OF RESOURCES FOR FARMING

What about various influences that can be brought to bear to promote wiser
and mote productive uses of land? Everything possible must be done by educa-
tion to get farmers to enlarge, as much as they can, their units of tillable land,
to get farmers to shift from exploitive to conservational treatment, letting trees
recapture the hillside cornfields, merging small farms into larger ones, more
capable of profitable operation.

Policies directed toward this release of land ill-suited to farming for public
recreation and long-time timber culture will tend to prevent further spreading of
the low-income patterns of living in the southern Appalachians, and will tend
to get resources used in the ways to which they are appropriate.

HEALTH QUESTIONS

Policies in the interest of health are of paramount importance. To live ade-
quately and to bear the responsibilities of a citizen member in a democratic
society today one needs health, as much as our forefathers needed literacy.
The impetus given in recent years to improve health programs and facilities in
rural areas must be a continuing policy concern. Health problems are especially
acute for the families in low-income areas.

POSSIBILITIES FOR INDUSTRY

Modern industry is a giant that seems to grow from internal urges and
pressures. As a 'usual thing, industry accumulates where it is already well-
developed. Some dispersal to small communities does occur, but, only inter-
mittently and in spotted ways, and most industrial development continues to
cluster around well-established and dominant nuclei. The promotion of local
industry in small towns and at the mouths of mines is a worthy goal and may
eventually have more results than can now be predicted. It doesn't seem pos-
sible, however, that the local industries can become so widespread as to relieve
the present congestion of areas where low-income families have concentrated.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

Facilitating labor's mobility must become a purpose of policy. We can't, and
don't want to ,in our society, "move people" toward better opportunity. Free-
dom of movement, above all else, means freedom to decide to move. Next it
means freedom of obligations that prevent movement. Finally it means choices
of destinations. Mobility is the consequence of decisions to move by all the per-
sons involved. Better decisions can be made when there is better knowledge to
permit them. This means policies to disseminate widely knowledge about loca-
tions and kinds of jobs and training opportunities, policies to minimize the
risks and costs of moving, and policies to prepare the young potential migrant
with skills and attitudes that are needed. For half to two-thirds of the moun-
tain children their school experiences are their orientation to urban living
hundreds of miles away.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

By way. of, summnary and recommendation, it is my belief that the million
ahd a hl'f.to two ahd, a half millin low-income small farmers in America are
probably the most neglected in terms of policy and programs and have perhaps the
lowest standard of living of any comparable group in our society. The extent and
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plight of this large group of our population need to be better understood by
people generally, and our policy and programs pertaining to economic develop-
-ment of the whole population need to be geared more realistically to their needs
.and their possibilities.

In the consideration of remedial measures, however, it cannot be emphasized
too strongly that the poverty of an area in which low-income farmers are con-
centrated is not merely the poverty of people by families but it is also a poverty
of the social organizations and social institutions on which persons and families
depend for fulfillment of their lives. Whatever one may mention, whether
schools, libraries, churches, businesses, local government, civic service groups or
the whole range of institutional services as we know them in America today,
there are conspicuous deficiences. Strengthening institutions thus becomes a
part of business and community development.

Any approach to these rather desperate problems is ill-founded and dangerous
in terms of the welfare of our total system if it is based upon the assumption
-that economic progress or lack of progress is a matter only of local concern or
local responsibility. As indicated above, it is not only a matter of poverty in
terms of individuals and families and institutional servees; it is poverty in terms
of tax resources out of which services may be provided by the local people, and
it is also poverty in terms of imagination, resourcefulness and the ability of a
people to lift themselves by their own bootstraps.

Specifically, the following areas of program service may be mentioned, without
any effort to expand or describe them in detail:

1. Perhaps the greatest need in these areas is for an adequate educational
program for both youth and adults. The rapidly growing population creates a
tragic and desperate situation in terms of public-school services and, although
somewhat less pressing, in terms of adult-education programs. Few, if any,
programs can help an individual or a group of individuals unless they have the
understanding and motivation to help themselves. Hence, improved and adapted
educational programs are imperative if any types of effort are to be fruitful or
effective within any reasonable period of time in the future.

2. Even with the present highly concentrated and disproportionate ratio of
people to land in these areas, from 25 to 50 percent of the youngsters reaching
maturity will have to find employment away from the land and, of course, with
the unsatisfactory ratio that now exists, even greater numbers of youth will
eventually have to find employment opportunities away from the land.

This means that in addition to improved general educational opportunities for
both youth and adults, much greater attention needs to be given to vocational
training that provides skills and social adjustments and adaptations that will
fit the people into a different environment.

Coupled with general educational and vocational training, our employment
services must be adapted and adjusted within the area, not only to bring alter-
native vocational opportunities to the people but also to make it possible for
people in these areas to move to other areas of opportunity.

3. Social security, including especially the old-age and survivors insurance
program, needs to be reexamined and adapted to the extent possible to better'
serve the people within these areas. The program that was initiated last year
is a commendable one, hut obviously it is not adapted to the thousands of families
within these areas whose income falls even below that required for participation
under the acts.

4. One of the causes for inefficiency and low productivity is poor combination
of productive factors, particularly as involving the important one of capital.
Our credit facilities need to be reexamined and made realistic in terms of the
needs of the people with low income. Considerable credit is flow available for
the purchase of land for capital investment, but too little is available in terms
of intermediate credit needs associated with the acquisition of farm machinery,
the purchase of increased livestock numbers, and the adoption of improved prac-
tices that could raise the income of the people. Within this area there is con-
siderable promise if realistic, practical programs are developed.

5. There is much that needs to be done in the way of additional research per-
taining to the problems in these areas. We have an accumulated backlog of
research information that could be used if adapted and applied to the conditions
that exist. There is a deficit, however, of research information that is inte-
grated and related to specific problems. We need to know more about the actual
limitations within the areas and how the various public and private groups can
join together as a team in attacking the problems effectively.
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6. Because of limitation of funds and the interest in expending them in areas
that would bring the greatest return in increased production, too small a portion
of Agricultural Extension funds have been used in the past in working on
the problems of and with the people in the low-income areas. This is not to
indicate criticism of past programs. There undoubtedly could be much more
effective work done by our Agricultural Extension programs if funds were
appropriated and set aside to be used within these areas, so that Extension
would be working on specific enterprise developments, and working.with individ-
ual farm families in encouraging them to analyze, appraise, and develop to
the fullest capacity the limited resources that are available.

7. People unacquainted with low-income areas can scarcely understand the
rather desperate needs and problems associated with their medical, health, and
sanitation problems. Again lack of resources within the areas for the sup-
port of these kinds of programs causes them to continue to be neglected and
forgotten.

If the Congress, in its wisdom, can devise policies and programs in these
specified fields of education, employment, social security, credit, research, ex-
tension, and health, that lead the hundreds of thousands of families in areas
of low-income concentration toward better living, a great humanitarian goal
will be approached; I am convinced that American life in general will have
been greatly enriched. Throughout the rujral United States, and especially in
the southern Appalachian region, there are local leaders who understand the
problems of their communities and who will be responsive to and grateful for
such programs as may be arranged.

A STATEMENT ON AGRICULTURAL POLICY By T. W. SCHULTZ, UNIVERSITY OF
CHICAGO

This statement is restricted to three policy issues in the agricultural area,
namely:

1. To the haphazard policy of disposing of the very large stocks now
under Government control as that policy is seen by foreign-producer countries.

2. To the requirement of a price policy that will both reduce some of the
price variability confronting farmers and increase the efficiency of agriculture.

3. To the gross public neglect of the large number of low-production, low-
income farms in parts of the United States, the poverty of which is a national
disgrace..

The Economic Report of the President is silent on each of these important
policy issues.

However, before I consider these issues and present certain positive proposals,
I do want at least to touch on the economic setting and some of the characteritics'
of agriculture:

1. The domestic demand for United States farm products is of slow growth.
The demand for farm products has a very low income elasticity of about 0.25.
Thus, even when we are fully employed and per capita income increases 2
percent in a year this would shift the demand schedule to the right only one-half
of 1 percent. Most of the new demand, therefore, comes from the growth in
population.

2. On the supply side additional production is readily forthcoming. As a
country we are benefiting greatly from many new techniques of production in
agriculture. With little or no increase in the total quantity of factors com-
mitted to farming, this country can for some years-surely for the next 5 to 10
years and longer-stay abreast of demand as a result of advances underway in
agricultural technology.

3. One needs to bespeak the dynamic strength of most of the family farms that
produce the bulk of the farm products entering commercial channels. There is
a tendency to underrate the flexibility, competitive capacity, and the income
earned by these particular family farms. This underrating arises partly from
bad statistics and then, too, from lumping all farmers together and, thus, not
separating out the million or so farm families who really produce very little and
who are very poor.

The technical and economic developments that Corn Belt farmers have taken
in their stride in recent years not only illustrates but demonstrates their dynamic
capacities. There has been a technological revolution-mechanization of field-
work, hybrid corn, commercial fertilizer, and many other new techniques. In
adjusting to these advances, corn farmers, in the United States as a whole, have
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reduced by 30 million the acreage planted to corn, a reduction which is as large
as the total corn acreage of the Argentine Brazil, and Mexico-three major corn
countries. There have, also, been big fluctuations and shifts on the demand
side. One observes that most familv farms in the Corn Belt have achieved a
satisfactory adjustment to these technological developments and to other supply
and demand changes.

4. Farm product prices are not nearly as far out of touch with market values
as is now generally believed to be the case. In terms of prospective production
and demand, holding aside for the time being the very large CCC stocks, most
farm products are clearing their respective markets. Those that are not doing
so stand about as follows:

Corn, which is the key to feed grains, is about 5 percent out of line.
Cotton, between 5 and 10 percent, and it would then compete and clear

abroad and at home.
Dairy products and possibly also butter, while more difficult to gage, are

no longer appreciably out of line.
Wheat represents a major exception. While durum wheat is in short

supply and the prospective production of spring wheats would come close
to clearing their markets (again leaving CCC stocks of these aside) the soft
wheats and especially the very important hard winter wheats are over-
valued by 20 to 25 percent.

With this brief sketch of the setting, let me turn to the three policy issues
introduced at the outset.

We need to correct the apparent haphazard policy of disposal of CCC stocks
abroad. To foreign producers and others it looks as if we were prepared to
dump the stocks we have accumulated in an arbitrary and wholly irresponsible
manner. To them it appears that we are prepared simply to dump on them our
farm problems and the mistakes of our past farm policies. In the main, our
administrative actions have been less arbitrary than has been the legislative
history on policy urging and authorizing the disposal of farm products abroad.

One needs to distinguish between, for example, what we have done and are
doing with CCC stocks of corn and cotton in this context where there has been
little, if any, of this haphazard dumping from what appears to be occurring in
the case of wheat, butter, and some others.

In wheat, the CCC reported as of November 30, 1954, that it held 762 million
bushels as inventory and another 346 million bushels pledged for loans-a total
of 1,108 million bushels, enough to keep the world markets of wheat upset for
years to come.

We can reduce greatly, as we should, this uncertainty aborad arising from
what we may do with the excessive stocks under Government control. My pro-
posal is that the Department of Agriculture be authorized and required to an-
nounce at or about August 1 a schedule of the quantity of wheat that will be
sold abroad during the following 12 months. This schedule may be by months
or by quarters. Sales.may be either through private or by some combination of
public and private agencies.

Suppose we had announced a schedule of 300 million bushels for the current
crop year. It would have been more than we are likely to sell as things are now
going and, more important still, we would have done it in a framework which
would have reduced very substantially the uncertainty which our now well over
1 billion bushels of CCC wheat creates for producers and buyers af wheat
throughout the world.

In overhauling the farm-price policy of the Government I wish, once again, to
urge the adoption of a system of forward prices for farm products geared to
the prospective normal value of each product. The theory underlying this
approach and some of the administrative problems have been presented else-
where.' In any case, this is not the time or occasion to restate the analysis and
the case for this proposal except to say that it very likely would serve both con-
sumers and agriculture well, for it would reduce measurably the price uncertainty
facing farmers and further enhance the productive efficiency of United States
agriculture.

The third policy issue, that of undertaking public measures to correct the low
income of that large number of farm families who produce compartively little
for sale cannot be developed adequately in this statement. Two lines of action

' See especially my book, Agriculture In an Unstable Economy, McGraw Elill 1945,pp. 258 266; and D. Gale Johnson, Forward Prices for Agriculture, University of Chicago-
Press, 1947.
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are required to increase the productivity of these farm families: One is to help
reduce the number of such families dependent upon farming as a source of
employment, and the other, to increase the economic opportunities available to
those remaining in agriculture.

My colleagues, D. Gale Johnson and W. E. Hendrix, and I, in response to a
request of the Secretary of the Department of Agriculture, Mr. Benson, have set
forth in some detail our insights on this problem in the statement which is
attached.

FARM OPERATOR FAMII.IES WITH Low INCOME: AN ESTIMATE FOR 1949, BY Al. E.
HENDRIX

This particular estimate of the number of farm operator families who in 1949
had less than $1,000 of (money) income, where the operator was able-bodied
and less than 65 years of age and where female operators are excluded and with
some other adjustments is as follows:

Farm operator families

Number

1. In South----------------------------- -- -- 7_----______ 800, 000
2. North and Vest -__________ 200,000

9. United States, total_-----------------------------------__ 1, 000,000
4. Those farm operators in 3 above, who may enter nonfarm employ-

Inept_-_____------------------------------------------------- 500, 000

The above estimates are derived from data shown in table 1 adjusted as shown
in the following discussion.

N-umbers and some characteristics of farm operator families Fith less than
$1,000 of cash in income in 1949, in the United States

[In thousands]

Item United South Non-SouthItem ~~~~~~~~States

(1) Number reporting family income under $1,000 - -1,366 976 390
(2) Number on low-production farms I not reporting income 304 194 110

(3) All families with incomes under $1,000 1, 670 1,170 500
(4) Number on farms of economic classes I, II, and III 0- - 24 56
(1) Number with operators 65 years of age and over 2 370 210 160
(6) Number with operators 50 to 64 years of age 3. 510 370 140

7) Number not husband and wife units -- 445 315 130
8) Number with operators not completing elementary school 1,070 890 180

(9) Number with operators having 0 to 4 grades schooling 4 435 385 50

X Farms of economic classes V and VI and part-time and residential farms are classed as low-production
farms.

2 In this and the following items it is assumed that families in (2) had about the same characteristics as
those in (1).

3 The median age of operators reporting family incomes under $1,000 were 51.9, 49.8, and 56.8 years for the
United States, the South, and the non-South respectively.

4 This estimate is based upon educational data reported by the Bureau of the Census for the operators of
low-production farms. It is assumed for the purpose of these estimates that the operators on farms with
family incomes under $1,000 have about the same educational characteristics as do the operators of low-
production farms. It is most likely, however, that the latter have a lower average level of schooling.

In estimating the number of the farm-operator families with incomes under
$1,000 that are underemployed viewed from the standpoint of the farm oper-
ator, the following adjustments have been made:

(1) AU families on farms of economic classes I, II, and III have been excluded.
(2) All families with operators 65 years of age or over have been excluded.
(3) One-fifth of all farms that are not husband and wife units have been

excluded to account for female operators who are not in the above classes.
(4) Ten percent of the remaining operators have been excluded to account for

physical and mental disability and other human limitations of an irremedial
nature that stand in the way of appreciably raising their productivity and
incomes.
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With these adjustments, there are left about 1 million low-income farms with
able-bodied male operators. Of these about 800,000 are in the South, and
200,000 in the North and West.

Of this number, however, there are many for whom a major occupational
change is probably not feasible. This number would include most operators 50
years of age and over who have not already had non-farm-employment experi-
ence. There are also probably many younger low-income operators who, under
present employment standards, could not meet the physical requirements for
entry into kinds of work for which they would otherwise be qualified. Finally,
there are many who are severely handicapped for entry into nonfarm employ-
ment because of their very low level of schooling. With available data, one'
cannot ascertain how many of the 1 million able-bodied male operators could
meet the age, physical, and educational requirements for new entrants into
nonfarm employment. In view of the number of operators 50 to 64 years of
age and the number not completing elementary school, probably not more than
half of them could meet usual non-farm-employment standards. Moreover,
among those who can meet the standards for entry into nonfarm work, there
are some for whom farming would be the more profitable alternative if they
could secure additional capital There are others who have such strong prefer-
ences for farming that they would not move except at much larger differentials
in earning than they could now expect.

This suggests that the low-income problem, viewed from the standpoint of
present low-income farm operators, is predominantly a problem to be solved
largely in place. There are, however, about 500,000 such operators who are
prospects for nonfarm work under present employment standards.

These estimates, of course, considerably understate the amount of underem-
ployment in the Nation's low-income families; also they understate the need
for emphasis upon farm-to-industry migration. For it is mainly in facilitating
such movement on the part of the younger farm people, including those who will
be entering the labor force in the years ahead, that we must largely depend to
prevent a continuance of the low-income problem as a problem of the next
generation.

The letter which follows addressed to the Secretary of Agriculture sets forth
our insights at this stage of our research work on the problems related to "under-
employed rural people." The Secretary, Mr. Ezra T. Benson, had written us early
in May asking us to make available to him these materials. We are very pleased
to have this privilege and also to find the use that he has made of them in his
recent report.-THEODORE W. SCHULTZ.

JUNE 16, 1953.
Hon. E. T. BENSON,

Secretary of Agriculture,
United States Department of Agriculture, Washiington, D. C.

DEAR MR. BENSON: Your letter of May 13 raises important and significant
questions concerning the possibilities of developing programs to help low-income
groups in agriculture improve their economic position. Your letter and the in-
terest that it expresses are especially welcome because we have long felt that
the particular problems of the low-income groups in American agriculture have
been long neglected, not only by the Federal Government but unfortunately also
by research workers as well. It has only been in' recent years that some studies
have been undertaken to advance our understanding of the reasons for the per-
sistence of such low-income groups in agriculture and to determine the kind of
programs that would contribute to a solution of the various problems that con-
front these farm people. We have been particularly fortunate in having had
generous financial support from the Rockefeller Foundation to carry forward a
considerable number of studies concentrating on the economic problems underly-
ing these low-income groups in agriculture.

Before stating what we believe should be the objectives of a program for under-
employed rural people, we would like to make an important distinction between
low incomes and underemployment. While underemployment in agriculture is
usually associated with low incomes, it need not be true that all low-income
workers in agriculture are underemployed. Underemployment is a relative
concept and implies that a worker could achieve a higher level of productivity,
either at farm or nonfarm work, than is possible in the existing cicumstances.
'Many farm families or individuals who have low incomes may be achieving as
high a level of income in farming as would be possible anywhere else. This
will be true of families consisting of elderly people, of families headed by a
female or a disabled male, or of families consisting of relatively young people.
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Many of the families or individuals who have low incomes, but are not under-
employed, do not represent a social problem. This would be true of elderly
persons who can maintain a satisfactory level of living based on low current
earnings plus accumulated savings. It would also be true. of the youth who
may look forward to much higher incomes as their experience and skills in-
crease. But low income situations due to broken homes and mental an'd physical
disabilities which will be found in all farm communities, rich and poor alike,

-do represent a social problem. But it is not a problem different than that
,existing in nonfarm communities, and solutions should be found in general pro-
grams applicable to all similarly situated persons, such as old-age and survivors
insurance, training and rehabilitation activities, and similar welfare programs.

Persons who are underemployed represent a waste of the Ntftion's resources
in that the productivity of these persons could be substantially increased.
-Though we believe that it is desirable to reduce inequalities in the distribution
{of real income, we believe that the major objective, of a program for under-
employed rural people should be to increase their productivity and, as a con-
sequence, the real production of the Nation. In this instance, increasing output
and reducing inequality are consistent objectives, but the program will be most
successful if it seeks to achieve greater productivity rather than greater equality.

The persistence of underemployment in agriculture on its present scale after
a decade of full prosperity and the operation of large-scale agricultural pro-
grams reaching nearly every farm in the Nation attests to the complexity of the
problem. It attests to its lack of responsiveness, both to price-improvement pro-
grams and to the general run of other agricultural pograms such as have been
operative in recent years. It suggests that a mere across-the-board increase in
the funds and facilities of existing agencies without a considerable reorientation
or redirection of their efforts can contribute little or nothing to a solution of
the problem. On the other hand, we believe that much can be done without an
increase in national expenditures and to the lasting benefit of our national
economy by a redirection of our agricultural policies and programs more
specifically toward a solution of the low-income problem.

Two major adjustments are required to increase the productivity of the exist-
ing underemployed farm people. One necessary adjustment is to reduce the
number of such persons dependent upon farming as a source of employment.
One characteristic of all communities having large numbers of underemployed
farm people is the high ratio of labor to land. This ratio must be reduced
before the adjustments which are required to increase the productivity of those
remaining in agriculture may be increased. A second kind of adjustment in-
volves increasing the economic opportunities available to those who remain in
agriculture.

The second adjustment, that of increasing the economic opportunities available
to those remaining in agriculture, requires numerous changes in the economic
structure of agriculture. Farm communities with underemployed labor are
generally dependent upon home consumption of farm products as the major
source of income (subsistence farms) or upon 1 or 2 labor intensive cash crops,
especially cotton or tobacco. In either type of situation, efficient farm operat-
ing units require farm enlargement, the introduction of new farm enterprises
and methods of production, and in many cases new or more efficient market
outlets for farm products and sources of supply of production goods. In making
these changes, the managerial capacities of most of the existing farm operators
-will be taxed to the fullest and without some help many would be found wanting.

How can these two adjustments be made? The first adjustment, reduction in
-the number of persons employed in agriculture, may be made through migration
from the farm to a nonfarm community or by increasing the number of jobs
available in the local area thus permitting part-time farming. Data from the
1950 Census of Population and Census of Agriculture indicate that the income
position of part-time farm families is not, on the average, an unsatisfactory
one. If full employment conditions are maintained, an increase in opportunities
for off-farm work in such areas would contribute to greater total productivity.
However, one limitation of part-time farming as a solution is that it does not
-seem to permit the necessary recombination of labor and land for those who
wish to engage in full-time commercial farming. Migration to nonfarm areas,
-either nearby or at some distance, does permit farm sizes to be increased and
provides the basis for more efficient organization of agricultural resources.

It is one of the anomalies of our times that more resources are devoted to
provide information about the market for wheat, corn, or cotton than the market
for labor. A first step in any attempt to reduce underemployment in agriculture
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is to increase the available knowledge of alternative labor opportunities, and
to make this knowledge available to farm people. While the Bureau of Em-
ployment Security is now studying certain aspects of urban labor markets, even
-this limited information is not in a form that is or could be made available to
farm people. The various State employment services are essentially urban
oriented and seldom reach farm people. Except for certain important reserva-
tions of a political nature, the Extension Service could perform the function of
providing information about employment opportunities. A second step would
be to provide positive aids to migration through loans and grants, assistance
in the location of jobs, and, in the case of families, help in obtaining adequate
housing. On the basis of our present knowledge of migration, it cannot be said
with certainty that positive aids to migration would be required if farm people
had more adequate knowledge of alternative employment opportunities. But
while courses of action can now be indicated in a general way, there remains
a need for research into many phases of the problems of migration from farm
to nonfarm employment. How to help farm people to adapt themselves and to
find a place in a new kind of social environment may be about as important
to facilitating their movement as helping them to find jobs. This is particularly

,so for families.
A third step would be to encourage the location of new employment oppor-

tunities in or near communities with underemployed farm people. In a private
enterprise economy, there is not much the Federal Government can do directly
to encourage location of business enterprises, except in periods of mobilization
or war. However, research that would add to knowledge of. the opportunities
for new investment in low income rural areas might have an important impact
through time.

The programs that would help in achieving the necessary recombination of
agricultural resources are generally of the type that are quite akin to the ex-
periences of Federal and State agencies dealing with agriculture. Except for
the need to improve the marketing structure, little that is new is required; what
is involved is an extension and redirection of existing efforts. Only some of
the more important ways of aiding farmers to increase their productivity' may
be noted here.

(1) Farmers or landlords will need additional credit to enlarge the size of
farms and to make the necessary investments in land improvement that would
be required in many cases (clearing, seeding, and fertilizing pastures; con-
touring; original massive fertilization on cropland: new fencing; new or en-
larged buildings). In many areas such credit is not readily available, especially
for the purchase of land and making the desired improvements on the land.

(2) Farmers will need credit and managerial assistance in making the
necessary modifications in the scale of their farms and in introducing new
enterprises. There is considerable value in combining the provision of credit
and managerial assistance, as was done in the Farm Security Administration
and as is now being done by the Farmers' Home Administration. An increase
in administrative funds, an increase in loanable funds, and a concentration of
effort in thte areas of greatest need are required if the EHA is to make a sub-
stantial contribution in this direction.

(3) Research work on production methods, farm enterprises, and soil main-
tenance and conservation needs to be redirected to more consistently bear on
the problems of farms in the low-income areas. While some research work
is going forward that relates to the production patterns that are likely to
emerge in the areas of underemployed farm people, the quality and the amount
of the work now being done leaves much to be desired. Too much emphasis
is being placed on the traditional crops, usually tobacco and cotton, and too
little on livestock and feed crops.

(4) At the local level there is a real need for some person or group to perform
an integrating function. Piecemeal approaches will certainly fail as will
programs that are not based on an understanding of the potentialities of each
area. Changes in type of farming frequently require new market outlets; unless
such outlets become available, many changes cannot be made or, if attempted,
will fail. Similarly, attempts to modify the kinds of products produced without
recognizing the usual need to expand the usable land area for each farm will
frequently result in a level of income lower than that now prevailing.

While much of our research work related to the underemployment problem is
still in process, we would be able, with fairly short notice. to make most of it
available to you and your staff. We have completed or have underway the follow-
ing studies:
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1. Income differences as affected by region, community size, race, and occupa-
tion.

2. Productivity of farm migrants in nonfarm occupations.
3. Factors that influence the rate of migration from farm to nonfarm areas.
4. Interrelationshipsbetween outmigration of labor and the mechanization of

cotton production;
5. Estimates of underemployment of farm labor in the Southeast.
6. The economic and social experiences of farm migrants to a Midwestern

city.
If we may at any time be of service to you in your efforts to improve the cir-

cumstances of the low-income groups in agriculture, we wish that you would
so inform us.

Sincerely yours,
W. E. HENDRIX.
D. GALE JOHNSON.
THEODORE W. SCHULTZ.

A POSITIVE PROGRAM FOR REDUCING RuRTAL POVERTY-STATEMENT BY WILLIAM H.
NIcHoLLs, PROFESSOa OF AGRICULTURAL ECoNoMICs, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

THE MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEM

In 1949, farm families accounted for 1 out of every 3 to 4 low-income families
in the United States. However, many of these low-income families had heads
not in civilian employment because of age, disability, widowhood, or divorce.
If the latter are eliminated, farm families constituted about one-half of all low-
income families. In absolute terms, there were about 1.25 million complete farm-
operator families, with able-bodied male heads in their more productive years,
which had cash incomes from all sources of less than $1,500; and 0.8-0.9 million
of such families with cash incomes under $1,000. Presumably, most of these
latter families could have made a substantially larger contribution to the
Nation's product if they had better nonfarm job opportunities or if they had
more productive farm resources to work with.

Of all farm families with cash incomes from all sources of under $1,000. 71
percent were in the South. Were it possible to eliminate the aged, disabled,
widowed, and divorced, we would undoubtedly find an even heavier concentration
of the Nation's low-income farm families in the South. Furthermore, while
Negroes constituted 9 percent of the Nation's families, they accounted for 21
percent of all families with incomes under $1,000. We may conclude that the
low-production family problem is primarily centered in the Southern States
because of their relatively heavy dependence upon a low-production agriculture
and because of their relatively large Negro population.

As victims of rural poverty, many of whom could earn more and consume
more in nonfarm occupations, these farm people should be of great public concern
as the Nation's greatest reservoir of underemployed and largely wasted resources
Unfortunately, given the unsatisfactory nature of national employment statistics,
such people are considered fully employed although at best their employment is
part time and very unproductive. Their inclusion among America's farm work-
ers also pulls down the farm income per worker or per capita to levels which
compare very unfavorably with nonfarm income, lending support to public farm
policies which help them hardly at all while concealing the need for a positive
public program (largely nonagricultural in nature) to alleviate their low state
of productivity and income.

THE WAY OUT

The magnitude and difficulties of the low-income rural problem in the United
States almost stagger the imagination. But they should make clear that, despite
our, deep concern for assisting underdeveloped nations abroad, we may have
overlooked comparable problems-different in degree but not in kind-of under-
developed regions within our own Nation. In the interest of a strong and grow-
ing national economy, we can no longer afford to neglect these serious regional
problems.

In tackling the problem of rural poverty, we must first recognize that there
are far more American families trying to make a living from farming than our
agricultural resources can possibly support at a level of living comparable with
that afforded by similar nonfarm occupations. Second, we must at long last
recognize that, while primarily benefiting those farm families which are least
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in need of public financial aid, our agricultural price-support policies can con-
tribute practically nothing to a solution of rural poverty. At the same time,
because of their great cost in treasure and in administrative effort, they strongly
divert public funds and public concern from a million or more underemployed
rural people who require substantial and sustained assistance. Finally, we must
develbp a;_consistent, coordinated, and integrated set of -public policies which
will, by attacking the fundamental causes, go far toward solving the problem of
rural poverty during the next decade or two.

In my view, a positive program for reducing rural poverty would have the
following major elements:

(1) The development of a substantial program of Federal grants-in-aid for
public-school education and for expanding public-health services.

(2) The maintenance of a stable and steadily expanding national economy.
(3) The extension and improvement of the United States Employment Serv-

ice in rural areas, with fuller integration of the objectives and administration
of farm and nonfarm placement.

(4) A considerable increase in congressional appropriations for vocational-
training grants-in-aid to the States, with a revision of the allocation formulas
to encourage nonfarm training in rural high schools and to break down the
administrative barriers between the farm and nonfarm phases of the program.

(4) The abandonment of present provisions for minimum acreage allotments
in our basic farm legislation because of their deleterious effect on productive
efficiency and labor mobility.

(6) The revision of the basic statute on unemployment compensation, and of
its administration, to eliminate factors tending to discourage labor mobility.

(7) The development of Federal policies favoring location of defense plants
in areas of rural underemployment as well as of urban unemployment.

(8) The development of a Federal power policy which will, through a com-
bination of public and private sources, assure the South of a power supply con-
sistent with its industrialization needs.

(9) A revision of the Department of Labor's concept of labor-surplus areas
broad enough to include underemployed rural labor as part of the local labor
surplus.

(10) The introduction of a regional differential if the minimum wage is
raised.

(11) Expansion and improvement of the services of the Area Development
Division of the Department of Commerce.

(12) The development of intermediate-term types of credit by the Farm Credit
Administration.

(13) A substantial increase in the resources of the Farmers Home Ad-
ministration.

(14) Increased emphasis in the programs of the agricultural experiment sta-
tions and agricultural extension services on the problems of the small farm.

(15) Further development of the programs of the Federal Reserve banks
aimed at:increasing the participation of commercial banks in agricultural de-
velopment.

(16) A modest program in rural home improvement, probably under the
Farmers Home Administration, with due regard for the farm as a production
rather than as a residential unit.

(17) Increased benefits and extended coverage for farmers and rural people
under the OASI, public assistance, and rehabilitation programs.



APPENDIX

TABLE 1.-Selected characteristics of families, resources, and family incomes on commercial and other farms, by economi6 class of farm, United 8

States, South,:and non-South, 1960 1I

Commercial farms.2 Other farms 3

Item
Ara CasI Class III C ass IV Class V Clasa.VI Total Psirt-timie Rlciden- oaand 1I tia Tta

Total number of farms (thousands) - U. S. 484 721 882 902 717 3, 706 643 1,030 1,673
Farm products sold per farm -U. S. $23, 328 $7, 017 $3, 625 $1, 813 $720 $5, 884 $612 $82 $285
Acres cropland per farm - U. S. 362 162 111 58 37 119 30 17 22
Value land, buildings per farm - U. S. $55, 936 $22, 918 $13,162 $7, 829 $4, 648 $17, 837 $6,117 $4, 675 $5, 227
Percent of all farms -U. S. 9 13 16 17 13 69 12 19 31
Percent of value farm products sold - U. S. 51 23 14 7 2 97 3 -- 3
Percent of land in farms -U. S. 40 19 14 10 5 88 (5) (5) 12
Percent of cropland -U. S. 33 24 18 11 6 92 4 4 8
Percent value land and buildings -U. S. 36 22 16 9 4 88 (A) (') 12
Percent operator-family population - U. S. 9 14 17 17 13 70 12 18 30
Percent of hired-labor cost -U. S. 65 17 9 4 1 96 (5) () 4
Number of operator family Incomes-

Under $1,000 (thousands) -S 6 18 88 190 330 633 9Of 248 344
NW 16 40 77 73 89 294 36 59 96

$1,000 to $1,999 (thousands)-S 10 31 96 169 100 405 118 128 247
N, W 38 112 146 105 46 447 54 53 107

$2,000 to $2,999 (thousands) -S 9 28 56 68 22 183 65 91 156
N W 59 139 114 77 12 402 57 65 122

Over $3,000 (thousands) - S 51, 65 67 54 14 258 57 101 157
N.W 243 260 179 94 11 787 109 111 219

Median family Income -U. S. $4, 273 $2, 820 $2, 020 $1,470 $730 $1, 900 $1,940 $1,650 $1, 790
Percent of operator families with incomes-

Under $1,000 -S 7 13 28 40 71 43 28 44 38
N. W 4 8 15 21 56 15 15 21 18

Under $2,000 ------- S 19 35 59 75 93 71 63 67 66
N, W 15 28 44 52 85 38 36 39 38

Percent of operator-family income from off-farm sources- U. S. 15 18 30 48 44 26 82 84 83
Percent of operators in nonfarm occupation-U. S. 4 4 6 12 5 7 49 58 54
Percent of operators working off farm 100 days or more.. S 8 8 9 12 7 51 48 50

NWT 4 6 f 11 26 10 74 68 71
Percent of nonoperator family members working off-

farm -S 11 11 16 17 12 14 -32 25 28
NW 10 14 16 20 9 15 32 27 29

Percent of operator-families with off-farm income ex-, -
ceeding farm sales-. : S 10 10 13 16 10 85 65 73

N W 3 4 10 28 . 9 87- 78



Percent of operators:
Under 25
Over 64.
Single

-Widowed, divorced _:
Median years school completed by operators

Percent of white operator-family population .

Percent of nonwhite operator-famlly population-

Fertility ratio standardized for age and marital statuse---

Percent operator-family population:
Under 15
Over 64

Median age, operator-family population

Persons under 15 and over 70, per 100 persons 20 to 04
years-

Percent of farms having 1 or more milk cows

Percent of farms slaughtering hogs

Percent of farms with chickens

Percent of farms with garden

U. S.
U. S.
U. S.
U. S.
' S

N, W
U. S.

S .
U.S.
S
S

N, W

U. S.
U. S.

S
N, W

S
N, W

S
N, W

S
N, W

S
N, WV

S
N, W

3
7
6
4

10.5
10.2

10
4
1
1

338
448

31
6

27. 9
27. 6

56
7862
78
75
51
59
76
74
55
62

2
.7
6
4

8. 5
8.8
16
7
3
2

443
470

33
6

25.0
27.9

69
65
79
86
68
66
85
81
69
70

. I Compiled from U. S. Bureau of Census, Farms and Farm People, Washington 1952,
chs. 3,4, and 5; House Committee on Agriculture (committee print), Long Ramige Farm
Program: Technical Studics * I *, Washington 1954, p. 161.

2 Conmnercial farms are classified as follows according to total farm-product sales in
1949: Classes I and II, over $10,000; class III, $5,000 to $9,999; class IV, $2,500 to $4,999;
class V, $1,200 to $2,499; and class VI, $250 to $1,199 with operator working off farm less
thami 100 days amd other family income less than farm-product sales,

a
13
4
5

7. 6
8.6
is
15
12
11

488
462

33
6

21. 1
30.1

83
64
68
84
75
62
88
79
80
67

6.

25

14
6
6

0. 8
8.06

13
19
25
28

527
458

33
7

22. 0
33.2

82
03
07
73
71
47
81
71
83
68

8
25
6

10
0. 1
8.3
10
10
30
30

578
481

31
11

25.0
46. 2

80
66
66
66
72
44
87
75
83
65

4
14

7061
0

7. 1
8. 7

70
01
70
70

509
463

33
7

23. 3
30.0

79
64
69
79
71
58
86
77
79
67

4
12
4
7

7.5
8. 8
12
14
9
9

400
396

32
7

25. 6
29. 7

74
67
69
59
65
41
86
71
77
75

2
21
4

12
7.0
8. 7
18
25
21
21

513
483

34
9

25. 4
29. 6

87
74
60
47
54
29
78
62
76
66

7.
8.

4'
4.

25,

29

18

4
.0
, 2
.7
30
19

30
D2
10

13
8
5
6

12
11
33
13
18

11
10
10

3 Part-time farms had farm product sales of $250 to $1,199, differing from class VI com-
inercial farms only in that operator worked off farm more than 100 (lays and other family
income exceeded farm-product sales. Residential farms had farm-product sales of less
than $210.

4 South (S) consists of the 16 States of the following census regions: South Atlantic,
East South Central, and West South Central; combined North and WVest (N, W) the
remaining 32 States.

6 Not available.
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TABLE: 2.-Selected family and housing characteristics, for commercial and other farms, by family income, South and non-South, 1950 1 O

Commercial farms 3 Other farms 4 All farms

Characteristic (for all percentages, 100 percent equalsFamily income from all sources
total number in given class of farm and income and Region Fml f all sources
region) I 1 1I I I I

Less than $1,000 to Over Less than $1,000 to Over Less than $1,000 to $2,000 to
$1,000 $2,999 $3,000 $1,000 $2,099 $3,000 $1,000 $1,999 $2,999

I I I I-

Number of farms or farm operators (thousands)-S 633 588 258 344 403 157 970 652 339
N, W 294 849 786 95 229 219 390 554 524

Percent of operator families with Income of $10,000 or
m ore ---- - - -- --- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - --- --- - - - -- -- - -- - - -- - -- - -- -- - -- - - -- ---- - ---------------- --- --- ~ ~ ~~

Average operator-family Income (excluding those of
$10,000 or more) -S $440 $1, 649 $4, 618 $452 $1, 790 84, 255 $444 $, 371 $2, 351

N, W $513 $1,855 $4,704 (') $1,950 $4, 397 $514 $1,418 $2, 359
Percent of operators by tenure:

Owners or managers - 46 63 77 71 77 95 55 64 76
N. W 81 72 78 (5) 92 94 83 77 76

Tenants (excluding croppers In South) -S- 25 24 17 19 18 4 23 24 18
N, W 19 28 22 (5) 5 6 17 23 24

Croppers --- S 29 13 6 10 5 1 22 12 6

Percent of operators, nonwhite 3------------ -- 29------------ 5 -- -- i - 35 - 17 i
N, W 1 1 -- 5) 1 1 0 1

Percent of operators working off farm 100 days or more S 2 7 20 29 61 78 12 24 39
N, W 2 9 14 () 75 90 7 18 29

Percent of farms with nonoperator members of family
working off farm- S 11 14 22 19 29 43 14 19 24

N, W 10 12 20 (5) 25 39 12 13 17
Percent of farms with other family income exceeding

value of farm products sold-- 3 13 20 62 81 80 24 37 48
N, W 0 8 12 ()83 79 21 21 27

Median age (years) of operators -S 47. 8 44. 4 46. 3 53. 5 45. 2 46. 0 49. 8 45. 0 44. 3
N, W 55. 2 45. 6 46 2 (5) 46.1 46 0 56. 8 47.1 44. 3

Average family size (persons) -S 4. 3 4. 4 4. 2 4. 0 4. 4 4 5 4. 2 4.4 4. 4
N, W 3. 2 3. 7 4. 2 (5) 3. 7 4. 3 3. 2 3.5 3. 9

Percent of operator families with husband, wife, no
children under 18- S 33 30 34 37 33 26 33 32 29

N. W ~47 35 32 (5) 32 31 45 38 31
Percent of operator families with husband, wife, I or 2

children - 26 37 37 22 31 35 25 32 39
-,---- N, W 22 37 33 (5) 36 34 20 34 41

Percent of operator families with husband, wife, 3 or 4
children -- - -------- 8 15 16 16 14 19 20 15 18 18

N, W 9 13 20 (5) 15 22 9 II 15



Percent of operator fam ilies of all other kinds (including
single persons)-

Percemat of operators not completing elementary school
0s
* Percent of operators completing elementary but not
Ns high school -- --

I Percent of operators completing high school or more ----

Percent of commercial farms by typo:
Cash-grain - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

co Cotton-

All other flield-crop specialties

Dairy or poultry-

Other livestock-

General or miscellaneous-

Median distance (miles), farm to trading center

Percent of farms on dirt or unimproved road

Average number of rooms, farm dwelling

Percent of farm dwellings built before 1919

Percent of farm dwellings in "dilapidated" condition-

Percent of farms with electricity-

Percent of farm s witih teleplhone .

Percent of farims with piped running water inside dwell-
ing -.

S
N, XX

S
N, W

S
N, ,s

S
N, W

S

N,W
S

N, AV
S

N. W
S

N, WV
S

N, W
S

N, W
S

N, W
S

N, W
S

S
N, W

S
N, XV

S
N, XX

S
N, XW

26
22
76
35

20
54
4

11

2
14
50

24
5
5

37
9

28
10
15

5.3
5.9

50
31

4. 6
5. 9

45
69
32
12
60
75
7

49

15
40

17
15
50
20

34
57
10
23

4
18
33
1

28
S
9

29
13
29
13
18

6. 2
6. 3

44
23

5.1
6.3

42
76
22
7

76
87
16
62

31
51

13
15
35
21

38
51
27
28

10
19
25

18
6

18
27
17
32
12
15

6.8
5.8

42
17

5. 7
6.9

34
75
9
4

90
91
38
72

64
72

27
(5)

77
(5)

20
(5)

3
(5)

4.7
(5)

52
(5)

4. 4
(5)

45
(5)

37
(5)

54
(5)

9
(°)

13
(5)

17
17
58
28

33
51
9

17

.- - ----

.-- -- - -

.- - -- - -

4. 7
4 8

39
29

4.9
5 5

31
65
23
9

73
82
16
43

27
51

19
13
36
18

42
49
22
33

4. 6
29
12

516
6. 1

48
58
9
7

90
92
35
63

64
78

27
26
76
36

20
52
4

12

5.0°5,0

31
4. 5
5. 7

45
68
34
14
57
72
7

45

8
14

IS
17
61
24

32

7
18

6439

276

6.0

71
84
14
54

138

5.9
5 0

40
22

5. 3
.3
35
69
17
5

81
88
21
61

17
16

I Compiled from U. S. Bureau of the Census, Farms and Farm People, Washington, 3 "Commercial farms" are those with a value of farm products sold in 1949 of more than
1952, ch. 5, tables 4 and 5, pp. 80-88. "Family income" includes income from wages and $1,200, plus those with a value of products sold of $250 to $1,190 whose operator worked
salaries; net mosey income from own farmim, business, or professiossal practice; and other off farm less than 100 days and whose family income from off-farm sources was less than
income (interest, dividends, veterans' allowances, pensions, or rents) received by all its income from farm-product sales.
family persons 14 amid ovcr during 1949. * "Other farms" include part-time farms (with farm products sales in 1949 of $250 to

' I las South (S) consists of Delaware, Marylamd, Virginia, West Virginia, North $1,199 but whose operator worked off-farm more than 100 days and whose family income
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, fiom off-farm sources was more than its income from farm-product sales), residential
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas, The combined North and West (N, W) farms (product sold less than $250), and abnormal farms,
consists of the remaining 32 States. ° Not available.
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LOW-INCOME FARM FAMILIES AND ECONOMIC PROGRESS-STATEMENT BY WILLIAM
H. NICHOLLS, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1949, of 36.4 million American families (excluding unrelated individuals)
reporting income, 5.3 million had cash incomes under $1,000, 7.9 million had cash
incomes under $1,500, and 10.7 million had cash incomes under $2,000 (table 1).
Low incomes and, agriculture

The median cash income of all United States families was $3,073, with medians
of $3,431 for urban families, $2,560 for rural nonfarm families, and (excluding
income in kind from farm housing and farm-produced food consumption) only
$1,729 from all sources for rural farm families. Of the 5.2 million rural farm
families reporting, nearly 32 percent had cash incomes of less than $1,000, as
compared with 18 and 10 percent. respectively, of the rural nonfarm and urban
families. For incomes of less than $1,500, the corresponding percentages were
45, 27, and 15 percent; for incomes under $2,000, 56, 37, and 21 percent,
respectively.

Rural farm families, which constituted only 14 percent of all families report-
ing income, accounted for 29 percent of all families with cash incomes under
$1,500. If (in order to allow for farm income in kind) rural farm families with
cash incomes of less than $1,000 are combined with all other families having
incomes under $1,500, rural farm families still constituted 23 percent of the
resulting total. Thus, farm families accounted for 1 out of every 3 or 4 low-
income families in the United States in 1949.

TABLE 1.-Cash income in 1949 of low-income families, urban and rural, white
and nonwhite, United States and major regions, 1950 1

Number of families (thousands)

Item Cash income of- Median
Total Total income

reporting Under $1,000 to $1,500 to

$1,000 $1,499 $1,999

United States:
Urban -25,373 24, 079 2,400 1,233 1,467 $3,431
Rural nonfarm 7,518 7,183 1, 310 660 682 2,560
Rural farm -5,420 5,178 1,634 693 572 1, 729

United States, total 2_ .. 38,311 36,440 5,345 2,587 2, 722 3,073

TOTAL FAMILIES, RURAL AND URBAN

United States:
White - -- --- 35,411 33,204 4,442 2,153 2,310 (5)
Nonwhite - 3,377 3, 237 1,163 511 407 $1,426

United States, total 2 -_ 38, 788 36, 441 5,625 2, 664 2, 717 3,068

Northeast 10,005 9,178 972 454 536 3,362
North central- - 11,804 11,120 1,388 720 722 3, 257
West 5,120 4,905 529 280 338 3,435

Non-South, total 26, 929 25, 203 2,889 1, 454 1, 596 3,330

South:
White ------- 9,624 9,088 1, 793 816 819 (2)
Nonwhite -- - 2,235 2,149 942 394 302 1,168

South, total --- 11,859 11,237 2, 735 1,210 1,121 2, 248

See footnotes at end of table, p. 668.
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TABLE 1.-Cash income in. 1949 of low-income families, urban and rural, white
and nons1hite, United States and major regiois, 1950 -Continued

FAMILIES, URBAN AND RURAL NONFARM

Number of families (thousands)

Item T Cash income of- Median
Item ~~Total Total income

reporting Under $1,000 to $1,500 to

$1,000 $1,499 $1,999

United States:
White ------ 30,399 28,414 3,107 1,549 1,786 (5)
Nonwhite -2, 769 2, 646 788 420 363 $1, 658

United States, total - 33, 168 31,060 3,895 1, 969 2,149 3,245

Northeast - -9, 555 8, 764 888 414 498 3,391
North Central 9, 905 9, 286 1,026 501 523 3,407
West -------------------- 4,636 4,442 449 234 291 3,499

Non-South, total -24,096 22,492 2,363 1,149 1,312 3,419

South:
White ------ 7,413 6, 976 977 513 573 (31
Nonwhite 1,658 1,591 556 308 264 1,389

South, total - -- -- 9,071 8, 567 1,533 821 837 2. 622

FAMILIES, RURAL FARM

United States:
White ------------------ 5,012 4, 790 1,335 604 524 (3)
Nonwhite- 608 591 395 91 44 (3)

United States, total- 5. 620 5,381 1, 730 695 568 4 $1,867

Northeast- 450 414 84 40 38 2,438
North Central -1,899 1,834 3G2 219 199
West ------------- 484 463 80 46 47 4 2, 682

Non-South, total 2,833 2,711 526 305 284 4 2, 480

South:
White ------- 2, 211 2,112 816 303 246 (3)
Nonwhite -577 558 386 86 38 (3)

South, total 2, 788 2,670 1, 202 389 284 4 1, 284

I Sources: Census of Population, 1950, Rept. PB-I (1952), table 57, p. 104 and Preliminary Report PC-7,
No. 2 (1951). Unrelated individuals excluded.

2 These United States totals differ because the upper ones are final figures and the lower ones preliminary
and later revised (cf. Rept. PB-1, table 85, p. 137, for regional breakdown of all families, rural and urban,
as revised). The preliminary figures were used here because the farm-nonfarm and race breakdowns of
the data by regions were not available in revised form.

3 Not available.
4 Farm-operator families only (U. S. Bureau of Census, Farms and Farm People, Washington, 1953,

p. 26), omitting some farm-laborer families which pull the United States rural-farni median income down
from $1,867 to $1,729.

From the standpoint of production rather than consumption, however, farm
family units were of considerably greater importance. Thus Mr. Stanley Leber-
gott of the Bureau of the Budget has made rough estimates which indicate that,
of some of 5.8 million families with money incomes under $1,500 in 1951, 2.6 million
families had heads who were not in civilian employment, largely for reason of
age, disability, or (for female heads) widowhood or divorce. This group obvi-
ously constitutes an important part of the Nation's low-income problem but any
improvement in its well-being depends primarily upon larger transfer payments
from the productive sector of the national economy rather than upon any poten-
tial increase in its own contribution to the national product. If this group is
eliminated from Mir. Lebergott's computations, his estimates indicate that the
families of farm operators and farm laborers constituted 49 percent of all fam-
ilies with heads in civilian employment and money incomes under $1,500. (Of
the remainder, 36 percent of all families had male heads, andi 15 percent female
heads, in nonfarm civilian employment. Thus, looking at the low-income sector
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as a production, rather than as a consumption, problem, farm families accounted
for about 1 out of every 2 potentially more productive low-income families.

In 1949 there were an estimated 3.29 million United States farm-operator fam-
ilies (61 percent of all such families) on low-production farms, i. e., those with
gross cash income from farm-product sales of less than $2,500. Of these, about
1.01 million (nearly two-thirds living on part-time and residential farms) had
cash incomes from all sources of $2,000 or more, leaving 2.28 million with total
cash income under $2,000. If, from the latter, we subtract' 0.36 million farm
operators aged 65 and over, 0.07 million operators of less than 25 years, and
0.10 million operators single, widowed, or divorced, we arrive at a net estimate
of 1.75 million underemployed farm families.'

On a roughly parallel basis, we may estimate that of the 3.29 million operator
families with gross farm sales under $2,500, about 1.76 million had cash incomes
from all sources of less than $1,500 and about 1.33 million less than $1,000.
Allowing for operators who were aged, very young, or single, widowed, or
divorced, these latter estimates of underemployed farm-operator families would
be about 1.2 to 1.3 million and 0.8 to 0.9 million, respectively. We may conclude
that there were, in 1949, from 800,000 to 1,750,000 (depending upon the maximum
cash income considered "low income") complete farm-operator families with
able-bodied operators in their more productive years which were unable to earn
adequate incomes from their present employment opportunities on or off the
farm.

Low incomes and region
Just as a substantial part of the Nation's low-production family problem is

associated occupationally with agriculture, so it is associated regionally with the
Southern States (table 1).' The South, with 31 (30) percent of the Nation's
families in 1949, had 49 (49) percent of all United States families with cash
incomes from all sources under $1,000 and 46 (46) percent of all families with
cash incomes under $2,000. About 24 (24) percent of all southern families had
cash incomes from all sources amounting to less than $1,000 and about 45 (45)
percent incomes under $2,000. The corresponding figures for the non-South
were 11 (11) and 24 (23) percent respectively. In 1949 median cash incomes of
all rural and urban families in the Northeast, North Central States, and the West
were nearly on a par, averaging $3,330 ($3,339) for the 3 regions combined. On
the other hand, the median cash income of all southern families was only $2,248
($2,248), about 67 (67) percent. of the median income in the non-South. For
urban and rural nonfarin families, the southern median income was 77 (76)
percent of the nonsouthern; for rural farm families (operators only) 52 percent.
In the South, farm-operator families had a median cash income only 49 percent
of that of urban and rural nonfarrm families in the same region, as compared
with 73 percent outside the South.

Low incomes and race
Finally, much of the Nation's low-production family problem is associated with

race (table 1). Nonwhites, constituting 9 percent of the Nation's families in
1949, accounted for 21 percent of all United States families with cash incomes
under $1.000 and 19 percent of all with cash incomes under $2,000. In the South,
with 19 percent of the region's families, nonwhites comprised 34 and 32 percent,
respectively. In 1949, the median income of all United States nonwhite families
wvas $1,426, only 46 percent of that of all white and nonwhite families comnbined:
The corresponding figures for the South only were $1,168 and 52 percent. How-
ever, even southern nonwhite families, urban and rural nonfarm, had a modian
income of $1,389, 8 percent above that of all southern farm-operator families,
79 percent of whom were white. Bishop recently estimated from census sources
that in 1949 the mean income of white nonfarm families in the non-South was
$4,025, only 14 percent above that of white nonfarm families in the South. The
smallness of this differential is consistent with the findings of several re-ent
studies that differences in cost of living (as measured indirectly by c-nmmunity

'Deductions only taken from 83d Cong., 2d sess., House Committee on Auriculture,
Long Range Farm Program: Technical Studies (committee print), Washington. 1954,
p. 160.

Most figures in this paragraph are preliminary, but revised figures are also given in
parentheses insofar as available.
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size) account for most of the relatively small difference in incomes of white
nonfarm families in the South and non-South.'

We may conclude that the low-production family problem is concentrated in
the South primarily because of its heavy dependence upon agriculture and its
relatively large Negro population.

II. THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF AMERICAN AGRICULTURE AND PUBLIC POLICY

The economic structure of American agriculture is exceptionally heterogeneous.
Public policies, both agricultural and general, can make a significant contribu-.
tion to solving the problems of the low-income farm family only if the nature
and extent of this heterogeneity are fully understood and properly evaluated.

A. LARGE-SCALE AND LARGE FAMILY-SCALE COMMERCIAL FARMS

Characteristics
In 1949, there were 484,000 farms in the United States with gross cash farm

sales in excess of $10,000 (classes I and II, appendix table 1). These farms
had average cash sales of farm products of $23,328 per farm and a (two-class-
average) median family net cash income from all sources of $4,259 (mean income
$6,518), of which an average of only 15 percent was from off-farm sources. Of
all operators of these farms, only 4 percent were primarily engaged in a non-
farm occupation and only 5 percent worked off the farm 100 days or more. Of
the farm-operator families, only 10 percent reported nonoperator members work-
ing off the farm and only 4 percent had off-farm income in excess of their gross
cash farm income. Even for these large farms, averaging 362 acres of cropland
and $55,936 value of land and buildings per farm, reported some low family
net cash incomes-; percent of them less than $1,000 and 17 percent less than
$2,000. However, most of the low-income families on these farms should be
considered temporary (farm prices fell substantially during 1949) rather than
part of the permanent class of low-income farm families.

These large (classes I and II) farms, constituting only 9 percent of the
Nation's farms and 9 percent of the farm-operator family population, accounted
for 51 percent of the Nation's total value of farm products sold in 1949. They
had 40 percent of the Nation's farmland (and 33 percent of the cropland) by
acreage and 36 percent (including buildings) by value. They accounted for
65 percent of the total outlay for hired farm labor. The South, with 49 percent
of the Nation's farms and 44 percent of its commercial farms, had only 20 per-
cent of all class I and II farms in the United States. However, the South had
23 percent of all class I and II farms, and 25 percent of all commercial farms,
with family incomes in excess of $10,000-reflecting the peculiar plantation
(multiple-unit) type of organization of some of the South's larger land hold-
ings, each cropper- or tenant-operated subunit of which was reported as a
separate census farm, along with the higher-income home-farm subunit.

Policy implications
In general, class I and II farms presumably are large enough and command

enough resources to afford, from strictly agricultural sources, a family level
of living well above that of most American nonfarm families. These large farms
are usually relatively efficient, productive, well capitalized, technologically ad-
vanced, and well suited for taking full advantage of agricultural research, ex-
tension, and credit services. On the other hand, being among the most highly
commercialized of America's farms in terms of both product and factor markets,
they are relatively vulnerable to short-term price instability and unfavorable
trends in price-cost relationships. These farms, while least in need of income
supplementation, stand to gain most incomewise from public price-support
policies unless made to bear the brunt of acreage restriction programs.

a Charles E. Bishop, Underemployment of Labor in Southeastern Agriculture, Jour. Farm
Econ., vol. 36 (1954), pp. 268-269; H. E. Klarman, A Statistical Study of Income Dif-
ferences Among Community, Studies of Income and Wealth, vol. VI (National Bureau of
Economic Research, 1953) ; and D. Gale Johnson, Some Effects of Region, Community
Size, Color, and Occupation on Family and Individual Income, Studies of Income and
Wealth, vol. XV (Natl. Bur. Econ. Res., 1952).
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B. MEDIUM-SIZED FAMILY-SCALE COMMERCIAL FARMS

Clh axa4cteristics
In 1949, there were 1.6 million farms in the United States with cash farm

sales of $2,500-$9,999 (classes III and IV, appendix table 1). Their cash farm-
product sales averaged $5,151 per farm, with a two-class-average median family
net cash income of $2,380 (mean income $3,040), of which an average of about
25 percent was from off-farm sources. Of the operators of these medium-sized
farms, only 5 percent were primarily engaged in a nonfarm occupation and only
9 percent worked off the farm more than 100 days. Of the farm-operator
families, only 15 percent had nonoperator members working off the farm and
only 8 percent had off-farm income in excess of their gross cash farm income.
Of these medium-sized farms, averaging 134 acres of cropland and $17,552 value
of land and buildings per farm, 15 percent had operator-family net cash incomes
under $1,000 and 40 percent under $2,000.

These medium-sized (class III and IV) farms, comprising 29 percent of the
Nation's farms and 31 percent of the farm-operator family population, were
responsible for 37 percent of the Nation's cash sales of farm products in 1949.
They accounted for 33 percent of all land in farms (and 42 percent of all
cropland) by acreage and 38 percent (including buildings) by value. Of the
Nation's total wage bill for hired farm, labor, they paid 26 percent. The South
had 30 percent of all class III and IV farms, as compared with 49 and 44 percent,
respectively, of all farms and all commercial farms.

Policy iamplications
In general, these medium-sized farms provide their operator families with a

moderately good income, even without supplementary income from off-farm
sources. However, on many of these farms-particularly those in the lower
part of the range-family incomes could still be substantially increased by bet-
ter farm organization and practices. In many cases, the production pattern
could be made to conform more closely and more promptly to changing relative
prices. In other cases, production techniques and the scale of operations need
to be adjusted to make fuller use of progress in agricultural technology. Insofar
as these medium-sized farms have a low-income problem, it can be largely
solved by the traditional means of agricultural research and extension services
and cooperative farm credit. Here the problem is, to a substantial extent, one
of the inefficient use of resources rather than a deficiency in the amounts of those
resources. Even so, more direct technical assistance in the planning and develop-
ment of the individual farm and more adequate intermediate-term credit appear
to be desirable. These farms derive moderate benefits, in both stability and
level of income, from price-support programs. But such programs, in conjunc-
tion with acreage allotments, tend to penalize the more efficient for the benefit
of the less efficient, thereby discouraging the adoption of those improved tech-
niques. practices. and product combinations which would make price-support
programs far less necessary.

C. LOW-PRODUCTION FARMS

Thus far, we have centered our attention upor the Nation's 2.1 million large-
and medium-sized farms, all of which had gross cash sales of farm products of
more than $2,500 in 1949. These farms, constituting only 38 percent of the Na-
tion's farms and 40 percent of the operator-family population, accounted for 88
percent of American agriculture's gross cash income. Together, they had 73 to
75 percent of the Nation's acreage of farmland, acreage of cropland, and value of
land and buildings. About 89 percent of these farms had total family net cash
income from all sources of $1,000 or more, about 68 percent of $2,000 or more.
By and large, even the farm families on such farms which earned less than these
levels of income were temporary rather than permanent low-income families.

Claracteristics
On the other hand, there were in 1949 about 3.3 million farms with farm

product sales less than $2.500 (appendix table 1). These low-production
farms accounted for 62 percent of the Nation's farms and 60 percent of the
farm-operator family population, but only 12 percent of all cash sales of
American farm products. They had only 25 to 27 percent of the Nation's farm-
land and cropland acreage and of the total value of the Nation's farmland and
buildings. Of the operators of the 3.3 million low-production farms, about 35
percent reported family net cash incomes from all sources less than $1,000
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and about 59 percent family incomes less than $2,000. Of all farms in the
South, 78 percent were low-production farms, as compared with only 43 percent
in the non-South. The South, with 49 percent of the Nation's farms, had
64 percent of all low-production farms, 73 percent of all such farms with
family incomes under $2,000, and 77 percent of such farms with family incomes
under $1,000. Of the last-named group, only 39 percent had nonwhite operators.
However, of all low-production farms in the South having nonwhite operators,
72 percent reported family incomes under $1,000; of those with white operator
families, the corresponding figure was 39 percent, as compared with 24 per-
cent for all operator families on such farms in the non-South.

Policy implications
Low-production farms are so heterogeneous that consideration of public policies

directed at their solution requires substantial subclassification. To this we
now turn.

III. Low-PRODUcTION FARMS AND PUBLIC POLICY

Of the 3.3 million low-production farms in 1949, 1.0 million were residential
farms, 0.7 million were part-time farms, 0.7 million were small-scale commercial
farms, and 0.9 million were small family-scale commercial farms.

A. RESIDENTIAL FARMS
Characteristics

In 1949, there were about 1 million (66 percent in the South) residential
farms with cash sales of farm products of less than $2.50 (average $82),
hence almost wholly dependent upon off-farm income. Residential farms con-
stituted 19 percent of the Nation's farms and 18 percent of its farm-operator-
family population. But they had an average of only 17 acres of cropland, the
average value of their land and buildings was only $4,675 per farm, and they
made a negligible contribution to the Nation's commercial farm output (appendix
table 1). Relatively high proportions of the operators of residential farms
were over 64 years of age (21 percent) and widowed or divorced (12 percent).
These farms had about the same proportion (34 percent) of population under
15 years as other classes of farms, but had a relatively high proportion (9 per-
cent) over 64. Hence, their operator families were characterized by relatively
high fertility ratios (standardized for age and marital status of woman) and
dependency ratios.

The median family net cash income for residential farms was $1,650 (mean
income $2,175), of which an average of 84 percent was derived from off-farm
sources. About 58 percent of their operators reporting on occupation were
primarily engaged in a nonfarm occupation, 4 percent more were primarily
farm laborers, and 54 percent (48 percent in the South, 68 percent in the non-
South) worked off the farm more than 100 days. A relatively high proportion
(26 percent) of the operator families reported members other than the operator
working off the farm, with 65 percent deriving more income from off-farm
sources than from farm-product sales. Of all operator families on residential
farms, 25 percent (18 percent in the South, 39 percent in the non-South) re-
ported net cash incomes from all sources of $3,000 or more. Nonetheless, 37
percent (44 percent in the South, 21 percent in the non-South) reported incomes
of under $1,000 and 58 percent (67 and 39 percent in the South and non-South)
of less than $2,000.

Policy implications
While there is a substantial number of low-income families residing on

residential farms, it is clear that the latter are only nominally farms at all.
Hence, except insofar as agricultural extension programs can help their opera-
tor families improve their subsistence in the form of increased food production
and preservation for household use, the solution to their low-income problem lies
almost wholly outside of agriculture. For example, members of these families
in their productive years might best be benefited by public policies directed
toward increased local non-farm-employment opportunities, vocational training
for nonfarm occupations, and more adequate and effective information services
about employment opportunities elsewhere. For the aged, increased social-
security and public-assistance benefits may be indicated. For the children,
there is need for improved educational opportunities (the median years of
school completed by the operators of residential farms were 7 in the South
and 8.7 in the non-South), rural home-improvement programs (the dwelling
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unit was "dilapidated" on 28 and 12 percent of the residential farms in the
South and non-South), and more extensive public-health services.

B. PART-TIME FARMS

Characteristics
In 1949, of the 3.3 million low-production farms, another 0.6 million (56

percent in the South) were part-time farms. Farms were so classified if they re-
ported cash sales of farm products of $250 to $1,199 (average $612), and if the
farm operator worked off the farm 100 or more days or if the nonfarm income
received by him and members of his family was greater than the value of farm
products sold. Except for residential farms, part-time farms were closer to
a trading center median distance 4.9 miles) than any other class of farm and,
excepting also large commercial farms, were most often (34 percent) located
on a hard-surface road. Part-time farms, constituting 12 percent of the Nation's
farms and farm-operator family population, averaged 30 acres of cropland and
land and buildings worth $6,117 per farm (appendix table 1) and accounted for
only 3 percent of the Nation's gross cash income from farm-product sales. As
compared with residential farms, part-time farms had somewhat larger land
resources; a substantially smaller proportion of operators over 64 (12 percent),
operators widowed or divorced (7 percent), operator-family population over
64 (6 percent) ; and a lower dependency ratio. While their operator-family
population had about the same proportion (32 percent) under 15 years of age
and about the same median age (27 years), their standardized fertility ratio
was considerably less than that on residential farms. The fertility ratio on
part-time farms was lower than on any other class of farm in the non-South
and among the lowest in the South, indicating that part-time farm families
conform more closely to urban population patterns than other classes of
farms.

The median family net cash income for part-time farms was $1,940 (mean
income $2,400), of which an average of 82 percent was derived from off-farm
sources. Thus, through off-farm employment, part-time farm families were able
to earn almost as much total cash income as those on smaller medium-sized
(class IV) commercial farms and substantially more than small (classes V and
VI) commercial farms. Of part-time farm operators reporting an occupation,
49 percent (somewhat less than on residential farms) were primarily engaged
in nonfarm work and another 3 percent were primarily farm laborers. But 62
percent (51 percent South, 74 percent non-South) of the part-time farm opera-
tors worked off the farm 100 days or more-slightly more than those on resi-
dential farms. A larger proportion of the part-time farm-operator families
reported nonoperator members working off farm (32 percent) and off-farm in-
come exceeding gross cash farm sales (87 percent) than families on any other
class of farm, including residential. Of all operator families on part-time farms,
28 percent (17 percent South, 43 percent non-South) reported net cash incomes
from all sources of $3,000 or more. However, 22 percent (28 percent South,
15 percent non-South) reported incomes under $1,000 and 51 percent (63 per-
cent South, 36 percent non-South) under $2,000. As compared with families on
residential farms, part-time farm families had relatively much fewer incomes
under $1,000, with the greatest relative advantage in the income class $1,000 to
$1,999.

Policy implications
Clearly, America's part-time farms have such limited resources that they are

both actually and potentially incapable of furnishing their operator families with
full-time on-farm employment and a satisfactory level of living from farming.
Nonetheless, in combination with local off-farm employment, many of them
provide a satisfactory total family income, a pleasant and healthful way of life,
and a modicum of security against industrial unemployment and old age. In
fact, it is quite possible that, in numerous instances, a part-time farm family
with one or more members earning substantial wages in off-farm employment will
actually produce as much or more farm output from a small farming unit than
could a full-time farm operator on the same unit. This follows because the off-
farm cash income may become a source of self-financing of needed capital im-
provements on the farm, such as labor-saving devices for the operator employed
in a nonfarm occupation and additional livestock and pasture development for
making better use of underemployed family labor.

Thus, in many instances, industrial development of densely populated rural
areas may pay off in higher family levels of living. Such a process is by no
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means a mere matter of interregional competition-of moving given plants from
One area to another. First, given better local non-farm-employment opportuni-
ties, low-production farm families offer a significant new market for farm-
production goods and-especially if the women of the family find off-farm em-
ployment-for consumer goods. (Witness the burgeoning of business interest
in reaching the special Negro market since this race raised its economic status
substantially after 1940.) Second, even low-wage industries, which are no
longer attractive to most workers outside of largely rural areas, may be a boon
to workers whose only alternative employment is in a near-subsistence agricul-
ture. Finally, given the need for the dispersal of industry for defense reasons,
new plants could be located with more attention to the existence of widespread
underemployment in the Nation's rural areas.

Thus, insofar as part-time farm families still lack adequate off-farm employ-
ment opportunities, public encouragement and assistance in local industrial
development would appear to be desirable where other local resources are ap-
propriate. Where they are not (notably in the Appalachian coal-mining areas),
increased public investment in general education, vocational training for non-
farm employment, in employment-information services, and public-health serv-
ices are especially important in facilitating needed out-migration and increasing
the vigor and productivity of the next generation. There is also a real need
and opportunity for the agricultural extension services (particularly in States
east of the Mississippi) to direct more attention to the special production and
home problems of their growing numbers of part-time farm families. Finally,
with 22 percent of the southern part-time farm dwellings (and 8 percent of the
nonsouthern dwellings) reported as "dilapidated" in 1949, the need for a rural
home-improvement program is again apparent.

C. CHARACTERISTICS OF PART-TIME AND RESIDENTIAL FARMS BY FAMILY INCOME

If the 1.7 million residential and part-time (noncommercial) farms are
combined and their characteristics classified by family income, the following
generalizations may be made ("Other farms," appendix table 2). While farm
ownership was much more general for noncommercial than for full-time com-
mercial farms, the lower the income, the higher the rate of tenancy. The pro-
portion of farm operators who were nonwhite was less on noncommercial farms,
reflecting the less ready access of Negroes to local nonfarm employment in the
South, but the percentage of nonwhite was higher the lower the family income.
The lower the family income on noncommercial farms, the smaller the proportion
of operators and other family members reporting off-farm work, the higher the
median age of operators, the smaller the average family size, and the smaller the
proportion of complete operator families with 1 to 4 children. The lower incomes
were also associated with lower levels of education, higher percentages of farms
located on unimproved roads, and poorer and less improved housing.

More specifically, in 1949 there were about 440,000 part-time and residential
farms (78 percent of them in the South) with net cash family incomes from all
sources of under $1,000 (average $466). Of these farms, 75 percent were owned
by the operators, 23 percent of whom were nonwhite. Only 29 percent of the
operators reported 100 or more days of work off the farm and only 19 percent of
the families had nonoperator members working off the farm. The average size
of the family consisted of 3.8 persons and the median age of the operator was
55.7 years. Only 33 percent of the operator families consisted of husband, wife,
and 1 to 4 children under 18, the remainder consisting mostly of families with no
children under 18, broken families, and single-person families. Some 69 percent
of the operators had not completed elementary school and only 5 percent had
completed high school or more. Of the farm dwellings (averaging 4.8 rooms),
48 percent were located on an unimproved road, 47 percent had been built before
1920, and 33 percent were "dilapidated." Although 55 percent had electricity,
only 14 percent had a telephone and only 18 percent had piped running water
inside the house.

By way of contrast, there were about 376,000 part-time and residential farms
(42 percent in the South) with net cash family incomes from all sources of $3.000
or more (average $4,337 excluding the 5 percent with incomes in excess of
$10,000). Of these farms, 95 percent were owned by the operators, only 1 per-
cent of whom were nonwhite. Fully 85 percent of the operators worked off the
farm 100 days or more and 41 percent of the families also had nonoperator mem-
bers working off the farm. The average family size was 4.5 persons and the
median age of the operator was only 46 years. Families consisting of husband,
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wife, and 1 to 4 children under 18 accounted for 56 percent of all operator
families. Only 25 percent (36 percent South, 18 percent non-South) had failed
-to complete elementary school and 28 percent (22 and 23 percent) had completed
high school or more. Of the farm dwellings, which averaged 5.9 rooms, only 19
percent (29 percent South, 12 percent non-South) were located on an unimproved
road, 55 percent were built before 1920, but only 8 percent were "dilapidated."
About 91 percent had electricity, 51 percent (35 and 63 percent) had a telephone,
and 16 percent had piped running water inside the house.

The relationship between education of operator and the extent of operators'
work off farm is a significant one, especially pronounced for part-time and
residential farms. For operators of the latter who had not completed elementary
school, only 46 percent worked off the farm 100 or more (lays in 1949. The
corresponding figures for those completing elementary school (but not high
school) and for those completing high school or more were 65 and 50 percent,
respectively. But education was also related to age, the younger farm operators
having more schooling as well as having more work off the farm. Most of the
operators who worked off the farm 100 or more days were under 55 years of age.
Of all part-time and residential farm operators, 65 percent were under 5J5 years.
However, of those with family incomes under $1,000. only 49 percent were below-
5.5 years; of those with family incomes over $3,000. 75 percent were below 55.
Hence, the importance of higher social-security and public-assistance benefits in
helping low-income people on noncommercial farms should not be overlooked.

D. SMALL-SCALE COMMERCIAL FARMS

Thus far, we have been concerned with the 1.7 million low-production farms
which were residential or part-time, hence dependent primarily on off-farm
work and nonfarm sources of income, in 1949. However, there were almost
an equal number (1.6 million) of low-production farms which were small-scale
(class VI) and small family-scale (class V) commercial farms.
Characteristics

In 1949, there were in the United States about 0.7 million (74 percent in the
South) small-scale commercial farms. Like part-time farms, these class VI
farms had gross cash sales of farm products of $250-1,199 (average $720).
However, they were distinguished from part-time farms in that their operator
worked off the farm less than 100 days and their net cash family income from
nonfarm sources was less than the value of their cash sales of farm products.
They were closer (median distance 5.4 miles) to a trading center than any class
of farm, other than part-time or residential, and were most often (43 percent)
located on an unimproved road. Small-scale commercial farms constituted 13
percent of the Nation's farms (19 percent of its commercial farms) and had
13 percent of the Nation's operator family population. However, with only 5
percent of the Nation's farmland (6 percent of the cropland) by acreage and 4
percent by value, they accounted for only 2 percent of the Nation's gross cash
sales of farm products (appendix table 1).

The average acreage of their cropland was only 37 acres and the average
value of their land and buildings only $4,648. With land resources approximately
equivalent to those of part-time farms, these small-scale farms were clearly
incapable of providing a satisfactory income for their operator families who,
at the same time, almost wholly lacked off-farm employment opportunities.
Their human resources more closely resembled those on residential than on part-
time farms. For example, 25 percent of their operators were over 64-the high-
est percentage of any class of farm, including even residential-and 10 percent
were widowed or divorced. They also had more operators under 25 (5 percent),
more of their operator family population over 64 (11 percent), and slightly
fewer under 15 (31 percent), than did any other class of farm. The median
age of their operator family population was also the highest (28.6 years) of
any class of farm. -

However, there was a striking difference, in family age structure between
South (25.0) and non-South (46.2), while the median age of operators was
50.3 and 60.4 years, respectively. Similarly, the average family size was 4.1
and 2.9 persons, and the percentage of all operator families which consisted of
husband, wife, and 1 to 4 children under 18 was 38 and 22 percent, respectively.
(In contrast, the differences between South and non-South were relatively
minor for families on part-time and residential farms.) These wide regional
differences suggest. that the low-income problem of small-scale: farms was
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primarily one of the aged in the non-South but was largely attributable to lack of
off-farm employment opportunities for people in their productive years in the
South. The fertility ratio, standardized for age and marital status, was also
higher on small-scale farms than for any other class of farms in the United
States (563), the South (578), and (except for residential farms) in the non-
South (481)-accentuating the problem of low incomes, particularly in the South.

The median family net cash income for small-scale farms was $730 (average
income $975), of which 44 percent of this income was indicated as being derived
from off-farm sources. However, given the definition of class VI farms, the
Census considered it highly probable that this percentage was actually much
less, resulting from an estimated underreporting of their cash farm sales of
25 to 50 percent in relation to the average of total family net cash incomes
actually reported. (The Census estimated that, for all farms, net cash income
from farming was understated by about 20 percent, with a more-than-average
underreporting for part-time and residential farms as well.) At any rate,
only 5 percent of the operators of small-scale farms reported that they were
primarily engaged in a nonfarm occupation, 1 percent more that they were
primarily farm laborers, while only 11 percent of the families reported any
nonoperator member working off the farm. Of all operator families on small-
scale commercial farms, 67 percent (71 percent South, 56 percent non-South)
reported net cash incomes from all sources under $1,000 and 91 percent (93
percent South, 85 percent non-Sonth) under $2,000. Only 4 percent (3 percent
South, 7 percent non-South) reported incomes of $3,000 or more, as compared
with 25 and 28 percent on residential and part-time farms, respectively. Of the
dwellings on small-scale farms, the percentage reported as "dilapidated" was
34 percent in the South, 9 percent in the non-South.

Small-scale farms are found in nearly all regions of the United States, but
are most numerous in the southeastern and delta cotton areas and in the general
farming areas of the Appalachian Mountains. As a percentage of all com-
mercial farms, small-scale farms constituted 43 percent in the Delta States
(Arkansas. Mississippi, and Louisiana), 38 percent in the Southeast States
(South Carolina. Georgia, Florida, and Alabama), 31 percent in the Appa-
lachian States (Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky. and Ten-
nessee). and only 10 percent in all .36 other States combined. They constituted
46 to 52 percent of all commercial farms in the eastern hilly cotton areas of
Mississippi, Alabama. and Tennessee; in the southern Appalachian Valley and
Mountains and the Cumberland Plateau extending from southeastern Ohio
through Kentucky. West Virginia, Tennessee, and North Carolina, to north-
ern Georgia: and the southern Piedmont cotton area of North and South Caro-
lina. Georgia, and Alabama. They also constituted 35 to 40 percent of all
commercial farms in the Ozark-Onachita Mountains and southwest sandy lands
of Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma. Texas, and Louisiana and in the interior
plateaus and western coal fields of Kentucky and Tennessee. Outside of the
South, smaller concentrations of small-scale farms are found in the cutover areas
of the Lake States, in northern New England, the Adirondacks, the Allegheny
Plateau, and north central New Mexico. In general. small-scale farms are most
numerous in thickly populated areas where technological and structural changes
in farming are slow in coming about and opportunities for alternative employ-
ment are limited. Only in the southern Piedmont and southern Appalachian
Valley. has a substantial beginning been made toward industrialization and,
even so, these remain among the areas with the heaviest concentration of small-
scale farms.4

Policy implications
The louv-income problem of small-scale farm families, while especially severe,

can hardly be solved by public agricultural policies such as the price-support
program. They have so little to sell that, however high the prices which they
may receive from their farm products. few can hope to achieve even a modest
level of living from the soil. Generally speaking, small-scale farming areas have
very high rates of natural increase and land resources not only very limited
in amount but often of poor quality and unfavorable topography. Given the
pressure of the rural population on the local supply of arable land, land values
may reach fantastic levels, sometimes approximating those of the best farmland
of the Corn Belt. Agriculture offers the only means to a livelihood for those

4 J.V. McElveen and K. TL. Bachman, Low-Production Farms, U. S. Department of Agri-
culture, Agricultural Information Buletin 108 (1953), pp. 11, 67, 70, and 22. -
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who fail to migrate and, lacking other employment opportunities, the local farm
people place a very low value upon their own labor. Hence, they tend to bid
up the price of local farmland to the point where, by any rational accounting
process, the net return on their labor is extremely low if not negative. Under
such circumstances, a small tobacco allotment (say, 0.9 acre producing an
annual gross cash value of product of not more than $800) may contribute out
of all proportion to the purchase price of a small farm.

Such a situation prevails in many parts of the Southeast where-despite a
substantial exodus of people to other areas-the rate of migration has been in-
adequate to encourage, through lower land values, farm consolidation, and re-
organization on a higher-productivity basis or the retirement of submarginal
farmland to forestry and other uses where more appropriate. Hence, insofar
as industrialization of such areas is impracticable, increased public investments
in general education (the median years of school completed by small-scale farm
operators was 6.1 in the South, 8.3 in the non-South), vocational training for
nonfarm employment, and employment-information and public-health services
are again clearly needed to step up the rate of outmigration substantially. Such
public policies would appear to be justified on the grounds that small-scale farm-
ing areas contribute a major part of the Nation's urban population and non-
agricultural working force, while lacking the fiscal resources to provide adequate
educational, vocational, and health services.

At the same time, it should be recognized that, inadequate though the low-
income rural community's investment in these people may be, outmigration (ex-
cept for remittances to the folks back home) represents a severe drain on such
limited capital resources as it may possess. A recent sample survey by the
University of Tennessee indicated that, in that State, white owner-operator fam-
ilies with disposable net cash incomes under $1,250 (average $813) in 1949
spent an average of $3,134 per child reared to age 15 for food, clothing, medical
care, education, and other direct outlays-not allowing for family overhead costs
but charging interest on exenditures at 2 percent, compounded semiannually. The
community expenditure for education alone amounted to another $160 per child
to age 15. Since, in the same year, Tennessee lost some 42,000 people to other
States by outmigration, this represented a total loss to Tennessee farm families
and their communities of about $138 million of past "investment" (or about $600
per Tennessee farm) in their excess population in that single year.5 Thus, the
southern people annually invest large though inadequate sums in their crop of
children in the unproductive years, while losing them to the more industrial and
urban regions of the Nation for their productive life. Clearly, equalization of
educational opportunities through Federal grants-in-aid would be justified in
easing the fiscal burden of the regions suffering outmigration and in improving
the quality of the people migrating into the wealthier recipient regions.

It should also be emphasized that even a fully adequate rate of outmigration
from small-scale farm areas may be a necessary but not sufficient condition for
their economic readjustment. At best, such areas are bound to have a serious
deficiency of capital available for reorganization of the local agriculture into
a smaller number of larger, more efficient, and more diversified farming units.
Hence-if these areas are not submarginal for larger-scale, more extensive agri-
culture-they will require the inmigration of considerable farm capital, par-
ticularly of intermediate term, as well as the decline in population dependent
upon the land. In the absence of the development of public farm-credit policies
to serve this need, the result will be abandoned farmland, social disorganization,
and (as the selective process of outmigration takes its qualitative toll) stranded
and isolated farm people. Of course, if the small-scale farm area is submarginal
for agricultural land use (as in the cuttover regions of thte Iake States and in
parts of the coal-mining areas of the southern Appalachians) -public zoning,
mandatory population relocation, and a long-run program of reforestation may
be necessary.

Meanwhile, it is clear that the Farmers' Home Administration should scru-
pulously avoid loans which encourage the perpetuation of uneconomic, essentially
subsistence farming units. Similarly, the minimum restrictions which Congress
has placed on acreage allotments (particularly on tobacco) in its farm program
should be lifted on the grounds that they have atomized production to the point
of extreme inefficiency, and have diverted production from the areas of greatest
comparative advantage, while retarding the outmigration of farm people from

E Erven J. Long and Peter Dorner, Excess Farm Population and the Loss of Agricultural
Capital, unpublished paper (1954).
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other areas where, under any circumstances, even a modest level of living
cannot possibly be gained from small-scale agriculture.

On the other hand, considering the human and social costs of outmigration as
well as the extreme difficulties of achieving a sufficient rate of migration, the
desirability (where feasible) of the alternative of industrialization of small-
scale farm areas is again apparent. Of course, in many instances, such areas
lack the local.resources, the transportation and power facilities and the public
services whcih are prerequisites to much industrial development. However, in
other instances, the local facilities would meet the needs of some types of manu-
facture. Hence, the activities of State industrial development commissions and
of Federal activities in community and area development need to be improved
and expanded considerably. Through these public services, rural communities
with much underemployment can be assisted in appraising their local resources,
in determining the types of industries for which they are best suited, and
in techniques for attracting and holding such industries. At the same time,
public agencies can serve as clearinghouse of information which will help indus-
trialists to find satisfactory plant locations in such communities.

The Department of Labor's designation of labor surplus market areas needs
to be broadened considerably to include those characterized by agricultural under-
employment, not just these (as now) experiencing current industrial unemploy-
ment. The precedent for this step was recently established when Newport,
Tenn., was so classified. Unfortunately, there are hundreds of other southern
communities which, according to the same standards, deserve a similar status.
If these communities could be identified and thus brought out into the open,
the considerable amount of hidden underemployment would be revealed as a
serious national problem, even under statistically full employment conditions.
Then, in financing defense plants and in letting defense contracts, the Federal
Government should favor, other thing being equal, location in underemployed
rural areas. Finally, in defining its public-power policy-particularly with
reference to TVA-the Federal Government should recognize the crucial import-
ance of an adequate power supply to the underdeveloped Southeast. At the
present time, largely due to the tremendous power requirements of the atomic-
energy plants at Oak Ridge and Paducah, TVA can neither supply new private
plants with power nor promise them power connections within the foreseeable
future. The real danger is that with Congress niggardly because TVA represents
public power and with private utilities reluctant to expand because of public
competition, a substantial part of the South will fail to achieve a supply of
public or private power commensurate with its rapidly growing industrial needs.

Certainly, to the fullest extent consistent with industrial efficiency, there is
a need for improving the low family incomes of small-scale farm areas by the
provision of supplementary local off-farm employment. This would mean a
change of occupation without change of residence, with the least amount of
disruption of family ties and social organization. According to the census classi-
fication, small-scale farms would become part-time farms without significant
reorganization, not (except to only a limited extent) larger scale commercial
farms through the difficult process of consolidation. Whatever the limitations
of their physical resources, relatively few small-scale farm areas yet are lacking
in a supply of human resources wholly suitable for industrial employment. There
has been much misunderstanding of this point, commonly expressed in terms of
the alleged preference of such rural underemployed for hunting and fishing.
The plain fact is that local nonfarm employment opportunities in rural com-
munities are rationed in the sense that far more farm people would shift to
local nonfarm jobs at prevailing wages if these jobs were available.

Time and again, officials of southern industrial development commissions have
reported applications for local industrial employment many times greater than
the openings which resulted from the establishment of a new plant with a sub-
stantial labor force in a rural area. Gale Johnson ' has found that, in terms of
income, farm migrants to nonfarm areas from South and North do about equally
well and about go to 95 percent as well as urban-born workers and, except for
older migrants, close the gap completely within 4 to 5 years. In a study of the
experience of Indianapolis employers with southern migrant labor, Eldon Smith I
did find some reluctance to hire mountain people, particularly if not accompanied

R Comparability of Labor Capacities of Farm and Nonfarm Labor, American EcoommoiicReview, June 1953.
Urban Adjustments of Rimral Migrants, Pb. D. dissertation, Ulmiversity of Chlicago, 197i3.
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by their families. The reason given was that they were often too hotheaded and
independent to stay on the job long enough to justify their training costs. None-
theless, southern migrants have generally proved to have considerable capacity
and adaptability in shifting to nonfarm employment in other regions.

There also does not appear to be any reason to expect that, through a selective
process, outmigration has yet gone far enough to leave behind only those who
prefer leisure or who are more limited in capacity. In fact, industrialists with
actual operating experience in the South have found the labor supply very satis-
factory with regard to "the abundant * * * supply which offers a better selec-
tion of workers, excellent trainability * * * high productivity because of co-
operative attitudes and low rates of turnover and absenteeism, good labor rela-
tions, wage differentials in many cases, low labor costs in virtually all cases."
The principal labor disadvantages reported were "shortages of key industrial
and supervisory skills, * * * shortages of vocational training programs, and
somewhat different industrial relations problems arising out of the developing
unionism." Everything considered, the evidence appears to indicate that, given
the abundant supply of underemployed labor in the South, those who hunt and
fish by preference, rather than by reason of the lack of more lucrative uses of
their time, are still a distinct minority. Only given alternatives can their prefer-
ence for leisure be put to the test. Furthermore, insofar as such a preference
is genuine, it can be expected to change with their general pattern of wants if
they are drawn into an as yet unexperienced industrial-urban orbit, offering
many attractive goods and services not now available to them locally at any price.

E. SMALL FAMILY-SCALE COMMERCIAL FARMS

Characteristics
Finally, in 1949, the United States had about 0.9 million (5S percent in the

South) small family-scale farms, with gross cash sales of farm products of $1,200
to $2,499 (average $1,813). These class V farms were a median distance of 5.9
miles from a trading center and were more often (37 percent) located on an
unimproved road than any other class of farm except small-scale farms. Small
family-scale farms comprised 17 percent of the Nation's farms (27 percent of
the commercial farms) and operator family population. However, having only
1.0 percent of the Nation's farmland (11 percent of the cropland) by acreage and
9 percent by value, they were responsible for only 7 percent of the gross farm
product sales (appendix table 1). They averaged 58 acres of cropland and land
and buildings worth $7,829 per farm.

As compared with large and medium commercial farms, class V farms had
only moderately higher proportions of their operators over 64 (14 percent),
under 25 (5 percent), and widowed or divorced (6 percent), and about the same
proportions of their operator-family population over 64 (7 percent) and under
15 (33 percent). The median age of their operator-family population (26 years)
was the lowest of any class of farm for the United States, but showed a marked
regional difference-22 years in the South, next to the lowest class (IV) of farm;
and 33.2 years, next to the highest class (VI) of farm, in the non-South. (On
the other hand, there was little regional difference in median age for class I,
I., and III farms.) Similarly, in the South and non-South, respectively, the
median age of the operator was 45.2 and 51.2 years; the percentage of all oper-
ator families which consisted of husband, wife, and 1 to 4 children under 18
was 49 and 37 percent: and the average family size was 4.5 and 3.6 persons.
Finally, standardized for age and marital status, the fertility ratio was 527, next
to the highest class (VI) of farm, in the South: but only 458, on the low side,
in the non-South. Thus, as for class VI farms, we must conclude that the low-
income problem on class V farms is more largely associated with the aged in the
non-South and with lack of off-farm job opportunities for people in their pro-
ductive years in the South.

The median family net cash income for small family-scale (class V) farms
was $1,470 (average $1,900), of which 48 percent was derived from off-farm
sources. Of the operators reporting an occupation, 12 percent (the highest for
any class of commercial farm) were primarily engaged in a nonfarm occupation
and 2 percent were farm laborers. About iS percent (12 percent South, 26 per-
cent non-South) of the operators of class V farms worked off the farm more
than 100 days. Of the operator families, iS percent reported other members of

8 Stefan H. Robock and John M. Peterson, Fact and Fiction About Southern Labor,
Harvard Business Review, March-April 1954.
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the family working off the farm and 21 percent (16 percent South, 28 percent
non-South) reported that their off-farm income exceeded gross cash sales of
farm products. Of ail operator families on small family-scale commercial farms,
18 percent (11 percent South, 27 percent non-South) reported family cash incomes
from all sources of $3,000 or more. However, 32 percent (40 and 21 percent)
reported incomes under $1,000 and 65 percent (75 and 51 percent) under $2,000.
It is interesting to note that, while having higher average agricultural resources
than any other class of low-production farms, small family-scale commercial
farms had a lower median family income than either part-time or residential
farms, and a substantially larger percentage of families (in South and non-
South alike) with incomes under $1,000 than did part-time farms. The per-
centage of dwellings on small family-scale commercial farms reported as "dilapi-
dated" (26 percent South, 9 percent non-South) fell between the comparable
percentages for part-time and residential farms.

These class V commercial farms were concentrated in the same areas as were
small-scale (class VI) commercial farms. In the delta, Appalachian, and south-
east regions, 33 to 34 percent of all commercial farms were class V farms, as
compared with 19 percent for the rest of the United States. The heaviest con-
centration (42 percent) was in the delta cotton area of Mississippi, Arkansas,
and Louisiana, followed by the Coastal Plains (37 percent) stretching from
Virginia to Florida and Alabama; the cutover area of Minnesota, Wisconsin,
and Michigan (37 percent) ; and the southern Piedmont (36 percent) from
Virginia to Alabama. Throughout the Southeast, class V and VI farms together
accounted for 60 to 78 percent of all commercial farms in 1949, with the former
of somewhat greater relative importance in the areas of better soil and more
favorable topography, the latter in the more hilly and mountainous areas. 9

Policy implications
It is quite possible that a considerable number of the Nation's small family-

scale (class V) commercial farms have enough resources to produce from
farining a family income comparable with that the same family could earn in
nonfarm occupations. The mediani family cash income for this class of farms
was $1,470 in 1949. At least $400 to $500 more should be added for the average
value of farm products produced and consumed on the farm ' in the same year,
bringing the median family income in cash and kind (excluding allowance for
rent-equivalent of farm dwelling) up to, $1,900 to $2,000. Thus, perhaps half
of all class V farm families should be considered outside of the real low-income
family group, although some of them would be so considered because they had
significant off-farm income rather than depending wholly upon income from
farming. Because of the greater heterogeneity of class V farms, some sub-
classification is necessary for policy purposes. Before doing so, however, we
should again emphasize the ineffectiveness of price-support programs in solving
the low-income problem of small commercial farms. The following comparisons
of the average amount of the five largest CCC loans and the average CCC loan
on the 1953 cotton crop lend striking support to this argument:

M AlcElveen and Bachman, op. cit., pp. 67 and 70.
JO McElveen and Bachman (op. cit., p. 73) estimated the average value of farm, products

produced and consumed on the farm for all commercial farms In selected low-production
area in 1949: Mississippi Delta $194 (reflecting the small return in kind of the specialized,
usually nonwhite, sharecropper in the best cotton areas of the South). $350 to $449 in the
Georgia Coastal Plains, interior plateaus of Tennessee, and southwest sandy lands of
Texa.': $450 to $549 in the eastern hilly area of Mississippi, the North Carolina Cotton
Piedmont, and the Missouri Ozark-Ouachita Mountains; and $581 to $667 in the Appa-
lachiasi Valley of Tennessee and, the Appalachian Mountains of North Carolina. The
average for the 9 areas was $470. for the 8 areas omitting the Delta. $504.

Prof. Margaret Reid, of the University of Chicago, in an unpublished study of the
comparability of farm and nonfarmn incomes, concluded that for all farms an allowance of
$1,000 should be made for farm income in kind, including food and housing. For low-
production farms, however, the average quality of housing (hence its imputed rental value)
is relatively low, though $240 to $360 might be a reasonably close rough approximation.
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Average Average
Average Average, State 6 largest all CCC

State S largest all CCC Stt CO lan
loans loans loans loans

California $649,335 $1, 731 South Carolina -- $87, 880 $368
Mississippi -479, 535 372 Louisiana - -74, 823 452
Arizona-231. 209 1, 378 Tennessee - -42, 655 299
Texas -219, 440 337 North Carolina 42,438 403
Arkansas-192.517 407 Oklahoma - - --- 31, 932 229
Missouri -153,191 395 Georgia ------------------ 27,516 309
New Mexico -144, 835 500
Alabama - 109, 712 318 Average -- 177, 001 536

These data clearly indicate the inefficiency and inequity of a Government
price-support program which-in order to add a few hundred dollars (actually
the competitive market value of the collateral should be deducted in determining
the net benefits) to the average cotton farmer's gross income-must add thou-
sands and thousands of dollars to the income of the relatively few large com-
mercial farmers who are far better off.than the typical urban family.

Among the class V farms, there are undoubtedly a significant number of farms
which have sufficient land resources for efficient operation but which have low
family incomes from farming because of insufficient working capital, deficiencies
of management, and the failure to keep abreast with technological progress and
changing market demands. More agricultural research needs to be directed
toward the special problems of the small commercial farm and more effective
ways (such as Kentucky's family plan) of reaching them through the agricul-
tural extension service should be developed. They are also particularly in need
of supervised credit for improvement of their buildings, fencing, pasture im-
provement, and the purchase of machinery and livestock. Their managerial
know-how is likely to be particularly deficient if an appropriate farm-reorgani-
zation plan would require a shift in their type of farming from a single cash
crop to a more diversified crop-livestock combination. They may be excellent
cotton or tobacco producers, while knowing very little about efficient production
of hogs, cattle, or poultry. Too frequently, even the State research and extension
programs are strongly oriented toward a single regionally important cash crop,
although this tendency is gradually breaking down.

Local commercial bank resources, in the absence of nearby industrial-urban
centers, are likely to be extremely limited and devoted almost wholly to short-
term seed and fertilizer loans for the prevalent cash crop. Even if local rural
banks are able and willing to make loans for sound improvements which will pay
off handsomely but only after 3 to 5 years, they usually will do so only on either
a 1-year renewable basis or on the basis of a real-estate mortgage-terms which
most cautious farmers will be unwilling to accept. Much the same is true of the
agencies of the Farm Credit Administration, which primarily serve the larger
commercial farmers, which provide intermediate-term credit needs only in a
limited and indirect way through renewable PCA loans, and which are not very
active in the South.

In part the credit needs of such farms could be taken care of by the more
widespread employment and use of agricultural specialists by rural commercial
banks and by the development of intermediate-term types of credit by the FCA.
In part private processing firms could play an important role-as they already
have in the development of the Southern broiler and dairy products industries-
by providing small farmers with the market, the capital, and the managerial
knowledge necessary to permit them to shift to profitable but once unfamiliar
new farms products. (The southern broiler industry has been an almost unique
example of a situation involving sufficient movement of farm capital into highly
rural communities to employ much of the local farm population fully in agricul-
ture without requiring a concomitant out-migration of the farm labor force.)
But, in large part-given the regional deficiency of capital and the need of care-
ful supervision of its use-the more suitable small commercial farms in the
South can solve their credit problem only through the extension and further
improvement of the activities of the Farmers' Home Administration. After
many vicissitudes this agency has now developed a sound basic statute and a
plan of action and supervision well suited to the needs of the Southern low-
production commercial farm, particularly if its land resources are adequate,
but much await the availability of intermediate-term credit resources if they
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are to be improved and developed on an efficient basis. A substantial increase
in the Government's financial backing of the Farmers' Home Administration
would appear to be called for, even at the sacrifice of much of the present costly
price-support program.

For a substantially larger number of class V farms, the operator families lack
the land as well as other capital resources to produce a satisfactory family income
from farming. Insofar as class V (and class VI) farms consist of cropper sub-
units (each a census farm) of multiple-unit plantation operations, the problems
of providing greater land and capital resources per operator family are probabIw
least acute. For purposes of farm reorganization, plantation operations have

distinct advantages. First, they usually consist of contiguous tracts of land
under common ownership so that the total landholding can rather readily be
subdivided into a smaller number of operating subunits as the occasion arises.
Furthermore, the owners of multiple-unit operations are likely to have greater
resources for self-financing and greater access to local credit agencies in providing
a more adequate supply of capital per operator family. Finally, they probably
possess more of the managerial know-how and ability to make fullest use of the
latest available agricultural research and technology.
. With the substantial outmigration of sharecroppers (largely Negro) from
the South during the 1940's, much of this type of reorganization took place. As
a result of the increasing scarcity of farm labor and higher wage rates, mechani-
zation of cotton production and farm diversification were strongly encouraged,
without social hardships, in the areas most suitable for mechanized operations.
However, because some gaps remain in the mechanization of cotton, there is
still considerable need for labor at certain crucial parts of the cropyear. This
fact, in conjunction with a slackening of the pace of outmigration and the lag
in the development of sizes of farm machinery adapted to small-scale cotton-
farming operations, has put a damper on further plantation reorganization in
more recent years. As a result, much inefficiency in the use of farm labor re-
sources remains even under plantation conditions. Certainly, no one would
want to promote the displacement of cropper families, in the absence of better
off-farm opportunities, through mechanization. However, given such oppor-
tunities, public policy should be directed toward facilitating their outmigra-
tion and toward eliminating the remaining technological barriers to full
mechanization.

In this connection, it should be observed that low-income Negro families face
particularly difficult problems in the South. Given racial discrimination in lo-
cal nonfarm employment, even nearby industrial-urban development may offer
them only limited opportunities for bettering themselves. To some extent,
certain all-Negro jobs (e. g., broiler processing) may be developed locally; in
other cases (notably, in the new International Harvester plant at Memphis)
a firm management policy of nondiscrimination is gradually gaining a sur-
prising degree of social acceptance. Nonetheless, progress in this area is of
necessity slow and evolutionary in character. Under such circumstances, given
industrial-urban development in parts of the South, one might expect that,
through a process of occupational selection, the relative importance of Ne-
groes as farm operators might actually grow in the South. In fact, the op-
posite has happened. Even more than whites, Negroes probably face very
great barriers in getting access to the local capital market for farming pur-
poses. Thus, if they become independent farm operators locally, it is usually
on the basis of such limited capital and managerial talent that they must lo-
cate on the poorer and rougher soils, with resources too small to produce more
than the most meager living. As a result of these factors, most low-income
Negro farm operators have few alternatives to long-distance migration as a
means of improving their economic and social status substantially. In doing so
in large numbers, they have run counter to the generally positive association be-
tween educational attainment and propensity to migrate. For these reasons,
public-education, vocational-training, and employment-information services need
to give more attention to the special economic problems of Negroes. Similarly,
insofar as it is not yet doing so, the Farmers' Home Administration should make
a conscious effort to follow nondiscriminatory loan policies.

Speaking more generally, for whites and Negroes alike, a solution of the low-
income problem of areas dominated by class V farms must await either a
considerable long-distance outmigration of people from those areas or a con-
siderable amount of nearby industrial-urban development. In our discussion of
low-income class VI farms above, we have already indicated the process by
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which long-run farm reorganization might take place and be facilitated in
rural areas which lose sufficient excess population by outmigration. Much the
same holds for low-income class V farms except that the latter are perhaps more
often located in areas somewhat more suitable in soil and topography for an effi-
cient agriculture, and already have larger land and capital resources per farm
upon the basis of which farm enlargement, improvement, and development can
more readily proceed.

The institutional and locational barriers to land consolidation are very great.
Nonetheless, given sufficient outmigration, farmland does begin to become avail-
able for rental or purchase at prices which make farm enlargement possible and
economical. As such areas are found, the Farmers Home Administration should
be alert to the possibilities of farm enlargement and improvement on a higher
productivity basis. It should also be given the financial resources to provide
the types of credit and managerial assistance required to bring about the estab-
lishment of a smaller number of larger, more efficient, and better diversified
farming units in areas in which such a development is feasible and economically
sound.

This kind of areawide reorganization of agriculture is a slow process, and the
magnitude of the necessary adjustments is exceptionally great. For example,
-the Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station recently estimated that the
optimum long-run readjustment of the agricultural resources of the Mississippi
uplands would require a 150-percent increase in total farm capital and a 60-
percent reduction in the farm labor force, accompanied by a substantial increase
in the average size of farm. Readjustments of this magnitude can be left wholly
to evolutionary forces only at great human and social cost. Certainly, the
process must be hastened and facilitated by sound public policies.

At the same time, though the goal is clear, such policies must be gradualistic
and voluntary. For underemployed farm people, the objective must be to promote
better nonfarm employment opportunities and their knowledge and ability to take
advantage of such opportunities on a strictly voluntary basis. In meeting farm-
credit needs in areas of extensive rural underemployment, public and private
resources must be expanded gradually, with due regard for sound farm planning
and the need for extensive managerial assistance. But, within this framework
of democratic values and sound economics, public policies must be promptly
evolved and generously financed to reduce as rapidly as possible the incidence
of rural poverty and rural slums in America.

Once again, as already covered in detail in our discussion of small-scale
(class VI) farm areas, we should emphasize the importance of industrialization
of areas of rural underemployment as a frequently superior alternative to large-
scale outmigration of underemployed farm people. We do not need to repeat
that discussion here with reference to means of improving the low incomes of
class V farm areas, although much the same principles would hold. The prin-
cipal difference is that, given nearby industrial-urban development, class V
farms may more often than class VI farms have the capabilities for reorganiza-
tion into full-time farming units, which might produce a more satisfactory
family living from farming alone, instead of following the alternative route of
becoming additional part-time farms. Hence, the only significant thing we can
add here is to describe how industrial-urban development can serve as the
dynamic factor which brings about local agricultural reorganization at a mini-
mum of human and social costs and of public intervention.

There are a limited number of local areas in the southeast which, for one
reason or another, have had considerable industrial-urban development-accom-
panied by a significant influx of nonagricultural capital and a rising per capita
income-during the past several decades. Yet, 30 to 50 years ago, these eco-
nomically advanced counties were as rural and as dependent upon agriculture
(and had comparably low farm output per worker and family levels of living,
and similar resources and cultural history) as contiguous counties which, lacking
industrial-urban development, have remained economically backward until the
present day. Observation and comparison of such groups of counties suggest that
industrial-urban development has had very important effects in improving the
efficiency and family income of the local agriculture in the economically advanced
areas. What appears to happen is as follows:

By creating nearby nonfarin employment opportunities, local industrialization
increases the actual cost of hired farm labor and the imputed cost of operator-
family labor used in agriculture. -The full-time farm operator, faced with higher
labor costs, is forced to reorganize his farm business so that the productivity of
the worker remaining in agriculture is raised enough to cover his greater cost.
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Such reorganization may take the form of farm enlargement, improvement and
more intensive use of existing farms, or subdivision into smaller part-time and
residential farms, depending primarily upon location relative to the growing
-urban center. But, in every case, it involves a higher ratio of capital to labor
-on the farm.

The important thing is that, by breaking down imperfections in the local labor
and capital markets, industrial-urban development of rural areas greatly speeds
readjustments in the direction of higher productivity and higher family incomes
for agriculture. First, because it is much easier to get underemployed people
to change occupations without changing residence (migration), local nonfarm
job opportunities have a far more immediate and marked effect upon local
labor returns than do distant opportunities. Second, the drain on local com-
inunity capital. which accompanies outmigration is avoided. Third, the influx
of nonagricultural capital wvhich accompanies industrialization increases local
banking and credit resources and personal savings. Hence, local financial insti-
tutions become more adequate to thte need for local economic development and,
in the process. more willing and able to provide nearby agriculture with much-
needed capital resources.

Fourth, with the growth of industrial-urban centers, additional nonfarm jobs
are generated in the service industries. Thus, with new markets created for
locally produced farm products, local business leadership has new incentives
to establish and extend farm marketing and processing facilities and to develop
sources of supply by providing local farmers with the capital and know-how
needed to shift to new and more profitable lines of production. Furthermore,
-with improved local markets for consumer and farm-production goods, local
farmers are likely to gain by the availability of a wider range of goods and
services, provided on a more efficient and more competitive basis and with more
adequate informational and credit facilities. Finally, with greater concentration
of population and rising per capita incomes, such developing communities can
supply much-improved public services (e. g., education, health, transportation,
and communication) which raise nearby rural levels of living and stimulate
further economic development.

Unfortunately. outside of a few older metropolitan areas, industrial-urban
development in the South has been relatively spotty and has not yet been widely
enough diffused to alleviate much of the low-income problem in areas of rural
underemployment. Where industrial-urban development has taken place, how-
ever, the ameliorative effects on the nearby agriculture have been substantial
and clearly point to its desirability as one major route to raising the productivity
and income of this region and its vast underemployed farm population. Hence,
public policies need to be developed to help rural communities industrialize; to
stimulate the growth of small business; and to assure low-income regions of
adequate power supplies and auxiliary public educational, vocational, informa-
tional, and communication services.

The magnitude of the problem is too great to leave wholly to private evolu-
tionary forces. For example, during 1950-60, the 7 Tennessee Valley States
will have a natural increase in their labor force of 1,600,000 and (conservatively)
500.000 more will leave agriculture. Thus, during the present decade, this region
will need to find nonfarm outlets for at least 2,100,000 workers. These 7
States enjoyed as great an expansion in nonagricultural employment during
y)40-50 as in the previous 50 years. But, even with the same large volume of
outmigration as took place during that decade, these States must provide addi-
tional nonfarm job opportunities, as great as those produced in the phenomenal
1940's, if the expected accretions to its labor force are to be fully absorbed.
With no outmigration, even such progress would absorb only one-half of the
expected accretions to their nonagricultural labor force.

F. CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMERCIAL FARMS BY LEVEL OF FAMILY I7COME AND
PRODUCTIVITY

Clifractcristic8 byi .size of fanmdy income
It is not possible to determine the characteristics of low-production (class V

and VI) farms only by family income. Such information is available only for
all commercial farms, although .low-production commercial farms accounted
for 74 percent of all commercial farms with family net cash incomes from all
sources under $1,000; but only 42 percent of all with incomes of $1,000 to $2,999
and only 17 percent (if all with indomes of $3,000 or more. Hence, the charac-
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teristics of commercial farms with incomes under $1,000 largely reflect those.
of class V and VI farms only.
. Among all commercial farms, lower family incomes were associated rather
closely with greater tenancy and sharecropping in the South but not in the-
non-South, where owner-operators were of considerably greater relative im-
portance (appendix table II). Nonwhite operators and operators and family
members with little or no off-farm work or income were more common in the
lower income group. There was little relation between family income and
median age of operator or average family size in the South but there was
a negative relationship in the non-South. Lower family incomes were also
associated with lower educational achievement, more frequent location on unim-
proved roads (but, in the South, location closer to a trading center), and
smaller and more poorly maintained and equipped housing.

More specifically, in 1949, there were about 927,000 commercial farms (6S
percent in the South) with family cash incomes under $1,000. Their average
family income was $440 in the South and $513 in the non-South but, taking
regional differences in average family size into account, the difference in per
capita cash income was greater-$102 in the South and $160 in the non-South.
Of these farms, 57 percent (46 percent South, 51 percent non-South) were-
owned by the operators, 27 percent (39 percent in the South) of whom were
nonwhite. In the South, of all commercial farms with incomes under $1,000,
25 percent were operated by tenants and 29 percent by croppers. For the
Nation as a whole, only 2 percent of the operators of these farms worked off
farm 100 or more days, only 11 percent had other family members reporting
any nonfarm work, and only 4 percent of the families received off-farm cash
income in excess of their gross farm-product sales.

For commercial farms with less than $1,000 family income, there were distinct
differences in the character of the operator family population between South
and non-South-median age of operator 47.8 and 55.2; average family size
4.3 and 3.2; and percentage of complete operator families with 1 to 4 children
under 18 years, 41 and 31 percent. About 63 percent (76 and 35 percent)
of the operators had not completed elementary school and only 6 percent (4 and
11 percent) had completed high school or more. In the South, 50 percent of
these low-income commercial farms depended primarily upon cotton production
and 24 percent on other field-crop specialties (principally tobacco and peanuts).
In the non-South, most of them depended primarily upon dairy or poultry (37
percent) or other livestock (28 percent). These farms averaged 5.5 miles from
a trading center and 43 percent (50 percent South, 31 percent non-South)
were located on an unimproved road. Of their farm dwellings-averaging 4.6
rooms in the South and 5.9 rooms in the non-South-54 percent (45 and 69
percent) were built before 1919 and 26 percent (32 and 12 percent) were
dilapidated. While 64 (60 and 75) percent of these farms had electricity, only
20 (7 and 49) percent had telephones and only 23 (15 and 40) percent had piped
running water inside the dwelling.

It is interesting, by way of contrast, to review the characteristics of the
Nation's commercial farms with family incomes over $3,000, which should
represent the high-production and high-income minority of the Nation's farms.
In 1949, there were 1,044,000 of these farms (only 25 percent in the South),
of which 8 (8 and 9) percent had family incomes of $10,000 or more. Excluding
the latter, their average family income was $4,618 in the South and $4,704
in the non-South or, on a per capita basis, $1,100 and $1,120, there being no
regional difference in family size among upper-income commercial farmers. Of
these farms, 77 percent were operated by owners, but only 6 percent by croppers
and only 3 percent by nonwhites. Of their operators, 16 percent (20 and 14
percent) reported more than 100 days of off-farm work, 21 percent (22 and 20
percent) reported other family members working off farm, and 14 percent (20
and 12 percent) reported off-farm income greater than gross cash sales of farm
products. With virtually no regional differences, these farms had operators
with a median age of 46.2 years, an average family size of 4.2 persons, 53 percent
of their operator families consisting of husband, wife, and 1 to 4 children under
18, and 27 percent of their operators with a high-school education or better.
Even in this upper-income group of farms, however, 24 percent (35 and 21
percent) had not completed elementary school.

In the South, 53 percent of these upper-income commercial farms (as compared
with 76 percent of those with incomes under $1,000) were primarily dependent
upon cotton, tobacco, cash-grain, and other field-crop specialties. But 47 percent
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,(as compared with 24 percent for the low-income group) derived their major
farm income from dairy, poultry, other livestock, and general farming. In the
iion-South, the corresponding figures were 26 and 74 percent, respectively. These
farms were a median distance of 6.1 (6.8 and 5.8) miles from a trading center
but only 23 (42 and 17) percent were located on an unimproved road. Of their
farm dwellings, which averaged 5.7 and 6.9 rooms, 65 percent (34 percent in the
South, 75 percent in the non-South) were built before 1919 but only 5 (9 and 4)
percent were "dilapidated." Fully 91 (90 and 91) percent had electricity, 70
(64 and 72) percent had piped running water inside the dwelling, and 63 (38
and 72) percent had a telephone.
Levels of productivity on commercial farms

In table 2, we present some basic productivity indexes for all commercial farms
combined in selected low-production farm areas, mostly in the South. Among
the 9 southern low-production areas, the average value of product (including
home-produced food) per farm ranged from $1,910 in the eastern hilly area of
Mississippi to $3,242 in the coastal plains area of Georgia, or from 30 to 52
percent of the national average and from 20 to 34 percent of the average in
central Iowa. Perhaps a more significant measure of output is "the value of
product added" after allowing for major production expenses. Among the
southern areas, the value of product added per farm ranged from $1,525 in the
eastern hills of Mississippi to $2,421 in the delta of the same State, or 38 to 60
percent of the national average and 25 to 40 percent of the central Iowa average.
'Considering these wide ranges in output per farm, there was a very narrow
range in labor input per farm, after adjustments for off-farm work and other
factors. Among the southern low-production areas, the range was from 1.30
(eastern hilly) to 1.79 (coastal plain) man-years per farm, or fully 77 to 107
percent of the national average and 92 to 126 percent of the central Iowa average.
-On the other hand, there was a much wider range in capital input per farm,
from $5,563 in the eastern hills of Mississippi to $12,993 in the interior plateaus
(central basin and highland rim) of Tennessee, or 24 to 57 percent of the national

-average and only 12 to 28 percent of the central Iowa average.
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Tennessee Appalachian Valley - - 1,785 2,580 1.42 11,165 1,817 1,257 7,863 .80 6,255 28.7 300 148
North Carolina Appalachian Mountains- - 1,736 2,497 1.34 10 193 1,863 1,296 7,607 .77 5,872 16.2 508 277
Missouri Ozark Ouachita ---- 1,723 3,153 1.38 10,738 2,285 1,249 7,781 :80 6,232 35.9 195 70
Mississippi eastern hilly - -1,525 1,910 1.30 5,563 1,469 1,173 4,279 .85 3,648 28.4 143 92

-Compiled or computed from McElveen and Bachman, Low Production Farms, U. S. 3 Including estimate of value of product produced and consumed on farm. H
Department of Agriculture, Information Bulletin108 (1953), tables 10-14, 33. 4 'Jan-years of 2,500 hours, adjusted for operator's work oif farm, age of operator, and

2 Value of farm products produced (including estimate of product consumed on farm) seasonality, quantity, and quality of family labor inputs.
less expenditures for purchase of livestock and poultry, leed seed, fertilizer, fuel, and 5 Sum of value of land and buildings, power and machinery, and productive livestock.
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These comparisons mean, of course, that the typical Southern farm worker
had far less capital to work with, so that his productivity was far less. For
example, labor input per farm in the Appalachian Valley of Tennessee and
the Cotton Piedmont of North Carolina (despite local manufacturing employ-
ment well above average for the selected southern areas) was virtually the
same as in central Iowa, but their farm workers had only 20 to 24 percent
as much capital to assist their efforts and (in terms of product added) produced
only 29 to 31 percent as much. Among the southern areas, capital per worker
ranged from $4,279 in the eastern hilly section of Mississippi to $7,S63 in the
Appalachian Valley of Tennessee-or 31 to 58 percent of the national average
and only 13 to 24 percent of the central Iowa average. Product added per
worker ranged much more narrowly, from $1,173 in the eastern hills to $1,494
in the Delta-or 49 to 62 percent of the national average and 28 to 35 percent
of the average for central Iowa.

Put another way, it took about twice as much labor to produce $1,000 of
product added in these low-production areas as in the Nation as a whole and
all of 3 to 4 times as much as in central Iowa. On the other hand, per $1,000
of product added, capital input in the southern areas were surprisingly high,
ranging from $3,024 in the Delta to $6,255 in the Appalachian Valley-or 54 to
111 percent of the national average and 40 to 82 percent of that of central
Iowa. This suggests that the low-production problem in the South may be less
a deficiency of capital in present production techniques than an inefficient
scale of operations which hampers changes in these techniques, the unsatis-
factory composition of present total capital investment, and the existence
of a large element of hidden underemployment in present labor inputs.

First, on the matter of scale, these interregional comparisons conceal the
fact that the typical commercial farms of central Iowa are large and medium
(classes II-IV) family farms, whereas in the low-production areas they are
small-family (class V) farms. Thus, the average commercial farm in central
Iowa has 136.7 acres of cropland, as compared with only 16.2 acres in the
Appalachian Mountains and 28 to 46 acres in the other southern areas, and
typically that land is much more adequately improved, has considerably better
soil, and has a topography more favorable to mechanized operations. Because
of their larger average scale, Iowa farms can make more efficient use of ma-
chinery in crop production, can obtain a substantially larger output from a given
investment in livestock, and can more generally take advantage of the latest
advances in agricultural technology, such as improved seeds and strains of
livestock, knowledge in the use of fertilizers and insecticides, and the like. Thus,
while central Iowa farms have several times as much farm power and machinery
per worker as do commercial farms in the low-production areas, power and
machinery comprise a smaller proportion of their total capital investment than
they do in any of the low-production areas where, because of the small scale of
operations, even the present stock of machinery is underemployed. Similarly,
except in the Delta and Cotton Piedmont. all southern low-production areas had
a larger proportion of their total capital invested in productive livestock than
did central Iowa, even though the latter had many times more livestock per
worker.

Second, despite the fact that the commercial farms in no low-production area
had as large a proportion of its total capital investment in land and buildings as
did those in central Iowa, this proportion was probably unduly high in the
South in terms of total productive investment. It should be emphasized that the
value of the farm dwelling (an unproductive investment) is included in the
value of land and buildings, which in turn accounted for 65 to 82 percent of the
total capital investment on commercial farms in our low-production areas.
Given the small scale of southern farms, even farm dwellings quite modest by
Iowa standards would bulk relatively large in the total capital inputs of such
farms, as compared with more sumptuous dwellings in Iowa. Hence, for this
reason, the data of table 2 may somewhat overstate the productive capital
inputs for southern farms.

Furthermore, given the pressure of population on the land in the South for
both residential and productive uses farmland is likely to be over priced relative
to its productivity as compared with Iowa land. Hence, $1,000 of investment in
Southern farmland (particularly in tobacco areas) will frequently buy less in
the way of quality of soil. topography, and productive improvements than the
same amount invested in Iowa land. Thus we find (table 2) that the value of
land and buildings per acre of cropland in commercial farms was $508 in the
Appalachian Mountains of North Carolina and $300 in the Appalachian Valley of
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Tennessee, as compared with $281 in central Iowa. The comparable figures per
acre of cropland and open pasture combined (omitting only woodland) were
$277, $148, and $245 with land values in the Cotton Piedmont ($162) and the
Delta ($150) exceeding the Appalachian Valley on this basis.

These considerations indicate that, of the total capital now invested in
southern commercial farms, an excess amount is invested in farm dwellings and
relatively unimproved land and too little is invested in productive improve-
ments (other farm buildings, fencing, pasture improvement, etc.) in the farmland
proper. Clearly, in the absence of local industrialization which will convert
many of these small farms into part-time or residential farms without reorganiza-
tion, a correction of this situation will require a combination of considerable out-
migration with much land consolidation and improvement by those families
which remain behind.

Difficult though such an areawide reorganization of agricultural resources is
to achieve, table 3 makes clear that, in every low-production area of the South,
there are already some farms of sufficient size and capital resources to attain
relatively high levels of productivity, hence satisfactory family incomes from
farming alone. Unfortunately, such farms constitute only 20 to 50 percent of all
commercial farms in the low-production areas, as compared with 88 percent in
central Iowa and 62 percent for the Nation as a whole. The paramount problem
for public policy is to develop means of facilitating the reorganization of Ameri-
can (particularly southern) agriculture, so that the proportion of medium-to-
large family farms can increase at the maximum rate consistent with voluntary
action and democratic values.
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. The first step is to realize the fundamental fact that there are far more Amer-
Tcan families trying to make a living from farming than our agricultural re-
sources can possibly support at a level of living comparable with that afforded by
comparable nonfarm occupations. The second step is to recognize that, while
primarily benefiting those farm families which are least in need of financial aid,
our agricultural price-support policies can contribute almost nothing to a solu-
-tion of the problem of rural poverty. At the same time, because of their great
-cost in treasure and in administrative effort, they strongly divert public funds
and public concern from millions of underemployed rural people who require
substantial and sustained assistance. The final step is to develop a consistent,
-coordinated, and integrated set of public policies which will by attacking the
fundamental causes, go far toward solving the problem of rural poverty during
-the next decade or two.

IV. A POSITIVE PROGRAM FOR REDUCING RURAL POVERTY

Agricul hire and economic progress
All of American agriculture has a strong interest in public policies directed

-toward the maintenance of economic stability. In fact, for the medium to large
commercial farmer, it is the instability of farm prices and incomes, rather than
their level, which is his principal problem. Hence, it is quite important to
Amercan agriculture that the national economy be stabilized at a high level of
-employment and income, that (as a second line of defense) public policies provide
-for a moderately high floor under farm incomes should a general economic reces-
sion nonetheless ensue, and that public-storage and crop-insurance policies be

-developed which will give him considerable protection against drought and other
hazards of nature. While meeting these objectives would require considerable
modification of present national agricultural policies, our present interest lies
-elsewhere. What concerns us here is the longer-term problem of national eco-
nomic growth and the means of assuring that agriculture will receive and con-
tribute its full share in that economic growth, consistent with the general public
interest in a highly productive national economy and high and equitably dis-
-tributed real incomes.

It is of the essence of economic progress that the proportion of a developing
national economy's labor force engaged in agriculture should decline. This is
true on the demand side because of the slackening rate of population growth in
an industrial-urban economy and the low income elasticity of demand for foods
:-and fibers (apart from attached services) as a nation's real income rises. It
is also true on the supply side in that, in a progressive economy, agriculture
fully shares in the fruits of technological research and progress, so that fewer
-and fewer labor resources are needed to produce a given output. As a result,
-quite contrary to the dreary Malthusian thesis, an economically advanced nation
is likely to be faced with a strong secular tendency for the growth in the supply
of farm products to outspace the growth in the demand for them. This follows
because of the difficulty and slowness with which basic structural readjustments
in the occupational composition of the labor force take place, particularly where
the basic forces requiring such readjustments are constantly reinforced by
further progress.

As a consequence, there tends to be an almost perennial oversupply of labor in
the agriculture of an advanced economy, exerting (apart from wartime periods
of extraordinary demand) a rather continuously depressing effect on farm
prices and, even more, average family incomes. Opinions differ as to whether
the demand for American farm products will catch up with their supply during
the next two decades. Population projections for the United States have been
revised upward substantially as a result of the sharp rise in birthrates since
1940. On the other hand, more general application of present knowledge about
efficient farming practices could add substantially to the Nation's farm output
and there appears to be reason to expect that further technological progress in
agriculture will be substantial. At the very least, the United States has the
prospect of meeting fully its prospective food and fiber needs during the decades
that lie ahead. At the same time, there are 2 million or more farm families
which, in any case, add too little to agricultural output to be of public concern
:as actual or potential producers of foods and fibers.

Nonetheless, as victims of rural poverty who could earn more and consume
more in nonfarm occupations, they should be of great public concern as the
Nation's greatest reservoir of underemployed and largely wasted resources.
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Unfortunately, given the unsatisfactory nature of national employment statistics,
these people are considered "fully employed" although at best their employment:
is part-time and very unproductive. Their inclusion among America's farm-
workers also pulls down the farm income per worker or per capita to levels which
compare very unfavorably with nonfarm income, lending support to public farm
policies which help them hardly at all while concealing the need for a positive
public program (largely nonagricultural in nature) to alleviate their low state-
of productivity and income.

Obstacles to the reduction of rural poverty
The principal obstacles to a reduction in the degree and extent of rural poverty

are the inadequacies of investment in the vigor and productivity of our human
resources and the barriers to mobility of both labor and capital.

Even the richest of communities, urban or rural, is bound to have its hard core
of permanently poor as a result of old age, physical and mental disability, and
broken families. Outside of the South, a major proportion of the low-income
farm families are poor for such largely unavoidable reasons and, generally speak-
ing, their communities are wealthy enough to alleviate such occasional poverty
and to provide adequate public services which will enable the children of such
poor families to rise above their initial poverty. In much of the South, however,
the low-income problem is community-wide and largely self-perpetuating, be-
cause the local community lacks the resources to provide adequate public edu-
cation and health services for the younger generation. While many of those in
their productive years do seek escape from their poverty by the difficult route of
long-distance migration, they are ill-prepared for such a drastic change in their
way of life, drain their community of even its limited capital resources, and yet
bring to the richer communities to which they mirgate an undesirably low level
of general education and skills. Many others who should also migrate-lacking
the knowledge, vigor, and productivity which such a serious step requires-fail
to do so. Thus, as a result of the inadequacies of public investment in improv-
ing the quality of these potentially valuable human resources, both the low-in-
come area and the Nation at large suffer an incalculable loss.

Among the other obstacles to labor mobility, several deserve special emphasis.
First, insofar as the national economy is unstable or fails to expand at a suf-
ficiently rapid rate, the lack of satisfactory alternative job opportunities in other
occupations or regions is a paramount barrier to the reduction of rural poverty.
Second, given sufficient opportunities elsewhere, the lack of adequate public em-
ployment-information services is a serious one. In rural areas, where the larger
farmers are most concerned with an adequate supply of hired labor, local polit-
ical pressure may cause the local employment service to emphasize farm place-
ment rather than to facilitate much-needed shifts of labor out of agriculture
all together. In any case, the administrative compartmentalization of farm and
nonfarm placement is likely to cause the employment service to work at cross
purposes. Third, there is in most rural areas a serious lack of vocational train-
ing for occupations other than agriculture. Few rural high schools offer vo-
cational training other than agricultural, and the congressional formulas for al-
location of Federal vocational-training grants-in-aid to the States and the almost
complete administrative compartmentalization of farm and nonfarm vocational
training programs tend to perpetuate this situation.

Fourth, while a facet of the problem of capital mobility, the rate at which in-
dustrialization of rural areas is proceeding is still so slow as to discourage ade-
quate labor mobility. The reason is that it is much easier to induce underem-
ployed rural people to change occupations locally than to change their place of
residence and way of life as well. Finally. certain public policies may actually
discourage labor mobility. Certainly, while being too small to return a satisfac-
tory family income, minimum acreage allotments (particularly for tobacco) may
cause low-income families to hang on to a meager subsistence from agriculture
rather than to shift to another occupation. Similarly, under the peculiar cir-
cumstances of part-time farming, unemployment compensation may create an in-
centive for them to refrain from migration. In the South, many part-time farm-
ers who work seasonally at nonfarm employment qualify for unemployment in-
surance, which may constitute a major sources of cash income. At the same
time, local industrial plants can follow unstable and even irresponsible employ-
ment policies with impunity.

The obstacles to capital mobility into low-income rural areas are great with
regard to both industrial and agricultural investments. To a major extent, the
flow of industrial capital is a matter for private enterprise rather than public
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policy. However, Federal policies toward the location of defense plants and
*toward public and private power have thus far failed to take adequately into
.account the crucial importance of additional industrialization to much of the
low-income rural South. While certain spectacular developments in the atomic-
energy field have been located in the South, these are such mammoth users of
power as to seriously retard the development of new private power-using indus-
tries in that area, given a shortage in the total power supply. The Federal
concept of "labor-surplus" areas has also been much too narrow to reveal the
existence of an abundant underemployed rural labor supply in most of the
southern region. Much of the interest of labor organizations in a uniform
national minimum wage has also been motivated by a drive to eliminate North-
South wage differentials the existence of which would appear desirable, though
a relatively minor factor, in encouraging much-needed industrial development
.in the South. Certainly, the Federal Government has done relatively little, on
an informational level, either to help low-income rural areas to help themselves
or to provide industrialists with an appreciation of the need and the opportunity
for industrialization which many of these areas offer.

On the agrcultural side, the obstacles to capital mobility have been nearly
-as great. As presently organized, the agriculture in most low-income areas is
not in a position to make extensive use of additional capital. In the long view,
however, given a sufficient reduction of the excess farm labor supply by out-
migration or by local industrial-urban development, the opportunities for farm
consolidation, reorganization, and improvement are great. However, even where
such opportunities exist, most financial institutions are not yet equipped to take
care of the credit needs of the more promising farmers and low-production farm-
ing areas. Intermediate-term credit is virtually unavailable from any source
and few commercial banks in rural areas are able or wvilling to provide super-
vised farm credit on acceptable terms or of sufficient magnitude to do the job.

The agencies of the Farm Credit Administration have failed to develop means
of meeting the credit needs of the small farmer or of the low-production farm
areas. Only the Farmers' Home Administration and, in isolated instances,
private processors of farm products of farm products have made a real start
on this serious credit problem and their resources have been far less than ade-
quate as measured against the size of the task. Finally, agricultural experiment
stations have tended to neglect the small farm and its enlargement, reorganiza-
tion, and diversification in their research programs while few agricultural exten-
sion services have developed effective means of reaching the operators of small
or part-time farms. In the absence of the influx of capital which accompanies
industrial-urban development, there seems to be no alternative to Federal farm
credit as a means of raising farm incomes in low-income rural areas, since
there is bound to be an areawide capital deficit and the agriculture in such
areas is quite unlikely to attract much private capital from other regions.

The way out
The magnitude and difficulties of the low-income rural problem in the United

States almost stagger the imagination. But they should make clear that, despite
our deep concern for assisting underdeveloped nations abroad, we may have
overlooked comparable problems-different in degree but not in kind-of under-
developed regions within our own Nation. In the interest of a strong and
growing national economy, we can no longer afford to neglect these serious
regional problems.

At various places in this memorandum, we have discussed the policy implica-
tions of the low-income farm problem in some detail. Hence, we need do no
more than summarize them here. In my view, a positive program to reduce
rural poverty would have the following major elements:

(1) The development of a substantial program of Federal grants-in-aid for
public-school education and for expanded public-health services.

(2) The maintenance of a stable and steadily expanding national economy.
(3) The extension and improvement of the United States Employment Serv-

ice in rural areas, with fuller integration of the objectives and administration of
farm and nonfarm placement.

(4) A considerable increase in congressional appropriations for vocational-
training grants-in-aid to the States, with a revision of the allocation formulas
to encourage nonfarm training in rural high schools and to break down the ad-
ministrative barriers between the farm and nonfarm phases of the program.
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(5) The abandonment of present provisions for minimum acreage allotments
in our basic farm legislation because of their dilatory effect on productive
efficiency and labor mobility.

(6) The revision of the basic statute on unemployment compensation, and of
its administration, to eliminate factors tending to discourage labor mobility.

(7) The development of Federal policies favoring location of defense plants.
in areas of rural underemployment as well as of urban unemployment.

(8) The development of a Federal power policy which will, through a combina-
tion of public and private sources, assure the South of a power supply consistent
with its industrialization needs.

(9) A revision of the Department of Labor's concept of labor-surplus areas
broad enough to include underemployed rural labor as part of the local labor
surplus.

(10) The introduction of a regional differential if the minimum wage is raised.
(11) Expansion and improvement of the services of the Area Development:

Division of the Department of Commerce.
(12) The development of intermediate-term types of credit by the Farm Credit

Administration.
(13) A substantial increase in the resources of the Farmers' Home Adminis-

tration.
(14) Increased emphasis in the programs of the agricultral experiment sta-

tions and agricultural extension services on the problems of the small farm.
(15) Further development of the programs of the Federal Reserve banks.

aimed at increasing the participation of commercial banks in agricultural
development.

(16) A modest program in rural home improvement, probably under the Farm-
ers' Home Administration, with due regard for the farm as a production rather
than as a residential unit.

(17) Increased benefits and extended coverage for farmers and rural people
under the OASI, public assistance, and rehabilitation programs.
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TABLE 1.-Selected characteristics of families, resources, and family incomes on commercial and other farms, by economic class of farm, United

States, South, and non-South, 1950 1

Item

Total mnmber of farms (thousands)
Farm products sold per farm
Acres cropland per farm
Valie land, buildings per farm
Percent of all farms.
Percent of value farm products sold
Per; ent of land in farms .
Percent of cropland
Percent value land and buildings --
Percent operator-family population
Percent of hired-labor cost
Number of operator family Incomes:

Uxsder $1,000 (thousands)

$1,000 to $1,099 (thousands)

$2,000 to $2,9S)9 (thousands)

Over $3,000 (thousands)

Median family Income
Percent of operator families with incomes:

Under $1,600 --

Uinder $2,000 --

Percent of operator-family income from off-farm sources.
Percent of operators in nonfarm occupation
Percent of operators working off farm 100 days or more-

Percent of nonoperator family members working off
farm ------------------------- --- --- --- --- --- --

Percent of operator-families wIth off-farm income ex-
ceeding farm sales

See footnote at end of table.

Commercial farms 2
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ 1 ~

Area 4

U.S.
U. S.
U. S.
U.S.
U. S.
U. S.
U. S.
U. S.
'U.S.
U. S.
U. S.

S
N, W

S
N, IV

S
N, W

S
N, W

Ui.S.

S
N, W

S
N, W
U. S.
U. S.

S
N, W

S
N, IV

S
N, IV

Class I
and II

484
$23,328

362
$55, 936

9
51
40
33
36
9

65

6
16
10
38
9

59
57

243
$4, 273

7
4

19
15
15
4
8
4

11
10

10
3

Class III Class IV Class V Class VI Total

Other farns 3

Part-time I Res

I I -, . - *I- I-

721
$7,017

162
$22, 918

13
23
10
24
22
14
17

18
40
31

112
28

139
66

2f0
$2, 820

13
8

35
2S
18
4
S
0

11
14

10

882
$3, 625

$13, 162
16
14
14
18
16
17
9

88
77
96

146
56

114
67

179
$2, 020

28
15

44
30
6
9

11

16
16

13
10

902
$1, 813

58
$7,820

17
7

10
11
9

17
4

190
73

169
105

68
77
54
94

$1,470

411
21
75
52
48

12
12
26

17
20

16
28

717
$720

37
$4, 648

13
2
8
6

1 4
13

71

330
89

100
46
22
12
14

$730

71
5e
93
85
44
5

32
9

3, 706
$5,884

119
$17,837

69
97
88
92
88
70
96

633
294
405
447
183
402
258
787

$1, 900

43
15
71
38
26
7
7

10

14
16

10
9

643
$612

30
$6, 117

12
3

(1) 4

(5) 12
(I)

96
*36
118
54
65
57
57

109
$1, 940

28
15
63
36
82
49
51
74

32
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8587
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1,030 1, 673
$82 $285

17 22
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19 31
3
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TABLE 1.-Selected characteristics of families, resources, and family incomes on commercial and other farms, by economic class of farm, United
States, South, and non-South, 1950 '-Continued

Commercial farms 2 Other farms I

Item

Area 4 Class I Class III Class IV Class V Class VI Total Part-time Residen- Total

and II tial

Percent of operators:
Under 2 - - -U. S. 2 3 5 4 4 2 3
Over 64 -- U. S. 7 7 13 14 25 14 12 21 18
Single - - - --- U. S. 6 6 4 6 6 6 4 4 4
Widowed, divorced --- - - U. S. 4 4 5 6 10 6 7 12 10

Median years school completed by operators S. S 10. 8. 5 7. 6 6. 8 6. 7. 1 7. 5 7.0 7. 2
N, W 10.2 8.8 8. 6 8.6 8. 3 8.7 8.8 8. 7 8. 7

Percent of white operator-family population --- U. S. 10 16 18 16 10 70 12 18 30
S 4 7 15 10 16 61 14 25 39

Percent of nonwhite operator family population -- U. S. 1 3 12 25 30 70 9 21 30
S 1 2 11 26 30 70 0 21 30

Fertility ratio standardized for age and marital status - 338 443 488 527 578 509 460 513 492
N, W 448 470 462 458 481 463 396 483 440

Percent operator-family population:
Uisder 15 - - -U. S. 31 33 33 33 31 33 32 34 33
Over 64 .- - U. S. 6 6 6 7 11 7 7 9 8

Median age, operator-family population - - - S 27. 9 25. 0 21.1 22.0 25.0 23. 3 25. 5 25.4 25. 5
N, W 27.6 27.9 30.1 33.2 46.2 30.0 29. 7 20.6 29. 6

Persons under 15 and over 70, per 100 persons 20 to 64
years -- - - S 56 69 83 82 80 79 74 87 82

N. W 62 65 64 63 66 64 67 74 71
Percent of farms having 1 or more milk cows ---- - S 78 79 68 67 66 69 69 60 63

N, W 75 86 84 73 66 79 59 47 53
Percent of farms slaughtering hogs - - - S 51 68 75 71 72 71 65 54 58

N, W 59 66 62 47 44 58 41 29 35
Percent of farms with chickens - --- --- S 76 85 88 85 87 86 86 78 81

N, W 74 81 79 75 75 77 71 62 66
Percent of farms with garden - - -S 55 69 80 83 83 79 77 76 76

N, W 62 70 67 68 65 67 75 66 70

I Compiled from U. S. Bureau of Census, Farms and Farm People, Washington 1952,
chs. 3, 4, and 5; House Committee on Agriculture (committee print), Long Range Farm
Program: Technical Studies I* ', Washington 1954, p. 161.

8 Commercial farms are classified as follows according to total farm-product sales in
1949: Classes I and II, over $10,000; class III, $5,000 to $9,999; class IV, $2,500 to $4,999;
class V, $1,200 to $2,409; and class VI, $250 to $1,199 with operator working off farm less
than 100 days and other family income less than farm-product sales.

3 Part-time farms had farm product sales of $250 to $1,199, differing from class VI com-
mercial farms only in that operator worked off farm more than 100 days and other family
income exceeded farm-product sales. Residential farms had farm-product sales of less
than $250.

4 South (S) consists of the 16 States of the following census regions: South Atlantic,
East South Central, and West South Central; combined North and West (N, W) the
remaining 32 States.

5 Not available.
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TABLE 2.-Selected family and housing characteristics, for commercial and other farms, by family income, South and non-South, 1950 1

Commercial farms 3 Other farms 4 All farms

Characteristic (for all percentages, 100 percent equals .total number in given class of farm and income and Region' Family income from all sources
region) $ °°° | $2_99 |||_|| _ ||_

Less than $1,000 to Over Lesta 1,000 to Over Less than $1.000 to $2.000 t0
$00 $2,990 $3,000 $109 $,999 $3,000 $1,000 $1,909 $2,090

Number of forss or farnis operators (thousands) S 033 588 258 141 403 197 976 052 339
N, W 204 840 780 9S 229 219 . 300 564 524Percent of operalor families will, income of $10,000 or A

1 ore… 0 - - - - - - S 8 .…S
N, W ------------- - 9 ------ ------ - 4 ------ ------------Average operator-fanilly income (exciudinig those of

$10,000 or more) -- S $440 $1, 049 $4, 018 $452 $1, 790 $4, 255 $444 $1, 371 $2 351
N, W $513 $1, 855 $4, 704 (5) $1, 050 $4, 397 $514 $1, 418 $2, 359Percenit of operators by tenlure:

Owners or managers - S 46 03 77 71 77 95 55 Ot 76N, W 81 72 78 (5) 92 94 83 77 70Tenants (excluding croppers in South) - 25 24 17 19 18 4 23 21 18
N W 19 28 22 (5) 8 0 17 23 24Croppers - S 29 13 0 10 5 1 22 12 6

Percent of operators, nonwhite -NS 9 W ; i ;N W AVI 1 … … (5)-- -- 1 -- - - -- -1 0 ' 1Perceni of ol)erators working oif farm 100 days or more S 2 7 20 29 01 78 12 24 39
N.,W 2 9 14 (5) 75 00 7 18 20Perceni of farnis with nlonoperator mnienbers of family . . .

working off farm - S 11 14 22 19 29 43 14 19 24N W 10 12 20 (5) 20 39 12 13 17Percent of farms with other family income exceeding .
value of farm produets sold --------------- S 3 13 20 62 81 80 24 37 48

NW 0 8 12 (5) 83 79 21 21 27Median age (years) of operators -- S 47.8 44.4 46.3 53. 5 45. 2 46.0 49.8 45.0 44. 3
N, NV 55. 2 45.6 46.2 (2) 46.1 46.0 00. 8 47.1 44.3Average family size (persons) -S 4.3 4.4 4.2 4.0 4.4 4. 5 4.2 4.4 4 4

Poieiltof pertor[amlle wlh llismidwi no N *V 3.2 3.7 4.2 (5) 3.7 4.3 3.2 3.5 3.9Percent of operator families with hmmshand, wile, no N
chil(irn under 18- S 33 30 34 37 33 26 33 32 29

N, W 47 35 32 (5) 32 31 45 38 31
See footnote at end of table.
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TABLE 2.-Selected family and housing characteristics, for commercial and other farms, by family income, South and non-South, 1950 1 -Con.

Commercial farms 3 | Other farms 4 | All farms

Characteristic (for all percentages, 100 percent equals
total number in given class of farm and income and Region 2 Family income from all sources
region)

Less than $1,000 to Over Less than $1,000 to Over Less than $1,000 to $2.000 to
_ ] $1,000 $2,999 $3,000 $1,000 $2,999 $3,000 $1,000 $1,999 $2,099

Percent of operator families with husband, wife, 1 or 2
children-

Percent of operator families with husband, wife, 3 or 4
children - e

Percent of operator families of all other kinds (including
single persons) ---------------- -

Percent of operators not completing elementary school.

Percent of operators completing elementary but not
high school -----

Percent of operators completing high school or more ---

Percent of commercial farms by type:
Cash-grain -----

Cotton

All other field-crop specialties

Dairy or poultry-

Other livestock-

General or miscellaneous

Median distance (miles), farm to trading center

Percent of farms on dirt or unimproved road

Average number of rooms, farm dwelling

Percent of farm dwellings built before 1919

S
N, W

S
N, W

S
N, W

S
N, W

S
N, W
S

N,V W

S
NW

N XW

N, W
S

N XW

N, W
S

N, W
S

N, W
S

N, WV
S

N, W
S

N, W

26
22

15
9

26
22

76
35

20
54
4

11

2
14

51°10
24
5
5

37
9

28
10
15

5.3
5.9

00
31

4.6
5.9

45
69

37
37

16
13

17
15

56
20

34
57
10
23

4
18
33
1

28
5
9

29
13
29
13
18

6.2
6.3
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23

5.1
6. 3

42
76

37
33

16
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13
15
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21

!51
,27
28

10
19
25
1

18
6

27
17
32
12
'15

6.8
5-8
42
17

5: 7
6..9

34
75

22
(5)

14
(5)

37
(5)

77

(3)

(5)

20

3

(3)
12

(5)
4.4

(5)
45

(5)
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17
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9
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4 8
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5.5
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Percent of farm dwellings In "dilapidated" condition --- S

Percent of farms with electricity-N, S

Percent of farms with telephone-N, SI

Percent of farms with piped running water insidie dwell- N. W
ing-S

N, IV

X Compiled from U. S. Bureau of the Census, Farms and Farm People, Washington,
1952, b. 5, tables 4 and 5, pp. 80-88. "Family income" includes income from wages and
salaries; nlet money income from own farm, business, or professional practice; and other
income (interest, dividends, veterans' allowances, pensions, or rents) received by allfamily persons 14 end over during 1949.

2 The South (8) consists of Delawvare, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas. ''he combined North and West (N, W)consists of time remaining 32 States.

3 "Commercial farms are those with a value of farm broducts sold il 1949 of more than
$1,200, plus those with a value of products sold of $250 to $1,199 whose operator worked
off farm less than 100 days and whose family income from off-farm sources wes less than
its income from farm-product sales.

4 "Other farms" include part-time farms (with farnm products sales in 1949 of $250 to
$1,199 but whose operator worked off-farm more than 100 days and whose family income
from off-farm sources was mole than its income from farm-product sales), residential
farms (product sold less than $250), and abnormal farms.

5 Not available.
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STATEMENT ON AGRICULTURAL POLICIES BY MURRAY D. LINCOLN

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my name is Murray D. Lin-

CoIn. I am appearing here today as president of the Cooperative League of the

U. S. A. I am also president of CARE and of the Farm Bureau Insurance Cos.

of Columbus, Ohio. In addition, I operate a thousand acres for dairying and
grain farming in Ohio.

You have asked me to give you my views on the present agricultural policies

and programs and the general outlook for the farmer. First, let me say that the

farmer seems to be the forgotten man in the Economic Report of the President.

I cannot understand the slight attention paid to our national policy for American

agriculture, which, on the basis of most evidence, is a major failure.
I don't know whether 'depressions are farm bred and farm led." I do know

that agriculture is still at the base of the American economy, and I feel deep

concern over the long and drastic downward trend in farm income.
This is a farm crisis because our present farm policies have failed to produce

the results expected of them. Actions which we once supposed would bring

solutions to our problems have not withstood the tests of adversity. And, in

my opinion, the changes that were made in the Agricultural Act of 1954 were

changes for the worse.
Because this is so I am asking that we here today take a "new look" at the

problem. The "new look" which I propose is not destructive. Obviously, we

cannot scrap the present program of price supports and acreage allotments until
we can put something better in its place. But merely to continue down the same

unproductive road is folly. We should be trying to expand consumer demand

upward to overtake farm production rather than trying to restrict production

downward to meet demand. Our basic approach is wrong. We should be using

our total farm output to improve living standards both at home and abroad.

Unfortunately, in neither case will our present price-support policies and acreage

allotments help to expand consumption. Quite the opposite is true.
To me anyway, it is unthinkable that we should regard the farm problem as

one of surpluses and overproduction and therefore try to figure out ways not to

produce so much food. Neither should we try to fill caves with cheese, to cram

warehouses with butter, or to load ships taken out of mothballs with grain.

What is the thing that stands out as we take this "new look?" The dominant

thing that we see, I think, is that better times for farmers go hand in hand

with an expanding economy and higher consumer spending power for all people.

A full, growing economy is the best way to expand the demand for food upward

to keep pace with farm production.
Full production and full purchasing power in our economy are also the solu-

tion to poverty in agriculture. About one-third of our farm families are working

uneconomic farms and living at levels far below our American ideas of decency.

No conceivable price-support program would raise these families up to a "parity"

standard of living with urban groups.
When the country is growing, jobs open up. The marginal farmers shift to

more productive and better paying occupations. To illustrate, in the prosperous

year 1953, agricultural employment declined more than 660,000, while nonagri-

cultural employment increased by 1.3 million. The shift raised productivity

in agriculture and resulted in more needed goods for everyone.
If the country stagnates, however, poverty in agriculture is aggravated. For

example, the recession of 1954 caused a relatively larger part of total employ-

ment to be located in agriculture. Whereas nonfarm employment fell by almost

1.4 million, the farm labor force was almost stationary. Productivity on the

farm came to a virtual standstill in 1954 after very rapid increases during the

postwar full employment years. Nor was this surprising, since depressed in-

come conditions in agriculture far exceeded those for the whole economy, and

farmers could not improve their land and their tools at anywhere near the

earlier postwar rate.
The forced shift into agriculture of a larger percentage of the labor force-

induced by unfavorable economic developments-must cause deep concern at a

time when agricultural income is declining sharply; when many people are be-

wailing agricultural "surpluses"; when people on the'farms are being exhorted

to find jobs in industry where it is said they will be more "efficient"; and when

the most genuine surplus in agriculture is a surplus of low-income people whose

low consuming ability is hurting the whole economy.
What I am saying is that the solution to the farm problem depends more upon

our achieving and maintaining maximum employment, production, and purchas-
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ink lidwer for the whole economy than upon the type of level of price suports.
Agriculture is one important sector of 6ur interrelated economy. Its purpose is

to grow food and fiber-and food and fiber are for people to consume.
This is a simple and an obvious idea, yet when you think about it, you see

that it leads to the creation of a national food policy instead of to the present
notions of national farm policy.

What are the differences between a national food policy and a national farm
policy? Well, a national food policy starts with food and the needs for food
instead of the farmer, and aims to benefit both the producer and the consumer.
It is based on the premise that every person should get a maximum amount of
needed food at the lowest possible price. It seems clear to me that our attempts
to solve the farm problem must benefit the whole economy-all the people-not
just some of them. As a matter of fact, all people, not just farmers, are involved
in this matter of a food policy. Certainly, it is clear that all people are involved
as consumers.

Whether the food business is prosperous or depressed affects almost everyone.
One-third of our total working population is in agriculture or related industries-
6%/2 million on farms, 6 million producing for and servicing farmers, and 9 million
processing and distributing farm products. These people are directly affected
and-just as important-national prosperity depends on their well-being. A na-
tional food policy could and should protect everybody.

When your wife-or mine-goes to the grocery store, she makes her contact
with this business of food. She doesn't do business with the farmer and, for
that matter, neither does the grocer. The grocer is only the last link in the
chain of food production and distribution.

The grocer buys from the processor and the packer. Every one of these are
middlemen, intermediaries- between the farmer and the housewife. But the
important point is that they are as much in the food business as is the farmer,
and a food policy must be comprehensive and include them.

That is also true of the manufacturers of fertilizer, of chemicals, of steel, and
of the makers of electric power, and of the refiners of oil. How much these
enterprises are part of the food business comes up clear in the fact that the
farmers' biggest expenditures are for these items. In our time farm implements,
electrical appliances and the fuel for them as as much the raw materials of
farming as are fertilizers and seed.

The point is that if it is a food policy we are concerned with, we must be con-
cerned with all of these enterprises. And we must assure that all do well, includ-
ing the farmer. Each now has some sort of protection.

Business has its tariffs, its fair-trade laws, its tax-depletion allowances and
its fast tax writeoffs. (Since Korea, rapid writeoffs have covered 61 percent-
$16.8 billion-of the total cost of new defense facilities.) Labor has its guaran-
teed minimum wage, unemployment insurance and other guaranteed benefits.
Farmers have their price supports and production controls.

It is good that all these groups should have these legal protections and bene-
fits-and it would be even better if the benefits were more nearly balanced, with
corporate business getting only a fair share instead of the lion's share. But
when we think in terms of a national food policy we must thing first of ways by
which to get food to people and that means we must seek to eliminate bottle-
necks wherever they exist.

A business indulging in a monopolistic practice-rigging the price and limiting
the supply-creates such a bottleneck. Labor when it "featherbeds" or uses
some other restrictive practice creates another bottleneck.

There are many groups between the farmer and the consumer who set up such
economic toll bridges to collect tribute from both sides. Not only do they deprive
the farmer of his proper share of the consumer's dollar, but they deprive the
consumer of the savings of mass production and mass distribution methods.
Some of them I suppose work on the theory that if everyone sells at a high
enough price, all will prosper.

In my opinion, many families, even today, are not buying the food they need-
they buy what they can afford. What they spend for waste, inefficiency and extra
charges levied by price-fixing monopolies comes directly out of their diets; and
this means that it directlyireduces the amount of farm products they can buy.

These trade restraints and price-fixing operations between the consumer and
the farmer result in both higher prices to consumers and lower prices to farmers.
Not only does the consumer's dollar buy less than it should, but the farmer's
share of this dollar has been squeezed smaller and smaller.

Today, due to the perpetuation of inefficiencies and the seizure of market power,
the retail price of milk is so high that it interferes with the consumers' health
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-and the farmers' prosperity, and yet the cost of distributing milk continues to go
up. Our per capita consumption of dairy products ranks well down the list when
compared to other countries.

Here is a list of what the farmer actually gets from the housewife's food
dollar in certain cases:

He gets:
2.3 cents for the wheat in a 17-cent loaf of bread
3.0 cents for the corn in a 22-cent box of corn flakes
3:4 cents for the carrots in a 10-cent bunch
6.5 cents for the milk in a 15-cent can of evaporated milk
3.8 cents for the corn in a 25-cent can

30.0 cents for the cotton in a $3.50 shirt
This is a consumers' problem as well as a farmers' problem. Some of the

increasing spread is clearly due to increased labor costs in processing, transpor-
tation, and marketing. The middlemen say that another part is due to consumer
demand for more and better processing, more conveniences (ready-to-serve foods
plus their "built-in kitchen services") and improved packaging. This may be
true in part, but high labor costs have led to more self-service, eliminating many
clerks and delivery boys. And self-service, rather than the consumer, has
demanded more and more prepackaging. There should have been no increase in
distribution costs on this score.

Last year, the House Committee on Agriculture reported: "Thus far almost
none of the lower prices received by farmers since 1951 has been passed on to
consumers in the form of lower retail food prices * * *. Consumers can expect
little benefit from lower farm prices, unless recent tendencies to increase market-
ing and processing charges are curbed." Yet, in 1953, the appropriations bill
carrying funds for the Federal Trade Commission specifically forbade any
inquiry into what was happening to the consumers' dollar. To me, this was an
unprecedented admission by middlemen that the rising costs of distribution will
not stand close examination. We must have a nationwide investigation of the
costs of processing and distributing food. On the face of it, some part of the food
business is obviously doing better than ever because of the bottlenecks it is able
to impose on the flow of food from the farmer to the housewife.

And there is proof also that bottlenecks are paying off for the other side of
the food-production picture-that side is where the steel, the fertilizer, the oil,
and the electric power are supplied.

In the last year, farmers realized a decreasing share of their gross income as
net income-the smallest percentage of any year since .1932. This is shorthand
for saying the farmer had to pay out the same number of dollars to buy machin-
ery and supplies as he had to pay in better years-and it took more of his dimin-
ishing income to do it.

There is, I think one immediately available way by which to get food to people
without these bottlenecks, which means they will get it at lower prices even
while the farmer gets a fairer share of the whole. I do not hold that my way is
the only way, but I contend that for the creation of a proper national food
policy-which seeks a way out of the scarcity and surplus-the use of coopera-
tives deserves not only a hearing but a large-scale test. Cooperative business can
be an integral part of a national food policy. They can help farmers and con-
sumers break some of the bottlenecks through which their goods must pass on
their way from the farm to the dinner table.

Cooperative businesses are ideally suited to the job of fulfilling farm needs as
well as the needs of consumers. Cooperative laws make it impossible for a few
stockholders to control them or exploit them. In most cooperative businesses uo
person can own more than 5 percent of the total voting stock. Each member-
stockholder gets one vote-and only one-in electing directors and determining
policy.

In a cooperative business each stockholder gets a limited amount of interest
(or dividend) on his invested capital. Cooperative businesses, again by law,
must make patronage refunds in proportion to the use each patron makes of his
co-op. Earnings cannot go to just a few. No other legal form of corporation
meets these simple but significant qualifications.

Cooperative businesses are by no means a cure-all for farm or other economic
ills. But their legal structure goes far toward guaranteeing that the benefits
of cooperative action are reflected in real income. And I might mention that
the late Senator Taft, though he did not always see eye to eye with me, did
share my conviction on this point. "The cooperative movement," he said, "has
made great strides and cut down the margin between the producer and the
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consumer. It should be encouraged still more by legislation and by sympathetic
Government assistance." I might remind you, too, that only this year, Secre-
tary of Agriculture Benson declared. "Farmer cooperatives now are accepted
as an important part of our free enterprise system."

Well, a good many other people think a lot of cooperatives, too. Some 3
million farmers had invested more than a billion dollars in their cooperative
businesses. The Farmer Cooperative Service of the Department of Agriculture
reports that this investment was almost four times that of 1936. Today 1 out
of every 2 farm families holds ownership in his own cooperative business. This
is in sharp contrast with corporate business. The majority of the stock in all
United States corporations is held by only the top one-half of 1 percent of the
population-those with incomes of $25,000 and over.

Right here, let me tell you the Welch grapejuice story. It shows how farmers
can acquire ownership of facilities for distributing their products from corporate
business and thereby benefit everyone concerned. For 3 years now, almost
5,000 members of the National Grape Cooperative Association have been engaged
in the process of becoming owners of the Welch Grape Juice Co. The transfer
of ownership will take place under an agreement which requires the Welch
company to turn over to the cooperative the entire net earnings of the company
up to August 31, 1957, and 40 percent in subsequent years, in the form of 20-year
promissory notes of the company. The cooperative, in turn, distributes alloca-
tion certificates to its members.

As soon as the Welch promissory notes issued to the cooperative reach $15
million, the Welch company is to transfer all of its assets to a company con-
trolled by the cooperative. This would be done at cost, plus 1 percent of net
sales for 10 years or whatever time the name "Welch" is used. During the
first year the contract was in operation, cooperative members got $90 a ton for
grapes in cash and $38.67 in allocation certificates, or a total of $128.67. For
the 1952 crop the cash price was $95 a ton, and the allocation certificates
mounted to $55.53 or a total of $150.30. This represented a total return to
the farmer of more than half as much again as he would have received in
the open market.

After 3 years of operation, the cooperative has accumulated almost $9 million
of the $15 million needed to acquire ownership of the Welch plants. With
expanded membership and rising sales, the cooperative can probably buy the
company within 2 more years. Welch's president points out: "This program
enables more people to enjoy a real participation in ownership and profits.
It is free enterprise at its finest, a living proof that American capitalism can
give men security and freedom, and is therefore in itself a complete refutation
of Marxism."

Well, that's the way a cooperative business is helping the grape growers
who own it to increase their income and to boost their standard of living.
And it just occurs to me that if it's a good idea for grape farmers, it ought to
be equally good for, say, dairy farmers. Take the National Dairy Products
Corp. I figure that the same kind of a program would enable a cooperative
business set up by milk producers, to buy all of the corporation's equity shares
(at book value) in less than 31/! years, or at the current market value in less
than 61/2 years. It would take about a year longer to buy all the equity shares
of the Borden Co. at market value.

And it might also just be that if farmers could have the opportunity to acquire
ownership along these lines, the need for farm subsidies would not be nearly
so great.

Cooperative business helps to market farm products more economically-and
that is a cardinal need for a national food policy. Cooperative business aims
to move the product to the consumer at the lowest possible cost with the least
possible waste all along the line. Cooperative businesses already sell directly
to consumers, and where they do there is no price-spread problem-nothing of the
sort of bottlenecks so obvious in the corporate distributing setup in which food
prices go up while farm prices go down.

One of our own insurance companies the other day loaned $4 million to a co-
operative business known as American National Foods so that it could in turn
buy American Fruit Growers, Inc., and become a nationwide fruit and vegetable
marketing organization with terminal sales and shipping point service. Here we
have funds pooled by farm and city people being invested to help farmers market
their produce more efficiently so that, in the long run, it can lead to higher prices
for the farmer and lower prices for the consumer-and that, gentleujen, is I
submit, what a national food policy must do.
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Cooperatives-now, right now-do dozens of helpful things outside the.realm
of supply and distribution, but their greatest role, so far as this discussion is

concerned is (1) in providing farmers at low cost with the goods and services

they need in order to farm-and so reduce the cost of producing food-and (2)

in providing distribution machinery for delivering food to consumers at the

lowest possible prices-and so helping to get our foods used up instead of stored.

This means that cooperative business can be of help to the Nntion in eliminating

the payment of the half million dollars which it now costs us every-day just to

store our surplus and it means that cooperatives can also help to save some of

the billions of dollars we spend in subsidies now.
There are many who argue that cooperatives are some form of creeping social-

ism-that they have an unfair advantage in being free from taxes and that there-

fore they are not really more efficient. It's only, they say, cooperatives live on
Government subsidy.

How wrong this is I can explain in one sentence. No business pays taxes.

They simply collect taxes from the consumer for the Government and in this

cooperative and corporate businesses are the same. But there are some differ-

ences between corporate business and cooperative business. It was corporate

and not cooperative business which got all-or nearly all-of the $16.8 billion

melon in fast writeoffs which have been delivered since Korea. Corporate busi-
ness-not cooperative business-gets the lion's share of benefits of tariffs, deple-

tion allowances, and fair-trade laws. If money saved by the Government is

money earned, cooperative business serves both the National Treasury and the
national interest.

But there is a bigger argument than that for boosting cooperative business.
Cooperatives make owners. By the nature of the cooperative institution, these
owners retain their right to determine policy and maintain their freedom of

choice. Now if you want to make a conservative out of someone, see to it that
he has something to conserve. A farmer who owns his land has more reason to
be conservative than a tenant farmer. You won't find people who have some-
thing to conserve turning to communism or any other radical- ism, unless, of
course, you threaten to take it away from them. Yes, cooperatives offer a way
to make responsible citizens-something which was never more necessary in our
Nation or in our world.

Now please don't misunderstand me. I'm not trying to tell you that all you
have to do to solve the problem of the farmers is to make every farmer a member
of a cooperative business. That would certainly help but I'm afraid the problem
of the farmer isn't quite that simple.

However, it is will this in mind that I venture to propose that:
1. We must maintain a healthy, growing economy in America, and the sooner

we gear it primarily to consumption rather than to production, the better. The
core of any healthy economy is full employment and high consumer spending
power. It is estimated that at the end of 1954, our total national output was
running about $30 billion a year below the normal requirements for a growing
American economy. It's a warning of unemployed manpower and other idle
resources that should stir us to immediate action.

2. We must study future production needs. We'll need from 15 to 20 percent
more farm production in this country to feed our increasing population in the
next 10 years. We'll need more if we are to help ill-fed families in this country
improve their diets. We'll need far more if we work out plans for distributing
our foodstuffs to people of other countries. We must also get down to cases
on costs of productin, particularly investigating the bottlenecks in farm imple-
ments, steel, oil, electric power, and fertilizer, to eliminate rigged prices and
monopolistics practices. They bleed the farmer and penalize the consumer.

3. We must make an intensive study of ways to expand the market for farm
commodities at home and abroad. One way to achieve effective use of agri-
cultural resources is to launch a consumption expansion program which is broader
in scope than anything previously proposed. We should look closely at possibili-
ties for entering into reciprocal agreements with other nations under which we
would trade foods for raw materials or minerals. Roger Babson has suggested
a program of cooperative, rather than exploitative, investments abroad to develop
foreign markets. The school-lunch program and food-stamp plans to get food
to low-income people are other expansion plans which shuld be explored and
acted upon more than they have.

4. We must seriously study distribution costs, with an eye to narrowing the
price spread between the farmer and the housewife. Such studies have been
proposed from time to time-the Marketing Act of 1946 authorized one-but they
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have never been carried out effectively. Development of consumer cooperatives
'which could deal directly with- marketing cooperatives would, it seems to me,
narrow the price spread considerably. -They would surely expose the bottlenecks
imposed now in the distribution process and bring us closer to a national food
policy.

5. We must stimulate the use of cooperatives, for cooperatives are good and
useful, not only for farmer,-but for America and the world. They have already
been of much help; but we have barely scratched the surface of their possibilities.
One way to apply stimulation would be through credit. Despite existing facilities,
the development of cooperatives is limited by credit resources. The farm credit
system should promptly, prudently, and generously deal with cooperative requests
for credit.

Cooperative businesses have proved their worth as agencies of distribution. I
think if the 11 million Americans wvho own the cooperative businesses of the
United States were given the same opportunities for fast tax writeoffs and for
credit that other groups have, they could make a historic contribution to the dis-
tribution of the abundance we know how to produce.

Let's not overlook the contribution that cooperatives, with governmental en-
couragement, can make in word trade. Indeed, if all of the world's marketing and
purchasing cooperatives could be brought together to work at the problem of
facilitating world trade, much of importance might be done. I'd like to suggest
now that the United States, through its representatives in the United Nations
Food and Agriculture Organization, ask the U. N. agency to call a meeting of
the world's co-ops as an aggressive, nongovernmental attempt- to solve this pro-
blem.

All this is part of a national food and fibre policy to replace the present farm
policy. Let us stop this growing of unwanted crops for the warehouse and
for the Govenrment loan-and let us compensate the farmer as part of a public
program for growing wanted foods. Let us move the now immobilized mothball
fleet-so heavy laden with wheat-to the hungry of the world. In all ways let
us open the valves of our abundance and ease, in every practical way, the move-
ment of food at the lowest possible price to the widest possible number of people.

Today most of us in the world are deeply troubled by the menacing shadow of
the H-bomb. We need an antidote of faith in ourselves, of confidence in our
neighbors. We need a symbol of our faith in human values. And, gentlemen, I
humbly submit that we have that symbol. It is in this abundance that we can
find the tool toward prosperity and peace. The motto of my organization, a co-
operative, is "People have in their hands the tools to fashion their own destiny."
Let us use the tools of plenty and abandon forever the fears and the ways of
scarcity.

STATEMENT ON THE EcONOMIc REPORT OF THE 84TH CONGRESS, BY JOHN H. DAVIs'

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on the Economic Report, if it is
agreeable with you, I first would like, briefly, to summarize the agricultural pic-
ture as I see it in relation to the Economic Report of the President and then
give you categorical answers to the questions which you have submitted for dis-
cussion by the panel.

As a starting point let us accept as a general goal the recommendation of the
President that we strive to expand our national productivity by 40 to 50 percent
within the next 10 years. Then the specific question before us should be-what
steps, if any, are necessary to assure that agriculture will be a full participant
in such economic growth and expansion? By "full participant" I mean that farm
people have an opportunity to earn and enjoy a standard of living consistent
with that of other economic groups, considering, of course, the degree of training,
skill, entrepreneurship, etc.. required in farming. Full participation in economic
growth by agriculture helps not only farm people but increases the economic
potential of the whole Nation.

Today agriculture in many respects is unprepared for such a destiny. Among
the major problem areas which need to be tackled agressively are (1) the vul-

' Director, Moffet program in agriculture and business, Graduate School of Business
Administration, Harvard University.

'This in large measure is because agricultural production is dependent upon factors
which management cannot control such as the cycle of growth and the weather. It is
further augmented by the fact that typical production units are too small to have any
appreciable Influence in the market.
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nerability of agriculture to chronic periods of low prices because of the inability
of farmers to adjust supply to demand,' (2) the improvement and expansion of
markets for farm commodities at home and abroad and (3) the "reclamation"
of the substandard units in our rural society. Actually, each of these problems
is a complex of many knotty problems within problems.

The solution of such matters is made still more difficult by the dynamic forces
which today are at work within our farm economy. Currently American agri-
culture is being subjected to the tremendous twin forces of change as a result of
science and technology and adjustment from wartime dislocations. While the
impact of war is gradually diminishing, the impact of science and technology are
continuing to increase. Therefore, the task of formulating farm policy and im-
proving our rural economy becomes an endless one. It is an evolutionary under-
taking which has no terminus. Therefore, it is a mistake to attempt to establish
farm policies and programs on a permanent basis at any one setting. Instead, our
permanent policy should be one of creating procedures for constantly improving
farm programs and policies while "on the march."

In order to organize the undertaking so as to make it manageable let up ap-
proach the farm situation by setting up three major theaters of operation, very
much the same way we established theaters of military operations during World
War II. These theaters might be described as (1) a hold-the-line action on the
economic front to give us time for preparing for more basic operations, (2) ac-
tion to expand and develop bigger and more adequate markets for farm prod-
ucts, both at home and abroad, and (3) action to resolve the problems of low-
income farm units.

By means of action on the No. 1 theater we will be "buying time" in terms
of economic balance and stability to permit us to undertake more basic opera-
tions on the other two fronts. By acting on theater No. 2, the develop-
ing of more adequate markets, we will be putting new dynamics into our farm
economy. By action on theater No. 3 we will be making our farm plant
more efficient and strengthening our total economy by rehabilitating those fam-
ilies who have been left behind in the march of progress.

I speak of these undertakings as theaters of operation rather than as farm
programs because of their dynamic, changing nature. Both policies and methods
must be subject to change as conditions alter.

Within each theater there is need for teamwork and cooperation by all in-
terested groups and organizations all up and down the line. The desired ap-
proach is for these various interests, themselves, to take initiative in solving their
own problems, thus minimizing the role of Government.

At the national level there also is need for coordination and teamwork in
relating the operations of the separate theaters of action into a unified whole.
Also, there is the task of relating all of this to the rest of the economy and to
our international responsibilities. The need is to tackle the farm problem in
the same comprehensive manner we did the creation of the atomic bomb. By
this I mean that we should bring to bear on the subject the best know-how of
the various interested groups-producers, handlers, processors, distributors,
nutritionists, industrialists, Government, etc., all working in an integrated effort.
By doing this, the various groups will be acting in their own enlightened self-
interest as well as that of the Nation.

What about continued improvement in production-is not this still important?
The answer is yes, it is fully as important as ever. There is every indication
that research and progress in production will continue wth even greater momen-
tum in the future than in the past. The new emphasis on market development
and the solution of the problem of the low income farms, which I am suggesting,
would itself tend to give new impetus to progress in production. Also, it will
tend to give a better alinement to production efforts by more closely relating
them to our economic goals, both for agriculture and the nation.

What about such functions as conservation, research, extension education,
credit, and the like, where do they fit into this picture? The answer is that
all of these are important and essential. They are tools for implementing the
major operations which I have described. They should be provided to the extent
necessary to get the total job done. My guess is that careful study will show
that we actually need more, not less, of each such service than we are providing
today. To the degree that such services are essential for the achievement of a
dynamic and prosperous economy, they are a wise investment. Not to provide
for them is to be penny wise and pound foolish. Also, in the case of resource
conservation it is possible, during periods of acute imbalance to relate conserva-
tion practices and payments to the diversion of selected acres for use in building
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a fertility reserve for the future-thereby hastening the readjustment toward
a balance between supply and demand.

The American philosophy is that Government should enter the farm field as
little as possible. The degree of Government in agriculture is going to be deter-
mined more in terms of what we do then what we say. The surest way to move
toward less Government and more private initiative is for farmers and private
business firms to take increased responsibility for improving farm markets,
making the total market structure more adequate to meet the farmer's needs
without extensive aid from Government.

To do this, farm and business management will have to look beyond the
operations of the particular farm or firms and, also, concern itself with the
problem of the adequacy of the total market structure for the commodity
involved. They will have to evaluate not only the economic operations at each
successive step in the market process but, also, must concern themselves about
the adequacy of the total market stairway from farm to consumer as a whole.
This means increased teamwork between business firms and producers for
the purpose of policy integration. It means a broader sense of a steward-
ship and teamwork all up and down the line. It may even mean modifying
the antitrust laws to give sufficient latitude for this purpose, of course, at
the same time protecting the interest of the public. Above all else, after
the planning stage, it will mean the investiment of new capital behind new
ideas.

Now, in the light of the general comments I have made, I shall attempt cate-
gorically to answer the general questions which you have listed for discussion
by the panel. Recognizing that to do this will result in over-simplifying the
issue, I submit these answers as "targets" for discussion by the panel.

Question 1: Analyze just what the Agricultural Act of 1954 and the rulings
of the Secretary of Agriculture will do to support levels of basic and other
commodities. What will be the effect on the demand for, and supply of, those
commodites? Will there be adequate storage facilities for agricultural com-
modites? If not, what can be done about it?

Answer: Assuming weather conditions to continue as in recent years and no
new international emergencies, I should expect support prices to show more
of a downward than upward tendency. In general, this would have relatively
little effect on the demand for or supply of commodities subject to price sup-
ports. This situation will vary some by commodities. Of course, in the case
of wheat, consumption would increase if the price were to become competitive
with feed grains. The storage problem will be similar to that of the past
2 years-the principal problem relating to grain. The answer is to encourage
the building of some more permanent storage facilities at selected locations,
and the expanded use of on-farm storage, steel bins, mothball ships, etc.

Question 2: What farm price movements do you anticipate during the com-
ing year? During the long run? What can we expect the parity ratio to show
this year and next?

Answer: Again, assuming weather similar to that of recent years and no new
hostilities, we will do well to maintain average farm prices where they are
during the current year. The same is true of the parity ratio. In the long
run the picture should be brighter provided we aggressively strive to expand-
markets at home and abroad.

Questions 3, 4, and 5: What modifications in existing farm policies are needed
to assure farmers as full participation as possible in the expected rapid growth
and progress of our economy in the next decade?

What can be done to increase the productivity and levels of living of lower
income farm families?

What effect would the realization of maximum employment and production
during the next decade have upon the demand for various farm products?

Answer: I think that my answer to all three of these questions has been given
in my earlier statement. However, I would like to stress the importance of main-
taining a relatively high level of farm income as an incentive for speeding up
adjustments. Adjustments within agriculture require capital formation at a
relatively high rate. Also, the migration of people from agriculture to urban
employment requires expanding productivity and employment outside of agri-
culture. In general, both of these conditions are related to the maintenance
of a relatively high. level of income within agriculture.

Question 6: In view of the decline in farm prices and incomes while national
income is rising, when do you expect farmers' incomes to rise again and what
forces will bring about a recovery?
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Answer: It sbems to: nme unlikely that higher farm prices or income will be
generated by existing farm programs. Of.course, higher income is the thing we

:seek. This, then, will come from reducing farm costs, expanding farm markets,
or both. The achievement of this depends upon how aggressively and successfully

-we proceed on theaters 2 and 3 as I outlined.them earlier.
Question 7: Are the prospects for developing continuing new market outlets

promising?
Answer: The prospects of developing continuing new market outlets do look

promising.
Question 8: Under the Agricultural Act of 1954 the suport level for wheat may

* be reduced to 75 percent, of modernized parity within a few years if supplies con-
tinue large. Would this bring about a reduction in wheat prices of 30 to 35 per-
cent from present levels? In your opinion would this reduction in wheat prices
result in a restoration of the submarginal wheat lands to grazing?

Answer: It is conceivable that wheat prices may be reduced by as much as
30 to 35 percent from present levels under the existing law. Should this happen,
and should it result in the withdraway of considerable acreage from wheat pro-
duction, the use of such acreage would vary by location. In the diversified farm-
ing areas most land going out of wheat would be put to other crops or grazing.
However, in the Great Plains area the tendency would be to abandon submarginal
wheat land and let nature take its course. This land would not be returned to
grazing readily unless special incentives were created.

Question 9: To what extent are lands not suitable for crops in the Western
*States (primarily because of 'wind erosion hazards) now being cropped?

Answer: The needs of World War 11 and the prices which then prevailed
caused several millions of acres of land to be put under the plow in Western
States which should not be cropped.

Question 10: Is there any reason for concern over current prices of agricul-
tural land or over the availability of agricultural credit for land purchase or op-
erating purposes?

Answer: At present, I feel, we need to be more concerned over credit require-
ments than over agricultural land prices. Credit needs are increasing for several
reasons-the growing capital requirements for mechanization and larger-sized
farm units, the squeeze between falling farm prices and high production costs
and the constant subdivision of estates among heirs upon the death of current
owners.

In conclusion, I reemphasize the importance that agriculture participate as
a full partner in the achievement of our goal of a dynamic, growing, prosperous
national economy. It is only as all major segments of the economy progress in

* unison that optimum results will be realized.

REMARKS OF M. R. BENEDICT, PANEL SESSION OF THE JOINT
COMMITTEE ON TILE EcoNoMIc REPORT

Only 2 or 3 of the points listed by the chairman can be touched on in this open-
ing statement.

Agriculture, like the rest of the economy, has come through the postwar years
in rather good shape. Because of this, we have our sights set pretty'high. Most
of us, I am sure, agree that they should be set high. However, our striving for
these new and higher goals needs to be tempered with realism. The achieve-

* ments and phemmomenal prosperity of the past 15 years are things of which all
are justly proud. We do need, I think, to recognize that the high rate of in-
crease in farm production, farm incomies, and general prosperity has few, if
any, parallels in past history. One does not always stand at the peak. There
are plateaus and valleys to be crossed as well as mountain ranges, in economic
affairs as in transcontinental travel. If we choose our course wisely, we will
avoid the deeper depressions and the more difficult routes. But there are bound
to be some setbacks and some periods in which progress will not be all we would
like to have it be.

After World War I, farm prices fell to little more than half what they had
been 2 or 3 years earlier. Farm mortgage debt, created by speculation and
inflation, had placed on agriculture a back-breaking burden for which there
was little offsetting increase in real wealth. Our farm plant was perhaps even
in poorer condition than when the war began. The World War II situation has
been markedly different. The postwar years have been the best American agri-
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culture has ever known. Furthermore, we have come out of them with a vastly
better equipped farming industry and a rather moderate level of indebtedness.
However, there were artificial elements in the agricultural prosperity. of these
postwar years that it may not be easy to reproduce even with the most active
cooperation of Government. Some of the demand, both farm and nonfarm, grew
out of delayed spending of high wartime earnings. Some grew out of the con-
tinuance of deficit spending and some was a result of an almost unique combina-
tion of great need abroad for American farm products and a willingness of our
Government to supply funds with which to purchase them.

Coupled with these, there has been in recent years an.enormous accumulation
of unsold farm products in Government holdings which could, unless very
wisely and skillfully handled, act as a delayed pressure on the supply side and
thus be a price-depressing influence. The current holdings of the Commodity
Credit Corporation should be worked down to more suitable levels as fast as
that can be done practically.

There was an inflationary upsurge in both farm and nonfarm prices and
incomes in 1950 and 1951 which stemmed mainly from the outbreak of war in
Korea. Farm prices reached 107 percent of parity in 1951. Since then they
have eased off and stand now at 86 (December 1954), a drop of about 20
percent. Both gross and net income have fallen off somewhat less, about 15
percent.

Are they likely to go lower or to level off about where they are? It seems
to me the immediate prospect is for a leveling off, assuming a continuance of
prosperous conditions in the nonfarm economy. The most serious setback to
farmers and to the Government's farm program would be a severe slump in
nonfarm employment and incomes. The maintenance of high activity in the
nonfarm economy is, therefore, the most important objective both from the
standpoint of farmers and of the Nation as a whole.

The national economy has shown remarkable strength and resiliency in the
past year. There seems reason to hope that we have now learned enough about
fiscal and monetary management to be able to hold in check the more violent
changes in economic activity. However, it is too early to be sure of that. A
full, or nearly full, employment situation is a brittle thing and could be badly
upset by anything that would seriously affect confidence and optimism.

Such a change in consumer and business expectations could set in motion
deflationary influences that might be harder to control than those of the past
year. This, I think, is one of the hardest things to predict and the one we
know least about. Can we maintain continuously the buoyant optimism that
has characterized the economy in recent years? I was particularly impressed
by what seemed to me the realistic and sensible reservations mentioned in the
first full paragraph of page 22 of the Economic Report of the President.

Factors of that kind could more than offset such corrective devices as were
used with apparent success in the past year. On the other hand, a renewed
outbreak of hostilities could, in the situation we now have, give rise quickly
to an inflationary situation similar to that of 1950 and 1951.

We have, I think, made real progress toward the achievement of a more
stable economy but we do not yet know how much and what kinds of Govern-
ment action may be needed if deflationary or inflationary forces become more
powerful than those of the past year. Both the timing of the actions taken
and the skill with which the situation is interpreted and handled are of great
importance.

If we assume a continuing high level of prosperity, it seems to me the more
serious problems in agriculture can be narrowed down to a relatively few com-
modities. The livestock industries, except in butter production, are in fairly
good shape. They have shown remarkable ability to make necessary adjust-
ments. Cattle prices are lower than cattlemen would like them to be, but it
should be remembered that the price parities reported for them, which are
well above present prices, reflect the extremely favorable price situation of
the early postwar years.

Hogs are in a relatively good position and adjustments in that industry
are carried out rather quickly if such action becomes necessary. Furthermore
if needed adjustments are made in grain prices, the profitability of hog and
cattle feeding may increase, even if prices of the end products do not increase
materially. Poultry. producers are in a less favorable situation but, here.
needed adjustments in output are customarily made even more quickly and
effectively than in other livestock industries.
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Cotton is not far out of balance. A rather moderate adjustment in its price
would apparently clear the markets and give cotton producers more freedom
of action. I do not think corn production is seriously out of balance or that
any drastic action by the Government is needed at this time.

The big and difficult problems are in wheat, butter, and rice. I shall not dis-
cuss rice, a minor crop, though the problems there are acute and difficult. Wheat
production is overexpanded in terms of present needs. This is an aftermath of
war influences, but the measures taken in the postwar years have tended to keep
it overstimulated instead of aiding in the readjustment needed. We should
cease as soon as possiblq to treat all wheat as one commodity. There is no over
expansion in the duruni wheats and little in the Hard Red Springs. The big
problem is in Hard Winter, Soft White. (that is, Pacific Northwest) and Soft
Red Winter. In those areas, wheat production will inevitably have to be cut
back or much of the crop will have to be chaneled into feed uses. The price
programs should be revised so as to face that problem realistically. The danger
of a disastrous price break from continuing increase in the stockpile of wheat
is potentially of far greater importance to wheat growers than the price adjust-
ments that would be needed to bring the industry into better balance with avail-
able outlets.

The wheat growers responded magnificently in the period when national and
world needs for wheat were large. They should not be left out on a limb. But
the program must, in their interest as well as that of the Government, be brought
into closer touch with realities. They should be given effective help in making
the changes needed. The set-aside provided in last year's legislation seems to me
an appropriate action, but it is purely a stopgap arrangement. It does not solve
the basic problem.

The butter problem is far more perplexing, and as yet no satisfactory solution
seems at hand. Some help can be given, but the kind of help given in recent
years is, in my opinion, more damaging to the industry than helpful to it. The
current program of price support and storage is weakening to the very sizable
market for butter that still exists. The approach to this problem should be
revised as soon as possible.

There are other and longer-term problems that will need continuing study and
action. Some of them no doubt will be discussed later today. Generally speak-
ing, I would not expect any severe decline in farm prices, provided buying power
remains high,. and if production is not overstimulated by actions taken by the
Government itself. The major problem is that of how to carry through, with as
little hardship as possible, until the postwar adjustments still required can be
made.

Looking ahead 5 to 10 years, it seems to me likely that the market for farm
products will be relatively strong. Our population is growing rapidly. Many
of the babies born in the early postwar years are now coming into the age of
heaviest per-capita food consumption. At the same time, the farm population is
shrinking. Our overall farm output will no doubt, continue to increase, but I
think there is a good possibility that, for most products, demand will increase
fast enough to absorb the increase if the economy continues to be active and
prosperous.

In the interim, there is need for some support for farm prices and for some
aid in making needed readjustments. But once the needed postwar adjustments
have been made, the farm programs should, in the main, be designed to aid
farmers in stabilizing their industry, achieving reasonable flexibility as to time
of sale and obtaining help when difficult situations arise with respect to particu-
lar industries or areas. Normally, such agencies as the Commodity Credit Cor-
poration should not be under heavy strain in times of strong demand and custom-
ary volumes of output. They should, so far as possible, be kept in a position to
give needed and prompt help if emergencies arise. It is necessary to keep in
mind that the reservoir that is full cannot absorb a flood when and if the flood
comes.

(The following statement was subsequently submitted for the
record:)

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF M. R. BENEDICT

While I concur in most of the comments made about the Importance of aiding
low-income farmers to better their situation, I would make one reservation. In
general, I think the program outlined by Mr. Nicholls is appropriate. I do think,
however, that we should recognize that, even with the best of programs, changes
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of that kind can be made only-slowly. There is some danger of overselling this
program.

The low-income farm group is extremely diverse, and we tend to oversimplify
the reasons for the conditions that exist. Those in the older age group may not
want to change their way of life very markedly. Many of the part-time farmers
have worked out solutions that are reasonably acceptable to them and to society.
Some members of the low-income farm group are there because of physical or
other handicaps which make their present way of life one that is best suited to
their abilities and capacities.

Many of these may need help of one kind of another but it will not necessarily
be through farm enlargement, more credit or improved methods of farming. The
kind of program outlined by Mr. Nicholls can be very helpful to a sizable group
of full-time, small-scale operators in the younger age groups. It will not reach
or help all low-production farmers and the program required is a long-term,
gradual one, not something that can be expected to show sensational results
quickly.

STATEMENT BY DON PAARLDERG, ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY,
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am an economist in the office
of the Secretary of Agriculture. My work consists primarily of economic anal-
ysis and presentation of economic facts to the Secretary and his policy determin-
ing staff. I am not a member of the policy staff in Agriculture. Therefore, my
remarks today will be directed primarily to the economic situation affecting
Agriculture, and not to questions of a policy nature.

The general economic health of America is good. Our country has been enjoy-
ing a period of relative economic stability during the past year. During the past
year the general price level in the United States has fluctuated within the very
narrow range of 2 percent. On January 15, 1955, it was 1 percent below the figure
for a year earlier. Fluctuations of such small magnitude are evidence that price
stability has been achieved. Inflation has been stopped.

The widely advertised business readjustment of 1954 evidently reached its
bottom about last July. The slow erosion of prices and business activity which
had been in progress since shortly after the Korean boom halted. Business has
turned up modestly. Although the upward course has not been spectacular, it
has been fairly steady for the past several months. Our economy is experiencing
a healthy growth rate, production is increasing, consumer incomes are rising,
consumer spending continues at a record rate, and still higher average standards
of living are in prospect.

We have achieved a fairly stable economy at a high level. The transition from
post-Korean inflation to semipeace conditions has been made with the least dis-
turbance to our general economy of any similar postwar economic adjustment
in our history.

Farm prices likewise have fluctuated with in a relatively narrow range of 8
percent during the past year. On January 15, 1955, prices received by farmers
were about 5 percent below a year earlier. They were 2 percent above 1 month
earlier. The 1954 yearly average of prices received by farmers was about 3 per-
cent below the 1953 yearly average. This compares with a decline of 5 percent
from 1951 to 1952, and a decline of nearly 10 percent from 1952 to 1953.

Although farm income has declined slightly more in the last year than has
that of the general economy, it is significant that the decline has been very
markedly slowed from the rapid drop of 2 years ago. The most rapid drop in
farm prices and farm income both occurred in 1951 and 1952 following the Korean
inflation.

The price parity ratio likewise has been remarkably stable during the past
year. It stood last month at 86, which is 8 points below the figure for 2 years
earlier when this administration assumed office. In the 23 months before Janu-
ary 1953, the price parity ratio had dropped a total of 19 points. In the last 8
months the parity ratio has fluctuated in the very narrow range of 3 points. The
postwar decline appears to have been stopped.

Realized net income of farmers last year was approximately $12.5 billion.
The United States farm income has about stopped its postwar decline. Net farm
income in 1955 should approach that of 1954. Prices received by farmers may
be expected to average close to the levels prevailing at the present time, and

0
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cost. rates or..prices paidbyr-fa~rpers proba4lyc wiin lotjehajge; mueh, i 'the-lye-ar
ahead. This means that the parity ratio likewise will remain fairly.stable.;iP
the year ahead.
* The small changes in farm income and farm prices between 1953 and 1954
sukgest'that most of the postwar adjustment has been completed, and that we
are in a pbriod of comparative stability. The adjustment agriculture has under
gone the last few years has been difficult. However. statistics alone don't tell
the full story

While our total farm income was declining from 1947 to 1954 by some 25 per-
cent, our farm population was also declining about 20 percent. This means,
,therefore, that per capita income in agriculture has declined markedly less than
has total income. In the last 7 years, per. capita income from agriculture has
.declined only about 5 percent: If we take accohnt of the income that farm peo-
ple receive from nonfarm sources, the realized per capita income of farm people
*from all sources actually increased 6 percent from 1947 to 1954.

It is essential that we maintain fluidity in our agricultural population. As we
increase efficiency of our production..offood and fiber, it is possible to do our pro-
duction job with fewer workers on farms. This results in a higher living stand-
ard for our farmers as well as for our urban people.

- AGRICULTURAL ACT OF 1954

' The Agricultural Act of 1954 established a new direction in the price support
activities of the Department of Agriculture. This act became effective January
1, 1955, just 1 month ago. The record shattering stocks of surplus food and
fiber owned by or under loan to the Commodity Credit Corporation were accumu-
lated under the rigid price support programs of previous legislation.
- No abrupt changes in levels of price support are contemplated under the Agri-
cultural Act of 1954. The act itself provides for graduality in shifting to the
plan of flexible price supports.

The Agricultural Act of 1949 as amended provided for price support for basic
commodities at 90 percent of parity through the 1954 crops year. It also provided
for the use of the old parity formula through 1955 for those basic commodities
for which the old parity was higher than the new. (wheat, corn, cotton, and
peanuts).

In the absence of any additional legislation, that act would have required
support levels for 1955 crops of basic commodities (except tobacco) to be not
more than 90 percent of parity and not less than a percentage of parity deter-
mined in accordance with a schedule of supply percentages specified in the law.
A support level of 75 percent of parity was indicated when the supply percentage
exceeded 130 percent of a normal supply. Parity prices for four of the basic com-
modities would have ben reduced in 1956 as a result of the change from the old
to the new parity formula. On the basis of present relationships the following
reductions would have been indicated: Wheat, 14 percent; corn, 11 percent;
cotton, 3 percent; and peanuts, 18 percent.

The Agricultural Act of 1954 modified the Agricultural Act of 1949 as amended
in several respects. It provided that support prices for 195.5 crops of the basic
commodities could not be less than 82%2 percent of parity regardless of the sup-
ply situation and that in the transition from old to new parity, the parity price
would not be reduced by more than 5 percent of the old parity price per year. The
Agricultural Act of 1954 also provided for a set-aside of agricultural commodities.
This set-aside will tend in the direction of somewhat higher support prices for
wheat and cotton than would have otherwise been the case. The Agricultural
Act of 1954 also provided for somewhat higher support levels for wool. Price
support for major types of tobacco remains mandatory at 90 percent of parity.

It may be of interest to this committee to indicate the probable level of price
supports for basic and designated non-basic commodities.

Basic commodities
Wheat support for 1954 crop is 90 percent of parity, or $2.24 per bushel. The

1955 crop will be supported at 82%2 percent of parity, or not less than $2.06 per
bushel.

Cotton support for 1954 crop is 90 percent of parity, or 31.58 cents per pound.
While there has been no definite announcement of the support price for the 1955
crop of cotton, indications at this time point to a support level of 90 percent.

Corn support for 1954 crop is 90 percent of parity, or $1.62 per bushel in the com-
mercial corn area. No announcement has been made of support level for the 1955
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crop. Available information on supplies indicates that minimum support will
probably be about 88 percent of parity.
:'Rice support for 1954 crop is 90 percent of parity, or $4.92 per 100 pounds.

No announcement has been made of support level for the 1955 crop, but if prospec-
tive supplies remain about as now expected, support for the 1955 crop of rice
is expected to be near 90 percent of parity.
- Peanut support for the 1954 crop is 90 percent of parity, or 12.2 cents per pound.
In view of the relatively short supplies of peanuts this year, the support level
for tbe'1956 crop will probably be at or near 90 percent of parity.

Marketing quotas for the 1955 crops of wheat, cotton, rice, peanuts, and the
major- types- of tobacco have been approved by the producers of these com-
modities and will be in effect. Acreage allotments for corn will be in effect in the
commercial corn area.

'Designated nonbasic commodities
Milk and butterfat support levels for the 1954 marketing year were 75 percent

of parity, or $3.15 per 100 pounds for milk for manufacturing and 56:2 cents
per pound for butterfat. The same level of supports are being continued for the
marketing year beginning April 1, 19565. As of January 15, 1955, these prices
represent 76 percent of the parity price for butterfat and 80 percent of the parity
equivalent for milk for manufacturing.

Wool and mohair prices of the 1954 clip of wool are being supported at 90 per-
cent of parity, or 53.2 cents per pound grease basis. The incentive price for the
1955 clip has been announced at 62 cents per pound, or 106 percent of the Septem-
ber 1954 parity price. The 1954 support level for mohair was 83 percent of parity,
or 64.3 cents per pound. For the 1955 clip the support level has been announced
at 70 cents per pound, which is 91 percent of the September 1954 parity price.
- Tung nuts. The 1954 crop is being supported at 60 percent of parity, not less
than $54.96 per ton. The 1955 support level has not yet been announced.

Honey. The support level for 1954 marketing season was 10.2 cents per pound.
This is equivalent to 70 percent of parity adjusted to the 60-pound container level.
There has been no announcement on 1955 support level.

Othler nonbasiC commodities
The 1954 and 1955 support levels for the 1955 crops of oats, barely, rye, grain

sorghums, and crude pine gum in percentages of parity and dollars and cents are
as follows:

1954 1955

Item and unit
Percent Dollars Percent Dollars

of parity of parity

Oats --- bushel-- 85 0.75 70 0. 61
Barley - -do 85 1.15 70 -. 94
Rye ------------------------------------------------ do 85 1.43 70 1.18
Grain sorghums -hundredweight- 85 2.28 70 1.78
Crude pine gum -production unit- 90 130. 33 90 129.02

While the provision for flexible price supports in the act of 1954 did not become
effective until the 1955 crops, it has been possible to eliminate the earlier require-
ment for rigid controls on total diverted acres and for cross compliance. It is
anticipated that as flexible price supports go into operation with the 1955 and
succeeding crops, it will be possible still further to relax controls on production
and marketing.

THE AGRICULTURAL SURPLUS SITUATION

The rate of disposal of Government-owned stocks of surplus agricultural prod-
ucts has been stepped up markedly in 1954. Sales have been made from CCO
stocks to the private United States trade totaling $940 million during 1954.
About $500 million of this total has been sold for export. The total value of all
disposition of CCC stocks during 1954 have totaled about $1.4 billion.

The best market for our farm produce is at home. That market is being cul-
tivated actively. The dairy situation is a case in point. Consumption figures
for 1954 indicate that per capita use of butter increased by about 5 percent over
a year earlier, thus reversing the downward trend of 15 years duration. The

58422-55 6 -6
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average American ate a fraction of a pound more cheese and drank a little
more milk last year than in 1953.

There is a trend toward an unmistakably better balance between dairy supplies
and demand-a balance which is being brought about not through distasteful and
uneconomic production controls but rather through increased consumption of
health-giving dairy foods.

In December of 1954 the Government bought not a single pound of butter.
This was the first full month in 2 years in which no purchases were made.
During December 1953, we bought more than 11 million pounds of butter and
the heavy flow was just beginning.

During the final 3 months of 1954, butter purchases totaled only half a million
pounds, as compared with 15 million a year earlier. Although we have bought
some butter in recent days, purchases are well below the rate of a year ago.

Government buying of cheese and nonfat dry milk has also declined greatly
in recent months. Last December cheese purchases totaled about 1% minion
pounds, compared with nearly 7 million for December of 1953. This was the
smallest amount we had bought in any month for 2 years. We purchased
11.2 million pounds of dry milk in December 1954-less than one-third of the
amount of a year earlier.

An important factor in the generally improved dairy situation is the aggres-
sive merchandising and promotional campaign which is being carried forward
by the industry with our full cooperation. We have yet to see the full effect
of this program. It is steadily gathering momentum. In the months ahead we
may confidently expect to see more dairy advertising, greater emphasis upon
making milk more readily available through vending machines and other outlets.

All of these things which I have cited are reflected in the fact that milk prices
have improved somewhat in recent months. For the final quarter of 1954,
wholesale prices received by farmers for all milk averaged 86 percent of parity-
the same as in March of 1954, when price supports were still at 90 percent of
parity.

THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTIONS IN AGRICULTURE

This is the age of science and technology in agriculture. Expanded emphasis
on research and education is paying tremendous dividends in more efficient
production and better living for progressive farmers.

Total output from agriculture in 1954 was 14 percent greater than in 194T,
the year when net realized income from agriculture was at an all-time high.
This output was produced by 18 percent fewer workers than we had on farms
in 1947. This means that output per man was about 40 percent above the 1947
level and nearly double 1939, when World War II began. These comparisons
give eloquent proof of the continuing technological revolution that has made
American agriculture the most efficient in all the world.

American agriculture remains a dynamic industry. As in any growing and
dynamic sector of our economy, some parts of it will always fare better financial-
ly than other parts in a particular year. Some areas will fare better financially
than other areas. Some individual farmers will be better off than others.
This is one of the essential characteristics of a dynamic industry and a free
economy.

Within the framework of modest economic fluctuations of this character, and
as a part of a growing prosperous general economy, American agriculture faces
a challenging decade ahead.

The basic philosophy underlying the Agricultural Act of 1954 will encourage in-
dividual farmers who are efficient and ambitious to participate profitably in the
thrilling opportunities immediately ahead of us in the growing science of agri-
culture.

Agriculture offers equally as good an opportunity over the next generation as
any other comparable vocation for the young man or young woman who desires
a satisfactory living standard, an opportunity to live and rear a family in a whole-
some environment, and the ability to provide one's own security for his declining
years.

Our constant objective in the United States Department of Agriculture is to do
all in our power to promote a stable, prosperous, and free agriculture.

(Whereupon, at 4:30 p. m., the committee adjourned to 10 a. m.,
Thursday, February 3, 1955.)
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT,
Washington, D. C.

The joint committee met at 10 a. in., Senator Paul H. Douglas,
chairman, presiding.

Present: Senator Douglas, chairman, and Representatives Bolling,
Kelley, Talle, Curtis, and Patman, vice chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. This morning we are going to discuss the subject
of public works. We appreciate the willingness of all of you to
take part and be with us.

Mr. Dupont, whom we invited, cannot come because the President's
highway program has not yet been submitted to Congress, but we are
very glad to have General Itschner, who is the Assistant Chief of
Engineers for Civil Works, and Assistant Secretary Aandahl who is
here from the Department of the Interior.

In previous sessions of the panel, we have called upon the Govern-
nent representatives first; but I would like to experiment, and this

morning I am going to call on the nongovernmental members of the
panel and then ask the governmental members to conclude.

I shall ask Mr. Fisher to begin the discussion.

OPENING STATEMENT BY JOSEPH L. FISHER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE, INC., WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. FISHER. I have been asked to comment briefly on the proposals
in the field of conservation of resources, as set forth in the January
1955 Economic Report of the President. More particularly, and
along with other members of the panel, I have been asked to comment
on the two questions: (1) What should be the Nation's public works
policy in 1955, especially in the resources field; and (2) what part
if any of the costs of construction and maintenance of resource facili-
ties should be shared by the Federal Government, and how should
these costs be shared? I would like also to blend with my remarks
concerning resources conservation and development a number of basic
points regarding public works policies in general.

First, I would like to note the high quality of the report and com-
pliment the Council of Economic Advisers and others who aided in
preparing it for the emphasis upon economic growth. I hope that
this attention to economic growth represents a continuing interest
rather than a viewpoint stressed only at this particular time when the
general business movement is upward and there seems to be no criti-
cal need for policies relating primarily to business cycle movements-
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either those suitable for times of recession or those suitable for im-
pending boom and possible collapse.

In my view, there is a gradual and subtle blending of factors which
are important to stabilization and to growth, and that a sharp separa-
tion of the two is most unrealistic. Indeed, economic decisions are
always made in the present, even the decision to-postpone is a present
decision. The effects of these decisions, however, may be left at dif-
ferent times in the future, unless these considerations are kept to the
forefront in our thinking; there is always the tendency to defer basic
public and private investments in natural resources, highways, and
the like.

Fiscal or budget policies which make such expenditures the bond
servant of short-run considerations, whether they are to make larger
deficits or reduce them, are not in my view in the long-run public
interest. In the end, such policies will defeat the establishment and-
continued expansion of the very base of resources and facilities with-
out which growth is severely handicapped and the business cycle
becomes much harder to manage.

Therefore, in a general way, the Nation's public-works policy in
1955 should be one of proceeding steadily and confidently with invest-
ment and investment decisions which will serve to expand basic public
works and facilities in the interests of long-term growth. The budget
outlook clearly is not so severe, nor the need for balance in conven-
tional terms so impelling, as to indicate any less in spending for nat-
ural resources and other public works than the recent 1956 budget
envisages. In my view, a good case can be made for somewhat higher
expenditures in the resources field than the budget proposes.

I have here to address my remarks more to the budget than to the
Economic Report, since the Economic Report says very little directly
about resources.

During the 5 years, 1951-56, as estimated in the budget, the amount
spent by the Federal Government for water-resources development,
to name the natural resources of greatest budget concern, has de-
creased by roughly 10 percent. Federal water-resources expenditures
as a percent of total Federal expenditures reached a high of 4.1 per-
cent in 1938; according to the 1956 budget estimates, they will be 1.9
percent.' As a percent of gross national product, estimated Federal
water-resources expenditures for 1956 are one-fifth to one-quarter
less than in 1951.

The CEATEMAN. Now, by water, do you mean power, irrigation, and
navigationa

Mr. FiSMR. That is correct. Those are the large items.
It would seem that Federal Government spending for the develop-

ment of water resources is not keeping pace either with other items in
our Government and national economic accounts or with the oppor-
tunities and needs' of the times. Yet .the Economic Report states-
of all our natural resources, none requires more immediate attention than
water.

Thle way to reconcile emphasis on the need for water development
with declining budget allocations is to offer convincing evidence that
resources investment funds will be forthcoming from non-Federal
sources. This brings up the "partnership" concept. This approach
has a genuine appeal. I think it to be excellent, and in its general form
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I endorse it highly. It strikes a good note and one which most Ameri-
cans will applaud. However, I believe the general idea needs to be
thought through more carefully, if it is to be made to work effectively.
The biggest single difficulty, as I see it, is to enlist the responsible co-
operation of States, localities, and private groups. This means finan-
cial responsibility and participation as the acid and final test of genu-
ine partnership. If the partnership idea is to amount to more than it
has in the past, if it is to be a genuine thing, then both local and State
governments, and in some instances private groups, must participate
substantially in investment and repayment.

The 1956 budget proposes $20 million in Federal expenditures for
partnership projects under the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau
of Reclamation. I hope the amount may be enlarged in future years.
It would be advisable to follow the working out of these initial part-
nership projects with an eye to revealing the strong and weak points
and finding out what really can make the idea wiork. I think it is
important not to oversell the partnership idea lest the day come *when
people realize that more has been held out under the attractive label
of partnership than can be delivered.

Particularly, I think the Federal Government will have to act
sternly in refusing Federal participation except upon terms which
require significant State, local or other participation. There will
have to be a tougher resistance to political pressures, in which public
agencies and private pressure groups sometimes combine. than has
been characteristic of the past. The will of people to raise money at
the State and local levels will have to be strengthened, as well as
their desire to see through the long repayment periods which may be
involved. The partnership program is a hopeful one, it deserves to
be nourished and tended carefully; but proclaiming it does not neces-
sarily make it work.

Another question we were asked to deal with briefly is the amount
which the Federal Government should contribute to various public
works programs. Here I do not think definite general rules can be
set out very easily. The emphasis has to be upon the uncovering and
the experimenting and testing of suitable criteria to work out the de-
grees of participation from State, local, and Federal governments,
and even private sources. Flexibility seems to me to be desirable,
especially--in the resources field, where formula treatment has never
been as successful as it has in highways, hospitals, and some of the
others.

The CHLAIRM3AN. What do you mean by "flexibility"? That is a
commonly used term, but I have often been puzzled as to what precisely
it meant.

Mr. FISHER. I think it is partly a dodge for getting away from
thinking through exactly what you mean. In the resources field the
programs are extremely varied, all the way from very small flood con-
trol and agricultural projects to large dams and to research programs,
and so on. It is impossible to find a single formula, or at least it is
difficult to find a single formula such as in the IHighway Act which
sets up three definite criteria, and say this is the way the Federal money
shall be distributed, whatever that sum may be. The purposes of
resources projects, the nature and characteristics of them, are much
more varied, in my view.
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The CHAIRMAN. Then would you allow this to be determined en-
tirely by administrative discretion?

Mr. FIsHER. Not necessarily. I propose a little later on that this
needs to be the subject for a considerably more intense examination
than heretofore.

I think, further, that the' resolution of such problems lies, in large
part, in the fields of public organization and finance, since if the
States and localities are to become partners with the Federal Gov-
ernment, they must have the sources from which additional funds can
be raised, as well as the will to do it. The Council correctly recom-
mends that outmoded State tax rate and debt limits be relaxed.

The possibilities for interstate or regional development corporations
for resources development might well be explored more intensely than
has been true in the past. I think ways might be found for the char-
tering of such corporations with power to issue mortgage or revenue
bonds and which could also receive appropriations from State, lo-
cal, and Federal Governments. An extension of this idea would en-
courage private participation for certain phases of multiple purpose
projects such as electric power production and distribution, for which
there is clearly a market and a determinable market price. I do not
think we have begun to exhaust our organizational administrative re-
sourcefulness along this line. An important consideration is that
any development corporation operates over a sufficiently wide geo-
graphical area and span of resources so that a truly balanced and in-
tegrated development may be achieved.

At another place in the Economic Report the proposal is made
that advance planning loans to States and localities should be en-
larged and made permanent on a revolving fund basis, instead of hav-
ing an on-and-off activity of this sort. I would suggest careful study
be given to an extension of the advance planning approach to embody
the idea of planning for total readiness for antirecession public works
activities. Such a readiness would recognize that even with plans and
specifications all prepared, there would still be made many roadblocks
in the way of actually spending money for antirecession public works.
Financial arrangements between Federal, State and local Govern-
ments would have to be arranged. Appropriations would have to be
made, construction organizations perfected, and decisions as to pre-
cise time, place, and type of project reached.

I would propose careful consideration of an antirecession fund, es-
tablished by Congress, and with its use limited by Congress to au-
thorized projects. Congress might limit the fund as to total amount,
and specify general criteria which should trigger its actual use. It
might also lay down general rules regarding the geographical dis-
tribution of the spending. The establishment of such a fund would
place in the hands of the President the authority to engage in anti-
recession public works spending in speedy and timely fashion, but
with appropriate safeguards and general directives laid down by the
Congress.

I am not so much proposing the establishment of such a fund as
I am proposing that it be examined with greatest care looking toward
the advisability of recommendation at a later date. This is not a new
idea, but it is a good one which so far as I knowv has never been ade-
quately investigated. Perhaps the chief value of such a stuck3 would
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be to point out the severe limitations of antirecession public works
because of timing difficulties. The study should specify the kinds of
projects which lend themselves to antirecession use, as well as those
that do not. It should be realistic with respect to the methods of
financing.

My final point, and one which I think is of major importance and
one overlooked almost entirely in the Economic Report, relates to
resources development, and the need for a partnership arrangement,
not by which projects would be built, but by which they might be
planned cooperatively. Surely this goal cannot be achieved if miscel-
laneous private companies, localities, even States, acting separately,
pick off such projects as suit their interests and leave the scraps for
the National Government. I think a guiding general plan, or at least
a set of general objectives and procedures is needed. This is especially
true in the water and related land field, in my view.

The CHAIRMAN. You are not speaking of the upper Colorado
project, by any chance, are you?

Mr. FISHER. I have that and some others in mind. Such planning
need not be in detail, but it should block out the main development
potentials, appraise the benefits and costs of each, provide for wide
public consideration, and in short, make possible the emergence of
general approaches and plans of development which will permit any
private concern or public body to undertake a project, and in such a
way so as not to foreclose on other projects more clearly in the long-
run interest.

I think we have to look beyond TVA and beyond the interagency
river committees to find new patterns for cooperative planning of this
character. Which group actually builds or owns a structure seems
to me of far less importance to the Nation than that fthe river valleys
are developed intelligently, comprehensively, and economically.

During these few years we are committing ourselves to the struc-
tures and progl ams which -will fix the general character of river basin
development in this country for perhaps a century or longer, just as
the location of our main railroads in the 19th century set a pattern
of location of people and industry which continues to this day.

Cooperative planning of the type I have suggested, it seems to me,
is the way to assure an intelligent arrangement of investments by
public and private- bodies and that the-long-range national interest
will be enhanced.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Fisher's prepared statement appears at p. 801.)
The CHAIRMAN2. Mr. Greer, I understand you are going to speak on

the highway question.
Vice Chairman PAT3MAN.. I can state, Mr. Chairman, he is mighty

well qualified to speak on that question.

STATEMENT OF DEWITT C. GREER, STATE HIGHWAY ENGINEER,
TEXAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Mr. GREER. The President of the United States is definitely correct
in his statement that the highway improvement program of this coun-
try is not keeping pace with the expansion of our economy, and con-
sequently, must be expanded if our Nation is to continue its forward
progress.
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The State highway departments throughout the country are now
in the process of developing the public road systems with the aid and
benefit of the Federal-Aid Highway Act'of 1954 as passed by the 83d
Congress and placed into effect May 6, 1954. In order that there may
be no cessation in the roadbuilding program of this country, this act
must be supplemented by the Congress at least by the spring of 1956.

The annual income to the Federal Government this year from taxes
relating to the motor vehicles of this country is estimated at $2,577
million. Our highway system is within itself a modern, industrial
machine yielding a $2,577 million income to its owner, namely, the
people of the United States. If this profitable machine is permitted
to deteriorate and become obsolete, the reduction in net profits to the
owner will be inevitable. Any efficient private industry, for business
reasons alone, constantly endeavors to keep its machinery in good
repair and modernized in order to continue the flow of profits to its
owner.

The highway system of this country is no exception. We, the
owners, must do a major overhaul job primarily for the public good
and also to guarantee the continued flow of income as paid by the
users of motor vehicles to Federal, State, and local branches of
government.

Our Federal Government enjoys the privilege of providing inspira-
tion and leadership to the States in many fields of endeavor, including
highways. In providing this leadership during the past year, the
Federal Government has contributed approximately 13 percent of the
expenditures on the highway transportation system of this countr,
and the States and local political subdivisions have contributed the
remaining 87 percent. It would seem that with the established need,
the Federal Government could lend additional impetus to the expan-
sion of the highway program of the country.

The National Congress is to be commended for its balanced pro-
gram of improvements on public roads, which program has been in
effect for the past 11 years. The four categories of roads and streets
constituting the major portion of the Federal-Aid Highway Act give
balance to the improvement of our transportation arteries. This
balanced program should be continued in full force and effect with
some added emphasis on the primary and interstate systems. The
Federal Government should continue this balanced program of work,
increasing the overall allotment to the road system of the country each
year, commensurate with the increase in tax yield from the motor
vehicle user accruing to the Federal Government. Public roads
should be built in accordance with present and anticipated traffic
volumes. For the greatest value to the economy of the country, these
roads should be so built as to serve a threefold purpose, namely,
through traffic, local traffic, and some aid rather than deterrent to
the development of real properties. These factors are more forceably
brought to attention when we realize that 70 percent of the vehicle
miles of travel on our highway system actually goes less than 30
miles per trip.

The President of the United States has repeatedly urged in his dis-
cussion of this problem that the States' rights principle should con-
tinue in any expanded highway program. (For the President's high-
way message submitted subsequent to these hearings, see p. 1264.) In
my estimation, this can only prevail if the States do their part in the
plan of finance, as has been true in the past 34 years of Federal-State
highway relationship.
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I would suggest that the present policy providing for the mainte-
.nance of public roads and streets by the responsible local agency
be' continued. I.would further suggest that the matiching ratio on
the secondary, the urban, and the primary highway systems be con-
tinued at the 50-50 ratio as now provided in the Federal-Aid HoTigh-
way Act and that the matching ratio on the interstate system be in-
creased to 75 percent Federal and 25 percent State in order that a
priority in this system might be purchased by -the Federal Govern-
ment, due to the interstate and military characteristics of this par-
ticular system of roads.

The allocation of Federal grants-in-aid to the States should be
on a specific formula and definite allocations among the four systems of
roads; however, sufficient flexibility should be used in the law to permit
the interchange of funds among the systems when just cause can be
shown for such transfer.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to commend you for the brevity as well as
the conciseness of your statement. If the Federal Government were
to meet 75 percent of the cost on the interstate highways, who should
let the contracts, the Federal Government or the States?

Mr. GREER. I mentioned that the three systems should be 50-50.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand, but on the interstate.
Mr. GREER. That would be 75 percent and 25 percent, and herefore

I think the contracts should be subject to the concurrence of the
Federal Government.

The CHAIRMAN. *Would you have the States still let the contracts
and supervise the construction, even though they meet only one-
quarter of the cost?

Mr. GREER. Yes; subject to the concurrence of the Federal Govern-
ment as to any contract.

The CHAIRMAN. You would have 25 percent of the appropriation
really determining the policies. If the Federal Government is
called upon to pay three-quarters of the cost, why should not the
Federal Government carry through the letting of contracts? Aren't
you insisting that the tail wag the dog?

Mr. GREER. The present matching basis is 60 percent Federal and
40 percent State and, under that, the States are now handling the
operation.

The CHAIR-MAN. I understand, but you propose to step it up to 75.
I am struck with the fact that the States seem to love to come to the
Federal Government for money, but they are not always anxious to
contribute funds themselves. Then they are very anxious to control
the expenditure of such Federal money as is appropriated. This is
all done in the name of States rights.

Mr. GREER. Mr. Chairman, if you will permit this statement, I was
speaking generally for the majority of the States on that score.
Insofar as Texas is concerned, we would prefer that all systems be on
a 50-50 basis.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, I see. That is, you would not want 75 percent.
Mr. GREER. Generally we prefer all of it 50-50. That is a better

partnership arrangement. However, not all States are, let us say,
quite as fortunate as we are in being able to provide the funds that
are necessary.

The CHAIRIrAN. I commend your consistency. We -wish it were
more widespread.
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I comment briefly on
your statement. It looks unusual for the State to ask for 75 percent
and insist on letting the contracts. In view of the statement used by
the witness, that it would be subject to the concurrence of the Federal
Government, wouldn't that be a great advantage to the Federal Gov-
ernment? In other words, the States would look after all of the deals,
and all of the contracting part, up to a point, and then we would have
to get the concurrence of the Federal Government; in other words,
the Federal Government would have the veto power over it, and I
assume they could actually demand, the Federal Government could,
Mr. Greer, that they even ask for new bids, if necessary.

Mr. GREER. That even happens under present conditions. We sub-
mit all of the data to the Federal Government before we ask for bids.
They sit in on the actual receiving for bids, the opening of bids, tabu-
lating of. bids, and they review everything before they concur in the
award of the contract.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. And they have a veto over it if the officials
desire to use it?

Air. GREER. Yes, sir.
Vice Chairman PATHAN. Therefore, I do not think it should be

disturbing to the chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, knowing something of the circumstances

under which some States let highway bids, I would say that there is
more to this subject than has been touched on this morning. I think
we should proceed to the next witness.

Mr. Olds.

OPENING STATEMENT OF LELAND OLDS, DIRECTOR OF ENERGY
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, PUBLIC AFFAIRS INSTITUTE

Mr. OL.DS. I was asked to comment on the President's proposals in
the field of power resources:

The Economic Report of the President is completely lacking in
recommendations with regard to electric power or recognition of the
part played by ample supplies of low-cost electricity in an expanding
economy with provision for defense.

The report fails to recognize that the electric-power field is one in
which the proved shortsightedness of private monopoly can result
in seriously retarding the vigorous economic growth which the report
offers as the best way to avoid recessions.

The President's power policy, if carried out in terms suggested by
his report, would result in a power-short America, measured by the
requirements of an expanding economy, which will call for supplies
of electricity multiplying at least 3 times over within 15 years and 10
times over by the beginning of the last decade of this electric-power
century. It would result in an America hampered by rising power
costs. It would mean a slowing down of automation in industry, on
the farm, and in the home, which will enable us to couple rising living
standards with reductions in the working week to 35, 30, and ulti-
mately 25 hours.

And there is a direct tie between adequate power and employment
because, as President Gadsby of the Utah Power & Light Co. points
out, electric energy now required per man-hour in industry is equiva-
lent to 154 unseen workers under the direction of each visible worker,
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with the prospect that the number of invisible helpers will rise to 250
for each worker on the production line.

The President's power policy, as set forth in the Economic Report,
by favoring private monopoly in the business of power supply, will
result in underdevelopment of our hydro, hesitant development of
low-cost atomic powver, slower progress toward all-electric homes,
cramped expansion of farm electrification, and a general restriction
on improvement in American living standards.

in terms of national security, this may prove serious, for although
the Office of Defense Mobilization and the Department of the Interior
disagree on the adequacy of planned capacity to 1957, both agree that
the prospect of power shortage in the Pacific Northwest and the
Southeast is serious.

In this connection, we may note the effort of Westinghouse Electric
Co. to spur timely orders for new generators. Westinghouse shows
that although 9.3 million kilowatts of new generating capacity will
be required for installation in 1956, only 5.1 million had been ordered
as of September 21, 1954. According to their statement:

It is too late to furnish, the 4.2 million kilowatt deficiency, on a 30-monlth
production schedule. Practically no' commhitments have been made for 1958
and 1959.

With what seems a careful avoidance of the mention of electric
power, the Economic Report apparently takes some pride in the
adiministration's reversal of the power policy of the last 25 years.
Advocating expansion of investment in conserving and utilizing soil,
water, mineral, and other resources, the President indicates that-

to speed this process, the Federal Government has attempted to distinguish
as clearly as possible the field of Federal enterprise from the field of private or
local enterprise.
He applies this to water resources by setting forth the administra-
tion's so-called "partnership" policy under which, broadly speaking,
the people would put up the nonreimbursable investment and non-
Federal interests, mainly private, the reimbursable.

This means in the main a shift of Federal partnership in the field
of electric power from partnership with local community public or
cooperative electric, systems to partnership with private monopoly.
It will-uiltimately destroy the type of public or cooperative competition
which has proved the most effective supplement to the otherwise
largely ineffectual efforts to regulate utilities in the public interest.

The type of public or cooperative competition provided by Federal
power legislation, including the Tennessee Valley Authority, Rural
Electrification, Bonneville Power Aclministration, Reclamation, and
Flood Control Acts, has stimulated neighboring private power com-
panies to greater reductions in rates and greater expansion in business
than has occurred where this influence is lacking.

The power policy set forth in the President's Economic Report pur-
ports to be based on the premise that power supply is a local responsi-
bility. This is technologically inaccurate. Today low-cost power is
power from integrated regional systems, and where the Federal Gov-
ernmnent abdicates responsibility most public and cooperative systems
are thrown upon the mercy of their private competitors or must de-
pend on relatively high cost, small local generating stations.

Except in rare instances, public and cooperative systems cannot
hope to take full advantage of river basin or atomic power unless the
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Federal Government takes a portion of the responsibility for whole-
sale power supply. The shift in partnership described in the Presi-
dent's report will mean that the people of the country will get less
power from their water and nuclear power resources at higher cost.

(I am going to change slightly the order of my presentation from
that of the copies which have been distributed here.)

We can interpret the contrasting power policies, one leaning toward
private monopoly, the other toward public competition, including
Federal investment in some generation and transmission, rather spe-
cifically in terms of immediate effects on employment.

In the first place, the sensitive response of the private-power in-
dustry to fear of overbuilding in the face of business recession tends
to accentuate those recessions, as well as to cramp later recovery when
power supply becomes tight. Thus the September 20, 1954, issue of
Electrical World forecasts capital expenditures by all agencies for
electric generating capacity falling from a high of $2,088 million in
1953 to an estimated $1,475 million in 1957, or by more than $600
million. Already by its January 24, 1955, issue this trade journal re-
ports actual investment in generation for 1954 at less than the predic-
tion of 4 months earlier and drops its 1955 estimates by nearly 10 per-
cent. This recalls the Westinghouse figures for generators on order,
to which I have already referred.

Such reductions in new investment have far-reaching effects on
business and employment, as well as reducing the power supply avail-
able for future expansion. The Federal program I am recommending
can help to remedy this situation.

In the second place, reductions in electric rates, due to an effective
competitive power program, will mean hundreds of millions of dollars
savings in electricity costs which will be available for consumer ex-
penditures on such soft goods as textiles and shoes which need such a
spur to absorb unemployed workers in a number of depressed areas.
Figures prepared by the Federal Power Commission for a former
Member of Congress in 1952 showed possible savings of over $2 billion
in 1950 if all electric sales in the United States had been billed at rates
prevailing in the TVA area. Of course, if all rates had been so re-
duced the result would have been big boosts in sales of electricity and
appliances, so that actually power revenues would not have been re-
duced by anything like this amount. In other words, the savings
would have been distributed among the soft goods and electrical appli-
ance industries.

In the third place, if the expansion of power requirements is not
cramped by the proposed change in Federal power policy, it will
mean a tremendous boost in employment in the depressed coal-mining
areas. The forecast for 1970, even assuming reasonable expansion in
hydro capacity and atomic power, will require approximately double
the 117 million tons burned to produce coal's share of electric genera-
tion in 1954. This assumes coal continuing to provide 65 percent of
the total thermal generation, although as the last half of the century
unfolds the share carried by oil and gas is due to decrease. With the
requirements for cement mills, the steel industry, the coke, gas, and
chemical industry, rail transportation, other industries, and retail
sales, this would call for bituminous coal production in excess of the
present Bureau of Mines' estimates of full-time production of exist-
ing mines, with this year's work forces.
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Table 1 and table 4 in the report suggest that the 'authors fail to
be influenced by theii ovwn proof of the relationship between-dynaihic
power policy and an expanding economy. Table 1 shows expansion of.
electric power production outdistancing all other growth factors be-'
tween both 1939 and 1946 and the present.

Table 4 shows some rapidly growing commbdities and services:
to illustrate the widening economic horizons of consumers, with the
comment that "one of the marvels of our generation has been the
growth of consumer capital." The significant fact is that 8 of the'
15 rapidly growing commodities shown are electric appliances and
a ninth involves electric freezing.

The influence of Federal power policy, as embodied in the TVA and
the Bonneville Administration, in producing this result is apparent'
in the annual statistics of electric appliance sales, published in the
January 1955 issue of Electrical Merchandising, a trade journal.
These statistics show that in 1954 sales of electric appliances, the
States of Tennessee and Washington exceeded the United States'
average per 1,000 residential customers for 10 of the 13 appliances
covered. Both also equaled the national average in 2 of the 3 remain-
ing appliances.

The administration should reread the subtitle under which'this table
appears. It reads: "Lessons From the Past and Guides to the Future."

The President's report stresses the importance of assisting new and
small businesses, stating that our economy is strong and progressive
because it contains, in addition to its 5 million farm enterprises, 4
million independent centers of business decision. My comment is that.
the Federal rural electrification program has probably been the out-
standing Federal contribution to the strengthening of small-business
enterprise and that it is an integral part of the larger Federal power
program, in which the Government assumes a partnership responsi-
bility for assuring rural electric systems, directly or indirectly, low--
cost wholesale power supply.

The report specifically claims- credit for ending Federal power re-
sponsibility for power supply, which has played an important part in
this boost to America's premier small businesses.

The President finds the history of our country and the Western
World demonstrating-
that economic-progress-depends-fundamentally-on the enterprise-and-initiative of-
millions of people seeking to better themselves.

No clearer illustration of this could be cited than the economic progress
of the country's farms which has come through the enterprise of mil-
lions of farmers in organizing and managing their nearly 1,000 rural
electric cooperative systems, raising the percentage of electrified farms
from 11 percent in 1936 to over 92 percent last year.

Yet the testimony before the Senate Judiciary Antimonopoly Sub-
committee shows that the new power policy, set forth in the Presi-
dent's report, is making it possible for private power monopoly, which
contended that areawide rural electrification was not feasible, to un-'
dermine these very vital cooperative enterprises.

Low-cost electric power in abundance is an important key to an
expanding economy. So said the Paley Commission. And the ex-
pansion in power demand is always exceeding private company expec-
tations. So says Westinghouse. General Electric says industry
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expectations of 1 trillion kilowatt-hours in; 1970 are now advanced to
1965, and the Paley Cninissif1ion estimates of 1.4 trillion in 1975 are
advanced to 1970. General Electric says that the upward trend of
total residential use will pass industrial use by 1973 and that prophets
look for an overall requirement of 5 trillion kilowatt-hours in the year
2000. I predict it will be reached by 1990.

And the newspapers carried just yesterday and today the story that
the 10 billion kilowatt-hours a week purchase of electricity mark in
this country has just been'passed.

To meet this challehge of 'the' electrical age, with all that it will
require in hydro, conventional fuels, and nuclear energy, will require
expansion of Federal, State, and local public, private, and cooperative
generating capacity, all working together, and all stimulating each
other by the special brand of competition deriving from the freedom
of all communities to choose whichever form of ownership best meets
their needs. Without Federal participation in the wholesale field,
making possible public and cooperative competition, private monopoly
will dominate and will prove a restrictive influence on expansion.
And we must not forget the wider implications, stated by Representa-
tive Jensen of Iowa in last year's atomic energy bill debate. Warning
of possible Federal monopoly, in words even more applicable to
private monopoly, Mr. Jensen said:

Mr. Chairman--the manjxv~ho;controls- the electric energy of any nation, es-
pecially in a nation that is dependent on electric energy as we, controls that
nation. Any one of you Members of the House, or any other American, could
control America lock, stock, and barrel today if he or she had control of the
electric energy of America. Let us not forget that.

The recommendations of the economic report should have included,
as a part of the public works program, (1) the undertaking of new
Federal multipurpose river-basin projects, including Federal develop-
ment of power, in the Columbia, Colorado, Central Valley (Calif.),
Missouri, Arkansas-White, Alabama-Coosa, Chattahoochee, Roanoke,
Connecticut, Merrimac, St. John, and Kennebec River Basins

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any rivers that you do not want to de-
velop, Mr. Olds?

Mr. OLDs. Not rivers: that have'.the possibility of sound multipur-
pose developments with power involved, and where the use of Fed-
eral investment will make possible a fuller development of the poten-
tialities than would be possible with the use of private funds.

The CHAIRMAN. When you speak of the Colorado, do you mean the
upper Colorado?

Mr. OLDS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Including irrigation?
Mr. OLDS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you noticed the costs per acre on the upper

Colorado, including irrigation?
Mr. OLDS. Yes.
TheeCHAIRMAN. Including:interest, is it not true that the cost would

be around $2,000?
Mr. OLDS. That is so.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it economic to construct land at a

cost of $2,000?
Mr. OLDS. With our population going up by 1970 to 200 million and

by the year 2000 to 270 million, that will put such a strain on our
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resources that, in the same way the Government has.found it possible
to secure copper produ&ion fromnrelaitvely uneconomic copper mines,
it will warrant bringing in all of the land that can be irrigated to
make this kind of subsidy to irrigation development as a long-run
proposition.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that the administration is planning
to withdraw 40 million acres, roughly, from circulation and turn it
back to grasses?

Mr. OLDs. That is a temporary thing, in part, and in part involves
a desirable shift of acreage which should never have been put under
wheat, for instance, and grains, and should have been put under grass
as a conservation measure.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, if it is desirable to add additional acres at
high altitudes at a cost of $2,000 an acre, which is roughly 4 times or
3 times the cost of the more fertile land in the United States, do you
think the administration might consider the possibility of constructing
land on the skyscrapers of New York and growing vegetables on the
terraces? I think it would cost less than $2,000 an acre to create very
rich land there, and I wondered if that might not be included in your
program.

Mr. OLDs. I think if the administration was set on doing that kind
of an investment job it would better put the money into harnessing
of the energy of the, aunwith the possibility of being able, to achieve
control of the photosynthesis process.

The CHAIRMAN. As you know, I tend to support the public power
projects, but I have very real reservations as to whether we have not
gone too far in the field of irrigation, and whether the costs are not
excessive in terms of yields on extremely fertile land. It seems to me
that we are expending enormous amounts of money which are
uneconomic.

Take the richest belt in this land, running from the Indiana line to
the Mississippi River, across my State, that is now selling from five to
six hundred dollars an acre, including the land across the river in
Iowa.

Representative TALLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. To take arid land and build it up at $2,000 an

acre which when finished would be worth $150 an acre, always seems
to me to be an extraordinary performance explainable only by the
peat political power of the semiarid States in the United States
S enate.

Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, would it be permissible to
say just a few words at this point?

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, certainly.
Representative TALLE. As a case in point, Mr. Chairman, right along

the lines that the Chairman has spoken, there is practically no waste
land in the State of Iowa. We have 25 percent of the grade A land
of the Nation. We don't take credit for that. That is nature's gift.
We do take credit for good use of that land, though. We have very
good farmers in Iowa. But there is a river in my district in which
siltation occurs every year. It has worked back from the mouth of the
Mississippi westward. It has worked back now to the extent of 7
miles. The acres that used to produce excellent corn crops when the
grandfathers of the present owners farmed that land and the fathers
of the present owners raised good crops, that land to the extent of
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36,000 acres is practically wasteland every year because of floods. Inj
successive years fhe siltation fills the channel upstream:
(After all, if the channel. is filled with silt, the water can do nothing.

but fan out over the acres, and crops are destroyed. The chaniel,.
while reopening has been authorized, is still silted up, and I am hunt-
ilg around for some money that the Congress does not vote for. aid
to somne remote part of the world, so this chaimel can be opened up and
these 36,000 acres be put back to good corn production.

Mr. Olds, any help that you can give me along that line to make
good use of what used to be very good land; I will appreciate, and I;
think you will agree with me that we should do that before we spend
a lot of money making new land.

Air. OLDS. Well, because my discussion runs primarily to power,
afnd I think the power resources of the upper Colorado are going to
be very important in the development of that whole intermountain.
airea

-The CHAIRM[AN. I -was trying to rescue you from an entangling al-
Ii ance, Mr. Olds.
.Mr. OLDS. Thank you very much. I am still willing also to support

the objectives on a long-range basis of the people that are interested
in irrigation.
- The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean that you have to get the votes of the

people who are interested in irrigation in order to get the power
projects?

Mr. OLDS. No, sir; when I was in charge of the studies for the
President's Water Resources Policy Commission, I made a series of
studies in the field of land and land economics, as I did in power, and
I was convinced by that study, and the men working on it, that on a
long-range basis we are going to be able to justify the bringing in of
more land, a great deal more land, in order to meet the requirements.
of the future population.

On the question of siltation, I think that is one of the very import-
ant problems in water resources that has to be dealt with. When. I
was chairman of the Federal Interagency River Basin Committee,
I worked very closely-it is my recollection I appointed a committee-
on the study of the whole question of sedimentation and siltation.
This has been a serious problem in the corn country, not only in Iowa
but in Illinois, where Lake Sangamon is, and near the city of Decatur.
They have had that same problem of siltation and sedimentation fill-
ing up in that case a lake which was designed to furnish the water
supply of Decatur and also to provide recreation.

But the great problem there and the great problem in the corn
country is due to the fact that many farmers feel that it is more im-
portant to get at relatively high prices what they can get out of the
production of corn than it is to actually undertake the kind of farm-
ing that is necessary to keep the soil from washing into those rivers.

Decatur appointed 2 land conservationists to work with the Univer-
sity of Illinois, and the-Federal Soil Conservation people in an attempt
to control about 2,000 square miles of the Sangamon Valley in Illinois,
and up to the time of about 3 or 4 years ago that I talked on the
subject at the Department of Agriculture I was told that only 15 per-
cent had been brought under conservation, that the answer they fre-
quently got was a nickel under the foot was worth more than a dollar
10 years from now.
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Representative TALLE. I think it is fair to state that the Congress
has taken a much more constructive view of conservation for a good
many years than was the case quite some time back, and in the 83d
Congress I thought that legislation pertaining to conservation on
the basis of watersheds was very good legislation, and in this specific
instance in my district, I am not asking that the channel be opened,
and then be permitted to fill up again. I am working with the conser-
vation people to prevent the filling up again after that channel had
been opened up, and I think that is the way to deal with it, to prevent
siltation from occurring again.

Mr. OLDS. I concur entirely with your view, and I would support
entirely that kind of program.

I mentioned what I felt the Economic Report should have recom-
mended in the way of a public-works program as far as rivers are con-
cerned, particularly with reference to power.

Second, it should have recommended assurance of public develop-
ment of the Niagara-St. Lawrence power resources, under conditions
that will bring down the restrictive high rates still prevailing in the
Northeastern region; third, legislative and administrative action to
initiate the immediate construction of large-scale Federal atomic
powerplants in addition to licensed private construction; fourth, ac-
tive pressing of a cooperative program for development of economi-
cally feasible small-scale atomic powerplants adaptable to the needs
of small community power systems; fifth, placing of the TVA on a
sound basis for continuing to assume utility responsibility for the
power requirements of its distributors; and, sixth, provision and such
Federal transmission facilities as prove necessary to assure public and
cooperative systems first call on power generated at Federal projects.

That, in general, covers my recommendations in connection with the
Economic Report.

I might just mention one other thing briefly: In referring to the
effect of the growing power requirements of the country on the coal
industry, I neglected to point out that when the requirements of the
country reach the 5 trillion kilowatt-hour mark suggested by General
Electric, even with more than half of the electric energy produced by
hydro or atomic power, the power industry alone is likely to call for
from 5 to 8 times as much coal as was used for the generation of elec-
tricity-in 1954, or-considerably more-than total-production in that-year.

Thank you.
Representative KELLEY. Does that hold out hope for the coal

industry?
Mr. OLDS. Definitely. I think the coal industry has a definite stake

in a program which will lead to the greatest expansion of the use
of electricity in this country, and I think that is the prospect of the
industry at present.

Representative KELLEY. The coal industry is in such a poor state
now that any, hope that is offered I am sure will be received with
gratitude.

Mr. OLDS. One of the interesting things is that as you bring in
this larger production of coal even though as predicted you may run
into situations where you are getting into thinner veins, perhaps, and
what is normally considered more expensive mining, nevertheless, and
this is based on my contacts with the Bureau of Mines, when you

58422-55 T7
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get your coal industry on a full production basis with a market for
your fines, as well as your better grades of coal, you are actually
going to be able technologically to bring down the cost of your coal
so that I think coal will be in a better competitive position as the
rising demand for power calls for more and more coal.

Representative KELLEY. I do not think we need to worry very much
about the cost of production of coal because there has been a great
reduction in the production of coal due to the mechanization of mines,
and I am sorry to say to the elimination of labor.

(Mr. Olds" prepared and supplemental statement appears at pp.
804, 808.)

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Renne.

OPENING STATEMENT OF ROLAND R. RENNE, PRESIDENT,
MONTANA STATE COLLEGE, BOZEMAN, MONT.

Mr. RENNE. Mr. Chairman, as so happens when one is fourth or
fifth in presentations, some of the points which I would emphasize
have already been covered. Mr. Fisher brought up several of those
points. I was asked to discuss water resources, and I will limit my
discussion to irrigation and to flood control and the watershed situa-
tion, because I think Mr. Olds has covered the power end of it.

The President's report concludes that it is desirable to expand
investment in facilities for conserving and bringing into economic
usage, more of our soil, water, mineral, and other resources. I am
in full agreement with this conclusion. The report also concludes
that of all our natural resources none requires more immediate atten-
tion than water, and effective conservation, control, and utilization
of the Nation's water resources requires energetic implementing of
sound policies. I can find no fault with this point.

The report then expresses full approval of the present partnership
policy of the Government of developing water resources whereby
State and local governments and private interests-
*are encouraged to provide all physical facilities they can, leaving for Federal exe-
cution only those parts of water-development projects which serve national
purposes-

and I find great difficulty, Mr. Chairman, in separating the national
interest in certain projects from the other interests-
or which, because of great size or complexity, are beyond the capability of
others.

The report argues that this approach will accelerate the development
of water resources, but will not involve the Federal Government in
huge expenditures for operations.

This statement of policy sounds perfectly logical and in principle
is basically sound, yet its execution may very easily result in serious
damage to the public welfare and to the ultimate growth and prog-
ress of our country. The first, and probably most important, ques-
tion raised by this policy is whether private development or partner-
ship development result in less than maximum use of a particular
resource situation. In the case of water resources, good reservoir
and dam sites are definitely limited. Moreover, the structures to
be placed upon such sites are of a very permanent nature. Since
construction is completed it is difficult and usually impossible to build
onto the first structure, or to modify the original structure to any great
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extent. It is highly important, therefore, that the first structure be
one which will make maximum utilization of the site and the water
resource. The Nation cannot afford less than the maximum develop-
ment and use of its water resources in the light of the limited number
of good development sites available and the projected future popula-
tion and demand.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Renne, I do not want to get you into diffi-
culty, but would you be willing to comment on the application of this
principle to Hells Canyon ?

Mr. R.ENTSE. Yes, I feel that Hells Canyon is the type of project.
in which the Federal Government not only should take the lead in the
planning, but in the development and operation.

The C.HAIRMMAN. And you feel it is better to have one high dam
which will store the surplus waters during the period when the snows
are melting than a series of low dams which will not have such storage
capacity and which will result in an ultimate wasting of the waters
down the Columbia into the Pacific, going through the spillways on
the way, rather than creating power ?

Mr. REXNNE. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. I congratulate you for your courage and also for

your good sense.
Mr. RENNE. Thank you for the statement on courage. I have

lived in that country for 25 years, and I feel that the Pacific North-
west particularly is an area where we have to take a courageous
stand unless we are to prevent making some mistakes now which 25
or 50 years hence will be much more serious than they look today.

I cannot forget in the case of Hungry Horse, for example, that
for many, many years that was considered not feasible at all, and I
am sure would not be feasible taken alone and developed as an intra-
or interstate project, but when tied in with the Bonneville and the
rest of the system of power, Hungry Horse has a definite place.

I am also reminded in the case of Fort Peck, in the case of floods
in the Kansas City area, the figures I have been able to get indicate
that the flood-control functions of Fort Peck resulted in a reduction
in the flood tide peak at Kansas City of 14 inches.

Private development or partnership development in which the Fed-
eral Government is cast in a residual role of undertaking only th6se
projects that State and local governments or private interests do not
care to or cannot undertake, is certain to result in less than maximum
development and use of water resources in many instances. Private
interests are ordinarily concerned primarily with immediate needs
and with only a part of the total services the water resources may be
able to provide. The interests of State and local governments are
frequently such that only a part of the total services are of major
concern. The Federal Government is the only agency clothed with
responsibility for, and concerned with, maximum development of the
resource in the interests of the welfare of all the people. It cannot
perform this function effectively in a residual capacity, but only in a
leading role.

The second question raised by the partnership policy concerns fiscal
policy of the Government. The desire to avoid heavy Federal ex-
penditures and to achieve a balanced budget is understandable, but
we should not abandon sound water resources development policy
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simply because traditional budget procedures may result in a book-
1:eeping deficit. Federal expenditures for construction of water de-
velopment projects should be distinguished from Federal expendi-
tures of the usual operation type. Water resources development proj-
ect outlays which expand the capacity of these resources to support
the needs of a growing population-and I might insert that our births
this year exceeded 4 million, and our net gain is such that at this rate
we shall have 200 million by 1975-should be set up in an investment
account as distinguished from the regular operating budget. Estab-
lishment of an Office of Coordinator of Public Works Planning within
the Executive Office of the President, as recommended in the report,
is highly desirable.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you permit me to interrupt at this point0
Congressman Bolling was too modest to state this, but I am not, so

l will say that we jointly introduced a bill which met with very cold
reception from the executive department on the subject, but we are
delighted to see the child adopted this year. We point out that the,
paternity of the child is a little bit different from what might appear
on the surface.

Mr. KELLEY. Mr. Chairman, I am not quite so modest. I also intro-
duced such legislation.
* The CHAIRMAN. Good. I think that on occasion modesty can be
carried to too great an extent.

Mr. RENNE. So much for the two general and perhaps theoretical
discussions.

The next is the consideration of the costs. I think the staff asked
especially that that be commented upon.

In the case of conservation treatment of watershed lands, the head
of the Federal agency responsible for the conservation treatment func-
tion should execute repayment contracts with organizations represent-
ing the primary beneficiaries. These contracts should provide for
payment of an annual amount sufficient to cover that part of the
annual operation and maintenance costs allocated to conservation
treatment, the cost of replacements allocated to conservation treat-
ment, and repayment without interest for a period of not more than
60 years, beginning the first year after the initiation of such conserva-
tion treatment of so much of the capital investment allocated to con-
servation' treatment as the agency head annually determines after
consideration of ability of the beneficiaries to pay in relation to their
net income derived from the project or activity during the preceding
year, and to current agriculture production and market conditions.

The CHAIRMAN. I suppose their ability to pay over a period of 50
years is considerably less than the cost of the project. Who would
assume the difference?

Mr. RENNE. I think that is where the National and State interests
come in. If contracts could be worked out between the Federal and
State I think the State should assume some of those costs, but I think
over and above those there will be national considerations and I think
the Federal Government should pay those.

The CHAIRMAN. It is a very grave problem of national policy and
I know people who defend local interests have a deep concern about
this, but I think it is very questionable as to whether we should have
the taxpayers of the country subsidizing at great cost building of
-additional land into cultivation, when it is said that the increased
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productivity per acre and per man in the old agricultural sections of
the country is such that our problem is really a surplus of goods,
certainly in some of the commodities, rather than a deficit. We know
the great political power of the semiarid States, but I wonder if they
have not pushed their advantage a little too far? I would like to
point out that we have a section of the country which is drying up
now, extending from Texas up through Illinois and Indiana. It
seems to me it would be a wiser policy to conserve the acres we have
rather than to bring additional acres into cultivation. Without wish-
ing to indulge in sharp adjectives, I think the East and the Middle
West have been taken for a buggy ride on a lot of these irrigation
projects which hitherto we have borne uncomplainingly; but perhaps
the time has come for the East and the Middle West to assert their
interests rather than implicitly to go along with these proposals.

I honor you, sir, and I realize that you are representing your locality,
but we have interests, too.

Mr. RENNE. I want to make it clear that I am in full agreement
with watershed conservation, and particularly in areas like Iowa,
where so much of our good land is located, but I don't want to get
now into a discussion of buggy rides by regions, because I think maybe
the Northwest and the Rocky Mountains might have a point, but I do
feel that in the overall consideration there are certain national impli-
cations in which the National Government has some responsibility,
too.

In the case of flood control, I think our policy should be one of
executing contracts with State or local governments to provide pay-
ments sufficient to cover that part of the annual operation and main-
tenance costs allocated to flood control, the cost of replacements al-
located to flood control, and repayment without interest, and within
50 years, of the capital investment allocated to flood control to a
degree corresponding with the production of primary benefits and
secondary regional benefits. All remaining flood-control costs should
be borne by the United States.

I realize this may sound general, but I don't think you can develop
concise formulas. I agree with Mr. Fisher. You have to keep the
objectives in mind, and apply them to individual projects.

Local contributions should be secured to reimburse the United
States for any navigation benefits conferred specially upon local
interests, otherwise, all navigation costs should be borne by the United
States until and unless Congress prescribes a general reimbursement
standard after further consideration of charges for transportation by
all means, including transportation by water.

The investment of the Federal Government in irrigation projects
should be recovered by the head of the responsible Federal agency
executing contracts with organizations representing primary
beneficiaries

The CHAIRMAN. May I interrupt a minute. Perhaps this will stir
up a discussion with my good friend from Pennsylvania.

There has been a proposal for a $90 million development of the
Delaware River, of which $30 million is a proposal to deepen the
channel from 38 to 43 feet. The only group which will be benefited
by this is the United States Steel Corp., which has put a new mill,
Fairless Mill, around Trenton, N. J., to enable South American oil
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'to conie up the Delaware River, and the local interests wanit'this cost
borne by the Federal Government.

Isn't this a subsidy of the United States Steel Co. by the taxpayers?
Mr. RENNE. I was raised on the Delaware River. I am not sure the

only beneficiary would be United States Steel.
The CHAIRMAN. The immediate beneficiary?
Mr. RENNE. The immediate beneficiary, yes. But I -am not sure

that the immediate beneficiary should pay the entire cost.
The CHAIRMAN. Shouldn't they pay some in the form of tolls be-

cause of the lower navigation costs which will accrue to them?
Mr. RENNE. Definitely, I would agree with that.
Representative KEnLEY. Mr. Chairman, would that establish a

'precedent in cases of the improvement on rivers and harbors? Here-
tofore it has always been in the hands of the Federal Government.
* The CHAIRMAN. I think it might check some of the pork-barrel

requests that pour in on this.
Representative KELLEY. It'is not only in the interests of Pennsyl-

vania, but for the benefit of New Jersey and Delaware. While
United States Steel Corp. is a beneficiary, it will open up for other
industries the whole area bordering on. Peiinsylvan'ia and New Jer-
sey and Delaware.

The CHAIRMAN. It seems extraordinary that you need a 43-foot
channel for these other industries. I have always thought 38 feet
was an adequate channel.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have a little informa-
tion on that subject, I believe, that I would like to bring up in view
of what has been said.

It is my understanding that last year during the second session of
the 83d Congress there was a bill to authorize this project; is that
correct, Mr. Kelley, and our comnittee in the House reconmnended,
at the request of the Corps of Engineers, that with the chalunel deep-
ened from 38 to 43 feet that the industry that will directly benefit
should pay the cost, and the bill in that form went through the House;
is that correct?

Representative KELLEY. I believe so.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Then it went to the other body, and then

the other body put the amendment in-I do not recall whether there
was any fight over it over there at the time.

The CHAIRMAN. I was ill at the time and was not able to walk onto
the floor, but if I had had the physical strength, I would have fought
that proposal.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. I am not trying to place responsibility,
but it seems to me that amendinent went in without objection. Often-
times that happens in that great body over there, because they are
told that conference will take care of that. You have heard that
before.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Vice Chairnian PATMAN. Well, it went in, and then the conference

takes care of it. There was pressure brought to bear to allow that.
So I do not know who was asleep at the switch, but that is when it
started.

The CHAIRMAN. I was not asleep. I was feeble.
Mr. OLDs. Mr. Chairman, may I-introduce one thought on this spe-

cific thing: One of the very interesting parts of this whole debate on
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this Delaware deepening is that the United States Steel Corp., in
justifying the thing done entirely at the expense of the Government,
is using the same arguments which the United States Chamber of
Commerce condemns when they are applied to the justification of
assigning values to the navigational facilities of the whole Tennessee
Valley Authority development of the Tennessee River.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Since we all reserve to ourselves the
right to be inconsistent, I guess we can allow that to the United States
Chamber of Commerce.

Representative KELLEY. Has there ever before in the history of our
Nation been an instance where outside interests are asked to bear the
costs of river improvement?

The CHAIRMAN. We have the St. Lawrence situation.
Vice Chairman PATIIAN,. This is a benefit just for United States

Steel. The extra 5 feet is just for them. Nobody else needs it. Only
United States Steel needs it.

Representative KELLEY. Well, for the present.
The CIIAIRAIAN. Well, why should it not be paid for by tolls?
Vice Chairman PATMAN. You are not that archaic in your views.
The CHAIRMAN-. If you have lower costs for iron ore, why not have

the iron ore pay it.
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. I was trying to be facetious.
Representative KELLEY. Well, I have in Pennsylvania some imne-

diately affected.
Mr. RENNE. I live in Montana, so am not immediately affected.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is the trouble we get into.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I think it would be an interesting study

to find what pressure was brought to bear to cause the conference com-
mittee to agree to that very unusual amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. I can say this: On any appropriation bill this year
I shall strive to undo the effect of Senate negligence last year.

Mr. RENNE. Just to finish up, Mr. Chairman, on irrigation, I cer-
tainly am not proposing that we have an extensive development of
irrigation lands at a cost of $2,000 an acre, but I do think in some
parts of our country population has already exerted pressure on
resources to the extent where we are going to have to consider some
of the long-range benefits, and we find in many parts of the Western
States that we can-make as much net per acre from irrigated lands
raising cattle and sheep, but particularly cattle, beef, as we can farm-
ing the land. I think with a population of 220 million, if we are to
continue to be the kind of meat-eaters we have been in these recent
years, we are going to need more of our basic western resources, and
many of them irrigated acres that will raise pasture and hay and
barley to fatten off and finish our cattle, because now our hogs and
our cattle are moving more and more to the west coast, with its tre-
mendous population expansion. In that Rocky Mountain-Pacific
Northwest area I think there. are many projects involving irrigation
which, while they will take a long time to develop, because after the
structure is finished it takes 20 to 30 years to develop the irrigation
lands, I think if we do not go too fast, and there is nothing which
requires us to put all of the irrigation structures in when you build
the dam, if we do our accounting properly it seems to me we ought to
plan our structures for the overall multiple-purpose long-term needs
insd ead of just the immediate.
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(AMr. Renne's prepared statement appears at p. 814.)
The CHAIRMAN. We have with us Dr. William G. Carr, executive

secretary of the National Education Association. He is going to
speak on school needs.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM G. CARR, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Mr. CARR. I would like to state that we regret it was impossible for
the president of the National Education Association to be here. Miss
Walker has been in sunnier climes, to wit, Hawaii, and is unable to
arrive here. I will try to present quickly to the committee the general
scope and dimensions of the needs for the construction of public-school
buildings in the United States at large.

In order to do this it will be useful, I think, to identify three major
factors which create a need for school buildings. The first factor is
the removal of the deficit commonly called the backlog, which has
arisen because of a long period of relative neglect during the depres-
sion, during the arsenal of democracy period, during the hot war, and
during the World War. There are many reasons why this neglect
occurred. Many people think it should not have been allowed to
accumulate, but that is past, and the fact is that we have a very sub-
stantial deficit now of school buildings.

The evidence of this deficit can readily be seen in almost any part
of the country. You see conditions of extreme crowding in many
communities. There are many children now who have never known
what it is to go to a school for a full day, and if something isn't done
rather suddenly we shall have hundreds of thousands graduating from
our schools who have never had a full day's schooling in their lives.
Because there isn't room for them, they have to go part time.

There are other evidences of crowding which the most casual walk
through any one of our communities will reveal. Now, the removal
of this deficit as it has accumulated over the past quarter century
would call, according to the best information we can get, for about
312,000 classrooms in the next 10 years. At $34,000 a classroom that
is $10.6 billion.

Now, the second factor that we have to reckon with is, of course,
obsolescence, which is continually going on. If you assume, which is
contrary to fact that we have no obsolescence now, and all the build-
ings where our children are found are safe and sanitary, you will
have in the future buildings that will wear out and ought to be re-
placed. If you take a useful life of a school building at 50 years,
which is probably far too long, the obsolescence in the next 10 years
will require about 220,000 classrooms, which is $71/2 billion at the
same rate of construction.

There is, of course, a third factor in our economy and in our educa-
tional system which adds to the needs for school buildings, and that
is the expanding school population. This expansion in enrollment, in
turn, is due to 2 other causes, 1 the dramatic increase in the birthrate
which has marked recent years, and the other the general tendency
of people to stay in school longer.

We, of course, have had compulsory attendance laws in this country
for many years, and though they have not been perfectly enforced
they have by and large kept our people in school for the elementary
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school years. But now the tendency to consider at least a high-school
education as a basic minimum for almost any kind of employment is
resulting in an expanding enrollment.

Now, if we take this third factor, Mr. Chairman, over the next 10
years and plot it in terms of what we know about children who have
already been born and will mostly survive to attend our schools 6 years
after birth, and make reasonable assumptions as to the continuation of
this birthrate and of the demand for education, and if we assume that
people do not withdraw from school earlier than they do now, we have
420,000 classrooms which at the same rate is $14.3 billion.

These three factors, then, the removal of the backlog, or deficit, the
removal of obsolescent buildings, and the meeting of enrollments
which are expanding because of greater demand for education and
more people to be educated, will add up, if my arithmetic is right, to
$32.4 billion between now and 1963. I am not, of course, predicting
that this is what will be spent to construct public school buildings.
This is, I think, a reasonable estimate as to what might be spent.

In concluding I will be happy to answer any questions of policy or
program that I can. The estimates that I have been giving to you do
not assume any improvement in the basic quality of our schools. We
are not putting anything in here for a swimming pool in every school,
for any improvements in the general construction, for any more
gracious space than we now have, for any more beautiful buildings,
and so on. We have assumed merely the continuation of the present
conditions, and, of course, these present conditions are infinitely varied.

In many of our communities the schools are very fine buildings.
In others they are very poor buildings.

These figures do not contain anything in the way of a dramatic
improvement in status. It is merely a question of keeping where we
are.

I hope, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, that this brief
analysis will supply you with the information you desire. Perhaps I
ought to add just one other word partly for the advantage of the
record or the staff: It happens that in this public school building
field we are at the moment in an unusually good position to make a
statement. The 81st Congress, I believe, authorized a $3 million
study of our school building problems, and this study has been sub-
stantially completed. It is on the basis of this study covering every
part of the United States that the figures I have just given you rest.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wheaton, professor of city planning, and

acting head of the Institute for Urban Studies, University of Pennsyl-
vania.

OPENING STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. C. WHEATON, PROFESSOR
OF CITY PLANNING, AND ACTING HEAD OF THE INSTITUTE FOR
URBAN STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. WHEATON. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, because
of the lateness of the hour, I am going to attempt to abbreviate my
written statement and just speak briefly to you on the subject of
housing

During the last 5 years we have been building about 1.2 million
units a year. This is a considerable achievement in terms of past
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housing production, and is pointed to with satisfaction in the Eco-
nomic Report. I hold that while this is indeed an achievement in
which we can take pride, it is nothing with which we should be con-
tented. I have made available to members of the committee copies
of an estimate of American housing needs during the next 15 to 20
years. This is a study that I made a year ago on what we ought to
be building in the field of housing.

That study suggests that we should be building about 2 million
units a year if we are to keep up with the formation of new families,
the obsolescence of existing dwellings, and with a 20-year program
for replacement of houses that are now substandard, and that will
become substandard during that 20 years. The rate of building ought
to step up from about 2 million units a year at present rates to about
21/2 million units a year by 1970.

There is reproduced in that report comparable estimates of other
organizations and agencies, the Twentieth Century Fund, the Na-
tional Association of Home Builders, the National Association of
Real Estate Boards, and Fortune Magazine, and some others. While
they vary in their estimates from a million and a half to 2 million,
these estimates indicate that our present level of building is not
enough to meet our current and our future housing requirements, to
create adequate vacancies and to put a little competition into a busi-
ness which has traditionally lacked competition, to a considerable ex-
tent.

If we relate this need to gross national product we find that to build
2 million units a year we would have to devote the same proportion
of our total product to home building that we devoted during the 20
years following 1915. In other words, this is not an excessive require-
ment in terms of the allocation of resources. We are falling today
somewhat below that level.

Now, we should note also that in the last 20 years we have had a
great development of Government aids to housing with which the
members of the committee are familiar. Those aid systems now di-
rectly aid 40 to 50 percent of new residential construction each year.
When I say directly aid, I mean FHA insurance or VA guaranties,
and they are backed up, of course, by the Home Loan Bank System, the
Federal National Mortgage Association, and other less direct credit
aids.

If we look at the income levels of families who are served by this
vast program, we find that in general the families who are able to
take advantage of these aids are those in the upper half or in the
upper 40 percent of the income distribution. There are local varia-
tions. We can point to instances in which families below the median
income can buy new houses, but in general across the country, it is
the upper 40 percent that is being served.

I believe that we can expand the market for housing with these
conventional Government aids and with conventional financing in a
number of fields, particularly in housing for Negroes. Virtually
nothing has been built for Negroes in the North and only a little in
the South in recent years. There is an opportunity to expand the
market in rental housing. There are opportunities in rural nonfarm
housing and in housing for the aged. These, it seems to me, will re-
quire only minor perfections of our present direct aids to housing,
plus some expansion of the secondary credit activities of the. Home
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Loan Banking System and the Federal National Mortgage
Association.

If we are to expand housing substantially beyond the present levels,
we must look to other markets not now being served. These are
chiefly the market in the middle income groups and the market in
the low income groups. It is a deplorable fact that in America today
the average wage-earner who works steadily year-round in a factory,
who makes the median income, in most cities cannot afford to buy a
new house. If Mr. Average American cannot afford to buy a new
house, it seems to me this is a matter that requires national attention.

I believe that a more direct form of Federal credit aid would permit
this middle income market to be served by private building rather
than by public building. I am strongly in favor of having it served
by the conventional processes of mortgage lending and private specu-
lative building, rather than by some vast expansion of the public
housing program.

It seems to me that this is a problem of major importance now
facing the Congress, and that as long as we have relatively idle or
underutilized resources, we should seek to expand housing production,
particularly in this middle income field.

Finally, in connection with that-
The CHAIRMAN. Which field did you say, middle income or low

income?
Mr. WHEATON. I am speaking about middle income.
The CHAIRMAN. What about the low income?
Mr. WHEATON. I will come to that in a moment. Particularly in

this middle income field, let me note that this is a form of public works
which can be entirely self-liquidating. If the Federal Government
will extend credit aid, these middle income American families are
eager to buy homes and will pay the full cost of their homes in the
sense of the cost to the Federal Government. I think, again, this can
be done through private activity.

Now below the middle-income levels there are about io million
families who are living in substandard homes and who have low
incomes. These are families whose incomes cannot possibly permit
them to buy or to rent or to maintain decent private housing. The
Congress in 1949 recognized a national responsibility for providing
public housing to meet the needs of low-income families. That pro:
gram got off to a rather slow start and has since been curtailed by
congressional action. I strongly urge the reenactment or the reopen-
ing of the public housing program now going on on a nominal basis
to permit the resumption of that program of providing housing for
low-income families.

It seems to me that is the only way that we can meet low-income
housing need. When somebody comes up with a better way I will be
very glad to support that better way, but in the meantime, I hold
with Senator Taft on the early hearings on the 1949 bill, we cannot
afford to neglect this problem;

Let me note in passing, too, that the administration has supported
and is continuing and now proposes to continue the program of urban
redevelopment, which Mr. Zeckendorf is to speak of shortly. That
program, in my opinion, is going to be stopped dead in its tracks in
the next few years unless a substantial amount of 'public housing is
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available in which to house the families displaced by slum clearance
and urban redevelopment activities.

The scale of the present redevelopment program has been small,
clearing very few slums, because it is new and experimental. It hasn't
raised this problem in the forceable way that it will be raised if the
program is continued or if it is expanded to about twice its present
level, which seems to me to be needed if we are to clear slums aIs fist
as they are being created.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean that the slums have actually been
gaining on us?

Mr. WHEATON. Gaining at a rate of about 2 to 1. I would say
dwellings are becoming obsolescent and substandard at a rate of some-
where between 200,000 and 500,000 units a year. We do not have good
figures on that. You have to interpolate from census data. We are
clearing at substantially less than a rate of 100,000 a year. Doubling
the program would stretch resources of local communities at the pres-
ent time, so I suggest this is a first step toward meeting this problem.

There is one other subject I want to mention in connection with
housing, and that is the program of local community facility-type
public works. I am not talking about dams and I am not talking about
interstate highways. I am talking about water and sewage facilities
and schools and community centers and parks and playgrounds, and
the things that have to go with housing.

We have a shelf, which has been adverted to, a reservoir of public
works, ostensibly. This is actually so tiny and so picayune in size
that it is scarcely worth mentioning. That program, it seems to me,
must be expanded very considerably to provide a much more substan-
tial reservoir of public works to go along with housing. I emphasize,
to go along with housing, because I do not want to get into the larger
subject of highways and other facilities.

Let me note also that the President the other day recommended
that we make a study and devote several million dollars of Federal
funds to research on the air pollution caused by urban development.
No agency of the Federal Government has a research programn-now
going on on the much larger problems of urban development itself, of
housing, of the relationship between housing and fiscal policy and of
the problems of making the housing industry more widely useful to
the American people.

We urgently need a resumption of the research program in housing
and urban development authorized by the Housing Act of 1949.

There is also an urgent need for Federal leadership in the field of
metropolitan planning. I note that Mr. Zeckendorf is going to avert
to that and so I won't sav more.

In conclusion, let me say we can improve and expand our present
conventionally financed housing industry, in my opinion, particularly
in the market for Negro housing, more rental housing, rural nonfarm,
farm, and housing for the aged. We need supplementary credit re-
sources through the Home. Loan Bank and FNMA to permit that
expansion. We need a new housing program for middle-income f am-
ilies, one which will use Federal credit, use private lending institutions
and use private building to enable families with stable moderate in-
comes to buy new houses, perhaps 200,000 to 400,000 units a year. We
need a reactivated public housing program at the minimum level pre-
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scribed in the Housing Act of 1949, and in my opinion, at a substan-
tially higher level.

We need a greatly enlarged urban redevelopment program and we
need a greatly enlarged program of advanced planning of local com-
munity facilities. These things, except for the community facilities
and the continuation of the urban redevelopment program, are not
given appropriate emphasis in the report which is before this com-
mittee.

Thank you.
RepresentatiVe CURTIS. Could I ask one question of Mr. Wheaton or

make a comment?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Representative CURTis. Mr. Wheaton, I was very much interested in

your comments as to the demand and need for additional housing in
this country and the fact that, in your opinion, even though our con-
structure and new housing starts are well on the increase, we still are not
going to be filling the demand of our society. The reason I say that
is we had a previous panel-I forget what day it was-of several
prominent economists, and they were raising the question of whether
indeed, we weren't going ahead too fast in the housing starts and in
the construction field, and they were warning us that we could not
count on that aspect of our growing economy as a factor in seeing to it
that we did have continued business activity in the country.

Your expression here seems to indicate that you think there is a
great future for the building industry, immediate future.

Mr. WHEATON. In my oral statement I did not put in the quali-
fications which appear in the written statement, Mr. Curtis. The
most eminent housing economist in the United States, I suppose, is
Miles Colean, and he said in writing in 1947 or 1948, that if we ever
built a million and a quarter units a year, that would be followed by
an immediate and disastrous depression in the real-estate industry.
So deep was his gloom about the future of America. I think that
this kind of attitude is typical of people in the housing industry.
They got burned badly 20 years ago and. they still remember those
burns.

My statement in writing was that as long as we maintain a stable and
growing economy, the market appears to be there to sustain conven-
tionally financed home construction at-1,200,000 to 1,400,000. The evi-
dence in 1949 and 1950 is that if the growth of the economy ever
slackens, this market disappears at a remarkably fast rate. We could
have a sharp recession in home building.

I am a little surprised that we did not have it last year when we
had a year in which momentarily we did not go forward, but my
prognostication is based upon the assumption that the economy can
and will continue to grow at 3 or 4 percent per year. Under those
circumstances, the rising income of families that we have had in the
past suggests that we will have a very steady flow of people in the
real-estate market.

I further suggested new or additional programs to expand housing
production. The public housing program requires a subsidy, as we all
know. I believe that subsidy is small compared to what we are going
to spend on highways and some other subjects, but it could do an
enormous amount of good. And in the middle-income housing field,
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I do not think we require a cent's worth of subsidy. We require
credit.

Representative CURTIS. Well, the gloom expressed was not expressed
by those in the housing industry. The gloom was expressed by men
who were looking at the overall economy picture, and as I analyzed it,
after questioning them, it seemed to be that they just felt the demand
woud not be there; not the financing. Unless I misunderstood what
they said, it was their concern that we were overbuilding-the demand,
and incidentally I might state that they expressed the same feeling
about another field of private enterprise, the automobile industry;
they thought that that industry was going beyond the demand.

In fact, the discussion involved both those aspects of our economy.
But I take it from your expression that you feel that if the housing
industry is certainly willing to go ahead with these new starts and
feels confident, the general economist should not be too alarmed.

Would you say that is a fair observation?
Mr. WHEATON. Yes; and let me first point out we do not have

adequate facts on the housing program. The HHFA research pro-
gram, authorized in 1949, had a good beginning. Several universities
participated in it. It is now terminated. We are now starting a
project to find out how deep the housing market is in Philadelphia,
but there has not been any decent study of the housing.market in
any major city that really got the facts out in the last 5 years.
This is a deplorable state of ignorance.

Then, second, let's think about some of the sustaining forces in the
housing market. Ten percent of our population in the United States
is Negro. They have made remarkable advances in recent years in
income, education and stability of employment.

I find that in Philadelphia there have in that last 5 years been built
1-37 houses for sale for more than a quarter of million Negroes.
Now there should have been built probably 40,000, 50,000 or 60,000.

Representative CuRTIs. I am familiar with the situation in St.
Louis. It seems that the Negroes, as a general rule, have been buying
older homes and moving into those areas, and incidentally, in St.
Louis, at any rate, the homes that they have been moving into have
been very fine neighborhoods, and the new homes seem to be being
bought by the white population going out.

I wonder if that is true in Philadelphia.
Mr. WHEATON. The same thing is true, and yet the very preliminary

canvass we make of the Negro market suggests that there are wonder-
ful opportunities for home building there.

Representative CURTIs. For new construction?
Mr. WHEATON. For new construction, and I am happy to note that

the National Association of Home Builders is putting on a major
drive to open up this market. I feel the same opportunities exist
in rental housing.

One banker friend of mine, has been looking at the situation in
rural nonfarm areas. He finds an amazing shortaige of credit and
large numbers of people in rural nonfarm areas in a populated State
like Pennsylvania, where mortgage credit has not been available for
building and where people wanted to build. If that is true in eastern
Pennsylvania, it must be much more true in the southern and western
_parts of our country, which are much less adequately served with
-credit facilities.
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I think that you could find specific areas like this where the po-
tential of the building industry has not been tapped yet. These- new
markets can fill a market gap which results from the dropoff in the
rate of new family formation which will carry on for about the next
5 years. After about 5 years new families will be being formed
at such a rapid rate that the building industry will be sorely pressed
to catch up with the demands then created.

Representative CunRTIS. Thank you. I certainly share your opti-
mism in that statement.
- (Mr. Wheaton's prepared and supplemental statements appear at
pp. 816, 818, 819.)

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Wheaton. We are very
glad to have Mr. Zeckendorf, president of Webb & Knapp, with us.

. I have never met Mr. Zeckendorf, but I have read about his activi-
ties, and it seems to me he has taken as his motto that of Mr. Burnham,
a former city planner of Chicago, "Make no little plans, they have no
power to disturb the blood.".

Mr. Zeckendorf's plans disturb my blood very much, and so I am
eager to hear Mr. Zeckendorf.

OPENING STATEMENT OF WILLIAM ZECKENDORF, PRESIDENT OF
WEBB & KNAPP, INC.

Mr. ZECKENDORF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have been asked
to talk on the subject of urban redevelopment. This problem, which
afflicts most of the older cities of the United States, falls into many
categories, each of which is related to the particular situation that
uniquely affects each community, there being no single state of facts
that is identical in any two cities. There are certain common de-
nominators, however, that affect all communities of the aging variety;
they are as follows:

(1) Downgrading of central areas due to a so-called trend to de-
centralization. This is is often aggravated by the physical condi-
tion of the buildings in such zones since, in the opinion of the owners,
they are not bad enough to tear down and not good enough to justify
substantial capital reinvestment for upgrading.

(2) Most of these communities are plagued by parasite-like types of
incorporated and unincorporated towns or villages ringing the pe-
riphery of the central city. The populations of these centers are the
recipients of the benefits of the downtown area through employment,
central community urban service facilities, rapid transit, and many
other costly benefits paid for by the central community and not reim-
bursed by the dwellers of the satellite areas.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Zeckendorf, I want to say."Amen" to what
you just said.

Mr. ZECKENDORF. State and municipal legislatures might well carry
out objective studies to determine whether or not sound fiscal and
social policy should dictate the reincorporation of such peripheral
communities into the whole.

The CHAIRMAN. But, you know, our cities are underrepresented in
the State legislatures and are virtual serfs of the States, with the
control of the States in the hands of the rural regions, although the
population in most of these States is relatively small.
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For instance, in the State of Rhode Island, the city of Providence
has only 3 Senators out of 43, and Providence, Woonsocket. and Paw-
tucket, of the majority of the population, have 5.

This is true in New Jersey, it is true in Michigan, it is true in
Minnesota, it is conspicuously true in California, and I am glad there
is somebody here to speak up for the cities.

Representative CURTIS. You can add Missouri to that, too.
Mr. ZECKENDORF. (3) Growth of urban centers without direction

has resulted in two major voids: (a) inadequate highway and park-
ing facilities to cope with the automobile; (b) lack of overall plan-
ning with the power of implementation.

This master planning is impotent unless it can accurately state the
case for the individual community. Before it can intelligently plan
for anything, the community through self-analysis must discover its
potentialities, its possibilities, and its limitations.

To know what it wants to become implies that it is aware of its
function in the national orbit. Obviously, Pittsburgh, however am-
bitious, would not endeavor to become like Los Angeles, nor would
Los Angeles wish to emulate New York City, and surely New York
City would not try to appear like Denver. Each of these communi-
ties has a distinctly separate function in the overall national picture,
each having uniquely important contributions to make and a separate
and fascinating personality of its own.

All master planning should be done with forward-looking, broad-
range perspective, courage and daring, balanced against a knowledge
of what financial capacity will permit it to achieve.

The most important single source of civil revenue is real-estate
taxation. It therefore must be recognized that the future of any
community's real estate is of the utmost importance to it. It is not
far from the mark to state that basically every community is in the
real-estate business because its ability to meet its obligations and to go
forward are related to the soundness of its real estate.

This statement is made, based upon the pure direct economics of
the essential part played by real-estate taxation which does not obviate
or minimize the sociological results from better or poorer real-estate
improvement, as the case may be. Unfortunately, the cost of city
maintenance for police, fire, sanitation, health, and general comnmunity
morals is higher from the slum and downgraded areas, and out of all
proportion to the ability of such zones to contribute to the city treas-
ury. These indirect, but equally important, effects are to be weighed
in considering this problem along with direct realty taxation.

Every community and owner of real estate in the urban areas should
think not of what is being done through Federal legislation to provide
incentives looking toward renewing the slum and rundown zones
within our cities.

I would like to say two things on this point: (1) That existing
Federal aid is ample to spur redevelopment, provided red tape is cut
to a minimum; (2) the community should act on its own and not wait
for the Federal Government to solve a problem which so intimately
affects the city's tax base and therefore its future. The Federal legis-
lation of 1954 is, of course, geared to induce the community to do just
this, and I believe this policy will bring private capital into the job.

The writer has devoted some years of study to this subject, and
believes he has basic solutions to certain of these major problems.
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Amplification of these solutions would take more time than is allowed
in this requested 5 minute introductory statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Curtis.
'R'presentative CUfRTIS. No questions at this p6int,--Mr: Chairman.
The Cl-AIR-MAN. Congressman Talle.
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, at least two of the gentlemen

on the panel mentioned "obsolescence" and it seemed to me that the
rate was very high. Was the construction bad at the start, was the
maintenance bad, or both, to make this rate of obsolescence so high?

Mr. CARR. You are speaking about my reference to schools?
Representative TALLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. CAIR. I thought that to say a school ought to last 50 years be-

fore it was worn out would be at the other end of the scale. I did
not mean to imply that the buildings had been badly built in the first
place, or that the upkeep had been faulty. I was saying, and perhaps
I did not make myself clear, that if we assume that buildings will last
50 years in order for them to be worn out or before being replaced,
then the figures I gave would be the price of meeting the problem of
obsolescence.

Representative TALLE. In other words, you took that as a standard
from which to start ?

Mr. CARR. I thought, sir, it was a very low standard. That is, I
think it is an unusual school that would last 50 years. It probably
should, in the interests of educational efficiency and convenience and
comfort and the beauty of the community, probably should be re-
placed in less than 50 years.

I took what I considered to be the outside life of a building of this
nature. They get hard wear, too.

Representative TALLE. Yes; that is true. Perhaps I am wrong,
but I have a feeling if it is planned properly and constructed properly,
a building should last longer than that.

Mr. CARR. It is possible some of our fine new schools being built
today vill last longer. *Who can tell what is around the corner in the
ways of lighting, heating, and all of the things that go into the making
of schools? I think if you would look at schools built 50 years ago,
you would not see too many of them that you would think would be
suitable for use today. I do not pose as an expert on this matter of
construction, however. I could be wrong.

I would be interested in knowing what Mr. Zeckendorf thinks about
the reasonable life of the school building.

Representative TALLE. Yes; I would like to have Mr. Zeckendorf's
opinion, too.

Mr. ZECKENDOR'F. I think it is like automobiles. Every time we
build a new one, it looks a little bit better than the one before and the
old one, by comparison, looks inferior. I think if we are going to
continue to raise our sights and our standards, that what we are
satisfied with today we will not be content with tomorrow, and we will
have a continually, and I surely hope, an accelerated viewpoint toward
obsolescence.

The mere physical wearing out of a building is not the answer. We
have changred our idea on lighting, ventilation, on school facilities.
We have building in New York that could last as long as the Coliseum.
They would not fall down. Yet we tear them down through private
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capital, recognizing obsolescence, through economic wear-out, sociolog-
ical neighborhood changes, economic -changes. We tear them down
and we replace them. And I would say that that probably is the most
important single factor in American progress and the virility of the
American economic bloodstream, our willingness to declare obsolete
and susceptible to demolition and replacement everything that is not
within a reasonable standard of the current new advancement in
technological construction and standard of living.

Representative TALLE. What would you say would be a fair period
of life for a dwelling?

Mr. ZECKENDORF. Well, I am sure that General Washington's Mount
Vernon is still a very beautiful house and one that no one would be
ashamed to live in today, yet I would say that there is no across-the-
board determination of what might be the length of life of a building.

I would say that based upon our experience and the rate of im-
provement of construction methods and the demand that has been
generated in people for improved living conditions, the probabilities
are that the housing being built today will be considered obsolete
within 30 years. I hope so.

Representative TALLE. It sort of amazes me because my old house
out in Iowa is over a hundred years old and I have lived in it for
33 years myself.

Mr. ZECKENDORF. We have to distinguish between the classic house
and the mass house, and that is what you are talking about.

Representative TALLE. Yes.
Mr. WHEATON. Mr. Talle, let me point out this. The census sta-

tistics show that after you get above 40 years of age in neighborhoods,
you get 10 percent substandard; at 50 years, it may be 20; and 60
years it may jump way up to 40 or 50. This operates not necessarily
because the structure gets worse and the owner is unwilling to main-
tain it as a structure, but because the neighborhood becomes obsolete.
If I own a piece of property in an old and declining neighborhood
and I know that I cannot get more than $40 a month rent for it, I
am not going to invest $2,000 or $3,000 to put in new bathrooms
and new central heating, because I will never get that money back.

It is an unsound investment because the neighborhood has become
obsolete. So you have structures which may be structurally sound
but are economically obsolete and, therefore, do not get the mainte-
nance and renewal that a structure has to have.

You have new bathrooms in your house, but there are many neigh-
borhoods in Philadelphia, in any major city of the country, where it
is not economically justified for the property owner to invest a lot
of money in that structure. He will never get it back, and so the
neighborhood becomes obsolete and the structures begin to decline
much more rapidly.

Mr. ZECKENDORF. There is more to it than that. The house of today
is expected to absorb in its kitchen, for example, an entirely new
gadget setup. Its lighting system and electric-power systems will be
called on to transmit 10 times the amount of power for all the gadgets
that are being used than were originally installed 20 or 30 years ago,
and all of these things continue to change, and it is like an autmobile.
We found during the war that the 10- and 12-year-old automobiles
still ran but we shed them as fast as we could when the new ones
became available.
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(Mr. Zeckendorf's prepared statement and supplemental material
appear at pp. 835, 836, 841, 845.)

Representative TALLE. Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask
Dr. Renne some questions about coal.

The CHAIRMAN. Surely.
Representative TALLE. Isn't there something going on at Billings,

Mont., with reference to coal that you would like to say a word about?
Mr. RENNE. We have some experimental work going on in the

treatment of coal and its byproducts which I think will make coal
economically much more competitive and revive an industry that is
hit pretty badly in our State.

Mr. ZECKENDORF. Is that soft coal?
Mr. RENNE. Yes; about 11,000 or 12,000 B. t. u.'s a ton. That is

pretty soft.
- Representative TALLE. Is that lignite?

Mr. RENNE. Yes, lignite.
Representative TALLE. Also there is the western half of North

Dakota, and some of that coal is above ground. You must have tre-
mendous reserves.

Mr. RENNE. We have 3 trillion tons of known reserves of lignite
underground.

Representative TALLE. Are your scientists endeavoring to find new
uses for coal?

Mr. RENNE. Yes, we are studying a new process, and char is the
main product to be derived from this new process, which our men
tell us will be used in Butte as against the present source of charcoal,
which comes from the East. So our market for coal in the general
area there will be stepped up considerably, and that is just a develop-
ment of the last 18 months.

Representative TALLE. Well, now, that kind of research is certainly
an indication of progress and is the right way to go about making
use of a natural resource, in my opinion.

Mr. RENNE. I would agree with that.
Representative TALLE. I do not think we can force society to burn

coal,, except in public institutions. If they want to dieselize their
transportation, they will do it, as they have done in- West Virginia.
You cannot very well force them to use coal, so I want to compliment
you on that.

Mr. RENNE. Thank you.
Representative TALLE. You and the people of Montana.
Mr. RENNE. Thank you. I will convey your thoughts to the men

who are largely responsible.
Representative TALLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Whereupon, at 12: 22 p. in., a recess was taken to 2: 30 p. in.)

AITERNOON SESSION

The joint committee reconvened at 2: 30 p. in., Senator Paul H.
Douglas (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Douglas and Goldwater, and Representatives
Bolling, Kelley, Talle, Curtis, and Patman (vice chairman).

The CHAIRMAN. We will begin the session this afternoon with a
statement by Mr. Aandahl, Assistant Secretary of the Department of
the Interior.
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STATEMENT OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY FRED G. AANDAHL,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Mr. AANDAHLL. Mr. Chairman, the President's Economic Report
calls for an acceleration of the development of our natural resources.
To speed this process, with particular reference to the programs for
reclamation and hydroelectric power under the Department of the
Interior, the Federal Government has attempted to distinguish as
clearly- as is possible the proper role for Federal participation, and
to encourage the States, local goyernmental bodies, and private in-
vestors to undertake as much resource development as they possibly
can.

The Government can contribute in a very substantial degree by
undertaking those multiple-purpose projects which may not readily
be undertaken by others. Where projects are of great size or com-
plexity, or where they serve numerous national interests, such as
flood control, navigation, reclamation, fish and wildlife conservation,
recreation, and pollution abatement, as well as hydroelectric power
production and municipal water supply, and produce many benefits
which are not always accessible against the beneficiaries, there is an
excellent opportunity for the Federal Government to supplement
the enterprise of others in the work of resources development.

An adequate water resources development program to meet the
demands of our national economy is a matter of national concern. It
is appropriate that the Federal Government take cognizance of the
problems in this field and endeavor to formulate sound national poli-
cies in the public interest. As you may know, the President's Cabinet
Committee on Water Resources Policy is currently reviewing many,
aspects of existing policies and programs in the field.
- The planning of development of water resources on a river-basin
basis with active and cooperative participation by both Federal and
non-Federal interests is necessary to assure coordination of construc-
tion and operation of related units within a river system, and to pro-
mote the maximum economic utilization of the valuable resource with
a minimum of interference in the case of conflicting uses.

The policies we have been following in the' Department of the
Interior are based on the development of the natural resources of the
country through the initiative and industry of its citizens with the
assistance but without domination of the Federal Government.

The Department of the Interior constructs hydroelectric power
plants as part of the reclamation program, markets this power, and
also markets power generated at hydroelectric plants constructed by
the Corps of Engineers as a part of the national flood control and
navigation program.

Over a year ago the President approved a power policy for this
Department. The policy recognizes that the Federal Government
has a proper but limited role in the power field. The Rechunation
Act of 1902 and various other acts of Congress have made Interior
the power-producing and power-marketing agency at many Federal
plants.

These various laws have established basic policies for the market-
ing of power, as well as for the planning of facilities for generation
and transmission. Primary responsibilities of the Department in the
field of water resources are the reclamation of arid lands and the
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development of natural resources as authorized by Congress. This in-
hcludes a disposal of electric power which can be economically pro-

duced in such developments.
The Department, therefore, actively plans and recommends con-

struction of generating facilities in water projects under its jurisdic-
tion when such facilities are economically justified.

We recognize that the primary responsibility for supplying power
needs rests with the local people. We do not oppose the construction
of facilities which local interests, either public or private, are willing
and able to provide and which are consonant with the best develop-
ment of the natural resources of the area. The Department will con-
struct and operate transmission lines that are economically feasible
;and necessary for proper interconnection of Federal plants.

Transmission facilities also will be built and operated to carry
power to load centers within economic transmission distances unless
other public or private agencies will provide the necessary facilities
upon reasonable terms.

We do not favor a general disposition or transfer of title to the
project facilities now held by the Federal Government. In two ex-
ceptional instances, discussions have been pursued regarding the
transfer of ownership of physical facilities to the States concerned.
In both cases the States initiated the negotiations but in neither case
has the transfer been arranged.

California inquired as to the terms on which the Central Valley
project might be transferred to that State. Arizona inquired as to
the purchase of the feeder transmission system in that State. In any
case. in the event that an equitable arrangement could be agreed
upon and the repayment of the Federal investment assured, legisla-
tive action by the Congress would be necessary before a property
transfer could be made.

Direct Federal participation in water resources development, in
keeping with the President's policies, is provided in his recent budget
message. It was recommended in the message that the Secretary of
the. Interior, through the Bureau of Reclamation, be authorized to
undertake the construction of two comprehensive river-basin improve-
ments which together will require an investment of over a billion
lollars.

These projects will require some years of-progressive development
before their long-range objectives are reached. They are beyond the
capabilities of local initiative, public or private, but are needed in their
respective regions for irrigation, power, flood control, and municipal
and industrial water supply. These projects, which are familiar to
many of you, are the Colorado River storage project, serving the
States of Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico; and
the Fryingpan-Arkansas project, in the State of Colorado.

The Bbdget for 1956' contemplates initiation of' construction on
these two projects in the fiscal year 1956 upon their authorization by
the Congress. An amount of $7 million is included in the budget
as an estimated 1956 supplemental appropriation to initiate these de-
velopments. Their construction will continue the pattern of Federal
construction of such large-scale projects as the Central Valley project
in California, the Columbia Basin project in Washington, and the
Missouri Basin project.
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In addition to such vast developments, however, the small irriga-
tion project which does not have the ability to show ready repay-
ment by the irrigators alone, but is otherwise economically justified,
is equally a part of our balanced program.

Thus, the budget contemplates initiation of 5 small reclamation
projects having an estimated total cost of $33 million. These are:
Foster Creek Division, Chief Joseph Dam project, Washington; Hay-
stack Equalizing Reservoir, Deschutes project, Oregon; Michaud
Flats project, Idaho; Palo Verde project, Arizona-California; and
Santa Maria project, California.

The total appropriation estimate for the Bureau of Reclamation in
the 1956 budget is $176 million. This finances planning, operation,.
and continuation of construction on 63 projects in the Western States.

The appropriations for all Interior water and power agencies as.
submitted for the 1956 fiscal year total $201 million, as compared to
$195 million for 1955.

In regard to your question on the sharing of costs of construction
and maintenance by the Federal Government, it is to be commented
that today certain Federal programs in the field of water resources are
entirely reimbursable, others partially reimbursable, and some essen-
tially nonreimbursable. Thus, municipal water supply and hydro-
electric power are reimbursable with interest; irrigation is reim-
bursable but without interest; and flood control, navigation, and cer-
tain conservation programs are essentially nonreimbursable in respect
to the Federal investment, although frequently there is required the
provision of rights-of-way, local maintenance, or other local contribu-
tions. These practices are founded on the provisions of existing law.

The President has stated in his budget message that an important
policy of this Government is to encourage an increased sharing by
State and local governments of our long-range development projects.
For example, under legislation passed last year the Markham Ferry
project in Oklahoma and the Priest Rapids projects in the State of
Washington, both with large power developments, will be built by
State or local units with modest Federal contributions for those pur-
poses such as flood control which involve national responsibilities.

The message goes on to say that achievement of the resource devel-
opment basic to the economic progress and security of the Nation re-
quires encouragement of local public and private initiative and, where
Federal participation is necessary, requires emphasis on the partner-
ship aspects of essential cooperative arrangements with State and
local governments or with private enterprise.

To the greatest extent possible, the responsibility for resource de-
velopment, and its cost, should be borne by those who receive the
benefits.

The CHAIRMAN. This may be out of your jurisdiction, but would
you say the same thing should apply on the Delaware River?

Mr. AANDARL. I believe I would prefer to not comment on that,
Mr. Chairman.

In many instances, private interests or State and local governments
can best carry on the needed programs. In other instances Fedeal
participation or initiative may be necessary to safeguard the public
interest or to accomplish broad national objectives where projects,
becaause 6f size or complexity?, are beyond the means or the needs of
local public or private enterprise.
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The Federal Government must be willing and ready to share the
cost of improvements made for national purposes; but in all cases
where the partnership pinciple logically applies, there is automatically
acquired a concern for economy and efficiency that is often lacking
when no local contribution is required.

In connection with the general question of cost sharing, it is of in-
terest that in order to establish equity between the Federal Govern-
ment and other interests, the administration repeated in this year's
budget message the recommendation for. enactment of legislation to
provide that the Federal Government make payments to non-Federal
owner of water resources projects when Federal hydroelectric devel-
opments benefit from these projects.

May I say in conclusion that under our policy we will revive and
encourage local responsibility; avoid greater demands for Federal
investments than our national income will permit; and continue the
Government's proper participation in developing the water resources
of the Nation.

(The unread portion of Mr. Aandahl's statement follows:)

1955 appropriations and 1956 estimates of appropriations

[Millions]

1955 1956

Bonneville Power Administration ---------- - $30.3 $23. 1
Bureau of Reclamation -162.4 175.9
Southeastern Power Administration -1.2 1.2
Southwestern Power Administration-1.7 1.1

Total -195.6 201.3

Mr. AANDAHL. Mr. Chairman, in respect to the question that you
just asked me, may I further comment that at the secretarial level in
the Department of the Interior, we are reviewing and studying broad
policies and principles that should apply to water-development pro-
grams and we may have a secretarial answer to your question, and it
is because it is just in the formative position that I hesitate to express
an opinion on it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I hope that it will be consistent with the
policies that you lay -down.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. May I ask one question: This reimbursal
without interest, the irrigated land; how does that operate?

Mr. AANDATIL. By statute governing the operation of the Bureau
of Reclamation. The money that is appropriated for the investment
in the irrigation facilities, including the joint cost of a reservoir itself,
is interest free and is expected to be repaid by contracts with the
water users over a 40-year period.

Now oftentimes the repayment cannot be accomplished in 40 years
and power revenues are used to supplement the payment, and some-
times the repayment period has been extended to a considerable num-
ber of years beyond the 40-year period.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. The reason I ask that, many of the letters
I am receiving now about this road-bond issue pose this question.
Why should not the Government get its money for purposes like that
up to a limited amount without interest? In other words, suppose
you needed $25 billion over a period of years for roadbuilding pur-
poses, transcontinental highways or interstate highways; why not
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sell $25 billion of the non-interest-bearing bonds to the 12 Federal
Reserve banks in proportion to their resources and have them hold
these bonds and get repayment, a part each year, from gasoline taxes;
in other words, $25 billion in bonds, a billion dollars a year? In
other words, there would be no interest. Have you given any con-
sideration to a question like that?

Mr. AANDAHL. No, I have not, but I do feel that the condition of
roads throughout the country is such that we should give a sizable
amount of Federal encouragement to highway programs.

Vice Chairman PATAIAN. That way you would get encouragement
and I can see where you would issue interest-bearing bonds, which,
of course, is the orthodox method. By the time you pay the bonds,
by the time you have paid 100 percent in interest, you still owe the
bonds and they do not pay off bonds any more, they just refund them.
There is lots of agitation to create more debt paper, especially bond
paper, but no agitation to pay it off.

Mr. AANDAHL. I might say that my experience in State government
in North Dakota would prompt me to make this observation. I think
that highway construction is an endless responsibility. They are
going to be constantly needing improvements in our highways.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. That is right.
Mr. AANDAHL. And I think, in the most part, especially during

periods of reasonably strong economic prosperity, our highway pro
gram should be pretty muchl on a cash basis. We should be able to
collect enough revenue from the highway users and from the other
sources of taxation to support our highway building program on a
taxation basis.

Now, if we get into a period of depression when construction costs
become low, it might be advisable to speed up the program at that
time and encounter some degree of indebtedness in doing that.

Mr. ZECKENDORr. Mir. Chairman, I would like to ask a question on
the subject.

The CHAIRMAN. May I say this. One of the sore points in the dis-
cussion procedure was the degree to which Government witnesses
could: be questioned, which wvas discussed at an executive meeting.
The decision has been reached that governmental witnesses cannot
be questioned by members of the panel.

Mr. ZECKENDORr. This question is not put to the last speaker, it is
just a general question on the subject of water.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. ZECKENDORF. So much of the Rocky Mountain area is being

used as a watershed for the coastal State of California and Arizona,
and it seems to me

Senator GOLDWATER. Pardon me, Mr. Chairman.
Would you repeat that, please?
MI. ZhcCKjNDoRF: I said that so much of the Rocky Mountain area

is being used as a watershed for California
Senator GOLDWATER. Did you say Arizona, too?
Mr. ZECKENDORF. And partially Arizona.
Senator GOLDWATER. I will get to that later.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, Mr. Zeckendorf.
Mr. ZECKENDORF. That it occurred to me that among the possible

peacetime uses of atomic power that perhaps the tremendous surplus
Ceat of atomic power-and this is not meant to be controversial,
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Senator Goldwater, but simply to be of a little bit of help-might be
used to distill ocean water and take the pressure and demand for that
tremendous amount of water now going to California off of those areas
that are so controversial now, and that seem to cost so very much
money to produce and create, and it is conceivable that if such an
achievement were possible, that the entire economics and the land
economics of the whole world would change. It would be one of
the greatest peacetime moves our country could make if it could
perfect such a device. A very small part of the money that is now'
being spent for these reclamation programs and a much smaller than
is being used for defense in connection with nuclear weapons, if used
for this purpose, might, to an extent, minimize the need for nuclear
weapons by creating surpluses all over the world because most of the
great world deserts border salt water, and I throw that suggestion in
here to the gentleman who are so conversant on this subject and who
are facing the problem of water from our mountain lands where, in
the last analysis, if we took the pressure off by creating water at
sea level, it would change our whole problem in the interior.
- The CHAIRMAN. I quite agree with you, if we could get an effective
and economical condensation of salt seat water into fresh water, it
would probably be one of the greatest developments of modern times.

Mr. ZECKENDORF. And the byproduct residuals of chemicals now in
solution in the ocean waters bring untold wealth, too, and with the
use of the fantastic heat of atomic power, the waste material that has
gone into the Columbia River has raised the temperature of the
river by 60.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Olds.
Mr. OLDs. I think I would like to point out that there have been

funds appropriated by Congress for the development of processes
to desalt sea water. Mr. Aandahl can possibly tell you more about
that. There has been considerable progress made in that direction.
One process is showing signs of eventually becoming an economic
process;

I think the suggestion is valuable, that when we get-as I think we
are going to get very soon-economical atomic power, that it will
fit into that general program. The Government of France is trying
to carry out a variant of this at Abidjan off the western coast of
Africa, where they- are trying to use the difference -in temperature
between deep seas, say 1,500 feet down offshore, and the surface water,
to develop power for tlae desalting process and surplus power for use in
the region.

I had many conferences with them during the years I was with the
Government when they were seeking funds for the carrying on of the
experiment, and they felt they had pilot setups which indicated that
the process ultimately would become feasible in that part of western
Africa where the desert is closely adjacent to the sea. Some of the
people I have been working with who are interested in the whole
power question have felt that the Government should undertake i

much larger expenditure in order perhaps to develop more rapidly this
or some other process that would be economical for the conversion of
sea water to water that could be used both for city water supply and
for irrigation. I think that might be well taken under consideration
by this committee in terms of the general economic problem, particu-
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larly of areas where water is necessary for the growth of crops, and
so forth.

Senator GOLDWATER. I would like to comment.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Senator GOLDWATER. First, Mr. Zeckendorf, I wondered if I was

hearing an old Arizonan right when I heard we might begetting
our share of the Colorado. Then I want to comment on the fact that
while Mr. Zeckendorf is now a citizen of New York, he is a member of
one of Arizona's oldest families, and we are proud of him as is his
adopted State of New York, and we hope he comes back home some-
time.

Mr. ZECKENDORF. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. He happens to have been born in Illinois, so a

number of States claim him.
Senator GOLDWATER. My mother shares that honor, too. In the

West we are increasingly interested in this process of turning sea
water into palatable or irrigationable water. The IJniversity of Cali-
fornia led off in that, and in 1944 published an interesting discourse
on the possibilities of it.

I think the cost is now down below $50 an acre-foot, but we have to
get it down someplace between $5 and $12 an acre-foot before it will
be feasible. But, Mr. Zeckendorf, I can envision with you the day
when water will be piped across this country like gas and oil, and
I think it may come sooner than we expect.

Mr. ZECKEINDORF. I surely join you in that hope.
Representative CuRTis. I would like to ask Mr. Aandahl a couple

of questions about the charts, the 1955 appropriations and the 1956
estimated appropriations.

I know you have it broken down into four items. Do you have simi-
lar breakdowns for the obligated but unexpended balances for the
same items?

Mr. AANDAHL. I think we can get you that information. I do not
have it here.

Representative CuRTIs. What I was interested in, of course, is the
anticipated expenditures for 1955 and 1956. There have been a lot
of questions raised, and properly so, by the economists, of what the
expenditures will be, going into the economy in a given year, from our
various public-works projects.

Now, maybe you can answer this: Have the ratios that would be
anticipated in the expenditures field for 1955 and 1956 increased or
decreased over the period of the past few years? Will we be spending
about what we have spent before?

Mr. AANDHL. In the construction program for the Bureau of Rec-
lamation we are experiencing a small but gradual increase in the
construction expenditures.

Representative CURTIS: In the construction end?
Mr. AANDAIIL. Yes. I might give'you the measure of that by ap-

propriations over a period of several years.
' Representative Cuiris. Yes; that would be somewhat helpful.
Mr.AANDAHL. For the'Bureau of Reclamation, fiscal year 1951, the

appropriation was $271,679,000. For the following year, 1952, it was
$234,408,000. For 1953, it was $205,847,000. For 1954, it'was $143,-
669,000, and then we have 1955 and 1956 on the supplement to my'
rein arks.
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Representative CuRTIs. Yes; and they are on the upgrade.
Mr. AANDA1HL. They are on the up. The low point was for fiscal

1954, and we are gradually moving up again.
Representative CuRTIS. I imagine the unspent balances on those

previous obligations are considerably more than the new appropria-
tions. They usually are.

AMr. AANDAHL: That is correct' I think we probably had a maxi-
mum of carryover in 1954 when we had the small appropriation.

Representative CuRTIs; Yes; so that your actual expenditures prob-
ably would be a fairly even curve.

Mr. AkNDAHL. Probably not too much of a change there.
Representative CuRTs. Thank you.
Mr. AANDAHL. Of course, there is this circumstance also with re-

spect to the reclamation: We are gradually completing more projects,
both irrigation projects and transmission facilities, and the mainte-
nance expense for those facilities is gradually going up, which is a
part of the overall appropriation figures that I have given you.

Representative CuRTIs. Wait, let me understand that. The main-
tenance figures are going up. The ones you have mentioned, though,
I think, are projects that you referred to in here as being. somewhat
self-liquidating. Am I right? What projects did you mention where
,the maintenance was going up? Transmission lines?

Mr. AANDAIIL. Yes, and also in the case of reclamation projects
that have not been turned over to the local irrigation district for
operation and maintenance.

Representative CuRTIs. I see.
Mr. AANDAHL. And the Federal expenditure, even though it may

be repaid in full, is taken out of the appropriation that is made for
the Bureau of Reclamation. The expenditure may be a reimbursable
expenditure, but any money that we spend through appropriations
for persons employed by the Bureau of Reclamation comes from our
appropriated funds.

Representative CURTIS. I see, the money coming back would go into
the General Treasury?
- Mr. AANDAHL. Some of it goes to the reclamation fund.

The CHAIRMAN. On that very point, is it not true that on these
Teclamation projects while the amounts are ultimately repaid over a
period of 50 years, they do not go into the -General Treasury, -but
go into the reclamation fund, and are therefore used for new reclama-
tioni projects, so that, in effect, the rest of the country never gets its
money back, and what you have is an accumulating snowball which is

'devoted to more and more reclamation?
Mr. AANDAHL. It is correct that these revenues build up the reclama-

tion fund.
. Representative CutRTIs. But to go into a new reclamation project
you have to go to Congress to get authorizatioh-tox.use: money from the
reclamation fund?

Mr. AANDAHL. That is correct, and we also have to have specific
.appropriations for that purpose.

Representative CURTIs. I see; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. But the rest of the country cannot put its hands

on these funds and devote them to any other purpose? They are ear-
marked.
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Representative CRmns. That is true; but, of course, if Congress is
going to go ahead and authorize and appropriate for a new project,
it does not make too much difference as far as the taxpayer is con-
cerned whether you take it out of their pockets or whether you take it
out of a fund for that purpose.

The CHAIRMAN. But the will of Congress to turn down reclama-
tion projects is weakened because here are these funds that can be
used for reclamation projects, and cannot be used for anything else,.
and so these are the only purposes for which they can be -spent. So.
let us go ahead and appropriate. This is another case of narcoticiz-
ing the will to economy on the part of the country.

Senator GOLDWATER. It is pretty much like TVA funds.
The CHAIRMAN. No, in the case of TVA the repayment of capital

with interest, and then the funds do go into the Treasury, whereas
the irrigation is without interest and the funds do not go into the
General Treasury.

Senator GOLDWATER. But they do not have to come to Congress for
specific permission to spend their moneys.

The CHAIRMAN. I think the payments made by TVA go into the
General Treasury.

Am I wrong on that?
Mr. AANDAHL. I am not too sure about TVA. It is a separate'

agency which does not come under the Department of the Interior and
I am not close to its functioning.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fisher.
Mr. FIsHER. I believe you are correct.
Representative CURTIS. Could I ask in regard to the hydroelectric

projects that are in the Department of the Interior, do the moneys;
come back to you or to the General Treasury?

Mr. AANDAHL. They come back either to the reclamation fund or to,
the General Treasury depending on their source.

Representative CuRTis. The hydroelectric project moneys would
come to the reclamation fund, too?

Mr. AANDAHL. Depending on what the project is. We are market-
ing power from both the Corps of Army Engineer projects and Bu-
reau of Reclamation projects, and the money that we receive in re-
payment of the investment in the Corps of Engineer projects does not.
go into the reclamation funds.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to break in here again.
Not only does the Government never get back the money which it

originally appropriates for reclamation, except for more reclamation
projects, but reclamation in addition takes a large portion of the
power revenues for the purpose of reclamation.

Mr. AANDAHL. There isn't any question but what a sizable portion
of power revenues are ultimately dedicated as an aid to irrigation.

The CHAIRMAN. Absolutely.
Mr. AANDAHL. And probably that is a wise policy because it means

that the people in the area where the powerplant is, and where the
reclamation projects are, are carrying the burden of the reclamation
project in excess of the ability of the water users to repay it.

The CHAIRMAN. It also means that the consumers of power have to
pay a higher price in order to subsidize reclamation projects which, in
general, are uneconomical.cal.
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Mr. AANDAHL. But they are the people living in the community
whose broad economy is strengthened by the reclamation project and
not the people of the United States as a whole.

The CHA1IRMAN. Well, Mr. Secretary, we could discuss this for a
long time.

Imerely say that your theories on this point go back to the 18th
century. The French Physiocrats who believed the only initiating
activities in the world were farming, that the activities of farming
alone gave employment to other people.

I would say manufacturing enterprises create production and pur-
chasing power and stimulate demands for other industries and pro-
duction of other goods. This idea that only farm production creates
a demand for other projects, while commonly held, Mr. Secretary, is,
to my mind, completely fallacious.

Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Chairman, I am sincerely glad to hear
you say that because while I have heard you say it before, I have also
heard it expounded that farming was the only source of income in
this country, and that we had better take care of it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I have never said that.
Senator GOLDWATER. I have just commented that I never heard you

say it, but I am glad to hear you reiterate your stand.
Of course, in reclamation, we look at it as a service to the country,

because the time will come when we have 200 million population, and
the rich farming States of Illinois and Iowa and the other farming
States will not be able to take care of the country, and while we admit
that an investment of $400 to $2,000 an acre seems high today, the
day will come when that seems a bargain.

The CHAIRMAN. When that days comes, let us consider it, but let us
not create land at a cost of $2,000 an acre when the richest land in the
country is worth only five to six hundred dollars, and when we are
taking out 40 million arable acres, why should we create fertile land out
of this arid land? It is just one more means by which the industrial
States are exploited, and the powerful semiarid States are subsidized
at the expense of the general tax ayer.

Senator GOLDWATER. I am g ad to hear the chairman say that the
arid States are powerful. It is the first indication I have had that
we are.

By the same token, we might take that attitude toward the inland-
waterways.

The CHAIRMAN. There is a working agreement between the advo-
cates of inland waterways and reclamation. Each scratch each other's
back, and you have a political combination of the Mississippi River
and of the arid States. They dominate the United States Senate, and
both of them get what they want at the expense of the industrial
States.

Senator GOLDWATER. Well, we could argue that all day.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is true.
Senator GOLDWATER. I disagree with you. I think you could look

at it from the national economy standpoint. What is good for one
part of the country is good for all of the country.

The CHAIRMAN. But when the kissing takes place the industrial
States are never under the mistletoe.

Senator GOLDWATER. I might call the Senator's attention to the great
railroad industry that was developed at the expense of the Western
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States through land grants. We did not ask that the railroad hub
out of Chicago begin with gifts to hundreds of thousands of acres in
Arizona.

The CHAIRMAN. This is the first time that I have heard the in-
dustrial States gain in such a fashion.

Mr. OLDS. If you consider the economic system as well as the govern-
mental system, the exploitation is not all, one way. The exploitation
is not altogether by the arid land States as against the urban popupla
tions, is it.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean because the bonds of these concerns are
owned in the investing centers. As far as public appropriations are
concerned, it is all the other way.

Mr. OLDS. There is one thing that I think should be pointed out in
connection with this $2,000 an acre question. I cannot say it in terms
of any specific projects, but I know in those Mountain States where
there are many irrigated acres that are simply parts of larger ranches,
the value of the lands that can produce the feed for the livestock, run
on the range acres, is such, and adds so to the value of the ranch, that
the irrigation investment might well be spread over the total acreage
benefited rather than over the specific irrigated cropland.

The CHAIRMAN. It would have the indirect effect of an increase in
production.

Representative CuRTis. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a final question
of Governor Aandahl?

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Representative CuRTis. In order to get this thing in a proper per-

spective, my question along the line of fiscal policy, this policy of the
reclamation fund and these moneys going back into that is not a
changed policy. That has existed for some time.

Mr. AANDAHL. No, that is an established policy, established by Fed-
eral statute, and one that has been in existence for a long time.

Representative CuRTis. So there has been no change. That policy
has occurred over several administrations?

Air. AANDAHL. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me make it clear that I do not charge this Is a

unique evil of the present administration.
Representative CRTIS. Mr. Chairman, I am trying to direct this

back to a discussion of economics, if I can, and that is what I was try-
ing to do, in order to understand trends, and I think it is impor-
tant-

The CHAIRMAN. Let the record show that this is a long continuing
evil.

Representative CUiRTiS. I don't know what is an evil and what
isn't. I am interested in what has happened in the past to the extent
that that can throw light on what is happening right now and what
might happen in the future, and that is why my questions to the Sec-
retary were directed along the lines of what our expenditures might be
in 1955, whether this seemed to be a constant expenditure.

Incidentally, if that expenditure is going up, it would simply be
keeping the same ratio in regard to other public and private expendi-
tures, if it were slightly going up, inasmuch as we are still in a rising
economy.
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Mir. AANDAHL. I would think so, and then our understanding of
it should be further seasoned to the fact that for several years there
we made a very sizable cut in appropriations to reclamation.

.Repi~esentative CURTIS. During the war years.
AIr. AANDAHL. Yes, and during the Korean war period, and we got

down to a low of $143 million. and now we are just moving up a little
bit, approaching the level that we had been at in the past.

Representative CURTIS. Now, one final general question: I have
heard that there is quite a backlog of authorizations in these fields,
and also of requested authorizations. Is that a fair statement?

Mr. AANDAHL. I would be inclined to say that there is a limited
number of authorizations, and that in the Bureau of Reclamation we
have a limited number of plans for further authorizations. In fact,
it is my feeling that we should step up our general investigative pro-
gram to be a little better appraised of the water development programs
that might be needed in the future. Construction comes only a long,
long time after you begin investigation and study of a possible project
development.
- Representative CURTIS. Now, the reason I asked that question was
in relation to the much broader question that has been posed which
is this: In the event of a recession or decline in activity in private
enterprise, the Government might move more strongly into the field
of public works. I was just interested to know whether there was
any planning along that line for that future possibility?

Mr. AANDAII-L. We are attempting to do that, but we haven't gotten
very far, and we can well use a little strengthening of our investi-
gation funds for that purpose, and I believe the President's budget,
as submitted this year, includes an increase in investigation funds
for the Bureau of Reclamation over what we had a year ago.

Representative CURTIS. For that kind of thing.
Air. AANDAI-IL. For that kind of thing.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kelley.
Representative KELLEY. Mr. Chairman, there are still many dis-

tressed areas in this country, in my State, Pennsylvania, for one.
There is a great deal of unemployment, and there are other areas
of the United States in addition. I have been perplexed at the dis-
interest that seems to be shown by the Government in this matter of
-broad public works on a matching basis where the States or local
communities would handle the funds and decide what public works
should be done in the area. There is a lot of impoverishment in these
areas. I know personally that there is, and I repeat I cannot under-
stand why something has not been done about it, except maybe it
was an extreme desire to balance the budget.

Of course, any public-works program would be a temporary measure
to tide over a period from recession to good business conditions. I
was certainly impressed in seeing in U. S. News & World Report,
for February 4, of which David Lawrence is the editor, it says
that official concern is beginning to be directed at inflational forces.
It says inflation will not be a real threat so long as excess capacity
exists in big industries, and so long as there is a surplus of workers
seeking jobs. That was a startling statement to read coming from
that magazine.
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Then a thought occurred to me, and I am sure to many of them who
read it, are we to think that the budget must be balanced at the price
of impoverishment and misery? I cannot believe that that is the pur-
pose, although one is certainly led to think that that is the objective,
to keep a surplus of labor in order to keep down inflation and balance
the budget.

Now, I would like to have an expression of some of the members of
the panel about that. Why haven't we had a public-works program,
at least a blueprint on hand so that a public-works program could
be put into effect on a matching basis for the areas that want to use it?

The CHAIRMAN. Does anybody want to volunteer a comment on
that?

Mr. RENNVE. I think one of the major reasons is that our planning
has been very piecemeal, both in terms of the scope of our thinking
and the agencies responsible for it. There has not been an overall
planning agency operating over the years that could do that type of
job. It has been out in the different agencies, and I do not think
you get the kind of planning you are talking about that way.

Representative KELLEY. But I am thinking in the 1930's we had an
overall public works program that was very successful, and it did
take care of the unemployment situation to some degree, and I was
wondering why in the light of the information that has come before
us, a statement like this, why something hadn't been foreseen, and
the blueprint made for a broad public-works program, and then put
into effect, if, it was necessary, as it is necessary now?

Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, if I may comment on that,
it is clear that the public works program in 1953, as Mr. Kelley men-
tioned, and the subsequent years, was not adequate because there were
over 9 million unemployed in 1939 in spite of all that Government
tried to do for over 6 years.

The CHAIRMAN. As compared with 16 million in 1933.
Representative KELLEY. Well, the unemployment is perhaps not

generally distributed, but there are certain areas in this country, and
mine is one, where there is a great deal of unemployment. There is
a great deal of distress and impoverishment as a result of it. I am
sure that is not the only area.

With a public works program on a matching basis certainly those
local communities could avail themselves of the measure to help them-
selves, to relieve themselves. It would be only a temporary help, but
some measure of that type should have been in effect a long while ago,
I believe.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Olds.
Mr. OLDS. There is one question raised here that was given a lot of

consideration by the President's Water Resources Policy Committee
in 1950. It is a matter of great interest to this committee, and it may
have been raised before by other economists. That is whether the
public works program of the Government should be a compensatory
one, that is the investment fluctuated in an effort to deal with depres-
sion conditions when they begin to show themselves, or whether it
should be a stabilizing factor in the economy by maintaining a fairly
stable, fairly large participation by the Federal Government in the
general creation of capital working in its own particular field. That
would recognize a Federal investment function that would tend to
create a greater stability because of its magnitude where there were
fluctuations, for instance, as I suggested this morning in the expendi-
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tures of utilities for equipment or railroads for equipment, which as
they fluctuate up and down have a very material effect on the total
economy.

I think the President's Water Resources Policy Commission was of
a unanimous opinion that, whereas there could be a shelf of public
works that would permit some fluctuation where recession began to
appear, nevertheless, the more important function of a public works
program was to serve as a stabilizing element in the total expenditure
for projects, which would be geared not so much to the fluctuations in
the business curve as it would be geared to the requirements of the
country in terms of water-resource projects, school projects, housing
projects, public roads, etc. Thus you would have a fairly large seg
meut of the total economy, where if you maintained a stability of
constant expenditure it would have a very moderating effect on the
other factors which come from private sources which tend to create
instability.

Representative KELLEY. It wouldn't be necessary to limit it to just
those. Suppose a municipality needed besides schools, municipal
buildings courthouses, sewage disposal?

Mr. OLDS. I did not mean to limit it to those; I just cited those as
possible things at the Federal level.

Representative KFirE Y. They could apply for projects as they
needed them. It would help the area. It would necessarily affect
the steel industry, and the railroads to a certain degree. It would
depend on how big the project was. It would certainly help the eco-
nomic situation in those areas where it is so severe.

That is my thought and, as I say, I am surprised that something
hasn't been done in that direction. I think sometimes that the offi
cials in charge are not aware of the amount of impoverishment there
is in certain areas in this country. Maybe that is one answer.

Mr. RENNE. I think that is probably the best answer. I do not
think most of us have been sufficiently aware of those areas of impover-
ishment, because the overall level has been high and ielatively speaking
highest in the world, and so we haven't been in the position of feeling
that we needed to do this so much.

Representative KELLEY. It could be confined to the local areas if
they wished to help themselves. The Government would make avail-
able the funds on a matching basis. It seems to me that that is one
answer to the problem that affects many districts, many areas of the
country, and I say mine is one of them.

Mr. ZECKENDORF. I would like to say something, if I may, Mr.
Chairman.

The CH AIRMAIN. Mr. Zeckeiidorf.
Mir. ZEcKE\DoT:F. In line with my earlier talk, MrI. Kelley. you

vereit present, but~ whenl you read it You will find when I refer to
the subject of urban redevelopment I said I had various solutions to
the problems of the cities, wvhich I didn't have time to set forth in
thajt little statement. But one of them is the whole subject of urban
redevelopment through the use of power of eminent domain and re-
construction, opening the cities up to provide more modern facilities
for traffic and for growth, to get away from the congestion that ex-
ists, so that it is possible that local reclamation work can be conceived
in communities as and whlemi they need it for purposes such as you
speak, and I am sure in your area you must have cities with substand-
ard conditions that require general redevelopment, and such a pro-

58422-55 49
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gram as you suggest could create great employment during these
periods when Vou have unemployment to the ultimate long-term bene-
fit of the comnmunity, and it can be done on a self-bailing basis without
cost to the community, or to the Federal Government, by one single
process that I should like to mention, Mr. Chairman, and if you don't
mind I will have to leave it at that because I am expected back in
New York.

By condemning excess land beyond the requirement for the improve-
ment and preventing a windfall profit to a free rider who happens
to be in the way of a civic improvement, it is my belief that a well-
conceived urban improvement will create increments in the sur-
rounding areas.

Suppose, for example, you have a slum area and you decide to put
a park in the middle of it, instead of just putting a park in the middle
of the slum and letting these people running the slum tenements get
a free ride on increment, condemn the whole lot of them and put back
on the market for private development all of the surplus land around
that park-I am oversimplifying this now-and having removed so
much slum, what it will have cost you to dedicate the park you will get
more than that amount back by the increment that will have arisen
through three factors:

One, the existence of the park and the benefit that surrounding
properties would get from it; second is the fact that land has greater
value if it is assembled than it has in individual units. In other
words, a 50-foot plot is worth more than twice the value of a 25-foot
lot, and having eliminated an eyesore in the area you encourage private
redevelopment.

Now, I do not propose for one minute that you should take something
away from one man and give to to another. I am simply talking the
negative. Whoever has an asset in that area should be paid all it is
worth. I simply do not believe in giving that fellow a present and not
being able to have the community to get the bait back, and also you will
never get urban redevelopment really off the ground by waiting for
the process of attrition to finally get some fellow to get off his seat
and help them do something about it. But once you have condemned
it, and you put it back in large plots, I assure you that private capital
vill come in.

This can be true of new streets. For example, in the city of New
York after we made the deal for the United Nations we advocated the
condemnation of six square block around the United Nations. We
said if they condemned 6 blocks and took 2 center blocks, demolished
them and made a grand monumental approach to the United Nations,
that it was our opinion that the 4 blocks that remained would have at
least as much value pro forma as the 6 blocks. The two blocks would
have come for nothing.

We told the city if you don't believe that, you think it is too specula-
tive, we will put up a bond and guarantee it, and theni someone will
pay much more as a result of having done that. There was a case that
I speak of where you can by ingenuity and resourcefulness and pro.
forma thinking get back the cost of redevelopment on an operation
bootstrap, so to speak, creating wealth by concept, and in your com-
munities that is possible without having to go into leaf raking, for
example.
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Representative KELLEY. I question whether that would be effective
in my community.

Mr. ZECKETNDORF. Perhaps not.
Representative KELLEY. There are no large cities larger than 30,000.

It is a very industrial district.
Mr. ZECKENDORF. I would be surprised if it wouldn't be effective.
Representative KELLEY. Pardon me?
Mr. ZECKENDORF. I would be surprised if it wouldn't be helpful.
Representative KELLEY. My question is whether it would be helpful

enough.
Mr. ZECKENDORF. Well, I wouldn't know.
Representative KELLEY. Mr. Talle, I believe you have something.
Representative TALLE. Well, I don't want to cut in on your ques-

tioning.
Mr. Chairman, I have a report here from the Library of Congress re

"The scientific and professional manpower shortage," "The need for a
national policy to alleviate manpower wastage," and "Specific scholar-
ship and loan proposals." Without objection I would like to have
permission to incorporate it in the record.

(The material referred to is as follows:)

HUMAN RESOURCES AND THEIR RELATION TO A FEDERAL SCHOLxSHIP PROGRAM

I. THE SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL MANPOWER SHORTAGE

Since World War II much has been said anti written on the subject of human
resources and several important studies of our manpower resources have been
undertaken by private organizations as well as governmental agencies. Our
experience with the lack of a well-defined manpower policy prior to the Second
World War has had some influence on the recognition of the problem. The best
utilization of our manpower resources is gradually being recognized as one of
the most significant factors affecting this country's future welfare and world
leadership. As one university president pointed out:

"We can no longer afford to waste or neglect available resources of human
skill. It has suddenly become clear that as a Nation we are still too casual,
too inexpert, too wasteful, in our attitude toward brains and ability. Because
we have never lost a war, because we are almost continental in our extent,
because more than any other people we have turned the raw earth into a flood
of food and goods, we are in real danger of living in a world of false propor-
tions, and of acquiring the delusion that we can always be adequate to the tasks
thrust upon us. Today we must accept new magnitudes and make new com-
parisons. 1

We are not developing the Nation's greatest asset, the brains of our citizens.
A large number of the people of this country are working at levels below their
true potentialities, which is a waste of manpower. It is imperative that we
have the "highest possible correlation between talent and national welfare"
whether in preparation for defense or for the purposes of peace.

Numerous studies have appraised America's "educated manpower" as the
country's most valuable resource. One commission stressed this when it stated:

"Since the whole population profits from the work of its ablest members, it
would appear to be good business for the Nation to use its brains well, just as
it is good business to use well its forests, it waterpower, and it minerals. It is
more than good business; it is a great national concern." '

The National Manpower Council in 1952 also emphasized the need for a con-
tinued comprehensive research program in the field of human resources. Trained
personnel and technological superiority are more vital to the national security

I C. V. Kiewiet, Education for Survival, the ACLS Newsletter, summer 1953. p. 3.
2 Dael, Wolfe, editor, Report of the Commission on Human Resources and Advanced

Training, 1954, p. 1.
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than are numubers of population. One educator described it in the following
iann1ler:

'In the final analysis there is no substitute for the qualitative development of
our best brains. Our foreign and military policy has no better ally than the edu-
cational system. In any assessment of American power, higher education has the
same stature as our system of food production, our industrial organization, or
our system of defense."'

Historically, the Manpower Council pointed out, that:
* * * the concern with hunian resources centered largely oil the span of human

life, health, and imunigration. Efforts to conserve human resources aimed
mainly at the elimiination of preventable deaths. Disease and accidents were
the specific targets, and improved hygiene, preventive medicine, and industrial
and other safety measures were the imajor means relied upon. Until quite re-
eently, questions of the effective use of the country's human resources, the
developnient of skills and capacities, and the waste of ability received relatively
little attelition." 4

Manpower policies in a democratic society, however, have been uncoordinated
except in periods of defense mobilization. The development and utilization of
our' human resources usually comes as a result of many different forces. In fact,
the effective development and utilization of our resources of scientific and pro-
fessional manpower is a continuing important issue concerning public policy.
Experts urge that the present world situation 'compels consideration not only
of current manpower needs but also of long-range policies to provide the country
with the highly trained manpower it will require in the future." 5

The National Manpower Council had this to say concerning the country's
future needs for "educated manpower":

"It is safe to assume that, barring a catastrophe which would destroy the
bases of Western civilization, the major factors which have been responsible
for the very rapid growth of the professions and the sciences in recent years
will continue to operate in the future. The rate of progress in science and
technology will certainly not he slowed and will probably be accelerated. The
gain in productivity, estimated at about 3 percent per year in recent decades,
is not likely to be less in the near future. An expanding national income will
result in a greater capacity to consume the services of professional personnel.
A dynamic econoiny, high levels of employment, rising living standards, and
the aspiration for improved health, education, and social security all point to
the need for larger numbers of scientifically and professionally trained workers.
In spite of the uncertainties which must qualify any judgment on the future,
a long-run view clearly points to a continuing high level of demand for scientific
and professional manpower." 6

It is not possible to estimate the exact demand which might be made for each
group of scientific and professional personnel within the overall manpower
category for the next 10, 15, or 20 years. A system of "manpower allocation"
is held by experts to be impractical when a country is not engaged in an all-out
emergency, which is the only time the nation is ready to sacrifice certain
objectives in order to survive.

II. THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL POLICY TO ALLEVIATE MANPOWER WASTAGE

In its 1954 report, entitled America's Resources of Specialized Talent, the
Commission on Human Resources and Advanced Training held that it would
be sound national policy to encourage and help to bring more of the ablest young
people into institutions of higher education. It was expressed as follows:

"To make the maximum use of those who are potentially well qualified means
to get each into the job which he can do best and in which he can contribute
most effectively to the Nation. College training is one means to that end.
Getting more of the ablest high-school graduates into college is therefore a
major step in preparing them for positions of greater responsibility and use-
fulness than they would be likely to achieve without college training." '

The Conimission also believed that there should be no limit placed upon the
choice of fields of specialization students could enter.

I DeKiewiet. C. W., op. cit., p. 7
4 National Manpower Council, A Policy for Scientific and Professional Manpower, 1052,

p. 32.
O Ibid., p. 243.
6 Ibid., P. 244.
' Dael Wolfe, op. cit., p. 242.
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The Commission emphasized this latter recommendation, as follows:
"Educating the Nation's highest intellectual potential, but letting each student

specialize in the field of his choice, is a means of making the best use of Amer-
ica's intellectual resources and of assuring intellectual flexibility to meet what-
ever conditions the future brings.

* * * S * * *

"The existence of a sizable body of educated workers, flexible enough in skill
and interest to move into the fields in which demands and rewards are greatest
is a major national asset." a

This view has been previously supported by the Vannevar Bush report Science
the Endless Frontier (1945), which declared:

"We think as we think because we are not interested in setting up an elect.
We think it much the best plan, in this constitutional republic, that opportunity
be held out to all kinds and conditions of men whereby they can better them-
selves. This is the American way; this is the way the United States has become
what it is. We think it very important that circumstances be such that there be
no ceilings, other than ability itself, to intellectual ambition. AVe think it very
important that every boy and girl shall know that if he shows that he 'has what
it takes,' the sky is the limit. * * *

'By proceeding from point to point and taking stock on the way, by giving
further opportunity to those who show themselves worthy of further opportunity
by giving the most opportunity to those who show themselves continually devel-
oping-this is the way we propose. This is the American way: A man works for
what he gets."

There are many capable young people who are financially unable to attend
college. This group represents a considerable loss to the Nation of wore highly
trained manpower potential. The President's Scientific Research Board called
attention to this in its 1947 report on manpower for research when it stated:

"It has repeatedly been estimated that approximately as many students with
high ability drop out of school before reaching college as enter college in any
1 year. Many of these young people take mediocre jobs, and very few of them
ever rise high enough in their occupations to put their excellent abilities to use
in intellectual or creative work of a high order. While some of these able stu-
dents drop out because they do not have the ambition to go on with further train-
ing, thus pointing toward the need for better guidance in the secondary school,
some of the students have to leave college because they cannot afford financially
to go onl. * * *

' Thus, there is a large group of able students whose talents could be put to
much more profitable use by society if society were to invest in education." °

Former President Truman in his 1952 budget message to the Congress placed
emphasis on this country's wasted manpower when he said:

'At a time like this we cannot afford to waste any resources, yet this pool of
inadequately used human resources is being continually enlarged because many
young people are denied the opportunity for a proper education."

Of the high-school graduates who are among the top fifth in ability, only 53
percent enter college and 4:3 percent graduate. Every year this country loses a
high proportion of the young people who might become leaders in the professions.
Almost 60 percent of the group with the greatest potential fail to complete a
college education.

We waste much of our potential talent.
"College graduating classes could be twice as large as they currently are, and

with no loss of quality. The potential supply gets drained off, in large and small
amounts, all the way through the educational system. Practically all potentially
good college students enter, and most of them finish, high school, but after high
school the loss is large. Fewer than half of the upper 2.5 percent of all high-
school graduates ever earn college degrees; only 6 out of 10 of the top 5 percent
do. Society fails to secure the fullest benefit of many of its brightest youth
because they do not secure the education that would enable them to work at the
levels for which they are potentially qualified." "

6Ibid., pp. 266-267.
D Vannevar Bush, Science the Endless Frontier. 1945. p. 141.
President's Scientific Research Board, Science and the Public Policy, vol. 4. p. 124.
Dael Wolfe, op. cit., p. 269.
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This Nation's future strength is closely linked with the adequate development
of its manpower resources. Again, this was stressed by the Commission on
Human Resources and Advanced Training in the following statements:

*'A nation with as complex an economy, as important a role in world affairs,
and as tangled a web of social, economic, military, and technological problems as
confront the United States is peculiarly dependent for its future welfare upon
its citizens who are competent to work effectively with ideas. The development
of new weapons, the conduct of government and statesmanship, the discovery and
development of means to improve health, increase productivity, and add to human
welfare, the ability to bring all these forces to the benefit of the less fortunate
peoples of the world, and the ability to use them effectively to counteract the
influences of totalitarianism all depend primarily upon those of the Nation's
workers who labor chiefly with their heads instead of their hands.

* * * * * * *

"The Nation needs to make more effective use of its intellectual resources. * * *
Democracy at its best gives each child access to the education and opportunities
which will enable him to develop his potentialities. Each can then progress to
the highest level which his abilities and interests allow. The United States
stands in too vital need of the high abilities of its ablest sons and daughters to
adopt any lesser goal." 12

III. SPECIFIC SCHOLARSHIP AND LOAN PROPOSALS.

In the latter part of 1947 the President's Commission on Higher Education
made its report to President Truman and among its recommendations it declared
that:

"Immediate steps be taken to establish a national program of federally financed
scholarships and fellowships as a means of removing further the economic bar-
rier and enabling our most competent and gifted youth to obtain for themselves
and for society the maximum benefits to be gained from higher education.

* * * * * * *

"Not only is it important for the welfare of the Nation that adequate low-cost
opportunities for higher education be made available to all the people of America,
but it is of utmost importance that the Nation's most talented youth be encouraged
and given the opportunity to continue their education to the fullest extent pos-
sible. For this reason the Commission advocates: (1) That a continuing Federal
program for undergraduate scholarships be established beginning with $120 mil-
lion in 1948-49 and continuing each year for the succeeding 5 years in an amount
sufficient to provide scholarships for 20 percent of the nonveteran undergraduate
enrollment; (2) that in addition to the existing Federal fellowships programs a
new program be established for graduate students through the appropriation of
sufficient funds to provide 10,000 grants of $1,500 each in 194-4'9, 20,000 grants
in-1949-50, and 30,000 grants in 1930-51, 1951-52, and 1952-53; and (3) that
before 1953-54 the program of scholarships and fellowships be reexamined with
a view to expanding it.

"On the basis of the anticipated enrollment in 1948-49, the granting of scholar-
ships to 20 percent of the nonveteran undergraduate enrollment would provide
assistance to some 300,000 students. This would be in addition to the 10,000
fellowships also proposed for the first year of the program." 1

From the 79th through the S3d Congresses a number of different proposals
have been made for Federal grants-in-aid for a scholarship program, and in
some cases a loan program. The following selected bills indicate the scope of
these proposals:

79th Congress
S. 1782. Mr. Langer; January 31, 1946 (Education and Labor)
Directs the Commissioner of Education to make loans up to $500 to individuals

desiring to obtain a college or university education and authorizes $3 billion
for a revolving fund. Loans shall be made without security but the borrower
shall execute a 1-percent 15-year promissory note payable to the United States.

S. 2499. Messrs. Murray, Morse, and Pepper; July 31, 1946 (Education and
Labor).

II. For scholarships and fellowships (scholarships for students in last 2 years
of high school and in junior colleges, technical institutes, vocational schools,

HgrIbid., pp. 5-6 i
13 Higher Education in American Dem~ocracy, vol. V-.
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colleges, and universities, and fellowships for students in graduate or profes-
sional schools or departments of colleges, universities, and research institutes
in the United States or other countries) : $70 million for 1948; annual increases
of $35 million for 2 years, thereafter annual increases of $30 million: $350 mil-
lion for 1957, allotments to be based on a State's population within the age range
16 to 24 years, inclusive.

H. R. 5465. Mr. Savage; February 13. 1946 (education)
Provides Federal aid to States in establishing and maintaining a scholarship

and fellowship program in colleges and universities. Authorizes for the purpose
.$35 million for 1946-47: $50 million for 1947-48; $65 million for 1948-49; and $80
million for 1949-50 and for each fiscal year thereafter. In order to secure the
benefits of this act a State shall establish a State scholarship and fellowship
board which shall submit to the United States Commissioner of Education plans
showing the ways in which it proposes to discover and encourage the develop-
ment of unusual abilities among the youth of the State. Such plans shall pro-
vide for expenditure of 2.5 percent to 50 percent of the funds for students in the
first year after high school and 50 percent to 75 percent for students above the
first year of college. The average scholarship stipend shall not exceed $30 per
month and the average fellowship stipend shall not exceed $50 per month. This
act shall be administered by the United States Commissioner of Education under
supervision of the Federal Security Administrator.

80th Congress
S. 1131. Messrs. Pepper and Murray: April 18. 1947 (Labor and Public Wel-

fare):
To aid the States in providing education in the 11th grade and above there

is authorized: (1) For scholarships: $80 million in the fiscal year 1948, $100
million for 1949, $125 million for 19.50, and $150 million for 19.51; and (2) for
loans, a revolving fund of $250 million. Apportionment shall be on the basis of
the number of persons from 14 to 26 years of age in the State and its per capita
income compared with the per capita income of the United States. States must
provide an equitable apportionment where separate schools are maintained for
separate population groups. They shall provide: (1) I'or certification of persons
solely on the basis of ability without reference to race, color, creed, sex, or re-
ligion; and (2) that 10 percent shall be expended for scholarships for education
in the 11th and 12th grades: 30 percent for high-school graduates, and 20 per-
cent for students above the 16th year of school grade in graduate schools, etc.
Scholarships or loans shall not exceed $125 a month for a person without de-
pendents, $150 if 1 dependent, and $175 if 2 or more dependents. No scholarship
or loan shall be made to a person while lie is receiving education under title II of
the Servicemen's Readjustment Act. Federal control over an educational or
training institution in which funds are expended nuder this act is banned.

81st Congress
H. R. 3630. Mr. Lesinski (by request): March 21, 1949 (Education and

Labor)
. There is authorized, in the form of outright grants or Reconstruction Finance
Corporation guaranteed low-interest loans, to assist qualified needy persons from
16 to 25 years of age to continue their education $100 million for the fiscal years
ending June 30, 1950 and 1951: $150 million for the years 1952, 1953, and 1954,
and $200 million for the years 195.5 and thereafter, to be apportioned in the same
proportion as the number of persons within the class in each State bears to the
total number in all the States. Recipients of assistance shall be named by a
State approval board to be set up under the act. The Conumissioner of Educa-
tion shall from time to time publish a list of approved institutions (including
industrial and on-the-farm training establishments). Expenses covered in-
clude tuition, fees, travel, and subsistence allowance.

S. 3455. Messrs. Murray and Humphrey; July 2, 19.52 (Lahor and Public
Welfare):

Student Aid Act of 1952-Authorizes annual appropriations for Federal scholar-
ships beginning in fiscal 1953 wvith $32 million and increasing by $32 million each
year until in fiscal 1956 the authorization shall be for $128 million, whereafter
it shall remain the same unless the Congress change it. Provides that this
money shall be used for certificates of scholarship awarded to high school stud-
ents in the several States for pursuit of higher education, without any dis-
criminations as to sex, creed, race, etc. The State quota of these scholarships
shall be determined as followvs: One-half of the total number of scholarships
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shall be allotted among the States in percentages equal to the percentage the
State's high school graduates bear to the national total of high school grades
for the year; and the remaining one-half shall be allotted in the proportion that
the State's population between 19 and 21 bears to the national total population of
that age.

The recipients must (1) (a) have a certificate of graduation from a high school
of that State or (b) if graduated from an out-of-State high school, have the
course of studies recognized as adequate by their on-n State, (2) must not be
eligible for veteran's educational training, (3) must apply in accordance with
State rules and (4) must not have had any Federal scholarship under this or any
other act vacated except for good cause.

The State commission shall, in accordance wvith objective tests and(l other meacs-
ures prescribed by the Commissioner of Education, make its selection on basis
of intellectual capacity and financial need. The scholarship stipend shall be
uniform and not in excess of 4 years. The requirements for continuance during
this time shall be (1) continued financial need, (2) full-time attendance. (3) no
scholarship aid from other sources. The recipient may attend any higher insti-
tution within or without the United States.

Each State desiring to participate shall establish a commission on Federal
scholarships and submit it to the Commissioner of Education for approval. The
payments of scholarships uinder this act shall be by check payable to the indi-
vidual recipient transmitted through the administartion of the institution he is
attending.

Administration of this act shall be under the Commissioner of Education who
in turn shall be responsible to the Federal Security Administrator. He shall
consult with all agencies of the Federal Government with a view to coordinate
all Federal scholarships: and shall be assisted by a National Council on Student
Aid of 12 members with the Commissioner as Chairman to represent individual,
organizational, and professional interests.

Authorizes $10 million for insurance of loans to students in higher institutions
of learning. No loan in excess of $600 shall be made to any student in 1 year,
nor shall the aggregate unpaid balance exceed $2,400. Reimbursement under
the insurance shall not be in excess of 50 percent of the unpaid balance of the
loan including interest accrued at the time of default. Eligibility of lenders
shall be determined by certification by the State commission: loans shall be
insurable whether from funds fully owned or from trust funds of the lenders.

Eligibility of students shall depend on : (1) full-time educational work: (2)
the signing of a note or other agreement, payable by installments commencing
the fourth year after student ceases to devote full time to study : (3) requires
full payment plus interest vithin 6 years after payments begin : (4) until such
date of commencement carries interest at a rate not exceeding the average market
rate of Treasury obligations by 1 percent, or after commencement, not exceeding
such rate by more than 2 percent: (5) permits acceleration and (6) contains any
necessary terms stipulated by the Commissioner.

Certificates shall be issued under this title and upon default, death, or dis-
ability of the borrower, prior to any enforcement proceedings, the beneficiary
shall inform the Commissioner who shall pay off such insurance and be sub-
rogated to the rights of the insured against any security given for the loan.
Premiums and all other funds acquired by the Commissione- under these opera-
tions shall be deposited in a revolving fund in the Treasury. Five hundred
thousand dollars is authorized for initial establishment of this fund.

85d Congress

H. R. 6079. Mr. Boland; July 2, 1953 (Education and Labor)
Federal Scholarship Act-creates a Federal Scholarship Fund and authorizes

therefor $10 million for 19.53 and such sums as are necessary for succeeding
years to make loans to students selected by State agencies in proportion to num-
ber of Members of House of Representatives from States which have accepted
provisions of this act. For a student to be eligible for a loan, his State must
designate a State Agency, establish certain methods and standards for selec-
tion, and make certain deposits into the seholarship fund which amount shall
not exceed 10 percent of aggregate amount of advances made to students from
that State during preceding calendar year. Sets forth the procedure for am
plication approval, security. and the making of loans to eligible students.
The Commissioner of Education may suspend a loan where he finds that a
State has made selections on a discriminatory basis. Provides for loans up
to $1,000 a year for the first 4 years in college grade studies. up to $1,500 a year
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for first 4 years of host college studies. and for repayments of loans to begin
the 2d year after advances have ceased. Assures all educational institutions
-here students attend on loans freedom from interference from Federal or
State Governments.

In addition to these congressional proposals for an unrestricted Federal
scholarshilp or loanl program. in the present Congress at least one bill has been
introduced to l)rovide scholarships for persons of unusual ability in the fields of
engineering, physics, chemistry and the related sciences. No action has been
taken on these bills in previous Congresses.

The existing scholarship and fellowship programs financed by the Federal
Goverunmenit for education at colleges and universities were established for the
benetit of a special group, such as veterans, or for postgraduate work in scien-
tific fields.

Current Federal plrograin in higher education can be classified as follows:
(1) Aid for the education of a special group oif individuals, such as veterans;
(2) Aid to individuals for study in special fields, such as military science and

medicine:
(3) Educational activities carried out largely for the promotion of some

lplicy of the Government, such as the development of international goodwill, or
building uip an officer reserve;

/4) Annual granits to particular institutions for specific purposes, such as
agricultural education;

(5) Granits and contracts awarded to institutions for research in certain
fields, such as the physical sciences.

The Federal Government has a stake in the quality, productivity and efficiency
of this N\ation's skilled mtanpower. Can Congress be indifferent to the conse-
queences and meaning of the findings concerning "the nature ad distribution of
talent and skill in American society"? What are the steps Congress should
take to implement a national policy in this area? What form should they
take and where should the emphasis be placed?

The CHAIRM3AN. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, I am very much interested

in public-works programs. Government could proceed on a program
covering a period of years, in good times and in bad times. We might
proceed because we wanted to build the country up without regard
to depression or inflation or anything else, but generally you hear
a good deal more about public works in a time of recession.

Early in this hearing public works were mentioned, and it is one
way of alleviating unemployment, but as Dr. Gainsbrugh pointed out
at the time, it takes a long while to get started. In other words, a
recession comes along, and you want to carry out public works to al-
leviate unemployment, but you are not ready to go ahead.

If you do not have your gun loaded, you cannot shoot, and
therefore I think we should take a look at this problem of having our
plans ready so that if we want to use public works as a relief in times
of depression and unemployment when we have good times, we
should be working on our plans. I should like to ask General Itschner,
who certainly is well-informed in this field, how many steps must be
taken and how long a time is required to take those steps to get a proj-
ect ready for construction from the time the project is an idea in
somebody's mind until you are ready to do the work, actually using
the bulldozers and the other things you must use.

General ITSCHNER. Well, sir, it takes a great many years from the
time the project is first conceived by local interests who desire that
project until the project is actually under construction. We found
recently that we had something like $8.9 billion worth of projects
already authorized, which meant that it had been maybe six or so years
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prior to that time they were conceived, and yet, they were not ready
for construction.

It takes on an average of perhaps 2 years to plan a project after the
initial funds are made available for planning, and as an average in the
first year of construction, we find that we can spend at a normal rate
of progress just about 10 percent of the cost of that project. So that
means that in our type of program, at least, during the initial year,
even after the construction has commenced, we do not have too much
effect upon the economy.

It has to go to the second or third year until the project progresses
and consumes a large a-mount of money. So the entire process is a
very long one and we are trying now to improve that condition. We
feel that it will be improved because in fiscal year 1956 we have in the
budget $5 million for planning, as compared to $21/2 million in fiscal
year 1955.

Representative TALLE. There is an aspect of that which probably is
not very well known to the public. Before a project can be under-
taken at all by the engineers, there must be authorization in law. Now
that, I submit, takes a long time. I know that from experience.
From the moment the idea is born something should be done. to
the hour when Congress has passed a bill and the President has signed
it-that is typically a long time. That is correct; isn't it, General?

General ITSCINER. That is correct; yes. There were many projects
in the 1954 omnibus bill, which is the authorizing bill for our work,
for which the reports were prepared as far back as 1946, 1947, and
1948, which means some of the data contained in those reports went
back to 1945, so it is a long process.

Representative TALLE. I have several urgent projects in mind.
So, if you have a flood-control problem and you have the authoriza-
tion, you still have not got anywhere, as far as stopping floods is con-
cerned, for you have another big step, and that is to get the money to do
what has been permitted by law. W11ould you like to comment on the
problem, General Itschner?

General ITSCHNER. Well, after the authorization, the next step, as
you say, is the obtaining of funds by appropriation, and that takes a
great length of time, in many cases. The reason is that the backlog of
authlorized projects is many times the amount. of an annual appropria-
tion that wve might expect for construcetionl. I did give the figure of
$8.9 billion as being the lresent backlog of authorized projects. Our
annual appropriations for new construction has been something on the
order of $400 million as a maximum. So that means 22 years of
ap)propriations before we could accomplish the backlog.

*We all know that some of those projects never will be built.
Representative TALLE. That is right. Turning back to that first

big step, a project is authorized by law. Even if money is appro-
priated for carrying out that project, isn't there a preliminary step
called planning for construction before you actually start the job?

General IT5CHNER. That is correct, in almost all cases. In cases
where the project is one which is rather simple to plan, such as a
dredging project, the construction funds and the planning funds
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might be combined in a single annual appropriation, but as a rule, we
have 1 or 2 years' planning money first, usually 2, before we ask for
construction funds.

Representative TALLE. I think the Office of Army Engineers has
worked out a chart showing the different steps that must be taken,
and if we had some of those, it would help to clarify that point.

I would enclose them in some letters I write. Thank you, General.
Let me get back to the point that I started with. If we decide

to depend on public works for the alleviation of unemployment in a
time of distress, then it is not any solution at all, unless we have all
of these steps completed and are ready to shoot the gun.

Is that correct, Mr. Chairman?
Representative IKELY (presiding). I would say so, Mr. Talle. I

would agree with that.
Mr. WIHEATON. I would just like to say in the fields of housing the

comparable times are 3 years for housing and 5 years for redevelop-
ment projects. This means you have to have a program in operation
with more than 5 years of programing in the works if you want to
have something that can be telescoped at any one time and concen-
trated to meet local unemployment situations. It is for that reason
that I believe that we have to have a large going program and a
rather steadily expanding program to meet our actual needs, as well
as to create this kind of a reservoir that Mr. Talle is speaking of. which
is a reservoir of live, active programs, rather than a reservoir of dead
fish.

Mr. CARR. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might just follow that up
on a closely comparable matter, the building of schools, about which
1 spoke this morning. We do not have to wait, I am sure nobody
intends that we should wait, until people are unemployed to build
schools. The reason for building schools is to educate children, pri-
marily, and only incidentally, if it is so at all, to take care of unem-
ployment. From the evidence I presented this morning, I think it is
clear enough that we need the schools.

Because we were under a. time, limit this morning, I did not make
the point which I would like to make now. We not only need the
schools in many communities and States of this country, but the
study to which I referred shows quite clearly that under existing
circumstances they cannot be built with State and local funds, because
those funds are already committed. Communities have reached the
legal limit of their borrowing and of their current revenues for
construction purposes.

You asked, Mr. Kelley, why there is so little interest in a- program
of Federal matching grants for use in local and State public works.
I cannot answer the question as to why there is so little, but I would
like to express the hope that there lvill be a great deal of interest in it,
particularly from the point of view of schools.

*We are all looking forward to the message which President Eisen-
hower will send to Congress on the construction of schools in the very
near future and hoping that it will contain some of these provisions
for matching grants to which you referred.

Representative TALLE. It looks as if we are in a pretty bad situation,
then, because if the States and local communities have such ceilings
and the Federal Government also has a ceiling-its debt limit-we
cannot do anything more than we are doing.
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Mr. CARR. I still believe in our country and its wealth. We are
going to find a way to provide good schools for our children. I just
think that Congress is going to do that.

Representative TALLE. Oh, I want education for our chlUldren,
believe me, I do, but you see what the trouble is: The ceiling will have
to be punctured by one or both.

Mr. CARR. I see that it involves some difficult choices.
Representative ICELLEY. Senator Goldwater.
Senator GOLDWATER. In regard to what Mr. Carr is talking about,

you might be interested in a study my staff has been carrying on,
together with Health, Education, and Welfare, regarding available
moneys, should the Government take action this year to provide them.
We found-in fact, we did not have to look far-2,400 pieces of real
estate in this country belonging to the Federal Government or com-
mercially operated projects owned by the Federal Government that
would produce $307 million a year on average school tax rates.

The question I have raised to HEW and to the administration is
one of the possibility of' the national parks, for instance, including
in its budget an amount for lieu payments because you cannot tax
Federal land. Then in defense areas where large defense plants have
been built and immediately taken off the taxrolls and title put in the
Government. The suggestion there has been either to return that
property to the taxrolls or there, again, to let the Defense Department
appropriate lieu amounts.

Now, $307 million is about two-thirds of what the Hill bill is asking.
I do not think that is an adequate amount, but it is a large sum of
money, and I just mention that to you so that you might pursue that
further in your studies. But it has grown in this country to the point
that it is dangerous. I do not like to see the Federal Government
build schools when the local school districts can build them. But as
you say, many of them are now to their bonded limit, and it is impossi-
ble for them to build more.

Mr. CARR. Thank you, sir.
Representative KELLEY. Mr. Curtis.
Representative CuRTis. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to com-

ment, too. Of course, I realize, at least I hope I realize this tax
problem, particularly with respect to the ability of the State and local
governments to tax, but I cannot fail to compare the State and local
debt in comparison with the Federal debt. When we talk about debt
limitation, I was just looking at this chart very quickly on Govern-
ment financing, 1954X55, the chart on page 201, total Federal, State,
and local debt, and in 1932 the Federal debt was about equal to the
State and local debt, about $18 billion apiece. In 1953 the local and
State debt has only risen to about $32 billion, which is less than a 100-
percent increase, from $18 billion to $32 billion, but the Federal debt
has increased from about $18 billion to almost $300 billion, and I am
well aware of this problem of local and State taxation. That is why
we have this committee studying it, but I am impressed with the fact
that somehow or other local and State communities, in my opinion,
have not been sizing up to their job.

There has been this great tendency, and perhaps this is a political
observation, although I do not mean it to be, a great tendency of
going to the Federal Government, which will increase the Federal
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debt. It is bound to, unless we have the revenue, instead of trying t o
dig down and solve the thing locally.

Now in schools I recognize that we have got an added job. We do
not have it in the environs of St. Louis, Mo., but we certainly do have
it in the Ozarks, in Missouri and Arkansas, where the argument is
you do not have the wealth in the community to solve that thing.
But even in areas like around St. Louis, Mo., where, heaven knows,
they have got the wealth, it seems to be an easy thing for people to
let the Federal Government tax them, but they are not willing to vote
bond issues for local matters when it is actually going to come out
of their pockets in the same way. I do not know what the answer is
unless people are going to pay a little more interest in their own
communities.

Mr. CARR. Well, sir, I certainly agree that every locality should do
everything it reasonably can to support its schools just as I agree that
every locality should do what it can to build its streets and its roads
and should not come flying into Washington every time it does not
rain.

Representative CuRTIS. Let me ask you this $64 question. Do you
think they really have been doing that?

Mr. CARR. I do not thinkz the American people at any level of gov-
ermnent-Federal, State, or local-have supported their schools as
much as they should.

Representative CURTIs. Of course. we get into this: Those who be-
lieve as I do, were very much concerned about keeping education with-
in the control of the local communities and we know, as a. matter of
fact, that whenever you pay out funds, there is bound to be some restric-
tion on the payment of those funds. That is why so many of us who
:ill recognize the great need for education-I could not be more inter-
ested in it, having five children of my own-are deeply concerned
about education, and feel it is a dangerous thing to get the money up
here at the Federal level because we know that that'is bound to bring
some sort of control. That is one of our great jobs, I say, to try to get
the proper solution to this dilemma.

Mr. CARR. I would not want, Mr. Chairman, to prolong this discus-
sion. We took quite a while on irrigation. But maybe you would let
me go into this educational question just a bit more. It is a big
question, and I would like to say to Mr. Curtis and Mr. Talle-

Representative KELLEY. I think there is this matter of control. If
the Government gets its nose under the tent, nobody knows how far
it will go, although there has been great pressure put on the Members
of Congress to do something on a Federal level to aid education.

Mr. CARR. Yes, sir;'it was on that point that I wanted to speak, and
as I was brief this morning, I will try to be brief this afternoon.

I want to say, in the first place, that I expressly do not wish to leave
the impression that anybody who is against, or doubts the wisdom of,
Federal support for education is thereby unfriendly to education. The
gentlemen who have just recently spoken, and you, sir, have raised
questions, and I do not interpret these honest questions as being in any
sense unfriendly to the schools. I know they are not meant in that
sense.

Now we have three questions here. I think I can express a view-
point on one right after the other in a staccato fashion. First, the
statement is made, and we have heard it many times, that if the Fed-
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eral Government assists the schools, it will control them in some
measure.

Representative KELLEY. Some day.
Mr. CARR. Some day. Rebuttal: The Federal Government has

been assisting the land-grant colleges of the United States, which are
educational institutions, with regular grants every year since the law
was signed by Abraham Lincoln. *When President Buchanan vetoed
that law just before President Lincoln signed it, Mr. Buchanan, whose
veto message is interesting, predicted the direst results, because he said
the long hand of the Federal Government would be running our land-

grant colleges.
Well, we have been givingin money to them ever since then, nearly a

hundred vears, and I appeal to any president of any land-grant college,
as to whether the long arm of the Federal Government has dictated a
single course or a single policy or limited the academic freedom. On
the contrary, they have-been free. So let's not make too quick a gen-
eralization that. under all circumstances, this kind of assistance in-.
volves Federal control. I think it would involve control under some
,ircumistances, but I do believe the historical evidence will support
me that control is not necessary.

Now, the second point, the question of whether it makes any dif-
ference whether money comes from the State or from the locality;
they are both finding difficulty meeting their financess they are both
carryina debts. I think it does make a difference. 'I think the rapidcy
growing wealth of our country does not exist in the form of real
property, and some of the other testimony this inorninig supports
that. Real property limps along behind even when it is fully as-
sessed. The tremendous explosive growth in the production of weaIlth
in this country is such that if you are going to tap the real wealth of
the country you cainnot do it by taxing real property. You must tax

other forms of wealth, particularly income, and if you tax income
largely on the State level. you get the moving of industry from one
State to another to avoid taxation, and all the other undesirable
effects with which you are much more familiar than I am.

The instrument for reaching out to this real wealth is the Federal
income-tax system and if we do not use that system to support our
schools, you deny the schools a very significant share in the economic
lifeblood of the country.

Third, may ITjust point out to the committee the inevitable results
of mnatching, as applied to other activities than schools. If you have
Federal matching for roads and Federal matching for X and Y and Z,
but no Federal matching at all for school construction, you can see
the inevitable result. The States are going to use their money to
match the Federal Government in those areas where the Federal Gov-
ermnent has decided to match. I greatly fear that this continued ex-
pansion of matching, if the schools are left out, is going to exclude
our schools, and worse than that, is going to discriminate against our
schools in the competition for economic support which goes on all of
the time among all of the objects of government. I hope this has not
been too long.

Representative KFLLEY. Thank you very much.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Chairman, I wanted to suggest, particularly in

reference to a number of comments made to Mr. Talle, that in my
opinion, the outlook for accelerating public works in time of recession
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or depression is not nearly so bleak as the general run of comments
would perhaps lead you to think. I should say, first, that I take miy
general stand on the year-in-year-out steady pursuit and development
of public works-resources, schools, highways, and so on-but then I
must acid that there still are, in my view, possibilities for acceleration
that are not to be overlooked, and if they can be identified with care
and if a state of rather total readiness can be created so that they
may be engaged in very timely and prompt fashion, then they may
serve to exercise quite a leavening effect when a recession comes
upon us.

For example, it is perfectly clear that a vast urban renewal scheme
or a tremendous multiple-purpose dam, reservoir, and power project,
or a large program of school building, whlich may involve hundreds of
structures, take some years to get under way. But I still feel quite
strongly that it is possible to identify particular types of work which
can be accelerated on as little as a 3-months' basis, provided people
are willing and ready. For example, I think in the acceleration of
channel dredging or smaller scale farm and forest conservation work
this is true. I think that certain local public works, such as street
extensions, sewer and water line extensions, the additions to school
buildings, can be accelerated in timely fashion. While I would rely
mainly upon a steady development of these programs. I think it is
important to identify those works which caln be accelerated quickly,
not only to go as far as is sensible with the blueprints and specifica-
tionis, but also with the financial preparations, the site acquisitions,
and so on.

Every, last ounce that can be got from public works to meet a, de-
pression situation should be got. I think this is an important point
to bring out, lest it be overlooked. I am not sure that this helps very
much in the coal areas of Pennsylvania, IlWest Virginia, and Ken-
tucky, where the problem, by and large, I believe, is not a business-
cycle matter, but a chronic problem closely connected with the for-
tunes of the coal industry as it competes with oil and gas.

Representative KELLEY. Mechanization of mines.
Mr. FISHER. That is right. So I would not hold out any kind of

temporary spurt in public works as a total solution to that problem.
Even so, I think it is incumbent upon everyone to look them over most
carefully, to try to see which particular public works might well exert
a longtime effect upon the kind of problem that exists in these areas.

= Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman.
Representative K.ELLEY. Yes, Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. I think it would be fair to say, as far as

school buildings are concerned, they would not be a very good illustra-
tion of something that would be done in time of depression, because
there is a time when children must go to school. -When a child is 6
years old, it should be in school, maybe at 5. But there are other
worthwhile public works that could be carried on. Unfortunately,
it takes such a long time to get ready to do them. Perhaps we can
improve on that.
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* Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Chairman, just to preface a question that
I want to throw to the whole panel, and it does not need answering
now, but sometime in the future it should have consideration. It has
been my privilege to see the President's school plan, and I think it is
the most workable, best approach to the school problem that I have
seen yet. I know that the country will rally around it when it is pre-
sented next wveek. Mr. Fisher, together with the joint committee staff,
1 made a study last year of the effect of the public-works approach to
the solving of unemployment, to the solving of recession or
depression.

Of course, the only period we had to use was the period between
1932, 1933, and 1939, prior to the 'war, because that is the first time we
made a. real all-out effort to solve those problems in this country
through Government expenditures.

A surprising number of things cropped up. One of them is this,
and we keep forgetting this; in that 7-year period-mind you, this is
for 7 years, and you won't believe it-but for 7 years our total Federal
budget was $51 billion, and out of that $51 billion about twenty-five
billion-plus dollars, just a little over 50 percent, went into the public-
works approach and also CCC and the other things that we used
during that period.

Ntowi, the question that remains in my mind after studying that
report is: Did we spend enough money? Did we spend it soon
enough-because we still had terrific unemployment in 1939, after
spending over 50 percent of the budget for 7 years in this public-
works approach. The great question then that comes from all of this
is if it was not enough and if it was not soon enough, but particularly
if it was not enough, where could we today get 50 percent more in
addition to the present Federal budget?

Now, there are a lot of questions in there, and I do not ask that they
be answered now. You are interested and concerned with the public-
works approach, and I think it is the duty of this committee to con-
sider how much we can actually do with this approach.

I do not think it is right for us to fool the public, if we are fooling
them. We may be telling them the truth. I do not think it is fair to
say to the American people: Do not fear another depression, because
the Federal Govermnent can step right in with public works, if that is
not true. If you would like a copy of basic table in that study, I will
be very glad to send it to you.

It has left a lot of questions in my mind, and I think it has left a lot
of questions in the staff's mind as to just the extent of effectiveness of
the public-works program if it is effective.

Representative IKELLEY. Would you wish to have Air. Fisher supply
that for the record,?

Senator GOLDWATER. Yes; if he wants to and can get it in time. I
think I know, some of the answers he might give. I have a copy of
the table here and I will put it in the record.

Representative KELLEY. Very well.
(The materials referred to are as follows (table supplied by Senator

Coldwater for the record) :)
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Total Federal Government receipts, ex;penditures, and busdget surplus or deficit-
and major direct Government expenditures to aid the economny, fiscal years
1983 through 1939 '

[Millions of dollars. On basis of daily Tieasury statements (unrevised) adjusted to provide uniform
classification of expenditures]

Total receipts --
Total expenditures exclud

public debt retirements.-.
'N-et surplus or deficit _ -- --
Relief and woik relief: 3

(a) Direct relief: Fed,
Emergency Re
Administraion

(b) Work relief:
Civil Works

mmnistration.
Works Projects

ministration i
National Yo
Administratc

Civilian Consei
tion Corps

Total relief X
work relie

Public works 6_____________
Aid to agriculture '

Total major direct 0
ernment expenditt
to aid the economy.

1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939

$2,079. 7 $3,115.6 $3,800. 5 $1, 116.0 $5,028.8 $5,854. 7 $5,164.8
ling

3.803.5 6.011.1 7.009.9 8.665.6 8,177.4 7,238.8 8,707.1
-1,7S3.8 -2.895.5 -3,209.4 -4,549.7 -3.148.6 -1,384.2 -3,542.3

2ral
lief
5 d- 336.0 707.S I. 820. 1 494. 3 933.0 4. 2 1. 7

Ad-
Ad--- --------- - 805.1 11.3 .7 .3 .2 .2
Ad-
unth
in - - ----- -- ---------- ---------- 1, 263.7 1,896.4 1.472.5 2,239.6

14.2 331.9 435. 5 486.3 385.8 326.4 290. 4

and

3ov-
ires

350. 2
442.4
203. 7

996. 3

1,844.9
698.0
775.3

2.267.0
883.4

1,071.3

3,318.2 4,221.7

2, 245.0
729. 7
932. 7

3, 907. 4

2, 281.6
1,023.9

970.5

4,276.0

1,803.2
803. 5
853.8

3, 460. 5

2, 531.9
1.000.5
1. 228. 2

4,760.6

Total, 1933 through.1939:
Relief and work relief - $13, 323.8
Public works - 5,581.4
Aid to agriculture - 6,035. 5

Total major direct Government expenditures to aid the economy -24, 940. 7

1 Source: H. Doc. No. 505, 77th Cong., 2d sess., the Annual Rieport of the Secretary of tlhe Treasury on the
State of Finances, pp. 416, 417, and 476.

2 Net surplus or deficit is before giving effect to expenditures for retiren ent of public debt, chargeable to
sinking fund, etc.

3 Does not include total expenditures from emergency appropriations and allocations to otherdepartments
and agencies. Such allocations totaled approximately $2 billion for ti e period 1933-39.

4 Includes Reconstruction Finance Corporation loans and grants to States, municipalities, etc., for direct
relief.

' Excess credits (deduct).
5 Includes Public Roads Administration, forest roads and trails, Public Buildings Administration,

Tennessee Valley Authority, reclamation projects, river and harbor work (including flood control), Public
Works Administration (including administrative expenses), and U. S. liousiig Authority.

7 Includes agricultural adjustment program, Farm Credit Administration, Federal Farin Mortgage Cor-
poration, Federal intermediate credit banks, Federal land banks, Fariii Security Administration, Farm
Tenant Act, Rural Electrification Administration, Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation 1938 to 1939,
Commodity Credit Corporation, and Department of Agriculture. 1)epartment of Agriculture expenditures
include aids for the benefit of the general public such as meat inspection and enforcenent of the Food and
Drug Act.

Comnparison of present economic conditions to earlier dates

1929 1932 1939 1949 1950 1954

Gross national product:
1932= 100 (current dollars) - 178 1 100 i 157 2 447 2 454 2 3 618
1932=100 (1939 dollars) 1 139 1 100 ! 147 2 232 2239 2 3 282

Industrial production: 1932=100 '.4 171 4 100 4 159 ' 292 4292 '362
Unemployment as percent of labor force: 1932=10---: 1 13 1 100 1 69 4 21 30 5 23
Per capita real disposable income: 1932=100 . 1 133 1 100 1 133 2 180 2 188 2 3 192

' Annual average.
2 1st quarter.
: Estimated.
4 February figures.

March figures.

58422-55-50
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RrPLY TO SENATOR GOLDWATER'S QUESTION REGARDING PUBII.lC WORKS DURING THF,
DEPRESSION OF T11E 1930's

The question which Senator Goldwater raises is intriguing and important,
but one which can't be answered definitely. The question is, to what extent
can public works be used to combat depression successfully; particularly, was
the Government spending for this purpose during the depression of the 1930's
helpful in restoring prosperity?

The statistics furnished me by the staff of the Joint Economic Committee
show about $25 billion from 1933 through 1939 in major direct Government
expenditures to aid the economy. This figure seems to be somewhat misleading
since it includes a number of programs which probably would have been under-
taken regarldless of the depression, at least to a considerahle extent. Among
such programs were reclamation projects, river and harbor work (including
flood control), public buildings, and even TVA and REA. Also, the agricultural
adjustment program might have been launched without a catastrophic depression
,tid resulted in substantial expenditures.

Although the point has remained in dispute, my Own view is that Federal
efforts to stimulate the economy generally by expenditures for relief, work relief,
public works. and aids to agriculture during the period 1933 through 1939 were
moderately successful. Relief and work-relief programs were expanded rapidly
from 1933 to 1935; thereafter larger and more permanent construction projects
became relatively more significant.

While the total of major direct Government expenditures to aid the economy
increase(l bly nearly 400 percent from 1933 to 1939, the corresponding increase
in GNP was only about 50 percent in constant dollars. Industrial production
rose nearly 60 percent and gross private domestic investments by nearly 500
percent. Total private construction increased nearly 250 percent; total public
construction rose about 130 percent; personal-consumption expenditures went up
one-tllir(l. Unemdploylent dropped by slightly more than one-fourth. While
the rate of increase of these items was less than that of the major direct Gov-
erlnnent expenditures, the absolute amounts of increase in GNP, personal-con-
sumlption expenditures, and gross private investment were consid-rawiy larger
than for the Government expenditures.

Those who expected an increase of a few billions of dollars in Government
expenditures to convert a severely depressed economy to a highly prosperous
one in the space of several years were disappointed. It took the massive defense
and war expenditures following 1939 to do that. Nevertheless, there was a
definite and fairly steady recovery following 1933, except for the sharp setlbackl
in 1938. It seems likely that Government expenditures to aid the economy were
of some effect in the recovery, particularly in the maintenance of income and
spending and hence on economic activity generally.

In the future, as for the past 15 years, there is a good prospect that major
depressions can be avoided. We know more about the timing of monetary meas-
ures. Fiscal policy over which Government has some degree of control now
has a large potential for business-cycle control. Public works, carefully selected,
can help to offset business decline. Large-scale projects, slow in the planning,
offer little for mild and short recessions such as those occurring in 1949-50 and
1953-53. Small-scale works such as upstream-flood protection, channel dredg-
ing, sewer and water lines, school additions, and forest roads and trails, if
planned ahead and with financing and sites already provided for, can hell) to
contain a recession. It is important not to exaggerate the possibilities in
acceleration of public works to meet minor business setbacks.

Mr. AANDAHL. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a further
brief statement with respect to power. It throws some light on this
question of Federal-local community relationships and it also relates
to a question that was raised this morning on power shortage and what
might need to be done to meet the power requirements of the American
people.

In October 1954, the electric-generating capacity in the United
States just went over the 100-million-kilowatt mark.

Representative CURTIS. What date was that, sir?
Mr. AANDAHL. That was in October, 1954. Our best estimates of

the nationwide load was 79,400,000 kilowatts in November of 1954,
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and it was then estimated that the peak load in December would be
84 million. I haven't checked to see just where the actual December
figure went to, but I presume it was very close to that amount. That
means th-at in the United States at the present time we have a reserve
generating capacity of somewhere between 16 and 19 percent. At the
present time about 14 percent of the generating capacity is that which
has been built by the Fedeeral Government, and 86 percent has been
built and is supplied by local entities, public and private, at the local
level.

As far as we are able to determine, that reserve capacity of 16 to 19
percent is ample to safeguard the requirements of the American people
and there is strong indication that local entities are ready and willing
and eager to supply additional generating capacity as rapidly as it
might be needed.

Now in the Pacific Northwest we find power region 7 as set up by
the Federal Power Commission, and in that region where Federal
power in the Bonneville area is 60 percent of the total power that is
used. we have the lowest reserves. I do not mean to make that state-
ment with the assumption that the reserves are the lowest there because
the supply is coming in the most part from Federal sources, because
we know that there has been defense industry shifted to the area and
many other factors there, but it is an area in which the reserve of
power, electric power, is the lowest.

A little better than a year ago, the Department of Interior took
active steps to encourage a partnership program and that relieved
fhe concern among local entities in the area, that if they went ahead
with power installation, it might later be absorbed by the Federal
Government. It recognized a responsibility at the local level, and
shortly after that, the application of local entities, public and private,
to the Federal Power Commission for license to put in hydroelectric
developments in the rivers of the area equalled 4,150,000 kilowatts.
About half the applications by public power at the local level and
the other half by private utilities.

That infornmaitbn means to me that in this field of power, local
entities are ready and willing to make the additional installations that
are necessary and that the Federal Government, by just following a
constructive program as far as water development is concerned w'ith
the development of power as it comes in conjaunction with irrigation
and flood control, can make a helpful contribution to the power needs,
but doesn't need to take the responsibility of attempting to supply
the full power needs of the area. That is what is involved in the
partnership power policy that is being suggested and put into effect
at the present time.

General Itschner.

OPENING STATEMENT OF BRIG. GEN. E. C. ITSCHNER, ASSISTANT

CHIEF OF ENGINEERS FOR CIVIL WORKS, CORPS OF ENGINEERS,
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

General ITSCHNER. Mr. Chairman, I shall abbreviate my remarks.
You have the longer printed statement before you.

Vice Chairman PATBIAN. Yes: and it will go in the record as it is.
General ITSCHNEER. However, I do think it would be well to describe

the civil-works activities of the corps in order to provide a background
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for discussion and to present certain problems which are inherent in
a program of this kind.

These works include the improvemuenit of the Nation's rivers, lakes,
and harbors for na-vigationi, flood control, shore protection, and for re-
lated purposes such as water supply, pollution abatement, preserva-
tion of fish and wildlife, and notably for development of hydroelectric
power.

At the present time the active authorized program has a total cost
of $15.2 billion. Works with a cost of $3.1 billion are complete or es-
sentially complete. Work under construction has a- total cost of $5.6
billion and appropriations of about $2.4 billion will be required for
completion. And authorized improvements with an estimated cost of
$6.5 billion have not been started.

In addition, after review of the entire autlorlized program, the
Corps of Engineers has classed over 400 projects with tan estimated
cost of $3.6 billion as inactive or deferred for further study.

Work under this program has been accomplished in recent years
wvith annual appropriations of about $330 million for new construc-
tion. The President's budget for fiscal year 1956 contemplates con-
struction expenditures of $397 million ; in increase of about 20 per-
cent. In addition about $100 million will be provided for mainitentanice
and operation of completed works and for investigations.

During the past year 31 projects with an estimated total cost of $1.2
billion were placed in effective operation, either wholly or in part.
These works involve: Provision of over 39 million acre-feet of storage;
flood protection of over 4 million acres of land; installation of 803.000
kilowatts of power during the year.

One of the pertinent questions affectinig water resources develop-
ment in this country is in regard to the relative degree of Federal par-
ticipation in this activity and as to how costs should be shared. We
feel that the relative Federal-State-local interest and participation in
vater-resource development should be genierally in accordance with

the distribution of benefits and in accord with the clharacter of the
benefits.

This will vary according to various phases of water-resource de-
velopment, and with regional needs. Hlowever, where different phases
of water-resource development produce essentially the same result, the
degree of Federal participation should be generally uniform.

The Federal interest in water-resource developmlienit generally will
vary across a. rather wide "spectrum." At one end would be a major
implrovement, such as the main protective system for the alluvial valley
of the Mississippi, in which there is primary Federal interest and
which mayd properly be undertaken wholly or largely at Federal cost.
At the other end of the spectrum is the minor, local flood problem and
improvement, where benefits will accrue to readily identifiable local
beneficiaries.

Such work probably should be undertaken largely by States or local
organizations. Between these extremes are intermediate cases where
judgment and equity will indicate a variable sharig, of cost depend-
ing on whether benefits are general and widespreal. or local and read-
ily identified.

In brief, there should be greater non-Federal participation in water-
resource development, but this participation should not be so great as
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to impede progress at a time when sound conservation and develop-
ment of our water resources is more essential than ever before.

Another important question affecting this program concerns the
procedure for planning for water-resource development. This should
be accomplished by river basins or by appropriate related regions.
The Federal Government should take the lead in planning, but States
should participate actively. On the Federal side this planning should
be carried out by the agencies concerned, or by groups of agencies
-where appropriate. The two interagency surveys of the Arkansas-
Wlhite-Red River Basins and of the New York-New England area,
both of which studies wvill be completed in the next few months, and in
which the States are participating, may -,vell be pioneer experience in
such coordinated wvater-resource planning.

Federal participation in water-resource development is only one of
many heavy demands upoII the Treasury. Progress insofar as Federal
participation is concerned must necessarily recognize budgetary ceil-
ings and limitations. With limited funds, however, we must be selec-
tive and proceed first with those improvements most urgently needed
and which will bring the greatest economic and social returns to the
nation.

Vice Chairman PATMNAN. Thank you very much, General. *We will
not interrogate you now until wve hear from the other panel member
who has not been heard from.

(General Itsclner's prepared statement appears on p. 850.)
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Charles P. Lawrence, Jr., program

analysis officer, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Mr.
Lawrence.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES B. LAWRENCE, JR., PROGRAM ANALYSIS
OFFICER, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mr. LAWRENCE. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, the Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare has asked me to thank you
for vour invitation to appear before your comittee. She has expressed
her regret at not being able to be here in person. The Department
welcomes this opportunity to discuss with you the importance of public
works in the development of the Nation's investments in health, edu-
cation, and welfare.

These investments are important during peace or war, and in fact,
provide a broad base for expansion of economic opportunity. Be-
cause of the necessary diversion of resources from civilian to defense
requirements during the war years, many deficits have developed. in
our health and educational facilities to the tremendous task of over-
coming those deficits. We must add the equally imposing task of build-
ing additional facilities for our rapidly growing population.

W-ith respect to medical care facilities, services for the protection
and improvement of the Nation's health require public works of many
different types, including hospitals and outpatient departments, nurs-
ing homes, clinics for ambulatory patients, diagnostic and treatment
centers, rehabilitation centers, and so forth. Huge unsatisfied needs
for facilities in all these fields were built up during the war years.
The programs of the Public Health Service of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare have been aiding substantially
in meeting the demands for medical care facilities, but many
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communities are not yet adequately supplied. The Congress in enact-
ing the medical facilities Survey and Construction Act of 1954 at the
President's recommendation reoriented the Federal Air Program.
State surveys are now being initiated preparatory to the establish-
ment of priorities and of plans for construction that will add to present
medical care facilities.

There are now approximately 1,100,000 acceptable hospital beds of
all types in the United States; 114,000 of these beds in nearly 2,400
projects have been provided with the aid of the hospital survey and
construction program, chiefly in general hospitals.

We still need 838,000 additional hospital beds. Nea-rly half of these
are needed in mental hospitals, and one-third in hospitals offering
care for the chronically ill. General hospitals require about 200,000
additional beds.

Present evidence also indicates a need for about 200,000 additional
beds in nursing homes, where skilled nursing care under medical su-
pervision can be provided at a lower cost than is possible in hospitals.
The demand for nursing-home care is steadily mounting, because of
the increasing proportion of elderly people who are subject to more
frequent and more prolonged illnesses. It is growing also because of
changing conditions of family living, in limited quarters.

The uTtimate health obpective is to keep well people well. We now
have available specialized knowledge and techniques for modern medi-
cal practice requiring more complex and expensive facilities which,
except to a limited degree, are not generally available outside of major
metropolitan centers. There is increasing recognition of the need for
diagnostic and treatment centers. A minimumn estimate of additional
need for care in rehabilitation centers amounts to 12,000 additional pa-
tients treated annually.

In addition to the present backlog of unmet requirements, any ap-
praisal of a future program involves ain allowance for population
growth, and for replacement of old and obsolete facilities. Now , need
created by population growth. at a rate of 2.5 persons annually, will
amount to 30,000 beds per year. About 22,000 beds each year will also
be needed.to take care of obsolescence. Our present backlog of needed
hospital construction by currently accepted standards, is in the magni-
tude of $12 billion.

To miieet all needs within a 10-year period (including backlog and
new requirements) would require a level of construction in a magni-
tude of $1,700 million annually. The 19.54 volume of all hospital
construction nationally is $685 million. Of this total, about $135
million was constructed with the aid of Federal funds under the
Hospital Survey and Construction Act. Federal funds amount to
about one-third of the total aided construction work.

The President's special health message to the Congress on January
31 points to specific areas needing attention at this time and recom-
mendls a program for dealing with them.
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(The message referred to follows:)

[H. Doe. No. 51, 84th Cong., 1st sess.]

RECOMMENDATIONs RELATIVE TO A HFAL.TH PROGRAMI-MESSAGE FROM THE PRSus-
DENT OF THE UNrrED STATES TRANSMITTING RECOMMENDATIONS RELATIVE TO A
HEALTH PROGRAM

'To the Congress of the United States:

Because the strength of our Nation is in its people, their good health is a
proper national concern; healthy Americans live more rewarding, more pro-
ductive, and happier lives. Fortunately, the Nation continues its advance in
bettering the health of all its people.

Deaths from infectious diseases have diminished. During the past year,
important progress has been made in dealing with such diseases as rheumatic
fever, high blood pressure, poliomyelitis, and tuberculosis. Intensified research
has produced more knowledge than ever before about the scourges of heart
disease and cancer.

The 83d Congress, during the last legislative session, supported dramatic new
strides in vocational rehabilitation. By 1959, consequently, we should be restor-
ing to useful lives most persons who become disabled and who can be rehabili-
tated and returned to employment. In human terms, this will be a heartwarming
achievement.

The 1954 amendments to the Hospital Survey and Construction Act opened
another new chapter in the national drive for better health. Under these
amendments, further provision was made to help build health care facilities
for the chronically ill; to aid in the construction of nursing and convalescent
homes; to provide for more diagnostic and treatment centers for patients who
do not need hospital care; and to help make centers available for the rehabili-
tation of the disabled.

These achievements represent a major gain for the immediate and future
welfare of countless Amnericans-in the health of both mind and body. Recent
advances do not, however, represent our full capacity to wage war on illness
annd disability throughout the land.

THE IMMEDIATE NEEDS

As a Nation, we are doing less than now lies within our power to reduce
the impact of disease. MiNany of our fellow Americans cannot afford to pay
the costs of medical care when it is needed, and they are not protected by ade-
quate health insurance. Too frequently the local hospitals, clinics, or nursing
homes required for the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of disease either
do not exist or are badly out of date. Finally, there are critical shortages of
the trained personnel required to study, prevent, treat, and control disease.

The specific recommendations that follow are designed to meet this threefold
deficiency.

MENETING THE COSTS OF MFnDICAL CARE

For most Americans, insurance-private, voluntary insurance-provides a
sound and effective method of meeting unexpected hazards which may be beyond
the capacity of the individual to bear. Risk sharing through group action is
in the best tradition of vigorous and imaginative American enterprise.

The Government should cooperate with, and encourage, private carriers in
the improvement of health insurance. Moreover, a great many people who are
not now covered can be given its protection, particularly in rural areas where
group enrollment is at present difficult.

Existing health insurance can also be improved by expanding the scope of
the benefits provided. Not all private expenditures for medical care can or
should be covered by insurance; nevertheless, many policies offered today are
too limited in scope. They are principally for hospitalized illness and for rela-
tively short periods of time.

I recommend, consequently, the establishment of a Federal health reinsurance
service to encourage private health insurance organizations in offering broader
benefits to insured individuals and families and coverage to more people.

In addition, to improve medical care for the aged, the blind, dependent chil-
dren, and the permanently and totally disabled who are public assistance recip-
ients, I recommend the authorization of limited Federal grants to match State
and local expenditures.
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Reinsurance
The purpose of the reinsurance proposal is to furnish a system for broad

sharing among health insurance organizations of the risks of experimentation.
A system of this sort will give an incentive to the improvement of existing
health insurance plans. It will encourage private, voluntary health insurance
organizations to provide better protection-particularly against expensive ill-
ness-for those who now are insured against some of the financial hazards of
illness. Reinsurance will also hell) to stimulate extension of private voluntary
health insurance plans to millions of additional people who do not now have,
but who could afford to purchase, health insurance.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has been working with,
specialists from the insurance industry, with experts from the health profes-
sions, and with many other interested citizens, in its effort to perfect a sound
reinsurance program-a program which involves no Government subsidy and
no Government competition with private insurance carriels. The time has
come to put such a program to work for the American people.

I urge the Congress to launch the reinsurance service this year by authorizing
a reasonable capital fund and by providing for its use as necessary to reinsure
three broad areas for expansion in private voluntary health insurance:

1. Health insurance plans providing protection against the high costs of
severe or prolonged illness:

2. Health insurance plans providing coverage for individuals and families in
predominantly rural areas;

3. Health insurance plans designed primarily for coverage of individuals and
families of average or lower income against medical care costs in the home
and physician's office as wvell as in the hospital.

Medical care for public assistance recipients
Nearly 5 million persons in the United States are now receiving public assist-

ance under State programs aided by Federal grants. Present arrangements for
their medical care, however, are far from adequate. Special provision for
improving health services for these needy persons must be made.

I recommend to the Congress, therefore, that it authorize separate Federal
matching of State and local expenditures for the medical care needed by public
assistance recipients. :The separate matching should apply to each of the four
federally aided categories: the aged, the permanently and totally disabled, the
blind, and children deprived of parental care.

STIMULATING THE CONSTRUCTIoN OF HEALTH FACILITIES

Many communities in the United States today lack the hospitals, clinics,
nursing homes, and other modern technical facilities required for the protection.
of the people's health. In other communities, structures are antiquated or
otherwise deficient in construction or equipment.

Present methods of financing are not alwvas satisfactory in meeting this
problem. Many sponsors and operators are unable to qualify for grants under
the recently extended Hospital Survey and Construction Act. Sponsors of
health facilities often find it difficult to obtain private capital for construction.

In other fields, Government-insured loans have consistently helped produce
the new construction required in the urgent national interests. The tested pro-
cedures developed by such successful Government guaranty programs as these
should now be used to stimulate construction of additional health facilities.

I recommend, therefore, that the Congress authorize the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to insure, for a small premium, mortgage loans made
by private lending intitutions for the construction of health facilities.

The continuing responsibility of the mortgagor and of the lending institution
should be preserved by limiting the insurance to less than the face amount of
the loan and by requiring that a mortgage loan, to be eligible for insurance, must
be for less than the full value of the property. The authorizing legislation
should, of course, include any needed safeguards against the encouragement
of substandard or unsound projects.

HEALTH PERSONNEL NEEDS

Whether we look at health problems in terms of services for the community
or for the individual-at problems of research, prevention, or treatment of dis-
ease-we find that supplies of trained personnel are critically short.
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The administration s legislative program for this year therefore contains pro-
posals addressed to crucial areas of personnel shortages. These particular areas,
moreover, hold the key to other possible advances and improvements in health
programs.

Twd proposals are aimed at shortages in nurse personnel: First, I recommend
a 5-year program of grants to State vocational-education agencies for training
practical nurses. Second, I recommend anl expansion of Public Health Service
operations to establish traineeships for graduate nurses in specialties such as
nursing service administration, teaching, and research.

In addition. my recommendations for the revision of the present public health
grant programs include authority for the establishment of traineeships in all
public health specialties, including mental health.

PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAMS

The Public Health Service, the Children's Bureau of the Social Security Admuin-
istration. and the Food and Drug Administration are skilled and vigilant guard-
ians of our Nation's health. All three of these agencies should be strengthened,
and the programins of the Public Health Service and the Children's Bureau for
aiding State health activities made more responsive to changes in State and
local health needs. To this end, I urge the Congress to take the following steps:

1. Improve present grant-in-aid programs providing services for mothers, for
crippled children, and for children requiring special health services. Separate
funds should be provided for extension and improvement of these activities and
for special projects designed to develop improved medical care techniques both
for mothers and for children.

2. Permit greater flexibility in the use by the States of Federal grant funds
for public health services. The States could adapt their programs more effec-
tively to their own needs if the separate Public Health Service grants were com-
bined into a single, unified grant-in-aid structure. In addition, separate funds
should be provided for extension and improvement of existing public health
programs and for special projects looking to the development of improved
techniques.

3. Step up research on air pollution. As a result of industrial growth and
urban development, the atmosphere over some population centers may be ap-
proaching the limit of its ability to absorb air pollutants with safety to health. I
am recommending an increased appropriation to the Public Health Service for
studies seeking necessary scientific data and more effective methods of control.

4. Provide greater assistance to the States for water pollution control pro-
gramns. As our population grows, and demands for water increase, and as the
use of chemicals expands. our water supply problems become more acute. In-
tensified research in water pollution problems is needed as wvell as continuing
authority for the Public Health Service to deal with these matters. The present
Water Pollution Control Act expires on June 30, 1956. This termination date
should be removed and the act should be strengthened.

5. Authorize the Public Health Service to establish traineeships for both
graduate and specialized training in public health ill order to increase the num-
bers of trained personnel.
- 6. Strengthen the Public Health Service commissioned corps by improving its
status and its survivor benefits.

MENTAL HEALTH

Care for the mentally ill presents a special set of problems.
Only in the past few decades have we, as a people, begun to regard mental and

emotional disorders as capable of specific diagnosis, alleviation, cure, and re-
habilitation. We now know that effective preventive and control programs are
possible in the field of mental health.

I recommend, therefore, new and intensified measures in our attack on mental
illness. These are:

1. Strengthening of present aid to State and community programs for the early
detection, control, and alleviation of mental and emotional derangements;

2. Increased budgetary support for training activities which are now author-
ized, so as to increase the number of qualified personnel available for care of
mental patients; and

3. Authorization of a newv program of mental health project grants. Such
projects would aima at improving the quality of care in mental institutions and
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the administration of the institutions themselves. They would also search out
ways of redueing the length of stay and the necessity of institutional care in
as many cases as possible.

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

As a vital part of our attack on a serious health and social problem, I also
recommend new grants to the States to enable them to strengthen and improve
their programs and services for the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of
delinquency in youth. There should be assistance for State planning, for co-
ordination of all State and local agencies concerned with juvenile delinquency,
for training of personnel, and for special research and demonstration projects.

INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF HEALTH

For half of mankind, disease and disability are a nornmal condition of life.
This incalculable burden not only causes poverty and distress, and impedes
economic development, but provides a fertile field for the spread of communism.

The World Health Organization of the United Nations is exerting forceful
leadership in a cooperative worldwide movement toward better health. Its
program merits adequate and growing financial support on the part of the
United States. Our contribution to the World Health Organization should be
raised, so that the effort to release men from the bondage of disease through
international cooperation may be increased.

These recommendations to the Congress represent a broad and coordinated
offensive against many of the problems which must be solved if we are to have
better health for a stronger America. All the proposals recognize the primacy
of local and State responsibility for the health of the community. They en-
courage private effort, with private funds. With the cooperation of the States
and the mnedical profession, they can form the basis for better health for all.

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER.
THE WHITE HOUSE,

January 31, 1955.

With respect to water and water pollution control works, water is
a primary natural resource. The changes wrought in our national
life would have had important consequences for water uses. Intensi-
fied and accelerated industrial growth and further urbanization of an
en~larged population have increased the need for water, for water-
pollution control, and for reuse of water. Long-term economic growth
is dependent on safeguarding the Nation's water resources and facili-
tating reuse. This department is vitally concerned with water supply
and waste-treatment works because of the close relationship between
water and health.

While progress has been made in developing municipal water sys-
tems, providing sewers, and reducing pollution, we must not lose sight
of the fact that the fight against disease arising from insanitary condi-
tions is a continuing one. Our protective pattern must be maintained
and enforced. Much work remains to be done. Especially is this true
because of the increased production and use of chemicals and the
complex wastes which are being discharged into streams.

The primary responsibility for furnishing municipal water supply
and sewerage facilities rests with the community, aided and guided
by the State health department. The Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and AlVelfare, through the Public Health Service, works with the
States, with interstate agencies, and with others in developing and
implementing pollution-control programs on a watershed basis. State
programs are developed and strengthened through Federal support.
The Public Health Service activity places emphasis on research, tech-
nical consultation, and limited enforcement activities on interstate
pollution problems.
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Of our 12,000 sewer systems, only slightly over 7,000 have adequate
treatment. Of the nearly iQ0 million persons served'by sewers, only
some (50 million axe served by adequate treatment facilities. In addi-
tion, there are some 10,400 industrial plants which are not served by
municipal sewers that discharge production wastes into our natural
water bodies.

As the Economic Report of the President pointed out-last year, an
annual expenditure of $1,800 million would be necessary for 5 years
to meet the backlog of needs for municipal sewerage and industrial
waste facilities, as well as to provide for current population growth.
The current rate of expenditure is about $600 million.

In the field of water supply, the Department is also working with
State agencies through research programs and by furnishing technical
assistance and consultation.

An increasing number of cities each year are experiencing wateri
shortages. The shortages are often deterrents to economic growth.
During the past decade municipal water supply capacity for domestic
and industrial use has been expanded at the rate of 2 to 3 percent
annually. Population growth, increased consumption per capita, and
grea"ter industrial requirements have increased the demand for water
by 5 percent annually. Current expenditures for water-supply con-
struction are $500 million annually, which is only enough to meet
immediate urgent needs. To eliminate the backlog of needs, again
assuming a 5-year period, would require an annual expenditure of
$1,200 million annually.

The President in his January 31 health message to the Congress
urged the amendment of the Water Pollution Control Act of 1948 to
provide a continuing legislative base for Federal water pollution con-
trol activities. The basic principal of State responsibility would be
maintained and strengthened. The recommendations, furthermore,
would broaden Federal research activity, technical consultation, and
support of State programs by grants-in-aid. Technical assistance
would include studies and consultation on fiscal problems and local
governments involved in financing the construction of abatement
works.

Education facilities: In education, during the war years little was
added to our school-plant inventory. Lowered maintenance standards
often accelerated deterioration and obsolescence and intensified our
problems of classroom deficits, overcrowding multishifting and the
use of temporary and sometimes highly unsatisfactory accomnoda-
tions. Increased enrollment resulting from higher birthrates follow-
ing World War II, -when added to the existing deficits, has created an
inescapable demands for school construction. Some assistance in fed-
erally affected areas has been given by the Federal Government, but
the major effort has been State and local where responsibility tradi-
tionally has been placed. The effort has in fact been outstanding.

The financing of school construction has been undertaken largely
by State and local governments through bond issues. Despite the new
highs in financing volume during 1954, interest rates have been low.
This favorable market condition has benefited many school districts
and has offset to some extent the rising level of construction costs.
Some communities, of course, have been unable to undertake construc-
tion because of tax or debt limits, lack of local resources, or other con-
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ditions affecting their financial ability. This was specifically pointed
out in the Economic Report of the President.

The President has announced that he will shortly send a, special
message to the Congress dealing specifically with the problem of class-
room shortages.

(See p. 852.)
The Economic Report of the President devotes a section to coordina-

tion of public works and recommends the establishment, of an Office of
Coordinator of Public *Works Planning within the Executive Office
of the President. Continuity in assistance to States and municipali-
ties for advance planning is also recommended. Such measures while
helpful in good times, can have special significance if expansion of
public works is needed as an economic measure. The concept of con-
tinuity in advance planning assistance to the States and localities is
important. Under the Hospital Survey and Construction Act, surveys
of State needs and the preparation of plans to meet them have been
an integral part of the long-range program. As related above, State
surveys are now proceeding for new types of facilities under expanded
legislative authority.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you, sir. Senator Goldwater,
would you like to ask any questions?

Senator GOLDWATER. No, I have no questions.
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Mr. Curtis, would you like to ask some

questions?
Representative CURTIS. I would just like to ask one question of Gen-

eral Itschner. On page 4, vou made this statement, General. and I
just wanted to understand what you meant:

In brief there should be greater non-Federal participation in water resource
development, but this participation should not be so great as to impede progress
at a time when sound conservation and development of our water resources is
more essential than ever before.

By that you don't mean to imply that non-Federal participation
would not be along the lines of sound. conservation and development
and yet it reads that way.

General ITSCHNER. It would not if it were in a proper amount de-
pending on the particular case.

Representative CURTIS. *Why would the size make a difference?
What difference would it make whether there was greater non-Federal
participation or less?

General ITSCHINER. I am afraid if the percentage of Federal contri-
bution were much less, many projects would not be constructed. The
statement was really aimed at planning for water-resource develop-
ment. We feel that for certain types of projects there should be no
local participation. In other types of projects there should be very
substantial local participation.

Representative CURTIS. But you seem to imply in this statement that
non-Federal participation, if it were of a certain size, would impede
progress as far as sound conservation is concerned.

That is why I am puzzled, that you should feel that way.
General ITSCHIN-ER. We do feel that the actual non-Federal partici-

pation in a going project, regardless of magnitude, would, of course,
not influence the result.
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But if it were planned so that the non-Federal participation were
too great in certain types of projects, we believe that those types of
projects would not in fact be constructed.

Representative CuRTis. It would be poor planning.
General ITSCHNER. It merely had in mind the planning phases at

that time. During the pla.nning phase, if the participation would not
interests were too great, we feel certain types of projects would not
be constructed.

Representative CuRTis. And. Mr. Chairman, one question of Mr.
Lawrence.

You mention this hospital construction needs and what we would
have to do over a 10-year period. Even if you fulfill these construc-
tion requirements, would we have the medical and nursing staffs avail-
able to properly staff those additional hospital beds?

M r. LAWRENCE. At our present rate of construction, of course, that
is not as serious a problem as if we were able to supply all of these
needs as the valious surveys liive indicated. There is a, severe short-
age, certainly.

RepresentatiA e CURTIS. The question, of course, would be this: Are
Bee limited reallv in the amount of money that we are setting aside
for construction or is the limitation rather on the nursing and medical
staff that will be necessary? There could be a limitation on either
side, couldn't there?

Mr. LAWRENCE. I think your question is very pertinent, sit, and it
applies not only in this field but in many other fields as well.

Representative CURrIS. In other words, we could get ahead of our
construction and not have the personnel to property handle the
facilities?

I1r. LAWRENCE. It is hoped, of course, that attention in this field
will be given. It may be noted that aboift 20 percent of all the Hill-
Burton dollars has gone into teaching institutions since the programn
started in 1946. That is 20 percent of $2 billion. This has been for
the purpose of supplying personnel for the hospitals being built. [t
would have to be assumed that in a public-works program an appro-
priate amount wvould go to teaching institutions to help keep the situa-
tion of supply and demand for hospital facility personnel in balance.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. Dr. Talle, would you like to ask any
questions?

Representative TALIE. 'Mr. Chairman, I do not want to ask any, but
I just waant to make a brief statement.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Certainly, sir.
Representative TALLE. I am reminded of what President Eisen-

hower said during Education Week. I think the heart of the matter
was that we should encourage scientists to do special work in our
country, and that relates to this specific point that Dr. Renee men-
tioned this morning about new use for coal. That is an illustration
of what can be done. Finally, I want to thank all of you who have
participated in this panel discussion. You have been very helpful
to the committee.

Vice CALXIRINU.N PATIrAN. You bring up an interesting point. Do
you think from the Government there should be scholarships to cer-
tain deserving students who have demonstrated their ability and in-
telligence, but who do not have the means to secure a college education?
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Representative TALLE. My curbstone answer to that is "Yes." I
would favor encouraging that on an individual basis.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Something along that line.
Representative TALLE. That is right. I would not name specific

institutions or colleges.
VTjce Chairman PATMAN. That is right.
Representative TALLE. I would let it be on an individual basis.
Vice Chairman PATMNAN-. Dr. Renne, would you like to comment on

that? i
Mr. RENNE. Well, the best statistics that are available indicate

that about half of those who are competent to carry college work,
about half really go to college, but a very sizable proportion, better
than one-fourth of the top, in terms of braii power, or I. Q. do not
get to college or university, primaiily because of financial resources,
and it wvould seem to us that this is one of our most important re-
sources, and if some way could be worked out whereby the individual
student who does htive the ability could see his way clear financially
or be stimulated by the honor which is associated with awards-any,
after all, the awards are very limited in terms of numbers-we would
not lose this high proportion of human ability which we are now
losing.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. In other words, that is a great waste for
our Nation.

Mr. RENNE. It seems to me it is.
Vice Chairman PATMIAN. One of our greatest, and in a democracy

we should certainly encourage things like that.
Mr. RENNE. I would sav so.
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, my attention has thus been

called to a study prepared for the Committee on the Economic Report
by the Legislative Reference Service of the Library of Congress,
which I want to say, for myself, is a remarkable agency, a very helpful
agency. The title of this study is "Trends in Economic Growth," a
comparison of the Western and the Soviet bloc (83d Cong., 2d sess.,
joint committee print) and I should like to quote a sentence on page 5:
It is important that the Western countries intensify their efforts in the field
of education. The more immediate need is to train adequate numbers of scien-
tists, engineers, and technicians. In the longer run it is essential to keep raising
the level of general education.

I feel there is nothing that is really progressive except the human
mind and I think the human mind should be trained.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Thank you, Mr. Talle.
The hour is getting late. Did you want to ask some questions?
Represenitative CURTIS. I would like to ask a couple of questions of

MI. Olds, if I might.
Vice Chairman PATMNAN. Go right ahead.
Representative CURTIS. First I want to apologize for not having

been here this morning when Mr. Olds was testifying, but I have
read his statement, and first I would like to comment. You are an
advocate of public power, I would take it?

Mr. OLDS. I am an advocate of a combination of public and private
powver, in which there is sufficient public and cooperative competition
to supplement the private power and keep private power systems on
their toes.
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Representative CURTIS. But in the popular concept you would be
one who is regarded as a "public power" advocate as opposed to one in
popular concept as a "private power" advocate. I interpret that from
your statement.

Mr. OLDS. I think that interpretation is generally placed on what
I say. I wanted to make it clear, though, that I am not an advocate
of all public power.

Representative CURTIs. Now, I was interested in your first sentence
where you say:
The Economic Report of the President is completely lacking in recommendations
with regard to electric power-

Now, of course, if you are a public power advocate, I could see why
you would conclude that. But being a private power advocate, as I
am, I think it is full of recommendations.

Now, going on to the rest of your comment-

or' recognition of the part played by ample supplies of low-cost electricity in an
expanding economy with provision for defense.

Now, I would say, sir, that I think the President's report, talking for
myself as a private power advocate, that you and I and the President's
report are all concerned about an ample supply of low-cost electricity
for an expanding economy and for defense. Our disagreements are
not in what you want to achieve. Our disagreements are in how you
achieve it.

Throughout your statement you beg the question. You just assume
by having the Government do this and that and not have private enter-
prise that thereby you will get more supplies of low-cost electricity,
and it is perfectly all right for you to argue that, but to assume here
that those who disagree with your procedures and methods are not
equally interested in the objective is what disturbs me.

Do you not think that this objective is in the mind of the President
and those who advocate this new power policy which you suggest,
incidentally, on the second page where you say that-
the Economic Report apparently takes some pride in the administration's re-
versal of the power policy of the last 25 years-

I would not say that was just apparent. They do. And there is no
hiding of this thing that this is a reversal, and that we think that the
procedures before were wrong.

So we should get down to the arguments of the thing and not as to
whose motives are the correct ones, because I think our motives are
identical. We both want ample supplies of low-cost electricity in an
expanding economy, with provisions for defense. Now, will you not
grant us that same motive ?

Mr. OLDS. I will grant you the motive but not necessarily the wis-
dom in the choice of means.

Representative CURTIS. Exactly. The argument lies in the wisdom
of the means, does it not?

Mr. OLDS. May I answer your question?
Representative CURTIS. Let me ask you that one thing. I want to

pin you down.
Mr. OLDS. As far as the President's Economic Report is concerned,

there are no recommendations in it whatsoever that apply to power.
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You can look at the list of recommendations. I have them here as
they have been mimeographed by somebody.

Representative CURTIS. I think one of the basic recommendations
lies in this relationship of the Federal Government's position, the
local and State governments' position, and the position of private
enterprise, and therein lies the solution as to how we think maybe we
can get more ample supplies of low-cost electricity and also provide
for defense.

Now, you disagree with the means and the wisdom of it, which is
perfectly all right. But if we will confine ourselves to that, then
I can go on to a discussion of some of the suggestions here.

Mr. OLi)s. I just want to point out that as far as the recommenda-
tions of the report are concerned, they do not concern themselves
with power.

Representative CURTIS. Possibly not in so many words, but there is
no question that you derived the propelr meaning because you your-
self have said the Economic Report "apparently takes some pride
in the administration's reversal of the power policy of the last 25
*years.:

Now, if it does not say anything about it, how could you yourself
conclude that there is a. reversal of policy?

MAr. OL.DS. I had to read between the lines in the report. The
report talks about a change in partnership without mentioning the
fact that that applies speciblcally to power.

Representative CURTIS. Well, it applies to many things, and power
is one of them. Because it applies to a great many things that have
been going on and that, too, is a. reversal of policy, I might state.

But let us go on, if we may, to some of the specific points that you
bring out In the next paragraph you state:

The report fails to recognize that the electric power field is one in which
the proved shortsightedness of private monopoly can result in seriously retard-
ing the vigorous economic growth which the report offers as the best way to
avoid recessions.

Now, throughout there you have made statements like that. Now,
where do you feel that there has been a proved shortsightedness?
Who proved it and to whom was it proved?

Mr. OLDS. I am. glad you raised the question. The shortness of the
statement prevented me from introducing into the statement the proof.
1 am going to state at least two instances of proof.

In the first place, when the Federal Government. when the Congress
was considering the legislation which created the TVA-

Representative CURTIS. That was back in
Mr. OLDS. 1933.
Representative CURTIS. You mean what finally culminated?
Mir. OLDS. The final discussion. Witnesses appeared on behalf of

the Commonwealth aifd Southern System, which was the system of
operating companies down in the States of Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia, and Mississippi

Representative CURTIS. May we get one thing straight: There was
no power provision in the original TVA Act; am I right?

Mr. OLDS. No, sir: I am afraid you are not correct. One of the
main purposes of the TVA Act was to provide a basis for the develop-
ment of hydroelectric resources of the Tennessee Basin, and there are
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very definite provisions in the act for marketing that power in such a
way as to encourage municipal and cooperative distribution of the
powver.

Representative CURTIS. My understanding was that it was origi-
nally to control navigation on a navigable stream and the power was
incidental ;is that right ?

M\r. OLDS. Well, it wvas called incidental.
Representative CURTIS. That is what we are talking about. It was.

Do not just say "called."
Mr. OL Ds. The provisions of the TVA Act, the Norris bill, which

became the TVA Act, wvas definitely pointed at the hydroelectric re-
sources and its distribution under conditions which were designed to
encourage general economic development in the basin.

Representative CURTIS. But was not the power aspect incidental to
the flood control and the navigation features? That is the point,
because after all the Federal Government-at that time the theory of
constitutional law was based on that.

Mr'. OLDS. There wvas a legal use of that phrase, but the fact is that
the law was essentially to provide for the power development of that
area.

Representative CURTIS. That is your interpretation.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Mr. Curtis, would you pardon me just for

a brief reference? I might help you on that.
Representative Alman from Alabama was here when I came to Con-

,gress in 1928, when I was elected to Congress, and he was working on
the Muscle Shoals project and had been for a number of years. That
was the beginning of TVA, and a few years preceding that Thomas
Edison and Henry Ford and two of the tire manufacturers were on a
trip and they went by Muscle Shoals. There is where Henry Ford
gave out that statement that is still quoted about the Government
should issue noninterest-bearing bonds and develop the electric there
and pay it off in the manner that I suggested this morning about the
payment of these road bonds. So I think you will find that it started
with Muscle Shoals and electricity was one of the main things.

Representative CURTis. I think that is I very basic source of dis-
agreen-ient in the beginning, but for the sake of Mr. Olds' statement I
will grant him that he believes that. I disagree with you. But he cer-
tainly can go ahead with his belief. I go along with him. I figure
it was incidental and it had to be incidental or there would have been
110 authority.

Mr`. OLDS. I suggest, Mr. Congressman, that you read the debates
in Congress at the time the bill was under consideration.

Representative CURnIS. I have, sir. We have both studied it and
we disagree. I hope eve are both honest people and can have dis-
agreements.

Mr. OLDS. At least the representatives of the power companies there
interpreted the bill as proposing to develop the power resources of
the Tennessee Basin and in so interpreting it they took the position
that that poler would not be needed in the Tennessee Valley area.

Mr. Yates. who is now, president of the Southern Co. and a partner
of the Dixon-Yates contract which some of us have heard about in
testifying before the House Miilitarv Affairs Committee on the TVA
bill, took the position that there was no need for the power develop-
ment in the Tennessee River as was proposed in the bill.

58422-55--51
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Representative CURTIS. Wait a second. If we are going to go back
to 1934 I am not so much interested in the history. I thought your
statement that I was calling to your attention had something to do
with present times, not perhaps 1934. The electric-power field was
one in which the proved shortsightedness of private monopoly can
result-you are referring back to 1934.

Is there anything within the past 10 years that you feel indicates
shortsightedness on the part, and, of course, you use the term "private
monopoly" throughout your statement as an epithet rather than as
a descriptive term, I am afraid. But you mean the private-power
companies.

Mr. OLDS.. Which are recognized under the law in general as natural
monopolies in their fields of distribution.

Representative CutRTis. Natural monopolies developed and operated
under the control of the public service commissions of the various
States, and in a certain respect there is a type of competition because
there are so many of them there in the broad field of private power,
many, many different operations under different controls, although in
a given area they are, of course, not competing. But referring to the
past 10 years, do you feel that our present power companies have had
shortsightedness, in view of the figures I have heard here where 86
percent of the power in this country comes from private concerns, and
only 14 percent from Government?

Mr. OLDS. Only 14 percent from Federal Government.
Representative CURTIS. I beg your pardon.
Mr. OLDS. But the point I am emphasizing, Mr. Congressman, is the

fact that the more important influence in the last 20 or 25 years in the
power industry has been the influence of public competition.

Representative CURTIs. That is your feeling.
Mr. OLDS. Just in these terms that you are raising the question. If

you will just let me finish my answer, I will try to illustrate.
I would like to point out the fact that although the power companies

in the region where the TVA was coming into being indicated that
there was no need for the power, the facts are that between 1933 and
1952, the period covered by the activities of the Tennessee Valley
Authority, whereas the area served by the Tennessee Valley Authority
experienced a growth of about 500 percent in the capacity to meet the
power requirements-

Representative CURTis. Just a moment. We are talking about
trends and what happened. I might say to you to illustrate what I
do not like in your comment, that on our farm up in Michigan, we had
rural electrification in 1928 or 1929 from a private power company.
It was just the beginning in those periods of the development of power
in this country. Electricity had not been in this country too long,
and certainly-

Mr. OLDS. Only since 1882.
Representative CURTIs. Well, that is not long. That is not long

in these trends in development of the techniques, and so forth, of that
industry. The automobile, I would say, is a very recent industry, and
TV is a very recent industry, so in order to be fair in judging these
things we have to recognize that there was a normal growth, a tre-
mendous normal growth that was going to go on in that particular
field regardless of how it was handled, whether it was private or
public or a combination or what, and as students-and I hope we are
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students here-as students, what we would say would not be to
take credit for all of the growth that occurred and say that that
was because we did it this way. As students, we should think back
if we had done it differently, would we have had the same amount of
growth, would we have had more or would we have had less, and if
you would discuss it from that standpoint, it would make a lot more
sense to me.

Mr. OLDS. I was trying to.
Representative CURTIS. All right.
Mr. OLDs. I suggested that the growth as far as the Tennessee Valley

area itself was concerned was 500 percent in that interval.
Representative CURTIS. 117hat do you think it might have been had

it been left to the resources of private enterprise and the States and
local governments ?

Mr. OLDS. The point I am trying to make is not associated with
that particular 500 percent, but with the fact that in the 8 States
adjoining the Tennessee Valley area the growth was 200 percent, as
compared with a growth of 91 percent for the companies outside the
influence of the Tennessee Valley Authority.

In other words, you have three growth figures, and I can give you
a fourth one. A growth of 500 percent in the area served by the
Tennessee Valley Authority. In the same period, a growth of 200 per-
cent in the 8 States related in that general area.

Representative CURTIS. And the growth was what from the original
beginning? That becomes important..

Mr. OLDs. I can put the figures in the record.
Representative CuRTIS. You see, it has to be in relation to some-

thing. Did they both start from the same level?
Mr. OLDS. We are starting from a 100 percent level at the time

TVA was created.
Representative CURTIs. In other words, there was the same amount

of power in the Tennessee Valley as in the areas immediately outside?
Mr. OLDS. I am talking about rates of growth.
Representative CURTis. I am, too, and I am talking about whether

you start from 5 feet high or 4 feet high.
Mr. OLDS. You start from the level that the private power com-

panies had brought that region to when that was created.
Representative CuiRTIs. Was that more or less developed at that

time?
Mr. OLDS. About proportionately the same.
Representative CURTns. What was this period of 500 percent

growth?
Mr. OLDS. The period from 1933 to 1952, and in that same period
Representative CuRTIs. Is that measured in kilowatt-hours or what?
Mr. OLDs. That is measured in kilowatts of capacity for service.

Then as I suggested, the private companies in the area surrounding
the TVA had a 200 percent growth as against other private companies
of the country having a 91 percent growth. In the New England
States where rates were high and it was remote from the influence of
TVA competition, the increase was about 75 percent.

Representative CuRTIs. And also remote from the coal regions, too.
Mr. OLDS. Yes.
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Representative CURTIS. And vou would be willing to grant that, I
think, 60 percent of TVA power today comes from coal; it has not
anything to do with hydroelectric plants?

Mr. OLDS. That is right. New England, however, has abundant
hydroelectric resources that because of the general opposition, the
kind of development that went forward in the T\TA did not occur
in New England. There were no Federal hydroelectric projects built
in the New England area.

Representative CURTIS. Do you think they lent themselves to the
same type of thing?

Mr. OLDS. Yes. The studies made under my direction whenl I was
at the Federal Power Commission indicate that they do lend them-
selves in certain instances to very excellent power development.

Representative CURTIS. Are there not people who disagree with
your conclusions?

Mr. OLDS. I think that the New England Council and the power
companies that are members of the New England Council have put
forth different figures.

Representative CURTIS. Don't you think they are sincere men,
Mr. Olds?

Mr. OLDS. I think they are sincere, but I think they are calculating
their figures on a different basis from the calculations used for the
purposes of developing the Tennessee Valley. I am citing the figures
that the Federal Power Commission in its Bureau of Power, found
to be the potentialities of the New England river basins.

Now, I would like to come closer to my own definite personal experi-
ence. I had the responsibility in 1939 and 1940 and down into 1941
under Secretary Ickes as Vice Chairman of the National Power
Policy Committee for seeing that there was adequate power supply to
meet the requirements of the war that was anticipated as a possibility.

Representative CURTIS. You anticipated World War II?
Mr. OLDS. There was an anticipation that we, would need to have

our defense capacities up to a maximum limit.
Representative CURTIS. When did Secretary Ickes start anticipating

World War II?
Mr. OLDS. The Federal Power Commission even before I came to it,

after its national power survey called the attention of the administra-
tion to the fact that if the world situation developed to the point
where there was the threat of war or the possibility of war, the ex-
pansion of power capacity

Representative CURTIS. What year are we talking about?
Mr. OLDS. I am talking about beginning about 1936 or 1937.
RepresentatiVe CURTIS. That early?
Mr. OLDS. That early. As a. result, the War Department, as it was

then, before it became the Defense Department, began taking interest,
because they were laying plans in terms of munitions production to
assure adequate power supplies in case an emergency arose, and even
before I came to the Federal Power Commission I was called down to
participate in those studies as an adviser of a committee set up repre-
seiting the different power agencies of the Government to work toward
adequate power supply in case it was needed for defense.

Now, I can testify from my own experience to the fact that right
down to 1940, the position taken by the private power companies would
not have provided adequately for defense power supply.
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Representative CuTris. They did a pretty good job in World War
II, though, did they not, the private power companies and local and.
State agencies did apretty good job in World War II?

Mr. 6LDS. They did a pretty good job after they were stimulated
by rather extreme efforts on the part of those of us responsible in the
administration for making sure that there were adequate power sup-
plies for war.

Representative CURrIS. Do you mean by "threats" that you would
take them over?

Mr. OrDS. No threats were necessary. It was only necessary to over-
come their natural, we call it, conservatism, their natural unwilling-
ness to build ahead of what they could immediately see ahead.

Representative CURTIS. They have built ahead, you will agree with
that.

Mr. OLDS. The problem was to get them to order approximately the
equivalent of 10 million kilowatts for installation over a 3-year period
at the time Mr. Kellogg, who was president of the Edison Electric
Institute and the power man down here for the power industry dur-
ing those years, was taking the position that the utiilties had made
adequate provision for power to meet any war emergency. Actually,
that was not the case.

Representative CURTIS. That was in 1936?
Mr. OLDS. That was in 1940 and 1941. I can cite a statement.
Representative CURTIS. They felt that they had adequate facilities

to take care of this increased load.
Vice Chairman PATM[AN. Will the gentleman yield for an observa-

tion?
Representative CURTIS. Yes.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. We promised to let some of the members

of the panel oil at 5 o'clock, and it has gone beyond 5. The discus-
sion is very interesting to me. May I suggest this, Mr. Curtis, if Mr.
Olds would be willing to it, that you submit questions in writing to
him to be answered in this record.

Would that suffice?
Representative CURTIS. I think it would be a verv good idea and I do

recognize I have been imposing on everyone's time. I have really got
my main thesis across and I think we do agree, and that was this:
Even though we might disagree on the details which is what we do,
both you and I, and I hope everyone in this country, whether we are for
public power, as it is so-called, or private power, we are equally in-
terested in trying to get ample supplies of low-cost electricity in an
expanding economy with provisions for defense and it is simply that
I believe the techniques proposed by the President and this present
administration in the long run are going to achieve that better than the
techniques that have been used in the past, and there is plenty of room
for honest disagreement and discussion.

Mr. OLDS. Plenty of room for honest disagreement, but I would not
want to have your remarks leave in my replies the interpretation of the
President's report as giving any consideration to the need for power
in an expanding economy.

Representative CURTIS. Well, I do not think there is an American
alive who does not recognize the need for power in this country, and
so many statements have been made by the President and other people
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in this administration along this line that certainly, Mr. Olds, you
have no monopoly on those feelings, and that deep concern, the only
thing is, you think it has to be done the way you see it.

We think there is a better way of doing it.
Mr. OLDS. I would say this, Mr. Curtis. Assuming for the moment

that each man has the right to choose which means he thinks would
accomplish the end, a report on the national economy that practically
ignores power, trends in power, throughout its pages, does not indicate
a concern for power as an element in economic expansion.

Representative CuRis. Well, then, I would suggest to you, sir, the
recent Atomic Energy Act that was passed in the last Congress as a
result of the President's message and his deep concern for power there,
because that is a future source, and the amount of money we' are spend-
ing on it and the attention that the administration has been devoting
to it. This whole matter is a good issue for a 1956 campaign, ana
frankly, I would be very happy to draw it here right down the line.
But do not ever worry about the private power people being willing
to assume that that is the burden they are carrying.

Do not think we are trying to kid anybody by saying that that is
not what we are for, because we are for it, and you, in turn, are for a
different program. So let's argue it out, and see who wins.

Mr. OLDS. NEr. Chairman, in connection with your suggestion that
I might be putting some additional material in the record

Vice Chairman PATATAN. Yes, sir; may I say, Mir. Olds, that each
one of you, the members of the panel, have the privilege of extending
and expanding on your remarks to answer any question that you desire
to answer or make any observation that you desire to make, and if you
Want to answer questions that were not asked directly of you, you are
not only privileged to do so, but you are invited to do so.

Mr. OLDS. I wanted to be sure that I could comment on Mr. Aan-
dahl's supplemental presentation. (See p. 814.)

Vice Chairman PATMAN. You are entitled to do that, and if Mr.
Curtis wants to submit some questions to you, I am sure we would
be glad to have you answer them for this record. For the committee,
I want to express our appreciation for you gentlemen coming here
and giving us the benefit of your views and your thinking. You are
helpful to us. We appreciate it more than we can tell you.

We feel like, really, this is democracy. A lot of people say that
it is a republic or a democracy, but, after all, it is a democracy
and a republic, in my book, and this is a democracy where people
from the outside not connected with Government can come in here
and they at least get a good hearing and their views are considered
and not only before this committee, but this testimony is gone over
by you and by the members of this committee, after all of the cor-
rections are made and the record is finished, it is printed at the Gov-
ernment Printing Office.

Not only will the members of this committee receive a copy, but
all Members of the House and Senate will receive a copy, the 531.
Not only that, but the different Government departments, not only
in the United States, but all over the world, will receive a copy. Not
only that, but the Government depositories and the libraries, between
600 and 1,000, they receive copies all over the United States. They
are made available for sale at a low price by the Superintendent of
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Documents at the Government Printing Office, so there is real dis-
tribution of the information that is received here by us and we feel
like you make a really great contribution to the success of our country
in coming here, and we appreciate it very much.

Senator Goldwater, would you like to say something?
Senator GOLDWATER. Only this, Mr. Chairman: I had quite a long

list of questions to ask Mr. Olds myself. I intended to tyke over when
Congressman Curtis quit, and I would like to have permission-in
view of the fact that I think Mr. Olds will anticipate the questions-
to submit written comments on his presentation this morning. If he
cares to comment further on my remarks, he should have that oppor-
tunity.

(The following comments were received for the record:)
I would first like to comment on Mr. Olds' statement with a general observa-

tion or two. He continually, throughout his statement, refers to investor-owned
electric companies as private monopoly. When referring to Government-owned
electric utilities he calls them public competition. Mr. Olds knows, or should
know, the situation is just the reverse. Monopoly means the power to fluctuate
prices at will and restrain trade. Private utilities can do neither. Government
utilities do both. Private utilities are controlled by public-regulating agencies
but what public regulating agency has any say over Government utilities?
Private utilities live under the threat of some form of Government competition
and are always subject to competition from private industry which may at will
provide its own generating capacity.

The general theme runs throughout Mr. Old's statement that only through
Government competition or participation in the electric industry can we be
assured of an adequate supply of low cost power. This is far from the fact. In
the first place all electric power is cheap in comparison with other commodities
and services we purchase. Secondly, the earnings of private utilities are regu-
lated, which means their prices will always be kept well in line. In the third
place the private utilities' planning and expansion programs are designed to
keep them well ahead of demands upon them. This is true except in rare in-
stances where some unusual load is located in their service area. No one could
expect either Government or private utility to carry a million or two kilowatts
in reserve so as to be available if the Government just happens to select its serv-
ice area as the site of a new atomic plant or some other unexpected or unheard-
of load. But the private companies have demonstrated by their actions they
are ready and able to supply these requirements when such unusual loads are so
located and they can supply the requirements as soon as the power consuming
industry is ready.

Now, I would like to comment on several of Mr. Olds' statements in the order
in which they appear. Mr. Olds refers to the President's power policy as one
which would result in a power-short America with rising power costs and the
slowing down of automation in industry, on the farm and in the home. He
refers to Mr. Gadsby's statement of energy now required per man-hour in indus-
try and predicts that this will increase materially, and so do I. Conversion
from hand operation or from partial automation to full automation, however,
does not occur overnight; it is a gradual process governed by experimental and
development work. Increased uses on the farm and in the home do not occur
overnight but are also dependent upon development of appliances and work savers
and the promotion of use of these things. The utility companies have highly
skilled men watching the trends of increased use in all of these various fields who
plan the utilities' expansion program accordingly. It was this private initiative
and not big Government paternalism that has made our country what it is today.
Private utilities have no difficulty in financing or constructing additional facili-
ties in advance of requirements. There is no reason for us to anticipate that
they might run into future difficulties in this connection.

Mr. Olds states that reliance upon private power supply wvill result in under-
development of our hydro, hesitant development of low-cost atomic power, and
slower processes in other fields which would restrict American living standards
and jeopardize national security. Contrary to Mr. Olds' statement, the President,
in his Economic Report for 1955, shows the tremendous increase in activity
toward development of hydroelectric facilities on the partnership basis. Of
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course, there may be some slacking off in development of uneconomical hydro
sites that public power enthusiasts hope to get the Government involved in. The
utilities have organized into groups to work as partners with the Atomic Energy
Commission in developing use of the atom for peaceful purposes. This wviil
expedite work in this field. A sure way of having a slow or hesitant develop-
ment program would be to maintain a Federal monopoly and depend upon the
bureaucrats and uncertain Federal appropriations for this work. When Mr.
Olds refers to national security is it his opinion that the Federal Government
should construct tremendous power-generating stations and keep them on the
shelf for some possible future needs in connection with national defense produc-
tion? Such a program could be tremendously expensive and wasteful. The
present program will keep well ahead of any reasonable foreseen requirements.
Of course, if something else unheard and unthought of, such as the atomic-energy
program, should come along requiring tremendous supplies of power, it would
be necessary to build power-producing facilities along with the new development
as was done in connection with atomic energy. In this changing world almost
anything can happen, but to all of us, except the unrealistic, impractical dreamer,
economics is still a factor. No private industry or government can economically
afford to construct and keep idle unlimited facilities because of the fact that at
some future time there is a remote possibility that such facilities might be needed
during a national emergency. If the facilities are not kept idle they will be in
other use and not available when required for this unexpected new defense load.
During 1954 the utility industry was carrying 19.8 percent in reserve capacity.
With the presently large integrated systems this is a reasonable and adequate
margin.

Mr. Olds expresses the prospect of a power shortage in the Pacific Northwest
and the Southeast. If those who give lip service to their anxiety over power
shortages in those areas where the Government has preempted power supply
would discontinue obstructing efforts by others to overcome the possibility of
power shortage there would be no danger of it occurring. It is those who think
that only the Government should take care of those situations and who tight and
retard the efforts of others either through private initiative or the partnership
arrangement who will be responsible for these shortages if they occur.

Mr. Olds quotes Westinghouse as an authority on the status of generating
capacity on order. I can only tell Mr. Olds that Westinghouse builds the gen-
erators. The utilities are well aware of production schedules and of their needs,
and scbedule their equipment accordingly.

Mr. Oids speaks of the administration's reversal of the power policy of the last
25 years. I hope the power policy of the past 25 years is reversed, and it is high
time for it, unless we want complete Government ownership of the electric indus-
try. He refers to the fact that under the partnership arrangement the people
would put up the nonreimbursable costs And non-Federal, mainly private inter-
ests, the reimbursable. This would leave the inference that the private indus-
tries were getting something for nothing. The people have alvays put up the
nonreimbursable part of the investment, and under the partnership arrangement
the Government's partner-private industry or some segment of State or local
government-would have to put up their share of the cost, so it-is no giveaway,
as Public power advocates would have us believe.

Mr. Olds' statement that public or cooperative competition has proved the
most effective supplement to the otherwise largely ineffectual efforts to regulate
utilities is an unwarranted and irresponsible slap at our public regulatory
agencies. When Mr. Olds states that public power has stimulated neighboring
private utilities to greater reductions in rates he apparently ignores the fact
that electric rates have been coming down since power became an industry and
that the decrease was as rapid prior to the advent of the New Deal power era as
it has been since. Reduction in rates has been largely due to improvements in
the technology of both producing and distributing power and to increases in
use brought about by automation and appliances developed by private industry-
not by Federal agencies.

Mr. Olds states that public and cooperative systems cannot hope to take full
advantage of river basin or atomic power unless the Government takes a portion
of the responsibility. No one has suggested that the Government should not
assume a portion of the responsibility-that is the partnership arrangement.
The main difference in thinking seems to be there are those who favor the part-
nership arrangement and those who want the Government to assume sole re-
sponsibility. Mr. Olds says that the partnership arrangement means that the
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people will get less power from water and nuclear power resources at higher
costs. I would like to know how he assumes less power. Under the private-
enterprise system the people will get all the power they need when they need it.
This has been the industry's record, except of course for the additional time
always required by any growing and expanding industry to get power to the
more remote areas, which in this case was the farms. So far as costs are con-
cerned the only difference between costs of power furnished by private com-
panies and that furnished by Government is due to lower interest rates from
the Treasury, tax-free bonds, and dodging taxes that private enterprise has to
pay. One thing that public power advocates apparently fail to recognize is that
when taxes are dodged it is not the Government, the State or municipality that
is getting out of taxes, it is the individual, the business and industries using
the power that dodge the taxes. And to me that is rank discrimination between
classes of citizens.

Mr. Olds' reference to Tennessee and Washington exceeding the United States
average in purchase of appliances for the year 1954 means nothing unless we
know where we started from. A great many different things influence the pur-
chase of appliances. For instance, in some sections of the country where there
is an abundance of low-cost gas, you will naturally expect most of the water
heating, cooking, and house heating to be done by gas. In colder sections of the
country, people may want a type of cookstove that can be used for heating the
kitchen and wouldnat supplant it with an electric stove if the electric rate were
cut in half. Those two areas may have had a smaller saturation in electric
appliances than the national average to begin with and that could be a very
logical reason for their higher purchases in 1954. With the present low cost of
electricity nationally I am convinced that the rate will have little influence on
people getting and using an appliance if they want it. In generating and whole-
saling power the Federal Government with all of the subsidies included can only
beat the private electric companies' cost by a few mills per kilowatt-hour. With
the average family it takes about 30 kilowatt-hours a month to run an electric
refrigerator. Does anyone think that, with the Government saving 2 or 3 mills
per kilowatt-hour, a family would be influenced for or against an electric re-
frigerator if they wanted it because of a small saving in rates? An electric
washer requires about 4 kilowatt-hours a month, a coffeemaker requires about
7 kilowatt-hours a month, an electric blanket requires about 10 kilowatt-hours
a month, and I could go on naming appliances. It is ridiculous to me for any-
one to contend that a few mills difference in the cost of electricity is going to
influence a family as to ownership of these appliances if they want them. About
the only place electricity can begin to get expensive to the individual family
today is if they want to use it for house heating. And the only sections where
the ordinary family can afford to heat a house electrically is where Government
is subsidizing their electric supply as it is doing in the TVA area.

Mr. Olds refers to the outstanding Federal contribution toward rural electrifi-
cation and states that the Government assumes a partnership responsibility for
assuring rural electric systems directly or indirectly low-cost wholesale power.
I agree that the rural electrification program has been a tremendous success and
has brought power to our farm communities much sooner than they would have
otherwise gotten it. But the rural electrification program is a partnership ar-
rangement whereby the Federal Government has loaned farm organizations
money at a low-interest rate to help them provide their own power facilities.
This is not Government monopoly. It is true partnership where the Government
has made it possible for these citizens to construct their own rural systems when
they probably could not have financed them through private investment firms.
Through this partnership arrangement the Government also makes it possible
for these systems to produce their own power if they are not able to obtain it
from central stations at a reasonable cost, and this is perfectly proper. These
systems have as much right to own their own generation as any other private
power company. But because of the fact that the Government has been a partner
and made it possible for these systems to be constructed iuts no obligation on
the Federal Government to get into the generating business as a Federal opera-
tion to supply them or anyone else with their wholesale power requirements.
Besides that the few mills that a Government operation might save them in
wholesale power rates is not going to make or break an REA. Some of the
REA's paying the highest wholesale price for power are in the best financial
condition, and some paying the lowest are in the poorest condition. There is
no. fixed pattern.
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- Mr. Olds refers to the hearings held by the Senate Judiciary Antimonopoly
Subcommittee as showing that the new power policy would undermine coopera-
tive enterprises. In my opinion this subcommittee's hearings are not at all
conclusive. All you have to do is to examine the list and records of those who
testified. The hearing was entirely one-sided with witnesses most of whom
have a long record as proponents of public poxver.

Mr. Olds cites the Paley report, Westinghouse, and General Electric as to
future industry expectations of power requirements and makes his own predic-
tions for 1990. I will not dispute his 1990 prediction since neither of us will
be here to determine who was right or wrong, but it is my best judgment that
no matter what those requirements may be, private enterprise will be able and
willing to meet them. If not, then I would look with more favor on the Govern-
ment taking up the slack. But until such time as the Government is needed for
this purpose our only sound policy is to rely upon the tried and proven free-
enterprise system.

Mr. Olds quotes Representative Jensen in his statement during last year's
atomic-energy bill debate and I want to reiterate Mr. Jensen's statement. Cer-
tainly "whoever controls power controls industry" but one thing is certain, as
long as we rely upon free enterprise for our power supply it will never be under
the control of one man or any small group of men. But the minute it goes under
Federal control it will be under the control of one man or at best a small group
of men. TVA is a good example today. That valley has become dependent
largely upon the decisions of three men.

Mr. Olds makes six recommendations which he says should have been included
in the Economic Report. It is interesting to note that in all of his recommenda-
tions the Federal Government plays the all-powerful predominant role. In
other words his is a Government whole hog proposition. I wish to comment
on his recommendations in order.

As to No. 1-I favor the development of all of our river-basins projects where
the developments are necessary and desirable provided they are economically
sound and local interests either State, county, municipal, or private, carry their
share of the load in planning, constructing, operating, and financing them.

As to No. 2-I see no reason whatsoever why the Federal Government should
develop the Niagara site when it has absolutely no connection with flood control
or navigation-is entirely a power development-which private industry is ready
and willing to build more expediently. Irrespective of who builds it, 1 have no
illusions of it bringing down what Mr. Olds calls "restrictive high rates" in the
Northeast region. In the first place it would hardly be a drop in the bucket when
considering the power requirements of that region. If the rates there are high
Mr. Olds must know it is due to an unfavorable fuel situation and higher con-
struction costs due to climatic conditions.

As to No. 3-Why should the Federal Government build large-scale atomic
powerplants and assume all that financial responsibility when they can use the
assistance of private industry both from a standpoint of know-how and financing
to get the job done.

I have no quarrel with Mr. Olds' recommendation No. 4. If small-scale atomic
powerplants can be developed to assist cooperatives and small-community power
systems in obtaining a more favorable power supply, I am all for it.

Mr. Olds wants to place TVA on a sound basis for continuing to assume utility
responsibility for the power requirements of its distributors. I certainly agree
with that, except I am afraid my definition and Mr. Olds' of "sound" are entirely
different. There is no reason why the Government should continue to subsidize
the power users in TVA's service area. TVA should be put on a sound basis. It
should pay at least the prevailing interest rate to the Federal Treasury. It should
pay taxes on the same basis that the private utility company has to pay. And
financing, arrangements should be worked out whereby TVA and those dependent
upon TVA power no longer have to look to the Federal Treasury. And last, TVA
should be forced to include in its rate a sufficient amount of money to refund to
the American people their investment in TVA, with interest, in a reasonable
period of time.

Under No. Mr. Olds wants Federal transmission facilities to assure public
and cooperative systems first call on power generated at Federal projects. Here
again Mr. Olds wants to establish two classes of citizens in this country. Al-
though these natural resources and Government developments are supposed to
belong to all the people, he wants the benefits to go only to those who are obtain-
ing their power supply from some type of Government operation. I will fight
for the right of the municipality or other Government power operation or the
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cooperatives to get its fair share of power produced at a Federal powerplant,
but I do not favor putting the other 80 percent of our citizens who happen to get
their power from a private utility company in a second-class category.

Mr. Olds refers to the sensitive response of the private power industry to fear
of overbuilding in the face of business recession, tending to accentuate those re-
cessions. I believe I have commented on this sufficiently when I say that plans
of the industry, and its history, refute Mr. Olds' statement. Of course, the power
companies have to take into consideration economics and cannot launch a large
building program on their own just for the purpose of stimulating an economy.
They will build what they need when needed to supply the requirements of their
customers.

Mr. Olds refers to a statement that if all electric sales in the United States had
been billed at TVA rates the consumers in the country would have saved over
.$22 billion in 1950-which money would be available for purchase of other things.
I certainly disagree with this statement. In the first place, anybody with any
knowledge of the power business knows that it costs more to do busines in some
sections of the country than it does in others, depending upon fuel and other
considerations. So the statement is ridiculous on the face of it. But if the
Federal Government took over the power business and made TVA rates avail-
able over the entire United States thus saving the people some $2 billion on their
power bill, they would not have this money available for spending on other
commodities. They would have to pay out this money and probably a good deal
more in taxes to support such a Federal power subsidy.

The remainder of Mr. Olds' statement does not warrant comment.
Under questioning by Congressman Curtis, MNr. Olds expressed his views on

public-private power controversy to the effect that he was not against all private
power. In other words, he thought there should be some private industry. I
would like Mr. Olds to tell us what public-power, developments he ever opposed
and what private-power developments he ever supported if there was any ques-
tion between public and private power involved. Even in his position as Chair-
man of the Federal P'ower Commission, which is our highest regulatory agency
for the utility industry, supposedly an impartial one, it is my information that
Alr. Olds spent a great deal of his time attempting to promote Government power
operations of all types, and he has continued to do so since then. He must know
that if all of his efforts in this connection are succesful it will be only a matter
of a short time before we will have no privately operated power companies.

(Mr. Old's reply to Senator Goldwater's comments appears on
p. 808.)

Senator GOLDWATER. Also in closing, I am glad that you recognize
this as a republican, form of government, because that responsibility
is charged to the Federal Government in article 4 of the Constitution,
and it does not mention "Democrat."

Vice Chairman PATAIN. Doesn't it say each State shall have a re-
publican form of government, and I believe that the best creed that
was ever gotten out -was gotten out by a distinguished Republican.
He was Speaker of the House of Representatives when I first came
here. His name was William Tyler Page.

They offered a reward of $1,000 for the person who would put in
100 words the best and most acceptable creed, and William Tyler Page
wrote that of exactly 100 words. He received the award of $1,000,
and in that wonderful creed that goes all over the world, you will
find the phrase "a democracy in a republic."

Without objection, we will recess until our next meeting, Tuesday,
at room 318. Senate Office Building. We have as our panel a number
of distinguished people.

(The extended statements of the panel are as follows:)

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH L. FIsHER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, REsouRCES FOR THE Fu-
TURE, INC., WASHINGTON, D. C.

I have been asked to comment briefly on the proposals in the field of conserva-
tion of resources, as set forth in the January 1955 Economic Report of the Presi-
dent. More particularly, and along with other members of the panel, I have
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been asked to comment on the two questions: (1) What should be the Nation's
public works policy in 1955, especially in the resources field; and (2) what part
if any of the cost of construction and maintenance of resource facilities should
be share by the Federal Government, and how should these costs be shared?
I would like also to blend with my remarks concerning resources conservation
and development a number of basic points regarding public works policies in
general.

First, I would like to note the high quality of the report and coinupliment the
Council of Economic Advisers and others who aided in preparing it for the em-
phasis upon economic growth. I hope that this attention to economic growth
represents a continuing interest rather than a viewpoint stressed only at this
particular time when the general business movement is upward and there seems
to be no critical need for policies relating primarily to business-cycle move-
ments-either those suitable for times of recession or those suitable for impending
boom and possible collapse.

In my view, the long-run potentials for economic growth, and the policies
and actions to realize those potentials, should be a principal subject for concern
under the terms of the Employment Act in every Economic Report of the Presi-
dent. Shorter run fluctuations in business are likely to be much more manage-
able in an environment of steady, long-term economic growth, as the Council
of Economic Advisers so well recognizes in this report. Furthermore, the dis-
tinction frequently made between economic growth and economic stability is
Jargely a figment of imagination. It is somewhat analogous to the distinction
between long- and short-run analysis in economics which is largely an analytical
device for gaining understanding of the complicated movement of business.
Actually there is a continuous and subtle blending of long- and short-run eco-
nomic effects following upon new policies and actions. There is similar blending
of stabilization and growth. .

Economic decisions are always 'in the present even though the intended eco-
nomic effects of those decisions maay be months or years ahead. Even the
decision not to decide, but to postpone, is a present decision. If we are to have
a multiple-purpose dam, or a vastly improved interstate highway system, or
large numbers of new and expanded school buildings by some date in the future,
and that date may be 5 or 10 years ahead, decisions have to be taken in the
present. Otherwise, the support which these and similar assets may provide to
the total economy in the year 1960 or 1905 simply will not be present. Unless
these considerations are kept to the forefront in our thinking, there is always the
tendency to defer basic public and private investments in natuiral resources. high-
ways, and the like. Fiscal or budget policies which make such expenditures the
bondservant of short-run considerations, whether they are to create larger defi-
cits or to reduce them, are not in the longer term public interest. In the end such
policies will defeat the establishment and continued expansion of the very base
of resources and facilities without which growth is severely handicapped and
the business cycle becomes much harder to manage.

Therefore, in a general way, the Nation's public works policy in 1955 should be
one of proceeding steadily and confidently with investment and investment de-
cisions which will serve to expand basic public works and facilities in the inter-
ests of long-term growth. The budget outlook clearly is not so severe, nor. the
need for balance in conventional terms so impelling, as to indicate any less in
spending for natural resources and other public works than the recent 1956
budget envisages. In my view, a good case can be muade for somewhat higher
expenditures in the resources field than the budget proposes. During the 5 years,
1951 to 1956, as estimated in the budget. the amount spent by the Federal Gov-
ernment for water resources development, to name the natural resource of
greatest budget concern, has decreased by roughly 10 percent. Federal water
resources expenditures as a percent of total Federal expenditures reached a high
of 4.1 percent in 1938: according to the 1956 budget estimates they will be 1.9
percent. As a percent of GNP. estimated Federal water resources expenditures
for 1956 are one-fifth to one-quarter less than in 1951. It would seem that
Federal Government spending for the development of water resources is not
keeping pace either with other items in our Government and national economic
accounts or with the opportunities and needs of the times. Yet the economic
report states 'of all our natural resources, none requires more immediate
attention than water."

The way to reconcile emphasis on the need for water developmaent with declin-
ing budget allocations is to offer convincing evidence that resources investment
tunds will be forthcoming from non-Federal sources. This brings up the "part-
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iiership concept. This approach has a genuine appeal. I think it to be excellent
and in its general forim I endorse it highly. It strikes a good note and one which
most Americans wvill applaud. However, I believe the general idea needs to be
thought through more carefully, if it is to be made to work effectively. The
biggest single difficulty, as I see it, is to enlist the responsible cooperation of
States, localities, and private groups. This means financial responsibility and
participation as the acid and final test of genuine partnership. If the partner-
ship idea is to amount to more than it has in the past, if it is to be a genuine
thing, then both local and State governments, and in some instances private
groups, must participate substantially in investment and repayment.

The 1956 budget proposes $20 million in Federal expenditures for partnership
projects under the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation. I hope
the amount may be enlarged in future years. It would be advisable to follow
the working out of these initial partnership projects with an eye to revealing the
strong and weak points and finding out what really can make the idea work. I
think it is important not to oversell the partnership idea lest the day come when
people realize that more has been held out under the attractive label of partner-
ship than can be delivered. Particularly, I think the Federal Government will
have to act sternly in refusing Federal participation except upon terms which
require significant State. local, or other participation. There will have to be a
tougher resistance to political pressures, in which public agencies and private
pressure groups sometimes combine, than has been characteristic of the past.
The will of people to raise money at the State and local levels will have to be
strengthened, as well as their desire to see through the long repayment periods
which may be involved. The partnership program is a hopeful one, it deserves
to be nourished and tended carefully: but proclaiming it does not necessarily
make it work.

The exact amounts or proportions of the cost of various resource projects
which ought to be borne by the Federal Government cannot be set out in doc-
trinaire fashion. Yet certain general rules would have to be followed so that
various State and local governments and private groups would have a feeling of
confidence in the program and be able to count on the Federal Government's
dealing with them all in similar fashion. This means that suitable criteria
have to be worked out to cover the degree of local participation, or its range,
for the different categories of projects and programs. Some flexibility would
seem to be desirable here so that rules can be tempered to unique situations in
such a way that work can get done. The Government has had a good deal of
experience in setting up standards for Federal patricipation. For example, the
agricultural conservation payment program has long faced the problem of how
much aid in various forms to supply farmers so as to encourage and stimulate
them to do conservation work on their own.

The resolution of these and related problems lies in large part in the fields
of public organization and finance, since if the States and localities are to
become partners with the Federal Government they must have the sources from
which additional funds can be raised, as well as the will to do it. The Council
correctly recomenmds that outmoded State tax rate and debt limits be relaxed.

The possibilities for interstate or regional development corporations for re-
sources development might well be explored. Ways might be found for the
chartering of such corporations with power to issue mortgage or revenue bonds
and which could also receive appropriations from State, local. and Federal
Governments. An extension of this idea would encourage private participation
for certain phases of multiple purpose projects such as electric power production
and distribution. I do not think we have begun to exhaust our organizational
and administrative resourcefulness along this line. An important consideration
is that any development corporation operate over a sufficiently wide geographical
area and span of resources so that a truly balanced and integrated development
may be achieved.

At another place in the Economic Report the proposal is made that advance
planning loans to States and localities should be enlarged and made permanent
on a revolving fund basis. This is all to the good and I hope it will be done
forthwith. I would suggest careful study be given to an extension of the advance
planning approach to embody the idea of planning for total readiness for anti-
recession public-works activities. Such a readiness would recognize that
even with plans and specifications all prepared, there would still be many
roadblocks in the way of actually spending money for antirecession public
works. Fimincial mrramigemnents between Federal, State. and local governments
would have to be arranged. Appropriations would have to be made, construc-
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tion organizations perfected, and decisions as to precise time, place, and type
of project reached. I would propose careful consideration of an antirecession
fund, established by Congress, and with its use limited by Congress to authorized
projects. Congress might limit the fund as to total amount, and specify general
criteria which should trigger its actual use. It might also lay down general
rules regarding the geographical distribution of the spending. The establish-
ment of such a fund would place in the hands of the President the authority to
engage in antirecession public-works spending in speedy and timely fashion,
but with appropriate safeguards and general directives laid down by the
Congress. I am not so much proposing the establishment of such a fund as I
am proposing that it be examined with greatest care looking toward the advis-
ability of recommendation at a later date. This is not a new idea, but it is
a good one which so far as I know has never been adequately investigated.
Perhaps the chief value of such a study would be to point out the severe limita-
tions of antirecession public-works because of timing difficulties. The study
should specify the kinds of projects which lend themselves to antirecession use, as
well as those that do not. It should also analyze realistically the possible ar-
rangements for sharing the financing among several levels of government.

Finally, I wish to add a point which I think of major importance and which
appears to be overlooked in the few paragraphs in the Economic Report which
relate to resources development. That is the need for some partnership arrange-
ment, not by which particular projects get parceled out and built by this or
that level of government or privately, but by means of which the planning for
development of natural resources in the large areas of the country can be done
in a cooperative and comprehensive way. Surely this goal cannot be achieved
if miscellaneous private companies, localities, and even States, acting separately,
pick off such projects as suit their interests and leave thie scraps for the
National Government. A general guiding plan, or at least a set of development
objectives and procedures, is needed. This is especially true in the water and
related land development in the large river basins which usually include several
States. Such planning should not be in detail, but should block out the main
development potentials, consider the several feasible types of development,
appraising the benefits and costs of each, provide for wide public consideration,
and in short make possible the emergence of general approaches and plans of
development which will not permit any particular private concern or public body
to undertake a project which will foreclose other projects more clearly in the
long run and general interest. I do not feel that this kind of planning should
be objectionable It makes sense. If done with care that all concerned have
their say, it can provide for a river basin a general framework or skeleton
within which the several private and public organizations can more intelligently
choose their projects and relate them one to another.

In my opinion we should look beyond the TVA or the interagency river-basin
committees to find new patterns for cooperative planning of this character.
Which group actually builds and owns a particular structure seems to me of far
less importance to the nation than that our river valleys are developed intelli-
gently, comprehensively, and economically. During these few years we are
committing ourselves to the structures and programs which will fix the general
character of river-basin development in this country for perhaps a century or
longer, just as the location of our main railroads in the 19th century set a
pattern of location of people and industry which continues to this day. Coopera-
tive planning of the type I have suggested, it seems to me, is the way to assure
an intelligent arrangement of investments by public and private bodies and that
the long-range national interest will be enhanced.

STATEMENT OF LELAnD OLDS

ECONOMIC REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT FAILS TO RECOGNIZE IMPORTANCE OF ELECTRIC
POWER TO THE ECONOMY

The Economic Report of the President is completely lacking in recommenda-
tions with regard to electric power or recognition of the part played by ample
supplies of low-cost electricity in an expanding economy with provisions for
defense.

The report fails to recognize that the electric-power field is one in which the
proved shortsightedness of private monopoly can result in seriously retarding
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the vigorous economic growth which the report offers as the best way to avoid
recessions.

The President's power policy if carried out in terms suggested by his report,

would result in a power-short America measured by the requirements of an

expanding economy, which will call for supplies of electricity multiplying at

least 3 times over within 15 years and 10 times over by the beginning of the last

decade of this electric-power century. It would result in an America hampered
by rising power costs. It would mean a slowing down of automation in industry,
on the farm, and in the home, which will enable us to couple rising living stand-
ards with reductions in the working week to 35, 30, and ultimately 25 hours.

And there is a direct tie between adequate power and employment because,
as President Gadsby, of the Utah Power & Light Co., points out, electric energy
now required per man-hour in industry is equivalent to 154 unseen workers under

the direction of each visible worker, with the prospect that the number of

invisible helpers will rise to 2.50 for each worker on the production line.
The President's power policy, as set forth in the Economic Report, by favoring

private monopoly in the business of power supply, will result in underdevelop-
ment of our hydro, hesitant development of low-cost atomic power, slower
progress toward all-electric homes, cramped expansion of farm electrification, and

a general restriction on improvement in American living standards.
In terms of national security, this may prove serious, for although the Office

of Defense Mobilization and the Department of the Interior disagree on the
adequacy of planned capacity to 1957, both agree that the prospect of power

shortage in the Pacific Northwest and the Southeast is serious.
In this connection, we may note the effort of Westinghouse Electric Co. to

spur timely orders for new generators. Westinghouse shows that although
9.3 million kilowatts of new generating capacity will be required for installa-

tion in 1956, only 5.1 million had been ordered as of September 21, 1954..
According to their statement: "It is too late to furnish the 4.2 million kilowatt
deficiency on a 30-month production schedule. Practically no commitments have
been made for 1958 and 1959."

With what seems a careful avoidance of the mention of electric power, the
Economic Report apparently takes some pride in the administration's reversal
of the power policy of the last 25 years. Advocating expansion of investment
in conserving and utilizing soil, water, mineral, and other resources, the President
indicates that "to speed this process, the Federal Government has attempted to
distinguish as clearly as possible the field of Federal enterprise from the field
of private or local enterprise." AHe applies this to water resources by setting
forth the administration's so-called partnership policy under which, broadly
speaking, the people would put up the nonreimbursable investment and non-
Federal interests, mainly private, the reimbursable.

This means in the main a shift of Federal partnership in the field of electric
pover from partnership with local community public or cooperative electric
systems, to partnership with private monopoly. It will ultimately destroy the
type of public or cooperative competition which has proved the most effective
supplement to the otherwise largely ineffectual efforts to regulate utilities in the
public interest.

The type of public or cooperative competition provided by Federal power
legislation, including the Tennessee Valley Authority, Rural Electrification,
Bonneville Power Administration, Reclamation, and Flood Control Acts, has
stimulated neighboring private power companies to greater reductions in rates
and greater expansion in business than has occurred where this influence is
lacking.

The power policy set forth in the President's Economic Report purports to be
based on the premise that power supply is a local responsibility. This is tech-
nologically inaccurate. Today low-cost power is power from integrated regional
systems and, where the Federal Government abdicates responsibility, most
public and cooperative systems are thrown upon the mercy of their private com-
petitors or must depend on relatively high-cost, small local generating stations.

Except in rare instances, public and cooperative systems cannot hope to take
full advantage of river basin or atomic power unless the Federal Government
takes a portion of the responsibility for wholesale power supply. The shift
in partnership described in the President's Report will mean that the people
of the country will get less power from their water and nuclear power resources,
at higher cost.

Table 1 and table 4 in the report suggest that the authors fail to be influenced
by their own proof of the relationship between dynamic power policy and an ex-
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panding economy. Table 1 shows expansion of electric power production out-
distancing all other growth factors between both 19.3!3 and 1946 and the present.

Table 4 shows some rapidly growing commodities and services to illustrate
the widening economic horizons of consumers, with the comment that "one of
the marvels of our generation has been the growth of consumer capital." The
significant fact is that S of the 1]5 rapidly growing commodities shown are electric
appliances and a ninth involves electric freezing.

The influence of Federal power policy, as embodied in the TVA and the Bonne-
ville Administration, in producing this result is apparent in the annual statistics
of electric appliance sales, published in the January 1955 issue of Electrical
Merchandising, a trade journal. These statistics show that in 1954 sales of
electric appliances, the States of Tennessee and Washington exceeded the United
States average per 1,000 residential customers for 10 of the 13 appliances covered.
Both also equaled the national average in 2 of the .3 remaining appliances.

The administration should reread the subtitle under which this table appears.
It reads: "Lessons from the Past and Guides to the Future."

The President's report stresses the importance of assisting new and small
businesses, stating that our economy is strong and progressive because it con-
tains, in addition to its 5 million farm enterprises, 4 million independent centers
of business decision. MNy comment is that the Federal rural electrification pro-
grain has probably been the outstanding Federal contribution to the strengthen-
ing of small business enterprise and that it is an integral part of the larger
Federal power program, in which the Government assumes a partnership re-
sponsibility for assuring rural electric systems, directly or indirectly, low-cost
wholesale power supply.

The report specifically claims credit for ending Federal power responsibility
for power supply, which has played an important part in this boost to America's
premier small businesses.

The President finds the history of our country and the Western World demon-
strating "that economic progress depends fundamentally on the enterprise and
initiative of miillions of people seeking to better themselves." No clearer illus-
tration of this could be cited than the economic progress of the country's farms
which has come through the enterprise of millions of farmers in organizing and
managing their nearly 1,000 rural electric cooperative systems, raising the per-
centage of electrified farms from 11 percent in 1936 to over 92 percent last year.

Yet the testimony before the Senate Judiciary Antimonopoly Subcommittee
shows that the new power policy, set forth in the President's report, is making
it possible for private power monopoly, which contended that area-wide rural
electrification was not feasible, to undermine these very vital cooperative enter-
prises.

Low-cost electric power in abundance is an important key to an expanding
economy. So said the Paley Commission. And the expansion in power demand
is always exceeding private company expectations. So says Westinghouse. Gen-
eral Electric says industry expectations of 1 trillion kilowatt-hours in 1970
are now advanced to 1965, and the Paley Commission estimates of 1,400 billion
in 1975; are advanced to 1970. GE says that the upward trend of total residen-
tial use will pass industrial use by 1973 and that prophets look for an overall
requirement of 5 trillion kilowatt-hours in the year 2000. I predict it will be
reached by 1990.

To meet this challenge of the electrical age, with all that it will require in
bydro, conventional fuels and nuclear energy, will require expansion of Federal,
State and local public, private, and cooperative generating capacity, all working
together and all stimulating each other by the special brand of competition deriv-
ing from the freedom of all communities to choose whichever form of ownership
best meets their needs. Without Federal participation in the wholesale field,
making possible public and cooperative competition, private monopoly will dom-
inate and will prove a restrictive influence on expansion. And we must not for-
get the wider implications, stated by Representative Jensen, of Iowa, in last
year's atomic energy bill debate. Warning of possible Federal monopoly, in
words even more applicable to private monopoly, Mr. Jensen said:

"Mr. Chairman, the man who controls the electric energy of any nation,
especially in a nation that is dependent on electric energy as we, controls that
nation. Any one of you Members of the House, or any other American could
control America lock, stock, and barrel today if he or she had control of the
eler-tric energy of America. Let us not forget that."

The recommendations of the Economic Report should have included, as a part
of the public works program: (1) The undertaking of new Federal multipurpose
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river-basin projects. including Federal development of power, in the Columbia,
Colorado. Central Valley (Calif.), Missouri. Arkansas-White, Alabama-
Coosa, Chattahoochee, Roanoke, Connecticut, Merrimac, St. John, and Kennebec
River Basins; (2) assurance of public development of the Niagara-St. Lawrence
power resources, under conditions that will bring down the restrictive high rates
still prevailing in the northeastern region; (3) legislative and administrative
action to initiate the immediate construction of large-scale Federal atomic.
powerplants in addition to licensed private construction; (4) active pressing of
a cooperative program for development of economically feasible small-scale
atomic powerplants adaptable to the needs of small community power systems;
(5) placing of the TVA on a sound basis for continuing to assume utility respon-
sibility for the power requirements of its distributors; and (6) provision for such
Federal transmission facilities as prove necessary to assure public and coopera-
tive systems first call on power generated at Federal projects.

We can interpret the contrasting power policies, one leaning toward private
monopoly, the other toward public competition, including Federal investment in
some generation and transmission, rather specifically in terms of immediate
effects on employment.

In the first place, the sensitive response of the private power industry to fear of
overbuilding in the face of business recession tends to accentuate those reces-
sions, as well as to cramp later recovery when power supply becomes tight. Thus,
the September 20, 1954, issue of Electrical World forecasts capital expenditures
by all agencies for electric generating capacity falling from a high of $2,088 mil-
lion in 1953 to an estimated $1,47.5 million in 1957. or by more than $600 million.
Already by its January 24, 1955, issue this journal reports actual investment in
generation for 1954 at less than the prediction of 4 months earlier and drops
its 1955 estimates by nearly 10 percent. This recalls the Westinghouse figures for
generators on order, to which I have already referred.

Such reductions in new investment have far-reaching effects on business and
employment, as well as reducing the power supply available for future expansion.
The Federal program I am recommending can help to remedy this situation

In the second place, reductions in electric rates, due to an effective competitive
power program, will mean hundreds of millions of dollars savings in electricity
costs which will be available for consumer expenditures on such soft goods as
textiles and shoes which need such a spur to absorb unemployed workers in a
number of depressed areas. Figures prepared by the Federal Power Commis-
sion, for a former Member of Congress in 1952 showed possible savings of over
$2 billion in 19.50 if all electric sales in the United States had been billed at
rates prevailing in the TVA area. Of course, if all rates had been so reduced,
the result would have been big boosts in sales of electricity and appliances, so
that actually power revenues would not have been reduced by anything like this
amount. In other words the savings would have been distributed among the
soft goods and electrical appliance industries.

In the third place. if the expansion of power requirements is not cramped by
the proposed chance in Federal power policy, it wvill mean a tremendous boost
in employment in the depressed coal-mining areas. The forecast for 1970, even
assuming reasonable expansion in hydro capacity and atomic power, will re-
quire approximately double the 117 million tons burned to produce coal's share
of electric generation in 19-54. This assumes coal continuing to provide 65
percent of the total thermal generation, although as the last half of the century
unfolds, the share carried by oil and gas is due to decrease. With the require-
ments for cement mills, the steel industry, the coke, gas, and chemical industry,
rail transportation, other industries and retail sales, this would call for bi-
tuminous coal production in excess of the present Bureau of Mines' estimates
of full-time production of existing mines, with this year's work forces.

When the country reaches the 5 trillion kilowatt-hour mark suggested by Gen-
eral Electric, even with more than half of the electric energy produced by hydro
or atomic power, the power industry alone is likely to call for from 5 to 8 times
as much coal as was used for the generation of electricity in 1954, or considerably
more than total production in that year.

rjlhese are samples of the effect of a dynamic power program in stimulating
vigorous expansion in the availability of low-cost electric energy. With such a
program, a factor of prime importance in the expansion of the economy, main-
tenance of full employment, rising living standards and increasing leisure, which
should characterize the progress of American civilization, will be assured.

58422-55 52
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(The following statement was received for the record from Mr.
Olds:)

COMMENT ON THE STATEMENT OF SENATOR GOLDWATER COMMENTING ON MY

STATEMENT WITH REGARD TO THE TREATMENT OF ELECTRIC POWER IN THE PREsI-
DENT's EcoNoMIc REPORT

I am glad to find Senator Goldwater accepting my thesis that one of the limi-

tations on monopoly in the power business is competition or the threat of com-

petition. His statement that private utilities "are always subject to competi-
tion from private industry which may at will provide its own generating ca-

pacity" is particularly significant. The corresponding competition, protecting
small residential, farm, and commercial consumers against the exactions of
private monopoly, is found in the opportunity to use their municipalities or

cooperatives to provide their power supply. The availability of power supply

from Federal projects, under the preference provisions established by Congress,
has proved an important factor in maintaining the same competitive right for

small consumers that Senator Goldwater acknowledges are available to large
industries.

This brings me directly to the point of difference between the point of view
which Senator Goldwater is expounding and that set forth in my statement to

the Joint Committee on the Economic Report. It involves the question whether

public utility regulation, unsupported by actual or potential public competition,
provides an effective check on the evils of monopoly in one of our most vital

public service industries. It may be noted that the private power companies over

the years have sought to use regulation as a protective front against public
competition, while at the same time using every device to render it impotent.
Thus, nearly 20 years ago, the Federal Trade Commission, in its "Summary
Report on Utility Corporations, No. 73-A," said:

"An important part of the industry's propaganda against municipal or Gov-
ernment ownership has been a sedulous cultivation of the idea in the public
mind that the existing regulatory mechanism was both sufficient and efficient
as a middle course between the two extremes of private and public monopoly"

(p. 1).
Later, summarizing the results of its exhaustive investigation, extending over

a number of years, this same Commission said:
"From the foregoing it appears that comparatively few States have adopted

any thoroughgoing policy or system of utility regulation. Those which have

done so have encountered insuperable difficulties growing out of constitutional
limitations, economic developments, and the attitude of the industry and tho

courts" (Ibid., D. 298".
The fundamental weakness of regulation in dealing with what are termed

natural monopolies is due to its static approach to determination of reasonable
rates. It consists largely in determinations as to whether the profits on last
year's limited business are more or less than a fair return on some rate base.
Where there is no competition, regulation lacks cost standards as a basis for
rates. In general it must assume that the actual costs shown on the books of
the companies are reasonable and cannot base rate orders on the important fact
that unit costs of electric service come down very rapidly when a dynamic sales

policy causes rapid increase in average sales.
Leverett S. Lyon, when vice president of the Brookings Institution, stated the

problem of regulation very clearly at a 1937 symposium of the American Society
of Civil Engineers on power costs. Lyon attributed the introduction of the
TVA "yardstick" policy to the lack of any satisfactory cost basis for fixing
rates under regulation. After paying tribute to the competitive system as a
means of assuring the lowest possible costs, he asserted that in the field of power,
because it was a natural monopoly, the competitive method of price determination
will not apply. He pointed out that since monopoly cannot be trusted to create
prices in the public interest, social regulation of rates has been established in
every State. He continued:

"Since the commissions which have been given this responsibility have no
competitive tests, they have groped none too happily in an effort to relate costs
to prices."

"It is the raising of such issues of costs as these." he concluded, "which has
introduced the now much discussed 'yardstick' as a proposed method of deter-
mining what prices should be."

.At the same meeting Prof. B. Alden Thresher, of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, definitely related the direction taken in the broadening of Federal
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power policy to the inadequacy of regulation. He suggested that the accepted
scheme of regulation in the United States is, by its very nature, static and ill-
adapted to the economic and technical changes characteristic of the power
industry. He said:

"It is more accurate, therefore, to regard the Federal power program, whatever
its merits or defects, as a response to a long-standing maladjustment * *,

The machinery of State regulation is often said to have 'broken down.' More
strictly speaking, it has always lagged behind the situation with which it strove
to grapple * * *."

There is perhaps no more enlightening discussion of the issue which I raised
in my statement on the President's Economic Report than that found in an
editorial in the Electrical World, trade journal of the power industry, in the
issue of June 25, 1943, in which the editor suggested that the electrical industry
must substitute the concept of competition for the outlook of monopoly, if the
opportunity of private enterprise in the business is to be preserved. He said:

"In a competitive business, there is the same eagerness to secure a fair return
on invested capital, but the approach is different. Return in competitive business
comes from expansion of sales-from volume. * * *

"In a competitive business one does not start with a rate that will produce
a return and struggle to build business at that price. Just the opposite; one sets
a goal and then finds out what price is necessary to reach that figure. The costs
are adjusted to make the price bring a return on the estimated volume.

'lVlIat is the difference? Just this, that groluth under the monopolistic con-
cept is necessarily slower than under the competitive concept. Rates in one case
are protective of investment, while in the other, they are volume creative. * * *"
[Italic added.]

I have supplied the emphasis to bring out that the industry trade journal,
more than 10 years ago, suggested the very basis for my criticism of the Presi-
dent's Economic Report, insofar as that report attempts to justify the reversal
of the power policy of the last 25 years which Senator Goldwater welcomes. For,
as the President's Water Resources Policy Commission said in its 1950 report.

A Water Policy for the American People, this trade journal editorial "is a pre-
cise statement of the changes in management outlook which Federal power policy
is designed to foster. It is not so much excessive profits as it is a short-sighted
sales policy which is responsible for high electric rates" (p. 229).

As the editor of the trade journal suggests, it is high monopoly rates under
regulation that retard growth and so result in shortages, not measured in demand
actually exceeding supply but measured in failure of demand to realize the full
possibilities of desirable economic expansion. New England power company ex-
perience is a good example. As I pointed out to Representative Curtis in the
course of the panel discussion, while generating capacity of private power com-
panies in the general TVA area increased by 200 percent, the corresponding
growth for New England companies amounted to only 75 percent.

There are many examples of the effectiveness of public competition in bring-
ing reductions in rates charged by privately owned utilities which regulation
failed to accomplish. A simple illustration is found in Illinois where, with an
active State public service commission, the residential bill for 250 kilowatt-hours
a month use charged by the Central Illinois Light Co. rises in direct proportion
to the distance of the area served from the Springfield area, where the private
company competes with the Springfield municipally owned system. The Federal
Power Commission's typical electric bills report for 1954 shows this private com-
pany charging $5.22 in the competitive Springfield area, $5.78 some 60 miles away
in the Peoria area, and finally $7 some 100 miles beyond Peoria in the DeKalb
area, all for the same service.

A similar illustration on a much broader scale, is found in a map of the
United States, contained in the Federal Power Commission typical bills report,
showing the average bills for 250 kilowatt-hours of residential use of electricity
in the several States. In general, the map shows clearly that the bills become
higher and higher as the distances from the influence of the TVA system in the
Southeast and the Bonneville system in the Pacific Northwest increase. Thus,
moving northeastward from the TVA, the bills are $4.92 in Tennessee, $6.47 in
Kentucky, $7.23 in West Virginia, $7.34 in Pennsylvania, $7.81 in New York, and
between $8 and $8.85 in all the New England States except Connecticut. Simi-
larly, moving northwestward from the same starting point, the bills are $4.92
for Tennessee. $6.59 for Illinois, $7.97 for Iowa, $7.74 for Minnesota and $8.46
and $8.2S for South Dakota and North Dakota, respectively.
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Mlaps issued by the Director of Information of the Tennessee Valley Authority
tell the same story by showing for 1932 and 1952, in concentric areas surrounding
the TVA area, the average typical bills for 100 kilowatt-hours monthly residential
use of electricity. These maps show that before TVA, the level of rates de-
creaseti slightly from a high of $5.26 in Tennessee to $4.97 in the first band, $4.73
in the second band, $5.07 in the third, and then down to $4.90 in the fourth.
After 20 years of TVA influence, the trend had been reversed so that, beginning
with $2.50 in the TVA market area, the average rises to $3.24 in the first band,
$3.61 in the second. $3.53 in the third, and $4.12 in the most remote band.

As a final illustration, I would call attention to the way in which an official
plan for public competition supplemented regulation in New York, bringing about
a reduction of rates in New York City which the public service commission of
that State ordered but was restrained by the courts from enforcing. In 1933,
the major company serving New York City was ordered to reduce rates by what
was at that time the most effective regulatory body in the country. The company
took the commission into the courts and early in 10935 won a decision reversing
the commission's order. But, within about 2 months, the company "voluntarily"
reduced its rates. The explanation is that, while the case was pending in the
courts, the mayor of New York City, Fiorello LaGuardia, supported by the
Federal administration in Washington. had come forward with a well-worked-
out plan to construct a 100.000-kilowatt municipal yardstick plant and had
shown what such a plant could charge. It may be noted that within a year the
company boasted that the rate reduction had proved good business.

Similarly, upstate New York private power companies during the same period
reduced their almost prohibitive charges for rural electric service, maintained
under regulation, when the farmers in Seneca County launched a drive to estab-
lish a rural electric cooperative to bring electricity to their farms at reasonable
rates.

This analysis, amplifying my statement that public and cooperative coinpeti-
tion has proved the most effective supplement to the otherwise largely ineffectual
efforts to regulate utilities, should he sufficient answer to Selator Goldwater's
reference to that statement as "an unwarranted and irresponsible slap at our
public regulatory agencies." In general, I have attempted to show that the in-
effectiveness of regulation is inherent in the process rather than in human fail-
ure on the part of public-service commissioners, many of whom I have known and
respected.

But, since he has raised the point, I must note that regulation is also rendered
ineffectual through the influence of private power companies in politics. reach-
ing to decisions as to appointments of members of the commissions and, shall I
say. reappointments. I could cite a number of concrete illustrations involving
different States, but believe Senator Goldwater would probably be more in-
terested in an instance out of Arizona regulatory history.

It is generally recognized that one of the handicaps under which State regu-
latory bodies labor is lack of funds to maintain the technical staffs required to
meet the batteries of experts mobilized by the companies in rate cases. This
led Congress. when it reewrote the Federal Power Act in 1935. not only to provide
for cooperation betjveen the Federal l'ower Commission and State commissions
where there was concurrent jurisdiction but also to authorize the Federal agency
to loan experts to State commissions on a reimbursable basis.

During the administrations of Gov. Sidney P. Osborn. every effort was made
to have the State of Arizona avail itself of this cooperation provided by Con-
gress. In response to the adoption by the State legislature of a Senate memorial
and the request of Governor Osborn, transmitted throuch Senators Hayden and
MlcFarland and Representative Murdock, the Federal Power Commission made
a power survey of the State. Then in January 1943, in his anmnal message Gov-
ernor Osborn expressed the hope that the legislature would immediately enact
the necessary appropriation to secure experts from the Federal Power Commis-
sion to assist the State commission in preparing a rate case.

The initial request for such assistance was made in February of that year,
but it was not until Octoher 1945 that the Arizona Lezislature appropriated $.50,-
000 for that purpose. The Federal Power Commission immediately announced
it would make personnel available about January 1. hut the whole matter was
held up for a year by court action involving the appropriations affording time in
which, through changes in membership and otherwise, to alter the decision of
the State commission to go forward with the plan. In December 1946, following
final action of the United States Supreme Court denying certiorari in the main
suit to block use of the appropriation, on the specific request of the Arizona
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State commission, a Federal Power Commission staff expert went to Phoenix
to confer on further steps, but one of the commissioners actively pushing an
effective rate case was about to be replaced and the other was quickly placed
in the minority, so that the Governor's program was never carried out.

It is significant, however, that quickly following the appropriation by the State
legislature and the Federal Power Commission's announcement that it would
make personnel available to the Arizona commission, on a reimbursable basis
January 1, 1946, the Central Arizona Power & Light Co., largest utility in the
State, announced on January 20, 1946, an electric rate reduction of $648.000, and
on April 1, 1946, a gas rate reduction of $380,000.

Subsequently, the new majority of the State commission charged that our
attempt to respond under the Federal Power Act to the successive requests of the
legislature, the Governor, and the Public Service Commission of the State of
Arizona represented an attempt to usurp State jurisdiction. But Governor
Osborn had at least the satisfaction of knowing that the possibility of such
investigation, like potential public competition, brought customers of Central
Arizona Power & Light rate reductions amounting to more than $1 million
annually.

Senator Goldwater apparently misses the point of my effort to relate power
policy to. economic growth, including progress of automation leading to higher
living standards and more leisure. To make lily point clear, I will refer to
authoritative reports indicating that New England manufacturers have adjusted
their operations to high electric rates by restricting their use of electricity.
Now, as high use of electricity per man-hour means higher productivity, a better
competitive position, and higher standards of living, the high-rate policies of
New England power companies are restricting the expansion of both industry and
power in the region. And, as I have shown in my original statement to the com-
mittee, the same applies to use of appliances in the region's homes. In other
words, power shortage appears in New England, not as failure to meet peak
loads but as failure to develop the ]eak loads which would be possible with lower
electric rates.

Thus, the. report on the New England economny, submitted to the President of
the United States in 1951 by the Council of Economic Advisers, points out that
"manufacturers in New England have responded to the higher level of rates by
holding down consumption." It says further:

"In view of the higher rates and lowver consumption per establishment, New
England manufacturers have adapted their products and pro'esses to minimize
the importance of power costs. In this respect the high costs of power have been
a restrictive influence limiting the range of industries in which New England
ean compete. * * * Any policies which could reduce energy costs significantly
would tend to broaden New England's industrial opportunities."

Similarly, a 1952 report prepared for the Boston Federal Reserve Bank by
Arthur I. Little, Inc., research-engineering-investigation firm. contains numerous
references to the influence of high power costs on the region. Among other
things, it points out that "lower power costs should correspond with an increase
in productivity per man, and this, in turn, would lead to a higher standard of
living."

With final reference to the influence of power policy on economic expansion,
I will quote from the foreword of Resources for Freedom (vol. III ) by the
President's Materials Policy Commission. After emphasizing the strong inter-
relationships among energy resources, the Commission says:

"Equally important, it (the Commission) wishes to stress the basic importance
of amlple. low-cost energy. along wvith technology, as the foundation on which
industrial growth is built and a prime essential in supporting national security."

I turn now to Senator Goldwater's apparent misunderstanding of my reference
to the underdevelopment of our hydroelectric power which wvill result from the
President's power policy hinted at in the economic report. What I am referring
to is the technical fact that determination of the best possible development of
given waterpower resources is in terms of assumptions, including the rate of
return required. The effect of assunninig a high rate of return is, in general, to
reduce the size of the works which appear to offer the greatest economic justifica-
tion.

In other words, privately financed projects tend to be smaller projects, with
less storage and, consequently. less contribution to downstream power develop-
ment. The administration-favored Idaho l'ower Co. substitute for the proposed
Federal high Hells Canyon project is a case in point. If the Federal Power
Commission finally licenses the powver company substitute, the people will have
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lost forever some 400,000 kilowatts of hydroelectric capacity which the Federal
project, as part of the Columbia Basin control plan, would provide. The 'Mon-
tana Power Co.'s selection of the Buffalo Rapids project in another part of the

Columbia Basin is another case in point. Construction of this project vould
prevent future construction of the proposed larger Federal Paradise project.

In 1949, in replying to a request from Senator Saltonstall of Massachusetts, the
Federal Power Commission explained the wide difference between its estimate
of over 3 million kilowatts of undeveloped hydro in New England rivers and
private company estimates of about 500,000 kilowatts as in part due to the
different assumptions involved in planning public and private developments.
Just in terms of fixed charges it is my understanding that the New England-
New York Inter-Agency Committee, which will report this summer on the possi-

lilities of resource development in the river basins of that region, figures that

projects would be economically justified for public construction which, with
private fixed charges, show only a 0.7 to 1.0 benefit-cost ratio.

Let us turn next to the conclusion which both Senator Goldwater and Assistant

Secretary of Interior Aandahl would have drawn, that Federal abdication in the

field of waterpower development has led to a tremendous increase in activity
toward development of hydro under the President's partnership program. To
correct the picture, I need only point out that the bulk of this activity is in the

Pacific Northwest and that most of it involves no more than the staking out of

claims, through applications to the Federal Power Commission for preliminary
permits. As yet, there have been no new starts to meet the threatened power
shortage in the region as there wvould have been if the orderly Federal program
had proceeded.

Furthermore, the fact that public power agencies have filed declarations cov-
ering about half the capacity involved in this activity in the region is not due,
as Secretary Aandahl implies, to a release of local desire to construct these very
large projects, but to a determination to keep the sites from falling into the
hands of private power monopoly.

The people of the Pacific Northwest, who are behind these public applications,
would much prefer their construction by the Federal Government as parts of the
comprehensive development of the entire basin. They are convinced that this
would provide greater assurance of full economic development of the region.
But they also know that five privately owned power companies have joined to
form the Pacific Northwest Co., with openly avowed intent to take advantage
of the President's new "partnership" policy. And they know that the charter
of this new company is broad enough to enable it not only to develop Columbia
Basin power but also to purchase or lease Federal hydroelectric projects and
transmission systems. They have been placed in the position of having to act
as best they can to ward off ultimate private monopoly control of the country's
greatest power stream, with its potential of more than 30 million kilowatts if
federally developed.

And at this point it should be remarked that Senator Goldwater confuses the
partnership issue when he refers to the present administration's partnership
arrangement as the alternative of Government assumption of full responsibility.
Actually, the issue is between two kinds of partnership: The first, which Con-
gress has consistently incorporated in all Federal power legislation since the
Reclamation Act of 1906, makes the Federal Government, as one source of power
supply from Federal projects, the partner of distributors of electricity, with a
preference for communities that have chosen public or cooperative ownership
of their power systems. The second-the new administration approach-would
make the Federal Government, as constructor of water-resources projects in-
volving potential hydroelectric power, partner with non-Federal agencies (mainly
private) which would own the project power works and market the power.

Due to the very nature of the power industry, this would mean that power
from the new partnership river basin projects would be available to commu-
nities exercising the very important American right to choose public or coop-
erative ownership only through the tollgates of private monopolies. And the
whole history of the past generation indicates that this would immediately
eliminate the competitive influence which 1aas kept down the rates that such
systems have had to pay private power companies for their power supply. This
can be graphically illustrated by a map showing by States the average charge
to rural electric cooperatives for purchased power.

If Senator Goldwater will examine the reports of the Federal Trade Com-
mission, to which I have already referred, he will find that the organizers of
the Insull-dominated drive to eliminate municipal electric competition in the
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1920s sought to accomplish this, in part. by causing municipal electric systems
to pay higher prices for power supply purchased from private power systems.
This is why it is so important to recognize that the right of American com-
munities to choose public or cooperative distribution of electricity includes the
right to secure the approval of Congress for projects which will assure them
low-cost wholesale power supply, without being accused of advocating Federal
power monopoly.

This approach has been recognized as sound by conservationists from the
very start of the movement and was embodied in the original Federal Water
Power Act of 1920. The legislative history of this act shows that Congress
deliberately accorded to the Federal Government itself the first right to develop
any waterpower resource, followed by a second preference to States and munici-
palities. This accords naturally with the requirement that any project must
be best adapted to a comprehensive plan for development of the river for all
purposes. Thus the preference in connection with the marketing of power from
Federal.projects is carried into the very authorization of the projects themselves.
It is a preference for public development.

In this connection I am glad to find Senator Goldwater endorsing the rural-
electric program. And I am sure he recognizes how closely it is related to the
Federal power program of which the TVA was the pioneer, and that the part-
nership which he sees in the REA program involves providing not only low-cost
financing but also low-cost power, to assure the financial feasibility of areawide
rural service. This is particularly true where the number of farms per mile
of line is relatively low. In other words, both phases of the bona fide Federal
partnership are necessary to get away from the cream-skimming rural-electric
program of the private-power companies which inevitably leaves many farms
without electricity and all the other elements of civilized living which it brings.

As already indicated, the very possibility of Federal power supply, as an
alternative, has been invaluable to rural electric cooperatives in securing low-
cost power from private systems. ,

In my comments so far I have tried to suggest some facts about the power
industry which may help to clarify thinking on the basic issues raised by Senator
Goldwater's comments on my original statement. There are a number of other
points where he challenges my interpretation of figures and trends on which I
should comment, very briefly.

Thus, the 19.8 percent margin of reserve power capacity, which Senator Gold-
water and Assistant Secretary Aandahl both cite, reflects a period in which
the Office of Defense Mobilization has been very generous to private power
companies in providing them with what amounts to free capital through "quick
amortization" tax savings, at the expense of the American people. The falling
off in proposed new investment in additional generating capacity, to which I
referred in my original statement, may well reflect a reductiton in this type
of subsidy and could quickly reduce this reserve margin. In this connection,
Senator Goldwater's suggestion that we wait until 1990, to determine whether
private enterprise will meet the challenwe of projected load growth, begs
the questiton. For failure will be reflected in a slowing down of load growth
and, consequently, of expansioen in the country's economy rather than in a
last-minute enforced curtailment when supply fails to meet a jump in demand.
We cannot afford to wait for this to happen.

Senator Goldwater minimizes generally the contributions which low-cost
Federal power supply can make toward reductitons in electric rates and, spe-
cifically, the importance to ratepayers of public development of Niagara power.
This actually serves to underscore the point which I am making, that it is the
marketing of such power in accordance with the congressionally established
policy of preference to public and cooperative electric systems, rather than the
mere saving in generating costs, which assures the public lower electric rates.
In other words, it is the competitive factor that is important.

This brings me to a final point. The American system of power supply
has alvays been a mixed system, including both public and private, and more
recently cooperative. conduct of the power business. The competitive influence
of either actual or potential public ownership on a local basis has always been
present. Thus, as far back as 1882, considered the birth year of central station
electricity, there were already 4 publicly owned electric systems in existence
in this country and the number of public systems increased by 1923 to more
than 3,000.
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A reading of the record of the Federal Trade Commission investigation of
electric utilities reveals the extent to which private power companies. organized
into the Insull-dominiated National Electric Light Association, felt the pressure
of this public competition and sought to eliminate it. Public power systems at
Jamestown, N. Y., Cleveland, Ohio, Springfield, Ill., Hannibal, Mo., Kansas City,
Kans., Rochester, Minn., los Angeles, Calif.. and Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.,
to mention a few, were already providing important rate and service yardsticks
before the TVA started to do business. And the very successful Ontario Hydro-
electric Power Commission, distributing through municipal, systems and rural
districts, just across the border in Canada, was proving a constant source of
embarrassment, as well as a spur, to private power enterprise in the United
States.

As the 1920's developed, however, the industry had reached a point where
some Federal participation in providing wholesale power supply became neces-
sary if this 100-percent American combination was to continue. It lecame
necessary (1) because local public power had not proved adequate to stimulate
areawide electrification of the Nation's farms and (2) because the industry had
progressed technologically beyond the point where small, isolated generating
stations were competitive. Furthermore, with the arrival of the 1930's, another
need for Federal public power had developed, related to the Government's in-
terest in large expansion of the production of electrometals and electrochemi-
cals, coupled with its further interest in fostering competition in these fields.
The larger entrance of the Federal Government into the power field was thus
directly related to healthy expansion of the economy and the national security.

It is the American combination of public, private, and cooperative power,
with the resulting specialized form of competition adapted to the nature of the
industry, which has been responsible for the great progress of this country in
the field of power and the contribution of the industry to our expanding
economy.

This statement4 provides a general background for the recommendations in
my original statement to the committee. It also serves as my conmmerit on the
siln" nemental statement of Assistant Secretary of the Interior Aandahl which
made some of the points contained in Senator Goldwater's statement.

LELAAND OrDS.

STATEMENT OF ROLAND R. RENNE, PRESIDENT OF MONTANA STATE COLLEGE

WATER REsoURCEs

The President's report concludes that it is desirable to expand investment
in facilities for conserving and bringing into economic usage, more of our
sol, water, mineral, and other resources. I am in full agreement with this
conclusion. The report also concludes that of all our natural resources, none
requires more immediate attention than water, and effective conservation,
control, and utilization of the Nation's water resources requires energetic im-
plementing of sound policies. I can find no fault with this point.

The report then expresses full approval of the present partnership policy of
the Government of developing water resources whereby State and local govern-
ments and private interests "are encouraged to provide all physical facilities
they can, leaving for Federal execution only those parts of water-development
projects which serve national purposes, or which because of great size, or
complexity, are beyond the capability of others." The report argues that this
approach will accelerate the development of water resources, but will not involve
the Federal Government in huge expenditures for operations.

This statement of policy sounds perfectly logical and in principle is basically
sound, yet its execution may very easily result in serious damage to the public
welfare and to the ultimate growth and progress of our country. The first and
probably most important question raised by this policy is whether private devel-
opment or partnership development result in less than maximum use of a particu-
lar resource situation. In the case of water resources. good reservoir and dam
sites are definitely limited. Moreover, the structures to be placed upon such sites
are of a very permanent nature. Once construction is completed it is difficult
and usually impossible to build onto the first structure, or to modify the original
structure to any great extent It is highly important, therefore, that the first
structure be one which will make maximum utilization of the site and the water
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resource. The Nation cannot afford less than the maximum development and
use of its water resources in the light of the limited number of good development
sites available and the projected future population and demand.

Private development or partnership development in which the Federal Gov-
ernment is cast in a residual role of undertaking only those projects that State
and local governments or private interests do not care to or cannot undertake,
is certain to result in less than maximum development and use of water resources
in many instances. Private interests are ordinarily concerned primarily with
immediate needs an(d with only a part of the total services the water resources
may be able to provide. The interests of State and local governments are fre-
quently such that only a part of the total services are of major concern. The
Federal CGovernment is the only agency clothed with responsibility for, and
concerned with. maximum development of the resource in the interests of the
welfare, of all the people. It cannot perform this function effectively in a residual
capacity, but only in a leading role.

The second question raised by the partnership policy concerns fiscal policy
of the Government. The desire to avoid heavy Federal expenditures and to
achieve a balanced budget is understandable, hut we should not abandon sound
water resources development policy simply because traditional budget pro-
cedures may result in a bookkeeping deficit. Federal expenditures for con-
struction of wvater-development projects should be distinguished from Federal
expenditures of the usual operation type. Water resources development project
outlays which expand the capacity of these resources to support the needs of a
growing population, should be set up in an investment account as distinguished
from the regular operating budget. Establishment of an Office of Coordinator
of Public Works Planning within the Executive Office of the President, as recom-
mended in the report, is highly desirable.

The Nation's public-works policy in 19.55 insofar as water resources are con-
cerned. should be one of expanding development over and above the rate in 1954
or 1953. Major miultiple-purpose projects in strategic areas should receive care-
ful consideration. Where only strictly local interests are concerned, private
interests and local and State governments should be encouraged and assisted
by technical and uplanning staffs of Federal agencies to undertake development.
Most projects, however, which will achieve the maximunm, use of water resources
for irrigation and reclamation. river and harbor improvement. and power de-
velopment. will necessitate use of Federal funds.

In the case of (onservation treatment of watershed lands, the head of the
Federal agency responsible for the conservation treatment function should
execute repayment contracts with orgaiiizations representing the primary bene-
ficiaries. These contracts should provide for payment of an annual amount
sufficient to cover that part of the annual operation and maintenance costs
allocated to conservation treatment. the cost of replacements allocated to conser-
vation treatment, and repayment without interest for a period of not more than
.50 years. beginming; the first year after the initiation of such conservation
treatment of so much of the capital investment allocated to conservation treat-
meni, as the agenc-y head annually deterumines after consideration of ability of
the beneficiaries to pay in relation to their net income derived from the project
or activity during the preceding year, and to current agriculture production and
marketing conditions.

Where flood control services are provided by a given project. agreements should
be executed with one or imore States or local governments. to provide for pay-
ments sufficient 1o cover that p)art of the annual operation and maintenance costs
allocated to flood control. the cost of replacements allocated to flood control,
and repayment without interest and within .50 years. of the capital investment
allocated to flood control to a degree corresponding with the production of
priniamy benefits and( secondary regional benefits. All remimainirig flood control
costs should be borne by the United States.

Local contributions should be secured to reimburse the United States for any
navigation benefits conferred specially upon local interests, otherwise, all navi-
gation costs should be borne by the United States until and unless Congress
prescribes a general reimbuimsenment standard after further consideration of
charges for transportation by all means, including transportation by water.

The investment of the Federal Government in irrigation projects should be
recovered by the head of the responsible Federal agency executing contracts
wvitli organizations representing primary beneficiaries, such contracts to provide
for paaynmmemt of ain annual amount sufficienmt to cover that pait of the annual
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operation and maintenance costs allocated to irrigation, the cost of replacements
allocated to irrigation, and repayment without interest for a period of not to
exceed 50 years from the date of delivery of water for an irrigation area of so
much of the capital investment allocated to irrigation as the agency head an-
nually determines after consideration of the ability of the beneficiaries.to pay
in relation to their net income derived from the project or activity during the
prior year, and to current agricultural production and marketing conditions.
Similar repayment procedures should be worked out for drainage services.

STATEMENT OF PROF. WILLIAM% L. C. WHEATON, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

During the last 5 years we have built nearly 0 million homes in the United
States, a record far above that of any previous 5-year period. Residential con-
struction has averaged between $1.1 and $12 billions per year. accounting for
over half of all private construction, and from 35 percent to 45 percent of all
construction activity. This is a record of which we can feel proud, but with
which we cannot be content.

While we have been building 1,200.000 homes a year we have not begun to meet
our housing needs. Recent building has kept up with the needs for new family
formation. It has not been high enough to permit replacement of substandard
homes, variously estimated at from 7 to 15 million units. It has not been
enough to replace units which are becoming substandard each year. It has .not
been enough to provide for adequate vacancies to permit reasonable choice in
the market or to create competitive conditions.

I have estimated that we need to build 2 million units a year during the next
5 years, with larger amounts in future 5-year periods. By 1965-70 we should
be building 2.4 million homes a year. If we were to build at these rates, we
would still have 5 million American families living in substandard units in 1970.
This study, which is available to members of the committee, also reproduces
studies made by other organizations which place total housing requirements at
levels substantially above those now being achieved.

These general levels of residential construction are also consistent with the
growth of our economy. The proportion of our national product going into
housing has declined in recent years to a level below the 1919_435 average. We
could devote a slightly declining proportion of gross national product to resi-
dential construction and still meet the required construction volumes under
circumstances of moderate growth. I submit that a healthy housing economy
is not only a result of, but also a cause of, a healthy national economy. In this
connection we need to define policies which will contribute to stability and
growth. The Housing and Home Finance Agency has never engaged in any
research program attempting to analyze the requirements for a stable building
industry. Today it lacks the resources and the authority to do so. Its research
program has been terminated.
I Our present systems of governmental aid to housing have accounted for 40

percent to 50 percent of new residential construction. These are chiefly the FHA
program of mortgage insurance and the VA loan-guaranty program. They have
been backed up by important credit aids of the Home Loan Bank System and
the Federal National Mortgage Association. These programs have cost the Fed-
eral Government substantially nothing. They have directly aided nearly half
of all building, and indirectly aided probably two-thirds of all building.

If we look further into the housing market, we find that these programs chiefly
aid those families who comprise the upper 40 percent of the income distribution.
In some areas as many as half of the population appear to be able to afford
new homes, but generally the picture is less favorable. Only about a third
to two-fifths are really in the market. This fact is emphasized when we realize
that only a quarter of eligible veterans have been able to take advantage of the
very favorable credit terms offered them. I presume that millions of the remain-
ing three-quarters would like to buy a house but cannot afford to do so.

My analysis suggests that the present volume of home building can be increased
slightly with present credit conditions and assuming that we can maintain full
employment and a steadily expanding economy. Any decline in incomes would
sharply curtail the number of potential home purchasers and might result in
a serious decline in building. The present market can be expanded particularly
among Negroes who have been most seriously neglected. The next largest op-
portunity for expansion appears to be in the field of rental housing. A third
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important area is the rural nonfarm housing market, with farm housing and
housing for the aged as other fields for action. These 5 might account for 200,000
units a year and permit construction of 1,400,000 units in good years, or roughly
the 1950 level.

If we are to expand into these market areas, we will need some minor revisions
of present legislation, a substantial expansion of the activities of the Home Loan
Bank System, and of the Federal National Mortgage Association. The last two in
particular may also be essential to a stabilization of residential construction
volume and the flow of mortgage credit. So much for what we might call
conventionally financed housing.

Beyond this we are confronted with a need on the part of families who have
steady jobs, earn average wages, are sound risks, and are the backbone of
America, but who cannot afford a new home. In Philadelphia the average family
earns about $3,700. The home this family can afford must be priced at no more
than about $7,400. The lowest priced home on the market today is a little under
$10,000. This situation is fairly widespread. It means that Mr. Average Ameri-
can Citizen is not a new-home buyer. I suggest that we should be building about
200,000 to 400,000 homes a year for such families. In my opinion, this need
should not be met by public housing but can be met through the normal private
channels of home building and home mortgage lending, if we will make Federal
credit available for mortgage loans at lower interest rates and for such families.
I believe that safeguards can be developed to assure that such a program would
not compete with Drivate lending.

I appreciate that some may not look favorably upon this suggestion. On the
other hand we are spending billions for highways, and hundreds of millions for
other programs, and we are reported to be considering other types of public
works expenditures. Housing for millions of American middle-income families
constitutes the only completely self-liquidating public-works program that I
know of. These families can pay for housing at interest rates that would cost
the Government nothing. This is a subject that deserves most careful investi-
gation before we consider other types of employment-creating activity.

Below these middle-income levels there are about 10 to 15 million families
who cannot afford new housing and who now occupy substandard homes, who
live in slums, urban or rural. Under the Housing Act of 1949 the Congress
launched a program to provide public housing for these families through a
combination of Federal and local subsidies. The families themselves can and
do pay for about half of the housing cost; subsidies make up the balance. That
program, was well conceived. No better way of meeting this need has yet been
devised. Until a better method has been devised we urgently need a resumption
of the public-housing program, now substantially stopped. In my opinion it is
factually inaccurate and morally deceptive to claim, as some have claimed, that
private builders can meet low-income housing needs. They never have, they
cannot today, and they will not in the foreseeable future. In any event I would
urge a reactivation of the public-housing program as authorized in the 1949 act.
This would permit construction of up to 200,000 units a year of public housing.
. Finally, let me note that the Government is pushing ahead with the urban-
redevelopment program to clear and rebuild slums. This program will shortly
be stopped dead in its tracks if public housing is not provided to rehouse the
displaced families. Rehabilitation poses the same problems. The present
urban-redevelopment program has proven to be a workable and practical method
for clearing slums. The size of the present program, however, is too small. We
are not clearing slums as fast as they are being created. The program should
be doubled in scale.

I would like to mention one other related subject briefly. Any housing devel-
opment necessitates community facilities: streets, water, sewers, schools, play-
grounds, community centers. American communities are hard pressed to supply
these, as you know. A community facility public-works program is also our
largest potential reservoir of employment-creating works in the event of critical
unemployment. The Congress has long recognized this need in the authoriza-
tion for a shelf of public works. The shelf exists today, but it is pitifully small.
Its total size provides less than 3 months of employment at the current rate of
public-works expenditures. We need a shelf of works which would provide for
at least 2 years of employment at present levels. The local public-works reserve
should be built up to about $20 billions, roughly 10 times the present level. We
should also consider the feasibility of a Federal guaranty of local bonds to
acquire in advance sites for community facilities.

In conclusion let me note that there are urgent needs for research in housing
and community development not now being met at all. We desperately need
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some Federal leadership incentives for metropolitan city planning. We need
much more vigorous coordination of Federal-housing and public-works activities.
We need five major programs to sustain and expand housing production:

1. Improvement in present programs, particularly directed toward expanding
the market among Negroes, for rental housing, and in rural nonfarm areas, and
through larger and more stable secondary market and credit facilities.

2. A new program of aid to private housing for middle-income families.
3. A reactivated public-housing program.
4. A greatly enlarged urban-redevelopment program.
.5. A greatly enlarged shelf of local community facility-type public works.

(Supplementary statement on statistical needs submitted by Mr.
'Wheatoll is as follows:)

OURI STAsTITICAL N\EEDS IX THIE HousiNG FIELD

Considering the importance of housing in our economy. we are woefully lacking
in our statistical resources for evaluating our position, measuring our progress,
and planning our future course of action.

Today our principal statistical tools are a census once every 10 years, rather
imperfect annual statistics on household formation, and, at long last, quite ade-
quate monthly information on the volume of new home building. We also have
reasonably adequate data on activity in the mortgage market and are, of course,
well supplied with figures on the activities of the Federal Government in the
housing field-FHA, VA, FNAIA, HLBB, PHA, URA. CFA. It is largely with
this assortment of facts and figures that the builders, the lenders, the city
officials, the market researchers, the Federal agencies, and the Congress must
make their respective judgments about the current and the future housing
situation.

The paucity of our statistical material in the housing field is due in part at
least to the mistaken attitude of some businessmen and some legislators that
statistics were not essential to the understanding of the housing situation, or
for that matter any other segment of our economic life. This point of view
was fostered in part by the desire to see Federal expenditures reduced by the
elimination of dispensable functions and services.

Fortunately, there has been a marked shift in the businessmen's attitude about
the essentiality of statistics during the past year. Powerful industry groups
have gone on record as favoring an expansion of the Federal Government sta-
tistical program in the housing and construction fields. As a result, the Pres-
ident's budget for fiscal year 19.56 calls for: a badly needed intercensal housing
survey to update the 1950 census of housing, a survey of expenditure for resi-
dential maintenance and repair-the so-called fix-up market-vacancy data on
a limited scale, an updating of the 1949 study of the size of builders' operations,
and the procurement of information on the characteristics of recently completed
homes.

If the entire program is approved by the Congress, it will shed badly needed
light upon where we stand in the housing field. As far as meeting our basic
requirements, however, the proposed program leaves many serious gaps. If
industry and Government are to do an intelligent job in housing, we must have
on a current basis data not only on new houses built, but also on the impact upon
the supply of conversions and demolitions. In other words, we should know
rather than guess what the net change in the housing inventory at least year
by year, but preferably monthly or quarterly.

It is well known that housing demand is profoundly affected by the rate at
which new families are being formed, as well as by the extent to which existing
families shift from place to place. Today our figures on family formation, migra-
tion, and mobility are little more than rudimentary. While the Bureau of the
Census issues annual figures on the number of households in existence, it cau-
tions against attaching any statistical significance to the indicated annual in-
crement. Good usable data on the annual volume of family and household
formation are absolutely indispensable to an intelligent evaluation of the housing
situation. Equally important are data that would illuminate the question of'
the magnitude of the demand generated by migration and mobility.

We need more adequate vacancy data than are to be provided in the proposed
statistical program for 1956. We also need come facts on the prices at which
both new and used houses are being sold. We need better data on building
costs and on the profits and losses of builders. There is much to be done in
developing the statistical base which would enable us better to understand the
role of FHA and VA in the mortgage picture.
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It would be hoping for too much to look for the adoption of a complete housing
statistics program in the forthcoming fiscal year. It is important, however,
that all who have an interest in the housing situation in this country keep it
clearly in mind that the proposed statistical program for 19.56 is just a beginning.
We must ever broaden our horizons until we have illuminated the entire housing
scene with the facts and figures that will show us without question what our
goals should be and how rapidly we are moving toward them.

(The following is also made a part of Mr. Wheaton's statement:)

[Reprinted from the Housing Yearbook, 1954, National Housing Conference, Washington
5, D. C.I.

ANiERICAN Ho-lusi.N NEEDS, 1955-70--A PIIELIMINARY ESTIMATrE-uY WILLIAM
L. C. NNWHEATON, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
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Estimates of housing need have been prepared by a large number of organi-
zations and individuals in recent years. During the debates which preceded the
adoption of the Housing Act of 1949, leaders of the home-building industry
or their spokesmen generally adopted the view that the sustained construction
of more than 900,000 dwellings a year was impossible or in any event undesirable.
A number of estimates in the range of 600,000-900,000 units per year were pro-
posed to congressional committees considering housing policy.' The subsequent
achievements of the industry in producing nearly twice the volume suggested by
these leaders is evidence of the inadequacy of their estimates.

In 1944 the National Housing Agency estimated postwar housing needs at
1,200,000 units per year. This estimate, called fantastic by some business leaders
at the time, has proved to be much closer to subsequently attained levels.2 On
the other hand, even this estimate appears to have understated the potentials
of the economy, for it assumed that a very large share of the estimlated needs
could be met only by the replacement of existing housing. Later and higher
estimates by the Housing and Home Finance Agency arc based upon similar
assumptions. 1

Perhaps the dominent characteristic of these estimates is their pessimism
concerlning the economic future of the country. This was most suceintly stated
by 1 distinguished housing expert in a report prepared for au industry group
which suggested that production levels of more than 900,000 units a year would
be undesirable because they could not be sustained for more than a short period
of time. This expert predicted that the construction of 1.5 million homes would
produce immense and immediate instability.' These dire consequences have not
appeared in the boom-building years 1950-53.

If business leaders and official agencies have underestimated our capacity to
produce and consume housing, other estimates of higher requirements have
failed to be realized. Thus the National Housing Conference and the American
Federation of Labor estimates of the same period, calling for the construction
of 1,800,000 units or more per year, assumed very high levels of replacement of
existing units, and substantial programs of slum clearance and public housing!

I Hearings before tihe Suhcommittee on Homsing and Urban Redevelopment of the Special
Committee on Postwar Economic Policy and PlannIng, pp. 1685-1075 ff, 1841, 19PP. 2078.
2171 ff, 2210. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1946.2

National Housing Agency, Housing Needs, National Housing Bulletin No. 1, Washing-
ton. 1044.

MHousing and Home Finance Agency, How Big Is the Housing Job?, Washington, 1951.
4 Miles L. Colean, Future Housing Deumand, the Producers Council, Washington. 1948.
FEstimates by 14 organizations and persons are summarized in U. S. Courress, S0th

Cong., 1st sess., hearings of the Joint Committee on Housing, September 10-19, 1947,
pp. 49-55.
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Although the Congress authorized these programs, the authorizations were sub-
sequently reduced and have never been carried forward at the levels intended.
It is now evident that all of these estimates have underestimated the market
demand for new housing under conditions of full employment and high output,
and have overestimated the willingness or capacity of the country to replace sub-
standard housing through slum clearance and public housing programs.6

ASSUMPTIONS OF THIS STUDY

The major weaknesses of many earlier studies derive from the assumptions,
stated and unstated, which underlay them. They have assumed a stable or de-
clining national output while the postwar economy has been characterized by
steadily rising employment and productivity. They were based upon population
forecasts which have proved to be consistently below subsequent population
growth. Estimates of family formation, too, have been substantially below
ultimate levels. In their analysis of the housing market itself many of these
studies have apparently underestimated the willingness of families to purchase
homes, the influence of liberalized federally aided credit upon the market, and
the vast extent of suburban building.

The assumptions upon which this study is based are:
1. Continued expansion of our economy, at a steady rate, full employment and

continuing increases in productivity.
2. Expenditures for national defense no greater than those of 1953-54.
3. Continued high increases in population and family formation in keeping

with a prosperous economy.
4. An active desire on the part of the American people for higher standards of

living, including higher housing standards but not at the expense of other essen-
tial expenditures.

5. Extension and expansion of Federal and local aids to housing to assist in
achieving these goals.

These assumptions will be adhered to in the estimates of this study. It is
further assumed that housing will be utilized to the fullest extent possible to
stabilize economic trends and to assure continued economic expansion, in short,
that housing production will be maintained or increased in the event of marked
downturns in economic activity.

FACTORS AFFECTING HOUSING REQUIREMENTS

Future housing requirements are a function of population growth, family for-
mation, migration, losses of housing units, obsolescence and deterioration, un-
doubling of families, and vacancy and occupancy rates. These factors are influ-
enced to a considerable extent by changing housing standards, changing market
preferences, by general economic conditions, and by market demands in the light
of available credit. The most important of the above-named factors are dis-
cussed in the following sections and are summarized in table 1.

Family formation
Estimates of family formation have been developed from marriage rates, less

allowances for divorce, death, and other dissolutions. When so developed the
estimates considerably understate housing requirements. While most, but not
all, marriages result in additional requirements for separate housing accommo-
dations, few dissolutions of families result in reduced housing requirements.
The widow, widower, or divorced person with children will usually give up sepa-
rate housing accommodations only under strong economic compulsion. An in-
creasing number of aged persons appear to prefer to maintain separate accommo-
dations after the death of the spouse, and this is particularly true where the
accommodation is suited to the need of aged persons. Old-age and survivors in-
surance, private pension plans, aid for dependent children, and veterans' benefits
for widows and orphans, are steadily raising the ability of these classes of fami-
lies to maintain separate households.

6 For other estimates. cf. J. Frederick Dewburst and, associates. America's Needs and
Resources. Twentieth Century Fund, New York, 1947: Charles Abrams. The Future of
Housing, Harper & Bros., New York, 1945; and XII Law and Contemporary Problems 1,
1947.
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TABLE 1-Factors affecting non farm housing requirements per decade

[Millions of dwellings]

RECURRING REQUIREMENTS PER DECADE

Units required for- Low Medium High

Additional household formation - 6.0 2 8.0 10.0
Internal migration of families .----- 3.0 5.0 7.5
Replacement of annual losses -1.1 1.3 1.6
Replacement of dwellings becoming obsolete or substandard- 2.8 3. 8 4.8

Total recurrent -- 12.9 18. 1 23.9

NONRECURRENT REQUIREMENTS

Replacement of dwellings substandard in 1950 . -- 6.8 8.3 10. 2
Undoubling of families doubled in 1950 - -- 1.0 1.2 1.5
Undoubling of single persons-- .2 .8 1.2
Overcrowded families in 1950 ___--_ ---__-__ 1.0 1.6
Adequate available vacancies, 1950 - -- 1. 1 1.6 2.2

Total nonrecurrent ---------- 9.6 12.9 16. 7

I See text for basis. Low may be low estimate or early in the 1955-65 period. High may be high estimate
or late in 1955-70 period.

2 United States Census Series P20, No. 42,1952, high. The census low of 2.75 could arise only under con-
ditions of disastrous economic depression.

Current estimates of future family formation range from as low as 275,000 per
year for the remaining years of this decade to the 2 million per year estimate of
the National Association of Home Builders for the later years of the next
decade.7 The marriage rate has fluctuated from under 1 million to over 2.2
million in the last 20 years. The range of net new social' family formation shown
is from 6 million to 10 million per decade. This does not include single person
families which are discussed below in connection with undoubling. If these
were to be included in the estimate, the high estimate should be increased.

Migration
The migration of people from one area to another may result in increased

housing requirements where in-migration is not balanced by out-migration.
Those moving into the country from other countries, and those moving from
areas of stable or declining population to areas of rapidly growing population,
create such needs.8 From 25 to 30 million persons move annually, and about a
third of these, 8 to 10 millions, move across county lines. There is a steady
movement of persons into the country, and of the rural or farm population to
urban areas. Of the 10 million persons who moved across county lines in
1950, 9 million were members of families who presumably created demands for
about 3 million dwellings.9 Since a considerable part of this movement is to
urban communities in the South and West where it results in net in-migration,
it must be presumed that at least between 10 and 25 percent of this movement
creates new housing requirements.

Replacement of current losses
The National Housing Agency and the Housing and Home Finance Agency

estimate that 40,000 homes are lost each year as a result of fire, windstorm, and
other types of demolition. To these annual losses there is usually added 300,000
temporary war and veterans' units required to be removed during the current
decade if only by their physical deterioration. Thus it is customary to estimate
70,000 units per year as current losses requiring replacement.

These estimates require radical revision if only in the light of current urban
highway construction. A modern superhighway built through developed areas
will require clearance of from 250 to as high as 1,000 homes per lineal mile.
If each metropolitan area built only 1 mile each year, and if the demolition

7 Cf. U. S. Census Series P20, No. 42, 1952; NAHB Correlator, February 1954, pp. 4, 5.
The National Association of Real Estate Boards estimates these at 700,000 per year cur-
rently. Cf. address of Charles B. Shattuck, president, 46th annual convention, November
10, 1953.

s Cf. E. E. Ashley, Mobility and Migration as Factors in Housing Demand, Housing
Research, October 1953.

9 U. S. Census Series P20, No. 39, 1952.
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requirements in the 5 largest cities were at the upper limit and all others at
the lower limit suggested above, the total would exceed 40,000 homes per year.

In some of our largest cities. demolitions resulting from highway construe-
tion have greatly exceeded demolitions from all other causes throughout the
postwar period. With urgent highway needs measured in tens of thousands
of miles, and current Federal aid programs including approximately 30,000
miles, it is clear that losses from this source alone will be exceedingly high for
the next 2 detades. For current purposes it is assumed that losses from all
causes will be 1.100,000 per decade in the 1950's and 1,600,000 during the 1960's,
equivalent to previous estimates of loss plus 1 m ile per metropolitan area in the
former period and 2 miles per area in the latter.

Other losses not accounate(1 for here include abandonments and conversions
to nonresidential use. One expert estimates that the latter alone exceed all
extra units gained by conversion. One group of Government officials concerned
with housing statistics has reached the tentative conclusion that 200,000 units
are lost each year through demolition, abandonment, and conversion, and that
100,000 are gained each year through conversion, for a net loss of 100,000 units.
This estimate accords with the estimate above.

Obsolescence and dctcrioration
More than 6 million of out- present housing units were built before the be-

ginning of this century, and will be 60 or more years old by the end of this
decade. Many of these are now dilapidated and should be replaced immediately.
but many of them are merely old, obsolete, and now deteriorating at a rate reflect-
ing their age. Some 1,400,000 of these units, now standard but becoming 75
years of age or older by 1960, should be replaced during the next decade.

With our present housing stock of over 50 million homes, it will be necessary
to replace 500.000 units per year in order to replace homes at 100 years of age.
Many hundreds of thousands of fine old homes will doubtless continue to he
well maintained, and will retain historical, architectural. and other qualities
worth preserving. But the speculative homes of the Gothic period and mil-
li('ons of drab shacks built since 1900 lack these fine qualities. Their useful
life as structures, and the useful life of the neighborhoods they comprise, will
be long past at 60 years. Applying this standard would necessitate the replace-
ment of 2.8 million homes during the 1960's and 4.8 million in the succeeding
decade.1 0

Substaondard housing in 1950

Housing standards are not fixed and invariable. A wlide range of judgment
is involved in determinations of substandardness. What is standard for a primi-
tive economy (mud huts) will be substandard for a more advanced economy.
Standards are therefore in part determined by resources. In a society of
abundant resources and high output, standards should rise steadily. There is
no apparent reason why all American families should not have good homes within
the next generation. This was particularly apparent during the 1930's when
idle labor and unused materials led to the adoption of Federal aids to housing.
The Congress has subsequently adopted a national goal of a "decent home in a
suitable living environment for every American family."

Table 2 reveals the most serious inadequacies of our housing supply in 1950.
For many years official agencies have used the standards of structural sound-
ness and lack of plumbing facilities as measures of substandardness. Opinion
has varied as to whether farm or country homes which lacked running water
should be considered substandard. Under the assumptions of this study. of a
rising standard of housing, all dwellings, rural and urban, should have interior
plumbing.

According to the most recent census of housing, 10 million nonfarm dwelling
units were dilapidated or lacked running water. This number includes farm
residences in standard metropolitan areas. In addition to these dilapidated or
substandard structures, 1.9 million other units were located in blocks containing
more than 50-pereent substandard units. These units contain structural and
plmbbing deficiencies not sufficiently serious to be recorded by the census, but
their environmental substandardness is clear. They would almost certainly be
razed in any slum-clearance program."

10 The NAREB estimate of demolition requirements is 300.000-400,000 Per year. Cf.
Shattuck, op. cit.

11 Slun-clearance projects to date involve clearance of 20 percent of standard units and
80 percent substandard units. The proportion in the blocks mentioned above Is 28-72
percent.
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4.9 million farm homes below; par
Only 23 percent of our farm-housing units meet these urban standards. Thus

by census criteria and urban standards, 4.9 million farm homes are substandard.
The Department of Agriculture surveys of farm housing suggest, however, that
by farm standards, only 3.4 million farm homes are substandard. 2 million of
which contain serious deficiencies requiring replacement, the remaining 1.4
million being remediable.12

TABLE 2.-Substandard dwvellings requiring replacemenut or rehabilitation, 1950

[In thousands]

Substandard rRequiring Requiringreplacerisesit rehabilitation

Urban housing:'
Dilapidated -- --------- - 2, 217 2, 217 ---- --
Lacking plumbing or running water ---- 4,721 2, 725 1,996
In substandard blocks 2 _________ _________________________ 1,993 1,993 ---

Total urban - - - -- 8, 931 6,093 1,996

Rural nonfarm housing:
3

Dilapidated -------------------------------------- 1,131 1,131 ---
Lacking running water --- 1, 841 614 1,227

Total rural nonfarm -- 2,972 1, 745 1, 227

Nonfarm total - -- 11,903 8, 680 3, 223

Farm housing:'
Serious deficiencies -- ---------- -- -- - 2,024 1, 524 5(500)
Other deficiencies 1,405 1,405

Total farm -- - 3,429 1, 524 1,405

All housing ---- ---------------------- 15, 332 10, 204 ' 4, 628

l All housing in standard metropolitan areas.
2 Additional dwellings in blocks more than 16 percent substandard.
3 Nonfarm dwellings outside standard metropolitan areas.
4 Deficiencies based on U. S. Department of Agriculture data.
'5100,000 dwellings abandoned and not replaced.

Not all substandard dwellings need be demolished and replaced. A basically
sound structure, lacking running water or a toilet, may be brought up to stand-
ard by relatively minor repairs and the installation of plumbing facilities if
the structure is located in a sound neighborhood. On the other hand, where
the structure is located in a slum, the installation of plumbing or heating facil-
ities may be economically unsound. The rents required to finance the improve-
ments may exceed the levels which renters are prepared to pay in slum areas.
While precise data are lacking on the location and character of all housing
units which are substandard because of plumbing deficiencies, data are available
on 2.7 million urban units in substandard areas. It is reasonable to assume
that these must be replaced. The remaining 1.9 million are in relatively
scattered locations and may be brought up to standard. It is further assumed
that two-thirds of the rural nonfarm units which are substandard because of
plumbing deficiencies may be rehabilitated. One-third would then require
replacement.

Of the 3.4 million substandard farm units, 2 million with serious deficiencies
are beyond repair, but 0.5 million of these may be abandoned, leaving a 1.5
million replacement goal.'3 It is assumed that all of the remaining substandard
units can be rehabilitated. Thus, of the 15.3 million substandard units in 1950,
a total of 10.2 million must be replaced, 4.6 million must be rehabilitated, and
0.5 million abandoned.

Undoubling
In recent years the number of doubled-up families has been reduced steadily.

Nevertheless over 1.7 million social families were still without separate housing

12 This report draws upon tabulations of Census and Agriculture Department data pre-
pared for a new edition of America's Needs and Resources, by J. Frederick Dewlhurst and
Associates, Twentieth Century Fund, to be published in fall, 1954.

3 Census figures suggest 3.2 substandard farm units, of which 2.4 are dilapidated.
58422-55 53
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accommodations in 1950. An unknown proportion of the doubled families
and single persons prefer to share housing accommodations with others for
health or other reasons. For many, however, doubling up continues because
of economic necessity or housing shortage. Under conditions of sustained pros-
perity and more adequate social security and old-age allowances, the number
of doubled families should be reduced steadily. It may be assumed that under
these conditions upwards of two-thirds of these families might prefer separate
accommodations.

Single person fdmilies
In addition to these families, there were in 1950 some 10 million adult single

persons not in families, of whom about one-third occupied separate households.
This number may be expected to increase sharply with sustained prosperity.
An important future influence upon single person families is the growing
number of aged persons able to maintain separate accommodations. If one-
tenth of these persons, those with incomes of over $3,500 per year, were to
establish separate households a million additional housing units would be
required. Thus the combined undoubling of families and single persons dur-
ing the next decade might vary from 1.2 million (two-thirds of married doubled,
no single) to 2.7 million (all married doubled and one-tenth of single).

Overcrowding
In 1950 over 6.6 million families (census households) were living in dwelling

units which provided more than 1 person per room.' More than 2.5 million fam-
ilies were seriously overcrowded with more than 1.5 persons per room.

During the postwar years, several million young couples purchased small two-
bedroom houses with floor areas far below those considered acceptable in pre-
war years. The continued high rate of births and the steady rise in the number
of second, third, and fourth children born suggests that a larger proportion of
these owners of too-small houses already are seriously overcrowded and that
this number will increase.

Because of the overlap between families overcrowded and families living in
substandard homes, only a quarter of the number of overcrowded homes are
shown with other measures of need in the summary table. The range of esti-
mates is from one-fourth of units containing more than 1.5 persons per room
to one-fifth of units containing over 1 person per room. Under the assumptions
of this study, a rising standard of housing should not require 5-person families to
live in 2-bedroom homes. The estimates therefore leave three-fourths of the
undoubling problem for future decades.

Vacancies
The number of vacancies required to permit freedom of choice in the market

and to allow for mobility has been variously estimated at from 3 percent to 6
percent of supply. The number of available vacancies in recent years has been
only about one-fourth of the nominally vacant units, a large proportion of which
are dilapidated, seasonal, or not on the market. To achieve an available vacancy
rate of 3 percent it might be necessary to have at least a total of 6 percent
vacancies. A further consideration is raised by our annual volume of family
movements, involving nearly 28 million persons including about 3 million fam-
ilies in 1950-51."

PROGRAMING HOUSING NEEDS

The total housing requirements shown in table 1 suggest that we must build
from 1.3 to 2.4 million units per year to meet our growing housing needs and must
in addition replace accumulated deficiencies of the past of from 9 to 16 million
units. Clearly all of these needs cannot be met at once, nor would it be econom-
ically wise to do so. Some of these needs tend to overlap, i. e., new family for-
mation and undoubling, replacement of substandard houses and provision of
homes for overcrowded families. Some orderly basis is required for estimating
the changing volume of current housing requirements and for scheduling the
replacement of existing substandard units. The first of these requirements will
be served by the measure of household formation.

I1 U. S. Census. Housing Census, vol. T.
"A 5-percent rate is considered desirable by the realtors; cf. Shattuck, op. cit.
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Household formation
Census projections of household formation involve circular reasoning to

some extent since household formation is in some degree dependent upon the
volume of residential construction and remodeling. Nevertheless census defi-
nitions of households have been sufficiently loose to reflect the improvised hous-
ing conditions which families desiring separate accommodations have adopted
in the past. Thus the room or rooms with an electric hotplate and a shared
bath, occupied by a man and wife, are a household to the census taker. These
conditions reflect an active desire for separate dwelling accommodations whether
or not that goal has been reached in some more refined sense. The census house-
hold thus reflects in part the housing shortage.

Household size has declined steadily for the last generation. The decline was
approximately the same in periods of prosperity and depression as is shown
in table 3. This decline in average household size reflects both the smaller
size of families containing two or more persons, and the larger number of single
person families who desire and can afford to maintain separate housing accom-
modations. It is a measure also of rising standards of housing space and
privacy. Continued declines in household size would reflect continued in-
creases in housing standards in this sense.

TABLE 3.-Population and average household size, 1930-70

Year ~~~~~~~Population AverageYear (millions I household

1930 -122. 7 4. 01
1940 --- ----------------------------------------------------------------- - 13 1.6 3 .67
1950 151.6 3.39
1955 164.8 33.35
1960 -174. 4 33.1
1965 -------- ---------- ---------- --------- ---------- ---- ----- ------ - 189.9 3 2. 95
1970 - 204. 4 3 2. 80

X U. S. Census. Series P-25 No. 78,1953.
2 U. S. Census. P-20 No. 41, 1952; and P-20 No. 35, 1951.
3 Straight line projection of 1930-50.

The total future population of the United States is also shown in table 3.
This is the most recent high estimate of the United States Bureau of the
Census, and is thus consistent with assumptions of sustained prosperity. It
should be noted that census estimates for the last 20 years have generally under-
estimated future population growth. Absolute and specific birthrates and mar-
riage rates have been higher, and death rates have been lower than those used
in even the so-called high projections. Under conditions of sustained economic
growth, these estimates may well prove below actual growth.

Total population and average household size have been used to project housing
requirements by 5-year periods from 1955 to 1970 in table 4. Using this method,
it is first necessary to reduce the total population by the number of persons not
in households. An arbitrary percentage, approximately that of 1950, has been
used as a constant. A 20 percent increase in this constant would reduce annual
construction requirements by 4 percent in 1960. The resulting population in
households is divided by a straight-line projection of the 1930-50 trend in
number of persons per household. The result is increased by 4 percent to allow
for necessary vacancies.

The method suggests the number of housing units which will be required at
different future dates and the annual volumes of construction required during
successive 5-year periods to achieve this stock. The population used is total
population, farm and nonfarm. The housing units shown as required would
be necessary to accommodate future population growth, future reductions in
family size, increases in the number of single persons desiring separate accom-
mnodations, and reductions in the number of nonfamily households. The meas-
ure accounts for the undoubling of families now, doubled. Finally, as used here,
the measure assumes the same rate of progress in the relation between popula-
tion and housing that obtained during the last 20 years.

The table indicates that we will require approximately 1.43 million new units
per year from 1955 to 1P60, 1.65 million new units per year from 1960 to 1965,
and 1.74 million new units per year from 1965 to 1970 to house our growing
population adequately. It should be noted that this measure produces results
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which are below the medium estimates of need in table 1. The method is used,
nevertheless, because it suggests time periods within which houses are needed.

TABLE 4.-Estimated changes in population, household size, number of houtseholds
and dwellings req ired, 1955-70

1955 1960 1965 1970

Population (millions) ---- 164.8 174. 4 189.9 204.4
Less population not in households -4. 9 5.2 5. 7 6.1
Population in households (millions)- 159.9 169.2 184.2 198. 3
Average household size 2 3.35 3. 1 2. 95 2. 80
Number of households (millions) 47.70 54.18 62.44 70. 82
Plus vacancies, 4 percent (millions) -1.90 2.18 2.50 2. 83

Total dwellings required (millions) -49.60 56.76 64.94 73.65

Additional dwellings required during preceding period (millions) 7.16 8.28 8.71
Average annual construction required during preceding period 4 -1. 43 1. 65 1. 74

I Assumed 3 percent.
2 Table 3.
:a A lower rate of reduction in average household size would be:

Average size ---------- ------------- 3. 15 3.0 2. 90
Number of households 53.71 61. 40 68. 38
Total dwellings -- - - -- 55. 86 63.86 71.11
Additional dwellings - 5.44 .00 7. 25
Annual construction- - - 1.09 60 1. 46

4 See text for explanation of relationship between family and household size. These estimates include
needs arising from new family formation, undoubling, required vacancies, changes in family size, and
increases in number of persons or families using separate housing accommodations.

Replacement rates
In addition to these requirements for new population and new families, the

Nation must replace the 10.2 million substandard units requiring replacement
shown in table 2. If these units were to be replaced in the period 1955-65 we
would have to build nearly 2.5 million homes in each of these years. This could
not be accomplished in the immediate future without inflationary pressures, unless
other construction drops seriously and unless there is a substantial drop in arma-
ment production. From a purely housing standpoint, it would be undesirable to
attempt any such volume of replacement until new homes are available to accom-
modate those displaced from substandard homes.

For these reasons it would appear to be both economically and socially desir-
able to spread the replacement task over a 20-year period. If this were done,
the volume of current construction would have to be increased steadily and
rapidly, but within magnitudes which could be readily achieved by the building
industry. Such a program would permit relocation to proceed in a more orderly
and humane fashion, and would be more nearly in keeping with the capacity of
our cities to plan for slum clearance and redevelopment.

Finally, if the replacement job is scheduled over a 20-year period, the annual
volume of new building for replacement will be stabilized over a 30-year period.
For by 1975, when the job of replacing our 1950 substandard homes is completed,
we will have to continue replacement construction at the rate of 500,000 units
per year merely to replace dwellings then becoming 70 years old. Indeed a stepup
of replacement construction to a level of over 600,000 units per year would be
necessary to cover the 1950-70 backlog of deteriorated dwellings during the suc-
ceeding 20 years.

TABLE 5.-Additional dwellings needed, 1955-70

[In millions]

1955-60 1960-65 1965-70

For additional hosoceolds and vacancies -1.43 1.65 1. 74
For replacement of 1,900 substandard dwellings .50 .50 .50
For annual losses- ---------------------------------- .10 .13 .16

Total additional construction requirements- 2. 03 2.28 2. 40
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Construction program
Requirements for additional residential construction for new household for-

mation, and for replacement of units substandard in 1950, are set forth in table
5. Additional housing needs are those shown in table 4, ranging from 1.43
million in 1955-60 to 1.74 million in 1865-70. Replacement of the 10 million
1950 substandard units is spread over 20 years at 500,000 per year. To these
must be added replacement of current losses here scheduled at 100,000 to 160,000
per year or somewhat below the estimates shown in table 1.

The resulting new construction requirements are 2.03 million per year for
the period 1955-60, 2.2S million for the period 1960-65 and 2.40 million for
1965-70. In periods after 1970 the new construction rate should be above
2.60 millions.

Some part of these requirements could be met, of course, by the conversion
of existing larger homes and apartments into smaller apartment units. When
conversions are made without structural and plumbing changes, they usually
produce substandard or nearly substandard units. When accompanied by struc-
tural changes and the installation of needed plumbing facilities, satisfactory
housing can be provided.

The total number of such potential conversions is substantial, but propor-
tionately small. There were only 3.3 million units in the United States in 1950
with 8 rooms or more. Most units which were. suitable for conversion must
have been converted during the acute housing shortages of the war and postwar
years. Many others are poorly located for rental use or are in areas zoned for
single-family use only, or are dilapidated. If 25 percent of these.3.3 million
units are still not converted and are legally, economically, and structurally con-
vertible, and if half of them are converted during the next 10 years, this would
reduce new construction requirements by only 40,000 units per year. The
smaller size of houses built since 1920 makes improbable any large volume of
conversions in the future.

Rehabilitation
In addition to new construction requirements, we have an estimated 4.6 million

units which were substandard in 1950 and were presumed suitable for rehabili-
tation. If 400,000 of these units were rehabilitated each year for the next 5
years and 600,000 per year were rehabilitated thereafter, the 1950 backlog of
substandard rehabilitation units could be eliminated by 1965. By that time
the large volume of obsolete dwellings becoming 60 years of age should provide
opportunities for sustaining this level of rehabilitation activity.

Data from the 1950 census indicate that only 500,000 of the nonfarm units
which were substandard for lack of plumbing facilities are occupied by families
with incomes of more than $4,000. These should provide a ready market for
modernization. An additional 500,000 units occupied by families with incomes
of $3,000 to $4,000 may also be rehabilitated if sufficiently liberal credit is avail-
able for these purposes.

The remaining 2.2 million nonfarm units, occupied by low-income families, of
which 1.6 million have incomes of less than $2,000 per year, may present greater
difficulties as will the modernization of 1.4 million farm homes. Only an
aggressive campaign is likely to achieve the schedule set forth above.

Schedules for slum clearance or perpetuation
The construction program outlined above requires that new housing construc-

tion be increased by 80 percent over the 1951-553 levels and by 40 percent over the
19.50 level. Any lesser volume of construction means that our slums and sub-
standard housing will continue to accumulate and will never be reduced or elim-
inated. The consequences of different levels of construction and rehabilitation
are summarized in table 6. If new construction continues at slightly above the
1951-53 average, and if in addition we can rehabilitate 400,000 to 600,000 units
per year, the number of substandard units in use will increase by 2 million in
the next 15) years. This means that substantially all of the 15 million units
which were substandard in 1950 would still be occupied by American families
in 1970.

At construction levels of 1.4 to 1.6 million units per year, approximately the
1950 rate, slight progress is made in reducing the number of substandard units
capable of rehabilitation.. No elimination of the 10 million units classified for
replacement appears possible. At 1.6 to 1.8 million new units per year, all of
these 10 million units must be continued in use until 1965 and 1 million of these
can be replaced by 1970.
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Only if new construction is raised to 2 million units a year is real progress
possible toward the elimination of units substandard in 1950. At the construction
and rehabilitation rates shown in table 5 some 5 million of the present substand-
ard units can be eliminated by 1960, but in 1970 some 5 million will still be
required in use. Table 6 suggests that 2 million new units per year are essential
for even slow progress toward the goal of a decent home for every family. Any
lesser level perpetuates the slums.

OOMPARISON OF NEED ESTIMATE5S

The estimates of housing need prepared by six national organizations or
agencies in recent years range from, 1.4 million units per year to 2.4 million units
per year. The standards, methods of estimation and programs of these studies
vary widely. Some include farm-housing, others deal only with nonfarm housing,
some cover only the period to 1960, others project needs through 1975. Table 7
presents these estimates on a comparable basis, utilizing the standards adopted
by each organization. The table shows a remarkable degree of agreement as to
the inadequacy of present construction levels. Current needs for new construc-
tion are 1.4 million nonfarm units per year or 27 percent above present levels in
all estimates.' Most of the estimates place current total requirements at or
above 2 million units per year. A similar degree of agreement appears in the
three estimates with respect to long-range requirements for new family formation.
Here the range is from 1.8 to 2 million units per year.

ECONOMIC FEASIsILITY

The levels of residential construction proposed by this report are well within
the limits of economic feasibility as measured by past output. In 1925 the Nation
applied 6.5 percent of its gross national product to nonfarm residential construc-
tion, and in 1950, 4.4 percent of our national product was devoted to housing.
These were boom years. Housing investments in other years are shown in table
8 as a percentage of national product. Over an entire building cycle, 1919-35, the
average was 3.9 percent. This may be assumed to be a reasonable normal ratio
of housing investment, one which can be increased substantially in favorable
years.

With the sustained economic growth assumed in this report, national income
should increase steadily. If this increase is continued at substantially less
than the rates of recent years, our gross national product should reach the levels
shown in table 9. The annual rate of growth here used declines from 3.6 percent
per year to 2.1 percent per year over the period in the low estimate and is stable
at 3.5 percent per year in the moderate estimate. This latter rate of growth cor-
responds to that used by the President's Materials Policy Commission in its pro-
jection of future economic growth.'

It is assumed that prices will be stable over this period, and that the average
dwelling unit cost can be held to $8,000 or less. This assumes that building vol-
ume will include a relatively high proportion of low and moderate cost units.
These assumptions are substantially below current average house prices. Build-
ing costs used in production analysis are well below home prices used in con-
sumer cost analysis. Farm construction is excluded from table 8 but is included
in table 9. Modernization expenditures are therefore excluded from the latter
table.

Even at relatively slow rates of growth, housing goals can be achieved at the
1919-35 ratio of residential investment and at substantially below the 1950 rate.
At the rates of economic growth of the last 2 decades, the expenditures for hous-
ing would be reduced to 3.2 percent. In short, if we continue to spend no more of
our income than we have in the past, and if our economy continues to grow at a
steady rate, we can afford to build from 2 million to 2.4 million homes per year in
the next 15 years. Under favorable circumstances, lower ratios of expenditure
will produce even more housing than these estimates require.

16 The Fortune estimate includes maximum demands (not needs) as shown in the table.
Its estimated minimum demand of 1.1, 1.6. and 1.8 million units in successive 5-year periods
relates to market demand rather than replacement and new need.

17 U. S. President's Materials Poliev Commission, Resources for Freedom, Washington,
1952, vol. 1, pp. 1-10; vol. 2, pp. 96-113.
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TABLE 6.-Projections of substandard dwellings remaining in use at various levels
of construction and rehabilitation, 1955-70

[In millions]

Substandard dwellings remaining
in use

Annual construction and rehabilitation volumes

1955 1960 1965 1970

Niw construction: 1,200,000 units, 1955-60; 1,400,000 units, 1960-70 15 14 15 17
Rehabilitation: 400,000 units, 1955-70-
New construction: 1,400,000 units, 1955-60; 1,600,000 units, 1960-70 15 13 13 14
Rehabilitation: 400,000 units, 1955-70-
New construction: 1,600,000 units, 195.50-; 1,800,000 units, 1960-70 15 12 10 9
Rehabilitation: 400,000 units, 1955-60; 600,000 units, 1960-70-
New construction: 2,000,000 units, 1955-65; 2,400,000 units, 1965-70 15 10 7 5
Rehabilitation: 400,000 units, 1955-60; 600,000 units, 1960-70-

TABLE 7.-Various estimates of housing need, converted to comparable basis,
1955-70

[In millions]

Organization 1955-6 1960-65 1965-70

American Federation of Labor -2.1
Adjusted for farm housing 2 2.3

Fortune Magazine 3 ------- - - 1. 4 1.6 1. 8
Adjusted for farm housing 2 -1.6 1. 8 2.0

Housing and Home Finance Agency ' -1.4 .
Adjusted for farm housing 2 -1.6 .

National Association of Home Builders 5 -_-__-__-_-__-___-___-__-___ 1. 4 2.0 ' (2.0)
Adjusted for farm housing - 1. 6 2.2-

National Association of Real Estate Boards 7 -1.5-
Adjusted for farm housing 2 1.7-

National Housing Conference 8__ _-------- __-___-________-__-__-__ 2.0 2.3 2. 4
Twentieth Century Fund 9 -1. 8 .
United States President's Materials Policy Commission 10 - -1. 6

Adjusted for farm housing 2 .1.8

' Statement of the A. F. of t. Executive Council, Chicago, Aug. 12, 1953, p. 3.
2 200,000 dwellings per year added for farm housing. This is the low estimate of farm housing needs pre-

pared by the Housing and Home Finance Agency, cf. note 4.
3 Fortune, February 1954, pp. 103-104. This estimate is for market demand. A lower estimate is also

presented. See text note.
4 How Big Is the Housing Job? Washington, 1951, p. 13. The adjustment for farm housing is based upon

p. 14.
'National Association of Home Builders Correlator, February 1954, pp. 4-6. The statement does not

explicitly refer to farm and nonfarm housing, but is based upon nonfarm data. This estimate excludes
750,000 dwellings for rehabilitation in lieu of replacement dwellings which are included in other estimates.
Thus comparative figures might better be 2, 2.5 for nonfarm construction. The report cals for 2 million new
or "new condition" dwellings per year.

' After 1970, estimate is for 2 million per year for additional new dwellings. No estimate of rehabilitation
or replacement after 1965.

7 Speech of Charles B. Shattuck, president, National Association of Real Estate Boards, New York
Times Nov. 11, 1953, p. 48. The text indicates that the reference is to housing demand, not need. It is
estimated that there is demand for 1.1 to 1.4 milion dwellings. The figure quoted above is therefore the high
demand.

' Farm housing included. Rehabilitation of 0.4 to 0.8 milion dwellings excluded since these do not add
to supply.

9 Manuscript of forthcoming edition of America's Needs and Resources, 3. Frederick Dewhurst and
Associates, Twentieth Century Fund, to be published in the fail of 1954.

'° Resources for Freedom, Washington, 1952, vol.1 and vol. II. This estimate is the volume requiredfor
the entire period 1950-75. The estimate is presumably lower in the early years and higher in the later years

MARKETING 2 MILLION HOMES A YEAR

The marketing of 2 million homes a year will present real challenges to the
housing industry and to Government. Data are lacking on many of the most
important variables which will affect the willingness of people to buy or rent new
homes. These include changes in the distribution of inccmes, mobility, the in-
come and price elasticity of demand for housing, and the extent of the required
or desired movements to suburban areas.

Intensive research on housing markets is necessary if we are to achieve our
housing goals in an orderly way. Despite these limitations in our knowledge
concerning the housing market, some broad relationships may be outlined with
respect to the immediate future.
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TABLE S.-Gross nationoaZ product aeld new residential constructi on, selected years-

[Billions of dollars]

Gross New nonfarm
Year national residential Percent

product construction

1919-35 average I --- 8----- ----------------- - $73. 3 $2.9 3. 9
1939 2 - 187. 9 7.1 3.S
1940 2 - 205. 7 7. 6 3. 7
1950 2 320.1 14.1 4.4
151 2 -343. 6 11. 5 3. 3

' American Housing, Twentieth Century Fund, appendix C, table 13.
2 Economic Report of the President, 1954, table G-2. Prices are in 1953 dollars.

There appears to be a wide measure of agreement that approximately 1
million to 1.2 million homes can be sold or rented under economic conditions
similar to those of 1953 and with the then available FHA and VA credit aids.
Leaders of the National Association of Home Builders, the National Associa-
tion of Real Estate Boards and other trade organizations have expressed such
judgments repeatedly during the past year." These estimates accord with
projections in the forthcoming Twentieth Century Fund study.

Table 10 shows the income distribution of families of 2 or more persons in
1949-51 and also shows 42 million families distributed in proportion to 1951.
The startling increase in incomes between 1949 and 1951 with its consequences
for future housing markets are apparent. The number of families with incomes
over $4,000 increased from 10.7 million in 1949 to 16.8 million in 1951. T'his
should indicate at least 20 million such families before 1960, which might
sustain a market of 1 million homes a year. In addition there are demands
created by single persons, undoubling and mobility.

Iliportance of fill emlployinellt

Table 10 also emphasizes the direct relationship between full employment aild
housing markets. Any slackcening in employment or economic growth tending
to recreate the income distribution of 1949 would sharply reduce the possibilities
for sustaining large v0olumes of new home sales and rentals. It would normally
result in price declines, decreases in construction and increases in vacancies
which would defer or prevent the development of an adequate housing supply
and the replacement of substandard housing.

TABLE.-Projections of gross national prodluct aCid new resilelttial COnlstrulction,

1955-70

Average projected
gross national Number Percent of gross

Period product (billions) of new Gross cost 3 national product
Period _______________________ dowellings (billions)

(millioiss)
Low' Moderate 2 Low Moderate

1955-59 $416 $431 2.03 $16.1 3.9 3.8
1960-64 472 508 2.28 18.2 3.9 3.6
1965-69 - - - 534 604 2.40 19. 2 3.6 3.2

' Gross national product increased from $390 billion in 1955 by a constant amount of $12 billion-or at a
rate declining from 3.6 percent to 2.1 percent per year.

2 Rate assumed by the Paley Commission. Gross national product increased by 3.5 percent per year
(the 1925-50 rate).

3 Assuissed cost per dwelling is $8,000.

IS Cf. National Association of House Builders. NAHB Correlator, February 1954. ppI 4-6,
and New York Times, January 22. 1954, p. 44: National Association of Real Estate Boards,
speech of Charles B. Shattuck. president, New York Tinies, November 11, 1953, P. 48
Miles L. Colesins, New York Times, November 13, 1953, p. 42.
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TABLE 10.-Fatily isncoste distribution, 1.91,9-51

[millions of families]

1951 income
Nonfarm Nonfarm distribution

Nonfar9 N m19512 applied to
194091 95 future non-

farm families

UUnder $2.000 ------- 10.0 5.6 6.8
$2,000 to $3,000 6. 4 5.1 6.2
$3,000 to $4,000 ---- ----------------- 6. 6 7. 2 8.7
$4,000 to $6,000 - -6. 8 10.0 12.1
$6,000 to $10,000 --------------------- --- 3. 8 5. 4 6. 6
$10,000 and over 1.1 1.4 1. 6

Total ------------------------- 34.7 34.7 42. 0

X Unpublished tabulations of o-ncr- and renter-occupied units, United States census, 1950. Families not
reporting certain housing items are excluded from the tabulations.

2 United States census, series P-60, No. 12, 1953. These are families of 2 or more persons, and exclude
single-person families. The former are believed to be more representative of heads of households shown
in the first column.

TABLE 11.-Family incomes, 1951, and incomes of buyers of new ttJlA-inusred
houses, 1952

1951 income Distribu-
__________________ 1952 FHA tion of15FtA homes

housnew requiring
2 or more buyers less than

All families persons 20 percent
of income3

Percent Percent Percent Percent
Under $2,000 -- --- ------------------------- 25.0 16.2 --- --
$2,000 to $3,000 0------------ 15.4 14.7 2.9 0. 2
$3,000 to $4,000 ---- ----------- 18.9 20. 8 30.1 17.9
$4,000 to $6,000- 24. 4 28. 8 41. 4 39. 5
$6,000 to $10,000 - - ----- ------- 12.9 15. 6 4 22. 6 37.1
$10,000 and over - - 3.8 3. 0 4 3.0 5. 2

Total -100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

I United States Census, PC-60, No. 12,1953.
2 HHFA Annual Report, 1952, p. 300.
3 Computed from idem.
4 Data adjusted to fit class interval.

Current marketing practices are revealed by table 11 which, shows the dis-
tribution of incomes of families of two or more persons in 1951 in contrast to
the incomes of buyers of new FHA-insured homes." The table indicates that
substantially no homes were sold to families in income groups comprising 30
percent of all families and that only a third of FHA buyers were in income groups
representing over half of the market. This is not fully representative of all
new residential construction since it appears that non-FHA homes include more
higher-I)riced homes, and more lower-priced homes, although most of the latter
may not meet FHA standards and many of thenm may be substandard when
built. In addition, a very large proportion of FiA homes in the lower price
brackets are purchased by families who will spend more than 20 percent of
their income for housing. Indeed, some of these families are spending nearly
50 percent of their incomes for housing. Of the FHA buyers with incomes be-
tween $200 and $2.50 per month. 97 percent wvere spending more than 20 percent
of their income for housing. A safe rule would be that families should not
spend more than 20 percent of their incomes for housing and most families above
the lowest income groups spend substantially less than this ratio. The average

ID Data are sec. 203 homes. Similar income data are not available for other titles. The
price distribution of all FHA new units is wider than that here used.
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VITA sale requires 19.7 percent or less of the purchaser's income for all housing
expenses."

Hig/u ratio of hoo sing expense risky
These FHA-insured sales are not necessarily unsound since they apply to few

families numerically (less than 30,000 units below $3,600 income levels in 1952)
and many of these families are clearly living from accumulated funds or are
families whose homes are being purchased for them by others. It would be
socially unwise and economically disastrous, however, if any substantial pro-

portion of our families began to purchase or rent homes which required such

high expenditures for housing as to prevent normal expenditures for food,

clothing, medical expenses, and other necessities.
If purchases involving more than 20 percent of income for housing are ex-

cluded from the FHA experience table, the results would be more representative
of the sales and rental possibilities of enlarged private housing production under
present Government-aid systems. This distribution is shown in the third column
of table 11. Limitations of the data are described above. This column suggests
that 80 percent of new private construction is produced for income groups rep-
resenting half of the market.

If actual ratios of income to housing expense were to be utilized, these con-
clusions would be even more apparent. In addition it should be noted that
national housing market data tend to set low-priced homes of the South and
West against relatively higher incomes of the North and East. When new house
prices are compared with family incomes on a city basis, we rarely find situa-
tions in which homes are offered at prices within the means of more than 40 per-
cent of the families; and these are in the main already well housed and not in
the market in any urgent sense for a new home.

Finally, many families in these middle and lower income groups cannot use
the lowest priced houses produced because such homes are universally 2-bedroom
homes and most of our families have more than 1 child. The disparity between
incomes and housing prices is thus widened further by the factors of location
and family size.

A second approach to the problem of marketing a high volume of new homes
is summarized in table 12. The method here used is a modification of the method
developed by the National Housing Agency in its 1944 projection of housing
needs. Basically, it involves a filtration of the 1950 supply, elimination of losses
due to clearance and demolition, and the addition of new units during the 1950-54
period. The result is subtracted from a future distribution based upon current
or past experience. Limitations in available data and in the number of market
factors which can be treated in the model suggest that this method can be used
only to identify broad magnitudes and relationships and should not be used to
forecast actual market trends.

Market for high-priced houses will decline
The method does suggest these important conclusions:
1. The current excessive production in higher priced houses, i. e., those priced

to sell or rent at monthly costs of $75 or more, will materially narrow the mar-
ket for such homes in future years. To the extent that these homes filter down
to lower prices, they may create a surplus under unfavorable conditions. This
could result in excessive filtration of higher priced units and marketing problems
for new homes.

2. There is a very large market for homes at prices and rents ranging from
$60 per month downward, a market which could account for over 3 million units
in the next 5 years. This is the market now not served by either private or
public housing. In northern cities, it consists roughly of homes in the range of
$40 to $60 monthly, and in southern areas, $25 to $50 monthly.

20 FHA data on monthly housing expenses and income-expense ratios have been used
throughout this report. These data have been criticized as understating housing expense.
Despite this weakness, these data are among the best and most consistent in the field, and
the only adequate source on this subject. Wider publication of local data by FRA would
be a distinct service.
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TABLE 12.-Projections of nonfarm housing needed by price class with low filtra-
tion and clearance rates and high construction volume, 1955-60

[In millions]

Dwellings Dwellings
needed with needed with

Rent or monthly housing cost 1949 income 1951 income
distribution of distribution of
1960 families 2 1960 families I

0 to $20 - -2. 3 1.5
$20 to $30 1.8 1.1
$30 to $40 -- - 1.6 .9
$40 to $50-------------------------------- 1.8 1.0
$50 to $60 - - .9 .9
S60 to $75 ------.--------------- - 4.2 .6
$75 to $100 _- -41.6 (51.2) .6 (5 3.4)
$100 and over ---- 2.2 (-. 6) 2.2 (-.6)

Total - --------------- - -- - ------------------------ ----- 8.8 8.8

I See text note for results of alternative assumptions regarding filtration. Other assumptions, demolition
of 2.5 million substandard dwellings, 5% filtration, moderate current losses, 6 million dwellings built 1950-54
and 8.8 million dwellings required 1955-59.

2 The 1960 families distributed by classes of rents and prices paid in 1950.
3 The 1960 families distributed by classes of rents and prices paid in 1950 and adjusted upward for changes

in income between 1949 and 1951.
4 Negative quantities imply surpluses in the classes indicated. This presumes rapid filtration, price

declines, and reduction of building In these price classes and the price classes immediately above.
5 Under alternative assumptions regarding filtration. See text note.

TABLE 13.-Increases in mortgage holdings, 1950-58; new residential construction
and projections, 1954-58

FHA
FHA estimate

19501 1952 1 1953 2 estimate 3 additional
1954-58 funds

available 4

Increases in mortgage holdings (billions) ---------- $7. 5 $6. 9 $7.1 $5. 5 $3. 5
New dwellings built (millions) -1. 4 1.1 1.1 1. 0 (450)
Average requirement -$5,400 $6,300 $6, 500 $5, 500 ($7, 800)

I IIHFA, Housing Statistics, January 1953, p. 23.
2 FEA Prospective Level of Residential Construction and Availability of Mortgage Money, 1954-58,

table 6.
3 Ibid, table 5. Estimate is for average year in this period.
4 Computed from ibid. tables S and 6. Assumed average mortgage amount is the marginal rate assumed

by FEHA table.

3. Unless full employment and a steady rate of economic growth are main-
tained, there will appear positive surpluses in some price ranges, accompanied
by softening of markets which will jeopardize all private housing production.
On the other hand, a maintenance of full employment conditions could produce
substantially greater markets than those shown in the table. Housing markets
are highly sensitive to changes in family incomes.

4. There remains a large need for housing for low-income families, a need
which is increased by 50 percent under less than full-employment income distribu-
tions. This need is at price and rent levels far below any which private construc-
tion can approach.

5. Other models of future income distributions suggest that very high levels
of housing production could be maintained in all price classes if rates of redis-
tribution of income comparable to those which occurred in 1949-51 could be
repeated.

6. A stable demand for about 400,000 units of higher-priced homes appears in
all estimates based upon this method. If the method overstates needs in the
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higher price groups, this demand will appear in the price groups of $70 to $100
per month, just below the levels shown in the table.'

M1ust serve middle- and lowver-income groups
These conclusions support the views widely recognized by industry leaders

that future construction must serve the broad middle- and lower-income groups
if it is to be maintained at high levels. Under favorable economic conditions,
there appears to be a sustained demand for no more than 1 million dwellings a
year in the price classes now produced by industry with current Federal aids.
In addition, there appears to be a need for approximately .500,000 units a year in
price classes below the levels now served by the industry with present credit
aids, and for 200,000 to 300,000 units per year for families requiring public hous-
ing. These nonfarm needs are supplemented by farm needs of unknown price
distribution of 200,000 to 300,000 units per year.

FINANCING 2 MILLION HOMES PER YEAR

Both the construction and the marketing of new residential construction will
depend upon the availability of an adequate supply of construction and mortgage
funds on terms which will meet the needs of the industry and of consumers. The
Federal Housing Administration prepared an estimate for the President's Ad-
visory Committee on Government Housing Policies and Programs of the probable
mortgage fund requirements for the period 1954-58, and probable volume of
savings available for mortgage lending.2

These estimates are extremely conservative. They assume construction of
only a million new units per year 2 and a decline in the total volume of mortgage
lending,2 even under assumed conditions of prosperity in the rest of the economy.
Selected measures from this report are presented in table 13. The average
mortgage requirement is not to be interpreted as a function of prices alone. It
is a product of the aggregate volume of new savings, repayments on existing
mortgages, the volume and amount of mortgage loans on new and existing
housing, and prices on new and existing homes.

The same study estimates that $9 billion annually will be available for new
mortgage loans of which $5.5 billion will he utilized by the low level of con-
struction assumed. This would leave unutilized $3.5 billion. In the last column
of table 13 these funds have been applied to FHA's estimate of the average
mortgage amount for new homes during the period. At this amount, funds would
be available to finance an additional 450,000 units per year, or a total of 1,450,000
units per year.

The FHA estimate of new savings is probably low and the implication of its
*assumed low volume of construction is that mortgage interest rates wvill decline
sharply and that funds will be readily available. If these estimates of available
funds prove correct, full utilization of such funds would tend to hold interest
rates at higher levels. Thus even if savings available for mortgage loans (but
a small part of total savings) were assumed to average somewhat higher than
the FHA estimate, such funds would probably not be available freely and on
favorable terms at construction volumes exceeding 1.5 million new units per
year under current institutional arrangements for savings and mortgage lending.
Afore mortgage frunds needed

These considerations suggest that under conditions of prosperity, ample mort-
gage funds may be available on favorable terms through existing channels for
1.2 to 1.4 million units a year. Additional flows of money will probably be re-
quired to meet housing goals of 1.2 million nonfarm units a year in the next few
years, and in part to meet farm goals.

21 The method assumes that all units in the existing supply will filter by 5 percent. In
fact filtration rates will vary widely by location and price class. and recently built homes
may not filter (I. e.. suffer price or rent reductions) at all (luring the first 5 years of
occupancy. If this is assumed to be true. construction requirements in the higlhest class
interval above are sharply reduced and those in the next classes are correspondingly in-
creased. This would indicate a negative demand (-0.6) in the class over S100 tinder the
first assumption. and a substantial demand (1.2) in the $75 to $100 class. Under the
second assumption, demand in the over $100 categrory woulld be the same (-0.6) and in the
$75 to $100 class would lump to .3.4 millions. or nearly 700.000 units a year.

22 Prospective Level of Residential Construction and Availability of Mortgage Money.
1945 55. Federal HTousina Administration, 1953. These estimates and the following text
deal with nonfarm financing.

3 Ibid.. pp. 4, 12, and 13.
2 Ibid., table 5.
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The prospective large volume of savings, increases in corporate savings to
meet corporate investment requirements, and reductions in defense financing
requirements suggest that ample funds will be available in fields which have not
financed housing construction in recent years. These include particularly insti-
tutional savings which have been utilized for corporate investments and institu-
tional and personal savings which have been going into Government bonds. The
fuller utilization of these savings channels may be expected to provide funds on
terms acceptable to the housing market. If funds are to be diverted directly
from other sources, the implied increases in interest rate would make impossible
the marketing of larger volumes of new construction.

These conclusions are consistent with the marketing requirements suggested
in the preceding section. A substantial market appears to exist in the higher
income levels for new honmes at rents and monthly prices corresponding to the
present output of the industry. If larger volumes are to be produced, they must
be produced at prices and on terms which will be available to income groups
substantially below those now in the market for new homes. If such terms are
available, and only if such terms are available, it will be possible to obtain the
goal of a decent home in a suitable living environment for every American
family.

(William L. C. Wheaton received his A. B. from Princeton University, his
Ph. D. from the University of Chicago. He has worked in municipal, county,
State, and Federal agencies and served as special assistant to the Administrator
of the former National housing Agency and the present Housing and Home
Finance Agency. He was formerly chairman of the department of regional
planning at Harvard University. He is now professor of city planning in the
department of land and city planning of the University of Pennsylvania. A con-
sulting city planner and a member of the American Institute of Planners, Dr.
Wheaton is also a vice president of the National Housing Conference.)

STATEMENT BY WILLIAM ZECKENnORi, PRESIDENT OF \VEBI & KNAPP, INC.

This problem, which afflicts most of the older cities of the United States, falls
into 'many categories, each of which is related to the particular situation that
uniquely affects each community, there being no single state of facts that is
identical in any two cities. There are certain common denominators, however,
that affect all communities of the aging variety; they are as follows:

(1) Downgrading of central areas due to a so-called trend to decentralization.
This is often aggravated by the physical condition of the buildings in such zones
since, in the opinion of the owners, they are not bad enough to tear down and
not good enough to justify substantial capital reinvestment for upgrading.

(2) Most of these communities are plagued by parasitelike types of incorpo-
rated and unincorporated towns or villages ringing the periphery of the central
city. The populations of these centers are the recipients of the benefits of the
downtown area through employment, central community urban service facilities,
rapid transit, and many other costly benefits paid for by the central community
and not reimbursed by the dwellers of the satellite areas. State and municipal
legislatures might well carry out objective studies to determine whether or not
sound fiscal and social policy should dictate the reincorporation of such periph-
eral communities into the whole.

(3) Growth of urban centers without direction has resulted in two major
voids: (a) Inadequate highway and parking facilities to cope with the auto-
mobile; (b) lack of overall planning with the power of implementation.

This master planning is important unless it can accurately state the case for
the individual community. Before it can intelligently plan for anything, the
comrAunity through self-analysis must discover its potentialities, its possibilities,
and its limitations. To know what it wants to become implies that it is aware
of its function in the national orbit. Obviously, Pittsburgh, however ambitious,
would not endeavor to become like Los Akngeles, nor would Los Angeles wish to
emulate New York City, and surely New York City would not try to appear like
Denver. Each of these communities has a distinctly separate function in the
overall national picture, each having uniquely important contributions to make
and a separate and fascinating personality of its own. All master planning
should be done with forward-looking, broad-range perspective, courage, and
daring, balanced against a knowledge of what financial capacity will permit it
to achieve.
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The most important single source of civic revenue is real-estate taxation.
It therefore must be recognized that the future of any community's real estate
is of the utmost importance to it. It is not far from the mark to state that
basically every community is in the real-estate business because its ability to
meet its obligations and to go forward are related to the soundness of its
real estate.

This statement is made, based upon the pure direct economics of the essential
part played by real-estate taxation which does not obviate or minimize the
sociological results from better or poorer real-estate improvement as the case
may be. Unfortunately, the cost of city maintenance for police, fire, sanitation,
health, and general community morals is higher from the slum and downgraded
areas, and out of all proportion to the ability of such zones to contribute to the
city treasury. These indirect but equally important effects are to be weighed
in considering this problem along with direct realty taxation.

Every community and owner of real estate in the urban areas should take
note of what is being done through Federal legislation to provide incentives
looking toward renewing the slum and rundown zones within our cities. I
would like to say 2 things on this point: (1) that existing Federal aid is ample
to spur redevelopment, provided redtape is cut to a minimum; (2) the com-
munity should act on its own and not wait for the Federal Government to.solve
a problem which so intimately affects the city's tax base and therefore its
future. The Federal legislation of 1954 is, of course, geared to induce the com-
munity to do just this, and I believe this policy will bring private capital into
the job.

The writer has devoted some years of study to this subject, and believes he
has basic solutions to certain of these major problems. Amplification of these
solutions would take more time than is allowed in this requested 5-minute-intro-
ductory statement.

(The following materials were subsequently supplied for the
record:)

NEW CITIES FOR OLD

[From the Atlantic Monthly],

By William Zeckendorf

How can we keep cities that represent the toil and sweat and invested labor and
invested capital. of generations from becoming ghost towns? It is wonderful to
talk about going out into the country-as I see some of you have done here-to
build a perfect city on a plateau; I don't say that that is easy, but I do say that
it is much more of a challenge for somebody to tell you, "Here is a city in which
there are $5 billion or more invested. Try to save it from disintegration and
economic blight, which cannot miss if you do not do something about the core
which you are permitting to rot; never mind doing something gaily and theore-
tically about the periphery."

We are all building these wonderful means of ingress to and egress from the
central and urban areas, which simply means that we are developing easier and
easier means of escape. They are roads from, not to, because people come to the
town for reasons of necessity and leave it as fast as they can. That is the really
greatest challenge that we've got in this country. People speak of inflation and
of the results that will follow inflation, of economic and social waste and the fact
that we are going to pass on to generations to come the errors of our ways through
high debt, inflated money, dislocated economy. That is nothing compared with
what is going on by attrition; attrition in the sense that the cities of the country
are being permitted to die on the vine; cities that have been built and paid for,
cities against which billions of dollars of municipal bonds have been levied in good
faith and bought by citizens who have saved their life's labors to invest in these
municipal securities and mortgage bonds, and indirectly through the life-insurance
companies which reinvest their savings to make these cities go. If this attrition
continues, these savings are going to be wiped out.

Inflation has almost no greater threat than the threat that has taken place in
cities like Boston, one of the worst examples I know. Our firm is so concerned
about Boston that it would not buy any real estate here. It is no joke. We believe
that Boston, with its tax rate what it is, and justified because of the expense
in comparison with the potential revenue, is going to go broke.

You have already put through a semiconfiscation of private property by your
levied tax. Your tax rate is such and your assessment rate is such in the city of
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Boston that you have practically confiscated the assets already. It is not some-
thing that you have to wait around for. And the first depression will find half
the city on the town tax roll, because only the high occupancy, the extraordinary
high rents due to a scarcity resulting from an unusual situation, make it possible
to run these properties and pay the taxes and operating charges with some modest
return on the investment. You have a town here that is completely dislocated,
where your people work in one community and spend their money in another
community that pays nothing to the town in which their labors are expended.
There are other cities in this same dilemma. But Boston is an outstanding
example.

I want to talk about the possible cure. That is more important. The cure, in
my opinion, is really the greatest challenge to the imagination, much more chal-
lenging than going out in a pasture and building a city, and much more satisfying
from a constructive and a creative standpoint than abandoning the core to even-
tual ruin-anybody can do that if given enough boondoggling subsidy. But it
takes real thinking, real energy, courage, and imagination to work within the
confines of an existing problem. As a matter of fact, you will find in your expe-
rience, as you go into architectural life, that the greatest results you can get in
ingenuity are those which are dictated in alterations where the restrictions of
existing conditions force you to do things that you would never do if you had a
completely free hand. Working within limitations will often produce more
striking results, because of the provocative problems that arise, than if you have
no limitations.

Let me give you three examples of constructive developments which our firm
has put through in the heart of New York City. The first begins on the day a
broker called and offered us at a price of $700,000 the old riding academy at 66th
Street running through to 67th Street just west of Central Park West, a piece of
property consisting of some 40,000 square feet. We turned down the offer with
the-comment that it was impossible at that price-we could not afford to build
apartments in that area at that square-foot figure-to which the broker responded
that the buildings themselves were very valuable. We pointed out that we would
pay more for the property demolished than with the buildings on it, as they had
outlived their usefulness, and let it go at that.

Some weeks later I happened to be driving through 66th Street, and what
follows illustrates the old adage that it is better to be lucky than smart. Because
of a traffic jam my car was stalled in front of the academy. I decided that as
long as I was there I might as well take a look at the property. I noted that the
main building-the riding arena-was 92 by 200 with a great high vaulted ceiling
and no interior columns. I said to myself, here is a perfect place for a television
studio. Upon my return to the office I called the broker and we bought the prop-
erty at his price, $700,000 with 20 percent cash, balance on purchase money
mortgage.

We circularized all the radio companies immediately, offering the property for
television purposes, and to our dismay received letters from all declining the
proposal. This put us in the horse business. We bought 150 horses and went into
the market to buy hay and sell manure, running a regular monthly loss of $3,500
to $4,500. This went on for almost a year, when one day the phone rang and a
rather uncertain voice announced that he was Mr. B. J. Noble. Knowing by
reputation that he was the owner of the American Broadcasting Co., I promptly
told him that I had never heard of him. He said, "Some time ago you suggested
that we buy your barn for a TV station. Perhaps we'd better have a look at it."

To make a long story short, we leased the academy to him and subsequently
sold it to him at a profit of $600,000. He converted it into the most modern TV
station in the United States. Some months late when we were lunching together
at "21" he said he was going to invite me to become a director of ABC. He asked
me if I knew why, and when I replied that I did not he said, "Because you're
the first man to make money out of TV."

We had a much longer struggle in the transaction which we recently con-
summated in the 34th Street midtown shopping center of Manhattan. There we
found an unusual situation in that Macy's, which is the largest department store
in the world, doing an annual business of up to $200 million is separated from its
chief competitor, Gimbel Bros., by a single block running from the south side of
34th Street to the north side of 33d Street. It seemed to us that if a large assem-
blage of smaller properties within this block could be engineered we could re-
develop the property in the form of an arcade or through-street merchandising
so that the customers of both great merchants, as they passed back and forth
from 33d to 34th Street, could do window shopping or comparative shopping on
their way.
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Such assemblage, however, held many obstacles because of the existing leases.
There were a variety of buildings, including a firehouse, a hotel, and a theater,
all of which would have to be removed. In order to acquire the firehouse, Webb
& Knapp had to persuade the city that it was in the interest of efficiency and that
it would ease traffic if the patrol at 29th Street was combined with the one at
33d Street in a new station at 31st Street. We offered to build a new firehouse
75 feet wide in accordance with the specification of the city and exchange it on
an even basis for the 50-year-old, 50-foot firehouse standing on 33d Street. The
city agreed.

We have just signed leases with the F. W. Woolworth Co. for a new building
that will occupy part of the site of the old firehouse, the Herald Square Hotel,
and the Savoy Theater, and which will be the largest store in the Woolworth
chain throughout the United States. This new Woolworth's will serve as an
arcade; it will syphon off customers. Thus there will be a steady current instead
of the logjam which exists between nMacy's and Gimbel's: all will receive the
benefit of greater customer circulation. Incidentally, it has taken us nearly 10
years to clear the block.

Our most challenging project in Manhattan involved the land that is now
called the United Nations zone. This area runs north from 42d Street to ap-
proximately 48th Street. and east from First Avenue to the East River. It is a
rectangular section of about 500 feet east and wvest, and about 2.000 feet north
and south-roughly a million square feet.

At the time that we first heard or thought of it, the property easterly from
First Avenue from 42d to 49th was called the slaughterhouse district of New
York, and was occupied by the abattoirs of the Swift and Wilson companies.
They had been there since the 1870's or 1880's. Prior to that time it was a pest-
hole, and when it came to granting a privilege to slaughter cattle on MTanhattan,
it w-as decided that the best place for it was that pesthole area to the east. .The
slaughterhouses were built there then. They were the best that were built at
the time, and probably for slaughterhouses they were pretty good looking. But
as time vent on, the Grand Central zone came into concept, the subsurface rapid
transit was developed, and the Grand Central Station w-as conceived. That 42d
Street zone became probably the most intensive and the most interesting new
development of any urban area in the United States. It was a great tribute to
the planning and the foresight of the people who recognized its possibilities. I
don't know of anything more important in long-term thinking than what was
done at this place in the first decade of the century.

'When the old steam railroad line was submerged under Park Avenue, which
was a slum area, and air rights were built over the railroad tracks, there took
place one of the most magnificent pieces of urban redevelopment ever seen. And
it was so important and so virile that it overcame everything in its way-except
the slaughterhouses. Its zone of influence moved easterly about as far as Second
Avenue. It couldn't take in any more than that because the physical stench of
the slaughterhouses prevented it. But those slaughterhouses remained there
while they built apartment houses that rented in the 1920's for $500 and more a
room, almost within niblick shot of the slaughterhouses.

But nobody did anything about the slaughterhouses. They stayed there in-
definitely. I recall when I first vent into the real-estate business as a broker
that they said of the slaughterhouses. "They will never be sold," because nobody
could ever get a franchise to build a thing like that in Manhattan again anywhere,
even though from time to time the properties were offered to us for sale. They
never could be delivered, and every time somebody talked of it. it became a joke.

In the early part of 1.946 when a broker called up and said he wished to offer
the slaughterhouses I asked him to see one of my associates. This had been going
on in my ownvi experience for over 20 years. H-e came and went, and a few minutes
later the man to whom I had assigned him came in, and I said, 'What did that
fellow u-ant?'

"Oh," he said, "the old chestnut, slauglhterhouises."'
"I presume you gave him the usual brushoff."
Andl he said, "Yes, sure, nothing to it. By the way, he said he was related to

the Swifts."
"What ?"
"4Yes."
"Are you sure? Let's get him back here." I said.
So we got the broker back, and I said, "What makes you think you can deliver

these slaughterhouses?"
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"Well," he said, "my daughter is the sole heir to the Swift fortune and I think
I can do it."

I said, "Sit down." Which he did. I said, "What do you want for them?"
He said, "Swift and Wilson have agreed that they want $17 a square foot, take

one, take all. They have pooled their properties."
"Are you sure you can deliver?"
His reply was "Yes."
"What is the best price?" I asked.
"Seventeen dollars."
"Are you aware of the fact that the properties on the other side of First Avenue,

running up and down and westerly all the way over to Second Avenue, are selling
for $5 a square foot and less?"

He said, "I know it's a ridiculous price but that is what they want."
"Will you take back an offer of a lesser amount?"
"No," he said, "I've got to keep on offering it until I get a buyer."
I asked, "Have you offered it anywhere else?"
He replied, "No."
"Well," I said, "I'll talk about it with my associates if you'll wait a few

minutes."
So I went inside and talked with my partners.
"Here is the greatest opportunity that I have ever seen in my life," I said, "and

I never expect to see one like it again. This is the situation. Regardless of
whether the properties are selling for $5 per foot, $1 per foot, half a dollar a foot,
$3 a foot, around this area that they want $17 per foot for, that has nothing to
do with it. The only reason they are selling for $4 a foot or $5 a foot is because
the slaughterhouses are here. If you can think in pro forma terms of X, the
slaughterhouses, there is no excuse for the $5 land and there is no excuse for the
$17 land. The whole thing is worth $50. Actually, by eliminating the abomina-
tion, you can pull the whole thing up by its own bootstraps."

A very simple rule of real-estate economics. It was so centrally located, so
beautifully located, with the site and size and dimensions of the property such
that there were limitless potentials. Regardless of whether you could see them
all the way through to the end at first view, you knew that they were there.
"Therefore," I said, "I advocate buying the property for $17 a foot." Which we
did. We also bought the $5 land. We bought some land for less, some for as little
as $1 a foot.

There was one fellow, an Italian, who had put his life saving into a purchase
for $10,000 of the only outstanding property on the east side of First Avenue
that did not belong to the slaughterhouses. That was the northeast corner of
42d Street. Fifty by one hundred-$10,000. That is $2 per foot. We sent the
broker over to buy that property, and his wife said she wouldn't sell it for less
than $12,000. He came back and said, "Wife wants thirteen !" I said, "Buy it."
This little dialogue went on between the broker and wife until finally we paid
her $100,000. And that piece of real estate today would be worth a minimum of
$500,000. A minimum! It would be a bargain at that price.

And it all happened the moment we said, there are no slaughterhouses. Just
soy it. Wipe them out with a piece of rubber. Here is the new concept of this
development-this Grand Central zone at the East River point. Seventeen dollars
a foot was meaningless. So was anything else. When you have a plot that size,
located that way in an urban area, the values are almost infinite, limited only
by your imagination, your courage, your ideas and your ability to execute them.

We had a concept for the development of what is now the United Nations area
which was very much publicized. That concept arose after much study in which
Mrs. Zeckendorf was a great aid because her thinking from a woman's viewpoint
was of enormous help in projecting the residential phase of this development,
which started commercial at the south and wound up residential at the north
end at Beekman Place. We developed this plan, and the plan came into model
form and was given a lot of publicity. On December 6, 1946, I read in the paper
that the United Nations were going to Philadelphia because they were unwilling
to go to the Flushing 'Meadows that New York offered them, they were rejected
in the Westchester-Greenwich area where they wished to go, and the Russians
had said that no "first class" diplomat would go to San Francisco. That morning
I told Mrs. Zeekendorf that I was going to put those birds on the platform. And
she said, "What birds on what platform?" And I said, "Those U. N. birds on
the platform on the East River."

I called the mayor that day and he said, "What's your idea?"
58422-55--54
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I said, "I hereby offer you-" I said, "Do you want to keep those fellows in
New York?"

And he said, "Yes, I'd give anything to do that."
"Well," I said, "put this down. I'll offer you 17 acres of land on the East

River from 42d Street north at any price the United Nations wish to pay. That
will be their new home."

Now, the important thing about this whole thing is the value of the visualiza-
tion of a concept. Thanks to Life magazine, a few other magazines, and a lot of
newspapers, a great deal of publicity was given to the design that we had for the
redevelopment of the area, so that when they brought around the Site Committee
of the United Nations, no two of whom spoke the same language-and they were
all ready to build a Tower of Babel-they were shown first the property and

then the visualization of the plan. They saw this development along the East
River and they recognized that it could look like what they had always dreamed
of for the United Nations. I am sure that if they had just been shown those red
brick slaughterhouses with no concept, they never could have understood what
we were talking about. But they did understand it because they saw it in print.
And within 8 days, notwithstanding the 18 months of previous searching, Mr.
Rockefeller, who recognized its potential, offered the money to buy it for the
United Nations. The United Nations approved the site, and 8 days later it was
a fait accompli.

When it came to the development of an approach to the United Nations-a
monumental boulevard that was going to be grand enough, beautiful enough,
functional enough, as would be warranted by such a basic conception-we pro-
posed a minimum concept for redevelopment. We said that as a minimum the
city should do the following: it should use its power of eminent domain, its right
to redevelop communal area, and it should resell the surrounding zones so that
the benefits of automatically increased valuation would go to the community and
not to the guys who did nothing to get it. That may sound communistic or
socialistic. But I cannot see any reason why the people who own those cold-
water tenements in the area of the United Nations should be permitted to get a
free ride or to hold up indefinitely, at their own will and whimsey, the redevelop-
ment of an area that should be rededicated.

We presented that idea to the city fathers. "Condemn the north side of 46th
Street to the south side of 49th Street from First Avenue to Third Avenue," we
said. That area would involve 6 square blocks: the north side of 46th to the
south side of 47th, the north side of 47th to the south side of 48th, and on up
to 49th; 3 blocks north, 2 blocks east and west, from First Avenue to Second,
Second Avenue to Third. Those blocks are precise, gridiron blocks, 200 feet north
and south each, roughly 800 feet east and west, and the intervening streets are
60 feet.

We said, "Take the 2 central blocks, the ones from the north side of 47th to
the south side of 48th from First Avenue to Second Avenue, from Second Ave-
nue to Third Avenue, which means a strip 200 feet long and 1,600 feet wide plus
the intervening street beds of 60 feet each, the street bed of 48th and the street
bed of 47th. You have 120 feet of street bed, 200 feet of block, or 320 feet north
and south by 1,600 feet east and west. Redesign that for a.great boulevard:
320 feet is 230 percent of New York's widest street, Park Avenue, which is 140
feet. Let that be a great boulevard for pedestrians and for the well-designed
traffic, with subsurface traffic and subsurface parking. And then you will wind
up with these 4 blocks which you also condemned, from the north side of 46th
to the south side of 47th, and the north side of 48th to the south side of 49th.
Then take those 4 blocks, rezone them, dictate what may and may not be built,
and say that they shall now go up at auction to the highest bidder, providing
they are built that way. To assure you, the city, that you will take no loss
for your speculation in having bought 6 blocks, but that you will get the 2 central
blocks, plus the streets that you are going to use for this great boulevard, abso-
lutely for nothing, we will guarantee to make a bid ourselves for a minimum
figure which will equal 120 percent of the assessed valuation of all 6 blocks.
land and buildings. That 120 percent is what we shall pay for the 4 blocks, so
that you get the 2 blocks for free."

I also proposed that the 4 blocks should have levied against them a land
assessment which would equal the full tax assessment of all the land. of all the
buildings, of all 6 blocks, and that any improvements on top of that should
be levied at the regular rate of assessment. The pro forma value of those 4
blocks fronting on that communal way and their plotage assembly value, which
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has been achieved by a single condemnation, is so vast as to make it a good
real-estate investment for hard money, not boondoggling money. Here is a case
where two-thirds is greater than three-thirds. Here is a case exactly like the
situation with the slaughterhouses at $17 a foot against $5 surrounding land
value. It is a subtle redevelopment by a new concept, and the center of New
York could have been vastly improved at no one's expense, not even at the ex-
pense of the fellows who were condemned, because they would have gotten more
than they ever dreamed of getting at 120 percent of assessed value. The city
fathers made one of the greatest mistakes of their lives when they turned us
down, but we are still hopeful they will come to their senses and reverse their
decision before the opportunity is wholly lost.

Again it comes back to concepts. I don't believe that cities are lost unless we
are prepared to abandon them. The present tendency indicates that we are
ready to abandon them. I deplore that. I think that if any great challenge
exists in this country for the architects and designers, the real-estate economists
and builders, the urban redevelopers and the city planners, it is the saving of a
city.

I am not against decentralization. I think every new means of transporta-
tion that comes along in the progress of mechanized development causes farther
and farther flung communities. I believe those communities have to go out to
meet the problem that arises from the new mode of transportation. But I do
not believe it is necessary to have cities die on the vine and rot at the core. I
think they can be things of beauty, light, and economic functionalism; but they
have got to be attacked by a combination of three kinds of thinkers: The real-
estate economist, the designer and engineer, and the city planner and civic
thinker.

BAKED BUILDINGS

(By William Zeckendorf)

I should like to explore the relation between real-estate economics and archi-
tecture. I hope the time is coming when we shall have a much closer harmony
between the arts and the engineering on the one side and the economics of real
estate on the other.

On the one hand, we have people who build buildings. The so-called builders
are interested in three phases of their activity: First, to buy a piece of land
as inexpensively as possible; second, to conceive and execute a building as
cheaply as possible-and I do not mean that in the flattering sense of the word;
and third, to borrow the maximum that they can borrow, and subsequently either
retain or sell the property. If they retain it, they retain it until it falls in by its
own failure, from economic pressure; or else they sell it to someone who thinks
he can make it work out. And, on the other hand, we have the aesthetic people
of the architectural and engineering life, who are capable of thinking in very
broad terms and producing things of importance-real contributions to art-
but who fail to understand the down-to-earth essentials of real-estate economics.

I think it is just as fundamental for an architect to have a working knowledge
of economics as it is to have an understanding of the classical, the traditional,
and the modern concepts of art and architecture. Whatever education in the
field of engineering is given him, until he understands the economic function
and the size of buildings, I say be is no architect, he's an academician. On the
other hand, to permit builders to go on, with no consideration except price, to
erect whatever their fancy dictates, without regard to what they do to the
neighbor who lives next door, brings about a potential form of iconoclasm which
is injurious to the entire neighborhood and seriously impairs the, general eco-
nomic structure of the community in which they build.

It is a curious thing that in the great depression of the thirties, it was the
buildings that were mortgaged for the greatest amount by the most speculatively
minded builders, who were interested chiefly in borrowing the maximum and
building for the least cost, and whose costs of operation were the highest, and
whose vulnerability was the most pronounced-those buildings were the first to
fall. As they fell into the hands of creditors, they undermined the sounder and
more conservative investments, because when something goes through.the bank-
ruptcy court, there is no bottom. The receiver rents for what he can get; he
rents at whatever price he has to take to fill his vacancies because he is not inter-
ested in any other way; and the more conservative man who borrowed a smaller
amount and built more wisely finds himself in competition with a mortgage that
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has been wiped out. As a result, his equity is wiped out too because his rents are
undermined when he has to compete with bankruptcy renting.

This is a hard-boiled approach, but it brings home the extent to which even
the toughest investor who is not interested in the esthetic side, who is not inter-
ested in anything relating to beauty or functionalism, but who thinks only in
terms of the conservative-how very much concerned this investor is with the
general subject of having buildings built by builders who are interested in some-
thing that is functional, beautiful, and soundly economic, and designed by archi-
tects who understand the investor's problem and who, therefore, do not design
buildings that are art for art's sake or merely expedient.

That is why I should like to see architectural schools make as part of their
"must" courses the subject of basic real-estate economics and construction. If
that is done, these schools will send out men who will develop this country on a
basis that we will be proud of. We may well be entering upon a golden era of
construction, when the merger of the real-estate builder-economist and the artist
and designer can be so skillfully integrated that we shall bring forth residential,
industrial, and commercial architecture which will stand the two important tests
of time: economic soundness and beauty and functionalism. If we continue as
we have been going, letting the devil take the hindmost-the builder builds for
as little as he can and borrows as much as he can and runs, and the architect
follows him-then the rebel who would design only things of great beauty can
find no clients or only a few clients who are as crazy as he is because they do not
understand. In that case, I say, we still have to wait for our golden era. But it
is not necessary to wait. Not at all.

Let us analyze for a moment the reasons why all this confusion comes about-
why it is that we do not have architecture that is both beautiful and functional,
and why we do not have buildings that are economically sound in every sense of
the word. I should pause here to make it very clear that there are exceptions to
what I have said on this subject. There are many instances of buildings which
combine beauty. functionalism. and economic soundness. But wherever you find
them the percentage in proportion to the total number of buildings erected is
infinitesimal. Therefore, I do not address myself to the few but to the many.

Let us talk first about the builder. You go to him, a speculative builder-
speculative builders build about 90 to 9.5 percent of all the things that are built
in this country for rent-and you say, "Why do you dare to build that terrible-
looking 6-story apartment house that looks as though it came out of an oven,
baked, according to a stenciled plan?"

He will say. "Well, maybe I like that and maybe I don't. Maybe I would like
to build something more beautiful and maybe I wouldn't. But that's not my
business. My business is to build within the framework, concept, and spirit of
the FHA."

Well, I do not have to spell that out, but I shall do so for the record in a very
simple way. It means designing as cheaply as possible, borrowing as much as
possible, building as inexpensively as you can and never mind the rest.

The builder says, "I'm not going to take a chance and build something more
beautiful than that, something revolutionary. Maybe I do like a more modern
design. But when I take that into a lending institution and they say to me,
'What is this plan here? We've never seen that before. We'll discount that by
25 percent in the amount of a loan you've asked for'-well, that puts me out of
business. I'm not that kind of a builder." And he speaks for 95 percent of the
boys. "I have to borrow from the man who will lend me the maximum that is
permissible, and that man is the fellow who will lend me on exactly what every
predecessor building of the same character looked like and was all the way back.
Don't blame me. Blame the fellow I borrow from. Someday I'll build something
more beautiful. I'd like it perhaps. But I cannot borrow and I'm no contributor
to the general welfare of the community. If I want to give charity, I'll find my
own way to give it. But not in my business."

I am oversimplifying this, of course. But basically the fundamental philos-
ophy of the speculative builder is exactly what I've said. You try to find out
who this guy is who finances him, who limits his horizon, his vision, and his
potential.

Who is he? He is the insurance companies, the big ones and the small ones:
he is the savings banks. the building and loan companies-the impersonalized
corporations that people visualize when they see a great tall building with a
beacon on the top of it. But basically, those beacons are supported by a little
group of self-perpetuating trustees, mainly of the same social strata, and you go
talk to them. You say to a typical one, "What is the idea of financing these
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baked buildings that look like everything that was ever built before? What is
the idea of perpetuating these monstrosities?"

The trustee will say, "Who are you?"
"Well, I'm just a fellow who wants to know what is going on; why you do it.

You are in control of the purse strings. You're the fellow who calls the tune
and the other fellow dances because it is your money that makes these buildings
go. And if you say X song, they will dance X dance, over and over again until
they're dizzy. How come? Why have you made so little contribution to the
furtherance of thinking in design and execution ?"

Now here is the answer you'll get from the typical trustee. He will say to
you, "I am a manufacturer; I'm a chemist; I'm a banker: I'm a retired indus-
trialist: I'm a professor, or I'm something-something completely unrelated to
the subject specifically involved, the subject of lending money. I'm a trustee of
this institution or that institution." He will say to you, "I'm interested in
beauty. Come to may home and I'll show you beauty. But when it comes to lend-
ing, I want to bake them."

"Why do you want to bake them?"
"I want to bake them because I know that they've been baked for 25 years and

they've never failed. The six-story fiat is a good thing. You know I don't work
here. I come here without pay. I do not even get a director's fee for attending
a meeting. I'm only here because I think it's my duty to run this institution."

Of course he doesn't add that he enjoys being in association with a lot of other
fellows like him who finally got up there, or that he is filling his father's seat in
the chair that his father and his father before him filled. But he says, "I'm
here and I am going to make sure that this institution doesn't go broke. I know
there's one thing certain," he says; 44I never can be criticized for doing what has
been done before, I can't be criticized for doing something new, something that
was never done before-it might succeed: but the Lord won't spare me if it
doesn't-and I am not going to take that chance."

That is the attitude of perhaps 80 to 90 percent of the trustees of the
eleemosynary and mutual institutions that are financing the vast bulk of the con-
struction in this country. Add to that the FHA and its own completely unimag-
inative and limited scope in thinking and design, which is understandable be-
cause they are trying to protect themselves by the most minute specifications
against the chicanery of the builder who is only interested in borrowing the most
and building for the least. There you have the double hazard, these two, the
builder and the banker, on their high stools. And right between them our archi-
tecture and design fall fiat.

There are exceptions. There are provocative thinkers among the boards of
trustees, and every once in a while you will see a great new thing come out which
finally brings us a notch forward and lifts us up because the power of emulation
is something that is always with us. But it comes from such a minute number
of those who are in control of the purse strings, and is given to that very small
percentage of those who would build and who are interested in doing something
more progressive and more important, that progress is painfully slow. We are
noow building new slums for old slums, anachronistic conditions following upon
the horrors of years before, so that notwithstanding the billions of dollars that
are at our disposal we are still building approximately the same thing that we
have had in the years gone by.

There is a great and important lesson to be learned fronm this. And that is, to
find out how we can change it. I'm an optimist, perhaps too much of an optimist.
I have no doubt that we will pull out of this trough. I have no doubt that this
country will take the lead, and I believe that our time will be looked back upon
as the beginning of the greatest renaissance in design and construction that has
ever been known. To crystallize your thinking and to try to dramatize how
sluggishly, how slowly, how foolishly we are traveling down that path which
has got all its ways greased and ready for a 50,000 miles a minute move if we
can ever organize ourselves to think straight. I draw your attention to the fact
that this building industry and the real estate business are the largest businesses,
in terms of dollars employed, of any business in the world. You can talk about
automobiles or chemicals or merchandising or anything you want. I say there
is more money invested in real estate than in anything else.

You can tell the difference between a 1951 hand iron and a 1949. The difference
between a 1951 automobile and a 1929 automobile makes you turn around and
look at the one of 1929. You don't look at the 1951 one. Why? Why is that true
of hand irons? Why is it true of automobiles? Why is it true of new products
that were invented and never dreamed of before, whether they be radios or tele-
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vision sets or anything else? Every product you can name is the result of research
and design, and research in the laboratory of the great companies of America.
All the products of Johns Manville, Libby Owens, the metal companies, the air-
conditioning concerns, are available to real estate and construction, but the-
building industry is the only one where the signs of progress are slight and the-
finished products are cheap in the least flattering sense, less functional yet more
costly. Why is it we have not been able to bring housing down in cost? Today
a Ford is more beautiful, faster, more functional, much more pleasant to ride in
than a Simplex-Crane was in 1915-the Simplex-Crane that was the most expen--
sive car built at that time. The automobile industry gives us a better car today
than the best car of 1915 and for much less money.

You cannot say that about our business. Our business costs more than ever.
notwithstanding that it is the heir-and incidentally the heir without pay-of all
of the products of the laboratory. Can we blame the architect? Can we blame
the builders? Can we blame the financiers? I do not know. Perhaps they are
all to blame. Perhaps none. All I can say is that we are reaching the point very
rapidly where it is almost impossible to build a building which will pay at all
without some form of subsidy. And the FHA is a form of subsidy. And the FHA
has accounted for perhaps 80 percent of the construction in the United States for
the past 12 years.

What an indictment of an art, of an industry, and of a phase of finance! There
is an answer because there must be. We at Webb & Knapp have tried to seek
that answer by developing what we call the department of architectural research-
Headed by a brilliant young architect, I. M. Pei, this department works hand in
hand with a very active economic-minded organization of real-estate people who-
are not subsidized by anybody.

Pei and I got together to discuss a program and develop some sort of order of
priorities for the more important challenges that exist in the real-estate industry
and the architectural profession. It was obvious to me that the scope, however
wide, pointed definitely to the multiple-dwelling housing as the first job to tackle.
The reason for this was the obvious wastefulness resulting from shortsighted
thinking on the part of planners and builders through the all too rapid obso-
lescence of apartment houses. I knew from firsthand experience that buildings
25 to 30 years of age were considered old while at the same time they were struc-
turally sound and had a physical life of centuries-that the only serious deteri-
oration that takes place in fireproof buildings is in mechanical equipment such
as elevators and plumbing. With the small return available from this kind of
construction, it was apparent that the income was rarely adequate to write off
the structure by conventional depreciation methods and yet leave a satisfactory
return on the investment.

Buildings seems to wear out for two reasons, both cyclical in character. The
first reason was economic and the other sociological. As to the former, the good
flush times resulting from economic booms made it desirable to have large luxury-
type suites. The undercycle known as depression required the antithesis. Thus
in the thirties the owners of buildings found themselves unable to meet the new
demand and the would-be tenants could not afford to take the large, luxurious
apartments even at drastically reduced rents, for the simple reason of the high
cost of maintenance. The other cycle, the sociological one, occurs in every city
all over the country irrespective of economic conditions. It is the usual trend
of American residences to move from class character to mass character as the
"class" moves steadily farther and farther out, partly for snobbish reasons but
partly for the sound reason that the encroachment of the commercial aspects of
the city on high-grade residences takes place everywhere as cities grow.

This sociological cycle calls for a change in layout and type of building. But
our planning is so rigid, so inflexible, that it cannot adjust itself. If you could
change the walls around, have greater latitude in expanding or contracting space
by adding acoustical wall panels-which are better than walls a foot thick-
your building would keep abreast of the market. Families could take more space
in good times, less in bad.

Another thing we have to consider is extracting the utmost from the construc-
tion dollar by bringing together the thinking of the structural, mechanical, air-
conditioning construction engineers with the thinking of the architect before
the design is fixed, before the building is baked.

Well, I talked it over with Pei and gave him a rough idea in the form of a
sketch of a building with a core for utilities and arms reaching out with apart-
ments on them. He embodied these concepts into a spiral building which we
called the Helix.
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The result briefly is this. He gets his construction savings through a central
mechanical core in which all the utilities, air conditioning, all the pipes for
water and heat and electricity, and the elevators are located. All kitchens and
bathrooms back up on this core and tap into it.

Structurally speaking, the circle enables you to use radial reinforced concrete
wall, structural walls, as against the forest of girders in the conventional sys-
tem. You can standardize wall panels, kitchen and bathroom units. On the
periphery of the circle you can provide private terraces, 8 x 35 feet, giving every
apartment a taste of the outdoors. You get better living space for smaller
capital investment and have a building which is more likely to stay 100 percent
occupied over a long term. That, I think, meets the problem.

Webb & Knapp believe that Mr. Pei's Helix, which is the first fruit of our
laboratory, may be a forerunner of a complete change in philosophy toward de-
sign of multiple-dwelling construction And for that reason, and without con-
cerning ourselves with FHA construction thinking, or stuffed-shirt banking
thinking, or conventional architectural thinking, or art for art's sake thinking,
we are going to try this one out ourselves and take the risk that it is a good idea.
Having looked the country over from one end to the other to find the most appro-
priate site for this new design, we have bought the top of Nob Hill and shall
locate the Helix at the very apex of San Francisco. If we are fortunate, it will
be a reality in 1953-54.

We want to prove that research, an intelligent economic approach, and mod-
ern assembly methods can produce in the housing industry miracles of progress
comparable to those in any other industry in the world. And we seek this de-
velopment through reaching out for a relationship of the closest possible char-
acter between ourselves, who are real-estate men, builders, and real-estate econ-
omists, and you who are architects and designers. And we have no doubt that
we are on the right road.

CITIES VERSUS SUBURBs-A STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL

(By William Zeckendorf)

The idea of decentralization is not original with our generation. Nations, cities,
all communities work on the same principle. New York, which started at the
Battery and once had its northerly boundary at Wall Street, decentralized; they
thought they were decentralizing enormously when they got as far north as
Chambers Street and a little later, as far as the Bowery-that was the open
country. Today, of course, we know the Bowery as in a sense an outmoded,
abandoned area. With the advent of rapid transit the city decentralized still
further, but that did not mean the destruction of the city. It merely meant that
the city was growing, and enjoying the benefits of greater population and better
communications.

Distance is not space but time. A man who had to walk 10 miles to go to work
took more time than a man who today flies from New York to Chicago on a job.
Naturally, as new means of transportation and better roads are developed, more
remote places continually become accessible. The whole principle of real-estate
economics changes.

Today, however, a new and vicious development has arisen in cities throughout
the United States, which makes decentralization feared as the death knell of the
central core area. This fear will continue at least as long as we have the present
inept laws bearing on municipalities and satellite towns.

Satellite towns, which are the product of decentralization, are parasites. The
high cost of maintenance of the central core that supports the whole metropolitan
area is borne by the city, but the revenues and benefits go to the towns at the
periphery-each having its own political setup, its own separate fire department,
police department, water supply, its own mayor, its own councilmen; all a dupli-
cation of the cost of the city's core. Every satellite town saps off the buying
power, the taxing power, and the vital factors that make for a cohesive, compre-
hensive, healthy city. This is just as though the United States suddenly lost the
taxing power of California and New York through their setting up independent
operation, but continued with the central bureaucracy and cost of maintenance of
the Army and Navy, and so on. It wouldn't take very long for the United States
to go broke on such a basis, and as long as this sort of thing can be done by the
satellite towns around the mother city, we are jeopardizing the entire fiscal and
political future of our great municipalities.
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W"hat I conceive as the answer would consist of a change in the basic law, pro-
viding that municipalities have the right of unilateral incorporation or of in-
voluntary incorporation of the communities that live on them at the periphery.
The satellite communities should be forced into the large city and taxed to make
them a contributing part of the whole community.

The test as to whether a community is an independent community is simple
and obvious, and if it fails to meet the test, then it should be incorporated into
the large city. Otherwise, the township should retain its independence. This
test should be: "Can this community survive financially, socially, and economi-
cally without the benefits from the large city?" Take employment, for example.
Does the bulk of employment or earning power and other benefits come from the
mother city or is the town a self-reliant, independent community? If the
former is the case (which it happens to be in 90 percent of the satellite towns
in the immediate vicinity of large cities), then the city should have the right
to incorporate the town.

The net result would be beneficial. We could have integrated roads and
highways. We could eliminate duplication of Government officials and bring
about a vast reduction in repetitive bureaucratic setups. There could be a single
taxing power, and there could be truly comprehensive zoning and planning so
that the entire area becomes one interrelated unit. As long as we continue
growing in the present unrelated pattern where each community imposes its
own zoning and controls its own street system, and where it will do its own
taxing and waste its own money and disregard what happens to the central
core, just so long we shall have more and more confiscatory taxes by the central
city, and less and less control of central city politics by the general citizenry,
who will have abandoned the mother city to ward politics of the lowest order.
The eventual result will be financial catastrophe.

There are many horrible examples of what we are speaking about, and per-
haps the saddest of all is Boston. The present tax load on Boston real estate
is as great in proportion to its sound value as the average tax plus first mort-
gage charges on the average city throughout the United States. One might say
that already the city of Boston has gone a long way down the road toward
(onfiscation of the real property asset, including the complete subordination of
institutional first mortgages. This is merely symptomatic of the inevitable
termination of decentralized communities each playing its own game, siphoning
off the strength of the central core. There are 43 independent cities and towns
in the metropolitan Boston area. Boston's tax rate compared with tax rates
in some of the surrounding "bedroom towns," whose residents make their living
in Boston, gives some indication of the burden on the taxpayers in the mother
city. These are the 19.51 tax rates per .$1.000 of assessed valuation:

Boston…-------------$- - 2. - O M80 edford…----------------------.$49. 40
Arlington--------------------- 54.20 Mfilton----------------------- 41. 40
Belmont---------------------- .38. 00 Newton----------------------- 38. 40
Brookline --------------------- 38. 90 Winchester… ------------------- 40. 00

Another flagrant illustration of how termite communities feed on a great city
can he seen in New York Harbor. On the Jersey shore of the Hudson River,
along a 10-mile stretch running from Bayonne to Edgewater, there are piers vital
to the welfare of the harbor generally. Yet they are situated in a series of town-
ships notorious for their bureaucratic wastefulness. In communities such as
Jersey City the tax rate raises the cost of pier occupancy beyond the ability of
private ownership to pay taxes and maintain the piers and still to rent to ship-
ping concerns at rates competitive with those in other ports. In Hoboken, for
instance, a pier owned by our company has an assessed value of $622.000 and a
tax rate of 8.3 calling for annual taxes of more than $50,000. This figure renre-
sents approximately 7.5 percent of the total rental revenues. Because of lack of
earning power the value of the pier has been depressed to a point where we would
gladly sell the property for 2-5 percent of its reproduction value and less thqn half
of the city's assessment. The diversion of shipping from New York Harbor
which is now taking place can be attributed to a large extent to waterfront costs,
including pier rentals.

Many factors are involved in decentralization. The obvious one is ease of
transportation. but among others which have a potent force is sociological and
economic change. There is snob appeal: the desire of the rich or the newly rich
or the aspiring rich to disassociate themselves from those in a more modest eco-
nomic or intellectual category. The established families tend to hold themselves
above the Johnny-come-latelies. The Johnny-come-latelies soon reach the same
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category as their former "superiors," when their income improves and their
education or their children's education brings them up to acceptable country-club
standards. Fortunately the tracks can be crossed either way, and the cross-
currents soon get mixed after the third generation. As the less desirable en-
croach on the established communities of the right people, the right people move
farther out, discovering new fields and following the social leader. They leave
in their wake a void which is rapidly filled by those aspiring to the higher level,
who in turn follow their leader, abandoning what was once the best location in
the community close to the central core ("best" because it was originally selected
by the settlers for reasons of convenience) to the poorest economic and sociologi-
cal level. The result is that we have some of the worst slums within the shadow
of city Pall all over the United States. This pattern is to be found in almost every
community over a hundred years old.

These city-hall slums offer a wonderful opportunity for real-estate specula-
tion and a challenge to the entrepreneur because large-scale redevelopment at
a great profit can be achieved in the central area. But one of the worst tendencies
in redevelopment throughout the United States is to demolish slums close to the
central core after condemnation, and then to replace them with low-cost housing.
The downtown area of the cities in the United States should not be used for hous-
ing but should be devoted to high tax producing sites, to give tte cities the
greatest long-term tax benefits.

Now a city can maintain its beauty and functionalism only by determining
what it is best qualified to offer to the general economy. Where does it stand in
the national orbit? New York is an excellent example of a city that has gone a
long way toward achieving the greatest development consistent with its abilities.

First, it is a great port. Being a port, it must have great distribution and
collective transportation power. It must be able to take in the imports and dis-
tribute them through the country and collect the products from the factories and
farms of the Nation so that they can reach the distant cities of the world by
water-borne traffic. New York has made the most of the Hudson River. It has
the greatest network of railroads in the world. Back in the middle of the 19th
century it recognized the necessity of tapping the western development and was
the first to go in for an integrated group of canals to the Middle West.

Before decentralization of manufacturing took place it was a great location
for manufacture, for the processing of the world's raw materials and the distribu-
tion of the commodities which came to its door. With the decentralization of
heavy industry and a great deal of light industry, New York changed its pattern
accordingly, and rapidly became not only the distributive point but also the mer-
chandising point, leaving it to the rapidly growing industrial areas of the Nation
to do the manufacturing. New York enlarged the concept of the idea-exchange
market, financial center, executive center, cultural, advertising, and style center,
and took comfort in the fact that in spite of the loss of heavy industry and some
light industry through decentralization, it could well make on the bananas what
it was losing on the peanuts. The city realized that as fast as manufacturing
would be decentralized, just as fast would it be imperative to centralize the
market place, the idea center, and the world of finance which, in turn, would
make possible the further development of the decentralized areas.

Boston, on the other hand, failed to accommodate itself to change. Boston
held on to its old spinning mills, and its weaving and its water power, and had
the rug pulled out from under while it tried to retain plants that long since were
outmoded by competition which it could no longer meet. New York has been the
most rapidly changing of all the cities. It has proved the wisdom of abandoning
heavy industry in favor of office buildings. There is no city in the whole Nation
that has strength and solvency of office-building investments comparable to that
of the city of New York. New York gets the highest rent, has always enjoyed
the highest occupancy, and has always had the finest corporate representation.
When the world capital, the United Nations, was seeking a home, it was New
York that reached out and grabbed it, recognizing the importance to the city of
this international forum. The United Nations, seeking a city that best suited
its character and function, realized that New York was its proper home for a
long-term future: and so, finally, New York in addition to all the other things
has now become the capital of the world.

Other cities have a similar opportunity to develop within the scope of their
potential-Houston, for example, or Buffalo. MIany of them are achieving their
destinies, some unconsciously; but the moment they start to try to be or to look
like New York they are going to fail. The city of San Francisco has a distinctive
personality. The same thing is true of Los Angeles, of Atlanta, and of many
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other cities throughout the country. They must find what they can best do most
profitably in the large sense, and then readapt themselves according to this
realization.

Incorporation of the communities that live off the mother city is by far the
most important single remedial step that can be taken to stop the breakdown of
cities which we are currently pleased to call decentralization. Cities, meantime,
must make themselves more attractive; they must reattract people to the central
core. Let's say a city has analyzed its potentials. It should then take stock of
what it has to offer the people who live in it and around it, and go all out to
satisfy their fundamental demands.

In too many cities-especially in the manufacturing and industrial cities-
there is an element of grimness, a lack of balance between work and play, which
drives people out. The automobile enables people to escape, and they are no
longer trapped within a narrow radius as they were before the automobile was
invented.

Take the city of Buffalo as illustrative of this point. Basically Buffalo is a
vibrant city, strong and virile, with a tremendous growth potential, a great urge
to expand. The city is strong industrially. It has a reasonable diversification
although not as much as I like to see. If there were more interests owned locally
or more interest taken locally in the home industries, probably less of the city's
earnings would be siphoned off and spent elsewhere. But Buffalo is most de-
ficient, as I see it, in this respect: it has not devoted much of its time or thinking
to the lighter side of life for the people who are its industrial employees.

Well, what to do about it? We have the trend toward shorter hours and more
leisure time. I urge upon the many cities across the country in which this situ-
ation exists that they take a well-located site and, making the most of the desire
to eliminate blight, replace it with a development just as important as housing:
namely, a play area-a place for fun. Each city must find the best place for its
center of fun and entertainment, and since most have their share of substandard
properties close to the central core, the selection should not be difficult. Watch
the way Pittsburgh is developing its new recreation park, once a railroad yard,
at the meeting of the rivers.

I visualize these fun centers as consisting of a tremendous dancehall, bowl-
ing alleys, skating rinks, merry-go-rounds for the children, a swimming pool
for the children and one for the adults too-in short, a happy, functionally de-
signed center for dancing and exercise and entertainment. In addition to lift-
ing the morale of the people, such a place would give balance to the labor of
the men who make the basis for the city's economy. And they would say, "Let's
go to town. Let's have some fun tonight." People would feel that their city
is a great place to live in, not a great place to get away from.

Curiously enough, such a center would pay for itself. There is no type of
investment well conceived and well located and well executed which will pay
as high a return in relation to the invested capital as this sort of thing. If your
city is one that people want to come to, one of the great and important prob-
lems of your economy can be substantially solved simply through the attraction
of more and better labor. And you can reattract to the central area a large
part of the buying power that is now being lost to the nontaxpaying satellite
communities.

Atlanta, like Buffalo, is virile and dynamic, and is growing out of its breeches.
It is a great distributing city-possibly the greatest for its size in the United
States except for cities that are seaports. It is blessed with a geographical posi-
tion beyond the pull of such cities as Chicago, Washington, Philadelphia, New
Orleans. Atlanta has no important nearby competition that is going to bypass
it and leave it dying on the vine. Geography makes Atlanta's position safe if
its potential is fully exploited.

Atlanta is a great retail market as well as a secondary wholesale market.
The position of the city with respect to the many communities within its radius
is strong and growing stronger. It can draw as a magnet from farther and
farther points, thanks not the least to its merchants, who know how to offer
people things that they come for. The city is well located from the standpoint
of proximity to good labor and raw materials. Since these advantages are
correlated with a well-integrated transportation system-air, rail, and high-
way-the city should continue to grow with a strong, diversified industrial ex-
pansion in balance with the distributing, light manufacturing, and retail end.
The city has everything except water shipping and makes up for that with
railways.
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But the same thing applies to Atlanta as applies to Buffalo. All work and no
play makes Jack a dull boy. Atlanta, in my opinion, has not devoted enough
time and thought and investment of capital to entertainment and play. It
should wipe out the blighted central area and, as part of the park system, plan
-a center of fun. Atlanta should also have cultural and theatrical facilities
worthy of its potential, and it should have convention and auditorium facilities
that can handle the people whom it will continue to attract and reattract.

This brings us to the heart of the matter-the problem of overall planning. I
am a great believer in planning but a great disbeliever in spot planning. Plan-
ning means the cooperation of the private developer and municipal authority.
Cooperation furnishes the key. I am not in favor of any city authority going
into private real-estate business. Planning alone by planners without hard-
boiled knowledge of real-estate economics means boondoggling and bankruptcy.
On the other hand, I would not permit two or three holdouts in an area to stymie
a great development would be in everyone's interest. We need a marriage be-
tween Government and private capital on a practical, workable basis for the
redevelopment of our cities.

What is the city's role in development? First, to analyze itself to discover
the things it can do and the things it can't do, and then to implement its poten-
tials through a master plan. This master plan may be a somewhat idealized
conception, but it can be a vastly important one as a standard to live up to and
as a guide.

The city should then enforce its plan through those powers which in its posi-
tion of arbiter are proper to it: (1) the right to zone; (2) the right to con-
demn: (3) the setting up of a revolving fund for the purpose of buying and
selling land, not in the speculative sense but to achieve the best in its redevelop-
mnent program.

Most people know about number one. The city says: If we are going in for
office buildings, for example, let's place the highest type here, the second-type
there; light industry and semi-heavy and heavy industry would be here and
over there, where they logically go with utilities and functions allied to them. If
we are going in for theaters, let them have a logical relationship to the things
that are connected with them-the hotels, dining places, cabarets, and perhaps
opera, music, ballet, and allied arts, and schools of all kinds in these several
fields. The city must rigidly restrict the different sections again encroachment
by an irrational type of building. Second-rate retail stores with neon signs and
cheap buildings should not sit next to residential property; residences should
be kept to appropriate areas, and industrial activity should not eneroach on
residential or office space areas. Each has to have its place in the scheme. Leave
it to the ingenuity and individuality of the man to plan his own buildings; but
in order to protect the community, give him limitations as to where he may build
what he wants to build.

The right to condemn is a most important municipal function. The city should
continue to deliver the communal developments such as parks, streets, and high-
vays: but, in my opinion, it should be much more generous in its use of eminent

domain for redevelopment purposes and it should also try to make a profit. This
may be heresy, but I am against the windfall profit for the fellow who had
nothing to do with the creation of increment through a communal development.
If the city, in other words, decides it is going to build a park, it should condemn
an area around the park and should realize on the increased value of the land
around the park through the resale to private developers.

In this way it will be possible for the city to redevelop itself and get its money
back for the communal project. Furthermore, the city can create increment
merely by virtue of assemblage. If a block consisting of 10 separate 25-foot
holdings is assembled, it is a simple principle of reale-state economics that the
whole is worth more than the 10 individual parts. Appreciation of real-estate
values in urban areas takes place through assemblage. That costs nobody any-
thing. It is purely the constructive result emanating from the greater func-
tional utility of larger areas. By this means the city can recapture the greater
part, if not all, of the cost of areas it wants redeveloped, directly from the prop-
erties that realize the benefit reflected in increased value.

The actual redevelopment work would, of course, be left in the hands of private
enterprise. To have private capital develop or redevelop the urban areas is vital
and essential. I do not believe a bureaucratic, citywide, statewide, or national
planning or executive commission could possibly accomplish the actual work.
It has to be done under the hard, cold analysis that venture capital will give
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everything that it goes into. Success of individual enterprise is the only true
test.

One more point-in some ways the most important of all. The question of
master planning and supervision of design can almost never be carried too far
so long as it is in intelligent, imaginative, and honorable hands. The relation-
ship between city authorities and private enterprise, therefore, in meeting the
great challenge of our cities should be one of mutual openmindedness. Pride of
authorship should be forgotten in the interests of all, and the planning abithori-
ties should encourage the submission of plans by creative private enterprise, thus
insuring that no bets are overlooked, that-their own planning ideas are com-
pared with those of private enterprise, and that all men in the community are
making their best contribution toward a living community.

STATEMENT OF BRIG. GEN. E. C. ITSCHNER, ASSISTANT CHIEF OF ENGINEERS FOP.
CIVIL WORKS, CORPS OF ENGINEERS, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

It is my purpose in this statement to describe briefly the civil-works activities
of the Corps of Engineers in order to provide a background for discussion, and
to present certain problems which are inherent in a program of this kind.

The civil functions of the Department of the Army which are administered
by the Corps of Engineers are a part of the overall Federal activity in water
resource development. These under existing law include the improvement of
the Nation's rivers, lakes, and harbors for navigation, flood control, and shore
protection, and for related purposes such as water supply, pollution abatement,
preservation of fish and wildlife, and notably for development of hydroelectric
power.

When the Federal Government first began to participate in work of this
kind, early in the 1800's, the program was limited to navigation improvements
of moderate cost. In more recent years the civil-works activity has been broad-
ened by congressional authority, particularly since the first general Flood
Control Act of 1936. At the present time the active authorized program has
a total cost of $15.2 billion. Works with a cost of $3.1 billion are complete or
essentially complete. Work under construction has a total cost of $5.6 billion
and appropriations of about $2.4 billion will be required for completion. And
authorized improvements with an estimated cost of $6.5 billion have not been
started.

In addition, after review of the entire authorized program the Corps of
Engineers has classed over 400 projects with an estimated cost of $3.6 billion
as inactive or deferred for further study.

Work under this program has been accomplished in recent years with annual
appropriations of about $330 million for new construction. The President's
budget for fiscal year 1956 contemplates construction expenditures of $397 mil-
lion-an increase of about 20 percent. In addition, about $100 million will be
provided for maintenance and operation of completed works and for investiga-
tions.

During the past year 31 projects with an estimated total cost of $1.2 billion
were placed in effective operation, either wholly or in part. These works
involve:

Provision of over 39 million acre-feet of storage.
Flood protection of over 4 million acres of land.
Installation of 803.000 kilowatts of power during the year.

The projects in the program range from the large project for flood protection
and navigation in the alluvial valley of the Mississippi River to small channel
and harbor improvements. It includes large multiple-use projects in the Colum-
bia and Missouri River Basins; reservoirs for flood control and water supply in
Texas; flood protection for the densely populated Los Anreles area; the complex
project for water control in central and southern Florida; improvements of all
of our major ports; and work on the harbors and connecting channels of the Great
Lakes.

It is inevitable that a major program of this kind, which affects basic natural
resources such as water. land, and power. and many diverse interests, will
generate difficult problems. And conflicts of interest often result from impinge-
ment of one national program on another. Such differences are healthful so
long as they arise in good faith and lead to a thorough exploration of all aspects
of the situation. These matters are now being explored by the Hoover Commis-
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aion and by the President's Cabinet Committee on Water Resource Policy. The
Federal agencies themselves took the initiative last year in strengthening the
machinery for interagency coordination.

One of the most pertinent questions affecting the civil-works program and
water resource development in this country is in regard to the relative degree
of Federal and non-Federal participation in this activity; and as to how costs
should be shared. 'We feel that the relative Federal-State-local interest and
participation in water resource development should be generally in accordance
with the distribution of benefits and in accord with the character of the benefits.
This will vary according to various phases of water resource development, and
with regional needs. Hoowever, where different phases of water resource devel-
opment produces essentially the same result, the degree of Federal participation
should be generally uniform.

The Federal interest in water resource development generally will vary across
a rather wide "slectrum." At one end would be a major improvement, such as
the main protective system for the alluvial valley of the Mississippi, in which
there is primary Federal interest and which may properly be undertaken wholly
or largely at Federal cost. At the other end of the spectrum is the minor, local
flood problem and improvement, where benefits will accrue to readily identifiable
local beneficiaries. Such work probably should be undertaken largely by States
or local organizations. Between these extremes are intermediate cases where
judgment and equity will indicate a variable sharing of cost depending on
whether benefits are general and widespread, or local and readily identified.

In brief, there should be greater non-Federal participation in water resource
development, but this participation should not be so great as to impede progress
at a time when sound conservation and development of our water resources is
more essential than ever before.

Another important question affecting this program concerns the pTocedure for
planning for water resource development. This should be accomplished by river
basins or by appropriate related regions. The Federal Government should take
the lead in planning, but States should participate actively. On the Federal
side this planning should be carried out by the agencies concerned, or by groups
of agencies where appropriate. The two interagency surveys of the Arkansas-
White-Red River Basins and of the New York-New England area, in which the
States are participating, may well be pioneer experience in such coordinated
water resource planning.

Federal participation in water resource development is only one of many heavy
demands upon the Treasury. Progress insofar as Federal participation is con-
cerned must necessarily recognize budgetary ceilings and limitations. With
limited funds, however, we must be selective and proceed first with those improve-
ments most urgently needed and which will bring the greatest economic and
social returns to the Nation.

(The following letter was subsequently received for the record:)
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA 18, PA., January 31, 1955.

Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Chairman, Joint Committee on the Economic Report,

United States Senate, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: Would you be good enough to have the following read

into the record of the hearing of February 3, 1955, on public works policies:
As President Hoover gave me the credit for drafting and sponsoring the Fed-

eral Employment Stabilization Act of 1931, I would like to support the'proposal
before the committee to create the coordinating body on public works planning,
as proposed in the President's message.

The Federal Employment Stabilization Board, set up in 1931, had the same
purpose and was based on the same theory. It came too late to have any effect in
mitigating the then existing depression. Its functions were taken over by a
number of emergency agencies set up by President Roosevelt. These extempor-
ized agencies initiated large quantities of public works of many kinds, some more
effective in relieving unemployment and stabilizing industries than others.

If the coordinating agency now proposed had been in existence several years
before the depression of the thirties, the severity of the depression would have
been mitigated and the work done under this economic theory would have been
more effective, better planned, and better coordinated.

The President's proposal to place the new body in close connection with the
budget is correct. It is apparently proposed to include State and municipal
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public works in the general stabilization scheme. This is important and, exper-
ience proves, very difficult. Municipalities have a way of borrowing, when their

credit permits, and constructing their maximum during boom periods and periods

of economic growth and upswing.
The only way that this can be controlled, that I know of, is by the device

contained in a recent amendment to the Constitution of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania, applying to the city of Philadelphia. This amendment is now

operative in Philadelphia and is working well. It provides that the borrowing

power of the city shall be based, not upon the real estate valuation of the preced-

ing year, but of the preceding 10 years. Thus when the city is growing in valua-

tion the curve of its borrowing capacity does not rise as rapidly as the curve of

its growth. Conversely, when valuations begin to go down, or are stationary,

and growth is slowing down or stopping temporarily, there is a period in which

the borrowing power is still rising from the accumulated effects of the increased

valuations of the preceding 9 years.
My suggestion is that, after the coordinating body is created, it studies this

amendment and method of applying an economic theory to borrowing power and

see how far it can be promoted in cities and States.
One of the authorities on this subject is Prof. Karl Scholz, professor of eco-

nomics of the University of Pennsylvania.
The man who carried this through the legislature was the then speaker of the

house, Representative Charles C. Smith, of Philadelphia.

The person who has to put this theory into practical effect is Edward Hopkin-

son, Jr., chairman of the City Planning Commission of Philadelphia.

I was the initiator and promoter as chairman of the committee of the Philadel-

phia Committee on Public Affairs.
If desired, I could appear in support of the President's message and this appli-

cation of it.
Sincerely yours, OOTTO T. MALLEBv.

(The following message on Federal cooperation with States in re-

gard to building additional classrooms was sent to the Congress sub-

sequent to the hearing on public facilities.)

[H. Doe. No. 84, 84th Cong., 1st sess.]

FEDERAL COOPERATION WITH STATES IN REGARD TO BUILDING ADDITIONAL CLASS-

ROOMS-MESSAGE FRO-M THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES PROPOSING A

PLAN OF FEDERAL COOPERATION WITH THE STATES IN REGARD TO BUILDING

ADDITIONAL CLASSROOMS FOR SCHOOLCHILDREN

To the Congress of the United States:

For the consideration of the Congress. I herewith propose a plan of Federal

cooperation with the States, designed to give our schoolchildren as quickly as

possible the classrooms they must have.
Because of the magnitude of the job, but more fundamentally because of the

undeniable importance of free education to a free way of life. the means we take

to provide our children with proper classrooms must be weighed most carefully.

The phrase "free education" is a deliberate choice. For unless education con-

tinues to be free-free in its response to local community needs, free from any

suggestion of political domination, and free from impediments to the pursuit of

knowledge by teachers and students-it will cease to serve the purposes of free

men.
STATE AND LOCAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR EDUCATION

A distinguishing characteristic of our Nation, and a great strength. is the

development of our institutions within the concept of individual worth and

dignity. Our schools are among the guardians of that principle. Consequently,

and deliberately. their control and support throughout our history have been, and

are, a State and local responsibility.
The American idea of universal public education was conceived as necessary

in a society dedicated to the principles of individual freedom, equality, and self-

government. A necessary corollary is that public schools must always reflect

the character and aspirations of the people of the community.
Thus was established a fundamental element of the American public school

system-local direction by boards of education responsible immediately to the
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parents of children and the other citizens of the community. Diffusion of au-
thority among tens of thousands of school districts is a safeguard against cen-
tralized. control and abuse of the educational system that must be maintained.
We believe that to take away the responsibility of communities and States in
educating our children is to undermine not only a basic element of our freedom
but a basic right of our citizens.

The legislative proposals submitted to the last Congress were offered by the
administration in the earnest conviction that education must always be.close to
the people: in the belief that a careful reassessment by the people themselves
of the problems of education is necessary; and with a realization of the growing
financial difficulties that school districts face. To encourage a nationwide ex-
amination of our schools, the 83d Congress authorized funds for conferences on
education in the 48 States and the Territories and for a White House conference
to be held in November of this year.

THE CURRENT PROBLEM

These are the facts of the classroom shortage:
The latest information submitted by the States to the Office of Education in-

dicates that there is a deficit of more than 300,000 classrooms, a legacy, in part,
of the years of war and defense mobilization when construction had to be cur-
tailed: 'In addition, to keep up with mounting enrollments, the Nation must build
at least 50,000 new elementary and high-school classrooms yearly. It must also
replace the thousands of classrooms which become unsafe or otherwise unusable
each year.

During the current school year, about 60,000 new classrooms are being built.
Capital outlays for public-school construction will reach an all-time high of
$2 billion this year. During the last 5 years, new construction, costing over
$7 billion, has provided new classrooms for 6,750,000 pupils in our public schools.
During that time more than 51/2 million additional children enrolled in school.
Thus the rate of construction has more than kept pace with mounting enrollment.
But it has only slightly reduced the total classroom deficit.

As a consequence, millions of children still attend schools which are unsafe
or which permit learning only part time or under conditions of serious ovcr-
crowding. To build satisfactory classrooms for all our children, the current
rate of school building must be multiplied sharply and this increase must be
sustained.

Fundamentally, the remedy lies with the States and their communities.
But the present shortage requires immediate and effective action that will
produce more rapid results. Unless the Federal Government steps forward
to join with the States and communities, this emergency situation will continue.

Therefore, for the purpose of meeting the emergency only and pending the
results of the nationwide conferences. I propose a broad effort to widen the
accepted channels of financing school construction and to increase materially the
flow of private lending through them, without interference with the responsi-
bility of State and local school systems. Over the next 3 years, this proposed
effort envisages a total of $7 billion put to work building badly needed new
schools, in addition to construction expenditures outside these proposals.

THE RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Bond purchases by the Federal Government
The first recommendation is directed at action, effective as rapidly as school

districts can offer bonds to the public for sale.
I recommend that legislation be enacted authorizing the Federal Government,

cooperating with the several States, to purchase school bonds issued by local
communities which are handicapped in selling bonds at a reasonable interest
rate. This proposal is sound educationally and economically. It will help
build schools.

To carry out this proposal, I recommend that the Congress authorize the
appropriation of $750 million for use over the next 3 years.
2. State school-building agencies

Many school districts cannot borrow to build schools because of restrictive
debt limits. They need some other form of financing. Therefore, the second
proposal is designed to facilitate immediate construction of schools without local
borrowing by the school district.
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To expand school construction, several States have already created special
statewide school-building agencies. These can borrow advantageously, since
they represent the combined credit of many communities. After building schools,
the agency rents them to school districts. The local community under its lease
gets a new school without borrowing.

I now propose the wider adoption of this tested method of accelerating
school construction. Under this proposal the Federal Government would share
with the States in establishing and maintaining for State school-building agen-
cies an initial reserve fund equal to 1 year's payment on principal and interest.

The State school-building agency, Working in cooperation with the State
educational officials, would issue its bonds through the customary investment
channels, then build schools for lease to local school districts. Rentals would be
sufficient to cover the payments on principal and interest of the bonds outstand-
ing; a payment to a supplemental reserve fund; and a proportionate share of the
administrative expenses of the State school-building agency. In time, the pay-
ments to the reserve fund would permit repayment of the initial Federal and
State advances. When all its financial obligations to the agency are met, the
local school district takes title to its building.

I recommend that the Congress authorize the necessary Federal participation
to put this plan into effect so that State building agencies may be in a position
to issue bonds in the next 3 years which will build $6 billion worth of new schools.

3. Grants for school districts with proved need and lack of local income
My first message to the Congress on the state of the Union stated the view

that "the firm conditions of Federal aid must be proved need and proved lack of
local income." In my judgment, any sound program of grants must adhere to this
principle. Some school districts meet the conditions. In them the amount of
taxable property and local income is so low as to make it impossible for the
district either to repay borrowed money or rent a satisfactory school building.

I now propose a program of grants-in-aid directed clearly and specifically at
the urgent situations in which the Federal Government can justifiably share
direct construction costs without undermining State and local responsibility.
Iender this proposal the Federal Governaxenft would share with the States part
of the cost of building schools in districts where one of the following conditions
is met:

(a) The school district, if it has not reached its legal bonding limit, cannot
sell its bonds to the Federal Government under proposal 1 because it cannot
pay interest and principal charges on the total construction costs.

(b) The school district, if it has reached its legal bonding limit, is unable
to pay the rent needed to obtain a school from a State agency on a lease-
purchase basis, as described in proposal 2.

The State would certify the school district's inability to finance the total con-
struction cost through borrowing or a rental arrangement. It would also certify
that the new school is needed to relieve extreme overcrowding, double shifts, or
hazardous or unhealthful conditions.

The Federal and State aid would be in an amount sufficient for a school district
to qualify under either proposal 1 or proposal 2 for financing the remainder of
the building costs. The requirement that Federal funds be matched with State-
appropriated funds is an essential safeguard to preservation of the proper
spheres of local, State, and Federal responsibility in the field of public education.

By authorizing this program of joint Federal-State aid to supplement the
financing plans set forth in proposals 1 and 2, a workable way will be provided
for every community in the Nation to construct classrooms for its children.
I recommend that the Congress authorize the appropriation of $200 million for a
3-year program.

4. Grants for administrative costs of State programs
In addition to immediate school construction, the Nation needs to plan sound

long-term financing of the public schools free from obsolete restrictions. Our
State conferences on education will help accomplish this. Out of these meetings
of parents, teachers, and public-spirited citizens can come lasting solutions to
such underlying problems as more efficient school districting and the modification
of unduly restrictive local debt limits.

The Federal Government, having helped sponsor the State conferences on
education, should now move to help the States in carrying out such recommenda-
tions as may be made. I propose, therefore, that the Federal Government fur-
nish one-half of the administrative costs of State programs which are designed
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to overcome obstacles to local financing or to provide additional State aid to
local school districts.

For this purpose, I recommend a total authorization of $20 million with an
appropriation of $5 million for the first year of a 3-year period.

This program is sound and equitable. It accelerates construction of class-
rooms within the traditional framework of local responsibility for our schools.
It does not preclude other proposals for long-range solutions which undoubtedly
will grow out of the State conferences and the White House Conference on
Education.

CONCLUSION

The best possible education for all our young people is a fixed objective of the
American Nation. The four-point program, herein outlined, would help provide
proper physical housing for the achievement of this objective. But the finest
buildings, of themselves, are no assurance that the pupils who use them are each
day better fitted to shoulder the responsibilities, to meet the opportunities, to
enjoy the rewards that one day will be their lot as American citizens.

Good teaching and good teachers made even the one-room crossroads schools
of the 19th century a rich source of the knowledge and enthusiasm and patriotism,
joined with spiritual wisdom, that mark a vigorously dynamic people. Today,
the professional quality of American teaching is better than ever. But too many
teachers are underpaid and overworked and, in consequence, too few young men
and women join their ranks. Here is a shortage, less obvious but ultimately
more dangerous, than the classroom shortage.

The conferences now underway and the massive school-building program here
proposed will, I believe, arouse the American people to a community effort for
schools and a community concern for education, unparalleled in our history.
Taken together, they will serve to advance the teaching profession to the posi-
tion it should enjoy.

Federal aid in a form that tends to lead to Federal control of our schools
could cripple education for freedom. In no form can it ever approach the mighty
effectiveness of an aroused people. But Federal leadership can stir America to
national action.

Then the Nation's objective of the best possible education for all our young
people will be achieved.

DWIGHIT D. EISENHOWER.
THE WHIrTE HOUSE, February 8, 1955.

(Whereupon, at 5: 20 p. m., Thursday, February 3, 1955, the com-
mittee adjourned to Tuesday, February 8, 1955.)
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOIX'I COM313rEE ON TH1 E EcoNOMIic REPORT,

I]76shington, D. C.
The joint committee met at 10 a. in., Senator Paul H. Douglas,

chairman, presiding.
Present: Senator Douglas, chairman, Senators Flanders and Gold-

water, and Representatives Boiling, Kelley, and Talle.
The C.L1AxIRMAN. Before the panel starts, Senator Flanders would

like to make a brief statement.
Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to call attention

to a remarkable series of events. There is a joint committee print on
trends in economic growth igiving a comparison of the Western Powers
an1cd the Soviet bloc, with particular attention to the failure of the
Soviet bloc in agricultural production. The study was released a
week ago Friday. Last Frid ay a raEther embarrassed young man from
the Soviet Embassy caine to the committee offices and got some copies
of this document, which is entitled "Trends in Economic Growth."
This morning we find that Mlalenkov has resigned, largely on account
of the failure of the agricultural program.

I think it is evident, Mr. Chairman, that the work of our commit-
tee and our staff has resulted in a major change in the rule of the whole
Soviet Government, and I wish the record to show it.

There is one other point, and that is-
Representative TALLE. Will the Senator yield? Inasmuch as the

Senator from Vermont is a fine Latin scholar, we might say this is
a case of post hoc ergo propter hoc.

Senator FLANDERS. Well, I do not want to diminish in any way my
conviction of the result of the activities of this committee, and so I
regretfully refuse to accept the Latin maxim which the Senator has
proposed.

For the benefit of others who did not have Latin in high school as
I didj I would say that Representative Talle is trying to say that this
is a case in w lich,; because a thing occurred afterward it must have
been the cause, but I indignantly refute or refuse to agree with the
implications of my friend, the Representative from Iowa.

Representative TALLE. I share the Senator's point of view, in fact.
Senator FLANDERS. Thank you.
Now the second point is, -Mr. Chairman, I think it might be well

to introduce into the record the message of the White House on the
recommendations for developing foreign economic policy of the
United States, and I ask that it be included in the record.

857
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The GnHAIriMAN. That will be done, and the chairman will reserve
the right to file certain declarations of the Democratic Party dating
back to the year 1801 on the subject of foreign policy, too.

(The mesage referred to is as follows:)

FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES-MESSAGE F ROM THE PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STAitES (H. Doc. No. 6.3)

To the Congress of the United States:
For the consideration of the Congress, I submit my recommendations for fur-

ther developing the foreign economic policy. of the United States. Although
largely based upon my special message to the Congress of March 30, 1954, these
proposals are the product of fresh review.

The Nation's enlightened self-interest and sense of responsibility as a leader
among the free nations require a foreign economic program that will stimulate
economic growth in the free world through enlarging opportunities for the fuller
operation of the forces of free enterprise and competitive markets. Our own
self-interest requires such a program because (1) economic strength among our
allies is essential to our security; (2) economic growth in underdeveloped areas
is necessary to lessen international instability growing out of the vulnerability
of such areas to Communist penetration and subversion: and (3) an increasing
volume of world production and trade will help assure our own economic growth
and a rising standard of living among our own people.

In the worldwide struggle between the forces of freedom and those of com-
munism, we have wisely recognized that the security of each nation in the free
world is dependent upon the security of all other nations in the free world. The
measure of that security in turn is dependent upon the economic strength of all
free nations, for without economic strength they cannot support the military
establishments that are necessary to deter Communist armed aggression. Eco-
uomic strength is indispensable, as well, in securing themselves against internal
Communist subversion.

For every country in the free world economic strength is dependent upon high
levels of economic activity internally and high levels of international trade. No
nation can be economically self-sufficient. Nations must buy from other nations,
and in order to pay for what they buy they must sell. It is essential for the
security of the United States and the rest of the free world that the United States
take the leadership in promoting the achievement of those high levels of trade
that will bring to all the economic strength upon which the freedom and security
of all depends. Those high levels of trade can be promoted by the specific meas-
ures with respect to trade barriers recommended in this message, by the greater
flow of capital among nations of the free world, by convertibility of currencies,
by an expanded interchange of technical counsel, and by an increase in inter-
national travel.

From the military standpoint, our national strength has been augmented by
the overall military alliance of the nations constituting the free world. This
free world alliance will be most firmly cemented when its association is based on
flourishing mutual trade as well as common ideals, interests, and aspirations.
Mutually advantageous trade relationships are not only profitable hut they are
also more binding and more enduring than costly grants and other forms of aid.

Today numerous uneconomic, man-made barriers to mutually advantageous
trade and the flow of investment are preventing the nations of the free world
from achieving their full economic potential. International trade and invest-
ment are not making their full contribution to production, employment, and
income. Over a large area of the world currencies are not yet convertible.

We and our friends abroad must together undertake the lowering of the unjus-
tifiable barriers to trade and investment, and we must do it on a mutual basis
so that the benefits may be shared by all.

Such action will add strength to our own domestic economy and help assure
a rising standard of living among our people by opening new markets for our
farms and factories and mines.

The program that I am here recommending is moderate, gradual, and recip-
rocal. Radical or sudden tariff reductions would not be to the interest of the
United States and would not accomplish the goal we seek. A moderate program,
however, can add immeasurably to the security and well-being of the United
States and the rest of the free world.
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TRADE AGREEMENT AUTHORITY

I request a 8-year extension of Presidential authority to negotiate tariff reduc-
tions with other nations on a gradual, selective, and reciprocal basis. This
authority would permit negotiations for reductions in those barriers that now
limit the markets for our goods throughout the world. I shall ask all nations
with whom we trade to take similar steps in their relations with each other.

The 3-year extension of the Trade Agreements Act should authorize, subject
to the present peril and escape clause provisions:

1. Reduction, through multilateral and reciprocal negotiations, of tariff rates
on selected commodities by not more than 5 percent per year for 3 years;

2. Reduction, through multilateral and reciprocal negotiations, of any tariff
rates in excess of 50 percent to that level over a 3-year period; and

3. Reduction, by not more than one-half over a 3-year period, of tariff rates
in effect on January 1, 1945, on articles which are not now being imported or
which are being imported only in negligible quantities. d

THE GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

For approximately 7 years the United States has cooperated with all the major
trading nations of the free world in an effort to reduce trade barriers. The
instrument of cooperation is the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
Through this agreement the United States has sought to carry out the provisions
and purposes of the Trade Agreements Act.

The United States and 33 other trading countries are now reviewing the pro-
visions of the agreement for the purpose of making it a simpler and more effective
instrument for the development of a sound system of world trade. When the
current negotiations on the revision of the organizational provisions of the
General Agreement are satisfactorily completed, the results will be submitted
to the Congress for its approval.

CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION AND PROCEDURE

Considerable progress has been made in freeing imports from unnecessary
customs administrative burdens. Still more, however, needs to be done in the
three areas I mentioned in my message last year: (1) the simplification of
commodity definitions, classification and rate structures; (2) improvement in
standards for the valuation of imports; and (3) further improvement of pro-
cedures for customs administration.

An important step toward simplification of the tariff structure was taken by
the Congress last year with the passage of the Customs Simplification Act which
directs the Tariff Commission to study the difficulties of commodity classification
of imports. The interim report of the Tariff Commission to be made by next
March 15 should help enable the Congress to determine whether further legisla-
tive steps should then be taken or should await submission of the final report.

The uncertainties and confusion arising from the complex system of valuation
on imported articles cause unwarranted delays in the determination of customs
duties. I urge the Congress to give favorable consideration to legislation for
remedying this situation.

The improvement of customs administration requires continuous effort, as
the Congress recognized by enacting the Customs Simplification Acts of 1953 and
1954. The Treasury Department in its annual report to the Congress will review
the remaining reasons for delay or difficulty in processing imported articles
through customs and will propose still further technical amendments to simplify
customs procedures.

UNITED STATES INVESTMENT ABROAD

The whole free world needs capital'; America is its largest source. In that
light, the flow of capital abroad from our country must be stimulated and in
such a manner that it results in investment largely by individuals or private
enterprises rather than by Government.

An increased flow of United States private investment funds abroad, especially
to the underdeveloped areas, could contribute much to the expansion of two-
way international trade. The underdeveloped countries would thus be enabled
more easily to acquire the capital equipment so badly needed by them to achieve
sound economic growth and higher living standards. This would do much
to offset the false but alluring promises of the Communists.
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To facilitate the investment of capital abroad I recommend enactment of legis-
lation providing for taxation of business income from foreign subsidiaries or
branches at a rate 14 percentage points lower than the corporate rate on domes-
tic income, and a deferral of tax on income of foreign branches until it is re-
moved from the country where it is earned.

I propose also to explore the further use of tax treaties with the possible rec-
ognition of tax concessions made to foreign capital by other countries. fUnder
proper safeguards. credit could be given for foreign income taxes which are
waived for an initial limited period, as we now grant credit for taxes which are
imposed. This would give maximum effectiveness to foreign tax laws designed
to encourage new enterprises.

As a further step to stimulate investment abroad, I recommend approval by
the Congress at the appropriate time of membership in the proposed Interna-
tional Finance Corporation, which will he affiliated with the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development. This Corporation will be designed to in-
crease private investment in less developed countries by making loans without
Government guaranties. Although the Corporation will not purchase stock, it
will provide venture capital through investing in debentures and similar obliga-
tions. Its operation will cover a field not dealt with by an existing institution.

The executive branch will continue through our diplomatic representatives
abroad to encourage a climate favorable to the private enterprise concept in
investment.

We shall continue to seek other new ways to enlarge the out-vard flow of
capital.

It must be recognized, however, that when American private capital moves
abroad it properly expects to bring home its fair reward. This can only be ac-
complished in the last analysis by our willingness to purchase more goods and
services from abroad in order to provide the dollars for these growing remit-
tances. This fact is a further compelling reason for a fair and forward-looking
trade policy on our part.

TECIHNICAL COOPERATION

The United States has a vast store of practical and scientific know-how that is
needed in the underdeveloped areas of the world. The United States has a re-
sponsibility to make it available. Its flow for peaceful purposes must remain
unfettered.

United States participation in technical cooperation programs should be car-
ried forward. These programs should be concerned with know-how rather
than large funds. In my budget message next week, I shall recommend that
the Congress make available the funds required to support the multilateral
technical cooperation programs of the United Nations. The bilateral programs
of the United States should be pressed vigorously.

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL

The United States remains committed to the objective of freedom of travel
throughout the world. Encouragement given to travel abroad is extremely
important both for its cultural and social importance in the free world, and for
its economic benefits. Travel abroad by Americans provides an important source
of dollars for many countries. The executive branch shall continue to look
for ways of facilitating international travel and shall continue to cooperate
with private travel agencies.

One legislative action that would be beneficial in this field is the increase of
the present duty-free allowances for tourists from. $500 to $1,000 exercisable
every 6 months. I recommend the passage of such legislation.

TRADE FAIRS

International trade fairs have been of major importance to foreign countries
for many years, and most of the trading nations have strengthened the promo-
tional aspects of their industrial displays in many fairs with a central exhibit
designed to emphasize the industrial progress and achievement of the Nation.

Soviet and satellite exhibits, for example, have been costly, well planned.
and housed in expensive structures designed to convey the impression that the
U. S. S. R. is producing on a large scale for peace and is creating a paradise for
workers.

The United States, which has a larger volume of international trade than
any other nation, until recently has been conspicuous by its absence at these
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trade fairs. American visitors and participants have pointed out the failure
of their Government to tell adequately the story of our free-enterprise system
and to provide effective international trade promotion cooperation.

As a result, I have undertaken an international trade fair program under the
direction of the Department of Commerce. Since the inauguration of this pro-
gram in August, participation has been authorized in 11 fairs to be held before
June 30. Sixteen additional fairs are being considered for exhibition purposes
in the latter part of the year. The first fair in which the United States presented
a central exhibit is that at Bangkok, which opened December 7, 1954. At it our
exhibit was awarded first prize. Over 100 American companies supplied items
for inclusion in it.

I shall ask the Congress for funds to continue this program.

CONVERTIBILITY

Convertibility of currencies is required for the development of a steadily rising
volume of world trade and investment. The achievement of convertibility has not
been possible in the postwar period due to dislocations caused by the war, infla-
tion, and other domestic economic difficulties in many countries, which have
contributed to an imbalance in international trade and payments. However,
steady progress, particularly by Western European countries, is being made
toward our mutual objective of restoring currency convertibility. The foreign
economic program proposed here will make an important contribution to the
achievement of convertibility.

AGRICULTURE

No single group within America has a greater stake in a healthy and expanding
foreign trade than the farmers. One-fourth to one-third of some major crops,
such as wheat, cotton, and tobacco, must find markets abroad in order to main-
tain farm income at high levels.

If they are to be successful, programs designated to promote the prosperity of
agriculture should be consistent with our foreign economic program. We must
take due account of the effect of any agricultural program on our foreign eco-
nomic relations to assure that it contributes to the development of healthy,
expanding foreign markets over the years.

CONCLUSION

The series of recommendations I have just made are all components of an
integrated program, pointing in a single direction. Each contributes to the whole.
Each advances our national security by bringing added strength and self-suffi-
ciency to our allies. Each contributes to our economic growth and a rising
standard of living among our people.

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER.
THE WHITE HOuSE, January 10, 1955.

Senator FLANDERS. IS this a cCase of post hoc ergo propter hoc?
The CHAIRMAN. There is a certain capacity of the human mind to

absorb, even after 150 years of density.
Senator FLANDERS. I think this might be continued indefinitely,

Mr. Chairman, and I leave you with such honors as there are.
The CHAIRMAN. I did not start it, but I felt I was compelled to

make an observation because I have been greatly amused at the way
in which it is said that the Republican administration has discovered
the idea of freer trade. We welcome their conversion and we ap-
preciate their help, but I think we should realize who bore the heat
and burden of the day when to advocate freer trade was extremely
unpopular.

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, since this matter is being con-
tinued, I would suggest that it was President McKinley who initiated
the move toward the reciprocal trade treaties.

The CHAIRY[AN. I believe that was done the day before he was
assassinated.
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Senator FLANDERS. It was not a Republican who assassinated him.
Mr. TAFT. On the contrary, it was Mr. McKinley, as chairman

of the Ways and Means Committee, who first introduced them in 1890,
and the Wilson committee that repealed them in i903.

The CHAIRMIAN. I always thought of the McKinley tariff, as well as
the Dinkler tariff as being a high tariff. We could continue this for
some time and we are very glad, indeed, to have this alliance. We
appreciate it very, very much, but they should not regard themselves
as pioneers. They should take their place, rather, as contrite signers
who now have given evidence of a change of heart and who are duly
welcomed into the fellowship of enlightened persons. We will now
proceed in the order in which the members of the panel are listed. In
preceding sessions we have taken up each question in turn, but this
morning we are going to ask the members of the panel to make a
satement and then call on each in turn, but I think members of the
committee should have the right to question each man after the con-
clusion of the statement, rather; than postpone questions until the
end.

We will now hear from Mr. Harlan Cleveland, who is executive
editor of the Reporter magazine.

Mr. Cleveland.

STATEMENT OF HARLAN CLEVELAND, EXECUTIVE EDITOR, THE
REPORTER MAGAZINE

Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Chairman, my name is Harlan Cleveland. exec-
utive editor of the Reporter magazine. I was formerly Assistant
Director (for Europe) of the Mutual Secur ity Agency, and Deputy
Assistant Administrator of the Economic Cooperation Administration.

This year the President's Economic Report polishes off our foreign
economic policy in a little more than 3 pages-reading time 5 minutes.

It is true that foreign trade and investment are only a tiny segment
of the entire American economy. Our exports amount to barely 3
percent of our national product, private investment to about one-
third of 1 percent. And these percentages are constantly diminishing,
since the amounts they represent remain fairly constant while the
rest of our economy-domestic production and employment-is grow-
ing steadily.

Since 1947 we have added more than 50 percent to our gross national
product, from $232 billion to $357 billion, but we still export only
about $12 billion or $13 billion worth of goods a year, and private
investment is still averaging out at less than a billion dollars a year-
a little more in 1954, but much less in 1953.

The importance of foreign economic matters cannot, of course, be
measured in mere numbers of any kind. In its simplest terms, the
central objective of our foreign economic policy is-and should be -
to promote rapid, constant, and balanced economic growth in the free
world. The purpose of this economic growth, in turn, is to provide
greater elbow room for other forms of human progress.

Our problem now is what it has always been: How to further these
purposes without saddling the United States taxpayer with a large
and disturbingly perennial bill for foreign charities. The adminis-
tration's program, as set forth in the Economic Report and the Presi-
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dent's message of January 10, is at best a weak flank attack on this
central problem.

Take trade policy. If the administration gets its heart's desire
this year, Congress will extend the Trade Agreements Act for 3 years.
The President will be allowed to gut any tariff rate by one-twentieth
a year for 3 years and set at 50 percent any duty that is now above
this level.

The CHAIRMAN. I notice the verb as printed is "gut," but as read
is "cut." Which verb do you wvish to use?

Mr. CLEVELAND. "Cut." I think it might even be "shave."
Congress may also chop a small clearing in the jungle of customs

.procedures and definitions, and let tourists bring in $1,000 instead
of $500 worth of perfumes and knickknacks.

These then are the bold steps that the administration, guided by
what its economic advisers call broad vision, describes as "freeing the
channels of trade." If the plumbing in your house is clogged up,
it is no doubt possible to make some progress by attacking the problem
with a bottle washer. But some real plumbers' tools would be better.

The protectionists will, of course, raise a great hue and cry about
this program, feeble as it is. But there is certainly very little danger
that, even if enacted, it will have much effect on the flow of imports
into the United States. For the administration also wants to retain
the escape-clause and peril-point provisions of the Trade Agreements
Act.

(As now written, this act tells the Tariff Commission to set for each
product a rate of duty below which concessions should not be made in
trade treaties, for fear of injury to domestic producers. This is the
peril-point provision. The Tariff Commission is also supposed to
advise the President when a tariff concession already made is causing
serious injury to American producers; if the President takes the
advice, as he did in the Swiss watch case last year, he can cancel the
concession under the escape clause that must be written into every
one of our trade treaties.)

The Committee for Economic Development has pointed out that
with the single exception of the trade pact with Venezuela, no major
cuts in IJnited States tariffs have been made while the peril-point
provision has been in effect. The escape clause exists, as Clair Wil-
cox has put it, to intimidate the American negotiators. It means
that even such offers as we can make in these negotiations have a
large and well-publicized string attached to them.

WThat foreign producer in his right mind will invest heavily in
restyling and advertising his product for the American market, know-
ing that any successes he may have in our market will automatically
increase the likelihood of the escape clause being used to put him out
of business?

Looked at from abroad, our trade policy is an enigma of uncer-
tainty. W17hat the foreign producer wants most of all from us-far
more than he wants any kind of charity-is at least a minimum of
predictability. From this standpoint, there is a great deal of food
for thought in the idea advanced by former Ambassador William
Draper in an article he wrote for the Reporter: to declare a 10-year
moratorium on any increase in tariffs. But an easier approach to
the problem of predictability would be to eliminate the escape clause
entirely.
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I would like to suggest, MIr. -Chairman, three general points that
might be taken into account by the joint committee, which has the
responsibility to stand back and look at foreign economnic policies and
United States economic policies as a whole.

One is that it seems clear from our past experience that we never
will achieve important reductions in our tariffs until the Governi-
ment sets up some system of aid to the fields of labor and industry
which freer trade hinders. This is a complex subject. But some
combination of unemployment compensation, small-business loans and
technical aid, all administered as a single program in localities that
become depressed areas as a result of foreign competition, is essential
if the political pressure from the injured businessmen and workers
is not going to keep our tariff wall inviolate forever.

As the CED's tariff study says, direct assistance for readjustmnent
"is preferable to continued tariff protection because it aims at facili-
tating competitive adjustments rather than at giving permanent pro-
tection against import competition."

Point No. 2: The reciprocity idea in the present trade-agreements
program is now badly out of date. It is often vastly more important
to the United States. in dealing with another country, to promote
economic recovery or land reforms or the building up of new in-
dustries, than it is to increase the market for United States exports as
such.

When we limit ourselves to trading one tariff concession against
another, wve spoil the chance to use our tariff concessions to get con-
cessions in other fields that will advance our foreign policy. In
other words, since our economic interests are not usually the most
compelling, the tariff should be viewed not merely as a commercial
or economic instrument, but as an instrument of our whole foreign
policy.

The third point is this: The whole of our foreign economic policy
has limped along much too long as a year-to-year program, subect to
change with very little notice. For steadiness and predictability, the
laws that govern trade and investment should not come up for review
every year. One year, or even 3 years, is too short a. period for our
basic trade law.

One year is impossibly short for the technical assistance program,
and anything less than 5 years is ridiculous for any form of invest-
ment program. The Government's foreign economic agency, which
has run through 6 sets of initials in 8 years, should be made a perma-
nent part of the Federal establishment. We are part of the world for
good, and it is high time we stopped pretending eath year that our
current attempt to strengthen the free world will be our last.

Let me mention two other subjects-travel and investment. If we
cannot do much about trade, maybe we can encourage more foreign
travel.

The CHAIRMArtN. Do you give up on trade?
Mr. CLEVELAND. I do not give up on trade, but it appears to me the

administration has given up, and it is their report we are commenting
on. I hope the Congress will not give up.

Travel is now very big business. 'Worldwide, it adds up to more
money than the world trade in wheat. American travelers alone are
putting into foreign hands some $1.2 billion a year-the equivalent of
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one-tenth of all our merchandise expiorts, more than the net outflow of
United States private investment.

Big as it is, international travel can get much bigger. Americans
travel mostly to the places that are easiest to reach: Canada, Mexico,
Europe. But, whole segments of the globe are largely untouched by
organized tourism: Africa, the Middle East, South Asia, and the
Pacific; some parts of Latin America.

Even in Europe, most countries have hardly scratched the surface of
their potential earnings in this field. Given our restrictive trade prac-
tices, international travel may show the greatest proportional rise of
any element in our foreign economic relations. Unlike trade and in-
vestment, tourism is already growing at a rate which matches our rate
of domestic economic growth.

What does it take to cash in on this potential? The answer is
simple-foreign governments have to persuade tourists to visit their
countries by promotion and advertising in the United States. The
promotion has to be done mostly by governments because the people
who benefit from tourist spending are the little businesses, from shops
to restaurants to taxi drivers, who cannot very well finance a great
promotional effort themselves, but who can pay taxes to a government
for the purpose. The airlines, steamship lines, and a few big hotels
can carry a part of the load, but the major share of the task is bound
to fall on governments.

With rising incomes and more leisure time, a growing number of
Americans can be sold on travel. During the past few years, intensive
promotion of travel to certain areas has ben fabulously successful-
when it has been done on a large enough scale. National and State
tourist offices which have bet on their own tourist attractions, like
England, Hawaii, Nassau, Bermuda, Florida, southern California,
and New York State, have quickly taxed their capacity to handle the
Americans who respond.

In this whole picture, the administration's lone proposal to let tour-
ists bring in $500 more in foreign goods is a helpful, but minor, item.
The most important thing the United States Government can do is to
help persuade other governments to step up their promotion in this
country and strengthen their tourist offices here. There is a technical
assistance function, too; some governments want to tap the American
tourist flow, but need help in learning how best to tackle the large and
mysterious American market.

Now there is a small office in the Department of Commerce that is
supposed to handle these functions. The Randall Commission, you
know, was quite enthusiastic about the potential of travel, but a dili-
gent search of the President's budget fails to turn up any provision at
all for the promotion of international travel or the continuance of the
Department of Commerce's interest in the subject.

Was it forgotten, or doesn't the administration believe itself when
it says, in the President's message of January 10, that-
encouragement given to travel abroad is extremely important both for its culture
and social implortance in the free world, and for its economic benefits?

Presumably the administration would not object if Congress were
to take the initiative, as it did last year in the Javits amendment to the
mutual security appropriation. to provide the executive branch with
funds to carry out its expressed intentions. A $100,000 spent by the
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Department of Commerce could be multiplied a hundred times in the
effect on the travel item in our balance of payments. -

The crisis in the Far East has revived the whole question of a more
vigorous investment policy for the underdeveloped areas. On this
subject again, the President's Economic Report is eloquent about the
reasons for action. But the proposals for action are sparse and, with
one exception, shopworn.

Every year for half a decade or more, Congress has asked what can
be done about getting more American investors to put their money
into foreign economic development. Every year Congress has had to
listen to a lot of trumped-up optimism. Every year the witnesses for
the executive branch try to skirt their way around the obvious fact
that private foreign investment is small, and is not getting any larger.
Speaking from red-faced experience, I can testify that it's most em-
barrassing for these unfortunate representatives of the executive de-
partment to have to admit, year after year, that foreign countries are
actually paying to the United States on past investments half again
as much as Americans are currently investing abroad.

Year after year, the executive branch suggests that Congress do
something about inducing private investors to help cover our trade
deficit by planting more of their dollars overseas. And Congress
dutifully responds with exhortations and guarantees, which so far
have had extraordinarily little effect in the real world of investment
decisions. This year the administration is proposing again that some-
thing be done about giving private investors a break on taxes. The
new gimmicks may help some, but in my opinion they offer no solu-
tion.

The only solution is simple and drastic: to have a deep recession in
the United States. The main reason private investors don't send their
money abroad is that the United States provides such a good market
for investment right here at home. And judging from the Council's
rosy optimism about the future of our domestic economy, there seems,
happily, little hope that United States prosperity will be removed as
the main obstacle to more private investment overseas.

So we are thrown back on one form or another of public invest-
ment-that is if we really believe, as the President says, that "A great
challenge of our time is to find constructive ways of aiding the eco-
nomically underdeveloped countries in different parts of the world."

We already have the International Bank, which is doing that part of
the public investment job that a bank can do very well, especially in
Latin America. The Export-Import Bank, which should be doing
part of the job too, has never really succeeded in cutting loose from its
narrow original purpose, whiCh *vas to lubricate United States trade
rather than to inves.tein other countries' growth. Last year like the
private investors, the Eximbank took in more money than it loaned
out-$276 million disbursed, $343 million received in repayments.

The administration has made one excellent proposal this year for
breaking out of the eternal circle of rosy predictions and disappoint-
ing facts. At the proper time, says the Economic Report, Congress
will be asked to contribute to the capital of an International Finance
Corporation. This proposal, which has been kicking around since
Nelson Rockefeller's Board proposed it in 1950, encountered the un-
relieved hostility of the United States Treasury until a few months
ago, when it was revived on the occasion of the Caracas conference.
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By investing in private equities, helping get new private industries on
their feet, and then selling off its holdings locally, such a corporation
can promote industrial development and help create a capital market
at the same time. This kind of partnership makes a lot of sense.
Even in those underdeveloped areas where there is some local capital
for development (as in countries getting oil royalties) it is essential to
create channels for capitalism. An International Finance Corpora-
tion can help prove to prospective local investors that it is at least as
profitable-and certainly more important-to invest in their own
country's growth as in real estate on the Riviera or a casino on the
Las Vegas strip.

In this public investment field, the need for something more than
ineer words is dramatized right now by the crisis in the Far East.
Suppose, just for the sake of supposing that somehow or other we do
get a cease-fire in the Fornmosa Strait. We shall then still be left with
our main task in Asia; to help the non-Communist nations prove that
government based more or less on consent is not only better for their
people but also more efficient in the long run than the Communist
model of police and promises. In this task, investment by the United
States is only one of several essential elements. But taken together
with the technical knowledge and the spirit of vigorous enterprise that
American investment (public as well as private) can bring into Asia,
it is certainly one of the major factors in the equation of Asia's future.

In mobilizing public investment funds, and applying them in Asia,
we can take accounit of four new facts

1. Red China's development program has a major defect-the Com-
muntists have not yet figured out how to make farmers produce more
food through police control. Collectivising the farmers according to
Stalin's old methods will bring on an internal crisis much faster in
China, which starts with a food deficit, than it did in Russia and the
Eastern European satellites, which started with a sizable food surplus

2. India's 5-year plan is working well. Its emphasis on agricul-
tural output, its realistic targets for industrial development, the wide
participation in village community projects, all this has established
a pattern by which United States aid can be applied in support of a
truly Asian program.

3. Japan needs both markets for her industrial goods, and sources
of food and raw materials. The United States is not a stable market
for Japan-not just because of our trade policy, but also because only a
minor segment of what the Japanese have to sell is truly competitive
with United States production. There are good political objections
to more Japanese trade with the Communists, but that trade wouldn't
solve Japan's problem even if it were encouraged. Communist China
would willingly take most of what Japan has to sell, but the Chinese
cannot offer much in return besides limited amounts of coal and un-
limited amounts of those curious commodities like hog bristles and
tung oil which have always bulked so large in Chinese export statistics.
Therefore the economic development of south and southeast Asia is
essential to solving both sides of Japan's trade problem, by stepping
up the production of primary goods and providing rising incomes to
buy Japan's finished products. There is, indeed, only one other solu-
tion: an expensive Marshall plan for Japan.
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4. The Colombo plan, which is already well established as a re-
gional system of technical aid, could easily be expanded to provide
sponsorship for a more flexible regional investment program as well.
The application of United States funds through a regional bank
whould probably be more acceptable to most Asians-because the Co-
lombo plan is in some senses their own club-than a bilateral United
States program of investment, which would always be subject to the
interpretation that -we were engaged in a disguised form of colonial
imperialism. A regional program would secure the advantages of
the multilateral approach, without getting involved with the Soviet
Union and other countries that are either uninterested in Asia or
actively hostile to successful economic development there.

These new conditions suggest that the administration needs a new
look at the public investment phase of its foreign economic policy
right away, this year. For while we are debating how to turn the
tide in Asia, that tide is still running fast. Time is not on our side
side unless we employ it for constructive purposes. Or, as Ralph
Waldo Emerson put it:

Economy does not consist in saving the coal, but in using the time while it
burns.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Any questions of Mr. Cleveland?
Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Flanders.
Senator FLANDErS. Not at this point.
The CHAIR MAN. The next member of the panel is Mr. 0. R. Strack-

bein, chairman of the Nationwide Committee of Industry, Agricul-
ture, and Labor on Import-Export Policy.

Mr. Strackbein.

OPENING STATEMENT OF 0. R. STRACKBEIN, CHAIRMAN, THE
NATION-WIDE COMMITTEE OF INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, AND
LABOR ON IMPORT-EXPORT POLICY

Mr. STRACKBEIN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, the
President in his special message to Congress on, January 10, 1955,
stated:

The Nation's enlightened self-interest and sense of responsibility as a leader
among the free nations require a foreign-economic program that will stimulate
economic growth in the free world through enlarging opportunities for the
fuller operation of the forces of free enterprise and competitive markets.

He added that-
our own self-interest requires such a program because (1) economic strength
among our allies is essential to our security; (2) economic growth in under-
developed areas is necessary to lessen internatonal instability growing out of
the vulnerability of such areas to Communist penetration and subversion;
and (3) an increasing volume of world production and trade will help assure
our own economic growth and a rising standard of living among our own people.

Thereafter the message contained, among other things, specific
legislative recommendation that had 5 days earlier made their appear-
ance in H. R. 1, or the trade agreements extension bill of 1955, intro-
duced by Mr. Jere Cooper, Democrat, of Tennessee, chairman of the
House Committee on Ways and Means.
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The statements above quoted, taken from the President's message,
are acceptable as generalities, but the extent to whichthe attainment
of the stated goals or objectives rests upon the provisions of H. R. 1,
it is based upon certain false assumptions and erroneous deductions
from past achievements and failures. The message, to repeat a part
of it, says:

An increasing volume of world production and trade will help assure our
own economic growth and a rising standard of living among our own people.

Of course, it would not necessarily do anything of the kind. In-
creasing world production and trade could just as easily take place
at our expense and to our detriment.

The sublime or naive faith in foreign trade as the great cure-all
for the world's economic ills or as a sure road to the peace of the
world, reflected in the message, is a curse and an affliction. It has
prevented a clear-headed assessment of the facts for too many years
and has reached the ridiculous stage. It is like a spell or a hypnosis
under which the victim merely repeats uncritically what the hypnotist
says. Or, differently stated, it ranks as a nostrum with the notion
that if 1 spoonful of medicine is good, 2 spoonfuls are twice as good.

Trade is not and never was a good thing in and of itself. It can
be evil and harmful, as the trade in opium. It may be thoroughly
immnioral as is prostitution. The slave trade was lucrative, but does
that. mean it was good? The trade in ivory created exchange and
added to the income of the people who engaged in it, but was it in
the national interest of the African tribes where it was carried on?

The hallo must be torn from international trade before we can reason
soberly about it.

Am I then saying that the President is naive or that those who
participated in shaping the part of the message relating to trade are
naive or unthinking?

The fact is, a whole people can be blind, and a whole national leader-
ship can be led along by a false idea until it explodes in their face.
*We do not have to strain our memories for examples.

One notion held not so many years ago was that Russia would
quickly crumble under the Hitler onslaught. The fallacy of that
judgment was amply demonstrated by events. Another notion was
that the German people would throw up their arms and surrender
once the war went against them. That also was a false estimate, but
very widely accepted. There are enough of such false notions and
fads floating around us in other fields, such as medicine, diet, child
psychology, etc., to give us pause. Ordinarily, it is necessary only
to wait a few years for the upset or for knowledge to catch up. In
the field of trade we cling to at used-up idea because we do not seem
to know how, when, or where to stop.

It is understandable why certain export interests wish to perpetuate
the idea that increased trade, meaning, of course, increased exports,
is an unmixed blessing. On the other hand, the support of this idea
by economists and private organizations of voters who cut across the
economic spectrum merely suggests a bankruptcy of ideas. This in
turn may be the result of immersion in a constant flow of inspired
comment that in itself has taken on the dangerous aspect of unre-
flecting acceptances of what is fed to it.

After 20 Years of tariff reductions, carried out in 29 bilateral agree-
ments. followed by 3 multilateral agreements; after a ieduction of
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75 percent in the protection afforded by our tariff and after witnessing
the great number of nontariff restrictions on trade imposed by other
countries, it is about time that we turned away from this broken-down
vehicle to carry us to the promised land. Many of these nontariff
restrictions were justified and justifiable and were symptomatic of
the economic disruption of war, but that does not change the fact of
their existence or obliterate their cause.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Strackbein, do I understand the meaning of
what you are saying is that while some European countries have
agreed to reduce tariff rates that they have imposed quotas upon
imports which have had the effect of restricting our exports to these
countries?

Mr. STRACKBEIN. That is correct, import quotas and import licenses,
and exchange control.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you regard these as a violation of the meaning
or purport of the reciprocal trade agreements which they signed?

Mr. STRACXBEIN. I would not say so across the board at all. As I
say here some of them may be justified. Some of them may be used
in the guise of protection and in that way have violated or undone,
let us say, the concessions that they had previously granted.

The CHAIRMAN. So you would say that the effect has been that we
have not reaped the advantage in exports which we might have
expected from a reciprocal reduction of tariff duties?

Mr. STRACKERIN. I do not even want to go that far, Senator, because
I think that our exports were limited by certain other factors, by the
amount of our own imports, and by the amount of our foreign aid.

Now, if those countries had not put on those limitations their cur-
rency reserves would probably have dwindled much further even than
they did, so I am not accusing the countries of bad faith.

I say the situation was inherent in the postwar conditions of the
world.

We would do far better to study the great shifts that have taken
place in the basic foundations of trade in the past 15 years, the distor-
tions in the world economy caused by the great upheavals of World
War II, and the effects of the political and military realinements of
the world. We should ponder the meaning of a policy that would
subordinate the strongest economy in the world to the vicissitudes of
a necessarily shifting diplomacy in an unsettled world.

We have in the past 10 years contributed heavily to the righting
of the war-upset world; we have greatly liberalized our trade; we have
greatly increased our imports. They are more than half again as
high per capita in physical volume as in 1938-39.

Our diplomacy has been profoundly at fault in not saying these
things to the world about our trade. On the contrary. our diplomats
and various officials traveling about overseas have aided and abetted
the idea that it was our stiff-necked policy about tariffs and trade that
caused and sustained the dollar gap. They converted the protests of
other countries thus incited into instruments of political pressure on
the homnefront in behalf of more tariff cuts. Only very recently has
there been some evidence of a change.

We have actually reached the point in our tariff reductions where
a halt is urgent. I don't say a stop, but a halt. We have cut to the
quick and in some instances well into the living nerves of many of our
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producers. However, no great reversal is involved; no general rise
in tariff rates.

Our producers who are asked to absorb the foreign competition
uncovered by 20 years of tariff cutting are entitled to a remedy against
errors of j udgment committed in the wholesale approach to tariff cuts
or against adverse changes in competitive conditions. There is no
demand for undoing such good as may have come from the liberalized
trade policy; only for a means of rooting out the evils. This remedy
is not in hand. An escape clause that is more responsive to the needs
of the case than the present one is called for.

All the nilnimnizing of the losses caused or threatened by lower
tariffs, so eagerly practiced by those interested in import profits or
export markets or in upholding an intellectual position, cannot over-
come the very widespread and legitimate concern of the exposed indus-
tries and their workers. Final success in this campaign of belittle-
ment would in any case succeed in depriving the very propagators
of any real reason for advocating their own program.
* In a nutshell, the trade-agreements program has run out of magic.
Its constant elevation to the position of arbiter of world economic
questions is not justified. As a measure that may be looked to for the
attainment and maintenance of full domestic employment, the further
general lowering of tariffs would bring us greater liabilities than
assets.

SNow, I say the further general lowering. There is much more
employment at stake, directly and indirectly, in the industries and
agricultural pursuits that are vulnerable to import competition than
exists in manufacturing or producing for export.

The fact that some of these producers are already highly protected
by import quotas, such as wheat, wheat flour, and cotton, does not
remove them from the list of exposed producers or from the list of
beneficiaries of protection. That these groups themselves, cotton,
wheat, and wheat flour, heavily support freer trade for others is only
a measure of the high degree of inconsistency of which man is capable.

As for investment in foreign countries as a means of developing
and strengthening them, the idea has some merit. but again it is not
foreign investment, as such, that is important. The kind of invest-
ment and the conditions under which it is made are more important.
Investment in economically unsound projects will not only not accom-
plish what is sought, but will go sour. The same may be said of
investment where expropriation, nationalization, or refusal to allow
profit transfers may sooner or later confront the investors.

Inasmuch as tax incentives would tend to overcome the prudence
and caution that should be exercised in such investments, their long-
term value may be questioned. Also as inducements to industry to
seek low-wage areas for location of new plants, tax incentives on
foreign investments might do more harm than good. If our capital
cannot find foreign outlets that are sound enough or free enough
from State control or confiscation to make them attractive without
special tax incentives, it certainly is not clear that the granting of
such incentives would remove their obstacles to investment, but they
might cause the taking of unjustifiable risk.

From present trends of world population it does not appear that
our point 4, and similar elements of assistance, will accomplish much

58422-55---56
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more than to demonstrate the continuing validity of the Malthusian
theory of population.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Strackbein.
Inasmuch as I think that Mr. Strackbein perhaps is the only oppo-

nent of the proposal for continuation of reciprocal-trade agreements-
we have allowed him to take more time than would normally be the
case, some 15 minutes.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. I thought I was going over.
The CHAIRPMAN. That was quite all right. We thought we should

lean over backward in being fair.
(Mr. Strackbein's prepared statement appears at p. 974.)
The CHAIRDMAN. Mr. Taft.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHARLES P. TAFT, PRESIDENT,
COMMITTEE FOR A NATIONAL TRADE POLICY

Mr. TArr. I apologize for not having a prepared statement, Mr.
Chairman. I finished testifying before the Ways and Mleans Com-
mittee at 20 minutes past 7 last evening.

I am very glad to be here wvith.this panel. I feel like the man that
put his mule in the Hambletonian trotting race and said he was very
glad to have him run with those thoroughbreds.

I might say that Mr. Cleveland enjoys the responsibility of being
a newspaper editor, and is not in charge of getting two committees
of Congress behind a measure that is controversiat. When he sug-
gested that there is no general rise in tariffs at present, If am sure
he hasn't observed the number of escape-clause actions that are pend-
ing or the number of bills introduced for raising individual tariffs.

Apart from that, I will leave for the committee a statement I pre-
sented yesterday to the Committee on Ways and Means which deals
with some of the arguments Mr. Strackbein has given you.
. (The statement referred to appears at p. 976.)

Mr. TAIr. Now for some general comments on1 the subjects listed
for discussion. I waant to start by saying that on the general problem
of the relationship of our tariff policy to defense, we face the difficulty
today of not knowing exactly what a mobilization base is in an era
of atomic warfare. If we have a strike which wines out a consider-
able part of our industrial areas, or if we have simply the kind of
saturation bombing which devastated Germany, then it is imost im-
portant that we retain flexibility and adaptability in the use of our
resources, particularly our skills.

The strategic bombing survey after World Wtar II certainly demon-
strate that that is what kept Germany going despite the destruction of
her physical resources. Now, under those circumstances the mlost
-important thing, it seems to me, is not to use tariffs to protect every
individual p)ocket of defense essential skills but rather to exDose our
economy to the competition that sharpens our ingenuity and our ell-
terprise. This is what is generally described as the "free-eniterprise
system." And it applies to foreign competition as. well as domestic
competition.

When you say that you want the information program to tell the
Communists and uncommitted peoples about the material progress in
our economy, that seems to me to be an unsound approach. They are
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not interested in the number of ice boxes and telephones and auto-
mobiles we have, but they might be interested in the general ideas of
competition, the effort to excel, the necessity of calculated risk taking,
the benefits of ingenuity, the kind of hard work and integrity that
goes with our operations in an atmosphere of free choices. That,
it seems to me, should be the base of the information program and
lI would say that our foreign-trade program, which is good in itself,
quite contrary to Mr. Strackbein's suggestion, can be used to spread
these kinds of ideas.

As far as the investment program abroad is concerned, I think the
greatest interference with it is the lack of incentive for investing
abroad. This incentive is far greater at the moment than it has
been. The spread between stocks and bonds of approximately 2.8
points as it has been in the past offers no incentive for putting any
money any place else. Now that it has been cut down to about 1.4
points it changes the situation for an investor, even an institutional
investor, and lie may be looking, therefore, for the possibilities of
greater increased profits now.

The proposals for special tax treatments of income from foreign
investments may therefore have considerable more effect than it did
a year ago, before the stock market moved so far. It is very difficult
today to buy income at the same rate you could have 12 months ago.
So it does seem to me both factors result in increasing the incentive
for investment abroad. It is also important to train people in the
understanding of the foreign investment problem.

I think the most distinctive comment of those who have testified
against H. R. 1 is that.they either do not have or don't listen to
people skilled in foreign trade. Mr. Percy of Bell & Howell, who
eame before that committee, and who made a most extraordinary
statement, and I have a copy of that for this committee also, was one of
the first men to testify before that committee in many years who is
under a protected system and is up against extremely difficult for-
eign competition, but who nevertheless has stood out in favor of a
reduction in trade barriers. One of the reasons why he is able to do
that is that he has a most competent adviser and director of his
foreign-trade activities.

We have not brought up a generation which knows how to manage
foreign business under today's circumstances.

I visited, for instance, Mr. Paul Arnmstrong, the head of Sunkist.
I have heard many objections from those who ship fruit abroad. Mr.
Armstrong sends oranges. He shipped oranges and lemons to Hol-
land, and he had to get paid for them. He took 30 percent of his
pay in notes given by American citizens-this is Holland, mind you-
notes given by American citizens for Israel bonds, which he then
was able to sell to a bank in New York.

That kind of ingenuity and understanding of foreign trade is what
we have in general lacked. If you get that then you get investment,
and increased foreign investments, it is good. It is not as concen-
trated in. a few areas as it has been in the past, and it will certainly
increase in the future.

When you come to the specific measures that are proposed to help
produce increased trade and investment, these must obviously be
tailored to the practicalities of politics in the GCongress. I would agree
that predictability in our policies is the most important element to be
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secured. This comes about both through the improvement of customs
regulations, which is at least under way, and also through the passage
of a bill, almost any bill, which represents progress by an adminis-
tration which is headed by a Republican President. If that is done,
and it goes in for 3 years as expected, that helps increase predictability.
It helps to reduce the number of escape-clause proceedings, because
when it is not expected that these actions will be successful, they will
not be tried since they do cost money for those who go into theni.

Now, as far as help for those injured as a result of increased imports,
and the numbers injured are limited, this is something in which the
Government can be of assistance. If the Small Business Adminis-
tration works on the question of towns which may be shut down be-
cause of the closing down of a -plant, that would be helpful. But
imports don't always cause the tro6uble. Take the Sanford Carpet
Co. case, which is not a case of import competition, that closed because
people don't want to buy Axminister rugs. Besides, it is an old
plant, and they are moving to New England.

Contrary to what the New York Times said yesterday-
Senator FLANDERS. May I say-
Mr. TAFT. I haven't finished.
Quite contrary to what the New York Times said yesterday that

New England is suffering from leukemia, the carpet plant in Thomp-
sonville is moving to Connecticut. Someone just bought a plant in
Cincinnati and is moving that to New England. Actually, New
England lost 40,000 jobs in textiles and gained 400,000 jobs in other
industries over the past 10 to 15 years.

That doesn't get in the neiwspapers. Thetetxtile plant closing does.
So it is this kind of readjustment that is going on, and in which the

Small Business Administration could be of great help in finding
diversified industries to come in. A Government agency has greater
scope than a local committee could have.

Finally, as to travel, I would say that goes right along with ideas.
It seems to me there could be started a program which would go par-
ticularly to the service clubs, for instance, which cover a wide range
of small business in many towns, urging them to see to it that every
person who is a member of their club, or that they know of who goes
abroad, promises to assign at least 2 days in every month to talking
to people of his own general situation in the foreign country about
the values that exist in the United States and finding out about their
values which, in turn, we might get some benefit from. Under those
circumstances, it seems to me that the portion on foreign trade of the
President's Economic Report is certainly a step in the right direction.
It may not go very far, but a step in that direction which, if firmly
nailed down, would certainly represent very great progress at the
present stage.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Taft.
Any questions of Mr. Taft?
Mr. Bolling?
Mr. Kelley?
Representative KELLEY. Yes.
I note you said the A. F. of L. or the CIO are proponents of H. R. 1.

You-didn't mention that the United Mine Workers are opposed to it.
They are primarily opposed on account of residual oil coming in from
South America, which is increasing the loss in coal, which means
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20,000 or 30,000 miners have been displaced. 'Mhen you multiply that
by 4 to a family-miners' families are larger than that-you have
100,000 people affected.

I direct this question to you, sir: Don't you believe that an amend-
ment to the escape clause might bring some help to the coal industry
in the point that the Tariff Commission's recommendations would
be mandatory?

That is an isolated case, I admit, but the promiscuous dumping of
residual oil has injured the coal industry. I know that a great deal
of imports go to the oilfields of South America, particularly Vene-
zuela, but I see no reason why the coal miners and the coal industry
itself should suffer because of that.

AIr. TAFr. Air. Kelley, I have supplied you with a copy of my state-
ment before the Ways and Means Committee. I think in view of your
question, I had better read the answer to it, which appears on page 9
in my statement:

The coal problem, like that of the wool-textile business, is the problem of a
sick industry. Let us by all means do all we can to help each cure itself. But
let us have all the facts, not the selected ones which coal spokesmen and their
auxiliaries bring to this cbmuiittee.

Let me give you a few basic ones.
1947 was the alitime peak production year for bituminous coal. Since

1947, through 1953, bituminous coal demand has- decreased by 155 million tons.
What was the composition of this decline in demand? Bituminous lost:
1. 82 million tons in railroads, largely to diesel oils, which are domestically

refined.
2. 38 million tons in space heating to natural gas and light fuels.
3. 35 million tons in exports, kept out by currency restrictions, not tariffs.
4. 29 million tons to other industries.
Coal consumption in public utilities increased 26 million tons. There have

also been minor gains in other categories. Compared to this coal loss of 155
million tons in 6 years, heavy residual fuel oil consumption increased by only
11 million tons equivalent over the same period. Six million tons of this was in
public utilities where coal consumption increased by 26 million tons.

Residual oil in not "dumped." Over a period of 7 or 8 years, except for 20
months' total, the barge-delivered price of heavy fuel oil in New York Harbor
area was higher on an equivalent basis than' barge-delivered coal. The prices
fluctuated independently. The coal people have never made any request to
the Government under the Antidumping Act.

There is no evidence that shutting out residual oil helps coal. In the first 10
months of 1954, use of residual oil by public utilities reporting to the Federal
Power Commission dropped 21.4 percent from the prior year, coal increased
1 percent-more than accounted for by new facilities-and natural gas increased
13.6 percent.

Shutting out residual oil definitely hurts American manufacturers in 30 States
employing 30,000 people in manufacturing for export to Venezuela. They send
$170 million of goods paid for by the 80 percent of Venezuela residual oil imports
that would be excluded by the proposed 5 percent quota.

Some of the bills propose 10 percent.
So far as national defense is concerned, existing mines by going to a full week

without overtime could add 150 to 200 million tons of coal a year.

That would run them 'way over the estimates of the Defense Depart-
ment as to needs in wartime.

With all the shifts that have taken place to oil and gas, even with our present
industrial capacity, 400 million tons of bituminous in 1954, plus 70 million tons,
is ample for war needs. According to the latest Bureau of Mines data, current
capacity in the bituminous industry actually is 670 million tons.

The real employment problem in coal mining is the turn to strip mining, which
accounts for fully 25 percent of total bituminous production. This is a tech-
nological change opposed as vigorously by the United Mine Workers as is the
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importation of residual oil, but with less publicity. This is because strip mining-
employs many fewer people, and has no place for most of the skills of deep'
miners. In fact, of the 142,000 out of work since 1947, the loss of 85,000 can be
attributed to improvements in technology and productivity. How much of this
is better machinery in deep mines, and how much strip mining, is a question the
coal people had better answer to this committee. At least, it is not imports of
residual oil.

And I have just been arbitrator in southern Kentucky where the
percentage in strip mining has increased from 10 percent to 40 percent.

In addition, I found out last week that the mines in southern Kentucky and
Tennessee, on the Southern Railroad at least, had no competition from residual
oil since the last reduction in freight rates down there.

They sell to Georgia Power, and they have moved back from'
residual oil to coal.

Representative KEILEY. Of course, I don't say they have lost it all.
Mr. TAFT. It is only the equivalent of 11 million tons of coal since

1947, which was the year of peak coal production.
Representative KELLEY. The point is that it is increasing.
Mr. TAFT. No, sir; as I gave you the figures for the 10 months of

last year, residual went down on the east coast, and it was replaced by
natural gas.

Representative KELLEY. Do you mean to tell .me that the amount
of residual oil coming into our seaboard is less?

Mr. TAFT. I can only refer you to what I just read to you which are
our statistics which we got from a thoroughly reliable source.

Just a minute. In the first 10 months of 1954, imports are down a
million tons of residual fuel oil, and I have given you the figures there
at the bottom of page 10, on the reporting of the first 10 months of
1954 to the Federal Power Commission. I think the coal people
just haven't given you the facts, Mr. Kelley, with all respect.

Representative KELLEY. I cannot pretend that they don't know the
facts. They must know after being concerned with this matter for a
long time. Fr om my own personal experience in the industry I know
that they have lost business due to the residual oil coming into the
United States.

The CHAIRMAN. Air. Flanders?
Senator FLANDERS. I will pass on to the next witness. I am going

to concentrate my fire on a professional economist who is also an old
friend.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. No; thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Thorp, who was former Assistant Secretary

of State for Economic Affairs and now Director of the Merrill Center
for Economics.

OPENING STATEMENT OF WILLARD L. THORP, DIRECTOR, MERRILL
CENTER FOR ECONOMICS, AMHERST COLLEGE

Mr. THORP. The Economic Report states flatly that-
the foreign economic policies of the United States can be a powerful instrument
for strengthening the security of our Nation and the free world.

It emphasizes their relationship to overall foreign policy in saying
that-
our trade and investment policies affect our ability to increase the solidarity of
the free world.
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It recognizes their economic significance when it says:
Such actions will not only help to increase world production and trade, they also

will help to assure a rising standard of-living for our own people.

With this evaluation of the importance of "strengthening our eco-
nomic ties with other countries", I am in complete agreement. Unfor-
tunately. the specific program laid out falls far short of the challenge
of these statements of high purpose. Although the Council and the
President are pointing this powerful instrument in the right direc-
tion they propose to touch the accelerator ever so gently, and always
to keep one foot poised over the brake.

First are the proposals dealing with trade barriers. Authority
would, be given to negotiate further trade agreements on a reciprocal
basis, reducing present rates on individual commodities by not more
than 5 percent per year in each of 3 years. Disregarding the fact
that the machinery can hardly be put in motion to use the first of
the .5 percent, a 15 percent reduction from present levels is little
indeed, from 50 percent to 421/2 percent or from 20 to 17 percent. The
authority to bring rates above 50 percent down to that level is fine
but it will leave so much protection that I doubt if this will have
much significance except to those who calculated unweighted averages
of rates, and the same goes for the cases of negligible imports. I
fear that the proposals will mean relatively little effective reduction
in tariff rates.

Other difficulties which handicap the importer are also given little
relief. I heartily applaud the suggested changes in customs pro-
cedures, for these have been a large but little appreciated obstacle to
imports. However, we are still to operate under the escape clause,
which is a continual threat to any importer who endeavors to expand
his market in the United States. Since this procedure was intended
to prevent or correct mistakes made by our trade-agreement negoti-
ators, I would suggest that there be some time limit set, so that if 'a
lowered rate has not caused injury for, let us say, 3 years, it can no
longer be challenged. Under its present form the escape clause stands
as a permanent threat to the development of new trade channels.

One other type of uncertainty is that once again it is proposed to
set our trade psolicy for onlv 3 yeamt ahead. Why must we keep on this
business of going over and over the same ground every year or 2 or
3? Since 1934, the Trade Agreements Act has been renewed again
and again. The same witnesses have presented the same arguments
again and again. The Congress can always enact amendments to
permanent legislation, so why must the world be led to believe that
we cannot determine the outlines of commercial policy for more than
1 to 3 years ahead?

The basic economic problems in the area of trade is still that of
bringing the relationship between the dollar area and the rest of the
world into balance on an economic basis. We still are providing
substantial foreign aid in the form of grants and extraordinary ex-
peniditures abroad; foreign countries are still trying to hold down their
purchases of American goods by quota restrictions; and the lack of
general currency convertibility still interferes with the most efficient
distribution of economic goods. I am a believer in growth and expan-
sion. I should like to see our program for "freeing the channels of
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trade" one which would move much more vigorously toward breaking
down these barriers to economic progress.

I have the same feeling that the proposals for fostering foreign
investment do not match up to the scale and urgency of the problem.
I have done my part in the past to try to improve the climate for
private investment abroad, and I am convinced that the greatest
obstacle today is the basic tension in international affairs.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean the fear that if appreciable invest-
ments are made abroad either the Communists will take over or there
will be a domestic program of nationalization?

Mr. THORP. That is correct. We already have the proposed tax
incentive in operation in the Western Hemisphere, and I doubt if the
wider geographical extension will have much impact on private invest-
ment in Africa or Asia, except as it enriches all those who have already
made investments there.

The CHAIRMAN. May I interrupt for a moment. I have always
understood that the investments of the oil companies in the Near East
were perhaps the most profitable investments in the world because,
as I understand it, the production costs are low and they sell their oil
in Western Europe at the Galveston price plus shipping costs from
Galveston to Europe. The result is that under this world basing
system they have a highly inflated price accompanied with low costs,
and, therefore, have a tremendous differential.

Am I substantially correct in that?
Mr. THORP. I cannot testify with authority on that. The invest-

ments have been tremendous, and I suppose whether or not this will
result in high profits in the end turns around the length of time

The CHAIRMAN. High annual profits?
Mr. THORP. I would feel quite sure that under circumstances of

full production and the existing price structure that oil is very
profitable.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that the European price which is
charged is the Galveston price plus the cost of shipping from Gal-
veston to European ports, even though the oil comes from the Near
East?

Mr. THORP. I believe there is such a world basing-point operation;
yes.

The CHAIRMIAN. And, therefore, a 14-percent reduction would give
a tremendous increase in income to those who are already making
large annual profits; isn't that correct?

Mr. TioirP. Yes; that is the point I was suggesting in my comment
here.

Perhaps more help will come from the International Finance Cor-
poration. But all these proposals are of limited effectiveness in the
face of the requirements of economic development. I hope that still
other steps are implied in the sentence in the report: "The program of
technical and other assistance to economically underdeveloped coun-
tries should be strengthened." Economic development is a slow and
difficult process, requiring assistance in various forms. I should like to
feel that the United States was prepared to give strong support in
practical ways to countries which could present reasonable programs
for their development. We must keep in mind that many develop-
mental steps may have to be takorm before private investment can play
its full part.
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Foreign economic policies can be a power'ful instrument, but they
must take the form of actions. If we talk of individual enterprise,
competition, and open markets, or if we urge other countries to bring
their trade into balance by increasing exports, we can hardly be con-
vincina if we ourselves act bv dosing markets and increasing pro-
tection. I am happy that the Economic Report is liberal in its
approach. It faces in the right direction, but I regret that the motion
which it promises is only at a snail's pace.

The CH-AIRMAN. Mr. Flanders.
Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman. I have often been puzzled by

trying to make out in these hearings what was on the questioner's
mind, what his own position was, and trying to figure that out from
the questions he asked.

I therefore ask the privilege of stating my position to start with
so that there will be no doubt about it. Let me say, in the first place,
that as a matter of principle with me, as a Republicani, if I cannot
clearly follow an adminlistration line I should let the responsible
officers of the administration know before I make anv public pro-
nouncement on the subject. I have done that on this question of trade
policy. I sent to the White House fully a month ago a statement of
my belief on this trade policy. At one of these afternoon parties which
are so prevalent in Washington, two young men came up to me and
said they had this statement under consideration and were shortly
going to come up to my office and set me right. The two bright young
men ave not come up.

The emergency of this public hearing has arisen, so I have to pro-
ceed without the benefit of the criticism of the administration.

Jiet me say briefly, Mr. Thorp, that my questioning will be from
this standpoint. I believe that standards must be set up for the ad-
ministration of the so-called reciprocal-which, by the way, have
ceased to reciprocate-trade policies, that instead of being a flat over-
all action we must divide the whole field of tariff revision into cate-
gories, and my brief sent to the AWhite House related to these
categories. I want, first, to mention a couple of them and ask you
what your judgment is on them.

The 2 cases I will mention were cases in which I had protested to
the President. One was one way, in increasing the tariff; the other
was the other way, in lowering a tariff. The protest against lowering
of the tariff was on clothespins, spring clothespins.

The CHAIRMAN. That happen to be made in Vermont.
Senator FLANDERS. They certainly are, and I do not deny that fact,

and I want it entered into the record.
The CHAIRurA.x. Good.
Mr. TArr. Are they used only in the spring, or do they cover the

whole year?
Senator FLANDERS. They have nothing to do with the clear, cold

water which springs from the mountains of Vermont, nor do they
relate to the seasons of the year.

My objection to lowering the tariff on spring clothespins was on
what seems to me a broad policy which should be followed in regard
to minor industries whose contribution to international trade is so
minute as to be practically invisible. My point was that the massive
machinery of stimulating foreign trade should just pass by those minor
industries because there were social implications involved which were
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important for these small areas as a whole, for small businesses in the
villages, etc., and why drag them into the maelstrom of international
trade?

Now, I would like, Mr. Thorp, to ask what your opinion is on my
judgment in that respect?

Mr. THORP. I am not quite clear on one question, Senator. It really
isn't the product, I take it, that you are judging on. It is being a
minor item as against some complicated product. It is rather that
you would like to define protection by size and geographical location;
is that it?

Senator FLANDERS. Well, geographical location, in part, but the
fact that in dollar volume it is inconsiderable. In importance to a
given locality, it is considerable.

I might say it is not only Vermont, it-is also Maine, it is also Indiana,
and one other State which I forget.

Mr. THORP. Well, first, as to the dollaryvolume, the characteristic
of our gross national product is that it is made up of a lot of items,
a very large number of which are, if one looks at them separately,
snIall. I, wio-t'ld have great difficulty'in trying to make a'list of non-
small products. One can see the automobile,' for exainple. But it
would seem to me that to try to define a policy in terms of size of
industry gets one into difficulty.

One might try to deal with this problem in terms of scale production
on the grounds that the large-scale industries are the ones in which
we are without question the most efficient, and the small-scale industry
which often is in a sense almost a handicraft industry may be the
one in which the cost abroad provides the foreign country with the
opportunity of getting a comparative advantage.

However, I think that the gains that I would hope to achieve in
balancing out trade might nevertheless be over a large number of
smaller industries.

The CHAIRMAN. May I be permitted to reply to the Senator from
Vermont with the type of literary allusion which he likes so well?

Senator FLANDERS. If it is pertinent.
THE CHAIRMAN. I remember that in Washington Irving's story of

Rip Van Winkle, when Rip Van Winkle was addicted to the bottle
he would excuse his successive drinks by saying he wouldn't count
tha't one since it was only a'siuall'nip, butthesecumumlatively opelated'
to produce a very bad set of habits.

I would suggest that the Senator from Vermont realize that the
whole is made up of a series of small parts.

Senator FLANDERS. The whole is made up of a series of small parts,
but the total may be a change in the character of village life and
small community life in the country.

I am not making a special plea for some clothespin manufacturers
in Vermont, though I will admit that my thoughts on this subject was
instigated by the Vermont situation.

Well, I have made that point about the standards; it seems to me
that should be considered in not an overall broad policy but one in
which we set up categories.

Now. that is one on which I protested to the President about his
decision.

Mr. TI-oRP. May I just make one added point?
Senator FLANDERS. Yes.
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Mr. THORP. It would seem to me if one takes as a basic proposition
that one should protect operations of this sort, there are other threats
also. Probably one ought to try to limit invention and the develop-
ment of substitute commodities,, and a whole series of other threats.
Competition and progress are cruel things. There is no question
about this for the people who lose out in competition. This is true in
the economic world, just as it is in the political world.

It would seem to me that if one adopts a policy of somehow pre-
serving a particular kind of enterprise, one has to go much beyond the
possible threat of import.

Senator FLANDERS. You now, sir, are speaking to my third ques-
tion, and I will bear in mind what you have just answered.

Mr. THORP. If I may just illustrate, I would have thought the
clothespin people would have been very much concerned about the
spin-dry washing machines, and this is where protection should have
taken place.

Senator FLANDERS. Yes, they ought to have gone into spin-dry
washing-machine business, there is no doubt about it.

I may say. howevers that; one of the factors mentioned in the Presi-
dent's decision was that they were already having competition from
the plastic spring clothespins, and that was argued as a reason for
reducing the tariff on the imported clothespins.

Mr. TAFT. Wasn't it a question of not raising the tariff, Senator?
Senator FLANDERS. It was a question, let me say, which I did not

support. It was a question of setting a quota, and I was against that.
I was against setting the quota. I did protest, and would continue
to protest on the preceding lowering of the tariffs, particularly when
5 percent of the tariff rate was given by negotiation with Mexico, and
Mexico afterward repudiated the new agreement, but still the new
5 percent remained.

We could go into all the complications of the thing, but I think the
principle is what I am talking about.

But the decision which involved the plastic clothespins was simply
to the effect that if an industry is having trouble let us give them more.
That is the way I interpret that decision.

Mr. THORP. May I express the way in which I interpret it?
Senator FLANDERS. Yes.
Mr. THORP. If an industry is being injured, and there is very clear

indication that injury is coming from domestic competition, then
there is question as to how much one should attribute the injury to
the reduced tariff. This is a question of attributing the injury.

Senator FLANDERS. Well, the increased imports attribute the injury.
Now, the next point is one on which I protested to the President on

an exactly opposite line on the basis of my analysis of what the
standards of protection should be. That was when he raised the
tariff on watches. The principle to my mind, Nhich I set forth in my
memorandum, was that any industry which through its own lack of
initiative, through its own lack of willingness to engage in competi-
tion, had found itself in trouble, was not entitled to additional protec-
tion to protect its own inefficiency.

Now, 45 years ago I was very familiar with the watch industry
in an era which is still represented by this old Waltham Riverside
watch. I defy any country in the world to have competed with the
Waltham watch of that day. The productive methods were magnifi-
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cent, and I do not see how the Swiss or anybody else could have
matched that competition. But the Swiss came along with smaller
watches, and still smaller ones, and got down to the miniature watch
of today, which is a marvelous thing in its timekeeping ability and in-
conceivably small movement. There is where they forced the pace with
the American watchmakers.

There was no ingenuity, there was no sense of competition in the
American watchmakers at all.

So a second principle which I set forth in my memorandum was that
tariffs should not be used to protect an inefficient industry. So you
see I am on both sides of the fence, but on principle.

There were other things in this memorandum which I will not go
into at this time. One of the suggestions made in it, however, I think
it is still pertinent, and that is the greatest contribution that can be
made to the health and prosperity of the industry of Europe, is an
extension of Benelux to cover the whole western continent of Europe,
so that they have their own mass production market. Now, that
is worth 10 times for them anything that we can do for them by the
way of tariff reductions. And that idea, by the way, was first put
forth to my knowledge by Ortega y Gasset in his book, The Revolt
of the Masses. I forget how long ago that was. I think the book is at
least 15 years old. It is the way for Europe to save itself, and if not
save itself to increase in prosperity.

They need a mass market, and it is right there on the European
Continent for their getting.

Now, my third question, Mr. Thorp, and that will be my last one
at this time: It seems to me that we get in these presentations ref-
erence to-I hate to use the word "doctrinaire" because that has come
to have unfavorable connotations-free trade. But I use it because I
don't have any other word to take its place. Most of the proposals go
back to a doctrinaire position.

I wish you could give us the limit to which we are approaching
in these things. If ultimate complete world free trade is the limit,
what would you assume to be the nature of the industries and opera-
tions which would result for the United States as we approach that
limit, if that is the limit?

Mr. THORP. That is a fascinating question, and I am not at all sure
as to the exact answer.

Senator FLANDERS. It is a practical question.
Mr. THoRP. Obviouslv there are a certain number of industries

which cannot easily be internationalized, because of transportation
costs-

Senator FLANDERS. Dry cleaning establishments, barber shops?
Mr. THORP. Yes, housing, construction, and so forth. There are

many things where transportation is high. Then there are other in-
dustries which have to adapt themselves rather rapidly to shifts in
American tastes, and are peculiar to American tastes. We now have
forms of styling which change rapidly enough so that there are whole
areas in the garment trades, for instance, which probably couldnt
be taken over from abroad.

On the other hand, there are, of course, many raw materials which
we know as we expand we will have to bring in from foreign countries.
I would expect that foreign trade never would become a major per-
centage in American operations. We would not reach the kinds of
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percentages that have been reached in Denmark or in France or in
smaller countries.

Actually, it has been quite interesting to see that our imports have
been declining in percentage, that even though the tariff rates have
been declining our imports have not held pace with our national
income.

I would have to say I think as a first reaction, and maybe some of
my brethren have thought about this more than others, that I would
not expect in a free trade world a major reorientation in American
industry. I would think there would be undoubtedly some indus-
tries which would not be able to meet foreign competition. Obvi-
ously, the things in which we are most skillful, the application of
capital, the production of complicated machinery, are the things in
which we would stand out. A handicraft product like a power gen-
erator might be done in one of the other countries, whereas electric
refrigerators might be something in which we would provide the
supply all through the world.

But I cannot feel that there would be major changes that would
create a great volume of trade. The American economy will be one
in which 90 percent, shall we say, of our goods and services will be
produced within the United States.

Senator FLANDERS. You have an optimistic viewpoint. I may say
that mine is not quite so hopeful.

I see a tendency to concentrate on the advantages of mass produc-
tion, which would include such things as automobiles and household
equipment, and also in agriculture, both in the intensive agriculture

Jfor feeding ourselves, and the extensive agriculture for the great
products which move in world markets. However, that depends on
our finding some way in reaching a free market pricing system. We
still have a barrier to get over in our price support on those world
products.

I do not see that we are necessarily hurting the rest of the world
if we decide that we had better look at our final point and see where
we are going. As far as Western Europe is concerned, that necessity
for developing their own mass market is a way out for them, and I
was glad to hear Mr. Cleveland make just a casual reference to Japan
and eastern, southern, and southeastern Asia, because the way out for
Japan she already saw before the Second World War. Japan went at
it the wrong way. That was the greater Asian co-prosperity sphere
where you will remember started them off on a war. It should not
have started them off on the war, it should have started them off on
commercial and trade negotiations because there is that whole area
where she is fitted to supply the manufactured goods, and they in
turn fitted to supply her the food and the raw materials.

So we don't have to look solely or even, I think, properly to our
selves as carrying the whole responsibility for the prosperity of Eu-
rope or of Asia. It lies largely in their own hands. Our responsi-
bility in Asia lies in doing what we can to restore free trade, normal
trade arrangements, and that, of course, is a problem.

But I have talked more than you have. I do commend to you a
thought on the question of just what we are heading into as we ap-
proach what seems to be the end of our series, which is world free
trade.
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Mr. TAFT. Mr. Chairman. may I comment on the Senator's ques-
tion?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, indeed.
Mr. TAFT. We have attempted to make an estimate, which my dis-

tinguished colleagues here will know is very inaccurate, but at least
it is an attempt. If the present proposals were put into effect com-
pletely, and at once, which is not proposed or thought of by anybody,
we estimate that it would represent roughly one-seventh of the way
toward total free trade. INTow, that is not proposed. The powers
lapse if they are not exercised in each of the 3 years, and it isn't pro-
posed to make it across the board anyhow.

I should also comment that as far as the supporters of my commit-
tee are concerned, they extend far beyond the mass producers. We
made up a list at the request of the Ways and Means Committee of
the industries that are represented by our supporters, and it covers a
perfectly extraordinary range of small business as well as large.

On the other side, it is not at all just small producers who are op-
posing any changes. The major opposition is coming from part of
the electrical industrv and from the chemical industry, which are
anything but small, and, the height of the tariffs involved in chemicals,
may offer some explanation.

On two pages here of my statement which I submitted to the Ways
and Means Committee yesterday, page 8 and page 9, there are two
tables of chemical tariffs which I think will startle you as far as the
height of the duties is concerned.

One other comment which the Senator made, Mr. Chairman, and
I would like to put a rather factual statement in the record on that,
if I may: This has to do with the question of reciprocity. Since 1945'
there has been what amounts to a universal tariff truce throughout
the world; there have been none of the outbursts of tariff wars that
sporadically used to rock the world's trade in the interivar period.
More than 50 items have been reduced or prevented from increasing.
It is fashionable to say that other countries' tariffs don't really mat-
ter because they have put on exchange controls and quantitative re-
strictions. This is a substantial overstatement of the case because
Canada and Cuba don't use these devices and Switzerland- hardly
uses them at all, and they are three of our biggest customers.

On quantitative restrictions, in 1946, I would say that a hundred
percent of our foreign trade was covered by quantitative restrictions
in other countries by reason of balance of payments considerations.
Since that time, there has been an extraordinary change in this pic-
ture. It has come about slowly, but certainly, especially in the last
2 years; it has taken large steps.

The trend began with Canada. In 1948, the Canadians dropped
the quantitative restrictions they had been using to ration their scarce
dollars and invited United States goods to come in without license.

The next major steps took place in 1951 and 1952, when Belgium
first began to relax its import restrictions against dollar goods on a
broad scale; today the Belgians have just about wiped out the exten-
sive system of restrictions they had 4 years ago.

In 1952, the dismantling process moved a great deal faster. The
United Kingdom paced the process when in the fall of 1953 it author-
ized unlimited imports of wood, wheat, and grains. then followed up
by freezing copper, lead, zinc, and many chemicals from import
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restrictions. In 1954, the United Kingdom went so much further in
the process that by the end of the year 50 percent of its trade with the
United States was free of restrictions.

In Germany, Holland, Italy, Greece, and other Western European
countries, very much the same prcess has been taking place.

So I think it should no longer be said that the trend is entirely in
that direction. It is quite in the opposite direction, and we now have
more quotas in effect than we have had at any time since 1946.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you say that France has been the con-
spicuous exception to the general pattern?

Mr. TAFr. Yes; but even France, in reducing their exchange and
quantitative restrictions, compensated for them with special taxes
which accomplished the same purpose. But they have now finally
agreed to remove these taxes because of pressure from OEEC and
GATT, according to the New York Times. So France is being pushed
further. They have been the bad boy, without any question, on this
general subject, but even they are improving.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bolling.
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask some

questions along a somewhat new line, at least from what I have heard.
There has been a great deal said, particularly in the last year and a
half or 2 years, when at least in a portion of that time there was reces-
sion in this country-there has been a great deal of discussion of the
techniques and the rightness of the basic policy of this country with
regard to trade with the Soviet bloc, the Iron Curtain countries, and
there have been at least some who have had the suspicion that some of
heavy industry in this country, in a natural and reasonable desire
to find additional markets, were moving in the position held by some
producers in the 1930's in regard to trade with our potential enemies.

I found myself relatively unpopular in almost any circle when I
voiced the belief that there was no occasion in any history that any
totalitarian country's attitude toward another country or the world
was in any way modified by trade. I would like to get Mr. Thorp's
opinion on that-in any modified by trade out of the purely expedient
material advantage that might or might not be obtained from that
trade.

In other words, there was no softening of attitude because of trade.
I would like to get Mr. Thorp's comment on that thesis.

Mr. THORP. I think it would be very difficult to demonstrate that any
attitude had ever been affected by trade with a totalitarian country.
On the other hand, it is very clear that they themselves regard trade
as a very important instrument to total policy.

You just have to recall the treatment of Yugoslavia, for example,
when Tito defected, and the immediate embargo against Yugoslav
i rade; or the case of Australia, when some Russian representative or
his wife refused to go back to Russia and there was an argument
about whether the Australians were preventing him from returning.
This was a question about freedom of diplomats, and Russia an-
nounced that because of the behavior of Australia in this particular
respect, they would withdraw from the Australian wool market. You
get this very real identification.

Now, I think it is probably fair to say that in the same way they
would use the problem of purchasing, both in terms of things that
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they might need and also in terms of what possible political effect or
atmospheric effect, shall we say, might be created by that.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Thorp, at that point might I ask this:
Do you think that what we did in the way of trade with an Iron
Curtain country, whether it were gifts of food or actual trade, do you
feel that our efforts, our generosity, would ever be transmitted to the
people of the Iron Curtain countries and thus ever have a political
effect in the Iron Curtain countries?

Mr. THORP. Well, now you have got a number of different situations
there. I am sure that in East Germany, for instance, the people were
aware of the fact that they were getting certain food from the Western
countries at the time that we were distributing food through Berlin..
The people knew that and I am sure it had some real effect on the
situation.

As to what effect the attitude of people in one of these countries
may have on Government policy, that is another question. I think
one may take the position that as of several years ago there had to be
modifications in policy because of rising discontent on the part of
people. There is no question but what the agricultural area is one
in which the reaction of the citizens in these countries doesn't meet
what the Government would like, and the Government is having to
adjust itself to peasant resistance. And I would think, therefore,
that there is some impact on the people, but how much this translates
itself up to the governments in these countries is very hard to say.

Representative BOLLING. Now, Mr. Thorp, I would like one more
refinement on that. Would there be any more impact on the people
if the items in question were so-called producers goods, as oppQsed to
consumer goods ?

Mr. THORP. I suppose this depends on whether these items came in
and were fairly anonymous and word did not get around about them.

Representative BOLLING. East Berlin, where the food undoubtedly
apparently had an impact, was an area that was most vulnerable to
our information program. It was certainly a very specific item that
inevitably got to an individual or was not distributed at all.

What I am getting at is the obvious: Must we not in our trade with
Iron Curtain countries have very specific practical reasons for engag-
ing in that trade, and not operate on the general thesis, which orn
hears a great deal of these days, that trade in itself will have the effect
of breaking down tensions?

Mr. THORP. Yes, I have never had great enthusiasm for that. I
think trade has some impact, because it necessarily does bring some
people into contact with each other. It means some people have to
come out or some people have to go into the country to do it. Also
in some cases the items may create a respect for the source of those
items, but I think I would agree with what I suspect is your chief
point; namely, that in developing trade with these countries, one
should consider what one is going to get, what items one is going to
get as well as the items that one is going to ship to them.

My feeling has been that, by and large. in Europe, the European
countries who have been most interested in expanding trade have been
negotiating pretty carefully to get the things they need-timber, coarse
grains, and things of that sort.

The CHAIRtMAN. Mr. Vilier.
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Mr. ViNER. It seems to me fairly obvious that one has to consider

the question of freer trade as an instrument of foreign policy with'

respect to aggressive powers in terms of the historical circumstances

and the powers you have in mind.
To me, it seems foolish to think that we could woo the Russians or

convert them to a respectable foreign or domestic policy by whatever

trade policies we adopted. But I do think an important East-West

cold war issue is involved in our trade policy, and that is that insofar

as restrictions of the Western World's trade with the Soviet can

weaken the Soviet world, our tariff policy stands as a barrier to use

of that strategic instrument. The major burden of such restrictions

would not fall on us-we never have been important traders with the

Soviet countries-but they would fall on certain Western European

countries in particular. If we do not offer them outlets, if we do not

offer them substitute markets for the markets of the East, which are

their historical and traditional markets, they may be forced, phycho-

logically, politically, economically, physically, to come to terms in

trade with Russia. I would also say that with respect to Japan we

ought to bear that issue in mind.
As to whether trade in itself is a peace-making thing, I think it is

debatable whether it has made more for peace or for war. It depends

on what kind of trade policies prevail. Trade based on discriminatory

and restrictive policies is probably more enmity creating than friend-

ship creating. I would like, however, to give two illustrations

where countries became extremely aggressive who might not have

done so if the Western World, including the United States, had had

more liberal trade policies. One of those was Hohenzollern, Germany,

before 1914, which saw the world expanding in an imperialistic way,

closing colonies to German trade, and creating a situation where it

felt it could not avoid colonial encirclement. The second was Japan

in the 1930's. Even in our period of more liberal trade policy it was

being pushed out of our market and out of the markets of the Brit-

ish Empire everywhere. It was facing restrictions everywhere and

experiencing a rising population, and rightly or wrongly, it saw no

escape by peaceful means in a world in which countries would not

trade liberally with it.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you suggesting, Mr. Viner, the same point that

I think Mr. Taft emphasized in his testimony yesterday before the

House Ways and Means Committee, that if we close our markets to

Japanese exports, we inevitably throw them back on trade with Com-

munist China?
Mr. ViNER. Either trade with Communist China or some hopeless

collapse. I see no possible economic future for Japan, not only if

we do not open our own market to them more freely, but also if we

do not foster a situation, in general, in which they have good prospects

for making a living out of an economy which must in large part

depend upon foreign trade.
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Chairman, I have to leave in a minute

and I would like to make this very clear with what Dr. Viner has

said with regard to Western Europe and Japan, I am in entire agree-

ment.
I would like to have the opportunity at another time to discuss the

other final statement he made, because my own feeling offhand would

be that the trade was rather more the excuse than the core reason with

58422-55-57
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regard to Germany in World War I, and Japan in the thirties, but I
heartily agree with the first two points, the positive points that are
made.

Mr. VINER. You may be right, but I know the politicians used the
argument with their people. They may have been military aggres-
sors, but this is what persuaded the people, and it comes to the same
thing in the end. They needed public support, and they needed this
argument which served their purpose, even though it may have been
used insincerely by their leaders. As to whether they use it sincerely
or insincerely, I reserve judgment.

Mr. TAFT. I would only note the relevance of this to foreign invest-
ment. For instance, you may have read the article in the New Yorker
about Afghanistan, where we have a point 4 program, but we also
have some American foreign investment. The Russians have now
come in, and the Czechs, and are putting in quite a number of plants,
in addition to which they are taking over in payment for those plants
the so-called Persian lamb, or karakul, which comes from Afghani-
stan, and may therefore acquire economic control through that kind
of foreign investment and this could become very dangerous.

Now they are pretty smart people. Maybe they are just trading
with us, I do not know about that, but at least that is something that
ought to be considered along with current trade.

Mr. CLEVELAND. On the question of Japan, it is my view that both
the possibilities of Japanese trade with the United States and the
possibilities of Japanese trade with the Soviet bloc, particularly Com-
munist China, are overrated.

In the case of Communist China, the Chinese are already having dif-
ficulty finding enough Chinese products to exchange with Russia for
what the Russians are sending them. Apart from coal, where the
Chinese might be able to develop some surplus for Japan, Japan is
likely to have to take the usual-run of hog bristles and tung oil, and
other items that have always bulked so large in Chinese export
statistics.

As far as the United States is concerned, if there were really free
trade between the United States and Japan, I will bet we would find
that the area of comparative advantage isn't very large on any but
the very high-labor-content commodities. That, I think, leads inevi-
tably to the conclusion that the economic development of the rest of
Asia-with rising incomes providing a market for industrial exports
from Japan and more efficient production of primary goods providing
some of the raw materials, some of the coal and some of the food that
the Japanese need-is necessary to the Japanese problem. An Asian
development program is necessary anyhow on political and other
grounds in the development of our foreign policy in Asia.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Strackbein.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. May I comment on the Japanese situation?
The CHAIRMAN. Surely.
Mr. STRACKEBIN. Mention has been made here of the cutting off

trade with Japan. Of course, that is not encouraged at all. I think
that the members of this committee must know that under the uncon-
ditional most-favored-nation clause, Japan has received all of the
benefits of any tariff reductions that we have made since 1934 in trade
agreements. Now, not all concessions have applied to Japan because
not all applied to goods coming from Japan, but where they did apply
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to goods coming from Japan, Japan got the benefits without ever
entering into a trade agreement with the United States and without
giving any concessions in return.

So it is not a question of our restricting our trade with Japan. The
real question is if we make further duty reductions on our imports
from Japan, to what extent our own domestic industry would stand
the increased competition. Another question is, as you say, or as
some have said, How much will it actually increase the shipments from
Japan to the United States?

One of the great blows against Japan and Japanese exports to the
United States was the development of synthetic textiles in the United
States. Silk was the great staple product of Japan and much of it
was sold in the United States. They do not have that any more, or at
least only in very reduced quantities. So how far we can go to substi-
tute for that by permitting toys and tuna, and knickknacks of one
kind or another to come in here at lower rates is a highly debatable
question.

I would not look at the reduced trade barriers against Japanese
goods to lead to as great a volume as some people might think. I
think at the same time it could do a great deal of damage because the
competition from Japan is the most difficult that we, face, and that is
true in textiles, cotton textiles, and others, woolen textiles, even the
synthetics. So my view is if we must have a trade agreement with
Japan, and recognizing the difficult international situation, that we
should have made a bilateral agreement instead of going through
GATT.

In that case we could have made it possible to live with the competi-
tion by putting on import quotas, liberal, if you please, but nonethe-
less limiting the damage instead of having an open end to the compe-
tition which becomes upsetting to our own producers.

Mr. THORP. Mr. Chairman, may I just make a footnote on this state-
ment of Mr. Strackbein's, because I think he has given a slightly wrong
impression. While it is true that the previous trade agreement ne-
gotiations are, under our principles, generalized through the most-
favored-nations clause, the fact is that the negotiators of trade agree-
ments with other countries have not negotiated with respect to the
main items of importance in trade with Japan.

What one does in negotiating with a country is to negotiate on the
chief trading items with that country. This has meant in many cases
that there have been differentiations made within a single product.
by price level or something of that sort, so that a tariff cut is applied
to the quality of that product which might come from some other
country, but not from Japan, and so the actual fact is that as of the
moment there has been reserved, one might say, until the day when
negotiations took place with Japan, the items which promise to be
most important in our trade with Japan.

The CHAIRMAN. What would those be, Mr. Thorp?
Mr. THORP. Well, this is a long list of items that has been put out.

There have been public hearings on it. I can't offhand define what
it is.

Mr. TAFr. It was published in advertisements in the New York
Times and Journal of Commerce last week, and Washington Post and
Times Herald.
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The CHAIRMAN. I regret to say I do not always read the advertising
pages.

Mr. TAur. It was a full page: You could not have missed it, Senator.
May I add, in addition to what Mr. Thorp has said, the classification
operation in the Customs Bureau of the Treasury Department has
been rather carefully used to exclude Japan from benefits of trade
agreements that may have been negotiated.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. Well, that is certainly not true universally. In
the case of tuna, trade agreements were made with Iceland, and there
were included certain items of tuna, and that benefit did go to Japan.
It was not possible in these broad trade negotiations to cut Japan out
by value brackets or other devices.

Mr. THORP. Not completely, but to a large extent.
Mr. TAXr. They tried.
(Mr. Thorp's prepared statement appears at p. 984.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Upgren.

OPENING STATEMENT OF ARTHUR UPGREN, DEAN, AMOS TUCK
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE

Mr. UPGREN. I have prepared a rather longer paper, so I will try
to keep my testimony short and stay inside the limit, but I would like
to speak to three points:

First of all, the methods we have for strengthening the Allies, and
how we have used them. Second, the problem of the standard of
living and jobs at home, as opposed to the question of security. And,
thirdly, a guide that we might have for agriculture, which the Presi-
dent noted in his message was a very special problem.

First, with respect to aiding the free world, we have had some five
general methods. Of the five, I think the tariff reduction has not
been better than fourth in importance and probably could not be bet-
ter than fourth in the immediate future.

The first and greatest method of helping the world, of course, is to
keep the domestic economy strong because that pulls in the imports
regardless of whether they are dutiable or free and, of course, it is to
that which this committee has dedicated its major effort.

The second way in which we have assisted the world is by giving
aid, which the Department of Commerce said a week or two ago has
added up to $50 billion since the end of the war. That would be an
average of five and a half billion dollars a year, and I suspect we have
given aid in that manner rather than by tariff reduction because of
our huge, powerful fiscal budget. We are able to raise the money to
give that aid, and to assess the burden on Americans as fairly as the
Ways and Means Committee can manage to do that, whereas in the
case of tariffs, we are unable yet to find a device to assess the very
localized burden on our people.

The third most important way of assisting the world is in terms
of trade. American industry produces more and more goods without
as much a rise in prices as the rest of the world which has really sup-
plied us with a lesser increased flow of goods at a much more greatly
increased price.

Then comes our fourth way, tariff reduction, and I think, because
we have had so many rather doctrinaire questions, we might digress
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briefly to point out that the barrier to a great inflow in imports is
largely the $160 billion investment of American plant in new industry.

With that huge investment American industry would generally
meet the price conditions which would be imposed by tariff reduction.
What I am saying here is that the proposal of trade, not aid about a
year or two ago, could not have accomplished but a very small amount
of the achievement that was dramatized by the visit of two members
of the British Cabinet. This was important, but we should not try to
persuade the American people that we can do so much more than is
possible.

The reason is that our industry is generally profitable. It will meet
the price conditions imposed by reductions of tariffs. We discovered
this working in the Trade Agreement Section of the State Department
20 years ago, and it is the price effects that industry is concerned with
because it does have this huge investment which will keep most of its
output coming forth to meet the competition of any inflow of Euro-
pean imports.

The CHAIRMAN. That would help the consumer, would it not?
Mr. UPGREN. Yes, it might help the consumer in terms of a lower

price, but it wouldn't be the method necessarily of strengthening our
allies. That is entirely correct.

The fourth method of assisting the world-by reducing tariffs-
would be very slow, though there might be certain price gains. There
could be adverse effects from this lowering of price such as the slow-
down of that very, very important factor in maintaining a high level
of prosperity, which is a sustained flow of American investment in
new plant and equipment. I would assume that one of the very great
benefits secured a year ago from the abandonment of the excess-
profits tax was the maintenance of total construction at the very high
rates which were maintained during this past year, thus giving the
consumer a gain in that direction to offset a gain he might not have
gotten by the failure to lower that tax, or to lower the tariff to use
the other case.

The conduct of foreign trade does not increase jobs, as Dr. Gold-
weisser on many occasions would emphasize. Rather, it makes better
jobs, and there we have a key to the last point about which I would
like to talk briefly, and that is the rule that might guide agriculture
in its own self-interest.

I think of that because I lived in the Midwest until 2 years ago.
In the Midwest our agriculture has made a very marked shift from
cereal farming of 50 years ago over to production of meat and all
products of livestock. That has been a remarkable shift efficiently
accomplished and it reflects the high-income position of the American
people. Agriculture, therefore, is interested in a high rate of market-
ing of livestock and its products, or in other words, meat, dairy prod-
ucts, and all that, with the result that the importance of cereals is
very greatly reduced.

Now the sale of such products is much greater when the American
family income is high. I can recall estimates-I confess I am not
up to date here-that families some years ago who had a $65 or $70
weekly income consumed two-thirds more meat than a family with a
$40 or $45 weekly income. Then it becomes in the interests of agri-
culture, which now has a production of 55 percent livestock and its
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products-and in the States of Indiana, Wisconsin, Iowa, the pro-
portion is over 70 percent-to encourage high consumer income.

Here we might suggest that agriculture reverse its position against
the lowering of tariffs. By favoring tariff reduction agriculture
would constantly put the pressure on those industries which are pay-
ing low wages and, therefore, which provide somewhat poorer cus-
tomers for agricultural products.

Now the clue to this, I think, will also answer some of the questions
which have been raised, and that is how do you create a high wage
industry. The high wage industry generally, I think, is created by
the use of large amounts of capital and machinery. Larger amount of
capital and machinery increases the productivity and results in a
higher wage.

For example, the utility and the oil industry-and I guess the
chemical industry, and the steel industries-do have very high invest-
ment per worker and high wages. Workers in these industries pro-
vide excellent markets for agriculture. Other industries, not to make
any invidious comparisons, have lower wage rates and agriculture
might very greatly gain markets here if income were higher.

The CHAIRMAN. Those happen generally to be the protected indus-
tries, too, do they not?

Mr. UrGPXN. I think that is right.
The CHAIR-MAN. I notice the industries in the past which have had

high tariff rates tend to be low-wage industries.
Mr. UPGREN. That is right.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. Mr. Chairman, don't you think the differential in

wage rates in the United States is more regional than it is among in-
dustries? I had occasion for a period of several years to observe the
wage rates in different parts of the country. That was under the
Walsh-Healey Act. The highest wage-paying section of this coun-
try was Washington and Oregon. Now that very fact may upset many
classical economic theories, but it is nonetheless a fact. * The lowest
rates were in Southeastern United States. Fairly high rates prevailed
throughout New England, in Massachusetts, coming down through
New York, Pennsylvania, and then Ohio.

The wages were lower in the Southwest, lower Middle West, and
southern California. From San Francisco up, they were higher. I
do not think you can equate that with whether the industries there
located were protected or unprotected.

The CHAIRMAN. There are undoubtedly regional differences, but I
think it is also true that woolen, cotton, jute, hemp, most of which have
had high tariff rates, have been low wage industries; in fact, low wage
industries all over the world.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. Another differential was in the size. In almost all
cases, the large companies paid high rates, the medium sized com-
panies middle rates, and the small companies low rates. I do not think
you can equate that either with whether industries are protected or un-
protected. So there are many causes of wage differentials in this
country operating aside from whether industries are protected or not.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, I would not maintain that this is the
only or perha s the chief reason. I would simply suggest that it is
the position trie proponents of high tariffs take when they say it is
necessary to protect the American wage scale, and yet the industries
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which have the greatest amount of protection happen to be low-wage
industries. That fact sticks out like a sore thumb.

Mfr. STRACEBEIN. I wonder if an examination has been made of that
thesis in the postwar years.

The CITAIRMrAN. Well, my information doesn't go much beyond
1940. I will say I would be surprised if there were a great change.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. I think you would find it very interesting to see
what changes have been taking place in that case.

(Mr. Upgren's prepared statement appears at p. 986.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Viner.

OPENING STATEMENT OF JACOB VINER, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Mr: VINER. Mr. Chairman and members, I support heartily the
general principles stated by the President with respect to the economic
foreign policy of the United States in his economic report, and in his
message to Congress of January 10. I, in general, support also most
of his specific recommendations. I would have preferred, however, a
closer match between the vigorously expressed and highly persuasive
exposition of the general policy and the meager, hesitant, and partial
program proposed for carrying out this general policy.

It is in the interest of the prosperity and the security of the United
States that the economies of our allies, friends, and potential friends
abroad shall experience steady and significant growth from year to
year. More liberal access to the American market for their commodi-
ties and services can be a major factor in promoting this result.

American prosperity would be promoted by a more liberal com-
mercial policy on our part. It is in our own economic interest that
we shall move steadily toward the objective that we obtain from
abroad in exchange for exports of our own commodities and services
such desirable commodities and services as cannot be produced here,
under normal conditions and in normal years, at as low or nearly as
low a cost as the cost to us of buying such or equivalent commodities
abroad.

In the past 20 years there have been substantial reductins in our
tariff rates and, because of inflation, there has been also a substantial
reduction of the ad valorem equivalents of the specific duties of our
tariff The cuts that have been made in our tariff, however, have been
in large part those that could be made without appreciably reducing
the control of our protected industries over the domestic market. To
a large extent the reductions in our tariff which would really lower
the effective margin of tariff protection remain to be made. The per-
centage of imports of dutiable goods to total domestic production of
such goods in the United States is probably less today than it was in
1934, when the process of tariff reduction began. This decline in the
relative importance of imports is due to many factors, of which failure
to make genuine and important reductions in the effective level of our
tariff protection is only one. This decline serves, nevertheless, to sup-
port the verdict that much of the tariff-liberalization of the past two
decades was make-believe.

Even deep cuts in tariff rates may have only token effects on the
volume of trade if the foreign producers and the American importers
of the commodities in question cannot be reasonably confident that
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these cuts are made with serious intent to encourage imports and will
not be withdrawn as soon as it becomes evident that they are having
their supposedly intended effect. In many cases successful entrance
into the American market requires redesign of products, adjustment
and expansion of production facilities, establishment in the United
States of warehousing and distribution facilities, expensive sales ef-
fort to win market acceptance for the products. Sober foreign busi-
nessmen will often rightly conclude that the risk that the tariff will
be raised on their products as soon as it becomes clear that there is an
American market for them is too great to justify the investment nec-
essary to find out whether they can sell their products here.

In the light of these considerations, the proposed limitation to 3
years as the period of authorization of reductions of duty by execu-
tive action, the limitation, with respect to most dutiable items, of re-
ductions not to exceed 5 percent per annum, the continued subjection
of the reduced duties to the hazard of cancellation of the reductions
under the escape clause, these make the program as a whole a very
insubstantial and timid contribution to the goal of a more liberal com-
mercial policy for the United States.

Whatever may be said in favor of tariffs on imports, there is nothing
which can be said in support of import restrictions being given the
form of making the importing process unnecessarily costly in legal
and clerical expenses, in deliberately manufactured risks for the im-
porters, uncertainties, and delays, through archaic administrative pro-
cedures which burden the American Government, the foreign export-
ers, the American importers, and the American consumer. The delay
in instituting a thoroughgoing reform of our customs administration
which has already occurred is inexcusable. What has recently been
accomplished in this direction is good as far as it goes, but goes only
a small distance toward removing abuses whose nature has been evi-
dent for many years. There has been more than ample time for
exploration and for resolution of the technical questions to which
revision gives rise. The time for real remedial action is long overdue.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Viner, would you say that the chief difficulty
in this connection is the uncertainty and the varying standards which
are applied in the determination of what the price of a commodity is?

Mr. VINER. I think that is probably the most important single one.
If one looks, however, at the record of the items which cause pro-
cedural difficulty to the importers and make litigation a normal part
of our importing procedure on a wholesale scale, without parallel at
any time or anywhere in the world elsewhere, it is, I think, not so much
the valuation procedures but rather the classification procedures.
These give customs officials too much leeway because of the vagueness,
the uncertainty, and the great detail, the fineness, of the classification
of commodities for duty purposes. Fitting a commodity into its
class is difficult for the most accomplishel person. When the final
decisions are made, very often after a prolonged legal procedure, go-
ing through three legal stages, the final decision sometimes reveals
that .the judges themselves are often amused at the arbitrary and
trivial considerations which decide the issue-whether, for instance.
once actual case-an imitation bird in a cage was a toy, or a musical
instrument, or a manufacture of feathers and brass, and, if so, wheth-
er the important constituent was feathers or brass. This sort of thing
has occurred in thousands of cases.
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Moreover, the backlog of delay is always tremendous. There is a
backlog of tens of thousands of cases in a normal year.

The CHAIRMAN. WhThat would you suggest in the way of simplifi-
cation?

Mr. VINER. Well, if there were not a very wide range of duties in
our tariffs, which would be practicable if none or few of our duties
were at very high levels, there would be so little point in having one
duty, say, at 81/2 percent, and another at 91/4 percent, that it would
be easy to put hundreds of commodities in one duty class, and then
the classification decision would shrink in importance and difficulty
and uncertainty. One of the things that has been missed in all of
the able and conscientious work that has been done over 20 years,
trying to prepare the way for tariff liberalization, is the failure to
realize that as tariff levels fall by negotiation, or through inflation,
that provides an opportunity for lumping many items into one group,
without appreciably changing the duties applicable to any item.
Classification could thus become relatively umimportant, for both the
customs staff for whom it is a headache, and for the importers, for
whom it is also a headache.

If we followed a general policy of reducing the range of duties by
reducing the maximum rates, we could then move without much re-
sistance, and without important adverse effect on anyone, toward re-
ducing the number of rate classes. This would not reduce the number
of dutiable items, but only the number of rate classes. You could have
a great number of commodities, for example, in the 15 percent ad
valorem class bracket.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think this could be reached by the present
proposal?

Mr. VINER. As I understand the present proposal, it is a proposal
for further study. I was with the Tariff Commission back in 1917.
I think they knew enough then to know how to produce within 6
months an adequate program of simplified classification procedures,
although I am not denying that it would give rise to some technical
difficulties. I think they knew enough 2 years ago, and 4 years ago.
A proposal for still further studies and for waiting for the results of
such studies, amounts chiefly to a proposal to postpone at this legisla-
tive session any real action.

The CHAIRM[AN. Would you recommend the amendment of the pres-
ent bill which would give to the President and the Tariff Commission
the power for this broader classification which you suggest?

Mr: VINER. Well, in some respects I am a conservative, and I am
conservative about excessive tampering with the tariff-rate structure,
where it is not clear that it is being done with the sanction of Congress.
If you gave complete discretion, it would be possible by a change in
classification to change rates from 80 percent to 5 percent, or vice
versa. Therefore, I would recommend, and it would suffice for a
great deal of simplification, that wherever the Tariff Commission
would find that a change in classification would not change the rate
by more than a specified moderate amount, it could be done by execu-
tive action.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me see if I understand your proposal. You
would say that the rates could not be decreased below a given point?

Mr. VINER. By mere change of classification, so that if important
reduction-or increase-in rates, would not be made possible without
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Congress knowing in advance that it is giving the power and the
administration knows that it is carrying out a mandate of Congress.

The CHAIRMIAN. But rates could be reduced down to that point?
Mr. ATINER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAIN. Do you have in mind a figure of "X" percent?
Mr. VINER. I would say 5 percent ought to be readily acceptable.

I mean 5 percentage points, or 5 percent of the value of the commodity.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. Chairman, may I complete the record on this? The

bill on tariff simplification submitted by the President last year pro-
vided for the setting up of a reduced number of classifications.
Within each classification it was provided that the total revenue
derived from that classification should remain at the same amount.
This automatically required that certain tariffs might be raised and
certain others might be lowered in order to arrive at a standard for
that classification. It did not provide for a further reference to
Congress.

Mr. Byrnes, who introduced the bill in the House last year, was
..unwilling to accept it in that form, and it was introduced with those
provisions but with the further provisions that when the President
arrived at these conclusions after a Tariff Commission study, it should
sit in the two Houses for 30 or 60 days, whatever it was, subject to
a congressional veto. This bill, however, when it came to the Sen-
ate-it was passed in that form, roughly, in the House-when it came
to the Senate, it was revised so that the study itself should come
to the Congress, and that is the form in which it was passed. This
problem becomes so serious, and increasingly serious, because of the
number of new products. First, the total categories, I think, are
about 8,000 in the present Tariff Act of 1930. And in the chemical
industry alone there are 7,500 new products since the period of the
last tariff act. And when you take all of the other categories, you
get innumerable products that cannot be squeezed into anything that
you have got as it stands now, and then the discretion to which Pro-
fessor Viner has referred in the Bureau of Customs that lets them
take almost any infinitesimal part and apply the highest rate appli-
cable, just gets things into a terrible jam, just as he has described.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. Mr. Chairman, may I make a comment on this
customs simplification? This is only a guess, I would admit, but I
would say that 95 percent of our imports come through in routine
fashion without any difficulty.

Mr. VINER. That is quite possibly so. I think the same sort of
thing can be said about our import duties; a very large part of our
imports come in free of duty. Nobody says that it is the free duty list
that keeps the imports out. It is the customs administrative pro-
cedures on dutiable items and the higher duties that keep products
out.

I am interested in the imports which do not come in because of
the trade barriers and not in the ones which do come in. 11WThen you
appeal to the ones that do come in you a-re just begging the question.

On the proposal of last year, I must say I did not like it because
it would involve automatically the increase of some duties. Also,
figuring the total receipts from a class of duties means that you are
forecasting the effect of change in duties on the volume of imports
or the effect of change in business conditions on the volume of imports.
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I have great skepticism about the capacity of anybody, even my
fellow economists, to forecast such things with any degree of accuracy.
Moreover, the total revenue collected is largely irrevelant. But my
chief objection is that you could not carry out last year's proposal
consistently with our agreements with other countries. We have
pledged ourselves to certain specific rates on certain designated coni-
modities. Because we have decided to change our customs adminis-
tration, we cannot now tell them that unfortunately the duty which
was formerly 12 percent on their item is now to be 15 percent, when
we have agreed to keep it at 12.

Mr. TAFT. May I add just one comment on what professor said as
to the relationship of the free list by value to the rest.

The implication would be that the more you reduce the tariff the
higher the proportion of the free-list value. It is the exact opposite.
The highest percentage of free tariff was after the passage of the
Smoot-Hawley Act, and it has gone down ever since.

Mr. VINER. If we let in all of the products we have no interest iin
producing here and imposed a 5,000 percent ad valorem tax on the
items we do wish to produce, the amount of duties received would
be zero.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. We hear a lot of discussion on this point. I
would like to see what items are being excluded other than by
quarantine.

Mr. TAMT. If he will look at page 8 of my statement he will see a
great number of them. Here is a list of chemical incomes in 1952 in
thousands of dollars, and the tariff rate next to them. There are 3
out of this list of 15 or 20, one is $104,000, one $81,000, and then one
$15,000, and one $12,000, and there are half of them that don't come in
at all, over rates that vary from 50 percent to 250 percent.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. That is not responsive to the question, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. TArr. It is what you asked for.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. No, I said give some examples of items excluded

because of custom administration, not because of the height of the
tariff rates.

Mr. VINER. I think the only procedure by which you could get re-
liable results on that would be to get the expert buyers for the im-
portant importing stores, Sears, Roebuck, and so on, and let them
tell you why certain things cannot- profitably be introduced in the
United States. I know over the years in talking to such people that
they could literally accumulate these items by the list of hundreds up
to the thousands, items which they have explored. There is in the first
place the uncertainty as to what the duty would be; in the second
place, the fact that the product in question may be experimental.
They would first have to know at what price they could lay it down
and, secondly, whether the American public would respond. They
do experiment, and they do decide in the negative after experimenting,
time after time; they are experimenting steadily, and you can go to
Macy's, go to Marshall Fields, go to Sears, Roebuck, and talk to the
appropriate people. They will give you the list of these items if you
ask them to.

Mr. THOIRP. I can also testify to the fact that while I was in the
State Department I knew of a number of cases which people told
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me about where a new commodity coming in, not specified in the Tariff
Act, would come in under the basket clause, the nonspecified level of
tariff rate, which is usually very high. This would mean that its
competitive item which was specified in the tariff rate at a lower
tariff would continue to have the market and the new item, not hav-
ing been specified, would be kept out. This is, of course, customs
administration in the sense that it relates to the character of the
classification procedure which automatically places high tariffs on un-
specified and new items.

Mr. VINER. That is right.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. My only point is in place of citing these horrible

examples that we have some factual data. As it is we are merely
tossing words back and forth, and we have no real factual data, and
I think we should have it instead of generalizing.

Mr. KALIJARVI. I think a dramatic instance of this was withhold-
ing of appraisal on rayon faille for 8 or 10 months and that repre-
sented an embargo of about $10 million on fiber that would have
normally come into the United States.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Viner.
Mr. VINER. Our treatment of agricultural imports is entangled

with the special measures which we have taken to promote the pros-
perity of our domestic agriculture. It would admittedly be incon-
sistent and impracticable to allow foreign agricultural products to
enter freely into the American market while domestic agricultural
products are supported at higher than world-market prices. But
whatever our policy should be with respect to the income levels of
the persons and resources engaged in agriculture, we should carry
it out by measures which retain in American agriculture only those
amounts of human and other productive resources which without
subsidy can earn in free competition the economic equivalent of what
corresponding American productive resources earn in American in-
dustry at large.

It is our restrictions on agricultural imports which press most
severely on the underdeveloped countries and on our neighbors to
the north. It is our agricultural program, with its quotas on imports,
its subsidies to exports, and its governmental trading, which con-
flicts most obviously and most importantly with our declared objec-
tives of free private enterprise operating in free competitive markets
and of the confinement of restrictions on foreign trade to nondiscrimi-
natory and moderate import duties. When agricultural policy comes
to be considered and, I hope, to be reformed, it is urgent that one of
the major objectives shall be such a revision of that policy as to make
if consistent, in its foreign economic policy aspects, with all the prin-
ciples of liberalized foreign trade to which we so repeatedly declare
our adherence.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Air. Viner's prepared statement appears at p. 991.)
(Whereupon, at 12: 35 p. m., a recess was taken until 2 p. m. of

the same day.)
AFrERNOON SESSION

The committee reconvened at 2: 45 p. mi., Senator Paul H. Douglas,
chairman, presiding.
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Present: Senator Douglas, chairman, Senator Sparkman, and Rep-
resentatives Kelley and Talle.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, gentlemen, for coming back this
afternoon. Mr. Kalijarvi.

OPENING STATEMENT OF THORSTEN V. KALIJARVI, DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

Mr. KALIJARVI. Mr. Chairman, you raised the question as to. the
items contemplated for negotiation with respect to the Japanese agree-
ment. I have here the TAC report on those, and perhaps it might be
useful for the record if they wvere inserted at this point.

The CHAIRMAN. We wish you would.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

iEDepartment of State Publication 5653, Commercial Policy Series 145]

THE GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

NEGOTIATIONS UNDER TIHE TRADE AGREEMENT ACT OF 1934 AS AMENDED AND
EXTENDED

NOTICE OF UNITED STATES INTENTION TO NEGOTIATE

LIST OF PRODUCTS TO BE CONSIDERED

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS

Prepared by the Interdepartmental Trade Agreement Organization consisting
of the Departments of State, Treasury, Defense, Agriculture, Commerce,
Labor, Interior, the United States Tariff Commission, and the Foreign Oper-
ations Administration, November 1964

UNITED STATES INTENTION TO UNDERTAKE TRADE-AGREEMENT NEGOTIATIONS

The Interdepartment Committee on Trade Agreements today issued formal
notice of the intention of the United States Government to participate, under
the authority of the Trade Agreements Act of 1934, as amended and extended, in
reciprocal tariff negotiations involving Japan. The President has given high
priority to expansion of Japan's trading opportunities because of Japan's
vital importance to free-world mutual security.

Today's announcement, including the listing of products and the scheduling
of hearings, formally opens United States preparations for participation in
an international tariff-negotiating conference to be convened next February in
Geneva, Switzerland, under the sponsorship of the countries associated in the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. The purpose of this conference will
be tariff negotiations looking to Japan's full accession to the general agreement,
thus enlarging her trade possibilities with other countries as well as with the
United States.

To aid in the development of positions which the United States should adopt
in the proposed tariff negotiations, and in accordance with established procedures,
a list is also published today of the products on which the United States may
consider offering concessions. Hearings are also scheduled and opportunity
is provided for submission of briefs for the purpose of obtaining views and
information from interested persons on all phases of these negotiations, includ-
ing views for or against concessions which the United States might seek or offer
on particular products.

Attached to the committee's notice of intention to negotiate is a list of products
on which modifications may be considered during the negotiations. Listing of
an item is for the purpose of gathering information on the possibility of a
concession: it does not necessarily mean that a concession will be offered on the
product. No tariff concession can be made by the United States on any product
not included in this or a subsequent published list.

As indicated in the announcement, the United States also proposes to take
advantage of the occasion of these tariff negotiations to carry out four renegotia-
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tions arising out of various United States actions. In two cases, there was
enacted legislation calling for modification of certain trade-agreement obligations
by an upward adjustment of import duties for commodities affected by ex-
ceptional developments. The laws in question are Public Law 689 on fish sticks
and Public Law 479 on certain rubber-soled shoes. The third case relates to
the escape-clause action taken by the United States in which it modified the
concession on dried figs. No change is contemplated in the present tariff
treatment of figs, but under the agreement the escape-clause action permits
other countries to seek compensatory adjustments either by new concessions
on our part or by withdrawal of concessions by affected countries. In the fourth
case, when Uruguay became a party to the agreement last December, the
United States did not find it possible to proclaim certain concessions that had
been negotiated on meat products.

The majority of the listed articles are included for the purpose of giving
consideration to concessions in negotiations directly between the United States
and Japan. There are, however, many articles which are of primary interest
to other countries. For these articles consideration will be given to possible
concessions under circumstances where these other countries are also negotiating
with Japan under the general agreement and where a concession by the United
States would broaden the overall results of the multilateral negotiations through
the triangular exchange of benefits.

In addition, because of the extensive and time-consuming nature of the pro-
cedures for getting information on possible concessions, there are a relatively
few articles of interest primarily to countries which may decide to negotiate
with Japan though they have not yet done so. As a general rule no concessions
would be made on such products if the country having a primary interest does
not complete its negotiations with Japan.

The Interdepartmental Trade Agreements Committee's notice and the list are
attached to this release.

As required by law, the Committee for Reciprocity Information also gave
notice that it will receive views of interested persons concerning any aspect of
the proposed negotiations. The members of the Committee for Reciprocity Infor-
mation and the Committee on Trade Agreements are the same. They include a
member of the United States Tariff Commission and representatives designated
by the Secretaries of State, the Treasury, Defense, Agriculture, Commerce, Labor,
and Interior, and the director of the Foreign Operations Administration.

Domestic producers, importers, and other interested persons are invited to pre-
sent views and all possible information regarding products on the published list,
including information relative to section 2 of the Trade Agreements Extension
Act of 1954. This section provides that no action should be taken to decrease
the duty on any article where the President finds that such reduction would
threaten domestic production needed for projected national defense requirements.
Consideration will be given to submissions concerning wages in the exporting
country in accordance with the President's message of March 30. All views and
information will be carefully considered in arriving at a decision as to whether
or not a concession should be offered by the United States on each product.

There is no limitation on the products on which the United States may request
concessions, and domestic producers or exporters interested in developing mar-
kets in Japan are invited to present suggestions to the Committee for Reciprocity
Information as to concessions which should be sought. The Department of Com-
merce also furnishes the Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements
with studies of the trade in and other facts regarding articles exported from the
United States on which the United States might consider seeking concessions in
the negotiations.

Hearings before the Committee for Reciprocity Information will open on De-
cember 13, 1954. Applications for oral presentation of views and information
should be presented to the committee not later than 12 noon, December 3. Per-
sons desiring to be heard should also submit written briefs or statements to the
Committee for Reciprocity Information by 12 noon, December 6, 1954. Only
those persons will be heard who presented written briefs or statements and filed
applications to be heard by the date indicated. Persons who do not desire to
be heard may present written statements until noon, December 27, 1954. De-
tails concerning the submission of briefs and applications to be heard are con-
tained in the committee's notice attached to this release.

The United States Tariff Commission also announced today that it would open
public hearings on December 13, to receive views and information useful in pre-
paring its "peril-point' report to the President, as required by section 3 (a) of the
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Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, on the extent to which United States
concessions on particular products may be made in the negotiations without caus-
ing or threatening serious injury to a domestic industry producing like or directly
competitive products.

Views and information received by the Tariff Commission in its hearings re-
ferred to above will be made available to the Committee for Reciprocity Informa-
tion for consideration by the Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agree-
ments. Persons whose interests relate only to import products included in the
list published today, and who have appeared before the Tariff Commission need
not-but may if they wish-appear also before the Committee for Reciprocity
Information.

However, persons wishing to present material on United States import con-
cessions other than the material they have presented to the Tariff Commission
should file written statements or briefs with the Committee for Reciprocity In-
formation, or may, if they wish request appearance before that committee. Per-
sons wishing to suggest additional items on which United States import conces-
sions may be considered, and which do not appear in a published list, should
present their views to the Committee for Reciprocity Information.

Copies of the notice of the Tariff Commission may be obtained from tht
Commission.

INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON TRADE AGREEMENTS

I. Trade-agreement negotiations under the General Agreement on Tariffs anA
Trade relating to Japan.

II. Possible adjustment in preferential rates on Cuban products.

Pursuant to section 4 of the Trade Agreements Act, approved June 12, 1934,
as amended (48 Stat. 945, ch. 474; 65 Stat. 73, ch. 141) and to paragraph 4 of
E:xecutive Order 10082 of October 5, 1949 (3 CFR, 1949 supp., p. 126), notice is
hereby given by the Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements of in-
tention to participate in trade-agreement negotiations, on a reciprocal basis,
looking to Japan's accession to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, as
a means of improving Japan's trading prospects in the free world. With a view
to the further expansion of such trading prospects, the United States is also
considering, in addition to negotiations directly with Japan, participating in
limited negotiations with other contracting parties to the general agreement
that will also be negotiating with Japan, in order to broaden the overall results
of the negotiations.

There is annexed hereto a list of articles imported into the United States to
be considered for possible modification of duties and other import restrictions,
imposition of additional import restrictions, or specific continuance of existing
customs or excise treatment in the trade agreement negotiations of which notice
is given above. In addition to articles of primary interest to Japan, there are
also being listed some articles of interest to certain contracting parties as well
as to Japan, and a few articles which are believed to be of primary interest to
other contracting parties that may be negotiating with Japan, some of which
articles are closely related to articles of primary interest to Japan.

Notice is also given of intention to negotiate settlement of several outstanding
problems arising out of various actions by the United States. Negotiations are
contemplated looking to such modification of trade agreement obligations as
may be necessary in view of the enactment of Public Law 479 of the 83d Congress
relating to certain rubber-soled shoes and Public Law 689 of the 83d Congress
relating to certain prepared fish. In addition the United States modified .its
concession on figs, fresh, dried, or in brine, as a result of an escape clause action.
Finally, the United States did not find it possible to carry out obligations nego-
tiated with Uruguay with respect to certain meat products. Among the possible
outcomes of these negotiations might be a granting of such concessions on some
items in the annexed -list as may be necessary to compensate for the above ac-
tions of the United States.

The articles proposed for consideration in the negotiations are identified in the
annexed list by specifying the numbers of the paragraphs in tariff schedules of
title I and title TI of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, in which they are
provided for together with the language used in such tariff paragraphs to provide
for such articles, except that where necessary the statutory language has been
modified by the omission of words or the addition of new language in order to
narrow the scope of the original language. Where no qualifying language is
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used with regard to the type, grade, or value of any listed article, all types,
grades, and values of the article covered by the language used are included.

In the case of each article in the list with respect to which the corresponding
product of Cuba is now entitled to preferential treatment, the negotiations re-
ferred to will involve the elimination, reduction, or continuation of the prefernce,
perhaps in some cases with an adjustment or specification of the rate applicable
to the product of Cuba.

No article will be considered in. the negotiatiosn for possible modification of
duties or other import restrictions, imposition of additional import restrictions,
or specific continuance of existing customs or exercise treatment unless it is
included, specifically or by reference, in the annexed list or unless it is subse-
quently included in a supplementary public list. Only duties on the articles
listed imposed under the paragraphs of the Tariff Act of 1930 specified with
regard to such articles and import taxes imposed on such articles under the
Internal Revenue Code will be considered for a possible decrease, but additional
or separate ordinary duties or import taxes on such articles imposed under any
other provisions of law may be bound against increase as an assurance that
the concession under the listed paragraph will not be nullified. In addition, any
action which might be taken with respect to basic duties on products may involve
action with respect to compensating duties imposed on manufactues containing
such products. In the event that an article which as of January 1, 1954. was
regarded as classifiable under a description included in the list is excluded there-
from by judicial. decision or otherwise prior to the conclusion of the trade-
agreement negotiations, the list will nevertheless be considered as including
such article.

Persons interested in exports may present their views regarding any tariff or
other concessions that might be requested from Japan. Any other matters
appropriate to be considered in connection with the negotiations proposed above
may also be presented. Public hearings in connection with the "peril point"
investigation of the United States Tariff Commission in connection with the
articles included in the annexed list, pursuant to section 3 of the Trade Agree-
ments Extension Act of 1951, as amended, are the subject of an announcement
of the date issued by that Commission.

Pursuant to section 4 of the Trade Agreements Act, as amended, and paragraph
5 of Executive Order 10082 of October 5, 1949, information and views as to any
aspect of the proposals announced in this notice may be submitted to the Com-
mittee for Reciprocity Information in accordance with the announcement of
this date issued by that Committee.

By direction of the Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements this
13th day of November, 1954.

CARL D. CORSE,
Chairman, Interdepartmental Committee on. Trade Agreements.

LIST OF ARTICLES IMPORTED INTO THE UNITED STATES PROPOSED
FOR CONSIDERATION IN TRADE AGREEMENT NEGOTIATIONS WITH
JAPAN AND OTHER COUNTRIES

* TARIFF ACT OF 1930, TIThE I-DUTIABLE LIST

SCHEDULE 1. CHEMICALS, OILS, AND PAINTS
Par.

5 Ajinomoto and other monosodium glutamate preparations
27 (a) (1) (5) Acetanilide not suitable for medicinal use,

alphanaphthol, aminobenzoic acid,
aminonaphthol, aminophenetole,
aminophenol, aminosalicylic acid
aminoanthraquinone, aniline oil,
aniline salt, . anthraquinone,
arsanilic acid,
benzaldehyde not suitable for medicinal use,
benzal chloride, benzanthrone,
benzidine, benzidine sulfate,
benzoic acid not suitable for medicinal use,
benzoquinone, benzoyl chloride,
benzyl chloride, benzylethylaniline,
beta-naphthol not suitable for medicinal use, -
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Pa

27 (a)

27 (a)

41
47
51
51
58

TARn'r ACT Or 1930, TITLE I-DUTASBLE LiST-Continued

SCHEDULE 1. CHEMICALS, OILS, AND PAINTS-continued
lr.

bromobenzene, chlorobenzene,
chlorophthalic acid, cinnamic acid,
cumidine, dehydrothiotoluidine,
diaminostilbene, dianisidine,
dichlorophthalic acid, dimethyl aniline,
dimethylaminophenol,
dimethylphenylbenzylammonium hydroxide,
dimethylphenylenediamine,
dinitrobenzene, . dinitrochlorobenzene,

dinitronaphthalene, dinitrophenol,
dinitrotoluene, dihydroxynaphthalene,
diphenylamine, hydroxyphenylarsinic acid,
metanilic acid, methylanthraquinone,
naphthy]amine, naphthylenediamine,
nitroaniline, nitroanthraquinone,
nitrobenzaldebyde, nitrobenzene,
nitronaphthalene, nitrophenol,
nitrophenylenediamine,
nitrosodimethylaniline,
ni trotoluene, nitrotoluylenediamine,
phenylenediamine, phenylhydrazine,
phenylnaphthylamine, phenylglycine,
phenylglycineortho-carboxylic acid,
phthalic acid, phthalimide,
quinaldine, quinoline,
resorcinol not suitable for medicinal use,
salicylic acid and its salts not suitable
for medicinal use sulfanilic acid,
thiocarbanilide, thiosalicylic acid,
tetrachlorophthalic acid,
tetramethyldiaminobenzophenone,
tetramethyldiaminodiphenylmethane,
toluene sulfochloride, toluene sulfonamide,
tribromophenol, toluldine,
tolidine. tolylenediamine,
xylidine,
carbazole having a purity of 65% or more; all the foregoing

products (not including plithalic anhydride, anthracene, or
naphthalene) whether obtained, derived, or manufactured
from coal' tar or other source.

(3) (5) All products (except products chiefly used as assistants in pre-
paring or finishing textiles and except azo salts, fast color bases,
fast color salts, and Naphthol AS and its derivatives), by what-
ever name known, which are similar to any of the products pro-
vided for in paragraph 27 or 1651, Tariff Act of 1930, and which
are obtained, derived, or manufactured in whole or in part from
any of the products provided for in either of said paragraphs.

) (4) (5) All mixtures including solutions, consisting in whole or in part
of any of the products provided for in subdivision (1), (2), or
(3) of paragraph 27 (a), Tariff Act of 1930 (except sheep dip
and medicinal soaps, and except products chiefly used as as-
sistants in preparing or finishing textiles).

Agar agar.
Licorice, extracts of, in pastes, rolls, or other forms.
Camphor, natural (crude and refined) and synthetic.
Menthol.
Oils, distilled or essential, not mixed or compounded with or con-

taining alcohol:
Sandalwood.

Safrol, not mixed or compounded, not containing more than 10
per centum of alcohol, not marketable as cosmetics, perfumery,
or toilet preparations, and not specially provided for.

Pigments, whether dry, mixed, or ground in or mixed with water,
oil, or solutions other than oil, not specially provided for:

Vandyke brown and Cassel earth.
58422-55-58
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SCHEDULE 1. CHEMICALS, OILS, AND PAINTS-Continued
Par.

67 Barytes ore, crude or unmanufactured, or ground or otherwise
manufactured.

83 Potato starch.
84 Dextrine, not otherwise provided for (not including dextrine

made from potato starch or potato flour), burnt starch or
British gum, dextrine substitutes, and soluble or chemically
treated starch.

87 Cerium nitrate, cerium fluoride, and other salts of cerium not
specially provided for.

SCHEDULE 2. EARTHS, EARTHENWARE, AND GLASSWARE

204 Dead burned and grain magnesite, aind periclase, not suitable for
manufacture into oxycliloride cements.

206 Pumice stone, wholly or partly manufactured.
210 Rbckingham earthenware.
_11 Earthenware and crockery ware composed of a nonvitrifled absorbent

body, including white granite and semiporcelain earthenware, and
cream-colored ware, terra cotta, and stoneware, including all arti-
cles wholly or in chief value of such ware; any of the foregoing
which are tableware, kitchenware, or table or kitchen utensils,
however provided for in paragraph 211, Tariff Act of 1930.

211 Articles, other than tableware, kitchenware, or table or kitchen uten-
sils, however provided for in paragraph 211, Tariff Act of 1930, if
valued under $10 per dozen.

212 China, porcelain, and other vitrified wares, including chemical stone-
ware (but not including chemical porcelain ware, sanitary ware
and fittings and parts therefor, or electrical porcelain ware), com-
posed of a vitrified nonabsorbent body which when broken shows
a vitrified or vitreous, or semivitrified or semivitreous fracture, and
all bisque and parian wares, including clock cases with or without
movements, plaques, pill tiles, ornaments, charms, vases, statues,
statuettes, mugs, cups, steins, lamps, and all other articles composed
wholly or in chief value of such ware; all the foregoing, however
provided for in paragraph 212, Tariff Act of 1930, not containing
25 per centum or more of calcined bone.

213 Graphite or plunmbago, crude or refined: Amorphous (except artificial).
218 (c) Illuminating articles of every description, finished or unfinished,

wholly or in chief value of glass, for use in connection with artificial
illumination:

Chimneys, globes, and shades, and parts thereof, wholly or in
chief value of glass.

218 (f) Table and kitchen articles and utensils, and all articles of every des-
cription not specially provided for, composed wholly or in chief
value of glass, blown or partly blown in the mold or otherwise, or
colored, cut, engraved, etched, frosted, gilded, ground (except such
grinding as is necessary for fitting stoppers or for purposes other
than ornamentation), painted, printed in any manner, sand-blasted,
silvered, stained, or decorated or ornamented in any manner, whether
filled or unfilled, or whether their contents be dutiable or free:

Christmas tree ornaments valued under $7.50 per gross;
Other articles or utensils valued not over $1.66% each (except

articles or utensils commercially known as bubble glass, if
produced otherwise than by automatic machine but not cut
or engraved and valued at $1 or more each, and except Christ-
mas tree ornaments).

225 Spectacles, eyeglasses, and goggles, and frames for the same, and
parts thereof, finished or unfinished, valued at not over $2.50 per
dozen.

226 Lenses of glass or pebble, molded or pressed, or ground and polished'
to a spherical, cylindrical, or prismatic form, and ground and
polished plano or coquille glasses, wholly or partly manufactured;
all the foregoing (except lighthouse lenses and except eyeglass and
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SCHEDULE 2. EARTHS, EARTHENWARE, AND GLASSWARE-continued
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spectacle lenses with edges unground and valued at $10 or more
per dozen pairs).

22S (a) Spectographs, spectrometers, spectroscopes, refractometers, sac-
charimeters, calorimeters, cathetometers, interferomneters, haemacy-
tometers, polarimeters, polariscopes, photometers, opthalmoscopes,
slit lamps, corneal microscopes, optical measuring or optical test-
ing instruments, testing or recording instruments for ophthalmo-
logical purposes, frames and mountings therefor, and parts of any
of the foregoing, finished or unfinished.

228 (a) Prism-binoculars, having a magnification of 5 diameters or less, and
valued at not over $12 each; frames and mountings therefor, and
parts of any of the foregoing; all the foregoing, finished or un-
finished.

22S (b) Opera or field glasses (not prism-binoculars), frames and mountings
therefor, and parts of any of the foregoing; all the foregoing,
finished or unfinished, not specially provided for (except opera or
field glasses valued over $1 each).

228 (b) Photographic lenses, frames and mountings therefor, and parts of any
and of the foregoing; all the foregoing, finished or unfinished, not

1551 specially provided for (including cameras and parts of cameras of
which a photographic lens is the component of chief value).

228 (b) Telescopes, valued not over $2 each; frames and mountings therefor;
parts of any of the foregoing, suitable in type and not excessive in
quantity for use with, and imported in the same shipment with,
telescopes valued not over $2 each; frames and mountings for, and
parts of telescopes and of frames and mountings therefor, imported
separately: all the foregoing, finished or unfinished, not specially
provided for.

22S (b) Azimuth mirrors, parabolic or mangin mirrors for searchlight re-
flectors, mirrors for optical, dental, or surgical purposes, projection
lenses, sextants, octants, microscopes, all optical instruments (not
including photographic lenses, opera or field glasses, and telescopes),
frames and mountings therefore, and parts of any of the foregoing;
all the foregoing, finished or unfinished, not specially provided for.

229 Incandescent electric-light bulbs and lamps, with or without metal
or other filaments.

230 (b) Glass mirrors (except framed or cased mirrors in chief value of
platinum, gold, or silver), not specially provided for, not exceed-
ing in size 144 square inches, with or without frames or cases.

233 All articles composed wholly or in chief value of agate or other
semiprecious stone (not including rock crystal), except such as are
cut into shapes and forms fitting them expressly for use in the con-
struction of jewelry, not specially provided for.

SCHEDULE 3. METALS AND MANUFACTURES OF

301 Iron in pigs and iron kentledge, whether or not containing vanadium,
tungsten, molybdenum, or chromium in quantities specified in para-
graph 301, Tariff Act of 1930.

302 (c) Tungsten ore or concentrates.
302 (d) Ferromanganese containing 4 per centum or more carbon.
302 (n) Titanium.
312 Sheet piling.
329 Chains of iron or steel, used for the transmission of power, of not more

than 2-inch pitch and containing more than three parts.per pitch,
and parts thereof, finished or unfinished; and all other chains used
for the transmission of power, and parts thereof.

331 Upholsterers' nails and thumb tacks, of two or more pieces of iron
or steel, finished or unfinished.

343 Needle cases or needle books furnished with assortments of needles
or combinations of needles and other articles.

343 Needles for knitting machines of every description, not specially pro-
vided for.
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854 Cuticle knives, corn knives, nail files, tweezers, manicure or pedicure
nippers, and parts thereof, finished or unfinished, by whatever
name known.

359 Surgical instruments, and parts thereof (except hypodermic and other
needles, but including hypodermic syringes and forceps), composed
wholly or in part of iron, steel, copper, brass, nickel, aluminum, or
other metal (but not in chief value of glass), finished or unfinished.

359 Dental instruments, and parts thereof, wholly or in part of iron, steelr
copper, brass, nickel, aluminum, or other metal, finished or unfin-
ished: Dental burrs.

359 Surgical instruments and parts thereof and dental instruments and
parts thereof, any of the foregoing in part of iron, steel, copper,.
brass, nickel, aluminum, or other metal and in chief value of glass,
finished or unfinished.

364 Bicycle, velocipede, and similar bells, finished or unfinished, and parts
thereof.

365 Shotguns, valued over $25 each.
365 Barrels for shotguns, further advanced in manufacture than rough

bored only; stocks for shotguns, wholly or partly manufactured;
parts of shotguns, and fittings for shotgun stocks or barrels, finished
or unfinished; and shotgun barrels, in single tubes, forged, rough
bored.

366 Pistols and revolvers, automatic, single-shot, magazine, or revolving,
valued not over $8 each.

372 Sewing machines, not specially provided for, valued over $10 but not
over $75 each.

372 Parts of sewing machines, not specially provided for, wholly or in chief
value of metal or porcelain.

372 Printing machinery; and parts of printing machinery, not specially
provided for, wholly or in chief value of metal or porcelain:

Duplicating machines (not including printing presses), and parts
thereof

372 Knitting machines (except full-fashioned hosiery and circular knitting
machines), finished or unfinished, not specially provided for, and
parts thereof, not specially provided for, wholly or in chief value of'
metal or porcelain.

382 (a) Aluminum foil less than 6/1000 of one inch in thickness.
397 Articles or wares, not specially provided for, not plated with platinum

(unless in chief value of platinum), gold, or silver, or colored with
gold lacquer, whether partly or wholly manufactured:

Composed wholly or in chief value of lead.
Composed wholly or in chief value of base metal other than iron

or steel:
Screws, commonly called wood screws, having shanks not

exceeding 12/100 inch in diameter; and screws other than
those commonly called wood screws, having shanks or
threads not exceeding 24/100 inch in diameter.

Composed wholly or in chief value of platinum.

SCHEDULE 4. WOOD AND MANUFACTURES OF

404 Japanese white oak and Japanese maple: In the form of sawed boards,
planks, deals, and all other forms not further manufactured than
sawed, and flooring.

409 Split bamboo.
409 All articles not specially provided for, wholly or partly manufactured'

of rattan, bamboo, osier or willow (except tennis-racket frames,.
valued at $1.75 or more each).

410 Toothpicks of wood or other vegetable substance.
411 Porch and window blinds, baskets, bags, chair seats, curtains, shades,

or screens, any of the foregoing wholly or in chief value of bamboo,
wood, straw, papier-mache, palm leaf, or compositions of wood, not
specially provided for (except baskets and bags wholly or in chief'
value of straw or willow or osier).
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412 Bentwood furniture, wholly or partly finished, and parts thereof.
.412 Folding rules, wholly or in chief value of wood, and not specially pro-

vided for.
412 Manufactures of wood or bark, or of which wood or bark is the com-

ponent material of chief value, not specially provided for:
Brush backs.

SCHEDULE 5. SUGAR, MOLASSES, AND MANUFACTURES OF

505 Levulose.

SCHEDULE 7. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND PROVISIONS

703 Hams and shoulders, prepared or preserved:
If cooked and packed in air-tight containers, but not made into

sausage.
710 Cheese, made from sheep's milk, in original loaves, not suitable for

grating.
712 Birds, prepared or preserved in any manner and not specially pro-

vided for (except chickens, prepared by removal of the feathers,
heads, and all or part of the viscera, with or without removal of the
feet, but not cooked or divided into portions).

713 Eggs of poultry (except of chickens), in the shell.
713 Dried egg albumen, whether or not sugar or other material is added.
717 (b) Fish, fresh or frozen (whether or not packed in ice), filleted, skinned,

boned. sliced, or divided into portions, not specially provided for:
Swordfish.

717 (c) Fish, dried and unsalted (except cbd, haddock, hake, pollock, and
cusk, and except shark fins).

718 (a) Fish, prepared or preserved in any manner, when packed in oil or in
oil and other substances:

Tuna.
718 (b) Fish, prepared or preserved in any manner, when packed in air-tight

containers weighing with their contents not more than 15 pounds
each (except fish packed in oil or in oil and other substances)

Tuna.
721 (a) Crah meat, fresh or frozen (whether or not packed in ice), or pre-

pared or preserved in any manner, including crab paste and crab
sauce.

721 (b) Clams other than razor clams, and clams in combination with other
substances (except clam chowder), packed in air-tight containers.

721 (e) Oysters, oyster juice, or either in combination with other substances,
packed in air-tight containers.

727 Broken rice, which will pass readily through a metal sieve perforated
with round holes five and one-half sixty-fourths of 1 inch in
diameter.

730 Soy bean oil cake and soy bean oil-cake meal.
730 Vegetable oil cake and oil-cake meal, not specially provided for:

Coconut or copra.
Linseed.

736 Berries, edible (except blueberries), prepared or preserved (not in-
cluding berries in brine, dried, desiccated, evaporated, or frozen),
and not specially provided for.

738 Cider.
743 Oranges, Mandarin, packed in air-tight containers.
748 Plums, prunes, and prunelles, green, ripe, or in brine.
753 Lily bulbs.
760 Walnuts of all kinds, shelled, or blanched, roasted, prepared, or pre-

served, including walnut paste.
761 Cashew nuts, shelled (including blanched) or unshelled.
763 Grass seeds and other forage crop seeds:

Clover, not specially provided for.
764 Tree and shrub seeds.
768 Mushrooms, dried.
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775 Vegetables (including horseradish), if cut, sliced, or otherwise re-
duced in size, or if reduced to flour, or if parched or roasted, or if
packed in oil, or prepared or preserved in any other way and not
specially provided for (not including dehydrated onions in any form
or vegetables pickled, or packed in salt or in brine).

775 Soybeans, prepared or preserved in any manner.
775 Pastes, balls, puddings, hash (except corned beef hash), and all simi-

lar forms, composed of vegetables, or of vegetables and meat or fish,
or both, not specially provided for.

776 Chicory, crude (except endive), or ground or otherwise prepared.
779 Rice straw, and rice fiber.
781 Curry and curry powder.

SCHEDULE S. SPIRITS, WINES, AND OTHER BEVERAGES

804 Rice wine or sake.

SCHEDULE 9. COTTON MANUFACTURES

.904(a) Cotton cloth, however provided for in paragraph 904, Tariff Act of
(b) (c) 1930 (not ineduding tire fabric or fabric for use in pneumatic
(d) tires).
905 Cloth, in chief value of cotton, containing silk, or rayon or other

synthetic textile.
909 Pile fabrics (not including pile ribbons), cut or uncut, whether or

not the pile covers the entire surface, wholly or in chief value
of cotton, if velveteens.

910 Table damask, wholly or in chief value of cotton, and all articles,
finished or unfinished, made or cut from such table damask.

911 (a) Blankets or blanket cloth, napped or unnapped, wholly or in chief
value of cotton, whether in the piece or otherwise, if Jacquard-
figured.

911(a) Quilts or bedspreads, wholly or in chief value of cotton, whether in
the piece or otherwise, not Jacquard-figured, if block-printed by
hand.

911 (a) Towels, other than pile fabrics, wholly or in chief value of cotton,
whether in the piece or otherwise, and whether or not Jacquard-
figured.

911(b) Sheets and pillow cases, wholly or in chief value of cotton.
911(b) Table and bureau covers, centerpieces, runners, scarfs, napkins, and

doilies, made of plain-woven cotton cloth, and not specially pro-
vided for.

912 Boot, shoe, or corset lacings, wholly or in chief value of cotton or
other vegetable fiber.

915 Gloves and mittens, finished or unfinished, wholly or in chief value
of cotton or other vegetable fiber, made of fabric knit on a warp-
knitting or other machine.

917 Underwear, outerwear, and articles of all kinds, knit or crocheted,
finished or unfinished, wholly or in chief value of cotton or other
vegetable fiber, and not specially provided for (except knit under-
wear valued over $1.75 per pound, and crocheted underwear).

.919 Clothing and articles of wearing apparel of every description, manu-
factured wholly or in part, wholly or in chief value of cotton, and
not specially provided for (except coats valued $4 or more each;
vests valued $2 or more each; dressing gowns, including bath
robes and beach robes, valued $2.50 or more each; underwear valued
75 cents or more per separate piece; and except pajamas valued
$1.50 or more per suit).

921 Rag rugs, wholly or in chief value of cotton, of the type commonly,
known as "hit-and-miss": chenille rugs, wholly or in chief value of
cotton; and all other floor coverings, including carpets, carpeting,
mats, and rugs, wholly or in chief value of cotton (except cut-pile
and hand-hooked floor coverings and imitation oriental rugs).
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922 Rags, including wiping rags, wholly or in chief value of cotton, except
rags chiefly used in paper-making.

923 Manufactures, wholly or in chief value of cotton, not specially pro-
vided for (except articles of pile construction other than terry-
woven towels, and except bougies, catheters, drains. explorateurs,
instillateurs, probes, sondes, and other urological instruments, yarns
containing wool, molded cotton and rubber packing, and printers'
rubberized blanketing).

SCHEDULE 10. FLAX, HEMP, JUTE. AND MANUFACTURES OF

1001 Flax, hackled, including "dressed line".
1001 Flax, not hackled.
1003 Jute yarns or roving, single; and jute sliver.
1006 Gill nettings. nets, webs, and seines, and other nets for fishing, wholly

or in chief value of flax, hemp, or ramie. and not specially provided
for.

1015 Fabrics with fast edges, not exceeding 12 inches in width, and articles
made therefrom:

Webbing wholly or in chief value of jute.
1019 Bagging for cotton, gunny cloth, and similar fabrics. suitable for cov-

ering cotton, composed of single yarns made of jute, jute butts, or
other vegetable fiber, not bleached, dyed, colored. stained, painted,
or printed, not exceeding 16 threads to the square inch, counting the
warp and filling, and weighing not less than 15 ounces nor more than
32 ounces per square yard.

1021 Common China, Japan, and India straw matting, and floor coverings
made therefrom.

1021 Floor coverings not specially provided for:
Grass or rice straw.

1022 Pile mats and floor coverings, wholly or in chief value of cocoa fiber.

SCHEDULE 11. WOOL AND MANUFACTURES OF

1101 (a) Hair of the camel, however provided for in paragraph 1101, Tariff Act
(b) of 1930.
1111 Blankets, and similar articles (including carriage and automobile robes

and steamer rugs). made as units or in the piece. finished or un-
finished, wholly or in chief value of wool, not exceeding 3 yards in
length.

1114(b) Hose and half-hose, finished or unfinished, wholly or in chief value
of wool.

1114(d) Outerwear and articles of all kinds, knit or crocheted, finished or un-
finished, wholly or in chief value of wool, and not specially provided
for:

Hats, bonnets, caps, berets, and similar articles (except infants'
headwear), valued over $2 per pound.

Other (except infants' headwear and other infants' outerwear).
1117(c) Floor coverings, including mats and druggets, wholly or in chief value

of wool, not specially provided for, valued over 40 cents per square
foot (except such floor coverings wholly or in chief value of hair of
the alpaca, guanaco, huarizo, llama, misti, suri, or a combination of
the hair of two or more of these species, or wholly or in chief value of
hair of the Angora goat).

1117(c) Floor coverings, including mats and druggets, wholly or in chief value
of wool, not specially provided for:

Wholly or in chief value of hair of the Angora goat.

SCHEDULE 12. SILK MANUFACTURES

1201 Silk partially manufactured, including total or partial degununing
other than in the reeling process, from raw silk, waste silk, or
cocoons, and silk noils exceeding 2 inches in length; all the fore-
going, if not twisted or spun.
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1202 Spun silk or schappe silk yarn, or yarn of silk and rayon or other
synthetic textile, and roving, whether or not bleached, dyed, colored,
or plied.

1205 Woven fabrics in the piece, wholly or in chief value of silk, however
provided for in paragraph 1205, Tariff Act of 1930 (except fabrics
with fibers wholly of silk, not bleached, colored, dyed, or printed,
if Jacquard-figured; with fibers chiefly but not wholly of silk, not
bleached, colored, dyed, or printed, if Jacquard-figured, or bleached,
colored, dyed, or printed, whether or not Jacquard-figured; and
except silk bolting cloth).

1208 Gloves and mittens, knit or crocheted, finished or unfinished, wholly
or in chief value of silk.

SCHEDULE 13. MANUFACTURES OF RAYON OR OTHER SYNTHETIC TEXTILE

1301 Yarns of rayon or other synthetic textile, singles or plied, not specially
provided for (except single yarns weighing 1.50 deniers or more per
length of 450 meters), and regardless of the number of turns twist
per inch.

1302 Filaments of rayon or other synthetic textile, not exceeding 30 inches
in length, other than waste, whether known as cut fiber, staple
fiber, or by any other name.

1309 Gloves and mittens, knit or crocheted, finished or unfinished, wholly
or in chief value of rayon or other synthetic textile, valued under
$1.50 per dozen pairs.

SCHEDULE 14. PAPERS AND BOOKS

1403 Masks composed of paper, pulp, or papier-mache, not specially
provided for.

1404 Papers commonly or commercially known as stereotype paper, copying
paper, or bibulous paper, not specially provided for, colored or
uncolored, white or printed, whether in sheets or any other form,
and weighing less than 10 pounds to the ream.

1405 Bags and other articles, except printed matter, composed wholly or
in chief value of any of the papers provided for in any of the pro-
visions of paragraph 1405, Tariff Act of 1930, preceding the provision
for bags, and not specially provided for (not including boxes of
paper or papier-mache or wood covered or lined with any such
paper).

1405 Sensitized paper to be used in photography.
1409 Hanging paper, printed, lithographed, dyed, or colored.
1409 Papers, not specially provided for (except stencil paper, unmounted,

and except strawboard and straw paper, under 0.012 but not under
0.008 inch thick).

1410 Books, unbound or bound (except those bound wholly or in part in
leather), and sheets or printed pages of books bound wholly or in
part in leather, not specially provided for, if of bona fide foreign
authorship:

Prayer books and sheets or printed pages of prayer books.
1410 Blank books and slate books:

Diaries, notebooks, and address books.

SCHEDULE 15. SUNDRIES

1502 Baseballs, and balls wholly or in chief value of rubber (except golf
and lawn-tennis balls), finished or unfinished, primarily designed
for use in physical exercise (whether or not such exercise involves
the element of sport), all the foregoing, not specially provided for.

1502 . Tennis rackets.
1503 Beads of ivory; hollow or filled imitation pearl beads of all kinds and

shapes, of whatever material composed; imitation solid pearl beads;
and iridescent imitation solid pearl beads.
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1504 (a) Braids, plaits, laces, and willow sheets or squares, composed wholly
or in chief value of straw, chip, paper, grass, palm leaf, willow,
osier, rattan, real horsehair, cuba bark, or manila hemp, and braids
and plaits, wholly or in chief value of ramie, all the foregoing
suitable for making or ornamenting hats, bonnets, or hoods, whether
or not bleached, dyed, colored, or stained, and whether or not
containing a substantial part of rayon or other synthetic textile
(but not wholly or in chief value thereof),

except any of the foregoing (other than willow sheets or squares)
not containing a- substantial part of rayon or other synthetic
textile and not bleached, dyed, colored, or stained.

1504 (b) Hats, bonnets, and hoods, wholly or in chief value of chip, paper, grass,
(1) (2) palm leaf, willow, osier, rattan, real horsehair, cuba bark, or manila

hemp, whether wholly or partly manufactured, not blocked, trimmed,
or sewed, whether or not bleached, dyed, colored, or stained (not
including any of the foregoing known as harvest hats and valued
under $3 per dozen, or hats and hoods, not bleached, colored, dyed,
or stained, wholly or in chief value of fiber of the carludovica
palmata, commercially known as toquilla fiber or straw).

1504 (b) Hats, bonnets, and hoods, whether wholly or partly manufactured:
(2) (4) Wholly or in chief value of straw or ramie, bleached, dyed,

colored, or stained, but not blocked, trimmed, or sewed; or wholly
or in chief value of straw. if sewed (whether or not blocked,
trimmed, bleached, dyed, colored, or stained).

1504 (b) Hats, bonnets, and hoods, composed wholly or in chief value of straw,
(3) chip, paper, grass, palm leaf, willow, osier, rattan, real horsehair,

cuba bark, ramie, or manila hemp, whether wholly or partly manu-
factured, blocked or trimmed (whether or not bleached, dyed,
colored, or stained).

1506 Toilet brushes (not including tooth brushes), the handles or backs
of which are composed wholly or in chief value of any product
provided for in paragraph 31, Tariff Act of 1930.

1506 Handles and backs for tooth brushes and other toilet brushes, com-
posed wholly or in chief value of any product provided for in para-
graph 31, Tariff Act of 1930.

1506 Hair pencils in quills or otherwise.
1506 Brushes, not specially provided for (except paint brushes).
1510 Buttons not specially provided for (except horn and composition horn

buttons, buttons wholly or in chief value of any compound of
casein and valued over 60 cents per gross, buttons wholly or in chief
value of glass, buttons commonly known as Roman pearl, fancy
buttons with a fish-scale or similar to fish-scale finish, buttons
wholly or in chief value of wood, and buttons wholly or in part of
textile material).

1511 Cork tile in the rough or wholly or partly finished.
1513 Dolls wholly or in chief value of china, porcelain, parian, bisque,

earthenware, or stoneware, or wholly or in chief value of any
product provided for in paragraph 31, Tariff Act of 1930, and parts
of dolls (including clothing), and doll heads, however provided for
in paragraph 1513, Tariff Act of 1930 (except dolls and doll clothing
composed in any part, however small, of any of the laces, fabrics,
embroideries, or other materials or articles provided for in para-
graph 1529 (a), Tariff Act of 1930).

1513 Toys, and parts of toys (not including dolls or parts of dolls) com-
posed wholly or in chief value of any product provided for in para-
graph 31, Tariff Act of 1930.

1513 Toy games, toy containers, toy favors, toy souvenirs, of whatever ma-
terials composed; toy balloons; and toy books without reading
matter (not counting as reading matter any printing on removable
pages), other than letters, numerals, or descriptive words, bound
or unbound, and parts thereof.

1513 Toys, not specially provided for:
Wholly or in chief value of china, porcelain, parian, bisque, earth-

enware, or stoneware.
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SCHEDULE 15. SUNDRIES-continued
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Wholly or in chief value of rubber.
Toys having a spring mechanism (except figures or images of

animate objects, wholly or in chief value of metal).
Stuffed animal figures not having a spring mechanism.

1513 Parts of toys, not specially provided for.
1515 Bombs, rockets, Roman candles, and fireworks of all descriptions, not

specially provided for (not including firecrackers).
1516 Matches, friction or lucifer, of all descriptions, in boxes containing not

over 100 matches per box.
1518 Artificial or ornamental fruits, vegetables, grasses, grains, leaves,

flowers, stems, or parts thereof, composed wholly or in chief value
of yarns, threads, filaments, tinsel wire, lame, bullions, metal
threads, beads, bugles, spangles, or rayon or other synthetic textile,
or composed wholly or in chief value of other materials (except
feathers) and not specially provided for: and boas, boutonnieres,
wreaths, and all articles not specially provided for, composed wholly
or in chief value of any of the foregoing fruits, vegetables, grasses,
grains, leaves, flowers, stems, or parts.

1523 Hfair press cloth, not specially provided for.
1526 (a) Hats, caps, bonnets, and hoods, trimmed or untrimmed, including

bodies, hoods, plateaux, forms, or shapes. for such hats or bonnets,
composed wholly or in chief value of fur of the rabbit, beaver, or
other animals, and valued over $24 but not over $48 per dozen.

152T (a) Jewelry, commonly or commercially so known, finished or unfinished
(2) (including parts thereof), of whatever material composed (except

jewelry and parts thereof composed wholly or in chief value of gold
or.platinum, or of which the metal part is wholly or in chief value
of gold or platinum); all the foregoing valued over 20 cents but not
over $5 per dozen pieces.

Paragraph
1527 (c) Articles valued above 20 cents per dozen pieces, designed to be worn

(2) on apparel or carried on or about- or attached to the person, such
as and including cardcases, chains, cigar cases, cigar cutters, cigar
holders, cigar lighters, cigarette cases, cigarette holders, coin hold-
ers. combs, match boxes, mesh bags and purses, millinery, military
and hair ornaments, pins, powder cases, stamp cases, vanity cases.
watch bracelets and like articles: all the foregoing and parts thereof.
finished or unfinished, composed wholly or in chief value of metal
other than gold or platinum (whether or not enameled, washed,
covered, or plated, including rolled gold plate), or (if not composed
in chief value of metal and if not dutiable under clause 1 of para-
graph 1527 (c). Tariff Act of 1930) set with and in chief value of
precious or semiprecious stones, pearls, cameos, coral, amber, imita-
tion precious or semiprecious stones, or imitation pearls (except
cigar and cigarette lighters and parts thereof, buckles, collar, cuff,
and dress buttons, ladies' handbags set with and in chief value of
rhinestones, mesh bags and parts thereof, all the foregoing valued
above 20 cents and not above $5- per dozen pieces or parts; and
except all articles and parts, other than cigar and cigarette lighters
and parts, valued above $5 per dozen pieces or parts).

1528 Diamonds, rubies, and sapphires, cut but not set, and suitable for use
in the manufacture of jewelry.

1528 Pearls and parts thereof, drilled or undrilled, but not set or strung
(except temporarily). if cultured or cultivated: imitation half
pearls, and hollow or filled imitation pearls of all shapes, without
hole or with hole partly through only; imitation solid pearls and
iridescent imitation solid pearls, unpierced, pierced or partially
pierced, loose, or mounted, of whatever shape, color, or design.

1529 (a) Laces, lace fabrics. and lace articles, made wholly by hand and con-
taining no machine-made material or article provided. for in para-
graph 1529 (a). Tariff Act of 1930, all the foregoing not wholly or
in chief value of vegetable fiber other than cotton, if over 2 inches
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wide and valued not over $50 per pound, or if not over 2 inches
wide, regardless of value.

1529 (a) Fabrics and articles (not wearing apparel), in part but not wholly
of handmade lace and containing no machine-made material or
article provided for in paragraph 1529 (a), Tariff Act of 1930, if
all or part of the lace is over 2 inches wide and the fabrics or
articles are valued not over $50 per pound, or if none of the lace is
over 2 inches wide, regardless of the value of the fabrics or articles.

1529 (a) Fabrics and articles embroidered (whether or not the embroidery is
on a scalloped edge), tamboured, appliqued, ornamented with beads,
bugles, or spangles, or from which threads have been omitted,
drawn, punched, or cut, and with threads introduced after weaving
to finish or ornament the openwork. not including one row of
straight hemstitching adjoining the hem; all the foregoing, and
fabrics and articles wholly or in part thereof (not including fabrics
and articles in any part of lace), however described in paragraph
1529 (a), Tariff Act of 1930; any of the foregoing if wholly or in
chief value of cotton and included in subdivision [6] of paragraph
1529 (a) of "United States Import Duties (1952)" (but not includ-
ing wearing apparel), or if included in subdivision [9] of para-
graph 1529 (a) of said "United States Import Duties" (except gloves
and mittens included in such snbdivision [9] wholly or in chief value
of wool and except other wearing apparel included in such subdi-
vision [9] wholly or in chief value of cotton or other vegetable fiber
or wholly or in chief value of rayon or other synthetic textile).

1529 (a) Bureau and table covers, centerpieces, doilies, napkins, runners, and
scarfs, made of plain-woven cotton cloth, block-printed by hand, and
in part of fringe.

1529 (a) Quilts or bedspreads, wholly or in chief value of cotton, in the piece
or otherwise, block-printed by hand, and in part of fringe.

1530 (b) Upper leather made from calf or kip skins, rough, partly finished, or
finished, but not cut or partly or wholly manufactured into uppers,
vamps, or any forms or shapes suitable for conversion into boots,
shoes, or footwear.

1530 (e) Boots. shoes, or other footwear, made wholly or in chief value of
leather, not specially provided for:

Slippers (for housewear).
1530 (e) Boots, shoes. or other footwear (including athletic or sporting boots

and shoes), the uppers of which are composed wholly or in chief
value of wool, cotton, ramie, animal hair, fiber, rayon or other
synthetic textile, silk, or substitutes for any of the foregoing:

With soles wholly or in chief value of leather.
With soles wholly or in chief value of india rubber or substitutes

for rubber.'
With soles wholly or in chief value of other materials (except

boots. shoes. or other footwear with uppers wholly or in chief
value of vegetable fiber other than cotton, or with uppers and
soles both in chief value of wool felt, and except alpargatas
with uppers wholly or in chief value of cotton).

1531 Bags, baskets, belts, satchels, cardcases, pocketbooks, jewel boxes,
portfolios, and other boxes and cases, not jewelry, wholly or in
chief value of leather or parchment. and manufactures of leather,
rawhide, or parchment, or of which leather, rawhide, or parchment
is the component material of chief value, not specially provided for
(except straps and strops):

Belts and buckles designed to be worn on the person.
Coin purses, change purses, billfolds, bill cases, bill rolls, bill

purses, bank-note cases, currency cases, money cases, card-
cases, license cases, pass cases, passport cases, letter cases,

'Listed subject to amendment of paraeraph 1530 (e), Tariff Act of 1930, by Public
Law 479, 83d Congress, approved July 8, 1954.
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and similar flat leather goods, not wholly or in chief value of
reptile leather.

Women's and children's hand bags or pocketbooks, not wholly or
in chief value of reptile leather.

Leads, leashes, collars, muzzles, and similar dog equipment.
Wearing apparel (other than belts and buckles).
Bags, baskets, belts, satchels, pocketbooks, jewel boxes, portfolios,
and boxes and cases, not jewelry (except articles named in any
of the above subdivisions, whether or not wholly or in chief value
of reptile leather).

1531 Articles provided for in paragraph 1531, Tariff Act of 1930, if wholly
or in chief value of reptile leather and permanently fitted and
furnished with traveling, bottle, drinking, dining or luncheon, sew-
ing, manicure, or similar sets.

1532 (b) Gloves, wholly or in chief.value of leather made from horsehides or
cowhides (except calfskins), whether wholly or partly manufac-
tured.

1535 Artificial flies, snelled hooks, leaders or casts, finished or unfinished;
fishing rods, and parts thereof, finished or unfinished, not specially
provided for: fish hooks, artificial baits, and all other fishing tackle
and parts thereof, fly books, fly boxes, fishing baskets or creels,
finished or unfinished, not specially provided for, except fishing
lines, fishing nets, and seines (and not including fishing reels and
parts thereof).

1536 Candles.
1536 Manufactures of amber or bladders or of which these substances or

either of them is the component material of chief value, not specially
provided for.

1537 (a) Manufactures of bone, chip, grass, sea grass, horn, straw, weeds, or
whalebone, or of which these substances or any of them is the
component material of chief value, not specially provided for.

1537 (a) Manufactures of chip roping.
1537 (b) Manufactures of india rubber or gutta-percha, or of which these sub-

stances or either of them is the component material of chief value,
not specially provided for (including boots, shoes, or other footwear,
wholly or in chief value of india rubber), except the following:

Bougies, catheters, drains, sondes, and other urological instru-
ments; gloves; gaskets, packing, and valves; golf-ball centers
or cores, wound or unwound; nursing nipples or pacifiers; tires
wholly or in chief value of india rubber; heels and soles for
footwear wholly or in chief value of india rubber; hose and
tubing; and other articles (not including automobile, bicycle,
or motorcycle tires), wholly or in chief value of gutta-percha
only.

1537 (c) Combs of whatever material composed, not specially provided for:
Combs composed wholly of rubber or compounds of cellulose.

1541 (a) Musical instruments and parts thereof, not specially provided for:
Stringed instruments (not including pianos) and parts thereof

(not including bows).
1541 (C) Carillons containing not over 34 bells, and parts thereof.
1549 (a) Pencils of paper, wood, or other material not metal, filled with lead

or other material, and pencils of lead, not specially provided for.
1549 (a) Pencils stamped with names other than the manufacturers' or the

manufacturers' trade name or trade-mark.
1549 (a) Pencil point protectors, and clips, whether separate or attached to

pencils.
1550 (c) Mechanical pencils.
1551 Photographic cameras and parts thereof, not specially provided for

(except motion-picture cameras and parts thereof and cameras,
other than fixed-focus, valued $10 or over but not over $50 each).

1551 Photographic dry plates, not specially provided for.
1552 Pouches for chewing or smoking tobacco, finished or partly finished

(except pouches wholly or in chief value of leather).
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1553 All thermostatic bottles, carafes, jars, jugs, and other thermostatic
containers, or blanks and pistons of such articles, of whatever
material composed, constructed with a vacuous or partially vacuous
insulation space to maintain the temperature of the contents,
whether imported, finished or unfinished, with or without a jacket
or casing of metal or other material, and parts of any of the
foregoing.

1554 Walking canes, finished or unfinished.
1554 Handles and sticks for umbrellas, parasols, sunshades, and walking

canes, wholly or in chief value of wood and valued under $2.50 per
dozen or wholly or in chief value of compounds of cellulose.

1558 Raw or unmanufactured articles not enumerated or provided for:
Frogs (not including live frogs) and frog legs.

1558 Articles manufactured, in whole or in part, not specially provided
for:

Coconut shell char.

TARIFF ACT OF 1930, TITLE 11-FREE LIST

1656 Coir yarn.
1677 Fish imported to be used for purposes other than human con-

sumption:
Goldfish.

1686 Gums and resins:
Kadaya.
Natural gums, natural gum resins, and natural resins, not

specially provided for:
Talka.

1688 Hair of horse, cattle, and other animals, cleaned or uncleaned,
drawn or undrawn, but unmanufactured, not specially provided
for:

Goat and kid hair (except dressed soft hair).
1703 Joss stick or joss light.
1705 Kelp.
1731 Oils, distilled or essential, not mixed or compounded with or

containing alcohol:
Camphor.

1754 Santonin, and salts of.
1756 Tuna fish, fresh or frozen, whether or not packed in ice, and

whether or not whole.
1761 Shellfish, fresh or frozen (whether or not packed in ice), or

prepared or preserved in any manner (not including pastes and
sauces) and not specially provided for (except shrimps, prawns,
lobsters, crabs, clams, quahaugs, unfrozen fresh scallops, fresh
or frozen oysters other than seed oysters, and abalone).

1762 Silk cocoons and silk waste.
1763 Silk, raw, in skeins reeled from the cocoon, or rereeled, but not

wound, doubled, twisted, or advanced in manufacture in any
way.

1768 Spices and spice seed:
(2) Cardamom.
1796 Wax, vegetable, not specially provided for:

Japan.
1803 Sawed lumber and timber, not further manufactured than planed,
(1) and tongued and grooved, not specially provided for:

Japanese white oak, Japanese maple, and teak.

COMMITTEE FOR RECIPROCITY INFORMATION

I. Trade-Agreement Negotiations under the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade relating to Japan;

II. Possible Adjustment in Preferential Rates on Cuban Products.
Submission of Information to the Committee for Reciprocity Information:
Closing date for application to be head, December 3, 1954.
Closing date for submission of briefs, December 6, 1954.
Public hearings open, December 13, 1954.
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The Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements has issued on this day
a notice of intention to participate in trade-agreement negotiations, on a recip-
rocal basis, looking to Japan's accession to the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade, as a means of improving Japan's trading prospects in the free world.
With a view to the further expansion of such trading prospects, the United States
is also considering, in addition to negotiations directly with Japan, participating
in limited negotiations with other contracting parties to the General Agreement
that will also be negotiating with Japan, in order to broaden the overall results
of the negotiations.

Annexed to the notice of the Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agree-
ments, is a list of articles imported into the United States to be considered for
possible concessions in the negotiations. The Committee for Reciprocity Informa-
tion hereby gives notice that all applications for oral presentation of views in
regard to the proposed negotiations, which must indicate the product or products
on which the individuals or groups desire to be heard, and an estimate of the
time required for such presentation, shall be submitted to the Committee for
Reciprocity Information not later than 12: 00 noon, December 3, 1954, and all
information and views in writing of persons who desire to be heard in regard
to the foregoing proposals shall be submitted to the Committee for Reciprocity
Information not later than 12: 00 noon, December 6, 1954. Written statements
of persons who do not desire to be heard shall be submitted not later than 12: 00
noon, December 27,1954. Such communications shall be addressed to "Committee
for Reciprocity Information, Tariff Commission Building, Washington 25, D. C."
Fifteen copies of written statements, either typed, printed, or duplicated shall be
submitted, of which one copy shall be sworn to.

Written statements submitted to the Committee, except information and busi-
ness data proffered in confidence, shall be open to inspection by interested per-
sons. Information and business data proffered in confidence shall be submitted
on separate pages clearly marked "For official use only of Committee for Reci-
procity Information."

Public hearings will be held before the Committee for Reciprocity Informa-
tion, at which oral statements will be heard. The first hearing will be at 2
p. m. on December 13,1954, in the Hearing Room in the Tariff Commission Build-
ing, 7th and E Streets, N. W., Washington 25, D. C. Witnesses who make appli-
cation to be heard will be advised regarding the time and place of their individual
appearances. Appearances at hearings before the Committee may be made only
by or on behalf of those persons who have filed written statements and who have
within the time prescribed made written application for oral presentation of
views. Statements made at the public hearings shall be under oath.

Persons or groups interested in import products may present to the Committee
their views concerning possible tariff concessions by the United States on any
product, whether or not included in the list annexed to the notice of intention
to negotiate. However, as indicated in the notice of intention to negotiate, no
tariff reduction or specific continuance of customs or excise treatment will beconsidered on any product which is not included in the list annexed to the public
notice by the Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements, unless it is
subsequently included in a supplementary public list.The United States Tariff Commission has today announced public hearings on
the import items appearing in the list annexed to the notice of intention to nego-
tiate to run concurrently with the hearings of the Committee for Reciprocity In-formation. Oral testimony and written information submitted to the Tariff
Commission will be made available to and will be considered by the Interdepart-
mental Committee on Trade Agreements. Consequently, those whose interests
relate only to import products included in the foregoing list, and who appear
before the Tariff Commission, need not, but may if they wish, appear also before
the Committee for Reciprocity Information.Persons interested in exports may present their views regarding any tariff orother concessions that might be requested from Japan. Any other matters appro-priate to be considered in connection with the proposed negotiations may also be
presented.Copies of the list atached to the notice of intention to negotiate may be obtainedfrom the Committee for Reciprocity Information at the address designated above
and may be inspected at the field offices of the Department of Commerce.

By direction of the Committee for Reciprocity Information this 13th day of
November 1954.

E nwmt ee f c o i Y n L E Ym t iSecretary, Committee for Reciprocity Information.
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Mr. KALIJARVI. The basic aim of our foreign policy is to improve
the security and well-being of the United States. This objective is
generally accepted and understood. What is less widely understood
is the fact that our international economic policies are a major instru-
ment for achieving this objective.

The President clearly outlined the objectives of his foreign economic
policy in his message to Congress on the program, and Mr. Strackbein
read the section I have here and which I will not repeat.

As these objectives are attained they will aid and expand the
economy of the United States as well as those of other countries.
Thus the objectives of the Full Employment Act will be served, for
the program is designed to-
promote maximum employment, production, and purchasing power * * * in a
manner calculated to promote and foster free competitive enterprise.

The principal trade measures in the President's program are the
3-year extension of the Trade Agreements Act, the revision of.the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade with submission to the Con-
gress of the organizational provisions of the new agreement, multi-
lateral trade negotiations with Japan, customs simplification, clari-
fication of customs evaluation, increased tourism, support for trade
fairs, and a liberalization of the administration of the Buy American
Act.

Chief measures pertaining to investments are the so-called 14 points
tax advantage on investments abroad, the deferral of tax on income
of foreign branches until such income is withdrawn from the country
in which it is earned, tax treaties, the International Finance Corpora-
tion, the encouragement of measures by other countries to attract
private United States capital, and increased Export-Import Bank
loans.

Other parts of the program include foreign economic aid, technical
assistance, and the use of agricultural surpluses to expand consump-
tion abroad and to promote economic development.

The President has referred to this program as "moderate" and
"minimum." In his letter of transmittal of the report here under
consideration, he says:

Measures by ourselves and other nations to reduce existing barriers to inter-
national trade, payments, and investment will make the free world stronger and
aid our own economic growth.

.This seems axiomatic to most of those who deal with foreign eco-
nromic policies. Unfortunately it is not always so clear to those not so
occupied. There is a ready acceptance of the need for the many
political and military arrangements that we have with other countries,
such as NATO. But the reasons why the Schuman plan, for example,
should have active United States support are not as widely recognized.
And when it comes to trade liberalization and the free flow of capital
the connection with our broad foreign policy objectives seems remote
in deed to some. But alliances of the free world either reflect a mutual-
ity of interests shared by the peoples of the countries involved or
they are doomed to a destiny of frustration.

Specifically, when fears, doubts, and disputes over economic matters
develop between countries, they undermine intergovernmental con-
fidence creating an atmosphere inimical to political and ideological
loyalties among peoples. Thus if the United States is to exercise
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political leadership in the world, it cannot escape the companion role
of economic leadership. That means that it must pursue economic
foreign policies that will produce the results it seeks; namely, growth,
stability, trust, and confidence among the nations of the free world.

Wise and constructive policies today are more imperative than ever.
Not only are they calculated to create confidence among our allies in
the cold war and to make new ones for us. But, they are of direct
immediate benefit to us in the sense of the Full Employment Act. Let
us note for a moment what is involved from the standpoint of our own
economy.

In 1953, when the gross national product was $365 billion, exports
including military aid came to $21 billion, or almost 6 percent of the
GNP. This compared with gross receipts from farming of 8.5 percent;
nonfarm residential construction of a little over 3 percent; business
expenditures for capital equipment of a little over 6.5 percent; and
consumer purchases of durable goods of a little over 8 percent. About
41/3 million jobs are attributable to work generated by our exports and
handling of imports. About 10 percent of our agricultural income is
derived from exports. In recent years the production of 30 to 50 mil-
lion acres of our cropland has been devoted to foreign consumers.

In the most recent market year 1953-54, wheat, cotton, and tobacco
farmers shipped from 19 to 26 percent of their production overseas
while ricegrowers exported almost one-half their harvest.

The CHAIRMAN. In the case of the first three crops, that is a very
appreciable reduction, is it not, in recent years?

Mr. TAFT. Rice has gone up, however, way up.
Mr. KALIJARVI. Last year 10 percent or more of the output of

machine tools, tinplate, steel rails, refrigerators, motor trucks were
sold abroad. These are only a few statistics. The short-run effect
of United States economic aid is to increase United States ex-
ports, e. g. every Eximbank loan and guaranty promotes the export
of a United States commodity. The long-run purpose of technical
and economic aid is to raise the productivity and purchasing power
of foreign recipients. The result over time is (a) to enlarge markets
for our exports, and (b) to promote the expanded output of basic
materials we need to procure from abroad.

The CHAIRMAN. It is the contention of Senator Malone of Nevada
that in aiding foreign countries to produce more more effectively we are
breeding rivals for ourselves. What would you say to that contention?

Mr. KALIJARVI. I think if the assistance were indiscriminate and if
it were over a period of time, without regard to our own interest, that
probably will hold true.

The CHAIRMAN. He argues if you increase productivity per man or
per unit of capital, that that increases the ability of foreign countries
to undersell American products, and hence contributes to unemploy-
ment here.

I wondered what you would say to that.
Mr. KALIJARVI. I do not think those consequences necessarily follow

from the original hypothesis.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to have you clear that up. I have

tried to explain that to Senator Malone on numerous occasions, but
I have been unsuccessful. I wondered if you couldn't make a more
successful venture.
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Mr. KALIJARVI. I would like to assure the Senator that we have
been before Senator Malone on many occasions and we have been
equally unsuccessful.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I wonder if you might suggest a facet of
thought which I might use.

Mr. ICALIJARVI. For once I am completely at a loss, Senator.
The short-run effect of private foreign investment is to increase the

export of United States commodities, since United States direct invest-
ment is generally tied to United States goods. The long-run effect of
private foreign investment is to increase production and income
abroad, with the result of expanding markets for United States goods
and increasing the output of scarce basic materials.on which United
States economic growth depends.

When we look abroad, the significance of the President's program
is equally forcefully borne in upon us.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not wish to score points off you, but I gave
vent this morning to my irritation of having this program referred
to as the President's program. It is true it is in the immediate fore-
ground the President's program, and I know you should not be re-
quested to make any comment about this, but, again, for the sake of
the record, I would like to say this has been the program of the
Democratic Party ever since 1801, under Thomas Jefferson, and we
are delighted to find that at long last, after 51 or 52 or 53 years, it
has gradually penetrated then into the ranks of the Republican Party.

Mir. TAFT. Senator, you remember there was more joy over one lamb
who was lost.

The CHAIRMAN. Over one Senator who repented. We are delighted
to have him, but we do not want to have the record stand that this is
the unique contribution of the Republican Natiolhal Party in the
present national administration. They are in this as in other matters
merely adopting the policies which we Democrats have been advocat-
ing for a long time, only they have to go through a rigamarole to
pretend it is their theory they first created, or that there are differences,
which in reality are nonexistent, which are played up in their program.

You are not expected to comment on this, but I would like to keep
the record straight on this matter.

Mr. THORP. There may be some difference in timidity.
The CHAIRMAN. We are much more determined in this matter than

our Republican friends and we only hope that they will maintain
courage throughout this session and will not bolt and run as they did
in the last session.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, I was about to offer the sugges-
tion that our greatest concern right now was whether or not this would
continue to be the President's program beyond March 31. I believe
it was about that time it died last year.

Mr. TAFT. Senator, I am sure this won't be true in the Senate, but
over in the House what worries us is southern Democrats bringing in
bills to prevent any reduction in the tariff on cotton and some bills
on residual oil and even some bills on other items.

The CHAIhMAN. The Democratic Party has never been completely
virtuous on this point. Virtue is relative, however, and I think it
was Winfield Scott Hancock, in the campaign of 1880, who said that
the tariff is a local issue, but generally our localities have been low-
tariff areas.

58422-55--59
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Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, I would be willing to predict
that every one of those fellows that has introduced a bill to cover
some particular local commodity will be supported. This. program
will be supported vigorously. Of course, one reason they offer those
bills is because there is no adequate overall program.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment on this
southern attitude. I would call it the great enlightenment. They
are just now beginning to face a situation that other parts of the
country have been facing for many generations and are beginning to
learn what we have been talking about all of this time.

Mr. KALIJARVI. Mr. Chairman, I am delighted to hear among the
panel a program.on which there is practically complete unanimity.

When we look abroad, the significance of the President's program
is equally forcefully borne in upon us. The United States occupies
a position of economic leadership regardless of its wishes. The ques-
tion is whether it uses this position for good or for harm-that is, to
build or to undermine the strength and cohesiveness of the free world.
It hardly seems possible that United States economic policies could
operate merely as a neutral force.

The predominance of the United States in the world economny is
well known. Accordingly, the course of economic conditions in the
United States and the policies we pursue in the international economic
field assume tremendous importance in terms of our relations with
our allies.

In 1949 we had a slight recession here-a drop in our national in-
come of 3.4 percent. During this mild adjustment Western Europe's
exports to the United States dropped almost 22 percent. Chile's sales
to us dropped 36 percent and Australia's 34 percent, partly as a result
of the United States economic situation.

In 1954-55 a slight economic adjustment-
The CHAIRMAN. At this point, the chairman interjects the word

''recession."
Mr. KALIJARVI. In the United States brought about a drop of $1

billion in the amount of goods we imported. This adjustment in the
United States did not, however, have an appreciable effect on Western
Europe, proving that that area had recovered its economic strength.
sufficiently not to "catch pneumonia when the United States catches
a cold." In fact, European imports from the United States were
sustained throughout this period and there is evidence to indicate,
that this was a factor toward stabilizing the growth in world trade
and production.

This dependence is dramatic in the case of many underdeveloped
countries whose foreign exchange earnings are highly concentrated
in a few primary materials. For example, 60 percent of Brazil's in-
come from exports is derived from coffee; in Chile, 51 percent is
derived from copper; Columbia 78 percent from coffee; Cuba, 82
percent from sugar; Venezuela, 97 percent from petroleum; Egypt, 89
percent from cotton; Indonesia, 95 percent from tin and rubber;
Ceylon. 78 percent from tea and rubber; Iraq, 80 percent'from petro-
leuim; Pakistan, 87 percent from cotton and jute.

Access to foreign markets is also far more vital for some highly
developed countries than it is for the United States. Though large
in absolute terms, United States exports constitute only about 6 per-
cent of the national income. The United Kingdom's exports amoun11t.
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to 21 percent of the national income; Canada's, 26 percent; Denmark's,
27 percent; the Netherlands', 46 percent; New Zealand's, 37 percent;
Australia's, 21 percent.

Since most of these countries are tied to us by way of defense
arrangements, we cannot be indifferent to their economic interests and
problems. Therefore, the President's program takes them into ac-
count.

But the interests of the United States are even broader. The
United States has an affirmative interest in the economic well-being
of the free world and the President's program asserts it as something
good in itself. Even if there were no Communist threat, it is in our
interests to promote economic development in the underdeveloped
areas and to raise the level of production and trade in the world. Ill
this way we improve our own well-being.

Our conception of the proper role of Government in economic affairs
is much more narrow than that of most other countries. In peacetime
we tend to think primarily in terms of private action rather than in
terms of governmental capabilities. For us the major normal function
of Government in the economic sphere is to provide an environment
in which private enterprise can flourish free from artificial restraints.

This basic creed we carry over into our economic relations with other
countries. Our principal specific objectives relate to the removal of
artificial restraints on the movement of goods, services, and.capital,
whether publicly or. privately imposed. We seek to reduce tariffs,
eliminate quotas, get rid of cartels, do away with exchange restrictions,
and remove restraints on foreign investment.

We feel that the Government should interfere as little as possible
with the free market, it should act as the promoter and guardian of
conditions under which the market can operate most effectively.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMAN. Dr. Kalijarvi, back on page 7, you gave the

percentage of the income from exports of the various foreign countries.
Then in the next paragraph you gave some other figures, and I notice
one relates to the percentage of income -from exports, the other the
percentage of national income.

They are not analogous at all, are they?
Mr. KALIJARVI. No.
Senator SPARKMAN. They are not intended to be?
Mr. KALIJARVI. No.
Senator SPARKMAN. I first thought they were, and I see now they

are not.
Mr. KALIJARVI. They were selected because they highlighted the

point I wanted to make.
Senator SPARKMAN. By the way, I notice you say "Venezuela, 97

percent from petroleum." 'What year was that?
Mr. KALIJARVI. 1953.
Senator SPARKMAN. I wonder if that has been changed by the heavy

exports they have made of iron ore. I think it has started.
Mr. TAFT. The value isn't nearly as high; in relation to oil.
Senator SPAR]KM.AN. I realize that, but 97 percent is the figure that

impressed me.
Mr. TArr. The shipments did not begin in large quantities until

1953, but I don't think it has been changed too much even in 1954.
Mr. KALIJARVI. If you wish, I will follow it up.
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Senator SPARKMAN. No, I was just curious how it might be changed
with that. Of course, I suppose any country that has to depend so
largely on one commodity for its income from exports is in not the
most comfortable position.

Mr. KALIPARVI. It certainly is not.
Senator SPARKMAN. Are any of our programs aimed at a greater

variety of products that they might export?
Mr. KALIJARVI. There is all kinds of incentive, as far as lies within

our capabilities for countries that have possibilities of diversification.
For instance we have definitely interested ourselves in Indonesia in

diversification of production from their tin and rubber operations, and
in other countries.

Senator SPARKMAN. I was surprised to learn from your paper that
95 percent of the income from exports of Indonesia was made up of
those two items.

Mr. KALIJARVI. And we run into a great many problems, as Mr.
Thorp certainly knows, where the countries are very much concerned
in terms of the rise and drop in price and how they can dispose of their
products. Indonesia, for example, with the drop in prices of rubber,
is looking for a means of disposing of it. That sort of thing was a
basis for a good deal of the thought in the international commodity
discussions we had. The answer to your question is "Yes."

Senator SPARKMAN. Taking Indonesia, since we are talking about
that, as an example; doesn't it have a good many natural resources?

Mr. KALIJARVI. Oh, yes.
Senator SPARKMAN. Isn't it fairly rich in natural resources?
Mr. KALIJARVI. Yes, but not developed.
Senator SPARKMAN. But not developed. And it is that kind of chal-

lenge that serves as an incentive for our developing a technical aid
program.

Mr. KALIJARVI. It certainly does.
Senator SPARKMAN. And you feel, as we talk about a trade program,

a technical aid program would be supplemental to it?
Mr. IKALIJARVI. Decidedly.
Senator SPARKMAN. I believe that is all.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Strackbein.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. I just wanted to make this comment about heavy

percentages of exports in particular commodities from particular
countries. It seems to me that is exactly the kind of pattern that free
trade would lead to throughout the world. Sixty percent of the Bra-
zilian exports consist of coffee. Brazil is exceedingly adept at produc-
ing coffee.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you suggest that we produce coffee?
Mr. STRACKBEIN. No, I would suggest that we maintain our economy

on a diversified basis and not expose it to such an extent to specializa-
tion.

Senator SPARKMAN. Don't you think ease of access serves as an in-
centive to diversification? That is true of farms and it might be
carried on to nations.

Mr. STRAcKBEIN. If we had free trade, it is just this kind of un-
diversified production you would expect in the world.
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Mr. TAFT. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest that the problem comes
first in inducing domestic capital and then capital from outside to go
into the new investments that are successful. There is a very inter-
esting piece in Barron's Weekly for January 31 on the efforts of
the Rockefeller International Basic Economy Corp., operating in
Latin America.

They have attempted and insisted on local capital and turned it
over to the local operators when they get to the point that they can get
out. But they have made a number of failures because they pick the
wrong thing. The first most successful one, according to this article,
is an operation in partnership with Foremost Dairies in distributing
pasteurized milk and ice cream and cottage cheese, and the next one
was in setting up supermarkets. I don't think anybody looking at it
from the outside would think that is the sort of thing that would
work, but apparently it does work, and now they have local capital
going in and stimulating diversification.

I suggest if such things are not done to stimulate diversification,
they will continue with 1 or 2 things they have. In Indonesia, I
think the psychological state of mind is important, because apparently
there is a disposition to reject anything which depend on skills devel-
oped by the Dutch prior to their independence.

That makes it difficult in Indonesia.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. One of the problems in the negotiations leading

to GATT gives an indication of how we will have problems in diversi-
fication. The underdeveloped countries said they needed protection to
start new industries and, as a matter of fact, the charter for the
International Trade Organization recognized that, and so does the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade for that matter. So, again,
as long as you do not give protection, you do not get away from this
one-crop, one-commodity situation in those countries. They cannot
pull themselves up by their bootstraps.

Mr. KALIJARVI. Mr. Chairman, that makes a nice philosophical
argument, but I think if we look at our own country there is the most
eloquent factual denial of that thesis.

The CHAIRMAN. Because of the national market, do you mean?
Mr. KALIJARVI. Yes, the greatest market in the world.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. This country has been built up on the protection

system.
The CHAIRMAN. I must put in a word in support of Mr. Strackbein.

The thesis he espoused is the one of Alexander Hamilton and Thomas
Clay, the necessity for building up home industries. But it never
worked.

Senator FLANDERS. I recollect the campaign in which Benjamin
Harrison beat Grover Cleveland. I think that was 1888, as I remem-
ber, and I remember the torchlight processions, and they wore oilcloth
garments to preserve their clothes from the drippings of the torches
the carried.

The CHAIRMAN. That started with the Wide Awakes in 1860.
Senator FLANDERS. Well, your memory goes back further, and 1

remember they chanted as they marched along the street, "Tin, Tin.
American, Grover's out and Benjamin's in," and, as a matter of fact,
the American tin industry did start with that protective tariff.
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I cannot think offhand of another infant industry that did start
.in such a way.

Mr. TAFT. The chemical industry in 1918.
Senator FLANDERS. That may be so.
Any other comments?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I was not present in the campaign of 1888,

although my first visit to Washington was paid in the administration
of Benjamin Harrison at an early age, but I wonder if the Senator's
memory is correct that it was tin that was being protected?

Senator FLANDERS. It was tinplate which we had previously had
to get from Wales.

Now, there is one other point I wish to make, and I hope it is con-
structive, following up the suggestion that the greatest benefit to
Western Europe would come from a customs union of their own; we
have had the customs union of the States, which as just mentioned,
has worked out very well, even if it is exceedingly painful at times.
New England can testify to that, and don't think that any customs
adjustment can be made without great pain. It cannot. We endured
the pain because we are all one country.

I expected a satisfied smile, Senator Sparkman, to spread over your
countenance.

Senator SPARK31AN. It always does when you philosophize.
Senator FLANDERS. Now, here is one great customs union covering

Western Europe. There is an opportunity for another great customs
union extending from Japan clear around to India, probably stop-
ping short of India because they wish to develop themselves indus-
trially.

Now, there are three great customs unions, which within those
unions, not setting up too great barriers against the rest of the world,
could generate and maintain each for his own conditions a high degree
of prosperity, and it seems to me that the development of those three
unions is on the whole far more realistic and far more hopeful and
far more practical than trying to put us all into one big union. There
will be less of these exceedingly painful readjustments that have to be
imade.

I am through with that dissertation, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kelley.
Representative KELLEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to renew the

conversation I had with Mr. Taft this morning about residual oil and
the coal industry.

I see him smiling. Unfortunately for renewing the discussion I
have to go to the floor again.

I would like to have permission, if I may, to set forth a 'statement
of the industry, and of the United Mine Workers, and their position
in that. There' is quite a difference in the opinion as set forth by Mr.
Taft and that of the industry.

(See statement, p. 1005.)
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
Mr. TAFT. I may say I got most of my facts, or a good many of

them, out of Mr. Pickett's brief.
Representative KELLEY. You mean you took what you saw in Mr.

Pickett's brief to get an argument out of it, to set up a defense?
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Mr. TAFr. Mr. Chairman, -I referred to one new enterprise in for-
eign investment. I think perhaps there should be in the record also
a second one. From February 28 to March 3 there will be in New
Orleans a meeting sponsored by the city of New Orleans and by
Time-Life International of representatives of quite a number of
Latin-Amnericant countries with various kinds of proposals for invest-
ment which have been circulated before that time to various bankers
and other persons who might invest in Latin America. It is con-
templated that there will then be direct discussions or even negotia-
tions over the carrying out of those proposals.

I have a press release of December 11 on this which happened to
come to my desk. I think it might be worthwhile to have it in the
record as representing a new type of approach which might be very
helpful.

(The press release referred to follows:)

INTER-AMERICAN INVESTMENT CONFERENCE, NEW ORLEANS, LA.,
FEBRUARY 28, MARCH 1, 2, 3

In a private-enterprise sequel to the recent intergovernmental conference at
Rio de Janeiro, leading industrialists and businessmen of the United States and
Latin America will meet in New Orleans February 28 through March 3, 1955, to
explore the role of private initiatives and finance in United States-Latin Ameri-
can economic relations.

Organized under the auspicies of private business, the New Orleans meeting,
to be known as the Inter-American Investment Conference, will bring together
representative industrial and financial leaders of both continents for a 4-day
examination of present opportunities for productive capital investment in the
swiftly growing nations of Latin America.

The New Orleans conference was announced today by Rudolf S. Hecht, chair-
man of the board, International House, New Orleans, and Edgar R. Baker,
managing director, Time-Life International. The city of New Orleans and Time-
Life International are serving jointly as sponsors and hosts for the conference.

Widespread interest in the conference has been shown by leading business and
industrial organizations both in the United States and Latin America.

In this country, the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, the National
Association of Manufacturers, the Investment Bankers Association of America,
and the United States Inter-American Council are serving as cooperating organi-
zations:

Some 50 business organizations in 16 Latin American countries are cooperating
actively in organizing Latin American representation at the conference. (See
list attached.)

The Organization of American States, representing all of the Latin American
nations, and the International Development Advisory Board, a private citizen
group appointed by the President to advise on certain aspects of United States
foreign economic policy, are also cooperating with the sponsors of the conference.

In announcing the conference, Mr. Hecht recalled that President Eisenhower,
in a letter to Eric Johnston,,chairman of the International Development Advisory
Board, last July had expressed personal approval of a meeting of the kind to be
held in New Orleans. At that time, the President wrote:

"The suggestion of the International Development Advisory Board that repre-
sentatives of private business, industry, and finance in the United States and
Latin America take the initiative in organizing a privately sponsored conference
to promote economic progress in Latin America through increased private capital
investment is a good one. As you well know, private investment has been the
major stimulus for economic development in this hemisphere. An increased flow
could contribute significantly not only to the development of the countries in
which made, but also to the economic progress of the United States.

"The administration looks with favor upon positive, forward-looking steps of
this kind by private enterprise. We also urge appropriate action on the-part of
our Government to encourage the outflow of private American investment and
on the part of foreign nations to encourage its inflow." . -
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Mr. Hecht said the primary purpose of the Conference is to stimulate greaterparticipation of United States capital in productive enterprise in the Latin
American countries.

"The sponsors of this meeting believe," said Mr. Hecht, "that private capital,
with its managerial and technical skills, is going to be the most effective long-
range answer to Latin America's need for development funds.

"We are convinced that if the private-enterprise system is to prevail in thenations of the Western hemisphere, main reliance for the development of economic
potentials must be placed upon the forces of private initiative. These forces will
respond in both continents if they are properly encouraged to do so.

"While we recognize existing barriers and uncertainties, and urge continued
intergovernmental action to remove them, we feel that a meeting jointly sponsored
by United States and Latin American business and industrial interests will helpto dispel apprehensions, increase mutual confidence, and spotlight the immense
and varied opportunities which exist today for safe and sane investment in the
Latin American republics.

"We are confident that much can be accomplished right now through a frank
and full exchange of views between entrepreneurs of both continents who speak
the langauge of business whether they speak it in Spanish, English, or Portuguese."

Mr. Hecht said that while the Conference is a private-enterprise undertaking,
the Government of the United States, as well as the Governments of many Latin
American countries have indicated interest. It is expected that official observers
and technical advisers will attend the meeting.

Mr. Baker recalled the emphasis placed on private capital during the recent
inter-American economic discussions at Rio de Janeiro. "The New Orleans meet-
ing," he said, "will constitute a serious effort on the part of private enterprise
in the United States and Latin America to find practical answers to some of the
problems which have slowed up the flow of United States private capital to our
Latin American neighbors. While the idea of the New Orleans Conference was
conceived weeks before the Rio meeting, it comes as a logical next step in our
joint efforts to develop stronger economic relations in this hemisphere. It might
be regarded, in fact, as private industry's answer to the challenge inherent in
Latin America's need for financial assistance for development.

"In helping to organize the New Orleans Meeting," Mr. Baker added, "we have
been astonished by the intense interest shown by the business communities of all
the Latin American countries. Their enthusiasm and willingness to help make
the Conference a success have greatly exceeded our expectations."

The Conference will be conducted both as an assembly and as a workshop.
Speakers will include men of international reputation in the field of business
and industry. Panel discussions on major questions will offer all in attendance
an opportunity of personal participation in the discussions. In addition, the pro-
gram will provide ample time for direct personal discussions between individual
Latin American and United States participants.

In order to assure consideration of practical measures rather than generali-
ties, definite preliminary steps are being taken by the cooperating organizations
in Latin America to send business representatives to the Conference prepared
to put forward specific investment proposals. The Laten American cooperating
organizations are asking their respective members to prepare outline data re-
garding specific investment proposals which they would like to discuss with
United States capital interests. On the basis of this information, the Confer-
ence management will extend special invitations to United States business con-
cerns which might be expected to have an interest in the specific proposals put
forward by Latin American participants.

While no assurance can be given with respect to United States acceptance of
proposals offered by the Latin American representatives, every facility for dis-
cussion and negotiation will be offered during the Conference.

A portion of the Conference period will also be reserved for "country" meet-
ings at which the representatives of the business communities of each of the
Latin American countries will be available for direct discussion with United
States participants interested in the investment picture in a particular country.

LATIN AMERICAN COSPONSORS

Argentina:
Confederaciln General Econ6mica de la Repfiblica Argentina
Confederacifn General de Comerciantes
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Bolivia:

Citmara Nacional de Industrias
Camara Nacional de Mineria
Santa Cruz Agricultural and Industrial Organization
Banking group:

Banco Central de Bolivia
Credito Hipotecario de Bolivia
Banco Nacional de Bolivia
Banco Mereantil
Banco Popular Colombo-Boliviano
Banco Popular del Peru en Bolivia

Brazil:
Federawaio das Indfstrias do Estado de Sao Paulo (FIESP)
Centro das Indfistrias do Estado de Sao Paulo (CIESP)
Confederaciio das Induistrias (Nacional)

Colombia:
ANDI-Asociaci6n Nacional de Industriales
Asociaci6n Bancaria
ACOPI-Asociaci6n Colombiana de Pequefios Industriales

Costa Rica:
Cilmara de Industrias
Banco de Costa Rica
Camara de Agricultura
Junta de la Cafia

Cuba:
Asociacifn Nacional de Industriales de Cuba
Canmara de Comercio de la Repiblica de Cuba
American Chamber of Commerce of Cuba
Asociaci6n de Bancos de Cuba
Asociacion de Colonos de Cuba
Asociaci6n Nacional de Hacendados de Cuba

Ecuador:
Camara de Industriales de Pichincha
Caimara de Industrias (Guayaquil)
Camara de Agricultura de la Segunda Zona
Banks of Guayaquil
Citmara de Comercio de Guayaquil

El Salvador: Camara de Comercio e Industria de El Salvador
Guatemala:

Cftmara de Comercio e Industria de Guatemala
Asociaci6n General de Agricultores
Banks of Guatemala

Honduras: Camara de Comercio e Industrias de Tegucigalpa
Mexico: Secretariado Mexicano de Relaciones Internacionales de la Iniciativa

Privada, representing:
Asociaci6n de Banqueros de Mexico
Confederaci6n de Camaras Industriales
Confederacifn de Caimaras Nacionales de Comercio

Nicaragua: Comite para Inversi6n de Capital Privada in Nicaragua, repre-
senting:

Camara de Comercio e Industrias
Cooperative Nacional de Agricultores
Sociedad Cooperativa An6nima de Cafetaleros de Nicaragua

Panama:
Camara de Comercio Industria y Agricultura de Panama
Sindicato de Industriales de Panama
Instituto de Fomento Econ6mico
Colon Free Zone

Paraguay: FEPRINCO (Federation of Production, Industry and Commerce)
Peru:

Cfimara de Comercio
Camara de Industrias
Sociedad Nacional Agraria
Sociedad Nacional de Minerfa y Petroleo
Banco de Credito del Perd
Banco Wiese, Ltdo.
Banco Popular
Banco Internacional del Per6l
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Venezuela:
Federaci6n Venezolana de Ckmaras y Asociaciones de Comercio y Produccifn
American Chamber of Commerce in Venezuela

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. No questions, thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Knowles, who is Acting Deputy Director of

the Bureau of Foreign Commerce.
Mr. KALIJARVI. Mr. Chairman, before you call on Mr. Knowles, may

I insert in the record at this point a statement prepared in the Depart-
ment as a result of some of the things we have received as a result of
this program? This statement is called "Relaxation of Restrictions
Against Dollar Imports."

Even we were surprised with what we came up with as a con-
sequence of our study. There are some 12 pages with a graph at the
end.

(See p. 995.)
With your permission, we would like to insert it.
The CHAiRMAN. Yes.
(Mr. Karijarvi's prepared statement appears at p. 992.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Knowles.

OPENING STATEMENT OF NATHANIEL KNOWLES, JR., ACTING
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF FOREIGN COMMERCE, DEPART-
MENT OF COMMERCE

Mr. KNOWLES. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, in view of
the many quotations entered into the record by the several panelists,
I would like to abbreviate my paper and just call attention to a few
of the highlights, but I would like my whole paper in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. You may so proceed.
Mr. KNOWLES. As a representative of the Department of Commerce,

I can perhaps make some contribution to today's discussion by indicat-
ing the present and past relationships of United States foreign trade
to various elements of our national economy.,

One way to measure the importance of foreign trade to our economy
is to express it as a percentage of our gross national product and to
compare that percentage with the similar percentage for other im-
portant components. Attached to my statement is a table showing
such percentages for a selected number of years, starting with 1929
and ending with an estimated figure for 1954. These percentages, of
course, are based on the current prices for each yeair.

In the year just past, that is 1954, our merchandise exports were
about 4.2 percent of the estimated total gross national product of $357
billion. This figure, which includes military aid exports, compares
with 5 percent in 1929 when there was no military program. Exclud-
ing the military program, the 1954 estimated figure of 3.5 percent was
slightly higher than in 1953, and moved upward contrary to most other
trends in the national economy. Our merchandise imports in 1954
declined slightly from 1953, and were about 2.9 percent of the gross
national product.

I would like to point out in these figures that the 3.5 percent exclud-
ing military represents a very much smaller proportion of our gross
national product than it did in 1929. These figures may not appear
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impressive when compared with similar relationships in some of'the
important trading countries of Europe whose exports reach 25 percent
or more of their gross national product. Such a comparison, however,
ignores a very important difference between our economy and those of
European countries. No one factor makes an overwhelming contribu-
tion to our total economic picture. The strength of our economy
results from its diversity. Even cash receipts from farming were only
8.5 percent of the gross national product in 1954. Thus, this important
component which has commanded so much attention of the Government
of the United States made only about twice as much a contribution to
our economy as did the exports of merchandise.

Another very important component of the gross national product
which is frequently consulted to determine whether our economy is
functioning properly is residential nonfarm construction. This hous-
ing component was about 3.8 percent of the gross national product in
1954. Even in 1954 when housing construction moved upward con-
trary to most business trends, it was lower than the exports of goods
and services. Other new construction representing about 4 percent-of
the gross national product in 1954 was also exceeded by merchandise
exports.

The foreign trade contributions to our total economy also com-
pared favorably with such investment components of our gross na-
tional product as business purchases of capital equipment which
represented 6.2 percent of the gross national product in 1954 and
consumer purchases of durable goods which were about 8.1 percent.

For your convenience, I am leaving a table entitled "Selected Ele-
ments-Percentage of Gross National Product"' which gives additional
details.

The significance of exports and imports is reinforced by a con-
sideration of their relationships to some of our most important and
progressive industries.

During the 3 years 1949-51 nearly one-half of our exports came from
industries which sold more than 10 percent of their production abroad.
One-third of our exports were accounted for by products which rely
upon foreign markets for more than 25 percent of their sales.

Export markets are of central importance for some of our major
agricultural products such as cotton, wheat, rice, and tobacco. In
the crop year 1952-53 we exported 24 percent of our wheat and 20
percent of our cotton despite the fact that this was a year of com-
paratively low exports. In the preceding 5 years we exported, on the
average, about one-third of these crops. In 1953 we also exported
56 percent of our rice, 22 percent of our tobacco. 61 percent of our
inedible tallow, and 18 percent of our lard.

The critical importance to our economy of the imports of many raw
materials and foodstuffs which we do not produce at all or where our
production does not come even close to meeting our needs has been
well known for many years.

About 58 percent of our commodity imports are essential for con-
sumption or for the operation of our economy, given the present indus-
trial and technological pattern of production. Of these; one-third,
or 20 percent of total imports; cannot be produced at all 'in the United
States. 'Another one-third are not available domestically in sufficient
quantity.
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The remaining one-third, of which coffee, tea, and cocoa are typical
examples, have become an accepted part of our daily consumption and
we are anxious to obtain them in exchange for our produce.

The other 42 percent of the total are imported even though they
could be produced here because foreign countries are able to deliver
at lower costs, or because they are sufficiently different from domestic
products to stimulate demand.

The level of our imports governs the level of our exports, since they
provide the dollar exchange for the purchase of exports. As our grant
aid to the rest of the world is reduced and ultimately eliminated, we
must increase our imports unless we are willing to see our exports de-
crease.

American investments abroad tend to create markets for our fin-
ished product as well as raw material sources of supply.

It is almost a truism that our best customers are the more highly
developed countries. The import demands of countries with low
standards of living while frequently large in relation to their domestic
production are small in absolute terms. As our investments abroad
contribute to the economic development of other countries and increase
the standards of living in those countries, new demands are created,
some of which will be translated into increased exports from the
United States. This is in addition to the capital-goods requirements
necessary to translate the money investment into plant and equipment.

Moreover, a very large part of our investments abroad has gone
into the development of raw materials which we must increasingly
import from abroad as our economy expands and our known domestic
sources of supply prove inadequate.

I want to emphasize the role of both exports and imports in gener-
ating employment, wages, and profits in the United States.

Let me just underscore it by pointing out that some 70 percent of
our exports consist of manufactured goods shipped in substantially
the forms in which they are finally utilized abroad. The great bulk
of the end-use value of these goods is thus contributed by American
labor, capital, and management.

Our imports, in contrast to our exports, consist preponderantly of
raw materials and crude foodstuffs requiring extensive further process-
ing before entering into consumption channels here. For at least 80
percent of the goods we import, a very large part of their end-use
value is added by American industry after they are purchased from
abroad. The activities contributing to this added value represent jobs
and profits for United States workers and employers, just as surely
as do those involved in the production of our exports. Less than one-
fifth of our imports enter the country as substantially finished prod-
ucts, and even these contribute significantly to employment and
earnings in our distributive and service industries.

Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(Mr. Knowles' prepared statement appears at p. 1002.)
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to throw out a couple of general ques-

tions for discussion which have been touched upon but not discussed in
detail. The first is the question: What changes, if any, should we make
in the present law relating to the escape clause, to the peril points, and
to the "Buy American" provision, from a foreign-aid angle.
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Mr. VINER. I would like to suggest as a reasonable compromise
between leaving the escape clause and "Buy American" legislation as
it is and wholly repealing it, which I consider impractical and perhaps
not desirable on principle-and the percentages I give I think are rea-
sonable, but I suggest them merely as a basis of consideration.

I would suggest that commodities be ineligible for the application
of the escape clause, first, in case the reduced rates of duty on them
are now in excess of 20 percent on the principle that if they already
have 20 percent or more protection they need not and they are not
entitled to have still additional protection.

Mr. TAFT. That is the equivalent ad valorem?
Mr. VINER. Yes.
Secondly, any commodity of which in the preceding calendar year

the imports did not exceed 10 percent of American production. That
industry is unlikely to be in distress or in imminent distress because
of the volume of importation and, therefore, until the imports exceed.
10 percent it would not be eligible for the application of the escape-
clause provision.

Third, any commodity whose domestic production has increased by
over 5 percent in the preceding calendar year is not to be entitled to
additional protection.

Senator FLANDERS. Is that increase in volume or value? I am just
thinking that inflation might keep everything in there.

Mr. VINER. I would prefer, as more rational, increase in volume.
Mr. TArr. That is 5 percent.
Mr. VINER. Five percent increase in domestic production in the

prior year.
For "Buy American," I would limit the preference which the buying

officers of the Government are permitted to exercise to 10 percent
after duty.

Mr. TAFT. It is now 6 to 10.
Mr. VINER. I would make the statutory maximum 10, to go with

the other provisions.
Second, I would make any commodities ineligible for governmental

preference in purchasing on which the duty is in excess of 20 percent,
because the Government preference is in addition to the duty.

Third, I would make commodities ineligible whose import in the pre-
ceding calendar year did not exceed 10 percent of American pro-
duction.

Senator FLANDERS. You said that before.
Mr. VINER. No; these are limitations for "Buy American." How-

ever, for these provisions with respect to "Buy American," I would
make this qualification: I would make these limitations not apply to
commodities which receive certification from the security agency or
the defense authorities, that it is important that they be obtained
from domestic sources.

Senator FLANDERS. May I make an inquiry with regard to that 10
percent limitation on "Buy American"?

Supposing there comes a time when an industry is suffering from
unemployment, and it might well be that such an industry suffering
from unemployment still was in the field in which the import was
less than 10 percent. Wouldn't you find it politically difficult, as I
think I would find it humanly difficult, to say that we would never-
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theless buy from abroad at a time when there was unemployment in
that industry, simply because there was the 10 percent criterion
applied?

Mr. VINER. Senator Flanders, my definition of a statesman is a
politician who does difficult things. I would not make the tariff, the
"Buy American" provision, and the escape clause our machinery tc
deal with cyclical changes or regional depressions. I do not say that
these things are not to be given very serious consideration, too, and
that Congress should not deal with them.

But in the same way as with distressed areas, I would not try to
deal with them by. manipulating the tariff. That would mix up differ-
ent things. It would increase the vested interest in tariff protection
which I would try to avoid. I would be happy if there were serious
study of the experience of other countries, particularly England, with
respect to the so-called distressed areas and the careful working out
of provisions whereby the Federal Government does assume some
responsibility to relieve special stresses not due to demerit on the part
of regions or of the employees of particular industries, but without
regard to whether the impact that is hurting them is technological
change, changes of fashion or taste, or foreign competion.

The CHAIRMAN. What would you suggest as specific measures?
Mr. VINER. I have not given too much thought to it because I think

fruitful thought cannot be given to it without investigation of the
administrative difficulties which I am not qualified to discuss. With
respect to agriculture, I think the distortions of our agricultural policy
have been due in part to genuine and deserved sympathy with respect
to distressed areas and the population in those areas. I would have
dealt with those areas either by the encouragement of new industries
to enter such areas or the encouragement of the movement of people,
particularly young people, out of such areas, so that there would be
gradual adaptation to the situation.

Government preference in its purchasing to areas in need of em-
ployment, I would be in favor of, if workable provisions can be
designed. I would watch out that Federal minimum wage legislation,
and so on, be not so rigid that it itself becomes a factor in throwing
a distressed area into still more distress by imposing on that area a
level of wages which that area is no longer able to yield. But these
are just my casual suggestions.

What I would advocate is a Washington investigation by a com-
petent staff to find out what is in principle desirable, and in practice
workable.

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I am wondering if I do not
have in my old friend, Dr. Viner, a recruit for the idea of establishing
criteria instead of making across-the-board changes of one sort or
another in that tariff. It seems to me that the establishment of criteria
is the direction in which we should be moving.

Mr. VINTER. Well,'if we wouid ag'ree on a definition of the term
"criteria"

Mr. FLANDERS.' We couldn't do that this afternoon.
Mr. VINER. No. I would be in hearty agreement with that proposi-

tioin. But I would include as criteria those already included in prac-
tice.- After all, nobody is seriously proposing across-the-board elimi-
nation of tariffs. I haven't heard a word in all of the discussion here,
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or in discussion elsewhere, against the selective approach. The word
'selective" is a key word. In other words, every reduction in some
way or another should receive careful consideration in the light of all
of the surrounding circumstances.

On the other hand. I would include in the criteria limits beyond
which it is unreasonable to provide protection. I have suggested
limits beyond which you should not increase the existing protection.
I would approve of the proposal that there be executive authority to
reduce any duty which is now, ad valorem or its equivalent, in excess
of 50 percent. I regard that as a limited proposal. I would be happy
if it were made 30 percent. But I would limit the extent of protec-
tion you give on any item to some maximum rate, because one of the
things I would like to emphasize is that when you impose a duty of
50 percent on a commodity you are not taking something good out
of. an unlimited supply that costs nobody anything and giving it out
of your kindness to a deserving beneficiary. You are imposing a
burden on some other Americans. Somebody pays that 50 percent.
It may be the consumer, or the processor, or it may be the Government,
but somebody is paying for it. If you impose a duty and that keeps
out an import, somebody in the United States pays a price that has
been increased by that action. It is unfortunate that the unfavorable
effects of a reduction in tariff can be seen and felt quite readily, where-
as the benefits are not immediately recognizable, and cannot be dem-
onstrated as a problem in arithmetic can, although they are real and
can often be tenfold the costs or burdens.

1When I start working out my definition of the appropriate criteria,
I am afraid it will turn into an essay. It would attempt to take
account of the cost of protection and not merely of the benefits some
persons receive from it.

Senator FLANDERS. I think we agree on that.
Mr. VINER. I think, Senator, we have agreed before without too

much strain on either side.
The CHAIRMAN. Does anyone else want to discuss these two topics

of what should be done about the escape clause, the "Buy American,"
or adjustments for regions severely hit?

Mr. THoRP. I would like to develop one point Mr. Viner raised, and
that is the extent to which these policies may be used for quite different
objectives, and the difficulty if this is in terms of cyclical fluctuations
or agricultural policy or what not, and just speak of the one that is the
fashion, that all this is in relation to defense. As a person very much
concerned with being adequately defended I would like to protest
strongly on the use of the tariff as a device for assuring me proper
national defense.

This is a very clumsy and inaccurate instrument. To take the case
Senator Flanders mentioned this morning as to the watch industry,
it may be that preservation of some of the skills in our watch industry
are important to our national defense. We raise the tariff. We don't
know whether this will give us too much or too little. I don't know
whether this. amount of tariff increase is providing me with the defense
I am alleged to need from this industry. It seems to me that if the
problem is national defense we should know what we need and that
should be arranged directly as a burden on us under our defense
budget, and not dealt with in this very ineffective and inexact method
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of trying to say that some particular tariff will provide just what is
needed for national defense.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you propose that we buy specific items
which at some future time may be needed for national defense and
stockpiling them then?

Mr. THoRP. That is one way of dealing with it. I think this can be
done by stockpiling. It can be done by direet contract with industries.
It might even be better for the Government to purchase a certain
number of watches, and if they cannot be stockpiled give them away
or even destroy them, although this is a very extreme process.

I think by proper contracting or subsidies, it should be possible to
keep this industry active and the skills there without the loss of value.
I hesitate to have the prices of all watches bought by all people having
to carry this extra burden.

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, it is a skill rather than a product
which is in question in regard to watchmaking, and you cannot stock-
pile-well, maybe you can stockpile a skill. I never thought that
subject through.

The CHAIRMAN. Stockpiling the products of skill?
Senator FLANDERS. It is not the products.
It is largely in instrument making. I, myself, think in that par-

ticular case, the case was not too strong, but there are such things, for
instance, lens grinding, I think, is a very important case of a require-ment for defense, the skill of the lens grinder.

Mr. THORP. I am granting that, Senator. I merely am saying ifwe need that, I want somebody to say how much we need, and to assure
us of having that, rather than using this uncertain method of tariff
protection.

Senator FLANDERS. In the extreme form, which perhaps I either
have misunderstood or you may regret, you suggested that we might
have people preserving the skill by grinding lenses which we after-
wards threw away.

Mr. THORP. Well, that was just for making the extreme case clear.
I don't think we need to do it that way.

Mr. UPGREN. Mr. Chairman, I was just going to comment that 20
years ago the Hutchins committee looked into it, and there was wide-
spread recommendation of subsidy and contract, but it seems to me
you build up a tighter interest with that arrangement, and, while
tariffs are subject to change once the vested interest is built up the
record of subsidies is just as smelly as the record at an earlier date,
perhaps, of tariffs.

Mr. VINER. I would question the history of that. There is no dur-
able vested interest in congressional appropriations, and no recipients
in the American history of congressional appropriations for subsidies
have ever been able to be certain they would get them 5 years later.

Shipping subsidies are a case in point.
The CHAIRMAN. Having been successful in knocking out the subsidy

to the American merchant marine at one session of Congress I bear
the mark of their successful comeback.. The ship operators of the
country are very powerful fellows.

Senator FLANDERS. They are not powerful enough to keep the ship-
yards going.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. Mr. Chairman, may I comment on the escape
clause?
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It seems a shame to disturb all this harmony.
The CHAIRMAN. We invited you to stir up the lions.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. The escape clause is a subject to which I have

paid a good deal of attention over a period of years. It was first intro-
duced into the trade agreements, I think in a trade agreement with
Mexico in 1943. I think it made its appearance in a somewhat differ-
ent form earlier than that, but in any case it was introduced and was
explained as providing a remedy against the mistakes that might be
made by the Department of State negotiators in reducing the tariffs
in conferences with other countries.

It was admitted that when thousands of items came up for reduction
in duty that even though hearings had been held before the Committee
for Reciprocity Information that actually adequate data could not be
obtained in so short a time. So they said "We are not allwise, we admit
we can make mistakes, but you have a remedy."

Now, we have found that when steps are taken to apply the remedy,
less than 10 percent of the cases actually result in the proclamation of
a remedy, and certainly the suggestion now that no remedy be applied
unless the rate of duty is 20 percent or less in ad valorem equivalent
seems to me to be completely and wholly unrealistic with respect to
the different levels of import competition faced by particular products.

I could cite vou an example in pottery. Pottery comes in from
Japan and competes with our own pottery. The Tariff Commission
found that the difference in the cost of production was 284 percent.
Now, that may or may not be accurate. The fact is that the prices
were extremely low compared with prices from other countries.

Now, to say that no escape-clause remedy should be applied unless
the duty is 20 percent, or less, seems to me to overlook completely the
difference in the competitive level of various countries in shipping to
this country, and the same with respect to the condition that no escape-
clause remedy be given unless imports are 10 percent or more of the
domestic consumption.

Again, there is no magic in this 10 percent. Why not 5 percent?
Why not 20 percent? There is no possible defense for establishing one
particular percentage point as being the dividing line. It has no rela-
tion at all to the amount of damage that may be done by imports.

The CHAIRMAN. It has been my own feeling, Mr. Strackbein, that
after a movement such as reciprocal trade gets under way that th;
opponents do not so much attack the principle as try to limit its appli-
cation. Groups which you honestly represent are never really recon-
ciled to Mr. Hull's program, and sought at every turn to limit it. So
these devices of the escape clause, the peril points, and so on, were in-
serted. But the cumulative effect of these has been to greatly, in my
judgment, reduce the possibility of expanding imports and, hence, of
expanding exports, and has therefore restricted the volume of inter-
national trade.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. I want to comment on that. It has been said, and
repeated many times, that the mere existence of the peril-point legis-
lation and the mere existence of the escape-clause legislation was a
deterrent to any increase in imports or was a deterrent in any case to
the flow of imports; that other countries, producers in other countries,
hesitated to put on a real sales campaign in this country because if
they succeeded then the peril point or the escape clause would be
invoked.

58422-55-60
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Now, I can give you examples from the record of instances where
there have been escape-clause applications made and hearings held, not
only once, but twice, and where in the face of that fact imports have
not only increased but have doubled, and in some cases more than that.
So the mere existence of the escape clause certainly cannot be held
as a deterrent to imports.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, a partial deterrent.
Mr. THORP. Mr. Chairman, it is worthy of note, that if an escape-

clause action is threatened, the importer rushes to get as much of the
article into the country as possible before the action is taken.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. The increase in imports I mentioned took place
during the nine months allowed for the decision. You can see no
change in the upward trend in the imports of tunafish, as one example,
bicycles as another, and groundfish fillets, and I think there are some
others.

Mr. TAFT. There ought to be some distinctions made here, Mr.
Chairman, because certainly you can't make general statements about
some of the different categories. If you are talking about various
kinds of the raw or semi-processed materials, then the question as to
whether they increase or do not increase when they are being sold to
manufacturers is one kind of a question.

When you are talking about a manufactured product, a consumer
product which is to go to a consumer, then you are dealing with some-.
thing completely different. It is in the latter category that the fears
of spending considerable money to prepare the public for the sale of
the new imported product are so great that they do not start, whereas
if it is a raw material for chemical manufacture, or something which
is semiprocessed, again going to a major manufacturer, that is some-
thing entirely different. That goes into channels that are used to
handling that kind of thing and it, therefore, is not nearly as much
restricted as it would be if you are talking about an end product which
is going to the consumers. Now, then, also in this connection, I think
that the objective of what Dr. Viner is saying ought to be very clear.
The problem we are discussing essentially is whether or not an indus-
try is injured if its proportion of the market decreases. That is, if its
own production increases absolutely even though the foreign importer
increases his percentage share of the market.

Now the Tariff Commission at no time has held that to be damage,
although producers have constantly filed escape-clause proceedings
on the theory that it was damage.

There are a number of samples of this. Tableware is one, for in-
stance, china, and other things of that sort, which is one of the items
always looking for higher tariffs.

There, the imports over a 5-year period, 1948 to 1953, went up from
$7 million to $11 million. At the same time domestic production went
up from $10 million to $15 million. Now, are the domestic producers
damaged? I say the Tariff Commission has never held that they are,
and it certainly seems to me they are not. This is what Dr. Viner is
feeling for when he tries to get some limitation below which you
cannot file any escape-clause proceedinm.

Senator FLANDERS. Is that for fine china ?
Mr. TAFT. Fine china and other types of tableware.
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Senator FLANDERS. As far as I know, it is only within the past few
years that we have had any clay sources, any sources of the proper
clay for that.

Mr. TAFTr. I am not sure of that because the Rockwood Pottery has
been going since the seventies or eighties.

Senator FLANDERS. Is that the fine pottery?
Mr. TArr. It is of the Wedgwood type and draws from the clays

in the mountains of Georgia.
Senator FLANDERS. I am thinking of the porcelains.
Isn't that comparatively recent?
Mr. TAFT. Lenox China goes back very far.
Senator FLANDERS. I do know in Europe the supply of that clay is

so limited that Swedish or Danish and much of the French china is
made from clay dug in Devonshire in England.

Mr. TAFT. That may well be. I will just give one more sample of
this situation, the bicycle case, which the Tariff Commission turned
down about 2 years ago, I think and which is now before the Commis-
sion again. The figures here are something like this: For balloon tire
bicycles which we see usually ridden by young boys, production in
1937 was 1,200,000 units. They reached a peak in 1946 and 1947 be-
cause of the shortage of manufacture during the war. Production
dropped to 1,400,000 units in 1949, a normal year, and in 1953 they
reached 2 million. On the other hand, we started importing light-
weight bicycles from Britain, the kind with gears, and so on. My
boy in 1947 bought one over my protest because it cost more than a
domestic bike. In 1949, with the devaluation, the price came down
relatively in the United States, and imports are now about 500,000
units.

The American industry reached a peak of-I forget the exact
amount, but I think it is 180,000 in 1953 of this type of bicycle.

Now in 1954, the situation is different, I agree with that, but I am
telling you what the prior escape-clause proceeding was, and the Tar-
iff Commission found there was no basis for it again, on the ground
that they had increased absolutely in their production even though
the importers had been able to sell a lot more of a new kind of product
that the American public liked. I can't see that there is any damage
to the American producer in that kind of situation.

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, bicycles come in my list of cate-
gories, in the list in which no greater tariff protection is warranted,
simply because American bicycle manufacturers were asleep at the
switch.

No child who knew the difference between an American bicycle and
an English bicycle would buy an American one, if his father would
let him buy an English one. We were asleep at the switch completely.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. Mr. Chairman, before we get too far from this
subject, I want to answer the point that Mr. Taft made; namely, that
if the product was a consumer item, then the existence of the escape
clause did act as a deterrent. I want to point out that canned tuna
fish is a consumer item. It is bought by housewives from the shelves
of grocery stores.

Mr. TAF`. Made out of imported tuna fish?
Mr. STRACKBEIN. Yes. And the imports, in spite of the Tariff

Commission escape-clause hearings and in spite of a bill in the Con-
gress to levy a tariff on fresh and frozen tuna, has gone up. The im-
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ports of canned tuna have gone right up undeterred by the existence
of the escape clause, the peril point or anything else.

The bicycle is another consumer item. The imports there have gone
up even though the Tariff Commission at this time has before it the
second application of the manufacturers under the escape clause. So
to say that the mere presence of the escape clause is so offensive that
it should be wiped off the statute books simply does not make sense.
Let's turn it around. Supposing we did not have an escape clause.
Are not American producers deterred from expanding their plants or
from making plans about increasing their production, and so on, when
they do not know what kind of import competition will strike them?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, isn't that something that everyone faces in
a competitive market? If you believe in the competitive system, to
what degree can you gauarantee in perpetuity a given physical volume
or a given share of the market to any one concern?

Mr. STRACKBEIN. But there is competition and competition. We
have tried to wipe out unfair competition within our own ranks. We
have put a minimum-wage law into effect so sweatshop products can-
not move in interstate commerce. We have done a lot of things to
make for fairness of competition. The question is: what kind of com-
petition? If the competition is on a roughly equal basis, we should
meet it and welcome it, but when goods come in at prices we can't
touch, that is something else.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean because of extremely low-wage scales?
Mr. STRACKBEIN. That is right. We say that our protection under

the escape clause should not be taken away or nullified by Executive
action or by administration that is not under the control of the
Congress.

Senator FLANDERS. I would like to get into the record, Mr. Chair-
man, the best explanation that these eminent panelists can give
of the doctrine of relative advantage. Does that mean anything to
any of you? Did you ever hear of the doctrine of relative advantage?

Mr. VINER. I have made my living out of it for a good many years.
Senator FLANDERS. I hope, Dr. Viner, that you are not in the posi-

tion of the doctor whose son took over while he took a vacation and
cured his best patient. In other words, you do not feel if you revealed
it here so even I could understand it, that you would lose your source
of income?

Mr. VINER. No. And if there is any difficulty in my making it clear,
I will assume the blame for myself, and I will not assign it to anyone
else. I will try to put it in a way, perhaps, a little bit different from
the usual way.

Senator FLANDERS. I am serious in this. I think it should be in the
record. I have always classed Mr. Hull as a doctrinaire freetrader
and have felt that his point of view has permeated this whole great
undertaking in procedure and I have assumed that in the creed of the
doctrinaire freetrader this question of relative advantage loomed
large and that there was some way in which it worked out, so that the
high-labor-cost producer, the general high-cost producer, and the
extreme low-cost producer over in another country would, supposing
there were only those two areas in the whole world, would somehow
be able to divide the trade between them to the advantage of both.

Is that a fair statement of the doctrine of relative advantage?
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Mr. VINER. Yes. I would say if. there were three countries, the
problem gets complicated.

Senator FLANDERS. Let's assume just two, Japan and the United
States.

Mr. VINER. Yes. The way I would like to put it is who is entitled
to control the manner of use of American productive resources? Shall
it be an entrepreneur who, paying standard American wages, cannot
produce a product costing no more than it is worth. If that is so,
we should get it from abroad. Whenever you have an industry living
on 50 percent protection year after year, it probably has not been
paying more than the standard American wages-the historical fact
is that it has probably been paying less-and yet it has been taking
from the consumer two prices: first, the world price and, second, the
additional price that the tariff makes possible. In other words, that
industry has not had a legitimate claim to use the labor and the other
resources that this country has available.

Now I am considering the position of the labor in that industry.
The labor in it has at some stage or other been enticed into it wrongly.
It belonged somewhere else. Let's assume it is receiving the American
standard of wages without giving the American people a full equiva-
lent in return. It may be that it has been trapped into it. The
persons who are caught in it, with skills that they acquired painfully,
we ought to treat very gently and sympathetically. But we ought to
avoid drawing in new labor resources to that industry. We ought to
avoid training youngsters for that industry, in which they will make
their living partly out of earned wages and partly in getting a sup-
plement from a handout forced on the consumer for their benefit.

With respect to low wages abroad we profit from the low wages
paid abroad if that results in a low cost to us of the product. But in
many cases the low wages abroad are a reflection, and an inadequate
reflection, of the inefficiencies of the labor, the unsuitability or scarcity
of raw materials, the unfavorable climate, the low quality of business
enterprise, so that while they may pay miserably low wages, they
can't produce the goods at as low prices as we can. What wages are
paid abroad should not be any concern of ours, except possibly a
humanitarian one. But you are not helping a country paying low
wages by saying to it: "Because your people are inefficient and have
-poor natural resources, therefore we are going to keep you from mak-
ing even the miserable living you are making now, by preventing you
from exporting your products here, by raising our tariff."

Senator FLANDERS. Let's not get humanitarian aspects into this
thing. Let's stick to economics. Here we have this country, high
labor rates, large cost of production, high prices, as a result.

Over here is Japan with low labor rates, perhaps in other respects
inefficient production, but when our goods on the whole -reach the
shores of Japan, she cannot pay for them. When her goods reach
our shores competing with what we make, we can pay for them.
How is the balance struck so that both Japan and we have something
to do that we are adapted to doing and exist in the world together
to our mutual advantage?

I think this gets back to the question I raised this morning as to
what the end point of free trade is, what does it lead us into, what does
it lead Japan into, but I am not sure.
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I have not quite yet pinned this down to the doctrine of relative ad-
vantage, but if you want to yield to Mr. Taft there, or if you want
to proceed, the chairman can decide. I have great respect for both of
you. In fact, I do not know of a better presentation of a difficult case
than Mr. Taft made this morning.

Mr. TAFr. Thank you, sir.
Mr. VINER. I do not agree that it was a difficult case. It was by

far the easier of the two cases presented here today, although I think
it was very ably presented by Mr. Taft. It is Mr. Stockbein's case
which is the difficult one to argue.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. Chairman, I think this point the Senator has raised
is a very important one. I was in Europe in 1948 and met the Premier
of Maastricht, and I was then in the City Council of Cincinnati, and
I told him about the machine which we use which is now general]]
used, a planer, which levels the black-top on a street. It is a perfectlv
huge machine and quite expensive, but it nevertheless makes a surface
quite different from anything else. Now, he would be delighted to
have it, no tariff, no trade restriction would stop him from getting it:
he just does not have enough money to pay for it. If you are going to
sell, abroad, you have to adapt your products to their needs abroad
and what they can pay.

If the man making that product wishes to sell it in Maastricht,
they will have to develop a cheaper model which is within the financial
capacities of Maastricht to buy, and this is not just a question of the
taste and likings and packaging and everything else that goes with
selling something to somebody else.

Americans have not always paid enough attention to that kind
of item. If that sort of intelligence is applied to foreign trade, then
I think the objection which the Senator makes, in a great many in-
stances, might be eliminated.

Mr. CLEVELk ND. Could I come back to the problem of readjustment
assistance raised by Dr. Viner, because it strikes me if something
could really be done along the lines suggested, it would make unneces-
sary the other suggestion he was making for a rather complex com-
promise on the escape clause. It is perfectly clear not only politically,
but as a matter of right, humanitarian values, and so on, that there
leas to be some escape hatch of some sort from the difficulties into
which individual domestic industries that aren't able to meet foreign
competition are put by a reduction of tariffs. But at the moment we
are escaping by a hatch that really has a very bad effect on our foreign
policy; that is, through a tariff rise or a failure to reduce the tariff.

It is important on this subject to make a distinction that I do not
think was fully made by Mr. Upgren when he spoke of subsidies.
I think what Mr. Viner talked of is not really what you could call
a subsidy.- At least it is not a subsidy to enable an inefficient business
to remain in business.

I take it he means, assistance of various kinds. unemployment com-
pensation, small-business lending, perhaps some technical assistance,
the creation of all sorts and kinds of climate for readjustment that
will enable the resources to move out of the inefficient industries and
into something else. I would like to make one suggested amendment
or an addition to what Dr. Viner suggested.

We are inclined, I think, to consider this too much as a Federal
problem-because the tariff is a Federal problem. It seems to me, as a
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matter of administration, that this is basically and primarily a
regional and local problem. It is an appropriate kind of problem
for State governments and even lower levels of government to be
involved with. The Federal Government can come in with Federal
aid, probably more appropriately than it can by trying to declare a
Federal depressed area in a locality that might be only two counties
big.

With this in mind, it does seem to me that the Congress ought to
search for ways of setting up a coordinated system for readjustment
assistance, placing that responsibility in some coordinator's hands,
perhaps, on the executive side, operating it primarily as Federal aid
to local and State levels of government. This could be part of a larger
policy decision that would eliminate the other escape hatch so that you
substitute one escape hatch for the other. Morally as well as politi-
cally, it seems to me, working along this line would make sense, rather
than compromising on the escape clause. Setting up a readjustment
assistance arrangement gives you the handle to eliminate the escape
clause over the same period of time, and perhaps even in the same
legislation.

Mr. TAFr. Mr. Chairman, I was just going to say that in the
pamphlet which I have submitted to the committee, which contains the
proposals presented by the Committee for a National Trade Policy to

the Randall Commission a year ago with a supplement on some new
items that came up later, there are some eight pages which outline
exactly this sort of program.

Most of it has been incorporated in several bills, one of them by Mr.
Harrison Williams in the House, and another one by Congressman
Eberharter. I think perhaps this pamphlet might well be in the
record, if that is satisfactory.

The CHAIRMAN. Good.
(The pamphlet referred to is as follows:)

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR UNITED STATES POLICY ON WORLD TRADE

Committee for a National Trade Policy, Washington, D. C.

INTRODUlCTION

To Members and Friends of the Committee:
For the convenience of its members and others interested in the subject of

world trade, the Committee for a National Trade Policy is republishing in a

single pamphlet its recommendations for the formulation of United States foreign
trade policy.

On October 29, 1953, I presented testimony before the President's Commission
on Foreign Economic Policy (the Randall Commission) on behalf of the Com-

mittee for a National Trade Policy. In December 1953, this testimony was sup-

plemented by the submission of a series of concrete proposals to the Randall

Commission. These two submissions to the Randall Commission represent a

statement of the views of this committee on United States policy on world trade.
They are reprinted in the following pages.

Subsequently, on January 23, 1954, the Randall Commission made its report

to the President and the Congress. After a thorough review by the several

departments of the Government, the President presented his program on foreign

economic policy to the Congress on March 30. 1954. With minor exceptions, the

83d Congress did not act on the President's program because of a crowded
legislative calendar and for 'other reasons.

The existence of the Committee for a National Trade Policy dates from Sep-

tember 195.3 and coincided with its first expression of views to the Randall

Commission. When the Randall Commission issued its report, we endorsed its
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recommendations on tariffs and trade. Upon the presentation to the Congress
of the President's message of March 30,1954, the committee endorsed his program,
which was based on the findings of the Randall Commission, and worked actively
thereafter for its wide dissemination and understanding among the business
community. The committee has also actively concerned itself with a wide
variety of issues of both a legislative as well as administrative nature in the
area-of trade policy which have arisen over the past 12 months.

In the process of dealing with foreign-trade policy issues over the past year,
the committee has concerned itself with matters that were not included in its
original statement of policy of a year ago. Brief statements on supplementary
subjects with which the committee has dealt and which can be expected to be
of importance in 1955 are to be found immediately after the text of the commit-
tee's proposals.

Our fundamental policy position remains the same: We repeat our warm ap-
proval and support for the President's enlightened program; 1955 is the crucial
year (the 84th Congress will, we hope, take affirmative action on this program).
Eventually, as circumstances require, the committee may wish to advocate certain
of its own proposals going beyond that program. We will continue in the months
ahead to deal with issues of American trade policy as they arise and to make
recommendations and proposals on specific problems when the occasion war-
rants it.

JOHN S. COLEMAN, Chairman.

STATEMENT BEFORE THE COMMIsSIoN ON FOREIGN EcoNoMIc POLICY, OCTOBER 1953

My name is John S. Coleman. I appear here today in my capacity as chairman
of the board of directors of te Committee for a National Trade Policy.

Our committee is drawn from all sections of the United States. Most of our
members are heads of industrial enterprises, although we have representatives
from other sectors of the economy. I will file with the Commission a full list of
the directors, officers, and members of the committee.

The Committee for a National Trade Policy was created to promote public
understanding of the issues which our country faces today in its trade rela-
tions with the rest of the world. The committee was founded in the belief that
American leadership in the expansion of international trade and the reduction
of trade barriers is essential to the prosperity and security of the United States.

This Commission will no doubt hear witnesses with arguments as why our
national interest requires us to reduce our trade barriers. Other witnesses may
advance arguments as to why our trade barriers must be maintained to protect
particular interests. We can contribute little to the decision of your Com-
mission by rehearsing all of these arguments again.

Our own views are, however, quite clear. We believe that as a matter of prin-
ciple when the national interest conflicts with local or special interests, the
national interest must prevail.

Our country today is the leader of the free world. The value of our total
production is nearly equal to that of all of our allies. Because of this fact,
every decision with respect to our economic policy will have an important con-
sequence for our friends abroad.

DOLLAR SHORTAGE

In the period since the war we have fully recognized this fact. Our allies
in the free world are not able to earn all the dollars they need to maintain
the stability of their economies and to build their defenses to the level that our
combined security requires. We have met the problem of a dollar shortage by
an elaborate and costly system of foreign aid.

But while we have been supplying dollars through foreign aid we have been
restricting the dollar earnings of our allies by a variety of trade barriers.
This, I submit. not only violates the economic logic which has been an essential
element in Ameica's growth, but is contrary to the basic American principle that
work is better than charity-both for the giver and for the recipient.

I don't want to misstate or overstate our position. Let me make it quite
clear.

We do not think a reduction of United States trade barriers is the cure for all
the world's ills.
* More specifically we do not favor free trade beginning tomorrow morning or

even next year.
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We do not even believe that a reduction of our trade barriers and an expansion
of our imports would be a complete substitute for foreign assistance during the
present period when we are building up the military strength of our allies.

And we do not consider that injury which may be done to investors, labor, and
farmers by a reduction of trade barriers should be ignored.

We make these points for the purpose of clarity, not to minimize the value of
a liberal trade policy. Certainly when American taxpayers are faced with a
tax burden which weakens economic incentives, measures which will enable
us to meet our responsibilities of leadership while permitting us to reduce taxes,
have a virtue which is apparent to all. A reduction of trade barriers can go a
long way toward elminating the dollar gap, which is one of the greatest im-
pediments to our common strength and prosperity.

Some people are now saying that the problem of the dollar gap has dis-
appeared. They point to the fact that our nonmilitary exports are hardly
greater than our imports. Such a contention ignores several important con-
siderations.

1. One should not exclude military exports from the computation merely be-
cause we are financing them by foreign aid, out of the pockets of the American
taxpayers. If our allies could earn more dollars, they would be able to pay for
a larger share of these military goods.

2. The dollar gap cannot be accurately reflected by statistics of actual im-
ports and exports. At the present time, foreign purchases of American goods
are in most places subject to tight governmental restriction. If foreign pro-
ducers could earn more dollars, foreign governments would not have to suppress
the demand for our goods.

3. Temporary factors tend to distort the present position. The dollar problem
of our allies is easier today because the United States Government is spending
vast amounts of money to build airbases and to support its Armed Forces in
many parts of the world.

4. It is a mistake to regard present levels of trade as stationary or permanent.
What we seek is a high level of trade. The present reduction in the dollar gap
has occurred partly through a reduction of our exports. To accept this way of
closing it as a permanent policy would involve an immense cost to our economy.
We need only look at the effects of the recent cuts in the export of agricultural
commodities to see how serious that policy would be.

I think, therefore, that we are deceiving ourselves and that we would be
deceiving the American people who pay the taxes if we were to conclude that
the dollar shortage was ended and that such a persistent problem has been com-
pletely solved.

Our committee is for reducing the burden of the American taxpayer without
jeopardizing our security. This burden can and must be reduced by permitting
foreign producers to trade in our markets.

Since the war, the free world has gained a measure of economic health but
it is still convalescing. It will never attain the economic strength which our
security requires so long as it is strangled in a web of trade restrictions. Amer-
ican policy must, we believe, seek to restore greater freedom in the movement of
goods, to bring about general convertibility of currencies, to eliminate the need
for Government licenses and quotas and the other paraphernalia of trade re-
striction. Until those objectives are accomplished the Western alliance will be
strained by what is in fact economic warfare between its several parts. Because
the dollar shortage has been temporarily relieved, we are not content to say that
we have reached our goal. This is at best a halfway house. I think that we
would mislead the American people if we told them otherwise.

AMERICAN GENIUS FOR CHANGE

The American genius has been a persistent discontent with the status quo.
We lead the world today because we have constantly raised our standard of
living, have constantly sought new economic opportunities, have broken the
barriers of limited objectives. In 1783 the farmer who brought cordwood from
Connecticut into New' York was stopped at the New York border and made
to pay a tariff duty. One of the most important provisions of our Constitu-
tion prohibited the States from interfering in the free flow of goods by such
measures. Under. our Constitutiop, .we have built a Amarket within our vast
domestic territories; through the development of that market we have erected
a prosperity unequaled in human achievement. For Americans to be satisfied
with the present level of trade, either within our own market or in the rest
of the world, is to do violence to our national instincts.
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As a businessman nurtured in the American business tradition, I resent
attempts to limit the horizons of American enterprise. We face each day the
challenges of competition from our domestic rivals, and I would fear for the
day when American business is unwilling to accept the challenges of competi-
tion from abroad.

The advocates of protection say that it is all very well for certain sectors
of American industry to take a bold position about foreign competition. The
industries which take this position, it is said, are not in danger from foregn
producers. The protectonists say also that it is one thing to meet competition
from American producers and quite a different thing to face competition from
abroad where the standard of living and the wage scale differ from our own.

These arguments, I think, magnify the problem out of all proportion. In the
United States we have. found that in most cases we can meet competition
by increasing the productivity of labor and the efficiency of management. We
have pretty well destroyed the old myth that the company which pays low
wages is necessarily the company which succeeds. In many industries, in fact,
the company that pays the highest wages is the lowest-cost producer.

I think that most American industries have the resourcefulness and the
imagination to meet the challenge of foreign competition if they are required
to do so. But in those cases where American industry cannot produce a better
product at a competitive price, then I think we harm only ourselves if we
deprive the American people of the right to choose the foreign product.

If the market for his product is threatened, an American businessman can
generally adapt himself to the situation in one of a number of ways. He can
get his costs down and meet the competition: he can expand his other prod-
ucts: he can develop new ones. The whole history of American enterprise
is a history of'ingenuity and f'eribility in adjusting to new circumstances and
-meeting new situations. The kind of adjustment a business has to make when
barriers are reduced is no different from the kind it has to make when the
competitor introduces a technological improvement that lowers costs or when
he brings out an improved model or a new product.

I was brought up in a West Virginia town in which one of the principal activi-
ties was the manufacture of buggy whips. Now that community employs 4
or 5 times as many people. Today they don't make buggy whips, but deep freez-
ers, and they are prospering.

At one time workers smashed up new machines that they feared would put
them out of work and employers conspired to suppress new inventions.

But today labor and management take improvements in their stride. Indeed,
the development of new ideas is the vital force of the American economy.

I do not believe that American business is a hothouse plant which cannot
be exposed to the rigors of an international climate. In my opinion, one of
the faults of the trade-agreements program as it was conducted in the past
was that it always stopped short of allowing American industry to meet serious
foreign competition. American business is a lot tougher than many people
seem to think and it doesn't need that kind of featherbedding.

READJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

Having said all this, however, I do not want to suggest that while tariffs
are being, reduced there may not be some dislocations in certain limited sec-
tors of industry. And I think that when such dislocations come about as a
result of an overriding national policy the Government should take appropriate
steps to cushion the transition. To say that such changes may produce disloca-
tions does not mean, however, that the changes should never be made. That
would attribute a rigidity to our system which it does not have. The point I
am making is that while we must not try to prevent these changes, we must
find some form of governmental action to mitigate their effects.

I shall not attempt at this point to spell out a detailed system for dealing with
the problems of injury and dislocation. This is a question which I am con-
fident your Commission will consider. It may be that the Committee for a
National Trade Policy will wish to submit more detailed views at a later time.

Let me say, however. that our committee is more confident than many people
seem to be about the administrative possibilities of dealing with the problem
of dislocation resulting from tariff reductions. The administrative techniques
that wve have developed in this country in the past few decades have enabled our
'Government to tackle the most difficult economic problems. We have had ex-
perience in the determination of damage resulting from complex economic factors,
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in the retraining and movement of labor, and in the relief of temporary com-
munity distress. But whatever program we may devise for meeting the prob-
lem of dislocation, there is one point that'should be emphasized., Any system
of compensation should be of limited duration and it should be undertaken only
in relation to a specific plan of readjustment. To those who may oppose any
compensation on the ground that it is a subsidy, we say this: It is better to
subsidize the readjustment of an enterprise during a limited period of transi-
tion and be done with the problem once and for all than to use a tariff to sub-
sidize that enterprise forever because it cannot meet competition.

The Committee for a National Trade Policy wishes finally to make one earnest
plea to this Commission. What the present time requires is not the reshuffling
of all the shopworn arguments about trade policy, with an attempt to fit them

't6gether in soine variant pattern. What is needed is a forthright acknowledgment
that a policy which may have been appropriate for the United States in 1900 is
not necessarily appropriate in 1953. Conditions have changed, the perils that
beset us have changed, the world position of our country has changed.

This Commission, as I understand it, was created to take a fresh look at our
trade policy-to consider that policy in relation to the realities of today. I know
of no greater responsibility than that which this Commission bears. The world
awaits your report with eagerness and hope.

I trust, therefore, that the findings and recommendations of this Commission
will strike a note of confidence in the American businessman, the American
farmer, the American worker. I trust that this Commission's report will be an
expression of faith. Ours is a great country because it is an adventurous country.
That, I hope, will be your guiding principle and you have our earnest wishes for
the success of your endeavors.

PROPOSALS FOR UNITED STATES POLICY ON WORLD TRADE, DECEMBER 1953

1. In order to increase predictability in matters of trade, the President should
be authorized to extend existing trade agreements and to negotiate new ones
ihaving an assured duration of at least 5 years.

2. The statutory provisions and administrative regulations governing the valu-
ation of imported goods should be revised to allow simpler and more easily com-
puted assessments of duties by customs authorities.

3. The present complicated system of classifying imported goods to determine
the applicable duty should be substantially revised and simplified.

4. Discrimination against foreign goods by Government procurement agencies
should be reduced by administrative action under existing authority and Con-
gress should consider eliminating preferences by the repeal of Buy American
legislation.

5. The reduction of trade restrictions should be based on an assessment of
the total national interest, and reductions should not be precluded merely by
reason of the single test of cause or threatened serious injury to particular
private interests, as existing legislation requires.

6. Where special measures are required in the interest of defense or national
security, efforts should be made, wherever possible, to use means other than
trade restrictions to protect these interests.

7. In negotiating trade agreements, the President should be authorized to
accept as reciprocal concessions from other countries not only the reductions
of foreign tariff duties but other economic measures that will promote higher
levels of economic activity, international trade, and international investment.

S. Additional authority should be provided for the progressive reduction of
trade restrictions, where such reductions are found to be in the national inter-
*est. This additional authority would permit further reductions with respect to
particular items where such action is found to be to the net national advantage,
but would not require a reduction across the board.

9. Assistance should be provided to enterprises, communities, and employees
affected by reductions in import restrictions where it is needed to help them
adjust'to dislocations. Such assistance should be provided so far as possible
through or in cooperation with local and State agencies.

The Committee for a National Trade Policy recognizes that separate reconm-
mendations concerning trade restrictions applicable to agricultural products
need to be developed. and that such recommendations will inevitably involve
questions relating to domestic agricultural policy. The committee is continuing
to study'sluggestions for dealing specifically with these problems.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSALS

1. In order to increase predictability in matters of trade, the President should be
authorized to extend existing trade agreements and to negotiate new ones
having an assured duration of at least 5 years

By the provisions of existing trade agreements, the United States reserves the
right to withdraw the tariff concessions after 6 months' notice in some cases and
60 days in most. Furthermore, most past tariff reductions are now subject to the
escape-clause provisions of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act which require
the withdrawal of concessions if imports increase sufficiently to threaten sub-
stantial competition. As a result of these provisions, the continuance of reduc-
tions in United States trade barriers is unpredictable.

The committee cannot emphasize too strongly the importance of predictability
in trade policy. To permit orderly adjustments of production, the domestic
producer should know the amount of protection he can expect. Similarly, the
foreign producer should be in a position to know the trade barriers he will face
in undertaking to enter, or expand, his operations in the American market.

Under present agreements, American producers have sometimes avoided
facing the problems of readjustment following tariff reductions: they have
tended to rely instead on the possibility of nullifying those reductions through
the escape clause, or when the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act is again before
Congress for extension. At the same time, foreign producers have been unable
to predict with any certainty the character of the trade restrictions that will be
in effect beyond a year or two in the future.

The foreign producer is willing and, in fact, is able to undertake the investment
in time and money required to enter the American market only when he has some
assurance as to the extent of the barriers which imports will encounter over a
period of time. At present, he must approach the market in jeopardy that once
he establishes a good position, increasing pressure from American competitors
will soon bring about action to raise trade restrictions against him.

2. The statutory provisions and administrative regulations governing the valua-
tion of imported goods should be revised to allow simpler and more easily
computed assessments of duties by customs authorities

The so-called first Jenkins bill, which was enacted last spring, has carried
into effect manv of the reforms of administrative customs procedures which
those concerned with foreign trade have urged for years. But it did not deal
with the great uncertainties which now exist in valuing imports for the pur-
pose of assessing customs duties. Today, foreign producers and American im-
porters are faced with a valuation procedure which rests on a complicated and
ambiguous formula. As a result, thousands of appeals are brought before the
customs court, and are not decided for years. The valuation provisions were
removed before the bill passed the Congress. They were then reintroduced in
the form of the so-called second Jenkins bill, which will be before the Congress
in 1954.

S. The present complicated system of classifying imported goods to determine
the applicable duty should be substantially revised and simplified

The American tariff schedule is exceedingly complex. with more than 3,00o
separately described products or classes of products, many of which are quite
similar. Since widely differing rates may be applied to an imported article
depending upon the particular class in which it is placed, a tremendous amount
of uncertainty with respect to rates-and therefore with respect to the prices
at which imported goods can be offered for sale-is bound to survive until the
number of classifications is very much reduced and until there is much greater
standardization of the rates of duty.

At present, for example, the collector in 1 port of entry may place a particular
article under 1 tariff classification or sube]:ssificarion andl assess the applicable
rates, while the collector in another port will place the same kind of article
in another classification bearing another rate. This causes confusion and inter-
feres with the most economic routing of traffic.

The President could employ the power to negotiate reductions in trade re-
strictions in a manner that would tend to equalize tariff rates within classi-
fications and thus to eliminate some of the multiplicity of classifications-and sub-
classifications which now complicate tariff administration.

Present procedures also result in some cases in the application of high and
seemingly irrelevant rates. For example, under paragraph 1529 of the Tariff Act
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of 1930, articles consisting in part of lace, braids, fringe, etc., are subject to the
90-percent duty that applies to lace and braid. Tuxedo trousers with a braid
stripe and bridge-table covers with braided loops at the corners have been sub-
jected under this provision to a 90-pereent rate. Such results could be avoided
without subjecting the entire classitication structure to review.

The broader problem of the general uncertainty created by the multiplicity
and diversity of classifications is one which will require major action by Con-
gress. The simplification of the system should be accomplished by providing
the President with authority under principles specified in the legislation. The
Congress should not undertake to consider classifications product by product.

4. Discrimination against foreign goods by Government procurement agencies
should be reduced by administrative action under existing authority and
Congress should consider eliminating preferences by the repeal of buy
American legislation

Many Federal laws require Government procurement agencies to give pref-
erence in their purchasing to goods produced in the United States. They also
impose similar requirements in purchasing by non-Federal agencies which re-
ceive funds from the Federal Government. Such discrimination applies also to
purchases of materials used by private suppliers in producing goods for the
Federal Government. There are also a number of State and municipal measures
requiring discrimination against imported goods.

The basic Federal legislation ,the Buy American Act, was passed in March
1933 at the depth of the depression, as an artificial stimulus to employment.
Under this act, as amended, goods produced or mined outside of the United
States, and even goods manufactured in the United States from materials pro-
duced or mined outside of the United States, may be acquired for public use
only under specified conditions. Two of these conditions are that the cost of
the domestically produced commodity is unreasonable and that the head of the
agency concerned determines in a particular case that exercise of the discrimina-
tion is in(-onsistent with the public interest.

Goods produced in the United States from domestic materials are generally
regarded as unreasonable in cost only if their price is more than 25 percent
higher than the landed duty-paid price of other goods. This criterion of un-
reasonableness was determined by administrative decision. It can and should
be relaxed by administrative decision, as the first step in the gradual elimination
of the extra discrimination involved in Federal procurement legislation.

At the same time, heads of Federal agencies procuring goods, in applying
the criterion of consistency with the public interest, should be instructed to use
a comprehensive definition of the net national interest.

Finally, consideration should be given to the repeal of all provisions of Federal
legislation which require Federal procurement agencies, or non-Federal agencies
receiving Ijnited States funds, to discriminate automatically against foreign
goods in their purchasing activities.

5. The reduction of trade restrictions should be based on an assessment of the
total national interest, and reductions should not be precluded merely be-
cause of the single test of "caused or threatened serious injury" to particu-
lar private interests, as existing legislation requires

The test of national interest which the committee proposes would require
that before a trade restriction was reduced there be a determination that such
reduction would contribute to the net interest of the Nation. In making a de-
termination with respect to national interest, possible injury to the domestic
economy as well as all other effects of the reduction would be taken into
account. The difference between such a test and the present one would be that
injury to a particular interest would not be the controlling factor in making a
reduction or in reversing the previous reduction of a restriction.

The committee believes that "caused or threatened serious injury" is an in-
adequate criterion for determining reductions in trade barriers. As it has
been applied, the doctrine has tended to prevent or vitiate trade-barrier reduc-
tions which would result in an adequate increase of imports. If the trade-,
agreements program continues to be administered so as to preclude action which
may result in substantially increased imports, it can contribute little to further
the expansion of international trade.

Moreover, the committee believes that the concept of threatened serious in-
jury is bound to result in a trade program based on an exaggerated fear of
dislocations and on an underestimate of the ability of American producers to
deal with such dislocations as might occur.
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Little or no dislocation may occur in cases where total demand for the product
is growing rapidly or in cases where the product is one for which the market
expands substantially when added competition brings about a reduction of
price.

In some cases. however, a reduction of trade barriers would probably result
in a loss of sales and profits for the American producer. In the opinion of the
committee these dislocations would be small in relation to the overall national
advantage, even if the liberalization of our trade policy is vigorously pursued.
These dislocations would, moreover, be temporary, whereas the national ad-
vantage can be permanent.

6. Where special measures are required in the interest of defense or national
security, efforts should be made, wherever possible, to use means other than
trade restrictions to protect these interests

Domestic industries faced with the possibility of foreign competition as a re-
sult of a reduction in trade restrictions have contended with extraordinary
regularity that such reductions threaten the national security. Each industry
has tended to regard itself as vital to our defense even where its claimed con-
nection with defense was extremely tenuous.

The committee recognizes that certain industries are truly vital to United
States defense. It believes, however, that as a general principle the maintenance
of trade restrictions is uneconomic and is an undesirable way of protecting our
security interests in most of those industries.

The committee recommends that before entering into any trade agreement the
President obtain the advice of the National Security Council with respect to the
importance to our security of the industries which will be affected by such agree-
ment. To the extent that the maintenance of facilities for the production of
defense articles is involved, alternative means of assuring the availability of
that production should be explored. It is probable that in the case of most
articles in which there is a real security interest, the essential production ca-
pacity could be maintained by standby orders and exploration contracts. The
committee believes that this technique for maintaining essential production fa-
cilities is generally preferable to the maintenance of trade restrictions to protect
industries which are otherwise unable to compete with foreign producers.

7. In negotiating trade agreements, the President should be authorized to accept
as reciprocal concessions from other countries not only the reduction of
foreign tariff duties but other economic measures that will promote higher
levels of economic activity, international trade, and international investment

Under existing trade-agreements legislation, representatives of the United
States Government have sought in the negotiation of.trade agreements to obtain
only the reduction of traditional trade barriers imposed by foreign governments
on imports of American products. The committee believes that the United States
Government should utilize more fully the bargaining power which it may obtain
from its authority to reduce barriers. The President should be authorized to
request and accept in exchange for the reduction of trade restrictions not only
the reduction of foreign tariffs but other economic measures. In other words,
he should be permitted to employ the trade-agreement mechanism as a broad
instrument of natonal policy.

The precise concessions which the President could accept might include appro-
priate measures to bring about a favorable climate for United States investments
in the foreign country with whom negotiations are conducted. They might in-
clude measures in the direction of convertibility of foreign currency or measures
in furtherance of European economic integration.

By expanding the President's power to make reductions in United States trade
restrictions and by expanding the scope of reciprocal concessions which the
President might accept in exchange, the committee hopes that trade-agreements
negotiations could be a powerful instrument in bringing about the improvement
of the economic climate for international trade. The committee recommends,
however, that the most favored nation principle be retained.

S. Additional authority should be provided for the progressive reduction of trade
restrictions, where such reductions are found to be in the national interest.
This additional authority would permit further reductions 'with respect to
particular items where such action is found to be to the net national advan-
tage, but would not require a reduction across the board

The committee believes that the President should be given additional ahthority
to reduce trade barriers, anid that, in exercising his authority, he should be
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required to examine the products that would be affected before determining that
a particular reduction of restrictions would contribute to the net interest of the
United States.

Other than the test of national interests in any particular case, this new.
authority should be subject to only two principal kinds of limitation-a limit on
the aggregate amount by which the trade barriers on any product may be reduced,
and a limit on the amount of such reduction which may take effect during any
one year. The principle of progressive reduction should apply whether the bar-
rier is in the form of a tariff or other trade restriction. It would be premature
to recommend at this time precisely what these limits should be. Acceptance of
the principle is the first essential.

The committee recommends against putting any time limit on the period during
which the President can exercise such new authority. The authority should con-
tinue until the Congress takes the initiative to repeal or modify it.

The committee believes that if the reduction in any one year is limited and
the total authorized reductions can take place only progressively over a period
of years, both domestic and foreign producers would be in a position to make long-
range plans, and would benefit from a program which would avoid the necessity
of immediately facing the full effect of the total authorized reductions.

In the last few years the practice of bringing the trade-agreements legislation
before the Congress for renewal every year or two has not only made the trade
policy of the United States unpredictable for American as well as foreign pro-
ducers, but it has also prevented the orderly reduction of trade restrictions
required for the development of a systematic, long-term policy.

Reductions must be phased with a view to minimizing dislocations in par-
ticular industries or particular geographical regions. They must also be timed
to assure that they provide the President with the maximum of bargaining power
in obtaining reciprocal advantages. If, as the leading political and economic
power in the world, we are to exercise our power wisely, the President must be
able to time his tactical and strategic moves in relation to developments in
other areas of policy. For reasons quite unrelated to trade considerations, he
may find it advisable to undertake trade-agreement negotiations with country A
this year but postpone negotiations with country B until the following year.
If the President knows that his power to negotiate will expire at the end of
the first or even the second year, he will be unable to exercise a free judgment
with respect to timing.

9. Assistance should be provided to enterprises, coonmunities. and employees
affected bjy reductions in import restrictions where it is needed to help them
adjust to dislocations. Sutch assistance should be provided so far as possible
through or in cooperation with local and State agencies

In contrast to proposals for a straight indemnification against injury, the
committee's proposal places emphasis on forms of assistance that will promote-
a more economic and efficient use of resources and that will permit the avoid-
ance of injury where possible.

The committee believes that the real economic cost to the country involved in
any dislocations caused by gradual reduction of trade restrictions will be less
than the costs of continuing protection at present levels. It also believes-that
the costs of any assistance required in adjusting to such dislocations will be
more than compensated for by saving in Government expenditures and increased
revenues that will result from the favorable effects of a higher level of United
States foreign trade.

Trade restrictions are a form of concealed subsidy. Furthermore, they tend
to he a permanent subsidy, and in many, if not most cases, trade restrictions
serve to protect production that cannot compete because- it is inefficient or
uneconomic. The committee, therefore, prefers a program of assistance which
is temporary in character and limited in cost. Such a program has the advan-
tage of shifting resources to more economic uses and, at the same.time, permitting
an expansion of international trade.

(a) Extent of dislocation.-The extent of the dislocation which would accom-
pany even the total elimination of tariffs has often been exaggerated. It would
depend not only upon the timing and amount of the reductions. but also upon
the level and direction of economic activity during the period of reduction.
While no exact estimate can be made, it is possible to make an outside estimate
of the order of magnitude of the gross job displacement. According to the most
careful available estimate, the increase in imports that would result from a
complete abolition of tariffs and quotas-a course not advocated by the Com-
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mittee-might be as little as $1.2 billion or as much as 2.6 billion. These figures
rest on the assumption that the absence of barriers is assured for only 5 years.
If we suppose thatthe domestic sales of products which compete with imports
decline by an amount equal to this estimated increase of imports, we will be able
to measure the maximum direct adverse effects on employment of trade barrier
reductions.

In the year 1952, the gross value added per man in the private employment
for the national economy as a whole averaged $5,593.1 If this average figure of
$5,593 is applied to the domestic products affected by increased foreign compe-
tition, the $1.2 to $2.6 billion of estimated sales of imported goods are equivalent
to the production of between 215,000 and 465,000 workers. This is only between
one-third and two-thirds of 1 percent of our total 1952 labor force and it would
be spread over the period during which imports rose.

We believe this range of figures not only indicates the maximum direct adverse
effects on employment of a total elimination of tariffs and quotas for a temorary
period, but can be regarded as a generously estimated maximum for the direct
adverse effects of a more permanent but only partial reduction of all import
barriers, as proposed by the Committee.

Moreover, the Committee's proposal envisages gradual reductions, not a cut
in restrictions across the board or in one step. If trade restrictions were
reduced progressively over a 5-year period, the range of the estimate of maximum
direct adverse effects on employment amounts, on an annual basis, to between
43,000 and 93,000 workers.

It is necessary to remember that this set of maximum estimates leaves out of
account the offsetting favorable effects of a liberalization of trades restrictions
and therefore greatly exaggerates the net effects upon employment. These esti-
mates do not take into account any expansion of the total market for the affected
product, although increased imports would tend, in the case of many products,
to bring lower prices and a larger market. Furthermore, they do not take into
account any expansion of employment opportunities that would result from an
increase in United States exports as a consequence of increased earnings of dol-
lars by other countries, or from a decrease of taxes consequent upon a reduction
of foreign aid programs. These and other indirect consequences of a reduction
in United States import restrictions would necessarily limit the net adverse
effects on job opportunities to a number much smaller than those indicated as a
maximum.

(b) Vitality of the United States economy.-Those who strongly emphasize
the adverse effect on employment which would result from liberalization of our
trade policy greatly underestimate the vitality of our economy. The American
economy successfully meets every year a much larger problem than is involved
in finding jobs for workers who would be adversely affected by increased im-
ports. American business and labor are accustomed to meet dislocations every
day because we have a dynamic economy. The American market is constantly
shifting in response to changes in consumers taste, the movements of population,
the development or employment of new materials, and the exhaustion of raw
material sources. American industry time and time again has demonstrated its
resourcefulness and ability to adapt to such changes. Each year our production
must expand enough to provide employment for the equivalent of at least 1.9
million workers. Of this number, at least 1.2 are workers made available by
the annual increase in our productivity while 700,000 are net additions to the
labor force. Even the maximum range of annual gross job displacement over
5 years would represent only a 2 to 5 percent addition to the expansion normally
required. As we have already indicated, the net adverse effect would be far
smaller.

(c) Experience in adjusting to local economic dislocation.-If an enterprise or
industry affected by increased imports is located in a large urban area where
there are alternative job opportunities the problem of adjustment should be
relatively simple. In such a case, the adjustment of production for even a
moderately large enterprise, while difficult for the management and owners,
should create no serious problems for the employees or the community. Where,
however, the enterprise is the dominant factor in the economy of a small com-
munity, a substantial readjustment of produetion may create a problem for the
employees and community as well as for the mianagement and owners.

1 According to figures In the Survey of Current Bus'iness for July 1953, private employ-
ment in 1952 was 56.7 million and gross value added in private employment was $317.1
billion, which averages out to $5,593 per man in private employment.
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We have had valuable experience in this country in dealing with the problems
of dislocation resulting from shifts of population and production. Forty-one
of our States have established economic development commissions or similar
bodies which are equipped to assist in easing the adverse effect of economic dis-
location. The activities of the Michigan Economic Development Commission in
the case of Iron Mountain provide a good example of this type of action.

Iron Mountain is a community of 10,000 located in the upper peninsula of
Michigan. It was originally established in the latter part of the 19th century
as a mining town in connection with the exploitation of iron ore deposits. In
the first 40 years of the community's existence the principal economic activities
were mining and logging. As the ore deposits were depleted and the mines
were gradually shut down, the community found itself almost wholly dependent
upon a Ford Motor Co. plant, which employed at one time as many as 7,500
workers to manufacture wooden automobile bodies. Beginning in the latter '40's,
however, there was a change in the preferences of the public. Metal came more
and more to supplant wood in station wagon construction. Employment began
to..decline, and in 1951 the plant was closed. The 1,200 men employed at that
time were thrown out of work, leaving the community in a critical economic
position.

In the past 2 years the combined efforts of the State development commission
and local business men have brought the community three new industries. With-
in the next year, local payrolls of these three industries are expected substan-
tially to exceed the single major payroll on which the community was long de-
pendent... The community will, in fact, be stronger because it will have a more
diversified economy. This adjustment was made without help from the Federal
Government.

The case of Iron Mountain has been described to indicate the extent to which
problems of dislocation can be handled by State and local authorities without the

*need for intervention by the Federal Government or for Federal financial assist-
ance. The Committee recognizes, however, that in some cases Federal inter-
vention and assistance may be necessary. When necessary it should be provided,
and a Federal agency should be designated to administer the program, through
or in cooperation with public and private State or local agencies.

(d) Suggested program for adjustment assistance.-(1) Assistance to enter-
prises: There is much to be gained by being generous in providing assistance
which would increase economic mobility and bring about a more economic use
of resources, whether of managerial ability, materials or manpower. The
initiative for proposing specific plans of adjustment, however, should be left to
enterprises which consider that they will be adversely affected by specific reduc-
tions of trade restrictions.

Any enterprise should be permitted to submit an adjustment plan and be
eligible for assistance if it receives a substantial portion-perhaps 20 percent-
of its gross reecipts from products that compete directly with goods on which
imnport restrictions are to be reduced. The enterprise should be permitted
to propose a plan as soon as the reduction of applicable trade restrictions
has been announced; it should not be required to wait until it has incurred
actual injury. On the other hand, it should not be eligible for assistance unless
its own plan is submitted within 2 years after the effective date of the reduc-
tion in the applicable trade restriction and unless the plan can be carried out
within 3 years from the time of approval.

A plan might provide for the modernization of plant and production facilities
.in order to reduce costs, for the movement of production to more favorable
producing areas, for the development and production of new or modified prod-
ucts, or for a combination of these and other solutions.

When assistance, whether financial or other, is not available from other
sources, it should be made available to permit the enterprise to carry out a
feasible plan of adjustment. This assistance might take several forms. The
Federal Government might make loans to enterprises, directly or through local
agencies, for a part of the cost, at low rates of interest and for a sufficiently
long term to permit easy amortization. Accelerated depreciation might be
provided under the Federal tax laws similar to that provided for the construc-
tion of defense facilities. Procedures now exist for channeling defense orders
into areas where unemployment is present, and might be adapted to plants
undergoing adjustment.

To be eligible for assistance, an enterprise should submit a concrete plan
which is found to be feasible. by the designated Federal agency, and such plan
should, have-the approval of.the state development commission or comparable

*58 422-55 - 1
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agency, of the State in which the enterprise is located or the State to which
it proposes to move.

In addition to assistance which may be provided pursuant to a plan of adjust
ment, the Committee recommends that, by amendment of the tax laws, more
generous "carryback" provisions be made applicable to enterprises affected by
A reduction of trade restrictions. It is proposed that an enterprise which
produces items competing with those on which a trade restriction is reduced
be permitted for a period of 5 years after the effective date of such restriction.
to "carry back" operating or liquidating losses for a period of 5 years prior to
the year in which the loss was suffered, provided that the enterprise demon-
strates that the losses are a result of increased imports of competing products.

(2) Assistance to employees: As a condition of approval, a plan of adjustment
for an enterprise should contain reasonable provisions for protecting the inter-
ests of its employees. To the extent possible, the applicant enterprise should
undertake as a part of the plan to provide for retraining of workers to adapt
them to any new types of production that may be contemplated. Where the
plan proposes a diminution in the number of employees, the enterprise should
give workers an adequate period of notice so as to permit them to find new
employment.

The Federal Government should assist those employees for whom continued
employment is not provided under a plan of adjustment. This assistance could
take a variety of forms. The Federal Government could finance retraining, pref-
erably through State or local agencies. It might extend the applicable period of
unemployment insurance benefits for such workers up to perhaps 90 days beyond
the normal period. In the case of older workers, the date of eligibility for old-
age and survivors insurance could be accelerated. Where affected employees can-
not find jobs locally, the Federal Government could lend them money, at low rates
of interest, to facilitate movement to other localities.. If employees of.an entTiP
prise are not adequately provided for under a plan of adjustment, they should be
eligible for assistance if they have been engaged for a reasonable period-perhaps
1 year-in employment which has been adversely affected by the reduction of
import restrictions.

(3) Assistance to communities: Where an affected enterprise or industry is
the principal economic support of a community, assistance should be provided for
the protection of that community, where local and State facilities are inadequate.
To the extent that the needed assistance is financial in character, it should be
provided through State and local agencies on the basis of matching funds. The
Federal Government might also facilitate the work of State economic develop-
ment commissions by establishing a central clearinghouse to provide information
regarding the industrial advantages offered by various distressed communities,
and to provide State and local agencies with information as to the success of
various techniques for achieving diversification.

Mention should also be made of the development credit corporations which
have been created in the New England States. The banks and insurance com-
panies in those areas have furnished capital, more or less in proportion to their
own capital and surplus, to these credit corporations, which in turn can then
make loans available for warranted development risks beyond the amounts the
individual participants could advance. The existence of institutions of this sort
makes it possible to visualize utilizing them as instruments to increase diversifica-
tion of employment opportunities even before trade restrictions have been
reduced.

Careful study needs to be given to the adequacy of credit resources available for
the development of new industries, to directing publicly financed projects toward
these communities when other conditions are suitable, and to such interim meas-
ures as the channeling of defense orders and Federal procurement.

(4) Financing the assistance program: It is impossible to estimate with pre-
cision the long run financial cost or the immediate cash outlays that would be re-
quired to carry out the program of assistance herein proposed. The long run cost
would be less than the cash outlays, of course, because a large part of the assist-
ance would take the form of repayable loans. Both would depend in part on the
extent and phasing of trade liberalization actions and the general state of busi-
ness activity.

The committee does not exclude the possible need for appropriations to finance
assistance, but it believes that such a program could be financed partially, and
perhaps entirely, from additional Government revenues directly related to the
reduction of trade restrictions. These will also be savings in Government ex-
penditures as a result of the relaxation or repeal of "Buy American" preferences,
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from reductions in foreign aid made possible by increased imports, and from
reductions in farm price-support operations made possible by increased exports
of agricultural products.

Customs revenues can be expected to increase for a number of reasons. Where
nontariff restrictions, such as quotas and "Buy American" preferences, are
reduced and tariff rates remain unchanged, customs revenues must rise. Cus-
toms revenues will rise also in cases where tariff duties are reduced, but the
market for the imported product increases to a greater degree. Other factors
will also enhance the possibility of greater revenues; for example, the growth
of dutiable imports that tends to accompany the normal growth of the economy.

Where the reduction of a trade restriction does not increase imports suffi-
ciently to. produce additional revenue, it is unlikely that much adjustment
assistance would be necessary.
- CONCLUSION

The Committee for a National Trade Policy believes that the concrete program
it has outlined would contribute materially to the objective of expanding inter-
national trade and demonstrating the responsibility of the United States as
the leader of the free world coalition. The only appropriate test of a new trade
policy is the test of our total national interest.

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENTS OF POLICY, DECEMBER 1954

1. General agreement on tariffs and. trade
GATT has been the instrument through which the United States has sought

to put into effect the reciprocal trade agreements program in the postwar period.
There are many advantages that can accrue to the United States from continued
participation in a stronger and more effective GATT.

(a) The multilateral negotiation of the reciprocal tarff concessions in GATT
makes certain that for every concession we grant on a particular commodity
to a given country, we get reciprocal concessions from! all our other trading
partners as well. This expands the markets for American exports.

(b) Universal agreement on the part of the member countries to the principles
of GATT gives continuity and stability to the commercial policies of individual
countries and promotes the increased flow of mutually beneficially international
trade.

(c) By providing the machinery for consultation and review of tariff problems,
the chance is reduced that a country will take unexpected and hasty action in
raising a trade barrier.

The general agreement has two aspects: the tariff schedules dnd the articles
of agreement which embody the general principles of international trade to which
the contracting parties are committed. Since the GATT is still a provisional
instrument, an organizational protocol will be renegotiated at the ninth session
of GATT which will provide for a permanent organizational structure. This
protocol should be approved by the Congress to eliminate any doubts that now
surround United States participation in GATT. In the main, subscription by the
United States to the articles of agreement of GATT requires no such ratification
but where a conflict with.domestic legislation exists, the pertinent article of
GATT should be renegotiated. It is important that Japan's accession to GATT
be completed through the medium of a multilateral trade agreement to which
Japan is a party.
2: Edst-West trade

While it may not be desirable to restrict trade in nonstrategic goods between
the East and West, we must recognize that it is part of Soviet strategy to en-
courage increased dependence on the part of the free world on Soviet markets
and sources of supply. The need for increased economic cohesiveness among the
nations of the free world presents a fundamental challenge to American trade
policy. The only good way to assure such unity is by increasing the flow of
mutually beneficial trade between the countries of the free world.
3. Agricultural import restrictions

American agriculture enjoys an overwhelming net stake in exports. Our
domestic price support schemes for certain agricultural staples require the re-
striction of imports, not to protect the American farmer against competition but
rather to protect the United States Treasury and the taxpayer. The imposition
of excessive import quotas, however, may invite retaliation from those countries
that are the principal markets for American farm exports. Import quotas on
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agricultural products should be imposed only to the extent that they are needed
to restrict the inflow of excessive imports, that is, imports that are being at-
tracted to domestic markets because of the operation of do~mestic price-support
schemes for agriculural commodities. Quotas should be reviewed periodically
and modified when necessary or desirable in the light of changed conditions.

4. Antidumnpinag Act.
The administration of the Antidumping Act should serve to protect American

producers against serious injury from dumping practices and should not act as
a deterrent against legitimate imports. The act should be revised to provide for
a simpler method of determining the fair value of an import and consideration
should be given to defining a statutory deadline for the time consumed in such
determination. Consideration should also be given to revising the statute to
permit the continuance of imports pending an investigation of suspected dumping.
The criteria for serious injury should be clarified and findings of such injury
by the Tariff Commission should be subject to Presidential review.
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The CHAIRMAN. Bills have also been introduced by Senators
Humphrey and Kennedy.

Mr. TAFT. I would only say as to those bills, the ones last year pro-
posed to increase the absolute amount of unemployment compensa-
tion. This seems to me a mistake, because then you have people
drawing different rates of unemployment compensation. We pre-
fer a simple extension of the period of compensation so that retrain-
ing over a longer period will take place. This seems a sounder
approach, to me.

The CHAIRMAN. You would suggest an additional 13 weeks?
Mr. TAFT. We suggested about 90 days.
The CHAIRMAN. It is about the same.
Mr. TAFr. Yes.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. Mr. Chairman, there seems to be an assumption

that everybody is in favor of such a program.
Mr. TAFT. No, 16 out of 17 members of the Randall Commisison

refused to go along with it, to our disappointment.
Senator FLANDERS. I am faced with the problem of determining

how I shall vote on the trade legislation which shall be presented to
us, and I can tell you where I am at the present time.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it isn't necessary, unless you wish to bare your
soul.

Senator FLANDERS. No. I am perfectly willing to bare my soul
and also my burden of responsibility. At the present time I am con-
cerned about the end of this series of terms which is leading toward
free. trade on the free trade doctrine basis which, I believe, is the
basis of it all, and which stems from Mr. Hull.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Flanders, I respect and revere you. We love
you. We have great affection for you.

Senator FLANDERS. I accept part of that.
The CHAIRMAN. But I would say you are suffering from a com-

plex developed in youth hearing too many protectionist speakers.
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Mr. -TAFr. May I say, Mr. Chairman, that Senator Flanders testi-
fied for me when I was putting on the State Department case 10 years
ago.

Senator FLANDERS. My conversion to these reactionary doctrines,
if such they be, are recent, because I started my economic reading
with John Stewart Mill. I did not start with Adam Smith, unfortu-
nately. . Fonly started with John Stewart Mill, and went through 2
or 3 other perfectly respectable writers and joined up with Charley
Taft. I am not quite so sure as I was. I do want to see where we
are going and what Dr. Viner had to say about the division of the
world's activity between the United States and Japan, or if we wish
to say the United States, Japan, and China, supposing China is ever
admitted into the fellowship of nations, it seems to me is something
that must give us, lead us to some thought, because the best that I
have been able to see as the end toward which we are moving is that
this country will retain certain extractive industries, retain its agri-
culture, and also mass production, and that most everything else will
go to the low labor-cost countries.

Now I may be right or wrong, but sincerely, that is the only pic-
ture that. I can see, and a possible alternative, I have also brought
up, seems to me to lie not so much in the tariff policy area as in the
area of these various agreement areas, such as Western Europe, on
its own behalf, eastern and southern Asia, on its own behalf, and our
own country, on its own behalf.

Now that does not mean that there would be no commerce between
these 3 separate groups, but the commerce between these 3 separate
groups could most evidently be to the advantage of all. It would
not be a case of either exploiting the other in any way, and so my
advice to statesmanship, which I am assuming at this point lies out-
side the Halls of the Senate and the House,. is that every effort be
made to develop these three areas which are practically free of any
trade restraint.

That, sir, is my statement of the position in which I find myself
as of 4: 27 p. m.-I do not know what the date is.

Mr. CLEVELAND. Speaking from several years of experience in try-
ing to persuade the Europeans to set up the kind of economic union
you are talking about, could I just say this: The thing that was con-
*tinually thrown in our teeth was United States trade policy. If, in
trying to follow the very excellent line you are suggesting on the
establishment of a customs union and economic integration in Europe,
it were possible for United States representatives to bargain with some
real liberalization of United States trade policy, it would be a whole lot
easier. The answer is not more protection and more unification of
Europe. The practical situation is, I think, that we won't get the more
unification of Europe unless we have a more liberal trade policy.

Senator FLANDERS. In other words, they are not willing to move to
their own advantage in their own territory and we have to subsidize
them in some way to persuade them to move for their own good; is
that what you are saying?

Mr. CLEVELAND. They have the same difficulties seeing what their
own advantage is as we do on our trade policies.

Senator FLANDERS. Of course, the question is whether we see real
or imagined difficulties. I think the difficulties are real for reasons
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which I have given, and I see no reason why those abroad cannot take
a leaf out of the American book, which is to have a large domestic
trade area without tariffs.

Mr. CLEVELAND. But they do not think we believe in competition.
Senator FLANDERS. Well, let them come over here and see how Sen-

.ator Sparkman's area competed with New England for the textile in-
dustry. If they do not believe we have competition, they do not know
anything.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to address myself
briefly to one of the observations that has been made here this after-
noon and which comes up time and again in any discussion of this
kind, and that is to the effect that the consumer pays the tariff. Now,
generalizations of that kind can be made in an area where there is no
proof and they can be repeated time without end because nobody can
prove it one way or the other.

That is just like the question of whether the income tax is paid by
the consumer or not. The situation may be that in a seller's market
when we have a shortage economy that the consumer pays the tariff;
that is to say, inasmuch as the demand, is greater than the supply,
the imports, even- though imports can be brought in at lower prices,
do not reduce the price.

'We have had much evidence of that in the postwar years. While
imports were entering at lower prices as shown by the invoices, they
nonetheless reached the consumers at the same price level as domestic
products. That was in a seller's market. So at exactly the time
when imports coming in at lower prices would -be very welcome in
their function of reducing prices, they do not have that effect.

Now the time that they do have that effect is in a buyer's or a surplus
market, that is precisely the time when the domestic producers are
least able to stand the competition and when it leads to deflationary
pressure.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. Chairman, I would like to come back to Senator
Flanders' point. It seems to me, I may be wrong, that his thinking is
based primarily on the distinction drawn between the so-called big
mass production industry and smaller industry which is assumed to
have a higher proportion of labor costs in its production.

I am convinced this is not an accurate description of American in-
dustry. I think, for instance, of a small plant that I saw in a north-
western Ohio county seat that did not have a population over three or
four thousand. This plant belonged to the Sylvania Co., which is also
in Salem, Mass. This was a factory in which they make television
tubes. I saw a room which I suppose is about the width of this hearing
room, with a series of tables across it, and a rather large group, I would
say probably 75 or 100 women working.

It was a production line. The items that go in the heart of the tube
started with some raw materials at the end of the table at one end and
it went across that table and around across the next table, and all the
way down to the other end and came out with the piece with a large
degree of handwork, but a very carefully worked-out in-line produc-
tion.

Now you can call it mass production if you want, but it is something
very different from a perfectly huge mile-long plant that starts with
some steel and ends up with an automobile.
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Senator FLANDERS. May I interrupt here. I use the term mass pro-
duction because that is something that everybody hears andythe term
is familiar. I have never been satisfied with it. The real term, as a
manufacture I will say is continuous production.

Mr. Ta'r. In-line production.
Senator FLANDERS. Continuous production which, instead of making

a batch of this and a batch of this and a batch of this, you are working
all of the time at the same spot on a product which flows through.
Continuous production is the term for economists to talk about,,and
not mass production.

Mr. TAFr. And I also saw another example in another Ohio county
seat in a firm which is the best-known firm in making heavy-duty cabin
cruisers. I do not mean the flossy ones you see in the advertisements.
I mean the kind that a fellow would buy who wants to get a cabin
cruiser that he knows will go to England if it has to. That was in
Port Clinton, in a plant not more than twice the size of this room,
and yet they had these great, big cabin cruisers moving around at
stages.

They weren't continuously moving but they moved around in stages
for different operations to be put on them. That is a small concern
by any definition, by volume, by dollar production, or whatever you
want.

It is a small concern, but it uses these American ideas. Now I em-
phasize that because I want to offer for the record here the first part-
it is only preliminary-it is the only one out yet-of a study being
made by Fred Harbison and Eugene W. Burgess, at the University of
Chicago Industrial Relations Center of Management Practices in
Western Europe. I will just give you a summary of it and, then per-
haps this might be introduced in the record.

The study showed the number of persons in management is small,
about half that in the United States, on the average. Decision-
making is highly centralized. The burden of routine duties by indi-
viduals is extremely heavy. European companies have few, if any,
people in market research, advertising, sales promotion, production
engineering, training, labor relations, and research in general.

They have a shortage of qualified personnel. The top man inten-
tionally makes him indispensable and he does not delegate authority.
The company often, in France and Italy, at least, is in the family'
So you get nepotism. There is no future for those at the bottom.
You can go to foreman and no further. The educational system abroad
produces imagination engineers but not practical production men and
it does not produce many compared to the United States.

If we talk about a shortage, then what we have is a flood compared
to what they have got. What our better management produces is
better planning, constant improvement in product, and better person-
nel, better morale and labor relations and, therefore, continued higher
productivity on the same machines and with 40 hours against 50 hours.

That element, I think, is the only possible explanation of why we
can export $12 billion in competition with anybody.
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.('The pamphlet referred to is as follows:)

[Reprinted for private circulation from tlhe Journal of Sociology, vol. LX, No. 1, July 1954]

The University of Chicago Industrial Relations Center

MODERN MANAGEMEENT IN WESTERN EUROPE, TNo. 48

(F. H. Harbison and Eugene W. Burgess)

ABSTRACT

American management of business enterprise is compared with that in France, Belgium,
and Italy. By comparison, business management in Europe is undermanned, and decision-
making highly centralized. Access to the managerial class is rigorously restricted by

family or by education. European businessmen strive to control rather than to build
organization. 'Their class consciousness largely explains the class consciousness of workers.
Management's concern for security forces other classes to safeguard their own, making
business enterprise static. But certain businesses are now becoming more dynamic.

It is generally agreed that the private-enterprise system as it exists today in

the United States is more "dynamic" than the capitalism which prevails in many

countries of western Europe. The contrast is both strikingly illustrated and

partially explained when one compares the nature of entrepreneurship on the two

continents. For it is entrepreneurship or, more precisely, business management,

public or private, which initiates ventures, employs workers, organizes and di-

rects production, develops markets, and thus contributes to the building of a

nation's economy.' Indeed, in looking closely at management we find very im-

portant clues for understanding some of the basic social, political, and economic

problems of modern Europe. The nature and status of managerial systems aid

in explaining the political orientation of labor organizations, the persistence of

cartels and other restrictive institutions, the lower productivity of European

enterprise in comparison with its Amercan counterpart, and the current tenuous

postion of capitalism in many European countries.
In this article we compare the American type of management with our concep-

tion of typical management in France, Belgium, and Italy, justifying impression-

istic analysis based upon visits to both American and European firms as a tempo-

rary substitute, in the absence of objective empirical studies of entrepreneurship
on the two continents. In so doing, we are aware of the dangers of constructing

stereotypes of business management which may obscure significant differences
not only between countries but also within them. Yet stereotypes not only serve

to distinguish the differences both between and within countries but also give a

reference point for measuring significant changes in progress.' Thus stereotypes

are used here as a starting point for further research rather than as a faithful
characterization of any enterprise system.

MANAGEMENT ON TWO CONTINENTS-A COMPARISON

The "typical" American management and its counterpart in France, Italy,

and Belgium can best be compared by reference to the organizational develon-

ment of the enterprise, the means of access to managerial positions, and the

goals of management. This comparison is made in terms of the American sys.

tem of values, which should explain what might to some seem biased statements.

In the European firm the number of persons in management is relatively

small, decision-making is highly centralized, and the burden of routine ad-

ministrative duties borne by individual executives is extremely heavy. The

managerial force in the European firm is probably less than half that in an

' We use the term "management" in the same sense in which many other writers use the

term "enterpreneurship." Following James H. Strauss, the firm rather than the indi-
vidual is regarded as the entrepreneur, the firm being the innovator, the supplier of capital,

and the manager and coordinator of activities through the medium of the individuals who

have decision-making responsibilities. (See James H. Strauss, The Entrepreneur: The
Firm, Journal of Political Economy, LII (1944), 120.)

2 The impressions set forth in this article are based upon many years of acquaintance
with American business concerns and three trips by each author to western Europe.

During 9 weeks in France, Belgium, Holland, Luxembourg, Germany, and Italy, we made
a pilot study of managerial problems and management development. This study, under-
taken by the University of Chicago's Industrial Relations Center under a grant from the
Ford Foundation, involved interviews with approximately 85 persons in or serving business
concerns, mostly in the ranks of top management in European enterprises. This project is
part of a program of research on the utilization of human resources in selected countries,
botb.developed and underdeveloped, throughout the world, by a team of specialists from

Harvard. 'Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the University of California (Berkeley),
and the University of Chicago.
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American firm of comparable size and technology. Whereas the American firm
generally has large numbers of people engaged in activities such as market
research, advertising, sales promotion, production engineering, training, in-
dustrial relations, and research, the comparable European firm customdtily Las
only skeleton forces in most of these areas and often no specialized pergondePl
in the others. Staff services to the line organization are rare, and even-;tiWe;
key executives appear to have few assistants. The European executive must
work harder than his American counterpart because he must personally super-
vise a great many of the functions of the enterprise.

For this undermanning in management there are perhaps several explana-
tions. Many functions, such as sales and industrial relations, are performed
for the firm by sales organizations, cartels, or trade associations. Others do
not appear sufficiently important to the European businessman to require spe-
cialized managerial talent. Also, there is a shortage of capable people who can
be "trusted" to fill managerial positions. Finally, some top managers in Europe
take obvious pride in their ability to run a business "economically" with a small
managerial force.

By American standards, the organizational structure of even the largest and
most progressive European enterprises is haphazard. Organizational charts
are rare, and where they exist, they are often kept secret. Jobs in the manage-
rial hierarchy are seldom defined, described, or alined. The organization tends
to be built around personalities, among whom the division of responsibility is
not clear. As one managing director said. "the goal of most of our executives
is to make themselves as indispensable as possible."

This organizational structure. which appears so nebulous to an Amrri6ai;
is attributable in some cases to family ownership and management. In France
and Italy, for example, it is often impossible to distinguish between the ob-
jectives of the family and the objectives of the firm. As David Landes points
out in a penetrating study of French business enterprise, the business is not
an end in itself, nor is its purpose to be found in any such independent ideal
as production or service. It exists by and for the family, and the honor, the
reputation and wealth of the one are the honor, wealth, and reputation of the
other.3 - -

Under these circumstances, managerial organization is of necessity geared as
much to personalities as to functions.

Many European enterprises are, of course, directed by professional managers
rather than by family dynasties. In some cases there is a dual authority shared
by a technical managing director and an economic managing director, each ie-
porting on' an equal and independent basis to a board of directors. Yet,
whether the firm is run by members of the family or by a professional group, the
managing directors of the typical European enterprise hold the reins in a
tight grasp. Whereas the chief executive of a large American corporation. is
supposed to devote his major energies to building an organization and inte-
grating the many functions of the enterprise, his European counterpart is
more likely himself to be the boss of most of his departments. The Eur&pOaks
executive finds it difficult to delegate responsibility to subordinates: In the first
place, he does not have enough people to whom he can delegate authority.
Second, he feels that he cannot trust many of the subordinates he has. In
France, Italy, and Belgium managing directors repeatedly explained: "We have
no confidence in our subordinates"; "The people in lower management won't
assume responsibility; they aren't well enough trained; they lack experience;
they're too young; and some of them are even members of leftwing unions."
The head of a multiplant manufacturing company would not even permit his
factory managers to hire their personal secretaries until after he had himself
passed upon their qualifications and potential loyalty to the organization.

Undermanning and overcentralization management naturally discourage the
growth and expansion of the enterprise. "Why should I try to expand my mar-
ket," said one harassed owner of a business. "when I have to spend 14 hours a
day controlling the business I have now." Obviously opportunities for younger
executives are limited, incentives to assume responsibility are stifled, and taking'
initiative is not attractive. While the typical business organizaton may be
well designed to preserve the status quo, it is peculiarly ill-adapted to dynamic'
growth.

8Business and the Businessman in France, In E. M. Earle (ed.), Modern France (Prince-ton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1951).
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.Access to managerial positions is rigidly restricted. In the United States many
people, including workers and union leaders, aspire to enter management, whereas
in Europe only a select few ever have access to it. It is commonly understood
in Europe. that people get into management by virtue of being sons or heiis of
existing owners, by marrying into the families of the owners dynasties, by
using the leverage of a financial interest, or by acquiring a degree from a uni-
versity or technical institution of higher learning. While this also happens in
the United States, it is not so common a course as it is abroad. The European
does not expect to work his way up into management from the ranks of the
worker.

An aggressive and competent worker may become a foreman, but in Europe
foremen are not members of management. Indeed, the European foreman
is more comparable to the lead man or strawboss in America, a member of the
working class and identified as such. He generally belongs to unions and is
often active in protest movements ideologically hostile to the managerial class.
Foremanship is not an avenue to upper management, as it so frequently is in the
United States. It is rather the highest status to which a worker-without educa-
tion or family connections-may hope to rise.

But an even more fundamental contrast lies in the educational prerequisites
for entry into the managerial class. In the United States, a qualified person can
get into management without a degree, in Europe this is much more difficult.
Yet in America about five times as many people (proportionate to population)
go to colleges and universities and get degrees than is the case in most European
countries. Also, in the United States a very substantial proportion of persons
in institutions of higher learning come from families with relatively little educa-
tional background. whereas the students in comparable institutions in Europe
come predominantly from families already in the educated class. Thus in Eu-
rope business recruits its managerial personnel almost exclusively from the edu-
cated, whose numbers are already quite limited; in the United States business
recruits its managers from the uneducated as well as from the educated even
though the latter are proportionately much more numerous-

Thus the managerial group in France, Belgium, and Italy is a small and,
distinct elite. Since entry into the elite is restricted, management is decidedly
class-conscious. Once admitted to the management class, either by education
or through family connections, a person customarily acquires permanent tenure
in the hierarchy. Moreover, once a member of management in a particular com-
pany, a man is likely to remain there throughout his entire career. It is
unethical for one company to raid and woo executive personnel from another.
A person who leaves the company where he has tenure as a member of manage-
ment to accept a position in another firm may be branded as a disloyal and
unscrupulous opportunist. For this reason vacancies are not likely to occur
frequently, and members of management jealously safeguard their positions.
The lack of horizontal mobility within the managerial class results in an in-
breeding within business enterprises which hampers the spread of new ideas
and new technology from firm to firm.

Finally, from a qualitative standpoint, the system of higher education through
which one must pass to gain access to management is not well adapted to devel-
oping the kind of leaders which a more dynamic system would require. In the
first place, in countries such as France and Italy the curriculums turn young
people to careers in government, the armed forces, the professions, or the arts
(which are looked upon as higher-status fields than business management) rather
than in management leadership. In the second place, theory rather than applied.
practice is given predominant emphasis in university training, even of engineers.
For example, in the engineering universities, there is great emphasis on higher
mathematics and engineering design and relatively little on industrial engi-
neering or on the application. of engineering principles to factory operations.
Courses in such subjects as management organization and administration, mar-
keting, human relations, economics, and labor problems are rarely included.
Without question, the typical graduate from the ltcole Polytechnique in France
is a brilliant and hard-working fellow who has successfully survived a system of
competition which gets more and more rigorous as he advances through his
training. He often turns out to be an imaginative engineer. Yet, by the same
token, he may be a complete misfit in a job calling for sophistication in organiza-
tion and management.

It follows that there is a wide gulf between the theoretical training pro-*
vided by the universities and technological institutes and the practical world.
of business management. The educational Institutions concentrate on the train-
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ing of technicians, but they make no attempt to develop administrators or to
teach skill in managing people, reflecting the European notion that management
is a craft which must be handed down from one generation to another and which
can be learned only by long years of apprenticeship in the enterprise. Yet
the young technical graduate of high intellect and good character will consider
it beneath his dignity to leave the office and get his hands dirty in the shop.
His university degree is his membership card in the managerial elite, setting
him apart from the working classes which he may be called upon to govern. With
this status and this attitude, -he is not likely to develop either interest or skill
in administration.

The typical American businessman and his counterpart in France, Italy, and
Belgium have different values and strive for different goals. In the United
States, the businessman feels a compulsion to build an organization, to expand
production and sales, and to make even more profits, while the European is
more concerned with holding on to the organization he has, with retaining
his share of the existing market, and with insuring financial and institutional
security.

Management on both continents is interested in greater productivity. How-.
ever, American management usually thinks of greater productivity as increased
output and consequent lower unit cost, whereas European management normally
struggles to reduce unit cost while rigidly limiting output. The latter empha-
sizes such, things as savings in materials, elimination of waste, and improve-
ment of quality, whereas comparable American plants would aim at increasing
production. This is a logical consequence of the European businessman's
assumption that the total size and composition of the market are unchangeable.
The same assumption explains in part why the European manufacturer favors
high unit profits on a small volume to large volume with small unit returns.

Another goal of European management, apparently, is to keep free of debt and
to avoid reliance on outside credit. In countries where the interest rate is 2
to 3 times that in the United States and where bankruptcy is looked upon as a
catastrophe rather than a convenient means of reorganization, this is under-
standable. Yet this concern makes the European businessman a caretaker
rather than a risk taker. As Landes observes, the French family firm is "as
solid as the rock precisely because it is almost drowned in its own liquidity." '
In Europe the concern of the entrepreneur is to survive a recession rather than
to. seek opportunities which involve risks as well as chances for gain.

In Italy, France, and Belgium, the successful management of an enterprise is
not an end in itself. The European businessman may strive for and even enjoy
leisure. His interests are' apt to be broader than those of our modern tycoons.
The captains of industry in Europe are certainly as brilliant as, and if anything,
more broadly cultured than the American, and if they are relatively poor organi-
zation builders, it is because'they lack the American compulsion to organize.

The security-conscious attitude of European management is a consequence
not merely of cultural milieu, but rather of the chaotic economic environment..
In the last two decades Europe has been ravaged by wars; factories and even
entire industries have been demolished, fortunes have disappeared, and whole
populations uprooted. Successive waves of inflation have destroyed capital in-
Vestments, and unstable currencies, coupled with fluctuating foreign-exchange
rates, are problems which the European businessman must face almost every day..
The typical American businessman, if thrust into this sort of economic environ-'
ment, might also soon lose his opportunity-mindedness and learn to play safe,
and he should be cautious in criticizing European management for its lack of
aggressiveness, its tendency to look back to "the old days," and its openly ex-
pressed lack of confidence in the future. However, even if currencies were sta-
bilized, if trade barriers were eliminated, and if the ideal of the common Euro-
pean market were realized, the typical management in France, Italy, and Bel-
gium would probably continue to value security because of the differences in
mobility and in institutional organization described above.

MANAGEMENT AND LABOR

In Europe the social distance between management personnel and workers is
much greater than it is in 'the United States as, 'to repeat, are the differences
in education and income. Consequently, development of understanding between
workers and management, which is a problem even in America, is far more diffi-'

Op. cit., p. 339.
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'cultuin France, Italy, and Belgium. Management-labor communication tends to
be from the top down and to be dictatorial. This does not make it easy for man-
.agement to enlist loyalty and interest on the part of workers in the enterprise, nor
,does it lead to participation among workers in lowering costs and in improving
.efficiency. Workers in European plants seldom "talk back" to their bosses. Up-
ward communication is neither expected nor encouraged.

The more enlightened employees in Italy, France, and Belgium have a sense of
responsibility toward their workers and express it in such things as company
housing, day nurseries, medical services, clubs, and recreational programs, and
-other services. Such employers, particularly those in small cities and towns,
also recognize the necessity of providing steady employment for workers and
their families. Indeed, they may be willing to sustain considerable financial loss
to keep their people employed, knowing that displaced workers may be dependent
ultimately upon their charity. The socially conscious employer is a benevolent
industrial lord who takes care of the people in his domain partly because of hu-

3manitarian motives and partly because of fear of uprising by the masses. At the
other extreme are the owners and.employers who recognize no responsibility to
workers, to the community, or to society as a whole, who live according to a doc-
itrine of "sauve qui peut." They look upon labor as an economic commodity,
while they live in constant fear of political agitation for basic changes in owner-
*ship Hand management.

In these countries, the paternalistic employer appears to develop in the work-
ing forces a feeling of gratitude and dependence mingled with resentment.
Socially irresponsible management creates active opposition and outright hatred.
'The result is an almost universal distrust of management by the working classes.
The overt respect which the individual worker shows his boss in the factory
in no way conceals his resentment of the authority of the employer over his life
:and his underlying lack of respect for the capitalistic system. It is with good
reason, then, that many European businessmen are so fearful of their workers
that they shudder at the thought of building any kind of genuine two-way com-
munication with them.

Certainly we would not argue that management provides the sole explanation
for the class-conscious and often revolutionary orientation of European labor
movements. The laboring masses may join unions for many reasons, including
protest against the government, a landed aristocracy, or simply the status quo.
Yet the only logical response to the typical kind of management which exists in
Europe is class-conscious unionism. In France and Italy the effective labor
movements have been at various times and under various conditions reformist,
'syndicalist, and revolutionary. Today they happen to be Communist-dominated.
'The Socialist and Catholic unions in Belgium, though currently more right-
swing than those in the other two countries, are certainly not supporters of the
existing capitalistic order. But, if the ranks of management are closed to
members of the working classes and if business enterprise in collusion with
government builds systems of protection to safeguard its vested interests, what
eould be more logical than for labor organizations to oppose the employer class
politically? The character of protest movements in all societies is largely
determined by the orientation, status, objectives, and practices of the elite
toward which the protest is directed. If this proposition is so, then the orien-
tation, status, and tactics of management in Europe help to explain why most
labor organizations in Europe are political enemies of the employer class, where-
as unions in America are for practical purposes committed to working within
the framework of a private-enterprise system.

The preoccupation of management in Europe with security rather than with
growth and expansion explains the dependence on cartels to share markets and
on informal understandings to control competition. It accounts for the reliance
of European industrialists on trade associations to come to terms with their labor
unions. It explains, in part, the pressure from business for tariffs and import
quotas for protection from foreign competition. In Belgium, France, and Italy
management typically stands for planned protection of enterprise. Now, obvi-
ously, many American businessmen stand for some of these things. They have
advocated protective tariffs, bargained with unions on an industrywide basis,
entered into collusive agreements with competitors, and sought ail kinds of favors
from government. However, they depend on such measures much less than
the Europeans, and the proportion of rugged individualists who advocate and
actually succeed in upsetting such arrangements is far greater. In America the
prevailing opinion among businessmen is against most of these restrictions,
whereas in Europe It is one of uncritical conformity to, if not open defense of,
them.
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Management, of course, is not the only class that wants protection. The
laboring classes are, if anything, even more anxious for guaranties of security.
In the three European countries, the social-security systems are far more com-
prehensive and considerably more costly than those in the United States: their
cost ranges from 30 to 40 percent of pay rolls, or about 6 to 7 times that of ours.
Also, the right of employers to discharge or to lay off workers is much more
closely circumscribed by unions and by legislation than in the United States.
So labor in Europe is less mobile, both because of restrictions and because of
customs, than in this country.

The employers logically point out that these protective measures for workers
result in high labor costs and unwarranted rigidity in the labor force, and act as
a brake on expansion of enterprise. In short, management is prone to cite
restrictions on employment and overemphasis on social security as primary
reasons for Europe's failure to build more dynamic economies. Yet the lack of
labor mobility has its counterpart in lack of mobility within the ranks of man-
agement. Labor's restrictions on employment tenure are matched by manage-
ment's protection of the tenure of its own members, and overemphasis on social
security goes hand in hand with formal and informal agreements among manu-

* facturers to limit output and to share markets. To be sure, all these protec-
tionist measures are manifestations of a society in which all classes want security
above other things. Yet security-consciousness motivates employers as well as
workers. Therefore, business management must be held responsible, at least in
part, for the. overriding desire of the working masses to put their immediate
security ahead of economic progress.

MANAGEMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY

It is generally agreed that manufacturing firms in Europe are less productive
than those in the United States. A main reason, of course, is that there is more
machinery in American plants, since capital is moreoplentiful. Yet even in firms
with comparable technology many more workers seem to be required in Europe
than in America. In part, the explanation may be that labor is relatively cheap
and that employers are not free to discharge surplus workers. But a possible
interpretation is that the European firm has an overdeveloped labor force largely
because of the underdevelopment of its management. Here we find a basic expla-
nation for the fact that labor costs in Europe are high, even though wages are
pitifully low.

Because of the difficulty of developing qualified and trustworthy people within
the middle-management ranks, European management tends to use incentive
systems of one sort or another as substitutes for effective supervision. Such a
policy seldom works, even in the United States where the rapport between workers
and managers is reasonably good. It is likely to be even less successful in
Europe, where workers are more apathetic, more fearful of losing their jobs, and
more distrustful of their employers. It is thus unrealistic to expect that the
productivity of European business enterprises will automatically be increased if
capital can he found to purchase equipment and engineers employed to develop
new processes and new incentive systems. The typical business enterprise in
the three countries studied is, from an organizational standpoint, poorly equipped
to direct and manage its human resources effectively.

Many influential intellectuals as well as people at large are naturally becoming
more and more critical of capitalistic systems under which the holders of eco-
nomic power fail to exercise dynamic and progressive leadership. Significantly,
in Europe business enterprise is neither glorified nor publicized as it is in the
United States. Instead, management lives in anl atinospher'e of suspicious t'lera-
tion rather than widespread respect. The reasons for this are not hard to find.
First, management is typically security conscious and static, and therefore it is
not identified by other groups as a creative force for bringing about a higher
standard of living for all. Second, the fact that management is an elite into
which entry is restricted arouses the jealousy and antagonism of other classes.
Third, although economically powerful, the managerial class is numerically very

* small, and this makes its position politicaly precarious in any democratic society.

DYNAMIC FORCES IN EUROPEAN ENTERPRISE

Fortunatey, however, the economies of France, Belgium, and Italy are by no
means static, and among their business leaders are some imaginative innovators.
Indeed, there may be ground for belief that the ingrown and stagnant type of
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business enterprise described above is becoming obsolete under the pressure of
new economic and political forces at work in Western Europe.

The more progressive businessmen in France, Italy, and Belgium have correctly
diagnosed the problems of undermanning and overexclusiveness in managerial
organization. They are convinced of the need for the reform of higher education
as it relates to training of future leaders. They also advocate the lowering of
trade barriers and the economic integration of Europe. In this respect the
progressive European businessman is perhaps more honest and perceptive in
criticism of himself and of his system than the American. In each country one
finds a handful of very progressive business enterprises which may be the poten-
tial carriers of new techniques, new concepts, new outlooks in human relations,
and new schemes of building managerial organizations. La Compagnie Tdl&
mechanique tlectrique in France is an outstanding example. This company was
founded in 1925 by four workers who had creative ideas both in technology and
in industrial democracy. Now an organization of over 2,300 workers, T6lm&
canique manufactures circuit breakers and similar electrical equipment, which
it markets not only throughout Europe but in the United States as well. It has
well-developed research, marketing, quality control, planning, and personnel
staffs effectively integrated with line operations. It has successfully timed the
introduction of laborsaving machinery to coincide with expansion in output
and thus has never faced the problem of layoff of workers. Workers are paid
on a monthly salary basis, with production bonuses adding currently about 65
percent to base salaries. There are not time clocks in the plants; toolrooms
and stockrooms are not guarded; and the workers have direct access to man-

,agerial personnel for developing improvements in methods and procedures of
work. The plants are up to date in production methods, equipment, layout,
lighting, air conditioning, and employee services of every kind. Communications
and rapport between management and workers are comparable with the very
best in the United States. Located in Nanterre, a suburb of Paris which has been
dominated by Communist unions and political control, the vast majority of
workers at T1l6mecanique consistently vote for "right wing" representatives in
plant elections for the works council.

Another example is Necchi, of Pavia, Italy, a manufacturer of sewing ma-
chines. Only a few years ago this company developed a machine of exceptionally
high quality for home use, which is now underselling other internationally known
machines, not only in Europe but in the United States. This plant is ultramodern
in design, layout, and machinery. Its managerial organization is equal to that
of most comparable American companies. Its workers are paid wages nearly

-twice as high as those prevailing in related industries in Italy. As the general
production manager of this company pointed out, "the techniques of mass produc-
tion are wvell known-to most European engineers. The greatest difficulty in our
country is to build the kind of organization which is needed to utilize them."
Necchi appears to have mastered this problem. A great deal of attention and
planning is given to the development of executives with administrative skills,
and conscious attempts are being made to draw from the ranks at least some
of the new blood needed for the expanding managerial ranks.

In both T0l6mecanique and Necehi we see the fullest development of managerial
;organizations which are pioneering in production and marketing and in the broad
area of effective management-labor relations as well. These companies exhibit
dynamic management in countries in which customs, tradition, and class distinc-
tions provide the most hostile kind of environment for innovation. They pro-
vide concrete evidence that a well-managed European manufacturing enterprise
can successfully compete, even in the American market, with the best American
-firms and at the same time raise the standard of living of its working forces.
-But as yet it is too early to know if these innovators will establish new patterns
of management or will simply persist as anomalies in their respective economies.

Another straw in the wind is the concern of progressive businessmen with
education for management. In all three countries "advanced management-
training programs" are being started on an experimental basis. In France, teams
composed of businessmen, educators, labor leaders, and Government representa-
tives are studying American experience in education in industrial relations, busi-
ness administration, and engineering, with a view to recommending reforms in
'the French system of higher education. There is widespread interest in all three
countries in the establishment of business-management institutes for junior
executives. The advocates of these programs appear unanimous in stressing
administration, marketing, and human relations rather than the purely technical
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aspects of production management. This new interest appears to have been
stimulated by the productivity and technical assistance programs which the
United States has been developing in cooperation with the productivity centers in
the European countries. To be sure, the prerequisite of long-range fundamental
improvement in the system of developing people for managerial positions is 'a
basic change in the curriculums of universities and higher technological insti-
tutes, through which practically all new entrants to the managerial class must
pass. As a prominent French managing director remarked, a revolution is needed
in the whole system of higher education. There are businessmen and educators
in Europe who would like to lead such a revolution.

Many people in France, Belgium, and Italy feel that the economic integration
of Western Europe will be a force making for greater dynamism in business
enterprise. Indeed, Jean Monet, the spiritual father of the present European
Iron and Steel Community, is widely reported as believing that fundamental
reforms in the French entrepreneurial system can be brought about only by the
external pressure of free competition with enterprise in other countries. If the
new Coal and Steel Community succeeds'in its objective of creating a single
competitive market for steel and coal in Western Europe, one may expect far-
reaching changes in outlook and organizational development in the basic indus-
tries, not only in France but in the other member countries as well. For, theo-
retically, at least, the success of the individual companies will rest much more
upon managerial efficiency than upon the tariffs and artificial protections previ-
ously relied upon. Here, of course, the crucial question is whether the Steel and
Coal Community will actually succeed in creating a free market or whether It
will succumb to vested interests which could turn the whole venture into an
international superbody for protectionistic and restrictive measures.

Finally, in Europe it is possible that a more dynamic type of management may
be developed in publicly owned and operated industry. Here there is real oppor-
tunity for building a management profession as distinct from a class-conscious
elite. Already, many of the younger and progressive members of the managerial
class are being attracted to public enterprises despite the comparatively low sal-
aries which are offered. As a French productivity expert remarked, "Our goal
cannot be to build a free-enterprise system which will be only 'second best' to
that in the United States. We have the opportunity to make significant innova-
tions in the successful operation of public enterprises and in the planned integra-
tion of economic activity in Europe." In this development two questions are
crucial: First, will public management be reasonably free from political control
which might interfere with its effective development? Second, will it attempt
to recruit some of its new blood from the ranks, or will it follow the example of
private enterprise in drawing its managerial personnel almost exclusively from
the educated elite?

In conclusion, there is evidence that dynamic changes may be taking place in
the static enterprise systems of France, Belgium, and Italy. It is these changes,
rather than the traditional stereotypes of management, which demand thought-
ful consideration and future systematic study.

So I see no reason whatever to look forward even under free trade
to any change in the general component of our industrial production
because these principles are applied to small companies as well as
to big companies. If they don't get all of their investigation through
their own company they may have either a trade association or a
relationship to a university, so they get it somehow. They know
they have to have it where their competitors abroad may not. May
I add just one further fact that I think ought to be in the record?

The assumption of our friends on the high tariff side is always that
you can determine what the relative costs of production are at home
and abroad. Nothing has been said on that, but I think there ought
to be something said on it. One of the more recent efforts to find
this out is the report prepared for the electrical manufacturing in-
dustry by the National Industrial Conference Board in 1953, an
organization which I think is generally respected in this area. It
certainly made a report which has no political implications, no
pressures from anybody. I don't think it was entirely satisfactory to
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the-Westinghouse Co., because they employed Glenn Saxon of Yale,
to make a commentary on it.

But on the question as to whether you can find out what comparative
costs are, I want to give you just three quotations. On page 136 the
study stated:

Internationally comparable labor-cost figures in the electrical-equipment in-
dustry are virtually nonexistent for the countries under study in the report.

On the same page, it said:
No information at all exists concerning two factors which have an important

direct influence on labor costs. These are quality or style differences of certain
products and mechanical equipment per production worker which is of primary
importance in any competitive analysis of output per worker.

That is the end of that quote.
On page 40 is this conclusion:
Data are not available from regularly published sources that permit a com-

parison of the cost of production in the United States and abroad.

Now, this is nothing new. Mr. Robert O'Brien, of the Tariff Com-
mission, said this many times to Congress. What the conference
board study did attempt to do was to meet this problem, one by an
indirect method of measurement which was by the extrapolation over
almost a 10-year period, I think, of costs in order to try to get com-
parable years, and in the second case by individual case studies which
were based on only six cases which themselves showed on conclusive
results, and, finally, by reliance on an engineering opinion by general
effectiveness of production which was not sufficiently described to
permit any clear judgment to be made.

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I wonder whether the real test
does not come in the price delivered at the American customshouse?

Mr. STRACEBEIN. Mr. Flanders, that is exactly what I was going
to say.

Costs abroad are not the thing that counts. It is the price at which
the goods are laid down at the customshouse in the United States.
And that is not a mystery. That is what it shows in the invoice.

Mr. TAFT. If I may comment on that, the difficulty with that test
is that it does not take account of volume. If they supply one-half per-
cent of our domestic market, their price may be one figure, but if it
is to be 10 percent of the market they usually cannot arrive at the same
price.

Mr. TiaoRp. I assume Senator Flanders will continue to contem-
plate this problem.

Senator FLANDERS. I will.
Mr. THORP. I merely wanted to suggest that in the contemplation

you keep in mind what I know you are thoroughly familiar with, that
is, the balancing process of payments, so that whatever may develop
in trade with temporary inequalities will tend to balance out.

Therefore, what does happen over time in the adjustments of trade
should be that we will send to other areas the goods which we can,
relatively speaking, produce most efficiently and buy those from them
which they can produce, relatively speaking, most efficiently, and
whioh come in most cheaply to us.

Senator FLANDERS. And would you want to add there, and no more2
That isn't exactly what I mean. There are things that we need, and
will have to buy.

58422-55-62
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Mr. THORP. Which we need and will have to buy because we cannot
produce them ourselves efficiently.

Senator FLANDERS. Yes; and for those we must export enough to
bring those things in.

Go on with your statement. I might agree with you.
Mr. THoiRP. All I am saying is that there are other things which

one wouldn't say we must buy, because we can produce them ourselves,
but we produce them relatively speaking so inefficiently that it is
cheaper for us to make the things which we can make more efficiently,
send them abroad, exchange them for others, and this is the basis on
which it seems to me trade will develop when there are not arbitrary
restrictions.

Now, I don't understand why you would admit that there would
be great benefits within these three areas, and yet generalizing beyond
them to a world basis somehow does not produce still further benefit.

Senator FLANDERS. The one thing of the mass market that we have
is something that others ought to have in order to raise the standard
of living. That is the basis of it.

Mr. THoRP. But it becomes a still greater market-
Senator FLANDERS. If they can get into ours.
Mr. TroRP. And we can get into theirs. This is a two-way opera-

tion, and I am not thinking of a flow of imports which is not equated
with a flow of exports.

Senator FLANDERS. That comes back to the question of the relative
advantage on which I am still hazy.

Mr. STRAcKBEIN. Mr. Flanders, may I make a comment on that?
Let Brazil grow coffee, there is no question there. Now, we come

up to where they have a comparative advantage in producing some-
thing else. But, finally, we come to an area where what they want
to ship us we produce very well ourselves. We don't have to buy that.
That is where the great conflict-where the great difficulty comes in,
where there is no particular advantage in buying their goods.

Senator FLANDERS. I think perhaps the case is clearer for Japan
and China. It is your case, but I think it is clearer for Japan and
China.

Mr. TAFr. May I suggest, Senator, that what you are proposing,
however, involves the substitution of judgment of somebody in the
-Government, or in the Legislature, for the judgment of the market
place.

Senator FLANDERS. The judgment of the market is that we should
get our textiles in Japan.

Mr. TAFT. I don't agree. Let me give you -the figures on cotton
textiles. They say, themselves, they are the most efficient producers
in the world of the great middle range, and the imports of cotton
textiles are one-half of 1 percent of the total American production,
and yet it is that that they are screaming about. Exports of cotton
textiles are 6 percent of domestic production.

Senator FLANDERS. I do not know what the duty is on that.
Mr. TArr. Not much.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. I would like to interject this: So long as the

competitive advantage of imports rests on the fact that lower wages
are paid in other countries, then we say we are entitled to protection
because we have in this country minimum wage laws, obligatory col-
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lective bargaining; we have price supports for agriculture, we have
social security, and a lot of interferences with the free market, and
in fact we have created more and more of those in the past 20 years.

Now, on the foreign-trade side, we are moving toward laissez-faire.
It doesn't add up.

To say that the consumer is entitled to low prices, or to cheap
products regardless of the source of cheapness is the same as saying
that if we can get goods produced by slave laior then the consumer
should be all- the more happy. We cannot accept this concept. Our
producers are burdened with cost-raising obligations imposed by law.

If we could be. assured of what is roughly compensatory protection,
we would feel better about it. There are burdens upon us which as
producers we cannot shift. We have placed those burdens there by
law. On the seaward side, on the other hand, we have taken away the
protection and exposed our producers to a kind of competition that is
not burdened by those same costs.

Mr. TArF. Mr. Chairman, I would only remark that the total social-
security payments in Europe relative to the base wage is higher than
in the United States.

Mr. VINER. I think there is one thing that needs to be said as to
the criterion of when is an American industry efficient. I think occa-
sionally the standards of efficiency applied by the apostles of.high pro-
tection-have been the Chinese or Japanese ones; not the American one.

Senator FLANDERS. No, no.
Mr. VINER. The American standard of efficiency requires that the

industry be required to produce an article 'at a cost no higher than the
world price and to pay a wage no lower than the American standard.
If any company can produce on that basis it will not have any (tiffi-
culty with foreign competition.

Mr..STRACKsBEIN. 1 am glad to have that definition.
Would you restate it for the record?
Mr. VIN.1"R. It is in the record. I would not care to try to restate it.
Set11.ltr FLANDERS. I think you have something we can all agree on.
Mr. VINER. If Mr. Strackbein agrees, the amount of print destroved

.will be tremendous.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. I want to be sure of what you said. You said if

thre American producer cannot produce and sell at the 'world price,
then he is' inefficient..

Mr. VINER. I say that if he cannot sell at the world price, and-not
"but"-pay the, American standard wages, he has not attained the
Aiie'ricaivstandard of 'efficiency, and does not have valid claims to
the direction of American productive resources. The only way he
gets control over productive resources is to get a subsidy out of higher
pr-ices paid by the consumer. The consumer is in my picture. He is
still a citizen of the United States.

Senator FLANDERS. I still want to know how many American indus-
tries there are who can do that and what is the end product of this
process.

Mr. VINER. I fear that the amount of change that complete free
trade would make in the American economy is not very large. I fear
that the amount of gain the American economy can make out of free
trade. has fairly narrow.limits. I "fear" it only in this sense: The
amount of good we cain do to the rest of the world through free trade
is limited, and the amount of good we can get for ourselves from that
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avenue, as against the benefits we can get from other avenues of good
government, is also limited.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not want to prolong the discussion, but Sena-
tor Flanders in recent months has had concern about the ultimate con-
sequences of the free-trade movement, or low-tariff movement. I have
been trying to understand the objections of the protectionists, and, as
I see their objections, they center on a point which has always trou-
bled me; namely, suppose you have in oriental countries western ma-
chinery and western techniques, but a very low standard of real wages
due to a general condition of agriculture, so that the labor costs in
money terms per unit of output are extremely low, even though the
output of physical product in terms of labor is relatively high. Those
goods undersell American goods and come in.

The former answer we had for this, and which I used to give, was
that this would result in ani inflow of imports and a balance of trade
which would turn against us. And would result in a flow of gold out.
This would raise the prices in these countries and a lowering of prices
in our country, so you would get an adjustment of the relative
advantages.

Senator FLANDERS. I am assuming that is out the window. I under-
stand relative advantages on that basis, but I am assuming it is gone.

The CHAIRMAN. I had not thought that the7 gold movements had
completely disappeared as a factor or that foreign exchange was
unconnected with it, but if this analysis or anything like it is to hold
it requires a very real fall in the price level of the country which is
importing goods with low unit labor costs, and that is very severe
medicine for a country to take.

Mr. VINER. Or a fall in its exchange rate so that the Japanese yen
becomes more expensive to us in terms of dollars. The Japanese are
not going to give the goods to us cheap merely because they can;
they will get the best price for them they can, and if we buy unlimited
quantities of manufactured products from them they will get the
best American prices they can. They will acquire dollars which by
assumption they have no use for, and the result is that they will mark
down the dollars on their exchange market, and these Japanese
products will become expensive to us in dollars and, therefore, will
stop coming in.

Senator FLANDERS. Now, I can understand the doctrine of relative
advantage provided this area you have just opened up still holds,
but it is a rather dangerous foggy ground to advance into, and is
something which is not presented to us in connection with these things
we are doing.

The CHAIRMfAN. I would like to ask the gentlemen here whether
this ultimate balance of which they speak can be obtained purely by
changes in exchange rates or will it also carry with it changes in
general price levels?

Mr. Viner. Well, Mr. Chairman, as you know, a country in our days
without the gold standard can, within limits, do what it likes with its
currency, and if you mean does it require changes in yen prices, that
is up to the Japanese monetary and credit system.

Does it mean changes in the dollar equivalent of their yen prices?
I say yes, it does, and must, and will mean that, and you cannot think
it out any other way. Either they are willing to accumulate dollars
indefinitely with no prospect of using them, or they are willing to use
them to buy American goods, or they mark down the dollars in their
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market in terms of yen, or they raise the yen prices of their export
commodities, 'but one or more of those four things are the only
possible things.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you say these price changes are confined to
import and export commodities, or will they affect the general price
level of all consumer products?

Mr. VINER. The yen becomes dear, and the dollar becomes cheap,
and no change in price levels need occur in dollars. What happens to
yen'prices in Japan depends on Japanese monetary and credit policies.
I would forget about comparison between yen prices and dollar prices
except in relation to what happens to the exchange rate.

Mr. TAIT. One of the two smaller aluminum companies which has
been in favor of an increase in the tariff up until fairly recently, is
iow's'ati'fied' that the Canadian costs of producing aluminum have
moved' up enough so! they aren't in favor of an increase in the tariff
any more.

Now, that assume that there has been some change in costs in Canada,
presumably in wages, because they must be using the same kind of
power and other costs in it, and I do not see that it has had any effect
on the exchange rates.

Mr. Vu~IN. Yes, it has. Not very much, but to the extent of two or
thee percent, the United States dollar was been' at a discount as
compared with the Canadian dollar.

Mr. TArr. And this is the reason why.
Mr. VINER. In any case, the American manufacturer now has 2 or 3

percent more protection against Canadian competition than he did
whe'n there was no exchange premium on the Canadian dollars as
compared to the American dollar.

Mr. TAxr. I think this is relative to the problem you are raising.
This has gradually straightened itself out between ourselves and
Canada.

The CHAIRMAN. If you can assure us that these price changes will
take place in changes in exchange rates without affecting the general
price level appreciably, then you have removed, to my mind, what is
the most solid argument for protection against low tariffs.

Mr. VINER. Mr. Chairman, I think we have it within our power
to make our price level in general whatever we want it to be, regard-
less of our foreign-trade policy, and that power rests largely in your
hands.

The CHAIRMAN. YOU would say stabilize the domestic-price level?
Mr. VINER. If that is your aim. To me it is a respectable aim. I

migrht not be a hundred percent rigid on it.
Senator FLANDERS. You are not a hundred percent respectable.
Mr. VINER. Rigid, I said.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you would say let the exchange

rates fluctuate and adopt your monetary policy on the basis of stable
prices, or whatever you choose.

Mr. VINER. As a matter of fact, we cannot set an exchange rate
with any other country except by treaty. It is a two-party proposi-
tion. We go on on a pattern here which lets the exchanges be what
they may in terms of dollars. It is not the only possible pattern,
but on that pattern the exchange rates will change. If they are man-
aged abroad, the changes will be manipulated ones. If it is a free
exchange market abroad, the exchange rates will move as the market
determines. But they will change in either case.
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The CHAIRMAN. It is now 5 o'clock.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. I would like to give my definition of an efficient,

industry, as contrary to Dr. Viner's.
Mr. VINER.. I thought you accepted mine.
Mr. STRAdKBEIN. I would say that an American industry, is efficient;

it is economic, it is entitled to remain in business if it can pay the
prevailing wage, sell the product at a price that the consumer is willing
and able to pay, have some reserve for research and development, and
a reasonable profit. That industry, I say, is efficient regardless of
the price in other countries where lower wages prevail, regardless of
their ability to lay down the product at lower prices in this country.
I say the criterion should be in this country to take account of the
burdens borne by the domestic producers and not ask these producers
to compete in a world market or on a world-price basis, because the
other producers in other countries are not bearing the same burdens.
They are not producing under the same conditions. It isn't fair.

Now if our producers could disregard the minimum-wage laws,
and when they got in a difficult situation could say to their employees,
"I am sorry, we are going to reduce our wages by 10 or 15 Percent,"'
then they would be in a competitive market or a free situation, but.
we do not have that. If they could say we have a shortage of labor,
we will have unrestricted immigration so we can have a more adequate
labor supply, then again they would be operating in a free market,;
but that is not the way they are operating.

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask that Mr.
Taft's statement before the House committee be put into the record,
and I also wish we might get into the record in some way perhaps a
staff statement on the present state of the balance of trade, the overall
imports, exports, visible, invisible, and where we are at the present
time.

I would like that summarized.
(Mr. Taft's statement appears at p. 976.)
(The following was subsequently supplied for the record by the

committee staff :)

Balance of payments of the United States, annual and by quarters, 1953, ang.8st
3 quarters, 1954
[Millions of dollars]

1953 1954

Item Quarters Quarters
Year _-II I I I I I I

I - II III IV I II III

Exports of goods and services, total 21,265 5,387 5,732 4,916 5,230 4, 767 5,691 4,807
Military transfers under aid pro-

grams, net, total- 4,281 1, 260 1,363 815 03 826 996 700
Su_ _il _ __

Supplies-- - - - - - - - - - - -
Services, including freight -

Other goods and services, total

Merchandise, adjusted --
Transportation .
Travel .
Miscellaneous services:

Private .
Governseut ..--

Income on investments:
Private :
Government .

4,096 1, 231 1,322 780 763 784 940 650
185 49 61 35 40 42 56 50

16,984 4,107 4,349 4, 101 4,427 3,941 4.695 4,107

12.383 3,029 3,197 2,948 3,209 2,849 3, 516 2,933
1, 232 299 314 318 301 290 310 295

527 106 145 167 109 107 148 171

712 176 176 174 186 185 204 198
199 : 57 '61 44 37 46 38. 37.

1,679 407 426 382 464 417 442 400
252 33 30 68 121 47 37 73

-1-1-1
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Balance of payments of the United States, annual and by quarters, 1953 and 1st
S quarters, 1954-Continued

1953 1954

Item Quarters- Quarters
Year I | II | II | I = | I |

I II III { IV I I I

Imports of goods and services, total-

Merchandise, adjusted (exclud-
ing military expenditures) -

Transportation
Travel
Miscellaneous services:

Private -- ----------
Government (excluding mil-

itary expenditures) --
Military expenditures
Income on investments:

Private .
Government

Balance on goods and services ---
Unilateral transfers, net [outflow of

funds (-)], total .

Private remittances .
Government:

Military supplies and serv-
ices-

Other grants
Pensions and other transfers -

United States capital, net [outflow
of funds (-)], total .

Private, net, total

Direct investments .
Portfolio -- ---------
Short-term -- --

Government, net, total .

Long-term, capital outflow- - -
Repayments
Short-term (net) .

Foreign, capital, net [outflow of
funds (-)], total

Long-term investments:
Direct and portfolio (exclud-

ing U. S. Government se-
curities) ---

Transactions in U. S. Gov-
ernment securities.

Short-term liabilities to foreign
banks and official institutions

Other short-term liabilities --

Gold sales [purchases (-)] --
Foreign capital and gold, total ----
Transfer of funds between foreign

areas [receipts by foreign areas (-)]
and errors and omissions

16,424 1 3,996 4,250

10, 954
1,058

895

303

267
2,496

365
86

2, 797
243
140

79

71
564

82
20

2,882
287
238

74

63
600

86
20

4, 239

2,679
290
362

74

81
653

77
23

3,939 I 3, 717

2, 596
238
155

76

52
679

120
23

2, 514
224
149

80

52
592

83
23

4,198

2, 752
274
261

84

57
662

94
14

4,004

2,455
250
393

83

81
647

81
14

4,841 1, 391 1, 482 677 1, 291 1,050 1,493 803

-6, 707 -1,917 -2,063 -1,352 -1,375 -1,356 -1,479. -1,214

-473 -118 -118 -120 -117 -106 -111 -110

-4,281 -1, 280 -1,383 -815 -803 -826 -996 -700
1,813 -483 -521 -384 -425 -392 -341 -374
-140 -36 -41 -33 -30 -32 -31 -30

-597 -209 35 -210 -213 -206 -408 -287
-377 -224 70 -31 -192 -328 -390 -301

-722 -204 -216 -201 -101 -130 -276 -12
178 -35 196 i11 -94 -239 24 28
167 15 90 59 3 41 -138 -204

-220 15 -35 -179 -21 122 -18 14

-716 -65 -196 -286 -169 -54 -61 -64
485 93 139 103 150 151 110 123

11 -13 22 4 -2 25 -67 -45

1,106 128 298 448 232 449 239 439

207 82 10 82 33 10 69 85

-82 26 18 -118 -8 16 56 63

1,021 31 333 449 208 364 145 244
-40 -11 -63 35 -1 53 -31 47

2, 269

194

603 128 302 130 56 1 8
731 426 750 362 1 499 247

41 1201 1351 -651 131 147

164
603

Sore .S Dprmn f omreSrvyo urn BsnsJlyetme,-n eebr
Source: U. S. Departme9t of Commerce Survey of Current Business, July, September, and December,

The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank you gentlemen very much for
coming.

(The prepared statements of the panel are as follows:) -

I' I-I
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STATEMENT OF 0. R. STRACKBEIN, CHAIRMAN, THE NATIONWIDE COMMrITTr OF
INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, AND LABOR ON IMPORT-EXPORT POLICY

The President in his special message to Congress on January 10, 1955, stated:
"The Nation's enlightened self-interest annd sense of responsibility as a

leader among the free nations require a foreign economic program that will
stimulate economic growth in the free world through enlarging opportunities
for-the fuller operation of the forces of free enterprise and competitive markets."

He added that "our own self-interest requires such a program because (1)
economic strength among our allies is essential to our security; (2) economic
growth in underdeveloped areas is necessary to lessen international instability
growing out of the vulnerability of such areas to Communist penetration and
subversion; and (3) an increasing volume of world production and trade will
help assure our own economic growth and a rising standard of living among
our own people."

Thereafter the message contained, among other things, specific legislative
recommendations that had 5 days earlier made their appearance in H. R. 1
or the trade agreements extension bill of 1955, introduced by Mr. Jere Cooper,
Democrat of Tennessee, chairman of the House Committee on Ways and Means.

The statements above quoted, taken from the President's message, are ac-
ceptable as generalities,.but the extent to which the attainment of the stated
goals or objectives rests upon the provisions of H. R. 1; it is based upon certain
false assumptions and erroneous deductions from past achievements and failures.
The message, to repeat a part of it, says:

"An increasing volume of world production and trade will help assure our
own economic growth and a rising standard of living among our own people."

Of course, it would not necessarily do anything of the kind. "Increasing world
production and trade" could just as easily take place at our expense and to
our detriment.

The sublime or naive faith in foreign trade as the great cure-all for the world's
economic ills or as a sure road to the peace of the world, reflected in the mes-
sage, is a curse and an affliction. It has prevented a clearheaded assessment
of the facts for too many years and has reached the ridiculous stage. It is
like a spell or a hypnosis under which the victim merely repeats uncritically
what the hypnotist says. Or, differently stated, it ranks as a nostrum with
the notion that if one spoonful of medicine is good, two spoonfuls are twice
as good.

Trade is not and never was a good thing in and of itself. It can be evil and
harmful, as the trade in opium. It may be thoroughly immoral as is prostitu-
tion. The slave trade was lucrative, but does that mean it was good? The
trade in ivory created exchange and added to the income of the people who
engaged in it, but was it in the "national interest" of the African tribes where
it was carried on?

The halo must be torn from international trade before we can reason soberly
about it.

Am I then saying that the President is naive or that those who participated
in shaping the part of the message relating to trade are naive or unthinking?

The fact is a whole people can be blind, and a whole national leadership can
be led along by a false idea until it explodes in their face. We do not have to
strain our memories for examples.

One notion held not so many years ago was that Russia would quickly crumble
under the Hitler onslaught. The fallacy of that judgment was amply demon-
strated by events. Another notion was that the German people would throw
up their arms and surrender once the war went against them. That also was a
false estimate, but very widely accepted. There are enough of such false
notions and fads floating around us in other fields, such as medicine, diet, child
psychology, etc., to give us pause. Ordinarily, it is necessary only to wait.a
few years for the upset or for knowledge to catch up. In the field of trade we
cling to a used-up idea because we do not seem to know how, when, or where
to stop.

It is understandable why certain export interests wish to perpetuate the idea
that increased trade, meaning, of course, increased exports, is an unmixed bless-
ing. On the other hand, the support of this idea by economists and private
organizations of voters who cut across the economic spectrum merely suggests
a bankruptcy of ideas. This in turn may be the result of immersion in a constant
flow of inspired comment that in itself has taken on the dangerous aspect of
unreflecting acceptances of what is fed to it.
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After 20 years of tariff reductions, carried out in 29 bilateral agreements,
followed by 3 multilateral agreements; after a reduction of 75 percent in the
protection afforded by our tariff and after witnessing the great number of non-
tariff restrictions on trade imposed by other countries, it is about time that we
turned away from this broken-down vehicle to carry us to the promised land.
Many of these nontariff restrictions were justified and justifiable and were symp-
tomatic of the economic disruption of war: but that does not change the fact of
their existence or obliterate their cause.

We would do far better to study the great shifts that have taken place in the
basic foundations of trade in the past 15) years: the distortions in the world
economy caused by the great upheavals of World War lI and the effects of the
political and military realinements of the world. We should ponder the meaning
of a policy that would subordinate the strongest economy in the world to the
vicissitudes of a necessarily shifting diplomacy in an unsettled world.

We have in the past 10 years contributed heavily to the righting of the war-
upset world. We have greatly liberalized our trade. We have greatly increased
our imports. They are more than half again as high per capita in physical
volume as in 1938-39.

Our diplomacy has been profoundly at fault in not saying these things to the
world about our trade. On the contrary, our diplomats and various officials
traveling about overseas have aided and abetted the idea that it was our stiff-
necked policy about tariffs and trade that caused and sustained the dollar gap.
They converted the protests of other countries thus incited into instruments of
political pressure on the home front in behalf of more tariff cuts. Only very
recently has there been some evidence of a change.

We have actually reached the point in our tariff reductions where a halt is
urgent. We have cut to the quick and in some instances well into the living
nerves of many of our producers. However, no great reversal is involved; no
general rise in tariff rates.

Our producers who are asked to absorb the foreign competition uncovered by
20 years of tariff cutting are entitled to a remedy against errors of judgment
committed in the wholesale approach to tariffs cuts or against adverse changes
in competitive conditions. There is no demand for undoing such good as may
have come from the liberalized trade policy; only for a means of rooting out the
evils. This remedy is not in hand. An escape clause that is more responsive to
the needs of the case than the present one is called for.

All the minimizing of the losses caused or threatened bv lower tariffs, so
eagerly practiced by those interested in import profits or export markets or in
upholding an intellectual position cannot overcome the very widespread and
legitimate concern of the exposed industries and their workers. Final success
in this campaign of belittlement would in any case succeed in depriving the very
propagators of any real reason for advocating their own program.

In a nutshell, the trade-agreements program has run out of magic. Its
constant elevation to the position of arbiter of world economic questions is
not justified. As a measure that may be looked to for the attainment and
maintenance of full domestic employment, the further general lowvering of
tariffs would bring us greater liabilities than assests. There is much more
employment at stake, directly and indirectly, in the industries and agricultural
pursuits that are vulnerable to import competition than exists in manufacturing
or producing for export.

The fact that some of these producers are already highly protected by import
quotas, such as wheat, wheat flour, and cotton, does not remove them from
the list of exposed producers or from the list of beneficiaries of protection.
That these groups themselves cotton, wheat, and wheat flour heavily support
freer trade for others is only a measure of the high degree of inconsistency
of which man is capable.

As for investment in foreign countries as a means of developing and strengthen-
ing them, the idea has some merit: but again it is not foreign investment as
such that is important. The kind of investment and the conditions under which
it is made are more important. Investment in economically unsound projects
will not only not accomplish what is sought, but will go sour. The same may
be said of investment where expropriation, nationalization, or refusal to allow
profit transfers may sooner or later confront the investors.

Inasmuch as tax incentives would tend to overcome the prudence and caution
that should be exercised in such investments; their long-term value may be
questioned. Also as inducements to industry to seek low-wage areas for loca-
tion of new plants, tax incentives on foreign investments might do more harm
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than good. If our capital cannot find foreign outlets that are sound enougi
or free enough from State control or confiscation to make them attractive with-
out special tax incentives, it certainly is not clear that the granting of such
incentives would remove their obstacles to investment; but they might cause
the taking of unjustifiable risk.

From present trends of world population it does not appear that our point 4
and similar elements of assistance will accomplish much more than to demon-
strate the continuing validity of the Malthusian theory of population.

STATEMENT BY CHARLES P. TAFT, PRESIDENT, COMMITTEE FOR A NATIONAL TRADE
POLICY, INC., BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

There has been a simple pattern in the testimony on H. R. 1 over the past
10 days. Those who have testified in support of H. R. 1 have included spokesmen
for practically every large organization whose primary concern is with the
national interest. The bill has also been supported by many individuals repre-
senting many industries or groups of industries. On the other hand, almost
all of the testimony in opposition to the bill has come from groups which were
worried about some particular product or some particular segment of their
industry.

There have been allegations of specific injury calling for protection. There
have also been broader-based attacks on the bill. Take the question of defense.
The people in one fragment of the chemical industry, part of the watch industry,
some segments of the petroleum industry, and some of the electrical industry
have told you that more tariff reductions will hurt our defense production
facilities. But Secretary Dulles and Secretary Wilson, who worry about our
defenses on a full-time basis, have said that we need H. R. 1 to keep our
defenses strong.

Consider the question of employment. The glass workers, pottery workers,
fishermen, mine workers, and hat workers, have told you in effect that they are
afraid some of them may lose their jobs if this bill is passed. But the national
organizations of the CIO and the A. F. of L. and the railway clerks say that this
bill will help American labor and will increase job opportunities. And the
Secretary of Labor agrees with them.

Very much the same pattern has held in the testimony of business and other
groups. Representatives from a score or so of different industries have testi-
fied that H. R. 1 is bad for their business. But broadly based business groups,
like the United States Chamber of Commerce, the CED, and the Committee for a
National Trade Policy and the groups that represent just people, like the League
of Women Voters, say that this bill is good for the national economy.

This distinction occasions no surprise to anybody. It is the same distinction
that existed 10 years ago, in 1945, when the only previous debate on increased
authority for the reciprocal trade-agreements program took place. Then, as now,
the pottery industry, the glass industry, the organic chemical group, the glove
industry, the hatters, and others told you that the trade-agreements program
would destroy them. Then, as now, the administration and the broad national
groups representing labor, industry, and the consumer, denied it, and opposed
the position of these industries. Then, as now, I stood here before this com-
mittee and urged the continuation and expansion of the reciprocal trade-agree-
ments program. Many of you gentlemen behind the bench today were present
then to hear both sides of the issue.

The plain fact is that few industries which have to face foreign competition
like the idea. Except for the once rare but now more numerous business states-
men like John Coleman, Charles H. Percy, and Clarence Randall, not many are
ready to agree that the foreign competition they face in this market may be
good for them. Yet when they get off to one side, away from the worries and
strains of their own particular businesses, and think of themselves as part of the
whole American economy, most of them are driven to this only possible answer-
that' more foreign trade is good for this Nation, good for its foreign policy, good
for its defense, good for its jobs, and good for its consumers.'
' 'This is one basic fact we should not lose sight of. Most Americans, including
most businessmen, are for the continued gradual reduction of our tariffs. There
have been Gallup polls, polls by the League of Women Voters, polls by Congress-
men of. their constituents, and other straw votes. The Gallup polls, like the
Others, show more Republicans for reducing the tariff than for raising it. I
think it is fair to say that of those Americans who express an opinion there are
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.twice as-many for the continuation of the program-as are against it. In the
Congressional Record for August- 4, 1953, Senator, then Congressman, -George
-Bender of Ohio reported on a poll made of every elected Republican precinct
committee man and woman in Ohio. In response to the question,"Do-you approve
of the reciprocal trade-agreements program?' 3,330 said ','yes" and only 1,970
said "no." The most extraordinary poll, because it came last year in New
England, which used to be the stronghold of protectionism, was the poll by the
,New England Council. The poll showed that 63.5 percent -of the, 800 businessmen
-polled were in favor of lower tariffs.
- Though the leaders on both sides of this issue have not changed much since
1945, except perhaps for a little graying at the temples, the world in which we
live has changed a great deal. Time has proved that we who spoke on our side
of the debate in 1945 were better prophets than those who opposed us. Although
our imports of goods, so greatly feared then as now, have increased from $3.9
billions in 1944 to $10.9 billions in 1953, our gross national product has in the
same period increased from $211 billions to $364.8 billions and our employment
to record figures. Our exports, have risen again well above the.wartime lend-
lease levels to $15.6 billions in 1953 and contributed substantially to our high
employment and prosperity. If the reciprocal trade-agreements program has
'hurt us, it has been a hurt very well concealed.

THE OPPOSITION RECORD

I don't for a moment want to leave the impression that some of the industries
-that have spread their complaints before you over the past 10 days don't have
problems. Of course they have problems. In some cases the problems may
not be quite as serious as they would have you believe. For sick industries,
-some of them have displayed an enormous amount of vitality, tenacity, and
financial resources, in attempting to defeat H. R. 1.

To be sure. some of these industries, like the chemical, electrical, and cotton
textile goods producers, may be confusing sickness with growing pains. The
,spectacle of these enormous, vital industries threatened by.a trickle of foreign
imports is a picture which defies belief.

They are still as. much prophets of gloom today when they talk about tariff
and the effects of its possible reduction, as they were in 1945.

In 1945 Mr. Rose of the American Tariff League described the bill for new
authority, a possible 50-percent cut from then existing tariff levels as involving
"the possible breakdown of the American market, American price structure,
American wage level, and American living standards by opening the gates of this
country to widespread competition with the products of other countries 'with
the things we grow or make in this country."'

On November 5, 1953, in a statement to the Business Advisory Council, Edgar
Queeny of Monsanto wrote just what he and his associates have told you here:
"Should not the United States freeze present duties until their full effect in a
surplus economy can be observed? For, even at their present level, our adverse
balance during the first 6 months of 1953 indicates that before too long we may
again see apple selling by the unemployed during this Republican administration,
too."

This is the official position of the opponents of H. R. 1 in 1955 as it was in
1953 and 1945. On January 26 Mr. Anthony of the American Tariff League said
here that the President's program includes the ingredients of general economic
distress which could help set off a downward trend in the national level of
prosperity.

These people, for all their extraordinary business record since 1945 and their
optimism in their annual statements to stockholders, are professional pessimists
when they talk to Congress about tariffs.

Mr. Calvin Campbell of Dow, about the same time as Mr. Queeny's statement
-of 1953, said in a speech to the American Tariff League: "We know that in
isolated instances we excel in technology or other advantages to a degree suffi-
cient to offset the wage differential." [My italic.]

THE CHE-MICALS INDUSTRY

Now really! Would you believe that with such a poor opinion of the strength
of our economy and of their own industry the chemical industry would put into
new plant in 1954 $1.2 billion and project $1.5 billion for 1955? But they did,
and it is better evidence of their real judgment than what they feel and say here
about the tariff and its effects. They produce annually $20 billion of goods
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and chemical exports, for the first 9 months of 1954 were running at the annual
rate of $894 million excluding special military items, against only $242 million
of imports. They have grown 10 percent a year for 25 years, and developed more
than 7,500 new products in that period.

Mr. Campbell and Mr. Queeny and Mr. Lehner are more concerned about
synthetic organics. Very well. The total production in this category was.about
$4 billion, of which $300 million was exported in 1953 against only $50 million
imported. Mr. Lehner admitted to you that in the "coal-tar chemical" category
of synthetic organics, where, incidentally, exports still exceed imports, no more
than $10 million in 1953 was "competitive" under Tariff Commission determina-
tion. A recent check of Tariff Commission data shows that the accurate figure
for "competitive" coal-tar chemical imports was only $5.8 million in that year.

This is a price question, not one of taking away business. Here is what a
purchasing agent of one of the smaller chemical companies told his own industry
a few weeks ago:

"The howls against chemical imports are even more ridiculous than those of
the sick coal industry against imported crude oil. Imported oil is a tiny fraction
of the problem, but it makes the best headlines. What the coal industry really
wants is a return to steam locomotives, no gas pipelines, lower wages, and
subsidized exports. It has done a notoriously poor job of uniting to find new uses
for coal and it seems determined not to face the future problem of atomic
energy. The healthy chemical industry should devote less energy to fighting a
few imports and more toward new production techniques or superior competitive
products where imports are a threat. And, to give due credit, ultimately Ameri-
can manufacturers do meet the threat by lowering their prices, revealing their
excessive profit margins and claiming that they were about to do so anyway.
(Just between us purchasing agents most of us know why the prices come down.)

'Incidentally, some of those who rail against imports of chemicals have been
remarkably avid in importing new chemical ideas from abroad, to the certain
detriment of less alert competitors. Synthetic detergents came out of Germany
two decades ago. Thorazine originated in France. Versatile polyurethane is a
powerful newcomer from Germany which promises to make deep inroads into
the foam-rubber business. My own company has felt the competition of
Reserpine, an importation from India. Instead of yelling to Congress about
hovw our business has been hurt by this 'foreigner' we are rushing development
of new specialties of our own which we believe will be even more effective.
Like the rest of our industry we are constantly searching around the world for
new ideas to relieve the ills of mankind. That's competition and that's progress
and the beneficiary is the American citizen's comfort and his pocketbook.

"It is to your own self-interest on three counts to keep international competi-
tion active. First, as purchasing agent for your own company, your job should
be to lower your company's costs in any legitimate way you can while insisting
on the triple standard of quality, service, and price. If you haven't the courage
to combat the arguments of the. 'one standard all American price' boys, you will
do your management a favor by resigning and letting your secretary copy prices
from vendors' catalogs and the Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. Your self-interest
also requires that you keep American competition alive as protection against
foreign monopoly, and most experienced purchasing agents don't need to be told
how to distribute your purchases to keep them all bidding."

THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY

I don't need to add much about the electrical industry. Its production reached
$17 billion in 1953 and it exported $R00 million in that year. Imports were a
little over $50 million or one-third of 1 percent.

As to electrical equipment for powerplants, the domestic industry still retains
considerably over 98 percent of the American market. Phil Reed told this com-
mittee last week he was particularly concerned about sales of foreign equip-
ment to the United States Government, and pointed out the very great difficulty
the American industry had in competing with foreign producers.

It seems to me there is one extremely significant aspect of this situation which
has not been emphasized. That is the matter of economy to the United States
Government which merely having foreign bidders in the picture appears to
afford. In the case of the S large generators for the Dalles Dam the General
Electric bid was over $1 /2 million below that of the nearest foreign bidder-
English Electric. In the case of generators for Chief Joseph Dam, after, the
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first bids were thrown out, Westinghouse secured the contract with a reduction
of $716,000 from its original bid price, or a reduction of about 14 percent.

One is forced to wonder whether it is not the pressure on profits which causes
leaders of the heavy electrical equipment industry to testify against foreign
competition rather than pressure on costs. These two cases make one believe
that United States industry can in fact compete on this kind of equipment if it
is forced to. In any case. as was admitted by Messrs. Reed and Price, this
is not a tariff problem. Tariffs on heavy electrical equipment are only 15 percent
ad valorem and H. R. 1 would, at the maximum, bring a reduction in duty of
2.25 percentage points in 3 years.

FREE ENTERPRISE AND COMPETITION

Do these men really understand what free enterprise means as an American
institution? It means competition. It certainly does not mean a domestic
monopoly of the American market. Of course we believe in policing our domestic
competition here, but since when have we ceased to compete domestically in
standards of pay? Wages are low elsewhere because they can't produce as
efficiently or at as low costs. We stay ahead on know-how and ingenuity with
high wages. Do you remember your Kipling? Hear the skipper of the Mary
Gloster:

"They copied all they could follow,
But they couldn't copy my mind,
And I left 'em sweating and stealing
A year and a half behind."

Americans worry about foreign cartels. Cartels are not progressive. The
cartel mind tries to eliminate risk taking, which is an essential part of the free-
enterprise system. Is there not perhaps a little of the cartel psychology involved
in an unwillingness to meet competitive pricing?

Free enterprise depends on free choices and flexibility and mobility not on fix-
ing the pattern forever. Robert Calkins, president of the Brookings Institution,
put it right 2 weeks ago. "No settling down to established practice is in sight.
Instead wave After wave of technological innovation is in prospect." The presi-
dent of the Methods Engineering Council of Pittsburgh said the same thing 2 days
later and applied it to the tariff. While conceding that tariff protection is some-
times necessary on a temporary basis, he maintained that "a tariff which permits
a company to do business without the necessity for improving its methods is a
dangerous expedient."

Free enterprise depends on integrity, too. That is not promoted by phony sta-
tistics to prove that Great Britain, for instance, is a high tariff country. The
United Kingdom imposes its tobacco and gasoline taxes at the time of import of
the raw materials or finished product. This is not a protective device or trade
restriction at all, but a revenue-producing measure, such as the United States
taxes tobacco and gasoline for revenue. If you take these taxes out, the United
Kingdom tariff average, even on the American Tariff League basis, is 4.6 percent
lower than ours at 5.6 percent

HOW HIGH IS OUR TARIFF?

Calling our tariffs "low" depends upon ignoring what is kept out by the tariff.
Below there is a table showing the rates on some important chemicals with their
1952 import figures in dollars, which indicate how prohibitive rates keep out
imports.
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TABLEI .

Value of Rate in effct
Untd on Jan.)1,

Tariff Tariff schedule and commodity (commodity description States 1953, or ad
par. abbreviated) S ts valorem

imports,, equivalent-
.5 - * .therect

SCHEDULE 1. CHEMICALS, OILS, AND PAINTS
Thousands

24 - Chemical compoumds, n. e. s.: of dollars Perceni
20 percent or less alcohol -2 67.0
20 to 50 percent alcohol- (1) 103. 7

Ethers and esters, 20 to 50 percent alcohol- () 100. 6
Medicinal preparations, etc., over 50 percent alcohol 5 83.9
Flavoring extracts, etc., except from Cuba:

20 percent or less alcohol - 3 50.3
20 to 50 percent alcohol 12 50. 4
Over 50 percent alcohol -() 73.3

26 Diethylbarbituric acid, salts, etc (-) 250.0
28 (a)_ Benzyl acetate, etc., and other synthetic odoriferous or aromatic

chem icals, H. e. S. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 104 59.8
Synthetic tanning materials 2 -- --------------------- 6 68.9
Coal-tar medicinals 2-benzyl4, etc., except from Cuba '2.... 81 . 45.1
Photographic chemicals (coal-tar) 2 3 50.8
Ink powders 2 -------------------- 2 * 51.4
Alizarin, natural; indigo, natural, etc., color acids, n. e. s. --- 15 49.3
All other finished coal-tar products, n. e. s.2 6 51.1

31 (a)--. Cellulose acetate waste- - - - (') 163. 6
49 - Magnesium oxide (-- ---- 67.3
75- Spirit varnishes, less than 5 percent methyl alcohol -1 50. 4
81 --- Sodium nitrite -----------------. 1 87. 6

Indicates imports of less than $500.
2 Values and equivalent ad valorem rates are In terms of American selling price or United States value.

Calling us low in relation to Canada is shown up in another chemical table
where in all but one case entry to Canada is free while our tariff is the equivalent
of 40 percent ad valorem.

TABLE II

Manufacturing Duty
Product investment in

Canada' Canada United States

Ethylene glycol (antifreeze) 2 $25,000, 000 Free - - ( acents perpoundplus 15percen t ad valorem)
about 40 percent ad valorem.

Polyethylene (resin)-13,000,000 - do ----- (4 cents per pound plus 30 percent ad valorem)
about 40 percent ad v. orem.

Magnesium metal 10,000, 000 20 percent (20 cents per pound) about 73 percent .ad
valorem.

Phthalic anhydride-6, 000, 000 Free - (31i bents plus 20 piercent ad valorem) about
40 percent ad valorem.

" Exclusive of converters.
3 Estimated.

PROBLEM AREAS

Many industries do have problems. I don't know that hand-blown glass should
be put down so much as an industry. Is it not rather an art? As such it com-
petes not on price but on prestige and taste. The tariff can't help it much; it
would take an embargo. Are we going to embargo prestige and taste and art
that belongs to foreigners?

Nobody could deny that the hat industry has been plagued by the insistence of
American men and women on going bareheaded. Do we therefore put an excise
tax on bare heads?

COAL

The coal problem, like that of the wool-textile business, is the problem of a sick
industry. Let us by all means do all we can to help each cure itself. But let us
have all the facts, not the selected ones which coal spokesmen and their auxiliaries
bring to this committee.
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Let me give you a few basic ones.
Nineteen hundred and forty-seven was the all-time peak production year for

bituminous coal. Since 1947, through 1953, bituminous coal demand has de-
creased by 155 million tons.

What was the composition of this decline in demand? Bituminous lost: (1)
82 million tons in railroads, largely to diesel oils, which are domestically refined;
(2) 38 million tons in space heating to natural gas and light fuels; (3) 35 million
tons in exports, kept out by currency restrictions, not tariffs; and (4) 29 million
tons to other industries.

Coal consumption in public utilities increased 26 million tons. There have
also been minor gains in other categories. Compared to this coal loss of 155
million tons in 6 years, heavy residual fuel oil consumption increased by only
11 million tons equivalent over the same period. Six million tons of this was
in public utilities where coal consumpton increased by 26 million tons.

Residual oil is not "dumped." Over a period of 7 or 8 years, except for 20
months total, the barge-delivered price of heavy fuel oil in New Yqrk harbor area
was higher on an equivalent basis than barge-delivered coal. The prices fluctu-
ated independently. The coal people have never made any request to the Gov-
ernment under the Antidumping Act.

There is no evidence that shutting out residual oil helps coal. In the first
10 months of 1954, use of residual oil by public utilities reporting to the Federal
Power Cormmission dropped 21.4 percent from the prior year, coal increased 1
percent (more than accounted for by new facilities), and natural gas increased
13.6 percent.

Shutting out residual oil definitely hurts American manufacturers in 30 States
employing 30,000 people in manufacturing for export to Venezuela. They send
$170 million of goods paid for by the 80 percent of Venezuela residual oil imports
that would be excluded by the proposed 5-percent quota.

So far as national defense is concerned, existing mines by going to a full week
without overtime could add 150 to 200 million tons of coal a year. With all the
shifts that have taken place to oil and gas, even with our present industrial
capacity, 400 million tons of bituminous in 1954 plus 70 million tons is ample for
war needs. According to the latest Bureau of Mines data, current capacity in the
bituminous industry actually is 670 million tons.

The real employment problem in coal mining is the turn to strip mining,
which accounts for fully 25 percent of total bituminous production. This is a
technological change opposed as vigorously by the United Mine Workers as is
the importation of residual oil, but with less publicity. This is because strip
mining employs many fewer people, and has no place for most of the skills of
deep miners. In fact, of the 142,000 out of work since 1947, the loss of 85,000
can be attributed to improvements in technology and productivity. How much of
this is better machinery in deep mines and how much strip mining, is a question
the coal people had better answer to this committee, At least it is not imports of
residual oil.

In addition I found out last week that the mines in southern Kentucky and
Tennessee, on the Southern Railroad at least, had no competition from residual
oil since the last reduction in freight rates down there.

TEXT=LES

The other industry that is often called sick is textiles. This is another case
where we need to look at the facts. There is not one textile industry but many,
and only a few are sick. Woolens and worsteds and carpets have been sick.
Cottons and synthetics have not. We export 6 percent of our production of
cotton textiles and import the equivalent of one-half of 1 percent. In cottons,
the great middle area has no important competition. Only in very high-grade
specialties and in the very cheap lines has there been any particular effects
from imports.

For support of this last statement I quote Matthew J. Guffe, president of the
Textile Export Association, in a speech to the American Cotton Manufacturers
Institute at New Orleans on April 23, 1954. In the so-called middle ground, he
said, United States cotton textiles cannot be surpassed in price or quality.

"There are no mills in the world which can produce denim, percales, chambrays,
vat-dyed twills and drills, corduroys, sheets, towels, and other items at prices
equal to ours when quality factors are taken into consideration."

The best labor union economist in the business told me the same thing a
year ago. Our cotton-textile industry is the most efficient and most innovating
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in the world. Any temporary advantage in wages. abroad will not upset the
industry.

The synthetic textiles are even better off.
As to most countries trying to send staple textiles here, their textile indus-

tries have been built up as part of a colonial system and they are not efficient.
The number of European textile workers has shrunk greatly and is still shrink-
ing. A United Nations report published in Geneva on Monday a week ago con-
firmed this. The director of the study also confirmed my main point to this
committee that the capacity of economic systems to change is one of the main
determinants of their capacity to grow. Protecting the status quo by using
tariffs is stagnation and death, not American growth and success.

Wool textiles are in a different status. They have been badly organized.
They were many old inefficient mills which had to be reorganized. Synthetics
hit them hard. From 1947 to 1953 there was a decline in sales of men's woolen

suits of 7 million units. High protected wool prices, fluctuating widely, aggra-
vated a bad situation. The rash of mergers in the last year has helped; the
last and one of the most important of these was announced last Friday. The

conclusion from all this is that the manufacture of woolen textiles must be
done in integrated companies which can adjust flexibly to consumer tastes and
demand. They are now moving fast in that direction and the prospects are
good.

I would agree that reductions in these tariffs should be approached cautiously,
but the approach should favor efficient operations. This is exactly what H. R.
1 would do.

H1IGH1 PRODUCTIVITY VERSUS LOW WAGES

Since they cannot demonstrate actual injury, the opponents of the bill shift
to arguments about the threat of injury in the future. At the center of their

position is the age-old slave-wage argument. You all know that one too well
for me to add anything. But let me say a word, anyhow.

There are a few cases in which foreign industry, operating with cheaper labor
costs, has managed to overcome all of its other obstacles and has undersold
its American competitors in this country. In the few cases in which this has
happened it has represented a real triumph of man over his environment. For
the European competitor of the American manufacturer starts with close to
three strikes against him. In many European industries cheap labor is not
cheap at all, once the manufacturer calculates his costs on a unit basis; it costs
very little by the hour, but often costs a great deal by the piece. In every in-

dustry, the European pays 2 or 3 times more for his capital than his American
competitor. In every industry, his power costs are higher; in most industries,
his raw-material costs are higher, too. Almost universally, he does business on
a scale so small that he cannot begin to equal the economies of his American
competitor. And, finally, he often operates in an environment saddled with the
restrictions of cartels, where the incentive to cut costs is weak and diffused.
His wage costs are multiplied by fringe benefits, too. With these handicaps, the
European who can match our prices in our market is a man to be admired.

In any case, for every case in which a European industry can match our price
here, there are a dozen which run the other way. Scores of American industries,
big and little, have been able to outsell Europeans in their own home territory
and in third-country markets. Our export figures already referred to are a
conclusive demonstration of the position of American industry abroad. The
fact that foreign countries have had to ration the dollars which their citizens
use to buy our goods only emphasizes how much our goods are demanded and
bought.

THIE CONCEPT OF RECIPROCITY

Ten years ago and again in 1948, when I appeared before this same committee,
there was a great deal of discussion as to whether this reciprocal-trade program
was really reciprocal. There is even more discussion of that point today.

As far as I am concerned, I think that the record of the last 10 years bears
out the most optimistic expectations as to the response of other countries to a
reciprocal-trade program. Look at the facts.

Ever since 1945, there has been what amounts to a universal tariff truce

throughout the world; there have been none of the outbursts of tariff wars that
sporadically used to rock-the. world's trade between the two great wars. More

than that: well over 50,000 items, in the tariff laws in more than. 40 countries
have been reduced or prevented from increasing under this program.
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It has become fashionable to say that other countries' tariffs don't really
matter; that quantitative restrictions and exchange controls have taken their
place. This is a substantial overstatement of the case, of course, since some of
our biggest customers, such as Canada and Cuba, do not use quantitative re-
strictions and others, such as Switzerland, use them sparingly.

But let us have a close look at-the picture on quantitative restrictions. In
1946, practically every nation on the globe except the United States was maintain-
ing extremely tight quantitative restrictions on its imports. Most of them had
no choice; they had to use their scarce dollars to buy American cotton, wheat,
oil, and machinery, even if it meant denying their citizens other American
products they also wanted.

Since 1946, there has been an extraordinary change in this picture; the change
has come about by little unspectacular steps, by slow and cautious measures,
but its total impact has been little less than revolutionary. Whereas close to
100 percent of our exports in 1946 were subject to quotas and import-licensing
restrictions, I would judge that half our exports-perhaps even more-are now
free of such restrictions.

The trend began with Canada. In 1948, the Canadians dropped the quantita-
tive restrictions they had been using to ration their scarce dollars and invited
United States goods to come in without license.

The next major step took place in 19.51 and 1952, when Belgium first began to
relax its import restrictions against dollar goods on a broad scale; today the
Belgians have just about wiped out the extensive system of restrictions they
had 4 years ago.

In 1952, the dismantling process moved a great deal faster. The United
Kingdom paced the process when in the fall of 1953 it authorized unlimited im-
ports of wood, wheat and grains, then followed up by freeing copper, lead, zinc,
and many chemicals from import restrictions. In 1954, the United Kingdom
went so much further in the process that by the end of the year 50 percent of its
trade with the United States was free of restrictions.

In Germany, Holland, Italy, Greece, and other Western European countries,
very much the same process has been taking place.

Now, I am not sure how one goes about measuring reciprocity precisely in the
trade-agreements program. But this much is clear: other countries have made
substantial reductions in their tariffs in return for the tariff reductions we have
made. More recently, they have taken major steps in scrapping the system
of quota restrictions which existed at the time we entered into our agreements
with them. On our side, to the contrary, the trend has been the other way;
we have more quota restrictions on imports in effect today than at any time since
the end of World War II. If these trends continue, the case of unreciprocated
concessions may more frequently be made by other nations than by us.

DEFENSE ARGUMENT FOR PROTECTION

Although our committee fully supports the necessity for such protection of
defense industries as may be really required, I have not said much so far about
the relation of this problem to the trade-agreements program. A few additional
words do need to be said. First, the Symington amendment to the present act
remains in force, stipulating that no duty should be reduced if the President finds
that such reduction would threaten domestic production needed for pxojected
national defense requirements. That places the responsibility for taking into
account national security considerations exactly where it belongs-with the
President, his National security Council, and his Department of Defense, which
are primarily and directly concerned with these matters.

But beyond that, nobody is really sure what the right defense-mobilization
base may be for an era of thermonuclear warfare. It is not clear to me, and I
do not apologize for my ignorance, whether we are better off relying on plants
concentrated in the industrial areas of the United States, or on plants scattered
throughout the free world to supply the needs of ourselves and our allies if we
are to meet this strange new type of warfare. I am not even sure whether a
mobilization base will be a meaningful concept any more in such a war, or
whether we shall simply have to make do with the materials at hand after one
great initial strike.

However, if we can afford to think of a mobilization base in conventional terms,
then the question is whether the trade-agreements program helps or hinders the
development of such a base. On that score, this committee has heard a succession
of claims from sections of one industry or another that its particular plant and
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its particular set of skills are crucial to the conduct of warfare and that foreign
competition is squeezing out its plant and its skills.

The one major mistake this Nation could make in mobilizing itself for modern
warfare-conventional or otherwise-is to compartmentalize its skills. If an-
other war should ever occur, even the most optimistic of us will have to assume
that our plants and industries will be cruelly bombed. Crucial plants may be
razed; transportation facilities disrupted.

The experience of Germany in World War II, as disclosed by the strategic
bombing survey, taught us one major lesson in the conduct of that kind of war-
fare. Nations can get on with next to nothing in resources, provided they have
versatility and flexibility in their industry; they can substitute and make do
so long as the general level of their industrial skills and engineering and execu-
tive abilities is high.

This is the antithesis of the pattern into which we would be pushed if we were
to succumb to the pressure of protecting every little pocket of specialized
industry, every little branch of specialized skills. The one thing we cannot
afford to do is to allow the extraordinary talent in our chemical industry, our
electrical industry, and our machine-tool industry to grow soft under easy compe-
tition. On the contrary, every American skill should be constantly exposed to
the best competition the world can bring to bear against it. Every stimulus
should be encouraged to find new ways in American industry of making better
products at lower costs. I am confident that American industry, by and large,
will meet most of the challenges thrown in its way by foreign competition.
Whether it meets the challenge or not in each individual test, America's
knowledge and strength will be enhanced in the process of trying. If we
insulate ourselves from the impact of foreign competition, the smugness and
dry rot of protected industry will sap our strength without our even being aware
of the process.

While I am on the subject of America's defense, let me say a word about Japan.
I cannot for the life of me understand the callousness with which some of us
approach the problems of trading with Japan. A few days ago, the American
Congress gave the President the power to go to war if necessary in order to
protect our outposts in Formosa. We look on the maintenance of this island-
rightly, I think-as so important to our future that we are willing to risk our
national life to retain it.

But there are more ways than one of losing an island. If Japan goes over
to the other side-or if Japan decides that she has to play economic ball with
both sides of the Iron Curtain in order to live-we will have lost an outpost
more important than Formosa. Yet there are those who urge that this risk
ought to be taken in order to preserve America's knit-glove industry and the
handkerchief lines in our textile mills. I do not think that our knit-glove
industry or our handkerchief lines will disappear in the face of Japanese
competition, but, even if they did disappear, the plain fact is that it would
be far better to lose them than to lose Japan.

STATEMENT BY WILLARD L. THOEP, DIRECTOR OF THE MERRILL CENTER FOR ECONOM-
ICS, AND FORMER ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EcoNoluic AFFAIRS

The Economic Report states flatly that "the foreign economic policies of the
United States can be a powerful instrument for strengthening the security of
our Nation and the free world." It emphasizes their relationship to overall
foreign policy in saying that "our trade and investment policies affect our
ability to increase the solidarity of the free world." It recognizes their economic
significance when it says, "Such actions will not only help to increase world
production and trade; they also will help to assure a rising standard of living
for our own people."

With this evaluation of the importance of "strengthening our economic ties
with other countries" I am in complete agreement. Unfortunately, the specific
program laid out falls far short of the challenge of these statements of high.
purpose. Although the Council and the President are pointing this "powerful
instrument" in the right direction, they propose to touch the accelerator ever
so gently, and always to keep one foot poised over the brake.

First are the proposals dealing with trade barriers. Authority would be
given to negotiate further trade agreements on a reciprocal basis. reducinz
present rates on individual commodities by not more than 5 percent per year
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in each of 3 years. Disregarding the fact that the machinery can hardly be
put in motion to use the first of the 5 percents, a 15-percent reduction from
present levels is little indeed, from 50 to 42Y2 percent or from 20 to 17 percent.
The authority to bring rates above 50 percent down to that level is fine but it will
leave so much protection that I doubt if this will have much significance except
to those who calculate unweighted averages of rates, and the same goes for the
cases of negligible imports. I fear that the proposals will mean relatively
little effective reduction in tariff rates.

Other difficulties which handicap the importer are also given little relief.
I heartily applaud the suggested changes in customs procedures, for these have
been a large but little appreciated obstacle to imports. However, we are still
to operate under the escape clause, which is a continual threat to any importer
who endeavors to expand his market in the United States. Since this procedure.
was intended to prevent or correct mistakes made by our trade-agreement nego-
tiators, I would suggest that there be some time-limit set, so that if a lowered
rate has not caused injury for, let us say, 3 years, it can no longer be challenged.
Under its present form, the escape clause stands as a permanent threat to the
development of new trade channels.

One other type of uncertainty is that once again it is proposed to set our trade
policy for only 3 years ahead. Why must we keep on this business of going over
and over the same ground every year or 2 or 3? Since 1934, the Trade:Agree-
ments Act has been renewed again and again. The same witnesses have pre-
sented the same arguments again and again. The Congress can always enact
amendments to permanent legislation, so why must the world be led to believe
that we cannot determine the outlines of commercial policy for more than 1 to
3 years ahead?

The basic economic problem in the area of trade is still that of bringing the
relationship between the dollar area and the rest of the world into balance on an
economic basis. We still are providing substantial foreign aid in the form of
grants and extraordinary expenditures abroad; foreign countries are still trying
to hold down their purchases of American goods-by quota restrictions; and the
lack of general currency convertibility still interferes with the most efficient
distribution of economic goods. I am a believer in growth and expansion. I
should like to see our program for "freeing the channels of trade" one which
would move much more vigorously toward breaking down these barriers to
economic progress.

I have the same feeling that the proposals for fostering foreign investment
do not match up to the scale and urgency of the problem. I have done my part
in the past to try to improve the climate for private investment abroad, and I
am convinced that the greatest obstacle today is the basic tension in international
affairs. We already have the proposed tax incentive in operation in the Western
Hemisphere, and I doubt if the wider geographical extension will have much
impact on private investment in Africa or Asia, except as it enriches all those
who have already made investments there. Perhaps more help will come from
the International Finance Corporation. But all these proposals are of limited
effectiveness in the face of the requirements of economic development. I hope
that still other steps are implied in the sentence in the report: "The program of
technical and other assistance to economically underdeveloped countries should
be strengthened." Economic development is a slow and difficult process, requiring
assistance in various forms. I should like to feel. that the United States was
prepared to give strong support in practical ways to countries which could pre-
sent reasonable programs for their development. We must keep in mind that
many developmental steps may have to be taken before private investment can
play its full part.

Foreign economic policies can be a powerful instrument, but they must take the
form of actions. If we talk of individual enterprise, competition, and open
markets, or if we urge other countries to bring their trade into balance by increas-
ing exports, we can hardly be convincing if we ourselves act by closing markets
and increasing protection. I am happy that the Economic Report is liberal in its
approach. It faces in the right direction, but I regret that the motion which it
promises is only at a snail's pace.
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STATEMENT OF ARTHUR R. UPGREN, DEAN, Aalos TUCK SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, HANOVER, N. H.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE

This statement has been prepared to cover two quite unrelated aspects of the
foreign economiC policies of the United States. It deals (1) with the place of
foreign trade policy and tariff reduction as a part of total foreign economic
policy, and (2) with the interest of United States agriculture in our foreign
trade. This statement does not completely express my views with respect to
the total foreign- aid program. Rather it emphasizes that part of our foreign
policy which is of more importance in achieving the international economic ob-
jectives of the United States than can be achieved by the recent overemphasis
upon tariff reduction alone.

The second part of this statement gives a picture of the true interests of
United States agriculture with respect to policies of tariff reduction and import
restriction as a part of the price-support program.

PART I

THE CHOICES IN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICIES AVAILABLE TO THE UNITED
STATES

The choices the people of the United States and their representatives in Con-
gress have in selecting appropriate foreign economic policies to further the in-
ternational objectives of the United States, can in very large part be seen by a
quick review of the policies which have been used since the end of the war. A
recent report from the Department of Commerce said that the total amount of
economic aid granted since the end of the war had now passed $50 billion.

Obviously what has been or what could hypothetically have been accomplished
by tariff reduction is extremely small in comparison with the effect of such a
large total amount of foreign aid. The other policies employed by the United
States to achieve its international objectives have been of much greater import-
ance than tariff reduction. This statement does not mean that tariff reduction is
not important. It is, as evidenced by the extraordinarily heavy emphasis that
has been placed upon it. And yet had that policy been employed to the full in
the past 8 years, it could probably have had no more than average effectiveness, in
comparison with 4 or 5 other policies we have also used in assisting the rest of
the world in this period of reconstruction and development.

It is always fitting to emphasize that the most important form of international
assistance the United States can render is to keep a strong, highly efficient, and
high-producing, domestic economy within the United States. Thus great
strength in the domestic economy at home is the greatest factor in giving an
economic outlet to the rest of the world. The people of the United States want to
keep busy with high productive employment. Doing that is the most important
single way in which we can likewise give to the rest of the world with which
we freely trade that assistance it too wants in achieving high, productive employ-
ment.

A major share of the total imports of the United States come to us quite
free of duty. Since there are no duties, obviously the tariff does not obstruct
the importation of such goods. The amount wanted here depends upon the
levels of purchasing power and industrial production we have at home. If the
industrial sector of the economy is operating at high levels, then that sector
"chews up" very large amounts of imported raw materials and semifinished
products of all kinds. In fact, this assistance is so important as to have led
to the observation that through a high producing economy in the United States
we have an automatic means of sharing the fruits of our productivity with other
countries, particularly the raw material and crude food producing areas of the
world. What happens is that as our economy operates at a higher domestic
level, incomes are enlarged and all goods, whether produced at home or whether
imported, meet a greatly enlarged demand. Since most imported raw materials,
crude foodstuffs, and even semifinished materials (refined copper, newsprint,
etc.) are produced under conditions of very inelastic supply, an enlarged demand
within the United States increases the price of such commodities more than in
proportion to the enlargement of purchasing power. Thus by improvement in
price, the rest of the world gains very greatly. One need only mention the
-enormous gain in dollar funds which has flowed in this way to the producers
of coffee in Latin America and to newsprint in Canada in recent years.
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In contrast, the major share of the exports of the United States are finished

manufactures. These are produced under conditions of extremely elastic sup-
ply. Consequently as the world gains a greater benefit in dollars by the methods
indicated, that flow of dollars now possessed by the rest of the world purchases
increasingly larger quantities of goods from the total output of the United
States.

Thus not only does a high-level domestic economy render the greatest possible
amount of assistance to the rest of the world, but it also provides an automatic
mechanism for an increasing flow outward of dollars in payment for the larger
values attached to the. goods which we import to sustain the domestic economy,
to the extent so far as it is sustained by such imports of raw materials, crude
foodstuffs and semifinished goods.

The second way in which we have assisted the rest of the world in the past
15 or 18 years is through the improved terms of trade (relative) we offer to the
rest of the world. In other words, we are selling much more in goods than the
world sell us and we are charging, relatively, much lower (less increased)
prices as well.

We can calculate the magnitude of this American contribution to the world
from the following short table giving our terms of trade in the base years of
1936-38 and in 1954:

Indexes of Indexes of
price levels quantities

Exports:
193-s38 average- 100 100
19 54 -202 252Imports:
1936-s38 average ----------- 100 100
19 954--- 148

Here we observe that the prices we paid in 1954 for our imports rose 81 per-
centage points more than the prices we charged for our exports; the index of
import prices rose to 283 while the index of our export prices rose only to 202.
Thus the world gained a substantial price advantage in its trade with us between
1938 and 1954.

Turning to the "quantity indexes" in the second column, we observe that the
index of goods we exported rose to 252 percent of the base years, 1936-38, whereas
the amount of goods we imported rose only to 148 percent of the base years.
Translated into dollars, the 1954 terms of trade gained other countries from
$2%2 billion to $4 billion a year more for their exports than in 1936-38. However,
since American industry is unusually productive, other industrialized countries
do not share proportionately in the benefits of improved terms of trade unless
there is effective "triangular trade." In other words, since we tend to import
principally raw materials, European countries capture their share of dollars
largely by selling their goods to the raw-material nations to which is flowing
the larger amount of dollars we are supplying.

Next we can point out that the grants-in-aid and various forms of assistance
granted in dollars have amounted to roundly an annual average of $5 billion
since the end of the war. Here reference is made to the first forms of postwar
aid including the establishment of the International Monetary Fund, the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction and Developmet, loans to Britain, France,
China, etc., and more recently aid extended under the Marshall plan, the Mutual
Security Administration, and the Foreign Operations Administration.

The fourth method of extending aid has been, of course, lowered tariffs. It is
difficult to estimate the assistance given to the rest of the world as the result of
our lowered tariffs. It is certain, however, that the amount of such assistance
probably would not put tariff reduction in a better place than fourth place as
a "policy means" of economic assistance to the rest of the world.

In fact, we have the very well-known recent estimates by Dr. Howard S.
Piquet that complete elimination of tariffs by the United States might in 3 to 5
years increase our imports by amounts placed between $1,300 million and $2,600
million. I think his estimates are unduly large because the greatest factor which
would prevent any substantial large inflow of imports as a result of complete
elimination of our tariffs is the monumental $160 billion investment of American
industry in new plant, equipment, and other production facilities since the end
of the war. The fact that this large investment is dedicated to new and more
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efficient production, combined with the fact that most industry is operating at a
-profit, precludes in any short run a substantial enlargement of imports. American
'industry can and will face the competition.

I first learned this lesson 20 years ago during a year of work with the Trade
-Agreements Division of the State Department. It was then the position of many
representatives of industry that their concern with lowering tariffs was not a
resulting large inflow of imports. In fact, their concern was far greater with
'the "price effect" which would ensue from reduced tariffs. At that time the
*price effects might ev.en have destroyed profitability and it might injure profita-
*bility today. It might also adversely affect rates of new business investment.

The reasoning here follows: If a tariff is reduced, an American manufacturing
industry which is thereby affected, does.not resign the.domestic markets to foreign
producers. Far from that. Rather the domestic industry is faced, in its deter-
mination to retain the major share of domestic markets, with the necessity of
*lowering prices to meet the new price situation created by tariff reduction. Since
American industry today is generally and widely profitable, it can make such
reductions without being thrust into a position of suffering deficits in income state-
ments, though profitability may be reduced. Further, inasmuch as the domestic
industry has a substantial new, greatly enlarged investment in plant, it can
afford to continue to operate so long as some recovery is made on this investment
over and above all out-of-pocket costs. Only very slowly at best would foreigners
win a larger portion of the market, and domestic producers might lose some of
their profitability.

It is sometimes said that lowered tariffs would mostly benefit the handicraft
industries of the countries of western Europe. But this will hardly prove that
there will be a greatly increased volume of imports subsequent to our reduction
of tariffs upon such goods. ..The point is .that:the goods are produced by '.'handi-
craft" industries. Europe has such completely full employment., today," that
there are no more "hands" left (supplies of labor) to increase the output of
such handicraft industries. To be sure. there would be a general gain from
some increase In the purchase of goods of these types imported from abroad but
it would not be large, nor would it be desirable from the point of view of the
European countries themselves. Somehow, someway, what is needed there is a
broad integration of their present smaller markets so that new modern, known,
improved techniques of production can be employed widely in, not handicraft,
but in machine industries. The encouragement of handicraft industries may
-assist somewhat in winning a larger dollar supply out of our markets, but it
will not greatly assist in winning a higher standard of living for the countries of
Western Europe. Higher standards of living are not won by great expansion of
handicraft industries. Rather such an-expansion would subtract from the kind
.of economic development which is wanted in Western Europe for the greatest
improvement of Western Europe's own standard of living.

A final, or at least fifth way, in which we have assisted the rest of the world
is through private foreign investment. Unfortunately, because of widespread
feelings of political insecurity in many parts of the *world. American canital
:has not been: prepared .to: flow. into investment in other countries In large
amount. Here wve may think of $1.billion as probably renresenting the'maximum
-which has been used to assist in foreign countries in recent years in this way.

Now a rough summary of the ways in which we have actually assisted'thierest
-of the world may be helpful:
- 1. The greatest method of assistance' has been the high productive levels of
the domestic economy of the United 'States. Here the amount of aid we,'have
given is perhaps not measurable but it can be pointed out that import levels of
$2,050 million in 1935 and of $2,300 million in 1939 (depression 'years) have
grown to more than $10 billion in each of the past 2 yeatrs of high domestic
prosperity.

2. The gain to the rest of the world from financial assistanee of all'kindshas
in the postwar period averaged roundly $5 billion annually. It has totaled
$50 billion.

3. The third means whereby the world has greatly benefited from the United
States has been as the result of the fact that we have sold larger quantities of
goods than the rest of the world has gold to us and we have charged 'for these
exports of ours a very substantially smaller inerease in prices than the rest of
-the world has charged us for imports we have feceived from 'th'em. 'Tin'fact,
the gain in "terms of trade" has lieen more 'than -enotglrh to equal the total;leiei
-of our imports in any pre-World War II years back to 1929 -

4. We have assisted the world-by- steady reduction -in ita;-iffs. On allcgoods
subject to tariffs, our latest effective dutiable level recently has been about 12.4
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percent compared to a level of 48 percent in 1930 after the passage of the
Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act. We have steadily lowered tariffs and the reduction
in our "effective tariffs" has gone beyond "formal" tariff reductions. This has
been the result of the fact that for all "specific" duties, the "effective" rate of
tariff declines as there is a price advance for the goods which are subject to
such specific duties. Suppose, for example, a duty of 50 cents is charged on a
pound of cotton fabric of some type which at the time that specific (not ad
valorem) tariff is levied, sells at $1 a pound. The ad valorem "equivalent" of
such a specific tariff is 50 percent. If, however, the price of such a quantity
of cotton textiles rises to $2 a pound, the duty is reduced from a 5,0 percent ad
valorem equivalent to a 25 percent ad valorem equivalent, even though there
was no change&in the rate of the specific duty being levied.

A total amount of estimated annual gain to the rest of the world in trade
with us which would come from a complete abandonment of our tariffs may be
expected to be below a $2 billion figure. Such estimated gain would not be
achieved at once but only over a considerable period of thue. Thus, the slogan
of "trade, not aid" is one that, if it can be won at all in its full meaning, can
only be won after time. It could not have achieved the objectives its leading
proponents claimed for it in recent years, especially early in 1953.

All available foreign economic policies must be considered and various choices
made if we are to achieve our important and substantial foreign economic pur-
poses. Maximum attention has been given to the subject of lowered tariffs.
Adequate analysis has not been given to show the limitations of this policy to
*assist the rest of the world in the immediate future. These limitations are very
great indeed. Certainly people should not be under the impression that we could
have provided by tariff reduction anything but a small proportion of the assist-
ance we have wanted to give to the rest of the world. A tariff reduction policy
is desirable over future years, because it will promote greater efficiency in United
States industry or the abandonment of domestic markets by our least efficient
producers to goods which can be more efficiently produced abroad.

For Europe to win the larger amount of dollars which would give adequate
supplies of dollars to the countries of Western Europe, requires even more that
trade restrictions in Western Europe be greatly reduced and that techniques of
production be greatly advanced in accordance with available knowledge of im-
proved and more efficient means to produce. Thus it is mostly for Europe to
solve Europe's own demands for increased economic welfare. Only a very
minor proportion can be solved by tariff policy on the part of the United States.

PART II

TRE INTEREST OF AMERICAN FARMERS IN AMERICAN TARIFF POLICY

American farmers have hugely increased their efficiency, productivity, per-
man output, and per-man-hour output in recent. years. Since the end of the
Second World War there are 25 million more of us in the United States. De-
spite that large increase in our numbers, we are all fed 13 percent better than
only 10 years ago. This represents a remarkable increase in total production and
in efficiency of American farmers.

The Department of Agriculture estimates that total output of American farms
has increased 75 percent in the past 4 decades with 5 million fewer workers in
agriculture. In the same 40-year period agricultural output per man has in-
creased 175 percent. In the last 15 years per-man-hour has increased 91 per-
cent. No important industry of such size has had an increase in productivity
and output of so great a magnitude.
. American farmers should ask that industry secure like efficiency in order that
this large increased volume of farm output may continue to be profitably
marketed.
* What are the interests of American farmers in American industry and through
that, in American tariff policy which can affect American industry?

-Substantially more than half of our total agricultural or farm output consists
of livestock and all its products. The share of these products in total farm
production is probably about 60 percent today. In the Corn Belt States, the
share of total farm output represented by livestock and its products is in excess
of 70 percent. In Minnesota it is 74 percent, possibly higher in Iowa.
- The interests of farmers, therefore, in industry can be simply defined: Ameri-
can agriculture is interested that industry shall produce most efficiently, paying
the highest possible wages in order that farmers may have profitable outlets for
the products of the farm.
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As American agriculture has shifted from a preponderance of cereal produc-
tion to a preponderance of production of livestock and its products, American
farmers can be said, briefly, to be interested that American industry shall pay
sufficiently high wages to make meat-eaters of the workers who produce our
industrial output. Meat eating, or in more general terms, the consumption of all
forms of livestock products, requires that industry must be productive and pay
high wages and that there be an efficient agriculture. These requirements are
generally met in the United States but American farmers should in their own
proper interest be more insistent that American industry as a whole improve
materially upon its present performance. Cereal consumption in a substantial
degree is a feature of low-wage countries with inefficient agricultures.

Consequently, American agriculture has the primary interest that industry
shall be efficient and produce high wages. What has American tariff policy to
do with all this?

In the United States, without making invidious comparisons, we have high-
wage industries and low-wage industries. Out of the high-wage industries come
the wage payments which sustain families in a high-quantity, high-quality, food
consumption, mainly of meat or livestock products. Out of low-wage workers'
families comes a low-purchasing-power ability for these more desirable and of
course, more expensive farm products.

Consequently American agriculture has the interest that it should support
all economic policies which would increase the total efficiency of industry. One
way in which this could be done is by reduced tariffs.

But can a guide be furnished for the way in which tariffs should be reduced?
The guide would be to make an array schedule of the wages paid by the differ-
ent industries in the United States. The rank order would be from those paying
the highest wages, namely all the building trades and the coal-mining industry,
for example, when the latter enjoys full employment. Next perhaps would be the
automobile industry, for example, in which the weekly wages last year were in
excess of $92. The average weekly wage for workers in all durable industries
in December 1954, was $80.15. In the nondurable goods industries, the average
weekly gross earnings were $66.47. The average weekly wage for all workers
engaged in manufacturing was midway between these 2 figures-$74.12. With
wages for coal miners averaging more than $80 a week; with building construction
workers averaging more than $95 a week; with wages of railroad workers aver-
aging $78 a week, there naturally must be as many groups whose workers earn
substantially less than average earnings ($74 for all factory workers in 1954).

AMany studies in the past show the high and very increased consumption of
meat, milk, dairy products, cheese, butter, and other poultry, dairy, and livestock
products which prevails in families where the breadwinner (a misnomer today)
receives a high weekly wage. In contrast, the consumption of these products is
necessarily low for those families whose breadwinner is earning low wages as
the result of employment in those industries which, unavoidably and despite
their best efforts, have a lower productivity and therefore can only pay lower
wages.

Clearly the interest of agriculture is to maximize the number of workers In
industries of average or better-than-average wages. A persistent lowering of
tariffs upon the imported goods so that they may slowly displace the goods of
our lower wage industries will gradually mean that our future industrial ex-
pansion will come from the higher wage industries. New workers will be at-
tracted to the eniployment opportunities available in such industries and will be
dissuaded from entering the fields which will be slowly declining as a result
of the exercise of this type of tariff-reducing policy.

To the extent that our t6tal imports can be enlarged our total exports will be
enlarged. Our exports are preponderantly the products of industries which
are the high-wage industries. Thus there is the double gain by this method of
tariff reduction that we expand employment in the more profitable industries
and the higher wage industries and we discourage new employment in the less
profitable, declining, and lower wage industries.

The key to the level of wages is not easily found. One extremely important
factor, however, is the total investment per worker.

Such investment ranges from roundly $50,000 per worker in the utility in-
dustry, down through from $35,000 to $25.000 per worker in the petroleum
industry, on through $20,000 to $15,000 in the chemical industry, to the national
average of perhaps $10,000 investment per worker in all manufacturing in-
dustries. Other industries are to be found where the investment is perhaps
unavoidably smaller than in the industries we have named. In consequence
wages are lower too.
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A third great advantage in the creation of high-wage, high-meat-consuming
families is to be gained by a policy which encourages industries which have a
high capital investment. That high capital investment naturally if the industry
is expanded, will be further enlarged. Thus the construction trades and ma-
chine-making trades will increase their numbers of high-wage-earning workers.

It is extremely interesting to observe that American agriculture itself is an
industry of very high investment per worker. For all American agriculture the
total gross investment today is more than $22,500 per worker. Taking the
farms which produce the major share of the total supply of farm products
marketed commercially, there is a per-farm investment which will range very
substantially upward from $2.5.006 per worker through $50,000 per worker and
on up. This standard of investment per worker in farming compares favorably
with the extremely higher investment level industries. Thus agriculture is
already practising the policy it would preach for others.

In turn, other countries which are somewhat long on labor supplies and, some-
what short on capital supplies could, as a result, specialize in the industries in
which they have for these reasons a greater advantage. We in turn in the
United States could continue our specialization in the industries in which we
have the greater advantage.

Such a policy would in no way discourage growth industries, or the growth in
all more efficient industries. These growth industries and growing industries are
needed for the very substantially increased volume of employment which will
be wanted soon as the very greatly increased numbers of young since 1940 move
forward to the thresholds of their future employment. Industries which are
growth industries or which are growing rapidly are almost certain to be large-
capital-using industries. It is their capital investment which makes not only
an important contribution to total production in the United States but which
makes a most important contribution to the number of workers in the high-
wage-earning categories which further supply the high demand for farm pro-
duction of today.

American farmers could secure a great gain from this guide to trade policy
which calls for reducing tariffs upo1n the products of those industries unable,
because of an inherent inability to use large amounts of capital per worker, to
pay the high wages which create the demand to absorb the livestock products
which make up the major share of farm output in the United States today.

STATEMENT OF JACOB VINER, PROFESSOR OF EcoNomics, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

I support heartily the general principles stated by the President with respect
to the economic foreign policy of the United States in his Economic Report. and
in his message to Congress of January 10. I in general support also most of his
specific recommendations. I would have preferred, however, a closer match
between the vigorously expressed and highly persuasive exposition of the general
policy and the meager, hesitant, and partial program proposed for carrying out
this general policy.

It is in the interest of the prosperity and the security of the United States
that the economies of our allies, friends, and potential friends abroad shall
experience steady and significant growth from year to year. More liberal access
to the American market for their commodities and services can be a major factor
in promoting this result.

American prosperity would be promoted by a more liberal commercial policy
on our part. It is in our own economic interest that we shall move steadily
toward the objective that we obtain from abroad in exchange for exports of
our own commodities and services such desirable commodities and services as
cannot be produced here, under normal conditions and in normal years, at as low
or nearly as low a cost as the cost to us of buying such or equivalent commodities
abroad.

In the past 20 years, there have been substantial reductions in our tariff rates
and, because of inflation, there has been also a substantial reduction of the ad
valorem equivalents of the specific duties of our tariff. The cuts that have been
made in our tariff, however, have been in large part those that could be made
without appreciably reducing the control of our protected industries over the
domestic market. To a large extent the reductions in our tariff which would
really lower the effective margin of tariff protection remain to be made. The
percentage of imports of dutiable goods to total domestic production of such
goods in the United States is probably less today than it was in 1934, when the
process of tariff reduction began. This decline in the relative importance of
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imports is due to many factors, of which failure to make genuine and important
reductions in the effective level of our tariff protection is only one. This decline
serves, nevertheless, to support the verdict that much of the tariff liberalization of
the past two decades was make-believe.

Even deep cuts in tariff rates may have only token effects on the volume of
trade if the foreign producers and the American importers of the commodities in
question cannot be reasonably confident that these cuts are made with serious
intent to encourage imports and will not be withdrawn as soon as it becomes
evident that they are having their supposedly intended effect. In many cases
successful entrance into the American market requires redesign of products,
adjustment, and expansion of production facilities, establishment in the United
States of warehousing and distribution facilities, expensive sales effort to win
market acceptance for the products. Sober, foreign businessmen will often
rightly conclude that the risk that the tariff will be raised on their products as
soon as it becames clear that there is an American market for them is too great
to justify the investment necessary to find out whether they can sell their
products here.

In the light of these considerations, the proposed limitation to 3 years as the
period of authorization of reductions of duty by executive action, the limitation.
with respect to most dutiable items, of reductions not to exceed 5 percent per
annum, the continued subjection of the reduced duties to the hazard of cancella-
tion of the reductions under the escape clause, these make the program as a whole
a very insubstantial and timid contribution to the goal of a more liberal com-
mercial policy for the United States.

Whatever may be said in favor of tariffs on imports, there is nothing which
can be said in support of import restrictions being given the form of making the
importing process unnecessarily costly in legal and clerical expenses, in deliber-
ately manufactured risks for the importers, uncertainties and delays, through
archaic administrative procedures which burden the American Government, the
foreign exporters, the American importers, and the American consumer. The
delay in instituting a thoroughgoing reform of our customs administration which
has already occurred is inexcusable. What has recently been accomplished in
this direction is good as far as it goes, but goes only a small distance toward
removing abuses whose nature has been evident for many years. There has been
more than ample time for exploration and for resolution of the technical quest
tions to which revision gives rise. The time for real remedial action is lohg
overdue.

Our treatment of agricultural imports is entangled with the special measures
which we have taken to promote the prosperity of our domestic agriculture. .It
would admittedly be inconsistent and impracticable to allow foreign agricultural
products to enter freely into the American market while domestic agricultural
products are supported at higher than world-market prices. But whatever our
policy should be with respect to the income levels of the persons and resources
engaged in agriculture, we should carry it out by measures which retain in
American agriculture only those amounts of human and other productive ret
sources which, without subsidy, can earn in free competition the economic equiva-
lent of what corresponding American productive resources earn in American
industry at large.

It is our restrictions on agricultural imports which press most severely on
the underdeveloped countries and on our neighbors to the north. It is our arri-
cultural program, with its quotas on imports, its subsidies to exports, and its
governmental trading, which conflicts most obviously and most importantly with
our declared objectives of free private enterprise operating in free competitive
markets and of the confinement of restrictions on foreign trade to nondiscrim.
inatory and moderate import duties. When agricultural policy comes to be
considered and, I hope, to be reformed. it is urgent that one of the major objec-
tives shall be such a revision of that policy as to make it consistent, in its foreign
economic policy aspects, with all the principles of liberalized foreign trade to
which we so repeatedly declare our adherence.

STATEMENT OF THORSTEN V. KAIJARVI, DEPUTY AssIsTANT SECRETARY FOR
EcoNoMIc AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

The basic aim of our foreign policy is to Improve the security and well-beint
of the United States. This objective is generally accepted and understood.
What is less widely understood is the fact that our international economic pol-
icies are a major instrument for achieving this objective.
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The President clearly outlined the objectives of his foreign economie policy

in his message to Congress on the program. He stated:
"The Nation's enlightened self-interest and sense of responsibility as a leader

among the free nations require a foreign economic program that Will stimulate

economic growth in the free world through enlarging opportunities for the

fuller operation of the forces of free enterprise and competitive markets. Our

own self-interest requires such a program because (1) economic strength among

our allies is essential to our security; (2) economic growth in underdeveloped
areas is necessary to lessen international instability growing out of the vulner-

ability of such areas to Communist penetration and subversion; *and (3) an

increasing volume of world production and trade will.help assure our own eco-

nomic growth and a rising standard of living among our own people."
As these objecitves are attained they will aid and expand the economy of the

United States as well as those of other countries. Thus the objectives of the

Full Employment Act will be served, for the program is designed to "promote

maximum employment, production, and purchasing power * * * in a manner

calculated to promote and foster free competitive enterprise."
The principal trade measures in the President's program are the 3-year exten-

sion of. the Trade Agreements Act, the revision of the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade with submission to the Congress of the organizational provi-

sions of the new agreement, multilateral trade negotiations with Japan, customs'

simplification, clarification of customs evaluation, increased tourism, support

for trade fairs, and a liberalization of the administration of the Buy American

Act. Chief measures pertaining to investments are the so-called 14.points tax

advantage on investments abroad, the deferral of tax on income of foreign

branches until .such income is withdrawn from the country in which it is

earned, tax treaties, the International Finance Corporation, the encouragement
of measures by other countries to attract private United States capital, and

increased Export-Import Bank loans. Other parts of the program include for-

eign economic aid, technical assistance, and the use of agricultural surpluses
to expand consumption abroad and to promote economic development.

The President has referred to this program as "moderate" and. "minimum."
In his letter of transmittal of the report here under consideration, he says:

"Measures by ourselves and other nations to reduce existing barriers to inter-

national trade, payments, and investment will make the free world stronger and

aid our own economic growth."
This seems axiomatic to most of those who deal with foreign economic policies.

Unfortunately it is not always so clear to those not so occupied. There is a ready
acceptance of the need for the many political and military arrangements that

we have with other countries, such as NATO. But the reasons why the Schuman

plan, for example, should have active United States support are not as widely

recognized. And when it comes to trade liberalization and the free flow of

capital the connection with our broad foreign policy objectives seems remote

indeed to some. But alliances of the free world either reflect a mutuality of

interests shared by the peoples of the countries involved or they are doomed to

a destiny of frustration. Specifically, when fears, doubts, and disputes over

economic matters develop between countries, they undermine intergovernmental
confidence creating an atmosphere inimical to political and ideological loyalties
among peoples. Thus if the United States is to exercise political leadership in

the world, it cannot escape the companion role of economic leadership. That
means that it must pursue economic foreign policies that will produce the results

it seeks, namely growth, stability, trust, and cofidence among the nations of the
free world.

Wise and constructive policies today are more imperative than ever. Not only

are they calculated to create confidence among our allies in the cold war and
to make new ones for us. But, they are of direct immediate benefit to us in

the sense of the Full Employment Act. Let us note for a moment what is involved
from the standpoint of our own economy.

In 1953 when the gross national product was $365 billion, exports including
military aid came to $21 billion, or almost 6 percent of the GNP. This compared
with gross receipts from farming of 8.5 percent; nonform residential construction
of a little over 3 percent; business expenditures for. capital equipment of a little

over 6.5 percent; and consumer. purchases of durable -goods .of a little over 8

percent. About 413 million jobs are attributable to work generated by our

exports and handling of imports. About 10 percent of our agricultural income
is derived from exports. In recent years the production of 30 to 50 million

acres of our cropland has been devoted to foreign consumers. In the most recent
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market year, 1953-54. wheat, cotton, and tobacco farmers shipped from 19 to 26
percent of their production overseas, while rice growers exported almost one-half
their harvest.

We are programing a disposal of $4.53 million worth of surplus agricultural
commodities abroad in fiscal 195-5. In recent years. manufacturers of tractors,
construction and mining equipment, ollield machinery, textile machinery, and
lubricating oil made 20 percent or more of their sales in export markets. Last
year 10 percent or more of the output of machine tools, tiuplate, steel rails, refrig-
erators, motortrucks were sold abroad. These are only a few statistics. The
short-run effect of United States economic aid is to increase United States exports,
e. g., every Export-Import Bank loan and guaranty promotes the export of a
United States commodity. The long-run purpose of technical and economic aid
is to raise the productivity and purchasing power of foreign recipients. The
result over time is (a) to enlarge markets for our exports, and (b) to promote
the expanded output of basic materials we need to procure from abroad.

The short-run effect of private foreign investment is to increase the export of
United States commodities, since United States direct investment is generally
tied to United States goods. The long-run effect of private foreign investment
is to increase production and income abroad, with the result of expanding mar-
kets for United States goods and increasing the output of scarce basic materials
on which United States economic growth depends.

When we look abroad, the significance of the President's program is equally
forcefully borne in upon Us. The United States occupies a position of economic
leadership regardless of its wishes. The question is whether it uses this position
for good or for harm-that is, to build or to undermine the strength and cohesive-
ness of the free world. It hardly seems possible that United States economic
policies could operate merely as a neutral force.

The predominance of the United States in the world economy is well known.
Accordingly, the course of economic conditions in the United States lind the
policies we pursue in the international economic field assume tremendous
importance in terms of our relations with our allies.

In 1949 we had a slight recession here-a drop in our national income of
3.4 percent. During this mild adjustment Western Europe's exports to the
United States dropped almost 22 percent. Chile's sales to us dropped 36 percent,
and Australia's 34 percent, partly as a result of the United States economic
situation.

In 1953-54 a slight economic adjustment in the United States brought about
a drop of $1 billion in the amount of goods we imported. 'T his adjustment in
the United States did not, however, have an appreciable effect on Western
Europe, proving that that area had recovered its economic strength sufficiently
not to "catch pneumonia when the United States catches. a cold." In fact,
European imports from the United States were susta ined throughout this period,
and there is evidence to indicate that this was a factor toward stabilizing the
growth in world trade and production.

This dependence is dramatic in the case of many underdeveloped countries
whose foreign exchange earnings are highly concentrated in a few primary mate-
rials. For example, 60 percent of Brazil's income from exports is derived from
coffee; in Chile. 51 percent is derived from copper; Colombia, 78 percent from
coffee; Cuba. 82 percent from sugar; Venezuela, 97 percent from petroleum;
Egypt, 89 percent from cotton; Indonesia, 95 percent from tin and rubber;
Ceylon, 78 percent from tea and rubber; Iraq, 50 percent from petroleum;
Pakistan, 87 percent from cotton and jute.

Access to foreign markets is also far mnore vital for some highly developed
countries than it is for the United States. Though large in absolute terms,
United States exports constitute only about 6 percent of the national income.
The United Kingdom's exports amount to 21 percent of the national income;
Canada's, 26 percent; Dentuark's, 27 percent; the Netherlands' 46 percent; Newv
Zealand's, 37 percent; Australia's, 21 percent.

Since most of these countries are tied to us by way of defense arrangements,
we cannot be indifferent to their economic interests and problems. Therefore,
the President's program takes them into account.

But the interests of the United States are even broader. The United States
has an affirmative interest in the economic well-being of the free world and the
President's program asserts it as something good in itself. Even if there were
no Communist threat. it is in our interests to promote economic development
in the underdeveloped areas and to raise the level of production and trade in
the world. In this way we improve our own well-being.
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Our conception of the proper role of Government in economic affairs is much
more narrow than that of most other countries. In peacetime we tend to think
primarily in terms of private action rather than ill terms of governmental capa-
bilities. For us the major normal function of Government in the economic sphere
is to provide an environment in which private enterprise can flourish free from
artificial restraints. This basic creed we carry over into our economic relations

xith other countries. Our plrincipal specific objectives relate to the removal of
artifieial restraints on the movement of goods, services, and capital, whether pub-
licly or privately imposed. We seek to reduce tariffs, eliminate quotas, get rid
of cartels, do away Nvith exchange restrictions, and remove restraints on foreign
investment. We feel that the Government should interfere as little as possible
wvith the free market but should act as'the promoter and guardian of conditions
under wvhich the market can operate most effectively.

ADIITIONAL STATEMENT By THOIISTEN V. KALIJARVI

RELAXATION OF RESTRICTIONS AGAINST DOLLAR IMPORTS

The purpose of this paper is to indicate the progress that has been made in
eliminating restrictions against dollar imports by those countries with which
the United States has trade agreements. The paper is divided into 2 parts, 1 a
listing of the overall liberalization that has taken place and the second section
dealing with specific cases of restrictions which have been rectified through util-
ization of trade-agreement mechanisms.

1. Restrictions on imports for balance-of-payntents reasons
During the post-World War II period many countries have had to take severe

measures to help pull their economies out of the difficulties created by the war.
Faced with limited supplies of dollars with which to pay for the goods they
wished to buy from the United States, they have had to ration their funds through
the use of import restrictions on dollar goods. The United States, recognizing-
the difficult economic situation created by the war, has attempted to minimize
the damage to its commerce w-hich has unavoidably resulted from these rationing
measures. It has tried to insure that the restrictions would be relaxed as soon
as improvement in the financial positions of the importing countries permitted.
Consultations have been held with many countries in the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade, the International Monetary Fund, the Organization for Euro-
pean Economic Cooperation, and in bilateral talks concerning dollar import
restrictions.

The results of these efforts by the United States has led to progressive elimina-
tion of restrictions against dollar goods. The 1954 Annual Report of the Inter-
national Monetary Fund states: "There was a general trend toward the re-
moval of barriers on trade and payments, and restrictive practices have been
considerably reduced and modified."

A quantitative estimate of the extent of liberalization throughout the world
is extremely difficult to develop. However, for Western Europe -there has been
a significant relaxation of restrictions on dollar imports since the beginning of
1953. In that year only three countries in Western Europe-Belgium, Switzer-
land, and the United Kingdom-had any degree of freedom with respect to goods
imported from the dollar area wvithout any limitation by licensing authorities.
By the beginning of 1955, 7 additional countries had liberalized imports from
the dollar area, with the overall percentage of liberalization for these 10 coun-
tries amounting to almost 60 percent based on statistics for imports on private
account in 1953. The attached chart shows the extent of progress in freeing
dollar imports from restrictions by these 10 OEEC countries. i It should also
be noted that the extent that restrictions against dollar imports have been re-
laxed w-ould reflect even greater progress if account were taken of the more
liberal treatment that is being afforded such imports by licensing authorities.

The following brief summary reflects the actions taken by the major trading
countries of the free world to liberalize imports from the dollar area. These
countries which are not included have not relaxed their restrictions during the
past year.
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I. WESTERN EUROPE 2

Belgium, Netherlands, and Luxembonrg.-A common free list for imports from

the dollar area generally similar to that for the OEEG countries was made ef-

fective on June 1, 1954. Licenses for the items on this free list are automatically

granted. Included among the freed products are such agricultural commodities

as wheat, barley, corn. flour, fats, raw tallow, tobacco, raw cotton, figs, almonds,

nuts, apricots and phosphate fertilizer; such raw materials as many chemicals,

copper, and petroleum oils; and such manufactured products as iron and steel

sections, engines of various types, calculating machines, generators and electric

motors, certain parts and components for motor vehicles and tractors, aircraft,

locomotives, passenger coaches, motorcycles, dolls, and toys. The liberalization
percentage totals 86 percent.

Denmarkl.-The first major step in freeing dollar imports was taken in De-

cember 1954. Import licenses will be issued automatically for such goods on the

dollar free list as raw tobacco, cotton, asphalt, lumber, paper, many chemicals,

medicinal articles, optical glassware, various tools and instruments, sewing ma-

chines, agricultural machinery, textiles, printing, packing and other machines,

machine tools, and telephone and telegraph equipment. By this action, a liber-

alization percentage of 38 percent was achieved. The Danish Government has

indicated that the dollar free list will be expanded as soon as conditions permit

but, in the interim, a liberal policy will be followed in granting licenses for

dollar goods.
Germany.-The issuance of a dollar free list covering 2,000 items in February

1954 was followed in November 1954 by the addition to this list of about 1,800

more items. Items on the dollar free list are automatically issued import li-

censes. Items included in the first line were mainly raw materials such as

cotton, wool, nonferrous ores, ferro-alloys, crude oil, and a number of chemical

raw materials. In addition there were such categories of semifinished and

*finished goods as machine tools, machinery, electro-technical goods, precision

instruments, and glass and ceramics. The second list included petroleum lubricat-

ing oil, paper, washing machines, some types of refrigerators, electrical sound

equipment, certain types of leather, and vulcanized fibers. As in the original

list, however, there were no food or agricultural items in this second list. The

restrictive policy towards imports of United States coal was relaxed in De-

cember 1954 when it was announced that licenses would he issued for the im-

portation of DM40 million of United States coal provided payment was in a

nonconvertible currency. The liberalization percentage amounts to about 70

percent.
Greece.-Except for a limited number of specified goods, there are no

quantitative restrictions on imports. The liberalization percentage totals '90

percent.
Iceland.-Iceland has a free list for which import licenses are not required.

Included among the items on the free list are cereals, flours, raw coffee, fruit

juices, certain oils, raw cotton, hemp, certain metallurgy products, non-ferrous

metals, refined petroleum, aviation gas, certain lubricants, certain textiles and

miscellaneous manufactured goods. The liberalization percentage totals 33

percent.
Italy.-Extended its free list on goods from the dollar area which do not

require import licenses on August 10, 1954, so as to raise the liberalization per-

centage from 10 percent to 24 percent. Included in this new list of liberalized

products are such items as vegetable waxes, coal, crude petroleum oils for refining,

certain minerals, rags, waste, synthetic and artificial rubber, wood pulp, cast

iron, iron and nonferrous ores, iron, steel and cast iron scrap, crude copper

and copper alloys and scrap, carbon black, and certain other chemicals and

pharmaceuticals.
Norwaay.-While requiring import licenses for all goods from the dollar area,

the Government adopted a new policy in March 1954 of granting licenses for

imports of "essential" goods without regard to the previous requirement that

there be at least a 10 percent price advantage over non-dollar goods. "Essential"

commodities include petroleum, raw tobacco and cotton, soybeans. semifabricated
iron and steel, certain chemicals, and agricultural and other machinery.

1 As used in this section the phrase "liberalization percentage" reflects the percentage

of private imports from the United States and Canada in the base period of 1953 of the
commodities that can be imported without obtaining the prior approval of the licensing
authorities.
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-: Sweden.-On October 1, 1954, Sweden established a dollar free list which re-
elased a wide range of commodities of dollar area origin from import license
requirements. At the same time, the Government announced that licenses for the
importation of other goods from the dollar area which were on the OEEC free
list would be granted in greater quantities. The dollar free list includes a
great majority of the commodities on which Sweden granted tariff concessions
to the United States under the GATT. The list covers such items as manu-
factures of iron and metal, almost all chemical products, hides and skins,
rubber products, wood goods, all paper other than newsprint, textile raw ma-
terials, yarn, cord fabrics, shoes, hats, stone, clay and glass products, iron and
steel products, machines, apparatus and instruments except cameras, projectors
and musical instruments, equipment for railways, streetcars, motorcycles and
bicycles, dried fruits and raisins, rice, canned fish, canned fruits and juices,
handbags, fishing tackle, tobacco pipes, fountain pens, and many other consumer
goods. The liberalization percentage totals 40 percent.
! Switzerland.-There is no discrimination against imports from the dollar area.
Import licenses are not required except for a small list of items. The liberal-
ization percentage amounts to 9S percent.

United Kingdom.-In the pant 2 years the Government has taken extensive
steps in returning to private trade the importation of many commodities. For
the most part this action was followed by the establishment of international
commodity markets and the freeing of imports from the dollar area. Included
were such commodities as nickel, copper, lead, zinc, raw cotton, and wheat. In
June 1954 imports of oil seeds, oils, and fats were allowed freely, from the
dollar area under open individual licenses and restrictions were eased on the
importation of dollar machinery. Further relaxation of restrictions occurred in
December 1954 when the quota for imports of passenger automobiles from the
United States was increased from approximately 240 cars annually to 500 and
the quota for hardwood imports was raised. The liberalization percentage
amounts to almost 50 percent.

II. AFRICA

Union of South Africa.-Since January 1, 1954, the import control system has
been nondiscriminatory in character insofar as source of imports is concerned.
In October 1954 the Government announced that it was proceeding with the
gradual relaxation of import controls and hoped to remove the controls entirely
in the not too distant future, depending upon the rate of improvement in the
balance of payments. In 1955 the Government announced that the requirements
*of the manufacturing industries for raw materials would be almost fully met;
the importation of industrial machinery would be on an even more liberal basis
than in 1954; quotas for agricultural machinery and implements would be in-
creased; consumer goods imports would be increased and the list of totally
prohibited items would be decreased. Further, import permits would no longer
be required for textile piece goods, tea, coffee, raw cotton, raw wool, and certain
types of stationery.

Ethiopia.-As of the end of 1953, imports from the dollar area were placed on
the same basis as imports from other currency areas, thereby abolishing the
-discrimination which existed against dollar imports. Further, during the past
year, exchange was freely granted for the import of all goods from any source.

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.-On July 1, 1954, restrictions on im-
ports from the dollar area were eased. Many items previously subject to quota
limitations were added to the unrestricted list, i. e., the list of items not under
-currency quotas but still requiring import licenses which are issued subject
only to scrutiny. Such items include animal feeding stuffs, condensed milk,
dried milk, edible nuts excluding groundnuts, hand tools, outboard motors over
20 horsepower, filter plants and filters for the purification and softening of
-water, lifts, hydraulic or electric, and gates, air conditioning machinery, insecti-
cides, medicinal drugs and chemicals, disinfectants, veneers and sensitized paper.
Further, there were significant dollar allocations for such goods as wheat, agri-
cultural, mining, and industrial machinery, steel, electrical goods and spares,

-commercial vehicles, special tires and tubes, plywood, and office equipment.
Libya.-In November 1954, the Government announced the relaxation of re-

-strictions on dollar imports considered necessary to the Libyan economy. Such
goods include agricultural and industrial equipment and seeds, essential food-
.stuffs such as wheat and barley, secondhand clothes, medicines and drugs, essen-
*tial household appliances such as refrigerators and sewing machines, commercial
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vehicles and spare parts for automobiles, and other machines, construction equip-
ment, newspapers. magazines, and periodicals.

Ill. THE FAR EAST

India.-Restrictions, which had held dollar purchases to the barest minimum
for the past several years, have been reduced for 1955. Liberalization has taken
the form of increased quotas and the possibility of importers utilizing a portion
of their soft-currency licenses for dollar imports.

Pakistan.-A new import policy for the first half of 1955 was announced which
would maintain import licensing requirements but would be for the most part
nondiscriminatory with respect to imports from the dollar area. Further, the
list of importable items was increased from less than 200 items to over 300 and
includes essential consumer goods. In addition, there was an increase in the
established quotas for dollar-area imports.

New Zealand.-The restrictions on dollar imports have recently been relaxed
by providing for substantial increases in the list of goods which can be imported
freely from all sources. In addition, exchange allocations for dollar imports
have been increased.

Thailand.-Practically all imports now requite licenses, but this action was
taken to discourage speculative imports. However, there is no discrimination
as to source of supply. Licenses are automatically granted for "essential" goods
and imports of "semiessential" goods are permitted up to the highest value of
imports during any of the 5 preceding years. W'hile some luxury" goods are
prohibited, licenses are issued for others.

IV. WESTERN HE'MISPHERE

Canada, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guate-
mala, Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, and Venezuela have only
nominal restrictions, if any, on dollar imports.

2. Specific cases where the United States has succeeded in having restrictions
against dollar goods eliminated

(a) Token imports.-The United States has been pressing foreign govern-
ments which are maintaining balance-of-payments import restrictions to permit
the entry of limited quantities of American products in order to permit American
traders and their products to retain a foothold in markets established before
financial difficulties necessitated rationing of dollars. The United States has
been able to make representations on this subject to the major trading countries
of the world because of the provisions contained in the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade which require countries imposing balance-of-payments restrie-
tions "not to apply restrictions so as to prevent unreasonably the importation
of any description of goods in minimum commercial quantities, the exclusion of
which would impair regular channels of trade, or restrictions which would
prevent the importation of commercial samples or prevent compliance with
patent, trade mark, copyright or similar procedures * * *."

Token import arrangements have been in effect in the United Kingdom for
some years. Other contracting parties have different arrangements which give
effect to this requirement. Discussions have been held with Australia, Pakistan,
Sweden, Neew Zealand, and Chile for the establishment of similar arrangements.

(b) United Kingdom. purchase of apples.-'rrhe United Kingdom in 1951 was
making arrangements for the purchase of apples in a manner which would have
discriminated in favor of Canada and against the United States. The United
States, in consultations with Canada and the United Kingdom, argued, on the
basis of the general agreement, that the British could not apply import restric-
tions in a way which would discriminate between two hard-currency countries.
The resulting arrangement provided for equal treatment of the two countries.

(c) Discriminatory Haitian price regulations affecting United States ciga-
rettes.-A government tobacco monopoly in Haiti increased the retail price at
which imported American cigarettes could be sold but did not increase the retail
price at which domestically manufactured cigarettes could be sold, which re-
sulted in discrimination against American cigarettes that might have decreased
considerably the market for imported American cigarettes in that country.
This Government through the American Embassy called attention to paragraphs
1 and 4 of article III of GATT. The discrimination has since been ended.

(d) Cuban biamber tax.-Cuba levied a 9 percent sales tax on imports of lum-
ber and exempted domestic lumber from the tax. Attention was called by this
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Government through our Embassy to the first two paragraphs of article III,
and as a result the tax was made nondiscriminatory by applying it also to do-
mestic lumber.

(c) Cuban import tar-Cuba proposed to levy an 8-percent tax on imported
food products, with no tax on domestic products. Attention wNas called by this
Government through our Embassy to the first two paragraphs of article III of'
GATT, and the proposal was never put into effect.

(f)Cuban periodicals tax.-Cuba levied a 9-percent sales tax on imported
newspapers and magazines, exempting domestic newspapers and magazines from
the tax. Attention was called by this Government through our Embassy to
article III of GATT, and as a result imported newspapers and magazines were
also exempted from the tax.

(g) lHaitiav import surtax.-Haiti increased the 3-percent customs import sur-
tax to rates varving from 31/2 to 41/2 percent on a relatively long list of products.
This Government. through the Embassy, pointed out that any such increase on
products listed in the Hnaitian schedule of GATT would be in contravention of
the provision in article II. The foreign government took immediate steps to
end the contravention by making sure that the increase did not apply to sched-
uled products.

(hi) Cuban iaport quotas.-Cuba refused to allow two large shipments of po-
tatoes from the United States to enter the country. This Government, through
the American Embassy, called attention to the provision of article XI of GATT,
which states that no prohibitions shall be instituted or maintained by any con-
tracting party on the importation of any products of any other contracting party,
except as specified. The two shipments, which might have spoiled, with con-
siderable loss to the exporter, were as a result of this protest later allowed to
enter.

(i) Cuban textilc cmbargo.-Cuba placed in effect import restrictions on
textiles that amounted to a virtual embargo. Hundreds of thousands of dollars
worth of shipments of textiles and related producted from the United States were
held on the docks or in customs warehouses in Cuba. AVhen the government in
question failed to remove the restrictions, the United States Government brought
the matter before the contracting parties to GATT, which were then in regular
session at Geneva, claiming that the restrictions were in violation of article XI
of GATT and invoking article XXIII of GATT to the effect that the restrictions
nullified substantial concessions which Cuba had granted the United States in
schedule IX and other provisions of the general agreement. The contracting
parties discussed the matter, and the Cuban Government promptly took steps to
relieve the situation.

(j) Dominican import restrictions.-The Dominican Republic banned the im-
portation of ice-cream mix, which came principally from the United States.
The American Embassy at the request of this Government discussed the matter
with officials of that government, pointing out that such a restriction was in Con-
travention of article II of GATT. The restriction was promptly removed.

(k) Dominican auto import restrictions-The Dominican Republic published
a resolution prohibiting the importation of automobiles valued at more than
$1,250, except under special permit, which was at first not being granted. The
American Embassy at the request of this Government called the attention of
that Government to the provisions of article XI and later reported to the
Department of State that the importation of cars valued at more than the figure
mentioned was being regulary permitted.

(1) Unitefd Klbigdlo0l tobacco-nmixinfg requiremient.-In 1950-51. the United
States was successful in securing modification of a British requirement that to
the amount of 5) percent of the total Oriental tobacco bemixed wih Virginia
tobacco. On the basis of the obligation in article III of the general agreement,
the British agreed to permit again the manufacture of pure Virginia cigarettes,
as desired by the United States tobacco industry.

(ib) Brazilian coffee-export restrictions-The United States Embassy in Rio
de Janeiro made representations to the Government of Brazil in 19.51 concerning
the appications of monthly export quotas on coffee. The United States protest
held that the Brazilian action was in violation of article XI of the general
agreement. The system of export quotas was subsequently altered and the
basis for the complaint removed.

(n) Discrimination against American petroleum, interests.-Denmark in late
1953 tried to pressure American petroleum companies in that country to purchase
sonre of their petroleum requirements from Soviet bloc sources. The United
States Embassy intervened to protest against this discrimination. In doing so it

58422-65 64
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refuted an attempted balance-of-payments justification presented by the Danish
Government. The Embassy based its arguments on the principle embodied in
article XII of the general agreement, that is, that Denmark's financial position,
as measured by the criteria of article XII, did not permit such onerous restric-
tions. Denmark dropped its request of the American oil companies.

(o) French export quotas on raw Angora wool-The United States protested
in February 1954 to the French against the application by France of export
quotas on raw Angora wool. The complaint held that the quotas were incon-
sistent with article XI of the general agreement. This case is presently under
consideration.

(p) Brazilian marking requirements.-In July 1952 the United States protested
to Brazil that a relaxation with respect to imports from Chile of a requirement
that bags be marked in indelible ink should be extended to imports from the
United States. The basis for the United States protest was article IX of the
general agreement which requires most-favored-nation treatment with respect to
marking requirements. The Brazilian Government then- instructed its customs
officers to extend to the United States on a most-favored-nation basis the treat-
ment which applied to Chile.

(q) Peruvian discrimination against United States cosmetics.-The United
States protested in 1951 and 1952 against the imposition by Peru of internal
taxes which discriminated against imports of cosmetic goods from the United
States. The United States based its protest on article III of the general agree-
ment, which prevents internal taxes from being imposed on imports in a more
burdensome manner than on like domestic products. Subsequently, Peru took
steps toward removing the discrimination.

(r) United Kingdom purchase tax.-The United Kingdom imposed a purchase
tax on imported goods which were comparable in price and quality to domes-
tically produced goods which were generally exempt from the tax. The issue
was raised at a session of the contracting parties as a violation of article III.
At the seventh session (in late 1952), the United Kingdom announced the re-
moval of the discrimination between imported and domestic goods.

(s) French 0.41 percent tax.-The United States at the session held in the fall
of 1953 challenged as inconsistent with the general agreement a tax imposed by
France on all imports and exports amounting to four-tenths of 1 percent by value.
The United States held that the tax nullified or impaired tariff concessions made
by France under the agreement. France agreed that the tax did infringe the
provisions of the agreement and expected that it would not be continued in the
new budget. This tax has now been abolished.

(t) Peruvian automobile import tax.-At the time Peru was negotiating for
accession to GATT, it developed that Peru contemplated imposition of a charge
on imports of certain classes of automobiles which the United States regarded
would have violated the general agreement. On the basis of our explanation of
the problem to Peru, it was decided to convert the import charge into an internal
tax which would apply to any domestically produced automobiles as well as to
imported cars.

(u) French West African preferences.-In 1951, France announced its inten-
tion of increasing most-favored-nation duties on some 40 items when imported
into French West Africa from foreign countries, while leaving imports from
France free of duty. France recognized that such action would require com-
pensation, but on the basis of United States protests, based in part on France-s
obligation not to increase preference margins over the preference in a base
period, France withdrew the request late in 1952. At the time, it was stated
that the request might be renewed later, but to date the question has not been
brought up again. A considerable amount of United States trade (amounting
to $3.5 million in 1 year) thus still enjoys lower rates when imported into French
West Africa than would otherwise be the case.

(v) Restrictions and discriminations against American motion pictures.-
i. Austrian import restrictions: In 1953 the United States protested, on the basis
of article XI (which contains a general prohibition against import restrictions).
import restrictions against American motion pictures. Discussions have not been
concluded in this case.

ii. Belgian restrictions: In 1951. when Belgium made known that it was im-
posing restrictions for balance-of-paymentts reasons and was giving motion-
picture distributors 3 days to make counterproposals, the American Embassy in
Brussels interceded on behalf of the Amnerican movie industry. It brought to
the attention of the Belgians the obligation in the general agreement for consul
tations in regard to the imposition of balance-of-payments restrictions. The
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result was that these restrictions were postponed, and much milder restrictions
were later imposed after consultation with the industry.

Tne American Embassy in Brussels in 1951 had the occasion to notify the
Belgian Government that the general agreement required Belgium to give public
notification of restrictions without regard to whether they were temporary, a
reason the Belgians advanced for not giving publicity. to the measure. Following
United States representations in this case the imposition of the restrictions was
postponed, and wLore satisfactory arrangements were worked out following
discussions.

iii. Brazilian regulations: In January 1952, the United States invoked article
11, paragraphs 1, 2, and 4, of the general agreement against a new decree anl a
draft bill which were judged to have a more burdensome effect on American
motion pictures than measures in effect on the date of the general agreement
(October 1947). The measures required importers to acquire domestic news-
reels and shorts to the extent of 10 percent of the footage imported in a previous
year. The draft bill was supplanted by another which did not contain the
objectionable provision. The decree was later nullified by the Ministry of Justice
on the grounds that it was a violation of the general agreement.

The American Embassy in Rio de Janeiro has been instructed to bring to the
attention of the Brazilian Government the fact that a draft bill submitted to the
Brazilian Congress would violate article III, paragraph 2 (by imposing a dis-
criminatory internal tax), would violate article VII, paragraph 1 (by imposing
a fee in excess of the cost of services rendered in connection with the importa-
tion), and would impair tariff concessions granted on motion pictures. No
further progress has been reported on the draft bill.

In November 1952 the United States invoked article XI, paragraph 1 of the
general agreement in protest against a Brazilian decree which called for an
import limitation of one print per film. The application of the decree was
postponed, and, while the question has not been finally disposed of, restrictions
provided by the decree have not been made effective.

(iv) Norwegian internal tares.-The United States invoked article III on
April 28, 1950, against a 1949 regulation exempting from taxation the revenue
derived by theaters from exhibition of Norwegian newsreels but not foreign
newsreels. On August 1, 1950, foreign newsreels were also exempted from the
admission tax and placed on the same footing as Norwegian newsreels in re-
sponse to the Embassy's representation.
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STATEMENT OF NATHANIEL KNOWLES. JR., ACTING DEPUTY DIRECTOR. BuRFIVu OF
FOREIGN COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

In presenting his foreign-economic program to the Congress the President
stated: "For every country in the free world, economic strength is dependent
upon high levels of economic activity internally and high levels of international
trade. No nation can be economically self-sufficient. Nations must buy from
other nations, and in order to pay for what they buy they must sell. It is
essential for the security of the United States and the rest of the free World
that the United States take the leadership in promoting the achievement of
those high levels of trade that will bring to all the economic strength upon
vhich the freedom and security of all depends.'

Stated in its broadest terms the objective of the President's proposals is to
increase our foreign trade and foreign investments. Each part of the program
is designed either to remove or reduce a barrier to the flow of goods, services,
and capital, or to provide some positive incentive to increasing that flow. The
program recognizes the need for a gradual and moderate approach to the problem.
The necessity to protect American labor and industry from unfair foreign
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competition and undue hardship is of paramount importance. The use of
the peril-point and the escape-clause provisions will be fully utilized to assure
adequate protection.

As a representative of the Commerce Department, I can perhaps make some
contribution to today's discussion by indicating the present and past relation-
ships of United States foreign trade to various elements of our national economy.
We Americans are blessed with a wealth of resources and with large and expand-
ing domestic markets. Our growing economy presents ever-increasing oppor-
tunities for investment at home. For these reasons, we often forget our impor-
tant stake in the development of foreign sources of supply, particularly for
raw materials, foreign markets for our products, and opportunities for overseas
investment.

One way to measure the importance of foreign trade to our economy is to
express it as a percentage of our gross national product and to compare that
percentage with the similar percentage for other important components.

In the year just past our merchandise exports were about 4.2 percent of the
estimated total gross national product of $357 billion. This figure, which
includes military-aid exports, compares with 5 percent in 1929 when there was
no military program. Excluding the military program, the 19.54 estimated
figure of 3.5 percent was slightly higher than in 1953 and moved upward con-
trary to most other trends in the national economy. Our merchandise imports
in 1954 declined slightly from 1953 and were about 2.9 percent of the gross
national product.

These figures may not appear impressive when compared with similar rela-
tionships in some of the important trading'countries of Europe whose exports
reach 25 percent or more of their gross national product. Such a comparison,
however, ignores a very important difference between our economy and those
of European countries. No one factor makes an overwhelming contribution
to our total economic picture. The strength of our economy results from its
diversity. Even cash receipts from farming were only 8.5 percent of the gross
national product in 1954. Thus, this important component which has com-
manded so much attention of the Government of the United States made only
about twice as much a contribution to our economy as did the exports of
merchandise.

Another very important component of the gross national product which is
frequently consulted to determine whether our economy is functioning properly
is residential nomifarni construction. This housing component was about 3.8
percent of the gross national product in 1954. Even in 1954 when housing con-
struction moved upward contrary to most business trends, it was lower than
the exports of goods and services. Other new construction representing about
4 percent of the gross national product in 1954 was also exceeded by merchandise
exports.

The foreign-trade contributions to our total economy also compared favorably
with such investment components of our gross national product as business
purchases of capital equipment which represented 6.2 percent of the gross
national product in 1954 and consumer purchases of durable goods which were
about 8.1 percent.

For your convenience, I am leaving a table entitled "Selected Elements-Per-
centage of Gross National Product" which gives additional details.

The significance of exports and imports is reinforced by a consideration of
their relationships to some of our most important and progressive industries.

During the 3 years 1949-51 nearly one-half of our exports came from indus-
tries which sold more than 10 percent of their production abroad. One-third
of our exports were accounted for by products which rely upon foreign markets
for more than 25 percent of their sales.

Export markets are of central importance for some of our major agricultural
products such as cotton, wheat, rice, and tobacco. In the crop year 19352-53,
we exported 24 percent of our wheat and 20 percent of our cotton despite the
fact that this was a year of comparatively low exports. In the preceding 5 years,
we exported, on the average, about one-third of these crops. In 1953, we also
exported 56 percent of our rice, 22 percent of our tobacco, 61 percent of our
inedible tallow, and 18 percent of our lard.

The critical importance to our economy of the imports of many raw materials
and foodstuffs which we do not produce at all or where our production does not
come even close to meeting our needs has been well known for many years.

About 58 percent of our commodity imports are essential for consumption or
for the operation of our economy, given the present industrial and technological
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pattern of production. Of these, one-third or 20 percent of total imports, cannot
be produced at all in the United States: Another' one-third are not available
domestically in sufficient quantity.

The remainging one-third, of wvhich coffee, tea, and cocoa are typical examples,
have become an accepted part of our daily consumption and we are anxious
to obtain them in exchange for our produce.

The other 42 percent of the total are imported even though they could be
produced here because foreign countries are able to deliver at lower costs, or
because they are sufficiently different from domestic products to stimulate
demand.

The level of our imports governs the level of our exports since they provide the
dollar exchange for the purchase of exports. As our grant aid to the rest of
the world is- reduced and ultimately eliminated, -we must increase our imports
unless we are willing to see our exports decrease.

American investments abroad tend to create markets for our finished product
as well as raw-material sources of supply.

It is almost a truism that our best customers are the more highly developed
countries. The import demands of countries with low standards of liviri',
while frequently large in relation to their domestic production are small in ab-
solute terms. As our investments abroad contribute to the economic development
of other countries and increase the standards of living in those countries, new de-
mands are created some of which will be translated into increased exports from
the United States. This is in addition to the capital goods requirements nec-
essary to translate the money investment into plant and equipment.

Moreover, a very large part of our investments, abroad has gone into the de-
velopment of raw materials which we must increasingly import from abroad as
our economy expands and our known domestic sources of supply prove inade-
quate.

I want to emphasize the role of both exports and imports in generating em-
ployment, wages, and profits in the United States.

Let me just underscore it by pointing out that some 70 percent of our exports
consist of manufactured goods shipped in substantially the forms in which thev
are finally utilized abroad. The great bulk of the end-use value of these goods
is thus contributed by American labor, capital, and management.

Our imports. in contrast to our exports, consist preponderantly of raw ma-
terials and crude foodstuffs requiring extensive further processing before en-
tering into consumption channels here. For at least 80 percent of the goods
we import, a very large part of their end-use value is added by American in-
dustry after they are purchased from abroad. The activities contributing to
this added value represent jobs and profits for United States workers and em-
ployers, just as surely as do. those involved in the production of our exports.
Less than one-fifth of our imports enter the country as substantially finished
products, and even these contribute significantly to employment and earnings in
our distributive and service industries.

Selected elements-Percentage of gross national product

1929 1933 1937 1947 1950 1953 1954I

Merchandise exports:
Including military aid --- ' - - -- - 3. 4.3 4. 2
Excluding military aid :-.-- 5.0 3.0 3. 6 6. 6 3. 5 3.4 3. 5

Total of exports of goods and services: . - : . ... . , . ..
Including military aid ------ 5.8 5. 7
Excluding military aid -- : --- 6.7 4.3 5.1 8.5 4.9 4.7 4.9

Merchandise imports --- - - -------- -------- - -- 4.2 2. 7 3. 4 2.5 3.1 3.0 2.9
Total imports of goods and services.. -- -- 5. 7 3.7 4.7 3. 5 4. 2 4. s -4.
Residential nonfarm construction -- - 3.4 .9 2.1 2. 7 4. 4 3.3 3. 8
Other construction. . ' - -. - ----- 4. 9' 1.8 2.8 3 3 3. a 3.7 4.0
Business purchases of capital equipment ------------- . 9.7 2.9. 3.6 7.2 7.4 6.7 6. 2
Federal purchases of goods and services for national security l 12 3 6 - 1 5 9. 7 6. 5 14. 3 12. 2
Other Federal purchases of goods and services j : V . . 1. 6 1.4 2.3 1. 9
State and local government purchases of goods and services ' ''6. 9' .10.7 7:9 5. 5 7.0 6. 9 7. 7
Consumer purchases of durahle goods- -2 -- 8:8 6:2 7.0 8. 9 10. 0 5. 1 8. 1
Consumer purchases of apparel --.-. 9.0 . 8. 2. 7. 5 1 6. 5 5.4 5a5
Cash receipts from farming = - 10. 8 9.6 101.1 12 io0 . 86 . 8.5

I Preliminary estimates.
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(The following was subsequently received for the record:)

STATEMENT OF HON. AUGUSTINE B. KELLEY REGARDING TESTIMONY OF
CHARLES P. TAFT

When Mr. Charles P. Taft, president of the Committee for a National Trade
Policy, testified before this committee, he took it upon himself to act as the
champion for the entire foreign trade program, and in doing so belittled the
effects which the importation of goods in competition with domestic industry
and labor was having upon our national economy.

Mr. Taft, in his appearance before the committee as president of the Com-
mittee for a National Trade Policy, although he did not mention it, was not
entirely unselfish in his presentation. Mr. Taft, if he is not now, has been in
the past, registered as the agent for a foreign government representing the
Government of Venezuela and the Venezuelan Chamber of Commerce. There-
fore, when, in Mr. Taft's statement, he devotes some very specific, pointed re-
marks to the efforts of the coal industry to obtain relief from the damaging
imports of foreign oil which have greatly reduced coal's market on the east
coast, he joins in a very well organized and highly financed campaign being
conducted by some of the richest and most powerful oil companies, to destroy
vital segments of our industry.

Mr. Taft, as well as other spokesmen' for the major oil companies, seven
of whom control the entire world petroleum market, attempt to belittle, discredit
and destroy an industry that supplies the Nation's biggest source of energy
that keeps the electric power and steel industries operating, and which is
the keystone of the prosperity of the railroad, chemical, and other related
industries.

The coal industry, in an appearance before the House Ways and Means
Committee which is now considering proposed extension of the Reciprocal Trade
Agreements Act, and before this Joint Committee on the Economic Report, testi-
fied that the coal industry must have a quota limitation on residual fuel oil im-
ports if it is to remain competitive in the large east coast energy market. The
coal industry has not asked for absolute elimination of the imports of foreign oil.
The request has been modest and only asks that the House committee writ6
into the trade-agreements bill, and that Congress vote it, an amendment lim-
iting foreign oil imports, including residual oil imports, to 10 percent of the do-
mestic demand for petroleum products in the corresponding quarter of the
previous year. Such a formula would mean only that the level of imports
that would be permitted would be the same as the level of imports which
prevailed during the postwar period from 1946 to 1951.

I support that request as reasonable, so do a growing number of my colleagues.
-The reaction of the oil industry spokesmen, including Mr. Taft, has been

one of hysterical denunciation of the coal industry. In addition, the oil indus-
try spokesmen and Mr. Taft have made statements and quoted figures, in at-
tempts to disparage the coal industry's contention, which are deliberately mis-
leading.

In his statement before this committee, Mr. Taft asked for all the facts, "not
the selected ones which coal spokesmen and their auxiliaries bring to this com-
mittee." Then Mr. Taft cited "facts" of his own which add up to half-truths
and untruths.

Mr. Taft asks for facts. Well, let us have the facts about the amount of coal
displaced by oil imports. Coal producers and coal shippers, shipping to indus-
tries and public utilities on the east coast, know the reason for the discontin-
uance of these shipments to their East customers. As an example, a coal pro-
ducer or shipper has an order with an industry for a certain tonnage of coal.
He is notified that shipments must be discontinued. He is given the reason;
if not, he requests it. Now, by simple addition, the total number of tons of coal
displaced, added up, totals approximately 47 million tons per year. It is just
as simple as that, and it is accurate.

The coal industry does not need the juggling of figures as to railroads and
natural gas and light fuels, and the tonnage lost to other industries. (I don't
know what "other industries" mean, nor do I know what he means by "light
fuels.") But the facts are as I have stated-above about'the loss of tonnage:

Does Mr. Taft think for one moment the amount of residual oil being shipped
to the United States is not displacing coal at all? What is being done with it?
What is the purpose of shipping-it then?
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He said that heavy residual fuel oil consumption increased by only 11. million
tons coal equivalent in the United States between 1947 and 1953. Actually, the
increase of foreign residual fuel oil (including that refined from foreign crudes)
increased from 17 million tons coal equivalent in 1946 to 47 million tons coal
equivalent in 19.54, or an increase of 30 million tons.

The fact is that foreign fuel oil represents a type of competition without end
or limit, with the capacity-through dump pricing and shifting the cost to other
oil products-to drive coal completely off the east coast. Foreign oil has taken
over approximately 50 percent of the coal competitive energy market on the east
coast.

Mr. Taft said shutting out residual oil would definitely hurt American manu-
facturers in 30 States employing 30,000 people in manufacturing for export to
Veenezuela. But the damage already done to the coal industry has contributed
to a decline of employment in American coal mining from 400.000 men in 1950
to 214,000 in 1954, has cost the coal miners $81 million in wages or the equivalent
of 25,000 jobs for 1 year, and cost railroad labor $44 million in wvages. Approxi-
mately 75,000 miners went off the payrolls in 1954 alone.

Mr. Taft said that the real employment problem in coal mining is the turn to
strip mining which he said accounts for fully 25 percent of total bituminous
production. Actually, strip-miniing production in 1953 (the latest year for which
statistics are available) represent only 23.1 percent of the total national produc-
tion of bituminous coal. In 1947, strip-mine production represented 22.1 percent
of the total national production-an increase of only 1 percent in 6 years. These
facts are certainly far different from those presented by Mr. Taft in support of
his misinformation that "the real employment problem in coal mining is the turn
to strip mining."

The number of strip mines has declined from 1,750 in 1947 to 1.554 in 1953:
production has declimed from 139,395,000 tons in 1947 to 105.448.000 tons in 1953
and the number of men employed in strip mines has fallen from 43,338 in 1947 to
31,088 in 1953.

Mr. Taft says, "This is a technological change opposed as vigorously by the
Ijnited Mline Workers as is the importation of residual oil, but with less
publicity.

The United AMine Workers do not oppose, never have, technological changes.
Their vigorous opposition of strip mining has been against the nonunion strip
miners. Historically the United Mine Workers have encouraged technological
improvements in coal mining. It is exemplified by the fact in the United States
the average production of coal per man per day is 8 tons. In England and on
the continent where these changes were opposed by the union, the average is
11/2 tons per man per day.

At the mine the cost is lower than it is abroad.
Mr. Taft in his statement, implied that with a bituminous coal production of

400 million tons in 1954, the addition of only 70 million tons xvould be ample
for this country's war needs. The actual facts do not support Mr. Taft's state-
ment. In the first year of World War Il, the requirements for coal rose 130
million tons and coal supplied 82 percent of the grand total added energy needs
in this first year of the war. ILikewise, Mir. Taft failed to mention that in World
War II the supplies of foreign oil on the east coast received by tanker, dropped
93 percent as a result of submarine sinkings.

Seemingly, Mr. Taft attempts to present himself as a technical expert in
coal production when he says "existing mines by going to a full week without
overtime, could add 150 to 200 million tons a year." ,Mr. Taft assumes that
the current production capacity of the bituminous coal industry is 670 million
tons annually. That figure is for 1953 and it ignores completely the current
availability of manpower and the condition of the necessary machinery and
equipment to produce coal. Between October 1953 and October 1954, according
to the Bureau of Mines, there was a reduction of 74,000 miners. The Bureau
of Mines figure of capacity is directly related to days worked and number of
employees. .With the indicated reduction of employees by 27 percent, the poten-
tial capacity is cut proportionately. On that basis mine capacity as of October
1954 would have been more nearly at less than 500 million tons.

As a matter of fact, as of now the anticipated coal mine production for 1955
is much less than 500 million tons, more nearly 400 million tons.

Mr. Taft makes the categorical statement "that there is no evidence that
shutting out residual oil helps coal," and then he continues with a personal
observation that he personally found "that the mines in southern Kentucky and
Tennessee on the Southern Railroad at least, had no competition from residual
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oil since the last reduction in freight rates down there." These statements are
wholly untrue. In the first place, foreign oil today potentially displaces 47 mil-
lion tons of coal equivalent, principally in the east coast energy markets. In
fact, through operation of various price understandings and market agreements
within the oil cartel, bituminous coal is now virtually wiped out of the east coast
energy market, and if the flood of imported oil continues, it will be wholly
eliminated. The present coal displacement by foreign oil represents approxi-
mately 25 percent of the total production of coal in the principal coal-mining
States of West Virginia and Pennsylvania, and such a tonnage reduction sponsors
a chain reaction which affects the entire coal-producing areas.

Mr. Taft's statement regarding the mines in southern Kentucky and Tennessee
is contradicted by the president of the Southern Appalachian Coal Operators
Association, which is made up of the coal mineowners in southern Kentucky and
Tennessee, who in a telegram to the chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee, say:

'Regarding Mr. Taft's testimony that coal mines southern Appalachian area
particularly those located on Southern Railway have been materially helped in
competition with residual oil by reduction in freight rates. Reduced freight
rates have helped a few cases in competition with natural gas but cannot find in
any instance of help in competition with residual oil sufficient to regain or hold
coal in these seaboard markets."

The record shows that residual fuel oil imports are being dumped primarily
in one geographic area, namely the east coast, the heart of our industrial arsenal.
This foreign residual oil originates in the main from Venezuela, which today is
living on a level of prosperity unequaled by any section of the United States,
principally because the majority of the income in Venezuela is derived from taxes
amounting to 50 percent of the value of the petroleum products which it exports,
90 percent to the United States.

It is time for the Congress to end the folly of destroying a major portion of our
domestic industry, namely coal mining and domestic oil production, with unrea-
sonable and excessive importations of foreign oils. Further, it is time for the
oil industry spokesmen, including Mr. Taft, to temper presentations, such as that
made before this committee, with some factual research and reasonableness so
that the consideration of their own selfish interests might be leavened somewhat
by a respect for American businesslnen and workers, who today are being
seriously and vitally affected economically by trade advantages granted to foreign
nations.

(Whereupon, at 5 p. In., Tuesday, February 8, 1955, the committee
Adjourned to reconvene at 10 a. m., Wednesday, February 9, 1955.)
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIc REPORT,

Washington, D. C.
The joint committee met at 10 a. in., Representative Richard

Boiling presiding.
Present: Senators Douglas, Sparkman, and Goldwater, Representa-

tives Bolling (presiding), Kelley and Talle.
Representative BOLLING (presiding). The committee will come to

order. Senator Douglas has to be at a meeting of the Rules Committee
and will be delayed for a time.

During yesterday's hearing Senator Douglas asked that the follow-
ing remarks and materials from his discussion be inserted at the begin-
ning of today's hearing:

The Department of Commerce has issued a report on the labor force as of this
morning, and I would like to read some of the salient figures from that report.

It shows a decline in the number of employed of 538,000 as of the week of
January 2 to 8, 1955, as compared to the week of December 5 to 11, 1954. The
unemployment figures jibe fairly well with the employment figures. There is an
increase in the numbers unemployed from 2,838,000 to 3,447,000 or 509,000.
I would like to point out that unemployment is 260,000 greater than it was last
year, January 1954, despite the fact that we have had a year in which we had
population growth among the working population of close to three-quarters of a
million. Nevertheless, in spite of this the number of unemployed has arisen by
265,000. It is true that there is normally a seasonal decline in employment be-
tween December and January, but I would like to make the point that this
tremendous upsurge to which the President's economic advisers point in their
report has not been sufficient to offset to any appreciable degree the usual
seasonal decline.

Representative BOLLING. This morning the panel will discuss eco-
nomic statistics and their role in helping public and private agencies
carry out the objectives of the Employment Act of 1946.

A year ago the Joint Economic Committee created a Subcommittee
on Economic Statistics. That subcommittee was composed of
Representative Henry 0. Talle, chairman, Senator Frank Carlson,
and myself.

In July 1954, the subcommittee held hearings on the adequacy of
economic statistics, and filed a report with the full committee, which
in turn submitted the report to the Congress. The report was
published as House Report No. 2628 and will be inserted in this record
at the conclusion of today's hearing (see p. 1095). Recommendations 6
and 7 of that report read as follows:

6. A section on economic statistics should be intluded in the President's annual
budget and more consideration given to an adequate economic statistics program in the
President's Economic Report.-The various statistical programs of the executive
agencies and their cost§ should be brought together and discussed. Proposed
changes in these programs and their relation to the overall Federal statistical
'System should be pointed out.t''':

1009
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The program presented next January should be prepared after careful appraisal
of suggestions received by this subcommittee and incorporated in the published
hearings. The subcommittee hopes that the various statistical advisory com-
mittees to Federal agencies will be asked to review these hearings and that the
President's program submitted next January will represent a big step forward in
the development of a realistic and adequate economic statistical system.

7. The subcommittee recommends that the full committee devote one panel session.
to economic statistics at its hearing next year, premilinary to submitting its own
report to the Congress on March 1.-This would' provide opportunity for review
of the statistical program submitted in the President's budget and economic
report. It would equip this committee and subcommittee to be an effective
voice in congressional consideration of programs in the next session of the
Congress.

It is to carry out these recommendations that we have arranged for
this session today.

Our first witness will be Dr. Donald R. Belcher, Assistant Director,
Bureau of the Budget. Following Mr. Belcher's testimony and
questioning by the committee, we will call upon a panel of distin-
guished users of economic statistics for their views with respect to
the program for improving statistics set forth in the President's
budget and the Economic Report.

Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, this seems to be the appro-

priate time for inserting in the public hearings of some materials that
would serve, I believe, as a good preface to our work today. I refer
to the report the chairman just mentioned, House Report No. 2628,
83d Congress, 2d session, and specifically to page 6 of that report, and
to recommendation No. 9 of our subcommittee.

The recommendation is as follows, and I quote:
9. The Federal Reserve System might well expand its statistical checks and analysis-

programs where it has special interest and competence.-The subcommittee is.
requesting the Federal Reserve to explore, in cooperation with executive agencies,
the adequacy of present statistics in three basic areas: (1) Inventories; (2) savings;
(3) consumer and business expectations.

This request includes a thorough review of and basic research into concepts,
existing data, sources and procedure for improving these statistics.

It is a genuine pleasure to report that this recommendation was
acted on favorably by the Federal Reserve, and I should like, Mr.
Chairman, to have inserted in the public hearings an exchange of
correspondence between the Chairman of the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve, Mr. Martin, and myself, as chairman of the
subcommittee, so that the record may be complete and may show
that the Federal Reserve proceeded to name five task forces to carry
out this work. I am confident that anyone who examines the per-
sonnel of these five task forces will be impressed by their competence
to serve. These five task forces will be ready to report by June 30 of
this year. I ask unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, that the staff be
permitted to arrange these materials in satisfactory order for inclusion
in the printed hearings.

Representative BOLLING, Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT

Representative Henry 0. Talle, chairman of the Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics of the Joint Committee on the.-Economic Report, released today cor-respondence with William McC. Martin, Jr., Chairman of the Board of Governors
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of the Federal Reserve System, describing five task groups composed of indepen-
dent experts drawn primarily from business and academic circles who have been
asked to evaluate current statistical information in the fields of savings, business
inventories, and business and consumer expectations.

The work is being undertaken in response to a request from the subcommittee
made in a report prepared after its hearings this past summer. At that time
the subcommittee asked that the Federal Reserve in exploring the adequacy of
present statistics with the cooperation of other executive agencies, include a
thorough review of and basic research into concepts, existing data, sources and
procedlfre for impro-ing statistics in these important areas.

After careful consideration of the subcommittee's request, the Board of Gover-
nors of the Federal Reserve System determined that the most useful way of
proceeding with these studies would be to organize expert task groups, each
headed by a consultant nationally recognized for his work in the statistical area
to be examined. Dr. Raymond Goldsmith of the National Bureau of Economic
Research will head the committee to evaluate savings statistics, Dr. J. Frederic
Dewhurst, executive director of the Twentieth Century Fund will be chairman of
the committee on inventory statistics, Prof. Arthur Smithies, chairman of the
department of economics of Harvard University has undertaken the chairmanship
of the committee on consumer expectations, Dr. Martin Gainsbrugh, executive
director of the National Industrial Conference Board has agreed to be chairman of
a committee on general business expectations, and Dr. George Terborgh, director
of Research of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute will be chairman
of a committee on plant and equipment expenditure expectations.

The special significance of each of the individual studies is spelled out in the
attached letters from Chairman Martin to the individual task force chairmen. In
the case of savings, for example, the letter emphasizes the highly strategic position
which savings occupy in the functioning of the general economy, and particularly
with respect to developments in money and credit markets, cyclical fluctuations in
business activity, and long-run growth in capital, productivity, and living
standards.

The study of the movements of inventories is cited as of key importance to
economic and financial analysts concerned with the problems of changes in the
business cycle. In writing to the task group studying inventories, Chairman
Martin also pointed out that only in recent decades has any appreciable volume
of information concerning inventory fluctuations been available and hence of
necessity much of the work in collecting and analyzing inventory data has been
experimental in nature.

Surveys of consumer expectations, attitudes, buying plans and related informa-
tion are also a relatively recent development in economic analysis although the
consumer plays an extremely important role in determining short-term business
fluctuations as well as in long-run economic growth. Because of different methodo-
logical techniques and the range of problems involved, the subcommittee's original
request for an evaluation of statistics on business expectations has been divided
into two categories: a study and appraisal of existing statistics in the field of
general business expectations and a study and appraisal of statistics relating to
fixed capital outlays and expectations.

Chairman Martin emphasized that each task group is given ample latitude for
inquiry, leaving the question of priority of interest to the group's discretion.
Final reports have been requested for June 30, 1955, but it is suggested that post-
ponements may be necessary in some instances in order to fulfill the requirements
of accuracy and completeness. A list of the 33 experts participating in these
studies is included with the attached correspondence between Congressman
Talle and Chairman Martin.

DECEMBER 15, 1954.
Mr. WILLIAM McC. MARTIN, Jr.

Chairman, Board of Governors,
Federal Reserve System, Washington, D. C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN MARTIN: I am highly gratified by yovf letter of December 14
setting forth in detail the splendid plans of the Board for carrying out, in response
to the request of the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics, the evaluation of
available statistical information and ways for improving our programs in the fields
of savings, business inventories, and business and consumer expectations. I am
sure that Senator Frank Carlson and Congressman Richard Bolling, the other
members of the subcommittee, join me in congratulating the Borad on enlisting
the services of such outstanding experts.
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. We shall look forward to receiving the final'reports of the task groups fiext
June and will want to keep in touch with their work as it progresses. To this
end I am asking the staff of the Joint Economic Committee to keep a close liaison
with you and the task groups. Thank you again for your thoughtful and whole-
hearted cooperation.

Sincerely,
HENRY 0. TALLE

Chairman, Subcommittee on Economic Statistics.

DECEMBER 14, 1954.
Hon. HENRY 0. TALLE,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Economic Statistics,
House of Representatives, Washington 25, D. C.

MY DEAR MR. TALLE: This is in reference to Governor Szymczak's letter of
August 11 in which he indicated to you that the Board would explore possibilities
of providing your Subcommittee on Economic Statistics with an evaluation of
available statistical information in the fields of savings, business inventories and
business and consumer expectations.: After considerable study of the matter and
several conferences with members of the staff bf 'thi Joint Commitee6 arid the
interested executive agencies, the Board determined that it could make the most
valuable response to your subcommittee's request by organizing five task groups,
composed of independent experts drawn primarily from business and academic'
circles, who would be asked to prepare evaluations of the adequacy of available
statistical information in their special areas of assignment.

I am happy to be able to report to you at this time that a very distinguished
group of professors and businessmen have agreed to serve on these committees.
Dr. Raymond Goldsmith of the National Bureau of Economic Research will head
the committee to evaluate savings statistics, Dr. J. Frederic Dewhurst of the
20th Century Fund will be chairman of the committee on inventory statistics,.
Prof. Arthur Smithies of Harvard University has undertaken the chairmanship
of the committee on consumer expectations, Dr. Martin Gainsbrugh of the
National Industrial Conference Board has agreed to be chairman of a committee
on general business expectations, and Dr. George Terborgh of the Machinery
and Allied Products Institute will be chairman of a committee on plant and
equipment expenditure expectations. It seemed highly desirable to us to break
this analysis of the available information on business expectations into these two
categories since they involve different methodological techniques and present
.somewhat different problems. A complete list of the task forces is attached for
your information.

In each case we have indicated to the members that we hope to have final
reports by June 30, 1955. So far as we can ascertain now it will be possible for
all the committees to meet this deadline. I should add, however, that in deal-
ing with experts of the intellectual caliber and integrity that have been assembled
here, both the Board and your subcommittee must recognize the possibility that
the individuals concerned will be reluctant to release a report until they are
completely satisfied as to its accuracy and completeness. Therefore, in order
to get the very best results, we must be prepared to yield to postponements
if necessary.

For the further information of your subcommittee I am also attaching copies of
letters I have sent to each of the chairmen, which set forth in some detail the
suggested scope of each study. As is evident from the tone of the letters, we
have endeavored to give each task group ample latitude for inquiry, leaving the
question of priority of interest to their discretion.

The Board is very hopeful that this approach will produce a group of reports
which will represent a real contribution to'knowledge and understanding of the
problems of data collection and interpretation and that the reports will serve
as a basis for improvement of both public and private statistical programs in
these areas over the years ahead.

Sincerely yours,
* WM. MCC. MARTIN, Jr.

COMMITTEE ON SAVINGS STATISTICS

Raymond Goldsmith, chairman, National Bureau of Economic Research
Solomin Barkin,' Textile Workers Union of America
Simon Kuznets, Johns Hopkins University and National Bureau of Economic

Research

I Committee members added subsequent to the issuance of the December 21, 1954, press release.
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James J. O'Leary, Life Insurance Association of America
Roy L. Reierson, Bankers Trust Co.
Edward Shaw, Brookings Institution and Stanford University
Dorothy S. Projector, secretary, Federal Reserve Board

COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER EXPECTATIONS

Arthur Srmithies, ehairman, Harvard University
Guy H. Orcutt, Harvard University
Samuel Stouffer, Harvard University
James Tobin, Yale University and Social Science Research Council
Hazel Kyrk (retired), University of Chicago
Harold C. Passer, Eastman Kodak Co.
Bert Seidman,' American Federation of Labor
Vernon G. Lippitt, secretary, Harvard University

COMMITTEE ON INVENTORY STATISTICS

J. Frederic Dewhurst, chairman The 20th Century Fund
Lester, Kellogg, John Deere & d0.
Moses Abramovitz, Stanford University and National Bureau of Economic Re-

search
Joseph K. Heyman, The Trust Co. of Georgia
Mrs. Ruth Mack, National Bureau of Economic Research
William Shaw, E. I. duPont de Nemours
Arthur L. Broida, secretary, Federal Reserve Board.

COMMITTEE ON GENERAL BUSINESS EXPECTATIONS

Martin Gainsbrugh, chairman, National Industrial Conference Board
Orin E. Burley, University of Pennsylvania
Sanford Parker, Fortune Magazine
Ashely Wright, Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey
Elmer Bratt, Lehigh University
Albert Hart, Columbia University
Millard Hastay, secretary, National Bureau of Economic Research

COMMITTEE ON PLANT AND EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURE EXPECTATIONS

George Terborgh. chairman, Machinery and Allied Products Institute
Walter Hoadley, Armstrong Cork Co.
Irwin Friend, University of Pennsylvania
Miles L. Colean; consulting economist, Washington, D. C.
William Butler, Chase National Bank
Paul Simpson, secretary, Federal Reserve Board

LETTERS TO COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN FROM CHAIRMAN MARTIN

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM,
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN,

November 22, 1954.
Mr. RAYMOND W. GOLDSMITH,

R. W. Goldsmith Associates, Inc.,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. GOLDSMITH: I am most pleased to learn of your willingness to serve
as a consultant to the Board in the capacity of chairman of a small committee of
distinguished economists and statisticians to undertake a study and appraisal of
existing statistics in the field of savings.

The study your committee is undertaking is one of several being made by the
Board, in cooperation with other Federal agencies and private organizations, in
response to a request addressed to the Board by the Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report of the 83d Congress,
2d session. The subcommittee's request is stated as follows in the progress re-
port of, August 5, 1954:

"The subcommittee is requesting the Federal Reserve to explore, in coopera-
tion with executive agencies, the adequacy of present statistics in three basic
areas: (1) Inventories, (2) savings, and (3) consumer and business expectations.

X Committee members added subsequent to the issuance of the December 21. 1954, press release.
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This request includes a thorough review of, and basic research into, concepts,
existing data, sources, and procedure for improving these statistics."

The language of the request indicates a desire on the part of the subcommittee
for a comprehensive review and appraisal of the present status of our knowledge
in the field of savings and for a set of broad, but also as s-ecific as possible, rec-
ommendations for improvements in existing concepts, methods, and statistics,
and for the development of new concepts and statistical data if these are deemed
necessary. This clearly calls for consideration of the purposes for which savings
data are now being or could be used. The committee, however, is not being asked
to make any recommendations as to which governmental agencies, or private
organizations, should be responsible for providing data in the savings field. The
target date for completion of committee renorts is June 30, 1955.

Saving occupies a highly strategic position in the functioning of the economy
generally and particularly so with respect to developments in money and credit
markets, cyclical fluctuations in business activity, and long-run growth in capital,
productivity, and living standards. Construction of adequate, pertinent, and
prompt measures of savings has been a major task of economists and statisticians
for many years and a number of concepts and measures are now available.

Your committee has an unusual opportunity to further progress in this area by
providing at this time a broad, objective, and expert examination of the field
taking into account the place of savings in our financial structure, the analytic
uses being made of savings data, and the present and prospective needs for such
information by those concerned with determination of governmental policy, by
private business and financial analysts, and by students of the economy in general.

The focus of interest of the study is in the improvement of statistics relating to
all phases of saving in our economy. This would includle the amounts and forms
of savings of various groups-consumers, noncorporate businesses, corporate
businesses, and (mainly to fill out the picture) government. The distribution of
savings by income classes and other significant groups, as well as the other bodies
of savings data, is appropriate, for evaluation by your committee. Presumably,
some part of the committee's time will need to be devoted to problems of collection
and processing of data, including appraisal of sampling procedures as these relate
both to present series and to possible new series.

Mr. Ralph A. Young, Director of the Division of Research and Statistics, will
serve as the Board's liaison with the committees and he will be in touch with you
from time to time as the work of your committee progresses. Mr. Young and
members of the research staff are prepared to provide your committee whatever
assistance they can and the cooperation of other agencies is assured.

I wish to express to you and your colleagues on the savings committee my great
appreciation for your willingness to undertake this important task.

Very truly yours,
WM. McC. MARTIN, Jr.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL PESERVE SYSTEM,
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN,

Mr. J. FREDERIC DEWHUEST, Washington, D. C., November 22, 1954.
Twentieth Century Fund, New York, N. Y.

DEAR MR. DEWHURST: I am most pleased to learn of your willingness to serve
as a consultant to the Board in the capacity of chairman of a small committee of
distinguished economists and statisticians to undertake a study and appraisal of
existing statistics in the field of inventories.

The study your committee is undertaking is one of several being made by the
Board, in cooperation with other Federal agencies and private organizations, in
response to a request addressed to the Board by the Subcommittee on Fconomic
Statistics of the Joint Committee on the Economic Peport of the 83d Congress,
2d session. The subcommittee's request is stated as follows in the progress report
of August 5, 1954:

"The subcommittee is requesting the Federal Peserve to explore, in cooperation
with executive agencies, the adequacy of present statistics in three basic ares:
(1) Inventories, (2) savings, and (3) consumer and business expectotions. This
request includes a thorough review of, and basic reseprch into, concepts, existing
data, sources, and procedure for improving these statistics."

The language of this request clearly indicates a desire for a comprehensive ap-
praisal of existing invenitory data and of means for improving them. Such an
appraisal patently calls for consideration of the purposes for which inventory sta-
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tistics are being or should be used. It also implies consideration of the relations
between inventory statistics and other data, such as those for prices and for sales,
output, and new orders. In some fields, output figures for successive stages may
provide the most useful clues available as to changing inventory positions.

The field of inventory study is one of the most important in the whole area of
economic and financial analysis, particularly with reference to problems of cyclical
fluctuation. Private business policies often depend on inventory changes in
particular fields and in the economy as a whole. Government economic and
monetary policies of a broad nature are often affected by inventory developments
and so also are some other more specialized Government programs, notably those
for defense stockpiling and farm price supports.

Only in recent decades has anv appreciable volume of information concerning
inventory fluctuations been available and of necessity much of the work in collect-
ing and analyzing inventory data has been experimental in nature. Further major
progress in this field may be feasible in the years ahead. Your committee has an
unusual opportunity to contribute to such further advance by analyzing actual and
potential uses of data concerning inventories, appraising the progress which has
been made so far in developing inventory information adequate for analysis, and
making recommendations concerning the further development of statistical infor-
mation in this field.

In view of the basic nature of the inquiry, attention may well be given to long-
term as well as short-term objectives. Also, due consideration will need to be
given to the effects which recent improvements in techniques of data collection,
processing, and analysis may have in making possible an improved inventory
statistics program. The committee, however, is not being asked to make any
recommendations as to what agencies should be responsible for providing inven-
tory data.

The target date set for completion of committee reports is June 30, 1955.
Mr. Ralph A. Young, Director of the Division of Research and Statistics, will

service as the Board's liaison with the committees and he will be in touch with
you from time to time as the work of your committee progresses. . Mr. Young
and members of the research staff are prepared to provide your committee what-
ever assistance they can and the cooperation of other agencies is assured.

I wish to express to you and your colleagues on the Committee on Inventory
Statistics my great appreciation for your willingness to undertake this important
task.

Very truly yours,
WM. McC. MARTIN, Jr.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM,
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN,

November 30, 1954.
Mr. ARTHUR SMITHIES,

Department of Economics, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.

DEAR MR. SMITHIES: I am most pleased to learn of your willingness to serve
as a consultant to the Board in the capacity of chairman of a small committee
of distinguished social scientists to undertake a study and appraisal of existing
statistics in the field of consumer expectations.

The study your committee is undertaking is one of several being made by the
Board, in cooperation with other Federal agencies and private organizations, in
response to a request addressed to the Board by the Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report of the 83d Congress,
2d session. The subcommittee's request is stated as follows in the progress
report of August 5, 1954:

"The subcommittee is requesting the Federal Reserve to explore, in coopera-
tion with executive agencies, the adequacy of present statistics in three basic areas:
(1) Inventories, (2) savings, and (3) consumer and business expectations. This
request includes a thorough review of, and basic research into, concepts, existing
data, sources, and procedure for improving these statistics."

The language of the request indicates a desire on the part of the subcommittee
for a comprehensive review and appraisal of the present status of our knowledge
in the field of consumer-survey information and for a set of broad, but also as
specific as possible, recommendations for improvements in existing concepts,
methods, and statistics, and for the development of new concepts and statistical
data if these are deemed necessary. This clearlv calls for consideration of the

58422-55 65
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purposes for which consumer survey data are now being or could be used. It
also requires consideration of these data in relation to other statistics concerning
consumer behavior.

Surveys of consumer expectations, attitudes, buying plans, and related informa-
tion are a relatively recent development in economic analysis. They have received
the serious attention of a relatively limited number of scholars. Of necessity,
much of the work has been and still is experimental in terms of their psychological
underpinnings, the statistical techniques utilizedl, and the economic usefulness of
the findings either for explaining the past or predicting the future. Your com-
mittee has an unusual opportunity to provide thoughtful evaluation and direction
to this promising area of investigation.

The consumer-his current income and financial position, his debts and assets,
his plans and expectations, and his attitudes about his economic situation and
prospects-play an extremely important role in short-term business fluctuations
as well as in long-run growth. Statistical data about consumer financial positions
and economic behavior are potentially of great significance for policymakers. In
approaching an evaluation of this field of statistics, it would be appropriate to
include some analysis of the uses now being made of consumer expectations and
related data and possible future needs for statistics in this field by persons con-
cerned with governmental policy, by private business, labor, and financial analysts,
and by students of the economy in general.

In view of the basic nature of the inquiry, the study should be undertaken on a
broad basis with an eve to long-run as well as short-run objectives. Presumably
some part of the committee's time will need to be devoted to problems of collection
and processing of data, including appraisal of interviewing techniques, question-
naire construction, and sampling procedures, as these relate both to present
surveys and to possible new sources of information.

The request of the subcommittee is directed toward the whole field of consumer
survey statistics, including the Board's survey of consumer finances as one
among several surveys. It is not envisaged that your report, or those of the other
committees, should make any recommendations as to the agency or agencies,
public or private, who should have responsibility for particular statistical series.
You should feel perfectly free, of course, to criticize, if you like, any of the work
presently being carried out in the field. The target date for the completion of the
committees' reports is June 30, 1955.

Mr. Ralph A. Young, Director of the Division of Research and Statistics, will
serve as the Board's liaison with the committees and he will be in touch with vou
from time to time as the work of your committee progresses. Mr. Young and
members of the research staff are prepared to provide your committee whatever
assistance they can and the cooperation of other agencies is assured.

I wish to express to you and your colleagues on the Committee on Consumer
Expectations my great appreciation for your willingness to undertake this
important task.

Very truly yours,
WM. McC. ',IARTLIN, Jr.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM,
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN,

December 6, 1954.
Mr. MARTIN R. GAINSBRUcrH,

National Industrial Conference Board,
New York, N. Y.

DEAR MR. GAINSBRUnH: I am most pleased to learn of your willingness to serve
as a consultant to the Board in the capacity of chairman of a small committee of
distinguished economists and statisticians to undertake a study and appraisal
of existing statistics in the field of general business expectations.

The study your committee is undertaking is one of several being made by the
Board, in cooperation with other Federal agencies and private organizations, in
response to a request addressed to the Board by the Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report of the 83d Congress,
2d session.. The subcommittee's request is stated as follows in the progress report
of August 5, 1954:

"The subcommittee is requesting the Federal Reserve to explore, in cooperation
with executive agencies, the adequacy of present statistics in three basic areas:
(1) Inventories, (2) savings, and (3) consumer and business expectations. This
request includes a thorough review of, and basic research into, concepts, existing
data, sources, and procedure for improving these statistics."
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The language of the request indicates a desire on the part of the subcommittee
for a comprehensive review and appraisal of the present status of odr:knowledgei
in the field of general business expectation statistics and for a set. of-broad, but
also as specific as possible, recommendations for improvements in existing con-,
cepts, methods, and statistics, including proposals for development of new
statistical data if these are deemed desirable. This would also call for considera-
tion of the purposes for which data are now being or could be used.

Surveys of general business expectations and related information are a relatively
recent development in broad economic analysis, although, of course, they have
been used for many years for planning by individual companies in some areas.
Of necessity, much of the work has been and still is experimental in terms of the
statistical techniques utilized and the economic usefulness of the findings either
for explaining the past or predicting the future. Your committee has an unusual-
opportunity to provide thoughtful evaluation and direction to this promising
area of investigation.

In view of the basic nature of the inquiry, the study should be'undertaken on
a broad basis with an eye to lone-run as cell as short-run objectives. Presumably
part of the committee's time will need to be devoted to problems of collection
and processing of data, including appraisal of interviewing techniques, question-
naire construction, and sampling procedures. as these relate both to present
surveys and to possible new sources of information.

As you know, another committee under the chairmanship of George Terborgh
is making a study of expectations with respect to plant and equipment outlays.
Your committee, therefore. will need to focus mainly on general business expecta-
tion Statistics and surveys.

The request of the subcommittee is directed toward the general field of business.
expectation statistics, ineluding privately sponsored as well as governmental
series; in fact, most of the presently available statistics are collected and issued
by private organizations. It is not envisaged that your report, or those of the
other committees, should make any recommendations as to the agency or agencies,
public or private, who should have responsibility for particular statistical series.
You should feel perfectly free, of course, to criticize, if you like, any of the work
presently being carried out in the field. The target date for the completion of
the committees' reports is June 30, 1955.

Mr. Ralph A. Young, Director of the Division of Research and Statistics, will
serve as the Board's liaison with the committees and he will be in touch with
you from time to time as the work of your committee progresses. Mr. Young
and members of the m esearch staff are prepared to provide your committee whatever
assistance they can and the cooperation of other agencies is assured.

I wish to express to you and your colleagues on the Committee on General
Business Expectations my great appreciation for your willingness to undertake
this important task.

Very truly yours,
WM. McC. MARTIN. Jr.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE STSTEM,
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN,

November 30, 1954.
Mr. GEORGE TERBORGH,

Machinery and Allied Products Institute,
Ring Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. TERBOROH: I am most pleased to learn of your willingness to serve
as a consultant to the Board in the capacity of chairman of a small committee
of distinguished economists to undertake a study and appraisal of the adequacy
of existing statistics relating to fixed capital outlays and expectations. The
study your committee is undertaking is one of several being made by the Board,
in cooperation with other Federal agencies and private organizations, in response
to a request to the Board by the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics of the
Joint Committee on the Economic Report of the 83d Congress, 2d session. The
subcommittee's request is stated as follows in recommendation No. 9 in the
progress report of August 5, 1954:

"The subcommittee is requesting the Federal Reserve to explore, in cooperation
with executive agencies, the adequacy of present statistics in three basic areas:
(1) Inventories, (2) savings, and (3) consumer and business expectations. This
request includes a thorough review of, and basic research into, concepts, existing
data, sources, and procedure for improving these statistics."
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Fixed capital outlays, although a relatively small part of gross national product,
occupy a highly strategic position in the economy generally, particularly so with
respect to developments in capital markets, cyclical fluctuations in output and
-employment, and long-run growth in output and living standards. The task
.your committee is undertaking is to appraise the adequacy of present data and
*concepts and to prepare a set of recommendations for improving such information
in the field of plans and expectations with Iespect to plant and. equipment expendi-
tures. The committee, however, is not being asked to make any recommendations
as to what governmental agencies, or private organizations, should be responsible
-for providing data in these fields. The target date for completion of the com-
.mittee's report is June 30, 1955.

Comprehensive data relating to prospective plant and equipment outlays and
plans for expenditures are relatively recent and in many respects they are still
experimental. Your committee has an unusual opportunity to contribute to
further progress in this area by examining basic concepts and statistical methods
*in the light of the current uses and prospective needs for such information by
students of the economy, business, and financial analysts, and those concerned
,with governmental policy.

In view of the breadth of the subcommittee's request it would appear appro-
priate, if your committee so desired, to include as part of its study an appraisal
of capital outlays and plans for State and local governments and nonprofit organ-
izations as well as those of farmers and private businesses. The committee may
also wish to consider, among other things, the relation of capital outlays to economic
growth, technological change, and financing patterns. Presumably an important
part of the committee's time will need to be devoted to problems of collection
.and processing of data, including appraisal of sampling procedures, and to explor-
ing the needs and possibilities for developing new series in important fields.

Mr. Ralph A. Young, Director of the Division of Research and Statistics, will
serve as the Board's liaison with the committees and he will be in touch with you
from time to time as the work of your committee progresses. Mr. Young and
members of the research staff are prepared to provide your committee whatever
assistance they can and the cooperation of other agencies is assured.

I understand that you are already exploring these and other problems with
members of the Board's research staff. May I express again my appreciation
of your acceptance of this assignment.

Very truly yours,
WM. MCC. MARTIN, Jr.

Representative BOLLING. Senator Goldwater, did you have some
material you wished to put in?

Senator GOLDWATER. Not at this time.
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Belcher, will you proceed?

OPENING STATEMENT OF DONALD R. BELCHER, ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

Mr. BELCHER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
responding to the request of this committee, I am happy to present
the following statement in regard to provisions made in the 1956
budget for the improvement of economic statistics by various agencies
of the Federal Government.
- A sound and balanced statistical system is a primary requirement for
sound administrative policies. This is true as regards the decisions
and actions of the Federal Government itself, both legislative and
executive. It is equally true in the fields of private enterprise-
agriculture, business, and labor. The needs for accurate and prompt
knowledge of the ebbs and flows in all major areas of our economic
life require improvement and strengthening of our basic system of
statistical intelligence.

Such a system of statistical intelligence may be viewed as consist-
ing of two or more or less distinguishable categories. The first may
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be called the overall analysis of the economic situation, and is typi-
fied by national product and income accounts, indexes of production,
trends of employment and unemployment, earnings of all manufactur-
ing corporations, and the volume of business investment. The second
category, or "specialized analysis," is comprised of such data as pro-
duction of individual crops, production by selected manufacturing
industries, price movements of individual commodities, and employ-
ment and unemployment by specific industries and localities. To ap-
praise the overall movements of the economy it is necessary to study
the several parts, but the parts themselves cannot be competently
interpreted without reference to the general framework of the economy
as a whole.

As agencies of the Federal Government undertake to respond to
legitimate demands for more and better economic statistics, it is of
primary importance that proper balance be preserved, not only be-
tween the general and the specific, but also within each of these broad
categories. It has long been and is now the objective of the Bureau
of the Budget, in formulating appropriation recommendations to the
President each year for inclusion in his annual budget, to do all in its
power to strengthen the statistical system and at the same time to
maintain that proper balance.

As I said to your subcommittee last July, the Office of Statistical
Standards within the Budget Bureau draws on all available sources
in formulating its judgment as to what the statistical program of the
Government should be. In preparing the 1956 budget, we have been
greatly influenced by the testimony given last July by experts both
within and outside the Federal Government, as well as by recom-
mendations contained in the progress report of the subcommittee
under date of July 30, 1954. The 1956 budget contains provision
for a major expansion in many statistical programs.

This year, for the first time and in response to the request of your
subcommittee, the budget document contains, on pages 1203-1204, a
special analysis of "Federal Economic Statistical Programs." It
shows that, for the major current statistical programs, the President
has recommended the amount of $32.2 million for fiscal 1956, as
compared with estimated expenditures of $27.4 million in the current
year, or an increase of $4.8 million.

I believe it desirable that this special analysis be incorporated in.
the record before this committee, and accordingly I shall not under-
take to repeat all of the detail therein contained. Provision for a
number of periodic census programs (namely, the censuses of agricul-
ture, business, manufactures, and mineral industries) was made, in
large part, by appropriations of $24.4 million in fiscal 1955. The
1956 budget includes the $10.7 million required for their completion,
plus $500,000 for an intercensal housing survey. With regard to the
current statistical programs, however, it may be helpful if I comment
on some of them in fairly broad terms.

Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that the special analysis referred to by the witness be incorporated
in the record.

Representative BOLLING. Without objection, that will be done.
(The information referred to is as follows:)
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SPECIAL ANALYSIS I. FEDERAL ECONOMIC STATISTICAL PROG.RAMS
1

This analysis presents the current and recommended levels of the major eco-
*nomic statistical programs of the Federal Government. It is intended to facilitate
evaluation of the overall system of Government statistics by specific subject-
matter areas and to show the proposed changes in the budget recommendations
for the fiscal vear 1956 for statistics of employment and unemployment, construe-
tion and housing, and other important areas of economic conditions or activities.
* A sound and balanced statistical system is a necessary'basis for sound adminis-
.trative policies: The needs of business, agriculture, labor, and Government for
accurate and prompt knowledge of the ebbs and flows in all major areas of our
economic life require improvement and strengthening of our basic system of
statistical intelligence.

CURRENT PROGRAMS

For a number of years the current programs of the statistical agencies have
operated at a nearly fixed level, despite increases in operating costs. There have
been no major expansions in these programs to keep pace with the demands for
improved measures of changing economic conditions, although the major eco-
nomic censuses, which are essential as benchmarks, were initaited in the fiscal
year 1955. To meet the demands for better current measures, for the fiscal year
1956 the budget provides increases amounting to $4.8 million, as shown in the
following summary:

Direct obligations for major current statistical programs, by broad subject areas

[In millions .

Program 1954 actual 1955 estimate 1956 estimate

Employment and unemployment, wages, Industrial injuries. $4.9 $4. 9 $6. 8
Prices and price indexes ---------------------------------- - 1.6 1.7 2.0
Construction and housing- 4.5 .5 1. 5
Production and distribution - -14. 5 15. 7 16.6
Population and vital statistics ------- -_ 1.5 1.5 1.6
National income and analysis of business trends: State and
I local governments 3.2 3.1 3. 5
Electronic equipment development - .2

Total, major current programs -26. 2 27. 4 32. 2

This table does not include all the current statistical programs of the Govern-
ment. Many of the Government's statistical activities, including some which
contribute to our overall system of economic information, are closely tied to and
frequently part of. administrative operations-for example, reporting activities
which arise from the unemployment insurance operations of the Bureau of Em-
ployment Security. The agencies whose programs are included, in whole or in
part, in this subject-matter summary are shown in the table at the end of this
special analysis.

Employment and unemployment, wages, industrial injuries: The number of
persons employed, their hours of work and wages, and the number of those looking
for work are of concern to the Government in formulating policy and to business-
men, labor groups, and the general public as a guide in making many day-to-day
economic decisions. Information on labor turnover (industrial hires, layoffs, and
quits) throws additional light on the current economic situation.

One of the problems of most concern in recent months has been the nature of
the impact of unemployment during the period of adjustment from an unusually
high level of defense spending. The need for greater detail on the labor force,
further improvement of statistics on the extent and incidence of unemployment,
and more information on the employment situation and outlook in specific areas
has been made apparent during the transition period. Increases are recom-
mended for the fiscal year 1956 to enable the Bureau of the Census and the
Bureau of Labor Statistics to strengthen their respective programs in this vital
area.

Provision is also made for some extension in the fiscal year 1956 of the industry
and community wage surveys conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and
for expansion of the BLS statistics on industrial accidents to increase their use-
fulness in promoting safety.

I From the budget of the United States, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1956, p. 1203.
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- Prices and price indexes: The collection of price data and the computation of
indexes of prices and the cost of living are a basic element in our system of eco-
nomic intelligence. The statistical series currently maintained in this area by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Department of Agriculture are of strategic
importance in many different connections-notably, for example, use of the BLS
consumer price index as a factor in setting wage rates for millions of workers, and
use of agricultural price indexes in determining parity ratios.
' Postwar revisions- have been completed of the BLS consumer price index and
wholesale price index. For the fiscal year 1956 the budget includes a major survey
by the Agricultural Marketing Service to obtain the present pattern of farmers'
expenditures to determine if there is need for revising or reweighting the index of
prices paid by farmers. This survey will also supply information needed, for
analysis of many farm problems.

Construction and housing: Construction is a major economic activity, carried
on by thousands of small builders scattered throughout the Nation. Because of
its sensitivity to economic conditions and the dependence placed upon it by so
many related activities, adequate information on construciton is of key'signifi-
cance in appraising economic trends. Estimates now available are limited to the
number of new nonfarm dwelling units started and the dollar volume of all new
construction activity. The latter series is based on scattered data and can be
relied on to reflect only long-term trends or substantial changes in the acitvity.

For the fiscal year 1956 the budget includes a major increase for the construction
statistics program of the Business and Defense Services Administration, to im-
prove the soundness and reliability of the new-construction activity series and to
permit compilation of data on expenditures for alterations and repairs and on
residential vacancies. Provision is also made for the Bureau of Labor Statistics
to obtain statistics on characteristics of new housing being built and on the organi-
zation and structure of the home-building industry, and to initiate studies of
materials and labor requirements for construction.

In addition the increase for this area included under current programs, the
budget for the fiscal year 1956 provides for an intercensal housing survey, as noted
below under periodic census programs.

Production and distribution: The broad area of production and distribution
includes work of the Department of Agriculture on farm economics, market re-
search, crop and livestock estimates, and related subjects, and work of other
agencies-primarily the Bureau of the Census-on current business and industrial
statistics, foregin trade and shipping, and related matters.

Farm production costs and farming metnods have drastically changed under
the impact of new technology, and the survey of present patterns of farmers'
expenditures proposed for 1956 will aid in analysis of farm income and farm
practices. Provision is also made in the Agricultural Marketing Service for
further market research and improvements in the accuracy of the estimates and
forecasts of crop and livestock production. In the Agricultural Research Service,
the budget provides for further work in the fiscal year 1956 on the economics of
production, designed to develop information to help improve farm practices.

The 1956 budget also provides for annual sample surveys of retail trade and
manufacturing activity by the Bureau of the Census.

Population and vital statistics: The only increase provided in this area for the
fiscal year 1956 is recommended to enable the National Office of Vital Statistics
to reduce the timelag in publishing reports of vital statistics: The increase in
the number of certificates of births and other vital events to be processed and
tabulated has resulted in excessive timelags in the publication of these reports.

National income and analysis of business trends; State and local governments:
The Office of Business Economics in the Department of Commerce is responsible
for making estimates of the national income and gross national product and other
national accounts. A small increase is included in the budget for the fiscal year
1956 for the work of this office on analysis of national economic trends, primarily
to provide for use in the national income-product accounts of the results of the
business censuses being taken this year.

The quarterly financial reports program, which collects income statements
and balance sheets from manufacturing corporations, is one of the' important
analytic tools for determining present and prospective levels of economic activity.
This program is conducted jointly by the Federal Trade Commission and the
Securities 'rnd Exchange Commission. For the fiscal year 1956 the budget
provides for increasing the usefulness of this program by enlarging its scope to
include mining and trade corporations.
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Tabulations of income-tax returns by the Internal Revenue Service are used
as benchmarks for most current series on the financial condition of business and
for major components of the national income and product accounts.

State and local governments in toto represent an important segment of the
national economy, spending over $30 billion a year. For the fiscal year 1956 the
budget provides for filling a gap in our information in this area by including funds
for the Bureau of the Census to develop annual State-by-State estimates of
expenditures, receipts, and changes in debt of State and local governments.

Electronic equipment development: Efforts in the fiscal year 1956 directed
toward developing specialized electronic equipment for use in the censuses of
business, manufactures, and mineral industries scheduled for 1958 and the censuses
of population. housing, and agriculture scheduled for 1960 will result in significant
reductions in the costs of these censuses and in the time required between enumer-
ation and publication of many of the basic tabulations. Funds for development
of this equipment are included in the regular 1956 budget for the Bureau of the
Census.

PERIODIC CENSUS PROGRAMS

Censuses of agriculture, business (wholesale and retail trade and the service
trades), manufactures, and mineral industries are scheduled at 5-year intervals.
These periodic canvasses of all establishments and farms are important to business
and agriculture and serve as benchmarks by means of which the accuracy of
many Government and private statistical series is maintained, and the trends
shown by current series are evaluated. The major costs of the present censuses,
which cover the calendar year 1954. were provided for in the appropriations enacted
for the fiscal year 1955. The budget for the fiscal year 1956 includes funds for the
completion of these censuses.

An intercensal housing survey to be made by the Bureau of the Census is also
included in the budget for the fiscal year 1956. This survey will obtain needed
information on the number and characteristics of the Nation's housing units
and on changes in the amount of housing since the 1950 decennial census of
housing.

Direct obligations for major economic statistical programs, by agency

[In millions]

Agency 1954 actual 1955 estimate 1956 estimate

CURRENT PROGRAMS

Department of Acriculture:
Agricultural Marketing Service: Marketing research and

agricultural estimates $8. 4 $10.2 $11. 0
Agricultural Research Service: Economics of production,

included under farm and land management research 1.3 1.4 1. 5
Department of Commerce:

Bureau of the Census ----------------- 6.8 6.2 7.4
Business and Defense Services Administration:

Construction statistics, included under industry divi-
sions I--- - .1I 9

Office of Business Economics -9 .9 1.0
Denartment of Health, Education, and Welfare: Public

Health Service: National Office of Vital Statistics ---- 1.3 1.3 1. 4
Department of Labor: Bureau of Labor Statistics 5.5 5.4 6.8
Department of the Treasury: Internal Revenue Service:

Statistical reporting -. -- 1.6 1. 7 1. 7
Federal Trade Commission: Financial reports, included under

economic and financial reports .1 .1 .3
Securities and Exchange Commission: Preparation of opera-

tional and business statistics .2 .1 .2

Total, current programs --- 26. 2 27.4 32 2

PERIODIC CENSUS PROGRAMS

Department of Commerce:
Bureau of the Census:

Census of agriculture -- 16. 0 6.0
Censuses of business, manufactures, and mineral

industries - ------------- -------------- .4 4. 7
Intercensal housing survey ---- ----------- -- .5
Spot checks of business, manufactures, and agriculture 1. 5-

Total, periodic census programs -1. 5 24.4 11. 2

Total, major economic statistical programs 27. 7 51. 8 43. 4
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Mr. BELCHER. Manpower: An appreciable strengthening of sta-
tistics in the field- of manpower seems called for, both to improve our
overall understanding of the economic situation as it affects emplov-
ment and also to support the Secretary of Labor in developing his
programs.

We have been particularly impressed that, in the area of employ-
ment and unemployment statistics where we have some of our most
detailed statistics, there is a need for still more detail, precision, and
sensitivity to short-run changes in the economy. We are, therefore,
recommending a doubling of the Current Population Survey sample
to provide better and more detailed information on the labor force,
employment and unemployment. Some funds for research and im-
provement of these series are also included.

The monthlv indicator of the number of the unemployed needs to
be supplemented by additional information on the characteristics of
those who are presently without jobs-who are they, where are they,
how long have they been without work, and whether their joblessness
is due to seasonal or cyclical factors. To provide this information we
have endorsed the request of the Secretary of Labor for funds to study
the present problems of chronic area and industry unemployment,
frictional unemployment, characteristics of the jobless, and the
structural changes in the labor force lying bevind these currentpat-
terns. It is desirable also to survey the employment and unemploy-
ment of the labor force in selected industrial areas each year, using
the same techniques now used for the national estimates of unem-
ployment, with the Secretary of Labor choosing the areas in response
to the needs of the current situation.

To round out the national and area picture, figures are needed in
more detail and with greater accuracy regarding factory labor turn-
over rates-accessions, quits, discharges, layoffs, and the like; as well
as greater detail and more accurate information on employment
trends in that growing segment of our economy, the service trades.
We propose to add also to the detail we now have on employment,
hours and earnings by industries by cooperating with the States in
the preparation of such series in some 14 additional metropolitan areas.

For many years the Occupational Outlook Handbook of the Depart-
ment of Labor has been one of the most important tools available to
schools, employment offices, and others interested in vocational guid-
ance from the point of view of labor market opportunities. The last
edition is now seriously out of date. To keep this valuable handbook
in tune with the times, we are recommending that a regular program
of revision be begun in 1956.

We are also providing for some extension of the industry and com-
munity wage surveys and for expansion of statistics on industrial
accidents to increase their usefulness in promoting safety.

Prices: There have been major revisions of the Wholesale Price
Index and the Consumers Price Index since 1950. We feel, and your
panel of last summer seemed to share this feeling, that these economic
series meet fairlv well the usual needs. However, there is now a
modest provision in the Bureau of Labor Statistics appropriation for
continued research to which we can look for continual review.

Weights for the Index of Prices Paid by Farmers are based on data
relating to farm daily expenditures in 1937-41. A survey of farmers'
expenditures is provided in the Department of Agriculture budget
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for 1956. This survey will collect data on the current pattern of
expenditures and supply the information needed in reviewing the
weights for this index. In addition to this use, the survey will, also
provide much better information for computing net farm income-
a significant figure for appraising the condition of agriculture and,
of course, an important component in other national aggregates.

Financial, national income and governments: In the area of current
business statistics, provision is made for expanding the financial
reports program, conducted jointly by the Federal Trade Commission
and the Securities snd Exchange Commission, to include mining and
wholesale and retail trade corporations, and to provide preliminary
estimates of the quarterly net income of the corporations covered.
Increases are requested also to improve the savings estimates, to
permit a special study of plant and equipment expenditure estimates
to determine what factors are responsible for differences between
anticipated expenditures and actual expenditures for the same period,
and for a study of the problems related to the collection of current
financial statistics covering unincorporated business.

Improvements in the accuracy of our national income and product
estimates will be facilitated by the projects included in this year's
budget request. In particular, provision is made for incorporating
in those estimates the reliable comprehensive data which will become
available in the census of business and manufactures for 1954, and
statistical tabulations by the Internal Revenue Service for the same
year. Through integration with the FTC-SEC financial reporting
program noted above, the national income work will utilize data
from that program without the expense and burden of special col-
lection. Planning for improvements in our inventory and manu-
factures sales estimates is also provided in the budget increases.

Provision is being made in the Bureau of the Census budget to
expand the present sample survey of State and local government
finances so that estimates of revenues, expenditures, and debt can
be obtained on a State-by-State basis. Such information is needed
in dealing with the problems of intergovernmental relations and
will also facilitate the taking of the 1957 census of governments.

Production and distribution: The importance of accurate current
information on production and distribution of both agricultural and
industrial products cannot be overemphasized. The development
of a research program to improve crop and livestock estimating
methods was initiated in fiscal 1954 and a start on its gradual expan-
sion to cover an increased number of crops and additional sections
of the country is provided for in this budget. In addition, provision
is made for expansion of marketing research directed toward improved
product quality and improved efficiency in the marketing of agricul-
tural products. Such research serves as a basis for more intelligent
decisions regarding assembly, storage, processing, and distribution
of farm products. Increased attention will also be given to research
designed to provide data on changes in farming called for in different
farming areas in view of prospective prices, costs, and other conditions.

Continuation of annual sample surveys of manufacturing and retail
trade during the years between the quinquennial censuses of manu-
factures and trade was recommended by the Secretary of Commerce's
Intensive Review Committee. While such a survey covering 1954
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was not needed in view of the major censuses covering these areas,
the 1956 budget provides for a resumption.

Construction and housing: Statistics on construction and housing
are generally regarded as critically inadequate. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics series on the number of new nonfarm dwelling units started
was revised last vear and is as firm as it can be made with the tech-
niques and data available from present resources. However, it does
not include farmhouses and its coverage of nonfarmhouses in rural
areas is weak.

The series on expenditures for new construction of all types, for
which BLS in the Department of Labor and BDSA in the Depart-
ment of Commerce are jointly responsible, is seriously deficient. The
BDSA budget contains funds for a program which will make sub-
stantial improvements in these data next year. As a byproduct of
the surveys planned to collect data on nonresidential construction,
the deficiencies in the housing starts series for rural areas which I
just mentioned will be largely corrected.

One phase of construction activity on which we have had no reliable
data has to do with the volume of expenditures for alterations, repair,
and modernization. Last year the Bureau of the Census made a
small survey which tended to show that such expenditures by home-
owners alone were much higher than was previously believed;
approaching in fact the expenditures for new homes. Census and
BDSA are now doing similar preliminary work on commercial prop-
erties: The BDSA budget contains funds for the regular and con-
tinuing collection of data on the volume of such activity on all types
of properties.

The last housing census was taken in the spring of 1950. Additions
to the housing supply through new construction are being made at
an unprecedented level since 1949-well over a million units a year.
However, lacking current measures of such quantitative factors as
demolition and conversions and such qualitative factors as "fix-up"
and modernization, the census budget contemplates an intercensal
housing inventory, to be taken in 1956 on a sample basis. This will
provide much needed information on the effect of all of these forces on
the amount and quality of the Nation's housing supply. Data on resi-
sential vacancies will be provided periodically by a program supported
by funds in the BDSA budget.

The three programs I have just mentioned-new construction,
alterations and repairs, and the housing and vacancy surveys-
account dollarwise for 85 percent of the improvement in the statistical
program for this area. The rest of the program provides for surveys
and studies by BDSA and BLS of building materials and labor require-
ments for construction, and characteristics of new houses being built,
and the organization and structure of the home-building industry.

All of the programs in this area are recurring and should be con-
tinued annually, except the census housing survey which would be
repeated during the period between decennial censuses only as condi-
tions warrant. I should mention also that the studies of materials and
labor requirements would cover selected types of construction on a
rotating basis so that these requirements for all types of construction
would be covered about every 5 years:

Population and vital statistics: During the past few years the proces-
sing of certificates of births and other vital events and publication of
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the annual compendium of final data have lagged far behind desirable
goals. An increase in funds for the fiscal year 1956 will enable the
National Office of Vital Statistics to recapture lost ground in approxi-
mating an optimum schedule for the publication of vital statistics of
the United States.

Conclusion: In its report of last July, your subcommittee put great
emphasis on the needs of private economic interests aind of Govern-
ment policymakers for increasing quantity and improved quality of
economic statistics, and pointed out the essential and unique role
which the Federal Government must take in helping to satisfy that
need.

I believe that viewpoint has widespread acceptance in our Govern-
ment. Despite budgetary limitations, our statistical agencies have
long been in the forefront of new statistical methods and their output
over the years has shown great overall improvement, both in coverage
and in quality.

For fiscal 1956, the President has recommended appropriations to
the several agencies which, in addition to completing the special
censuses already underway, will provide for expansion of $4.8 million,
or about one-sixth, in present levels, for the current statistical programs.
This contemplates not only general strengthening throughout the
statistical system but, in particular, marked increases in the fields of
manpower and construction statistics where the need for more and
better economic information is most generally recognized. The in-
creases are all directed at known weaknesses or gaps in existing statis-
tics and will measurably improve our economic intelligence. In the
two fields of major increases, I am convinced that the expanded pro-
grams will raise the entire level of accuracy and detail, and correct
major deficiencies disclosed during the postwar period.

I want to thank you for your attention and again express apprecia-
tion for the opportunity of appearing before this committee.

Representative BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Belcher.
Mr. Talle, do you have some questions?
Representative TALLE. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Belcher, in the Joint Economic Report of last February, House

Report 1256, 83d Cong., 2d sess., the committee recommended that
the various executive agencies comply with the committees' staffs'
suggestions for improving labor force employment and unemployment
statistics, pages 49 and 50 in that report.

Would you outline the steps which have been taken to comply with
those recommendations or suggestions?

Mr. BELCHER. Well, specifically as to that area, in that area we have
the largest single item of increase in the recommended budget for 1956.
That is an increase from estimated expenditures of $4.9 million in
1955 to a budget figure of $6.8 million in 1956, or an increase of $1.9
million in that manpower area. So we have given very serious con-
sideration to that recommendation.

Representative TALLE. I want to say, again, that the cooperation
of the executive agencies with our committee has certainly been
excellent, and I foresee that it will continue to be so.

Mr. BELCHER. Thank you, sir. I am very happy to hear that.
Representative BOLLING. Senator Douglas.
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Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Belcher, are you the representative of the
Bureau of the Budget in charge of statistics or generally suipervising
governmental statistics?
* Mr. BELCHER. I am Assistant Director of the Bureau and assigned
various responsibilities, and I have been giving special attention to
the area of statistics in the absence of an Assistant Director in charge
of the Office of Statistical Standards.

Senator DOUGLAS. Some years ago I used to use the statistical series,
of the Government quite fully, although in the last 15 years it has:
been impossible for me to do so. Up until 1921, the Government.
collected statistics on the amount of fixed and working capital in:
manufacturing, and then I am sorry to say, on the recommendation of
an advisory committee of statisticians, this series was discontinued.

Now I have not had a chance to study the various censuses since then.
Do you know whether we now have amounts of capital invested and
total amounts of capital used in the various industries?

Mr. BELCHER. I would suppose we would have in connection with
the census of manufactures. Mav I ask Mr. Stapp, who is Assistant
Chief of the Office, about that fact?

Mr. STAPP. There has been a certain amount of decreasing emphasis
on the amount of capital--

Senator DOUGLAS. Do you have the amount of capital for increases?
Mr. STAPP. They get the amount invested and the amount in-

creased.
Senator DOUGLAS. Do you have figures of total capital or just the

annual increments?
Mr. STAPP. Senator Douglas, there are a number of sources for such

data and I cannot recall the exact status.
Senator DOUGLAS. Would you be good enough to prepare a memo-

randum on this question? I know it is difficult to translate these
figures into money terms because you have the problem of original cost
as compared with current valuation. This, however, has always
seemed to me a highly important series, and the British dominions have
very detailed periodic figures on this. Of course, their censuses of
manufactures are very poor but it did seem to me a great mistake to
discontinue our series on this subject. At an appropriate time I
would like to urge an expansion in this direction because it has great
theoretical and great practical importance, too.

Mr. BELCHER. May we submit a statement as to the current situaz
tion on that?

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes, I would appreciate it very much.
(The material requested is as follows:)

INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM FEDERAL STATISTICAL AGENCIES ON CAPITAL
INVESTED IN MANUFACTURING

(1) Quarterly data on working capital, assets, liabilities and other financial
items appear in the quarterly financial report, a joint release of the Federal Trade
Commission and the Securities and Exchange Commission. This release gives
data on a company basis on individual asset items (such as property, plant, and
equipment) as well as liability, income, and surplus items. The data are available
for all manufacturing corporations, and for 23 individual industry groups (such
as food tobacco, machinery, etc.) in manufacturing.

(2) Annual data, in still greater detail, are published in the Internal Revenue
Service's Statistics of Income, Part 2, Corporations (table 4).

(3) Quarterly data are also available on the amount of investment made in the
current quarter. These figures on plant and equipment expenditures by manu-
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facturing corporations appear regularly in the survey of current business and are
based on the joint surveys of the Office of Business Economics and the Securities
and Exchange Commission. The survey also publishes estimates of anticipated
capital expenditures. These estimates (which are based upon anticipations of
business firms) are made quarterly for two quarters in advance and once a year
for a full calendar year.

The above data relate only to manufacturing corporations. However, corpo-
rations account for over 90 percent of net income and sales in all manufacturing.
Consequently the data can be taken as generally indicative of manufacturing
business as a whole, though some industry segments, such as petroleum, encom-
pass appreciable amounts of nonmanufacturing facilities.

(4) Annual data for plant and equipment expenditures and for inventories by
establishments is provided in detailed industry groups beginning with 1949 in
the Census Bureau's annual sample survey of manufactures. In addition, expen-
ditures for manufacturing establishments under construction and not yet in
operation at the end of the year are also collected. Information on plant and
equipment expenditures and inventories for all manufacturing establishments
-was collected in the census of manufactures for 1939, 1947, and currently for 1954.
The Census Bureau did not collect data on capital expenditures between the
years 1921-37. Data on total capital invested by manufacturing establishments
-consisting of plant and equipment, inventories and other assets were last collected
for 1919.

Representative BOLLING. Senator Goldwater.
Senator GOLDWATER. I have no questions.
Representative BOLLING. Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMAN. I have no questions.
Representative BOLLING. Thank you very much, Mr. Belcher.
Mr. BELCHER. It was a great pleasure to be here.
(Mr. Belcher's prepared statement appears at p. 1099.)
Senator GOLDWATER. It is going to be necessary for me to leave.

This is the particular time of year when Republicans go forth to extoll
the virtues of Lincoln, and I have to depart for that purpose today, but
I am sure you understand the necessity of that.

Representative BOLLING. Certainly.
Senator GOLDWATER. Before I go, though, I would like to comment

that I have had many, many letters from constituents in Arizona and
business friends in other parts of the Nation complaining about the
present business census that has gone out. It is out. There is noth-
ing we can do about it.

Pointing this up was an article in Business Week on the 5th of
February, entitled "Where the Census Goes Wrong." I have had
that article copied, because it points up very pointedly the type of
remarks that I have been receiving on the census.

Mentioned in this article is the improvement of census of manu-
factured articles statistics, which is a report of the Advisory Council
on Federal Reports.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask unanimous consent that this
article from Business Week, together with a copy of this report, be
incorporated in the record at this time.

Representative BOLLING. Without objection, that will be done.
(The information referred to above is as follows:)

[Business Week, February 5, 195S1

WHERE THE CENSUS GOES WRONG

AN INDUSTRY ADVISORY GROUP SAYS MANY OF THE CENSUS OF MANUFACTURERS
CLASSIFICATIONS ARE MISLEADING

Sometime within the next 2 weeks, every manufacturing plant in the United
States is supposed to tell the Census Bureau how much business it did last year,
what its chief products were, and how many people it employed. But census
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officials have been warned that the results, when they are tabulated and published
later in the year, will be far from an accurate picture of what United States indus-
try really is, or how it operates.

The warning was made by a committee of top economists and statisticians in
a report for the Advisory Council on Federal Reports. The Council, which
works closely with the Statistical Standards Division of the Bureau of the Budget,
is composed of private industry representatives. The census study was made
by a special subcommittee of the Council.

Objections.-In general, the committee, in an 11-to-1 majority report, accuses
the Census Bureau of clinging to outmoded ideas of what constitutes an "indus-
try," and of failing to adjust its data to reflect modern practices.

In particular, the committee says census data fails to allow for the trend
toward diversification of products, and for the amount of output for in-plant
use only.

The result-in the opinion of committee members-is needless trouble for
business on a number of fronts:

Businessmen trying to use census data to measure potential markets are
hampered by lack of complete coverage.

Antimonopoly legislators and the Federal Trade Commission are given a false
picture of the degree to which output is concentrated in a few plants.

The real productivity of labor is obscured by unreliable information on total
output within individual plants. And labor productivity is becoming more and
more a big factor in union negotiations.

Too late?-It's too late to change the forms, or to obtain additional information
from manufacturers, in time for this year's census. But the committee hopes
Census will still change some of its processing of the raw data to conform to its
recommendations. It also recommends that Census raise warning signs over
some of its data that the committee feels will be particularly misleading.

To see what's involved, think of the information supplied by businessmen as
falling into two broad categories: (1) Facts about products. and (2) facts about
the establishment as a whole. These break down further into the subdivisions
that cause much of the confusion in the business census.

I. What are products"
Plants are asked to report on the dollar value of final products that are shipped,

sometimes on the number of units produced, too. The committee has praise for
these figures-as far as they go. The trouble is they stop short of really listing
what most plants make and often fall far short of measuring actual output.
Here's why:

"Final products shipped"-the key to census data on products-fails to pick
up information about goods produced for internal use. If the product is not
shipped as.a separate unit, it is not counted. That means millions of dollars'
worth of such items as containers, casting, stampings, forgings, and machined
products simply disappear as far as the census of manufacturers is concerned.

Misleading.-This flaw in census data can lead to serious errors in measuring
the size of an industry. The committee cites the case of cutting tools, jigs, dies,
and fixtures. This is classified as a separate industry under census rules.

Suppose you're a supplier to this industry and want to check on the size of your
market. The last census of manufacturers-taken for 1947-reports a grand
total of 74,522 workers in this industry. But General Motors Corp. alone employs
18,000 skilled tool, die, jig, and fixture makers-of whom only 500 are included in
the census figures. That's because the other 17,500 turn out products that are
used in the same plant where they are made, instead of being shipped.

Thousands of additional workers are turning out these products for other manu-
facturers. So the census figures ludicrously understate the size of the industry.

Wrong impression.-That's a serious enough flaw when a market analyst is
trying to judge a sales potential. It becomes even more serious when Govern-
ment officials wade cheerfully into the same statistics and make deductions about
how output is divided among plants.

In a study published last year, FTC used census data to report on trends in
concentration of output for the "cutting tools, jigs, fixtures, etc.,"' industry
among others.

FTC showed that in 1935 the four leading producers accounted for more than
one-fifth of sales; by 1947 their share had dropped to only one-fourteenth. To the
industry advisory committee, such figures are utterly meaningless as long as they
disregard output for internal use.

More paperwork.-The committee notes progress in reporting on products for
internal use in some textile, chemical, and primary metal lines. It wants this
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reporting extended to other types of plants. If applied to everything, this would
throw a terriffic new load of paperwork on company officials, so the committee
recommends that Census obtain the additional data only where there is a clear
public interest, or where the companies involved volunteer to take on the extra
labor. Where output for internal use is not reported, the committee asks Census
to clearly label its published data as incomplete, even on this year's results.

II. What is an industry?
Manufacturers are asked to supply information for each plant as a whole,

covering such points as number employed, payrolls, man-hours, and value of
materials used. For some purposes-such as reporting general industrial activity
in a State or region-the result is accurate, the committee believes. But when
Census parcels out the returns into industry classes, confusion sets in.

Census recognizes 453 "industries." largely defined on the basis of products
shipped. However, many plants produce goods that can be classified in more than
1 industry.

Nail industry.-The committee picks nails and spikes as an example of what
happens to census data.

The 1947 census showed that this particular industry consisted of 68 establish-
ments, which employed 3,805 workers and shipped $30 million worth of products.
That's not an accurate picture of nail and spike production, because:

First, the 68 establishments shipped only $23.5 million worth of nails and'
spikes-not $30 million worth. The balance of output consisted of items that
belong to some other industry classification. They are not named in census data.

Second-and more confusing to the market analyst, economist, or the public
official seeking guidance-the $23.5 million worth of product made by the "in-
dustry." was less than one-fifth of actual shipments of nails and spikes. Nearly
$100 million worth was shipped by establishments that are classified in other
industries, mostly steel.

"It is evident," the committee savs, "that neither the employment * * nor
any of the other general establishment statistics represent either clear or complete
statistics of economic activity in the production of nails and spikes."

The committee believes that half the other 452 census industries suffer from the
same lack of clear data, including automobiles, steel,'metal processing. textiles.
chemicals, and rubber.

III. The productivity tangle
Consider, too, what happens to productivity, if computed from census industry

data. Productivity is computed for a given class of industry by dividing the
value of the product shipped by the number of man-hours. Simple enough.
But here's what happens to the figures when some plants are chiefly assemblers
and others are integrated.

The error.-Manufacturer A is an assembler of rear axles for the automobile
industry. He is classified with the motor vehicles and parts industry. But he
buys forged axle shafts from the iron and steel forgings industry, he buys castings
to house the differentials from the grey iron foundries industry, his stampings
come from the metal-stamping industry, he buys machined parts from the ma-
chine shops industry. He merely assembles these components-bought from
four separate industries-so his 1,000 employees can turn out 50,000 axle as-
semblies at a high rate per man-hour.

Manufacturer B is also classified in the motor vehicles and parts industry and
also makes rear-axle assemblies. But he has an integrated operation-does his
own forging, casting, stamping, and so on. Obviously, if he also produces
50,000 axle assemblies in the same period as manufacturer A, he has to employ
many more workers and pile up many more man-hours per axle assembly. The
productivity of his workers would thus appear to be much lower than A's.

Under census procedures, A and B are dumped into the same industry class,
and a figure on productivity obtained for the industry as a whole. Applied either
to A or to B, this figure is meaningless because it fails to differentiate between the
assembler and the integrated producer.

The same flaw applies to many other industries. An auto maker who buys
many components-such as Kaiser-will appear to have higher productivity than
Ford, whose plants are integrated.
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IMPROVEMENT OF CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES INDUSTRY STATISTICS-REPORT
OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES TO THE COMMITTEE
ON THE CENSUS OF IMANUFACTURES, ADVISORY COUNCIL ON FEDERAL REPORTS

ADVISORY COUNCIL Ox FEDERAL REPORTS
Washington, D. C., December 9, 1954.

Mr. T. E. VELTFORT,
Chairman, Committee on the Census of Mlanufactures,

Advisory Council on Federal Reports,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR AIR. CHAIRMAN: Earlier in 1954, the Intensive Review Committee sub-
mitted its report on the programs of the Bureau of the Census to the Secretary of
Commerce. Among its 51 recommendations, 7 dealt with the census of manu-
factures, and 1 of them (recommendation No. 16) forms the basis for the work of
this Subcommittee on the Census of Manufactures Recommendation No. 16 of
the Intensive Review Committee reads as follows:

"That the Bureau. in collaboration with other Federal statistical agencies and
the Office of Statistical Standards, actively seek to provide expanded data on
processes employed and materials used and to provide where practicable for the
presentation of general census statistics in terms of product classes with a view
to making published data for the industries concerned more meaningful."

Accordingly, the Subcommittee on the Census of Manufactures was created by
action of your Committee on the Census of Manufactures of the Advisorv Council
on Federal Reports on June 9, 1954. The subcommittee was instructed "to study
the problems related to the task of making census of manlfactures data more
effective to users, and to present a joint report for submission to the Bureau of
the Budget through the parent Committee on the Census of Manufactures of the
Advisory Council."'

The census of manufactures is one of the most important sources of statistical
information. In fact, it is the only source of many data describing the manufac-
turing segment of our economy and its operation. Moreover, census of manu-
factures data form the primary basis for numerous current statistical series of
national' importance issued regularly by the Federal Reserve Board, the Depart-
ment of Commerce, the Department of Labor, the Federal Trade Commission,
and other Government agencies and private organizations. In addition, a great
deal of economic as well as statistical analvsis is built directly or indirectly upon
census data, and forms the basis for legislative, governmental, and business actions
of often far-reaching importance. Under these circumstances it is evident that
systematic errors in the census of manufactures would be of immense public as
well as private significance.

The subcommittee has found that the census statistics of so-called industries
are seriously deficient on several important counts. Nevertheless, because they
are in so many cases the only data available for what they purport to portray,
Census statistics are used widely and indiscriminately in spite of their many
weaknesses.. Teachers as well as practicing statisticians and economists, both
in and out of Government, are no more protected from hidden inaccuracies of
these statistics than are lavynen whose use of census data is only occasional.
Most users take census industrv statistics at face value, although some of their
shortcomings can be ascertained by diligent and protracted study of general
explanations, industry definitions, appendixes and other "fine print material"
appearing in the "big" census volumes. However, these notations can hardly be
called adequate when the Department of Commerce, itself, has computed and
published concentration ratios for hundreds of separate "industries" on the basis
of census statistics of shipments, even though as much as 99 percent of the ship-
ments of an industrv's products had been excluded from these data. 2

Aside from the widespread use of census statistics in this manner, it is obvious
that industry concepts have proven to be susceptible to varying interpretations.
An industry often means different things to different people, having certain dimen-
sions in one case, while possessing different characteristics in others. Perhaps the
principal cause of the confusion as to what a given industry really is lies in the
acceleration of industrial development that has taken place over the past 20 or 30
years. Industrial establishments have multiplied their functions, they have
developed new products, processes, and techniques, and they have thereby rendered

I Minutes of the meeting of the Committee on the Census of Manufactures, June 9, 1954, p. 6.
2 - I I I do not believe that the Census Bureau can be held responsible for the misuse of data by per-

sons who are too lazy to read, or by persons with axes to grind, or by ehailatans."

58422-55 66
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obsolete the historical and traditional concepts of many industries with which
they bad been identified. With the growth of old industries, the building up of
new ones, and the overlapping of products and processes, there has come a pro-
portional complication of the task of applying meaningful statistical measurements
to industrial activities.

It is evident that in the manufacturing area, technological development has
left the development of adequate statistics far behind. With this view in mind,
the subcommittee has set for itself a twofold task: First, to bring out some of
the inadequacies of current census industry statistics from the standpoint of both
concepts and use; secondly, to suggest certain standards of purity which should be
applied in the compilation and publication of such data.

These standards of statistical purity are submitted by the subcommittee as goals
to be achieved in the interest of making census industry statistics portray modern
industry in an accurate manner. However, it is recognized that their application
will involve difficulties of interpretation, classification, and reporting. Yet,
because the attainment of meaningful statistics depends to a large extent upon
their successful solution, these practical problems need to be given exhaustive
and continuing study.

Whie the subcommittee requests to be discharged at this time, its members
entertain the hope that their report is but the first of a series of steps which will
ultimately lead to high quality in census industry statistics. In fact, the members of
this subcommittee would hardly have devoted an inordinately large amount of
time and effort to the preparation of this report, had it not been for their belief
that they were evolving statistical goals to the attainment of which the coopera-
tive efforts of Government and industry will be directed in the future.

(Senator Goldwater has approved the deletion of the names of the
Subcommittee on the Census of Manufactures in accordance with
the request made in Mr. VeItfort's letter of February 16, 1954, to
'Chairman Douglas. See p. 1054.)

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The Subcommittee on the Census of Manufactures has concerned itself ex-
-elusively with the product statistics and with the so-called industry statistics of
the census of manufactures, which latter are breakdowns of general establishment
.data by industry classifications. The subcommittee's recommendations are
summarized as follows:

I. In order to make products statistics more comprehensive, the subcommittee
-recommends that the Bureau of the Census include therein more data on produc-
-tion for internal use. However, since this would unavoidably add some addi-
-tional reporting burdens upon respondents, the recommendation is qualified by
public necessity or demand on the part of respondents concerned. (See p. 14.)

II. Mainly due to the fact that industrial establishments are frequently engaged
in the production of articles "belonging to" more than one industry, there is at
present a considerable amount of statistical overlapping between the census
industries. This introduces inaccuracies of varying degrees in the industry
statistics of the census of manufactures. The subcommittee believes that users
-of industry statistics published by the Bureau of the Census are entitled to expect
-that the data describing industrial operations conform to a common standard of
reliability. Since 100 percent homogeneity and 100 percent industry coverage 3
will rarely be attainable, the subcommittee recommends that the Census Bureau,
and other Government agencies involved, strive to set up a system of industrial
classification under which the general establishment statistics for each industry
classification would be at least 90 percent pure with respect to both of these
criteria. These tests should be based upon a comprehensive measure of industrial
activity, but because it is too late to change the design of the current census
schedules, the subcommittee suggests that for purposes of the 1954 census of
manufactures the tests of homogeneity and industry coverage may be based upon
-values of shipments of end products only.

III. The second major defect in the industry statistics of the census of manu-
factures has been found by the subcommittee to arise from the inexact and
incomplete definition of industries. Accordingly, the subcommittee recommends
that henceforth each industry definition based upon products made should
contain an accurate list of the products and/or component parts which are
included in that industry, or an equally accurate listing of parts classified else-
-where, and the industries to which they have been assigned.

3 For the purpose of measuring "homogeneity" of industry statistics, the primary products of an industry
-are expressed as a percent of that industry's total production; for measuring "industry coverage," the pri-
mary products of an industry are expressed as a percent of the total output of these products by all industries.
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IV. In addition, the subcommittee has come to the conclusion that a meaningful
and precise definition of an industry requires also a definition of the scope of the
term "manufacturing" in each case. The subcommittee therefore recommends
that each industry definition based on products must include a clear description
'of what processing is comprehended by the term "manufacture" for that industry.
(See p. 35.)

V. The method of measuring statistical purity on the basis of value of ship-
ments, suggested for the 1954 census of manufactures, is not acceptable as a
permanent solution. Therefore, the subcommittee recommends that the Census
Bureau, and other Government agencies concerned, strive to set up for all subse-
quent annual surveys and for all complete censuses after the 1954 census of manu-
factures a system of homogeneity and industry coverage tests based upon
comprehensive measures that encompass and evaluate all intermediate processes
and products, whether shipped, transferred, or used internally, which are recog-
nized as separate industries by the Bureau of the Census. (See p. 36.)

VI. Furthermore, the subcommittee recommends that, beginning with the
1954 census of manufactures, all industry breakdowns of establishment statistics,
wherever published, display prominently the applicable measures of homogeneity
and industry coverage. (See pp. 24 and 37.)

CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES STATISTICS

Census of manufactures industry statistics are of two general kinds, product
statistics and establishment statistics.

The basic reporting unit in the census of manufactures is an "establishment,"
which usually means a plant, although different types of industrial operations
conducted at the same location may be broken down into two or more establish-
ments for census purposes. Each establishment reports:

1. The dollar value (and sometimes number of units) of its shipments broken
down by product (product statistics).

2. Total employment, man-hours, payrolls, value of materials used, etc., for
the entire establishment (establishment statistics).

Hereafter in this report whenever the terms "product statistics" and "estab-
lishment statistics" are used, they are used in accordance with the above
definitions.

The Census Bureau recognizes some 6,000 separate manufactured products.
Establishments, as far as practical, report separate dollar values and quantities
for their shipments of each of these different products. Each establishment
reports the "establishment" total for employment, man-hours, payrolls etc.
and there is no effort to divide these statistics between products. The Census
Bureau combines product shipment information, regardless of establishments,
into product shipment totals for each product. The establishment data, on the
other hand, are combined, usually according to the standard industrial classifica-
tion, into so-called industry statistics.

PRODUCT DATA

Because each establishment is required to break down its shipments by prod-
ucts, the Census Bureau can compile reasonably accurate and useful totals of
the shipments of individual products or groups of products. The subcommittee
calls specific attention to the fact that the totals of product data in the census
are complete precisely because in the compilation and reporting of product data
the industrial classifications of the producing establishments are disregarded.

A problem arises, however, whenever. a plant produces a product for incor-
poration into some other product prior to shipment. In many such cases, the
shipments of that component will not be reported as such separately, so that
the census reports on the shipments of that product are necessarily an incomplete
measure of output.

For example, the census measures only the dollar value of containers shipped
as such, and has no record of the very large quantity of containers produced
by establishments to package their product.

The errors introduced into economic analyses as a result of this deficiency in
the census of manufactures are illustrated by the report of the Federal Trade
Commission on Changes in Concentration in Manufacturing, 1935 to 1947 and
1950, published in 1954. On page 41, reference is made to changes in concentra-
tion in various tools and machinery industries. One of the 135 industries (out
of the 453 recognized in the 1947 census of manufactures) included in the analysis
as being comparable with its counterpart in 1935 is the cutting tools, jigs, fixtures,
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etc., industry (No. 3543). The report states "In 1935 the four leading producers
of cutting tools, jigs, and fixtures accounted for more than a fifth of the sales of
that important industry. By 1947 their share had dropped to only one-four-
teenth."

It is known that the largest automobile producer employs over 18,000 skilled
tool, die, jig, and fixture builders and similar skilled mechanics, of which less than
500 work in the only one of its plants classified in the cutting tools, jigs, fixtures,
etc., industry (No. 3543). The other plants employing the balance of over
17,500 such skilled workers, are classified by the census in other industries.

The last census of manufactures, however, reports a grand total of only 74,522
production and related workers in the cutting tools, jigs, fixtures, etc., industry,
which figure includes not only the skilled mechanics but also all unskilled workers
and trainees directly engaged in production, as well as all maintenance, repair,
warehousing, shipping, and packing workers, and many others. Thus, as meas-
ured by employment, the census figures for this industry are understated by
about 20 percent due to the omission of some of the intermediate production of
one company, alone. Similar conditions may be expected to prevail with respect
to other companies and other industries.

It is quite evident from the foregoing that statistics on the establishments
classified by the Bureau of the Census in the cutting tools, jigs, fixtures, and so
forth industry fall far short of measuring the economic activity involved through-
out the economy in the production of the very items which are supposed to define
this industry. Hence, the concentration ratios computed by the Federal Trade
Commission are in this case of no significance whatsoever. This same condition
obtains in varying degree in all other industries for which the census figures fail
to include production for internal use.

The discrepancy between actual production and the census data on shipments
of a product is especially important in the case of "process" and "service" type
products such as castings, stampings, forgings, machinings, galvanizing, and so
forth. The. product data on stampings, for example, includes only the output
of establishments which shipped their product without further processing or
fabrication, and it excludes all stampings produced by establishments which
shipped their stampings as assemblies or as components of other products.

In a number of industrial operations, notably certain textile, chemical, and
primary metal production, the Bureau of the Census, in cooperation with the
respondents, has evolved reports of product statistics which include data on in-
ternal consumption. This has done much to improve the quality and meaning
of the product statistics concerned, but they do not cover all operations where
substantial internal consumption occurs, nor have they been applied to those
products or processes which are common to less closely related industrial opera-
tions.

Recommendation I
When, for adequate public reasons, it is necessary to obtain accurate totals

of the production of a product or use of a process, including production for internal
use, throughout all industry, rather than only on shipments and interplant
transfers, the Census Bureau should broaden its inquiry to obtain data on such
production for internal use. However, whenever it is impractical to obtain such
information because of the pervasive extent of the products or processes through-
out manufacturing, or because it is not vital for public purposes, the product data
published for establishments producing and shipping such product as an end
product should carry a clear designation of their limited character.

This, of course, will require that the Bureau of the Census establish some
criteria of what constitutes "adequate public reasons" for the purpose of such
inquiries, since obviously the additions of any items to the schedules are neces-
sarily the cause of additional expense and burden to respondents. There are
other cases in which requests arise for data for industry uses which will have no
necessary public purpose. For these, it is recommended that the criteria provide
that when the respondents who will be subjected to the inquiry join in on the
request and are willing to support it, the additional information be gathered and
that the tabulations of such special requests be at the expense of those requesting
the information.

To illustrate the former situation, it is hardly conceivable that there is any
public need for measures of output of "metal stampings" as such. Furthermore,
it would be virtually impossible within any practicable limits of reporting for
every establishment in the United States which makes stampings in some form
for further fabrication in their own plants to report such production. Therefore,
if the census continues to provide statistics on the value of "metal stampings"
produced or shipped by plants primarily so engaged, attention should be called
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to the fact that the data do not include any information regarding the output of
stampings by other establishments engaged in producing them for internal use
or further fabrication within their own plants.

ESTABLISHMENT STATISTICS BY INDUSTRY

When establishment statistics are grouped by geographic areas alone, without
further breakdown by industry, both accuracy and comprehensive coverage are
obtained-at least conceptually. Designed to measure total manufacturing
activities in specific areas, the finished statistics represent data for every manu-
facturing establishment within the confines of the area's geographic boundaries,
and cover all of the reported activities of each of those establishments.

To illustrate, the 1947 census~of manufactures reports that in the State of Ohio
there Were some 12,303 manufacturing establishments with 1,194,603 employees
receiving $3,560,075,000 in salaries and wages. The census further reports that
these establishments accounted for $6,359,006,000 in value added and made
expenditures for new plants and equipment aggregating $498,254,000.

Geographic totals of establishment data not subdivided by industry are of
high quality only because both the object of the classification (plant or establish-
ment) and the boundaries of the class (the geographic area) are clearly defined.

The second principal classification of establishment data is by industry.
According to the census there are 453 industries, largely defined on the basis of
-products shipped.

However, many establishments are engaged in manufacturing operations
classifiable in more. than one "industry." They ship not only those products
which define the industry to which they have been assigned-called primary
products-but also so-called secondary products, that is. products "belonging to"
other industries. As a result, many statistics tabulated by industry include
establishment data associated with the output of secondary products belonging
to other industries. At the same time, thev exclude establishment data associated
with the output of their primary products by establishments classified in other
industries. This introduces serious deficiencies in the industry statistics of the
Bureau of the Census whenever total establishment data-employment, payrolls,
man-hours, value of product. value of materials purchased, value added by
manufacturing, and so forth-are related to the products which define the industry.

Requirements of statistical purita
Some of the statistical effects of classifving establishments bv industry on the

basis of their principal products may be illustrated by the example of the nails
and spikes industry (Standard Industrial Classification No. 3481).

According to tle 1947 census of manufactures, this industry consisted of 68
establishments employing .3,805 employees vw ho were paid a total of $9,876,000
in salaries and wages, and shipping some $30,038,000 worth of products. To
the unwary user of these statistics, it would seem reasonable to expect that
substantially all of the $30 million of shipments of this industry consisted of nails,
brads, and spikes; that this represented substantially all of the nails, brads, and
spikes shipped by Amelican manufacturing establishments; and that the 3,805
employees reported for the industry were in their various ways responsible for
turning out the national output of nails. brads, and spikes.

The facts, however, are that these expectations cf reasonable statistical com-
prehensiveness are not realistic. As chart I illustrates, the expectation that
substantially all of the output of these establishments consisted of nails, brads,
and spikes is erroneous, because actually more than one-fifth of the products
shipped by the 68 establishments making up the nails and spikes industry as
defined by the census were neither nails, nor brads, not spikes, but some undefined
"secondary products."

Even more serious is the fact that the nails and spikes industry's shipments
accounted for less than one-fifth of the total shipments of nails, brads, and spikes
by all producers. Nearly $100 million worth of nails, brads, and spikes were
shipped by estailishements classified in other industries, while less than $24
million were shipped by the so-called nails and spikes industry. (Moreover, an
unknown quantitv of brads were produced by establishments for their own use and
not reported as such, but included as a part of other products.)

It is evident that neither the employment (number of employees, production
workers, man-hours, payrolls) nor any of the other general establishment statistics,
such as expenditure on plant and equipment, cost of materials, etc., value of
inventories, value added, represented either clean or complete statistics of
economic activity in the production of nails and spikes.
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CHART I

EXAMPLE OF AN "INDUSTRY" THAT IS NOT AN INDUSTRY

1. The total value of shipments of the 68
establishments which were classified as
the NAILS AND SPIKES "INDUSTRY" in
1947 was

2. Less than 80% of this consisted of
PRODUCTS WHICH DEFINE THIS
"INDUSTRY" (Nails, brads, and
spikes)

3. OTHER "INDUSTRIES", however,
produced and shipped more than FOUR
TIMES AS MANY NAILS, BRADS, AND
SPIKES

Nails and Spikes "Industry"

- $30 Million

Products Belonging to
Other "Industries"

$6. 5 Mil.

Nails, Brads, and
Spikes

r 23. 5 Mil.

5
i;i. Other Products

Nails, Bradpsand Spiffkes/
Total Shipments $121. 7 Mil.

Nails and Other
Spikes "Industries"

"Industry"t

4. So that the NAILS AND SPIKES "INDUSTRY" accounted for ONLY 19% OF THE
PRODUCTS WHICH DEFINE IT, and 21% OF ITS SHIPMENTS CONSISTED OF
PRODUCTS OF OTHER "INDUSTRIES". In addition many more nails and
spikes were made in establishments for their own use.

Source: Census of Manufactures: 1947 - Vol. 11, p. 624.

The example of the nails and spikes industry is exceptional only in that the
1947 census of manufactures permits us to ascertain in what "alien" industries
the bulk of the shipments belonging to the nails and spikes industry are actually
made. If the other 452 industries for which establishment data were compiled
in the 1947 census are analyzed with respect to such overlapping production
between industries, it will be found that the majority of them do not conform to a
reasonable standard of purity, even if the criteria developed by the Bureau of the
Census, itself, are used for such analysis.

The Bureau of the Census measures the extent of overlapping of production
between industries, that is, the purity or coverage of the industry statistics, by
two separate ratios. In the Bureau's homogeneity ratio, an industry's ship-
ments of primary products are expressed as a percent of its shipments of all
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CHART II

FAR MORE THAN ONE-HALF OF ALL "INDUSTRIES" IN THE
1947 CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES

DID NOT MEET THE SIMPLE 90% "PURITY TESTS"

1. According to the Bureau of the Census,
the statistical data of 55 industries were
less than 70% pure, as measured by the
simple "homogeneity" ratio, the "industry
coverage" ratio, or both.

2. 121 industries were less than 80%
pure.

3. While the data of 259 industries (57% of
the total) were less than 90% pure.

Source: Bureau of the Census, special
tabulation from 1947 Census of
Manufactures

products; in the Bureau's industry-coverage ratio, an industry's shipments of
primary products are expressed as a percent of the shipments of these products
by all industries. Both of these Census Bureau ratios are based merely upon
shipments of end products. To distinguish them from the comprehensive meas-
ures of statistical purity recommended later in this report by this subcommittee,
these Census Bureau measures will be referred to henceforth as the simple ho-
mogeneity or the simple industry-coverage ratios, tests, or criteria.

In the last census-1947-the simple homogeneity ratios of the various indus-
tries ranged from a low of 59 percent (beauty and barber shop equipment) to
100 percent-the simple industry-coverage ratios from a low of four-tenths of
1 percent (yarn mills-silk system) to 100 percent. In all, as chart II shows,

I

Total 453;indsre
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55 industries, among the total of 453 industries, were less than 70 percent pure
with respect to homogeneity, industry coverage, or both; 121 industries were
less than 80 percent pure by these tests; 259 industries, considerably more than
one-half of the total, were less than 90 percent pure; and only 10 of the 453 were
100 percent pure.

This wide range in the purity of the census industry statistics makes them
practically useless for many purposes. For example, Department of Commerce 4
and the Federal Trade Commission S'have attempted to use the census industry
data to measure the concentration of output by the largest firms in each industry.
The BLS has attempted to use the data to measure productivity by industry.0

In each case, low homogeneity and low coverage in so many industries has raised
grave issues.

The subcommittee believes that the data describing industrial operations should
conform to a common standard of reliability both as to industry coverage and
homogeneity, and be clearly labeled as to their statistical purity. The sub-
committee therefore recommends:

Recommendation I1
(a) That the Census Bureau, and other Government agencies involved, strive

to set up a system of industrial classification such that the establishments repre-
senting any industry would account for at least 90 percent of the total shipments
of products defined as belonging in that industry, and thpat at least 90 percent of
their total shipments would represent such products. Furthermore, where any
industry falls short of these standards, serious consideration should be given to
the question of whether any separate information should be published for that
industry, or whether its establishments should appear ofily in higher order
aggregates.

(b) Tha.t statistics of the census of manufactures display prominently for each
industry breakdown, wherever published, the applicable measures of homogeneity
and industry coverage.

The subcommittee is aware that shipments are not always an adequate basis
for measuring homogeneity and industry coverage, as will be demonstrated later.
Nevertheless, no better measure is available to the Bureau of the Census for the
1954 census of manufactures.

Definition of industry
The second major defect in the industry statistics of the census of manufactures

arises from the inexact and incomplete definitions of industries. In general, an
industry is now defined by the Bureau of the Census to include:

1. All establishments primarily engaged in the manufacture or assembly of
certain products; plus, in many cases-

2. All establishments primarily engaged in the manufacture of some of the
component parts of those products.

In numerous cases, this definition fails to define adequately what products are
included in a particular industry.

4 See Letter of December 1, 1949, and report from Secretary of Commerce Sawyer to the chairman of the
House Subcommittee on Study of Monopoly Power. In contrast to the Federal Trade Commission, the
Secretary of Commerce completely ignored the serious limitations of his Department's own Census Bureau
data for the purposes of measuring concentration. Furthermore, the Commerce Department discarded
none of the census industry statistics for failure to meet any minimum standard of homogeneity or coverage.
As a result, the concentration ratios of the majority of the industries are overstated, in many cases to a very
substantial extent. For example, while the Secretary of Commerce claimed that the four largest companies
in the so-called yarn mills-silk system industry accounted for 61.4 percent of the shipment of products defin-
ing this industry, the true figure is less than 0.3 percent (three-tenths of 5 percent).

5 Sec Report of the Federal Trade Commission on Changes in Concentration in Manufacturing, 1935-47
and 1950 (Washington, 1954). Ch. I of this report is devoted exclusively to a description of the limitations
of the census data for the purposes of measuring concentration. Two-thirds of the census "industries" had
to be discarded because they were not comparable between the census years. Forty-nine were discarded
because they failed to meet the Federal Trade Commission's minimum standard of purity with respect to
homogeneity and coverage of 67 percent. The Commission added: "A measure of doubt on this score
(homogeneity andceoverage) still attaches to the interpretationiol concentration measures for some industries
in which the coverage of primary products (coverage ratio) or the importance of primary products among
all products (homogeneity ratio) was not much more than 67 percent in 1947."

5 See technical note on the measurement of trends in output per man-hour (Division of Productivity and
Technological Developments, U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington, April
15, 1954). This report states: "The Bureau of the Census of the U. S. Department of Commerce is the
most important source of product statistics for the manufacturing industries." "The man-hour data to
be used in constructing the indexes for manufacturing are drawn almost entirely from the Bureau of the
Census for the years 1947-52." On the basis of the preceding discussion, serious reservations arise whether
any of the existing census industry statistics are sufficiently reliable as to homogeneity and coverage for such
calculations.
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For example, the hard-surface floor coverings industry (No. 2274 is defined
to include:

"Establishments, primarily engaged in manufacturing linoleum, cork carpets,
asphalted-felt-base, and other hard-surface floor coverings, not elsewhere classified.
Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing rubber floor coverings are
classified in industry 3099, and asphalt floor tile, in industry 3292."

While this definition specifically excludes some of the most popular hard-
surface floor coverings, if fails to mention many others such as ceramic, plastic,
and wood-floor coverings. Consequently, the designation "hard-surface floor
coverings" is inadequate.

The industry definitions also fail to provide precise information as to when
establishments manufacturing the component parts of a product are to be included
in the same industry as establishments manufacturing the complete product.
For example, the definition of the computing and related machines industry
(No. 3571) makes no mention of the status of establishments engaged in the
manufacturing of component parts of computing and related machines.

In other cases, the industry definitions specifically include some of the com-
ponent parts of a product and exclude others, but fail to mention the status of
many remaining parts. For example, the so-called motor vehicles and parts
industry (No. 3717) is defined to include, in addition to the manufacture of com-
plete vehicles, certain parts, such as bodies, engines and parts, brakes and parts,
clutches, axles, transmissions, etc., and certain accessories. Specifically excluded
are tires and tubes, glass, hardware, headlamp, ignition systems, and batteries.
Nothing is said, however, about a long list of other parts, such as shock absorbers,
exhaust mufflers, bumpers, fenders, hoods, heaters, steering mechanism, etc.
Thus, it cannot be ascertained from the industry definition offered by the Bureau
of the Census which establishments primarily engaged in the manufacture of such
component parts are included in the motor vehicles and parts industry and which
in some other industry.

Accordingly, the subcommittee recommends as follows:

Recommendation III
Each industry definition based upon products made should contain an accurate

list of the products and/or component parts which are included in that industry,
or an equally accurate listing of parts classified elsewhere, and the industries to
which they have been assigned.

All of the foregoing recommendations can and should be adopted in the com-
pilation and publication of the 1954 census. The subsequent analysis and recom-
mendations will require changes in census procedures which cannot be made at
this time for the 1954 census, but should be adopted for all subsequent censuses
and annual surveys.

Definition of "Manufacturing"
* While the adoption of the foregoing recommendation would dispel doubt and

uncertainty as to exclusion or inclusion of certain establishments from a specific
industry, this would not be sufficient to achieve a meaningful and precise definition
of an industry in all cases.

The typical census-industry definition includes "establishments primarily
engaged in manufacturing" a particular product or group of products. However,
the term "manufacturing," itself, and the scope of manufacturing activities that
applies to any particular industry, are not adequately defined. Most manu-
factured products are not the result of a single operation, but go through a series
of distinct and sometimes technologically unrelated processes which are often
performed in separate establishments. Thus, it is frequently impossible to
determine from the Census publications or instructions which processes or opera-
tions are carried on by the establishments included in an industry.

For example, assume that there are six separate establishments involved in the
manufacture of men's and boys' suits and coats (see chart III). Establishment A
weaves the fabric and transfers or sells it to establishment B, which dves the
fabric. Establishment C manufactures the findings. Establishment D may
make the buttonholes, and in establishment E all the materials are assembled into
the final product and shipped. In this hypothetical case, the Census would
conclude that only establishment E is primarily engaged in the manufacturing
of men's and boys' suits and coats (Industry No. 2311). Establishment A would
appear in one of the textile fabrics industries (group 22); B in the appropriate
finishing.industry (No. 2261); C in the suit and coat findings industry (No. 2312);
and D in the tucking, pleating and hemstitching industry (No. 2395).
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CHART III

CENSUS CLASSIFICATION OF ESTABLISHMENTS
'MANUFACTURING" MEN'S AND BOYS' SUITS AND COATS

INDUSTRY ESTABLISHMENT ETBIMENT INDUSTRY

A F"Cotton Broad Weaving
woven Fabrics' Weaving of Fabric

of Fabric

"Finishing Te.tiles, Dyeing of
except Wool" Fabric Fabric

'Suit and Coat C Manufacture of "Men's and Boys'
Findings" Man.factue of Soit Findings Suits and Coats"

Soit Findings

D
-7-ki~, Pleti~g 0 Manu.iacture of

"Tuaking. Pleating Manufacture of Buttonholes
and He-soitching"- Buttonholes

"IMens and Boys ' A£s.ebly of
Suits and Suits ad Coats

Suits and Coats

SHIPMENTS OF SUITS AND COATS

If establishment F performed all of these operations and produced all of these
intermediate products, the entire establishment, including all of its operations
and all of its intermediate products, would be included in the men's and boys' suits
and coats industry.

Thus, the term "manufacturing" as used by the Census is a very elastic one.
It may include all of the operations and all of the intermediate products necessary
to produce a particular product, or it may include only the final assembly opera-
tion. Furthermore, establishments performing the same operation and producing
the same products can end up in entirely different industries. Establishments A
and F both weave fabrics destined to become men's and boys' suits and coats, but
the 2 establishments and their products appear in 2 entirely different industries.
The same is true of establishments B, C, and D as compared with F. So in this
example only establishments E and F, which have very little in common, are in
the same industry according to the Census.

The problem is identical in many other industries. The manufacture of a metal
product, for instance, may involve any number of a whole host of processes such
as rolling, drawing, forging, casting, annealing, heat-treating, stamping, enamel-
ing, lacquering, galvanizing, engraving, plating, polishing, machining, etc. It
may also involve the production of a variety of intermediate products such as nuts,
bolts, wire, springs, containers, motors, bearings, etc.

For example, as shown in chart IV, the manufacture of a rear-axle assembly for
a motor vehicle .involves five principal processes, namely, forging, casting, stamp-
ing, machining, and assembly. Each of these-operations, when performed in sep-
arate establishments is classified in a separate industry, according to the Census.
An establishment (A) which did only the forging of the axle shaft would be classi-
fied in the iron and steel forging industry (No. 3391). Establishment B, which
casts the differential housings, would be in the gray-iron foundries industry (No.
3321). Establishment C, which performed the stampings on the banjo housing
and brake parts, would belong to the metal stampings industry (No. 3463).
Establishment D, which machined the castings and forgings, would be in the
machine shops industry (No. 3599). Establishment E, which assembled all of
these parts, would be in the motor vehicles and parts industry (No. 3717). Also
in this latter industry would be any establishment (F) that performed all of these
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operations, or any combination of them culminating in final assembly. Similarly,
any other pattern of operations would always land the integrated establishment
in its entirety in the category reflecting the most advanced step of operations.
Thus, the establishments manufacturing this particular product may be classified
in any one of five different industries, depending upon the stage of fabrication

CHART iV

CENSUS CLASSIFICATION OF ESTABLISHMENTS

"MAINUFACTURING" MOTOR VEHICLE REAR AXLE ASSEMBLIES

INDUSTRY ESTABLISHMENT ESTABLISHMENT INDUSTRY

"Iron and Ste A F
ForgIng*" Forging Forging

(Gears and Ao.r Shaft) (Gears and AnIe Shaft)

'Grey-Iron £
Foundries " Casting Casting

(Ditferrotial Hounteg) (Diff-rentiat Housing)

"Metal C "Motor Vehicles

Stampings" Stumping Stamping and Parts"
(Banjo Housing and Brakes) (Banjo Hous.ing and Bakes)

"Machine 0
Shops" Mahining Machining

(Canting and Forging.) (Canting and Forgings)

. ~ ~ ~ V *-_____ __

'Motor Vehicles
and Potem" Assembly A-ly

v v
SHIPMENT OF COMPLETE REAR AXLE ASSEMBLIES

The induscriminate adding of data for establishments which, although shipping
the same end products, are not comparable in terms of integration of their opera-
tions, results unavoidably in statistics that cannot possibly portray the true
economic characteristics of an industry. What is the significance of a value added
total for an industry consisting of- establishment E, involved only in assembly,
added to that of establishment F, which performs the whole series of processes
leading to the final product? The oIIl vay by which such statistics could le made
meaningful would be to include the value added by all of the processors, A through
D, who produced the material assembled by E.

The same criticism applies to all other industry totals-employment, payrolls,
materials purchased, and investment. In such situations, ratios of any of these
components to the total value of products shipped, even though this latter figure
be perfectly accurate, necessarily have in them an error of indeterminate magni-
tude. Under these circumstances, how can it be maintained that the census
statistics for any of these industries are comprehensive or meaningful?

Accordingly a precise definition of an industry requres a clear statement not
only as to the products included therein, but also as to the range of manufacturing
processes which are involved.

Recommendation IV
Each industry definition based on products made must include a clear descrip-

tion of what processing is comprehended by the term "manufacture" for that
industry.

METHODS OF MEASURING STATISTICAL PURITY

When industries are thus properly defined, it will than be possible to develop
and apply more satisfactory measures of purity or accuracy than the Bureau's
present simply homogeneity and coverage ratios, the use of which was recomn-
mended earlier for purposes of the 1954 census only. Accordingly the following
recommendation is made on the basis of recommendations III and IV for all
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subsequent annual surveys and for all complete censuses after the 1954 census of
manufactures:

Recommendation V
(a) The Census Bureau, and other Government agencies involved, should

strive to set up a system of industrial classification such that the establishments
representing any industry would account for at least 90 percent of the manu-
facturing activities defined as belonging in that industry, and that at least 90
percent of their total activities would respresent such activities. Furthermore,
where any industry falls short of these standards, serious consideration should be
given to the question of whether any separate information should be published for
that industry, or whether its establishments should appear only in higher-order
aggregates.

The above tests should be based upon comprehensive and nonduplicating
measures of the activities of enterprises constituting an industry. To be compre-
hensive the measures must encompass and evaluate all intermediate processes and
products, whether shipped, transferred, or used internally, which are recognized
as separate industries by the Bureau of the Census. If applied only to the value
of shipments of end products, the tests would not be in harmony with the proposed
method of defining industries.

(b) The subcommittee also recommends that the Bureau of the Census display
prominently for each industry breakdown of establishment statistics, wherever
published, the applicable measures of homogeneity and industry coverage.

Such tests can be illustrated bv a series of examples involving various types of
establishments whose activities are in 1 or more of 3 different industries, as
defined by the Bureau of the Census.

In all, 17 different establishments are used in these examples, each designed to
represent a different but representative type. However, not all different types
could be accorded recognition. For instance, establishments operating in more
than three different SIC industries were not included, but their treatment under
the accuracy tests is apparent from that of some of the other establishments
shown in these examples.

The first chart (chart V) deals with so-called nonintegrated establishments.
This term is used here to mean establishments which do not engage in intermediate

I CHART V I.

TYPES OF NON-INTEGRATED ESTABLISHMENTS
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production between industries. That is to say, none of their products are used
within the same establishment in the manufacture of other products belonging
to other industries, nor do they engage in manufacturing processes which constitute
separate and different industries, by themselves.

Nonintegrated establishments may be either of the single-product or the
multiple-product type. In the former case, they are assumed to produce and
ship only 1 single product. or a group of products belonging to only 1 industry.
That is, their output and shipments consist onlv of the primary products of the
respective industry. When nonintegrated establishments are of the multiple-
product type, they are assumed to produce and ship not only primary products
but also so-called secondary products, which are products belonging to other
industries.

Chart V shows 7 such nonintegrated establishments, of which the first 3 are
assumed to produce only a single product, or a group of products belonging to
only 1 industry.

For example, if the three industries were to represent the iron and steel forgings,
machine shops, and motor vehicles and parts industries, respectively, establish-
ment 1 might be engaged in producing steel forgings; establishment 2 might per-
form machining operations on steel forgings and other products; and establish-
ment 3 might produce automotive parts by assembling the machined forgings
and other components.

Under these conditions each establishment would be homogeneous, as all of
the activities are carried on within the confines of each industry.

The next 4 establishments (establishments 4, 5, 6, and 7) are also nonintegrated
establishments, but each of them is assumed to produce products which belong
to 2 or more industries. for example, establishment 4 may produce both forgings
and machine-shop products, selling or shipping all of its output of both products
to other establishments; establishment 5 may carry on both machining and
assembly operations, but it would sell or ship all of its machine-shop products,
using only component parts purchased elsewhere in its assembly operations. In
similar fashion, establishment 6 might produce forgings and assemble finished
automotive parts, while establishment 7 might carry on all three types of opera-
tions.

Present census industry classification practices raise no difficulty with the
single product establishments, since all of the activities of each of them fall
wholly within one industry. With respect to the nonintegrated multiple-product
establishments, the industry classification of each is determined by the principal
products shipped. Establishment 4 would be in either the iron and steel forgings
or the machine-shops industry, depending on the value of shipments of products
belonging to each industry. The classification of establishments 5, 6, and 7
would be determined by the same criterion.

If the 3 industries consisted only of these 7 establishments and their shipments
values were as indicated in chart VI,7 industry A, the iron and steel forgings
industry (comprising establishments 1 and 4), would have a simple homogeneity
ratio of 80 percent (160:200), since $40 of establishment 4's shipments consisted
of industry B products. However, the simple industry coverage ratio of indus-
try A would be 89 percent (160:180), since only $20 worth of forgings were
shinped by establishments 6 and 7, which belong to other industries.

The simple homogeneity ratio of industry B (consisting only of establishment 2)
would be 100 percent (100:100), but its simple industry coverage ratio would be
only 67 percent (100:150).

In the case of industry C, consisting of establishments 3, 5, 6, and 7, the simple
homogeneity ratio would be 93 percent (370:400), but its simple industry cover-
age ratio would be 100 percent (370:370).

However, nearly all modern industrial establishments carry on integrated manu-
facturing operations. As this term is used here, they engage in intermediate pro-
duction in industries other than those in which they are classified on the basis of
their principal product shipments. That is to say, some of their products are
used within the same establishment in the manufacture of other products (end
products belonging to other industries). Or, in turning out their end products
they engage in manufacturing processes which, by themselves, constitute separate
census industries. Chart VII shows 10 different integrated establishments, of
which the first 4 (establishments 8 through 11) are of the single-product type and
the remaining 6 (establishments 12 through 17) of the multiple-product type. In

7 For purposes of simplicity it has been assumed for these charts that all establishments are of equal size,
in terms of the measures used.
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chart VII and all subsequent charts, intermediate products or processes are shown
by round symbols, whereas end products (products shipped or transferred) are
represented by square symbols.

It should be pointed' out that the difference between intermediate products'
and secondary products is only one of use. For the purposes of these examples,
intermediate products are those, belonging to other industries, which are pro-
duced and used internally by an establishment in the fabrication of its end prod-
ucts. On the other -hand, secondary products are products of an establishment
which belong to an industry different from the one in which the estatlishment
is classified and which are sold by that establishment or transferred to other
establishments, rather than used internally. Thus, the same product can be
both an intermediate product and a secondary product. For example, an estab-
lishment making electric fans, classified as belonging to the electrical appliances
industry, might make fractional horsepower motors, which belong to (are primary
products.of) the electric motors and generators industry. The motors used in
its production of electric fans are intermediate products, but the same types of
motors sold or transferred to other establishments are secondary products.

As in the case of nunintegrated establishments, a distinction is being made in
these charts among integrated establishments between those of the single product
and those of the multiple-product type, the term "product" relating solely to end
products and not including intermediate products.

As shown on chart VII, the integrated single product establishment 8 might be
engaged in turning out (shipping) only machine-shop products (industry B).
However, it also operates a forging shop, which is classifiable in industry A, but
all of its forgings are machined further in its own machine shop, and none of them
are sold or shipped as forgings. Establishment 9 may ship finished automotive
parts (industry C) exclusively. In addition to its assembly operations, however,
it also operates a machine shop, but all of its machine-shop products are used in
the assembly of finished automotive parts, and none of them are shipped or sold
as machine-shop products. Other patterns of integration exist in establishments
10 and 11.

CHART-VI

INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATION OF NON-INTEGRATED ESTABLISHMENTS

Census Method

NON-INTEGRATED ESTABLISHMENTS
INDUSTRY

Single Product Multiple Product
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

A. Iron&Stee Forg- 11

B. Machine Shops IIJ

Pact Industry

NOTE: Figures indicate dollar values of shipments

_- Establishments classified in Industry A
p771- Establishments classified in Industry B

- Establishments classified in Industry C
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Integrated establishments of the multiple-product type differ from those of the
single-product type in that they ship or sell not only the end products of their
integrated activities, but also products belonging to other industries (secondary
products). In the case of establishments 12 through 17, it has been uniformly
assumed for purposes of these illustrations that the shipments of secondary prod-
ucts corresponded to some or all of their intermediate products, but this assump-
tion is merely one of convenience.

The next chart (chart VIII) is designed to show how the homogeneity and
industry coverage tests presently used by the Bureau of the Census operate in the
case of the 10 integrated establishments introduced in chart VII. For this pur-
pose, hypothetical shipment values have been inserted for the end products of
these establishments, both primary and secondary. However, since the census
method completely disregards integrated activities and intermediate products
belonging to other industries, no values have been assigned to these operations or
products.

It will be seen from this chart that under the present census method of deriving
homogeneity and industry coverage measures, only two establishments 8 and 12)
are deemed to belong to industry B. Establishment 8 is considered to be 100 per-
cent homogeneous since all of its shipments consist of industry B products. Estab-
lishment 12 is considered to be only 90 percent homogeneous, since 10 percent of
its shipments consist of industry A products. As a whole, therefore, under
present census practices, this industry is considered to be 95 percent homogeneous
(190:200).

As to the industry-coverage ratio, the Census Bureau would recognize only
establishments 13, 16, and 17, all of which belong to industry C, to be engaged
in turning out industry B products. Moreover, it would limit recognition to indus-
try B products shipped or sold, disregarding all of the products of the same type
which were used by these establishments in further production. On this basis,
the Census Bureau would conclude that the statistics for industry B were 88 per-
cent pure (190:215) as to industry coverage.

On the fasis of the methods recommended by the subcommittee, however, these
tests would give entirely different results. It will be recalled that these methods
require not only a strict definition of industry in terms of end products shipped,
but also in terms of intermediate products and processes. Under the assumption
that industry B is defined to include onlv establishments primarily engaged in
turning out industry B products and carrying on only those manufacturing proc-
esses which are ordinarily associated with, and peculiar to, that industry, chart IX
shows a breakdown of the operations of the same 10 integrated establishments in
each industrial activity on the fasis of a common measure, namely, mari-hours
(any other suitable common measure of activities, such as payrolls or physical out-
put, would serve as well). For example, while the Census Bureau (see chart VIII)
disregards the intermediate production of establishment 8 belonging to industry A,
assigning the value of all of its operations to industry B, the subcommittee's
method recognizes the true importance of each of them. Hence, chart IX dis-
tinguishes on the basis of a convenient common measure (man-hours) between the
establishment's forzing activities (industry A) and its maching activities (indus-
try B). Similar differentiations are made in all other establishments.

Since the Census Bureau's method of classifying establishments as to industry
on the basis of principal products shipped is not altered by the recommendations
of the subcommittee, establishments (8) and (12) remain the only ones "belong-
ing" to industry B. However, their activities in both industry B and in other
industries, when measured by the subcommittee's comprehensive purity test,
indicate a true "purity" of only 40 percent (80:200), instead of the spurious
"purity" of 95 percent under the census method.

Similarly, as to industry coverage, the recommendations of the subcommittee
call for recognition of the intermediate industry B products or processes of estab-
lishments belonging to other industries, as well as of secondary produ-t shipments.
As a result, the comprehensive industry coverage test for industry B now shows
only 24 percent purity (80:340), compared with a spurious purity of 88 percent
under the census method.

The preceding illustrations not only compare the operation of the census and
subcommittee tests of homogeneity and industry coverage, but they also show
clearly why the census tests are necessarily inaccurate and misleading in the case
of all industry statistics which encompass integrated establishments to any
appreciable extent.

Since the application of the subcommittee's tests to the hypothetical industry B
statistics would show that they do not conform to a reasonable standard of purity,
a question arises as to alternative statistical presentations which might meet the
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new tests. This is illustrated in the remaining charts which contain all.of the
17 establishments discussed previously.

These charts will deal with the same three industries, the iron and steel forgings,
the machine shops, and the motor vehicles and parts industries, and the 17
integrated and nonintegrated establishments are assumed to operate within them
according to the patterns previously assumed: The first step, illustrated in
chart X, would be to test the motor vehicles and parts industry under the assump-
tion that it is defined to comprise only assembly operations. As can be seen from
the chart, this industry tests 100 percent (820:820) for industry coverage, but
only 68 percent (820:1,200) for homogeneity. Thus, under this narrow definition,
the statistics of the motor vehicles and parts industry would not conform to the
required standards of purity.

Since it is obvious that a relatively large number of establishments classified in
the motor vehicles and parts industry carry on operations belonging to the
machine shops industry, on both a nonintegrated and integrated basis, the next
attempt to produce statistics of acceptable purity for the motor vehicles and parts
industry involves widening of the definition of that industry to include also the
machining of automotive parts, an activity which hitherto was classified in the
machine shops industry. The results of this are shown in chart XI. With a
widened definition, the homogeneity ratio has been raised from 68 percent to
85 percent (1,270:1,500), while the industry coverage ratio has been lowered
slightly from 100 percent to 97 percent (1,270:1,310).

Assuming that the standard of purity is 90 percent for both tests, the statistics
of the motor vehicles and parts industry defined to comprise both the assembling
and machining of automotive parts would still not be of sufficient purity. The
next step, therefore, would be to expand the definition of the motor vehicles and
parts industry still further. This has been done in chart XII by including not
only the machining and the assembling of automotive parts but also the forging.
As the chart is constructed, this would result in 100 percent purity both as to
homogeneity and industry coverage. In practice, however, 100 percent purity
will seldom be attained, since it is always likely that at least one integrated estab-
lishment classified in some other industry carries on operations, however small,
within the confines of the particular industry that is being tested.

Basically, the recommendations of the subcommittee for standards of statistical
purity are independent of any particular system of classification. Measuring
only end results, they are applicable to any industrial classification system.

It should be pointed out that the recommendations for a revised standard in-
dustrial classification that have been prepared by the Advisory Council's SIC
industry panels may have a definite bearing upon the tests of statistical purity
which have been recommended by this subcommittee. These panels of the
Advisory Council started out with the knowledge that many of the fine breakdowns
of the present standard industrial classification do not permit logical segregation
of plants, and therefore cause difficult problems of classification and a good deal of
misleading statistical information. The changes which have been recommended
by these panels may by themselves result in statistics of higher homogeneity and
industry coverage.

In recommending improved industry definitions and improved homogeneity
and industry coverage tests, and the adoption of a reasonable (90 percent) stand-
ard of purity based upon these tests, the subcommittee has established a goal to
be achieved in future census industry statistics as well as in the industrial break-
downs of future annual surveys.
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CHART XI

COMPREHENSIVE HOMOGENEITY AND INDUSTRY COVERAGE TESTS
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CHART XII
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APPENDIX
RESERVATIONS By-

RECOMMENDATION II, 1954 CENSUS
Coverage ratio

Recommendation II of the subcommittee report states "that the establishments
representing any industry in the 1954 census must account for at least 90 percent
of the total shipments of products defined as belonging in that industrv * * *."

Under this coverage ratio 46 percent, or about 208, of the 452 industries sepa-
rately reported in the 1947 census could no longer be published as separate
industries. The establishment data associated with each of these 208 industries
would henceforth be included with the establishment data of a more. broadly
defined industry.

However, the identity of each of the 208 industries, with respect to separate
establishment data, would be permanently lost. It is doubtful whether any
improvement in the census is accomplished, for instance, by no longer identifying
the fact that there are 68 establishments which are primarily engaged (to the
extent of 80 percent of their total value of shipments) in the production of nails,
spikes, and brads.

These 68 establishments, which in 1947 employed 3,278 production workers and
accounted for $15,721,000 of value added by manufacture, would be buried in
probably the two digit industry "primary metal industries," which in 1947
consisted of 5,363 establishments, 1,010,055 production workers and $5.8 billion
of value added.

I do not believe that we should recommend any particular coverage ratio, and
certainly not a 90 percent ratio. It is my position that the Bureau of the Census,
in conjunction with the Budget Bureau, is in a much better position than our
subcommittee to judge the demand by industry and the public for establishment
statistics for groups of establishments defined as industries by the Standard
Industrial Classification Code. So lone as the limited nature of the establishment
statistics associated with the industry are adequately defined, I believe that the
decision to publish such data should rest upon the demonstrated demand of the
respondents concerned, or upon adequate proof of public need.

Homogeneity ratio
The report of the subcommittee recommends that the homogeneity ratio should

be set at a minimum of 90 percent for the 1954 census. Although a 90 percent
ratio is a desirable goal, I doubt whether we should impose such a high limitation
in the 1954 census.

Naturally, a 90 percent ratio could be applied for 1954, but it may cause more
disruption than the resulting increase in statistical purity is worth. To the
extent that multiproduct establishments are able and willing to report in the
future separate establishment data for their main- products, the homogeneity
ratio should improve as a natural result of such separate reporting.

Also, it should be kept in mind that in 1954, and for some years in the future,
defense production may influence industry product mixes to a great extent.
Large concerns may keep and report separate establishment data for their defense
business, but I doubt whether smaller concerns are doing this.

In view of these facts, I believe that the subcommittee should suggest an 80
percent, instead of a 90 percent, homogeneity ratio for the 1954 census, and recom-
mend that this ratio be increased gradually to a minimum of 90 percent.

RECOMMENDATION V, FUTURE CENSUSES AND ANNUAL SURVEYS

The subcommittee has said (recommendation IV) that industries should be
defined in such a manner as to include not only the end products shipped but the
extent to which the industry includes certain processes and intermediate produc-
tion. Furthermore, in recommendation V, part (a), the subcommittee states that
groups of establishments so defined must meet a 90 percent coverage ratio in order
to finally qualify them for publication as an industry.

In my opinion recommendation V, part (a) is not desirable. Some of my
reasons for so believing are as follows:

Under recommendation IV and V, part (a), all nonintegrated establishments
which engage in activities similar to those in integrated establishments could not
normally be grouped into a separate industry. Data for all these nonintegrated,
establishments would be included with data relating to integrated establishments
at whatever level of integration is decided upon as defining the new concept of an
industry.
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As I see it the only way to avoid this is by taking one of two possible courses
of action:

1. Count establishments more than once.
2. Require that multiple product and process establishments report

separately establishment data for each product or process.
I believe that the first proposal is certainly unwise, and I am sure that neither

the Bureau of the Census nor the subcommittee would endorse such a procedure.
As to the second proposal, the Bureau of the Census has suggested that it

should be carried out to a limited extent. In my opinion, this proposal has
merit, and should be adopted wherever it is practical, and would not place undue
burdens upon respondents. Obviously this division of integrated establishments
for reporting purposes could never be accomplished to the extent necessary to
satisfy recommendation V.

Recommendations IV and V, part (a), treated together, create additional
conceptual burdens in defining an industry. Even if these burdens are satisfac-
torily overcome, the question arises as to whether the concepts could be success-
fully applied to the taking and reporting of the census.

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON FEDERAL REPORTS,
Washington 6, D. C., February 16, 19.55.

Senator PAUL DOUGLAS,
Chairman, Joint Committee on the Economic Report,

Congress of the United States, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: This letter refers to action by the Joint Committee

on the Economic Report to incorporate in the record of the February 9 public
hearings a document submitted by Senator Barry Goldwater entitled, "Improve-
ment of Census of Manufacturers Industry Statistics." As you may recall,
Senator Goldwater stated that the document was a report of the Advisory Council
on Federal Reports.

We have examined the document in the possession of the joint committee and
wish to advise that it is not a copy of the final report submitted, which was a
confidential report under the same title submitted to the Office of Statistical
Standards, Bureau of the Budget. The document examined is an early and ten-
tative draft which lacks subsequent changes, and an important qualifying amend-
ment which was insisted upon by the council's 40-man committee on the census of
manufactures of which I am chairman. This committee would not permit the
report to be submitted to the Bureau of the Budget until these modifications had
been made.

Since the document possessed by the joint committee is unofficial but is to be
made public, I feel an obligation to indicate that it has no status, a fact which
should be pointed out in the published record.

Also, may I ask you to delete the names that appear following the table of con-
tents? These persons served with the understanding that, in keeping with a 12-
year council tradition, any report prepared would be confidential, and not for
publication. They have emphasized that as a result of an article in Business
Week, February 5, they do not subscribe to the interpretation being placed upon
the report and would object to being connected with it publicly and by name
without considerable qualification and reservation. This article, also made a
part of the joint committee record at the request of Senator Goldwater, did not
name the subcommittee.

Therefore, in deference to the wishes of these men and to protect relations
between them and their companies, I respectfully ask that their names not be
published in the record of the February 9 public hearings of the Joint Committee
on the Economic Report.

Sincerely yours,
T. E. VELTFORT,

Chairman, Committee on the Census ofManufactures.
Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, before you get started, as I

have told you previously, I must go to a meeting of the Foreign
Relations Committee. I have hurriedly gone through the statements
you gentlemen have presented. I want to apologize to them for not
being able to stay and participate in the panel discussion. I think
it is most helpful, and I think this committee is greatly indebted to
the subcommittee headed by Mr. Talle last year which made this
study on the need for better statistics.
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I wish I could stay for the meeting.
Representative TALLE. On behalf of the other members of the sub-

committee and myself, may I say I am grateful to my colleague for
his comments.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Eggert, will you proceed?

OPENING STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. EGGERT FOR THE CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. EGGERT. Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert J. Eggert. I am
marketing research manager, Ford Division, Ford Motor Co., and a
member of the committee on business statistics, Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States.

The chamber is gratified that the joint committee is devoting this
panel to economic statistics. The various statistical programs, lodged
in some dozen agencies, can thus be compared and evaluated. We
also appreciate the special analysis of economic statistics in the 1956
budget. The analysis greatly facilitates evaluation of the Govern-
ment's statistical program.

We hope' that panel discussions such as these, and the special budget
analysis, both recommended in the July 30, 1954, progress report of the
Subcommittee on Economic Statistics, will be repeated each year.
They should aid materially in improving Government statistics.

Business needs prompt and accurate statistics for day-to-day and
long-range planning, and I would like to introduce in the record here
my own personal views. I want to strongly endorse the request for
funds to strengthen our statistical programs. We use many of these
statistics daily in our production-planning activities. Not only we,
but our employees, suppliers, dealers, as well as our customers, have a
real stake in their accuracy.

Money spent in obtaining more comprehensive facts that aid Govern-
ment management decisions will result in adding more value both to
the manufacturing and marketing areas of our economy.

The Government also needs these statistics for the same reasons.
In most cases, poor statistics are worse than no statistics. Poor or

inadequate statistics can be highly misleading and even dangerous.
The average businessman makes decisions on the basis of these

statistics. He counts on them being accurate, and often if he didn't
have them available he would spend more time deliberating the pros
and cons of the decision. He counts on the figures being reliable and
he uses them. Poor statistics can be dangerous.

So the Government should make every effort to improve the quality
and adequacy of its statistical reporting. While there is great demand
for new statistics and new statistical programs, any new series should
not be launched at the expense of essential existing series.

We have seen instances where private statistical reports differ from
Government reports, although covering the same statistical ground.
We have seen how several Government bureaus reporting on the same,
or closely similar economic activities, have reported conflicting and
divergent trends.

For this reason, we hope this joint committee will make every effort
to encourage the qualitative improvement of the Government's
statistical work.
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Real progress has been made and we encourage further improvement.
At the same time, in our dynamic economy there are bound to be

needs for statistical pioneering, and we welcome the work of the joint
committee in this respect.

We endorse President Eisenhower's budget message statement:
We do not have all the statistical information required in our dynamic economy.

I am therefore recommending a Governmentwide effort to improve statistics in
those areas where our work has been most handicapped by incomplete information.

The chamber, believing that Government spending today means a
tax burden approaching the highest level in our history, has repeatedly
urged that all Government activities not strictly essential be treated
as luxuries and reduced accordingly.

Recognizing the vital importance of our whole national economy
of accurate, prompt, and usable statistics, however, the chamber has
supported not only the regular censuses, but has also recognized that
the censuses should be supplemented by the collection of current
statistics as needed, with the national interest being the criterion
of need.

Total estimated Federal expenditures for statistical programs drop
from $51.8 million in fiscal 1955 to $43.4 million in fiscal 1956.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Eggert, that is due entirely, is it not, to
the census of agriculture and the census of business and manufacturing
are tapering off, so it does not represent any real economies. It simply
represents the fact that we have passed the periodic census.

Mr. EGGERT. The major census, yes, I agree that is correct. I
believe this covers that point.

The periodic census programs, which the chamber supported vig-
orously last year, are estimated to cost $24.4 million in fiscal 1955, but
the budget request drops to $11.2 million in fiscal 1956-reflecting the
relatively small amount of work remaining to complete these censuses.

Current statistical programs, including those related to employ-
ment, unemployment, wages, prices, construction, housing, population,
national income, and other subjects are estimated to cost $27.4 million
in fiscal 1955. Several of these programs would be improved under
the 1956 budget, with the total amounts requested rising to $32.2
million.

I now would like to mention some of the most needed improvements
in Government statistics.

Unemployment and employment data: One of the most important
Government statistics is the number of unemployed. It is sometimes
termed "a statistical trigger." When unemployment rises, demands
are made for the Government to initiate recovery programs.

The Bureau of the Census now makes a monthly estimate of unem-
ployment, broken down by sex, age, color, and duration of unemploy-
ment.

This helps characterize the total number of unemployed, but does
not tell where the unemployed are located, and their usual or previous
occupations. The Bureau of Employment Security collects weekly
information regarding the recipients of unemployment compensation,
yet these 2 series are not collated into 1 unemployment figure.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Eggert, do you think the size of the sample
should be increased?

As I understand it, it is now 25,000 families.
Mr. EGGERT. That would help.
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Senator DOUGLAS. Have you made estimates as to how many.
additional families should be included?

Mr; EGGERT. I have not, Senator, but based solely upon my per-
sonal views, the sample could well be doubled for more accurate
reporting in this area. I think there is always a need for coordinating.'

Senator DOUGLAS. I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if we could have a
poll of the members of the panel on this point, as to whether they feel
there is a need for a larger sample.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Hoadley.
Mr. HOADLEY. I would agree that the sample should be increased.
Senator DOUGLAS. By how much?
Mr. HOADLEY. At least doubled, but the precise amount of increase

of course would depend upon how much detailed information is to be
required.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. M:y field is population and vital statistics. I haven't

any feeling on this point.
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Rumil.
Mr. RtML. It should certainly be increased to the point where the

conclusions are not changed by any further increase.
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Teper.
Mr. TEPER. There is no question that the sample should be in-

creased. The Special Committee on Employment Statistics,
appointed last year by the Secretary of Commerce, made that recom-
mendation.

We did not at that time suggest by how much the sample should be
increased, because of possibility that even the doubling size of the
sample may not yield proper results.

Senator DOUGLAS. If you doubled the sample and found approxi-
mately the same results you have now, it would be an indication that
you would not have to double again.

Mr. TEPER. I would be very much surprised, after the future
revision of the sample takes place if we would not find some differences
in results from those shown by the present samples.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Veltfort.
Mr. VELTFORT. I have no particular opinion on it. I would con-

cur in general with what Mr. Ruml said, that the samples should be
increased up to the point where increasing it further showed no
difference.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Watkins.
Mr. WATKINS. I would agree, Mr. Chairman, that the sample

should be increased. I am not in a position to say by how much. I
can tell you this: the rule of thumb that I have followed in my company
in sampling problems of this sort is first to find out from technicians
what is the minimum sample required and then double it.

Mr. HOADLEY. I would like to add that the size of the proper
sample hinges upon the amount of breakdown information needed.
This is a very important consideration.

Mr. EGGERT. The Bureau of Labor Statistics publishes monthly
the extremely valuable series of nonagricultural employment classified
by industry and by State.

We are gratified that the 1956 budget includes increased funds to
improve the data for trade, finance, services, State and local govern-
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ments-and other industries-and also improve the employment
data on a State basis.
- We also endorse the increase in expenditures from $4.9 million in
fiscal 1955 to $6.8 million in fiscal 1956 for employment, unemploy-
ment, wages, industrial injuries, and related statistics.

I might add here, personally I feel some consideration should be
given to the fringe benefits.

Construction statistics: Construction is a major sector of our econ-
omy, yet construction statistics are extremely deficient.
. We support the recommended increase from $0.5 million in fiscal
1955 to $1.5 million in fiscal 1956 for this purpose, an increase which

* should greatly improve data in this important field.
Dr. Walter E. Hoadley, a member of this panel, is chairman of the

chamber's subcommittee on construction statistics, and more familiar
with this problem. He probably will discuss it in greater detail.

I have a table here on construction statistics which I would like to
have incorporated in the record but which I will not read in the
interests of saving time.

Representative BOLLING. Your prepared statement will be incor-
porated in the record.

Mr. EGGERT. Financial statistics of State and local governments:
The Bureau of the Census reports on State and local government fiscal
operations are of significant use by business and all levels of govern-
ment. We are gratified the 1956 budget includes increased funds to
improve these statistics, particularly since a comprehensive census in
this field is not due for several years.

Electronic equipment: Electronic equipment has substantially
speeded up and improved the accuracy of labor force, foreign trade,
and other census statistical series. Reports from the censuses of
business, manufactures, and minerals will be available considerably
sooner due to use of electronic equipment.
* We support the increased use of electronic equipment in the periodic
censuses scheduled for 1958 and 1960.

Lack of timeliness is perhaps the most common complaint about
Government statistics, and increased use of electronic equipment
should help reduce the timelag in processing statistical data.

Value added by distribution: A notable gap in the Federal statis-
tical program is information on the value added by distribution.

We all know goods retail for more than the manufacturer's selling
price' For many years the Bureau of the Census has published
figures showing the value added by manufacturing industries.

But there is no corresponding series on the value added by whole-
sale trade, retail trade, and other aspects of distribution. The accom-
panying chart summarizes the flow of goods in our economy from
producers of raw materials in agriculture and mining.
* Most of the goods pass through manufacturing, wholesale trade,
and retail trade to final consumers. A smaller amount of goods flow
from various stages of processing to the capital account of business
and to government.

Other goods flow directly from manufacturers to personal con-
sumers, bypassing wholesale and retail outlets.

This chart is greatly simplified. There is some flow from wholesale
firms to consumers, some from agriculture directly to consumers and
some goods flowing up the chart instead of down.
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For purposes of simplification, these other flows were not marked.
The fact that products acquire added value as they move from

field, forest, or mine through a processing plant or factory has long
been reflected in the *Bureau of the Census data showing value added
by manufacturing.

The concept that manufactured products continue to acquire addi-
tional value as they move through the channels of trade to the point
of ultimate sales or use, however, has not received equal acceptance.

Now is the time to do spade work developing the concepts and
techniques necessary for computing value added by distribution. And
I want to make it clear that we are not recommending that immediate
information be collected here. This is a matter of developing proper
concepts and proper techniques so this can be done correctly and
accurately.

This is the important step at this stage rather than rushing out
with schedules and trying to collect this information.

A good illustration of the constant need for upgrading statistical
work and reporting is indicated by a special subcommittee on the
census of manufactures which made a report to the Advisory Council
on Federal Reports.

The nature of the problem is fully discussed in Business Week,
February 5, 1955, pages 114 to 117, and alluded to in the Chattanooga
Times for January 22, 1955.

I also have copies of these two items attached to my testimony.
When our economy was simpler and less interdependent, there was

less need for statistics.
But in today's highly dynamic economy, with its steady population

growth, a constant shifting of population, new raw materials contin-
ually being developed, new -.products reaching the market daily, and
indeed whole new industries, both the Government and business
executive are in constant need of up-to-date, high-grade statistical
information.

The 1956 budget recommendations for economic statistics are
supported by the chamber because these expenditures are needed to
provide business with data vitally needed in today's expanding
economy.

I again want to repeat that we appreciate very much the interest of
the committee in this area and we think real progress is being made
and will continue to be made.

(Mr. Eggert's prepared statement appears at p. 1104.)
Representative BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Eggert.
Mr. Hoadley.

OPENING STATEMENT OF WALTER E. HOADLEY, JR., TREASURER,
ARMSTRONG CORK CO., LANCASTER, PA.

Mr. HOADLEY. Thank you, M\fr. Chairman.
One of the most significant developments affecting both private

and public decision-making in recent years has been the growing use
of economic statistics.

Moreover, at the present time there is noticeable interest in business
in still more adequate economic information. This interest arises,
first because of concern over the adequacy of many present Federal
economic statistics now being used as a basis for important public-
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policy decisions, and second, because of the recognized need for more
satisfactory economic data to help guide future business planning,
which has obvious implications for the entire economy.

The interest of this committee in economic statistics, as evidenced
in the hearing today as well as in several previous activities, plus the
new feature in the budget message drawing specific attention for the
first time to the Federal program in economic statistics are commend-
able developments. It is encouraging to know that at long last
important Federal economic statistics which now influence critical
policy decisions by leaders in Government, business, labor, and agri-
culture have achieved sufficient official recognition to be considered
worthy of separate study and analysis.

The Economic Report states "Economic statistics are now closely
scrutinized and widely commented upon by men and women in dif-
ferent walks of life" (p. 65). Such a statement would have been
far less true 5 years ago and certainly would have had considerably
less meaning 25 years ago. Nevertheless, the words "closely scru-
tinized" just quoted certainly must be intended to mean "read" or
"scanned" rather than carefully appraised. Detailed analysis of
many economic statistics provided by Government would disclose
to almost anyone major deficiencies which are neither widely known
nor understood. There has been a definite advance in economic
literacy but Government figures, all too often, are being accepted as
"official" and hence seemingly almost by definition "precisely accur-
ate." Government, therefore, has increasing responsibility for greater
accuracy and reliability of its economic statistics as their use continues
to grow.

Just as more extensive and precise measurement devices have
become a necessary part of increasingly complex industrial machinery,
there is increased need for more comprehensive and accurate measures
of what the Economic Report has termed "our complex and industrial-
ized society" (p. 2).

I wholeheartedly endorse the basic economic tenets or guides to
policy outlined in the Economic Report (p. 2), and particularly the
first proposition that "competitive markets, rather than Government
directives, are as a rule the most efficient instruments for organizing
production and consumption."

The important-at times dominant-role of Government in current
and future economic life, however, can never be minimized, and
particularly by the management of any business enterprise.

Forecasting what policies government will adopt and pursue,
frankly, has become one of the most critical aspects of business
planning.

Is it any wonder that business managements have become vitally
concerned about the quality and availability of economic statistics
provided and used by government in making and administering public
policies?

In my opinion, one of the greatest risks facing business organiza-
tions today is to be found in possible unsound public policies-both
as to scope and timing-simply because those in authority may not
have adequate or trustworthy information available upon which to
base their judgments. Let me illustrate this point with regard to
homebuilding activity.
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As everyone here today knows, the postwar building boom continues
with renewed vigor, despite many earlier and some current fears of an
imminent collapse.

Because of favorable congressional action 2 years ago, it is now pos-
sible to know with considerable reliability from reports of the Bureau
of Labor Statistics how many new nonfarm homes are being started
each month.

But what information is now available to indicate the extent to
which housing needs and demands are being met?

What significance is to be attached to current reports by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics that nonfarm housing starts are at an annual rate
of over 1,400,000 while new households, as estimated by the Bureau
of the Census, are now less than 800,000 per year.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Hoadley, is that a net increase or is that
gross amount of new households? That is, is this the new households
minus the deaths?

Mr. HOADLEY. This presumably is a net figure, but unfortunately
official household data are still highly tentative and fragmentary.
Census Bureau releases within recent weeks caution against their use
even in indicating year-to-year changes.

Senator DOUGLAS. But this takes account of the breaking up of
households through death?

Mr. HOADLEY. Within the limits of techniques and funds available,
I believe efforts are made to allow for such factors in making estimates
of net new households, Senator.

Is the new home building industry and hence the Nation facing
serious trouble? Is credit too easy? In many respects, the key to
future new homebuilding lies in the vacancy rate and in the trend of
value of older homes. Yet, almost no trustworthy information on
either subject is now available. This should be a matter of grave con-
cern for government which has a great influence upon, as well as stake
in, housing.

How present housing laws and credit policies can be properly adminis-
tered in the face of these statistical deficiencies is at least a very open
question to me.

The highly fragmentary and until very recently almost complete
absence of information on the important and quite evidently expand-
ing home fixup-i. e., repair and modernization-market unques-
tionably causes undue emphasis on new homes in public policies per-
taining to residential construction.

Until the size and characteristics of the fixup market become known,
it is hardly reasonable to expect that any well-conceived program to
develop this market will emerge. Yet, expanded fixup work probably
offers the greatest single opportunity to stabilize the vast but always
vulnerable new-home-building industry.

Anyone who investigates the quality of the information now being
released by Government on nonresidential construction activity knows
the deplorable inadequacy of many current estimates. When it is
recognized that these deficiencies are transmitted directly into the
national product statistics, there is serious reason to question whether
the latter figures-widely used for public and private policy purposes-
in any real sense are accurately measuring the course of general
business.
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These observations on the inadequacy of many Federal construction
statistics, of course, should not be interpreted to mean that all Govern-
ment construction data are bad or that the statisticians preparing
them are incompetent.

The plain fact is that the current statistical program simply cannot
meet the policy requirements of the dynamic and far-flung construction
field in 1955 and 1956.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Hoadley, as I remember it, there were two
private indexes of construction: F. W. Dodge and the Engineering
News-Record.

Mr. HOADLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. You have been discussing Government statistics

in the field of construction. What would you say about these two
private indexes?

Mr. HOADLEY. Senator, in many respects we would have to make
the same type of indictment against them. The figures. which are
available from these private sources do serve many very valuable
purposes, but they are not compiled specifically for public policy use.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, as I remember it, and I followed these for
quite a time rather closely, they showed exactly opposite conclusions,
Engineering News-Record showing great declines last year and F. W.
Dodge showing appreciable increases. I must say I was puzzled and
bewildered by these contradictions. I wonder, therefore, if you would
not recommend to these companies that they improve their statistics
as well.

Mr. HOADLEY. Senator, I know that the questions you have raised,
have been discussed with the managements of these private construc-
tion reporting organizations. I think we can say a good deal of new
thought is being given currently to the collection of private construc-
tion data.

Senator DOUGLAS. I wanted to point out that it wasn't merely
Government statisticians who got into these difficulties and misled
the public, because I think those two series constitute the most extraor-
dinary contradiction I know of.

Mr. HOADLEY. Your observations merely illustrate the plight of
anyone trying to determine precisely what is going on in construction
today.

Senator DOUGLAS. I am glad this is not an indictment of the Gov-
ernment bureaucrat, then.

Mr. HOADLEY. The expanded statistics program proposed in the
President's budget message,' if adopted, will eliminate some of the
most serious statistical gaps and deficiencies in construction men-
tioned here by providing additional funds for the Business and Defense
Services Administration, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the
Bureau of the Census. The new program also will provide badly
needed benchmark information as well as up-to-date facts on labor
and material requirements in construction and make available an
answer to many heated questions concerning whether large or small
builders are making the most progress and what types of homes are in
greatest demand.

One other phase of Federal economic statistics, namely, industrial
classification, merits at least passing attention.

I Special Analysis I, Federal Economic Statistical Programs, Budget of the U. S. Government for thefiscal year ending June 30, 1956, pp. 1203-1204.
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This problem is highly important to the extent that the United
States census of manufactures uses inexact or incomplete definitions
of industries. Scrambled or overlapping industry data, moreover,
often used by Government and others to measure productivity or
so-called concentration ratios-i. e., the percentage one or a few firms
have of total industry investment. and so forth-obviousl yare mis-
leading when applied to any specific industry or industry group.

It would seem highly essential that tabulation procedures for the
1954 Census of Manufactures take full cognizance of this industrial
classification problem.

Moreover, before any future census of manufactures is undertaken,
further careful consideration should be given to the report of the
Watkins Intensive Review Committee which studied the entire census
program last year as well as to the recommendations of a subsequently
appointed subcommittee of the Advisory Council on Federal Reports.

In a brief opening statement covering such a broad field as economic
statistics, it is natural to stress areas requiring attention and improve-
ment. The forward strides of Federal Government statistics in recent
years, however, certainly must not be overlooked. A number of
gains in coverage, timeliness, and statistical accuracy have been
achieved despite many sharp cutbacks in appropriations. Neverthe-
less, the current general economic statistics program of the Federal
Government has many serious shortcomings for policymaking as well
as other purposes.

Business needs for economic statistics clearly are mounting in order
to help insure future stability and growth of individual enterprises and
hence the country as a whole. Many-perhaps most-business organ-
izations with which I am familiar accept the responsibility to provide
their own detailed, market-type statistics, but they properly look to
Government for broad statistical information essential to sound public
policies and necessary as benchmarks for private business planning.

In conclusion, let me again stress the importance of the Federal
Government's current and proposed economics-statistics program for
both public and private policymaking purposes.

I have only cited two illustrations of areas requiring prompt sta-
tistical improvement in the public interest. Others have been men-
tioned in earlier hearings before this committee and no doubt will
receive attention today.

Major corrections in Government economic statistics can be
achieved provided the program summarized in the budget message
receives favorable action by the Congress. In my opinion, the pro-
gram warrants very serious consideration and approval.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Representative BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Hoadley.
(Mr. Hoadley's prepared statement appears at p. 1102.)
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Reed.

OPENING STATEMENT OF LOWELL REED, PRESIDENT, JOHNS HOP-
KINS UNIVERSITY, AND PAST PRESIDENT, AMERICAN STATISTI-
CAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. REED. I am Dr. Reed, president of Johns Hopkins. My field
of interest in statistics has been that of population and vital statistics
and I have devoted my life to that. I shall confine my remarks to

58422-55-68
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those two fields. I would like to say I appreciate very much the op-
portunity of speaking and I want to express my opinion of the im-
portance of these hearings. I would like to start first by stressing the
importance of population and vital statistics as a part of economic
statistics because our economy is fundamentally dependent on the
people that we have, and we need to have the best knowledge that we
can as to our population; the various breakdowns of the population
into the normal classes that you recollect, the occupational unemploy-
ment statistics with regard to them and all of those facts with regard
to population. So what I would call population statistics and vital
statistics are an extremely important part of commission figures. I
have just two points I would like to stress with regard to the field of
population and vital statistics. The first one Mr. Belcher mentioned,
manpower statistics. I think there is no doubt but what we will need
more and better manpower statistics in the future.

We are coming to the point where the programs of the country are
dependent on the people to carry them out rather than material
things and we need to know how many people we have. By manpower
statistics I would like to emphasize the fact that I do not mean just
employment or occupational statistics.

When we came to stress manpower in connection with Selective
Service, we noticed that the occupational statistics did not furnish the
information we needed. What we needed to know was the people and
their capacities, not just what they were doing.

Senator DOUGLAS. How could you measure that, Dr. Reed?
Mr. REED. Well, we have measured that in various ways, in terms

of the roster of sciefttific personnel. That was an attempt to do that
and certainly that has proved to be extremely valuable. We have
within that limited field statistical material that is of assistance.
That needs to be extended to a great many other technical skills. We
probably do not need to do it in the detail as was done by the scientific
people but we do need to do it. The recent report of the Manpower
Commission which emphasizes education in the field of manpower has
several areas that could not properly be carried out unless one could
get an evaluation of the skills that people now have and the skills
you would wish to train them for.

Within the working life of our people the skills and the things we
demand of our people change. What we are asking of our people
30 years ago is not the same as it is now. We educate people for
certain occupations. We need to look ahead and see that we are
not caught short on engineers in various fields. That is what I
would mean by manpower statistics. There are fragments of statistics
scattered through the Government that have bearing on manpower
in my opinion beyond occupation and employment statistics. I
would recommend that the Office of Statistical Standards do a study
in that regard and do some planning in regard to what manpower
statistics might be. Certainly we are not in a position to go into the
collection of those statistics at the present time for the very reason
you bring out, but I want to stress the importance of having know-
ledge of that type in the future. The other area I would like to
speak of is vital statistics and health statistics. I know provision is
made in the budget for bringing those statistics up to.date. They
are so far behind they are not as useful as they might be, but the
point I want to emphasize is the need we have for health statistics
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and by that I mean statistics which tell us something about illness
and disability within our population. Again, when we have come to
periods of stress, disabilities have shown up in our Selective Service
statistics, the importance of not knowing that

Senator DOUGLAS. I wonder if it would not be important to get
the distribution of cases of illness by duration and by cost.

Mr. REED. Senator, it would be extremely important. I was
going on to say that the health programs that have been under con-
sideration by the Government and will be, all of them are going to
demand statistics of that type. We are not collecting those statistics
except in very fragmentary form.

Senator DOUGLAS. I have had the feeling, sort of what I would call
a. commonsense observation, that the differences in the field of cost
of.medical care do not lie in the field of ordinary sicknesses but what
I once termed "catastrophic sicknesses," and that is where the prob-
lem comes, sicknesses of long duration or requiring expensive surgery.
Do you have any judgment on that?

Mr. REED. Yes. It is perfectly correct that the most difficult and
the most important problem in health insurance is in the field of
those long or catastrophic illnesses. And they are the ones which
lend themselves to insurance because the ordinarily recurring illnesses
can be anticipated foreseen, and provided for out of current income;
isn't that true? Xnd it is with that idea in mind that I emphasize
the importance of having health statistics. I would like to go on and
say that it isDnot merely for the insurance point of view that we need
these health statistics. There are many other reasons why we need
to know the health status and particularly the disability status of our
population. We have heard a lot about rehabilitation but at the
present time the areas that should be stepped into with regard to
rehabilitation are not well known, and so I want to stress the fact
that I think the Government should investigate the problem of health
statistics and go into that. There is a report on health statistics at
the present time prepared by the National Advisory Committee on
Vital Statistics. I am Chairman of that. But that report is in the
hands of the Public Health Service and in the hands of the Office of
Statistical Standards. I think that report should be brought up,
should be given consideration, and the Government should decide
what it is to do.

Senator DOUGLAS. When was that report prepared, Doctor?
Mr. REED. The report was prepared a year ago or a little more.
Senator DOUGLAS. Has any action been taken on it as far as

you know?
Mr. REED. It has received consideration. But I feel it should be

picked up and attention given to it.
Senator DOUGLAS. Progress has not been striking.
Representative TALLE. In connection with manpower statistics,

Mr. Reed. I would like to ask you about technicians. There must
be a considerable shortage of qualified technicians. Especially in con-
nection with veterans' hospitals, it is said often, "We can't staff
them properly, we don't have technicians. We may have the doctors,
but we don't have the people to assist them."

Mr. REED. Well, I had technicians in mind when I was speaking
of :tlih subprofessional personnel. But it is not merely technicians in
the field of medicine and in our hospitals, it is also technicians in
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handling our scientific equipment. When we go into this atomic age
we need not merely scientists, but we need technicians, too, and we
do not know how many people of that type we have, how many
we should train and we need a body of knowledge with regard to
manpower that embraces technicians in the medical field and in
all fields.

Representative TALLE. That would be true in any field in which
the application of science and invention has been rapid, would it not?

Mr. REED. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Dr. Reed, I do not want to throw a brick

through a plate glass window, but isn't it true that one reason for this
difficulty of getting technicians in the field of public health is the fact,
that the organized medical profession does not want semiskilled
attendants, nor do the nurses; they want skilled people to perform
unskilled work; isn't that true? W

Representative BOLLING. Senator Douglas, would you say I
should rescue Dr. Reed by saying this is not statistics?

Senator DOUGLAS. Since Dr. Reed is the head of one of the first-
rate medical schools in the country, I suppose he should not be
asked to comment on that.

Mr. REED. Well, the whole problem of medical care that I have
worked' with intensively has many features of that sort mixed in
with it, Senator Douglas, as you know. On the other hand, those
are not the points that I was discussing today. What we need is.
basic knowledge in order to meet some of those questions.

Senator DOUGLAS. I think, in addition to basic knowledge, you
have some obstacles which would have to be overcome in the profes-
sional organizations, both of nurses and doctors.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. That completes everything that I have. I hope that

my report, which I have paraphrased, will be included.
Representative BOLLING. That will be done, without objection.
(Mr. Reed's prepared statement appears at p. 1116.)
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Ruml.

OPENING STATEMENT OF BEARDSLEY RUML, OF NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. RUML. Mr. Chairman, may I file certain data in the interests
of time?

Representative BOLLING. That will be done.
Mr. RUML. My name is Beardsley Ruml. I am chairman of the

business committee of the National Planning Association and a mem-
ber of the research and policy committee of the Committee for
Economic Development. It is my purpose to discuss the role of sta-
tistics in the making of public and private policy decisions and to urge
continued and accelerated progress in the development of the sta-
tictical series now available.

Today we are overwhelmed by recent scientific and technological
advances which have occurred in the fields of physics, chemistry,
biology and medicine. It is not surprising that the less spectacular
and less cerqtain new insights in economics and finance are not so
widely known. The full import of these advances' I am confident
are not yet understood, but we do know enough to know that some
things that may competent people thought were true are either false
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or true in a different way that was believed. Let me give three
examples.

In 1937 an eminent economist advised the Treasury that unless the
budget was soon balanced, the interest rate would go to 6 percent or
even 8 percent, the way it had in France. And yet during the war,
the national debt rose from $45 billion to $275 billion on a declining
Tate of interest.

In 1941 we were told that we would have to choose between guns and
butter, that to arm for war in two hemispheres we would have to cut
our standard of living sharply. And yet in 1944 the general overall
standard of living was at least as high as in 1941, and in addition we
produced some $80 billion worth of armament. The miracle of
production came out of productivity that had been growing unnoticed
beneath the surface of a low actual output for a period of more than
10 years.

To take a third example, during the 1930's most people believed
that a deficit in the Federal budget was inflationary. Today we can
see that a nation that has millions of unemployed who want to work
and ample idle plant and raw materials is much like a factory or a
company that has a sizable amount of unused capacity. Under such
circumstances, an increase of demand tends to reduce unit costs, and
therefore under competition tends to reduce prices rather than to
increase them. For the same reasons, Federal deficits prudently in-
curred in times of excessive unemployment, since they also tend to
reduce costs, tend to be deflationary rather than inflationary as far as
the purchasing power of the dollar is concerned.

These and other discoveries and insights in economics and finance
are of the greatest importance in the determination of policy, and
they rest on research made possible by objective statistical reporting.
To select one contribution of conspicuous value, consider the work on
the measurement of national income under the leadership of Wesley
C. Mitchell and Edwin F. Gay in the National Bureau of Economic
Research beginning in 1921. It is difficult for us today to realize that
only 30 years ago not only did we not have the statistics to work with,
but many concepts such as gross national product, which grew out of
the statistics, did not even exist.

Senator DOUGLAS. Do you think this introduction of gross national
product is an unmixed blessing?

Mr. RUML. No. Like all things human, there are both weaknesses
and strengths.

Senator DOUGLAS. I think it has led to an exaggeration of the real
national income because it includes transfer payments and provisions
for depreciation and obsolescence. I have viewed with some alarm the
way in which the net income figures tend to be pushed to the back and
gross national product figures pushed to the fore. I think this was a
disease characteristic of the bureaucrats of my own party, but I now
find that it is adopted with equal alacrity by the bureaucrats of the
present dominant political party.

Representative BOLLING. Senator, maybe it would be a good idea
if we got the views of the other members of the panel on GNP.

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes, certainly.
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Toper, would you care to comment

on that point that has just been raised?
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Mr. TEPER. I think Senator Douglas is right. The figures of both
net national income and GNP must be used with caution. We
actually do not know what the degree of error is in either of these
figures. There is plenty of room for additional studies in this area.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Veltfort, would you care to comment
on that?

Mr. VELTFORT. I think the transfer payments are washed out in
the gross national product figure. (See table D-5, Economic Report
of the President.)

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, As I recall, it includes benefit payments to
veterans, interest on the public debt, but I would not say, since the
public debt has been primarily incurred because of war, I would not
say that such payments were in addition to consumable income.

Mr. VELTFORT. My overall comment would be, as I will point out
when I talk, that all of those statistics must be used with an under-
standing of how they are made up, and there must be constant
improvement in their makeup.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, I would like to suggest to the. members
of our staff, that we put a little more pressure on the Councif of
Economic Advisers to play up national income as well as gross national
product, and bring that to the fore more.

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to enter a dissent.
We are talking about two different concepts. One is gross national
product, which by definition is the estimated sum total of the value
of all of the goods and services produced by the economy. I think
that is an exceedingly useful concept. There are difficulties in pre-
paring the estimates and room for improvement, but I think it is a
useful series.

Now we have also estimates of the national income. Both of these
series serve useful purposes, and I am convinced myself that GNP is
more usable. Naturally, we have to produce enough to take care of
depreciation, and that is a part of our total output.

Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman.
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. In reply to the Senator's comment about

the Republicans doing the same thing that the Democrats do
Senator DOUGLAS. Only more so.
Representative TALLE. I would like to recite the sage remark of

Uncle Dooley, who said, "A body is always doin' what everybody
else is doin', though there mayn't be no sense in it."

Representative BOLLING, Mr. Eggert, do you want to comment?
Mr. EGGERT. Speaking from my personal point of view, I would

like to voice a modest dissent. We find the personal income and
disposable income very useful, and to this extent I would agree with
Senator Douglas.

However, we also feel that gross national product is a useful tool as
a measure of the physical growth, and we use it. I personally think it
is an understatement of our increase in our output. It . does not
measure, as I understand it, the tremendous amount of do-it-yourself
type of activity, the fact that a lot of people are working on Saturdays
on their own.

I do not believe that gets into the gross national product concept.
Because of that, if we had a true measure of our total output of goods

9
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and services, it might actually be higher and might reach more,
Senator Douglas.

Senator DOUGLAS. I am not proposing that we discontinue the
series for gross national product, but I viewed with some concern the
fact that the figures on net national income fade out in the discussion
of national prosperity. The one figure which is quoted tends to be a
gross national product figure, which includes provisions for simply
keeping the stock of capital equipment going without any net addi-
tions.

Representative BOLLING. I think it is a very interesting question.
I think perhaps its greatest importance lies out of the purely statistical
field in the interpretation that the people generally put on the sig-
nificance of the figure.

Mr. HOADLEY. I would merely add that the Senator is certainly
right, gross national product is becoming.the more popular measure.
I would add also that both concepts, gross and net, are essential and
obviously have to be used with discretion, but I think Mr. Ruml's
point was some years ago we had no overall measure of what was going
on in the country, and that we tended to use indirect means in judging
what was happening through pig iron production or selected measures
and barometers, rather than attempting to measure the entire eco-
nomic activity in dollars for the country as a whole.

I think it is a very forward step, but again I would say we have to
use these new measures with caution.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. I have no comment on that.
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Ruml, I would like to assure you,

we are not going to take all of this time out of your time.
Mr. RUML. Valuable as our present statistical series are, there is

much room for improvement in coverage, accuracy and speed of
reporting. Let me mention 2 specific examples of statistical inade-
quacy at 2 most crucial points.

First, consider our inadequate knowledge of increase in productivity
per man-hour.from year to year. Is it 2 percent, or 3 percent, or even
more? Does it increase arithmetically or geometrically? Has in-
crease been exhausted in some lines and hardly begun in others?
Today we are using overall figures based on historical general experi-
ence modified by the shrewd insight of particular students. But the
consequences of these estimates for policy cannot be exaggerated, and
the choice of 2 percent or 3 percent in productivity increase per
man-hour per year means the choice of 20 percent or 30 percent in the
increase of gross national productivity 10 years from now, a difference
of some $35 billion. Clearly our statistics on productivity must be
as accurate and as meaningful as it is humanly possible to make them.

The second area which I will mention as needing improved statistical
reporting is the field of savings. Here I mean not only the figures on
savings banks, but knowledge with respect to the current withdrawals
from consumption and their distribution by classification.

In the United States no longer is last week's income a reliable
guide to this week's spending; no longer does this week's spending tell
an adequate story on next week's consuming.

Today as never before the ordinary individual can get along without
current purchasing for his day-to-day requirements. If he decides
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to cha'nge or to restrict his habitual consumption, he can do so without
doing violence to his health or well-being.

So also today as never before the ordinary individual has cash, or its
equivalent, that he can use to buy the things he wants or the things
he thinks he may some day want. Thus, consumer spending is not
necessarily consumption.

The consumer in the United States is not absolutely free-sooner
or later he must buy some things to satisfy his minimum requirements.
However, in the aggregate, the consumer is free as never before-
free to postpone, free to reduce, free to anticipate, free to switch from
one unnecessity to another. Economic determinism no longer con-
tains him.

Accordingly we need as never before comprehensive, accurate,
meaningful and prompt statistics on the savings and spending be-
havior of American citizens. Without such knowledge the making of
policy and the implementation of policy can be based only on an
experience which is largely personal, imperfect and obsolete.

The responsibility for improving the statistical series in these and
other important areas lies upon the agencies who have these assign-
ments and upon the appropriating bodies from whom the necessary
funds are derived. Clearly the sums that can be efficiently applied
are immeasurably smaller than the financial consequences of the de-
cisions for which the statistical series will be used.

Here I wish to emphasize a suggestion which has already been made.
A special responsibility must be assigned to the Federal Reserve
System, not only because its earnings provide abundant resources for
statistical research and reporting, but also because the vital Open
Market Committee, in its determinations to act or not to act, needs to
have before it for its own use, a very large proportion of the statistical
requirements for all public and private policy decisions.

If the Federal Reserve System would only see to it that the statistics
it needs for its own operations are available to the public and to it, the
back of the problem of statistical reporting would have been broken.

I am not suggesting that the Federal Reserve System should take
over the collection of all the statistics it needs, or even that it should
be a coordinator of existing public and private statistical bureaus.
What I am suggesting is that the Federal Reserve System should
assume a residual responsibility to make certain that it gets promptly
from whatever source the statistics that it itself needs, and that it
supports the researches requires to keep the quality of the various
statistical series at a high level and to improve their comprehensiveness,
meaning and availability.

To be sure, a statistic is only the shadow of a fact. But it is after,
the reading of these sbadows that decisions are made. And the
decisions affect the well-being of us all.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Ruml, it is a matter of profound
regret to nie that our colleague, Congressman Patman, was not here
to hear the latter part of your testimony. I am quite confident that
he would have been very much interested. His interest in the Federal
Reserve System is very well known.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, are you going to let Mr. Ruml off as easily
as this?

Representative BOLLING. I thought I would leave the harder work
to you.
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Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Ruml, do I understand your recommenda-
tion to be that you think it is easier to get appropriations for the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System than it is from
Congress, since the Board of Governors will appropriate money which
is not their own and which otherwise they would have to turn into
the General Treasury.

Mr. RUML. Well,- I would call the funds coming from the Federal
Reserve Board allocations, rather than appropriations, in order to
make a distinction between the methods.

Senator DOUGLAS. In other words, that the Board of Governors
would not watch the allocations as closely as we would watch appro-
priations.

Mr. RUML. No, I think they would watch them in a different way.
For example, in the appropriations, the question of what rate is paid
as compensation to an individual is very important, and in the other
case the quality of the individual becomes very important. I think
both have their values as tests of efficiencies.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, it is a very canny answer.
In other words, you think the Federal Reserve has earnings which

could be tapped for statistical purposes to a greater degree than the
tax revenues of the Government?

Mr. RUML. Well, I think there are earnings, I do think there is
some flexibility that makes it possible to do on a qualitative basis
sometimes things that can not be done in a regular GoVernment bureau,
and that is all I meant by my remarks.

Representative BOLLING. I am not quite clear on this. Are you
suggesting that it is absolutely impossible to convince the Congress
to do what is necessary in the statistical field?

Mr. RUML. Oh, no; I think it is quite possible, but it may take a
long time.

Representative BOLLING. So this is an expediency to substitute the
Federal Reserve. I am not being entirely facetious, but it is in effect
a practical expediency?

Mr. RUML. I think it would give at certain points a qualitative
and a time impact that would be very desirable, but, as I say in my
testimony, I am not suggesting the substitution of one for the other,
but only that the Federal Reserve should take what I call a residual
responsibility, thereby not interfering in any way with what the Con-
gress does appropriate to the standard agencies of the statistical
bureau.

Representative BOLLING. But you would agree, I assume, that,
ideally, much of this work should not be thus segregated in the hands
of the Federal Reserve, because the Federal Reserve does have a
unique position with regard to the Government policy. It would be
preferable, I take it, if certain statistical information were decided
to be essential to a wise policy political decision, that it would be
made available through the more ordinary channels, rather than in
an agency which is purposely somewhat insulated?

Mr. RUML. Let me give an example in the savings field. I think
it would probably take two or three hundred thousand to do the
initial experimental and intellectual work to get the kind of reporting
that then would be standard reporting.
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Now that-could be done any time by the Federal Reserve. Then
Congress can decide whether it should be there or in Commerce, or
somewhere else when it comes to the operation.

Representative BOLLING. I do not want to give the idea that I am
hostile to the plan. I just want to be sure I have it in proper per-
spective for myself.

(Mr. Ruml's prepared statement appears at p. 1117.)
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Teper.

OPENING STATEMENT OF LAZARE TEPER, RESEARCH DIRECTOR,
INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS UNION, NEW
YORK, N. Y.

Mr. TEPER. I appreciate the opportunity of meeting with you for
the discussion of the recommendations on economic statistics made in
the President's annual budget and Economic Report. The annual
budget of the President does offer a useful overview of the proposed
Federal statistical programs, though in a skeletonized form. How-
ever, the President's Economic Report, aside from some scattered
comments on individual statistical series and contrary to your last
year's recommendations, gives no consideration to a program of
adequate economic statistics.

In the interest of brevity, I will limit my remarks to a review of only
a few of the issues, leaving the rest of my comments to the statement
which I would like to offer now for the record.

Representative BOLLING. That will be done.
Mr. TEPER. The decline in employment which started in mid-1953

naturally spurred on the interest in adequate employment and unem-
ployment statistics and the annual budget reflects this concern. The
need for strengthening unemployment statistics, you will recall, has
been dramatically brought to the fore through the issuance of revised
unemployment estimates for January 1954 which exceeded the older
estimates by 728,000.

The investigation of this discrepancy, conducted by a special com-
mittee chaired by Frederick F. Stephan, of Princeton University, with
Lester R. Frankel, of Alfred Politz Research, Inc., and myself as
members, revealed that, at least in part, this discrepancy, brought
about by operational difficulties during the transition from the 68- to
230-area sampling, was caused by lack of sufficient funds.

However, it also appeared that, despite the basic soundness of the
census approach, the current sample was probably not large enough to
insure the maximum of accuracy for the future and to provide the
needed detail. We also felt that although the new estimating proce-
dure, now in use, did raise the accuracy of some of the labor force break-
downs, it failed to do so in the case of the unemployment estimates
and that, therefore, the new estimating technique should be, at best,
viewed as experimental.

Much still remains to be done to improve the measurement of the
labor force and of its characteristics. Some of the problems bear on
the problem of concepts and the use of the term "employed" to cover
not only those who work as little as 1 hour in the course of the enumer-
ation week but also many of those who worked not at all.

Senator DOUGLAS. How would they include as employed people
who did not work?
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Mr. TEPER. The term "employed," as used by the census, includes
people who have a job but who were not at work during the particular
enumeration week.

Senator DOUGLAS. You mean the layoffs?
Mr. TEPER. Yes. This group includes short-term layoffs of less

than 30 days.
Senator DOUGLAS. I always believed those should be included and

I believe now those figures are published and transmitted to us in the
Economic Indicators.

Mr. TEPER. That is correct. These figures are shown separately
in the Economic Indicators. They have been shown separately, at
least for sometime, in the back part of the Monthly Report on the
Labor Force. However, the term "employed" has been much too
frequently used, both by responsible officials and by people outside of
the Government, as synonymous with "at work." This confusion is
undesirable. In the case of persons laid off for less than 30 days, the
issue, is relatively clear-they are out of work for economic reasons.
How about those who were unemployed during the particular survey
week but who got a job which is to start within the next 30 days?
They are also treated by the census as though they were employed
during the particular survey week. However, by no means of imagi-
nation were they employed at that time. Persons who did not work
in the same week because of bad weather are also treated as employed,
although bad weather, as one of those acts of God, is just as much of
an economic fact which affects the levels of employment.

Senator DOUGLAS. Take the building trade. If we had a severe
winter the volume of building construction would go down. Suppose
you have snowstorms or cold weather, and the man does not work at
his trade-he is counted as employed.

Mr. TEPER. If during the survey week it is reported that a man's
inability to work was caused by bad weather, he is counted among the
employed. However, he will also be separately tabulated as among
those with a job but not at work. This group is deemed to be part of
the employed.

Now then, there is another group, shown in the miscellaneous
category of those with a job but not at work. While no published
breakdowns are available on who is included in this group, the little
that I have seen in the course of our investigation suggests that quite
a number of individuals should be more properly classified among the
unemployed. This category does, of course, include a number of
borderline cases. It is a difficult area to classify properly.

Senator DOUGLAS. Would you give an illustration of this?
Mr. TEPER. Some people in this group may be improperly classified

because they work on an irregular schedule or because they are
enumerated in their off season. Others may be between jobs or may
otherwise be erroneously classified. Of course, some improper
classifications are unavoidable, and I want to make it very clear that
the Census Bureau has not been deficient in handling that particular
group. However, this group does exceed, at times, a half million
persons. This is not an insubstantial-number and more work needs
to be done in this area to improve classification.

Senator DOUGLAS. Now these errors you think are not compensating
but cumulating, they operate to minimize the amount of unemploy-
ment and to maximize the amount of employment?
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Mr. TEPER. That is correct. Nor is the situation improved, because
theoretically one can sit down, analyze the different breakdowns, and
recombine them to provide more meaningful categories within certain
limits-one cannot really do it in all cases. Nonetheless,,this is not
helpful for the public in general or for the responsible officials who
tend to use data as published, in terms of three groups: Employed,
unemployed, and out of the labor force. Significantly, the out-of-the-
labor-force category also includes a number of people more properly
classed as unemployed. They may not be looking for a job solely
because the jobs are not available in their communities.

Senator DOUGLAS. That is the subject you are going to treat in
your next sentence.

Mr. TEPER. Yes. I want to draw your attention to the fact that
some six studies conducted by the Census Bureau in the past, though
inconclusive, have shown the size of the group classified out of the
labor force, but available for jobs if jobs were available, has ranged,
at the time of those surveys, from 11 to 73 percent of the number
counted as unemployed.

There is a distinct need to review the current definitions of unem-
ployment as used by the Census and to eliminate the source of con-
fusion which arises when the term "employed" is misused as synony-
mous with "at work."

Senator DOUGLAS. I confess to some confusion on this point. It
used to be said, in the great depression of the thirties, that the number
seeking work increased because, with income shrinking, wives and
parents and young people would seek work who ordinarily would not
be in work, and that, therefore, unemployment was cumulative.

The modern interpretation is that you rule out from seeking
employment people who have no prospect of getting a job. I am a
little confused on this point.

Do I make my question clear?
Mr. TEPER. Yes. First, I would like to comment on the last part

of your statement. There is undoubtedly some discrepancy between
those who can'be called unemployed, however defined, and their
number obtained as a result of a physical count. This is due to the
fact that the information is secured on the basis of specific questions,
from persons other than the person concerned, not the unemployed
person, but the housewife, or someone else. In this way some im-
perfections unavoidably creep into the enumeration, simply because
the respondents do not have complete information or because of
misunderstandings. That may be responsible for some discrepancies.
As to the first part of your question, there is no doubt that there are
2 separate movements or 2 distinct kinds of tendencies which occur
at the time unemployment deepens. They are well illustrated in the
Pennsylvania coal mine regions, where, with the mines shut down,
the miner may be deemed as not available for work, because tech-
nically~there are no jobs in his line, because he intends to stick to
mining. Because he knows such jobs are not available, he may not
even look for work.

Of course, if the mine were to reopen, he would be the first one to go
back. In the meantime, the people who enter the labor force, seek
work and get jobs, are the women of the family, the daughters and the
wives. They may work in the garment shops, for example. Thus we
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find that a number of new people were drawn into the labor force at
the time when others are counted out of it.

The wage earners who normally would have been part of the labor
force would resume work as soon as work is available in their line.
They do-look at apparel work, for some reason, as the women's work.
Therefore, they do not seek work in the apparel shops. It is possible,
therefore, that in the course of enumeration, if asked the question:
",-Are you looking for work?" the man may shrug his shoulders or the
woman may say that he isn't looking for work.

Well, there is no acceptable work for him to look for. And as a
result, he may be considered by the Census Bureau as out of the labor
force.

Senator DOUGLAS. So you think that this factor has also operated
to reduce the published figure of unemployment?

Mr. TEPiER. It may very well have done so; yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. Many people have been counted as not seeking

work and hence not unemployed?
Mr. TEPER. Yes. This would occur when the members of their

household would report them as not seeking work, without volunteer-
ing an additional statement at the same time explaining that they are
not seeking work because there is no work available in their town.

Now the Census will count a person as unemployed if such an addi-
tional explanation is volunteered by the respondent. However, many
people are not very articulate. As a result, any enumeration which
relies onD the ability of the respondent to provide additional elabora-
tions and clarifications, not directly called for by the questions asked,
will definitely result in an undercount, just because many people
answer only the specific question asked and say no more.

Representative KELLEY. Mr. Chairman, do you think there are
many who would report that they were not looking for work?

He may feel himself helpless in the face of the economic situation
in the area he is in, that work is not available to him. However, I
can't imagine there are very many in the category who would say
that they are not looking for work.

In my experience I haven't found that to be true in very many
instances.

Mr. TjEPER.- Well, sir, if I could give you the exact figure we would
not need to make the surveys of the labor force. Such figure could
only be produced by additional studies. That is one of the reasons
why I cited the findings of the six prior studies made by the Bureau
of the~,Census. They were made between 1946 and 1949. They
concerned themselves specifically with the out of the labor force
group, trying to discover whether it is a pure group or whether it also
included a number of cases bf people who may not have been properly
classified as out of the labor force and who may not have been looking
for work because they thought job opportunities were not available.

Now, each of the six surveys showed that this group represented a
different percentage in relation to the total number counted as un-
employed. The range was very wide.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Teper, do you have a tabulation of the
range of.these variations?

Mr. T-EPER. Yes.
Sehih6-0 DOuGLAS. I wonder if that could be 'made a part of the

record.
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Mr. TEPER. There are six figures. They. are 73, 11, 22, 20, 18; and.
16 percent; these figures have been calculated by Mr. A.. J. Jaffe,
one of your former students, and Mr. Charles D. Stewart of the.
Bureau of LaborStatistics, and are found in their book, Manpower
Resources and Utilization, page 460.
' Representative KELLEY. Is that included in your comprehensive

statement for the record?
Mr.. TEPER. I did not refer to all these figures but I did give their.

range.
Representative KELLEY. I might interject this, Mr. Chairman.
There are'many men who are out of work and probably feel helpless.

in getting positions because if they are over 40 or 45 years of age, the
door is closed in most instances to those men seeking work in other
industries. There is quite a group in that category.

Do you find that in your experience?
. Mr. TEPER.. Well, I have been looking at a study of labor mobility
in the New England States, which was just released. It deals with
the textile industry. It shows that after the textile mill shutdowns
in. New England, the older -textile workers encountered much'more
unemployment in their ranks than the younger workers. There was
a definite'correlation between unemployment and age. The. study
has also shown that, by and large, the unemployed were relatively
immobile.

People were looking for work in their own neighborhood areas.
They were not too well informed about available job opportunities.

This is one of the reasons why some unemployed feel frustrated.
They just do not know what the employment opportunities are.

Representative KELLEY. Well, the employment opportunities are,
severely restricted, anywhere if they are over the age of 45.

Mr. TEPER. That is right.
Representative' KELLEY. That is quite a large group. I have that

impression.. There are no statistics to show just how many woluld be
in that group. That applies even to the professions, even in engi-
neering today.

With.all of -the advertisements you see in the newspapers for engi-
neers, yet if 'an engineer finds himself unemployed in an industry that
he has. worked in he, finds difficulty' in getting positions anywhere,
even in spite of the fact they are looking for engineers,'and"'the diffi-
culty. is that he is over 45.

Mr. TEPER.A That' is right.' You will find the monthly reports on
the labor force do show how many unemployed as defined by 'the
Census Bureau, there are by age brackets. From these figures, despite
their -limitations, one can evaluate the situation with regard to those.
over 45. .

However,A there is no information on the duration of 'unemployment
in the different age groups. Yet such knowledge is very important
because the duration of unemployment may be much.'more serious
among the oldsters than in the younger 'groups.

Representative KELLEY. The striking thing is that we are concerned
about the ' shortage of technicians and engineers and yet we have
them, experienced ones who are in an ag'e bracket where it is difficult
for them 'f&'fi.l jo~b's'' in spite' of the shortage.

Mr. 'TEPER. To continue, there is also a need for 'enlaiging the
present sample size, for information on the gross' changes in the, labor
force, and for improvements in quality checks on interviewing.'
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Parenthetically, the undesirable practice, introduced last year, of
making the employment of field enumerators a subject of political
patronage should be abandoned.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Teper, may I ask a question on that?
I have always felt there was a role for political patronage in appoint-

ing enumerators, and it has always been the policy of my party as
well as the other, to hire the census enumerators through political
channels. And I think on the whole they have done a good job.
Generally there is no tendency toward bias in the collection of popular
tion figures, although occasionally'you get overambitious local boosters
who want to send up the population figure for a community, but do
you think there is a possibility of an internal bias if you recruit
enumerators for collecting figures on unemployment?

Mr. TEPER. Well, I remember an old study made by Stuart Rice in
the twenties. He was studying the bias of interviewers engaged in the
study of homeless men. There were two enumerators. One was a,
Socialist, I believe, and the other was a Prohibitionist. The Socialist.
found that the causes of homelessness were economic and the Pro-
hibitionist found that it was all due to drink.

Now, it is pretty difficult to assess to what extent the interviewer
bias affects the end results of enumerations. There is no doubt that
when a political party, whichever it may be, attempts to impress the
public that things are pretty good and that unemployment is low, that
those who adhere to that particular party may accept the statements
of their leaders on faith, and, as a result, may neglect doing the kind
of probing that is necessary in the course of the enumeration in order
to get accuracy. However, political hiring of enumerators for the
monthly surveys seems to cause more serious .problems on other
grounds.

For example, I found in talking to people in the field that the
number of local political leaders would tell the census people informally
that they had no candidates who were interested in work for $1.25 an
hour for 1 week in a month. Furthermore, some felt that any party
worker who would take such jobs would come under the Hatch Act
and that, as a result, they would no longer be able to continue their'
political activities. Even when local political leaders had no one to
recommend, they did not want to put it in writing because of fears
that the higher political echelons would take it as lack of interest in
patronage. Thus, when there were vacancies and needs for replace-
ments, frequently, no recommendations were forthcoming. This
caused bad operational delays, which did not help the proper conduct
of enumeration.

Senator DOUGLAS. Is it not true that almost any administration
whatever its political complexion will try to minimize the amount of
unemployment?

Mr. TEPER. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. And therefore if you have people selected for

this type of census by the patronage method, whatever the party, you
will get a tendency to reduce the number of unemployed by saying
some people are not seeking work or that others have jobs even though;
they do not work.

Mr. TEPER. That is likely.
Senator DOUGLAS. Don't you think that is inevitable?
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Mr. TEPER. Let me -i y that rechecks of the census enumerations
did show discrepancies of response, yet I cannot say that they were
due to the bias of the enumerator. It is reasonable, however, to
assume that the politically selected enumerators will introduce bias.

I have no proof of it.
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman.
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. May I agree with Senator Douglas that the

census taking has been satisfactory. That is what you said, was it
not, Senator?

Senator DOUGLAS. In the main, satisfactory.
Representative TALLE. My only firsthand contact with that was

last year when the agricultural census was taken, and I think the
Census Bureau deserves credit for being very helpful. I made it a
point to stay out of it in every way I could because I don't enjoy
patronage problems. The Census Bureau was very helpful in select-
ing a supervisor and an assistant for the district, in selecting crew
leaders for the various counties in my district and in giving examina-
tions in order to get qualified people for the actual enumeration. The
supervisor in my district was also the supervisor of an adjoining dis-
trict. The central office was at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

I thought very good work was done and I don't think anybody ever
raised any question about partisan political maneuvering.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, you didn't give up making recommenda-
tions as to who should serve as enumerators, did you?

Representative TALLE. I didn't say a word about it.
Senator DOUGLAS. Well, I think you are almost unique among

Congressmen.
Representative TALLE. I left that to the organization back home

that worked with the Census Bureau.
Senator DOUGLAS. Which organization?
You left that to the county chairman? That gave you political

enumerators probably of a lower quality than if you had selected them
yourself.

Representative TALLE. I didn't even say that. I was just saying
how it was done.

Senator DOUGLAS. In other words, it was done by the county
chairman. I think that has been the common practice and it is
certainly not unique among Republicans. We did it, and I don't
think it resulted in any real error, but the point I am trying to make
out is that there isn't as much of a dispute as to how many people
you have except the conflict between truth and local boosterism, but
that in the case of unemployment whatever party is in power wants to
get as low a figure as possible in order to minimize the adverse political
effect of a high figure, and therefore I think it is much more dangerous
to get politically selected enumerators in the field of unemployment,
Dr. Reed, than in the field of vital statistics.

Mr. TEPER. I would like to draw your attention, sir, that unemploy-
ment data are also gathered at the time the decennial enumerations
of population take place.

Representative BOLLING. Do you have. something to say about it,
Mr. Watkins?

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. Chairman, I don't want to take the time of the
committee unduly, but I would like to ask to have inserted in the
record at this point the recommendations of the Intensive Review
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Committee to the Secretary of Commerce on this question of political
selection of enumerators.

It is page 25 in Appraisal of Census Programs, a summary par-
agraph on page 3, and recommendation No. 5 on pages 4 and 5. (See
below.)

Verv briefly, the committee felt that political nomination was not
the most efficient way to select enumerators.

Senator DOUGLAS. All kinds of enumerators.
Mr. WATKINS. Quite. We made a strong recommendation and we

stated also that we felt the Members of Congress when apprised of the
situation would be willing to forego this patronage privilege in return
for the opportunity of selection of enumerators solely on the basis of
qualification.

Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman.
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. I think I should probably add something to

what was said, because Senator Douglas put some words in my
mouth.

I wanted to emphasize the helpfulness of the Census Bureau in doing
that job and I was very glad the Bureau did it, because it certainly
relieved me of a great many questions that I might have been asked.
While I have not inquired into it, I have been told that enumerators
were not Republicans only, that some other people were found to be
qualified to do the work, too.

Senator DOUGLAS. We have 5,000 enumerators and I felt the
Republicans should have some, so we appointed 50 Republicans. I
dare say that the percentage of Democrats whom you appointed would
not be in excess of that, and I am not making any complaint about this
point. I would like to sometime debate with these gentlemen about
the whole problem of running al democracy, running political parties
which cannot be done entirely with voluntary help. This is a matter
that scientists have not considered quite scientifically, but. I will say
that where .you get a bias from the use of such enumerators then I
think there is a serious question as to whether they should be political
appointees.

Mr. WATKINS. May I point out that we are merely assuming polit-
ical bias. I know of no evidence that would bear out that assumption.

Senator DOUGLAS. Where there is an incentive there is generally a
result, because the will precedes the act always.

Representative BOLLING. Perhaps at this point I could take care of
a technical matter or two.

Without objection the request of Mr. Watkins will be complied
with and the material inserted. I would also like to have the permis-
sion of the committee to have inserted a letter of December 21, signed
bv the staff director and addressed to the Bureau of the Census on the
same subject.

Without objection that will be done.
(The material and letter referred to follows:)

EXCERPTS FROM THE REPORT OF THE INTENSIVE REVIEW COMMITTEE, APPRAISAL
OF CENSUS PROGRAMS

Political recommendation has traditionally played a part in the selection of
supervisors and enumerators for the decennial census. The effect has been, in
sonie areas at least, to adulterate the influence of the Bureau's careful planning

58422-55----69
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and to produce defective results. Present needs require, and present State
employment service and other recruiting and training services and methods
facilitate, the selection of personnel on the sole basis of qualifications:

That appropriate steps be taken to assure the recruiting and training of
qualified field supervisors and enumerators for the 1960 census through substi-
tuting for political nomination the sole test of qualification.

SELECTION OF ENUMERATORS

Another problem is that traditionally imposed on the Bureau by the proce-
dures involved in the selection of supervisors and enumerators for the conduct
of the decennial census (including the census of agriculture). At best the task,
of selecting competent and reliable persons for this temporary employment for
a few weeks once in 10 years is a difficult one; and it is understandable that in
the past political nomination by the majority party at the time of the census would
have been resorted to. Today, however-and speaking more precisely of the
next census, for 1960-it must be said that these political procedures are a legacy
of an outmoded past. With the creation and development of the State employ-
ment services and the United States Employment Service, and the development
of methods and techniques for recruiting and training, there can no longer be
any justification for resort to those outmoded procedures.

Under those procedures, the careful planning of the Bureau for the decennial
censuses has tended in some if not manv areas to lose much of its effect through'
employment of supervisors and enumerators unqualified for their work. The
results of the decennial census are of such importance to our economy and to
our society generally that the same careful planning should go also into the selec-
tion of field supervisors and enumerators. Qualification should be the sole
criterion for employment.

It is the belief of this committee that the Members of Congress would willingly
forego this small patronage. Through long resort to that practice (with the'
exception of the census of 1880), it has been accepted as an unquestioned tradi-
tion; but this committee believes that the leaders of the Congress, both majority
and minority, need only to have the problem brought to their attention to deal
with it in a manner appropriate to the conditions of the present age. The stakes
are large in terms of the indispensable decennial census results, and the patronage
sacrifice would be slight.

DECEMBER 21, 1954.
Or. ROBERT W. BUJRGESS,

Director, Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce,
Washington 15,. D. C.

DEAR DR. BURGESS: Several members of the Joint Economic Committee have
asked the committee staff about the possible effect on the Bureau's current em-
ployment statistics of hiring only enumerators obtained through recommenda-
tions of local political leaders, for the collection of these statistics. As you know,
the Special Advisory Committee on Employment Statistics appointed by the
Secretary of Commerce in the appendix to its August 1 report on The Measure-
ment of Employment and Unemployment by the Bureau of the Census in its
Current Population Survey also expressed concern with such a recruitment pro-
cedure, particularly from the standpoint of delays that it may cause in making
vitally needed replacements.

It would be helpful in answering queries from Committee members if we could
be brought up-to-date on the Census Bureau's latest thinking on this matter.
This, of course, is in accordance also with the Committee's desire, as expressed
in its 1953 annual report (H. R. 1256), to see that all steps possible are taken to
insure the adequacy and accuracy of such data. We would deeply appreciate
having your comments on the exact nature of the problems which arise in employ-
ing enumerators for the current population surveys and your evaluation of the
need or lack of need for a change in'the present procedure.

Sincerely yours,
GROVER W. ENSLEY, Staff Director.

(For Mr. Burgess' reply see p. 1264.)
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Talle, do you have something fur-

ther?
:Representative TALLE. Yes. I should like to emphasize that my

constituency has high standards which leads me to say that our
panelist, Mr. Beardsley Ruml, is a gentleman on whom I have some
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claim because his father is an eminent practicing physician in my
district, in the city of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. We are very proud of
'the Ruml family.

Representative BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Talle.
Mr. Teper?
Mr. TEPER. The need for greater detail on the labor; force is, as

I have already pointed out, recognized by the annual budget. We
really know too little about the impact of the recent recession on the
different strata of our working population. Malore information is
needed on the characteristics of the unemployed, including their
occupations and last industry attachments, and about the character
of unemployment and its duration.

Much of these data must be local in character.
Today we have to rely on unemployment compensation claims

for such data. These fail to reveal, however, the full extent of unem-
ployment, partly because of statutory differences and also on-account
of the underenumeration of the unemployed because of exhaustion
of benefit rights, late filings, insufficient wage credits-for eligibility,
or disqualifications such as in the case of voluntary quits.. The
activities proposed by the annual budget should go a long way in nar-
rowing the informational gap.

There is a distinct need to provide local benichmarks for the:.de-
termination of the characteristics of the labor force. Such a pro-
gram, encompassing 15 to 20 labor market areas, is proposed by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. It plans to have this work carried out
by the Census Bureau since it now collects related information for
the country as a whole.

Improvements are also planned for the Bureau of Labor Statistics
statistics of nonagricultural employment and payrolls, through pro-
vision of more data for local labor markets, by bettering its data for
trade, service, and financial establishments, and by developing a much
more adequate system of labor turnover statistics.

These plans need to be supplemented by the additional develop-
ments of employment data for several industries for which it is not
presently available, as well as by data on employment in the smaller
establishments. There is also, by the way, an important need to
improve farm employment statistics presently gathered by the
Department of Agriculture.

A need also exists for additional current information on the un-
employment insurance beneficiaries, including data on their occupa-
tional and industrial characteristics and the number of benefit right
exhaustions.

Studies of the labor conditions would not, however, be complete
without additional statistical information, some of which the Bureau
of Labor Statistics is planning to undertake subject to the will of the
Congress. Data need to be provided on occupational trends and out-
look and on the extent of the potential demand for labor under a
variety of conditions, such as national emergency or the long-range
public works program.

.More information also is called for on occupational wage rates in the
different industries. These statistics are inadequate at the present
time, both in coverage and frequency of collections. There is also a
need for studies of collective bargaining patterns, of the nature and
extent of the different fringe benefits, for statistics on the incidence,
severity, and causes of industrial accidents, and for development of
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studies of workmen's compensation operations in the different States.
Additional work is also required on the levels of living of our pop-

ulation. The President's budget recommends the conduct of a survey
of farmers' expenditures, to provide data on their patterns of living
and to obtain information for the revision of indexes of prices paid by
farmers. Similar investigations are needed for the urban population.

Such studies have last been made in 1951; the changes in incomes
and consumer habits since that time render them obsolete.

Senator DOUGLAS. Do you have to make surveys of this as of ten as
every 5 'years?

Mr. TEPER. I think that in the case of the consumer expenditure
surveys, a 5-year schedule is about right, sir. There is also a need to
appraise the conceptual differences between the Consumers' Price
Index and the index of prices paid by farmers in order to determine
their effect on the movements of these indexes.

In the field of housing, it seems desirable to supplement the proposed
statistical program by data showing to what extent new construction
meets the economic needs of American families-at what prices is new
housing sold or rented, the characteristics of buyers and tenants of
new housing, and the degree of replenishment of housing inventories.

The President's Economic Report omits to provide Congress with
projections of the needed levels of employment, production, and pur-
chasing power to assure useful employment opportunities. The same
situation- 'occurred last year and was, in effect, criticized iby your
committee. There can be no doubt that something more than is con-
tained in the Economic Report is called for in the way of an analysis
of the prospects of the economy.

The text of the Economic Report also draws attention to omission
of important data on which some of the conclusions are based. For
example, the report contends that a 90-cent minimum wage level is
the highest possible which can now be economically justified. No
supporting statistical or other data is offered for these conclusions
and; at least as of the early part of this week, none were released.

The need for improving the statistical work of the Federal Go fern-
ment-definitely exists and increased appropriations for this purpose
are a necessity.

Your committee, I am sure, will make it clear to Congress.
Representative BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Teper.
(Mr. Teper's prepared statement appears at p. 1119.)

OPENING STATEMENT OF THEODORE E. VELTFORT, MANAGER,
COPPER AND BRASS RESEARCH ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. Veltfort?
Mr. VELTFORT. I should make it clear to begin witb that I am

making this statement not in my official capacity, but on the basis
of the experience I have gained as member of many advisory commit-
tees and groups which have considered various aspects of the economic
statistics here under discussion.

Thus, I should point' out for many years I have been a member of
tbe Advisory Council on Federal Reports and I have also been a
member, of the Business Research Advisory Committee of the Bureau
of Labor Statistics.

In the Economic Report of the President there were but few direct
recommendations relating to economic statistics. Implicit throughout
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the report, however, is the reliance which Government administrators
must place on a wide range of nationwide economic statistics in order
to arrive at sound conclusions. These statistics must present the
essential facts of the multifarious sectors of our ever-expanding
economy, with all the complexities inherent in that economy. There is
implicit, also, the need for effective keys to better understanding of
the interrelationships of these many measures of our economic activity
as well as of the interdependence of the activities on the National and
on the State and local levels.

It is unquestionably in recognition of this basic situation that certain
recommendations have been made with respect to the Federal eco-
nomic statistical programs, in the budget for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1956. While I have, of course, no way of judging the ade-
quacy or inadequacy of the estimates presented, there is little doubt
that our Federal statistical programs must steadily grow with the
increase in the extent and complexity of our economy. Even more
important, provision must be made for the constant improvement in
these statistical measures which will permit better informed ad-
ministrative policies and this, of course, will require reasonable ap-
propriations for its implementation. That much along these lines
needs to be done is amply demonstrated by the testimony given at the
hearings before the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics last year.
In view of this overall situation the projected statistical program
appears quite reasonable.

Coming now to the more specific question of what additional im-
provements should be made, there should be, first of all, continued and
vigorous coordination and rationalization of Federal statistical activ-
ities as envisioned in the Federal Reports Act of 1942 and further
implemented by the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950.
Every encouragement and assistance should be given to those charged
with the responsibility of effectuating these acts.

It would be obvious to any reasonable person working with the
various governmental agencies which deal with statistics that their
personnel are characteristically conscientious, devoted to their tasks
and quite openminded to advice from informed sources. A tribute
to the effectiveness of their work is the growing confidence with which
many series of Federal statistics are being utilized. .But it.would be
unrealistic not to recognize certain important areas of improvement.
One of the most obvious needs is the periodic availability of overall
statistical measures which can be used to check interim series based
on samples and data blown up from partial surveys. Such bench-
marks are afforded by the various Federal censuses. These censuses
should be scrupulously provided for at regular intervals and adequate
provision made for their constant improvement in content and cover-
age and for their comprehensive analysis. These regular periodic
complete censuses should be supplemented by intermediate inter-
censal surveys in areas where frequent check is necessary on a national
scale, such as, for instance employment and housing.

I most definitely urge, also, the expanded use of advisory committees
and groups representing both those who have to supply the statistical
information as well as those who use the data compiled. This is
essential in order to keep the statistical programs sound and assure that
the statistical activities will be limited to those which produce reliable
end results. Here it is important to realize that reasonably depend-
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able overall results may be obtained from the accumulation of sub-
sidiary data which by themselves cannot safely be used due to weak-
nesses of classification. Advisory committees and groups also help
to extend the understanding among' the various segments of the
public which they represent, of what the Government agencies are
attempting to do statistically and what the resultant data really
signify. Such knowledge, I believe, is already being extended to an
encouraging degree through the experience which representatives of
management and labor in the many areas of our economy are now
receiving through their participation in existing advisory committees.
Such advisory groups, too, can help to coordinate public with private
statical activities and obviate duplication of effort and expense. They
can help to reduce the reporting burden, improve the promptness of
returns where that is essential, and help to eliminate misinterpretation.

Not the least contribution which such advisory groups can make is
practical assistance in the important continual reevaluation of the
various statistical series and in their prompt modification where neces-
sary. At this point it seems desirable to warn against the deferring
of such reviews and modifications until violent changes which impair
or destroy comparability, become necessary. Such development of
the Federal statistical programs need not necessarily increase either
overall expense or reporting burden as substantial savings may readily
result from the elimination of meaningless detail and from improved
methods of collection.

To function effectively our Federal assemblage of statistics must
be augmented as occasion requires by new series which will accurately
reflect important aspects of our economic development. Some of these
are, of course, already receiving current attention as incidental to the
regular statistical activities of the various agencies and some are
specifically provided for in the 1956 budget but it should be possible
to provide further, a reasonable appropriation for statistical explora-
tion for statistical exploration of certain facets of our economy which
are not completely understood. To mention a few of these, there is
first, the problem of the growth in pensions. This was alluded to in
*the President's report. Not only may the growth in the funds required
to meet pension obligations and their investment have a profound
effect on our capital structure, but much needs to be known as to the
extent to which our increased productivity will support this unpro-
ductive offset. Also, I might add, we should study the effect that
pension plans have on emplyment opportunties for older persons.

Speaking of pensions, they are also one of the elements of supple-
mentary compensation, commonly referred to as fringe benefits,
among others being vacation allowances, insurance, hospitalization,
and the various obligatory contributions which have to be made by
large classes of employers. It is now quite inaccurate to compare wage
rates in various industries and localities without taking into considera-
tion these supplementary items of compensation, and certainly any
comparison of wage rates to those of the past must also reflect this
relatively new aspect in this field.

Study is currently being made of measuring so-called labor pro-
ductivity, or as better termed, output per man-hour. It seems to me
that such a series might be of questionable value without a comparable
series of.the units of capital required for the increase in productivity
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and a series to reflect the contribution of management, including
particularly technicians. Also, it appears to me quite important that
when we talk about the increase in our gross national product we know
not only what that means in the way of labor requirements or employ-
ment, but also know what will be needed in the way of capital invest-
ment and in managers and technicians. So, obviouisly much remains
to be done in this entire field of productivity.

We need to have more information on the interrelationship of the
various segments of the economy. Thus, we need to know what effect
an increase or decrease in construction, for instance, has on dependent
businesses or what effect in different areas of business changes in the
activity of, let us say, the automotive industry will have. This study
of such interrelationships presents exceedingly complex problems, al-
though considerable groundwork has been done. I might add that
because of the fact that the basic data for such information must be
national in scope, it seems obvious that the original collections and
analyses of such data must be done by Government agencies.

Finally, I think we will all quickly admit that our tax structure has
a profound effect on the health of our economy. I believe that due to
the absence of appropriate statistical information we are inclined to
draw too broad conclusions as to where and how a tax should be im-
posed to produce a given revenue. But what data have we now to
permit reliable conclusions as to the final impact of taxes? Who ulti-
mately pays them and what is the end result on prices, wages, dispos-
able income, savings, and business incentives? In conclusion, let me
pay my sincere respect to the overall effectiveness of the statistical
work of our Federal agencies who have been dealing with these prob-
lems, the fine spirit of public service which is evidenced by such ex-
ploratory sessions as this and the constructive cooperation of the many
hundreds of individuals from all walks of life who have assisted in this
work.

'Certainly, all available means should be used to gain the confidence
of those among the public who are the source of Federal statistics and
those who utilize the resultant data directly or indirectly, and to elim-
inate all needless burden and expense in the gathering of these sta-
tistics.

Once a broad realization can be secured of how basic to sound gov-
ernment administration an adequate aggregation of reliable statistical
information is, the constant backing and filling with respect to appro-
priations to make this essential administrative tool a good one, should
no longer be the problem it has been.

Mr. Chairman, may I add a few words with respect to the items that
appeared in the press with respect to the report which the Advisory
Council on Federal Reports made to the Bureau of the Budget on the
Census of Manufactures, particularly in view of the fact that the
article which appeared on this subject in Business Week on February 5
entitled "Where the Census Goes Wrong," has been incorporated in
the record of these hearings. I happen to be chairman of the council's
committee on the census of manufactures, and I believe that a few
words of explanation are necessary in fairness to that committee.

In the first place, the publicity given to the council's report is
completely unofficial and not authorized by either the committee or
the council. In that respect it suffers from a lack of a full statement of
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all the different conditions which had to receive consideration in the
rather extended discussion which occurred between the committee
and representatives of the Government agencies concerned preceding
the issuance of the report. There were, of course, many differences of
opinion among the committee members as to how specific improve-
ments in the census could best be made, and even when the report was
drafted a number of the members submitted reservations and quali-
fications. In order to simplify the presentation of the report, the
members of the committee were generally willing to omit these reserva-
tions and qualifications in view of the discussions which had already
been had with the Government agencies and the understanding that
the report was being submitted in the usual confidential and advisory
manner.

I feel sure that I am speaking for the members of the committee
when I say that if they had thought for a moment that this report
would receive publicity they would have insisted individually on
adding qualifying comments and reservations. I am pointing out this
situation so that it may be given adequate consideration when the
report and the attendant publicity is being given your attention.

Representative BOLLING. Thank you very much.
Mr. Watkins?

STATEMENT OF RALPH J. WATKINS, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
DUN & BRADSTREET, INC., AND PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN
STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. Chairman, every citizen of our country has a
vital interest in the statistical programs now being reviewed by the
Joint Committee on the Economic Report and other committees of
the Congress. For what is at stake can be stated very simply as the
continued growth and stability of the American economy. The
economic growth we attain and the economic stability we achieve
over the years ahead will be the resultants of the innumerable decisions
being made every day by the millions of units that make up our
enterprise system and by the thousands of public agencies that
make up essential elements of the framework of that system. Those
decisions must be based on information, and if they are to further
the twin goals of growth and stability, that information must be
accurate and timely. In short, good management requires that we
have good statistical records on the condition and trends of the
economy, and that we have them promptly.

It is a source of satisfaction to the statisticians and economists of
the country that the Joint Committee on the Economic Report has
assumed a leadership role in this field of economic statistics. The
pioneering work done in 1954 by the joint committee's Subcommittee
on Economic Statistics represented a contribution to public under-
standing of the place that statistical programs occupy in our economy.
The subcommittee's hearings and reports have helped bring about, I
believe, a more intelligent understanding, in the Nation generally as
well as within the Congress and the executive branch of the Govern-
ment, of why we must have these statistical measures.

It is entirely fitting that the joint committee has assumed this role
of leadership, for measurement of the economy supplies the indispen-
sable foundation for the Economic Report of the President. Indeed,
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the economic programs advanced in the report could neither be
conceived and formulated by the President nor appraised by the
joint committee without recourse to the great mass of statistical
measures of change in our economy.

It is my earnest hope that the joint committee will continue to
exercise this function of leadership. It is a very much needed role.

It is similarly heartening to note that the budget of the United
States Government for fiscal year 1956 carries a special analysis and
recapitulation of the Federal statistical programs, in line with the
recommendations of the joint committee's Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics.

The programs there outlined are, I believe, sound and merit support.
I have only two qualifications. I have some doubts as to whether
the inter censal housing survey is adequate. I am not in a position
to express any final judgment, but my recollection is that the intensive
review committee contemplated a larger sample for that important
survey. As a second item that is related to the budget, I note that
there is still no statutory authority for the annual sample survey of
manufactures. That survey has been on an ad hoc basis from year
to year. I believe it should be made a regular part of the statutory
census program, in line with the recommendations of the intensive
review committee.

The transformations that have taken place in the American economy
over the past quarter century and the profound shifts in our thinking
that have occurred constitute, in my judgment, a great peaceful revo-
lution of historic proportions. It is now taken for granted that we are
committed as a people and as a government to whatever public and
private actions may be required to further our progress toward the
twin goals of economic growth and economic stability.

Since the end of World War II we have experienced two recessions,
in 1948-49 and in 1953-54, and our institutions successfully met the
test of preventing those recessions from developing into vicious spirals
of credit liquidation and major depression. That success was no
accident and affords renewed proof of the depth of the transformations
we have achieved in our economy and in our thinking about the econ-
omy. The gain to our society represented by these transformations is
of tremendous significance and is reflected in a pervasive spirit of
confidence in our future. I cite just two bits of evidence: First, the
great upsurge in population growth that has added 32 million people
to our population since the census of 1940, that brought a baby crop
of more than 4 million in 1954, and that promises to push our popula-
tion above 200 million by around 1970; and second, the phenomenal
record of new plant and equipment expenditures by American in-
dustry since the end of World War II of more than $200 billions.
These are indeed eloquent evidences of widespread faith in the future.

The principal point I wish to stress, however, is that these trans-
formations in our economy and in our thinking could not have occurred
if we had not had a great body of statistical measures of the condition
of the economy and skilled technicians to analyse those measures.
The sound management of the American economy is dependent on
good statistical records and on good analysis; and this dependence
extends throughout our society, in private business management as
well as in the administration of government.
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In stressing the dependence of good management on statistical rec-
ords, it is well at the same time that we seek to enter a caveat on the
limitations of our statistical measurements. In the nature of the
case, our measurements of the condition of the economy can only be
approximations. Our economy is too massive and too complex to
afford any basis for claims to perfection or certainty in our economic
measures. The estimates and indexes that are carefully prepared to
measure the state of the economy in terms of gross national product,
national income, industrial production, employment and unemploy-
ment, and so forth, represent at any given time the best approxima-
tions the technicians can arrive at, on the basis of the information
available to them at the time and on the basis of the extent of the
analysis that time and funds permitted. It would be unfortunate if
our widespread dependence on statistical records should lead us to
accept them as representing perfection or certainty. Rather, we must
recognize that these measures are not perfect, they cannot represent
certainty; and the best we can claim is that these measures are reason-
able approximations at the time and under the given circumstances.
A corollary is that our statistical measurements of the state of the
economy are subject to revision from time to time in the light of better
information and on the basis of improved analysis.

- I am led at this point to draw this generalization: In the dynamic
American economy, there is more economic growth and more economic
activity going on at any one time than can be measured at that time.
Almost invariably our measurements of growth and economic activity
in the country turn out to be underestimates. The reasons are fairly
clear in this complex, continental economy of ours. It is an economy
of unprecedented change and mobility; and since World War II it has
been characterized particularly by a degree of technological change
that clearly merits the term "technological revolution." The impact
of rapidly developing science and technology has meant the birth of
many new industries, the development of many new products, the
transformation of old industries, and the stepping up of development
in newer industrial areas. It is not difficult to understand, then,
why it is so difficult at any one time to secure adequate measure-
ments or estimates of all the economic activity in the country.

As an example of what I am talking about, it may be noted that
for about 4 years after the end of the 1948-49 business recession, our
best available measurements led us to believe that gross national
product declined in that recession from peak to trough by around 5
percent and that industrial production declined from peak to trough
by 18 percent. About 4 years later, when more complete informa-
tion had become available and after more adequate analysis could
be made, we learned the gross national product had declined only
about 3 percent; that industrial production had not declined 18 per-
cent but only about 10 percent. It is hazardous to make predictions,
but my own guess would be that several years hence, when we under-
take further revisions of our indexes and estimates, we will conclude
'that the 1953-54 recession was even a milder recession than our present
measures make it out to have been.

For several reasons I feel a special interest in the statistical programs
being reviewed by the Joint Committee. In a sense, these reasons add
up to the perspective of a long memory. In the first place, the com-
pany that I am connected with has a tradition of more than a century-
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extending back to 1841 -of vital interest in facts and figures on the
condition of the economy. Its basic objective has been the promotion
and protection of trade through the supplying of accurate, unbiased,
and timely information. Toward this same aim, the company has
pioneered over the years in developing and supplying publicly statis-
tical measures of the condition of the economy, including price indexes,
vital statistics on business, births, and deaths, the record of hew incor-
porations, statistics of business failures, and surveys of businessmen's
expectations. The last-named series was initiated in response to a
specific request from the Joint Committee on the Economic Report in
the spring of 1947; and others of these series go back many decades.

Secondly, it was my privilege in the fall of 1953 to be named by
Secretarv of Commerce Weeks as chairman of the Intensive Review
Committee, a group of nine men from outside the Federal Govern-
ment given the task of appraising the programs of the Bureau of the
Census. That experience was a great education to all who participated
in it and revealed strikingly both the widespread interest in and
dependence on those basic statistical programs throughout the country
on the one hand; and on the other hand the fact that these programs
were being neglected and that the ultimate cost of that neglect would
be very seriously measured in terms of lessened economic growth and
heightened economic instability. And here I want to seize the oppor-
tunity of expressing the deep appreciation of all of us who served on
the committee for the splendid reception given our recommendations
by both the administration and the Congress.

I come now to the third phase of the "long memory" with which I
approach your tasks here. It relates to the work of the American
Statistical Association, of which I am honored to be president during
1955. This association is one of the oldest of our national professional
and scientific groups, having been organized in 1839 and incorporated
in 1841. Its objects are-
* * * to foster in the broadest manler statistics and its applications, to promote
nnitv' and effectiveness of effort among all concerned with statistical problems,
and to increase the contribution of statistics to human welfare.

Under this purpose, the association has long interested itself in the
statistical programs of the Federal Government and has been called
on to play significant roles under many administrations. As an
example, I may cite the Committee on Government Statistics and
Information Services, set up in June 1933, jointly by the association
and the Social Science Research Council. That committee under-
took a comprehensive review of the Government's statistical programs
and made numerous recommendations for improving the standards
of such work and for its better organization. Specifically, the work
of this committee led to the establishment by Executive order of the
Central Statistical Board in 1933 and its statutory enactment in
1935. That Board continued in existence until 1939 when by Re-
organization Plan No. 1 its functions were placed in the Bureau of the
Budget as the Division of Statistical Standards (later changed to
Office of Statistical Standards). Over the years the Office of Statistical
Standards and its predecessors have been concerned with the never-
ending task of raising statistical standards, resolving differences
between Federal agencies, eliminating duplication among agencies,
exercising control over questionnaires and seeking to hold to a rea-
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sonable minimum the burden on respondents, and performing leader-
ship functions in the field of statistics.

For many years the American Statistical Association has had a
standing. committee- advisory to the Bureau of the Census. That
committee has been a very active one, meeting-generally 3 or 4 times
a year in a' 2-day session with the Director of the Census and his
senior staff.

Similarly, the association has had for a number of years a standing
committee advisory to the Office of Statistical Standards, meeting
generally 3 or 4 times a year with the head of the Office of Statistical
Standards and members of his staff.

Enough has been said to make clear the close interest of the associa-
tion in the programs now before the joint committee and other com-
mittees of the' Congress. There is, however, one further matter that
merits some comment. This relates to the leadership role of the
Office of Statistical Standards of the Bureau of the Budget, a subject
on which grave concern is felt by many observers.

As noted earlier in my remarks, the precursor of this Office was set up
originally as an independent agency, the Central Statistical Board.
That Board functioned for about 6 years, and I believe it is fair to say
that it was recognized as an outstanding Federal agency of distinctive
contributions in the field of statistical coordination and leadership.
For reasons, that were doubtless considered good and sufficient, that
Board was abolished. under Executive Order No. 1 and its functions
transferred to the Bureau of the Budget. In 1948 the Commission on
Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government, popularly
known as the first Hoover Commission, named a task force to report
on Federal statistical agencies. The task force report was prepared
by the National Bureau of Economic Research under the specific
direction of Drs. Frederick C. Mills and Clarence D. Long. The task
force reviewed the work of the statistical agencies, including what was
then known as the Division of Statistical Standards of the Bureau
.of the Budget, as the coordinating body in the Federal statistical
system. Among- other recommendations the Hoover Commission
task force report recommended:
That there be maintained in the Executive Office of the President an Office of
Statistical Standards and Services having general responsibility for the develop-
inent and mnaintenance of a system of statistical intelligence and for its economical
management. It should have powers necessary to the full coordination of the
'elements of that system, and for the enforcement of desired procedures and
appropriate standards. This Office should discharge the present duties of the
:Division. of Statistical Standards, but should have scope for greater initiative and
authority appropriate to a broader role. It will seek to insure the accuracy,
representativeness, timeliness of publication, and comparability with other data
of all statistical series serving public purposes. The work of this Office should
'be largely confined to supervisory and staff functions, with a minimum of routine
duties. Its personnel should include men of the highest administrative and tech-
nical competence. The head of the Office shall be appointed by the President.

The task force outlined in considerable detail and with forward-
looking imagination the significant functions that would be performed
by the recommended Office of Statistical Standards and Services,
"subject' to the direction of the President." Its status would thus
have been that of an arm of the Executive Office of the President,
coordinate with the Council of Economic Advisers. Among other
functions recommended was that of annually summarizing and coor-
dinating the operating expenses and appropriation requests of statis-
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tical agencies and appraising them -for the benefit of the Bureau of the
Budget, the President, and the Congress. . Similarly, it was recom-
mended that the Committees on Appropriations of the House and
Senate and other congressional committees should request represen-
tatives of the Office of'Statistical Standards and Services to testify
before them concerning appropriations for statistical purposes and
legislation involving statistical functions.
' The Hoover Commission itself recommended that the coordinating

function be continued within the Burealu of the Budget but 'that the
Division of Statistical Standards be strengthened. Chairnian Hoover
and Commissioner Flemming had reservations, noting that statistical
activities were "not distinctly related to the all-important purposes
of the Office of the Budget," and recommending that the function be
placed in the Office of General Services, under a responsible director
who could be held accountable to the Executive, the Congress, and
the public. In general, the Commission in its report accepted and
endorsed the recommendations of its Task Force' on Statistical
Agencies, subject only to the stated differences of opinion with respect
to the location of the coordinating function.

In summary, it may be said that both the executive and legislative
branches ' of the Government were supplied with an 'exceptiolially
competent and coniprehensive review of Federal statistical activities,
and of the coordinating functionin particular, by men of 'high standing.
As the 'Commission noted in its report, Prof. Frederick C. M1lills of
Columbia University, research director for the Commission's review of
statistical services, was former president of both the American Statis-
tieal Association and the American Economic Association: ' The
associate director, Dr. Clarence D. Long, was professor of~economics
at Johns Hopkins University. The project had also the benefit of the
counsel of an advisory con'mittee composed of five men'of national
distinction.' So much for the record of what was recommended
to be done.

Now, how have the recommendations of' the Hoover Commission
and its Task Fotce 'on Statistical Agencies fared?' By 'and large,
I thihk we may say 'that those r'comnnendations have been ignored
and forgotten. Moreover, I believe the record will make' clear that
the 'coordinating and 'leadership function for Federal statistical pro-
grams has been neglected'and starved and permitted to decline very
seriously in content and prestige. Let me hasten to add that I do not
intend that statement to be taken as reflecting any criticism whatever
on 'those who have been responsible for the work of the Office of
Statistical Standards of the Bureau of the Budget. They are my
friends, and I have great respect for them. The difficulties are, I be-
liev'e, too deep seated to justify any criticism of individuals.' I do
contend that the stature of this very important function 6f coordinat-
ing Federal statistical programs and of exercising leadership 'in that
field' has shown a marked decline; and in particular that the-provision
for that function in the Federal Government todav is little more than a
faint 'shadow of the structure envisioned by the Hoover Commission
andcits Task Force on Statistical Agencies.

Very able and conscientious men have labored to make a. success
of this statistical coordinating function, but despite their labors it is
the widespread conviction that the function has deteriorated and that
the outlook is not bright. We must therefore ask ourselves the ques-
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tion as to the causes of this deterioration. It is my personal view
that the basic cause lies in the location of this statistical coordinating
function as a subordinate unit of the Bureau of the Budget. As
Chairman Hoover and Commissioner Flemming noted in the Hoover
Commission report, statistical activities are "not distinctly related"
to the main purposes of the Bureau of the Budget.

I would go still further and say that both on a priori grounds and on
the record of the past decade and a half, there is a fundamental lack
of compatibility and congeniality between the normal functions of the
Bureau of the Budget and those of the Office of Statistical Standards.
I would contend that the significant leadership functions outlined by
the Hoover Commission task force report do not belong in the Bureau
of the Budget and will never have any promise of being performed
adequately so long as the statistical coordinating function remains in
the Bureau of the Budget. Again, let me hasten to say that these
remarks are not intended as being critical of the present officials of the
Bureau of the Budget or of their predecessors. They are and have
been exceptionally able and conscientious officials. It is the incom-
patibility and uncongeniality of functions to which I am directing these
words.

I happen to know that the Director of the Bureau of the Budget in
1939 was strongly opposed to having the statistical coordinating func-
tion placed within the Bureau of the Budget, and I think for the same
reasons of incompatibility and uncongeniality of function that I have
referred to. Over the past decade and a half we have had a succession
of very able men in the post of Director of the Budget. I have known
practically all of them, and I have great respect for every one of them.
At the same time, I would say that not one of them has had the basis
for appreciation and sponsorship of the statistical coordinating and
leadership functions, as those functions were spelled out in the Hoover
Commission documents. Moreover, I believe it is unfair to expect a
man who has the necessary qualifications for the directorship of the
Budget Bureau to have also the basis for appreciation of and sponsor-
ing these statistical programs. It would be equally unfair to expect
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget to function also as the Chair-
man of the President's Council of Economic Advisers.

It is sometimes said that it would be very dangerous to remove the
statistical coordinating function from the Bureau of the Budget be-
cause of the belief that the function could not survive the vicissitudes
of changes in the administration and of changes in the Congress.
This argument does not impress me, for I can see no merit in the mere
survival of a function, particularly in a context of attenuation of the
function with the threat of decline to little more than routine matters.
Perhaps this statistical coordinating and leadership function cannot be
carried out in a manner that will impress itself on the executive and
legislative branches of the Government as a highly important function?
Or perhaps the leadership within the executive and legislative branches
of the Government is unable to comprehend the importance of the
function, say, as outlined in the Hoover Commission documents and
in the related report on the statistical agencies of the Federal Govern-
ment by the National Bureau of Economic Research? If so, then it
may be better to let the function die or remain in suspension until new
leadership arises, or until we learn through painful experience that the
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function of statistical coordination and leadership is one of very serious
concern to the Federal Government and to all groups in our citizenship.

If I may close with a final recommendation, it would be that the
joint committee undertake a careful review of the Hoover Commission
documents referred to and bring its judgment to bear on the question
of the conditions under which vitalitv and full flowering of the statis-
tical coordinating and leadership function might be expected to
develop.

Representative BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Watkins.
Are there questions from members of the committee to any member

of the panel?
Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. Mr. Chairman, may I address myself for

a moment to Mr. Eggert? I think you emphasized in your paper
the need for recognition of the value added by distribution. There
was a study made of that last year, as I remember it. Are you
familiar with that study?

Mr. EGGERT. I am not familiar with the full detail. I reported
on the Boston Conference for Distribution. Four or five of us joined
in that. Perhaps that is the study you are referring to. At that
time we still felt that this information was needed rather than it
being available, and to my knowledge there is no study that I recall
that really gives us the kind of information that this important
field needs.

Representative TALLE. I suppose it is a matter of the full under-
standing of the concept of utility. The textbooks on economics say
that an economic good is not fully produced until it is in the form
in which it is wanted, in the place where it is wanted, at the time when
it is wanted. Manufacturing, of course, illustrates form utility. It
is a time utility and place utility which you contend should be properly
recognized.

Mr. EGGERT. The time and place you have mentioned are primarily
in this area of distribution and they do contribute tremendously to
the final value of our goods. On the other hand, when you read the
statistics in this area, there is just a strong emphasis upon the cost
of marketing or the cost of distribution and there is constant reference
to this being the cost element, and it is true that it does cost, while
here in processing and production we have this value-added con-
cept, which tends to emphasize the value side of that function, and
the point I am really trying to make is that these both contribute
to value added, eventual value added, as you have put it so well to
the place utility.

Representative TALLE. This raises a question that has a long
history. In the early days as the history of economics reveals, the
merchant did not occupy a high place in society, as you know, and the
Physiocrats back in 1752 put the full emphasis on agriculture as
being the creative occupation.

Adam Smith took a more enlightened view. I wish to ask Mr.
VTeltfort about wage scales. We discussed this matter of the effect
of wage rates in another panel the day Professor Harris of Harvard
was here. I think the question was raised why do industries move
from New England to the South, and what effect do the wage scales
have on this shift. If I remember Professor Harris correctly, he con-
tended that the wage scales had quite a little to do with it. 1 will
have to check that, however, but the point was made that if the statis-
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tics indicate only the outright payment per hour, or payment per
piece, it is not enough, because, as Mr. Veltfort pointed out, the fringe
benefits may be the deciding factor.

Mr. VELTFORT. In our own industry we have made some analyses
of that. It is interesting to note the opposite variation of direct
wages as against supplementary compensation.

A high wage industry may not have as high supplementary com-
pensation, and vice versa. The two may balance combined, where
there might be quite a bit of unbalance in either of those two categories.

Mr. TEPER. Sir, I would like to make a comment on this point.
There is no question that we need studies of fringe benefits. I
would like to draw attention, however, that it is very difficult to
measure the current worth of some fringe benefits; pensions are one
of those.

As textbooks on actuarial aspects of pensions indicate, there are
many different ways of funding a given pension, each resulting in
substantially different current costs. There is no uniformity in this
field. There is no uniformity of formulas used by actuaries in com-
puting such cost. It is definitely an area to be studied, but the figures
now available, such as the figures produced by the United States
Chamber of Commerce on the fringe benefits, must be takenl with a
great deal of salt.

Representative TALLE. I was thinking of Adam Smith when you
mentioned how people beyond 45 do not like to leave the place where
they are living. I think he puts it this way. "Human beings are,
of all baggage, the most difficult to transport." Henry Ford and some
other people have modified that. Mobility of labor is certainly very
much increased, but nevertheless inertia does settle down on people
more heavily after middle age begins. They do not like to leave their
happy homes.

Finally, I want to thank all of you for your contributions. This
has been a splendid discussion and I am delighted to find so much
interest in the subject, including the interest shown by the audience.

A multiplication table is not highly romantic, and neither are
statistics. To find so many people present for this hearing is certainly
very encouraging. It is most worth while for the Government,
Congress and the executive agencies of Government, and representa-
tives of business and labor, and highly specialized students come
together to discuss and cooperate in improving something so important
as statistics. There is no substitute for this kind of knowledge.

Representative BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Talle.
Mr. Kelley.
Representative KELLEY. I have nothing except one remark, and

that is that I hope and wish that the Congress could provide adequate
funds, especially for the Bureau of Labor Statistics which has
been crippled in the past, therefore information it provides I feel is
quite inadequate. It is not sufficient. There is a great need for that.
That is all.

Representative BOLLING. Does any member of the panel wish to
make any further comment?

Mr. Eggert.
Mr. EGGERT. Mr. Chairman, I realize the hour is very late, but

I thought perhaps the members of the committee would be interested
in some charts which illustrate the use of statistics on the part of the
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Ford Motor Co. and the way that we use them, and I believe, at this
late date all I request is that they be inserted in the record, if agreeable.

Representative BOLLING. Without objection, that will be done.
(The charts referred to appear at p. -. )
I have one question that I would like to ask each member of the

panel to comment on. You are all familiar with the level of statistical
appropriations recommended in the President's budget. I believe
the figife',is $43.4-million. I would like to get a statement from each
member of the panel as to -whether he individually supports at least
that level of expenditure in the appropriation for fiscal year 1956.

Mr. EccERT. For the Chamber of Commerce, I would say we
support at least that figure.

Mr. HOADLEY. I would concur.
Mr. REED. I would, too.
Mr. RUML. Yes.
Mr. TEPER. I believe so, too.
Mr. VELTFORT. Yes.
Mr. WATKINS. Yes.
Representative BOLLING. Without objection, I would like permis-

sion to insert at the conclusion of today's record miscellaneous material
which has accumulated over the period of the hearings.

On'ehalf of the committee and on behalf of the subcommittee in
particular, I would like to express our appreciation for your- par-
ticipating in what we all consider a very interesting panel.

The committee is adjourned.
(The supplementary material referred to and the extended state-

ments of the panel follow:)

[H. Rept. 2628, s3d cong., 2d sess.]

REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT

The following progress report, to the Joint Committee on the Economic Report
was prepared by the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics, composed of Repre-
sentative Henry 0. Talle, 'chairman, Senator Frank Carlson, and Representative
Richard Bolling. The unanimous report from the subcommittee was submitted
on July 30, 1954, and approved for transmittal to the Congress by the full com-
mittee on August 5, 1954. The report, and additional findings by the subcom-
mittee, will be given further consideration by the full committee in connection
with its report on the 1955 Economic Report of the President.

PROGRESS REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC STATISTICS, JULY 30, 1954

The Subcommittee on Economic Statistics of the Joint Economic Committee,
appointed April 16, 1954, pursuant to the recommendation contained in the
committee's report of last February (H. Rept. 1256), has completed exploratory
hearings and presents the following progress report.

In its exploratory hearings and deliberations the subcommittee had a twofold
objective: It wished to obtain a representative picture of the needs for economic
statistics, both within the Government and among its citizens, and it sought
suggestions for improvements in the Nation's statistics. Inasmuch as the sub-
committee is concerned with Federal economic statistics as a whole, it hopes to
find means for improvement not only in particular statistical activities and series
but even more in the relationships among them.

Exploratory hearings by the subcommnittee July 121 and 13
Great care was exe.'ted in planning the healings held by the subcommittee

July 12 and 13. The subcommittee and staff contacted many organizations and
individuals in preparing the agenda and selecting the witnesses. The subcom-
mittee wanted a factual statement outlining present programs and recommenda-
tions of the appropriate executive Government agencies. It also wanted the

58422-55-70
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views of the users of Federal economic statistics. In all cases the witnesses were
asked to submit written statements in advance. The printed hearings aie now
available to those interested. The 360 pages of testimony provide a storehouse
of information on present statistical programs and the statistical needs of our
economy.

The subcommittee first heard from the Assistant Director of the Bureau of
the Budget, who submitted a detailed statement on the statistical resources of
the Federal Government. The statement lists the Federal agencies that produce
economic statistics, the major series provided, and information on the Federal
funds devoted to statistical work. An important section of the Bureau's state-
ment outlines the steps needed, in its judgment, to improve the statistical services
of the Federal Government. Tile statement discusses certain basic needs which
exist in connection with many statistical series and makes recommendations for
improvement of statistics in individual subject fields.

Included as appendixes to ti e Burean's statement are memorandums prepared
by staff members 'of the Bureau's Office of Statistical Standards which dive
additional information on the major needs for improvement of statistics'within
the individual staff member's field of assignment and rev iew. The-principal data-
collecting and data-analyzing agencies of the Federal Government also submitted
opinions which were included in the appendix to the Bureau's statement.

The chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers appeared before the sub-
committee to present a statement on the statistical needs of the Council in assisting
the President to appraise economic trends and formulate economic policies in the
executive branch. The Council's statement emphasizes the need for (1) 'more
prompt and frequent reporting; (2) improvements -in existing data; (3) improve-
ments in presentation; and (4) filling gaps in existing information.

The second day of hearings was devoted to a panel discussion with 12 dis-
tinguished users of economic statistics representative of or covering the following
fields: industry, labor, finance, food and agriculture, consumer finances, State
and local government, foreign economics, construction, savings and investment,
and retail trade. Each expert presented his observations with respect to (1) the
statements of the Bureau of the Budget and the Council of Economic Advisers
(these statements were supplied to the panel members several 'days in advance
of the hearings); (2) the general concept of an overall system of economic statistics:
(3) significant weaknesses in major existing statistical series as to concepts,
accuracy, timing, collections, procedures, and the like; (4) gaps in the Nation's
economic statistics and suggestions for closing those gaps; and (5) the kind of
statistics and other economic information specifically needed in analyzing the
economic plans and expectations of consumers, government and business.

In addition to the non-Government panel, representatives of the major statis-
tics-producing and coordinating agencies of the Federal Government participated
in the roundtable discussions which followed.

Other individuals and organizations submitted written statements or observa-
tions which were incorporated in the printed hearings.

Preliminary findings and recommendations of the subcommittee
Perhaps the greatest single need for improvement is the further integration of

Federal statistical activities into a more closely knit and hence more useful
statistical system. The Nation is entitled to an intermeshed and smoothly working
statistical mechanism which is completely objective, impartial, and staffed by
technical personnel of the highest competence.

The subcommittee has received many suggestions for significant statistical
improvements. In this short time it has not been possible to evaluate all of this
testimony and to prepare a complete list of needed improvements. We wish to
summarize, however, major findings and recommendations which have resulted
from the work so far, and to indicate plans of the subcommittee for the balance
of this year:

1. Private economic interests and Government policymakers require an increasing
quantity and improved quality of economic statistics.-In its hearings the subcom-
mittee was informed of the statistical needs of some of the important users of
Federal data. It hopes to extend its knowledge in this field. A major impedi-
iment to statistical development has been the general lack of a clear understanding
particularly by the Congress, of the ways in which statistics are used in Govern-
ment and in private affairs. The stbcomnmittee is considering the preparation of a
factual statement, as comprehensive and precise as possible, of the uses made of
statistics and setting forth needs of Government and private enterprise business,
agriculture and labor-for additional statistical data. Statistics are used not
only for administrative and operating purposes, but also as necessary aids in
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promoting high-level employment, economic stability and growth. The proposed
statement would include interpretation of the data needs of those engaged in
research on business fluctuations and on the development of economic science.

It is clear that intelligent economic judgments can only be made on the basis of
adequate factual information. The private enterprise system rightly looks to
Government for such facts. Onlv the Federal Government can assemble and
publish the array of economic statistics needed. The Congress, State and local
legislative bodies, and public administrators in all levels of government must
have improved economic statistics. Programs for national security, taxation,
agriculture, housing, schools, highways and virtually every activity of govern-
ment depend, in both formulation and execution, on the knowledge and use of
economic statistics. In today's complex world hundreds of millions of dollars
may be involved in the trend of a single statistical series. . Wage rates and agri-
cultural support pavments are but two examples. Statistics are also needed in the
everyday activities of the small, or average, consumer, farmer, businessman,
laborer and researcher, some of whom may not even be aware of the uses they make
of statistics or the needs they have for them.
* The subcommittee notes particularly the needs of the Joint Committee on the
-Economic Report for improved information on the economic outlook. Knowledge
of and the relations between and among the plans, programs, and expectations of
consumers, businesses, and governments are necessary in appraising the overall
outlook and in considering appropriate economic policy measures. Constant
attention and study should be given to statistics which may be particularly useful
in indicating changing economic trends, although our dynamic economy does not
permit reliance on such statistics' alone for predicting future economic conditions.

Speed in gathering and disseminating economic information is another important
need, not only of this committee but of policymakers generally.

2. The principal stumbling block to providing an adequate economic statistical
program is the lack of financial support.-The primary responsibility for this sup-
port rests with the Congress, but the executive branch has the responsibility for
providing strong leadership. The subcommittee realizes the importance of econ-
omy in Government, and it appreciates the need for carefully screening requests for
statistical improvements, and for efficiently planning statistical programs to avoid
duplication of effort, harassment of suppliers of data, as well as waste and extrav-
agance generally. At the same time in the light of the need for adequate statistics,
past economies have gone too far. Increases are necessary, well justified, and will
pay dividends to the economy-and in so doing to the Federal Treasury.

3. Administrative agencies which produce statistics as a byproduct should be
sncouraged to recognize their obligations to the statistical system.-A major part of
the available economic statistics results from the administration of such govern-
mental functions as tax collection, the regulation of railroads and banks, and the
processing of claims for unemployment insurance. These "administrative sta-
tistics" cost relatively little because their production is incidental. The wide de-
pendence upon them is one of the principal reasons for the extreme decentraliza-
tion that characterizes Federal statistical organization. The subcommittee is
gratified that such administrative agencies as the Internal Revenue Service and
the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance are now providing "benchmarks"
for statistical series produced in other agencies, thus hastening the creation of an
integrated statistical system in which figures from many separate sources may be
fitted together. There is need, however, for more rapid processing and releasing
of the data.

4. Greater emphasis on the development of an overall program of economic statistics
by the executive branch of the Government is needed.-To fit together the economic
statistics produced by different Federal agencies so that their aggregate constitutes
an integrated system requires a strong and aggressive coordinating unit. The
Federal Reports Act of 1942, together with the Budget and Accounting Procedures
Act of 1950, provide the necessary legislative authority for this purpose. In
particular the second of these acts places the major responsibility for formulating
a coordinated statistical program in the President, acting through the Director
of the Bureau of the Budget. It is essential for users of statistics, such as the
Council of Economic Advisers, to make known their needs. It is especially
important for the Council of Economic Advisers to give adequate and appropriate
support within the executive family, and in relations with the Congress, to meeting
those needs. This support should also take the form of setting forth specifica-
tions and providing technical assistance in the development of programs. The
heads of major Federal statistical-producing agencies have much to contribute
in designing and executing an integrated statistical system. AdministrateiA
machinery should insure that these talents are fully utilized.
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However, the final responsibility for assessing the relative importance of many
different uses, and for developing an orderly and well-rounded system, and for
deciding where in that system the statistical implementation can most effectively
and efficiently be carried out, is fixed in the Office of Statistical Sthndards in the
Bureau of the Budget to which this authority is delegated. The progress made
in the last 20 years in developing an integrated set of economic statistics under
the leadership of the Central Statistical Board and its successor, the Office of
Statistical Standards, has been substantial and is to be commended. Neverthe-
less, it is clear the need to achieve and maintain statistical integration in an ade-
quate and complete system still exists. This is a responsibility of the executive
branch of the Government. -

5. More attention should be given by Federal agencies to studying concepts and
methods of operation, and to setting forth the limitations of the data appearing in
their published reports.-Complete precision in statistics is probably unattainable
and the subcommittee is well aware that there is always a margin of uncertainty
attached to statistical results. Its only concern is that adequate steps be taken
to measure this lack of precision and to acquaint the user of data with its nature
and extent. Relatively greater expenditure of effort and funds needs to be directed
by a majority of Federal statistical agencies to an examination and analysis of
the built-in limitations upon their findings and the degree of reliability that can
be placed upon them.

6. A section on economic statistics should be included in the President's annual
budget and more consideration given to an adequate economic statistics program in
the President's Economic Report.-The various statistical programs of the execu-
tive agencies and their costs should be brought together and discussed. Proposed
changes in these programs and their relation to the overall Federal statistical
system should be pointed out.

The program presented next January should be prepared after careful appraisal
of suggestions received by this subcommittee and incorporated in the published
hearings. The subcommittee hopes that the various statistical advisory corn-
mittees to Federal agencies will be asked to review these hearings and that the
President's program submitted next January will represent a big step forward in
the development of a realistic and adequate economic statistical system.

7. The subcommittee recommends that the full committee devote one panel session
to economic statistics at its hearings next year, preliminary to submitting its own
report to the Congress on March 1.-This would provide opportunity for review of
the statistical program submitted in the President's budget and Economic Report.
It would equip this committee and subcommittee to be an effective voice in con-
gressional consideration of programs in the next session of the Congress.

8. Adequate and timely benchmark data from regular censuses of agriculture, busi-
ness, manufactures, minerals, and State-and.local government are desperately needed.-
The census data are the foundation of an adequate prgram of economic statistics.
Economists and statisticians recognize that current eonomnic 'data based on
samples and snot studies must be corrected periodically by the use of censuses if
they are to maintain their accuracy. Thus, these benchmark statistics have much
more significance than just their contribution to historical research. All necessary
steps should be taken by the executive branch and the Congress to carry out the
census programs as scheduled. We emphasize to administrative agencies the need
for speeding uu the availability of such data.

9. The Federal Reserve System might well expand its statistical collection and
analysis programs where it has special interest and competence.-The subcommittee
is requesting the Federal Reserve to explore, in cooperation with executive agen-
cies, the adequacy of present statistics in three basic areas: (1) Inventories, (2)
savings, and (3) consumer and business expectations.. This request includes a
thorough review of, and basic research into, concepts, existing data, sources and
procedure for improving these statistics.

10. The staff is directed to proceed with the revision of economic indicators.-The
suggestions submitted by some 50 subscribers (incorporated in the printed hear-
ings) will be reviewed for possible adoption but complying with the generally
expressed desire to maintain the present basic format and contents.

11. The committee staff is directed to keep the subcommittee informed of progress on
revisions and improvements underway or proposed. The subcommittee is particu-
larlv interested in the implementation given the recommendations for imDrove-
ment in labor force, employment and unemployment statistics contained in the
committee's February report (H. Rept. 1256) and in construction statistics.

Representative HENRY 0. TALLE, Iowa, Chairman,
Representative RICHARD BOLLING, Missouri,
Senator FRANK CARLSON, Kansas

Subcommittee on Economic Statistics.
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[Press release of Wednesday, February 9, 199.5]

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET.

Washington 25, D. C.

STATEMENT OF DONALD R. BELCHER, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF THE
BUDGET

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, responding to the request of
this committee, I am happy to present the following statement in regard to
provisions made in the 1956 budget for the improvement of economic statistics
by various agencies of the Federal Government.

A sound and balanced statistical system is a primary requirement for sound
administrative policies. This is true as regards the decisions and actions of the
Federal Government itself, both legislative and executive. It is equally true in
the fields of private enterprise-agriculture, business, and labor. The needs for
accurate and prompt knowledge of the ebbs and flows in all major areas of our

economic life require improvement and strengthening of our basic system of
statistical intelligence.

Such a system of statistical intelligence may be viewed as consisting of two
more or less distinguishable categories. The first may be called the overall
analysis of the economic situation, and is typified by national product and income
accounts, indexes of production, trends of employment and unemployment,
earnings of all manufacturing corporations, and the volume of business invest-
ment. The second category, or specialized analysis, is comprised of such data
as production of individual crops, production by selected manufacturing indus-
tries, price movements of individual commodities, and employment and unemploy-
ment by specific industries and localities. To appraise the overall movements of
the economy it is necessary to study the several parts, but the parts themselves
cannot be competently interpreted without reference to the general framework
of the economy as a whole.

As agencies of the Federal Government undertake to respond to legitimate
demands for more and better economic statistics, it is of primary importance
that proper balance be preserved, not only between the general and the specific,
but also within each of these broad categories. It has long been and is now the
objective of the Bureau of the Budget, in formulating appropriation recommenda-
tions to the President each year for inclusion in his annual budget, to do all in
its pow er to strengthen the statistical system and at the same time to maintain
that proper balance.

As I said to your subcommittee last July, the Office of Statistical Standards
within the Budget Bureau draws on all available sources in formulating its judgment
as to what the statistical program of the Government should be. In preparing
the 1956 budget, we have been greatly influenced by the testimony given last
July by experts both within and outside the Federal Government, as well as by
recommendations contained in the progress report of the subcommittee under
date of July 30, 1954. The 1956 budget contains provision for a major expansion
in many statistical programs.
- This year, for the first time and in response to the request of your subcommittee,
the budget document contains on pages 1203-1204 a special analysis of Federal
economic statistical programs. It shows that, for the major current statistical
programs, the President has recommended the amount of $32.2 million for fiscal
1956, as compared with estimated expenditures of $27.4 million in the current
year, or an increase of $4.8 million.

I believe it desirable that this special analysis be incorporated in the record

before this committee, and accordingly I shall not undertake to repeat all'of the
detail therein contained. Provision for a number of periodic census programs
(namely, the censuses of agriculture, business, manufactures, and mineral indus-
tries) was made, in large part. by appropriations of $24.4 million in fiscal 1955.
The 1956 budget includes the $10.7 million required for their completion, plus
$500,000 for an intercensal housing survey. With regard to the current statistical
programs, however, it may be helpful if I comment on some of them in fairly
broad terms.

MANPOWER

An appreciable strengthening of statistics in the field of manpower seems
called for, both to improve our overall understanding of the economic situation as
it affects employment and also to support the Secretary of Labor in developing
his programs.
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We have been particularly impressed that, in the area of employment and
unemployment statistics where we have some of our most detailed statistics,
there is a need for still more detail, precision, and sensitivity to short-run changes
in the economy. We are, therefore, recommending a doubling of the current
population survey sample to provide better and more detailed information on
the labor force, employment, and unemployment. Some funds for reseaech
and improvement of these series are also included.

The monthly indicator of the number of the unemployed needs to be supple-
mented by additional information on the characteristics of those who are presently
without jobs-who are they, where are they, how long have they been without
work, and whether their joblessness is due to seasonal or cyclical factors. To
provide this information we have indorsed the request of the Secretary of Labor
for funds to study the present problems of chronic area and industry unemploy-
ment, frictional unemployment, characteristics of the jobless, and the structural
changes in the labor force lying behind these current patterns. It is desirable
also to survey the employment and unemployment of the labor force in selected
industrial areas each year, using the same techniques now used for the national
estimates of unemployment, with the Secretary of Labor choosing the areas
in response to the needs of the current situation.

To round out the national and area picture, figures are needed in more detail
and with greater accuracy regarding factory labor turnover rates-accessions,
quits, discharges, layoffs, and the like; as well as greater detail and more accurate
information on employment trends in that growing segment of our economy, the
service trades. We propose to add also to the detail we now have on employment,
hours, and earnings by industries by cooperating with the States in the prepara-
tion of such series in some 14 additional metropolitan areas.

For many years the Occupational Outlook Handbook of the Department of
Labor has been one of the most important tools available to schools, employment
offices, and others interested in vocational guidance from the point of view of labor
market opportunities. The last edition is now seriously out of date. To keep
this valuable handbook in tune with the times, we are recommending that a regular
program of revision be begun in 1956.

We are also providing for some extension of the industry and community wage
surveys and for expansion of statistics on industrial accidents to increase their
usefulness in promoting safety.

PRICES

There have been major revisions of the Wholesale Price Index and the Con-
sumers' Price Index since 1950. We feel, and your panel of last summer seemed
to share this feeling, that these economic series meet fairly well the usual needs.
However, there is now a modest provision in the Bureau of Labor Statistics appro-
priation for continued research to which we can look for continual review.

Weights for the index of prices paid by farmers are based on data relating to farm
family expenditures in 1937-41. A. survey of farmers' expenditures is provided in
the Department of Agriculture budget for 1956. This survey will collect data on
the current pattern of expenditures and supply the information needed in review-
ing the weights for this index. In addition to this use, the survey will also provide
much better information for computing net farm income-a significant figure for
appraising the condition of agriculture and, of course, an important component
in other national aggregates.

FINANCIAL, NATIONAL INCOME AND GOVERNMENTS

In the area of current business statistics, provision is made for expanding the
financial reports program, conducted jointly by the Federal Trade Commission
and the Securities and Exchange Commission, to include mining and wholesale
and retail trade corporations, and to provide preliminary estimates of the quarterly
net income of the corporations covered. Increases are requested also to improve
the savings estimates, to permit a special study of plant and equipment expendi-
ture estimates to determine what factors are responsible for differences between
anticipated expenditures and actual expenditures for the same period, and for a
study of the problems related to the collection of current financial statistics cover-
ing unincorporated business.

Improvements in the accuracy of our national income and product estimates
will be facilitated by the projects included in this year's budget request. In
particular, provision is made for incorporating in those estimates the reliable
comprehensive data which will become available in the Census of Business and
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Manufactures for 1954, and statistical tabulations by the Internal Revenue Service
for the same year. Through integration with the FTC-SEC financial reporting
program noted above, the national income work will utilize data from that program
without the expense and burden of special collection. Planning for improvements
in our inventory and manufactures sales estimates is also provided in the budget
increases.

Provision is being made in the Bureau of Census budget to expand the present
sample survey of State and local government finances so that estimates of revenues,
expenditures, and debt can be obtained on a State-by-State basis. Such informa-
tion is needed in dealing with the problems of intergovernmental relations and will
also facilitate the taking of the 1957 Census of Governments.

PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION

The importance of accurate current information on production and distribution
of both agricultural and industrial products cannot be overemphasized. The
development of a research program to improve crop and livestock estimating
methods was initiated in fiscal 1954 and a start on its gradual expansion to cover
an increased number of crops and additional sections of the country is provided
for in this budget. In addition, provision is made for expansion of marketing
research directed toward improved product quality and improved efficiency in
the marketing of agricultural products. Such research serves as a basis for more
intelligent decisions regarding assembly, storage, processing, and distribution of
farm products. Increased attention will also be given to research designed to
provide data on changes in farming called for in different farming areas in view of
prospective prices, costs, and other conditions.

Continuation of annual sample surveys of manufacturing and retail trade
during the years between the quinquennial Censuses of Manufactures and Trade
was recommended by the Secretary of Commerce's Intensive Review Committee.
While such a survey covering 1954 was not needed in view of the major censuses
covering these areas, the 1956 budget provides for a resumption.

CONSTRUCTION AND HOUSING

Statistics on construction and housing are generally regarded as critically
inadequate. The Bureau of Labor Statistics series on the number of new nonfarm
dwelling units started was revised last year and is now as firm as it can be made
with the techniques and data available from present resources. However, it
does not include farmhouses and its coverage of nonfarm houses in rural areas is
weak.
* The series on expenditures for new construction of all types, for which BLS in
the Department of Labor and BDSA in the Department of Commerce are jointly
responsible, is seriously deficient. The BDSA budget contains funds for a programn
which will make substantial improvements in these data next year. As a by-
product of the surveys planned to collect data on nonresidential construction, the
deficiencies in the housing starts series for rural areas which I just mentioned will
be largely corrected.

One phase of construction activity on which we have had no reliable data has
to do with the volume of expenditures for alterations, repair, and modernization.
Last year the Bureau of the Census made a small survey which tended to show
that such expenditures by homeowners alone were much higher than was previ-
ously believed, approaching in fact the expenditures for new homes. Census and
BDSA are now doing similar preliminary work on commercial properties. The
BDSA budget contains funds for the regular and continuing collection of data on
the volume of such activity on all types of properties.

The last housing census was taken in the spring of 1950. Additions to the
housing supply through new construction are being made at an unprecedented
level since 1949-well over a million units a year. However, lacking current
measures of such quantitative factors as demolition and conversions and such
qualitative factors as fixup and modernization, the Census budget contemplates
an intercensal housing inventory, to be taken in 1956 on a sample basis. This
will provide much needed information on the effect of all of these forces on the
amount and quality of the Nation's housing supply. Data on residential vacan-
cies will be provided periodically by a program supported by funds in the BDSA
budget.

The three programs I have just mentioned-new construction, alterations and
repairs, and the housing and vacancy surveys-account dollarwise for 85 percent
of the improvement in the statistical program for this area. The rest of the pro-
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gram provides for surveys and studies by BDSA and BLS of building materials
and labor requirements for construction, and characteristics of new houses being
built, and the organization and structure of the homebuilding industry.

All of the programs in this area are recurring and should be continued annually,
except the Census housing survey which would be repeated during the period
between decennial censuses only as conditions warrant. I shculd mention also
that the studies of materials and labor requirements would cover selected types of
construction on a rotating basis so that these requirements for all types of con-
struction would be covered about every 5 years.

POPULATION AND VITAL STATISTICS

During the past few years the processing of certificates of births and other
vital events and publication of the annual compendium of final data have lagged
far behind desirable goals. An increase in funds for the fiscal year 1956 will
enable the National Office of Vital Statistics to recapture lost ground in approxi-
mating an optimum schedule for the publication of vital statistics of the United
States.

CONCLUSION

In its report of last July, your subcommittee put great emphasis on the needs
of private economic interests and of Government policymakers for increasing
quantity and improved quality of economic statistics, and pointed out the
essential and unique role which the Federal Government must take in helping to
satisfy that need.

I believe that viewpoint has widespread acceptance in our Government.
Despite budgetary limitations, our statistical agencies have long been in the
forefront of new statistical methods and their output over the years has shown
great overall improvement, both in coverage and in quality.
- For fiscal 1956, the President has recommended appropriations to the several
agencies which, in addition to completing the special censuses already under-
way, will provide for expansion of $4.8 million, or about one-sixth, in present levels
for the current statistical programs. This contemplates, not only general
strengthening throughout the statistical system but, in particular, marked
increases in the fields of manpower and construction statistics where the need for
more and better economic information is most generally recognized. The increases
are all directed at known weaknesses or gaps in existing statistics and will measura-
bly improve our economic intelligence. In the two fields of major increases, I
am convinced that the expanded programs will raise the entire level of accuracy
and detail, and correct major deficiencies disclosed during the postwar period.

I want to thank you for your attention and again express appreciation for the
opportunity of appearing before this committee.

STATEMENT OF WALTER E. HOADLEY, JR., TREASURER, ARMSTRONG CORK CO.,
LANCASTER, PA., ON ECONOMIC STATISTICS

One of the most significant developments affecting both private and public
decision making in recent years has been the growing use of economic statistics.
Moreover, at the present time there is noticeable interest in business in-still more
adequate economic information. This interest arises, first because of concern
over the adequacy of many present Federal economic statistics now being used
as a basis for important public-policy decisions, and second, because of the recog-
nized need for more satisfactory economic data to help guide future business
planning, which has obvious implications for the entire economy.
* The interest of this committee in economic statistics, as evidenced in the hearing
today as well as in several previous activities, plus the new feature in the budget
message drawing specific attention for the first time to the Federal program in
economic statistics are commendable developments. It is encouraging to know
that at long last important Federal economic statistics which now influence critical
policy decisions by leaders in government, business,- labor, and agriculture have
achieved sufficient official recognition to be considered worthy of separate study
and analvsis.

The Economic Report states "Economic statistics are now closely scrutinized
and widely commented upon by men and women in different walks of life" (p. 65).
Such a statement would have been far less true 5 years ago and certainly would
have had considerably less meaning 25 years ago. Nevertheless, the words
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"closely scrutinized" just quoted certainly must be.intended to mean "read" or
"scanned" rather than carefully appraised. Detailed analysis of many eco'nomic
statistics provided by Government would disclose to almost anyone major defi-
ciencies which are neither widely known nor understood. There has been a
definite advance in economic literacv but Government figures, all too often, are
being accepted as "official" and hence seemingly almost by definition "precisely
accurate." Government, therefore, has increasing responsibility for greater
accuracy-and reliability of its economic statistics as their use continues to grow.

Just as more extensive and precise measurement devices have become a neces-
sary part of increasingly complex industrial machinery, there is increased need for
more comprehensive and accurate measures of what the Economic Report has
termed "our complex and industrialized society." I wholeheartedly endorse the
"basic economic tenets" or guides to policy outlined in the Economic Report,
and particularly the first proposition that "competitive markets, rather than
Government directives, are as a rule the most efficient instruments for organizing
production and consumption." The important-at times dominant-role of
Government in current and future economic life, however, can never be mini-
mized, and particularly by the management of any business enterprise. Fore-
casting what policies Government will adopt and pursue, frankly, has become
one of the most critical aspects of business planning. Is it any wonder that
business managements have become vitally concerned about the quality and
availability of economic statistics provided and used bv Government in making
and administering public policies?

In my opinion, one of the greatest risks facing business organizations today
is to be found in possible unsound public policies-both as to scope and timing-
simply because those in authority may not have adequate or trustworthy infor-
mation available upon which to base their judgments. Let me illustrate this
point.with regard to home-building activity.

As evervone here today knows, the postwar building boom continues with
renewed vigor. despite many earlier and some current fears of an imminent col-
lapse. Because of favorable congressional action 2 years ago, it is now possible
to know with considerably reliability from reports of the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics how many new nonfarm homes are being started each month. But what
information is now available to indicate the extent to which housing needs and
demands are being met?

What significance is to be attached to current reports by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics that nonfarm housing starts are at an annual rate of over 1,400,000
while new households as estimated by the Bureau of the Census, are now less
than 800,000 per year? Is the new home-building industry and hence the Nation
facing serious trouble? Is credit too easy? In many respects, the key to future
new home building lies in the vacancy rate and in the trend of value of older
homes. Yet, almost no trustworthy information on either subject is now avail-
able. This should be a matter of grave concern for Government which has a
great influence upon, as well as stake in, housing. How present housing laws
and credit policies can be properly administered in the face of these statistical
deficiencies is at least a very open question to me.

The highly fragmentary and until very recently almost complete absence of
information on the important and quite evidently expanding home fix-up (i. e.,
repair and modernization) market unquestionably causes undue emphasis on
new homes in public policies pertaining to residential construction. Until the
size and characteristics of the fix-up market become known, it is hardly reason-
able to expect that any well-conceived program to develop this market will
emerge. Yet, expanded fix-up work probably offers the greatest single oppor-
tunity to stabilize the vast but always vulnerable new home-building industry.

Anyone who investigates the quality of the information now being released
by Government on nonresidential construction activity knows the deplorable
inadequacy of many current estimates. When it is recognized that these defi-
ciencies are transmitted directly into the national product statistics, there is
serious reason to question whether the latter figures-widely used for public
and private policy purposes-in any real sense are accurately measuring the
course of general business.

*These observations on the inadequacy of many Federal construction statistics,
of course, should not be interpreted to mean that all Government construction
data are bad or that the statisticians preparing them are incompetent. The plain
fact is that the current statistical program simply cannot meet the policy require-
ments of the dynamic and farflung construction field in 1955 and 1956.
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The expanded statistics program proposed in the President's budget message.'
if adopted, will eliminate some of the most serious statistical gaps and deficiencies
in construction mentioned here by providing additional funds for the Business and
Defense Services Administration, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the Bureau
of the Census. The new program also will provide badly needed benchmark
information as well as up-to-date facts on labor and material requirements in
construction and make available an answer to manv heated questions concerning
whether large or small builders are making the most progress and what types of
homes are in greatest demand.

One other phase of Federal economic statistics, namely, industrial classification,
merits at least passing attention. This problem is highly important to the
extent that the United States census of manufactures uses inexact or incomplete
definitions of industries. Scrambled or overlapping industry data, moreover,
often used by Government and others to measure productivity or so-called
concentration ratios obviously are misleading when applied to any specific in-
dustry or industry group.

It would seem highly essential that tabulation procedures for the 1954 census
of manufactures take full cognizance of this industrial classification problem.
Moreover, before any future census of manufactures is undertaken, further care-
ful consideration should be given to the report of the Watkins "Intensive Review"
Committee which studies the entire censmls profgran last year as well as to the
recommendations of a subsequently appointed subcommittee of the Advisory
Council on Federal Reports.

Business needs for economic statistics clearly are mounting in order to help
insure future stability and growth of individual enterprises and hence the country
as a whole. Many-perhaps most-business organizations with which I am
familiar accept the responsibility to provide their own detailed, market-type
statistics, but they properly look to Government for broad statistical information
essential to sound policies and necessary as benchmarks for private business
planning.

In conclusion, let me again stress the importance of the Federal Government's
current and proposed economics statistics program for both public and private
policymaking purposes. I have only cited two illustrations of areas requiring
prompt statistical improvement in the public interest. Others have been men-
tioned in earlier hearings before this committee and no doubt will receive attention
today. Major corrections in Government economic statistics can be achieved
provided the program summarized in the budget message receives favorable
action by the Congress. In my opinion, the program warrants very serious
consideration and approval.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. EGGERT FOR THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE
UNITED STATES WITH RESPECT TO ECONOMIC STATISTICS

My name is Robert J. Eggert. I am marketing research manager, Iord divi-
sion, Ford Motor Co., and a member of the committee on business statistics,
Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

The chamber is gratified that the joint committee is devoting this panel to
economic statistics. The various statistical programs, lodged in some dozen
agencies, can thus be compared and evaluated. We also appreciate the special
analysis of economic statistics in the 1956 budget. The analysis greatly facilitates
evaluation of the government's statistical program.

We hope that panel discussions such as these, and the special budget analysis,
both recommended in the July 30, 1954, Progress Report of the Subcommittee on
Economic Statistics, will be repeated each year. They should aid materially in
improving Government statistics.

Business needs prompt and accurate statistics for day-to-day and long-range
planning. Government also needs these statistics for the same reasons.

In most cases, poor statistics are worse than no statistics. Poor or inadequate
statistics can be highly misleading and even dangerous. So the Government
should make every effort to improve the quality and adequacy of its statistical
reporting. While there is great demand for new statistics and new statistical
programs, any new series should not be launched at the expense of essential
existing series.

We have seen instances where private statistical reports differ from Government
reports, although. covering the same statistical ground. We have seen how

I Special Analysis I-Federal Economic Statistical Programs-Budget of the United States Government
for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30,1956 (pp. 1203-1204).
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several Government bureaus reporting on the same, or closely similar economic
activities, have reported conflicting and divergent trends.
* For this reason, we hope this joint committee will make every effort to encourage
the qualitative improvement of the Government's statistical work.

At the same time, in our dynamic economy there are bound to be needs for
statistical pioneering, and we welcome the work of the joint committee in this
respect.

We endorse President Eisenhower's budget message statement: "We do not
have all the statistical information required in our dynamic economy. I am
therefore recommending a governmentwide effort to improve statistics in those
areas where our work has been most handicapped by incomplete information."
* The chamber, believing that Government spending today means a tax burden

approaching the highest level in our history, has repeatedly urged that all Gov-
ernment activities not strictly essential be treated as luxuries and reduced
accordingly.

Recognizing the vital importance to our whole national economy of accurate,
prompt, and usable statistics, however, the chamber has supported not only
the regular censuses, but has also recognized that the censuses should be sup-
plemented by the collection of current statistics as needed, with the national
interest being the criterion of need.

Total estimated Federal expenditures for statistical programs drop from
$51.8 million in fiscal 1955 to $43.4 million in fiscal 1956.

The periodic census programs, which the chamber supported vigorously last
year, are estimated to cost $24.4 million in fiscal 1955, but the budget request
drops to $11.2 million in fiscal 1956-reflecting the relatively small amount of
work remaining to complete these censuses.

Current statistical programs, including those related to employment, unem-
ployment, wages, prices, construction, housing, population, national income, and
other subjects are estimated to cost $27.4 million in fiscal 1955. Several of these
programs would be improved Linder the 1956 budget, with the total amounts
requested rising to $32.2 million.

I now wvould like to mention some of the most needed improvements in Govern-
ment statistics.

bnemployment and employment data.-One of the most important Government
statistics is the number of unemployed. It is sometimes termed a "statistical
trigger." When unemployment rises, demands are made for the Government to
initiate recover programs.

The Bureau of the Census now makes a monthly estimate of unemployment,
broken down by sex, age, color, and duration of unemployment. This helps
characterize the total number of unemployed, but does not tell where the un-
employed are located, and their usual or previous occupations. The Bureau of
Employment Security collects weekly information regarding the recipients of
unemployment compensation, yet these two series are not collated into one
unemployment figure.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics publishes monthly the extremely valuable series
of nonagricultural employment classified by industry and by State. We are
gratified the 1956 budget includes increased funds to improve the data for trade,
finance, services, State and local governments, and other industries, and also im-
prove the employment data on a State basis.

We also endorse the increase in expenditures from $4.9 million in fiscal 1955 to
$6.8 million in fiscal 1956 for employment, unemployment, wages, industrial in-
juries and related statistics.

Construction statistics.-Construction is a major sector of our economy, yet
construction statistics are extremely deficient. We support the recommended
increase from $0.5 million in fiscal 1955 to $1.5 million in fiscal 1956 for this
purpose-an increase which should greatly improve data in this important field.

Dr. Walter E. Hoadley, a member of this panel, is chairman of the chamber's
subcommittee on construction statistics, and more familiar with this problem.
He probably will discuss it in greater detail.

Financial statistics of State and local governments.-The Bureau of the Census
reports on state and local government fiscal operations are of significant use by
business and all levels of government. We are gratified the 1956 budget includes
increased funds to improve these statistics, particularly since a comprehensive
census in this field is not due for several years.

Electronic equipment.-Electronic equipment has substantially speeded up and
improved the accuracy of labor force, foreign trade and other census statistical
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series. Reports from the censuses of business, manufactures, and minerals will
be available considerably sooner due to use of electronic equipment. We support
the increased use of electronic equipment in the periodic censuses scheduled for
1958 and 1960. Lack of timeliness is perhaps the most common complaint about
Government statistics, and increased use of electronic equipment should help
reduce the time lag in processing statistical data. :

Value added by distribution.-A notable gap in the Federal statistical program
is information on the value added by distribution. We all know goods retail
for more than the manufacturer's selling price. For many years the Bureau of
the Census has published figures showing the value added by manufacturing
industries. But there is no corresponding series on the value added by whole-
sale trade, retail trade and other aspects of distribution. The accompanying
chart summarizes the flow of goods in our economy from producers of raw mate-
rials in agriculture and mining. Most of the goods pass through manufacturing,
wholesale trade, and retail trade to final consumers. A smaller amount of goods
flow from various stages of processing to the capital account of business and to
government. Other goods flow directly from manufacturers to personal con-
sumers, bypassing wholesale and retail outlets. This chart is greatly simplified.
There is some flow from wholesale firms to consumers, some from agriculture
directlv to consumers and some goods flowing-up the chart instead of down. For
purposes of simplification, these other flows were not marked.

The fact that products acquire added value as they move from field. forest, or
mine through a processing plant or factory has long been reflected in the Bureau
of the Census data showing value added by manufacturing. The concept that
manufactured products continue to acquire additional value as they move through
the channels of trade to the point of ultimate sales or use, however, has not
received equal acceptance. Now is the time to do spadework developing the
concepts and techniques necessary for computing value added by distribution.

A good illustration of the constant need for upgrading statistical work and
reporting is indicated by a special subcommittee on the census of manufactures
which made a report to the Advisory Council on Federal Reports. The nature
of the problem is fully discussed in Business Week, February 5, 1955, pages 114
to 117 and alluded to in the Chattanooga Times for January 22, 1955.

When our economy was simpler and less interdependent, there was less need for
statistics. But in today's highly dynamic economy, with its steady population
growth, a constant shifting of population, new raw materials continually being
developed, new products reaching the market daily, and indeed whole new in-
dustries, both the government and business executive are in constant need of
up-to-date, high-grade statistical information.

The 1956 budget recommendations for economic statistics are supported by the
chamber because these expenditures are needed to provide business with data
vitally needed in today's expanding economy.

[From the Chattanooga (Tenn.) Times, Jan. 22, 19551

INDUSTRY CENSUS DRAWS CRiTICIsM-ADVISORY COUNCIL CHARGES
MISLEADING PICTURE OF BUSINESS IN UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON, January 21.-Industry representatives of the Advisory Council
on Federal Reports have notified the Bureau of the Budget in a special report
that the census of manufactures, of which a 1954 version is now in preparation,
is "seriously deficient on several important counts" and gives a misleading picture
of the concentration of production in various industries.

The report, drafted by a council subcommittee headed by Stephen M. DuBrul,
chairman of the business research staff of General Motors Corp., observes:
"Because they are in so many cases the only data available for what they purport
tQ portray, census industry statistics are used widely and indiscriminately in
spite of their many weaknesses. Teachers, as well as practicing statisticians and
economists, both in and out of Government, are no more protected from hidden
inaccuracies of these statistics than are laymen whose use of census data is only
occasional."

The report ascribes existing confusion in the census figures to the acceleration
of industrial development that has taken place over the past 20 or 30 years.
"Industrial establishments have multiplied their functions, they have developed
new products, processes and techniques, and they have thereby rendered obsolete
the historical and traditional concepts of many industries with which they have
been identified," it states. "With the growth of new ones, and the overlapping
of products and processes, there has come a proportional complication of the
task of applying meaningful statistical measurements to industrial activities."
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FINANCED BY INDUSTRY

The report of the council, a body whose financing derives from seven industrial
groups including the National Association of Manufacturers and the United States
Chamber of Commerce and whose members are appointed by the director of the
Bureau of the Budget, was aimed at improving the method of tabulating the 1954
census, which will be the first conducted since 1947, although surveys of a lesser
scope are made every year. Although some of the subcommittee members have
favored publcizing the report, and although some 200 copies have been distributed
in and out cff Government, the Budget Bureau has insisted that the recommenda-
tions be kept secret while the officials of the Census Bureau have a chance to
studv them. The council has not received any response to the study from the
Census Bureau, which received it on last December 9.
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A major target of criticism in the report were the census industry figures, which
are used to measure the concentration of output by the largest firms in each
industry and are therefore the basis for the monopoly charges made frequently
against big business.

SECONDARY PRODUCTS

The report maintains that the breakdown of manufacturing into 453 industries
fails to recognize the secondary products of many of the individual manufacturers
and that it therefore gives a misleading picture of the! concentration. The report
on the nails and spikes industry in the 1947 census is cited as an example. A
total of 68 establishments are represented by the census as shipping some $30,038,-
000 worth of products. The report notes that the "unwary user of these statistics"
might deduce that the shipments consisted completely of nails and spikes and
that this represented all of the nails and spikes shipped by American manufac-
turers. Actually, it relates, more than one-fifth of the shipments by these con-
cerns were of totally different secondary products. In addition the nails and
spikes shipped by them accounted for less than 20 percent of the total United
States shipments of nails and spikes because nearly $100 million worth were
produced as secondary products by other producers, chiefly in steel mills.

The subcommittee further urges the Census Bureau tobe extremely specific in
labeling industries and qualifying its statistics to avoid misinterpretation.

[From Business Week, Feb. 5, 19551

WHERE THE CENSUS GOES WRONG-AN INDUSTRY ADVISORY GROUP SAYS
MANY OF THE CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES CLASSIFICATIONS ARE MIS-
LEADING

Sometime within the next 2 wveeks, every manufacturing plant in the United
States is supposed to tell the Census Bureau how much business it did last year,
what its chief products were, and how many peoplet it employed. But census
officials have been warned that the results, when-they are tabulated and published
later in the year, will be far from an accurate picture of what United States indus-
try really is, or how it operates.

The warning was made by a committee of top economists and statisticians in a
report for the Advisory Council on Federal Reports. The council, which works
closely with the Statistical Standards Division of the Bureau of the Budget, is
composed of private industry representatives. The census study was made by a
special subcommittee of the council.

Objections.-In general, the committee, in an 11 to Il.majority report, accuses
the Census Bureau of clinging to outmoded ideas of what constitutes an "indus-
try," and of failing to adjust its data to reflect modern practices.

In particular, the committee says census data fails to allow for the trend toward
diversification of products, and for the amoujnt of output for in-plant use only.

The result-in the opinion of committee members-is needless trouble for
business on a number of fronts:

Businessmen trying to' use census data to measure potential markets are
hampered by lack of complete coverage.

Antimonopoly legislators and the Federal Trade Commission are given a false
picture of the degree to which output is concentrated in a few plants.

The real productivity of labor is obscured by unreliable information on total
output within individual plants. And labor productivity is becoming more and
more a big factor in union negotiations.

Too late?-It's too late to change the forms, or to obtain additional information
from manufacturers, in time for this year's census. But the committee hopes
Census will still change some of its processing of the raw data to conform to its
recommendations. It also recommends that Census raise warning signs over some
of its data that the committee feels will be particularly misleading.

To see what's involved, think of the information supplied by businessmen as
falling into two broad categories: (1) facts about products and (2) facts about the
establishment as a whole. These break down further into the subdivisions that
cause much of the confusion in the business census.

I. WHAT ARE PRODUCTS? \

Plants are asked to report on the dollar value of final products that are shipped,
sometimes on the number of units produced. too. The committee has praise for
these figures-as far as they go. The trouble is they stop short of really listing
what most plants make and often fall far short of measuring actual output. Here's
why:
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"Final products shipped"-the key to census data on products-fails to pick
up information about goods produced for internal use. If the product is not
shipped as a separate unit, it is not counted. That means millions of dollars'
worth of such items as containers, castings, stampings, forgings, and machined
products simply disappear as far as the census of manufactures is concerned.

Misleading.-This flaw in census data can lead to serious errors in measuring
the size of an industry. The committee cites the case of cutting tools, jigs, dies,
and fixtures. This is classified as a separate industry under census rules.

Suppose you're a supplier to this industry and want to check on the size of
'oour.market. The last census of manufactures-taken for 1947-reports a grand
total of 74,522 workers in. this industry. But General AMotors Corp. alone em-
ploys 18,000 skilled tool, die, jig., and fixture makers-of whom only 500 are
included in the census figures. That's because the other 17,500 turn out products
that are used in the same plant where they are made, instead of being shipped.

Thousands of additional workers are turning out these products for other
manufacturers. So the census figures ludicrously understate the size of. the
industry.

Wrong impression.-That's a serious enough flaw when a market analyst is
trying to judge a sales potential. It becomes even more serious when' Govern-
ment officials wade cheerfully into the same statistics and make deductions about
how output is divided among plants.

In a study published last year, FTC.used census data to report on trends in
concentration of output for the "cutting tools, jigs, fixtures, etc." industry,
among others.

FTC showed that in 1935 the four leading producers accounted for more than
one-fifth of sales; by 1947 their share had dropped to only one-fourteenth. To
the industry advisory committee, such figures are utterly meaningless as long as
they disregard output for internal use.

More paperwork.-The committee notes progress in reporting on products for
internal use in some textile, chemical, and primary metal lines. It wants this
reporting extended to other types of plants. If appled to everything, this
would throw a terrific new load of paperwork on company officials, so the com-
mittee recommends that, census obtain the additional data.only where there is a
clear public interest, or where the companies involved volunteer to take on the
extra labor. Where output for internal use is not-reported, the committee asks
census to clearly label- its published data as incomplete, even on this year's
results.

11. WHAT IS AN INDUSTRY?

Manufacturers are asked to supply information for each plant as a whole, cover-
ing such points as number employed, payrolls, man-hours, and value of materials
used. For some purposes-such as reporting general industrial activity in a
State or region-the result is accurate, the committee believes. But when census
parcels out the returns into industry classes, confusion sets in.

Census recognizes 453 "industries," largely defined on the basis of products
shipped. However, many plants produce goods that can be classified in more
than one industry.

Nail industry.-The committee picks nails and spikes as an example of what
happens to census data.

The 1947 census showed that this particular industry consisted of 68 establish-
ments, which employed 3,805 workers and shipped $30-million worth of products.
That's not an accurate picture of nails and spike production, because:

First, the 68 establishments shipped only $23.5-million worth of nails and
spikes-not $30-million worth. The balance of output consisted of items that
belong to some other industry classification. They are not named in census data.

Second-and more confusing to the market analyst, economist, or the public
official seeking guidance-the $23.5-million worth of product made by the "in-
dustry," was less than one-fifth of actual shipments of nails and spikes. Nearly
$100-million worth was shipped by establishments that are classified in other
industries-mostly steel.

"It is evident," the committee says, "that neither the employment * * * nor
any of the, other general establishment statistics represent either clear or complete
statistics of economic activity in the production of nails and spikes."
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The committee believes that half the other 452 census industries suffer from
the same lack of clear data-including automobiles, steel, metal processing, tex-
tiles, chemicals, and rubber.

III. THE PRODUCTIVITY TANGLE

Consider, too, what happens to productivity, if computed from census industry
data. Productivity is computed for a given class of industry by dividing the
value of the product shipped by the number of man-hours. Simple enough.
But here's what happens to the figures when some plants are chiefly assemblers
and others are integrated.

The error.-Manufacturer A is an assembler of rear axles for the automobile
industry. He is classified with the "motor vehicles and parts" industry. But
he buys forged axle shafts from the "iron and steel forgings" industry, he buys
castings to house the differentials from the "grey iron foundries" industry, his
stampings.come from the "metal-stamping industry," he buys machined.parts
from the "machine shops" industry. He merely assembles these components-
bought from 4 separate "industries"-so his 1,000 employees can turn out 50,000
axle assemblies at a high rate per man-hour.

Manufacturer B is also classified in the "motor vehicles and parts" industry
and also makes rear axle assemblies. But he has an integrated operation-ldoes
his own forging, casting, stamping, and so on. Obviously, if he also produces
50,000 axle assemblies in the same period as manufacturer A, he has to employ
many more workers and pile up many more man-hours per axle assembly. The
productivity of his workers would thus appear to be much lower than A's.

Under census procedures, A and B are dumped into the same industry class,
and a figure on productivity obtained for the industry as a whole. Applied either
to A or to B, this figure is meaningless because it fails to differentiate between the
assembler, andsthe integrated producer.

The somie flaw applied to many other industries. An auto maker who buys
many components-such as Kaiser-will appear to have higher productivity than
Ford, whose plants are integrated.

USE OF GOVERNMENT BUSINESS STATISTICS

Illustrative charts supplementing testimony for the Chamber of Commerce9of
the United States

(By R. J. Eggert, marketing research manager, Ford Division, Ford Motor Co.'
Dearborn, Mich.)
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Cars Getting Larger Share Of Consumer Dollar

1954
Net Car Outlays(2.9% to 4.1%)
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More Families To Own Two Cars
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Suburbs Account For Large Part Of Car Population Increase
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REAL PRICE PER POUND VOR A CAR HAS DROPPED 1/3 SINCE 1939

*Average delivered price to customer adjusted for changes in hourly
wage rates of factory workers divided by weight of car (1954 Wage - 100%)
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STATEMENT PREPARED FOR THE PANEL DISCUSSION WITH THE JOINT ECONOMIC
COMMITTEE BY LOWELL J. REED

We all recognize that sound and well-integrated statistical information is neces-
saryffor the planning and evaluation of governmental programs at the local and
national level and also for the use in the programs and operations of business
and industry. It is, therefore, gratifying to those of us who work in the field
of statistics to have the Joint Economic Committee devote a portion of its hearings
to this topic.

Since my working career within the university and as a consultant to govern-
ment and industry has been in the field of population and vital statistics, I shall
confine my remarks to these two subjects. Together they constitute a single item
in the classification of the statistical program of the Government as presented for
the year ending June 30, 1956. This item accounts for 1.5 millions of dollars
out of 26.2 millions in the 1954 actual and for 1.6 millions out of 32.2 millions in
the 1956 estimate.

It is important to 'realize population and vital statistics are very properly a
part of economic statistics. In a very fundamental sense the economy of the
country is dependent on the number of people that we have and their status as to
age, sex, education, etc., and it is from our population statistics that we get this
information. Through the vital statistics we get indexes of the health and work-
ing strength of the people, and these indexes also are of importance in evaluating
the economy of the country. It is necessary that we continually review these
areas of statistics to determine whether or not there are important gaps in our
information. I shall devote my remarks this morning to discussion of two
special forms of population and vital statistics that in my opinion need
strengthening.

The first is that of manpower statistics. It must be clearly recognized that by
manpower statistics we do not mean employment or occupational statistics alone.
What is needed is a body of statistical knowledge that gives us a measure of the
potentialities and capacities of our people as related to the productive activities
in our society.

We have had 1 or 2 short-term solutions to this problem taken under the stress
of the major wars of recent years and also under serious depression conditions.
We have never, however, attempted to develop manpower statistics in this
country in a continuous sense, and as a result have had to scratch them together
as an emergency arose. With the conditions in the world what they are today
and with every likelihood that we will need to make the most effective use of our
manpower in the years to come, it seems that we should start without delay in
building up this body of information. The increasing complexity of our industrial
skill, with its demand for people trained in an ever-wider variety of skills, also
indicates a growing need for statistics in this field. Since manpower statistics to
be of use must concentrate on the number of people classified according to their
skills and capacities, it is obvious that the statistics will have to go into greater
detail with regard to the occupations for the satisfactory pursuit of which a higher
degree of training is required. The present attempts to evaluate our scientific
manpower represent an illustration of one phase of this problem. This activity,
however, leaves untouched a wide variety of technical skills for which we will
have increasing need in the future.

A number of departments of the Government are now collecting figures that
in one way or another have bearing on this problem. We have pertinent material
in such statistical series as those on employment, occupation, production, prices,
national income, scientific manpower, etc. Before any attempt is made to com-
pile manpower statistics as such, a study should be made of the contribution to
this problem of the work in such fields as those just mentioned. From such a
study a sound program for obtaining statistical information pertinent to the
manpower problem could be developed.

The second statistical need to which I should like to call your attention is
that of health statistics. Our earlier public health programs were planned for the
most part on statistics relating to births and deaths. We have, however, pro-
gressed far beyond this stage. We need better health statistics if we are to imple-
ment our present health and medical programs, our rehabilitation programs, our
private insurance systems in the field of health, and such health programs as
were presented by President Eisenhower in his recently outlined program on
health legislation. Planning for such programs as that embraced in the Hill-
Burton bill call for better knowledge of health conditions as they would be pre-
sented by a well-organized statistical program in this field.
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We have taken several health surveys in this country and we have some frag-

mentary series of health statistics. What is needed is a continuing body of figures
relating to health so that a knowledge of present status and trends of the health
of the people can be determined and action planned that will lead to a continuing
improvement in the state of health of our people.

These two areas are the primary gaps as I see them in the general field of pop-
ulation and health statistics. In emphasizing these I do not wish, however, to
detract. from the importance of the statistical programs in this field that are now
being carried on.

I wish to thank you for the opportunity of presenting this statement to you.

STATEMENT OF BEARDSLEY RUML FOE THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC
REPORT

My name is Beardsley Ruml. I am chairman of the business committee of the
National Planning Association and a member of the research and policy com-
mittee of the Committee for Economic Development. It is my purpose to discuss
the role of statistics in the making of public and private policy decisions and to
urge continued and accelerated progress in the development of the statistical
series now available.

Today we are overwhelmed by recent scientific and technological advances
which have occurred in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, and medicine.
It is not surprising that the less spectacular and less certain new insights in
economics and finance are not so widely known. The full import of these advances
I am confident are not yet understood, but we do know enough to know that some
things that many competent people thought were true are either false or true in
a different way than was believed. Let me give three examples.

In 1937, an eminent economist advised the Treasury that unless the budget
was soon balanced, the interest rate would go to 6 percent or even 8 percent the
way it had in France. And yet during the war, the national debt rose from $45
billion to $275 billion on a declining rate of interest.

In 1941 we were told that we would have to choose between guns and butter,
that to arm for war in two hemispheres we would have to cut our standard of
living sharply. And yet in 1944 the general overall standard of living was at
least as high as in 1941, and in addition we produced some $80 billion worth of
armament. The miracle of production came out of productivity that had been
growing unnoticed beneath the surface of a low actual output for a period of more
than 10 years.

To take a third example, during the 1930's most people believed that a deficit
in the Federal budget was inflationary. Today we can see that a nation that
has millions of unemployed who want to work and ample idle plant and raw
materials is much like a factory or a company that has a sizable amount of unused
capacity. Under such circumstances, an increase of demand tends to reduce
unit costs, and therefore under competition tends to reduce prices rather than
to increase them. For the same reasons, Federal deficits prudently incurred in
times of excessive unemployment, since they also tend to reduce costs, tend to
be deflationary rather than inflationary as far as the purchasing power of the
dollar is concerned.

These and other discoveries and insights in economics and finance are of the
greatest importance in the determination of policy and they rest on research
made possible by objective statistical reporting. To select one contribution of
conspicuous value, consider the work on the measurement of national income
under the leadership of Wesley C. Mitchell and Edwin F. Gay in the National
Bureau of Economic Research beginning in 1921. It is difficult for us today to
realize that only 30 years ago not only did we not have the statistics to work
with, but many concepts such as gross national product which grew out of the
statistics did not even exist.

Valuable as our present statistical series are, there is much room for improve-
ment in coverage, accuracy, and speed of reporting. Let me mention 2 specific
examples of statistical inadequacy at 2 most crucial points.

First, consider our inadequate knowledge of increase in productivity per man-
hour from year to year. Is it 2 or 3 percent, or even more? Does it increase
arithmetically or geometrically? Has increase been exhausted in some lines and
hardly begun in others.? Today we are using overall figures based on historical
general experience modified by the shrewd insight of particular students. But
the consequences of these estimates for policy cannot be exaggerated, and the
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choice of 2 or 3 percent in productivity increase per man-hour per year means
the choice of 20 or 30 percent in the increase of gross national productivity 10
years from now, a difference of some $35 billion. Clearly our statistics on
productivity must be as accurate and as meaningful as it is humanly possible
to make them.

The second area which I will mention as needing improved statistical reporting
is the field of savings. Here I mean not only the figures on savings banks, but
knowledge with respect to the current withdrawals from consumption and their
distribution by classification.

In the United States no longer is last week's income a reliable guide to this
week's spending; no longer does this week's spending tell an adequate story on
next week's consuming.

Today as never before the ordinary individual can get along without current
purchasing for his day-to-day requirements. If he decides to change or to restrict
his habitual consumption, he can do so without doing violence to his health or
well-being.

So also today as never before the ordinary individual has cash, or its equivalent,
that he can use to buy the things he wants or the things he thinks he may some
day want. Thus, consumer spending is not necessarily consumption.

The consumer in the United States is not absolutely free; sooner or later he
must buy some things to satisfy his minimum requirements. However, in the
aggregate, the consumer is free as never before-free to postpone, free to reduce,
free to anticipate, free to switch from one unnecessity to another. Economic
determinism no longer contains him.

Accordingly we need as never before comprehensive, accurate, meaningful,
and prompt statistics on the savings and spending behavior of American citizens.
Without such knowledge the making of policy and the implementation of policy
can be based only on an experience which is largely personal, imperfect, and
obsolete.

The responsibility for improving the statistical series in these and other im-
portant areas lies upon the agencies who have these assignments and upon the
appropriating bodies from whom the necessary funds are derived. Clearly the
sums that can be efficiently applied are immeasurably smaller than the financial
consequences of the decisions for which the statistical series will be used.

A special responsibility must be assigned to the Federal Reserve System, not
only because its earnings provide abundant resources for statistical research
and reporting, but also because the vital Open Market Committee, in its deter-
minations to act or not to act, needs to have before it for its own use a very large
proportion of the statistical requirements for all public and private policy deci-
sions. If the Federal Feserve System would only see to it that the statistics it
needs for its own operations are available to the public and to it, the back of
the problem of statistical reporting would have been broken.

I am not suggesting that the Federal Reserve System should take over the
collection of all the statictics it needs, or even that it should be a coordinator
of existing public and private statistical bureaus. What I am suggesting is that
the Federal Reserve System should assume a residual responsiblity to make
certain that it gets promptly from whatever source the statistics that it itself
needs, and that it supports the researches required to keep the qualtiy of the
various statistical series at a high level and to improve their comprehensiveness,
meaning, and availability.

To be sure, a statistic is only the shadow of a fact. But it is after the reading
of these shadows that decisions are made. And the decisions affect the well-
being of us all.

SUPPLEMENT TO TESTIMONY OF BEARDSLEY RUML

With reference to the earnings of the Federal Reserve System and amounts
spent for research of all kinds, including statistical, the figures are as follows:

[In thousands]

Research expenditures
Earnings

Total Board Banks

1953 - $298, 000 $4, 794 $1, 751 $3, 043
1955- ----------------------------------------- 341, 000 5,009 1,741 3, 208
1950 (estimated) -------------------- 250, 000 5,241 1,750 3,491
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It is possible that some statistical reporting by the system is not classified as
research expenditure.

The earnings of the System are turned back to the Treasury, where they are
classified as miscellaneous receipts. The total item "miscellaneous receipts" com-
pares with System earnings as follows:

[In millions]

Miscellaneous FRS earnings
receipts

1953 - $2,311 $298
19.54 -2,302 341
1955 (estimated) -2,486 250

STATEMENT SUBMITTED TO THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT BiY
LAZARE TEPEE, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH, INTERNATIONAL LADIEs' GARMENT
WORKERS' UNION (AFL)

The Economic Report of the President, by the massive use of economic statistics
in its analyses, aptly demonstrates the all-pervasive importance of statistical
intelligence in the conduct of the affairs of the Government. The use of quanti-
tative data is not limited to the Government but is just as valuable in private
policy formulation and decision making. The Government is, however, the
major producer of economic statistics. The maintenance and development of a
sound and balanced statistical program within the executive branch is, therefore,
a matter of great public concern. This fact has, of course, been long recognized
by your committee and your interest in the development of adequate and accurate
economic data for public and private policy making has contributed materially to
tbe enhancement of the Federal statistical programs. In this your committee
deserves full commendation. By setting up a Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics and by recommending that a section on economic statistics be included
in the President's annual budget and that more consideration be given to an
adequate economic statistics program in the President's Economic Report you
have performed a valuable public service.

The recommendations made by your committee to the President, however,
have been met only in part. The two page summary of the current and recom-
mended levels of the major economic statistical programs has been included in
the annual budget and it does provide a useful, though unduly skeletonized,
overview of the proposed Federal activities in the field of economic statistics.
Aside from scattered comments on individual statistical series, the President's
Economic Report does not give consideration to an adequate economic statistics
program as called for by you.

The slowdown in business activity which the country experienced beginning with
the middle of 1953, and the growth of unemployment which paralleled it, unavoid-
ably raised the question about the adequacy of the existing statistical data on
employment and unemployment. Your Joint Economic Report noted, for exam-
ple, last year that "the extent of involuntary unemployment may not be fully re-
flected in current statistics" and that "available information upon the degree of
involuntary short workweek and of short-term layoffs, as well as of reasons for
apparent withdrawal from the work force, fall short of expressing fully and
promptly decreases in employment arising from such forms of underemployment"
(p. 4 f.). The special analysis of the statistical programs in the President's annual
budget also recognized the desirability for more adequate data on employment and
unemployment, both nationally and locally. This is, of course, sound.

The need for strengthening the existing labor force statistics has been dramati-
cally brought out a year ago when the Census Bureau released its estimates of un-
employment for the preceding January on the basis of the new 230-area sample
and when these figures exceeded by 728,000 the earlier estimates based on the
old 68-area sample. The investigation of this discrepancy by a special committee
on employment statistics, under the chairmanship of Prof. Frederick F. Stephan
of Princeton University, with Lester R. Frankel of Alfred Politz Research, Inc.,
and myself as members, brought out that this discrepancy appeared to have been
due primarily to several operating difficulties brought about by the transition and
that it was brought about, at least in part, by a lack of sufficient funds. It also
focused attention on the serious weaknesses in the labor force survey due to the
inherent difficulties of classifying the population, the nature of the extended field
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operations and the problems of interviewing, the limitations of funds and of per-
sonnel, and the several unresolved technical problems calling for additional re-
search work. Accordingly, the special committee urged that additional appropri-
ations be made by Congress in order to insure the maximum accuracy of the survey,
to further enlarge the sample size to make the estimates more sensitive to pockets
of unemployment which may develop in local areas, and to strengthen field work
and otner operating aspects of the survey. It also drew attention to the fact that
while the composite estimating procedure, introduced in connection with the new
sample, had considerable merit and was apt to improve the accuracy of measure-
ment for a number of labor force breakdowns, it was not likely to improve the
estimates of unemployment. It was urged, therefore, that this estimating tech-
nique be deemed experimental, subject to a continued scrutiny, and that alterna-
tive estimating procedures be investigated.

The special committee also drew attention to the undesirable practice,
introduced last year, of employing field enumerators only on recommendation of
local Republican Party organizations. Aside from the fact that this procedure
made staff replacements more difficult when local party officials were found to
be unwilling to go on record that they had DO suitable candidates, for many
additional reasons this does not appear to be the most desirable system of recruit-ing and should be abandoned.

The Bureau of the Census has contributed much, in the last decade, to develop-
ing measurement of the labor force and to the evolution of interviewing, classifica-
tion and sampling techniques and to the solution of many complex technical
problems encountered in the course of the survey. Given adequate funds and
personnel, the Bureau can expand its contribution in the future as successfully
as it has done in the past. And, of course, there are still many problems to be
solved.

One of these relates to the existing classification used in describing the status
of individuals in relation to their gainful activity. At the present time, an
individual is deemed "employed" even when he works but 1 hour in the course
of the enumeration week and, in some cases, even if he works not at all. In the
latter group fall those who were laid off for periods of less than 30 days with an
expectation of recall, persons who expect to start on new jobs in the next 30
days, people who were prevented from working during the particular week by bad
weather. Similarly, those on vacations or sick are also counted among the
employed, as are some others whose unemployment status may be confused by
prior job attachment.

Similarly, some persons who would have been available for employment, if
job opportunities existed, tend to be classified with those out of the labor force.
It is, of course, likely that the size of this group changes with the swings of the
business cycle, with the changing patterns of chronic unemployment and with
changes in personnel policies of business. Six special Census Bureau studies made
between 1946 and 1949, though inconclusive, show that the size of this group
expressed as a percentage of the number of persons classified as unemployed was
significant, ranging from 11 to 73 percent in the different enumerations.

The current definition of the unemployed, as used by the Bureau of the Census,
is unduly limited and fails to answer all operationally meaningful questions.
There is also no doubt that for different purposes one may wish to classify popu-
lation differently. The problem could be solved through the introduction of a
more detailed, multipurpose classification which would then permit the combina-
tion of the different groups in the population into more meaningful categories
needed for economic or other types of analyses.

At the same time, the abandonment of the present broad classification of
individuals into "employed," "unemployed," and "out of the labor force" may
help to eliminate some of the undesirable misunderstandings which constantly
arise when the technical meaning given to the term "employed" in the labor
force surveys is improperly taken as synonymous with those actually at work.
Canada recognized this problem several years back. To eliminate confusion, the
Canadian population is now classified into four groups: "persons at work,"
"persons with jobs not at work," "persons without jobs and seeking work,"
and "persons not in the labor force," with additional breakdowns under each of
these headings.

The work on the revision of the labor force concepts is carried on by an inter-
governmental committee in the Bureau of the Budget. Over the years, this
group, under the chairmanship of Dr. Gladys Palmer of the University of Penn-
sylvania, performed most valuable service and did much to improve all phases
of the labor-force investigations. The special committee on employment felt,
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however, that the work of this group could be further enhanced by the establish-
ment of a more broadly representative group of substantial stature and com-
posed of individuals both inside and outside the Government to conduct a pro-
gram of studies and conferences to review the many remaining major problems
in the field of labor force measurement. By bringing together experts and users
of this data both from the governmental as well as from private circles, it was
hoped that speedier progress could be made in this difficult field.

The need for greater detail on the labor force is properly recognized in the
President's annual budget. Similarly, it is recognized that more information is
called for on the extent and incidence of unemployment in the various sections of
the country and on employment outlook.

There can be no doubt that the lack of sufficient data handicaps analyses and
decisions with regard to unemployment. It is impossible, at the present, to fully
analyze the impact of the recent recession on the laboring masses of our Nation.
We do not know what were the shifts in and out of the labor force, or in and out of
employment. We do not know the occupations or the last industry attachments
of the unemployed. Our information on distribution of unemployment as be-
tween the different major labor markets is far from complete and has to be derived
as a byproduct of the unemployment compensation administration. Statistics
of unemployment derived from these administrative records fail to reveal its full
extent even for thcse covered by the system. This is due to the differences
between the unemployment compensation laws, to underrepresentation caused by
delays in filing of claims or exhaustion of benefit rights, to lack of sufficient wage
credits for eligibility or to disqualifications of claimants such as in the case of
voluntary leaving of employment. The President's Economic Report courts
understatement when it notes, on page 89, that "the statistics of insured unem-
ployment probably understate somewhat the amount of unemployment among
workers covered by the insurance program." [Italics supplied.j

Current information on the number of persons exhausting unemployment
insurance claims, not now available, would materially enhance the value of these
administrative statistics, as would information on the occupations and most
recent industry attachments of the unemployment insurance recipients. Even
then, however, such data will not provide accurate information on the severity
and level of unemployment. This can only be provided by means of household
surveys of the labor force. Greater detail, including that on gross changes in the
labor force, will go a long way in supplying the desired data.

One of the best sources on the state of employment in the country is provided
by the monthly data gathered, in cooperation with the various State agencies, by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. These figures measure monthly changes in the
number of employees on the payrolls in the nonagricultural industries in the several
industries, States, and major labor-market areas. In addition to the number of
employees on the payrolls, information is secured on the number of man-hours
paid for and on the amount disbursed in payrolls. This, in turn, permits the cal-
culation of average weekly and hourly earnings and of average hours of work.
Although individuals working for more than one employer in the course of the
enumeration week may be counted twice since the data is based on establishment
reports, the President's Economic Report is not necessarily justified when it
suggests, on page 86, that the decline in the number of persons employed in non-
agricultural establishments in the 13 months ending August 1954 "may well be
somewhat overstated." As a matter of fact, we do not know very much about
the extent of dual job holding and whether dual job holdings tend to decline when
employment drops, or conversely, whether they tend to rise because employees re-
duced to part time due to unavailability of full-time employment take on supple-
mentary jobs. This is one area which deserves future study which your committee
may wish to recommend.

There is, however, room for important improvements in the employment statis-
tics gathered by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Employment data are not
available, for example, for a number of industrial subdivisions (i. e., those coded
on a four-digit basis).' There is a need for extending coverage to smaller firms.
Employment statistics for trade, service, and financial establishments are weak,
and their reliability should be improved, particularly in view of the growing im-
portance of this sector of our economy. Collection of local data, which has been
curtailed in recent years as a result of budgetary stringencies, ought to be restored
to its prior magnitude in order to provide data on the interregional shifts in
employment.

Local data on employment, payrolls, and man-hours also need to be supple-
mented by information on the extent of unemployment and labor turnover in
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such areas. Periodic surveys of the labor force in the major labor market areas
would provide important benchmark data for the classification of areas into labor
surplus or labor shortage categories and thus materially enhance the estimates
made by the Bureau of Employment Security which now have to be based on
unemployment insurance claims, employment statistics, and whatever other
miscellaneous information there may be. At the same time, these local surveys
would yield many details, not now available, on the characteristics of local labor
force, and the nature and extent of local unemployment. A much better base
would thus be provided for governmental decisions designed to cope with unem-
ployment problems. These local periodic surveys, based on a sampling of house-
holds, need not be, of course, carried throughout the Nation all at once. Rather,
they could be done gradually, by analyzing a number of labor market areas each
year on a rotating basis. At the present time, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
hopes to be able to contract for this work with the Bureau of the Census which
could couple this activity with the monthly surveys of the labor force. The
program deserves a favorable congressional consideration.

Data on the state of local labor market conditions needs to be supplemented by
information on labor turnover. The present statistics on hirings, layoffs, and
quits unfortunately are inadequate and do not cover all the major industries.
Nor do they provide data by State or local labor markets. Yet there is a decided
need for more data on labor turnover. This can be secured by strengthening
the existing national sample, by collecting data for a more comprehensive body
of industries and by providing local area information. Such statistics will be
invaluable in highlighting the changing patterns of economic stability or
instability throughout the country.

A word about farm employment statistics gathered by the Agricultural Mar-
keting Service of the Department of Agriculture. These data are gathered by
means of a mail questionnaire and are notoriously weak. Serious attention
must, therefore, be given to the improvement of data for this important sector
of our economy.-

Collection of data on employment, unemployment, and labor turnover, which
I have discussed, is but one step in the development of a comprehensive picture
of labor conditions throughout the Nation. Studies of past and current employ-
ment developments need to be supplemented by inquiries into occupational
prospects. Estimates must be developed showing the potential demand for labor
under a variety of conditions, including that generated by-mobilization or by
public works programs. Determination of job prospects in different lines of
activity and occupations is also invaluable in providing basic materials for voca-
tional guidance and counseling of our youth. Similarly, studies of employment
problems of special groups in our population, such as women or oldsters, should
contribute much in developing employment opportunities for them.

There is also a need to strengthen the collection of wage rate information by
industry and occupation. This program has suffered considerably during the
recent period, partly for budgetary reasons and in part because of the diversion
of activity to the collection of wage rate information on a community basis. At
the present time, occupational wage rate data are collected for too few industries
and much too infrequently. And yet this information is essential for appraisal of
wage relationship within the same industry in the different sections of the country
as well as for many other purposes.

Wage information must, of course, be supplemented by other data bearing on
industrial problems. These include studies of collective bargaining agreement
patterns, of the nature and extent of fringe benefits, of statistics on incidence,
severity, and causes of industrial accidents, as well as of the administration and
experience under workmen's compensation in the various States. The latter
statistics, gathered by the States, are particularly defective. The only hope for
their improvement is through a Federal investigation into the nature and character
of the available data. It will thus become possible to develop the minimum
standards for an adequate reporting and analytical system in this field.

There is also much need for studies into the levels of living of the various
segments of our population. For the fiscal year 1956, the President's annual
budget proposes that a survey of the farmers' expenditures be made. It would
furnish data on the patterns of their living and provide data for the possible
revision of the indexes of prices paid by farmers. There is a need for a similar
investigation of consumer expenditures and family budgets for urban dwellers.
Such studies were last conducted in 1951. Despite the tremendous importance
of this material, not only for the Government but for labor and market research
as well, much of this information was not even tabulated for lack of appropriations.
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Much of this information is now, however, out of date because of changes in the
levels of incomes and the patterns of consumption. There exists, therefore, a
need for another look. Such investigation will be useful not only for rechecking
the Consumers' Price Index but also for the measurement of intercity differences
in living costs. Conceptual differences between the Consumers' Price Index,
which is used generally to reflect the prices paid by urban employees, and the
index of prices paid by farmers also need looking into. Inasmuch as these 2 sets
of figures are used in making adjustments in the incomes of these 2 important
groups, it is important to establish the extent to which their conceptual differences
influence the behavior of the 2 indexes.

Incidentally, the President's Economic Report suggests on pages 95 and 97
that for "technical reasons" the Consumers' Price Index might have failed to
reveal fully the downward adjustment in the terms of purchase of durable goods
which has taken place since mid-1953. These fears are not altogether justified.
While admittedly no price index is a perfect instrument, yet it is doubtful whether
the vagaries in the prices of consumer durables during the recent past influenced
the Bureau of Labor Statistics index to any significant degree. Not all such
goods were sold at a hidden discount during this period. Furthermore, purchasers
at discount frequently were called upon to pay extra for many services available
to other consumers without charge, such as for delivery, installation, and the like.
These extra charges materially cut down differentials if some did in fact exist.
Furthermore, because durable goods are not purchased frequently and play but
a minor role in the everyday life of the consumer, the end effect on the overall
index at best was insignificant during this period, and well within the normal
degree of accuracy.

An important factor affecting the living standards of the Nation is housing.
Information on this and other construction activity presently available is unneces-
sarily scant and the President's annual budget recognizes this fact. Funds are,
therefore, requested to enable the Business and Defense Services Administration
and the Bureau of Labor Statistics to increase their activity in this area. Aside
from the information on the physical characteristics of new housing, it is highly
desirable to develop data to show how well new construction meets the economic
needs of American families at different levels of income and in different sections
of the country. It is important to know at what prices housing is sold or rented,
the characteristics of the buyers and tenants of new housing, and the extent to
which the existing housing inventories are replenished. The Federal Government
has a direct interest in such information, both on account of its large-scale program
of guaranteeing housing mortgages and loans and because construction of wrong
type of housing may lead to a rise in foreclosures and a fall in real estate values.

The various economic censuses for 1954 should help materially in providing
the much-needed benchmark information for many current statistics. Adequate
funds will, of course, be needed to insure the tabulation and publication of much
of this material. New census data will help to improve the estimates of national
income and of the gross national product. This is another area where much addi-
tional work needs to be done. As pointed out in the President's Economic Report,
pages 84 and 85, the alternative methods of estimating gross national product
result in statistical discrepancies which make it impossible to ascertain the precise
nature of comparative changes in the economy.

In connection with the development of the current business statistics, work also
needs to be done in the inventory field. These figures leave much to be desired.
In view of their importance in the evaluation of the national economic trends,
this work should command high priority.

The Employment Act of 1946 directs the President to set forth in his economic
report the levels of employment, production, and purchasing power obtaining in
the United States and such levels needed to assure useful employment oppor-
tunities for those willing, able, and seeking to work, in accordance with the act's
declaration of policy. The President is also directed to set forth the current fore-
seeable trends in the levels of employment, production, and purchasing power.
In his first economic report, transmitted last year, the President failed to provide
a detailed quantitative projection of the Nation's economic budget. This omis-
sion was duly noted by your committee's Joint Economic Report (H. Rept. 1256,
83d Cong., 2d sess., p. 2), which pointed out: "As the Federal Government curtails
its defense purchases it seems especially desirable that our economic thinking be as
precise as possible in indicating the nature and magnitude of the adjustments
called for to permit our economy to continue stable and to expand." The gap
left by the President had to be filled by your committee.
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This year, however, the President again failed to take heed of the statutory in-
junction and your committee's reminder regarding the need for detailed quantita-
tive projections. There is little doubt, however, that in the formulation of the
Chief Executive's plans with respect to the Federal economic programs, appro-
priate projections had to be made by the executive departments inicuding the
Council of Economic Advisors. It is to be regretted that the results of this work
were not made available to Congress and through it to the general public at large.
The need for such information on all levels of public and private policy formulation
is great. A disservice is thus rendered to the Nation in withholding the material
available to the executive branch from public gaze.

The nonpublication of detailed statistical data which led the President to
certain conclusions and recommendations in his report also handicaps Congress,
as well as the general public, in their evaluation of the particular judgments.
A case in point is offered, for example, by the recommendation made on page 58
of the Economic Report that the minimum wage be raised to 90 cents an hour.
Congress is told that "such action would increase the wages of about 1.3 million
workers by an average of about 9 cents an hour" and that "90 cents an hour is
the highest minimum wage that can be economically justified in present circum-
stances." Although it is generally known that appropriate data have been
compiled by the Department of Labor, such information as well as any other
analyses which led the President to his conclusions have not been made public-
at least, as of the early part of this week. Your committee is thus deprived of
important information needed by you in the performance of your statutory duties.

Another type of shortcoming brought about by the unavailability to Congress
and the public of the needed statistical data is illustrated by the brief reference
made on page 4 of the Economic Report regarding the importance of productivity
increases as the core of economic expansion. Although a chart is given in the
report (p. 5) on the output per man-hour in major industries for the 1909-53
period, nowhere in the report is there any supporting data for these graphs. The
credit for the charts is given to the Council of Economic Advisers which pre-
sumably derived the data from various Government and private sources. For
some time, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has been working on the preparation
of such indexes. To date, none were released. Yet the importance of these
figures is undeniable; the compilation of productivity information by the Council
of Economic Advisers and its use in the Economic Report underlines this fact.

It may not be amiss, therefore, to note that the Chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers, Dr. Arthur Burns, in his communication to your Subcom-
mittee on Economic Statistics dated July 6, 1954, expressed a hope that "all
agencies will press forward to the fuller explanation of their statistical data and
their limitations" (Economic Statistics: Hearings before the Subcommittee on
Economic Statistics of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, July 12, and
13, 1954, p. 167). This sound precept undoubtedly should apply with equal
force to vital data produced by the Council, particularly when these are used in
as important a context as that of the President's Economic Report. I hope that
your committee will call for these important statistics and for the description of
the methods used in their compilation. You may also wish to spur on the prompt
completion and release of productivity data now worked on by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics.

Another comment needs to be made in connection with the statistical data
contained in the President's Economic Report. Increasingly the analyses in
the report tend to rely on the seasonally adjusted data. There is no question
but that the technique of "correcting" the raw figures through the elimination of
the effect of seasonality is a very useful one, provided the end results are used
with caution and in conjunction with the raw data. Over the years, seasonal
patterns do not remain static. And yet, whatever changes occur in seasonal
patterns they cannot be detected until the passage of several years. As a result,
the adjustments tend to lag behind the times. While the effects of such a lag
may be relatively small when long-range movements are under consideration,
they are apt to seriously distort short-term perspectives when seasonal patterns
change. Thus, for example, when the automobile industry modified its seasonal
pattern in the latter part of last year by introducing new car models at an earlier
date, the seasonally adjusted employment series, attuned to the patterns of
earlier years, showed an undue increase; yet it merely reflected a change in the
pattern of seasonality rather than an actual gain. A proper caution must there-
fore be exercised in relying on such figures.

The proposals for increased budgetary appropriations for the statistical work
in the executive branch of the Federal Government is a step in the right direction.
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For several years, the appropriations for statistical activities have lagged behind
the need and permitted attrition of much useful work. To assure a sound devel-
opment of the statistical programs in the future, it is desirable to strengthen the
Office of Statistical Standards in the Bureau of the Budget by increasing its
personnel and by giving it independent status and thus permitting it to take a
more active role in the development of the Federal statistical programs.

Your committee, I am sure, is fully cognizant of the existing statistical gaps.
Your interest in the matter will be a major contribution in inducing Congress to
make adequate provisions for an improved Federal statistical system.

COMMENTS SUBMITTED BY THE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS AND DIRECTOR ROBERT
W. BURGESS CONCERNING STATEMENTS AND TESTIMONY AT JULY 19.54
HEARINGS ON STATISTICS

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS,

Washington 25, February 7, 1955.
Mr. GROVER W. ENSLEY

Staff Director, Joint Committee on the Economic Report,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. ENSLEY: In accordance with conversations between you and Mr.
Eckler, we are submitting comments concerning the statements and testimony of
various witnesses in the course of the healings last summer before the Subcom-
mittee on Economic Statistics. It is my understanding that these comments
are still in order, even though some months have passed since the hearings. As
you know, during much of the intervening period our staff has been very heavily
involved in connection with the four major censuses-agriculture, business, manu-
factures, and mineral industries, which were referred to by a number of the
witnesses. We have, however, undertaken to make a review of all the prepared
statements and discussions, in order to locate any points which in our opinion
require correction, explanation, or other modification.

Our comments, which are submitted as an attachment to this letter, are grouped
according to the subjects for which the statistics are compiled-agriculture,
business (retail, wholesale, and service trades), foreign trade, governments,
housing and construction, industry, and population-with a final section on other
statistical programs. We have also included statements on our work on seasonal
adjustments, on interagency operations, and on sampling.

In addition, I have appended some comments of my own on the relation of
efficiency to the size of an organization primarily concerned with collecting
statistics from the public. These comments relate to a point made by Mr.
Belcher in his discussion of a central statistical agency, and are submitted on a
personal basis as a matter of administrative propriety.

In the future work of the subcommittee, some members may wish to look at the
materials which we prepared for our Intensive Review Committee and which
they published in the exhibits to their report, part II, pages 805-934. In those
materials, copies of which were sent to the committee some time ago, we discussed
content of the census programs, sampling, and other matters of interest to the
subcommittee. The members may also wish to examine the report of our Special
Advisory Committee on Employment Statistics. If you do not have a copy of the
latter report, we shall be glad to send one to you.

It is my judgment that the hearings before the Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics accomplished a very important task, providing a clear picture of many
of the uses made of Government statistics, of the way different parts of the program
fit together, and of the need for certain improvements. I believe there is no
doubt that the numerous expressions of support for the statistical programs of
many Government agencies, including in particular support for the 1954 censuses
in a number of important fields have paved the way for a much greater acceptance
of this important part of the 6 overnment's activities. I am glad to note, there-
fore, that the full committee is planning to devote a panel session on February 9
to economic statistics.

If clarification or expansion of any of our comments seems to be required, please
let us know.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT W. BURGESS,

Director, Bureau of the Census.
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RELATION OF EFFICIENCY TO SIZE OF STATISTICAL ORrANIZATION-SUBMITTED
BY ROBERT W. BURaTESS, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF THIE CENSUS

With reference to Mr. Belcher's statements in regard to the organization of
agencies handling economic statistics, my experience in the past 2 years as
Director of the Bureau of the Census, the largest general-purpose statistical
organization in the United States Government, suggests some comments designed
to contribute to a fuller analysis of the problem of the relation of size of organiza-
tion to efficiency.

1. As indicated by Mr. Belcher, any agency that has a regulatory and/or
enforcement function to carry out should collect the statistical returns that are
necessary tools for its administrative operations. Such an agency often can and
does secure some of the information it needs from a general purpose agency, such
as the Bureau of the Census, and in turn often facilitates the work of the general
purpose agency by drawing off addresses, summaries, or other useful material
from its records. The main job of an administrative agency, however, is different
in nature and purpose, and calls for concentrated attention without an injurious
degree of diversion of effort to collaboration with other agencies. The main bulk
of administrative statistics, therefore, cannot advantageously be centralized.

2. It is important to give separate attention to the function of collecting
economic statistics from the public. The function of interpreting, as distin-
guished from explaining, the statistical results is analytical and calls for different
points of view, and in large measure, for different professional experts.

In many cases interpretation can be performed most effectively by a different
organization than the one that actually collects the data. At times, to be sure,
it seems best to group the unit that collects the data closely with the unit or
individual that interprets. In most cases, however, it is advantageous to divide
responsibility clearly between those who collect and those who interpret the
statistics.

Supplementing the above remarks on separation of the function of collecting
and interpreting, and referring to the discussion between Mr. Talle and Dr.
Burns on page 176 of the hearings, I feel it is important to emphasize the principle
that the planning of any statistical survey should be done jointly by those who
will use or interpret the resulting statistics, those who will collect the data, and
if possible, representatives of those individuals and businessmen who will furnish
the basic information. Users of the results would often like information that
experts in collecting know cannot be collected accurately or even at all.

3. Mr. Belcher's judgment that the size of a centralized operation for United
States Government statistics would be almost staggeringly big (cf. last 2 para-
graphs, p. 149 of hearings) does not, in my opinion, give full weight to the 2 limi-
tations noted in points 1 and 2; that is to say, the special treatment of adminis-
trative statistics and the separation of interpretation from collection and explana-
tion. It would be my tentative estimate that centralized operations limited as
indicated would not be more than 100 percent larger, as measured by full-time
permanent personnel, than the present Census Bureau.

I believe such a larger organization, if it followed the principles of division of
responsibility exemplified by the present Census organization, might well be
more efficient than the present fragmented Federal statistical organization. The
contrary point of view is like saying that a regiment of infantry can be an efficient
fighting organization but that a Drigade of two regiments cannot be efficient
because of the difficulties of organization. It is recognized in the field of military
organization that the relations between higher officers are somewhat different
than the relations of captains and lieutenants to the men under them, but satis-
factory patterns of leadership at the higher level have been developed.

4. The preceding comments are not intended to present complete arguments
for or against the establishing of a centralized data collecting agency. This issue,
as noted by Mr. Belcher, has many aspects and the purpose of these comments
is merely to present some supplementary views as to the necessary effect of size
on the effectiveness of a statistical organization

COMMENTS ON THE JULY 1954 HEARINGS BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
ECONOMIC STATISTICS, SUBMITTED BY THE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

These comments relate to the following subjects: Agricultural statistics, busi-
ness statistics (retail, wholesale, and service trades), foreign-trade statistics,
governments statistics, housing and construction statistics, industry statistics,
population statistics, other statistical programs, seasonal adjustment of monthly
series, interagency operations, and sampling.
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AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS

The Department of Agriculture expressed a need for more agricultural infor-
mation-especially information on tractors and other machines, fertilizer and
lime, etc. (p. 97). The 1954 census of agriculture will provide figures on the
number of tractors and other important types of machines on farms in each
county and State. It will also provide measures of expenditures for such items
as labor, feed, gasoline and oil, fertilizer and lime. The extent to which fertilizer
and lime are used on the 4 or 5 most important crops in each State will be shown.

The 1954 census of agriculture, taken in the final quarter of 1954, will provide
comprehensive up-to-date statistics on farms; farm acreage; farm products; live-
stock numbers; inventory of the important machines on farms; a count of farms
with selected facilities; the employment, hours of work, and rates of pay of per-
sons working on farms; the principal farm expenditures, including cash rent;
the number of farms mortgaged; and the value of farm land and buildings.

The principal results from the census will start to become available 'by counties,
in early 1955, and will be available for all counties in the United States by the
beginning of 1956. Final summaries and analyses will be published by the end
of 1956.

Agricultural statistics were omitted from the list of principal economic statistics
produced by the Bureau of the Census (p. 33). The following entries should
be inserted:

Agriculture: Semimonthly during harvesting season, report of cotton ginned;
quinquennial census of agriculture; decennial censuses of drainage and irrigation.

BUSINESS (RETAIL, WHOLESALE, AND SERVICE TRADES) STATISTICS

A. Sampling
The Budget Bureau's comments on limitations of sales and inventory series are

substantially correct (p. 23), but the initial sentence, "Current statistics on
inventories and sales are inadequate" might well be qualified in view of recent
improvements in the samples for these surveys. (Gaps in data mentioned by the
Budget Bureau are discussed below.) In retail trade, a new probability sample
has been selected which produces a sound statistical sales series. The wholesale
trade survey has, for the first time, been put on a probability sample base; as a
result, wholesale statistics with a measurable sampling variability will be issued
this fiscal year. Greater accuracy in industry detail in both the wholesale in-
ventory and sales series and the retail sales series is dependent on increasing the
size of the sample. This would necessitate an increase in the budget for these
surveys.

A Budget Bureau staff memorandum indicates that "Because these samples
[for annual surveys of retail and wholesale trade] deteriorate after a few years as a
result of changes in the business population which cannot be kept account of
adequately, sample surveys should not be expected to be an adequate substitute
for full censuses for long periods of time" (p. 49). This reference to deterioration
may be misleading. At present, both the retail and wholesale trade surveys are
conducted in such a manner as to reflect business births and deaths. It is true,
however, that a complete census provides a means of periodically checking size
and other changes and thus improving sample survey efficiency.

The same memorandum contains the following statement: "Technical problems
associated with the introduction of a new sample of retail establishments in 1953
have affected the reliability of the estimates for some purposes, especially year-
to-year comparisons" (p. 51). Discrepancies introduced by basic revisions in
sample design are believed to be an unavoidable part of the price paid for
improvement.

Mr. Kellogg questioned the adequacy of the retail trade sample for making
estimates of farm machinery sales because the sample is largely urban (p. 314).
Analysis of the sample does not indicate that there is any special degree of unreli-
ability because of any inadequacies of representation of rural areas. Retail sales
figures are not currently published for farm machinery. The retail sample is
designed to provide estimates of total retail sales most efficiently. Data for indi-
vidual kinds of business are a byproduct of this operation and can be provided
only for the largest ones. The sample is designed to represent all types of com-
munities, rural as well as urban, by the size of the sample is not adequate to pro-
duce estimates of satisfactory precision for kinds of business such those that are
important only in rural and small urban communities. Either an increase in the

58422-55--72
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size of the total sample or special supplementation in rural areas would be
necessary to provide satisfactory estimates of sales of farm machinery dealers.

Differences between the advance estimates (issued 10 days after the close ot
the month) and the final estimates (issued 35 to 40 days after the close of the
month) have occasioned some concern (see pp. 51 and 87). Thus far, month-to-
month changes in total retail trade as shown in the two reports have been similar.
Infrequently, however, changes in a specific kind of business, as shown in the
two reports, have been different in degree but similar in direction. In rare cases,
where the final figures showed virtually no change, these small changes have
been different in direction. It should be noted that since the 10-day series is
only 1 year old, there is not enough experience as yet for thorough analysis of its
behavior. At any rate, improved techniques now being tested and improvements
in the basic sample for both series should reduce the differences.

Mr. Roos stated, "There is constant revision of sales data until 4 months after
sales actually occurred" (p. 341). Revision of retail sales data by the Bureau of
the Census has been virtually eliminated by improvements in timing of collection
and in tabulation procedures. Final estimates are now issued 35 to 40 days after
the close of the month. (Previously, preliminary figures were issued at that time,
and final figures appeared a month later.) Under the new technique, revisions
of final estimates are rarely required. Of course, the Office of Business Economics,
which adjusts these data for seasonal factors, may make changes as a result of
revision of its seasonal adjustment factors.

Mr. Roos pointed out that jewelry store sales data were discontinued as a
separate item in 1953 although they were continued as a part of total durable
goods sales (p. 341). These figures were discontinued because of their high sam-
pling error. It does not follow, however, that the durable goods data are inade-
quate. In fact, the sampling error for the durable goods group is relatively low
despite the high sampling error in some of its components.

B. Gaps in the statistics
Need for data on retail inventories was mentioned by the Budget Bureau

(p. 23), the Office of Business Economics (p. 108), and the Council of Economic
Advisers (p. 167). The Bureau conducted exploratory surveys on retail inven-
tories during fiscal 1954. The results of these surveys indicated a strong likeli-
hood that a direct measure of dollar inventories of retail establishments could be
developed. Work in this field is continuing in fiscal 1955.

The Council of Economic Advisers noted the need for data on sales and inven-
tories of consumer durable goods at successive stages of the distributive process
(p. 169). The Bureau has conducted a small-scale test of some aspects of this
problem and is continuing a minimum-testing program. Any substantial achieve-
ment, however, requires the additional funds needed for a larger scale operation.

The Budget Bureau (p. 51), the Office of Business Economics (p. 107), Miss
Kyrk (p. 246), Mr. Rosenbaum (pp. 296-298), and Mr. Roos (p. 341) pointed
to the value of data on individual commodities. The budget for the 1954 census
of business ($9 million for that census compared with $13.4 million for the 1948
census) is not sufficient to permit collection of merchanise-line statistics for retail
trade. In connection with the 1954 census, exploratory work will be undertaken
to improve the techniques for collecting merchandise-line statistics.

Mr. Rosenbaum criticized the conceptual approach in the monthly retail-
trade series and felt that sales by type of merchandise are more meaningful that
sales by type of retail store (pp. 296-298). Without any deprecation of the
importance of sales by type of merchandise, it may be noted that the national
estimates of the volume and trends of retail trade provided by the Bureau indi-
cate the functioning of groups of economic enterpirses. Businessmen and their
trade associations make direct use of sales by kind of business, because the store
is the business unit and the trade association is made up of businessmen engaged
in similar activities. Decisions on taxes, bank credit, consumer credit, construc-
tion programs, Government outlays, and other Government actions which directly
affect business activity also can be aided by this type of information.

Sales estimates by type of merchandise or by commodity would meet a need
the importance of which is not questioned. The Bureau of the Census has dis-
cussed with the Budget Bureau and other interested Government agencies the
possibility of obtaining national estimates of sales and inventories of some of
the major household appliances; and the Bureau of the Census tested a procedure
for getting these data. It concluded that it could probably provide monthly
estimates for a number of major consumer items if it were so directed. However,
complete monthly estimates on a commodity or merchandise-line basis do not
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appear feasible at present because retailers cannot provide this information from
their records. Even in a complete census of business, such data are very difficult
to collect and the reliability of the results is at least uncertain even if collected.

The Budget Bureau pointed to the need for annual data on retail credit sales
(pp. 51 and 71) indicating that "a more accurate analysis of consumer credit
would be possible if a breakdown of retail sales by type of transaction * * *
were provided in the annual retail-trade surveys." The statement is correct
with reference to the lack of such figures. However, a breakdown of accounts
receivable by type of transaction has been provided in the last two annual retail
trade surveys and presumably will be continued in future annual surveys. The
Federal Reserve Board, which furnishes part of the funds for conducting the
annual retail trade survey has regarded the accounts-receivable information as
considerably more important than the credit sales by type breakdown. The
inclusion of the latter in the annual survey would add appreciably to cost and
to respondent burden.

Budget Bureau staff memorandum No. 3 makes a series of recommendations
on plant and equipment expenditures data (pp. 47-48). The Bureau plans to
test the collection of capital expenditures data in connection with the 1954 census
of business.

The Budget Bureau indicated that current statistics on personal service trades
receipts are inadequate (p. 23). It would be relatively simple, within the frame-
work of its current program sample design, for the Bureau of the Census to
provide monthly service trade statistics. No funds, however, have been made
available for this purpose.

Miss Kyrk pointed to the need of extending the scope of the census of business
to service trades previously not covered (p. 246). This possibility should be
explored in preparing for the 1958 census of business. Limitations in the enu-
merator type of canvass have prevented the Bureau from including those trades;
but with present techniques for identifying business establishments (e. g., use of
the administrative records of the Internal Revenue Service and the Bureau of
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance), extension of the census scope may be feasible.

Mr. Rosenbaum suggested annual reports of retail sales for cities with popula-
tions of 100,000 or more (p. 303). Such data could be provided if the retail
survey sample were expanded, but funds for doing this have not been available.

The Office of Business Economics recommended that information on distribu-
tion of manufacturers' sales and sales to Government by manufacturers and whole-
salers be obtained in the census of business (p. 107). Business establishments
generally seem to have considerable difficulty reporting the desired data in these
fields. The reasons for the difficulty include lack of knowledge by the manufac-
turer of the class in which the customer falls, and even when this is known, failure
to attach a usable record of such facts to the sales record. In the 1954 censuses
the Bureau is collecting information on distribution of manufacturers' sales from
those manufacturing fields where, after consulting industry advisory groups, it
concluded that such collection was feasible. The Bureau is also exploring new
collection methods during the census period.

Wholesalers' direct sales to the Federal Government are being obtained in the
1954 census on a very large proportion of the wholesale forms; however, the recom-
mendations in industry conferences indicated that it was not feasible to collect
data for sales to other governmental bodies.

The Department of Agriculture noted that the census data were of limited
use for certain studies because no data were collected on cost of goods sold (p. 94).
While the analytical needs for such data have been well established, there has been
a long-standing reluctance on the part of some business groups to have such data
collected, because of fear that the results would be used to criticize, and perhaps
even to control, profits.

An electrical machinery company in the survey taken by the National Industrial
Conference Board indicated that it "never felt sure of the stock-sales ratio given
in the wholesale trade report" (p. 214). The figures would be more useful to them
if they were reported in terms of inventory turnover, that is to say, based on
inventory at estimated sales value.

Before the wholesale sample was revised, the Bureau described the ratios as
representing the experience only of the respondents in the survey. The ratios
derived from the revised sample, however, will not have this limitation. The
revised sample is a probability sample and is designed to reflect the conditions in
the trades reported. The results should therefore be more useful.

The stock-sales ratios in the wholesale trade report are a byproduct of the data
on sales and on inventories at cost, which are collected in the wholesale survey.
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To provide inventory turnover measures (defined as ratios of sales to inventories at
sales value) would require either collecting inventories at sales value or continuing
to collect inventories at cost value and adjusting them to sales value with appro-
priate markup factors.!
C. Duplication in collection

Mr. Rosenbaum stated that both the Bureau of the Census and the Federal
Reserve Board collect information on sales and stocks from department stores
and furniture stores, and information on sales from household-appliance stores,
auto dealers, and other stores (pp. 295-296). This statement, while previously
correct, no longer holds as a general description of method. For more than 10
years, the 2 agencies have had a cooperative arrangement for the collection of
department-store information. This arrangement has served substantially to
eliminate duplicate contacts with these firms to collect the same information.
It also generally extends to other types of retail stores, such as furniture stores,
apparel stores, household-appliance stores, and lumber yards. As a result, there
is little duplication in collection.
D. Delays in getting information.

The Council of Economic Advisers stated that it has been handicapped by the
lag of information on inventories (p. 165). Earlier timing of data on whole-
salers' inventories would require an operation comparable to the advance reporting
in the retail 10-day sales series. This could be considered as soon as the new
wholesale panel operation is stabilized-provided, of course, that funds are avail-
able for that purpose. In retail inventories, the first job is to establish a reliable
series.

Mr. Rosenbaum referred to the delay in release of monthly retail sales estimates,
to the neglect of seasonally adjusted data, and to the announcement of figures in
the newspapers several days before the report arrives by mail (p. 296).

The description of the release of monthly retail sales estimates as delayed does
not seem justified. Since October 1953, the Bureau has published an advance
report on retail trade 10 days after the end of the month to which the data refer.
This release provides sales estimates for the 10 major kind-of-business groups in
retail trade and for grocery stores and department stores. The final estimates
are published 4 weeks later in the Monthly Retail Trade Report and provide
detail for an additional 25 kinds of business.

The Office of Business Economics adjusts the advance estimates of total sales
for seasonal factors, and the adjusted percentage comparisons with previous
month and previous year appear in the advance report. OBE also adjusts the
final estimates of sales by kinds of business and publishes them in the Survey of
Current Business. The detailed Monthly Retail Trade Report, however, has not
carried the adjusted figures, and the possibility of including them is being explored.

Inevitably, figures are announced in the newspapers before the report reaches all
subscribers. At the time a report is released, the Department of Commerce
places on its press table a press release summarizing the contents of the report.
Newspapermen and representatives of the news services may take the release and
wire the information to newspapers in all parts of the country. The Department
is scheduled to mail the reports to subscribers within 1 day after the release
date. This has seemed to be a reasonable procedure, which could be improved
only at considerable cost.
E. Budget problems

Mr. Rosenbaum suggested a budget geared to the known peaks and valleys in
the work so that failure to make a specific appropriation would not eliminate a
regular project, such as the census of business (pp. 323-325). As was pointed out
at the hearings, it was impossible to take a $9 million census of business without
a specific appropriation, because the appropriation for the regular current activities
was only about $6 million. The real need, we believe, is for the Congress to
recognize as reasonable a budget program which follows a regular census cycle
although it may fluctuate from year to year.

The problem of financing intermittent operations like the censuses was explored
by the Hoover Commission. Drs. Frederick C. Mills and Clarence D. Long made
the following comments in the Task Force Report on Statistical Agencies:

"Advance planning and advance commitment of funds are necessary in a pro-
gram of basic census work and in some other statistical activities. The system of
annual appropriations, with recurrent periods of budgetary uncertainty and
occasional sharp fluctuations in the scale of major recurrent statistical programs,
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has at times made planning and programing difficult and has induced instability in
:statistical operations. Unexpected changes sometimes result in the loss of funds
previously expended on preliminary work."

The Tntensive Review Committee in its report, Appraisal of Census Programs,
referred to those comments and noted:

"That problem remains unsolved and in fact has been aggravated by the severe
budgetary uncertainties that have developed since the Hoover Commission task
force report was written."
F. List of Bureau activities

In the list of principal economic statistics produced by the Bureau of the Census
(p. 33), the following items should be added:

Monthly: Secondary inventories of principal petroleum products by PAD
districts, and quarterly measures of storage capacity.

Current (5 dates in marketing season): Canned food report, distributors'
-stocks of important canned food items (fruits, vegetables, and juices).

The item "Monthly: Retail trade reports * * *" should be amended to
include the word "regional," after the word "national."

FOREIGN TRADE STATISTICS

"The concluding paragraph of the Department of Agriculture statement (p. 100)
may be misleading. It reads:

"Beginning January 1, 1954, similar sampling, in this case of 5 percent, is taken
*of imports with a value of $200 or less. The Department of Agriculture is fre-
quently interested in the origin of these small-value imports and recommends the
resumption of tabulation and publication of full details."

The figure should be "$250" instead of "$200." More important, however,
we believe that the information desired could not be obtained if the 5-percent
-sampling were superseded by full compilation. For imports, the limiting factor
is lack of sufficient detail on informal entries valued under $250. Since these
informal entries constitute the bulk of the total of imports under $250, the statis-
tics would not provide the information desired, even if all entries under $250
were tabulated. Important policy problems would be raised if substantially
more detailed reporting on the informal entry forms were required. It is perhaps
true, however, that full compilation of those under $250 entries which provide
sufficient detail and an increase from 5 to 10 or 20 percent in the size of the sample
for the informal entries would somewhat increase the usable detail, but would
probably meet only a relatively small part of the Department of Agriculture
needs.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics made the following statement (p. 124):
"Foreign-trade statistics are tabulated to show imports and exports in relation

to tariff schedules. On rare occasions, funds have been supplied to the Bureau
-of the Census to enable them to retabulate these statistics by SIC groups."

The following statement is more accurate:
"Foreign-trade statistics are tabulated by commodity without regard to the

industry in which they are produced; but funds have been made available on rare
-occasions so that the Bureau of the Census could retabulate the figures in such a
way as to approximate the Standard Industrial Classification."

Mr. Burns made the following statement (page 164):
"(1) We have urged the various statistical agencies of the Federal Government

to accelerate the reporting of economic information. Notable progress has been
made in the reporting * * * of exports and imports * * *"

This statement gives undeserved credit to the Bureau of the Census, since the
release dates for export and import data are now about the same as they were in
April 1953. The improvement in release dates during the past year remedied the
lateness in release dates which occurred in July 1953 during the period of large
staff turnover. Thus, there has been no fundamental change in release date
schedules. By using Univac, we anticipate that we can improve schedules, but
we could not do this in any other way with present resources and workload.

The following are typographical errors:
Page 58, line 5, after section heading "Recommendations," "minimize" should

be "maximize."
Page 59, second line after italicized heading, "(PT 985)" should be "(FT 985) ".
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GOVERNMENT STATISTICS

The Budget Bureau (in a staff memorandum on p. 74) and the Council of
Economic Advisers (p. 169) suggested more frequent than annual reporting'on
State and local government finances. We believe a practicable approach to this
problem would be to cover, monthly or quarterly, certain significant segments of
financial operations rather than to attempt comprehensive coverage of revenue,
expenditure, debt, and assets totals. Existing statistics on State and local govern-
ment payrolls, for example, have been available in the past on a quarterly basis
from Bureau of the Census surveys and will be available in the future (after
January 1955) from Bureau of Labor Statistics data. (Responsibility for the
conduct of quarterly surveys of State and local government employment and
payrolls currently is being transferred from the Bureau of the Census to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.) Payroll expenditures account for $13 billion of the
total of $33 billion spent annually by State and local governments. Addition of a
monthly or quarterly survey of State and local government construction expendi-
ture, as described by the Bureau of the Census on page 104, would add another
$7 billion in expenditure coverage. Statistics on public assistance payments and
unemployment compensation benefits are available on a monthly basis; these
would provide perhaps another $3 billion of expenditure coverage. The total
of these sources would cover roughly $23 billion out of $33 billion of total spending
and would provide extremely significant information on intrayear trends in
State and local expenditure.

As to revenue, an intrayear survey of tax collections, which is believed to be
practicable, plus integration of existing data on other types of revenue might cover
as much as $26 billion of the approximately $33 billion collected by State and local
governments from their own sources and from Federal aid. More frequent than
annual information might also be obtainable on debt and debt transactions.

We believe that substantially more value per dollar spent would be obtained
from this combination approach to intrayear financial statistics than would be
yielded by an attempted coverage of all types of revenue, all expenditures, debt,
and assets.

In the list of principal economic statistics produced by the Bureau of the
Census (p. 33), the "quarterly" entry for governments should read:

"Quarterly: National estimates of public employment and payroll based on
reports from a sample of governmental units."

(After January 1955 responsibility for this activity transferred to Bureau of
Labor Statistics.) The "annual" group should include the following:

Annual: State-by-State estimates of public employment and payroll based on
reports from a sample of governmental units.

HOUSING AND CONSTRUCTION STATISTICS

The need for statistics on alteration and repair expenditures was mentioned
several times during the hearings (pp. 23-24, 55, 88, 116-117, 166, 275, and 285).
In our letter to the Budget Bureau, we indicated that we were investigating this
problem (p. 102), and Mr. Colean also mentioned our activity (p. 287). The first
results of our investigation are now available. On September 13, 1954, the Bureau
of the Census issued a release showing total expenditures by homeowners for
repairs and alterations during the first 5 months of 1954. A more detailed report
(series H-101, No. 1) was issued on December 18.

Following the survey of expenditures on residential properties, the Census
Bureau is doing some preliminary work in preparing for a similar survey on
commercial properties. This work is being developed under the sponsorship
and with the cooperation of the staff of the Business and Defense Services Admin-
istration. An initial exploration is being made by the Census staff on the problems
involved in making a survey of retail business properties.

Statements on deficiencies and gaps in the housing field suggest and strengthen
the Census Bureau's proposed program to conduct an intercensal housing survey.
This was recommended by the Intensive Review Committee, and the Bureau
has requested funds for this purpose for the fiscal year 1956.

The Budget Bureau (p. 56), the Department of Agriculture (pp. 98-99), Mr.
Colean (p. 278), and Mr. Roos (p. 337) indicated that the increase in the number
of dwelling units reported by the Bureau of the Census between 1940 and 1950
is greater than the number of housing starts reported by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics for that period. They point out the problems involved. The data from
the censuses of housing should be reconciled with the BLS data on housing
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starts, and we believe that there is considerable need for a measurement of the
components reflected in the net change in the housing inventory-new construc-
tion, conversions, demolitions, etc.

In the list of principal economic statistics produced by the Bureau of the Census
(p. 33), the "occasional" group for Population and Housing should include the
following: Rent and income surveys for local housing authorities.

INDUSTRY STATISTICS

The Bureau of the Budget made the following statement on current statistics
of industrial production (p. 25):

"Continuation of the present census program for current commodity series,
and the annual survey of manufactures will adequately meet the informational
needs for current data, with the possible exception of the coverage of building
materials."

We believe that the Budget Bureau may have overlooked some inadequacies
in the current program. The need to expand the current commodity series
(Facts for Industry) was mentioned in their staff memorandum on the Federal
Reserve index of industrial production and also by three other participants.
The comments are as follows:

"The Board may recommend that the Bureau of the Census collect more
monthly data on manufactured products to replace certain of the series on input
of materials or labor now used in the index to represent the output of products
and to serve as components in industries which are only skimpily represented by
makeshift series. Specifically, if current data on the output of certain important
products. were available, for example, on flat glass, brass mill products, woven
synthetic fabrics, and soap and other detergents, the index could be further
strengthened. The Census Bureau may also be urged to collect more and better
annual series on products to compute better annual industry and other detailed
indexes with which to adjust the levels of the monthly indexes constructed from
data on man-hours or the consumption of materials, and to replace certain of the
deflated-value or other estimated annual series" (Bureau of Budget Staff Memo-
randum No. 7, p. 63).

"The Federal Reserve index of industrial production, which is developed from
basic data compiled by other organizations, would be strengthened by the collec-
tion of physical output data for important products for which adequate current
information is not now available. Some of these data, such as for glass, brass-
mill products, and woven synthetic fabrics, for example, would be desirable on
a monthly basis; others, such as data for various types of machinery, converted
paper products, and manufactured cereal products, would be necessary only
annually" (Federal Reserve Board, p. 86).

"More monthly series on production quantities would reduce the dependence
of the monthly Federal Reserve indexes on man-hour data. Additional physical
quantity data are also required to strengthen the annual Federal Reserve indexes
for many areas" (Council of Economic Advisers, p. 166).

"One of the particularly useful series of reports providing specific information
on the extent of the market for selected consumer goods in terms of physical units,
as measured by manufacturer's inventories, is thfe Facts for Industry series of the
Bureau of the Census. They have additional value because of their almost com-
plete industry coverage and because of their frequency-monthly or quarterly.
Only a few trade associations have been able to match the comprehensive cover-
age and accuracy of these reports. Consideration should be given to the supple-
mentation of these series by reports on other consumer products of importance
for which data are not now available" (Arthur Rosenbaum, Sears, Roebuck
& Co., p. 303).

According to our information, the present coverage of metal fabricating indus-.
tries is quite inadequate as far as output data are concerned. Annual data-
and for certain areas more frequent data-are badly needed in the fields of pumps
and compressors, special and general industrial machinery, and electrical equip-
ment and supplies. Statistics are lacking for a number of chemical industries
(such as drugs and medicines and insecticides) as well as for selected wood products
and converted paper products.

In a number of consumer and producer-goods industries, the annual surveys
mentioned above would serve as benchmarks for less complete Government and
private monthly and quarterly surveys. They would measure changes in cover-
age and provide certain data not obtained in the current reports.
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In addition to the need for limited expansion of the 65 current commodity
series, there is a need for further attention in these surveys to coverage of new
producers entering the field and to revisions of content.to reflect technological
changes and new products.

In the list of principal economic statistics produced by the Bureau of the Census
(p. 33), the entry for Facts for Industry should read as follows:

"Facts for Industry series: Monthly, quarterly, and annual: shipments,
production, stocks, and orders, 65 commodity surveys covering about 2,000
commodities."

POPULATION STATISTICS

Several witnesses from Government and private organizations commented on
the Bureau's statistics on employment and unemployment, which are collected
in the Current Population Survey. Some of their recommendations had been
made also by the Bureau (see pp. 101-102) and some represent new demands.

We believe that modest efforts canl be made to achieve some of the recommended
improvements with existing personnel and funds, but that substantial amounts
of new funds must be provided before work can be started on others. Work is
already in process on the following projects: Seasonal adjustments, compilation
of monthly data on part-time employment and unemployment of family heads,
studies of the relationship of unemployment estimated by the Bureau of the
Census to insured unemployment reported by the Bureau of Employment Secur-
ity, review of labor force concepts, and the regular publication of data on gross
changes in the labor force. A program of control and measurement of the quality
of the labor force statistics has also been launched. Funds to strengthen and
expand the national sample for the current survey have been requested for the
fiscal year 1956.

Among the projects which would require sizable amounts of additional funds,
the compilation of labor force data for individual cities or standard metropolitan
areas was most frequently urged. The need for such data has been recognized
in times of both labor shortage and labor surplus; however, funds were provided
only for the fiscal year 1947. Other recommended projects in this category were
a periodic survey of consumer incomes, expenditures, savings, debts, and other
economic subjects by family characteristics (mentioned by the Budget Bureau,
p. 17, Mr. Burns, p. 164, and Mr. Shishkin, p. 229); a comprehensive survey of
low-income families (mentioned by Mr. Burns, pp. 168 and 171, and Mr. Lubin,
p. 262); a quinquennial census of population and data on illness and impairments
of the population (mentioned by Budget Bureau, p. 85).

Mr. Roos suggested that the Bureau of the Census "revise its sampling of
household formation data so as to relate the error of estimate to the change in
households rather than to the absolute number, the reason being that the change
is the important factor in market analysis" (p. 337).

There are two thoughts implicit in this suggestion. One is to revise the
sample design to provide better estimates of change in the number of households;
the other is to publish errors of estimates relating to change rather than to the
absolute number. On the first point, the Bureau has been aware of the problems
involved ever since it began to tabulate results from the current population
survey for the purpose of providing estimates of the number of households. It
has undertaken extensive research projects, the largest being under a contract
with the Housing and Home Finance Agency in 1949-52, to develop plans for
a sample survey to measure change with an error of about 5 to 10 percent of the
change. It has also done research to discover any other limitations of the present
estimates in order to provide a basis for revisions of procedure which will reduce
errors of estimate. On the second point, sampling errors have been published
for those figures which the survey was designed to provide. The Bureau is
always ready to make available, upon request, any other estimate of sampling
error which a particular user would like to have.

The second paragraph of the criticism enclosed with Mr. Roos' letter (p. 337)
reads as follows:

"As we have pointed out the Bureau of the Census did not reconcile the dis-
crepancy in its 1950 figures on the number of households until April 1953. The
number of households reported by the census of population has now been revised
upward by about 1 million and the number reported by the same Bureau's
survey of population by several hundred thousand."

The number of households obtained in the 1950 census has not, strictly speak-
ing, been "revised." In the quotation above, Mr. Roos is referring to the dif-
ferences between the 1950 census figure on number of households and the numbers
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of households shown biv the postenumeration survey (a quality recheck of a

sample of the 1950 census returns) and by the current population survey. The

postenumeration survey showed a total number of households about a million

above the number shown by the complete census, but it is incorrect to state that

this fact constituted a revision of the census figure. The difference provides

an estimate of the net effect of errors of underenumeration and overenumeration

of persons as household heads. Some of the errors arose from missing some

entire households in the census, others from misclassifying some enumerated

persons as members of households maintained by other persons instead of as

heads of households, etc.
The Current Population Survey is based on a scientifically selected sample of

households and has provided annual figures on the number of households since the

middle 1940's, in connection with data collected on employment and unemploy-

ment. The figure shown by this survey for March 1950 was about 600,000 above

the April 1950 census figure for the number of households. At the time the survey

figure for March 1950 was prepared, the estimating procedure in use involved

the adjustment of figures collected in the field to independently determined dis-

tributions of population classified by age, sex and veteran status. These dis-

tributions then had to be based on data from the 1940 census brought forward by

taking into account the numbers of births and deaths, the amount of net immi-

gration, and the aging of the population since 1940. The necessary details from

the 1950 census for preparing independent estimates based on the 1950 census

were not available until 1953. A report issued in October 1953 indicated that the

effect of using the revised materials was to show an estimated number of house-

holds for March 1950 that was 350,000 greater than on the former basis. This

revision had no connection, therefore, with the results of the Post-Enumeration
Survey mentioned above.

OTHER STATISTICAL PROGRAMS

Mr. McCracken mentioned the need to bring Historical Statistics of the United

States, 1789-1945 up to date (p. 232). This publication was brought up to date

at the end of 1952 with Continuation to 1952 of Historical Statistics of the United

States, 1789-1945. Before and after this continuation was issued, the Bureau

carried forward and revised the historical series in the Historical Appendix of

the annual Statistical Abstract of the United States. A more thorough revision

of Historical Statistics is now being planned.
In the list of principal economic statistics produced by the Bureau of the Census

(p. 33), the "other" group should include: Annual: Statistical Abstract of the

United States; occasional: Historical Statistics of the United States; county and

city data book.

SEASONAL ADJUSTMENTS OF MONTHLY SERIES

Several participants at the hearings mentioned the need for seasonal adjust-

ments of monthly series. Following, for example, is the statement of the Council

of Economic Advisers (p. 167):
"In analyzing month-to-month changes in economic activity, difficulties of

interpretation frequently arise because of doubt about the magnitude of seasonal

factors. The need for seasonal adjustment is especially great in the areas of

construction, employment, production, sales, inventories, and banking. Although

a considerable number of important series are available in seasonally adjusted

form, many are not. Furthermore, some of the seasonal adjustments now prac-

ticed seem obsolete or otherwise defective."
The Bureau of the Census is preparing to publish seasonally adjusted monthly

data for many of its key series, including those showing industrial production,

import and export of commodities, and the labor force and its components. The

Bureau already publishes, jointly with the Office of Business Economics, season-

ally adjusted retail sales statistics with the original unadjusted figures.

The Bureau uses its Univac electronic computer to make some of these compu-

tations. This machine makes seasonal index computations and seasonal adjust-

ments at very high rates of speed and at low cost. The Bureau has programed a

method which takes advantage of the capacities of the Univac and has utilized

it for many series. This method is based on the most common technique for

computing seasonal movements (ratio to 12-month moving average) but, in

addition, it includes refinements, elaborations, and tests that have not previously

been practicable for most agencies because of the large computational workload.
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Because the Univac is so well suited to the seasonal computations and because
a seasonal index computation program has already been prepared, the Bureau
makes these computations on a cost basis for other Federal agencies. Approxi-
mately 500 series (including about 100 Bureau of Census series) have been
completed.

INTERAGENCY OPERATIONS

In its statement, the Budget Bureau mentioned the importance of records of
administrative agencies, referring to data collected by the Internal Revenue
Service and the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance in their administrative
operations (pp. 17-18). The Budget Bureau indicated that the data for County
Business Patterns (published jointly by the Bureau of the Census and the
BOASI) were developed from the BOASI records, and that the Bureau of the
Census is exploring the feasibility of using BOASI data to improve its intercensal
population estimates. An additional use of administrative records-for the 1954
censuses of business, manufactures, and imneral industries-is worth noting.
Also worth mentioning are the services provided by the Bureau of the Census to
the administrative agencies.
Use of administrative records in the 1954 censuses

In the 1954 censuses of business, manufactures, and mineral industries, theBureau makes important use of income tax returns and also employers' reportsunder the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (the basis for the BOASI currentdata). Practically all businesses file an income-tax return showing sales orreceipts, kind of business, and geographic location. All employers in business,manufactures, and mineral industries (about two-thirds of all business concerns)file a return under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act. The Bureau usesthe FICA return (collated with BOASI records) to develop a mailing list ofemployers; these employers are then asked to report in the censuses. TheBureau uses the income-tax return directly, without any additional canvass, toget basic data for nonemployers in the census of business. (Few nonemployers
are within the scope of the censuses of manufactures or mineral industries.)

The Budget Bureau pointed out some of the limitations in administrative
records (pp. 17-18, 28, and 43). Despite the problems involved in overcoming
these limitations, we believe that use of administrative records in the 1954 censuses
provides at least three advantages. (1) It reduces the cost of the census ofbusiness, probably without reducing its statistical quality. (Data for previous
censuses have been collected in a door-to-door canvass of all business establish-
ments, which is much more expensive than the new plan.) (2) It relieves thesmall businesses (non-employers) of the burden of making a report. (3) Itprovides the Bureau with an up-to-date mailing list of employers. This should
improve the coverage of the censuses and increase the efficiency of the operation.
Services to other Federal agencies

The Bureau of the Census uses the resources it has acquired as a data-collecting
agency to provide services at cost to other Federal agencies for their administrative
needs. In general, these services are of four types: (1) tabulations on Bureauequipment of data collected by other agencies, (2) special tabulations of datacollected by the Bureau, (3) collection and tabulation of data according to the
specifications of another Federal agency, and (4) consultation with and adviceto other agencies on statistical problems.

The computation of seasonal indexes (discussed above) illustrates the use of
Bureau equipment for work on the data of other agencies as well as data produced
in the Bureau.

Special tabulations are often made of data collected in the censuses and kepton punchcards or magnetic tape. An example of this is the occupation-by-
industry data from the 1950 census of population which were tabulated for anumber of metropolitan areas for the Bureau of Employment Security. ThatBureau sent the machine-sheet tabulations to appropriate State employment
security agencies to use in counseling, job promotion, and community employment
programing.

The Bureau of the Census collects and tabulates data for other Federal agencies
on subjects in which they are interested. For example, the Bureau will interview
a sample of the population about their smoking habits to get information for the
Department of Health. Education, and Welfare on the relationship between
smoking and various diseases. Such a survey can be taken as a supplement to
the regular monthly current population survey at exceedingly low cost. Some of
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the Bureau's facts for industry surveys have been modified to meet the admin-
istrative needs of the Business and Defense Services Administration. As another
illustration, the Department of Agriculture has obtained from the Bureau special
surveys on employment of farmworkers.

SAMPLING

Since Mr. Talle inquired (p. 159 of hearings) about the effectiveness and
reliability of sampling and the Bureau conducts much of its work on the basis of
-sampling, it seems appropriate to add to this statement a brief discussion of
sampling supplementary to Mr. Belcher's answer to Mr. Talle's question.

The first point about sampling to which attention should be called is that many
kinds of statistical studies make some use of sampling, sometimes of a purely
haphazard type. For example, the limited experience that one person has is
,often taken as a sample on which to base broad generalizations; the man of good
judgment often shows it by informal allowance for the smallness of the area that
he really knows.

A haphazard method of drawing a sample is to be sharply distinguished from
a method that makes use of scientific principles derived largely from the mathe-
matical. theory of probability. These principles are aimed at determining, by
application of established procedures, a sample which is a reasonably representa-
tive cross section of the aggregate. If the principles of sampling are properly
applied to the design of the sample, and if a large enough sample is taken, it is
possible to get results from the sample which approximate closely the results
which would have been obtained by a complete enumeration. Also, with an
appropriately designed sample, it is possible to derive from a knowledge of the
design and from the sample results a good measure of the precision of the sample
estimates. An important problem is to design the sample so that the results are
as accurate as are needed, but also so that the total cost of developing the design,
taking the sample, and deriving the results, is kept near the minimum consistant
with the desired degree of precision. Sampling theory provides effective guidance
in the solution of this problem.

In actual experience, the Census Bureau has found that sound use of sampling
procedures is effective in many cases in reducing cost tremendously, both-for the
collection of data and for processing, and in making possible more timely reporting
of results. Many surveys now carried out regularly would not have been feasible
at all on a complete basis, with the available funds and within acceptable time
limits.

Another point to note is that through sound sampling the quality of the survey
results can sometimes be improved as compared with the results of a complete
census. For example, in a relatively small sample survey, more attention can be
devoted to the selection, training, and supervision of interviewers than would be
feasible for a much larger operation. Consequently, more careful measurements
can be made for each particular case in the sample by spending more time on it
and by concentrating the attention of the more adequately trained staff that is
available.

With reference to the limitations of sampling, it is important to note that a
sample selected on sound principles to represent a small subgroup with a satis-
factory degree of reliability proves to be relatively large and hence the savings
in cost as compared to complete enumeration, are relatively small in such cases.
It is, therefore, desirable to use complete censuses where results of high accuracy
are needed for small areas or for very detailed classes of the population. Com-
plete censuses brought up to date from time to time are also useful in providing
the background for the design of efficient samples, e. g., such background items

as the distribution of manufacturing establishments by industry, location, and
number of employees, or the distribution of the population by small areas and

by such characteristics as age, sex, race, residence, family status, and occupation
or industry. The proper combination of complete censuses and sampling surveys
provides the most satisfactory statistical background for understanding the char-
acteristics of the population of the United States and its economic development.

Further explanation and elaboration of this subject of sampling can be found
in statements entitled "Sample Surveys versus Censuses" and "Obtaining Results
Sooner at Lower Cost" which are included in the exhibits to the report, Appraisal
of Census Programs, of the Intensive Review Committee, pages 842-849.
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MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS AND STATEMENTS RECEIVED FOR THE RECORD

NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D. C., February 9, 1955.

Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS, .~A S H -*
Senator from Illinois, United States Senate,

Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: At this morning's hearings I heard you say that you

thought that the gross national product (GNP) is not the best possible measure-
ment of economic activity as a whole and, if I understood correctly, you expressed
preference for the national income.

I do agree with your notion that there is an element of double counting in the
GNP. The prices of all goods include an allowance for depreciation. In addition,
the GNP measures the output of producers' goods used as replacements. To the
extent, therefore, that depreciation allowances are used for financing the purchase
of producers' goods for replacement we have double counting in the GNP estimates.
On the other hand, I see an even more serious deficiency in the concept of national
income as used by the Department of Commerce. National income not only
excludes depreciation but also indirect business taxes, which amount to about
$30 billion. This is apparently done on the assumption that indirect business
taxes are shifted forward and thereby are reflected in the price level. For measur-
ing the development of actual production we use deflators. Thereby, we elim-
inate a price rise which is caused by additional business taxes. To the extent that
business taxes are shifted backward they are not reflected in incomes or prices.
Therefore, the national income estimate does not reflect those Government activi-
ties which are financed by business taxes. (There is a controversy as to whether
it is proper that certain Government purchases of goods and services enter the
GNP. Some of the Government purchases are, so to speak, intermediate goods,
the value of which is reflected in consumer and producers' goods.)

Whatever the merits of this argument are, there is no reason to disregard a part
of Government activities equal to the amount of indirect business taxes. In the
light of the great uncertainty as to which Government services should be regarded
as intermediate and which as final goods, I would think that we would be making
a lesser error if we included all taxes in our measurement of the total of all private
and Government activities. The concept I would prefer is what the Department
of Commerce has called the net national product. This is the GNP minus
depreciation.

I have made this point repeatedly in my own writings on national economic
accounting. However, in practical statistical work I have continued to use the
GNP in spite of my knowledge that it has this element of double counting in it.
The reason is simply that the GNP concept is now so generally used that I think
it would create confusion if, for reasons of professional perfectionism, one individ-
ual uses a concept which is not generally known. And I do not think that we
are reaching any wrong conclusions by the use of the GNP as a frame of reference
for studying the rate of economic growth or for comparing total production among
various countries or the economic structure of various countries. Nevertheless,
I think it is important that the economists and statisticians do not forget that
there is that element of impurity in the measurement they are using. That is the
reason I welcomed very much your making this point at the hearings.

Very truly yours,
Gerhard
GERHARD COLM.

UNITED .TEXTILE WORKERS OF AMERICA,
Washington, D. C., January 27, 1955.

Hon. PAUL DOUGLAS
Chairman, Joint Congressional Committee on the Economic Report,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: In February 1954, we submitted a detailed com-

prehensive report on the textile industry to the members of the Joint Committee
on the President's Economic Report. In that report, as per the enclosed copy,
we opened with the statement that we could not tell your committee if our
national economy was headed for a depression, but we did know that the textile
industry was depressed.

Nothing has happened within the past year to change this situation. In fact,
the chaos in the industry has been aggravated by mergers, migrations and monopo-
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listic tendencies; about 150 textile firms, employing more than 50,000 workers,
have been merged during the past 13 months. Among the largest mergers,
consolidations, and absorptions in the textile industry during the last year were
Burlington Mills' acquisition of Pacific Mills, Goodall-Sanford and Interstate
Hosiery Mills; Textron's merging of interests with American Woolen and Robbins
Mills; Lowenstein's purchase of Wamsutta; and United Merchants and Manu-
facturers' purchase of A. D. Juilliard & Co.

The bulk of this production has been transferred from union textile centers to
nonunion areas of the South, and some of it to Puerto Rico; wages have been
reduced, and the Walsh-Healey modest minimum wages determined by the Labor
Department are still tied up in the courts with no prospects of any early decision.

The President has recommended a substandard minimum wage of 90 cents per
hour, which has given encouragement to nonunion textile employers in the con-
tinuance of "cutthroat" competition. In addition, the textile industry-is gravely
concerned with a foreign trade policy which would increase unemployment.

With reference to general business conditions and prospects in textiles, I wish
to quote herewith a current analysis, recently published by Standard and Poor's:

PROBABLE PATTERN

"Despite a trend toward more efficient operations, overcapacity remains a
problem in this industry, which has a comparatively well-defined cycle of roughly
two years from trough to trough. Since trade statistics in this field are neither
as current nor as complete as might be desirable and there are numerous small
operators, the tendency is for improvement in demand, such as that witnessed
recently, to be pyramided along the line. Hence, supplies mount in a relatively
short time, leading to overaccumulation of inventories.

"It is our belief that the present upswing in the textile industry will be com-
paratively short-lived, with another decline starting perhaps in the third quarter
of this year. The second quarter may be the best this year from a volume and
profits standpoint."

In view of the conditions I have mentioned, and others not enumerated, I
respectfully suggest that this industry, the most seriously affected by unemploy-
ment and other adverse circumstances, should be given special treatment by
Congress. I have been authorized by our executive council to urge upon your
committee the advisability of an investigation or a study of the textile industry.

We are dealing here with an industry employing around 1 million production
workers; a prime essential and a strong arm of our defense program, with wages 46
cents lower than the gross hourly average-$1.36 for textiles and $1.82 for all
factory workers.

Congress would render a necessary and distinct public service by taking a close
look at the worst segment of our industrial economy.

I am sending copies of this communication to all members of the Joint Commit-
tee on the President's Economic Report, and we would appreciate a favorable re-
sponse at your earliest convenience.

Very truly yours,
ANTHONY VALENTE

International President.

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY VALENTE, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT, UNITED TEXTILE

WORKERS OF AMERICA, AFL

We cannot tell you if our national economy is headed for a depression or for
prosperity-we do not know. We can tell you that the textile industry is del
pressed, and all available sources of information will support this statement. In
almost every report received from State and Federal agencies handling employ-
ment figures, you will find the decline in textiles pronounced and heavy in varying
degrees.

We are dealing with an industry employing approximately 1 million workers,
with about 8,000 mills spanning and crisscrossing the Nation from coast to coast
and from border to border. For statistical purposes, the Department of Labor
divides the industry into regions such as New England, the Middle Atlantic, the
Southeast, the Southwest, the Great Lakes, the border States, and the Pacific.
Attached hereto is a list of the States within each of these categories (exhibit A).

For the purpose of this statement, I will attempt to simplify our explanation by
treating chiefly with the 2 regions employing almost two-thirds of the textile
working force-the Southeast and New England; and with 2 branches of textiles-
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cotton and synthetics and woolen and worsteds. At the same time I want to
emphasize, however, that the employment conditions which I bring to your atten-
tion herein exist throughout the industry and not only in the Southeast and
New England.

The unemployment and underemployment in textiles takes on a more serious
aspect when we consider that in numerous communities in New England and in
the South textiles is the principle industry, and, in many towns, the only means of
employment. That is one of the reasons why we have struggled to have Govern-
ment contracts channeled into distressed areas, a policy supported by President
Eisenhower in his announcement of Tuesday, December 29, 1953. We know, of
course, that even if this policy was carried out to the letter, it would not solve the
textile-employment problem. But it would help if procurement officials would
carry out the directives of the Office of Defense Manpower.

Without discussing this issue in detail, I am attaching hereto pertinent material
bearing on the subject (exhibit B). I wish only to add that we are receiving
numerous pleas from the South, and in particular from Senator Maybank's State
of South Carolina (exhibit C), for allocation of contracts. The Senator, as you
know, is leading the opposition to the President's directive for aid to distressed
areas.

NEARLY ONE-HALF MILLION UNEMPLOYED OR UNDEREMPLOYED

Our reports from the field give us a breakdown of employed, unemployed, and
underemployed. Our estimates do not agree with Government textile figures,
which show a complete separation of approximately 100,000 workers in the year
1953. Our spotcheck reports from all regions indicate the separation of 125,000
workers, with the figure still rising. It should also be mentioned that Govern-
ment surveys do not include the underemployed or part-time workers. Our
survey leads us to the conclusion that about 375,000 textile workers are working
2, 3, or 4 days a week. While there have been some mill closings in the South, the
chief cause of distress in that region is part-time employment.

We can also state that more than 45 percent of the present working force are
employed part time with further curtailments in prospect. The average weekly
hours in New England and the South are now down to 36, according to our
representatives' estimates. To get a clear picture of what this means we must, of
necessity, discuss wages and conditions.

In December 1953, the average hourly wage for all manufacturing was $1.79, as
compared to $1.37-or 42 cents less-for over 1 million textile workers. This
industry, second only to food as an essential one, is close to the bottom of the
industrial wage ladder. This industry, which has reached the highest point in
man-hour productivity, is on the low level of consumer demand.

The tremendous gain in man-hour production can be visualized by a concrete
example. With all the textile migrations, liquidations, and employment losses in
New England, that region is producing more textiles today than it did in 1920.

Right here we bring our problem into focus, not with the words of labor repre-
sentatives but in the work and studies of Paul Mazur, a recognized authority,
economist, banker, and financial adviser. In his recent book, The Standards We
Raise, Mr. Mazur answers the question, "How can we secure a rising level of
prosperity at a time when recession threatens?" He calls for a shift of emphasis
from production to consumption with an increase in living standards.

In this connection we can tell you that 1 million textile workers, comprising
a family consumer power of 5 million people, are unable to satisfy their wants and
requirements. In many cases they are denied even life's necessities and are
forced to eke out a meager existence because of low wages and insecure employ-
ment conditions. In our experience we have known the bread winner of the
family, the weaver of sheets, who could not afford to put sheets on his bed. We
cite this fact in our effort to convince the committee that the basic cause of un-
employment is underconsumption, and this Congress should not adjourn without
prescribing measures for the stimulation of purchasing power and increased con-
sumer demand.

MINIMUM WAGES

We will not attempt to analyze the President's Economic Report and recom-
mendations to Congress. Our comment is directed to the failure of the President
to recommend an increase in the minimum wage. Here was an opportunity to
invoke a living wage and an increase in purchasing power for millions of workers,
thereby stemming the tide of unemployment. Congress can and should do this.
In times such as these, a waiting game can be tragic. No one, in or out of Congress,
who has never experienced the plight of the unemployed can realize the physical
deprivation and mental torture of the victims. It will be a calamity if Congress
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closes its eyes and hearts to this problem and leaves Washington with the false
notion that this economic dislocation will right itself.

On the same day the President bypassed an increase in the minimum wage
under the Fair Labor Standards Act, the Secretary of Labor handed down the long-
awaited decision increasing the minimum wage for the woolen and worsted
industry from $1.05 to $1.20, under the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act.
This followed the decision of the late Secretary of Labor, Maurice Tobin, on
January 15, 1953, increasing the cotton and rayon minimum from 87 cents to $1.
This wage determination was enjoined by a group of Southern textile manufac-
turers, and the issue is now gathering dust in the courts while hundreds of thou-
sands of low-paid workers are deprived of their rightful w-ages. The minimums in
these industries had not been raised for 5 years. During that time living costs
soared to the highest point.

The $1 an hour minimum was blocked with the aid of the Fulbright amendment,
a rider added to the Defense Production Act in 1952, paving the way for court
actions, weakening Walsh-Healey legislation and administration, and causing
endless delays which practically nullifies minimum standards and freezes wages
at subnormal levels in Arkansas, Mississippi, and other Southern States.

The cotton and rayon and woolen and worsted mills in New England and the
Middle Atlantic States have been, and are now, paying these prescribed minimum
wages. A few cotton and rayon mills in the South are also paying the minimum,
but 500,000 unorganized Southern textile workers have no protection either from
the Government or the union and we are prevented from organizing by the unfair
provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act and by a conspiracy of opposition as demon-
strated in one instance by the attached letter received from the chamber of
commerce of Orangeburg, S. C. (exhibit D).

This denial of organizational rights is a valid reason to urge Congress to-act
against this attack on minimum standards as a means of reemployment, decent
working conditions, and increasing consumer demand. In addition, Congress can
ease the misery of unemployment by accepting and passing the President's recom-
mendations for increased unemployment insurance and lengthening of the time
period.

We also recommend a minimum wage of $1.25 an hour under the Fair Labor
Standards Act, and a reduction of the 40-hour workweek as a compensatory
measure for increased man-hour productivity. The textile industry is in dire
need of immediate congressional regulatory action. We, therefore, urge your
support of H. R. 574, the national textile bill now before Congress.

We recommend to you a study of the textile industry made by the Conference
of New England Governors in 1952, as well as a series of three speeches delivered
in the Senate by Senator John Kennedy. Also attached hereto are two articles
taken from a textile trade paper, one dealing with unemployment insurance claims
in the Southern textile States (exhibit E), and the other a reference to the closing
of 4 mills in the State of North Carolina (exhibit F).

In closing, we respectfully urge serious consideration and favorable action on
the part of Congress to the unemployment problem in the textile industry.

EXHIBIT A

TEXTILE DESIGNATED REGIONS WITH BREAKDOWN INTO STATES

New England: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island, and Vermont.

Middle Atlantic: New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania.
Border States: Delaware, District of Columbia, Kentucky, Maryland, and West

Virginia.
Great Lakes: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin.
Southeast: Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Tennessee, and Virginia.
Southwest: Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas.
Pacific: California, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.

NoTE.-There are textile plants in States not mentioned here. The BLS
textile surveys omit plants with less than 21 workers.
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EXHIBIT B

SURPLUS LABOR AREAS

In connection with the set-asides of Government contracts for distressed areas,
we reported last month that out of 42 designated surplus-labor areas, 25 were
south of the Mason-Dixon line. Only three in New England: Lawrence and
Lowell, Mass.; and Providence, R. I.

This was our reply to the unfortunate attempt by Senator Maybank and
others, to inject sectionalism into the effort to provide Government contracts for
idle workers in distressed areas. Since then we have had scores of messages from
the South, including the State Mr. Maybank represents in the United States
Senate, South Carolina. These letters and resolutions explain the unemployment
situation and plead to be included in the set-aside policy.

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

On Monday, January 25, at a conference with Secretary of Labor Mitchell,
he told us that the employment classifications had been changed for release the
next day, and while he agreed with us and President Eisenhower on the policy
of channeling Government contracts to distressed areas, our membership should
understand that Government contracts have been greatly reduced during the
past year. We knew about the reductions but we expect the procurement agen-
cies to carry out the President's directive and report on what is being done to
provide work for the unemployed.

The international officers will meet with the officials of the Defense Mobiliza-
tion Agency in the effort to secure all available contracts for distressed unem-
ployment areas.

In the woolen and worsted minimum-wage decision. handed down on January
28, the Secretary announced that from May 1951, through March 1953, a total
of 696 Government contracts subject to the Public Contracts Act, of a total
value of $516,023,000, were let for products of the woolen and worsted industry.

In the new surplus labor classifications, 9 more areas have been added to the
42 named in the November listings. These are the areas now listed in group IV
as the most seriously effected by unemployment:
Lawrence, Mass.
Lowell, Mass.
New Bedford, Mass.
Webster, Mass.
Providence, R. I.
Atlantic City N. J.
Gloversville, N. Y.
Mayaguez P. R.
Ponce, P. R.
San Juan, P. R.
Cumberland, Md.
Asheville, N. C.
Durham, N. C.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Altoona, Pa.
Clearfield-DuBois, Pa.
Indiana, Pa.
Johnstown, Pa.
Pottsville, Pa.
Scranton Pa.
Middlesboro-Harlan, Ky.
Paintsville-Prestonburg, Ky.
Harrin-Murphysboro-West Frankfort,

Ill.
Kenosha, Wis.
Texarkana, Tex.-Ark.
Sunbury-Shamokin-Mt. Carmel, Pa.

Uniontown-Connellsville, Pa.
Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton, Pa.
Big Stone Gap-Appalachia, Va.
Covington-Clifton Forge, Va.
Beckley, W. Va.
Fairmont, W. Va.
Morgantown, W. Va.
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Point Pleasant, W. Va.
Ronceverte-White Sulphur Springs,7W.
0~ Va.
Gadsden, Ala.
Jasper, Ala.
Cedartown-Rockmart, Ga.
LaFollette-Jellico-Tazewell, Tenn.
Newport, Tenn.
Muskegon, Mich.
Corbin, Ky.
Hazard, Ky.
Madisonville, Ky.
Pikeville, Ky.
Ionia-Belding-Greenville, Mich.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Vincennes, Ind.
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Tacoma, Wash.

EXHIBIT C

Resolution unanimously adopted by South Carolina Textile Council composed
of all affiliated local unions in South Carolina of the United Textile Workers of
America, American Federation of Labor, on Sunday, January 31, 1954.
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RESOLUTION

Whereas the President of the United States has directed the Federal procure-
ment agencies to negotiate contracts with firms in labor surplus areas at prices
established through competitive formal bidding procedures; and

. Whereas this revised manpower policy seeks to encourage prime contractors to
award subcontracts to firms in labor surplus areas, in order to help relieve distress
and furnish work; and

Whereas we have gone over carefully the designated areas as classified by the
Department of Labor as of January 26, 1954, and find that out of 140 designated
labor surplus areas, 57 are in the South; and

Whereas we along with other interested groups are seeking to haive additional
-areas in the South added to this list, due to continued and widespread unemploy-
ment; and

Whereas we have followed the bitter fight of Senator Burnet R. Maybank of
South Carolina against this Defense Manpower Policy of the President; and

Whereas we emphatically deny that the workers in South Carolina are satisfied
with conditions; or the attitude of Senator Maybank: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That, we the United Textile Workers of America-AFL and all affiliated
local unions in South Carolina, respectfully request Senator Burnet R. Maybank
to cease his fight against this defense manpower policy, which, if.carried out, will
enable many of us in South Carolina and throughout the South to work and earn a
living for our families; and be it further

Resolved, That we respectfully request Senators Maybank and Johnston, and
all Congressmen from South Carolina to use their influence in support of this
-defense manpower policy; and be it further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to all Members of Congress and
Senate from South Carolina, to all Members of Congress and Senate from the
States wherein any area has been designated as a labor surplus aiea, a copy to
the President of the United States, Vice President of the United States, to the
-Speaker of the House, and copies to the International Office of the United Textile
Workeis of America, affiliated with the American Federation of Labor.

SOUTH CAROLINA TEXTILE COUNCIL,
JAMES SMITH, President,
C. H. PEARSON, Secretary-Treasurer.

EXHIBIT D

Following is a copy of a letter which was mailed by the Chamber of Commerce
ofOrangeburg, S. C., to the employees of a packinghouse in that city in October,
1953.

DEAR It has been reported-to us that you are'actively supporting
the union in its attempt to organize the Southland Provision Co.

We would not care whether the company was unionized or not, if it were not
for the fact that we are afraid that this union activity will result in Orangeburg
losing a payroll.of about one-half a million dollars and -about 175 Orangeburg
citizens losing their jobs.

Union activity has already caused Orangeburg to lose one industry this year.
The merchants and citizens of Orangeburg are requesting us to circulate after

-the election, the names of those who tried to help the union and hurt Orangeburg.
We intend to do this.

-The merchants and citizens of Orangeburg feel that those who help run industry
away from Orangeburg and who cause Orangeburg to lose the benefits of large
payrolls should not be given any special privileges in the future in the way of
job preference, credit, etc.

For this reason, if you are not active for the union, please notify us so we will
not do you the injustice of putting your name on the black list. -

Sincerely yours,

EXHIBIT E

[From the Daily News Record (textile trade paper) Thursday, January 21, 19541

THE PULSE OF THE MARKET

RISE IN UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE CLAIMS SAID TO SHOW EXTENT OF
*. - - CURTAILMENTS .

Unemployment insurance claims in a number of key textile-producing States
are said to emphasize the extent of curtailment and shutdowns. In many mer-

58422-55 73
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chandising centers in the New York market, there is a tendency to discount re-
ports of curtailment. However, Government figures on applications for unem-
ployment insurance filed for the week ended January 9 are said to point up the
reduced operations.

While the Government figures cover all industry, it is pointed out that textiles
represent a major producing element in certain States.

Total claims for unemployment, and the increases in unemployment insurance
claims, in some textile-producing States as reported by the United States Depart-
ment of Labor, for the week ended January 9, are:

Rise from Rise from
State Total previous Stats Total previous

week week

North Carolina -23, 733 12,037 Alabama- 6,151 2,499
Pennsylvania -56,455 9,045 South Carolina -6, 765 3,657
Virginia- 7,912 4, 279 Georgia- 7,560 3,127

IThe report notes that "administrative factors, layoffs due to inventory taking,
lack of orders, production changes, particularly in the textile industry, accounted
for the increase in North Carolina."

EXHIBIT F

[From the Daily News Record (textile trade paper)]

- FOUR NORTH CAROLINA MILLS CLOSE, ONE LIMITS OUTPUT

GASTONIA, N. C., February 1.-Five textile plants in and around Kings Moun-
tain employing more than 700 have halted operations or are running on limited
schedule.

'Although termed "seasonable" declines by some executives, it is believed by
others to be worse. One textile man remarked it was a hand-to-mouth situation,
with customers demanding immediate shipment.

A check at Kings Mountain revealed that Bonnie Cotton Mills, with about 100'
employees, is closed because of lack of orders and to make machinery installations.
It expects to resume operations soon on a 3-day basis. Consolidated Textiles,
Inc., with a payroll of 285, is operating on a week-on-week-off basis.

Other plants that have closed because of lack of orders are Slater Manufacturing
Co., with 60 employees; Kings Mountain Manufacturing Co., with 115; and
Freida Manufacturing Co., at Crowders Mountain, recently purchased by Carlton.
Mills, Inc., with 150.

NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION,
Washington 9, D. C., December 23, 1954'.

lHon. JESSE P. WOLCOTT,
Chairman, Joint Committee on the Economic Report,

Congress of the United States, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR RyPRESENTATIVE WOLCOTT: On behalf of the board of trustees of the

National Planning Association and its committee of New England, it is my
pleasure to transmit herewith a report entitled "The Economic State of New
England." This report grew out of the favorable national reaction to a special
report (The Impact of Federal Policies on the Economy of the South) prepared'
under the auspices of the 1\atinal Planning Association's committee of the South,
which was issued-in July 1949 as a joint committee print.

In December 1949 the joint committee asked the NPA to organize a committee
of New England for the purpose of making an impartial report concerning the'
impactMof Federal policies on the New England economy.

In accepting the request to set up- a conmittee of New England to make the
study, the NPA stressed that, in accordance with its established procedures, the
committee members would be drawn from a cross section of leaders from all parts
of the area, who would be broadly representative of the varied interests of New
England. NPA emphasized that the success of such a study depended in large
measure on the support and cooperation of the local people.

On November: 13, 1950, 'following almost a year's preparatory work and con-
sultation with public officials and private citizens of the region, NPA held am
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organizing meeting. The committee, headed by Dr. Leonard Carmichael, is
comnposed of 95 leaders active in the region's agriculture, business, manufacturing,
labor organizations, educational and financial institutions, Government agencies,
and press and radio.

A research advisory committee of 35 distinguished social scientists headed by
Dr. Sunmer H. Slichter counseled the staff. At the initial meeting the committee
decided to broaden its objective and conduct "an honest self-appraisal of New
England's economic problems on which strong, effective action could be based."

The committee itself participated actively in the study through seven study
panmls. Each of the sections which make up The Economic State of New-
England has been approved for publication by the appropriate committee study
panel. Thus, through the parels, the research staff ivas given the benefit of the-
experience and knowledge of the distinguished leaders on the committee. The-
first director of research was Arthur A. Pright, Jr., of the Federal Reserve Pank
of Beston, who died in May 1953. The work he initiated was completed by
George H. Ellis, Dr. Bright's successor at the bank.

The completion of this report provides the joint committee with a compre-
hensive survey considerably broader thEn indicated in the original request con-
cerning Federal policies. Because of its impartial apprcach and the support it
received from many different segments of the econe my, it is believed that the
study will be useful for some years to come for all who wish to understand the
New England economy.

I attach a copy of a letter which Pr. Carmichael has received from Gov. John
Ledge, chairman of the New England governors conference.

Ti e relationships between the Federal Government and New England are
many and varied; therefcre, the committee considered it Vest to treat them in the
context of its entire report en the economy of New England. On the other hand,
the committee is mindful that the original interest of the joint committee was
limited to an investigation of the impact of Federal policies in the region. Dr.
Carmichael intends, therefore, to explore the possitility of obtaining from the
committee a statement setting forth the trincipal matters of Federal policy and
any recommendations that the committee may have concerning the relationships
between the Federal Government and New England.

Mean'v bile, we " ish to point out that The Economic State of New England is
divided into 20 sections. These include The Forests of New England; The
Fisheries of New England; Agriculture in New England; Minerals and New
England; Water, Fuel, and Energy in New England; New England's Vacation
Business; the People of New England and Their Employment; Employment,
Fluctuations in New England; Wages in New England; Labor-Management
Relations in New England; The Financial Resources of New England and Their
Use; Freight Rates and New England's Competitive Position; The New England
Transportation System and Its Use; New England's Industrial Management;
Technical Research in New England; New England's Financial Relations With
the Federal Government; State and Local Taxation and Expenditures in New
England; Business and Economic Information in New England.

The remaining two sections are interpretive. They are Transitions in New
England, which traces the economic history of the region, and Goals for New
England, which makes recommendations for the future.

Sincerely yours,
H. CHRISTIAN SONNE.

STATE OF CONNECTICUT, EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS,
Dr. LEONARD CARMICHAEL, Hartford, December 14, 1954.

Secretary, Smithsonian Institution, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR DR. CARMICHAEL: The New England governors conference, meeting in

Boston on November 18, last, received through Dr. George H. Ellis, a very
interesting summary of The Economic State of New England. The thorough-
ness, competence, and usefulness of that report are evident, and the governors
wish to extend this expression of their appreciation to you and to all the members
and staff of the committee of New England of the National Planning Association.

We are deeply impressed by the contributions of research guidance, technical
information, and financial support freely provided by the committee members
and other participants in this study. The standards of technical accuracy and
soundness of judgment achieved in this study provide a solid basis for evaluation
of proposals for advancing New England's economic welfare.
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On behalf of the governors of New England, I want to express through you to
all concerned in this notable project the thanks of the people of New England.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN LODGE,

Chairman, New England Governors Conference.

JANUARY 20, 1955.
Hon. GEORGE M. HUMPHREY,

Secretary of the Treasury,
Washington 25, D. C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: The Joint Committee on the Economic Report begins
its hearings on the President's Economic Report on Monday, January 24. An
important clement in the economic picture is the Federal budget. As you are
aware, neither the President's budget message nor his Economic Report spells
out the economic assumption which underlie the estimates of receipts which are
included in the budget. Our committee, of course, needs this information in
order to reach some judgment of the budget and its economic impact.

In the past, the information has been given in our committee hearings. For
example, last year you appeared before the committee on Tuesday, February 2,
accompanied by the Honorable Marion B. Folsom, the Under Secretary of the
Treasury. At your request, he responded to a question of Chairman Wolcott as
follows:

"Mr. Chairman, our estimates, as the Secretary has indicated, are based on
the assumption that business and employment and income will continue sub-
stantially at the present high level. First, corporation profits are the most
variable factor with us and the most difficult to estimate. In the Economic
Indicators, this publication you get out each month, the latest figures from that
show that in 1952 corporation profits before taxes were $39.2 billion. That is
for the vear 1952. For 1953, the first quarter, they were estimated at an annual
rate of $44.6 billion; the second quarter, $45.9 billion; the third quarter, $43.3
billion. That is an average for the first 9 months of $44.6 billion a year.

"We estimate that the year 1953 as a whole will be close to $44 billion. Our
assumption for corporate profits for the year 1954 * * * is $43 billion.

"On personal income, the same document shows that the total personal income
has fluctuated, in July of 1953 through November 1953, between $287.5 billion
and $285.4 billion. We are assuming in our estimates a personal income of
$285 billion" (hearings before the Joint Committee on the Economic Report on
the January 1954 Economic Report of the President, 83d Cong., 2d sess., pp.
55-56).

We would like to have by Tuesday, January 26, a similar statement as to the
specific economic assumptions underlying the 1956 budget so that these may be
entered into the record.

Sincerely yours,
PAUL H. DOUGLAS,

Chairman, Joint Committee on the Economic Report.

P. S.-A further question. The budget message of the President in January
1954 estimated budget receipts for fiscal 1955 at $62.7 billion and the deficit at
$2.9 billion. The budget- message this January shows an estimate of receipts of
$59 billion and a deficit of $4.5 billion for the same period. How much of the
reduction in the estimate of budget receipts and of the increase in the deficit for
fiscal 1955 results from (1) tax reductions beyond those recommended by the
President; (2) decline of personal income and corporate profits from the levels
assumed last January; (3) changes in estimates of expenditures; and (4) other
factors?

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, January 25, 1955.

Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Chairman, Committee on the Economic Report,

Room lOB, Senate Office Building,
Washington 25, D. C.

MY DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in reply to your letter of January 20 request-
ing' information concerning the economic assumptions used in estimating net
budget receipts for the President's budget message of January 17, 1955, as well
as an explanation for the difference between the current estimate for the fiscal
year 1955 and the estimate shown in the budget message of January 21, 1954.
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As you know, the two most important basic assumptions used in our estimating
procedure are personal income and corporate profits. Current estimates assume
personal income, as defined by the Department of Commerce, of $286.5 billion
and $298.5 billion in the calendar years 1954 and 1955, respectively. Corporate
profits, as defined by the Department of Commerce. are assumed to be about
$36 billion in calendar 1954 and $38.5 billion in calendar 1955.

The current estimate of net budget receipts for the fiscal year 1955 is $59 billion.
This is a decrease of $3.6 billion from the estimate of $62.6 billion made in Janu-
ary 1954. The Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1954 accounts for $1 billion of
this difference. Another $100 million is due to the fact that the general tax revi-
sion bill, as finally enacted, reduced the revenues by $1.4 billion as compared
with an estimate of $1.3 billion used in January 1954.

A decrease of $1.9 billion in corporate tax receipts is due to a lower estimate
of corporate profits for the calendar year 1954 than that originally assumed.
As I indicated before your committee, the original assumption for corporate
profits in 1954 was $43 billion based on a continuation of the profit levels then
assumed to prevail at the end of 1953. In July 1954 the Department of Com-
merce corporate profits series was revised downwards for the entire period since
the series was started in 1929. The reduction in the 1953 profits figure was $2.5
billion. This had the effect of reducing the $43 billion estimate to $40.5 billion
on the new basis.

Furthermore, it became apparent as the year 1954 developed that corporate
profits in 1954 would be appreciably lower than they had been in 1953. This was
reflected in estimates made during the year by the Department of Commerce
and the Council of Economic Advisers and also by the very substantial reduction
in corporate profits in the fourth quarter of 1953, as compared to the first 9 months
of 1953. The first estimates for the last quarter of 1953 were not made until
after the budget had been prepared and submitted in January 1954.

By contrast to the change in the estimate of corporate profits, you will note
that the current estimate of personal income of $286.5 billion is very near to the
original assumption of $285 billion.

Another $200 million of the decrease in estimates of net budget receipts is
attributable to changes in the estimate of miscellaneous or nontax receipts. The
remaining difference of $400 million reflects adjustments, based upon the most
recent experience, in the statistical relationship of tax receipts to various parts
of the national income.

For the foregoing reasons, the estimate of net budget receipts for the 1955
fiscal year has now been revised downward by $3.6 billion to $59 billion. How-
ever, due to a cut in estimated spending from $65.6 billion to $63.5 billion, the
estimated increase in the deficit is only $1.6 billion, or considerably less than the
estimated decrease in receipts.

I hope this information will meet your needs.
Sincerely yours,

M. B. FOLSOM,
Tinder Secretary of the Treas cry.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Washington. D. C., February 10, 1955.
Mr. JOHN W. LEHMAN

Joint Committee on the Economic Report,
Senate Office Building,

Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR MR. LEHMAN: I am transmitting, herewith, a statement by Mr. Frank

Lilv. research statistician, Spokane, Wash., for consideration by the joint com-
mittee during the current hearings.

Kindest regards and best wishes.
Sincerely,

WALT HORAN, Member of Congress.

Members of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report:
Gentlemen: This statement of Views on the Economic Report which I am sub-

mitting for the hearings for research groups is based on more than 40 years of
research work in a variety of social, business and financial fields. For most of
that time my primary interest has been metal mining and monetary statistics.
Presentlv I am reserach statistician for the mines research bureau of Spokane and
president of the American Constitutional (Hard Money) Association.
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Disraeli is quoted as saying, "I hate definitions," and I think most people hate
them because definitions limit their tendency to generalize and disregard semantics.
Be that as it may, I propose at this juncture to define the two principal words in
the subject of the hearings; namely, research and economics, thereby limiting
myself to the definite meanings as given in the dictionary.

Research: re, again; kercher, to seek, examine anew. Examine, in turn: ex,
out; agere, to weigh in the intellectual balance.

Economics: science of the production, distribution and consumption of wealth;
economist: an expert in economics, one who expends mfoiney time or labor
judiciously and without waste.

There is no place in research or economics for prejudices, desires, attachments,
hopes, fears or even ideals. Facts, good or bad, must be faced squarely and
evaluated without bias.

It is a wholly fair assumption that both the President and his Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers welcome the reweighing in an "intellectual balance" by Members
of Congress, research and economic groups and the public.

Unavoidably perhaps in a public document, the Economic Report generalizes
rather broadly in statements with regard to "A high and rising standard of living
brings to more of our people the opportunity for continued intellectual and
spiritual growth." which calls up the observation that while it brings more oppor-
tunity we actually have more crime in proportion to our population than countries
having~ m-Ih lower (economic) standards of living. Evidence that "high and
rising standards of living" do not of themselves provide economic stability is
found in the history of the great civilizations of the past.

Greece, Rome and numerous other countries of the past enjoyed during their
.early and middle stages "free institutions". Their people were ambitious,
skilled, enterprising and patriotic. Their populations also increased as ours is
presently doing, their educational levels rose, their skills improved, et cetera, et
cetera. These, however, were not enough to assure "continuation of economic
growth" which the Economic Report boldly, and I hope accurately, predicts for
this country.

No one will question that the role which the Government should play is "to
create an atmosphere favorable to economic activity by encouraging private
initiative" and to "widen opportunities for less fortunate citizens". But the facts
are that initiative in private business is so limited by taxes that no young man of
today can reasonably hope to establish a business and build it from the ground up
without outside capital.

The statement that "Fiscal and monetarv measures foster an expectation of
improving economic conditions and encourage people to maintain a high rate of
expenditure" puts the emphasis on spending, and that is, of course, exactly what
the public is doing with the result that personal debts are being incurred N ith
little or no regard to an "inevitable rainy day" and the waste in both money and
morals involved in unpaid debts.

The various indirect references to the growth of our Nation's economy entirely
omits any mention of the tremendous growth on the "tares" of personal, corporate,
municipal and national debt that have been sown widespread throughout the land.
Few people realize that our national debt exceeds the combined debt of the rest
of the world.

The possibility that "our country can within a decade increase its production
from the current annual level of about $360 billion to $500 billion" means little
or nothing if the dollar continues to lose about 5 percent of its purchasing power
each year as it has done each year since 1939. The fact that there is now approxi-
mately $30 billion of currency in circulation as compared with $7 billion in 1939
merely means that it now takes over 4 times as much currency to run our economy
and does not mean that we are 4 times better off or even as well off. Our national
debt in the meantime has risen from around $40 billion to $278 billion and is still
to increase.

The real danger in the national debt picture is not so much in the amount or
the annual interest which aggregates over $6 billion, but in the fact that the
larger part of our stock of money is monetized national debt. Evidence of this
is found in the fact that although United States Treasury gold holdings are now
less then thev were at the end of 1939 our stock of currency has increased by
approximately $30 billion and exceeds our Treasury's gold holdings by over $32
billion.

Incidentally, the economic report makes no reference to the fact disclosed bv
Deputy Secretary of the Treasury Burgess that, as of January 31, 1954, total
Treasury gold holdings were for the first time since the boom-and-bust year of
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1929 less than the amount required under the law as a reserve for Federal Reserve
notes and to meet potential conversion of foreign short-term dollar balances which,
by the way, are now substantially higher than last February.

Another matter in this connection that has not been mentioned is that foreigners
are estimated to hold some $10 billion in United States currency or its equivalent
in Government bonds; which they as foreigners could convert into gold although
this privilege is denied to Americean citizens. This is a contingency that must be
acknowledged as potentially dangerous to our economy. It is fundamental that
(1) no country can be more sound than its economy, (2) no economy can be more
sound than its country's money, (3) no money can be sound that is not as good
as gold. And the only money good as gold is either gold cnin or money that can
be converted into gold coin. This, by the way, is the "honest" constitutional
money promised by President Roosevelt and also in the Republican platform
adopted in Chicago. No reference to either promise is made in the economic
report.

This is neither the place nor the time to enter into a discussion of the merits
and demerits of the gold standard. Suffice it to sp.y that such a standard would
not be a, panacea for every economic ill, because it is not reasonable to expect it
to do what no religion has ever done-protect mankind against greed and man's
inhumanity to man.

In this connection, I quote from a statement made by economist W. Randolph
Burgess when he was chairman of the executive committee of the National City
Bank of New York:

"Historically one of the best protections of the value of money against the
inroads of political spending was the gold standard-the redemption of money
in gold in demand. This put a checkrein on the politician. For inflationary
spending led to the loss of gold either by exports or by withdrawals by individuals
who distrusted government policies. This was a kind of automatic limit on
credit expansion. It limited the area of money management. The power to
redeem money in gold also gave the people confidence in the soundness of their
money.

"Of course the modern economic planners don't like the gold standard just
because it does put a limit on their powers. They argue with some cogency that
a gold drain may impose credit restrictions just at a time when the country is
in depression and credit restriction is undesirable. There are two answers to
this. One is that even under the gold standard there are large areas for money
management, as was amply demonstrated in the United States in the twenties.
The second point is that politically managed money is almost always too liberal
and almost never puts the brakes on expansion early enough or firmly enough.
It is so easy for the desire to finance the Treasury cheaply to interfere with tighten-
ing credit when the welfare of the people will be served by resisting inflation.
These political and human considerations are the real reason why we need the
gold standard.

"I have great confidence that the world will return to the gold standard in
some form because the people in so many countries have learned that they need
protection from the excesses of their political leaders."

There is, I believe, a general agreement among economists that inflation is still
the No. 1 threat to our economy and American way of life but I find nowhere in
the Economic Report any suggestion as to what can or should be done about this
problem. On the other hand, the report recommends an increase in the national
debt limit which, if we can judge by past experience, means further deflation
of the dollar by inflation.

Historical researchers of the reasons for the fall of the great civilizations of the
past agree that debt was the principal factor. Incidentally, the regimented and
controlled economic policies enacted and used by Rome were remarkably similar
in all essential respects to recent laws and controls in this country.

It is my understanding that this hearing is being conducted primarily for the
purpose of examining the Economic Report and not for the purpose of receiving
recommendations for legislation in connection with monetary reform and the
halting inflation which is the responsibility of the President's Economic Advisers.
I am, therefore, submitting this statement without suggestions or recommenda-
tions.

FRANK LILLY,
Research Statistician, Spokane, Wash.

(Whereupon, at 1 p. in., the committee adjourned to Thursday,
February 10, 1955, at 10 a. m.)
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT,

Washington, D. C.
The joint committee met at 10 a. In., Senator Paul H. Douglas

(chairman) presiding
Present: Senators Douglas (presiding), O'Mahoney, Flanders, and

Sparkman; Representatives Bolling, Kelley, and Talle.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, may we come to order, please.
We have invited representatives of the main national economic

interest groups to testify on the President's Economic Report, repre-
sentatives of management groups, employer groups, labor groups, and
farm groups, and we have given them the alternative of testifying
today on the 10th of February or next Wednesday, on the 16th of
February. Three groups elected to testify this morning. We are
very glad to have them here.

Mr. Kennedy, of the United Mine Workers, will testify on the 16th.
Mr. Sh-uman, of the American Farm Bureau Federation, Mr. Newsom,
of the National Grange, Mr. Schmidt, of the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States of America, and Mr. Don Mahon, of the National
Brotherhood of Packinghouse Workers, will also testify then.

We also invited Mr. Meany, of the American Federation of Labor,
Mr. Kestnbaum, of the Committee for Economic Development, and
Mr. Riter, of the National Association of Manufacturers, but they
wrote us very kind letters saying they were unable to come on that
date.

We have made an earnest effort to hear from all groups. This
morning we will hear from Mr. Reuther, president of the Congress of
Industrial Organizations, Mr. Harry See, national legislative repre-
sentative of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, and Mr. Baker,
of the National Farmers Union.
. Mr. Reuther, we shall begin with you. We are very glad to have

you.

OPENING STATEMENT OF WALTER REUTHER, PRESIDENT, CON-
GRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. REUTHER. Thank you, Senator Douglas, and members of the
committee.

I should like first to express my appreciation for the opportunity of
appearing here, and I should like to submit for the record my prepared
statement and then elaborate on that orally, if I might.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
1151
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Mr. REUTHER. We of the CIO believe that the American people
have a right to expect that the President's Economic Report to Con-
gress would be an analysis of the economic situation based upon the
economic facts of life, and in reading the President's Economic Report
we are both disappointed and disturbed because we believe the report
does not reflect. -that measure of vision or understanding or realism
that the present situation requires. We are disturbed because we
believe that the administration still is unable to differentiate between
confidence and complacency, and we believe that where they talk
about confidence in many aspects of the report, they are again reflect-
ing the complacency which has characterized the administration's
economic attitude for the past two years.

Now in reading the Employment Act of 1946, which created the
basi's for the report coming to Congress on the part of the President,
we find in section 3 (a) that-the President has certain basic obligations
of responsibility under the act. In section 3 (a) of that act, the
President is required to provide the estimates of production goals
and the purchasing power that can be attained in terms of the goals
of that Employment Act of 1946, and we would like to suggest, Mr.
Chairman, that your committee ask the President of the United
States to comply with the law and to carry out his obligations as
they are stipulated in the law.

Specifically, we believe your committee ought to ask the President
to present Congress with the estimated required goals of employment,
production, and purchasing power for attaining maximum employ-
ment in 1955.
. Secondly, that he should present Congress and the American people
with a program for carrying out the declared policy under the law
"to promote maximum employment, production, and purchasing
power."

And, thirdly, he should explain what the Republican administration
means by the term "maximum employment." We think that the
President's Economic Report fails to carry out his obligations because
he doesn't deal with these basic requirements of the law.

Now what bothers us about the President's report is that we believe
it reflects a kind of banker mentality, and we believe that the people
who are primarily the architects of the administration's economic and
fiscal policies are operating as bankers instead of operating in terms
of the basic needs of the American people and the American economy.
We think that they are operating the American economy as though:
they were operating a countinghouse, instead of dealing with the fact'
that they are responsible for administering the most important econ-
omy in the free world at a time when freedom is being pressed by the.
forces of Communist tyranny.

.Now, Mr. Humphrey, the Secretary of the Treasury, is undoubtedly
the chief architect of the economic and fiscal policies of this adminis-
tration, and we are disturbed by the fact that Mr. Humphrey would
haive us believe that the most important and compelling problem that
we need to meet in America on the economic front is to fight the'
threat of inflation. There is no serious inflation in America, and yet
all of the efforts being made would have us believe that the No. 1
problem is fighting inflation, when the No. 1 problem is finding an:
answer to the basic problem of how do we achieve and maintain full
employment and full production in a peacetime economy.
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This kind of banker mentalitv would have us believe that our
problem is one of national solvency when everVone ought to realize
that we are faced with the kind of problem where the question is one
of national survival.

Now, Mr. Humphrey wrote an article very recently and I have a
copy of it here. It appeared in Nation's Business, the January issue,
in which he deals with this whole question of what he considers to be
the No. 1 problem, the question of inflation, and this policy that Mr.
Humphrey expresses in the article here, I think, runs through every
important Government agency at the administrative level of our
Government. When we get a slight improvement in the general.
economic picture, instead of encouraging further improvement and
stimulating those kind of activities that will make for further improve-
ment, the banker mentality reflected by Mr. Humphrey and his asso-
ciates, move in and they begin to put the brakes on long before we
have reached any recovery in proportions that would create inflation-
ary threats.

Now, we've had a very small improvement. We recaptured only.
about 40 percent of the economic ground that we lost during the re-
cession in the past 18 months.

Senator FLANDERS. Would you repeat that again?
Mr. REUTHER. We recaptured only about 40 percent of the ground

that we lost. If you take the December.1954 index; that is, the indus-
trial-production index it stood at 130, and when you compare the
December 1952 index with 1954, you find in 1952, in December, it was
133. In other words, the recovery has not been sufficiently great to
surpass the index points that we reached 2 years ago, and yet with
that slight recovery, they immediately move in and begin to tighten
up and recreate the hard-money policy.

You get the testimony of Mr. Martin, head of the Federal Reserve
Board; you get the testimony of his assistant, and there you get a
reflection of this same attitude, that the problem, the threat, is infla-
tion.

Therefore, we have to tighten up. When Mr. Martin is asked what
do you mean, how do you measure when we have an inflationary
threat, he says the minute we get beyond any point that may approach
economic growth of more than 3 percent a year, we put the brakes on,
and because we may get near that point, they have withdrawn more
than a billion dollars from the money supply.

This is obviously an effort to make money more valuable so that
the bankers will get the benefit of money with greater value. I think
this is a very dangerous point of view, and if permitted to continue'
unchecked, can create very serious problems.

Now, the trouble with Mr. Humphrey and this banker mentality is,
that they are driving the American economy down the highway to
the future, except that they are deciding where they are going by
looking through the rearview mirror. They know where they have
come from, but they do not know where we are going, and here is
what Mr. Humphrey said in this article in Nation's Business in
January. He said that-this is in order to show that things are going
really well-he says that 1954 was six times better than 1900. I
would hazard a guess than 1954 was 600 times bettor than 1700, but
the way to judge where we are going in the future is not where we
were in the past. We have to measure the future by the unlimited
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possibilities of economic growth that science and technology now
make possible, and yet these men with little faith and little vision
keep talking about where we have been, instead of talking about
where we ought to be going in terms of the dynamic qualities of our
free economy, and that bothers us.

It bothers us because what we do in America with the American
economy, which is without question freedom's most important asset
in a material sense, what we do in the way of mobilizing the produc-
tive power of the American economy and harnessing the unlimited
creative genius of the free human spirit in America, will be a decisive
factor in the struggle against the forces of Communist tyranny; and
yet these people with the banker mentality keep talking about it as
almost as good as last year, it is six times better than 1900, when we
ought to be saying it is not good enough because we are not utilizing
fully the productive potential that we have in this great country of
ours.

Now, we believe that your committee ought to insist upon a defini-
tion of what we consider to be maximum employment. We in the
CIO believe that in a free economy you have to have a normal float
of workers who are seeking jobs. That is a part of the normal pro-
cess of a free economy in a free society. We believe that the level of
the amount of unemployment required to facilitate the movement and
the healthy shift in job opportunities should not exceed 2 to 2}' per-
cent of the civilian labor force, which means that I Y2 million people in
that category would be adequate to meet the mobility needs of our
free economy. Yet in 1954 we had an average unemployment in ex-
cess of 3.2 million people, and when you add to that the people who
were partially employed or partially unemployed, we think that that
raised the average to around 5 million, which means that around 3%
million people were unemployed, about the normal levels required to
meet the needs of a healthy free economy, and when you look at the
job outlook in terms of the future, there are no facts to support the
optimism reflected in the President's report. Production has gone
up. There has been some improvement in the general overall eco-
nomic picture, but while industrial production went up 3 percent in
December of 1954, as compared with December 1953, for the same
period nonfarm jobs decreased 765,000.

In other words, production went up 3 percent, but employment in
the nonfarm categories went down 765,000. Even the chamber of
commerce-and no one would accuse them of advocating a bold
economic program-even they have admitted recently that while
the Nation's production will increase, the amount of unemployment
will also increase while production is going up modestly.

We need roughly 800,000 new jobs each year to take care of just
the increase in our labor force, but when you add to those 800,000
new jobs that we need to take care of the new people coming into the
labor force, the jobs that we need to take the place of those people
displaced by technological progress, then we begin to get some
appreciation of how, many new jobs we need to create each year in
order to maintain full employment and full production.

I believe that at the current rate of labor-force growth and tech-
nological progress, we need from 2Y2 to 3Y2 million new jobs a year,
to take up the slack created by the ability of fewer people to create
more economic wealth by the utilization of more advanced tools of
production, and that means we are heading for trouble, because the
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rate of labor-force growth is getting faster each year, and technolog-
ical progress makes the worker more productive each year. The
combination of those two factors means that we are in trouble if we
do not begin to find a way to expand and facilitate economic growth
to take up the slack.

Now the St. Louis Post-Dispatch had an editorial some weeks
back which I thought laid the problem down simply, and I would
like to read it, if I may. This is from the January 10, 1955, St.
Louis Post-Dispatch. It is entitled "The Deficit in Jobs."

Is the national economy sitting on a time-bomb?--

.they ask.
We ask the question in all seriousness because the trend of employment statistics
continues to be disturbing. We ask it in spite of the resolute cheerfulness of
Secretary of Labor Mitchell and Secretary of Commerce Weeks. In the latest
of their monthly reports, the two Cabinet members say that although total
employment fell by more than a million jobs in December, the decline was largely
seasonal, due to less activity in farming and construction, and the like.

In the summer the administration is cheerful about the rise in outdoor jobs and
plays down any decline in factory employment. In the winter it hails the rise in
factory jobs and dismisses the loss of outdoor jobs as largely seasonal. But is
this really the wise way to approach the problem? Is it not better to face all of
the facts all of the timne, winter and summer? Is it not better to face facts now
than to have them hit us like a blockbuster later on?

The overriding fact which Messrs. Mitchell and Weeks consistently overlook
is that in spite of some encouraging gains, employment is not rising enough to
match the growth of the :\ation. Total employment in December, they reported,
was 60,688,000 jobs. What they did not tell us is that this is the lowest December
since 1950.

The editorial continues:
Is December, then, a bad month to look at, because of seasonal declines in out-

door jobs? Well, let us look at the month of highest total employment, August.
In 1954, the peak employment was 62,276,000. That was the lowest peak month
in any year since 1949. It is all very well to say that 62 million jobs are a lot of
jobs. They are, but they are not enough for a growing country and an expanding
economy-
and then they go on to develop the point further.

You see, if we break through this unfounded optimism and this
dangerous economic wishful thinking, and if we look at the economic
facts of life, we must conclude that we are in trouble because our
economy is not growing at a rate sufficiently large to accommodate these
two important economic factors: one, the growth of the labor force,
and secondly, the fact that advancing science and technology makes it
possible to create greater and greater economic wealth with fewer and
fewer man-hours of labor.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at that
point, or would Mr. Reuther rather continue?

Mr. REUTHER. No; any time at all, Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMAN. I want to go back to that St. Louis Post-Dis-

patch editorial and see if I caught correctly the figures, which I think
are most significant.

Will you read that total of employment in December 1954 again?'
Mr. REUTHER. The total of employment. I will back up here

where they start talking of December. Total employment in Decem-
ber, that is, of 1954, they report was 60,688,000 jobs.

Senator SPARKMAN. Your next statement was that 60,688,00f0) is
the lowest for any December since 1950.

Mr. REUTHER. Yes.
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Senator SPARKMAN. Even leaving out of consideration the growth
of the labor force each year, at about an 800,000 figure?

Mr. REUTHER. That is right.
Senator SPARKMAN. If that is true, the December figure recog-

nizes no increase in employment to take care of any increase in the
labor force over a period of 4 years.

Mr. REUTHER. That is right.
Senator SPARKMAN. In other words, it seems to me that is quite a

significant slump. Now, may we get the same comparison on the
August 1954 figure?

Mr. REUTHER. All right. The December figure is the low point.
Senator SPARKMAN. I realize that. But I am really getting the

comparison over a period of 4 years in the case of the December
figures, 5 years in the case of the August figure.

Mr. REUTHER. In 1954, the peak for August employment was
62,276,000. That was the lowest peak of the month in any year since
1949.

Senator SPARKMAN. And, again, that does not take into considera-
tion the growth of the requirement for jobs.

Mr. REUTHER. That is correct. It is at this point where an un-
founded optimism and this dangerous kind of unwillingness to accept
the realities of life frighten us, because it means trouble ahead.

The most single important economic factor in terms of a new
-development in America is the thing that we call automation.

It is the thing that is going to revolutionize the whole concept of
mass production in America. It is revolutionizing how we keep books
in our offices, how we keep payroll records, how we maintain inventory
controls, and yet this technological development which marks the
second phase of the industrial revolution is not even mentioned in the
President's report. They do not even mention it, and yet it is an
item that requires a great deal of attention on the part of the American
people, American industry, American labor, American agriculture,
and the American Government;
. Now, what is this automation thing doing? Well, it is just revolu-
tionizing production. In the auto industry we now are able to
-machine a full engine block without a single human hand touching it,
and do it in 14.6 minutes, and yet that operation is already antiquated,
based upoa the more efficient methods coming off the drawing board.
They are prepared now to assemble television sets by automation,
without a single human hand touching.the television set.

General Electric Co. now, I am told, has an electric brain, one of
these Univac machines, that can control their total inventory for
millions of end products, down to the finest little screw in some turbine
or some television set. That machine can control the inventories,
sends out instructions when they ought to produce items, how many
they ought to produce in order to replenish their inventories and
where to send them.

I am told an insurance company can put in one little corner of a
modern office building, electronic and- automated accounting machinery
-to keep the records of premiums and payments of benefits, and can do
in that one corner of one office building what 3,000 clerical workers
used to do. This is the record of automation and there is not one word
of it in the report, just as though these people were living in a little
dream world.
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That frightens us.
Senator FLANDERS. May I make a comment at this point?
Mr. REUTHER. Yes, you may, Senator Flanders.
Senator FLANDERS. I have been familiar over many years with

automation, as far as machine tools are concerned. I believe it began
with the airplane-engine cylinder blocks during the war. No, it
really began back in the Waltham Watch Co. in 1900, when they
transferred parts from machine to machine, each one a simple machine,
but that application never extended. The cylinder-block machine of
high production in World War II was the real beginning of automa-
tion, except for the automobile-frame production.

What is the name of the company that developed it?
Mr. REUTHER. A. 0. Smith.
Senator FLANDERS. It is true that very great gains are made by

this process, but there are a lot of people engaged in servicing the
automatic tools whom we do not see. There are the designers, there
are the tool-shop sharpeners, there are the inspectors, and so forth..
There is, nevertheless, a net gain in the reduction of labor, but we
should not say that just because we see nobody on the line it means
that there is nobody doing the work. Automation reduces th6
amount of labor materially, but by no means totally. It is the new
factor in manufacturing. I

The bookkeeping machines are marvelous things to watch. They'
go clickety, click, and a payroll comes out with all the immense num-
ber of deductions that are required by our Government activities,'
social security of various sorts, deductions for b6nds, and everything,
else taken out of the individual's pay.

By the time the deductions are made there sometimes is a surpris-,
ingly small sumi at the end, but these machines go clickety, clickety,;
and everything is lovely: 'The investigations I have made in the
companies I am acquainted with leave the balance in favor of these:
automatic methods, but by no means overwhelmingly so, -because-
there is a. lot of background work to it; there 'is the rental of -the

machines, there is the price paid for the cards, and so forth. :
Mr. REUTHER. I am aware of that.
Senator FLANDERS. It is not all a net gain. Yet, I agree with.you,:

Mr. Reuther, in feeling that this 'is a major development in our'
industry, and should have the attention of' all of us' here, and'of the
administration.

I just wanted to -make clear my belief that it was not as complete
an abolition of labor as you 'would think, just standing and looking
at it.

Mr. REUTHER. I am aware of that, Senator Flanders. I kn6w-
that while automation displaces a great deal of direct labor, it does'
create greater opportunities in the production of machines, that
unless there' was an economic saving, automation would not come
into being.
' When Ford Motor Co. or General Motors does something like that,

they take into account their economic savings, in relation to their
direct and indirect labor costs, and obviously the saving justifies the
machines. Now, even in the tool industry-and I know you are
familiar with that, coming out of the tool industry as you have-at;
MIT they are ev6n automating the. tool machines, the machines that
make the tool machinery. - -' - '-l --- . ..
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Senator FLANDERS. Did you ever read a book called Player Piano,
by a man named Voniger?

Mr. REUTHER. I do not believe I have.
Senator FLANDERS. This has to do with a company when it gets

100 percent cybernetic.
It is not anything of particular importance in this hearing, but I

would advise you to get to that book and see the concept an engineer
has of this country when it has gone a bundred percent automatic.

Mr. REUJTHER. The point I am making here, Mr. Chairman, is
that we are on the threshold of the second phase of the industrial
revolution, with science and technology giving us the most wonderful
tools with which to create ever greater economic abundance, and
that our basic problem in America is the fact that we have made
unprecedented progress in the physical sciences, in the art of working
with machines and material, and we have failed to make comparable
progress in the human and social sciences, and in relating this technical
progress to human progress.

That is our basic problem, and we just cannot ignore the question
of automation,' because automation is going to bring a revolution
into the lives of the people of America, and what we need to do is to
have the good sense to gear the great abundance made possible by
that technical revolution with the needs and hopes and aspirations
of people.

That is what we are really talking about and that is what this com-
mittee is hearing testimony about. How can we as a free people
utilize our economic resources, our productive power, to make a better
life for people, so that people can find the answer to their economic
and material needs, so that we can facilitate the growth of man as a
spiritual, moral, and cultural being.

That is really what we are trying to do, and automation is one of
the great tools that science has given us to build on, and here the
President's report does not even mention it.
I I believe that your committee ought to give very careful considera-

tion to a thorough and comprehensive study of the impact of automa-
tion upon the future economy of America, its broad economic and
social implications, and how we can begin to harness the great power
of this revolution in the field of technology to meeting the needs of
the people of our country. I would urge that your committee give
very careful consideration to such a comprehensive study of the long-
range economic and social impact of automation upon the American
economy and upon the American people.

Now much of the optimism in the economic outlook that the
President's report attempts to reflect is based upon the fact that the
auto industry is booming. Now it is booming, and I'say this is going
to be the shortest boom that the industry has ever experienced, and
I know a great deal about the economics of this industry.

The industry is building up and I think we are heading for trouble,.
because if you will take the figures that we are reflecting in our pro-
duction schedules,' they spell trouble down the road unless we change.
the overall-economic picture for the better.

Now the auto industry obviously has a direct bearing upon many
other basic industries.

When auto booms,,steel booms, because we are the largest consumer
of steel, rolled steel 'The rubber industry booms, because we are the
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largest consumer of rubber. The glass industry booms, because we
consume the largest portion of high-grade flat glass. We put millions
of yards of textiles in automobiles. There are tens of thousands of
miles of electrical wiring that go into the armatures for the generators
and starters and all that. So the auto industry has a tremendous
impact upon a large. segment of the American economy. But what
is happening in the auto industry?

Well, the most optimistic reports for 1955, and these are dreamed
up by the sales divisions, and they have the rosiest of the rosy colored
glasses, and they say that 1955 should give us anywhere from 5Y2
million cars to 5,800,000, and 1 fellow got up to almost 6 million.
That is the very maximum, and reflects the most optimism, and yet
in January we actually produced 660,000 cars, at the annual rate of'
7,800,000. Wards Automotive Report, which is a very reliable
agency in reporting projected production schedules because they
get their sources directly from the corporations, they claim that the
projection for March is 748,000 cars for the month, or an annual rate
in excess of 9 million cars.

Now if we are producing at an annual rate of 9 million cars, and the
most optimistic projections are that we will sell 6 million cars, what
happens after we make the 6 million cars, at the rate of 9 million a
year? The auto industry obviously will go into a nosedive, but the
steel industry will go into a nosedive, before the auto industry,
because they buy their steel from 30 to 60 days in advance and that
is true of many of the other basic industries. Now I say to try to
build the economic outlook and the optimism reflected in the Presi-
dent's report upon the auto industry is certainly unrealistic and
dangerous.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Reuther, may I ask a question at this point?'
On page 6 of your prepared statement, in the second paragraph, you
state that inventories are rising and that the industry is not able to
sell at that rate of production.

I have seen certain statements which I do not have at hand at the
moment, but I believe they have been published in the New York
Times and Wall Street Journal, in which some of the heads of the
automobile companies have said that their current sales were equal to
current production and that there was no present accumulation of'
inventory.

Mr. REUTHER. I am familiar with those statements, and your
statement is correct. They claim that they are just hardly able to
keep up with demand.

This is part of the mumbo-jumbo by which they hypnotize them-
selves into believing that everything is going to be wonderful. Now
the facts as reported by two business publications are as follows:
Wards Automotive Report said that in January they had roughly
500,000 automobiles in inventories.

The CHAIRMAN. Those are new cars in the hands of new car dealers.
Mr. REUTHER. Business Week made that projection, 500,000 in

January.
The CHAIRMAN. There has been some bootlegging of new cars.

into the used car market, hasn't there?
. Mr. REUTHER. That is right, there has been some of that.

The CHAIRMAN. And those cars would not be included in the 500,000;
figure.
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Mr. REUTHER. That is right. These are new cars that people are
trying to sell as new cars and not being bootlegged through the used
car market.

Now Business Week says that in January there were 500,000 new
cars in inventory and Ward's Automotive Report-again I think the
most reliable source for this kind of economic data-they project that
based upon the level of sales, and based upon the levels of production,
that by the end of March there may be 661,000 cars in inventory.

Now this is the picture, and if you build the economic prosperity of
America, and you try to say that this slight improvement will go
further because the auto industry is booming, you are building the
future on economic sand unless you change the overall economic pic-
ture, and that, of course, is exactly what we ought to be doing. There
is no reason why the auto industry cannot continue to build auto-
mobiles. There is no reason why the steel industry cannot continue
to expand its capacity and provide full employment, because there is
plenty of work to do in America, but the trouble is we are not trying
to facilitate the economic growth and the expansion essential to achieve
full employment and full production, and that is essentially the weak-
ness of the President's report.

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Reuther, is it not true that unfortunately

the automotive industry has always been seasonal, so that this is not
a new misfortune but an old one?
* Mr. REUTHER. The auto industry historically has been seasonal,
but during the past 6 or 8 years we have operated at fairly high
capacity.
* One of the reasons they used to say the industry had shut down

was the seasonal peak and fell in demand and, secondly, they had
big model changes, but we learned during the past 6 or 8 years that
you can change models without losing much production. They con-
tinue to run the old model while they get the new model on the
second line parallel to the first line.

The auto industry has been seasonal but it need not be seasonal.
We can stabilize production in the auto industry because there are
no natural economic factors over which we cannot finally get some
measure of control, not perfect control, but enough to level out the
peaks and fill in the deep valleys, and if we cannot do that, Senator
Flanders, then we have got to admit that we haven't got the good
sense that I think the American people. have.

Senator FLANDERS. It is a question, it seems to me, of sales and
psychology, rather than industrial planning.

Mr. REUTHER. Well, this idea that people have to be psychologized
to buy something they need I don't believe. When people need
something and they have the money to buy it, you do not have to
sell them on the fact that they need it, but when they haven't got
the money to buy the things they need, they are in trouble, and that
is why we are in trouble in this country.

Senator 1I LANDERS. The question is, Will they buy in 1955 or.
wait for 1956?

Now I bought a 1954 when it was offered me, so I am personally
contributing to stability.

Mr. REUTHER. I think that just reflects your general conservative
economics.
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Senator SPARKMAN. You do not mean by that that he had to pay a
lower price for that car?

Mr. REUTHER. I think he did.
Senator SPARKMAN. That is New England frugality.
Senator FLANDERS. As a matter of fact, I bought a 1954 demon-

strator car and got a still lower price. Now, Mr. Chairman, I am
reminded of one of our hearings when we had a group of economists.
I think it was I who raised the question as to whether there was not
some value in figuring out what would be a normal and proper annual
demand for automobiles and for housing. It is my recollection that
the economists with one accord turned thumbs down on it. They
would rather leave it to private initiative to go up and down and look
out the rear window and see what happened.

Now I could agree with them as far as planning production is con-
cerned, but it did seem to me then and it seems to me now that we
ought to have some notion of what a high and proper normal is in
housing and in automobiles, so that we might have something to com-
pare our current production to.

I hope that point will be in the report, and if it is not, in the body
of the report, I will take the opportunity of putting it in a footnote to
the report.

Mr. REUTHER. I would like to say, Senator Flanders, I have un-
limited faith in the future of the American free economy. I just think
it is the best economic system in the world, and I believe if we have
the good sense to gear its productive power to the needs of the people,
that the future holds great promise for all of us.

Senator FLANDERS. You were a while back, Mr. Reuther, speaking
mildly critically of the Secretary of the Treasury and the Chairman
of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, yet the
Chairman in an interview here entitled "Don't Be Afraid of Pros-
perity" seems to be a little bit inclined to be on your side.

Mr. REUTHER. Just a little bit, that is what bothers me. He ought
to be a whole lot on the side of the whole concept of an expanding
and growing economy.

Senator Flanders, you have got to recognize that Mr. Martin-I
have not read that particular article, but I have read other testimony
of his before congressional committees-believes that the normal and
acceptable and desirable economic growth is somewhere around 3
percent. I think it is somewhere between 5 and 7 percent and I
think that is conservative.
* I believe that last year based upon the economic growth that
actually was achieved between the years 1940 to 1953, that if we had
had a reflection of that normal economic growth and utilized the
increase in labor force and fully utilized the improvement in our
technology, that we.could have created last year in the year of 1954,
$40 billion more wealth than we created. That means that every
American family could have had.$850 greater purchasing power.

Senator FLANDERS. What was that range?
Mr. REUTHER. I think from 5 to 7 and I think that is conservative.
Senator FLANDERS. Is that in arithmetical or geometrical progres-

sion?
Mr. REUTHER. Obviously it is a compounding.
Senator FLANDERS. I hope you know what geometric progression

does to a small amount in a small number of years. It is terrific.
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Mr. REUTHER. I also know what automation does.
The CHAIRMAN. When you use your figure of 5 to 7 percent that

is for the economy as a *whole?
Mr. REUTHER. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Since the working force grows by 1.2 percent a

year, that would mean an increase in output per man of, say, 3.8 to
5.8 per man, and then if there is a reduction in the number of hours,
that would be another factor.

Mr. REUTHER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. So I think Mr. Martin may have been using an

hourly figure which is naturally smaller than the total output figure.
Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, with regard to automation, I

feel confident that I can predict that it is going to be a determining
feature in our national output, but I think I can also predict that it is
going to move into that position of a determining feature much more
slowly than both those who hope for it and those who fear it think.

Mr. REUTHER. You see, I do not fear automation. I welcome
automation. I welcome automation because I think automation will
give our free people the tools with which to build a better life and that
is what I am in favor of. I think we all are. I think, Senator
Flanders, the thing that is basically wrong with our economy is that
we have not achieved this dynamic and expanding balance between
purchasing power and productive power. I think that is the key to
the future, that as we are able to expand our ability to create greater
and greater wealth, we must find a way to get purchasing power in
the hands of people to consume that wealth.

Now we got in trouble in 1929, and I have an article here from
Fortune, part of an article from Fortune. This is from the Febru-
ary issue of Fortune, "What Caused the Great Depression?" There
is one short paragraph entitled "How the Pie Was Sliced," and I
quote:

Factory productivity as measured by output per manpower increased rapidly
in the twenties but hourly wages did not keep pace in the second half of the decade.
Although some of the fruits of rising productivity were passed on in lower indus-
trial prices, these reductions were only partially reflected in consumer prices.

Then they illustrate this with a chart and it goes on to say:
The lower chart shows what the upper suggests, a rising share of national in-

come in the late 1920's went to upper income groups: interests, profits, rents, etc.,
rose 14 percent, between 1928 and 1929, while wages and salaries rose only 7 per-
cent, and the farmers' income went down proportionately.

This is why we got into trouble in 1929 according to Fortune and that
is why we are in trouble now.

Now I am not remotely suggesting that we are heading for a de-
pression, because I think in the last 20 years there has been enough
sense in Government to build into our economy some safeguards.
against that kind of catastrophe.

The CHAIRMAN. You.mean this was during the 20 years of reason?
Mr. REUTHER. That is right, during the 20 years of reason, during

which time we put some restraints in our free economy, essential to
avoid these catastrophic economic breakdowns.

Senator FLANDERS. I might aynend that by saying, during 20 years
of war prosperity. It is a difficult thing to obtain in peacetime the
same degree of production and employment that we have in war.
We must recognize that it is not easy, but that we are trying to solve
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the problem. I can agree that we are not doing it as successfully as
we should, but I think we should recognize the difficulty of the solution.

Mr. REUTHER. I think, Senator Flanders, we can all agree that
solving these problems is not easy. It is not easy to preserve freedom
in the world. It is not easy to preserve peace in the world. A lot of
things are not easy, but wet have to do the difficult as a matter of
survival, and for the first time in the history of human civilization
we have the tools with which to solve this problem. When Marx
wrote his whole concept of the class struggle, what he calls dialectical
materialism, he based that on the fact that society in all those years
was divided between warring nations and warring economic groups,
struggling to divide up economic scarcity. Marx could not under-
stand what has happened in America, this great and wonderful
miracle of the great creative genius of the free mind and free spirit.

We are not now engaged in the old historic battle of dividing up
scarcity. We have the first opportunity to cooperate, free manage-
ment, free labor, free Government cooperating to create and share
abundance. That is what we are talking about, creating and sharing
abundance, instead of dividing up economic scarcity. This is the new
revolution. The Communists are just a bunch of reactionaries
because they are living in the past.

This concept of abundance is the key to the future of freedom
and peace in the world and when you say it is difficult, sure it is
difficult, but I ask the simple question that a worker in Detroit has
asked me many times. During the war when we were making the
weapons of war and destruction, we not only had full employment for
every able-bodied man and woman, but we got the grandfathers and
grandmothers out of retirement and we had a simple employment
policy in almost every factory in Detroit. The employment director
was instructed, "When they ask for a job, don't ask for their qualifica-
tions, just feel them. If they are warm, put them on the payroll."

We ask ourselves, if we could have that situation during wartime,
why can't we now have full employment making the good things of
life for people in peacetime. It is difficult but it can be done.

Frankly, we better find a way, because if we don't then freedom
will not win in the struggle against Communist tyranny.

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Reuther, in the words of the judge who
was examining Saint Paul, "Almost thou persuadest me to be a
Christian."

Just to get down to a practical question, it seems, Mr. Chairman,
that we do have to have some clear agreement on the way in which
we determine and the means by which we provide the proper division
between the returns from production as between consumption and
investment. We cannot let the extremes of either of them become
too small and it is a matter of mutual concern of management, labor,
and government, to get clear in their minds, if clearness is possible,
what is the proper division between investment and consumption.

Mr. REUTHER. I agree with you completely, Senator Flanders, and
that is the key, the achievement of this dynamic expanding balance
between these two factors. We had a full employment conference here
in Washington some months back, and when we thought of asking
someone from the administration to come over to express the adminis-
tration's economic program and their general economic and fiscal
policies, we asked Secretary Humphrey to come and he came and he
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made a speech. We got into a discussion of this thing and he got intc
the question you raised. We said at that time with a very high level
of unemployment that what we needed to do was to broaden the pur-
chasing power base of our economy so that people would have the
money to create the demand for the goods that we know how to create
based upon the capacity that we already have. Mr. Humphrey said:
"I disagree with that. The only way you can get full employment is
not to expand the purchasing power base, but to provide greater in-
centives on top of the economic structure so that people will get more
money to create investment and create new factories and new jobs.
by that procedure." And we said: "Mr. Humphrey, we agree that if
we were in a situation where the demand was greater than the capacity
to meet that demand, then the emphasis should be shifted to try to
provide increased capital to expand the basic productive capacity of
our country." But we are now in a position where the emphasis must
be shifted to the purchasing power factor in our economy because
what we need is not greater steel capacity, because the month that the
Secretary of the Treasury was before our conference, the steel industry
was producing at 61 percent of capacity. We did not need more steel
capacity, we needed more customers to buy the things made out of
steel.

The auto industry right now-here is a clipping out of the Detroit
Free Press-where the fellow who is supposed to be the authority
on this sort of thing says that the capacity of the auto industry is
between 11 and 12 million cars a year, so that if we make 6 million
cars a year, that is only 50 percent of what our capacity is.

Now do we need more productive capacity or do we need more
customers to buy the automobiles we already have the capacity to
create?

Really, the secret of how a free economy has to operate, in our
opinion, is to maintain this dynamic balance between productive
capacity and purchasing power. At the point that purchasing power
begins to crowd capacity, you shift the emphasis and you expand
capacity, and when you have expanded capacity, which means that
more tools for creating greater economic abundance have been real-
ized, you then shift back the emphasis on greater purchasing power
and achieve this dynamic balance; and we are now at the short end
of the purchasing power part of our economy but the unfortunate
part about it is that Mr. Humphrey and the administrative policy of
this Government is directed towards creating, greater incentives for
people who invest when we ought to create greater purchasing power
on the part of people who need to buy.

Senator FLANDERS. You would not want to put the emphasis,
would you, Mr. Reuther, entirely on expansion of production. You
would want also to put the emphasis of investment for new products,
new means for production, the search for new markets?

There is much more to it than just simply saying increasing steel
capacity.

There has got to be investment in many things besides simple
expansion of existing type of plant.

Mr. REUTHER. Obviously. That is part of a healthy normal
economic growth but at the present time there is a serious imbalance
between productive power and purchasing power, and we have to
correct that imbalance by increasing purchasing power to achieve a.
balance where we will have full employment.
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We believe in incentives. We believe that individual initiative
and incentives are a source of the very large portion of the motivating
power that drives us forward for progress in America. But it is a
peculiar thing, you know. You sit down across the bargaining table
with corporation executives who get $600,000 a year and we always
compute it on an hourly rate basis because we can understand it
better-some of them three-hundred-and-some dollars per hour-and
we do not object to that. But when they talk about incentives, they
always talk as though it is a one-way street and they are driving and
they are the only ones. If it is right for a fellow getting $500,000 to
get $600,000, then why isn't it right for a fellow getting $4,000 a
year to have the incentive to get $5,000 a year? I ask these fellows
what kind of mental gymnastics they go through to make it morally
right and economically sound to fight for $600,000 when they are
getting $500,000, but economically and morally wrong to fight for
$5,000 when you get $4,000. This is having 1 set of economic values
for all of the people of America, instead of 2 sets of standards. Mr.
Humphrey feels if you give more to the few people who have so much,
it will somehow trickle down; and they haven't learned a thing since
Andrew Mellon occupied that job in the Government.

The world has moved ahead, but the mentality in that kind of
thinking has stood still, and that is why we are in trouble. Thirty-
seven percent of the families in 1953 in America received less than
$3,000 income, and I think it would be well for your committee to
probe that. You talk about looking for new markets. That is the
biggest potential market.

Senator FLANDERS. We have looked at that problem in a series of
studies. We made a study of the low--income groups which revealed
many things, and I hope, Mr. Chairman, that we will continue with
that study this year, not merely to uncover the conditions but also
to see what can be done in the way of positive remedies for it.

Mr. REUTHER. I would like to conclude by making several sug-
gestions that I think ought to be carried forward by appropriate
legislation. On the housing front, there is a tremendous job to be
done in America. No one can be proud of American slums and no one
can be proud of the fact that thousands of families in America's
farming sections live in shacks, and no country has done as bad,
compared with the resources we have, on housing as we have done.
We need 2 million houses a year to take care of this problem.

There are tremendous and tragic deficits on the educational front.
We need 375,000 new classrooms right now and by 1960 we will need
600,000 new classrooms. We have got to meet that problem.

There is a tremendous hospital need and health facility need.
There is the road problem and flood control and many other problems.
of that description, which could provide great opportunities for
employment.
. We believe minimum-wage legislation is an area in which you can

begin to raise some of these low-income families up to where they can
begin to buy the things they need for healthy, decent living in our
modern atomic age and we think the minimum-wage legislation ought
to be raised to $1.25.

There is the question of the farmers. We are very disturbed about.
farm income in America. The CIO, representing roughly 6 million
industrial workers, is worried about the fact that the income of Ameri-
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can farmers continues to go down, because we believe that our pros-
perity in the cities is inseparably tied together with the economic
conditions of people on the farms. They got in trouble first in the
1920's, and we got in trouble after they got in trouble. We think
legislation ought to be adopted to give farmers full equity in terms
of their economic contribution to our free economy. And we think
that the emphasis ought to be placed on helping the farmers who
farm the land, the family-sized farmers rather than the farmers who
farm the farmers.

We think, also, obviously at the collective bargaining table we
have to get higher wages because higher wages mean greater purchas-
ing power to offset the increasing productivity of technological.
progress.

We are going after the guaranteed wage in our industry because
we believe it to be economically sound, to be morally right and to be
socially responsible in terms of the basic needs of our free society.
We believe that unemployment compensation should be increased, so
that workers who are laid off are not withdrawn from the market in
terms of sustaining their purchasing power, so that we do not begin
to compound the negative economic factors because nothing breeds
unemployment like unemployment itself. We think that unemploy-
ment compensation benefits should be raised so that people's pur-
chasing power can be protected.

On the tax front, we believe that the Government has an overriding
responsibility to use its power to try to get into the economy an
improvement of those economic factors that will make for greater
economic activity, full employment, and full production. We disa-
greed with the tax laws of 1954. We think they gave tax relief to
the people who did not need it and denied essential tax relief to those
who did need it.

We said that about 95 percent of the tax relief was going to wealthy
corporations and upper income families and only 5 percent of the
relief went to families in the $5,000 bracket or under. We think
that was wrong. We think it was bad economics and we think it
was morally wrong because it raised the standard of luxury of the
people who had more than they needed, when the basic economic
need was to raise the standard of those who had too little.
- Take the General Motors Corp.-and I cite these things because
these are the facts of life that we have to deal with in America, if
we are going to defend freedom and peace-General Motors Corp.
last year made $1,640 million before taxes. They made $7 million for
every operating day, and yet the tax law in 1954 gave the General
Motors Corp. $219 million tax reduction. You can say that went to
people, people own stock in General Motors. During the discussion on
this point they attempted to make it look as though everybody in
America owned a block of General Motors stock.

Senator FLANDERS. What was the specific element in the new tax
law which relieved General Motors of taxation?

Mr. REUTHER. General Motors got $219 million reduction in taxes
because of the laws passed last year.

Senator FLANDERS. What was the item in the law that made that
possible?

Mr. REUTHER. Well, first of all you had the excess-profits tax
eliminated.
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Senator FLANDERS. That is true. That was it, was it?
Mr. REUTHER. Well, that was the biggest item.
Senator FLANDERS. I just wanted to make sure what it was.
Mr. REUTHER. That was the biggest item.
Senator FLANDERS. I voted for it and would vote for it again.
Mr. REUTHER. Now if you take this $219 million, where does it go?

Well, there are a few big holders of General Motors stock and most of
the $219 million goes to those people. We figured it out, that one
family in General Motors that owns a big block of stock got $78,000
more take-home pay by that tax reduction in General Motors.

The CHAIRMAN. How much?
Mr. REUTHER. Seventy-eight thousand dollars that one family, one

holder of stock-his equity in that $219 million.
Senator FLANDERS. How much of it went back to the Government?
Mr. REUTHER. Well, that was his take-home.
Senator FLANDERS. Yes; take-home but it didn't stay home.
Mr. REUTHER. Well, some of it gets passed back to the Govern-

ment. We are aware of that. And when I bargain for GM workers
we also bargain for the right to pay Uncle Sam a little more, if the
GM workers get a wage increase big enough to get in the higher income
bracket, we will with great cheerfulness pay that additional tax bur-
den, so we want to share that privilege along with the family I am
talking about that got the $78,000. But the real nub of the problem
is what happens to the $78,000-the family that got that already had
over a million dollars income, do they buy one more pair of shoes?

Senator FLANDERS. I will guarantee if I know who the family is
they did not get more than 20 percent of it. I think our progressive
income tax is a grand thing, but we have to remember whenever we
use these figures what it does. There was no $78,000 for that family.

,There probably wasn't more than $15,000 for that family.
Mr. REUTHER. Well, I think you are wrong, and I will be glad to get

you all of the detailed economic facts about it. But let's take your
$15,000 figure and pursue my point. This family already has every-
thing it needs, and when it got the additional $15,000, using your
figure. it did not buy one more pair of shoes because it had all of the
shoes it needed.

They did not buy one more quart of milk; they didn't buy one more
suit of underwear; they didn't call the doctor one more time. But
there are millions of families in America who did not have the pur-
chasing power not to buy an extra pair of shoes when they didn'.t
need it, but to buy the shoes they needed. Why are the dairy farmers
in trouble, not because they produce too much milk but because
millions of children of America are denied adequate milk for healthy
normal growth and what we need to realize is that we have not got
too much production in America. We just haven't found a way to
gear this abundance to the basic needs of our people. And if you had
done what we proposed and other groups proposed and raised the
individual income tax exemptions from $600 to $800 last year instead
of giving General Motors $219 million tax reduction, you would have
put in the hands of middle and low-income families $43Abillion of high-
velocity purchasing power that would not have been put in salt brine.
It would have shown up on the store counters of America, buying the
necessities of life. That would have expanded demand, increased
demand would have reflected itself in employment, employment in
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greater purchasing power, greater purchasing power in greater demand
and the economy could have begun to reverse the negative economic
factors and have begun to compound positive economic factors, and
that is the key to where we are going.

We believe in the American free economy, but we believe that if
-we are going to make it work that we have got to find a way to achieve
this dynamic balance between productive power and purchasing power.

We have got to find a way to gear it to the needs of people and the
only way you can gear it to the needs of people is to provide the
American people with the purchasing power to translate needs into
demand, and demand into employment opportunities. That is what
we are proposing, and we believe that the Government has an over-
riding responsibility in this matter. We believe in our free-enterprise
system, with individual initiative and incentive doing as large a share
of the total economic job as is possible, but when there is an economic
deficit, which threatens the well-being and security of our Nation,
then the Government, as the agency of all of the people, has the
responsibility of overcoming that deficit. And I think that is the prob-
lem before your committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Baker has to leave at 11:45 in order to take an
airplane, and I wondered if you would be willing to stop for the
moment, and after he presents his statement then perhaps we could
continue with questioning.

Mr. REUTHER. I would be most happy.
(Mr. Reuther's prepared statement appears at p. 1200).
The CHAIRMAN. John A. Baker, who is assistant to the president of

the National Farmers Union; Mr. Baker.

OPENING STATEMENT OF JOHN A. BAKER, ASSISTANT TO
JAMES G. PATTON, PRESIDENT, THE NATIONAL FARMERS'
UNION

Mr. BAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you know, Mr. Chair-
man, Jim Patton, national president of Farmers' Union, had planned
to participate in this hearing, but owing to its being rescheduled he
was unable to be here.

I shall read a brief summary of Mr. Patton's statement and submit
for the record certain supplementary material.
* As we figure it, Mr. Chairman, national farm gross income in 1955
will probably be more than $7 billion short of a full employment level
and realized net income of farm operators will be about 33 billion
lower than is needed as the basis for an expanding full-emplovment
economy. In 1955, America's farm families should be a $40 billion
market for commodities and services instead of the $31.5 billions
projected by the President's Economic Report.

Mr. Patton's statement continues: I submit this statement to you
as one who helped shape the Employment Act of 1946, and who still
believes that loyalty to its principles and success in its objectives are
vital to America in these times of world crisis and domestic distress.

Lest you feel that my reference to domestic distress is overdrawn,
I call your attention to two significant facts. First, the income of the
average United States farm family has dropped from about $200 per
month in 1952 to $150 per month in 1954 and under the Eisenhower
sliding-scale farm program a further drop to only $100 per month
would be allowed.
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Second, unemployment is officially announced to have risen by
3538,000 in January, bringing the total to 3,347,000. As has become
-customary, the Government press releases surround this further
,downturn with a rosy glow-they say it is "seasonal."

The small decrease in unemployment in the last quarter of lastyear was really seasonal, but the rosy press releases forgot about
seasonal adjustments then-they-asked us to cheer a big improvement.

An increase of more than half a million in unemployment in 1 month
'is not just seasonal; it is mighty serious. If we were in a great
upsurge of business, it would overcome the seasonal factors and
bring about a drop in pathologically high unemployment.

The President's 1955 Economic Report reaches a new low under
the Employment Act. It highlights the wrong facts; it misconstrues
the facts that it highlights; and it fails to carry through to logical
conclusions as to policy or program even of the facts it does present.

The Economic Report does contain an impressive array of charts,
graphs, and tables. So do other Government manuals. But this
array is used to conceal, not to reveal, significant meaning for economic
policy.

The Economic Report is supposed.to be a great interpretive docu-
ment-and the interpretation is lacking in the report you have under
consideration.

Here are a few of the questions that the report makes no attempt
to answer, or even really to raise.

Is employment too high or too low, and how much reemployment
,do we need for maximum employment?

Is production sufficient, and how much do we need for maximum
production?

Is purchasing power sufficient, and is it well distributed, and how
much adjustment do we need for different groups for maximum
national production?

These are not merely random questions. They are the core of
intelligent consideration of economic policy.

They are the central questions that the statute directs be answered
in the Economic Report'. The report does not even raise these ques-
tions. It abandons the field of sound economic analysis. It cuts
the ground from under intelligent discussion of economic policy. And
specifically it flouts not only the spirit but the very letter and explicit
mandate of the Employment Act.

This breach occurs, I submit, because the Economic Report misses
the whole heart and purpose of the Employment Act. The act does
not call for an historical encyclopedia of cold data.

It does not call for mere forecasts.
It calls for a true and bold statement of our economic needs and

capacities, and for a program based upon these needs and capabilities.
This the 1955 report totally and distressingly lacks.

The Economic Report does not set any growth goals for this year.
Without established growth goals, how can we possibly determine

where the deficiencies are or how to surmount them?
How fast is automation creating the need to find new jobs for

displaced workers?
How far is consumption short of the requirements for a full

economy?
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What tax and spending policies, by the Government, would spe-
cifically address themselves to solving identified -problems and over--

.coming stated weaknesses in the economy?
How have the policies of the.Government, thus far used, worked to

overcome these weaknesses, if at all?
Nowhere in the report can one find significant attention to these

questions-in quantitative and meaningful terms. Platitudes and
easy optimism are to be found in abundance. One can hardly disagree
with its conclusions, because it selects no vital problems to reach
conclusions about.

I cannot discuss the farm features of the report, because there are
none.

The job of preparing the kind of Economic Report envisioned by
the Employment Act of 1946 remains to. be done.

I strongly urge that the committee write a report to the Congress
which specifically sets forth the size of our needs to achieve maximum
employment, production, and purchasing power, along with a program
adjusted to these great purposes.

Since the Economic Report has not provided these materials for
the committee to evaluate, I respectfully submit that the committee,
prior to doing its own job, needs to do the job that the Economic
Report should have done but did not do.

Mr. Chairman, I request that the remainder of Mr. Patton's
statement, which consists of the rationale and statistical detail of
our calculation of a 1955 full employment income and an illustrative
documentation of the shortcomings of the 1955 Economic Report be
inserted in. the record of these hearings.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be done.
Mr. BAKER. Thank you very much.
(The information referred to appears at p. 1191.)
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Chairman, I have some questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bolling.
Representative BOLLING. I have something that ties in with the

statements of both Mr. Reuther and Mr. Baker. On the occasion of
Dr. Burns' appearance before the committee in executive session, I
obtained the permission of the committee to submit to him in writing
certain questions. One of those questions is as follows: The Employ-
ment Act in section 3 (a) states that the Economic Report of the
President shall set forth the levels of "employment, production, and
purchasing power obtaining in the United States and such levels
needed to carry out the policy declared in section 2." The President's
Economic Report on page 24 states: "With economic activity con'-
tinning to expand, it is reasonable to expect that the Nation's output
within the coming year will approximate the goals of maximum
employment, production, and purchasing power, envisaged by the
Employment Act."

I asked Dr. Burns, "What are these levels or goals for 1955 in terms
.of employment, unemployment, production, and purchasing power?

"What specific forces do you see operating in the economy that will
raise the levels of demand sufficient to reach the goals of the Employ-
ment Act?"

The answer to this among other questions has just been received
a few minutes ago. While I will not ask to read all of the answer
because it is an extended argument, in apologia I would say, I would
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like to read a page or two of it and the remainder will be available in
the record in the first day's hearings when the questions were asked.
(See pp. 36-48.)

The answer given is that "Section 3 (a) of the Employment Act
states that the '* * * the Economic Report of the President shall
set forth the levels of production, employment, and purchasing power
obtaining in the United States and such levels needed to carry out the
policy declared in section 2' ".

The CHAIRMAN. And that is to promote maximum employment,
production, and purchasing power.

Representative BOLLING. Right. The italics beginning with the
word "such" have been added by Dr. Burns. "The act does not
clarify the italicized phrase," the answer continues.
Its interpretation is left to the President and his Council of Economic Advisers.
The phrase can be interpreted as calling for a numerical specification of economic
goals or it can be interpreted as calling for a specific of objectives whether in terms
of numbers or otherwise as can be made. In the former case one would assert that
"to carry out the policy declared in section 2, employment must be X, production
must be Y, and so on.

'"In the latter case one might assert that to carry out the production goals in
employment 2 must be higher or substantially higher. The drop in employment,
if any, in the recent past, after allowing for an increment of growth, would suggest
the general order of the magnitudes that are involved. For internal purposes
the Council utilizes and makes all sorts of quantitative estimates. It seems un-
wise, however, to publish near-term estimates that rest heavily on assumptions
and conjecture, and that is bound to be the case with numerical goals or targets.

"The use of such estimates by the President in his Economic Report %iould
not render a useful service to the Nation."

.1 stop there with a reemphasis that this does not include all of
Dr. Burns' answer. I agree very strongly with Mr. Reuther and
Mr. Baker that we should have some quantitative statement of the
goals we should achieve in accordance with the Employment Act
and the specifics as to what is to be done. This is not a new matter
as the members of the committee will remember. This is a matter
that was treated in the unanimous section of our report of last year,
and I think it raises perhaps the most important question confronting
nbt just the committee but the country. I felt, therefore, that it
was appropriate without having the opportunity to digest all of the
answer to get to make this information available to the panelists at-
this time, as well as-to the members of the committee.

Representative KELLY. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kelly.
Representative KELLY. That brings up a point in my mind. I

have contended that the authors of the Economic Report have exer-
cised more than the normal amount of ingenuity in missing the point,
and the point is this: there is a mandate in the full Employment
Act to provide maximum employment, maximum production, and
maximum purchasing. The report misses that pretty much, as I
said. You cannot have maximum production power unless you have
maximum purchasing power; that is true.

There is no use in having maximum production if you do not have
maximum purchasing power. In many areas of the country today
there is a great deal of unemployment, and I have said this for the
record before and I am going to repeat it. It appears that those in
authority in this Government are satisfied in order to balance the
budget and to prevent inflation, to do so at the price of misery and
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distress in these areas, and that calls, I think, for some very dynamic
action to be taken in order to aid those areas, and I might add this, too,
that while we uphold this prosperity in the country generally, there is
not a very great distribution of this prosperity. That is all.

The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Talle.
Representative TALLE. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Sparkman..
Senator SPARKMAN. Nothing more.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator O'Mahoney..
Senator O'MAHONEY. I would like to wait for Mr. Reuther to

continue.
Mr. REUTHER. Well, I was prepared to conclude. I would just

like to point out in response to the last point that Senator Flanders
made; he implied that when you give this great tax relief to the top of
the economic pyramid by providing greater incentives for people to
invest their money in plant expansion, that the expansion of industry
then would be carried on. If you gave great tax relief, that would
reflect itself in greater expansion of investment in new plant and
equipment.

The record will show that the contrary is true, that we have had the
greatest capital expansion during those periods when there was a great
market, when there was a great deal of consumer purchasing power,
because no one builds factories unless there is a demand to fill, by the
productive capacity that factory will have.

If you take the period from the first quarter of 1953 through the
first quarter of 1955 and you get the projection of business expendi-
tures, you will find that during the very period when the Republican
administration was giving the greatest incentives to the so-called
investing group in America-during that period-capital expansion,
investment in new plants and equipment, declined from the annual
rate of 28.56 billion in the first quarter of 1953 to the first quarter of
1955 where the projection is 26.3 billion. So something quite con-
trary is happening.

If you could get an expansion of the purchasing power of millions
of American low and middle income groups, and that purchasing
power would reflect itself in demands for all of the good things of life
that people need in such great quantities, that would do more to
expand capital investment than anything else, because they would
build the factories then to satisfy the growing demand. Businessmen
do not carry on industrial expansion unrelated to the economic
position of people.

I think one of the problems in America is that Mr. Humphrey, in
his kind of economics, believes the essential problem is balancing the
budget. Our problem essentially is balancing the American economy,
and ultimately you can balance the Federal budget only by balancing
the individual family budgets of the American people, and adminis-
tration spokesmen like Mr. Humphrey do not understand that because
their family budgets have always been more than balanced.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Reuther, may I call attention to table D-1
of the report of the Council on page 137. That has a figure on private
domestic investment and in the third column it shows for 1953 a total
figure of 51.4 billions for 1953, and of 46.1 billions for 1954, or a fall
of about 5 billion or around one-tenth. Part of that was a decline in
inventories, but if you take producers durable equipment which
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would be capital goods, that is a decline from 24.4 billions in 1953 to
22.4 billions in 1954, a fall of 2 billions or again by one-tenth, so that
these figures seem to bear out your statement that despite the tax
favors which were granted to stimulate investment in 1954, they did
not have the effect of so doing. Of course, it could be argued that the
investment would have been still less had it not been for the tax
favors but it did not produce a net increase.

Mr. REUTHER. I think you are absolutely right, Senator Douglas,
I would like to just make mention of a related point. The National
City Bank reported that 457 corporations in America during the first
half of 1954 turned out 7 percent less production but made 7 percent
greater return. Now General Motors made 35 percent greater
profit last year than they did in 1953, and yet their production went
down.

The CHAIRMAN. Was that before taxes or after?
Mr. REUTHER. The 35 percent is after taxes. The General

Motors Corp. made 35 percent more profit after taxes in 1954 than
in 1953 although they had less production. When you get the stock-
market boom in which you get inflation of stock prices out of less
production, then you are dealing with, I tbink, dangerous economics.
If the stock market went up because we were booming and we were
creating greater economic wealth and the higher stock prices reflected
the creation of greater economic wealth, you could say, "Well, that
was a sound proposition." But when 457 corporations, on the aver-
age, made 7 percent more profit out of less production and that is a
pretty good cross section of American industry, that is dangerous.
Now if all of the working people and all of the farmers in America
asked for more wages for less production, we could get in trouble real
quick. We are asking for more wages because we are creating greater
production with these wonderful tools that automation gives us.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Have you any figures showing a comparison
of employment with these profit figures?

Mr. REUTHER. Yes. In the early part of my testimony I got into a
comparison of what was happening in terms of employment and some
of those figures are in my prepared statements, but I pointed out that
while we had, say in December of 1954, an increase of 3 percent in
production, by comparison with December of 1953, we nevertheless
had I think 765,000 less nonfarm jobs, so production is going up, and
employment is coming down.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Is it true that profits are going up and
employment is going down?

Mr. REUTHER. That is correct; that is what is happening.
Senator O'MAHONEY. And have you made the specific comparison

in this statement?
Mr. REUTHER. That is right. I thought there were some very

dramatic figures contained in an editorial in the St.. Louis Post-
Dispatch which illustrated the relationship between 1954 at the
low period and how far back you had to go to match that in terms of a
low period for employment or a high period for unemployment and
then we took the peak month which was August 1954 and compared
that and you had to go back to 1949 before you got a comparable
figure.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bolling.
Representative BOLLING. I have some questions.
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Mr. Reuther, in a statement that Senator McNamara of Michigan
entered in the record yesterday, and which I would like to have,
included in the record of this hearing, he said that the fact that the
automobile industry is today borrowing jobs from the future and the
debt will probably be paid this fall, may be the basis for something
approaching disaster in Michigan before the year is over.

(The information referred to above is as follows:)

THE SENATE MUST BE ALERT TO PREVENT UNEMPLOYMENT-EXTENSION OF
REMARKS OF HON. PAT MCNAMARA OF MICHIGAN IN THE SENATE OF THE
UNITED STATES, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1955

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the appendix of
the Congressional Record some data taken from the January Economic Report
of the President, some quotations from the Employment Act of 1946, and some
conclusions drawn from these data and quotations.

The data given in the Economic Report of the President are as-follows:

Gross Production
Year Total em- nationdl per employed

ployment' production 2 worker 3

1Millione Billions
1929 - _ 49.4 $104.4 $2,110
1948- 62.9 257. 3 4,090
1953- 67. 3 364.9 5,415

!'Table D-16, p. 153.
2 Table D-1, p. 137.
S The figure in this column is derived from the preceding columns.

Source: Economic Report of the President, January 1955.

-The years shown above were prosperous years. Even 1953 was a good year
before the Republican administration decided to slain on the brakes and almost
threw us through the windshield.

The figures for these 3 prosperous years draw attention to the fact that, while
the nuimber of workers grew, their production grew even faster. The amount of
money that had to be spent in order to keep each of these workers on the job
grew with amazing speed. In 5 years, from 1948 to 1953, it jumped by $1,325 per
wor ker.

This growth in production per worker continues. If we were to achieve full
employment in 1955, the average worker's production would probably run ap-
proximately $5,860, nearly $450 greater than his production 2 years ago.

'However, this increase in production would take place only if the buying power
in the pockets of our people and investments by our business firms and spending
by government kept up with this astonishing growth in production.

This is not likely to happen unless this Congress decides to make it happen.
My~understanding is that while spending by consumers is expected to increase a
little, no one expects the increase to be enough to push total spending to the
necessary level in view of the drop in investment by business and in governmesit
spending. However, I can only guess at this, because the Economic Report-sent
us' by the President tells us nothing about this, perhaps the most crucial single
fact in the economic picture.

The result may well be that there will not be full-time jobs for all those who are
able, willing, and seeking work. Millions of- American homes may again feel the
blight of having the breadwinner laid off. Additional hundreds of small-business
men may close their doors. Small farmers may continue to feel the pinch as
their incomes fall. And the goods and services that ought to be forthcoming to
raise. living standards forb American people are likely to be choked off at the
source.

In Michigan, the memory of 1954 is kept alive by the fear of what lies ahead in
1955.

Even before the auto shutdowns in late 1954, approximately 215.000 people
were out of work in Michigan, with 135,000 of them in Detroit alone. The fact
that the automobile industry.is todav borrowing jobs froni the future and that the
debt will probably be pdid this fall, may be the basis for something approaching
disaster in Michigan before the year is over.
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We cannot blame this economic failure on nature or on any other force beyond
our control. The blame lies with those people in high places who refuse to plan
for full production, who may even prefer that we have something less than full
employment and full production.

The laws of this country place the responsibility for this situation on the
President of the United States. Public Law 304. the Employment Act of 1946,
declares that "* * * it is the continuing policy and responsibility of the Federal
Government to use "all practicable means * * * to coordinate and use all its
plans, functions, and resources for the purpose of creating and maintaining * * *
conditions under which there will be afforded useful employment opportunities,
including self-employment for-those able, willing, and seeking work, and to promote
maximum employment, production, and purchasing power."

The act declares further, "The President shall transmit to the Congress * * *

a program for carrying out this policy together with such recommendations for
legislation as he may deem necessary or desirable."

If the Senate has yet received from the President the kind of program and
recommendations which I believe were contemplated by this act, and which
would give this body the material we need, to reach the goal of full employment,
I have not been able to discover it.

As a matter of fact, his Economic Report is slient on some of the points where
it ought to be most useful. It leaves out some of the most important information
that this Congress ought to have to work with.

I am sure that the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, under the chair-
manship of the able and distinguished Senator from Illinois, Senator Paul Douglas,
will do whatever is possible to remedy the failure of the administration to do what
the act requires and the country needs. I hope that when the committee makes
its recommendations, this body will be alert to do what must be done, and do it
quickly, if 1955 is not to be another year of inexcusable unemployment, under-
production, and hardship for many people.

Representative BOLLING. I gather from what you said earlier that
you would agree that if you have a rate of production now that leads
to almost a total lavoff in late fall, that that would certainly be true
of Michigan.

Mr. REUTHER. Unless there are some factors which bring about
the needed and desired economic improvement in the overall situa-
tion, we will be in trouble in Michigan this fall.

Representative BOLLING. This would be a very serious situation in
Michigan, but according to your testimony, I gather that because of
the impact of the automobile industry, the impact would be felt not
only in Michigan, but it would be felt in many, many areas of the
country, those that produce steel, those that produce glass, and all of
the items that go into the production of automobiles.

Mr. REUTHER. It would be felt disproportionately in Michigan,

but the impact would be all through steel, glass, and all of these
industries closely allied with automobile production.

Representative BOLLING. This is not only a local production, but
a much broader problem.

Senator SPARKMAN. May I intervene at this point?
I call your attention to the fact that not only is it felt through other

industries as a way of getting out to areas greater than Michigan, but
we feel it in Alabama when you cut down employment in Michigan,
because Mr. Wilson said, I believe, that they were expected to go back
South anvhow when cold weather comes. That is not the reason they
come back South. They come back down there when they are without
jobs and simply swell the totals of local unemployment and swell the
totals that go on relief and emergency rations. I assume that happens
over a great area of the country.

Mr. REUTHER. I am sure it does, Senator Sparkman.

58422-55-75
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Representative BOLLING. I have one more question. In the Em-
ployment Act it says, "In exercising its powers, functions, and duties,
the Council may constitute such advisory committees and may consult
with such representatives of industry, agriculture, labor, consumer,
State and local governments, and other groups as it deems advisable."

In the answers to the questions which I mentioned earlier, there
was a question that bore on this, but I would like to have Mr. Reuther's
comment on the amount of participation the groups he is associated
with or knows of have had. What opportunity have they had for
consultation, what advice has been solicited of these groups?

Mr. REUTHER. To begin with, I think the act provided this partici-
pation because I think every important economic group in the country
has a contribution to make. Industry, agriculture, and labor ought
to be consulted so the Government can try to get the benefit of any
contribution any group might make.

In the past, in other administrations, we were consulted. The
CIO and other labor groups had arrangements with the Council of
Economic Advisers where periodically we would sit down and spend
a considerable amount of time discussing many aspects of economic
problems.

We would raise questions and they would say to us, we would like
to have your point of view on this particular problem, how do you
react to this situation, this is the way it is developing, and we had a
flow of information two ways, and we learned a lot of things from
them and I think they learned certain things from us.

During the past year we had an invitation only one time to meet
with the Council of Economic Advisers. The invitation came
directly after the November election and the meeting was held 1 or
2 days before Thanksgiving. I think we can say in all good conscience
that as far as the present activities of the Council of Economic Ad-
visers is concerned, we have not had the kind of opportunity to make
our contribution to the work of that agency which I think is required
by the law.

Representative BOLLING. Mr. See, would you mind answering the
question just put to Mr. Reuther, although you have not had an
opportunity to testify.

Mr. SEE. I do not know that our people have ever been called upon
by the committee or by the board to consult with them. If they
have, it is not to my knowledge.

Senator O'MAHONEY. You would know if your organization had
been called upon.

Mr. SEE. I think I would.
Representative KELLEY. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kelley.
Representative KELLEY. I would like to direct this question to Mr.

Reuther. 0
You mentioned the guaranteed annual wage. There is some mis-

understanding about that. I would like to have you explain it.
Would a guaranteed annual wage mean an indefinite period or would
it have limitation?

Mr. REUTHER. The proposal that we intend to make to the auto
industry has what we call limited commitments. It is for a period of
12 months, and at the end of that period the worker would exhaust
his guaranty. And at the end of that period if he went back to work
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he would begin to build credit again. We do not think the guaranteed
annual wage is a panacea that will cure all of our problems. How-
ever, we believe it is one of the unused democratic tools that our free
society has to use, and what we have to do is to get further incentives
in the industrv so that we will create economic incentives for more
rational planning of their production.

That is why, we believe, as I said earlier, that our demand is eco-
noinically sound. We think it is feasible and we think at the bargain-
ing table we can develop economic facts to support the economic
soundness of our position. We think it is morally right. We believe
that a worker who gives his time and skill and attention to an indus-
try is entitled to an annual wage, because he has to live and eat for
the year and support his family by the year.

Industry rewards all of its top executives by the year, it pays taxes
by the year, it meets its outstanding financial obligations by the year.
The only economic factor in production that is dealt with by the hour
or by the piece is the human equation, and we think that, obviously,
is the most important equation. We believe that if we provide eco-
nomic incelntives through the guaranteed annual wage, this auto in-
dustry which has been notorious for its chaotic and irrational and
unsound production planning will begin to get that degree of stability
into the industry, so that we are not booming for a few months and
walking the streets for a few months and booming again for a few
months.

If we can stabilize the auto industry, we will also contribute toward
stability in the steel industry and other industries, and this thing can
begin to spread in our whole economy. We believe that the auto
industry is a logical place to start because the economic resources of
that industry can carry the guaranteed annual wage without any
difficulty.

When you think that the General Motors Corp. made $1,640 million
profit in 1 year-that is before taxes-that is a comparable figure to
try to compare costs to, and the other thing is that we are very
worried about where we are going in America, in light of the tremen-
dous technological progress that we are making.

There have been times in the history of the free labor movement
when people fought against technological progress because thev felt
the advance of technology threatened their job security. We do not
have that philosophy. We have always said we welcome technological
progress. If they can find a way to do it easier with fewer people, fine.

We would like to encourage that, but we would like to get the
benefit of it. We think technical progress should not mean greater
human insecurity; it should mean shorter hours; and higher living
standards, an opportunity to grow intellectually and spiritually and
culturally.

Work is not an end, it is a means to an end, whereby we create
the material needs to satisfv our basic needs, and having done that
we can then do these other things. Now, creative work is something
different, but when you are just tightening a bolt in an automobile
factory, that is not creative work. That is the kind of thing you
ought to have to do as little of as possible to earn your bread and
butter, so you will have an opportunity to do real creative work.

We had an argument about 3 months ago in ] of the factories
where 8 men were doing a job as a team and those 8 men had about
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8 different operations. One follow would tighten a bolt for a half
hour, and then move over and tighten this bolt. An engineer came
down with a stopwatch and said if we had those fellows just tightening
the same bolt all of the time, we could turn out more cars with the
same number of workers.

I said: "How would you like to come out of school to the point
where you were gainfully occupied in industrv and look forward to
45 years of tightening 1 nut in an automobile?"

That isn't why we organize a free society. That isn't what we
are defending in the world. We are trying to defend and preserve
and extend the idea that people as human beings can solve their
economic problems by the organization of their resources and their
productive power and their technology and their know-how, and to
satisfy human needs so that people can become better human beings.

Frankly, if you ask me, whether we are going to lick the Communists
by guns or by this approach, I will say by this approach, because
we cannot win a war of negative values, but we can win a struggle
of positive values. We get frightened at these little men of no faith
when they look backward instead of ahead. The guaranteed annual
wage, as I repeat, is not a panacea, but it is another one of the demo-
cratic tools we have to work with in trying to find a way to gear our
expanding economy to the basic needs of people.

Representative KELLEY. Mr. Chairman, may I ask Mr. See what
he thinks about the guaranteed annual wage?

Mr. SEE. Congressman Kelley, our brotherhood is working on such
a plan now. We emploved Mr. Latimer about a year ago and he is
working on a plan for the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen. It is based, Mr. Chairman, on
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act.

Mr. Latimer told me yesterday he had the plan about ready to
present to our people now.

Representative KELLEY. Ml. Chairman, I have been asked this
question by people who ask about a small industry which probably
has not a great deal of capital; how can it guarantee an annual wage?

Mr. REUTHER. Well, I think that the future of small business in
America generally is inseparably tied together with our achievement
of a full employment, full production economy. When we get in
trouble, small business goes down the economic drain. That is the
trouble in the auto industry. The small independent producers
cannot survive in a contracting market. They cannot survive when
the economic pie that they are sharing gets smaller each year because
their share of the smaller economic pie is not big enough to justify
investment in automation and these other technological advances
and the result is they go down the drain. What small business ought
to do in America-it ought to join with farmers and labor groups and
other progressive-minded people in the joint effort to achieve a full
employment, full production, expanding economy, because they can
survive only if they share abundance. They cannot survive trying
to get a little piece of scarcity, and I think we have to tell the small-
business people that their future lies down the road of abundance and
full employment and full production, and if we do not get that, they
are in trouble.

When the General Motors Corp. got more than 50 percent of the
total production of the auto industry, last year, when 6 independent
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companies together got less than 5 percent, those independents are in
trouble. And you cannot say, well, why don't we, the union, give
them a break economically, because then what you do is you begin
to compete in terms of who can lower the standards most, and that
rat race will lead nowhere.

You have to raise standards and obviously you cannot get the
little guys to pioneer, but once you get the big industries moving,
they will create the stability which will then give the economic
resources to the small guy. We had the same problem with pensions.
When we talked about pensions they said, well, even if you make the
big companies do it, the little companies will go down the drain, and
yet we have made more progress on pensions with the little companies
because they are nearer people, and sometimes, under the human
equation, better. But the real answer to the future of small business is
an expanding economy in which they share and participate in the
great effort of creating greater and greater abundance. There is no
other wav out.

Senator O'AIAHONEY. IS it true, Mr. Reuther, that these small
companies in the motor industry exist by sufferance of General
Motors, and 2 or 3 other big companies?

Mr. REUTHER. I believe in a period of contracting markets, in a
period when the market does not enable small companies to get a
share of the market sufficiently large to justify the expanding of their
facilities, what you say is so.

They can only exist on their own economic feet in an expanding
market and expanding economy.

Senator O'MAHONEY. What about the situation in previous years;
what you have said now is based on automation. I am talking about
the conditions which have brought us to this stage.

Mr. REUTHER. Well, I think you will find that during those periods
of high economic activity, small business has always prospered, and
during periods of reduced economic activity the smaller companies
with limited resources are the ones that do not survive nearly as well
as the big companies.

General Motors was the onlv automobile company that made profits
during the worst years of the depression. They still made a profit,
while thousands and thousands of small companies were going bank-
rupt and going out of business, and I think that the process of
technological progress which is moving forward at an accelerated
rate intensifies the economic position and makes more difficult the
ability of small business to survive, because technology is related to
volume.

You cannot put in a half-billion dollars'worth of machinery to build
half that much production. It just does not pay. But if you are
going to build, as. General Motors does, billions of dollars' worth of
automobiles, then you can afford to put in half a billion dollars of
automation, because you get that much back, and more.

Volume is. the key to unit cost, unit cost is the key to competitive
position, and volume, therefore, really, I think, is the salvation of
small business.

Senator O'MTAHONEY. Well, does the future of automation indicate
that unless there is something to counteract it,. perhaps General
Motors in another 2 years will have 75 percent of the output?

Mr. REUTHER. Well, I do not think they could get that much.
I think General Motors can increase its percentage of the total market
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at the expense of some of its competitors in the next several years,
but I do not think they could get that much.

They could take away everything the independents have, and that
would only be 5 percent. Then they have to get into Ford's.

Senator O'MAHONEY. When you speak of the independents, whom
do you mean?

Mr. REUTHER. The 2 companies that now make up American
Motors, Hudson and Nash, and the 2 companies that now make up
the Studebaker & Packard Corp., Studebaker and Packard, and the
2 companies that now make up the Kaiser-Willys combination,
Kaiser and Willys; those 3 companies had less than 5 percent last
year and General Motors had 50 percent.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Ford and Chrysler still have some staying
power.

Mr. REUTHER. That is right. Chrysler lost a lot of ground last
year, they lost nearly 50 percent of their market. They went from
22 percent down to 11 or 12 percent. They, I think, will make some
comeback. It is a peculiar thing about the auto industry, and I sup-
pose, on the one hand, you can admire the spirit of it, but you can cer-
tainly question the economic judgment that goes into that spirit.

When you talk to these people, they say that they are all going to
beat the other guy, and they all say there is going to be a dip in produc-
tion, but only the other guy will lose production. We are just going
to keep going in high gear, and if you took a piece of paper and you
added up how much each one was going to gain, it would be about 175
percent of total production.

The CHAIRMAN. There is an analogy in this. College graduates
are supposed to know something about mathematics, but the alumni of
every college expects their team to be a constant winner and everybody
expects that they will exceed the average and not fall below. This a
peculiarity of American optimism.

Mr. REUTIHER. Except that we should not build our economic
future on that kind of economics.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Mr. Reuther, you told* us you were asked
once bv the Council of Economic Advisers for suggestions with re-
spect to the Economic Report. Were you ever consulted by any of
the automobile companies or any of the other corporations which pro-
duce the commodities members of the CIO work upon?

Mr. REUTHER. Well, I would say that the amount of consultation
which corporations invite us to participate varies with their insecurity.
When they have a problem, they want us to consult them night and
day, and when they have not got a problem, they go their merry way,
and do not ask for our advice. The smaller companies are a little
better in that respect. That is because their problems are bigger.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Are you receiving enough consultation at the
present time from Congress?

Mr. REUTHER. Well. I would give a most emphatic no to that.
We are hoping this session of Congress will do better by the people
than the last session.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Let me ask you, unless you have already
testified about it, what fact you have discovered and what conclusion
vou have reached about the present level of production of our auto-
mobiles.

Mr. REUTHER. Well, I touched upon that. The figures indicate
that auto production, based upon January, and as it is projected
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through March, that the industry will be operating somewhere be-
tween levels of 82 to 9 million cars a year, but the most optimistic
projection of sales is 6 million, so we are operating roughly at 3 million
higher than the sales would justify.

Senator O'MAHONEY. An association of automobile dealers recently
had a convention of some sort. Were you represented at that con-
vention?

Mr. REUTHER. No, I was not. We do not participate in the meet-
ings of such associations.

Senator O'MAHONEY. I did not think you would, but I thought you
might follow up such meetings to see how the dealers react.

Mr. REUTHER. We are cautious about such things because inevi-
tably when we do something in that area, the industry raises questions
of managerial prerogatives, that we are interfering in management, and
so forth.

Senator O'MAHONEY. I have no thought of your interfering in
management. I am only thinking of your watchful eye.

Mr. REUTHER. Well, we watch these things very carefully.
-Senator O'MAHONEY. What conclusion have you reached then with

respect to whether or not the automobile dealers of the country are
feeling satisfied about the situation?

Mr. REUTHER. I think they are very unhappy. I think that the
auto dealers are unhappy because I think they are being compelled to
take automobiles for which they have no customers. That is where
bootlegging comes in. The fellow said I can't sell this as a new car
but I will bootleg it somewhere and may make $5 on the transaction,
but they always bootleg them in some district where the other fellow
is trying to sell cars, and the other fellow bootlegs in other areas, and
that creates a great deal of dissatisfaction among dealers at the present
time.

Senator O'MAHONEY. You feel there is a compulsion for dealers to
take more cars than they can sell?

Mr. REUTHER. Business Week says there are currently inventories
of 550,000 cars, and Ward's Automotive Report says by the end of
March there may be 661,000 cars in inventory. Obviously, when
you build inventories that fast, you can only build them when the
companies are pushing more cars in the hands of dealers than the
dealers are able to dispose of.

The CHAIRMAN. You could not legally prove that the dealers are
compelled to take these cars because the pressure is subtle and by
word of mouth?

Mr. REUTHER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And indirect and illusive, rather than brutal and

forced; isn't that true?
Mr. REUTHER. I think its effects are brutal but I think the tech-

nique is not brutal.
Senator O'MAHONEY. How many dealers does General Motors

have throughout the country, do you know?
Mr. REUTHER. I do not know. It is very sizable. They have, of

course, one of the best dealer organizations.
Senator O'MAHONEY. Well, would it be possible for your staff of

experts to determine it?
Mr. REUTHER. Oh, we know. I do not know offhand. We have

those figures back in Detroit. I would be very happy to get them
for you.
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Senator O'MAHONEY. I wish you would, and put them in here,
because we are talking now about the effect of this one corporation
upon the economy of the whole country. When you have large cor-
porations producing such a tremendous proportion of the particular
commodities that go into trade all over the country, you have a
center of economic stimulus and of economic depression, and any
study of the economic effect must go into that aspect of it.

(The material supplied by Mr. Reuther is as follows:)

Passenger-car dealers in the United States in 1954

United United United United
States States States States

Company passenger- franchised Company lassenger-r franchised
car new-ear car new-car

dealers I dealers 2 dealers I dealers 2

Chrysler 10, 292 General Motors-Con.
_~ _Pontiac - 4, 127 4,072

Chrysler-Plymouth 3, 349 3,491 _

DeSoto-Plymouth 2,883 2,954 Hudson .- ---- - 1, 766 2,017
Dodge-Plymouth 3 4.060 4,140 Nash - - - 1, 531 1. 023

Packard - 1.520 1,433
Ford Motor Co --- - 8,407 -Studebaker -2, 491 2, 749

Kcaiser-Frazer .-------------- 2, 127
Ford 6,664 6,590 Willys -- -21,973
Lincoln-Mercury 1,104 1, 774 Kaiser-Willys 5 2, 339 ----
Mercury-------- 739 -----------

Mercury 739Total United States
General Motors 4 20, 790 franchises 49,136 47,184

Minus dual franchises 6,955
Buick -- - 3, 509 3, 414
Cadillac 1,743 1,610 Net number of United
Chevrolet 7, 533 7,522 States dealerships 42,181-
Oldmosbile --- - 3.878 3, 664

'As of Jan. 1, 1954. as estimated by Automotive News Almanac for 1954.
2 As of Mar. 1, 1954, as estimated by R. L. Polk & Co. and published in Automotive News Almanac for

1954.
3 Total includes a few exclusive Dodge dealers.
4 In a General Motors press release for Jan. 17. 1955, reference was made to 18,500 GM dealers and distfib-

1utors
5 Kaiser-Willys recontracting program incomplete as of Jan. 1, 1555.

Mr. REUTHER. I would like to qualify, if I may, my statement that
dealers are being crowded with more cars than they can sell. I will
make one exception, Cadillac. Cadillac dealers have more customers
than they have cars.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Well, would you regard that to be a result of
last year's tax law?-

Mr. REUTHER. I would think that that had a great deal to do with
it. Unfortunately, America will have to ride the lower priced cars to
prosperity. It would be fine if we could all ride in a Cadillac, but I am
afraid we can't.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Reuther.
Mr. REUTHER. Thank you for this opportunity.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. See, of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HARRY SEE, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE BROTHERHOOD OF RAILROAD TRAIN-
MEN

Mr. SEE. Mr. Chairman, I am appearing on behalf of Mr. Ken-
nedy, the president of the brotherhood, who was invited by the com-
mittee to be here, and who found it was impossible to do so.
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My name is Harry See, and I am national legislative representative
of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, with offices at 10 Inde-
pendence Avenue SW., Washington 24, D. C. The headquarters of
the brotherhood are located in the Standard Building, Cleveland,
Ohio. We represent brakemen, yardmen, conductors, switchtenders,
train baggagemen, and other classes of employees on railroads. The
brotherhood has approximately 200,()00 members employed in train
service in the United States and Canada.

The President's Economic Report declares that "the Government
is mindful of its great responsibility to help assure balanced economic
growth." The report states also that the administration program
for 1955 is directed to fostering longtime economic growth rather
than imparting "an immediate upward thrust to general economic
activity."

Since the President's report was issued the Federal Reserve Board
has taken action to slow down what has been called "the strong recovery
phase" of the American economy. The President of the New York
Federal Reserve Bank described this as a change from a policy of
actively encouraging lending by the commercial banks to one of
"letting credit tighten up a bit." This seems to mean that the
Eisenhower administration's interpretation of "balanced economic
growth" and avoiding "an immediate upward thrust" requires a
slower rate of expansion in business activity than prevails at the
present time.

The experience of 1953 indicates that we cannot use tight credit
to slow down economic expansion without the risk of reducing job
opportunities. Therefore, I ask the question, Is this the time to
slow down business expansion?

According to the Interstate Commerce Commission, employment on
class I railroads has declined from 1,239,000 in July 1953 to 1,027,000 in
December 1954, a reduction of 212,000 in 18 months. This is a 17
percent decline in employment over the period. . According to the
President's report, average unemployment on a national basis rose
from 2.5 percent of the labor force in 1953 to 5 percent or 3,230,000 in
1954. In December 1954, unemployment was 2,838,000. I include
this in my statement because I believe it is necessary to points which
I develop later.

I do not need to tell this committee that not only are 3 million wage
earners out of work, but hundreds of thousands of jobseekers have
withdrawn from the labor market because there is no prospect of
finding work and still other workers are on part time. I understand
there are estimates that unemployment may reach 4 million in 1955
and 5.5 million in 1956, even on the basis of currently anticipated
increases in economic activity.

The present is no time to take any action that will run the risk of
reducing employment opportunities.

Our national production is still short of the level necessary to pro-
vide maximum employment. Employment in the railroad industry
has declined every month since July 1953. Railroad transportation
is a service industry that cannot prosper unless and until industry
generally prospers. Carloadings, although showing a tendency to
increase in recent weeks are still below the levels reached in 1953.

Carloadings and railroad employment will not increase until there
is an expansion of industrial output. We know that the growth in
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our economy in 1954 lagged behind 1953; that industrial production
and carloadings were behind 1953. We get no satisfaction from com-
paring 1954 with earlier years and saying that it was our second best

*year. Railroad and other workers are still out of work and the pros-
pect is for even greater unemployment unless business activity
expands.

A major portion of the decrease in employment in the railroad indus-
try is brought about by the continued drop in the production and
hauling of coal. Production of bituminous coal was 630.6 million
tons in 1947. In 1954, the output of bituminous coal had fallen to
about 390 million tons, a decline of 38 percent over a 7-year period.
Carloadings of bituminous coal were 9,088,000 in 1947 and 5,650,000
in 1954, a decline of 3,438,000 carloads, or about 38 percent over this
period.

To illustrate one of the causes for this deterioration in the coal and
railroad transportation industries, let me first state that in the year
1954 this country imported 128,327,160 barrels of residual fuel oil.
This figure is equal to 30,557,500 tons of coal. Using the average
figure of 60 tons of coal per carload, this would translate the
128,327,160 barrels of oil into 509,291 carloads of coal.

To realize how much of an effect this has on employment, we must
first take a look at the decrease in the carloadings of coal in the three
major coal regions.

In the eastern region, for the year 1952, there were 1,170,489 cars
of coal loaded. In the year 1954 in this same region, only 903,222
cars were loaded, a decrease in the 2-year period of 267,267 cars.

In the Allegheny region, 1,657,472 cars of coal were loaded in
1952, while in 1954 carloadings totaled 1,367,062, a decrease of
290,410 cars.

In the Pocahontas region, in the year 1952, carloadings of coal
totaled 1,831,106, while in 1954 they amounted to 1,485,409, a de-
crease of 345,697 cars. The combined decrease of carloadings of coal
in these 3 regions for 1954 as compared with 1952 totals 903,374 cars.

So far we have discussed only the drop in total carloads of coal.
To carry the translation further in terms of railroad manpower,
the loss of 903,374 carloads would equal 1,130 trains, using 80 cars
per train as an average number. This is still not the complete picture,
however, for so far we have spoken only of carloads of coal lost.

As you well know, the other side of this movement is the bringing
of empty cars to mines for the transportation of coal to consumers.
To determine the total number of trains and crews displaced by this
operation, the number of 1,130 trains must be doubled, since there
would be a like number of movements of empty cars to the mines
before there would be the same movement of loaded cars out of the
mines.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Let me interrupt, Mr. See, to remark that
if you had included the Rocky Mountain region in this computation,
you would have found a similar story of reduced production and
increasing unemployment in the coal-mining regions.

Mr. SEE. I think that is true, Senator. That would be true in
every coal-mining region.

Senator O'MAHONEY. Well, I just hate to see Wyoming overlooked.
That is all, Mr. See.

Mr. SEE. I understand that the coal situation isn't so good, and
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that residual oil does not have much to do with that. It is largely
the dieselization of the railroads that owned the coal mines, in the
first'place.

Senator O'MAHONEY. That has some bearing.
Mr. SEE. I do have the coal-loading figures for some of the western

railroads.
Senator O'MAHO\EY. I think it would be well if you put them in

the record.
Mr. SEE. I would be glad to do that.
(See p. 1215.)
Mr. SEE. We thereby see that actually 2,260 trains are affected.

To continue, the average haul from mine to consumer is 300 miles.
Crews are paid on a 100-mile-a-day basis. The number of trains
affected then becomes three times the above figure, or 6,780. Since
5 men constitute a train crew, the astounding total of 33,900 man-
days lost is realized.

This figure applies, you will recall, only to the three coal regions
mentioned above, the Eastern, Allegheny and Pocahontas, and does
not by any means indicate total loss in railroad employment as a
result of the decline in coal production.

The above figure represents only road train and engine crews. It
does not include the associated employment of vardmen or the large
number of nonoperating employees used in connection with such
traffic.

I do not wish to leave the impression that every one of the man-days
lost in these three coal regions isattributed directly to the importation
of residual fuel oil. But it is a tremendous factor on certain railroads
with a large coal hauling business, such as the Pennsylvania, New
York Central, Western Maryland, Virginian, Chesapeake & Ohio,
Norfolk& Western, and the Clinchfield. We do not have the decrease
in employment for this period for each separate railroad, but if the
committee desires that kind of information, the Interstate Commerce
Commission is in a position to furnish it.

On one railroad, the Norfolk & Western, as of January 28, 1955,
approximately 2,000 employees have been furloughed. Only 20
percent of these employees have been able to find jobs in other indus-
tries. Total employment on this carrier at high-level employment is
over 17,000.

I might add within the past couple of weeks I was in eastern Tennes-
see and was informed that employment on the Clinchfield Railroad
was just about 50 percent what it was 2 years ago, and the Clinch-
field is a large coal hauling railroad.

I stated these facts on the importation of residual fuel oil before
the Ways and Means Committee on January 31. T urged that com-
mittee to place a quota limitation on the importation of residual fuel
oil. I am restating these facts before this committee because I want
it to understand the effects of these importations on the coal and rail-
road industries.

The President's economic report has supporting evidence of the
effect of the decline of the coal industry. The map on page 90 of the
report (chart B-3) shows a belt of the greatest unemployment among
insured workers. Of the 9 States showing the greatest insured and
unemployment, 4 are coal-producing States. Pennsylvania has un-
employment of 7 percent of the total insured, West Virginia 10.9
percent, Kentucky 10.3 percent, and Tennessee 8.6 percent.
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For the United States as a whole, insured unemployment in 1954
was 5.2 percent of covered employment.

A representative of our union, Mr. Van Parsons, general chairman
on the Western Maryland Railway, described to this committee the
unemployment among railroad workers in Cumberland, Md. At
Altoona, Pa., there are 585 car-repair workers including carmen,
machinists, carpenters, welders, and pipefitters out of work. And
that statement comes from a sheet put out by the Railroad Retirement
Board to their National Employment Service. Yet the national total
of cars awaiting repair rose from 87,637 in 1954 to 116,200 in January
1955, while the number of locomotives awaiting repair over the same
period rose from 1,919 to 2,513.

We take the position that if the Pennsylvania Railroad started
repairing the equipment that needs repairing, they could put a lot of
people out of work in Altoona back to work. That could be true in
any town where there are railroad shops.

Railroad employment at Cumberland and Altoona will not increase
until an improvement in general business conditions results in a
greater coal output and a greater demand for railroad services.

The President says that the vigor of the recent recovery suggests
that economic expansion will "probably" continue during the coming
months and that it holds out the promise that we shall achieve a
"high and satisfactory" level of production and employment in the
current year. He says further that-
it is reasonable to expect that the Nation's output within the coming year willapproximate the goals of "maximum employment, production and purchasingpower" envisaged by the Employment Act.

This statement does not commit the administration to work for a
level of production that will reduce unemployment to a bare minimum.
What is a "high and satisfactory" level of employment? Why are
our sights set merely on approximating the goals of maximum em-
ployment, production, and purchasing power? The report fails to
define the goals required by the act. Is the word "approximate"
used to evade this responsibility?

Does the administration look back to the level of production and
employment of 1953 as a satisfactory level of production and employ-
ment for 1955? A return to "the good old days" of 1953 will not
meet the needs of 1955 and future years. We must look ahead to the
necessity of increased production and employment. The labor force
is growing because of the growth in population. The annual net in-
crease in the number of people seeking employment is about 700,000,
and I think Mr. Reuther raised that to 800,000. At least one fore-
cast was made before this committee that average unemployment
may increase by as much as 1 million to about 4 million in 1955.

One conservative investment publication, the Magazine of Wall
Street, January 8, estimates an increase in unemployment to almost
4 million in 1955 and to 5.5 million in 1956 on the basis of the present
level of business activity. Even this publication complains that "a
prosperous America cannot afford the stigma of chronic rising un-
employment."

From my own industry I can report that there has been displace-
ment of workers by investment in diesel power, centralized traffic
controls, pushbutton freight yards, and other modern equipment and
methods. Dieselization, for example, means less man-hours in re-
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pair shops. It also means longer trains with lower requirements for
operating labor and increased hazards in hauling the longer trains.

The trend to modernization increases output per worker in all in-
dustry, including the railroad industry, justifying higher wages.
But increasing productivity per worker means less men to turn out
the same work. We must adjust our national economic policies to
provide employment for the workers displaced by the increasing use
of automatic machinery and more efficient methods and equipment.

I need not remind this committee of the harsh impact of continued
unemployment. I fear that the policy of permitting credit to tighten
up may have damaging and far-reaching effects on American indus-
trial activity. It mayt halt recoverv entirely. "Letting credit tighten
a bit" means turningf our backs on the effects of unemployment. As
a nation we must not show this indifference to the urgent needs of
millions of unemployed and underprivileged American citizens.

We have given two reasons-growth in the labor force and increase
in productivity-whv a return even to the high output and emplov-
ment of 1953 will fall short of the need of the American economy in
the current and future years. We believe the administration is overly
concerned about the threat of inflation and not sufficiently concerned
about the necessity of a definite program of governmental expenditure
on a National, State, and local basis that will assure full employment
of the Nation's men and resources in the vears ahead.

The problems associated with expansion such as labor shortages
and a tendency for higher prices must be measured against the hard-
ships to more millions of unemployed Americans which is likely to
result from tightening credit at the present time. We must decide
between the two as long as we have millions of unemployed. There
can be no doubt where the decision will be once the choice is made
clear. Our democratic society will not tolerate unemployment, but
will demand a rising national output and a job for every man seeking
work.

The following steps should be taken to give the needed boost to
employment and national output:

The President's recommendation that we postpone the lowering of
the corporate income tax scheduled for April 1, 1955, should be
adopted. The revenue needs of the Government should be met from
this source rather than from the excise taxes.

The excise taxes should be kept no longer than the date of April 1,
1955, when many of them are scheduled to be lowered. These taxes
transfer purchasing power from consumers to the Government with
the effect of curtailing spending for consumer's durable and other
goods and in that way hold down employment. The removal of the
excises would encourage business and help employment.

In the railroad and transportation industries generally, the xvar-
time excises on the charges for the transportation of persons and prop-
erty are adding to the burdens of the railroads and other common
carriers, and encouraging the use of nontaxed means of transporta-
tion, both passenger and freight. The tax on passenger fares was en-
acted to discourage the use of commercial carriers during the war
when their facilities were overloaded with travel, much of which was
not essential to the war effort.

The tax on freight charges discriminates against distant shippers
and pyramids until it is actually many times the original tax. These
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taxes are a Government-imposed burden on an industry that is losing
ground to private untaxed carriers such as the private passenger auto-
mobile and the private motortruck, and should be removed to provide
a needed stimulus to the public agencies of transportation.

The President's recommendation to increase the present national
statutory debt limit should be adopted to enable the Treasury to
borrow when necessary to meet the needs of a full-employment
economy. Similarly, the States should act on the President's recom-
mendation to remove and to relax the local tax rate-limiting and
debt-limiting statutes as means of enabling these local jurisdictions
to increase the scale of their public-works programs.

Individual income taxes should be reduced through the method of
increasing personal individual income-tax exemptions. This would
give substantial aid to lower income receivers and would add to mass
purchasing power and thus help employment.

The national minimum wage should be raised to $1.25 per hour.
The President's proposal to raise the wage to 90 cents per hour is
wholly inadequate.

The President's recommendation that the Federal old-age and
survivors insurance should be extended to Federal personnel should
be adopted. However, I do not believe the President goes far enough
in this change. There should be a substantial increase in retirement
benefits to keep pace with the increase in living costs. I might say
for the employees of the industry of which I am a member that railroad
retirement benefits can, in my judgment, be increased without a tax
increase and without jeopardizing the reserve fund.

I am not sure that the President recommends including under the
unemployment-insurance system the employees of State and local
governments, and employees who work for firms employing fewer
than four persons. Presumably the President asked only for con-
sideration of this change, because it is a State responsibility and
because he wants, above all, for it to remain a State responsibility.
I believe that this change should be adopted and that it should
become a responsibility of the Federal Government.

Likewise, the President asked the States to consider revising
unemployment-insurance benefits so that in all cases they equal at
least one-half of the regular earnings. I believe this change should
be adopted and that it should become a responsibility of the Federal
Government.

There should be a minimum term of unemployment benefits of 26
weeks, but I believe that employees with longer records of contribu-
tions to the system should have a longer period of benefits. These
changes should be effected through Federal legislation.

The recommended changes in the unemployment-compensation
system should not be left to the States, but should be assumed by
the Federal Government. The States have failed to take any action
toward accomplishing these objectives. For example, President
Eisenhower twice in 2 years has asked the States to consider raising
the weekly benefits to equal one-half the worker's weekly wage.
No State has yet adopted this standard. We need Federal legislation
to incorporate these needed reforms into the social-security system,
on a uniform, nationwide basis.

The recommendations of the President for expansion of the Federal
program of aid for fellowships, research, teacher training, and other
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related educational activities should be acted upon without delay
and upon a scale commensurate with the size of the problem.

There is no lack of authoritative statements of needs for the neces-
sity of aid to the States and school districts in the construction of
school buildings. It is unnecessary to await a report from the forth-
coming President's conference on educational needs. The conference
is not scheduled to meet until late this year. Its report and recom-
mendations may not be available in time for legislation by the next
session of Congress. We all know the urgent needs of our children, the
crowded condition of the classrooms, the overburdened teachers. The
need of the public-school system is immediate and growing. The pres-
ent Congress should take action to remedy this shortage without wait-
ing for any more surveys or reports.

The President's report places primary responsibility of any public
works for schools, hospitals, hydroelectric development and other
public investment on the States and local units of government and
private enterprise. The report reads as if undertakings on conserving
water resources, involving the development of hydroelectric power
were small, local projects in which people of several States had no
interest.

I need only read a partial list of such projects, such as the Ten-
nessee Valley, Hells Canyon on the Snake River, Grand Coulee and
Bonneville on the Columbia River, and the Great Central Valley of
California to show that the power, irrigation, and flood control and
conservation of resources far transcend the resources of any small
locality and private capital and have a public interest to the people
of a vast area which extends beyond State boundaries. It may be
said to affect vital interests of the entire Nation.

In my own State of California private interests and local capital
were never equal to doing the job of controlling the recurring floods
of northern California and relieving the arid conditions of the Central
Valley. The State attempted it and was never able to raise the huge
amounts of capital required. Then Franklin Roosevelt and Harold
Ickes gave us the Central Valley project prepared jointly by the
United States Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation.

The result is that today major floods are unknown in northern
California and hundreds of thousands of acres of desert in the Sacra-
mento and San Joaquin Valleys are under cultivation. This great
Central Valley project, which has resulted in a vast increase in pri-
vate enterprise in the area, could not have been accomplished with-
out Federal funds and management.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that the State of California now
wants to get this back again for themselves?

Mr. SEE. Yes, I have heard something about that, Senator. I
have not been around California much in the past few years, but I
read it.

The CHAIRMAN. But without any limitation on the size of the land
holdings.

Mr. SEE. I think that is right. They would do away with the 160-
acre limit. I might say that 2 or 3 times we had the Water Power Act
on the ballot in California for the voters to vote on, and we never were
able to secure votes enough because of the immense amount of money,
the financial burden it would place on the State.
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Senator O'MAHONEY. Well, wasn't the bond issue authorized several
years ago?

Mr. SEE. No, those measures failed during the times I was in the
campaign. I think not, Senator.

Senator O'MAHONEY. It is my recollection that before the Central
Valley project was undertaken by the Federal Government, the State
of California had actually authorized a bond issue but no effort was
made to proceed under that issue when the opportunity presented
itself to get Federal money.

Mr. SEE. I would be glad to check on that, Senator, and let you
know definitely. (See letter p. 1215.)

The administration's withdrawal from such great public under-
takings means the nondevelopment of many of our resources and
partial, even wasteful, development of many others. It means that
private, monopolistic financial interests can dictate the terms of sale
of such products as hydroelectric power. In many instances depend-
ence on local units of Government and private enterprise will mean
almost no conservation and irrigation whatsoever. The move by the
Eisenhower administration to emphasize the responsibility of the
localities and private capital is a large and significant step backward.
It means a definite slowing down in the development in our resources,
if not halting such development altogether.

On new schools, hospitals, water systems, the report simply says
that they constitute the largest part of the demand for public works
and are traditionally provided by the States and their governmental
subdivisions. The report claims that in most cases the capacity of
municipalities appears to be adequate for financing these needed
improvements. The proposal to remove debt-limiting and tax-rate-
limiting statutes, suggestions for broadening the market for bond issues
of local governments and the coordination of public works planning
is the extent to which the administration would go in giving Federal
assistance to these subdivisions. Experience has shown that the
States and municipalities have not met the problem of financing
public works on the scope necessary to meet the needs of our present-
day population.

I believe that direct Federal grants must be made available to the
States and their subdivisions to insure that such projects be under-
taken. That is the basis of the commonly accepted plan to aid our
public schools, including the construction of buildings; it similarly
should be the basis of a nationwide plan for the construction of
hospitals, water systems, and other resource conservation projects.

There is no doubt that we need modernization of our highway
system. But we do not need improvement in highways to enable
people to get from one place to another more rapidly than before as
much as we need certain other public construction such as schools
and hospitals.

Moreover, I believe that before we undertake a vast program of
modernization of public highways with the Federal Government con-
tributing the lion's share of the cost, there should be some form of
Federal highway user taxation. The commercial vehicles that are the
major factor in highway deterioration should pay a charge com-
mensurate with the benefits they derive from and the wear they cause
on the highway roadbed.

Unless we make such a provision for financing the modernization
of our highways, such improvements become an outright subsidy to
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one form of transportation at the expense of the American taxpayer.
The present program of underwriting home mortgages by the

Government should be continued, and the increase on the insurance
authorization requested by the President should be adopted. There
should also be a huge expansion in the low rental housing program
beyond the 35.000 per year requested by the administration. We
cannot hope to provide equal opportunities for our citizens without
providing decent dwellings for all.

If these steps are taken, I believe we Drill go far along the road to
full employment and toward bringing prosperity to such industries as
coal and railroads. I believe that the consummation of those steps
will also accomplish some longstanding objectives for the improvement
of living conditions of vast numbers of our underprivileged citizens.

I wish to thank the members of this committee for their time and
attention.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Talle.
Representative TALLE. No questions, thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. See.
(Mr. See's prepared statement and a supplemental letter appear

at pp. 1210-1216.)
The CHAIRMAN. Next Wednesday we will continue the hearings of

representatives of economic interest groups. At that time we will
hear from Mr. Kennedy, the vice president of the United Mine Work-
ers of America; Mr. Shuman, president of the American Farm Bureau
Federation; Mr. Newsom, master, the National Grange; Mr. Schmidt,
chief economist, Chamber of Commerce of the United States of
America; and Don Mahon. president. National Brotherhood of Pack-
inghouse Workers, and secretary of the National Independent Union
Council.

(The prepared statements and supplemental material received
from the panel are as follows:)

A FARMER'S PLEA FOR EXPANDING FULL EMPLOYMENT ECONOMY-STATEMENT
OF JAMES G. PATTON, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL FARMERS' UNION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report,
for the record, my name is John Ai.. Baker. I am assistant to the president of
National Farmers Union, for research and legislative service. As you know,
Mr. Chairman, Jim Patton, national president of Farmers Union, had planned to
participate in this hearing, but owing to its being rescheduled he was unable to
be here.

I shall read a brief summary of Mr. Patton's statement and submit for the
record certain supplementarv material.

As we figure it, Mr. Chairman, national farm gross income in 1955 will probably
be more than $7 billion short of a full employment level and realized net income
of farm operators will be about $3e billion lower than is needed as the basis for
an expanding full employment economy. In 1955, Ai.merica's farm families should
be a $40 billion market for commodities and services instead of the $31.5 billions
projected by the President's Economic Report.

Mr. Patton's statement continues: I submit this statement to you a.s one who
helped shape the Employment Act of 1946, and who still believes that loyalty
to its principles and success in its objectives are vital to America in these times
of world crisis and domestic distress.

Lest you feel that my reference to domestic distress is overdrawn, I call your
attention to two significant facts. First, the income of the average United States
farm family has dropped from about $200 per month in 1952 to $150 per month in
1954 and under the Eisenhower sliding scale farm program a further drop to
only $100 per month would be allowed. Second, unemployment is officially an-
nounced to have risen by 538,000 in January, bringing the total to 3,347,000.
As has become customary, the Government press releases surround this further

58422-55-76
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downturn with a rosy glow-they say it is seasonal. The small decrease in
unemployment in the last quarter of last year was really seasonal, but the rosy
press releases forgot about seasonal adjustments then-they asked us to cheer
a big improvement. An increase of more than half a million in unemployment in
1 month is not just seasonal; it is mighty serious. If we were in a great upsurge
of business, it would overcome the seasonal factors and bring about a drop in
pathologically high unemployment.

The President's 1955 Economic Report reaches a new low under the Employ-
ment Act. It highlights the wrong facts; it misconstrues the facts that it high-
lights; and it fails to carry through to logical conclusions as to policy or program
even of the facts it does present.

The Economic Report does contain an impressive array of charts, graphs, and
tables. So do other Government manuals. But this array is used to conceal,
not to reveal, significant meaning for economic policy. The Economic Report is
supposed to be a great interpretive document-and the interpretation is lacking
in the report you have under consideration.

Here are a few of the questions that the report makes no attempt to answer, or
even really to raise.

Is employment too high or too low, and how much reemployment do we need
for maximum employment?

Is production sufficient, and how much do we need for maximum production?
Is purchasing power sufficient, and is it well distributed, and how much adjust-

ment do we need for different groups for maximum national production?
These are not merely random questions. They are the core of intelligent

consideration of economic policy. They are the central questions that the
statute directs be answered in the Economic Report. The report does not even
raise these questions. It abandons the field of sound economic analysis. It cuts
the ground from under intelligent discussion of economic policy. And specifically
it flouts not only the spirit but the very letter and explicit mandate of the Em-
ployment Act.

This breach occurs, I submit, because the Economic Report misses the whole
heart and purpose of the Employment Act. The act does not call for an historical
encyclopedia of cold data. It does not call for mere forecasts. It calls for a true
and bold statement of our economic needs and capacities, and for a program based
upon these needs and capabilities. This the 1955 report totally and distressingly
lacks.

The Economic Report does not set any growth goals for this year. Without
established growth goals how can we possibly determine where the deficiencies
are or how to surmount them?

How fast is automation creating the need to find new jobs for displaced workers?
How far is consumption short of the requirements for a full economy?
What tax and spending policies, by the Government, would specifically address

themselves to solving identified problems and overcoming stated weaknesses
in the economy?

How have the policies of the Government, thus far used, worked to overcome
these weaknesses, if at all?

Nowhere in'the report can one find significant attention to these questions-in
quantitative and meaningful terms. Platitudes and easy optimism are to be
found in abundance. One can hardly disagree with its conclusions, because it
selects no vital problems to reach conclusions about.

I cannot discuss the farm features of the report, because there are none.
The job of preparing the kind of Economic Report envisioned by the Employ-

ment Act of 1946 remains to be done.
I strongly urge that the committee write a report to the Congress which

specifically sets forth the size of our needs to achieve maximum employment, pro-
duction, and purchasing power, along with a program adjusted to these great
purposes. Since the Economic Report has not provided these materials for the
committee to evaluate, I respectfully submit that the committee, prior to doing
its own job, needs to do the job that the Economic Report should have done but
did not do.

Mr. Chairman, I request that the remainder of Mr. Patton's statement, which
consists of the rationale and statistical detail of our calculation of a 1955 full
employment income and an illustrative documentation of the shortcomings of
the 1955 Economic Report be inserted in the record of these hearings.

Lest my criticisms of the Economic Report seem too harsh, lest us take a look
on page 24 of the report. On this page, it is stated that "the business recovery
now under way is powerfully supported by underlying forces of economic growth."'
This sounds very encouraging indeed. But then the report says, on the same page,
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that Federal spending is going to decline further; that the prospects for plant and
equipment expenditure are uncertain; and that further expansion of consumer
spending may be expected. Assuming these forecasts to be correct, how much do
they add up to? At best they add up to a very moderate increase in total output.

But we know that, to restore full employment and full production, we need a
tremendous increase in total output. We need it to make up for the fact that we
are now at least $30 billion below maximum output. We need it to make up for
the fact that we must raise output about 8 percent above current levels, by the
end of this year, to restore maximum employment. Measured against these
needs, which the report does not even state, its owvn forecast turns into a very
dismal picture.

But then the report goes on to say, still on the same page, that "with economic
activitv continuing to expand, it is reasonable to expect that the Nation's output
within the coming year will approximate the goals of maximum employment,
production, and purchasing power envisaged by the Employment Act."

This last statement has no real content whatsoever, because the Economic
Report does not define maximum employment or production or purchasing power.
But let us see where we come out, when we do define them.

Maximum employment would require, by the end of this year, that almost 3
million new jobs be created, to reduce unemployment to full employment levels and
to absorb more than a million people entering the labor force and scheduled to
return from the Armed Forces. Are we on our way toward this goal, when in
January employment dropped by more than a half million and unemployment
rose more than a half million?

Maximum production means that our output in the fourth quarter of this year
must rise at least 8 percent above current levels, or about $30 billion. Are we on
our way to this goal, when the much heralded business upturn of the last few
months has lifted output by only about 1Y percent, and when almost everybody
admits that this upward flurry was caused mainly by a level of automobile produc-
tion, and accompanying steel production, enormously higher than anybody expects
can be maintained for the balance of this vear?

Maximum purchasing power means that we need to add about $18 billion to
personal incomes between now and the fourth quarter of this year, to get sufficient
expansion of consumer buying. Are we on our way to this goal, when personal
incomes have risen by only $2'A billion during the past year and a half?

Maximum purchasing power also means that we need by the end of this year to
raise farm personal income, as a share of total personal income, Dv $4 billion or
more. Even if we did this, we would be far short of any kind of parity of income
for agriculture.

Are we on our way to.this goal when gross farm receipts, on an annual basis,
have dropped $3 billion since 1951; when farm operators' net income, measured in
uniform 1954 dollars, has dropped about $7 billion since 1947; and 1 hen farm
personal income has dropped more than $4 billion since 1951, or a fall of 20 per-
cent while total personal income increased 8 percent?

Are we on our way to this goal, when per capita farm income has dropped from
$851 in 1946 to $649 in 1954? Per capita farm income is now about one-third
as high as per capita nonfarm income, while it was almost half as high just after
World War 11. While real per capita nonfarm income is now slightly higher than
just after World War II, real per capita farm income is almost 20 percent lower.

Are we on our way to this goal, when the farm parity ratio has recently fallen
to the lowest levels in about 14 years?

And what goals are we on the way to, with respect to using our enormous
productive power-more than 7 percent of which now lies idle-to meet the basic
needs of our people?

National security is being cut billions of dollars below what the best informed
experts advise.

International economic aid, a major fortification of the free world, is being
slashed further and further.

With a current shortage of classrooms at primary and secondary levels of
education of more than 350,000, and with a present backlog of school construction
estimated at $10 billion, the portion of the Federal budget represented by outlays
for education and general research is little more than half a cent for each dollar in
the budget, and no real increases are being projected.

Under our old-age insurance system, the average monthly checks are between
$50 and $60 per person, including benefits for dependents, which in many parts of
the country is barely a quarter of the requirements for maintaining minimum
standards of health and decency. What kind of shabby treatment is this of our
older people.
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Our national resources development programs are being slashed further and
further. Soil conservation and reforestation, flood control and power, scientific
experimentation and valley developments, are being neglected at a rate which is
not only depriving our people of necessary services, but also corroding the base
for the growth of industries and enterprise.

Measures to supplement the incomes and standard of living of almost 7 million
American family units who have incomes of less than $1,000 a year are being
pushed aside. The proposals to increase the minimum wage laws do not even
keep up with the changes in the cost of living, since the original 40-cent law was
adopted; in terms of current higher standards of living and higher productivity,
the 90-cent proposal is as out of date as two-wheel brakes.

A tax policy is being maintained which has already displayed in practice the
fallacy of watering the tree at the top and neglecting it at the roots. The tax
concessions to corporations, dividend holders, and well-to-do individuals have
not stimulated investment, in the face of the great deficiencies in consumer mar-
kets measured against the needs for an expanding economy. The kind of tax
policies which would help lower income families, for example, through lifting the
exemptions, have not been adopted.

In the face of millions of urban and rural slums, a rehousing program is being
recommended by the Government which does not even rise to the dignity of a
token program.

The Economic Report of the President makes no attempt to match its proposals
and programs against the size of the needs to be met. Failing to do this, even its
own programs are not supported by the economic analysis; although these pro-
grams are pitifully inadequate in all cases and misdirected in some cases.

Beyond all question, we are now facing a fantastic increase in productivity and
technology, dramatized by automation. Although production in our great
manufacturing industries is now somewhat higher than a year ago, employment is
5 percent lower. We are at the start of a new industrial revolution, which will
plunge us into depression or carry us to new heights of prosperity and abundance
depending upon how soundly and how quickly leadership responds to this chal-
lenge. Yet, reading the Economic Report. one would hardly know that this
problem of advancing technology-in some respects the greatest economic problem
we face even exists.

It was not toward the end of this kind of Economic Report that hundreds of
public-spirited Americanls worked and toiled to create the Employment Act of
1946. It was not to achieve this kind of Economic Report that the Congress, by
a majority of both parties, passed this act. What could happen to our country,
if men in high places, like the President and economic advisers basically responsible
for the preparation of this report, are permitted without challenge to ignore the
requirements of the act under which they serve, and to evade the responsibilities
which the nature of their positions would impose upon them even if the Employ-
ment Act did not so clearly do so?

I believe in our American system of checks and balances. I feel that this com-
mittee should both check and balance these economic advisers and, even the
President, where clear duty requires it. It should issue a report which tells them
what the law requires them to do. It should balance their neglect, by itself writing
a report which lives up to the promise of the Employment Act.

We are living under world conditions which require that we do our best. It is
not enough to say that we are not in a serious depression. The vital issue is that
we are wasting millions in manpower and billions in idle productive facilities which
could be utilized to strengthen our country against external enemies and to
strengthen it at home against poverty, injustice. economic insecurity, and glaring
shortages in those educational and health facilities which are bearing uponl the
citizens of tomorrow.

The American people have the right to expect the best. Their leaders should
provide them with the best. I am confident that this committee will do its part
in providing that kind of leadership.

CALCULATION OF FULL EMPLOYMENT FARM INCOME

The farming segment of the national economv should be enabled to make
its full contribution to the attainment and sustaining of an expanding full eml-
ployment economy. To do so, it must be able to earn by sale of its products
a sufficient national farm gross income to pay all farm production and capital
depletion and replacement costs and leave a national farm net income that will
give farm families a purchasing power equivalent to their numbers in an expand-
ing full employment economy.
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Admittedly, there is room for argument as to the amount of national gross

farm income that is required to keep farmers from being a drag on national
prosperity. Outlined in the paragraphs that follow is one logical method of
arriving at such a figure.

To do their part to maintain an expanding full employment economy in future
years, farm families should have at least the same relative per worker income as
they had in high employment years of the immediate past. The most recent
5 individual years in which the number of unemployed averaged less than 3.5
percent of the civilian labor force were 1953, 1952, 1951, 1948, and 1945. (See
table I.)

The average realized farm net income per unpaid family worker during those
years was $1,914, as reported by the United States Department of Agriculture.
In a real sense this figure can be considered as the farm workers' income that
was consistent with a full employment economy in the immediate past.

For the national economy to grow at the rate required to maintain full employ-
ment, the incomes and purchasing power of consumers must keep pace with the
increasing productivity per man-hour made possible by advancing technology.
The nearest approach to this by any large group of consumers in the economy
has been the workers in manufacturing establishments, although their wages
have seriously lagged behind the required rate in past 2 years. Certainly, the
family workers on America's farms should be enabled to keep pace with the
retarded rate of increase in hourly wages of manufacturing workers. This is
the minimum that an expanding full employment economy can allow, if depres-
sive maladjustments are to be prevented.

Hourly wages of manufacturing workers averaged $1.48 during the 5 most
recent maximum employment years. In December 1954, the figure was $1.83
or 24 percent greater. To keep pace, the average net farm income per family
worker should in 1955 be at least $2,373.

The Department of Agriculture reports an estimated 6.5 million family workers
on farms in 1954.

For each of these to be enabled to earn a full employment income of $2,373
would mean a national realized net income of farm operators of $15.4 billion.

Turning now to the production cost component of farm gross income, annual
national farm operating costs, in the 5 full employment years of the past period,
averaged $19.9 billion. During the same period, farm operating costs were 58
percent of the gross income. By 1954 farm operating costs took up 63 percent
of gross farm income, owing largely to increased mechanization, higher land
values and thus higher variable and overhead farm costs of production per unit
of product. This was a further extension of a constant trend observed over the
entire 45 years for which statistics are available to chart it.

Income available to cover farm operating costs and capital impairment and
depreciation in 1954 had to be 9 percent higher than in the base period years.

Moreover, the per unit cost of production items (prices, wages, interest, and
taxes) rose from the average of the base period years from an index of 259 (1910-
14 equals 100) to 284 (1910-14 equals 100) or by 9 percent. Farmers in 1954
not only had to buy 9 percent more off-farm goods and services relative to output,
but also had to pay 9 percent more per unit for what they bought.

If farm production is not to lag behind population increases, provision must
be made to cover the increased cost of producing the increased supply required
by a -larger national and world population. Since the base period years, United
States population increased by 7 percent meaning that food and fiber consumption
and production and therefore income to cover production costs needed to be that
much greater to maintain per person consumption rates. And, it should be
noted that in none of the base period years did increases occur in so-called agri-
cultural surpluses. It would be reasonable to suppose therefore, that a full
employment economy in future years should be equally capable of using and
paying the production cost of an equivalent supply of farm output as in the base
period years. However, augmented foreign demands growing out of this was
caused by heavy production in some of the base years; therefore farm production
did not advance as rapidly as population increases. Total farm output in 1955
will probably be about 3 percent higher than in the base period years. (An
index of 107 as compared with 104.)

Multiplying the $19.9 billion base period average farm production costs by
the several adjustment percentages just discussed gives a 1955 full employment
farm cost and production figure of $24.3 billion.

Adding national full employment farm net income of $15.3 billion to national
full employment farm costs of production of $24.3 billion results in a 1955 full
employment farm gross income total of $39.7 billion.
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If farmers are to maintain the farm plant of the Nation and make their full
contribution to production and purchasing power to an expanding full employ-
ment economy, national total farm gross income in 1955 should be close to
$40 billion instead of the approximately $322 or $33 billion now forecasted by
the United States Department of Agriculture.

Interestingly enough, if prices received by farmers in 1955 were supported at
100 percent of parity instead of allowing them to drop to the current 86 percent
of parity level, national farm gross income would be about $38.4 billion. This.
indicates that 100 percent of parity prices as now calculated are about 3 percent
lower than a true level of farm prices that would be fully consistent with an
expanding full employment economy.

STATISTICAL SUMMARY

Calculation of 1955 full employment farm gross and net income

(a) Acreage annual realized net income of farm operators (base
period years) - -$13, 900, 000, 000

(b) Average number farm family workers (base period years) 7, 200, 000
(c) Acreage net income per farm family worker -$, 914
(d) Wages per hour of manufacturing workers (base period

years) -- $1. 48.
Januarv 1955 - -$1. 83

Index for January 1955 (base period= 100)- - 124
(e) 1955 full employment farm net income per family worker $2, 373
(f) Number of familv workers on farms, 1954 average 6, 500, 000
(g) Total 1955 full employment national realized net income

of farm operators $15, 400, 000, 000
(h) Average annual farm operating costs (base period years) - $19, 900, 000, 000
(i) Increase in ratio of operating costs to gross income (index) 109
(j) Increase in farm output (index base period= 100) 103
(k) Farm cost of production index:

Base period - -266
January 1955 - -290
Increase over base - -109

(I) Total 1955 full employment level farm cost of production $24, 300, 000, 000
(m) Total 1955 national full employment farm gross income $39, 700, 000, 000



TABLE I.-Economic indicators for 5 most recent years of full employyment
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FAMILY ESSENCX OF FAMILY FARM

Pronortion of Labor Performed bv Family and by Hired Labor

Family Farms ($250 - 10,000)

Very Large Family Farms ($10,000 - 25,000)

Family Hired

} (55%) $ (45%)

State-Owned Collectives

Industrial Agricultural Units: Factories-in-the-Field



DEP2BSSION HITS ROUILY FARES - IS HORSE YET TO COW?
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STATEMENT BY WALTER P. REUTHER, PRESIDENT, CONGRESS OF
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

The C10 is pleased to have this opportunity to discuss the President's Economic
Report and current economic trends before this committee today.

Let me sav at the outset that we in CIO were disappointed by the President's
Economic Report. We had expected more substance in the report, an analysis
of our current situation, an examination of major trends with emphasis on labor
force growth and productivity, a spelling out of guideposts for attaining full
employment in 1955 and maintaining it in the years ahead.

The Employment Act of 1946 clearly states that "The President shall transmit
to the Congress at the beginning of each regular session * * * an economic
report" that shall include the presentation of "such levels (of economic activity)
needed to carry out the policy" of promoting maximum employment, production,
and purchasing power "current and foreseeable trends in the levels of employ-
ment, production, and purchasing power" and "a program for carrying out the
policy" of promoting maximum employment, production, and purchasing power.

The Economic Report fails to fulfill the administration's obligation under the
law. The report does not present the American people with production and con-
sumption goals for attaining full employment. It utterly fails to deal with labor
force growth and rising productivity-the two factors that make economic expan-
sion both possible and necessary. It does not present a program for achieving
maximum employment, production, and purchasing power in 1955 and in the
years ahead.

I would suggest that this committee address a letter to the President, request-
ing him to fulfill the requirements of the Employment Act of 1946, by "setting
forth * * * such levels (of economic activity) needed to carry out the policy
of promoting maximum employment, production, and purchasing power."

In my opinion, the report, unfortunately, continues the administration's past
policy of digging its head in the sand when confronted by economic problems.

One would think that the Economic Report would analyze and discuss the failure
of nonfarm employment to grow in the past 5 months, despite increases in pro-
duction. Yet the Economic Report fails to do so.

One would think that a report by the President of the United States on the
economic state of the Union in January 1955 would discuss automation and
its implications for economic expansion, production, consumption, and employ-
ment. Yet the Economic Report fails to do so.

One would think that the Economic Report would analyze and discuss the
decline in farm income that continued through 1954. One would think, too,
that the report would analyze the relatively deteriorating position of small
business. Yet the Economic Report failed to discuss these problems.

It would be too time-consuming to detail the glaring gaps and omissions of
the report. But these omissions apparently reflect the administration's lack of
concern for important areas of our economy. This lack of concern troubles me
and I am certain that it troubles many thinking Americans.

I am troubled, for example, by the administration's complacency concerning
employment trends. The Economic Report speaks in optimistic tones, but in
January 1955, the latest month for available information, nonfarm employment
was lower than in the same month of 1953 and 1952. Are we to be optimistic
about an economic situation in which employment is worse than in the 2
preceding years?

I am troubled by the administration's constant preoccupation with inflation
some fortv-odd months after the peak of the post-Korean inflation has passed, at
a time when a realistic appraisal of the current situation would lead one to believe
that present levels of production and employment may not be sustained beyond
the next few months.

I am troubled when in December 1954, with unemployment approximately
4y percent of the civilian labor force, the Secretary of the Treasury Humphrey
heralds the defeat of inflation as a major achievement of the administration.

I am most troubled because I firmly believe that the administration is selling
the American people short; that its pretty, half-hearted economic programs are
based on an hypnotic preoccupation with statistical indexes of the long-run past
rather than with the tremendous strides toward economic abundance that present
American technology and ingenuity are making possible.

There was a time when the Nation's leadership had a buoyant faith in America
and in the limitless possibilities for growth and improvement in a free society. I
fail to find evidence of such faith in the President's Economic Report.
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Instead. the administration seems to be complacent about a level of economic
activity at which unemployment is 4Y2to 5Y2 percent of the civilian labor force.
The administration seems to be satisfied with some vague projections of a possible
3 percent rate of economic growth into the future, simply because that has been
the expansion rate over the long-run past.

The productive ability of the American economy, however, is growing by leaps
and bounds. The ingenuity of American technology is now making possible
economic growth potentials beyond anything achieved over any past period of time.

Within the next few vears the civilian labor force will be growing at an acceler-
ating rate. This means that an increasing number of people will be available for
work to produce additional wealth.

We are now at the start of what some scientists tell us is the second industrial
revolution. Automation makes possible the automatic office, as well as the
automatic factory, with the likelihood that entire plants, offices, or departments
in much of industry and commerce will be opeiated by electronic-control mechan-
isms within the coming decade or two. And in the offing is the development of
atomic power and the possible practical use of solar energy. Productivity in-
creases in the period ahead may well be tremendous, making possible the creation
of abundance in terms undreamed of before.

These growth potentials will make possible vast improvements in the living
conditions of the American people. They can be a major asset in developing
both national strength and the power and stability of the free world.

But what we get from the Economic Report, and from the administration
generally, is an avoidance of any mention of this tremendous potential for rapid
economic growth and improved living conditions. From the administration we
have received no analysis of this potential, no guideposts for future economic
growth, no discussion of the probable temporary dislocations airsing from auto-
mation, no preparation of the Congress and of the people to meet the new
technology and to use it for the benefit of the Nation.

THE CURRENT ECONOMIC SITUATION

Within the past few months there has been an upturn in the general level of
production. But there is little in the pickup to date to make me feel satisfied
about the likelihood of sustaining "a high and satisfactory level of employment
and production" in 1955, as the Economic Report confidently assures us.

Unemployment in January was higher than in any recent January since 1950,
when the economy was moving out of the 1949 recession. Employment is still
lagging behind the point reached a year and a half ago. And the pickup itself
seems to be largely based on high levels of auto production that can be sustained
through the year 1955 only by much greater auto sales than anyone in the industry
expects.

An examination of employment trends would be sufficient to make any reason-
able person lose his complacency about the state of the national economy. As
far as employment goes, the picture is one of stagnation.

There is no indication that nonfarm employment is rising to give full-time jobs
to those who are now unemployed or employed only part time, as well as to absorb
the growth of the labor force in an increasingly efficient productive economy.
Despite the moderate pickup in production in the last few months, the level of
manufacturing employment has remained relatively stationary, and nonfarm
employment as a whole has not risen much more than seasonally. Many em-
ployed workers are still on part-time jobs.

Despite the pickup in production, and in the face of a growing labor force, non-
farm employment in recent months has not been "the second best," as administra-
tion spokesmen usually refer to economic conditions in 1954, but worse than in the
previous 2 years.

With the labor force growing and productivity rising, employment must in-
crease substantially each year, if full employment is to be maintained. The
planned reduction in the size of the Armed Forces this year is an additional factor
to be considered as part of the employment picture as it shapes up for 1955.

If we examine available employment figures for January or any recent month,
however, we find a clear picture of stagnation on the job front. In January 1955,
the level of industrial production was almost 5 percent greater than in January
1954, but nonfarm employment was down 300,000 and manufacturing employ-
ment was down 500,000.

In addition, manufacturing employment in January was below the level reached
in the Januarys of 1954, 1953, and 1952, and it was the same as in January 1951,
4 years ago. Nonfarm employment, as a whole, was below the previous two
Januarys.
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Industrial Unemploy- NonFarm Manufactur-
production arm eply

indcx mnt employment sment

Million Million MillionJanuary 1951. 122 2.5 46.0 15.9January 1952 -121 2.1 47.1 16.0January 1953 -134 1.9 48.8 17.1January 1954 -125 3.1 48.1 16.4January 195-- 131 3. 3 47.8 15.9

Our estimate.
Source: Federal Reserve Board and U. S. Department of Labor.

Stagnation on the job front has particularly hurt the employment opportunities
of Negroes, younger workers and older workers. In January, for example, 10.8
percent of the nonwhite male labor force was unemployed, compared with 4.8
percent in January 1953.

The failure of employment opportunities to expand has likewise brought special
pressures on scores of communities throughout the Nation, where unemployment
has remained for a year at 6 percent or more of those willing and able to work.

Employment will of necessity have to increase considerably above current levels
if full-time job opportunities are to be provided for those now unemployed and
on part-time work, in addition to absorbing the growing labor force in an economv
whose productivity is rising rapidly. And that means rising sales, based on
growing markets and increasing consumer spending.

But what is the picture as regards production and sales?
The recent pickup has been based upon (l) the start of production of 1955

model autos and its impact upon related industries; (2) the rebuilding of inven-
tories in some industries after many months of inventory liquidation.

Last October, automobile assembly hit a low of 223,200 cars. In December,
after the start of production on 1955 models, the total number of autos assembled
jumped to 556,000. In January, about 660,000 passenger cars were assembled.
Ward's, the industry journal, reports that passenger-car production is scheduled
at 748,800 for March.

These high levels of auto production have had their effects upon production
levels in other industries-such as steel, rubber, and glass. But how long can
automobile production remain at first-quarter rate of 8 million cars a year?

Even the optimists in the industry do not predict that auto production in
1955 will be substantiallv above 1954, when about 5.5 million passenger cars
were produced. Passenger car production, it is estimated, will be 5.8 million
this year.

In almost any city in the country, you will find that the new models are already
being sold below list price. Business Week reports that auto inventories are
already above 500,000. Ward's predicts that a continuation of current production.
and sales trends will bring auto inventories close to the alltime peak of 661,000
by the end of March. Indeed, it is possible that the auto inventory peak may be
reached as early as a month from now.

At the present rate of production, over 2 million passenger cars will be produced
in the first quarter of this year. It is quite obvious that this production rate can-
not be maintained throughout the year, unless sales should jump substantially
over present and anticipated levels.

With inventories mounting, a continuation of present production and sales
relationships means that auto production will inevitably fall within the next few
months. Such a drop in auto production would be accompanied by layoffs and
part-time work, especially among the independent auto producers, and by cuts
in production and employment in related industries.

If auto and related production drops some 3 or 4 months from now, where are
the economic forces to take up the slack and lift production and employment to
higher levels in the last half of the year? I fail to find any evidence for confidence
in the continuation of even the present pickup through 1955.

Steel production has turned up, reflecting in good part the high output of
automobiles. But even after the upturn, the steel industry is still operating at
about 85 percent of capacity.

Spokesmen for the steel corporations are optimistic about steel output in 1955,
yet their optimism is merely in the range of 95 million tons (75.5 percent of
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capacity) to 100 million tons (79.5 percent of capacity). Even at a 100-million-
ton level this year, average steel employment will be only slightly above 1954but would still be about 50,000, or 9 percent, below 1953. The estimate of 95-100
million tons in 1955-by comparison with 88 million last vear-can be achieved
only by an increased sales volume, which means high levels of auto and agricul-
tural implement production, new plant and equipment outlays, appliance pro-duction, and construction expenditures.

Business and Government economists have predicted that business investment
in new plant and equipment will continue to slip this year. A significant turn-around in this sector of the economy will depend largely upon growing consumer
markets and significant improvements in general economic conditions.

The rate of change in business inventories has already shifted in the fourth
quarter of last year, much of it connected with auto and related production. Theannual rate of inventory reduction dropped from $4.8 billion in the third quarter
of 1954 to $1.5 billion in the fourth quarter. A turnaround to a general andsustained level of inventory building can be expected only if business sales risesubstantially. It was the failure of consumption to keep pace with the produc-
tion of goods that forced the inventory liquidation of the past 15 months.

Increased housing construction last year was one of the props under the
economy. There have been predictions of a further increase this year. Manyeconomists, however, have raised doubts as to whether housing construction wiilremain high through 1955, considering present income levels, income distribution
and current Government policies. Even the present rate of housing construction
may decline sometime during the year, if the housing market is not bolstered byincreased incomes among low- and middle-income families and by improvements
in the Government's housing programs.

The decline in farm income has affected many industries, including agricul-
tural implements, autos and steel. There is no indication that farm income will
rise this year, under present expectations and Government programs; indeed,
many observers anticipate further declines.

On balance, therefore, if one omits the possibility of a new irse in defense ex-penditures, there well may be a leveling off or deciine of economic activity dur-ing the latter part of 1955, unless sales rise substantially above the present. That
would mean a decline from a level that is already considerably below full employ-
ment.

A small improvement in economic activity in 1955, as compared with 1954-a
2-percent increase for example-would utterly fail to bring the economy up toanything approaching full employment. It would likewise fail to bring economic
activity back to where it was in 1953. Two years of population growth, labor-
force increases, rising productivity, and increased productive capacity would notbe met. It would mean rising unemployment and increasing hardships for mil-lions of families and scores of communities throughout the Nation.

In 1954, unemployment was 3.2 million, or 5 percent of the civilian labor force.This year, if the economy expands no more than 2 to 3 percent, the growth of thelabor force and rising productivity will result in an increase in unemployment by 1to 13W million over 1954.
The likelihood of a further rise in unemployment this year is not the exclusive

prediction of the CIO. May I recall to this committee that not one of the econ-omists in your opening day's panel expected unemployment by the end of thisyear to be less than in 1954; many anticipated significant increases in unemploy-
ment to accompany a slight upturn in general economic activity.

The administration, however, apparently sees no need for adopting policies
and programs to stimulate the level of economic activities this year. Confronted
by a failure of the economy to expand sufficiently to attain full employment,
administration leaders continue to do battle with a phantom bugaboo of inflation.

Instead of acting to stimulate economic activity, the administration seems tohave embarked on a deflationary policy of tightening the money supply. The
new monetary policy is described as a shift from "active ease" to "plain ease."
Whatever the description, the Federal Reserve Board has been tightening themoney supply through its open-market operations, and the Treasury has an-
nounced a new 40-year bond issue at a 3 percent interest rate. As a result,interest rates on Government bonds have already moved up.

Unfortunately, I am compelled to draw the conclusion that the administration
is satisfied with a state of economic activitv in which some 5 percent or more ofthe civilian labor force is unemployed.
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A DEFINITION OF FULL EMPLOYMENT

Too often people speak of full employment without defining what they mean.
Indeed, it is likely that there are those in business and Government who would
consider the present state of affairs-with over 5 percent of the civilian labor
force unemployed-as full employment.

To me, full employment means a level of economic activity at which job
opportunities are available for all persons willing and able to work.

In a free ecbnomy such as ours, people must be free to move from job to job
and from one part of the country to another. Such persons would be tempo-
rarilv unemployed. But such frictional and seasonal unemployment, resulting
from job changes, geographical shifts of the population, and seasonal fluctuations,
need not be more than 2% percent to 2%2 percent of the civilian labor force in our
industrialized economy.

In other words, to maintain full employment would require Government action
when economic activity starts to decline and when unemployment rises above the
2% percent to 2% percent level-about 1.5 to 1.7 million at present-for any period
of successive months. A full-employment policy requires that the Government
be prepared at all times with a series of programs-to stimulate demand-ranging
from stimulating consumer income through monetary, credit and tax policies to
public-works programs. It likewise requires vigilance and flexibility-a willing-
ness on the part of the Government to act positively and decisively on the economic
front.

That is my understanding of full employment. It is also my understanding of
the general scope of Government responsibility under the Employment Act of
1946.

The Economic Report and Government actions in the past 18 months clearly
indicate that the administration has a different but publicly undefined definition of
full employment. I repeat my suggestion that this committee request the
President to spell out in clear and direct terms the administration's definition of
full employment and its concept of Government responsibility under the Employ-
ment Act.

The continued lag of economic activities below full-employment levels is a
waste of manpower and productive capacity. It is a loss of an opportunity to
advance the living conditions of the American people and to strengthen the
national economy in a world beset by international tension.

There has been a growing gap ever since mid-1953 between the actual rate of
production and what is needed for sustaining full employment. Although the
administration spends much time talking about budget deficits, it has utterly
failed to mention the national economic deficit resulting from the downturn in
economic activities.

As a result of the reduced levels of production in the past 18 months, some
$35 billion of goods and services that should have been produced have been
irretrievably lost.

These billions of dollars of lost production-food, clothing, homes, autos,
household appliances, schools, hospitals, roads, and capital equipment-are lost
forever, just as were the opportunities for improved living conditions during the
depression of the 1930's.

ECONOMIC GROWTH

Economic growth has become as widespread and accepted a term as full em-
ployment. Most people agree that economic growth is essential for full employ-
ment, but what is meant by economic growth?

The administration apparently is satisfied with the possibility of an average
yearly increase of something like 2 to 3 percent, even in 1955, when we must lift
the economy out of the downturn of the past 18 months. As I said before, I think
the administration is selling the American people short, that the President and his
Council of Economic Advisers have failed to indicate how the Nation's tre-
mendous potential for growth can be utilized. to sustain full employment.

Economic expansion is both possible and necessary because of (1) the growing
labor force; (2) rising productivity.

It is now estimated that the average yearlv growth of the civilian labor force
is some 700,000 to 800,000, and will continue to rise at an increasing annual rate
within the coming decade.

This year the civilian labor force may increase by 000,000 to a million, if the
size of the Armed Forces is reduced as planned.

In 2 or 3 years, the growth of the civilian labor force will be accelerating, as
those who were born since 1939 start looking for jobs. The annual growth of the
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civilian labor force within the next 5 years will likely be about 800,000 to amillion a year. Between 1960 and 1965 the average annual growth of the civilian
labor force will probably be about a million to a million and a quarter.

This means that the civilian labor force, which has been growing at-an average
annual rate of about 1 percent in the recent past, will be expanding at an average
rate of about 1.2 to 1.8 percent a year in the decade ahead. An increasing
number of job opportunities will have to be created each year if full emplov-
ment is to be attained.

Productivity, too, will probably be rising at an accelerating rate in the period
ahead, at the very time when civilian labor force growth will also be accelerating.
The rise in productivity means more output per man-hour. But it also means
that if the Nation's total production of goods and services stands still, millions of
workers will be displaced because their manpower will no longer be needed.

In the recent past, productivity has been rising at an average annual rate of
close to 4 percent. Improvements in labor skills, in existing machines and work
flow, when combined with the introduction of automation, could well bring average
annual productivity increases to 5 to 6 percent, or more. A 5 to 6 percent average
annual rate of productivity increases may well be a conservative estimate, when
one considers the changes in technology that are now taking place.

For about 15 vears scientists have been bringing forth a host of new develop-
ments in the fields of electronics and atomic energy. Many of the electronic
devices developed during World War II in connection with military equipment
have been applied since then to civilian uses. The most common term encompass-
ing these developments of electronic machines and computers is automation, which
has been heralded as introducing the second industrial revolution. The impact of
this new technology on our economy and society will no doubt be tremendous in
the years ahead.

Automation has been described as the automatic handling of parts between
progressive production processes, the use of feed-back control devices which allow
individual operations to be performed without the necessity for human control,
the use of electronic computers capable of recording and storing information and
performing complex mathematical operations on such information. Automation
makes possible the automatic office, as well as the automatic factory. Tech-
nology experts.tell us that within the coming decade or two a fair-sized proportion
of American industry and commerce will be fully or partly automated.

No one can be certain, at present, about the degree of its effect upon productiv-
ity and the labor force. But the implications are clear from an examination of
the facts on hand.

I will present only a few random examples of automation as it now operates:
John I. Snyder, Jr., president and chairman of the board of U. S. Industries,

Inc.. states: "At least in some industries automation * * * is already an ear-mark of one or more parts of the plant process, whether the end product is a
cylinder block, a vitamin capsule, or a 155-millimeter shell.

"Thus, outside of the oil industry, there are relatively few completely auto-matic factories now in operation, but a number of companies have automatized
sections of their plants. General Motors' radiator cap department, for example,
is outfitted with machinery that puts together stampings, rivets, screws, gaskets,
and springs into finished radiator caps capable of passing automatic inspection.
General Electric produces a chassis with a stamped circuit upon which, without
turnover, are assembled other circuit components feeding automatically from the
top of the assembled machinery.

"Our own company, U. S. Industries, Inc, operates perhaps -the only fullyautomatic factory now producing. It is a Government-owned 155-millimeter
shell plant at Rockford, Ill."

A spokesman for Ford, which operates an automated engine plant in Cleveland
says: "Automation reduces labor tremendously. Our experience has shown thatwe can count on a reduction of 25 to 30 percent in what we call direct labor."

It has been estimated that 154 engine blocks run through the production line
at that Ford plant in an hour, require 41 workers on the line. The same production
base, under older production methods, required 117 men.

Business Week reports that Pontiac's new automation line is expected to boost
production 25 percent, without any increase in manpower.

The use of automation at the Thompson Products plant cut labor costs on the
automative valve line by 25 percent, according to the magazine Factory
Management.

A recent article in the Scientific Monthly reports that Univac has taken over
"a variety of accounting jobs at General Electric's Louisville plant, where General
Electric is bringing together its electric appliance manufacturing units in one
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place. The Univac will undertake the preparation of payrolls, basing its compu-
tations on information stored in its memory concerning wage rates, overtime, and
the various deductions that must be made. It will compile sales records and
prepare bills. It is expected ultimately to be used to make sales analyses, denote
regional shifts in the sale of various appliances, and to modify production
accordingly."

The same article reports that an inventory-control computer is now in operation
at the John Plain mail order house in Chicago; "it handles 90,000 tallies a day,
keeping track of inventory on the 8,000 items in the catalog."

The New York Times reports: "Three major insurance companies have gone
electronic or are arranging to do so imminently. To hired hands like Univac
and IBM's 701 will be entrusted such jobs as hilling you for your premiums,
calculating agents' commissions, figuring out dividends, and, ultimately, working
up all the company's actuarial data."

Automation holds out the promise of vast improvements in living conditions,
leisure, and national strength. It likewise promises the elimination of routine,
repetitive jobs. But the widespread introduction of automation within the coming
decade or two will present us with serious economic and social problems-involving
dislocations of the labor force, geographical shifts of industry, labor displacement,
the upgrading of labor, and the need for substantial yearly increases in consumer
purchaser power for rapidly growing markets.

There are people who say that the economy will, in the long run, adjust itself
to the labor displacement and disruption of the new technology. The long run,
whatever that means, is not the consideration, for, as Lord Keynes once said, in
the long run we are all dead. The question is whether our economy and society
shall drift along aimlessly into dislocations and disruptions, mass unemployment,
and catastrophic depression. In the world of 1955, the very suggestion of drifting
along without foresighted policies is an indication of blindness to :he realities of life
which, unfortunately, include a cold war that could well turn into a hot one.

In a recent paper on automation before the Southern Economic Association,
Profs. W. S. Buckingham and S. F. Dallas stated: "Those who disparage fears
of technological unemployment often assume the existence of a self-adjusting
labor market. However, there is a real danger that imperfections in the labor
market will seriously delay absorption of the displaced workers."'

A little thought given to the economic and social impact of automation will
indicate that there is no automatically self-adjusting market and that automation's
widespread introduction will bring in its wake serious problems for factory and
office workers in scores of companies and communities.

We have also been told that automation will create jobs in an expanding
electronics industry to absorb those who are. displaced from their factory and
office employment by automated machines and electronic computers. It is true
that the electronic industry is expanding, but will it create enough jobs to absorb
any large number of those who are displaced elsewhere in the economy? The facts
do not give much hope on that score.

Productivity in the electronics industry is also expanding rapidly, with the
introduction of laborsaving devices, new materials, and automation. A Depart-
ment of Labor study states: "Electronics output in 1952 was 275 percent higher
than in 1947 but was produced by only 40 percent more workers * * *.

"Output per man-hour (in the electronics industry) may rise even faster during
the next few years, as a result of improvements in manufacturing techniques * * *
These trends toward automation may result in the greatest reduction in unit man-
hours in the industry's history during the next few years."

Will automation create new secondary industries and new jobs?
Professors Buckingham and Dallas answer: "Automation does not promise to

create as much secondary investment as did some of the earlier developments in
technology. The introduction of the automobile and the resulting increase in
primary investment in that industry stimulated a wave of investment in the oil,
rubber, highway, and construction factors of the economy. In this respect,
automation will not make the far-reaching investment impression on the economy
that the introduction and later improvements in automobiles, railroads, and canals,
for example, created."

There will probably not be a significant growth in secondary investment, arising
as an immediate response to the widespread introduction of automation. In
addition, it is well to recall that studies by the National Bureau of Economic
Research, of which Chairman Burns of the Council of Economic Advisers was the
Research Director, indicate that the productivity of capital (plant and equipment),
as well as of labor, has been increasing. The output of a unit of capital now is
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greater than it was in the past. Automation will likely speed up that trend, with
an effect on investment as well as on employment.

What can we do to minimize the economic and social dislocations that the new
technology will bring in its wake? Certainly we can learn much more about
automation and its social and economic impact than we know at present. Govern-
ment and private groups can cooperate to enable us to pass through the transition
period without permitting human suffering and the undermining of our national
strength. It would be senseless and dangerous to permit anything like a repetition
of the dislocations and suffering that accompanied the industrial revolution or the
productive advances of the 1920's.

The potential impact of the new technology upon our social, economic, cultural,
and political life must be carefully studied and examined. I would recommend,
therefore, that this Joint Committee on the Economic Report undertake a full-
scale study of automation and its social and economic implications. I am certain
that such a factual study-and proposals for private and public policies-will
be welcomed by industry, labor, and the American people as a whole, to help
guide us through the transition to the world of abundance that the new technology
is bringing forth.

MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF FULL EMPLOYMENT

There are real problems at present-with 3% million persons unemployed and
others employed only part-time-in returning the economy to a full-employment
level.

From an annual rate of $369.9 billion in the second quarter of 1953, before
the downturn started, the gross national product declined to $357.1 billion in
1954, instead of rising as it should to provide full employment. The production
losses of the past 18 months are lost forever.

To return the economy to a full-employment level in 1955 and provide full-
time job opportunities for the unemployed and those on part-time work schedules,
the gross national product must rise approximately 10 percent this year, to $393
billion.

Even in a more normal year, the economy is compelled to expand at a rapid
rate to sustain full employment. In such a year, with a civilian labor force Of
64 to 65 millions, the economy is burdened with the responsibility of providing
over 3 million new job opportunities, when productivity rises 4 percent and the
labor force increases by 1 percent, to absorb the increase in the labor force, as
well as the displacement effect of rising productivity. The answer to such respon-
sibility is economic expansion, not by 2 to 3 percent rate, but by a 5 percent rate.
It was substantial economic expansion of that approximate magnitude, achieved
through growing markets and rising demand, that gave us high levels of employ-
ment in the recent past.

How much more serious will these problems be in the coming decade, even
should automation be introduced relatively slowly, if the labor force growth is
15 percent a year and annual productivity increases come to 5 to 6 percent?
Under such conditions the economy will be burdened with the responsibility of
providing annually 4Y2 to 5 million new job opportunities. Economic growth in
such a period would have to be at a yearly rate of some 6 to 7 percent to maintain
full employment.

To meet the challenge of attaining full employment today, as well as to meet
the challenge of the new technology, our sights must be raised, goals must be
lifted, problems must be frankly faced and publicly discussed. To shut our
eyes to the new technology, as the Economic Report does, is not going to help
us over the hurdles in the coming years, when the new technology comes into
its own.

We are having difficulties today trying to maintain even a 4 percent rate of
annual growth. We have found it difficult to sustain rising levels of consumer
demand sufficiently to match even our present productive capacity and efficiency.
Can we feel complacent about the likelihood of requiring a much more rapid rate
of economic expansion? Can we attain the sharper rises in consumer demand,
needed for continued economic expansion, without public and private planning
to meet the changes as they occur?

In discussing automation, M~'r. Snyder, of United States Industries, states that
a "reduction of labor costs is only a part of the point. Another highly desirable
feature of automation, in relation to labor, is the fact that machines are easier
to control than people * * *."

But if people do not have jobs, incomes and purchasing power, who is going
to buy the flood of products flowing out of automated production? Certainly
not the machines.

58422-55-77
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The present problem of trying to maintain a high and rapidly rising consumer
demand will become even more pressing after the new technology proceeds to
make available an increasing volume of goods and services. The widespread
introduction of automation, too, will create labor displacement problems in thou-
sands of plants and scores of communities; the national economy will probably be
required to create some 42 to 5 million new job opportunities annually to sustain
full employment.

The challenge of sustaining full employment must be met. Private groups and
Government must cooperate to provide continuing economic expansion for full
employment. Government must take leadership in this effort to provide policies
and programs for maintaining economic growth.

SUGGESTED POLICIES

A mass production economy requires mass consumption. Our major economic
difficulty in the past 18 months has been an insufficiency of consumer purchasing
power to sustain full employment. With the new technology increasing the effi-
ciency of production, this problem will grow in importance.

Collective bargaining can help to build strength into the economy's mass con-
sumption base. Substantial wage improvements will enable consumers to buy
the increasing volume of goods made available by improved productive tech-
niques.

My own union, the UAW-CIO, will soon be bargaining with the great auto
corporations. As you know, the United Auto Workers is demanding a guaranteed
annual employment plan from the industry, as well as wage increases and other
improvements in working conditions.

We are confident that a guaranteed employment plan is feasible, that it would
help to minimize wide seasonal fluctuations in auto production, such as occurred,
for example, in 1953 and is being repeated at present. We believe that assured
annual employment and incomes can give wage and salary earners an opportunity
to plan ahead and to improve their living conditions on a continuing basis. A
guaranteed annual employment plan could provide a more secure basis for mass

*consumption throughout the year. It would induce management to plan its
widespread introduction of automation for periods of expanding demand and
rising employment.

Assured annual incomes and increased buying power of wage and salary earners
represent actions by private groups in the economy to achieve the necessary rising
levels of consumer spending. But even such achievements-important as they
are in helping to raise consumer income-are, in themselves, not sufficient at
present to sustain full employment. Government action is also essential, if the
required strength of the mass consumption base is to be strengthened sufficiently
to assure that job opportunities will be available for all persons willing and able
to work.

One area that needs revision is taxes. The Federal Government's tax policy
should be geared toward strengthening consumer buying power and eliminating
inequities from the tax structure. The CIO has advocated that the present
$600 personal income-tax exemption should be raised immediately to $800, and
eventually to $1,000.

Excise tax cuts scheduled for April 1 should be permitted to go into effect.
The 52 percent corporate tax rate should be retained for at least another year.

Needed revenue can be made up by retaining the 52 percent corporate tax rate,
as well as by closing last year's newly enacted "loopholes," such as reduced taxes
on dividend income, and by closing the long-standing "loopholes"-such as the
split-income provision and depletion allowances.

Special attention must be focused upon those millions of American families in
the low-income groups-those who are earning less than $3,000 a year and con-
stitute a vast potential market for goods and services. The low-income groups
have thus far received the smallest share of the benefits of our present technology.
Their inability to buy the goods produced in increasing volume will become even
more serious as the new technology becomes more widespread.

The Joint Committee on the Economic Report should prepare a study of the
problems of the lower-income families.(with earnings below $3,000 a year), with
a view toward devising public and private programs to improve their purchasing
power and living conditions. It is of no constructive purpose to state the obvious,
with incredible hesitation and caution, as the Economic Report does, when:it
says: "A small and shrinking, but still significant, number of American families
have cash incomes under $1,000 per family. By current standards, most of
them must be considered poverty stricken."
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The Federal legal minimum wage should be raised to $1.25 an hour, and cov-

erage under the law should be extended to millions of workers who now lack its
protection. The Economic Report's half-hearted proposals of a 90-cent legal
minimum and a vague "gradual approach" to extending coverage is not realistic
or very helpful in the light of the present wage structure, living costs, and pro-
ductivity. Legal minimum wages under State laws must be increased above
present woefully inadequate levels.

The present inadequate unemployment compensation system must be modern-
ized. Congress and State legislatures should substantially increase both the
amount and duration of unemployment compensation payments.

A national healt program should be adopted, including national health insur-
ance, as part of an improved social-security system and with full reservation of
free choice of doctors and patients, and Federal financial aid to medical education
of all types, hospital construction, and consumer cooperatives in the field of
medical care.

Two million new housing units a year should become the national goal, with
Government policies set to achieve it.

Farm programs, such as price supports, marketing, storage, rural electrification
and telephone service, low-cost credit and conservation, should be improved to
strengthen the income position of the family farmers and to increase the con-
sumption of agricultural production.

Low-interest loans, under liberal terms, are necessary to encourage small
businesses, as well as to sustain high levels of residential construction.

A comprehensive public works program is essential. Such a program should
not be viewed as a mere antirecession device, but rather as a continuing program
to keep the structure of society strong; in periods of decline, public works pro-
grams should be accelerated without the necessitv of delavs. Our public services-
such as schools, hospitals, roads, airports, parks, libraries and museums-are inneed of continuing repair, improvement, and expansion. The Federal Govern-
ment should start on a program of expanded Federal aid to education, health
facilities, roads, and airports, through direct Federal programs, as well as grants
and loans to the States and local governments.

A national full-employment program, designed to lift the national economy
out of a state of stagnation, must be supplemented by a program of special assist-
ance to chronically distressed areas, such as communities in the hard-coal regions
of Pennsylvania and the old textile towns of Nevsr England. Federal Govern-
ment agencies should assist State and local governments, as well as private groups,
in attracting new industries, in the placement of Government contracts in such
areas, and in developing programs of assistance-such as retraining and travel
allowances, if necessary-to the working people of these chronically distressed
communities.

The domestic economic policies of Government and private groups should be
focused on the need to build increasing strength into the economy's mass con-
sumption base. This is required immediately, to bring the national economy to
a level of full employment. It is also needed for the long-run, to help adapt the
national economy to the new technology-to the rising productivity of bothlabor and capital.

With man-hour output rising, we should soon be able to reduce the length of
the workweek, if all-out war can be avoided. The 30 to 35 hour workweek in
industry and commerce, the 2X- or 3-day weekend, and extended vacations-these
may become accepted and widespread within the coming decade, as we adjust
our economy and system to the new technology.

The rise in productivity in the past has made it possible for us to increase both
leisure and the production of goods and services. Rising productivity now-and
the more rapid rises that are in the offing-make possible further increases in
leisure.

In aristocratic societies in the past, only the well-born few had an opportunity
for higher education and leisure, for enjoying the riches of this earth. Here in
America, we have been building a democratic society-based on an efficient
system of production-where the opportunity for education, culture, and leisure
should be available to all.

The reduction of the workweek to 40 hours and the prevalence of paid holidays
and vacations-proud achievements of organized labor and the New Deal-
brought a share of the benefits of rising productivity to working people in the form
of increased leisure. Part of the response to this increased leisure has been the
growing request for additional education services of all types and the rising
importance of leisure-related industries, such as do-it-yourself, gardening t6ols,
sports equipment, motels, and book publishing.
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As the new technology increases our leisure still further in the years ahead, an
increasing proportion of the Nation's total production of goods and services will
probably be directed toward leisure-related activities, such as additional educa-
tion, museums, libraries, parks, sports, and resort centers. The Federal Govern-
ment, the States and local governments should plan now for the required long-run
development of such community and national resources.

A share of our productive know-how should also be made available to the vast
underdeveloped areas of the world, where over a billion people live in unbelievable
poverty and slums. It is our national obligation to assist these peoples to achieve
material progress, freedom, and national independence. sThis, too, requires
Federal Government policies and programs to help the peoples of underdeveloped
regions to help themselves and attain improved living conditions, as well as
national dignity among the free nations of the world.

Our economy's productive ability has been a major source of strength in the
past. It is now a beacon of hope to the free world in this period of international
tension.

The job of sustaining economic strength and full employment rises above
partisan politics. All Americans should be united in the effort to keep America
economically strong.

STATEMENT OF HARRY SEE, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE, BROTHER-
HOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Harry See, and I
am national legislative representative of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen,
with offices at 10 Independence Avenue SW., Washington 24, D. C. The head-
quarters of the brotherhood are located in the Standard Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
We represent brakemen, yardmen, conductors, switchtenders, train baggagemen,
and other classes of employees on railroads. The brotherhood has approximately
200,000 members employed in train service in the United States and Canada.

The President's economic report declares that "the Government is mindful of
its great responsibility to help assure balanced economic growth." The report
states also that the administration program for 1955 is directed to fostering long-
time economic growth rather than imparting "an immediate upward thrust to
general economic activity."

Since the President's report was issued the Federal Reserve Board has taken
action to slow down what has been called "the strong recovery phase" of the
American economy. The president of the New York Federal Reserve Bank
described this as a change from a policy of actively encouraging lending by the
commercial banks to one of "letting credit tighten up a bit." This seems to mean
that the Eisenhower administration's interpretation of "balanced economic
growth" and avoiding "an immediate upward thrust" requires a slower rate of
expansion in business activity than prevails at the present time.

The experience of 1953 indicates that we cannot use tight credit to slow down
economic expansion without the risk of reducing job opportunities. Therefore,
I ask the question, Is this the time to slow down business expansion?

According to the Interstate Commerce Commission, employment on class I
railroads has declined from 1,239,000 in July 1953 to 1,027,000 in December 1954,
a reduction of 212,000 in 18 months. This is a '17-percent decline in employment
over the period. According to the President's report, average unemployment on a
national basis rose from 2.5 percent of the labor force in 1953 to 5 percent or
3,230,000 in 1954. In December 1954 unemployment was 2.838,000. I include
this in my statement because I believe it is necessary to points which I develop
later.

I do not need to tell this committee that not only are 3 million wage earners out
of work, but hundreds of thousands of job seekers have withdrawn from the labor
market because there is no prospect of finding work and still other workers are on
part time. I understand there are estimates that unemployment may reach 4
million in 1955 and 5.5 million in 1956, even on the basis of currently anticipated
increases in economic activity.

The present is no time to take any action that will run the risk of reducing
employment opportunities.

Our national production is still short of the level necessary to provide maximum
employment. Employment in the railroad industry has declined every month
since July 1953. Railroad transportation is a service industry that cannot prosper
unless and until industry generally prospers. Carloadings, although showing a
tendency to increase in recent weeks are still below the levels reached in- 1953.
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Carloadings and railroad employment will not increase until there is an expansion
of industrial output. We know that the growth in our economy in 1954 lagged
behind 1953; that industrial production and carloadings were behind 1953. We
get no satisfaction from comparing 1954 with earlier years and saving that it was
our second best year. Railroad and other workers are still out of work and the
prospects is for even greater unemployment unless business activities expands.

A major portion of the decrease in employment in the railroad industry is
brought about by the continued drop in the production and hauling of coal.
Production of bituminous coal was 630.6 million tons in 1947. In 1954 the output
of bituminous coal had fallen to about 390 million tons, a decline of 38 percent
over a 7-year period. Carloadings of bituminous coal were 9,088,000 in 1947
and 5,650,000 in 1954, a decline of 3,438,000 carloads or about 38 percent over
this period.

To illustrate one of the causes for this deterioration in the coal and railroad
transportation industries, let me first state that in the year 1954 this country
imported 128,327,160 barrels of residual fuel oil. This figume is equal to 30,557,500
tons of coal. Using the average figure of 60 tons of coal per carload, this would
translate the 128,327,160 barrels of oil into 509,291 carloads of coal.

To realize how much of an effect this has on employment, we must first take
a look at the decrease in the carloadings of coal in the three major coal regions.

In the eastern region, for the year 1952 there were 1,170,489 cars of coal loaded.
In the year 1954 in this same region only 903,222 cars were loaded, a decrease
in the 2-year period of 267,267 cars.

In the Allegheny region, 1,657,472 cars of coal were loaded in 1952, while in
1954 carloadings totaled 1,367,062, a decrease of 290,410 cars.

In the Pocahontas region in the year 1952 carloadings of coal totaled 1.831,106,
while in 1954 they amounted to 1,485,409. a decrease of 345,697 cars. The com-
bined decrease of carloadings of coal in these 3 regions for 1954 as compared
with 1952 totals 903,374 cars.

So far we have discussed only the drop in total carloads of coal. To carry
the translation further in terms of railroad manpower, the loss of 903,374 carloads
would equal 1,130 trains, using 80 cars per train as an average number. This
is still not the complete picture, however, for so far we have spoken only of car-
loads of coal lost. As vou well know. the other side of this movement is the
bringing of empty cars to mines for the transportation of coal to consumers.
To determine the total number of trains and crews displaced by this operation,
the number of 1.130 trains must be doubled, since there would be a like number
of movements of empty cars to the mines before there would be the same move-
ment of loaded cars out of the mines.

We thereby see that actually 2,260 trains are affected. To continue, the average
haul from mine to consumer is 300 miles. Crews are paid on a 100-mile-a-day
basis. The number of trains affected then becomes 3 times the above figure, or
6,780. Since 5 men constitute a train crew, the astounding total of 33,900 man-
days lost is realized. This figure applies, you will recall, only to the three coal
regions mentioned above, the Eastern, Allegheny, and Pocahontas, and does not
by any means indicate total loss in railroad employment as a result of the decline
in coal production.

The above figure represents only road train and engine crews. It does not
include the associated employment of yardmen or the large number of nonoper-:
ating employees used in connection with such traffic.

I do not wish to leave the impression that every one of the man-days lost in
these three coal regions is attributed directly to the importation of residual fuel
oil. But it is a tremendous factor on certain railroads with a large coal hauling
business, such as the Pennsylvania, New York Central, Western Maryland,
Virginian, Chesapeake & Ohio, Norfolk & Western, and the Clinchfield. We do
not have the decrease in employment for this period for each separate railroad,
but if the committee desires that kind of information, the Interstate Commerce
Commission is in a position to furnish it. On one railroad, the Norfolk & Western,
as of January 28, 1955, approximately 2,000 employees have been furloughed.
Only 20 percent of these employees have been able to find jobs in other industries.
Total employment on this carrier at high level employment is over 17,000.

I stated these facts on the importation of residual fuel oil before the Ways and
Means Committee on January 31. 1 urged that committee to place a quota
limitation on the importation of residual fuel oil. I am restating these facts
before this committee because I want it to understand the effects of these impor-
tations on the coal and railroad industries.

The President's Economic Report has supporting evidence of the effect of the
decline of the coal industry. The map on page 90 of the report (chart B-3)
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shows a belt of the greatest unemployment among insured workers. Of the 9
States showing the greatest insured unemployment 4 are coal-producing States.
Pennsylvania has unemployment of 7 percent of the total insured, West Virginia
10.9 percent, Kentucky 10.3 percent, and Tennessee 8.6 percent. For the United
States as a whole, insured unemployment in 1954 was 5.2 percent of covered
employment.

A representative of our union, Mr. Van Parsons, general chairman on theWestern Maryland Railway, described to this committee the unemployment
among railroad workers in Cumberland, Md. At Altoona, Pa. there are 585car-repair workers including carmen, machinists, carpenters, welders, and pipe-
fitters out of work. Yet the national total of cars awaiting repair rose from
87,637 in 1954 to 116,200 in January 1955, while the number of locomotives
awaiting repair over the same period rose from 1,919 to 2,513.

Railroad employment at Cumberland and Altoona will not increase until animprovement in general business conditions results in a greater coal output and a
greater demand for railroad services.

The President says that the vigor of the recent recovery suggests that economic
expansion will probably continue during the coming months and that it holds out
the promise that we shall achieve a "high and satisfactory" level of production and
employment in the current year. He savs further that "it is reasonable to expect
that the Nation's output within the coming year will approximate the goals ofmaximum employment, production and purchasing power envisaged by the
Employment Act."

This statement does not commit the administration to work for a level of pro-
duction that will reduce unemployment to a bare minimum. What is a "high and
satisfactory" level of employment? Whv are our sights set merely on approxi-
mating the goals of maximum employment, production and purchasing power?
The report fails to define the goals required by the act. Is the word "approximate"
used to evade this responsibility?

Does the administration look back to the level of production and employment of
1953 as a satisfactory level of production and employment for 1955? A return to
"the good old days" of 1953 will not meet the needs of 1955 and future years. We
must look ahead to the necessity of increased production and employment. The
labor force is growing because of the growth in population. The annual net in-
crease in the number of people seeking employment is about 700,000. At least
1 forecast was made before this committee that average unemployment may
increase by as much as 1 million to about 4 million in 1955. One conservative
investment publication (the Magazine of Wall Street, Jan. 8) estimates an increase
in unemployment to almost 4 million in 1955 and to 5.5 million in 1956 on the
basis of the present level of business activity. Even this publication complains
that "a prosperous America cannot afford the stigma of chronic rising unemploy-
ment."

From my own industry I can report that there has been displacement of workers
by investment in diesel poweer. centralized traffic controls, pushbutton freight
yards, and other modern equipment and methods Dieselization, for example,
means less man-hours in repair shops. It also means longer trains with lower re-
quirements for operating labor and increased hazards in hauling the longer trains.

The trend to modernization increases output per Worker in all industry, includ-
ing the railroad industry, justifying higher wages. But increasing productivity
per worker means less men to turn out the same work. We must adjust our na-
tional economic policies to provide employment for the workers displaced by the
increasing use of automatic machinery and more efficient methods and equip-
mient. I need not remind this committee of the harsh impact of continued un-
employment. I fear that the policy of permitting credit to tighten up may have
damaging and far-reaching effects on American industrial activity. It may halt
recovery entirely. "Letting credit tighten a bit" means turning our backs on the
effects of unemployment. As a Nation we must not show this indifference to
the urgent needs of millions of unemployed and underprivileged American citi-
zens.

We have giveh two reasons-growth in the labor force and increase in pro-
ductivity-why a return even to the high output and employment of 1953 will
fall short of the need of the American economv in the current and future vears.
We believe the administration is overly concerned about the threat of inflation and
not sufficiently concerned about the necessity of a definite program of govern-
mental expenditure on a national, State. and local basis that will assure full em-
ployment of the Nation's men and resources in the years ahead.
"The problems associated with expansion such as labor shortages and a tendency

for higher prices must be measuied against the hardships to more millions of un-
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employed Americans which is likely to result from tightening credit at the present
time. WVe must decide between the two as long as we have millions of unemployed.
There can be no doubt where the decision will be once the choice is made clear.
Our democratic society will not tolerate unemployment, but will demand a rising
national output and a job for every man seeking work.

The following steps should be taken to give the needed boost to employment
and national output:

The President's recommendation that we postpone the lowering of the corporate
income tax scheduled for April 1, 1955 should be adopted. The revenue needs of
the Government should be met from this source rather than from the excise taxes.

The excise taxes should be kept no longer than the date of April 1, 1955 when
many of them are scheduled to be lowered. These taxes transfer purchasing
power from consumers to the Government with the effect of curtailing spending
for consumer's durable and other goods and in that way hold down employment.
The removal of the excises would encourage business and help employment.

In the railroad and transportation industries generally, the wartime excises on
the charges for the transportation of persons and property are adding to the bur-
dens of the railroads and other common carriers, and encouraging the use of non-
taxed means of transportation, both passenger and freight. The tax on passenger
fares was enacted to discourage the use of commercial carriers during the war
when their facilities were overloaded with travel, much of which was not essential
to the war effort. The tax on freight charges discriminates against distant shippers
and pyramids until it is actually many times the original tax. These taxes are a
Government-imposed burden on an industry that is losing ground to private un-
taxed carriers such as the private passenger automobile and the private motor-
truck, and should be removed to provide a needed stimulus to the public agencies
of transportation.

The President's recommendation to increase the present national statutory debt
limit should be adopted to enable the Treasury to borrow when necessary to meet
the needs of a full-employment economy. Similarly, the States should act on the
President's recommendation to remove and to relax the local tax rate-limiting and
debt-limiting statutes as means of enabling these local jurisdictions to increase the
scale of their public-works programs.

Individual income taxes should be reduced through the method of increasing
personal individual income-tax exemptions. This would give substantial aid to
lower income receivers and would add to mass purchasing power and thus help
employment.

The national minimum wage should be raised to $1.25 per hour. The President's
proposal to raise the wage to 90 cents per hour is wholly inadequate.

The President's recommendation that the Federal old-age and survivors insur-
ance should be extended to Federal personnel should be adopted. However, I do
not believe the President goes far enough in this change. There should be a sub-
stantial increase in retirement benefits to keep pace with the increase in living costs.
I might say for the employees of the industry of which I am a member that
railroad-retirement benefits can, in my judgment, be increased without a tax
increase and without jeopardizing the reserve fund.

I am not sure that the President recommends including under the unemploy-
ment insurance system the employees of State and local governments, and
employees who work for firms employing fewer than four persons. Presumably
the President asked onlv for consideration of this change, because it is a State
responsibility and because he wants, above all, for it to remain a State responsi-
bility. I believe that this change should be adopted and that it should become a
responsibility of the Federal Government.

Likewise the President asked the States to consider revising unemployment-
insurance benefits so that in all cases they equal at least one-half of the regular
earnings. I believe this change should be adopted and that it should become a
responsibility of the Federal Government. There should be a minimum term of
unemployment benefits of 26 weeks, but I believe that employees with longer
records of contributions to the system should have a longer period of benefits.
These changes should be effected through Federal legislation.

The recommended changes in the unemployment compensation system should
not be left to the States, but should be assumed by the Federal Government.
The States have failed to take any action toward accomplishing these objectives.
For example, President Eisenhower twice in 2 years has asked the States to
consider raising the weekly benefits to equal one-half the worker's weekly wage.
No State has yet adopted this standard. We need Federal legislation to incor-
porate these needed reforms into the social-security system, on a uniform, nation-
wide basis.
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The recommendations of the President for expansion of the Federal program
of aid for fellowships, research, teacher training, and other related educational
activities should be acted upon without delay and upon a scale commensurate
with the size of the problem. There is no lack of authoritative statements of
needs for the necessity of aid to the States and school districts in the construction
of school buildings. It is unnecessary to await a report from the forthcoming
President's conference on educational needs. The conference is not scheduled
to meet until late this year. Its report and recommendations may not be avail-
able in time for legislation by the next session of Congress. We all know the
urgent needs of our children, the crowded condition of the classrooms, the over-
burdened teachers. The need of the public-school system is immediate and
growing. The present Congress should take action to remedy this shortage
without waiting for any more surveys or reports.

* The President's report places primary responsibility of any public works for
schools, hospitals, hydroelectric development, and other public investment on the
States and local units of government and private enterprise. The report reads
as if undertakings on conserving water resources, involving the development of
hydroelectric power were small, local projects in which people of several States had
no interest. I need only read a partial list of such projects such as the Tennessee
Valley, Hells Canyon on the Snake River, Grand Coulee and Bonneville on the
Columbia River, and the Great Central Valley of California to show that the
power, irrigation, and flood control and conservation of resources far transcend
the resources of any small locality and private capital and have a public interest
to the people of a vast area which extends beyond State boundaries. It may be
said to affect vital interests of the entire Nation.

In my own State of California private interests and local capital were never
equal to doing the job of controlling the recurring floods of northern California
and relieving the arid conditions of the Central Valley. The State attempted it
and was never able to raise the huge amounts of capital required. Then Franklin
D. Roosevelt and Harold Ickes gave us the Central Valley project prepared jointly
by the United States Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation. The
result is that today major floods are unknown in northern California and hundreds
of thousands of acres of desert in the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys are
under cultivation. This great Central Valley project, which has resulted in a
vast increase in private enterprise in the area, could not have been accomplished
without Federal funds and management.

The administration's withdrawal from such great public undertakings means
the nondevelopment of many of our resources and partial, even wasteful, develop-
ment of many others. It means that private, monopolistic financial interests can
dictate the terms of sale of such products as hydroelectric power. In many
instances dependence on local units of government and private enterprise will
mean almost no conservation and irrigation whatsoever. The move by the
Eisenhower administration to emphasize the responsibility of the localities and
private capital is a large and significant step backward. It means a definite
slowing down in the development in our resources, if not halting such develop-
ment altogether.

On new schools, hospitals, water systems, the report simply says that they con-
stitute the largest part of the demand for public works and are traditionally
provided by the States and their governmental subdivisions. The report claims
that in most cases the capacity of municipalities appears to be adequate for
financing these needed improvements. The proposal to remove debt-limiting
and tax rate-limiting statutes, suggestions for broadening the market for bond
issues of local governments and the coordination of public-works planning is the
extent to which the administration would go in giving Federal assistance to these
subdivisions. Experience has shown that the States and municipalities have not
met the problem of financing public works on the scope necessary to meet the
needs of our present-day population.

I believe that direct Federal grants must be made available to the States and
their subdivisions to insure that such projects be undertaken. That is the basis
of the commonly accepted plan to aid our public schools, including the construc-
tion of buildings; it similarly should be the basis of a nationwide plan for the con-
struction of hospitals, water systems and other resource conservation projects.

There is no doubt that we need modernization of our highway system. But
we do not need improvement in highways to enable people to get from one place to
another more rapidly than before as much as we need certain other public con-
struction such as schools and hospitals.
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Moreover, I believe that before we undertake a vast program of modernization
of public highways with the Federal Government contributing the lion's share of
the cost, there should be some form of Federal highway user taxation. The
commercial vehicles that are the major factor in highway deterioration should
pay a charge commensurate with the benefits they derive from and the wear they
cause on the highway roadbed. Unless we make such a provision for financing
the modernization of our highways, such improvements become an outright
subsidy to one form of transportation at the expense of the American taxpayer.

The present program of underwriting home mortgages by the Government
should be continued, and the increase on the insurance authorization requested
by the President should be adopted. There should also be a huge expansion in
the low rental housing program beyond the 35,000 per year requested by the
administration. We cannot hope to provide equal opportunities for our citizens
without providing decent dwellings for all.

If these steps are taken, I believe we will go far along the road to full employ-
ment and toward bringing prosperity to such industries as coal and railroads. I
believe that the consummation of these steps will also accomplish some long-
standing objectives for the improvement of living conditions of vast numbers of
our underprivileged citizens.

I wish to thank the members of this committee for their time and attention.

BROTHERHOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN,
Washington 24, D. C., February 17, 1955.

Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Chairman, Joint Committee on the Economic Report,

Senate Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: During the time I was testifying before the Joint

Committee on the Economic Rbport, February 10, Senator O'Mahohey requested
me to furnish for the record information concerning the amount of coal produced
and loaded in Wyoming for the past few years, which is in line with the figures
given the committee for three of the coal-producing regions in the Eastern States.

Senator OW'JMahoney also requested information on the Central Valley project
in California.

I attach a memorandum concerning the Central Valley project, also one in
connection with the coal production in the State of Wyoming. The information
on the Central Valley project is from my own records and those of the Public
Affairs Institute of Washington, D. C. The information on the coal production
in Wyoming is from records of the National Coal Association.

My kind personal regards.
Respectfully,

HARRY SEE,
National Legislative Representative.

THE CENTRAL VALLEY PROJECT

Attempts have been made repeatedly to prevent costly floods, develop the
hydroelectric energy going to waste from falling waters making their way to the
sea, and enable farmers to utilize both electricity and water for their vast rich
lands of the Central Vallev in California. Several times inclusive programs
were offered, but opposing interests prevented enactment of laws and the appro-
priation of moneys required.

There finally emerged a Central Valley project for which the people of California
authorized the issuance of $170 million in bonds in December 1933. This was
supposed to defray the beginning, under State auspices, of the great project.
But the depressior: was on, and the bonds were not salable.

The Federal Works Administration was then being formed, and the State of
California sought Federal aid for the Central Valley project. To obtain assistance
from that agency, it was necessary to revise the Central Valley Act to comply
with Federal requirements. The State of California vigorously applied itself to
the task of obtaining Federal assistance all through 1934 and 1935. The Rivers
and Harbors Act of 1935 made the first allocation of funds to launch the project,
an initial $12 million to start Shasta Dam. After some delays, Congress made its
first appropriation in June 1936. In 1937, the project was reauthorized in the
Rivers and Harbors Act and assigned to the Bureau of Reclamation. Thereafter,
repeated appropriations have been made.
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By 1953, over half a billion dollars had been spent, 7 dams constructed, 665,000
kilowatts of electricity installed, 7,500,000 acre-feet of water impounded in
reservoirs for flood control and irrigation purposes. Yet, according to the master
plan, this is only a partially completed project.

The distance yet to go may equal that already traversed. The demand of an
increasing population has already outstripped these facilities. Only the Federal
Government's large resources can provide the funds needed for the yet vast
development which is needed for the Nation's defense and economic growth.

Data on bituminous coal in Wyoming

Item 1939 1945 1950 1951 1952 1953 19.$4

Production (thousand tons) . 5,373 9,847 6,348 6,430 6,088 5,245 '2,705
Average number of days mines worked.--.--- 207 316 186 199 209 197 (2)
Average number of men employed --- 3,757 4,551 3,930 3,317 2, 842 2,606 (2)
Average output per man per day (net tons) 6.92 6.84 8.69 9. 72 10. 27 10. 21 (2)

X Preliminary.
2 Not available.

Coal production by carloadsfor central western region, which includes Wyomingand areasserved by such
railroads as the Santa Ie, C. B. & Q., Rock Island, Denver & Rio Grande, Union Pacific, and Utah Ry.

Ca'loads Carload
1950 -297, 166 1953 225, 154
1951 --------------------- 273,257 1954.---------------------- 214,353
1952 -236, 8801

(Whereupon, at 12:35 p. m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
Wednesday, February 16, 1955, at 10 a. m.)
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1955

CONGRESS or THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT CO-MMIlTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT,

Washington, D. C.
The joint committee met at 10 a. in., Senator Paul H. Douglas

(chairman) presiding.
Present: Senator Douglas (presiding), Representatives Patman

(vice chairman), Bolling, and Kelley.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Shuman, we will ask you to lead off?
We are very proud to claim Mr. Shuman as a distinguished Illi-

noisan and former president of the Illinois Agricultural Association,
now president of the American Farm Bureau Federation.

Mr. SHUYEAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES B. SHUMAN, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

Mr. SHIUMAN. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I
appreciate the opportunity to discuss important aspects of the Presi-
dent's economic report with you. Although the current economic
report says very little about agriculture, it deals with matters that
are of fundamental importance to farmers.

We are in agreement with the general philosopsy expressed in the
report, but in disagreement with a number of the specific recommenda-
tions for legislative action. Rather than to make a detailed analysis
of the report, I desire to make some general comments, and then to
call attention to various sections which can be used to illustrate the
areas where we agree and the areas where we disagree.

Nothing is more fundamental than general prosperity to the welfare
of agriculture. General prosperity does not automatically insure
farm prosperity. It does, however, provide the base on which farm
prosperity can be built. On the other hand, we can see no possibility
of building an island of farm prosperity in a sea of general depression.

Agriculture currently is in the midst of some difficult adjustments,
made necessary by overexpansion to meet abnormal demands that have
now receded. The completion of these adjustments will be greatly
facilitated by the maintenance of a prosperous and expanding general
economy. Failure to achieve this objective inevitably would mean
disaster for agriculture. A relatively small increase in the overall
domestic consumption of farm products would absorb most of our
present surpluses, but a decrease in domestic consumption of similar
magnitude would compound the adjustments that need to be made.

1217
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WNhile we have a domestic market that is really fabulous in compari-
son with that to be found in other countries, and while we have every
confidence that this market could be expanded, we still have a very
real need to expand our foreign markets. Agriculture has been going
through a technological revolution. Production per man-hour has
increased 78 percent since 1940. Total farm production has increased
52 percent despite a 30-percent decrease in farm population since
1935-39.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Shuman, you say that the increase in produc-
tivity per man since 1940 has been greater in agriculture than in in-
dustry itself ?

Mr. SHUMAN. My opinion is that it has been greater than most of
industry. There may be some exceptions.

The CHAIRMAN. Greater than the average?
Mir. SHUMAN. That is my conclusion, yes.
The CHAIRIAAN. And, therefore, is your conclusion from this that

the cost per unit for farm products has decreased relatively more in
agriculture than in industry?

Mr. SHUMAN. Yes: I think our efficiency has increased relatively
more than that of industry.

The CHAIRMAN. In term's of money cost. Anticipating some of
your later remarks, is this one of the reasons why you favor flexible
price supports over fixed-price supports?

Mr. SIHUMAN. Well. I would not couple the two, particularly, ex-
cept in this regard. The fixed-price supports have tended to preserve
inefficiencies, in our opinion. I think that is the main connection.

There is no reason to believe that farmers will not continue to in-
crease output at least as rapidly as our domestic market will grow in
the next few years, if prices are favorable and production is not un-
duly restricted. Hence, we need larger foreign markets to absorb the
surplus productive capacity that now exists in agriculture. We pres-
ently have the capacity to produce at least 15 percent more agricul-
tural'products than our domestic market will absorb at present prices.
However, we have been exporting only about 10 percent of our farm
production. This situation is complicated by the fact that some com-
modities, such as wheat, cotton, tobacco, and rice, are more dependent
on exports than others are.

A decline in exports from the high levels which existed a few years
ago contributed to the accumulation of cotton, wheat, and, rice sup-
plies, which in turn forced the application of marketing quotas to
these crops. The acres being forced out of the production of quota
crops are being used to increase the production of other commodities,
-many of which have no price support. At the same time, the price-
support programs now in effect for these crops are encouraging pro-
cducers to do everything possible to offset the effects of reduced acre-
Iage by increased use of other resources, such as labor and fertilizer.

The change in direction of farm-price-support programs made pos-
sible by the Agricultural Act of 1954, will help to correct this situa-
tion in time, but the problem cannot be solved overnight. In the
meantime, we need to make every legitimate effort to reduce the ad-
justment that is needed by expanding exports of the farm commodi-
ties which we can produce to the greatest comparative advantage.

We are in general accord with the President's recommendations for
foreign-trade legislation, but have suggested a number of improve-
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ments to the House Ways and Means Committee; For example, we
recommended that the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act be extended
for 4 years instead of 3, to give greater stability to our foreign-trade
policy; that the authority of the President to reduce United States
tariffs in exchange for reciprocal concessions from other countries be
exercised with special emphasis on tariff s which exceed an ad valorem
equivalent of 25 percent; that our Government insist that other naL
tions live up to the spirit of their commitments under trade agree-
ments if they are to receive concessions made by the United States;
and that the President be authorized to negotiate for conditions in
foreign countries which would create a more favorable climate for
private investment.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Shuman, may I ask a question at this point?
Mr. SHUMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you favor simplification of customs pro-

cedures in the direction of fewer classifications of commodities and
as regards the fixation of a uniform price standard to be used in fixing
ad valorem duties?

Mr. SHUMAN. Well, we are in favor of simplification of customs pro-
cedures, and I think that would certainly cover the matter of reducing
the number of classifications.

Now, on the other matter I am not too well versed.
The CHAIRMAN. There are 5 or 6 different standards by which the'

value of a commodity can be judged, and sometimes a switch from one'
to the other-

Mr SHUMAN. We certainly would be in favor of simplification itt
that regard.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your feeling about the escape clause?
Mr. SHUMAN. We are in favor of the escape clause.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean retention of the escape clause?
Mr. SHuMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What about the peril points?
Mr. SHUMAN. Wne have given general support to the peril points..

We believe these should be some limitation on tariff concessions, but
that the peril points should be used with a good deal of discretion.
They certainly could nullify all of the advantages of reciprocal trade
if they were used-indiscriminately.

.The CHAIRMAN. So if we could lay down standards to follow in
determining where the peril point would be, that would be helpful?

Mr. SHUMAN. Yes.
Our current policy resolutions state that:

consideration should be given to the corporate tax rate on income from inve'st-
ments abroad and comparable treatment of individuals who invest abroad.

We are not prepared at the moment to take a position on the Presi-
dent's specific proposal that the tax rate on corporate income from
foreign sources be reduced by 14 percentage points as our board of
directors has not yet considered this proposal. We would like to point
out, however, that the President's proposal does not provide the corn-
parable treatment for income earned abroad-by individual investors
which our policy resolution recommends.

Farm Bureau policies long have emphasized the importance of
measures to bring about a more stable general price level as a means
of providing a favorable climate for economic growth and a rising
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standard of living. We have been particularly concerned with the
problem of maintaining stability in recent years, because the record
shows that inflations growing out of wars often have been followed by
serious depressions.

The record which the Economic Repart presents with regard to
Federal actions in the field of monetary and fiscal policy in 1953-54,
and the effect which these actions apparently had in moderating the
post-Korea adjustment, encourages us in our belief that monetary and
fiscal policies can be used successfully to avoid wide swings in the
general price level. The record that has been made thus far in check-
*ing the inflation which followed Korea, and in adjusting our economy
to a lower level of defense spending and more normal conditions, is
truly remarkable. It certainly justifies the continued use of mone-
tary and fiscal tools to avoid both inflation and deflation.

The section of the report which describes the measures taken to
stimulate the economy during 1954, does, however, mention one type
of activity that seems to us to be undesirable. On page 20, the report
says:

The Government also attempted to assist localities suffering from unemploy-
ment by channeling contracts to them as far as feasible, by boosting the allowable
rate of accelerated amortization on facilities needed for the mobilization
base * * *.

We regard it as a very questionable procedure for the Government to
(1) depart from the principle of placing defense contracts with the
lowest responsible bidder, or (2) use its power to grant accelerated
amortization to influence the location of defense plants for any reason
other than defense considerations.

As a matter of fact, we feel that the power to grant accelerated
amortization is so much subject to abuse under present conditions that
it should be terminated.

Our policy resolution on this subject reads, as follows:
The accelerated amortization program, under which the Government has

allowed industry a rapid tax writeoff on part or all of the cost of new facilities,
appears largely to have served its purpose encouraging a rapid expansion of our
productive capacity for defense. We, therefore, urge that the program be
terminated as soon as possible. As a long-time policy, any encouragement that
may be found to be necessary to bring about the construction of new facilities
should be provided through generally applicable provisions of law rather than
by programs which require that the Government pass on individual projects.

Whatever justification there may have been during World War II
or the Korean mobilization period for eccelerated amortization, we
can see no such justification now, particularly in view of the liberalized
and generally applicable depreciation provisions of the new tax code.

We have been disturbed by press reports that the Office of Defense
Mobilization has undertaken to develop a standby program for the
institution of rationing, price, and wage controls in a period of
"stepped-up or all-out mobilization." We will oppose enactment of
standby price and wage controls. Sound monetary and fiscal policies
are the only effective means of dealing with an inflation threat.

The CHAIXRAN. Mr. Shuman, may I interrupt there?
Mr. SHUMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Would that be true on the outbreak of a world

war?
Mr. SEURIAN. Well, we think that it might be necessary, perhaps,

to have rationing of some short materials, but the need in the out-
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break of war would be for stepped-up production, and our experi-
ence with price and wage controls was that it throttled or reduced
production, and we think the situation would be the same in war or
peace.

If war should come suddenly, rationing might help us to make an
equitable distribution of any commodities that happen to be in actual
or potential short supply; however, our really urgent need in such
circumstances would be to increase production. Price and wage con-
trols cannot possibly prevent inflation because they deal with symp-
toms rather than fundamental causes. On the contrary, such con-
trols contribute to inflation by hampering production and by providing
a screen behind which inflation can gain headway before the people
know what is happening. Our experience in the early months of Korea
provides a good case history of how standby controls actually can ag-
gravate an inflationary situation.

We are opposed to the President's recommendation that the mini-
mum wage be raised to 90 cents per hour. Our reasons for opposing a
higher minimum wage are well expressed in the following extracts
from the Economic Report itself:

Minimum wage laws do not deal with the fundamental causes of low incomes
or poverty.

* * * A higher minimum might well cause lower production and substantial
unemployment in several industries, and-whether directly or indirectly-it
would probably bring generally higher prices in its wake. Such effects would
make the gains of covered workers illusory, and they would lower the standard
of living of uncovered low-wage workers.

In the statement just quoted, the Economic Report, of course, was
referring to a minimum higher than 90 cents per hour. Nevertheless,
we think the same argument appli es to the proposal for a 90-cent mini-
mum. It certainly would be applicable if business activity were to de-
cline appreciably from its present high level. For similar reasons, we
oppose the suggestion that Congress and the States consider the
question of bringig substantial numbers of additional workers under
the coverage of minimlum-wage laws.

Our current policy resolutions recognize that the Federal Govern-
ment has, and should continue to have, a responsibility for the de-
velopment of an integrated highway system. This can be accomplished
without any increase in Federal appropriations. Our resolutions state
that:

In view of present conditions, we are opposed to any expansion of Federal
participation in financing of highway construction.

Arguments in support of this position are:
1. In each of recent years total highway. construction has reached

a new peak. On the basis of the present program progress toward
a better highway system is being made.

2. During the next few years the rate of highway construction
under the present program will be accelerated. More Federal money
will be available under the 1954 Federal Aid to Highway Act.

The CHAIRMAN. As a matter of fact, Mr. Shuman, that virtually
doubled the amounts which had been previously appropriated, as I
remember.

Mr. SHuYAN. I think that is correct.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Do I understand you to say that you are

for the toll roads?

/
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Mr. SHumI N. No, no. Up in the first point, in each of recent years
total highway construction has reached a new peak. I may have
slurred over the word "total," but we are not for toll roads.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. You are against toll roads?
Mr. SHUMAN. Well, we have no position on toll roads.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Don't you think you should have?
Mr. SHUMAN. May I state for the record what our position is? I

was under the wrong impression. We favor toll roads only where
traffic congestion and other traffic problems justify the construction
of an additional major highway which may be practically and economi-
cally operated on a toll basis. We favor self-amortization of toll road
construction costs. Economic feasibility on a self-liquidating basis
should be determined prior to the initiation of any project. We op-
pose the allocation of Federal or State highway funds for the con-
struction of toll roads.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. May I make this suggestion: I hope you
do not favor toll roads for the reason that the average toll road rate
is about a cent a mile. Now, that is the equivalent of about 171/2 cents
additional tax on every gallon of gasoline.

Now, if you put just 2 cents a gallon tax on the gasoline, you would
have enough money for good roads all over, and everybody could use
them, and I see no reason why you should just pick out a few people
or a few localities and make them pay at the rate of 171/2 cents for
each additional gallon of gas to ride on it.

Mr. SHUMAN. Our State farm bureaus, of course, have the problem
of coping with various proposals.

Vice Chairman PATMIAN. And it is an archaic deal, going way back.
You never get rid of these things. Down in my section of the South-
west we had an old ferry there, across Red River. I will bet the cost
of the two ferries didn't aggregate $500, just made out of old scrap
lumber. But they made not several hundred dollars, but sometimes
thousands of dollars a day putting automobiles across, and trucks,
and they built a fine bridge there, and the night before it was to be
started and dedicated the next morning, it was blown up. It was said
the private enterprise fellows blew it up, that it was wrong to destroy
that ferry, and you cannot get rid of these toll things once you get
them started. It took us a couple of years to get the bridge built back
but, of course, during that time private enterprise was making a lot
of money and they seemed to think it was justified.

Representative KELLEY. Mr. Chairman, the success of the Pennsyl-
vania Turnpike as a toll road has certainly been outstanding. It is
a main artery of travel. Of course, the provision is that when it is
paid for, the toll ceases; is that right, Mr. Kennedy?

Mr. KENNEDY. I think so.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. YOU see, these deducts get hold of it from

the very beginning and you never overtake them. They have the
advantage.

Mr. SHUMAN. As you noted from our position, Senator, essentially
the American Farm Bureau believes the toll road is a State situation,
and so we have just set up our viewpoint as to the limitations and
safeguards which should be included.

Our third reason for opposing the President's suggestion on high-
ways is that the proposed bond program is unsound financing. It is
primarily a device to keep this expenditure out of the budget and to
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give the budget an appearance of being balanced-but in actual fact
it would still be a spending program with borrowed money..

4. It would put the Federal government in the highway business
on a major scale. We cannot assume the Federal Government would
step out of the highway construction business at the end of the 10-year
period. On the contrary, there is every likelihood that a new program,
involving more borrowed money, would be presented at the end of
the 10-year period.

5. In the long run, the "man who pays the piper calls the tune."
Already there is argument with respect to what should be required of
State governments in connection with the program. This program
would continue the trend by which State governments are becoming
mere provinces of a superstate.

6.. The States are quite competent to build their own highway sys-
tems with enough Federal aid to insure integration. The financial
position of the States is good compared with that of the Federal
Government. At the end of fiscal 1953, the total indebtedness of the
48 State governments was $7.8 billion and total State revenues ex-
ceeded total State expenditures by $1.1 billion.

In lieu of increased Federal appropriations for highway construc-
tion, we recommend termination of the Federal motor-fuel taxes, as a
means of providing increased opportunity for the States to raise funds
for highway construction. If the Federal motor-fuel taxes are not
repealed, we shall insist that provision we made for the exemption of
motor-fuel used for nonhighway purposes.

The Economic Report contains other recommendations which are
of interest to Farm Bureau people. However, I have covered the
areas that seem to us to be most deserving of discussion here today.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Shuman, the amount of the Federal aid which
is provided for highways is now approximately equal to the receipts,
as I remember it, from the Federal gasoline tax. If you abolish the
Federal gasoline tax, are you proposing to abolish Federal aid to high-
ways at the same time?

Mr. SHUMAN. No, sir, we do not make that proposal.
The CHAIRMAN. That would increase the Federal deficit then.
Mr. SHUTMAN. Yes, to that extent.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, close to $900 million a year.
Mr. SHUMAN. We are proposing that the Federal gasoline tax be

abolished, presuming, of course, that most of the States would take it
up.

The CHAIRMIAN. But if you do not abolish Federal aid, the expendi-
tures continue where this source of revenue is eliminated, and the
deficit is increased.

Mr. SHUMAN. We would probably favor reduction in the Federal
appropriations.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, a smaller rate of increase in the
Federal deficit.

Mr. SHIYMAN. Yes. We are in favor of enough to assure integra-
tion of the highway systems. The economic report contains other
recommendations which are of interest to Farm Bureau people; how-
ever, I have covered the areas that seem to us to be most deserving of
discussion here todav.

I would be glad to answer any questions.

68422-5578
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Vice Chairman PATMAN. Have you said anything about interest
rates in your statement?

Mr. SHUMAN. Not in this statement.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I was disappointed in the Farm Bureau

-about a year ago, when there was a bill up to allow the President to
increase interest rates, and that bill got through by unanimous consent
in the House. I was watching it and I made a speech against it, and
I thought it was convincing. An effort had been made to increase
the interest rates on housing and it was defeated by an overwhelming
vote in the House.

Since all of the others had been denied an increase, I did not think
the farmers should be the only victims, and I was not there, and I do
not mean to say that I was the watchdog for the entire Congress.
It just happened that nobody objected to it and it went through, per-
mitting the President to increase interest rates up to 1 percent.

Do you recall that bill?
Mr. SHUMAN. I do not recall that particular bill.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I wonder if the rates have been increased

under the bill. Do you recall that?
Mr. SHITMAN. I am not informed.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Anyway, I was disappointed that the

farmers were not on the job to make sure that we were not the only
victims, but they were last year.

Mr. SHUMAN. Our position on that matter of Federal interest rates,
as well as Federal fiscal and monetary policy, is that there should be
enough flexibility and that it should be used as a means not only of
checking inflation, but also of checking deflation, and if these Federal
powers are used, there has to be some flexibility.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. But that flexibility should not be all
against the farmer. That word "flexibility" seems to apply as to the
moneylenders upward for them, and that is where this flexible busi-
ness has not resulted in very much good for the farmer, as I see it.
So that word does not sound good to me. It is a bad word for me. I
just do not like it.

Mr. SHUMAN. I guess it is all in the point of view, our definition of
flexibility.

Vice Chairman PATM1AN. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bolling.
Representative BOLLING. No.
The CHArRMAN. Mr. Kelley.
Representative KELLEY. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Shuman.
Mr. SHUMAN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kennedy.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS KENNEDY, VICE PRESIDENT, UNITED
MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. Chairman, my name is Thomas Kennedy, vice
president of the United Mine Workers of America. I am not an
economist, thank the Lord.

The CHAIRMAN. Is this a boast or a confession?
Mr. KENNEDY I think it is a confession. I have read the report.

I do not have any prepared statement. I have read this report of
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the President's, and I would like to talk briefly with respect -to one
of our basic industries in the United States, the coal industry. It
is in bad shape. I think last December, in mv statement to the Ways
and Means Committee of the House, we had about 165,000 people
idle in the mining industry.

There are various reasons for that idleness, the competition of nat-
ural gas and fuel oil, the dumping of residual oil from Venezuela.
We can compete, I think, with the fuel oil and natural gas, as such,
but we cannot compete with the residual oil that is dumped on the
eastern seaboard, and which is sold for as low as 2Y2 cents a gallon

.in some periods over the past number of years.
We are vitally affected also with respect to some of these reciprocal-

trade arrangements that are contemplated in the President's message.
For instance, on the exportation of coal from the United States to
Europe and to Asia, there is no reason under God's sun why we could
not export about 35 or 40 million tons of coal per year if we had any
sense. The chief exporting country now in Europe is Poland. They
produce about a hundred million tons a year, approximately so, and
that Polish coal is going to France, Belgium, it is going, some of it,
to England, it is going to the Scandinavian countries, and I do not
know, but in my Judgment it is subsidized by the Government of
Poland or Russia, or wherever you please, in order to compete with
the American coal.

You will find if you go into the situation with respect to, say, the
Republic of Western Germany, we can put American coal into Ham-
burg in successful competition with the Ruhr coal or Western Ger-
many coal, but you cannot get it in because the federal Government
of Western Germany requires an import license, and they will not
grant any import license, and I think one of the ironic situations is
the fact that in a lot of these countries that get American aid, such
as France and England, and other countries that buy Polish coal, they
buy it with our money, I mean with our dollars.

That is the only way that Poland will sell coal, to get American
dol]ars, and I even found during the war that they were exchanging
Polish coal for iron ore in Sweden and they were taking that iron ore
back to make weapons to kill our people in Korea, our soldiers. The
whole situation doesn't make sense with respect to participation of
the coal industry of the United States in the coal business in Europe
and in Asia.

Getting back to the situation in England where they have national-
ized the coal industry. I do not think there is any doubt about it,
but that England is buying coal from Poland. She started to buy
some from us this winter, and I think at the same time England is
exporting coal, probably for trade-balance purposes, I don't know.
They recently sent some coal, some anthracite up to Boston, and there
is no question about it, the cost of producing British coal is much
higher than the cost of producing American coal, so how they can

.manage to get that over here without subsidy and sell it in competition
with our coal is beyond me.

For instance. on productivity, in the United States in the coal indus-
try we produce 8 tons per day per man. In Great Britain they pro-
duce 1.24 tons per day per man.

On the Continent it is about 1.20. It is very hard to get the figures
from Poland because it is a difficult proposition, but Poland has an
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advantage because during the war Russia was able to get mining
machinery from the United States, and that mining machinery was
diverted eventually to Poland and to Czechoslovakia, so they are able
to have better mechanization in those mines than they have elsewhere
in Europe.

One point that I have to make with reference to the American coal
industry is this: If we had a war tomorrow, we would be on a coal
economy overnight, and I happen to know because I was on the Ad-
visory War Council of Solid Fuels during the war, and when World
War II started we were on a coal economy overnight.

If that happened again, it would take us from 8 months to a year
to put our coal industry into shape to meet the needs of this Nation
.and to provide coal for our allies, and I think, Mr. Chairman, that
somewhere along the line we should have a national-fuels policy
enacted by the Congress of the United States so that we know where
we are at, and so that this basic industry could be protected and so
that it would be in a position to meet any emergency that might arise.
It is not in that position today.

We produced during the war even under price controls referred to
by the previous speaker, and I want to say in connection with price
controls, price and wage controls, that I was on the War Labor Board
during the war and we found that wage controls were rigidly en-
forced, but price controls were not, because I remember coming up
here to the Senate with Senator Wayne Morse and a committee from
the War Labor Board during the, war asking Congress to do some-
thing with respect to price controls, that we were rigidly enforcing
wage controls. Notwithstanding wage controls during the war, coal
production was increased so that we produced in 1 year over 700 mil-
lion tons of coal in the United States, and certainly the price controls
did not affect production in that sense because production was sub-
stantially increased. But we find another situation with respect to
these competitive fuels in the coal industry, natural gas and fuel oil.

As I said, we can compete with fuel oil and natural gas. But you
are going to run out of it.

As a matter of fact, today a lot of these oil companies that control
some of the natural gas outlets are trying to get permission to import
gas from Canada and from Mexico and applications are now before
the Federal Power Commission for that purpose so that in this picture
as affecting the basic coal industry, we have many angles. and I do not
think it is adequately covered in this economic report of the President,
although I understand that they are about to release or are now
working on a report that brings into question the whole national fuel
policy idea.

Vice Chairman PATMAN. Do the oil companies, the major oil com-
panies, that are doing business in foreign countries get the 27y2 per-
cent depletion allowance on the gross earnings that they make in
foreign countries?

Mr. KENNEDY. Congressman, I don't know. I couldn't answer
that question. I really do not know.

Vice Chairman PAT1IAN.. It would place you at a great disadvantage
if that were true; would it not?

Mr. KENNEDY. That is right.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. I think if I were you, I would look into

that. I think they are.
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Mr. KENNEDY. Getting that depletion?
Vice Chairman PATMAN. Yes. If they do. of course it is in viola-

tion of every reason that was ever given for depletion allowance in this
country.

Mr. KENNEDY. Well, I know that they get 27 percent here. The coal
industry gets what, 15 or 10? I think it is 10 percent.

Representative KELLEY. Yes; 10 percent.
Vice Chairman PATMAN. You mean on coal?
Mr. KENNEDY. Yes.
Vice Chairiman PATNMAN. But I was talking about the oil.
Air. KENNEDY. Well, oil gets 27, and coal gets 10.
Representative ICELLEY. There are only 2 or 3 big bil companies

that are dumping this residual oil on the eastern seaboard of the
Uniited States from Venezuela.

.Mr. KENNEDY. Yes; the bulk of it is coming- from Venezuela, and
I was rather amused before the Ways and AMeans Committee the other
day. Some minister from Venezuela sent a statement up to the com-
mittee to the effect that Venezuela was ready to meet any emergency
occasioned by war or otherwise and that Ven;ezuela. believes in justice
and liberty. Venezuela is a militarv dictatorship. There is abso-
lutelv no freedom in the country except such as is allowed by a gen-
eral or somebody else, and yet wve are "paying the piper" in the coal
industry for that very situation.
. The CHAIlII-AN. Mr. Kennedy, who are the oil companies which
have the concessions in Venezuela and are importing oil into the
United States; do you know?

AIr. KENNEDY. I think practically all of the big ones, Senator,
Standard especially, and practically ill of the big ones.

The CIHA IZMAAN. But no independents; no small ones.
Mr. KENNEDY. I don't know.of any independents.
Representative KELLEY. If'I may answer that, there are'2 or 3 of

.the large oil companies of the United States that control the importa-
tion of residual oil into the United States. Standard of New Jersey
is one. I cannot think of the other two, but they are the other major
oil companies.

Mr. KENNEDY. Well, it displaces over 30 million tons of coal a year.
Representative KELLEY. Is that the effect?
Mr. KENNEDY. Yes, about 32 million tons.
Representative KELLEY. Mr. Chairman, if I may say this: I quoted

*those figures before this committee. Mr. Charles Taft was here and
he disputed the figure with some compilation of figures which he had
showing that the coal industry had not lost very much, maybe a million
tons to residual oil. Well, it seems a rather simple matter to deter-
mine how much coal has been displaced by simply adding up by simple
arithmetic what each coal company has lost.

Now that is reported regularly and they know why their coal orders
have been discontinued, and it is not a complex matter at all to deter-
mine that.

Mr. KENNEDY. Not at all. It is over 30 million tons.
Representative KELLEY. Per year.
Mr. KENNEDY. That means about 3 weeks work in the bituminous

mining.
Representative mnELLEY. It means about 24,000 men doesn't it?
Mr. KENNEDY. Yes.
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Representative KELLEY. Of course I cannot understand all of this
tonnage of residual oil that is being dumped on the eastern shores. If
it does not displace coal, what does it do? They cannot put it down for
people to eat. It is not good for lubrication. It is not good for any-
thingY except combustion.

Mr. KENNEDY. In heavy industries, utilities, and otherwise.
Representative KELLEY. So it must displace something, and it dis-

places coal of course.
Mr. KENNEDY. Well, I do not think I have anything else, Mr.

Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Kennedy.
Mr. Kelley?
Representative KELLEY. Yes, I have a couple of other questions.

Mr. Charles Taft also made the statement here criticizing the United
Mine Workers organization for interfering with the technical im-
provements in the coal industry, and he cited, for example, the strip-
ping operations, that they have opposed that.

Now of course he overlooked the fact or he was misinformed that
the objection of the United Mine Workers to stripping was that many
of them were nonunion, that is the point.

Mr. KENNEDY. That is the only reason. Charlie Taft is nuts, and
he is getting paid for that. We have always favored mechanization
in the coal-mining industry, and went along with it and supported it
because we realized that in order to improve your wage and conditions
standards you have got to have new values and you have got to in-
crease production, and that is not true in Europe. It is not true in
England, but we have always favored mechanization.

Representative KELLEY. And your figures that you cited, 8 tons per
man per day average, is due to the fact that there has been encourage-
ment for mechanization in the industry.

Mr. KENNEDY. That is correct.
Representative KELLEY. All right. Wonld you know anything

about the 10 million tons of coal that Mr. Stassen wias going to buy,
his organization was going to buy, to be shipped to the various
European countries? I understand there hasn't been more than a mil-
lion and a half tons of coal shipped there out of the total of 10 million
that he advertised was to be done and that was last fall.

Mr. KENNEDY. Well, I think the answer to that, Congressman, is
this: Evidently the top level administration here in Washington de-
cided to buy and ship 10 million tons of coal to Europe just. before the
election, and when it got down to the lower branches of Government,
they found out they did not have the money to buy it or to ship it, so
they have been trying to rearrange their trade situation in Europe
for them to take this coal, using money that has already been appro-
priated to these European countries for various activities, with the
result that very little of that coal has been shipped. I do not think
there has been a million tons shipped so far.

Representative KELLEY. Now another thing, Mr. Chester Potter of
the press-he is quite a noted -writer-yesterday or a few days ago
pointed out the fact about coal going to Formosa, and that 800 men in
the United States would be thrown out of work. Mr. Stassen is stop-
ping the exportation of coal from the United States to Formosa, the
coal to be bought over there, I suppose, with our money.
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Mr. IKEN-NNEDY. Well, we could very easily take care of the coal re-
quirements anywhere. We are shipping coal to Japan now as a matter
of fact.

Representative KELLEY. Another question. on this question of idle-
ness of the coal mines. You said that we would be in a coal economy
overnight perhaps.

1Mr. KENNEDY. We would.
Representative KELLEY. In the case of all-out effort for war. *Well,

the longer the mines are idle, the more difficult it is going to be to get on
a coal economy, and for two reasons, as I see it. One of them is that
there is attrition in the number of men leaving the industry, particu-
larly younger men. You do not get them back. They have gone else-
where, and the second one is if many mines are idle for a while, it takes
some time to get themn into production, due to geological conditions
that affect various mines like the conditions of the coal seam itself and
the strata above and very frequently below the coal seam.

In many cases there is the possibility that the cost of opening those
mines would be prohibitive, and millions of tons of coal would be lost.

Mr. KENNEDY. That is correct.
Representative IiELLFY. That has been true in the past; we have

lost millions and millions of tons of good coal due to the ups and downs
of the economy in the United States. I think that is somthing that we
ought to be well aware of, that it is a basic industry and a natural re-
source very valuable to this country in times of peace and particularly
in times of war.

That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Representative BOLTINCG. Thank you.
Mr. Mahon.

STATEMENT OF DON MAHON, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL BROTHER-
HOOD OF PACKINGHOUSE WORKERS; AND SECRETARY, NATIONAL
INDEPENDENT UNION COUNCIL

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Don Mahon. I a-m president of the National Brotherhood
of Packinghouse Workers and secretary of the National Independent
Union Council.

The following facts will illustrate the seldom recognized size and
importance of the independent union labor movement in the United
States.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the United States
Department of Labor, there were in excess of 50 million nonagricul-
tural workers gainfully employed in this country. The combined
membership claimed by the major federations is between 15 and 16
million. The remainder of the previously mentioned 50 million are
in independent unions or are still unorganized.

There are both large and small independent unions.
There will still be some competition in the organization of workers.
Competition has proven to be one of the most dominant factors in

the creation and development of our form of government. It accounts,
to a large degree, for our leading position in the world today from
the standpoint of economic and industrial might.

Competition has proved to be wholesome in all lines of endeavor.
In politics, competition has created the two-party system.
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The result has been the best form of government thus far devised
by man. The "ins" and the "outs" compete constantly, so we are
doubly protected. Competition in business has been a dominant factor
in developing and making our country the industrial giant of the
world. This same spirit of competition has also proved to be bene-
ficial in most cases to the members when practiced in the field of
organized labor. In our country, a man may belong to the church,
the political party, or the union of his choice. He may also change
whenever he so desires. This competition for the right and privilege
to represent workers keeps the union constantly striving to better the
wages and working conditions of its members.

The results are self-evident. The standard of living, of the Amer-
ican worker, is the best illustration of the advantages of our free and
independent way of life. It is unequalled in all the world. The
Communists and totalitarians advocate "one big union" and "one big
company," both belonging to the state. There is no personal free-
dom. Competition, as we know it, would be rank treason. An Amer-
ican-type businessman or industrialist, as well as a union organizer,
would soon be liquidated. A glimpse into the wages and working
conditions of such countries reveals the fallacy of the totalitarian
philosophy. WTe think American workers want no part of it. We
petition your committee, and the administration, to give due consid-
eration to this fact.

In accordance with the invitation we have received from your com-
mittee, wev are here to offer our suggestions with respect to the "main
recommendations" in the President's Economic ReDort. The Presi-
dent's Report refers to the obligation of the Federal Government under
the Employment Act, "to promote maximum employment, production,
and purchasing power." And with "other essential considerations of
national policy."

To accomplish these things wve believe primary consideration should
go to the youth of America. In order to properly prepare the young
men and women of today, who are coming steadily into the labor mar-
ket in ever-increasing numbers, we propose that the Government make
available, to all those who are high school graduates and capable of
qualifying, an opportunity to attend college, or learn a higher-skilled
trade, in order to better fit them for the complicated industrial and
social problems facing our Nation now and in the future.

W We would propose that this be accomplished by extending our free
school system to include college. The Federal and State Govern-
ments could participate in this program in various ways, depending
upon the requirements of particular areas.

A good example may be illustrated by a recent bill introduced in the
Connecticut Legislature. Under its terms the State would grant tui-
tion to medical students without obligation, providing they practiced
in the State for a certain number of years following graduation. The
same provision could qualify on a national basis. IWhile it is true
that insurance for medical and hospital expenses has greatly broad-
ened during past years. at the same time the actual cost of such hosnii-
tal and medical services has so far outdistanced the usual coverage that
many working families are still grossly underserviced with respect to
these important services ind facilities. There is undoubtedly an ever-
increasing need for additional medical, dental, and nursing personnel
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which cannot be fulfilled with the present system. It is certainly in
the best interests of our Nation to encourage such training. The Fed-
eral Government should supplement such funds.

PAST ECONOM:IC GROWTH

The trend toward modernization of factories, to produce greater
efficiency, -w-as brought about largely through the introduction of labor-
saving machines, and devices that cut down on the demands for
manpower.

This is considered to be progress. Anyone who raises his voice
against it is immediately accused of standing in the way of the
inevitable.

Unfortunately, our experience has been that many of the jobs, elimi-
nated by machines, were those of the higher skills. There is a never-
ending attempt, by management, to reduce the rates of pay, for those
who perform the work that is left after the machines are introduced.
This is in spite of the fact that a substantial number of workers are
usually eliminated entirely by the machine itself. Management should
not use the introduction of machines, as a method of reducing the rates
of pay for skilled workers.

Actually, management receives great compensation, through greater
production, and added efficiency. Every time it drives down the wages
of the higher paid workers, management is guilty of reducing all
workers to the same level. In reality they are practicing the theory
that will eventually eliminate the individual incentive to earn more.
This has always been the principal reason for workers striving to
improve themselves, such improvements being, of course, in the form
of a higher-paying job. When such jobs are eliminated, the greatest
single factor resulting in the independent and aggressive nature of
the American worker, will have been eliminated. We believe this
phase of transition requires serious consideration too.

The growth potentials of our economy, in the long run. are largely
dependent upon the skills and ability of our workers. To develop and
operate the complicated and technical methods and devices is most
necessary to successfully live and survive in a highly mechanized and
explosive world.

Availability of trained workmen with the highest skills is most
essential.

Therefore, our proposal for training at these higher levels, and
accompanying apprenticeship programs sponsored by the Federal
Government, is most essential. In this manner the role of the Federal
Government in the progress of a glorious economic future may be
ours as mentioned in the President's report.

We agree that it can be achieved only by wise men in our national
household. The ever-increasing output per man-hour in major indus-
tries, from the period 1909 to 1953, is clearly indicative of the greater
efficiency and additional mechanization of transportation, industry
and all the related factors that comprise the industrial picture in the
United States today.

To balance this very interesting chart, with the ever-increasing
and expanding population of our Nation, it is essential that more
people be given an opportunity to participate, not to have a smaller
number engaged and a great backlog of unemployment. Unless hours
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of employment and production are fairly well balanced and fairly well
counterbalanced, one or the other will swamp the ship of state and
all of us along with it.

In building the floor of personal and family security, particular at-
tention should be given to the case of the disabled worker. Under
existing social security this unfortunate individual, and his family,
receive no benefits until he has reached the age of 65. Obviously,
very few workers who are totally and permanently disabled, so that
they cannot perform their usual tasks, ever live to see the age of 65.
This glaring loophole in the law must be closed. To correct this
situation and related matter our organization has proposed a reso-
lution, which, with your permission, we will submit for the record.

With respect to necessary improvements related to unemployment
compensation. we have also adopted an appropriate resolution which
we submit for your further consideration at the finish of this state-
ment.

The President's report indicates that we have ended a year of transi-
tion, while our economy was undergoing contraction. At the same
time, there is a continuing rise in the stock market. All other prices
will be affected to a degree. These factors are especially alarming to
many of our older citizens who must depend on an income that was
established when prices were about half their present level. These
facts cannot be ignored. The only practical method to assist these re-
tired people is by increasing their benefits under the social-security
and old-age survivors benefits.

We oppose the lowering of tariff barriers at the expense of American
workmen. Our standard of living, undoubtedly the highest in the
world, was brought about and maintaind by safeguarding American
workers from sweatshop, low-cost, inferior; and foreign-made prod-
ucts. To do awav with this time-honored and basically sound prin-
ciple would be very unwise. Only by maintaining this high stand-
ard, which is an example for all the world, can we expect to main-
tain the superior working forces necessary to win in a world threatened
by communism.

We endorse the President's recommendations with respect to expan-
sion of our public assets. In the modernizing of the highway system,
our union favors separate facilities for cars and trucks. We have
adopted a resolution covering this subject and submit it for your
consideration as part of the record.

In the interests of all sections of our society we feel that the indivi-
dual and the small group should receive fair and equal consideration.
For this purpose we recommend passage of House Resolution 25 to
provide a committee for small unions in the same manner as now pro-
vided for small business. Comparable rules should be adopted in the
Senate.
* We endorse the plan to create an advisory committee in the Depart-
ment of Labor providing it is representative of all labor and does
not discriminate against minorities.

We recognize the highly complex nature of the undertaking of this
joint committee. We know there is no simple solution that will solve
these questions from now on. However, we have great faith in the
ability of our Government to meet and master the problems herein
enimmerated.
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Certainly our best insurance for the future is the proper preparation
of our younger citizens so they are properly qualified to take their
place in this picture. Our proposals would more properly prepare
them for positions in which they can help to guide the destiny of
this great Nation, as an example for all the world.

Representative BOILING. Thank you, Mr. Mahon. Without ob-
jection, the various resolutions Mr. Mahon mentioned in the body of
the statement will be included in the record of the hearings.

(The information referred to is as followss:)

SOCIAL SECURITY FOR DISABLED WORKERS

Whereas the present social-security law does not provide any protection for
workers who become totally and permanently disabled before they reach the
age of 65: Now, therefore, be it hereby

Resolved, That in cases of total and permanent disability of any worker, cov-
ered by social security, such worker shall be eligible for benefits immediately,
regardless of age. (Disability to mean: To an extent that they cannot perform
their usual work or trade) ; be it hereby further

Resolved, That because of the increasing size of the work force, that the age
requirement on social-security benefits be lowered from age 65 to 60 years of
age, for all those covered by the act, providing they choose to retire.

INCREASED UNIEMPLOY-MENT BENEFITS

Whereas the present unemployment compensation law does not provide a
decent standard of living for unemployed workers in most States; and

Whereas the maximum now provided was predicated on living conditions and
costs of several years ago and is hardly enough to keep body and soul together
for those who are unfortunate enough to be unemployed; and

Whereas a breadwinner with a family is particularly hard hit by the present
limitations: Now, therefore

We hereby petition the Members of Congress to enact legislation which would
make funds available to raise the maximum payments in an amount sufficient
to meet the requirements of unemployed workers in order to maintain a decent
standard of living.

IMPROVED HIGHWAY FACILITIES

Whereas a program of Federal and State public work can be used to better our
way of life: Now, therefore, be it hereby

Resolved, That a system of upper highways, with separate facilities for trucks,
be started as an antidote to depression and for the elimination of unemployment,
also as a method, more practical than all the slogans on earth, to relieve the
fearful and needless highway death toll: be it further

Resolved, That such agencies also create parks and vacation facilities con-
venient to all workers and their families, who cannot always get to mountain
or seashore facilities.

Representative 13oLtIN.a Mr. Kelley, do you have any questions?
Representative KELLEY N\o, Mr. Chairman.
Rlepresentative 13oLLING. Air. Schmidt.

OPENING STATEMENT OF EMERSON P. SCHMIDT FOR THE CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

AMr. SCHMIDT. Mr. Chairman, nay name is Emerson P. Schnmidt,
director of economic research of the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States of America, a federation composed of 3,100 State and
local chambers of commerce and trade associations with an underlying
membership of more than 1.5.
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I have filed a statement for the record, Mr. Chairman, but I will
attempt to summarize it, if that is agreeable with you.

Representative BOLLING. That is agreeable.
Mr. SCH:FMNIDT. We appreciate the opportunity to review the Presi-

dent's Economic Report. In terms of economic analysis, it is excel-
lent. It constitutes a sharp, comprehensive survey of the national
economic events of the past year. The economic philosophy and
policy on the whole are admirable. The entire report is written
in an excellent English style-a matter worthy of comment, relative
to the generally poor writing found in most Government reports to
the point where the intelligent layman cannot understand them.

' While the economic analysis is excellent, question needs to be
raised in regard to several of the recommendations for the future,
summarized beginning on page 69, to which we will return later.

*Wlhether some of these recommendations belong in an Economic
Report may be questioned.

We wish to commend the President, his associates, and the Congress
for their performance last year in terms of the Employment Act of
1946. A.year ago there were both moderate and dire predictions
of the impending downward trend of the economy. To some extent
the Employment Act is based on the theory that economists or poli-
ticans can forecast the economic future. The 1955 Economic Report
puts this matter into proper perspective.

While there are those so bold as to project in great detail the
precise amount of gross national product, national income, employ-
ment, et cetera, necessary to obtain the goals of the Employment Act of
1946, others with a clear comprehension of the steady fluidity and
dynamism of our economy are less sure on all of these points. 'When
the employment bill was introduced in 1945, this idea of making
detailed plans and detailed projections-models to which the economy
should conform-was in the saddle, an American version of popular
foreign 5-year plans.

The bill called for detailed annual national budget prejections, or
targets which then would become the duty of the administration to
attain, from year to year. The Congress did not write this require-
ment into the act.

We believe that the President is to be commended in avoiding this
type of projection.

There are bound to be continuous surprises, and detailed projec-
tions can never be very accurate. For example, the labor force in-
creased by nearly 1.9 million individuals from May to June 1953.
But in 1954, from May to June, quite contrary to almost universal
expectations, the labor force increased by only 1 million.

In the light of these uncertainties, who would dare determine what
is a reasonable or a desirable goal for a year or 18 months ahead?
Who knows what policies are needed in precise terms?

The administration and Congress took a number of steps to ease
the transition from the Korean war boom. The dire projections
through most of 1954 were based on the alleged inadequacy of these
steps. The administration is to be commended fori the shrewdness
of its analysis and particularly for the fact that it was not stampeded
into taking additional extensive steps to mitigate the contractions of
1954.
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As the chairman of this committee, Senator Douglas, said in 1952:

I submit as a rough judgment that probably we should not run a governmental
deficit unless unemployment exceeds 8 percent, and, indeed, possibly slightly
more than that. When unemployment is between 6 and 8 percent, the govern-
mental budget should at least balance and therefore be neutral in its effects.
When unemployment is over 8 percent, we should have a deficit; but when it
is under 6 percent, there should be a surplus (Senator Paul H. Douglas, Economy
in the National Government, 1952, p. 254).

A sound contracyclical policy must be flexible. As put by the Doug-
las subcommittee and reaffirmed by the Patman subcommittee:

Timely flexibility toward easy credit at some times and credit restriction at
other times is an essential characteristic of a monetary policy that will promote
economic stability rather than instability.

We are now in a recovery phase. The economy has moved to a,
point above the halfway mark between the moderate decline of 1954
and the high inflationary peaks of the Korean war boom. In fact,
disposable income is now at an alltime high, and was higher in every
quarter of 1954 than ever before. For example, had the administra-
tion and the Congress followed the more dire predictions, We might
have' embarked upon a make-work public works program. This
turned out to be not necessary. It also might have overboomed the
construction industry, created scarcities, and driven costs out of line
to the point where such a boom in the private sector would have been
nipped in the bud and led to more unemployment rather than less.

The 1955 Economic Report, in spite of ventures into the sociological
area, shows an excellent appreciation of the key role of entrepreneur-
ship, innovation and new invention.

While the importance of purchasing power is recognized, the sim-
ple, naive view that depressions are caused by lack of "purchasing
power" is given no credence in the report-a view of which we have
heard much since mid-1953. This view could be summarized about
like this:

But we are not using fully all the private plant and equipment
which we already have. Why save and invest more? Why not raise
buying power?

Without minimizing the importance of buying power, this is not
the whole story for at least four reasons:

(1) Billions of private dollars of money savings are always being
made, partly because even when incomes decline many individuals
through habit, through savings plans or because of uncertainty, still
want to save. These savings need to be currently invested in order
to become income to others and thereby help sustain prosperity.

(2) Our existing plant, equipment and commercial facilities are
deteriorating, becoming obsolete, and need steadily to be replaced,
upgraded and improved. What company or business is as well lo-
cated and as modernly equipped as it would like to be?

(3) Even at full employment, we never use all investment at capac-
ity levels. The economy needs elbowroom and flexibility so that
underutilization even on a fairly broad basis is no proof of the over-
all adequacy of investment.

(4) The only way in which we can pave the ground for a new for-
ward upthrust in our struggle to raise our level of living is to put
more and more dollars into new, -well-managed, profitable invest-
ment.
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There is some reason to believe that the rate of capital formation,
which underlies saving, has been too low in the last several decades.
The National Bureau of Economic Research, a group of outstanding
economists and noted for their objectivity and freedom from the ideolo-
gical battle, in reviewing the last eight decades, states:

It is a challenging fact that most of the rise in tangible capital per person
came in the period before the great depression. Between the 1870's and the
1920's, capital per person rose at a fairly consistent average annual rate of
about 2.5 percent. Since the war capital per person has grown rapidly, but
this recent acceleration has not yet done much more than offset the decline dur-
ing the preceding 15 years; on net balance per capita real tangible reproducible
capital today is only moderately above the predepression high (34th annual re-
port, p. 6).

Indeed, the Bureau tells us that with the average family income of
about $5,000 at present, if we maintain the last 80 years' rate of prog-
ress in the next 80 years, our grandchildren will have average family
incomes of about $25,000 of 1953 purchasing power-a level now at-
tained only by about 1 percent of the Nation's families. Obviously,
this would require fabulous quantities of new investment. Under
competition, its benefits trickle, flow and spread all around to bene-
fit every factor or agent of production.

It is gratifying to note from the Economic Report that progress
has been made in redrawing the line separating private and public
enterprise, and that steps have been taken to dispose of numerous
enterprises "for which public operation was inefficient or. of. doubt-
ful advantage." The increase in the amount of Government contract-
ing with private firms for necessary services and facilities, as an alter-
native to producing them itself, is also a move in the right direction.
The limitation on National Government participation and maxi-
mizing local effort in the development of our natural resources is also
to be commended.

We would like, however, to ask the Joint committee to give con-
sideration to two basic problem areas:

(1) Is it necessary or desirable for the National Government to
move into additional fields, as recommended by the economic report?
and

(2) Are the policies of our National Government adequate to pre-
serve our Federal system of government, with strong, responsible
States as part of that Federal system?

Since the economic report is looked to by many for thoroughly
objective analysis, are all of the following subjects appropriate for
inclusion in it?

The administration asked Congress to provide for 35,000 public
(tax-financed) housing units in each of the next 2 years. How was
this figure derived? Why not one-half that number, or twice as many,
or 10 times as many?

Furthermore, when government enters a relief field, it has gener-
ally been assumed that all persons within the relief category should
be equally eligible. But in the very nature of public housing, one
public housing installation will be located here, another one there, etc.,
while vast numbers of other families in a similar financial category
will receive no such subsidy, just because they happen to live in a
village, town, city, or county where no public housing project happens
to be launched. This is discrimination.
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In the interestof nondiscrimination and equality before the law,
it would seem that no Government relief program should ever be
launched, unless all individuals or families in that relief category
have equal access to the handout, or the subsidy.

Furthermore, these public housing projects are creating social
problems.

The SBA, if continued, should be integrated in the Department of
Commerce, so that small-business men, who constitute the bulk of our
members, can get the benefit of all the work of the Department. In
the Chamber's report, Small Business, published in 1954 (revised),
we show the central importance of small business to our way of life
and progress. Better management, we found, is the greatest need of
small business. The heavy tax burden is a great handicap and the
basic need is not Government loans.

Representative BOLLING. In what way is the small-business man
denied these benefits?

Air. SCHMIrDr. It is just that he has two places to go. and it adds
to the confusion, and we believe that a bureau should be ready at
hand to indicate the available materials from the Department of
Commerce as a whole.

Furthermore, we have found in our study which was very care-
fully reviewed that the crucial need of small business is not financing
but better management and therefore a vast program of tax-sup-
ported loans does not answer the problem. While we have no pro-
posal with respect to the International Finance Corporation, the
same argument should be applied to it. If more foreign lending
is desirable, private lenders may be expected to take advantage of pro-
duction and profit opportunities. If it is felt that such projects are
dubious and, therefore, unattractive to private investors, can we
justify spending the taxpayer's money to foster these ventures? As
foreign nations rediscover the essential conditions within their own
countries to attract foreign capital, it is inconceivable that American
investors will overlook profitable opportunities to make private in-
vestments, and thereby keep these matters in less frictional private
hands.

The budget is unbalanced. The Economic Report states that taxes
on individuals and business are still too high, but urges the postpone-
ment of the scheduled tax reductions. Yet all these proposals for
new and expanded expenditures are found among the recommen-
dations.

A number of proposals have been put forward to finance projects
outside of the debt limit. Thus, there is discussion of an "independent
authority" to raise the capital for one program. Other groups were
quick to take their cue and are urging similar propositions for financ-
ing outside of the debt limit.

Incurring debt for capital expenditures in the case of individuals,
business, and government may be justified at times, but we should
avoid'complicating our budget and debt statistics.by making itappear
that the debt is smaller than it actually'is.

We hope that the joint committee also will .examine. the program
for area development.' It has been suggested that, special tax-amor-
tization benefits be provided for new defense facilities located in sur-
plus labor areas. This, like other proposals, of.cou'rse, ha's a strong
humanitarian appeal, but it also could lead to the uneconomic location
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and allocation of resources. The same question must be raised in
regard to placing Government contracts in labor surplus areas.
Similarly, our stockpiling program seems to have taken on an aspect
of subsidy or relief.

The Government's procurement and defense planning programs
should have a sound economic base. The Government as buyer should
act like any other prudent buyer, that is, obtain the best possible
products at the lowest possible price, with due regard, of course, for
national security issues.

A contrary approach tends to raise the cost of defense expenditures
and makes it more difficult to balance the budget. Such contrary
approach also may furnish a mere temporary prop which will lead
only to greater and greater pressures for more and more artificial and
uneconomic supports on an ever-widening front.

What the Economic Report has to say on lifting the minimum wage
is significant. A year ago the administration expressed a preference
for a higher minimum wage, but said then that the timing was bad.
Now, owing to recovery, the timing is found appropriate. Does this
mean that a new higher minimum is good only when it has little or no
effect?

*Why 90 cents an hour, why not 85 cents, or $1.05, or-as some have
said-$1.25? Somehow the President has discerned-but just how,
we are not told-that 90 cents is the safe maximum: that-

A higher minimum might well cause lower production and substantial unem-
ployment in several industries * * *. It would probably bring generally higher
prices in its wake. Such effects would make the gains of covered workers
illusory, and they would lower the standard of living of uncovered low-wage
workers.

This, we feel, is an effective statement of the self-defeating charac-
teristics of any minimum-wage legislation.

The expansion of coverage of the act to more occupations and indus-
tries may bar more workers from jobs, or force them to overcrowd
the remaining uncovered jobs and depress wages there.

Again, minimum-wage legislation has a strong humanitarian appeal,
but what moral right does the Government have to bar a worker from
employment unless he can find an employer willing and able to pay
him 90 cents an hour? Or $1, or $1.25 an hour? And why, inci-
dentally, does our Government have different minimum-wage laws
fixing highly different wages under at least three different programs:
(1) the Fair Labor Standards Act, (2) the Walsh-Healey Act, and
(3) the Davis-Bacon Act?

These laws are not self-enforcing. A substantial battery of unpro-
ductive Government workers must be employed to administer these
laws: bureau chiefs, subchiefs, department heads, subdivision heads,
lawyers, accountants, economists, public administrators, stenogra-
phers, typists, file clerks, charwomen, sweepers, janitors, and on and
on in Washington and scattered throughout numerous field offices.
The joint committee could perform a valuable service by taking a good
solid look at this matter as it considers the mnnimum-wage
recommendation.

The President's Economic Report contains a significant but short
analysis of the financial position of State and local government.. It
makes a number of suggestions on updating State and local outmoded
tax-rate and debt limits.
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Today the gross debt of State and l6cal. governments -stands at
about- $38 billion, as against $20 billion inA1939, and $17 billion.in
1929. In 1929 and 1939, their debts were equal to 16.5 percent and .
22 percent of our total gross national product, respectively. But
today they represent only 11 percent of our gross national product.

At the samne time the National Government debt, however, has
greatly risen relative to the growth of our economy as shown by the
accompanying tabulation.

National
National Gross debt as per-

det national cent off gross
debt `````product nattonal

product

1929 ----------------------------------------------------------- $16. 9 $103.8 16
1939- 45.9 91. 1 D0

1954 -278. 9 386.0 78

In spite of this showing, however, the Economic Report recommends
increased expenditures for many programs which traditionally have
been handled at the State and local level and for many expenditures
for many new such programs.

The National Government is asked to assume a great responsibility
for local public education. And yet, the National Treasury must go
right into these local communities to collect the revenue which it will
pass back to them, minus the usual brokerage fee charged by
Washington.

A further real danger, of course, rises in the possibility of ultimate
control of the content of education. The Supreme Court said:

It is hardly lack of due process for the Government to regulate that which it
subsidizes.

(Wickard v. Filburn 1942.) Indeed, in this session one Member
of the House introduced a resolution to create a Commission to write
a textbook on communism for our schools (Congressional Recprd,
January 31, p. A519).

To help obviate the foregoing danger, it is only fair to add, this
Member of the House wants to give every citizen a chance to review
and object to the content of the textbook and every Member of Con-
gress is expected to review it before voting upon it (p. A521).

If this procedure were followed in every case, bureaucratic control
of education might be minimized and most efforts at textbook writing
by the National Government might die aborning.

Freedom depends on the dispersal of power and it is better to have
48 (or 1,000 times 48) local school administrations and educational
experiments than to have education controlled from centralized Wash-
ington bureaus. To say that nothing of this kind is now contemplated
is not enough.

While the President in his special message on school needs, February
8, 1955, discusses the foregoing point and is thoroughly aware of it,
he nevertheless said:

But too many teachers are underpaid and overworked and, in consequence,
too few young men and women join their ranks. Here is a shortage, less obvious
but ultimately more dangerous than the classroom shortage.

58422-55-79
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Now it won't~be very difficult for individuals to latch on to that
statement of the President and say we must now subsidize teachers'
salaries, and as has been said by the Court, whatever the Government
subsidizes, it has a power to regulate, and in this connection it must
be recognized that in spite of the humanitarian appeal, there is a vast
difference between nationwide problems, such as teachers' salaries,
and juvenile delinquency, and national problems, such as national
defense. Fire control and juvenile delinquency are nationwide prob-
lems but not national problems.

Furthermore, grant-in-aid programs can and often do warp State
and local expenditures. The aided programs grow at the expense
of the unaided.

A significant example of this trend is the field of individual health.
While the present administration has gone quite far in recommending
a flood of health programs, the New York Times, February 3, 1955,
in a lead editorial, nevertheless enumerates a whole series of health
features which it regrets that the President failed to mention in his
health message of January 31-a message covering a broad range of
expanded and new programs.

The Economic Report, while it does not urge congressional action
in the field of unemployment compensation, attempts to tell the States
what they should do, rather than permit a multitude of experiments
at the State level. That is on pages 55-57.

Thus, the report recommends uniform duration of benefit payments
for every eligible worker regardless of how long he has held a job.

Many States have assumed that there are some workers who perhaps
are fairly well attached to.the labor market but who, because of sub-
stantially less than standard qualifying wages, should, nevertheless,
not be wholly excluded from getting assistance.

In Michigan, for example, an employee who has worked some, in at
least 14 weeks, is entitled to. some benefits, but the number of benefit
weeks rises in a definite two-thirds ratio to the number of weeks of
work up to the 26-week maximum. Should Michigan pay unemploy-
ment compensation for 6 months to employees who w ork only 3 months?
Or, should only workers who are employed 52 weeks be eligible for
the "uniform duration" or 26 weeks' benefits?

Again, the Economic Report recommends that the benefit should
be equal to 50 percent of the unemployed worker's "regular weekly

'wages." When the combined social security and withholding tax was
nonexistent or small, this formula seemed fairly appropriate. But
today under this formula a 50 percent benefit of regular wages would
be substantially more than 50 percent of regular take-home pay, and
it must be remembered that the benefits are tax free, and the unem-
ployed worker avoids numerous expenses such as transportation, out-
side lunch, work clothes, and so forth. This recommendation, fur-
thermore, would favor the single worker and discriminate against the
worker with family responsibility. Are not the States in' better posi-
tion to determine these matters?

The Economic Report states that the District, of Columbia unem-
ployment compensation laws should be drafted so as to be a model for
the States. Just what there is about the economy of the District of
Columbia, where our chief product is words, that would make a sys-
tem of unemployment compensation adapted to its conditions, apro-
priate for North Dakota, or Michigan, or New Jersey, is not clear.
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When Congress acts as the legislative body for the District of Colum-
bit, it merely pretends to be setting a national pattern. If it were,
then the citizens in the other States should be disfranchised as in the
District of Columbia.

Every new program, every new bureau, and every new function adds
to the burdens of overworked Members of the Congress. These Mem-
bers serve, in a sense, as the Board of Directors of the National Gov-
ernment phases of our society.

These programs and functions have grown and grown to the point
that probably only a handful of "members of the Board" could make
a passing grade in an examination of the statutes, regulations, pro-
grams, organization, and operation of even 5 percent of the bureaus
or programs for which they vote and to which they make appropria-
tions from year to year.

Does this make for sound government? Why are Members of the
Congress so persistently anxious to add to their overload of work and
responsibility-a responsibility which, in all frankness, they would
have to admit of being incapable of discharging in the sense in which
we think of the responsibility of a board of directors in a private busi-
ness, a church, or a charity?

Thus, in conclusion, as we see it, the Economic Report seems to be
based on high-grade understanding of the power of monetary and
fiscal policies in governing the stability and growth of our economy.

Extraneous matters appear to be included in the report, matters
which are better handled elsewhere-if they must be made to be
national issues.

While many fine things are said on the importance of State and
local government, the report recommends many steps which, in fact,
would reduce their responsibility and their financial capacity to meet
their own needs in their own way.

Representative BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Schmidt.
Are there questions, Mr. Kelley?
Representative KELLEY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Schmidt, on page 4 you say-

had the administration and the Congress followed the more dire predictions, we
might have embarked upon a make-work public works program.

And then you say in the next sentence:
This turned out to be not necessary.

Are you sure it won't be necessary 6 months from now or even a
year.?

Mr. SCHIIDT. No, nobody can predict the future.
Representative KELLEY. At least there is a grave possibility or

probability that that will be necessary?
Mr. SCHINIDT. And we would recommend planning and a shelf of

blueprints for public works with priorities so that you could go into
that kind of program for legitimnate needed public facilities.

Representative KELLEY. In certain areas, particularly?
Mr. SCHMIDT. Well, it might be highways, it might be post offices.

That would be a matter for determination.
Representative KELLEY. Then, of course, you have another side of

the picture; that is, local communities could have their own blueprints
prepared, and all that would be necessary, then, for the Federal Gov-
ernment in order that these municipalities could get the financial aid
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would be that the Federal Government would look oveik these blue-
prints of comuimiities and satisfy themselves as to -whether they were
necessary or not or whether they were feasible. Now that is what I
had in mind on a public-works program, that it should be handled by
local communities; for instance, in building your city halls aind im-
proving streets and sewerage systems, and that sort of thing, which
would be direct aid to communities where it is necessary and where
they need the assistance.

Mr. SCHMIDT. But you would not have the Federal Government
build us a city hall in Oakton, Va., where I live.

Representative KELLEY. No, only the point is that it is partially paid
for by the local communities and the Federal assistance would be only
a percentage of the cost, say a 45-55 basis or a 50-50 basis, soniethingg
like that, very similar to the one we had administered by Mr. Ickes
back in 1930.

It was pretty effective and I have never found any criticisms of
that program.

Mr. SCHMIDT. Well, I read Mr. Ickes' diary and he had a lot of
criticism on that.

Representative KELLEY. There was a lot of criticism on the WPA,
but not on the PWA. Of course, he did not handle the WPA. Then
you are opposed to a minimum wage in any sense, I take it?

Mr. ScHmI'r. Well, we are raising questions whether you really can
accomplish anything for the benefit of the worker. Creating a mini-
mum wage does not create wages. It may destroy jobs.

Representative KELLEY. Here is a point, though. If an industry or
an employer cannot pay a living wage, has he any right-to be in busi-
ness? If you raise the minimum wage for all employers, then you
naturally raise the price of the product, the cost of the product, but it
puts a premium on good management.

Mr. ScHMIDT. It also puts a premium on eliminating any factor of
production that is overpriced, and you might be overpricing labor
and therefore minimizing the use of labor, the point that Mr. Mahon
was pointing out; that is, every businessman is always thinking in
terms of combining the factors of production, raw materials, machin-
ery, equipment, labor, different kinds of labor, and it is his duty under
the pressure of competition to minimize this cost. If you artificially
raise any factor of production, whether it is power or containers or
raw materials, competition will force economy of its use in production.
We think, as the farm bureau so admirably pointed out, that the best
thing you can do is to promote sound fiscal and monetary policies so
we-will have high-level employment, and then we think the wage situ-
ation will take care of itself. Incidentally, if I may, I would like
to mention for the record that I think there was one error made here
in statistics. It was said that during the war prices were relatively
uncontrolled, while wages were controlled. I just made a quick cAM-
culation, which I would suggest Mr. Ensley correct, if it is not quite
right.

Representative KELLEY. Mr. Kennedy made that statement.
Mr. ScHMIiir. Yes. The rough calculation I have made very

quickly from the figures I have here, in manufacturing, average hourly
wages jumped 61 percent from 1939 to 1945, the period he was talking
about, and the consumer price index went up 29 percent, only half as
fast, whereas he said exactly the opposite happened. But I would
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prefer to have Mr. Ensley check my arithmetic. I think -I am sub-
stantially correct.

Mr. KENNEDY. W17ell, I happened to be on the hot seat at that time
on the War Labor Board and I know what was going on.

Mr. ScHMiiDT. Well, all we have are the Government's figures. The
officials figures from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. for which we
have great respect.

Representative BOLLING. Of course, there is this factor in it. You
mentioned manufacturing wages alone. That can be checked very
easily.

Mr. SCHMIDT. As a matter of fact, the unorganized wages went up
about twice as fast as manufacturing; for instance, domestic servants,
farm labor went up twice as fast in this period as the union wages
or manufacturing wages as a whole.

Again, I am using very rough figures subject to correction, if I have
under or over stated them. So we think that market forces are much
more effective in doing good for the citizen, the worker, the family,
than intervention by the Government.

Take a case like this toll road. I think we are all disgusted and
almost shocked at the time we waste going to and from work, the
money wasted by businessmen with trucks standing idle waiting for
the light to change.

Representative KELLEY. Even Congressmen going back and forth
meet interference.

Mr. SCRAIDT. There is only one reason why we have that conges-
tion-because we do not have free-market determinations. When you
have free-market determinations, you have no shortage, but we have
been overproducing automobiles and trucks relative to the amount of
money we leave put into highways, and for that reason I am for toll
roads, because under toll roads you have an automatic technique for
increasing the supply of highway facilities relative to the growth and
demand.

Now I can see there are some arguments against toll roads, but the
minute you deviate from free-market forces, you create problems.
All of our great power shortages in the past 5 or 6 years have been in
areas where you have public power, aind the reason for that is that
public power is always underpriced because it does not carry its full
share of the cost, such as taxes, and it has various other subsidies,
so it is underpriced, and whenever you underprice anything, you tend
to create shortages, but when you have market forces, this tends to
bring about equilibrium.

Representative BOLLING. I would like to interject that we had a
fine example of market forces at work in 1929.

Representative KELLEY. Let me go back to minimum wages for just
a moment. I remember these examples. I am reminded that when the
process of organizing the steel industry, let us say, and let us say the
coal industry also, the argument against it strongly was it will raise
the wages for coal operators and steel manufacturers will be put in a
bad spot because they will have to increase their prices, and so on.

That has not been proven true at all, because we have even low costs
in those industries today and the men are getting substantial wages, a
living wage, and they have purchasing power.

If these industries cannot raise the wages themselves, to increase
the standard of living of the workers, then the Government must do
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something about it. It is not that the Government wants to do it, they
are compelled to do it because the responsible people won't do it.

Mr. SCHMIDT. I have agreement with your aims, but I think market
forces are the way to do it. The Socialist is the one that believes in
these interventions and I know you are not a Socialist. We made a
study on steel wage rates and steel prices for a period of 10 or 12 years,
and the correlation is almost perfect. Normally that is not true.
Normally wages go up about twice as fast as prices.

Representative KELLEY. I doubt whether the wages in the steel
industry were lower 10 or 15 years ago, whether there would be any
more market for steel than there is right now. I think the only
answer to that is that people have more money to buy the things which
they want.

Mr. SCHMIDT. Absolutely. We have got to have a continuous flow
of income. Everybody's income is a cost to everybody else, and all I
argue is that artificial cost raising will damage people rather than
help.

Representative KELLEY. We always pinpoint when we want to
reduce costs we say the things we have to do is reduce wages, but
there are other factors.

Mr. SChMIDT. No; I do not know of any businessman that thinks
that way. The businessman thinks in terms of increasing produc-
tivity, and that is why he wants more investment, and that is the
theory of the new Internal Revenue Code, more rapid depreciation.
The theory is, you will encourage new investment, raise the produc-
tivity, and thereby make the wage-paying capacity increase, and that
is how we raise our standard of living.

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Schmidt made reference to my
statement. In our brief statement we did not have time to cover all of
the points. Our union favors at least $1 or $1.25 minimum wage,
and we know of no hardship created by the last advance in the mini-
mum wage, and we think it is essential now in order to protect our
people.

Representative BOLLING. Thank you.
Mr. Kennedy, do you have something to say ?
Mr. KENNEDY. Yes. In response to Mr. Kelley's suggestion, I think

in the last 15 years we have increased wages in the coal industry about
$8 or $9 a day, and yet the cost of coal is lower today than it was 15
years ago.

Representative KELLEY. And you know why, Mr. Kennedy, because
the wages were raised; therefore, the coal operators and coal producers
had to do something about it. And what did they do? Mechanized.

Mr. KENNEDY. That is right.
Representative KELLEY. Machinery.
Mr. ScHzmnr. But you create unemployment, too. You have some

hard choices to make.
Mr. KENNEDY. Certainly.
Representative KELLEY. Sure it did, but those working in the in-

dustry had a substantial living wage; that is the point.
Mr. ScHmxiur. Here again I would say let market forces try to solve

these problems, and they will do it better than through bureaus.
Representative KELLEY. We have the argument of which comes

first, the hen or the egg. You believe in production. I believe in pur-
chasing power first.
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Mr. SCHMII T. I do not think economists would agree with you.
Representative BOLm NG. Gentlemen, I think it might be well to

return to this discussion after we have heard Mr. Newsom, who is now
here. I know that I am going to have to leave very shortly before 12
o'clock, and I think it would be well if we heard Mr. Newsom and then
returned to the discussion.

Would that meet with your approval?
Representative KiELLEY. I do not know whether I can meet this

afternoon.
Representative BOLLING. No, we cannot. I propose to finish this

morning.
Representative KELLEY. I am sorry, I will have to leave here in a

few minutes.
Representative BOLLING. Do you have further questions, Mr.

Kelley?
Representative KIELLEY. No. I do not like to leave you alone, Mr.

Chairman.
Representative BOLLING. I will try to protect myself.
Representative KELLEY. I am sure you can.
(Mr. Schmidt's prepared statement appears at p. 1248.)
Representative BOLLING. Air. Newsom.

STATEMENT OF HERSCHEL D. NEWSOM, MASTER, THE NATIONAL
GRANGE

Mr. NTEwsom. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think perhaps, in addi-
tion to expressing appreciation for the privilege of making this state-
ment-here, I ought to apologize for my inability to be here on schedule
this morning. We just simply were not ready, having returned yes-
terday from a meeting out in Spokane.

We have such a stake in this total economic policy that it does
seem appropriate to file a statement, even though we have attempted
to keep it very brief, and so we are very grateful for the privilege of
pointing out, in our opinion and in our lay, rural point of view, it
seems clearly evident from the behavior of our economy in the past
year that we have demonstrated that present economic tools, when
properly used, are quite effective. We have avoided a depression and
are now again resuming our normal economic growth. For more
Americans this will mean good jobs and a rising standard of living.

Unfortunately, farmers will not share in a rising national income
in the year ahead. According to the figures on page 147 of the Eco-
nomic Report of the President, farmers' net income has fallen from
$16.7 billion in 1948 to $11.9 billion in 1954. During this same period
waoes in manufacturing industries have increased from $1.35 an hour
to $1.81. Farm prices have fallen from a peak of 313 in February
1951 to 244 in January 1955, a decline of 22 percent. At the same time,
farm costs have risen 2 percent. Farm prices were at only 86 percent
of parity on January 15, 1955.

The income of farm people in 1954 was less than half of the income
of city and town people, measured on a per capita basis. The income
figure for farm people included all earnings from investments and off
farm employment, as well as a cash value on produce consumed on the
farm and imputed rental value of the-dwellings.
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Lets assume it is possible to reach a $500 billion gross national'
product during the next few years. My question is, Can we reach it if
agriculture represents a dead weight in the other direction? In fact,.
our economy must expand on a gradual stable basis. Agriculture
wants to be part of that expansion. We want to share in it and reap
its benefits. In fact, we must do just exactly that, or agriculture will
slip toward a "peasant type" of operation, and the full total economy
will be roadblocked, stagnated, and otherwise prevented from attain-
ing its greatest possible potential level of output, and the level of liv-
ing of all people will suffer as a result.

Our American institutions have done a marvelous job of keeping
our economy producing at near capacity and progressing. Unfortu-
nately, we have not done so well keeping such productive balance that
the benefits of greater production and greater income are spread
equitably among the various groups in our economy according to pro-
ductive output-at least insofar as agriculture is concerned.

The faster our economy grows, the greater becomes the problem of
maintaining balance between enterprises, and between the products of
each enterprise. This is. as true in agriculture as anywhere else.

If the number of people and the amount of capital resources em-
ployed in each of our American enterprises are unable to adjust to-
the changes in demand and technology that will occur by 1965, we
will find an ever-growing disparity of income between various eco-
nomic segments of our economy. This will manifest itself by low
income and by what we in agriculture call surpluses and by unem-
ployment of workers in certain industries. Unless we keep in balance
with the changes brought by economic progress, we may be able to
attain our goal of a $500-billion output by 1965.

We must agree that some disparity of income serves an economic
function of attracting labor and capital from declining to expanding-
segments of our economy, but we must recognize also that severe and
persistent disparity of income may be the symptom of the growing
inability of our economy to adjust the employment of labor and capi-
tal in the various enterprises to the differential effects of change in
market demands and progress.

The difficulty which our economy has in adjusting resources to
progress, which then causes disparity of income for some groups, or-
which causes unemployment, is a source of dissatisfaction with our
free market, free-enterprise system. Persistent disparity is there-
fore a threat to our free-enterprise system, at least in the sense it
invites all sorts of effort by Government to equalize income, often by
interference in markets.

We believe intensive study of the pro.blem of resource adjustment
necessary to accommodate progress will provide many answers. The
only sound solution to disparity of income lies in facilitating resource
adjustment, and we believe our Government can do much to aid such
adjustment within the framework of our free-enterprise thinking. To
the extent we succeed in bringing about parity of income by this
method, we will greatly reduce demands for Government interference
in prices and markets and for other demands for Government redis--
tribution of income.

Returning now to the farm problem, ye. do not believe that a return
to free-market prices will cure it. Instead, the disparity would widen,
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displaying more fully the graver, symptom of the inability of our
economy to adjust its resources to changes in demand and technology.
At one time, low prices or disparity of income might have generated
the cure, but with the "institutionalized" economy of today, this ad-
justment does not happen fast enough to keep up with changes as
reflected in a free market today.

We must be reluctant to reducing the overall productive capacity
of agriculture to what the market will currently take at satisfactory
prices. Instead, we favor an all-out effort to increase the demand for
farm products to fit a high productive capacity of agriculture grant-
ing that we must proceed to balance our own productive output as
between farm products. In the past, we have been remiss in this and
much too dependent on direct Government price support. The Na-
tional Grange has long been concerned with the loss of our normal
and historical markets abroad for wheat, cotton, and rice that arises
when our price supports are above world market prices as they fre-
quently are. We see no reason for giving up our normal world mar-
kets or becoming a residual supplier simply because we must try to
preserve a reasonable level of farm income. This is why we, for a
number of years, have advocated a two-price plan so that farmers
could sell a normal quantity abroad at competitive world prices.

Because we have given so much attention to maintaining aggregate
expenditure and aggregate production, we have looked upon the in-
come-disparity problem as a nuisance problem and have dealt with it
by expediences such as applying monopolistic price and production
policies or by subsidies. We must hereafter deal with it more fully
as a resource-adjustment problem or by expanding markets. It is
more than a matter of eliminating unjust income disparity, because our
economy will not be able to accommodate progress unless resource
adjustment takes place well enough that it can be reflected in fair
income distribution.

Let me say that we should not reduce farm' price supports below
the levels now set. To reduce price supports would not only create
a hardship for farm families, but would also risk dislocations in in-
dustries serving agriculture, with possible loss of national confidence
and a chain reaction downward. Farmers are an important market
for mIany businesses.

Reducing price supports below present levels would not solve the
farm problem, but it would only give us a fuller indication of the
exact location and extent of overcapacity, the unbalance within agri-
culture, and prove the inability of free prices to bring about correc-
tions in pattern of production without serious consequences both to
rural people and to our total economy-our economy is today too full
of institutionalized factors.

As we seek ways of expanding farm markets and bringing our agri-
cultural plant into balance, we must of course be sure that there is rea-
sonable opportunity for price to help guide the needed shifts in people
and resources. Total United States planning simply must, however,
provide that farm income shall be safeguarded in this era of expand-
ing economy or expansion will be limited, or even reversed.

Representative BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Newsom.
On behalf of the committee, I would like to thank all of the members

of the panel for their presence and participation.
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Without objection, there will be included at the appropriate place
in the record various material received by the committee and its staff.,

This is the conclusion of the hearings this year on the President's
Economic Report for 1955, and the committee, will now adjourn to,
reconvene on the call of the Chair.

(The prepared statements of members of the panel and other ma--
terials are made a part of the record, as follows:)

TESTIMONY OF DR. EMERSON P. SCHMIDT FOR THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE'
UNITED STATES

My name is Emerson P. Schmidt, director of economic research of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States of America, a federation composed of 3,100.
State and local chambers of commerce and trade associations with an underlying
membership of more than 1.5 million.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the President's economic report.
In terms of economic analysis, it is excellent. It constitutes a sharp, compre-
hensive survey of the national economic events of the past year. The economic
philosophy and policy on the whole are admirable. The entire report is
written in an excellent English style-a matter worthy of comment, relative-
to the generally poor writing found in most Government reports-to the point
where the intelligent layman cannot understand them.

While the economic analysis is excellent, question needs to be raised in
regard to several of the recommendations for the future, summarized begin-
ning on page 69, to which we will return later. Whether some of these recom-
mendations belong in an economic report may be questioned.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

We wish to commend the President, his associates, and the Congress for their'
performance last year in terms of the Employment Act of 1946. A year ago,,
there were both moderate and dire predictions of the impeding downward trend
of the economy. To some extent the Employment Act is based on the theory
that economists or politicians can forecast the economic future. The 1955
economic report puts this matter into proper perspective. The hazards of
prediction were shown in the chamber's reported entitled "Business and Economic
Forecasting." Your staff director thought enough of this to supply a copy to
each member of the joint committee.

While there are those so bold as to project in great detail the precise amount
of gross national product, national income, employment, etc., necessary to obtain
the goals of the Employment Act of 1946, others with a clear comprehension
of the steady fluidity and dynamism, of our economy are less sure on all of
these points. When the employment bill was introduced in 1945, this idea of
making detailed plans and detailed projections-models to which the economy
should conform-was in the saddle, an American version of popular foreign
5-year plans. The bill called for detailed annual national budget projections,
or targets which then would become the duty of the administration to attain,
from year to year. The Congress did not write this requirement into the act.
We believe that the President is to be commended in avoiding this type of
projections.

There are bound to be continuous surprises, and detailed projections can
never be very accurate. For example, the labor force increased by nearly 1.9
million individuals from May to June 1953. But in 1954, from May to June,
quite contrary to almost universal expectations, the labor force increased by
only 1 million.

In the light of these uncertainties, who would dare determine what is a
reasonable or a desirable goal for a year or 18 months ahead? Who knows
what policies are needed in precise terms?

Members of the permanent civil service in the National Government generally
adhere rigorously to facts and reasonable projections. The United States
Treasury, the Bureau of the Budget, and many other Government agencies, just
like the business executive, must make estimates of revenue, expenditure,
demands for goods and services, shifts in prices and costs.

Spokesmen for the party in power at any time must keep on talking optimis-
tically, regardless of current developments. The ardent politician of the
opposition party may not be able to keep a note of triumph out of his gloomy
predictions.
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TRANSITION

The administration and Congress took a number of steps to ease the transition
from the Korean war boom. The dire projections through most of 1954 were
based on the alleged inadequacy of these steps. The administration is to be
commended for the shrewdness of its analysis and particularly for the fact that
it was not stampeded into taking additional extensive steps to mitigate the con-
tractions of 1954. As the chairman of this committee, Senator Douglas, said in
1952:

"I submit as a rough judgment that probably we should not run a governmental
deficit unless unemployment exceeds 8 percent and, indeed, possibly slightly more
than that. When unemployment is between 6 and 8 percent, the governmental
budget should at least balance and therefore be neutral in its effects. When
unemployment is-over 8 percent, we should have a deficit; but when it is under
6 percent, there should be a surplus" (Senator Paul H. Douglas, Economy in
the National Government, 1952, p. 254).

A sound contracyclical policy must be flexible. As put-by the Douglas sub
committee and reaffirmed by the Patman subcommittee:

"Timely flexibility toward easy credit at some times and credit restriction at
other times is an essential characteristic of a monetary policy that will promote
economic stability rather than instability."

We are now in a recovery phase. The economy has moved to a point above
the halfway mark between the moderate decline of 1954 and the high-inflationary
peaks of the Korean war boom. In fact, disposable income is now at an all-
time high, and was higher in every quarter of 1954 than ever before. For
example, had the administration and the Congress followed the more dire pre-
dictions, we might have embarked upon a make-work public works program.
This turned out to be not necessary. It also might have overboomed the con-
struction industry, created scarcities, and driven costs out of line to the point
where such a boom in the private sector would have been nipped in the bud and
lead to more unemployment rather than less.

The 1955 Economic Report, in spite of ventures into the sociological arena,
shows an excellent appreciation of the key role of entrepeneurship, innovation,
and new investment. While the importance of purchasing power is recognized,
the simple, naive view that depressions are caused by lack of purchasing power
is given no credence in the report-a view of which we have heard much since
mid-1953. This view could be summarized about like this: But we are not using
fully all the private plant and equipment which we already have. Why save
and invest more? Why not raise buying power?

Without minimizing the importance of buying power, this is not the whole
story for at least four reasons:

(1) Billions of private dollars of money savings are always being made,
partly because even when incomes decline many individuals through habit,
through savings plans or because of uncertainty, still want to save. These
savings need to be currently invested in order to become income to others and
thereby help sustain prosperity.

(2) Our existing plant. equipment, and commercial facilities are deteriorating,
becoming obsolete, and need steadily to be replaced, upgraded, and improved.
What company or business is as well located and as modernly equipped as it
would like to be?

(3) Even at full employment, we never use all investment at capacity levels.
The economy needs elbowroom and flexibility so that underutilization even on
a fairly broad basis is no proof of the overall adequacy of investment.

(4) The only way in which we can pave the ground for a new forward upthrust
in our struggle to raise our level of living is to put more and more dollars into
new, well-managed, profitable investment. Human wants are limitless. Whole
new industries are being born. Others are on the threshold. Just because
existing facilities in established lines may be used for a time at less than 100
percent of capacity, that gives us no clue to the need for new capacity, in new
lines. The new potentials are all around, waiting to be researched, analyzed.
and exploited.

There is some reason to believe that the rate of capital formation, which
underlies saving, has heen too low in the last several decades. The National
Bureau of Economic Research, a group of outstanding economists and noted
for their objectivity and freedom from the ideological battle, in reviewing the
last eight decades, states:

"It is a challenging fact that most of the rise in tangible capital per person
came in the period before the great depression. Between the 1870's and the
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1920's, capital per person rose at a fairly consistent average annual rate of
about 2.5 percent. Since the war capital per person has grown rapidly, but this
r6cent acceleratibn has not yet done much more than offset the decline during
.the. preceding 15 years; on net bhmalce, per capital real tangible reproducible
capitar today is only moderately above the predepression high" (34th Annual
Report, p. 6).

Indeed, the bureau tells us thdt with the average family income of about $5,000
at present, if we fnaintain the last S0 years' rate of progress in the next SO
years, our grandchildren or great-grandchildren will have average family in-
comes of about $25,000 of 1953 purchasing power-a level now attained only by
about 1 percent of the Nation's families. Obviously, this would require fabulous
quantities of new investment. Under competition, its benefits trickle, flow, and
spread all around to benefit ievery factor or agent of production.

That we can maintain prosperity and progress without ne* investment is
doubted by all econoinists. Prof. David M. Wright in his noted book Capitalism
states:

-"But investment is the basic problem. Measures to stabilize consumption
(public works, unbalanced budgets, etc.) may indeed keep the slump from getting
worse. But they are after all mete first aid, that is, if we are not just trying
to smuggle socialism in by the back door. Until growth once more gets underway
and with it new investment, there cannot be a spontaneous recovery of the
private economy.';

This multiplier or trickle-down philosophy is not likely to be very popular or
have many defenders. The Economist (London) has frequently pointed out
that there are very few votes for saving and capital formation in Western
democracies. But new sustained investment is important. It needs wider under-
standing and support. The analysis of the Economic Report should help and is
to be commended for its balanced approach.

It is gratifying to note from the Economic Report that progress has been made
in redrawing the line separating private and public enterprise, and that steps
have been taken to dispose of numerous enterprises "for which public operation
was inefficient or of doubtful advantage." The increase in the amount of
Government contracting with private firms for necessary services and facilities,
as an alternative to producing theni itself, is also a move in the right direction.
The limitation on National Government participation and maximizing local
effort in the development of our natural resources is also to be commended.

Similarly we endorse the emphasis on competition in our private economy
and recognize the key role which the Government plays in this sphere.

SOME QUESTIONS

We would like, however, to ask the joifit committee to give consideration to
two basic problemi areas:

(1) Is it necessary or desirable for the National Government to move into
additional fields, as recommebded by the Ecohomid Report, and

(2) Are the policies of our National Government adequate to preserve our
Federal system of goverfimeht with strong responsible States, as part of that
Federal system?

Since the Economic Report is looked to by many for thoroughly objective
analysis, are all of the following subjects appropriate for inclusion in it?

- PUBLIC HOUSING

The administration asked Congress to provide for 35,000 public (tax-financed)
housing units in each of the next 2 years. How was this figure derived? Why
not one-half that number, or twice as many, or 10 times as many?

The number of publie-housing units which will be built is not the only issue.
Any precise figiiie does not afiswer the fundamental question: In what sense
is it the responsibility of the National Government (the taxpayer) to provide
housing for certain citizens? Every million dollars of tax money taken from
'the people for public housing must make it a little harder for some lower-
moderate-income people to build their own homes. If the concept of public hous-
ing grows and grows, it may become an accepted way of life. It could induce
more and more people to look to the Government for all or part of the cost of
their housing. It inevitably will reduce the incentive for some of our citizens
to try to build their own homes. Throughout history, the effort to escape poverty
has been the great incentive which has helped raise our production and oua
incomes.
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Achy taxpayers generally should subsidize the building of new homes for
certain families, when often such taxpayers cannot afford to build new homes
pf Similar quality, for themselves, should be questioned.

Furthermore. when Government enters a relief field, it has generally been
assumed that all persons within the relief category should be equally eligible:
But in the very nature of public housing, one public housing installation will
be located here, another one there, etc., while vast numbers of other families
in a similar financial category will receive no such subsidy, just because they
happen to live in a village, town, city, or county where no public-housing project
happens to be launched. This is discrimination.

In the interest of nondiscrimination and equality before the law, it would
seem that no Government relief program should ever be launched, unless all
individuals or families in that relief category have equal access to the handout,
or the subsidy.

Furthermore, these public-housing projects are creating social problems,
Children in the same general neighborhood are made to fall into two classes.
(lie group comes from self-supporting families, and the other group gets tax-
payer subsidized housing. This establishes community conflicts, class distinc-
tion, and can lead to endless friction.

Finally, such public-housing expenditur s, like all other unessential or less
essential expenditures, make it that much harder to balance the annual budget.

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

A question also should be raised as to the continuation and particularly the
proposed expansion of the Small Business Administration, especially its banking
business. If a business proposition is a good one, some private lender or private
lending institution generally is ready to hell) finance the project. If the propo~i-
tion is doubtful, the promoters are likely to have difficulty in raising funds, and
this leads to a call on Government for assistance. Why should the general tax-
payer become financially involved in risky enterprises? The SBA, if continued,
should be integrated in the Department of Commerce, so that small-business
men, who constitute the bulk of our members, can get the benefit of all the work
of the Department. In the chamber's report, Small Business, published in 1954
(revised); we show the central importance of small business to our way of life
and progress. Better management, we found, is the greatest need of small
business. The heavy tax burden is a great handicap and the basic needs is not
Government loans.

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

The same argument should be applied to the proposed International Finance
Corporation. If more foreign lending is desirable, private lenders may be ex-
pected to take advantage of production and profit opportunities. If it is felt
that such pro ects are dubious and therefore unattractive to private investors,
can we justify spending the taxpayer's money to foster these ventures? As
foreign nations rediscover the essential conditions within their own countries
to attract foreign capital, it is inconceivable that American investors will over-
look profitable opportunties to make private investments, and thereby keep these
matters in less-frictional private hands.

The budget is unbalanced. The economic report states that taxes on indi-
viduals and business are still too high and urges the postponement of the sched-
uled tax reductions. Yet all these proposals for new and expanded expenditures
are found among the recommendations.

A number of proposals have been put forward to finance projects outside of
the debt limit. Thus, there is discussion of an "independent authority" to raise
the capital for one program. Other groups were quick to take their cue and are
urging similar propositions for financing outside of the debt limit.

Incurring debt for capital expenditures in the case of individuals, business,
and government may be justified at times, but we should avoid complicating our
budget and debt statistics by making it appear that the debt is smaller than It
actually is.

AREA DEVELOPMENT

We hope that the joint committee also will examine the program for area de-
velopment. It has been suggested that special tax amortization benefits be pro-
vided for new defense facilities located in surplus labor areas. This, like other
proposals, of course, has a strong humanitarian appeal, but it also could lead
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to the uneconomic location and allocation of resources. The same question must
be raised in regard to placing Government contracts in labor Surplus areas. Simi-
larly, our stockpiling program seems to have taken on an aspect of subsidy or
relief.
* The Government's procurement and defense planning programs should have a
sound economic base. The Government as buyer should act like any other pru-
dent buyer, that is, obtain the best possible products at the lowest possible price,
with due regard, of course, for national security issues.

-A contrary approach tends to raise the cost of defense expenditures and makes
it more difficult to balance the budget. Such contrary approach also may furnish
a mere temporary prop which will lead only to greater and greater pressures for
more and more artificial and uneconomic supports on an ever-widening front. Our
economy may be able to absorb these uneconomic steps already taken, but we must
be on guard lest this become an accepted way of life-particularly in a world of
tensions and cold war, in which we must make our human and other resources go
as far as possible.

For these reasons we strongly recommend that the joint committee provide
us with straightforward economic analysis of these problems.

MINIMUM WAGE

What the economic report has to say on lifting the minimum wage is significant.
A year ago the administration expressed a preference for a higher minimum wage,
but said then that the timing was bad. Now, owing to recovery, the timing is
found appropriate (p. 58). Does this mean that a new higher minimum is good
only when it has little or no effect?

Why 90 cents an hour? Why not 85 cents or $1.05-as some have said-
$1.25? Somehow the President has discerned (but just how, we are not told)
that 90 cents is the safe maximum; that "a higher minimum might well cause
lower production and substantial unemployment in several industries. * * * It
would probably bring generally higher prices in its wake. Such effects would
make the gains of covered workers illusory, and they would lower the standard
of living of uncovered low-wage workers." This, we feel, is an effective statement
of the self-defeating characteristics of any minimum wage legislation. The ex-
pansion of coverage of the act to more occupations and industries may bar
more workers from jobs or force them to overcrowd the remaining uncovered
jobs and depress wages there.

Again, minimum-wage legislation has a strong humanitarian appeal, but what
moral right does the Government have to bar a worker from employment unless
Ale can find an employer willing and able to pay him 90 cents an hour, or $1, or
$1.2.5 an hour? And why, incidentally, does our Government have different
minimum-wage laws fixing highly different wages under at least three different
programs: (1) the Fair Labor Standards Act, (2) the Walsh-Healey Act, and
(3) the Davis-Bacon Act?

These laws are not self-enforcing. A substantial battery of unproductive
Government workers must be employed to administer these laws: Bureau chiefs,
subchiefs. department heads, division heads, subdivision heads, lawyers, account-
ants, economists, public administrators, stenographers, typists, file clerks, char-
women, sweepers, janitors, and on and on in Washington and scattered throughout
numerous field offices. The joint committee could perform a valuable service
by taking a good solid look at this matter as it considers the minimum wage
recommendation.

STRENGTHENING OUR FEDERAL SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT

The President's Economic Report contains a significant but short analysis of
the financial position of State and local government. It makes a number of sug-
gestions on updating State and local "outmoded tax-rate and debt limits."

Today the gross debt of State and local governments stands at about $38
billion, as against $20 billion in 1939, and $17 billion in 1929. In 1929 and 1939
their debts were'equal to 16.5 percent and 22 percent of our total gross national
product, respectively. But today they represent only 11 percent of. our gross
national product.

At the same time the National Government debt, however, has greatly risen
relative to the growth of our economy as shown by the accompanying tabulation
(pp. 63 and 115).
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National
Gross debt as per-National national cent of gross

debt product national
product

Billions Billions
29 ------------------------------------------------------- - $16.9 $1 03.8 16

1939- 45.9 91.1 50
1954- -_-- - - - - - 278. 9 356.0 78

In spite of this showing, however, the Economic Report recommends increased
expenditures for many programs which traditionally have been handled at the
State and local level and for many expenditures for many new such programs.
The National 'Government is asked to assume a great responsibility for local
public education. Once the National Government embarks on a subsidy or
grant-in-aid program in this field powerful pressure will be generated for. con-
tinuous expansion. Local communities may shy away from assuming their

..responsibility, hoping and expecting that the National Government will take
-over. The mere fact that such a program is under discussion, probably will
'slow down local efforts all over the country. And yet the National Treasury
must go right into these local communities to collect the revenue which it will
pass back to them, minus the usual brokerage fee "charged" by Washington.

A further real danger, of course, rises in the possibility of ultimate control
of the content of education. The Supreme Court said, "It is hardly lack of due
process for the Government to regulate that which it subsidizes" (Wickard v.
Filburn, 1942). Even though such a program starts only with "construction"
aids, the distinction between construction, teaching aids and teachers' salaries
will be ambiguous and nebulous. The National Government has already written
a number of textbooks widely used in the public schools. It does not take much
imagination to see the day ahead when, in the rush to complete the work of
a congressional session, a rider or a proviso will be attached to a public edu-
cation appropriation bill requiring that certain courses be taught, or certain
views be expounded or that certain textbooks be utilized. Indeed, in this session
one Member of the House introduced a resolution to create a commission to
write a textbook on communism for our schools (Congression Record, Jan. 31, p.
A519). To help obviate the foregoing danger, it is only foir to add, this Mem-
ber of the House wants to give every citizen a chance to review and object to
the content of the textbook and every Member of Congress is expected to review
it before voting upon it (p. A521). If this procedure were followed in every
case, bureaucratic control of education might be minimized and most efforts
at textbook writing by the National Government might die aborning.

Freedom depends on the dispersal of power and it is better to have 48 (or 1,000
'times 48) local school administrations and educational experiments than to have
education controlled from centralized Washington bureaus. To say that nothing
of this kind is now contemplated is not enough.

While the President in his special message on school needs (February 8, 1955)
discusses the foregoing point and is thoroughly aware of it, he neverthless said:

"But too many teachers are underpaid and overworked and, in consequence,
too few young men and women join their ranks. Here is a shortage, less obvious
but ultimately more daingerous, than the classroom shortage." [Italic added.]

It will not be difficult for either those who want more United States Treasury
money or for those who want to shape and influence the curriculum of our local
community schools to latch on to the foregoing statement and demand United
States Treasury financing of teachers' salaries. It is the duty of a statesman
to know what he is doing and to look ahead.

One of the unique features and great sources of strength in the American
economy has been the innumerable sources of initiative. Our Federal system
of. government with its separate governmental units, National, State, and
local, its checks and balances, has been part of this strength. However great
the need for more funds for education may be demonstrated to be, we must always
recognize that we have other long-range considerations that must also be kept in
focus.

DELINQUENCY OF JUVENILES

In early years it was assumed that parents were responsible for the behavior
of their offspring. The church has also endeavored to help build integrity,
honesty, and moral fiber. Yet,-here in 1955 we find that it is proposed that dppro-
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priations by taxpayers be made via the United States Treasury to make grants
to the States to help them to control juvenile delinquency.

If the National Government assumes responsibility for the delinquency of
juveniles, it must, of course, have the power and authority to execute its respon-
sibility. That power and authority must go with responsibility is an elementary
proposition-almost a truism. This is shown most clearly in the case of the
National Government's responsibility for national security. To carry out this
responsibility the Government commandeers the lives of our young men, and
every young man is liable without his consent to compulsory military service.

No doubt at the head of the juvenile delinquency bureau sitting in Washing-
ton we would have a super saint, with antidelinquent blood in his veins, exuding
virtue in every breath and with every heartbeat. Just why juvenile delinquency
in St. Paul, or St. Mary, or St. Joseph, or St. Peter is a problem for our National
Government is not made clear, although all of us are most certainly against
juveniles who are delinquents. There is a vast difference between nationwide
problems and national problems. Defense, international relations, etc., are obvi-
ously national problems. Fire control and juvenile delinquency are nationwide
.problems, but scarcely national problems.

Most of the welfare programs begin in a modest way. Frequently they are
started by appropriations to a congressional committee or bureau merely for
research on the problem. Enthusiasts and zealots are hired to do the research.
Staff documents may be published, even without review of a congressional com-
mittee. But in the public mind "the Government report" is identified with the
congressional committee under which the staff was recruited, and by which it
may or may not have been directed.

The problem grows and grows in publicity and, it is easy for the bureau to find
a politician before too long to introduce a bill for an initial "modest" grant-in-aid
program or a program directed by some national bureau.

Furthermore, grant-in-aid programs can and often do warp State and local
expenditures. The "aided" programs grow at the expense of the unaided.

A significant example of this trend is the field of individual health. While the
present administration has gone quite far in recommending a flood of health pro-
grams, the New York Times (February 3, 1955) in a lead editorial nevertheless,
enumerates a whole series of health features which it regrets that the President
failed to mention in his health message of January 31-a message covering a
broad range of expanded and new programs.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

, After the adoption of our so-called Federal-State systems of unemployment
insurance, frequent attempts were made to nationalize the entire program. When
this failed, attempts were made to establish "Federal standards" for the State
laws.

The Economic Report, while it does not urge congressional action in this area,
attempts to tell the States what they should do, rather than permit a multitude of
experiments at the State level (pp. 55-57).

Thus, the report recommends uniform duration of benefit payments for every
eligible worker regardless of how long he has held a job.

Many States have assumed that there are some workers who perhaps are fairly
Well attached to the labor market but who, because of substantially less than
standard qualifying wages, should, nevertheless, not be wholly excluded from
getting assistance.

In Michigan, for example, an dmployee who has worked some, in at least 14
weeks, is entitled to some benefits, but the number of benefit weeks rises in a
-definite 2 to 3 ratio to the number of weeks of work up to the 26-week maximum.
Should Michigan pay unemployment compensation for 6 months to employees
who work only 3 months? Or, should only workers who are employed 52 weeks
-be eligible for the "uniform duration" of 26 weeks' benefits?

Again, the Economic Report recommends that the benefit should be equal to
50 percent of the unemployed worker's "regular weekly wages." When the
combined social security and withholding tax was nonexistent or small; this
formula seemed fairly appropriate. But today under this formula a 50-percent
'benefit of regular wages would be substantially more than 50 percent of regular
take-home pay, and it must be remembered that the benefits are tax free, and the
unemployed worker avoids numerous expenses such as transportation, outside
lunch, work clothes, etc. This recommendation, furthermore, would favor the
single worker and discriminate against the worker with, family responsibility.
Are not the States in better position to determine these matters?
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The Economic Report states that the District of Columbia unemployment com-
pensation laws should be drafted so as to be "a model" for the States. Just
what there is about the economy of the District of Columbia where our chief
product is words, that would make a system of unemployment compensation
adapted to its conditions, appropriate for North Dakota, or Michigan, or New
Jersey, is not clear. When Congress acts as the legislative body for the District
of Columbia, it rarely pretends to be setting a national pattern. If it were, then
the citizens in. the other States should be disfranchised as in the District of
Columbia.

CONCLUSIONS

Every new program, every new bureau and every new function adds to the
burdens of overworked Members of the Congress. These members serve in a
sense as the board of directors of the national governmental phases of our
society.

These programs and functions have grown and grown to the point that prob-
ably only a handful of "members of the board" could make a passing grade in
an examination of the statutes, regulations, programs, organization and opera-
tion, of even 5 percent of the bureaus or programs for which thely vote and to
which they make appropriations from year to year.

Does this make for sound government? Why are Members of the Congress so
persistently anxious to add to their overload of work and responsibility-a
responsibility which in all frankness they would have to admit of being incapable
of discharging in the sense in which we think of the responsibility of a board of
directors in a private business, a church or a charity?

Thus, in conclusion as we see it, the Economic Report seems to be based on
high-grade understanding of the power of monetary and fiscal policies in govern-
ing the stability and growth of our economy.

Extraneous matters appear to. be included in the report, matters which are
better handled elsewhere-if they must be made to be national issues.

While many fine things are said on the importance of State and local govern-
ment, the report recommends many steps which, in fact, would reduce their
responsibility and their financial capacity to meet their own needs in their own
way.

OxFonD, ENGLAND, Februargt 10, 1955.
GROVER W. E1VSLEY,

Staff Director, Congres8 of the United State8,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR Sin: Thank you for your letter of January 31 and I am looking forward
to receiving the complete report you mention.

Meanwhile, I enclose a copy of text which is the post mortem you ask for.
Yours sincerely,

COLIN CLARK.
In two articles in the Manchester Guardian of November 19 and 26, 1953, fol-

lowed up by an address to a meeting of businessmen in New York, called by the
National Industrial Conference Board of January 21, 1954, I made some pre-
dictions about an American recession, which have been the subject of a good
deal of discussion. I think it will be seen, on examining the evidence, that my
predictions, while by no means infallible came a good deal nearer to the truth
than most of the rival forecasts current a year ago, and particularly those of the
opposition speaker at the National Industrial Conference Board meeting, Pro-
fessor Woytinsky.

The following were the essential passages in the two addresses. (I have not
altered the text at all, except to correct some grammatical defects in my own
spoken word, the amendments being indicated by brackets.)

Professor Woytinsky said: "The volume of economic activities by the end of
1954 may be close to the trend line, as indicated by its growth in 1951-52. This
would bring the gross national product to $380-$385 at an annual rate, personal
income close to $300 billion, industrial production index to approximately 250
(as compared with the present level of close to 230), and the index of manufac-
turing production to approximately 260 (as compared with its current value
of 240-245).

This is my tentative answer to the question-"1954: Depression, Recession,
Recovery ?"

58422-55-S0

)
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Quoting the production index numbers on the old base, he anticipated pro-
duction now to be well above the closing months of 1953. Gross national product
stood at 355½2 billion in the third quarter of 1954, and personal income at 286
billion.

My statement was: "The worst months, in my opinion, will come more likely
in August and September, rather than the second quarter. ** *

"If Congress cuts expenditure, forces up tax rates, refuses tax remissions, the
situation at the latter part of the year may get out of control; whereas really
prompt action may put it, within a few months, within control. [If -Congress
follows] the intermediate course of letting tax revenue melt away and the
deficits build up [and you then] ask me to predict as closely as I can what will
happen, that will probably cause things to run down fairly rapidly until the third
quarter of the year, and then start a slow upturn. * * * Any long period de-
pression is out of the question. If you are taking a view 2 or 3 years ahead, as
General Motors are, then I think you can be very optimistic. What I do see is
quite a short, sharp depression and recovery, which, if wisely handled, may be
as rapid as the depression which caused it."

I think that this has been more nearly correct.
I had predicted in the earlier statement that the fall would be similar to the

1949 recession. On that occasion, gross national product (seasonally adjusted
at annual rate) fell from a maximum of 267 billion in the fourth quarter of
1948 to a minimum of 2552½ billion in the fourth quarter of 1949. On this oc-
casion the fall has been from a maximum of 369.9 billion in the second quarter
1953 to a minimum (so far) of 355.5 billion, third quarter of 1954.

The fall in gross national product, and the rise in budget deficit, have been
rather less than I thought they would be. I anticipated that the budget deficit,
-calculated on a basis of accruing tax revenue, for the worst quarter, might
be at a rate as high as 20 billion per annum. Though it will not be as high
as this, it will be well above the previous year; we do not yet have the accruing
tax liability figures for the third quarter, to complete the calculation. * * *

CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE Co.,
Hartford, Conn., February 14, 1955.

Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: The enclosed statement is submitted to the Joint
Committee on the Economic Report in response to your invitation addressed to
Mr. Meyer Kestnbaum, chairman of the Committee for Economic Development.

It is a source of regret to us that no qualified officer of CED is able to appear
in person before the joint committee at this time. We have a keen interest
in the work of the joint commitee, partly because its area of study so closely
parallels that of CED's research and policy committee. Members of CED have
appeared before the joint committee on many occasions, all of them pleasant and,
we believe, constructive.

I hope that the brief statement enclosed will be helpful in the current delibera-
tions of the joint committee. This statement largely concerns itself with CED's
conclusions. There are certain observations and editorial comment which are the
personal views of the writer and do not necessarily reflect the views of CED.

Sincerely yours,
FRAZAR B. WILDE,

Chairman, Research and Policy Committee,
Committee for Economic Development.

STATEMENT OF FRAZAR B WILDE, CHAIRMAN, RESEARCH AND POLICY COMMITTEE,
CED, AND PRESIDENT, CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE Co.

To a large extent the propositions of this very lucid economic report are in
accord with Committee for Economic Development policies.' We share the
economic report's enthusiasm for the success of the policies that guided the
economy through 1953 and 1954.

' The Committee for Economic Development is a private, nonpolitical organization of
businessmen and educators formed to study and report on the problems of achieving and
maintaining a high level of employment and production within a free economy. Its re-
search and policy committee issues from time to time statements on national policy con-
taining recommendations for action which, in the committee's judgment, will contribute
to maintaining productive employment and a rising standard of living. A list of members
of the CED research and policy committee is attached.
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A year ago in testimony, before this committee, our diagnosis of the economy
led us to caution equally against drift and against precipitate action. We placed
our reliance on a flexible monetary policy and on moderate tax reduction with
emphasis on increasing incentives as a means of supplementing automatic
stabilizers in the job of keeping the economy stable. As the President's report
fully appreciates, these measures were no substitute for sustained confidence on
the part of the public and the business community. But the fact that the ad-
ministration was not indifferent and yet was not stampeded into the use of more
drastic measures tended to strengthen confidence, particularly in the business
community; and the confidence of business and businessmen makes for confi-
dence on the part of the employees and the public generally.

While there is much reason for satisfaction in view of this record it would be
reekless to draw the conclusion that the business cycle has been tamed. Hap-
pily, while accenting the progress that has been made, the report stops short of
this conclusion.

There are at least three reasons for not being too complacent about our ac-
complishment:

First, it is questionable whether the economy in 1953-54 was subjected to
really strong forces making for depression. The President's report identifies
inventory adjustments in the wake of the Korean war as the primary brake on
economic activity. This brake was supplemented by a fairly sharp drop in Gov-
ernment buying for defense. As a result of these downward forces our stabiliz-
ing machinery was set in motion. The machinery performed very well, but it
did not have to cope with strong downward movements in plant and equipment
outlays or in residential construction which were relatively stable or increasing.
The year 1954 probably did not provide a serious enough test to warrant giving
our present stabilizing machinery an unlimited guaranty for the future.

Second, no two economic adjustments are exactly the same. Because the
decisions taken this time turned out to be right does not mean that the same
decisions will be right next time. The country must always have ready sta-
bilizing measures appropriate to the occasion. Each situation we face will prove
in some way unique. Therefore, success in maintaining stability will in large
measure depend on the versatility of stabilizing machinery.

Finally, of course, we must be ready to act in time. The success of the past
2 years clearly shows that timing is all important in maintaining stability. The
record on this score in 1954 was very good.

It is important to realize that successful timing depends less on ability to
forecast the future than it does on being ready, willing, and able to set stabiliz-
izg machinery in motion when the economic indicators clearly call for it. If
we could rely on economic forecasting to tell accurately what is in store in the
months ahead, there would be no trouble in knowing when to act and the degree
of action needed. But forecasting is, at best, an uncertain servant. We are
faced with the necessity of being ready to act promptly in situations that have
not been foreseen.

Forecasting does have a part to play in the quest for stability, but it should
never be master of our actions. We run great risks in tying policy closely to
forecasts, and the President rightfully sounds many notes of caution in his
report about the uncertainties and pitfalls of prognostication. The emphasis
is better put on strengthening the automatic stabilizers in our economy. This
provides insurance of two kinds: insurance against the dangers inherent in mis-
reading the economic future, and insurance against an administration that might
not be quite so ready, willing, and able to act as this one has been.

None of this is to deny the heartening progress that has been made. We have
made progress along the road to stability. We cannot, however, take economic
stability for granted. Neither can we take economic growth for granted. At
different times it may be appropriate to place more emphasis on one than on
the other. But we cannot call either problem "solved." We haven't licked the
business cycle yet. We haven't achieved pushbutton economic growth.

Turning from the past to the present, the report recognizes-and properly so-
that in times like these, the Government must be prepared to throw its weight
against too much inflation as against too much deflation. The report rightly
warns that economic recovery must not be jeopardized by too much speculation.
It is equally prudent to say, as the report does, that Government must remain
ready to deal with any setback that may develop.

The underlying strength of the current recovery certainly makes sensible the
Government's refusal noW "to impart an immediate upward thrust to general
economic activity." While too much and too early is as dangerous as too little
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too late, the retreat from "active ease" to an easy money policy and the recent
offer in exchange of a long-term Government security seem appropriate and
consistent actions at this time.

The 33 specific recommendations in the report cannot be discussed in detail
here. Many of these recommendations, however, are in line with positions GED
has taken in the past. Others, such as the Government's plans for improving the
Nation's highway system-an important subject for economic and military
reasons and for the continued development of the mode of living in this
country-are currently under study in CED. Without doubt, a comprehensive,
long-range program for the improvement of the highway system will be a very
valuable contribution to our economy. Still others we have not yet had a chance
to explore.

Of particular interest to us are the numerous suggestions the report makes
for strengthening the automatic stabilizers in our economy and otherwise increas-
ing our insulation against depression. CED presented a comprehensive program
to this same end last year in its policy statement, "Defense Against Recession."

The report's recommendations for extending unemployment insurance to State
and local government employees and to firms employing fewer than four per-
sons have our agreement. So do the recommendations for revising upward the
duration and amount of unemployment insurance benefits. In some cases, how-
ever, unjustified drains upon the funds could be reduced by better administra-
tion and by reconsideration of eligibility rules. These benefits are, of course,
paid for nonproduction. Every inducement should be made for the individual to
seek work. Conserving the funds in these ways will offset, at least in part,
the increased costs resulting from higher benefits and longer benefit periods:
An extension of Federal old-age and survivors insurance to Federal personnel
would also be consistent with CED's program.

We believe with the report that State ad local tax-rate and debt-limiting stat-
utes should be reviewed, with an eye to relaxing unnecessary barriers to local
investment when circumstances clearly call for action. Similarly the Federal
debt limit should not be allowed to prevent the Government from pursuing an
orderly debt-management program or from carrying out an effective antirecession
policy. Governments need flexibility to meet the changes in our economy.

An up-to-date reserve of plans for Federal public-works projects, as well as the
establishment of a revolving fund to aid States and municipalities in planning
a backlog of construction projects is clearly desirable.

Finally, the report's request for great latitude for the President in the exer-
cise of his power to vary, in the light of economic conditions, the terms on
which home mortgages are underwritten by the Federal Government is prudent
counsel. This authority should be promptly granted.

The fact that the Government is making these recommendations at a time
when the economic outlook is buoyant is encouraging. The very existence of
ready reseves against recession is an added source of confidence that serious
recession will be avoided in the future.

The report's recommendation to postpone the lowering of the corporate income
tax and of excises, scheduled for April 1, is currently being studied by a CED
committee. We plan to have a statement on the subject ready before April 1.
The report's recommendations involving changes in the tax rates imposed on
corporation income from foreign sources are generally consistent with our posi-
tion that the tax system should encourage foreign investment, although the CED
took no position on the specific proposals contained in the report.

The CED, last fall, recommended a gradual and selective reduction in tariffs
along the general lines proposed by the President and reviewed in this report.
We are also on record as favoring equitable standards for the valuation of
imported goods for customs purposes.

Finally, let me repeat that of all the things that Government can do to help
a growing and successful economy, the greatest is to stimulate confidence and
encourage a favorable climate. Intangibles can be just as real and just as im-
portant as other elements in our search for growth and stability. Government
can do a great deal to shape the environment and the psychology which breeds
success. The Government needs to continue its practice of encouraging maxi-
mum cooperation among labor, management, and capital. "

A friendly, constructive atmosphere not only makes for pleasant living in a
country, but establishes an environment where men and women enjoy their work
better, where management is more apt to recommend expansion and develop-
ment of new products and new business, and capital is willing to invest its
share to the end that we may ward off the enemy and at the same time enjoy
an increased standard of living.
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STATEMENT OF HENRY G. RITER, Sn, PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL AsSOiATIoN OF
MANUFXaTURERS

The basic economic philosophy set forth in the Economic Report of the Presi-
dent, January 20, 1955, is one which the National Association of Manufacturers
can heartily endorse. Although there maay be some difference of opinion on
specific measures for implementing this philosophy, the President has clearly
reaffirmed our historic reliance on free competitive individual enterprise as the
driving and guiding force in our economy. We believe that the great potential
growth depicted in the report will be realized if-and only if-this basic faith
continues to guide our Government and our people.

THE CURRENT ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

The President summarizes his analysis of economic developments in 1954, and
prosj&ets for i955, in the following words:

"* * * the mild recession of last year was arrested and a new phase of eco-
nomic expansion got under way before the year closed. The vigor of the recent
recovery taken in conjunction with the investment and expenditure plans already
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set in motion, suggests that economic expansion. will continue during coming
months. It holds out the promise that we shall achieve a high and satisfactory
level of employment and production within the current year."

This conclusion is in close agreement with our own views. Signs are multi-
plying that we are well on our way, upward, and that the contraction of last
year was only a transient episode. The present mood of both consumers and
businessmen is such as to sustain a high and rising rate of economic activity.

Consumers, it is clear, have not felt either the need or the desire to curtail their
expenditures. There has been no wave of fear leading to large-scale postpone-
ment of buying. It is true that consumers are becoming more discriminating
but business regards this as a stimulating challenge rather than as cause for
alarm.

I can assure the committee that the business community views the immediate
future with high optimism. Businessmen confidently anticipate economic growth
and, what is more important, they are preparing for growth. Business is invest-
ing in new plant and equipment to meet the expanded demand expected in the
future. Despite the tapering off of defense spending last year-and the decline
in the need for the specialized plant and machinery used in producing defense
goods-total expenditures on plant and equipment remain at very high levels.
Business is preparing many new products and new services, which will enrich
our lives in the future. These business preparations for future growth are in
themselves a stimulant to our prosperity in the present.

In viewing the course of the economy in 1954, what we find disturbing is not
the slight economic contraction which occurred, but the eager haste in certain
quarters outside Government to proclaim an emergency and to urge adoption of
drastic measures to Counteract the recession. Many of the measures proposed
were such as to weaken the forces making for economic growth, by departing
from our normal reliance on individual incentives and competitive markets.

This economic nervousness-this willingness to abandon the ship at the first
alarm-is a most distressing phenomenon. I trust that cool heads will continue
to prevail over this type of counsel, as they did in 1954.

STAGNANT PROFITS

Although the immediate business outlook is generally good, there is one aspect
of it which should cause some concern. That is the fact that business profits
have not participated in the growth of the economy in recent years.

Figures in the statistical appendix to the President's report indicate that profits
after taxes have remained within a narrow range of $1 billion for the last 7
years, while all other facets of our economy have experienced a substantial
growth in the same period.1 In particular, total corporate sales increased by
more than 30 percent between 1948 and 1954, but total corporate profits in 1954
were actually lower than they were in 1948. Thus corporations have been
compelled to produce and sell about one-third more in the way of goods and
services, with no increase whatever in profits. It is as though an employee
had to work harder and harder to keep up with the growth of his company, but
never got any more pay for it.

By contrast the disposable income of individuals-including wages, salaries,
and other forms of personal income after taxes-increased by 35 percent during
the same period. Clearly it is in the area of business profits, rather than of
consumer incomes, that economic difficulties are to be foreseen.

Since profits play a major role in supplying funds for new plants and equip-
ment-thus helping create jobs-as well as providing incentive for production,
their stagnation over a 7-year period is genuine cause for concern. This record
discredits any contention that further cost increases or tax increases can or
should be absorbed out of profits. On the contrary, it demonstrates the pressing
necessity for corporate tax reduction.

LONG-TERM GROWTH

The President announces that his intention this year is to concentrate on
"basic policies for long-term economic growth" rather than to "seek to impart
an immediate upward thrust to general economic activity." This is economic
statesmanship and vision of the highest order.

The subject of long-term growth is much emphasized in current statements
by all schools of economic thought, and rightly so. Yet this objective is some-

1 These figures apply to profits after taxes, adjusted for inventory valuation. If the
adjustment for inventory valuation is not made, corporate profits after tax show a drop
between 1948 and 1954 of over $2 billion. (See p. 189 of the report.)
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times interpreted as meaning that we must never, in our upward progress, fall
below a precalculated mathematical trend line. It is too often argued that even
the slightest or most temporary setback is evidence that we have failed in our
objective of long-term growth, and that desperate remedies are called for.

Since we live in a society of free individuals we must accept the fact that the
actions of freemen are not predictable to the last degree of mathematical pre-
cision. We can know, in general, that one type of economic climate will encour-
age individuals to behave in ways which lead to economic expansion. We can
be sure that other kinds of economic policies will discourage enterprise and frus-
trate growth. But, if we want to control behavior with no margin of uncertainty
whatever, we must deal with slaves or robots and not free human beings.

If every minor economic fluctuation is regarded as an excuse for abandoning
the basic policies which promote growth, we would never lack for such excuses.
We would be in the position of a hypochondriac, who never has time to live fully,
since he is alvays busy caring for imaginary or trifling ailments. Our long-term
goals will require some strenuous exertions. Let's not abandon them and take to
our beds every time some minor ailment occurs.

Incidentally, business firms are tending more and more to base their invest-
ment plans on the long-term outlook, and then to ignore temporary shifts in the
wind in carrying out those plans. They have learned the futility of attempting
to revise their policies with every minor drop in the rate of economic activity.
It would be most unfortunate if government were persuaded to adopt the opposite
procedure and to regard every economic fluctuation as a signal to reverse all its
basic economic policies.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

We are especially pleased that the President has chosen to present, as the
very first of his "basic economic tenets," the proposition that "* * * competitive
markets, rather than government directives, are as a rule the most efficient
instruments for organizing production and consumption."

Attempts to control prices and wages by administrative rulings are both
impractical and pernicious. They cannot prevent inflation if the basic fiscal
and monetary causes of inflation are present. Furthermore, as our experience
demonstrates, direct controls impele production and block the free flow of goods.
One form of direct control breeds another-price controls lead to wage controls
and at a later stage they make rationing inescapable. They lead logically to a
situation where all economic decisions have to be made by Government agencies-
rather than by the firms and individuals who are closest to the problems and
have the most at stake in reaching a correct solution.

The imposition of direct controls-or even the threat of their imposition-
can only be a roadblock to the attainment of our future economic goals. Such
direct economic controls should be permently renounced as a proper function of
government.

The second "basic economic. tenet" of the President is also, in our view, a
happy choice: "* * * a free economy has great capacity to generate jobs and
incomes if a feeling of confidence in the economic future is widely shared by.
investors, workers, businessmen, farmers, and consumers."

This emphasis on the central importance of confidence reappears frequently
in the report, and might be described as its keynote. This theme is indeed worthy
of emphasis at the present time, when we are being urged from some quarters that
the economic outlook is a gloomy one and that only drastic measures, even
though they may involve departure from our free-enterprise principles, can
save us. But it should be obvious that our economy can remain dynamic only
if we retain confidence in ourselves and in our institutions.

Of course this emphasis on confidence does not mean that we, or the Presi-
dent, advocates a Pollyanna attitude that all will be well and we need not
be vigilant. It would be absurd to pretend that a rosy future is in store for us
no niatter what policies we pursue or what mistakes we make. There are
serious dangers ahead and they had better be faced. But, when all is said and
done, these dangers do not arise from the possibility that our free competitive
enterprise system will be inadequate for our future needs. Rather they arise
from the possibility that the free competitive system will be undermined and
impeded in its operation, either through misunderstanding or through sabotage.

As we see it, there are four chief dangers of this type threatening us currently:
1. The danger that the monopolistic power of labor unions will be used to push

labor costs to an unworkable level. This could undermine our prosperity by
jamming the machinery of production and distribution. Raising wage costs can
restrict employment, just as the raising of prices can reduce the sale of goods.
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2. The danger that deliberate monetary expansion will be used in an attempt
to offset the restrictive effects of monopolistic wage rises. This is the p6licy
of continuous inflation, advocated by certain thoughtless persons as a means of
preventing unemployment. It would destroy the value of our money and wipe
out our accumulated savings.

3. The danger that we will, as settled policy, rely on Government spending to
take up any slack in employment. Such a policy would be an invitation to labor
unions to present all sorts of impractical demands, knowing that the Govern-
ment would assume responsibility for employing any workers who were thereby
priced "out of the market" for their services.

4. The danger that the tax burden will prove so heavy, or so unduly c6ncen-
trated on certain particular types of income, that it will seriously impede future
investment. Our economic growth, as projected in the President's report, will
require a great and continuous flow of capital into plant, machinery, tools, and
all the other things needed in production. This flow of capital can only come
out of people's savings, and what is taxed away cannot be saved or invested.

FUTURE TAX REDUCTIONS

It is encouraging to see that the administration recognizes the destructive
effects of our present heavy tax burden. The President states that:

"It should, nevertheless, be recognized that present taxes are still a heavy
burden. Iower taxes would tend to encourage work, promote more efficient
business practices, and create more jobs through new investments. Fortunately,
with our economy continuing to expand, we can look forward to larger Federal
revenues from existing tax rates. This, together with further economies in
expenditure, should make possible next year another step in the reduction of
taxes. Congress might then consider enacting a general, though modest, reduc-
tion in taxes and, at the same time, continue the program which was begun
last year of reducing barriers to the free flow of funds into risk-taking and job-
creating investments."

The recognition that economic growth will provide a margin for tax reduction
is in close accord with this association's thinking on the subject. We have
estimated that our potential growth over the next 5 years will, if economic
developments permit its attainment, make possible tax reduction totaling $9
billion.

But I had better explain that this does not mean that the $9 billion margin for
tax reduction will be available for Congress to distribute in any way it pleases.
The assumed rate of economic growth on which the calculation is based cannot
simply be taken for granted. Unless we have a tax reduction specifically
designed to correct the growth-limiting features of our present tax structure,
there may be no opportunity for any tax cut.

We believe that the $9 billion margin must be used, over the next 5 years, to
cut the rate of corporate-income taxation and to reduce the degree of graduation
in the personal income-tax rates. If our plan is followed, it will be possible to
lower both the top rate of corporate tax and the top rate of individual tax to a
uniform level of 35 percent At the end of 5 years. First things must come first,
and the primary task is to correct the gross discriminatiobs which, over the
years, have crept into our tax system. These discriminations Are roadblockse to
growth, And unless progress is made in eliminating them we will not have the
margin for tax reduction that growth can provide.

GOVERNMENT COMPETITION WITH BUSINESS

The business community is especially appreciative of the reiteration, in this
report, of the President's determination to reduce the degree of Government
competition with private business. This is stated in the following words:

"The Government also made progress in redrawing the line separating private
and public enterprise. Steps were taken to dispose of numreods enterprises
for which public operation was inefficient or of doubtful advantage. Simul-
taneously, the Government increased the amount of its contracting with private
firms for necessary services and facilities-as an alternative to producing them
itself, often at higher cost to the taxpayer. To hasten the economic develbfr
ment of our water resources, and yet restrict Federal participation to what;
others are incapable of accomplishing, the partnership principle of Federal
cooperation with local interests, public or private, was launched."

We applaud both this view and the steps the administration has taken,, and
is taking, to implement it. The notion that the Government should enter fields
of productive activity in which private interests stand ready to provide what
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is needed is a most pernicious one. Especially dangerous is the belief that such
Government enterprieses can provide a yardstik for judging the performancO
of. privately-owned enterprises in the same field-as though a tax-supported
activity can be compared w-ith one which must continuously justify its existenee
by paying its own way.

THE QUEST FOR SECURITY

- The President's report sets forth as one of the proper functions of Govern-
ment the strengthening of the floor of security for individuals and families
in our industrialized society" (p. 6). The measures recommended under this
heading include: extension of the coverage of unemployment insurance, in-
creases in the amount and duration of benefits under the unemployment in-
surance system, and some further extension of the Federal old-age and survivors
insurance system.

Economic security is a legitimate aspiration and a desirable objective. But
serious question must be raised as to whether individual and family security
would in fact be increased by such extension of governmental social welfare
programs.

The 6ASI system, for example, is still an unproven social experiment. To
pretend otherwise is to encourage false hopes of security which may be cruelly
disappointing. We lack any adequate information on the ultimate cost of the
program, on the willingness and ability of employed people to pay those costs,
and of the effect of the program on the all-important process of private saving.

How far does the OASI program go toward the socialization of saving, and
what will be the result on investment for our growing needs? What will its
effects be on the initiative and self-reliance of our population? What wiil be
the effect of such a program on the value of our dollar and hence on the value|
of the future benefits it promises?

Because uncertainty exists on these and other questions, we must decry the
tendency toward continuous and indiscriminate expansion of Government-
sponsored retirement insurance. Although the original objective of OASI was4
to provide a basic-subsistence minimum at retirement, recent revisions have
placed the amount of benefits consideraby above this level for many participants.
In our opinion, this will impair the incentive for individuals to provide for
their own old-age security by their own savings.

Thoughtful people must also feel reservations in regard to recent tendencies
in the field of unemployment insurance. JThe original objectives of the program
were to encourage business in its efforts to stabilize employment, and to pay
limited benefits to those who have become unemployed through no fault of their
own and who stand ready to accept a job if offered. But these objectives have
sometimes been lost sight of by eager reformers who have wanted to make
the program a panacea for unemployment.

As it stands, the unemployment-compensation system is administered by the
States. We regard this decentralization as desirable, since each State is able
to adapt the details of its program to its own needs. In addition, decentral-
ization. offers opportunities for comparison and evaluation of results. Frankly
we are disturbed at the presumption, indicated in the President's report, that
the Federal Government can and should recommend general standards of bene-
fits and coverage to all the States. Friom this it is only a short step to the
imposition of such general standards by Federal statute.

The real road to security lies in the expansion of our free-enterprise economy,
so as to increase production and-to provide continually more opportunities for
employment. Government social-insurance programs can at best be only a pallia-
tive and at worst they can be destructive of the real foundations of security.

In conclusion, I wish to state that, in my judgment, the administration has
placed a correct interpretation on its responsibilities under the Employment Act
-of 1946. I am reassured that the President has resisted pleas to have his
Council set up in advance a statistical model of how the economy may be ex-
pected to act in 1955, and to derive from the model mechanical solutions to the
problems it predicts. Economic models of this type have a Way of predicting
deflationary gaps which never materialize-as witness our experience with them
iii 1945 and 1946. Centralized planning, based on presumed governmental clair-
-voyance, is the opposite of our traditional reliance on freedom of individual
action.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS,

Washington 25, D. C., February 21, 1955.
Mr. GROVER W. ENSLEY,

Staff Director, Joint Committee on the Economic Report,
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. ENSLEY: I regret this delay in replying to your letter of Decem-
ber 21, relating to the recruitment of enumerators for the collection of current
employment statistics.

In general, I do not believe that the practice of seeking enumerators initially
through party referral sources has impaired the adequacy and accuracy of
current employment statistics. Likewise, I do not believe there is need for
concern currently over the problem of delay in making vitally needed replace-
ments, although such delays will inevitably occur occasionally.

Over a period of many years the Census Bureau has learned how to deal
with the problems implied by this type of recruitment system. Persons recom-
mended are subject to a qualifying test given by the Bureau to screen out
unsuitable applicants. If no suitable person who wants the job proves to
be available through this channel, the supervisor looks to other sources. As a
matter of fact, of the 859 individuals added from July 1, 1953, to December 31,
1954, to the Current Population Survey staff, almost entirely enumerators, only
281 or about one-third were actually referred by political sources.

Safeguards as to adequacy and accuracy. of data have been built into the
system of collecting the data. Questions are formulated in such a way as to
call for specific, factual information in the answers. Interviewers are given
careful training when they first come on the job and refresher training each
month thereafter. Completed questionnaires are reviewed before tabulation,
and any apparent discrepancies are brought to the attention of the interviewers.
Supervisors periodically observe the work of interviewers. The work of each
interviewer is systematically and regularly rechecked by actual reinterview
of a small sample of households. The results of the reinterviews are carefully
analyzed in Washington to assist in the interpretation of the results, as wel
as in the development of improvements in the survey. This is a major part
of the research program to aid us in developing improved survey procedures
which will reduce still further the possibility that the views or biases of the
interviewers might affect the survey results.

In view of those built-in safeguards and the continuing effort to introduce
improvements in procedures where our checks indicate defects, it is my judg-
ment that the political affiliations or views of our interviewers have not biased
the monthly estimates, and it is my opinion that it is possible to maintain the
statistical quality of the current employment statistics program under the pres-
ent referral system. I do not mean to imply that problems do not arise in
particular situations from time to time, but the machinery exists for resolving
these difficulties without impairment of the soundness of the results. While
it is recognized that some problems would arise under this or any other system
of recruiting a widely scattered staff of part-time workers at a very modest
rate of pay, it is my view that action by your committee to change current pro-
cedures is not required under present circumstances.

I hope that this information will bring about a clearer understanding of the
problem of recruitment of interviewers. If we can be of any further assistance,
please let us know.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT W. BURGESS,

Director, Bureau of the Census.

THE WHITE HOUSE.
To the Congress of the United States:

Our unity as a nation is sustained by free communication of thought and
by easy transportation of people and goods. The ceaseless flow of information
throughout the Republic is matched by individual and commercial movement
over a vast system of interconnected highways criss-crossing the country and
joining at our national borders with friendly neighbors to the North and South.

Together the uniting forces of our communication and transportation systems
are dynamic elements in the very name we bear-United States. Without them,
we would be a mere alliance of many separate parts.
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The Nation's highway system is a gigantic enterprise, one of our largest
items of capital investment. Generations have gone into its building. Three
million three hundred and sixty-six thousand miles of roads, traveled by
58 million motor vehicles, comprise it. The replacement cost of its drainage
and bridge and tunnel works is incalculable. One in every seven Americans
gains his livelihood and supports his family out of it. But in large part, the
network is inadequate for the Nation's growing needs.

In recognition of this, the governors, in July of last year at my request, began
a study of both the problem and methods by which the Federal Government
might assist the States in its solution. I appointed in September the President's
Advisory Committee on a National Highway Program, headed by Lucius D.
Clay, to work with the governors and to propose a plan of action for submission
to the Congress. At the same time, a committee representing departments
and agencies of the National Government was organized to conduct studies
coordinated with the other two groups.

All three were confronted with inescapable evidence that action, comprehen-
sive and quick and forwardlooking, is needed.

First: Each year more than 36,000 people are killed and more than a million
injured on the highways. To the home, where the traflic aftermath of an
accident on an unsafe road is a gap in the family circle, the monetary worth
of preventing that death cannot be reckoned. But reliable estimates place
the measurable economic cost of the highway accident toll to the Nation at
more than $4.3 billion a year.

Second: The physical condition of the present road net increases the cost of
vehicle operation, according to many estimates, by as much as 1 cent per
mile of vehicle travel. At the present rate of travel, this totals more than $5
billion a year. The cost is not borne by the individual vehicle operator alone.
It pyramids into higher expense of doing the Nation's business. Increased
highway transportation costs, passed on through each step in the distribution of
goods, are paid ultimately by the individual consumer.

Third: In case of an atomic attack on our key cities, the road net must
permit quick evacuation of target areas, mobilization of defense forces and main-
tenance of every essential economic function. But the present system in critical
areas would be the breeder of a deadly congestion within hours of an attack.

Fourth: Our gross national product, about $357 billion in 1954, is estimated
to reach over $500 billion in 1965 when our population will exceed 180 million
and, according to other estimates, will travel in 81 million vehicles 814 billion
vehicle-miles that year. Unless the present rate of highway improvement and
development is increased, existing traffic jams only faintly foreshadow those of
10 years hence.

To correct these deficiencies is an obligation of Goverment at every level.
The highway system is a public enterprise. As the owner and operator, the
various levels of Government have a responsibility for management that promotes
the economy of the Nation and properly serves the individual user. In the case
of the Federal Government, moreover, expenditures on a highway program
are a return to the highway user of the taxes which he pays in connection with
his use of the highways.

Congress has recognized the national interest in the principal roads by
authorizing two Federal-aid systems, selected cooperatively by the States, local
units and the Bureau of Public Roads.

The Federal-aid primary system as of July 1, 1954, consisted of 234,407 miles,
connecting all the principal cities, county seats, ports, manufacturing areas
and other traffic generating centers.

In 1944 the Congress approved the Federal-aid secondary system, which on
July 1, 1954, totalled 482,972 miles, referred to as farm-to-market roads-im-
portant feeders linking farms, factories, distribution outlets and smaller com-
munities with the primary system.

Because some sections of the primary system, from the viewpoint of national
interest are more important than others, the Congress in 1944 authorized the
selection of a special network, not to exceed 40,000 miles in length, which would
connect by routes, as direct as practicable, the principal metropolitan areas,
cities and industrial centers, serve the national defense, and connect with routes
of continental importance in the Dominion of Canada and the Republic of
Mexico.

This national system of interstate highways. although it embraces only 1.2
percent of total road mileage, joins 42 State capital cities and 90 percent of all
cities over 50,000 population. It carries more than a seventh of all traffic, a
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fifth of the rural traffic, serves 65 percent of the urban and 45 percent of the'
rural population. Approximately 37,600 miles have been designated to date.
This system and its mileage are presently included within the Federal-aid pri-
mary system.

In addition to these systems, the Federal Government has the principal, and in
many cases the sole, responsibility for roads that cross or provide access to fed-
rally owned land-more than one-fifth the Nation's area.

Of all these, the interstate system must be given top priority in construction
planning. But at the current rate of development, the interstate network would
not reach even a reasonable level of extent and efficiency in half a century. State
highway departments cannot effectively meet the need. Adequate right-of-way
to assure control of access; grade separation structures; relocation and realign-
ment of present highways; all these, done on the necessary scale within an in-
tegrated system, exceed their collective capacity.

If we have a congested and unsafe and inadequate system, how then can we
improve it so that 10 years from now it will be fitted to the Nation's requirements?

A realistic answer must be based on a study of all phases of highway financing
including a study of the costs of completing the several systems of highways,
made by the Bureau of Public Roads in cooperation with the State highway
departments and local units of Government. This study, made at the direction
of the 83d Congress in the 1954 Federal-aid Highway Act, is the most compre-
hensive of its kind ever undertaken.

Its estimates of need show that a 10-year construction program to modernize
all our roads and streets will require expenditure of $101 billion by all levels
of government.

The preliminary 10-year totals of needs by road systems are-
Billions

Interstate (urban $11 billion, rural $12 billion)…------------------------$2823
Federal-aid primary (urban $10 billion, rural $20 billion)---------------- 30
Federal-aid secondary (entirely rural)---------------------------------- 15

Sub-total of Federal-aid systems (urban $21 billion, rural $47 billion)_____ 68
Other roads and streets (urban $16 billion, rural $17 billion)------------ 33

Total of needs (urban $37 billion, rural $64 billion)--------------- 101
The Governors' Conference and the President's Advisory Committee are agreed

that the Federal share of the needed construction program should be about 30
percent of the total, leaving to State and local units responsibility to finance
the remainder.

The obvious responsibility to be accepted by the Federal Government, in ad-
dition to the existing Federal interest in our 3,366,000-mile network of highways,
is the development of the interstate system with its most essential urban arterial
connections.

In its report, the Advisory Committee recommends:
1. That the Federal Government assume principal responsibility for the cost

of a modern interstate network to be completed by 1964 to include the most
essential urban arterial connections; qt an annual average cost of $2.5 billion
for the 10-year period.

2. That Federal contributions to primary and secondary road systems, now
at the rate authorized by the 1954 act of approximately $525 million annually,
be continued.

3. That Federal funds for that portion of the Federal-aid systems in urban
areas not on the interstate system, now approximately $75 million annually, be
continued.

4. That Federal funds for forest highways be continued at the present $22.5
million per year rate.

Under these proposals, the total Federal expenditures through the 10-year
period would be-

Billions
Interstate system------------------------------------------- $25. 000
Federal-aid primary and secondary- - _______________________ 5. 250
Federal-aid urban_-- -- __ 750
Forest highways------------------- ------------------------------ .

Total… _ _ ----- ------------- --------__ .31,255
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The extension of necessary highways in the Territories and highway mainte-
nance and improvement in national parks, on Indian lands and on other public
lands of the United States will continue to be treated in the budget for these
particular subjects.

A sound Federal highway program, I believe, can and should stand on its own
feet, with highway users providing the total dollars necessary for improvement
.and new construction. Financing of interstate and Federal-aid systems should
be based on the planned use of increasing revenues from present gas and diesel
oil taxes, augmented in limited instance with tolls.

I am inclined to the view that it it sounder to finance this program by special
bond issues, to be paid off by the above-mentioned revenues which will be collected
during the useful life of the roads and pledged to this purpose, rather than by
.an increase in general revenue obligations.

At this time, I am forwarding for use by the Congress in its deliberations the
report to the President made by the President's Advisory Committee on a
national highway program. This study of the entire highway traffic problem
and presentation of a detailed solution for its remedy is an analytical review
of the major elements in a most complex situation. In addition, the Congress
will have available the study made by the Bureau of Public Roads at the direction
of the 83d Congress.

These two documents together constitute a most exhaustive examination of
the national highway system, its problems and their remedies. Inescapably, the
vastness of the highway enterprise fosters varieties of proposals which must be
resolved into a national highway pattern. The two reports, however, should
*generate recognition of the urgency that presses upon us; approval of a general
program that will give us a modern safe highway system; realization of the
rewards for prompt and comprehensive action. They provide a solid foundation
for a sound program.

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER
THE WHITE HousE, February 22, 1955.

(Whereupon, at 11: 50 a. m., Wednesday, February 16, 1955, the
committee adjourned, subject to call of the Chair.)
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